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By Mr. RANDOLPH; A bill CH.R. 9957) :to authorize appropriations for the relief of unemployment through the
performance of useful public work on land under the control of the Forest Service, and for other purposes; to the
Committee on Agriculture.
By Mr. DOCKWEILER: A bill CH.R. 9958) to adjust the
salaries of rural letter carriers, and for other purposes; to
the Committee on the Post Office and Post Roads.
By Mr. McFADDEN: A resolution (H.Res. 451) to investigate financing of the two major party national conventions,
and for other purposes; to the Committee on Rules.
MEMORIALS
Under clause 3 of rule XXII, memorials were presented
and referred as follows:
By the SPEAKER: Memorial of the Legislature of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, memorializing Congress
in favor of legislation providing for a retirement system
for railroad employees; to the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce.
Also, memorial of the Legislature of the State of New
Jersey, memorializing Congress to enact an antilynching
law; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS
Under clause 1 of rule XXII,
Mr. CUMMINGS introduced a bill CH.R. 9959) granting a
pension to Ethel R. Blake, which was referred to the Comnlittee on Invalid Pensions.
PETITIONS, ETC.
l Under clause 1 of rule XXII, petitions and papers were
, laid on the Clerk's desk and referred as follows:
5176. By Mr. JAMES: Resolution from Joseph L. Stan1 china, president, and Joseph A. Canale, clerk, .of the village
. of Caspian, Mich., favoring the passage of H.R. 7598; to
. the Committee on Labor.
5177. By Mr. LINDSAY: Petition of the Central Union
Lebel Council, Brooklyn, N.Y., urging favorable action on
the Connery 30-hour week bill; to the Committee on Labor.
5178. Also, telegram from Edward F. Caldwell & Co., Inc~,
V. F. Von Loosberg, president, New York City, urging vote
against substitute for Wagner labor bill; to the Committee
on Labor.
5179. Also, petition of F. Weidner Printing & Publishing
. Co., Brooklyn, N.Y., opposing the new Wagner labor disputes bill; to the Committee on Labor.
5180. Also, telegram from David Dubinsky, president International Ladies Garment Workers Union, New York City,
favoring Connery 30-hour week bill; to the Committee on
Labor.
5181. Also, petition of the Monte:fiore Hospital Alumni
Association, New York City, favoring H.R. 7598, the unemployment and social insurance bill; to the Committee on
Labor.
5182. By Mr. O'MALLEY: Petition signed by 5,000 residents of the Fifth Wisconsin District, protesting against the

exclusion of Judge Rutherford's programs from radio; to the
Committee on Merchant Marine, Radio, and Fisheries.
5183. By Mr. RUDD: Petition .of the F. Weidner Pi·inting
& Publishing Co., Brooklyn, N.Y., opposing the passage of
the Wagner disputes bill; to the Committee on Labor.
5184. Also, petition of Michaels Bros., Brooklyn, N.Y.,
opposing the Wagner disputes bill; to the Committee on
Labor.
5185. Also, petition of the International Ladies' Garment
Workers Union, New York City, favoring the passage of the
Connery 30-hour week bill; to the Committee on Labor.
5186. Also, petition of Edward F. Caldwell & Co., Inc.,
V. F. Von Lossberg, president, New York City, opposing the
substitute for the Wagner labor bill; to the Committee on
Labor.
5187. Also, petition of the Central Union Label Council,
Charles E. Sinnegen, secretary, Brooklyn, N.Y., urging enact-
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ment of the Connery 30-hour week bill; to the Committee
on Labor.
5188. By the SPEAKER: Petition .of the Daytona Chamber
of Commerce, Daytona Beach, Fla.; to the Committee on
Ways and Means.
5189. Also, petition of the Unemployed Citizens' League of
Bethlehem, Pa.; to the Committee on Ways and Means.
5190. Also, petition of M. L. Wilson and others, supporting Senate bill 3231 and House bill 9596; to the Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
5191. Also, petition of Cragin State Bank Depositors Justice Committee; to the Committee on Banking and Currency.
5192. Also, petition of the Cragin State Bank Depositors'
Justice Committee; to the Committee, on Banking and Currency.
5193. Also, petition of S. C. Hoppes, and others, supporting
Senate bill 3231 and House bill 9596; to the Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
·
5194. Also, petition of numerous employees of the Minneapolis & St. Louis Railroad Co., supporting Senate bill 3231
and House bill 9596; to the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce.
5195. Also, petition of S. s. sweet, and others, supporting
Senate bill 3231 and' House bill 9596; to the Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
5196. Also, petition .of the New York County Republican
Committee, urging adoption of the amendment to section
301 of Senate bill 2910; to the Committee on Merchant
Marine, Radio, and Fisheries.
5197. Also, petition of the Seaton Farmers Grain Co.,
Seaton, Ill.; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce.
5198. By Mr. BOYLAN; utter from the Central Union
Label Council of Greater New York, representing 250,00-0
organized workers in that vicinity, favoring the passage of
the Connery SO-hour week bill; to the Committee on Labor .
5199. By Mr. WHITE: Petition of the granges of the .
State of Idaho opposing the repeal of the long-and-shorthaul clause of the Interstate Commerce Act; to the Com- ·
mittee .on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.

SENATE
MONDAY, JUNE

18, 1934

(Legislative day of Wednesday, June 6, 1934)

The Senate met at 12 o'clock meridian, on the expiration
of the recess.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE

A message from the House of Representatives, by Mr.
Haltigan, one of its clerks, announ.ced that the House had
passed without amendment the bill (S. 3646) to amend section 938 of the Revised Statutes to vest the courts with discretion to ref use to order the return of vessels seized for
violation of any law of the United States; and to amend
subsection (b) of section 7 of the Air Commerce Act of 192~.
as amended, to provide for the forfeiture of aircraft used in

violation of the customs laws.
The message also announced that the House had agreed
to the report of the committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses Qn the amendments of the
Senate to the bill (H.R. 9830) making appropriations to
supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1934, and prior fiscal years, to provide
supplemental general and emergency appropriations for the
fiscal years ending June .30, 1934, and June 30, 1935, and
for other purposes.
ENROLLED

~ILLS

,Al."D JOINT RESOLUTIONS SIGNED

The message further announced that the Speaker had
affixed his signature to the foll<Jwing enrolled bills and joint
resolutions, and they were signed by the Vice President:
S.1639. An act to establish a Federal Credit Union System, to _esta.blish a ~er market for szcurities of the
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:United States, and to make mol'e available to people of small
means credit for provident purposes through· a national
,system of cooperative credit, thereby helping to stabilize the
credit structure of the United States;
S. 2702. An act to amend the Civil Service Retirement Act
of May 29, 1930, and for other purposes;
S. 3419. An act to exempt articles of machinery belting
from the tax on floor stocks imposed by the Agricultural
Adjustment Act;
S. 3487. An act relating to direct loans for industrial purposes by Federal Reserve banks, and for other purposes;
S. 3526.· An act to amend the Air Commerce Act of 1926
and to increase the efficiency of the Aeronautics Branch of
the Department of Commerce with respect to the development and regulation of civil aeronautics;
S. 3528. An act to grant permission to the Willard Family
Association to erect a tablet at Fort Devens, Mass.;
S. 3604. An act to revive and reenact the act entitled "An
act to authorize the Bainbridge Island Chamber of Commerce, a corporation, its successors and assigns, to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge across Agate Pass
connecting Bainbridge Island with the mainland in Kitsap
County, State of Washington", approved March 2, 1929;
S. 3626. An act referring the claims of the Turtle Mountain Band or Bands of Chippewa Indians of North Dakota to
the Court of Claims for adjudication and settlement;
S. 3741. An act to convey certain lands to the State of
South Dakota for public-park purposes, and for other purposes;
S. 3788. An act to extend the times for commencing and
completing the construction of a bridge across the Rio
Grande at Boca Chica, Tex.;
H.R. 2419. An act for the relief of W~ B. Ford;
H.R. 3636. An act for the relief of Thelma Lucy Rounds;
H.R. 9936. An act to compensate widows a;nd children of
perscns who died while receiving monetary benefits for disabilities directly incurred in or aggravated by active military
or naval service in the World War;
H.J.Res. 330. Joint resolution authorizing certain retired
officers or employees of the United States to accept such
decorations, orders, medals, or presents as have been tendered them by foreign governments;
H.J.Res. 371. Joint resolution authorizing the creation of
a Federal Memorial Commission to consider and formulate
pfans for the construction, on the apex block, Constitution·
aind Pennsylvania Avenues, in the city of Washington, D.C.,
of a permanent memorial to the memory of Thomas Jefferson, third President of the United States and author of the
Declaration of Independence; and
S.J.Res. 131. Joint resolution providing for membership of
the United States in the International Labor Organization.
AMENDMENT TO THE BANKING ACT OF 1933 AND THE FEDERAL
RESERVE ACT-

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas obtained the floor.
Mr. BULKLEY. Mr. President-Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I yield to the Senator from

Resolved by the Senate and General Assembly of the State of
New Jersey,

1. That the Governor and Legislature of the State of New
Jersey do memorialize the Federal Congress to enact legislation
providing that the Federal Government shall acquire from the
State of New Jersey at a cost of $1 the property of the Delaware
and Raritan Canal, together with such land, buildings, and equipment as are turned over by the United New Jersey Railway &
Canal Co. under the provisions of ch.apter 139 of the Laws of 1934.
2. That the Federal Congress provide for the operation of the
canal for navigable purposes.
Be it further resolved, That this joint resolution, signed by the
Governor and under the great seal of the State, be transmitted
to the Vice President of the United States and the Speaker of the
House of Representatives, as the presiding officers of their respective branches of the Federal Congress.
3. This joint resolution shall take effect immediately.
Approved June 11, 1934.
STATE OF NEW JERSEY,
DEPARTMENT OF STATE.

I, Thomas A. Mathis, secretary of state of the state of New
Jersey, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a true copy of a
joint resolution passed by the legislature of this State and approved by the Governor the 11th day of June, A.D. 1934, as taken
from and compared with the original now oii file in my office.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and a.tll.xed
my official seal at Trenton this 16th day of June 1934.
(SEAL]
THOMAS A. MATHIS,
Secretary of State.
STATE OF NEW JERSEY.

I, the Governor of the State of New Jersey, do hereby certify
that Thomas A. Mathis, Esq., who hath signed the annexed certificate, and whose otncial seal is thereto annexed, was, at the
doing thereof, and now is, secretary of state of the State of New
Jersey, · duly appointed, commissioned, ·and sworn, and that full
faith and credit are to be given to his official attestations, that the
said signature is in the proper handwriting of the said Thomas A.
Mathis, and the seal his seal of ofiice, and that the said certificate
is in due form of l~w and by the proper officer.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused
the great seal of the State of New Jersey to be hereunto afiixed,
at the city of Trenton, in said State, this 16th day of June, in the
year of our Lord 1934.
A. H.uulY

MOORE,

Governor.

By the Governor:
[_SEAL]

THOMAS

A.

MATHIS,

Secretary of State

Mr. FLETCHER presented a petition signed by sundry
citizens, being elective officers of the Three-Score-and-Ten
Club, of Miami, Fla., and representing the endorsement of
that. club, praying for the introduction in Congress of the
fallowing legislation: First, a bill obligating the Government of the United States to pay to every citizen of said
Government whose record is free from criminality and who
has attained the age of 60 years a monthly pension of $200
until the end of his life upon the sole condition that he or
she agrees under oath to spend the entire amount of the
pension within the confines of the United States during the
current month in which it is received; and, second, a bill
creating a Nation-wide Federal retail sales tax, or any other
method calculated to produce the revenue necessary to meet
the requirement of House bill No. 1, which, with the accompanying letter, was ordered to lie on the table.
RESOLUTION OF NATIONAL ALLEGIANCE-EXPRESSION OF FAITH IN
THE PRESIDENT AND HIS ADMINISTRATION

Ohio.
Mr. FLETCHER presented a resolution adopted by the
Mr. BULKLEY. Mr. President, in order to speed the Daytona Beach <Fla.) Chamber of Commerce, which was
prospect of early adjournment, I desire to withdraw the ordered to lie on the table and to be printed in the RECORD, pending motion to proceed to the consideration of the bill as follows:
<S. 3748) to amend certain sections of the Banking Act of
A RESOLUTION OF NATIONAL ALLEGIANCE ADOPTED BY THE X>AYTONA
1933 and the Federal Reserve Act, and for other purposes.
BEACH CHA.MBER OF COMMERCE
The VICE PRESIDENT. The motion is withdrawn.
JUNE 11, 1934.
PETITIONS AND MEMORIALS

• The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate the following joint resolution of the Legislature of the State of New
Jersey, which was ordered to lie on the table:

With a full realization of the many problems now confronting
the administration of our National Government, and in appreciation of the tremendous accomplishment of the administration
during its present term of omce to bring back to our country a
state of peace and prosperity, and in · grateful appreciation of the
improved business and financial condition of our own community,
due largely to the efforts of our President, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
the Congress of the United States, and the administration: Be it
hereby

Joint Resolution 6
Joint resolution memorializing the Congress for the acquisition by
the Federal Government of the Delaware and Raritan Cana1
Whereas the State of New Jersey has recently acquired the
Resolved by the board of governors of the Daytona Beach ChamDelaware and Raritan Canal from the United New Jersey Railway ber of Commerce, in regular session, That we, as citizens of the
& Canal Co. after abandonment by the lessor, the Pennsylvania city of Daytona Beach, Fla., express our faith in the President and
Railroad, in accordance with the charter of the United New Jersey the administration, and that from this day we will go forward
Railway & Canal Co.; and
with renewed effort to do our part in the great work of rehabilitaWhereas the Federal Government now owns and operates the tion that is being accomplished throughout the Nation, and that
greater portion of the inland waterways from Maine to Florida: we, as Americans, henceforth place the welfare o! our country
a.bove all material 1.qterests of groups or individuals.
Therefore be it
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We sincerely recommend to all of those tn a.uthority, be it
National, State, county, or municipal, and likewise to the chambers of commerce, civic clubs, and all ·organizations of every community, that on or before July 4, 1934, they send an expression of
faith, tolerance, and determination to the President 1n Washington.
We further recommend to every citizen of these United States
a united citizenry, whole-heartedly believing in the fundamental
principles of our Government, and with a full realization of our
duty as loyal Americans to our beloved country, our Government,
and toward one another.
Daytona Beach Chamber of Commerce, Graham P. Weisiger,
president; Russell S. Dymond, secretary; Thomas J.
Roebuck, J. Blair Dunn, Jerome A. Burgman, Basil F.
Brass, James L. Cartwright, Ucal W. Cunningham, B. R.
Fuller, Jr., J. Peter Glenn, William Goldenberg, Ralph
C. Henson, Edison F. Hufi', James B. Keith, Ernest L.
Padgett, Tench H. Phillips, Jack L. Robinson, Ackland
E. Stilling, J. Ralston Wells, Ralph W. Richards, Jeter
D. McMillan, Board of Governors.
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES

Mr. SHEPPARD, from the Committee on Commerce, to
which was ref erred the bill CS. 3733) to extend the times
for commencing and completing the constructio~ of a bridge
across the Missouri River at or near Rulo, Nebr., reported it
without amendment and submitted a report (No. 1457)
thereon.
Mr. MCKELLAR, from the Committee on Post Offices and
Post Roads, to which was referred the bill (S. 3133) amending the postal laws to include as second-class matter religious
periodicals publishing parish information, reported it with
amendments and submitted a report <No. 1458) thereon.
ENROLLED BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS PRESENTED

Mrs. CARAWAY, from the Committee on Enrolled Bills,
reported that on the 16th instant that committee presented
to the President of the United States the fallowing enrolled
bills and joint resolutions:
S. 1103. An act to authorize the Secretary of the NavY to
proceed with certain public works at the Naval Air Station,
Pensacola, Fla.;
·
s. 1510. An act to amend the act entitled "An act to
adjust water-right charges, to grant other relief on the
Federal iniga.tion projects, and for other purposes", approved May 25, 1926, with respect to certain lands in the
Langell Valley irrigation district;
S. 3178. An act authorizing the George Washington Bicentennial Commission to print and distribute additional
sets of the writings of George Washington;
S. 3231. An act to provide a retirement system for railroad
employees, to provide unemployment relief, and for gther
purposes;
S. 3541. An act to authorize production credit associations
to make loans to oyster planters;
S. 3545. An act to extend the times for commencing and
completing the construction of a bridge across the St. Clair
River at or near Port Huron, Mich.;
S. 3645. An act to conserve and develop Indian lands and
resources; to establish a credit gystem for Indians; to provide for higher education for. Indians; to extend toward
Indians the right to form business and other organizations;
and for other purposes;
S. 3742. An act granting the consent of Congress to the
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they enter interstate or foreign commerce, to create a Fed- ·
eral Motion Picture Commission, to define its powers, and
for other purposes; and
A bill CS. 3806) to prevent the obstruction of and burdens
upon interstate trade and commerce in copyrighted motianpicture films and to prevent restraint upan free competition
in the production, distribution, and exhibition of copyrighted
motion-picture films <a> by prohibiting the compulsory
block booking of copyrighted motion-picture films; (b) to .
compel the furnishing of accurate synopses of all pictures
offered to theater operators before the same have been released and reviewed; and (c) to amend section 2 of the
Clayton Act to make it apply to license agreements and
leases as well as sales in interstate commerce; to the Committee on Interstate Commerce.
INVESTIGATION RELATIVE TO CENSORSHIP OF RADIO BROADCASTS

Mr. SCHALL submitted the following resolution <S.Res.
275}, which was referred to the Committee on Interstate
Commerce:
Whereas it is generally conceded that all radio broadcasting is
censored by the Federal Radio Commission of the Roosevelt administration before it can be put· on the air; and
Whereas the New York Herald Tribune, through its publisher
Mr. Ogden Reid, has made this .fact public; and
Whereas the Federal Radio Commission, which body is in charge
of the censorship of free speech under this administration, is demanding from the New York Herald Tribune the evidence so that
it can try and acquit itself: Therefore be it
Resolved, That the Senate appoint a committee of at least four
members, evenly divided as to political faith, so that a free and
impartial hearing may be had; and for the purposes of this resoluton the committee, or any duly authorized subcommittee thereof,
1s ordered to hold such hearings, to sit and act at such times
and places during the sessions and recesses of the Senate in the
Seventy-third Congress, and subsequent Congresses, until a final
report shall be made, to employ such legal and clerical and other
assistants, to require by subpena or otherwise the attendance of
such witnesses, and the production of such books, papers, and
documents, to administer such oathS, to take such testimony,
and to make such expenditures as it deems advisable. The cost of
st.enographic services to report such hearings shall not be in excess
of 25 cents per hundred words. The expenses of the committee,
which shall not exceed $20,000, shall be paid from th13 contingent
fund of the Senate upon vouchers approved by the chairman.
REGULATION OF TRAFFIC IN FOOD AND DRUGS-AMENDMENT

Mr. COSTIGAN submitted amendments intended to be
proposed by him to the bill <S. 2800) to prevent the manufacture, shipment, and sale of adulterated or misbranded
food, drink, drugs, and cosmetics, and to regulate traffic
therein; to prevent the false advertisement of food, drink,
drugs, and cosmetics; . and for other purposes, which were
ordered to lie on the table and to be p~ted.
FORT PECK DAM, MONTANA

Mr. WHEELER. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
to insert in the RECORD a statement by ex-Governor Weaver
with reference to the Fort Peck Dam project in my State.
It is just a formal statement with reference to the Fort Peck
Dam and what it wnr do.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
STATEMENT OF FORMER Gov. ARTHUR J. WEAVER, OF NEBRASKA, AS TO
THE FmtT PF.CK RFSERVom AND ITS RELATION To THE MANY
PuBLIC BENEFITS WHICH W'ILL ACCRUE TO THE PEOPLE OF THE

State Board of Public Works of the State of Vermont to
MissolJRI VALLEY STATES AND THE NATION
construct, maintain, and operate a toll bridge across Lake
In 1908 Theodore Roosevelt, in a message to Congress, said:
" Our river systems are better ·actapted to the needs o! the people
Champlain at or near West SWanton, Vt.;
than those of any other country. In extent, distribution, naviS.J.Res. 59. Joint resolution to provide for the expenses of gability,
and ease of use they stand first. Yet the rivers of no
delegates to the Ninth Pan American Sanitary Conference; other civilized country are so poorly developed, so little used, or
S.J.Res. 108. Joint resolution authorizing the Secretary play so small a part in the industrial life of the Nation as those
of War to receive for instruction at the United States Mili- ot the United States. In view of the use made of rivers else- •
where, tbe failure to use our own is astonishing, and no thoughttary Academy at West Point, Eloy Alfaro and Jaime Eduardo ful
man can believe that it will last.
Alfaro, citizens of Ecuador; and
" The improvement of our lnland waterways can and should be
S.J.Res. 117. Joint resolution authorizing the President made to pay for itself so far as practicable from the incidental profrom water power and other uses. Navigation should, o!
of the United States to present the Distingui.shed FJ.ying ceeds
course, be free. But the greatest. return will come from the inCross to Emory B. Bronte.
creased commerce, growth, and prosperity of our people. For this
BILLS INTRODUCED

were introduced, read the first time, and, by unanimous consent, the second time, and referred as follows: '
By Mr. NYE:
A bill (8. 3805) to provide for inspecting, classifying, and
cataloguing motion ·pictures, both -silent- and ·taJking, before
Bills

we have already waited too long. Adequate funds should be provided, by bond issue, if necessary. and the work should be delayed
no longer."
The successors of Theodore Roosevelt have each recognized the
value of the natural waterways and water resources of our country
and advocated their development and use-.
Preetdent Franklin D. Roosevelt, speaking at St. Paul, Minn., in
1932, said, •• Inlalld. waterways are needed badly, and we should
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plan their development without delay." Since his inauguration as
t>resident he has consistently advocated and is developing the
sound national policy of water conservation for the purposes of
flood control, navigation, reforestation. soil-erosion prevention,
restoration of ground-water levels, water-power development,
domestic water supply, and many other beneficial uses.
The Fort Peck navigation reservoir, now in process of construction, located 11 miles above the mouth of the Milk River,
on the main stem of the Missouri, in eastern Montana, is one of
the major projects in this regional and national plan of development. As Muscle Shoals is the keystone in the plan of the development of the Tennessee Valley, Fort Peck will be the keystone in the development of the rich land and water resources of
the Missouri Valley.
Senator GEORGE W. Noaars, with a wonderful vision as to the
dire need of the conservation and utilization of such resources i.n
every watershed of America, in 1933 said, when discussing his proposed bill for the development of the Missouri Valley, "that Fort
Peck and similar projects fit in the proposed plan and . that I
would be pleased to see Fort Peck authorized immediately."
Therefore, under the leadership of the very able Senator from
Montana , BURTON K. WHEELER, he joined the other Senators of
the Missouri Valley States in asking the President to authorize
Fort Peck and to complete the Missouri River navigation project
to Sioux City, Iowa.
The movement for the authorization of the Fort Peck Dam and
Reservoir was initiated by the Missouri River Navigation Association on data secured by the United States Army Engineers in
their studies of 7 years under the provisions of House Document
308. This project was submitted to the President in June 1933 by
a delegation of United States Senators from the Missouri Valley
St ates headed by Senator WHEELER. In October 1933, after the
final det ailed survey had been finished, foundations fully proved,
and upon the recommendation of Gen. Lytle Brown, Ch ief of
United States Army Engineers, it was authorized by t he President
and the Public Works Administration.
THE FACTS ABOUT THE FORT PECK RESERVOm

1. Cost, $70,000,000.

2. Type: Earth fill with channel spillway.
3. Maximum heigl1t, 231 feet above stream bed.
4. Drainage area above dam site, 57,725 square miles.
5. Surface area at normal pool level, 225,000 acres.
6. Storage capacity at normal pool level, 20,000,000 acre-feet.
7. Approximate length of pool measured along thread of stream,
174.8 miles, and pool shore line measures 2,500 miles.
The Fort Peck Reservoir is the lowest-cost storage reservoir ever
found in the United States, the ·total cost being about $3.50 per
acre-foot, whereas most proposals of this kind run $8, $10, $15, and
as high as $24 per acre-foot. This low cost is due mainly to the
fact that there is not a city, highway, or railroad in the pool area,
and that practically all the land taken is owned by the Government. Furthermore, the type of dam is one of low construction
cost.
The proposed Fort Peck Reservoir will accomplish the following results:
1. Give the necessary flow to provide a 9-foot navigation channel
in the Missouri River. Government engineers have calculated
that · the additional savings in transportation charges due to
greater economy in operation on a 9-foot channel would justify an
expenditure of $40,000,000 over and above the cost of the 6-foot
channel on the lower river alone (St. Louis to Kansas City).
2. Will have a flood-control value of millions of dollars.
3. Will have an ultimate power value of $35,000,000.
4. Wi~ make possible the ultimate irrigation of 180,000 acres of
fertile land by furnishing cheap power for pumping water. This
amount of land will furnish homes of 80 acres each for 2,250
families.
5. Will mean the stabilization of the Missouri River, which will
prevent the annual loss by erosion of 38,000 acres between St.
Louis and Sioux City. This will mean an annual saving to the
farmers of the Missouri Valley of $3,800,000.
6. Will, through stabilization of the Missouri River, reclaim
216,000 acres of land. This land reclaimed will be reasonably
worth $10,000,000. In addition the permanent increase in value of
the 2,000,000 acres of bottom land in the Missouri River Valley,
even at $10 per acre, will amount to $20,000,000.
7. Will insure, without excessive chemical treatment, an abundant water supply for domestic use to 2,000,000 people in 20 growing cities.
8. Will provide the water necessary to maintain a 9-foot channel
1n the Mississippi River during the low-water periods.
9. Will reduce the maintenance charge on the Missouri River
and on the Mississippi River in the section from St. Louis to Cairo.
The saving estimated at $500,000 per annum.
10. The Chief of the United States Army Engineers in his report
of these projects of the Missouri Valley watershed under House
Document 308 emphasizes the importance of vigorously pressing
to completion the n avigation projects from the mouth of the Missouri River to Sloux City, Iowa, and in addition the building of
the reservoir at the site of Fort Peck, with the maximum practical
capacity, stating that "this is calculated to promote the prosperity
of the Mississippi Valley as well as that of the country at large."
THE RELATION OF THE FORT PECK PROJECT TO MISSOURI RIVER
NAVIGATION

There are two approved projects on the Missouri River; the first,
from Kansas City to the mouth, adopted by act of Congress, July
25, 1912, and the second froJJ?. Kansas City to Sioux City. adopted
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by act of Congress, January 21, 1927. These projects call for a
channel depth of 6 feet with a navigable width of 200 feet.
The regulation work on the lower river (Kansas City to the
mouth} is now practically complete, and barge operations will
begin about July l, there having been spent on this project for
new work approximately $55,000,000. On the middle river (Kansas
City to Sioux City) the channel work will be completed to St.
Joseph in 1935. The section from St. Joseph to Sioux City is
being rapidly constructed. There has been spent or contracted on
the stretch of the river between Kansas City and Sioux City about
$27,000,000.
When the first project was adopted in 1912, the plan of regulation for obtaining a 6-foot channel depth was based upon the
gaging and discharge records of the Government agencies dating
back to 1870. The work was planned upon the basis of a minimum
discharge at Kansas City of 20,000 second-feet, which was the
lowest record up to 1929. The engineers are still agreed that with
a minimum discharge of 20,000 second-feet at Kansas City the
work installed will produce a 6-foot channel depth.
Beginning with 1929 and continuing to this time, a severe
drought period has extended over the upper Missouri River watershed. During these years of drought tbe discharge in the river
has frequently dropped below the necessary 20,000 second-feet,
and at times as low as 11,000 second-feet at Kansas City. The
engineers agree that a 6-foot channel depth cannot be maintained
when the river falls below the necessary 20,000 second-feet.
The engineers account for a loss of 12,000 second-feet in the
flow of the Missouri River attributable to irrigation. At the time
the first project was adopted there was a small amount of irriga-,
tion development in the Missouri River Basin, but at this time
6,055,147 acres of land are under irrigation in the upper Missouri
River watershed. In addition to this acreage, new projects have
been considered totaling 2,346,948 acres, and the engineers estimate that it would be possible to put an additional 5,000,000 acres
of land under irrigation.
The Federal Government has spent $62,988,335 on irrigation
projects in the upper Missouri Basin, and 60 percent of the water
diverted for irrigation is used on Federal projects.
It is apparent that during dry years we cannot, without reservoir
storage, obtain a dependable 6-foot channel in the Missouri River
and that if the expenditures of the Government on the Missouri
River are made profitable and the river benefit shall accrue to the
public it will be necessary to replace the loss of flow in the Missouri River.
REMJ:DY

The United States engineers proposed a plan which will not only
make up the deficiencies in flow required for a 6-foot channel but
will provide a fiow sufficient for a dependable 8- to 9-foot channel.
The plan proposed was to build a large impounding reservoir known
as the " Fort Peck Reservoir " in Montana, which will store the
flood waters from the mountain area to be discharged during the
low-water periods. A very thorough study of the effective operation of this reservoir has been made by the engineers based upon
gage readings of the Government and extending back over a period
of 12 years, which .has convinced them of the entire practicability
and effectiveness of this reservoir in producing the results claimed.
With this reservoir a dependable 8- to 9-foot channel can be maintained at low water 'from Sioux City, Iowa, to the mouth of the
river, giving 30,000 second-feet discharge at Yankton, S.Dak., 35,000
second-feet at Kansas City, and 40,000 second-feet at Hermann, Mo:
No more work in the stabilization and regulation of the river
will be required with this reservoir than would have been required
under the adopted 6-foot project.
EVALUATION OF FORT PECK RESERVOIR

The Fort Peck Reservoir, authorized by the Public Works Administration primarily as a navigation reservofr, has great value for
such public beneficial purposes ·as flood control, power, irrigation,
soil-erosion prevention, land reclamation, and domestic water
supply; and in this order I shall present briefly these public
benefits:
Navigation

Benefits to agriculture: The Missouri Valley territory has the
longest freight haul in the marketing of its product and the highest transportation cost of any great agricultural section in the
world.
The farmers of Kansas, Nebraska, and the Dakotas pay more to
ship their grain to European markets than the competitive countries of Canada, Argentina, or Australia by reason of the long rail
haul to seaboard. Wheat can be shipped to Liverpool from the
interior grain-producing area of Canada for 10 to 12 cents a
bushel less than it can be shipped from Kansas or Nebraska to ·
Liverpool.
In the winter of 1932-33 I checked the railroad rates from
Omaha and Interior Nebraska on corn to Pacific coast points. It
cost 0.34 cent a bushel on Nebraska corn to Los Angeles and San
Francisco and 0.33 cent to Portland and Seattle. From Burlington, Iowa (upper Mississippi) and from Peoria and Havana, on
the Illinois River, it cost only 0.16Yi cent to 0.18% cent a bushel.
These· rates and many like them are eloquent in behalf of our
fight for justice. A sound national policy requires equal opportunity for each great regional area.
The Missouri Valley States must no longer be condemned to the
fate of paying freight both ways, and especially when through
the utilization of a great natural resource we can place industry
in the midst of our splendid agriculture.
It is worthy of notation that the five States of Missouri, Kansas, Iowa, Nebraska, and South Dakota, based on a 5-year average. produce 1,800,000,000 bushels of grain annua.lly. The history
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What the Missouri Valley asks is not an advantage but an even
of centers of population proves that population and pay rolls
follow industry made possible by the cheap assembly of raw break in the competitive domestic and foreign markets, and navigation
on the Missouri River is indispensable in overcoming the
materials and fuel.
The Missouri Valley States produce a great surplus of agri- existing trade handicap.
cultural products and in the main supply the deficiencies in the
Flood control
Eastern and Southeastern States.
The engineers have given this reservoir a value of $5,000,000 tor
For the crop year 1924-25 the figures were:
,
Bushels flood control.
In this estimate of the engineers no consideration was given to
Eastern States, deficiency __________________________ 124, 302, 000
Southern States, deficiency_________________________ 54, 146, 000 flood-control values above St. Joseph, Mo., but unquestionably
there would be a large amount of additional value accruing on
VVestern States, surplus----------------------------- 428,524,000 the upper Missouri River, as proven by the records of the floods
(Authority: U.S. Department of Agriculture statistical Bulletin of 1881, 190~, and 1909. Flood-control value cannot be overlooked
No. 12.)
in a valley which from 1903 to 1929 sustained flood damage to
Eighty-five percent of its surplus grain and grain products is its agricultural land, highways, and railroads alone of $46,000,000.
marketed in the territory north of the Ohio and Potomac Rivers
Power
and east of the Illinois-Indiana line. It is apparent from this
The engineers have given an initial po1Ver value to this dam o!
that transportation is a most serious problem to the producers
$5,381,000, based on the initial installation of 50,000 kilowatts. A
in marketing their grain.
Low-cost navigation on the Missouri River will substantially development, however, in combination with other interests would
warrant
an installation of 400,000 k.llowatts, and upon this basis
reduce the cost of marketing agricultural products produced in
the Misso:urt Valley States, and this saving will accrue to the Fort Peck has an ultimate power value of $35,000,000. A large
producer. Rate maps and a tabulated estimate on savings on amount of secondary power can be produced from this plant and
grain by the water shipment show that there will be a saving could probably find a market, although 1t has not been taken into
to the producer by the water movement ranging from 3 to 14 consideration in the primary value of the power rights. At the
cents a bushel. Such a saving frequently represents the dif- time other hydroelectric plants are short of water during the
ference between a profit and a loss to the producer. The benefit summer season this reservoir would be discharging water to make
in savings on the water movement will extend over a wide area. up the deficiency in flow in the Missouri River, and the water so
Improvement of the Missouri River for navigation furnishes a discharged could easily be used for producing secondary po.wer
substantial and permanent element of farm relief in a reduction and make up the deficiencies in the other hydroelectric-power
of the cost of transportation in the marketing of agricultural plants.
Irrigation
products from the Missouri Valley.
On the main stem of the Missouri River 14 irrigation projects
Navigation will furnish a cheap mode of transportation that
wlll move agricultural products in larger volume and will cau.se have been investigated and on the Yellowstone there are 12
some commodities to be shipped that do not now move on irrigation projects upon which favorable reports have been made.
account of the high freight rate.
The total acreage in the 26 projects is 242,488. Some of these
Industrial development: The Missouri River territory has been projects are planned for gravity flow and involving long take-out
declining in industrial development for several years due to the canals, and some of them a1·e pumping projects. However, they
existing rate structures and the influence of the Panama Canal. could all be made pumping projects, and from the reports of the
Trade territory on the western coast, formerly held by Missouri Reclamation Department it appears that pumping projects, where
River industrial and commercial interests, has been almost en- the power cost is low and the lift within economic bounds, have
tirely lost to the Atlantic coast interests, as commodities can be proven more successful than the gravity flow. Eliminating all
shipped from the Atlantic seaboard through the Panama Canal land in the 26 projects, having a lift above an economical limit,
to the west coast in many instances at one-half of the freight leaves about 180,000 acres considered feasible for pumping irrigarate from the Missouri River to the west coast.
tion.
The Missouri Valley needs industrial development to furnish
Several of these projects have been partially developed but have
a nearby consuming market for its agricultural products. We not been successful, mainly, as we understand, on account of
believe that if raw materials for manufacture can be shipped the high cost of power. Fifty thousand acres of the 180,000 are in
into the Missouri Valley by the water route at a substantial the Fort Peck Indian Reservation. SiX thousand acres are in the
saving in transportation cost, that it will be a potent factor 1n Galpin bottoms projects immediately below the dam. Twentybringing about industrial development. The cheap assembly of two thousand acres are in the Buford-Trenton and the Williston
raw materials and fuel is the basis of permanent industry in projects, on which a large amount of work has been done, and
every great industrial section of America and of the world. The were planned as pumping projects. We understand that the land
opening of the Monongahela River and the Ohio, so that cheap involved in this 180,000 acres is good productive soil and suitable
coal could get into Pittsburgh, and the building of the Soo locks for irrigation.
in the St. Marys River, connecting Lake Superior and Laite
It may be said that we do not need additional land put into
Huron, and improvement of the Great Lake channels, so that production at this time, although the people of this droughtcheap iron ore could meet the cheap coal, Me the factors which stricken district, which has suffered five consecutive crop failures,
have made Pittsburgh a great steel center and the United States would take serious issue with this statement. It will be argued
the master of the .steel industry.
that we should not put additional lands under cultivation when
It is noteworthy, however, that from 1900 to 1925 the water- an effort is being made to curtail production. Investigation will
way traffic in the Pittsburgh district increased 32,000,000 tons disclos~ that very little grain is raised on irrigated land in that
and the railroad traffic in that district increased 116,000,000 tons. section, but that the principal crops are sugar beets, alfalfa hay
The Interstate Commerce Commission reports show that water- and roughage for stock, and vegetables for local needs. 'rhe
ways have been natural adjuncts to railroads, and that both are drought this year has left much of the country in the vicinity of
indispensable in the development of perm.anent and successful the proposed Fort Peck Reservoir without feed to carry the stock
industry.
through the ·winter. If the lands referred to had been under
Etfect upon railroads: Without doubt navigation of the Missouri irrigation this year and for the past 4 years, the situation would
River will take some tonnage from the railroads, but it is our have been greatly relieved.
belief that the railroads are as vitally interested in the developvve may not need additional land put into cultivation at this
ment of the Missouri Valley as any other group, and that anything time, but it should be borne in mind that this dam is built for all.
that will help to make agriculture more profitable and develop time to come and unquestionably it will be found desirable to
industry in -the valley will more than compensate the railroads !Or develop the above-mentioned lands for irrigation a few years
any loss in tonnage they will sustain. A railroad cannot prosper hence. The power required for these pumping projects will bring
more than the section it serves.
a large return to the Government from this reservoir development.
It is generally conceded that the development of cheap power
Statistics show that the railroads haul on an average of
approximately 3,500 ton-miles of freight per inhabitant per annum. will bring growth and prosperity to any community where it is
It therefore follows it would not require a very great growth of available. The following is quoted from the annual report of
population in the Missouri Valley to more than make up for all Commissioner of Reclamation, 1932:
the tonnage the water lines may take from the railroads.
"After the completion of construction there was naturally a
Of the total tonnage handled by the barge lines, 85 percent is trend toward a power consciousness on the part of the new settlers
also handled for part of the haul by the rail lines. In other words, who found power lines stretching along canal banks, inviting use
it is a joint movement between the rail and water lines; and an as the main lines of power-distribution system reached individual
analysis of the presumed movement shows that in most cases the farms. Most water users were eager to avail themselves of the
railroads will receive more money out of the joint movement than added comfort and convenience afforded by a hydroelectric dethe barge line. In an assumed rail-and-barge movement of corn velopment already started at their very doors. Growing industries
from Lincoln, Nebr., through Kansas City to Atlanta, Ga., the in the project towns and beyond the project boundaries added
rail lines would receive 45 cents out of a through-rail rate of 65 their pleas for the purchase of power for private and municipal
cents per hundred for a haul of 738 mile!?, and the barge line use."
would receive 8 cents for a haul of 800 miles, and there would be
Doubtless a direct construction charge could not be levied
a net saving, after deducting transfer charges of 8.8 cents per against the lands involved in these irrigation projects, but the
hundred, or 4.9 cents per bushel.
returns to the Government from the sale of power would be the
The railroads will also be large beneficiaries from improvement equivalent and in the end would probably bring a larger return
of the Missouri River in the decrease of :flood damage to their on the project. It would also lessen the load on the land, as it
lines and property in the Missouri River Valley. Statistics show would not put an excessive construction charge on the land to
that the railroads have suffered large losses from floods in the past be paid over a period of a year. Under such a plan, the Governyears, and also sustained large expense in protecting railroad ment's- only investment will be in the dam, and it would not be
property from encroachment of the river.
contemplated that the burden of any land development would be ·
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placed upon the Government, the Government furnishing the
power at low cost and nothing more.
Furthermore, it is fitting -t o observe the possibllity of the use of
power from the Fort Peck Dam for pumping surplus for domestic
and agricultural use in periods of extreme drought for important
farm areas in North Dakota, where there has been an unprecedented shrinkage of ground-water levels in recent years. I regard the Devils Lake project, so inteIU.gently and courageously
sponsored by Senators NYE and FRAZIER, as of unusual merit and
necessary for the preservation and welfare of a civllization established many years ago. Surely, whether through _power developed from Fort Peck or locally in the distressed region, proper
conservation of the immense water supply of the Missouri River
Basin will give the relief so sorely needed. That relief throughout the Missouri River area can be afforded by furnishing supp1emental water is based on the soundness of the propo~l made by
Senator NORRIS, viz, "that a reservoir should be built wherever
there is a natural dam site."
Soil erosion

A study of 200 unimproved river-miles made by the district
engineer at Kansas City shows an annual loss of 48 acres of tillable
land per mile. On the river mileage from Kansas City to Sioux
City this means an annual loss of 20,000 acres of rich land. At
$100 per acre, its reasonable value, this ts an annual loss of
$2,000,000 from bank erosion on this one section of the river. If
we consider the whole of the Missouri River, from Sioux City to
the mouth, as an unimproved river, the annual loss from erosion
amounts to 38,784 acres, valued at $3,878,400.
For soil-erosion prevention alone there will be justification for
an investment by the Government of $100,000,000 at 3.8 percent
interest.
The Fort Peck Reservoir, in the opinion of the engineers, is
essential to the further improvement of the river. Inasmuch also
as stabilization of the river and its complete bank protection ftop
erosion, the saving through bank-erosion prevention should be
credited to the cost of the reservoir.
Land

reclama~ion

Through the stabilization work of the Missouri River channel
and control of the flow through the Fort Peck Reservoir there will
be reclaimed 216,000 acres of sour and waste land, which will be
reasonably worth $12,000,000.
Domestic water supply

Twenty cities, towns, and villages with a population of 2,000,000
people now get their domestic water supply from the Missouri
River. The constant depletion of the stream flow thrpugh irrigation presents a serious problem to these cities. It is apparent
that the pollution in the river is approximately the same whether
the stream flow is 5,000 second-feet or 200,000 second-feet. However, in the same ratio that the percentage of pollution in the
water increases, the percentage of chemical treatment likewise
increases, and a point ts reached where the chemical treatment
becomes so severe that the water would be unfit for human consumption. This really presents a serious problem which will be
entirely eliminated by the building of the Fort Peck Reservoir.
MISSISSIPPI RIVER BENEFITS
The building of the FOl't Peck Reservoir will not only maintain
the necessary discharge in the Missouri River to give an 8- to
9-foot channel on that river but it makes up the known deftciencies in the Mississippi River between the mouth of the Missouri River and the Ohio River. The engineers estimate that it
requires 77,000 second-feet flow in this section of the Mississippi
River to maintain a 9-foot channel, and the discharge from the
Fort Peck Reservoir will be suffi.cient to maintain this needed flow
in the Mississippi 98 percent of the time, which will greatly
increase the dependabillty of the barge service on the Mississippi
River·
We are informed that it has been impossible to maintain a
9-foot channel on this section of the Mississippi River during the
dry period of the last 3 years. If the decree of the Lake diversion
case becomes effective, it is doubtful whether even a 6-foot channel could be maintained on this section of the :Mississippi River
during such low-water periods as the past 3 years.
The Fort Peck Reservoir will replace the deficiencies arising
either from low-water flow due to dry-weather periods or from
cutting down the Lake Michigan diversion and give a dependable
9-foot channel tn that section of the Mississippi River.
Savings in operation and maintenance

Maintaining the necessary minimum :flow in the Missouri River
and the section of the Mississippi River above mentioned will
tremendously reduce the cost of dredging on both rivers.
The records of the engineer's office show that in the 10-year
period ending with the fiscal year 1931, there was spent for dredg1ng operations on the Mississippi between the mouth of the Missour! River and the mouth of the Ohio River $3,970,590. Dredging
operations are mainly needed during the period of low-water flow
when the discharge drops below the 77,000 second-feet. It, therefore, follows that maintaining the necessary discharge through the
operation of the Fort Peck Reservoir would greatly reduce the cost
of dredging in this section of the Mississippi River.
It ls impossible to make any estimate of the saving in dredging
costs that would be etfected in the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers
by the use of the Fort Peck Reservoir, but we believe that this
saving may eventually reach the sum of $500,000 per annum, which
capitalized at 5 percent would justify an expenditure of $10,000,000, ,
which should be credited on the cost of the Fort Peck· Reservoir;
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It is also believed that the regulated stream fl.ow on the Missour! River produced by the Fort Peck Reservoir will reduce to a
considerable extent the cost of maintaining the regulation works,
but it 1s impossible to make any estimate of this saving.
A 9-FOOT CHANNEL PROJECT
Fort Peck guarantees a 9-foot channel project, extending from
Sioux City to the mouth, 800 miles. The only additional expense
in obtaining the 9-foot channel above that of the present authorized 6-foot channel is the cost of the proposed reservoir.
If any reasonable valuation is given to uses other than nav1gation, the results will show a lower cost for a 9-foot channel on
the Missouri River than the Ohio River or the proposed 9-foot
channel on the upper Mississippi, as in both of these cases the
whole cost must be charged to navigation.
In the preli.m1nary report of Major Young on 9-foot channel
examination on the lower Missouri River, made November 1929,
he finds there would be an increase of 3,300,000 tons, or 2,534,000,-·
000 ton-miles per annum, on a 9-foot channel over that using a
6-foot channel, with an additional saving to shippers of $4,900,000
per annum over and above that saved on the 6-foot channel
operation.
Major Young arrives at this additional saving by using the
d.i fferential reported by the United States Towboat Board of 0.992
mile per ton-mile less in operating cost on a 9-foot channel than
on a 6-foot channel. This Board reported labor cost 60 percent
less and investment cost 41 percent less on the deeper channel.
On the basts of an additional saving of $4,900,000 Major Young
finds that this saving would justify an expenditure of $40,000,000
for a 9-foot channel on the lower Missouri River. This investment
figure is deduced by setting up a carrying charge of 4 percent;
amortization, 2 percent; annual maintenance, 6 percent.
This would seem to amply justify the expenditure for the reservoir when it is considered that it will produce a 9-foot channel
from Sioux City to the mouth. With a regulated flow it will be
one of the best channels in the United States, with a very low
operating and maintenance cost.
NATIONAL ASPECT

The buildi.ng of the Fort Peck Reservoir and the completion of
the Missouri River Channel have a national aspect, whi.ch includes:
(a) A reducti.on in the cost of transporting foods to the Eastern States and for export.
(b) A reduction in the cost of transporting steel, coal, lumber,
farm machinery, and other manufactured products into the area
of the Missouri Valley, which produces 46 percent of the food
and feed grains of the United States.
(c) A national gain which would come through bringing prosperity to the Nation's greatest agricultural section.
(d) A sound policy in the decentralization of industry.
(e) The equality of opportunity in trade relations with other
sections of the country.
(f) Through an outlet to the sea, the use for the West of the
inland waterways, harbors, and the Panama Canal, for which
the West has helped to pay.
Canada ha-cl the same problem of a great inland agricultural
area far removed from the seaboard. Canada has spent hundreds
of millions of dollars in building waterways ana a governmentowned railroad into her inland agricultural area in order to furnish cheap transportation to that land.,locked area, knowing that
tfils rich, fertile section could not prosper and grow under high
transportation cost. And as a result of what our neighbor government has done, wheat can be shipped from this agricultural
section of Canada to the foreign markets for 10 to 12 cents a
bushel less than from Kansas and Nebraska.
secretary of war Dern, in his address at the dedicatory exercises to the Lakes-to-the-Gulf waterways, June 22, 1933, made
reference to the remarkable increase in Miss~ssippi Valley river
commerce, as follows:
.. 1
te l ti
th
ti al in stm t t
n con mp a ng
e na on
ve
en • he tonnage increase on the Mississippi Valley rivers in recent years is· especially
reassuring. Although the Ohio River improvement was completed
only 3 years ago, its tonnage has increased from 6,000,000 tons in
1922 to 22,000,000 tons in 1930. The Monongahela River, scarcely
more than 100 miles in length, carries annually almost as much
th p
c al Th tir MississlPPi syste m in 1889 (t he
as e anama an · · e en e
peak year of the packet-boat service) carried 28,000,000 tons. In
1929, with hardly two-thirds of the system complete, and with
the vital water routes to Chicago, to Kansas City, Omaha. and
Sioux City, and to Minneapolis and St. PauI not yet connected
with adequate or standardized channels, the Mississippi system
carried more than 61,000,000 tons. Of this amount, only 1,398,826
tons was transported by the Federal Barge Line, a temporary exper1mental agency destined to retire from the field of operation
a.t . the will of Congress. The Lakes-to-the-Gulf waterway will
now enlarge and enhance the service on these important rivers.
The Lakes-to-the-Gulf waterway is especially vital in the Mississippi Valley waterway system. It is not only an outlet to the sea
for Chicago and Illinois but it is the connecting link between
the Mississippi system and the Great Lakes-the world's two
greatest inland waterways. Furthermore, when it can serve the
grain farmers of the upper Mississippi and the upper Missouri
Valleys as a part of a continuous water route from those distant
valleys to world markets, its value will have been enhanced many
fold. This, I hope, can be realized expeditiously as one of the
primary factors necessary in the restoration of our greatest busipnressosp'eAmrityerwiclllanagagrainicucoltmureeto. r;,~rica.th~.- restoration ~f agriculture.,
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'Were it ·p 0sslble to co"ndeiise the ·first year's- achievements into
a single phrase relating to employment, it would be that ths
P:w .A. program to date has provided, roughly, 1,418,000,000 hours
of honest work at honest wages on direct construction site em..ployment only to men who otherwise would have passed those
hours in the ranks of the idle.
Approximately as many more-l,468,000,000--hours of direct employment in coming months are assured under P.W .A. allotments,
plans, specifications, and contracts already made.
· And for each hour of direct employment on a P.W.A. construction job itself some 2 hours of behind-the-lines work ls made
possible on materials production and handling in forests and
factories, shops and railroads, mines a.nd mills. There is to be
considered also the general regenerative effect of vast pay rolls,
Which means purchasing power for recovery all along 'the line.
ENTIRE COUNTRY COVERED
No simple citing of eloquent figures. begins to tell the story otl
the first year of P.W .A. It ls an agency that fights the battle for
recovery on many fronts. It has won in many sectors and lost in
others. It has made errors, corrected its mistakes, a.nd doubtless
wlll make more errors to be corrected in their turn. But it is
proving ef!ective in bringing some funds.mental changes in our
economic condition which will be slower to be recognized than th~
more obvious physical public-works improvements.
All the way across the map of the country the Public Wor~
program 1s at work, With dirt tlying from Alaska to the Panama(
Canal, from the Virgin Islands to Hawa.11, as well as in every States
and almost every county of the United States. The power ot
P .W.A., long since loosed at the top, is showing its effects at thet;
bottom in the form of employment on financially, economically,
and socially justified construction projects.
Dally the partially informed and the misinformed are passing
judgment on the P.W.A. program. Its friends overpraise it and
its critics overcondemn it. The record speaks for itself. It
shows P.W.A. as a wheel horse 1n the recovery team President
Roosevelt has hitched together. It is pulling its weight.
I am satisfied that the money the Nation has given for this
phase of the recovery program is being used to bring the greatest
possible return.
Those of the Public Works Administration quallfied by an intimate knowledge of the vast program to know whereof they might
speak have refrained and will refrain from making forecasts that
may prove erroneous. We are pioneering a new frontier for which
precedents are lacking.
PROGRAM NOT A CURE-ALL
Sincere but injudiciously lyric, believers in the public works ns
a recovery measure, regarding this program as a cure-all for most
of the evils that beset the country, have prophesied that it
would end unemployment. It alone could not do this. No Emch
program, although financed by the impressive sum of $3,300,000,000, could wipe out unemployment even in the construction
industry, in which only a few years ago $11,000,000,000 was spent
in 1 year in this Nation.
Equally off balance are pronouncements that no wide-spread recovery can thus be accomplished. In this category belongs the
statement of former President Hoover, who on May 22, 1932,
wrote " • • • it will be found that less than $100,000,000
(and this ls doubtful) could be expended during the next fiscal
year beyond the program of the Budget. This means the employment of, say, less than 400,000 men. • • * "
During the first year P.W.A. has far outrun this forecast.
Many times such a result has actually been accomplished to
date on a broader, safer public-works program than h .a d been conceived prior to President Roosevelt's inauguration.
The past offers only one opportunity by which to judge the
energy and effectiveness which P.W .A. put into its gigantic task.
In a year's time the Reconstruction Finance Corporation author!zed
loans of $220,000,000 on 177 self-liquidating public-works projects,
while P.W .A. in less than a year allotted its entire $3 ,300,000,000
fund to 13,266 Federal projects and 2,407 non-Federal projects.
It is only fair to say, however, that the two agencies have op<:!rated under different legislation and regulations, with P.W.A. being
allowed greater liberty of action.
We have learned from bitter experience that this country had
planned little of its public works in advance. It was on the high
road to being a jerry-built nation, which, like Topsy, had "Just
WORK UNDER P.W.A. PROGRAM-ARTICLE BY SECRETARY ICKES
growed." We have learned that we must plan our public works
Mr. DIETERICH. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent in advance if we would achieve a sensible economy and that local
to have printed in the RECORD an article by Hon. Harold L. planning must go hand in hand with State planning and a careconsidered long-range national plan. P.W.A. is only scratchIckes, Secretary of the Interior and Federal Public Works Ad- fully
surface.
ministrator, relative to the hours of work provided by the ingWethe
have learned also that the road to salvation for the taxpayers
P.W.A. program.
ls to take public works out of the political pork barrel and estabThere being no objection, the article was ordered to be • llsh it on a proper basis so that every project into which money
and credit are poured will stand on its own merits without the
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
benefit of logrolling.
[From the New York Times of Sunday, June 17, 19341
Ll'1TLE ADVANCE PLANNING
Two THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-SD: Mn.LION HOURS'
We ha.ve learned that a great public-works program to be kept
WORK PROVIDED BY P.W.A. PROGRAM-SECRETARY ICKES, AS ADllrlINISTRATOR, SUMS UP THE FmST YE.u's AccoM:PLISRM:ENTS UNDER THE free o! waste and graft must be based upon careful supervision
with a full exercise of all safeguards. Without exercising precau$3,300,000,000 PLANS
tion and moving deliberately, more damage than benefit may result.
By Harold L. _Ickes, Federal Public Works Administrator
We have learned that timing is one of the most important
One year ago today legislation was enacted under which the factors involved 1n a public-works program. Public works should
United States set out to translate a theory-that of public works be spaced uru:ler a carefully considered program that can be
as a means to stimulate employment-into actual practice. developed according to the real need of the hour. Instead of
Today we may properly take stock of our Public Works Adminis- carrying out a acientiftcally determined program, P.W.A. was cretration program-no longer a theory but an accomplished fa.ct.
ated. overnight several years after the urgent need for such an.
Science and statesmanship·
Our two greatest resources are our land and water. After a
century of exploitation and neglect of the Nation's resources we
are blazing a new path for their protection, development, and use.
No more important task rests with the Government. The President with rare vision, courage, and constructive statesmanship has
outlined a. sound national poli9y. That we are on our way is evidenced by the report of the Cabinet committee, headed by Hon.
Harold L. Ickes, Secretary of the Interior, recently submitted by
the President to Congress. It will be comforting to the 12,000,000
of people who live in the Missouri Valley area tc know that timely
development of that important region is approved in the following
language of the Cabinet committee:
"Dependable commercial navigation upon the main river between Sioux City and the mouth would reduce transportation costs
in the movement of a large bulk of trade. The essential part of
this project consists of the following items:
"A. Construction of ftood-control works for the protection of
cities and towns in the valley.
"B. Completion of the existing navigation project.
" c. Completion of studies of proposed irrigation projects, so
that work may be started when conditions warrant.
" D. The continued study of stream flow and ground water conditions.
" E. The provision of technical a.ssistance and leadership in the
solution of local problems of erosion and land use. The Public
Works Administration has allotted funds to irrigation and power
projects in the Platte River Basin which suggest the merit of a
comprehensive development of this combination of power and
irriaation
resources on the Platte River.
0
" In the middle region it was considered that the Federal program for the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers should be continued
and extended. The improvement of navigation, the protection
of .ground-water supplies, and their relation to surface run-o:ff;
flood control and the prevention of soil erosion; the retirement
of submarginal lands from agriculture; and the consequent transfer of population to more productive areas are some of the potentialities of this region. Farther west the conservation of water
becomes the paramount question, 1f large and inherently prosperous sections are not to be depopulated, through water shortage,
in many instances where man has already built his civilization
on a water supply which is subject to significant limits in the
best season and to very critical -shrinkage in more or less prolonged periods of drought. Here the mere sufficiency of the
supply for domestic and agricultural use transcends all other
development, because it is the basis on which civllizatlon has
been built in regions where water is not naturally abundant. If
the great western area, dependent upon science for its existence,
is to be wisely utilized and conserved, and is not to be abandoned to the desert, then an extensive development program is to
be adopted."
CONCLUSION
The construction of public w6rkS ln the Missouri Valley of the
character referred to in this statement and those in prospect mark
the beginning of a new era in the economic life of the region
which produces a large part of the Nation's food. What ha.s been
done and what !s contemplated in this regional program would
not have been possible without recognition by the President of
our isolation and the need for the development of our potential
wealth.
It could not have been possible without the whole-hearted support of the 16 United States &ma.tors from the 8 Missouri Valley
States and the many Members of the House of Representatives
who also sponsored this cause. Their publlc servlce in this regard
has been outstanding.
Because the Fort Peck Reservoir, the key in the arch in this
development, is located in Montana, it has been fortunate for
her, for the whole valley, and the Nation that she had two such
Senators as the veteran leader for Fort Peck, BURTON K. WHEELER,
and JOHN· E. ERicKBoN, a former Governor, fUlly versed as to
western conditions and needs.
In the preparation of this statement I acknowledge the assistance, particularly e.s to statistical data., of my very able associate,
the secretary of the Missouri River Navigation Association, George
J. Miller, of Kansas City, Mo.
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agency was manifest. It began to function in response to such
an insistent demand that it was really required to start off at top
speed. It did start at top speed, and by the sheer courage and
endurance of a loyal staff, which worked day and· night, through ·
the summer and winter, it succeeded in overcoming much of the
handicap under which it began to work.
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eral construction, through direct use of Government money for
Government purposes, includes a . vast variety of work, such as
fiood control and river and harbor improvements; erection of

many types of public buildings, such as park structures, customhouses and immigration stations, post offices, and courthouses;
new naval vessels; improvements of Navy shore stations; housing and other Army post construction; great dams and power
UNPOPULAR POLICIES
plants on rivers, including the Missouri, Columbia, Colorado, and
In the fury of the past 12 months P.W.A. has adopted and clung Tennessee; irrigation, reclamation, conservation work, and the like.
to certain policies that can never be popular and which do not P.W.A. is pouring over $1,000,000,000 into such construction, much
represent the easiest way around political dHficulties. But we of which is not generally recognized as Public Works activities.
It is the other panel of the picture that comes closer home to
believe these policies to be sound and they have and wm be
persevered in. These policies reveal P.W .A. as a recovery agency, the average citizen. This shows what building is being done as a
result of the P.W.A. program in the way of roads, schools, libraries,
not a relief agency. Among them are the following:
1. Even our emergency does not justify uneconomic or wasteful hospitals, power plants, waterworks, sewer systems, and other
public-works construction. Every P.W .A. project adopted must similar fundamentally sound types of public improvements for
be socially desirable and qualified on the basis of a careful eco- the community use of the · average citizan. Allotments for this
character of work total more than $1,317,000,000.
nomic, engineering, financial, and legal examination.
. Had it not been for the public-works program it is safe to say
2. Where P.W.A. makes loans, repayment ls expected and reasonthat construction of these badly needed public improvements
able security is required to make effective such repayment.
would
have been delayed indefinitely, for States, municipalities,
3. P.W .A. wlll not connive at violations of legal restrictions on
local bodies assuming debts, and where such restrictions exist they and other types of political subdivisions were unable to borrow
must be removed by legal means if that locality wishes to share money in the private investment market for building purposes.
No matter how badly the improvements might be needed, the
more fully in the P .W .A. program.
4. P .W .A. will not encourage localities to become hopelessly money could not be obtained. The normal sources of credit had
bankrupt, no matter what may be the attitude of officials of those dried up.
How P.W .A. stepped into this breach and filled this need is illuslocalities.
5. All projects adopted must be for the welfare of the most trated by two allotments to New York City. The city had built
13 grade and 4 high-school buildings which could not be used
people affected and not for private profit.
6. Public money is guarded by P.W.A. as a public trust fund because it could not get the money to buy necessary furniture and
and any misuse of it will be dealt with as betrayal of a public shop equipment. It also had spent $140,000,000 on a section of
its municipally owned and operated subway system, much of which
trust.
Enforcement of these policies has resulted in the rejection of could not be utilized because funds for equipment and trains
numerous projects brought forward by sincere advocates. An were lacking until P.W.A. allotments replenished the money stream
almost universal plea in behalf of all projects ls that they will and revitalized the work.
furnish wide employment. This quality is essential, but not
NONFEDERAL PROJECTS
conclusive. Other criteria. must be met. Any construction, from
The $1,317,000,000 for non-Federal purposes has been allotted
perpetual-motion machines to skyrockets to the moon, would give
under the following general headings:
employment--not necessarily economically useful.
Highways: Approximately half a billion dollars of P.W.A. funds
It is also easy for applicants to claim that so many people will
be given jobs on a particular project. P.W .A. has learned by have been going into highway, road, and trail improvements agreed
experience that such statements are usually overstatements or upon at the outset as a ready means of recovery employment of
understatements and therefore meaningless. When a man says unchallengeable util1ty. Over 8,500 road-building or road-improvea certain construction project will give 200 men jobs, he is in ment projects were included, totaling 30,000 miles-more than
effect saying nothing. It might give 200 meµ work on the job enough to girdle the globe. Well over a thousand of these jobs
site for a week or one man a. job for 200 weeks, depending on the already are complete with traffic rolling over them.
Public bodies' allotments: States, municipalities, and other pubmanner of building. That ls why we must figure in units of
lic bodies will use $537,892,000 allotted to them in loans and grants
man-days or man-weeks of work.
to
build practically every economically and socially desirable type
HOW FUND WAS ALLOTTED
of facility to raise the standard of living, promote public health
Quoting statistics is frequently a -dull and always a dangerous and safety, and serve public convenience and necessity. Approxibusiness. So is serving as Public Works Administrator a dangerous mately $74,000,000 of these allotments were made for school and
business. Since statistics and public works are bound up to- college buildings of all descriptions; $71,000,000 for waterworks;
gether on this first anniversary of P .W .A., the following, despite the $133,000,000 for sewers and sewage-disposal plants; $39,000,000 for
danger of citing figures, is offered for whatever interest it may streets; $20,000,000 for hospitals; $154,000,000 for bridges and simihave:
lar structures; $25,000,000 for light and power plants; and
The entire $3 ,300,000,000 fund was alotted to considered and $2,500,000 for recreation facilities. In many instances P.W.A. only
approved projects by January 1, 1934. Of this sum, approximately made grants of 30 percent of the cost of labor and materials,
one-third was allotted by congressional enactment or Executive while the balance of the needed funds was obtained from other
order. Of the remaining two-thirds, approximately $1,400,000,000 sources. In such instances P.W .A. was able to cause a dollar's
went to Federal construction projects throughout the country worth of work-creating construction for each 30 cents of Federal
under the supervision of some 60 Federal agencies, while the funds e.x pended.
remainder, a little under $1,000,000,000, went for loans, loans plu.~
Railroad loans: P.W .A. has allotted $200,000,000 in round figures
grant s, or grants only, to various local governments, or for con- to railroads for work-creating jobs. This money is being used to
struction in the public's interest.
put long-idle shop and track forces back to work, to purchase
Some 16,000 Public Works construction projects have been pro- new rails, cars, and engines and to complete electrification of the
vided for, and ·the majority are now under construction. Many Pennsylvania Railroad's lines between Washington and Philadelhave been completed.
phia. More new cars and engines will be built this year as a
Contracts have been awarded or work started without contracts result of these loans than all the railroads in the United States
on three-fourths of the $2,000,000,000 allotted to the Federal and have purchased in the last 3 years. Railroad allotments are swift
non-Federal projects. The majority of the work will be com- in causing employment and effective in aiding the heavy capital
goods industries.
pleted this year.
Well over $1,000,000,000 of the fund has been actually paid out
DEVELOPMENT MUST BE SLOW
to date, carrying with it all the regenerative purchasing power
of such a sum.
Housing: Allotments for construction of modern housing for
Approximately $500,000,000 will be paid out during the year 1935, fa.milies with low incomes total $171,801,000. Of this, $23,130,000
going for such long-term construction projects as the Midtown covers loans to privately owned but publicly regulated corporaHudson Tunnel, the Chicago Sanitary ~!strict, the Columbta tions; $123,671,000 is an allotment to the Emergency Housing
River dams, the Mississippi River work, naval building, and other Corporation organized by the Federal Government and $25,000,000
st upendous construction jobs which will require more than 1 or 2 represents a grant for subsistence homesteads. Improved housing
is one of the greatest social needs, besides being of benefit to the
years to complete.
Although employment and worth-while achievements result suffering building trades, but because of restrictive land and
:from our program, enduring utilitarian monuments to the recov- property laws it must necessarily be a slow and steady developery drive constitute the chief achievement of P.W .A. The success ment instead of one •of swift function. In the beginning P.W.A.
of the program rests, in large measure, on the quality of the endeavored to function effectively in the low-cost housing field by
many thousands of Federal and non-Federal building jobs which making loans to lim.Ited dividend corporations only. It developed
dot the map as P.W.A. funds fiow into construction work in that most of the projects that came before it were conceived
every State and ever section of the country. These will be briefly more for the speculative benefit of their promoters than for the
advantage ·of the people who need modern housing at a low
reviewed.
price. Now the Government ls solving the problem by wo].'king
FEDERAL PROJECTS
directly through its own agencies and is devoting its major interPractically all new construction work now being done by the est in this field to slum clearance.
Federal Gover:r;unent is und~r. allotment t.o its various agencies
The future policy of the United States with respect to public
from t h e Pubhc Works Admm1stration. Fitted into the compre- works will be determined by the proper authorities. The record
hensive Public Works program are many jobs planned earlier and of the first year of P.W.A. under its initial authorization has been
eome that had been started after previous Federal examination made. Considering the magnitude and variety of the task and
but which could not be carried on because of lack of funds. Fed- 1 lack of experience to serve as a guide, we are proud of that record.
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the · total amount of the then annual incomes of the ··
French and German Governments combined, was annually given
.
.
by the American people for the maintenance of institutions of
Mr. F,ESS. . Mr. President, I ask u:i~mmous consent to public service in the field of liberty. Not only has the effect of
have prmted m the RECORD a very bnlllant address by the these great benefactions upon the millions of givers themselves
President of Columbia University delivered at the com- been magnificent in the strengthening of character and of moral
·
f th
· '·t
19
di
purpose but by the administration of these vast sums with wismencement exercises o
e umvers1 Y on June 5, 34' s- dam with foresight and with genuine public spirit our pea l
cussing the present trends of the times in reference to the hav~ been led to fi~e ideals and standards of public health !n~
new things that we are introducing. I think everyone will care, of education, of the fine arts, and of social and economic
like to read it
service of every sort and kind.
. ·
.
.
If this vast scheme of public service in the field of liberty is
There. bemg no obJect1on. the address was ordered to be not to be destroyed, then a scheme of taxation for the support of
printed m the RECORD, as follows:
government and its activities must be devised which will not
undermine the foundations upon which it rests and has rested
UNDERMINING FOUNDATIONS
so l~ng. To wreck or even to cripple these tens of thousands of
By Nicholas Murray Butler
public-service undertakings would be to strike a blow at the
The American people have frequently made it unmistakably American people from which they might never recover. If the
plain that they are either averse to thinking or that they are sources of supply from big-hearted and large-minded men and
unable to think. Taken as a whole, they prefer the emotional to women were to be dried up, then this army of public-service inthe 1ntellectua.I life. They would choose to follow Rousseau rather stitutions must look forward either to an early, if lihgering, death.
than Voltaire. In addition, the educational theories and methods or to bein,g taken over by government as a direct and huge new ·
which have so largely prevailed in the schools for wellnigh a charge upon the taxpayer, which would doubtless be even worse
generation past have distinctly tended to make thinking unfamil- than death. The notion that social theories can be pleasantly
iar. distasteful, and repugnant. One result is that an idea which and naively toyed with without changing the course of civillzaattracts the German, which delights the Frenchman or the Ital- tion is quite baseless. If men in official place can be induced to
ian, and which perplexes the Englishman, is apt first to irritate think, they will see where any policy must lead which renders
and then to anger the American. He insists upon preferring what barren the field of liberty '8.S the home of outstanding and literally
he calls facts to ideas, quite unmindful that a fact is only the colossal public service.
mark which an idea makes on the shifting sands of human exThere can be no valid objection to those policies on the part
perience. As a Nation we pay a heavy penalty for this trait of of government which do as much as government can do to preours, and just now we appear to be preparing an especially heavy vent one citizen from unfairly and unjustly exploiting his felpayment, of the existence and character of which we seem to be lows; but care must be taken that the -cure be not worse than
quite oblivious.
the disease. This means that those conditions which make it
When the builders of the American Nation devised and formu- possible for the honest man or woman to give generous support
lated their plan of a social .and political system, they set up a to public service in the field of liberty must not be destroyed
carefully described government and gave it clearly defined and because dishonest men have been discovered. What government
strictly limited powers. By the terms of the ninth and tenth does. is almost certain to be done less well than what liberty
amendments, which are in reality a part of the original Consti- does, and the reason ls quite simple. In the field of liberty the
tution of the United States the people emphasized in strongest cholce of the doer is by a process of natural selection based on
possible language the fact' that all powers not definitely and .I fitness. In the field of government the choice of the doer is too
specifically delegated to government were retained by themselves. often based on importunity tempered by political availability.
There was thus set up a carefully restricted field of government
Surely even a reasonable measure of refiectio~ will make it clear
on the one hand, while there remained a far wider and quite in- to every one that if the power and opportunity to render magdefinite field of liberty -0n the other. From time to time, as nificent and many-sided public service in the fi:eld of liberty
might naturally .be expected, the line of distinction between the is to be destroyed by taxation, and if thereby activities of Govfield of government and the field of liberty was moved about or ernment are to be multiplied and th~ir ~dyant~ges vigorously
made more elastic than it had at first seemed to be. The line competed for by organized and self-seekmg mmorities, our whole
itself, however, remained and still remains. Indeed, its mainte- American sch~me of life and thou_ght and Govern~ent as the
nance is essential to the preservation of the American form of fathers conceived it, ·and as it has gone so splendidly forward
government, as well as to the happiness and prosperity of our generation after generation, will hav.a come to an end. It is not
people and to the achievement of their ideals.
necessary to destroy a great human achievement by open and
It quickly became characteristic of the American people that a p18:inly visible attack. This end can be even better and more
large portion of their public service perhaps even a major par- qwckly reached by undermining, perhaps quite unconsciously,
tion, was rendered by them volunt~ily in the field of liberty. the foundations on which it rests.
Non-profit-making institutions of every sort and kind were
. MODERN TRENDS-AD.DRESS BY DR. ALBERT SHAW
brought into existence in the field of liberty to render public
service. Quite apart from the churches, which were to be wholly
Mr. FESS. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to
separate from government, these were institutions of intellectual, have printed in the RECORD an address delivered by Dr.
social, and philanthropic public service of the very highest 1m-portance. While, from one point of view, these were the outgrowth Albert Shaw at the commencement exercises of Grinnell
of a spirit of charity and philanthropy, from another but far College, in which he discusses modern trends. I think
truer point of view they were the outgrowth of the spirit of everyone would like to read this address.
public service. They included hospitals and homes for the aged,
There being no objection, the address was ordered to be
the infirm, and the dependent. They included libraries and museums, some -of which have now gained world-wide reputation and printed in the RECORD, as fallows:
influence. They included a host of schools and colleges, e.nd in
[From the Grinnell (Iowa) Register]
these later years at least a dozen or more universities, all of which
ALBERT SHAW MAKES STiruUNG ·ADDRESS TO GRINNELL COLLEGE
have united to give to the American people a high and distinguished DR.GRADUATES
TODAY-APPEALS TO YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN TO STAY
place in the intellectual life of the modern world. These instituAT HOME AND WORK OUT SALVATION OF THEMSELVES AND THEIR
tions are in no sense governmental, but they are in every sense
COMMUNITIES
public. To confuse and confound the distinction between governmental and nongovernmental with that between public and
Dr. · Albert Shaw, editor of the Review of Reviews and a gradprivate is to turn one's back upon the most fundamental principle uate of Grinnell College of the class of seventy-nine, told this
of our characteristically American c1v111zation. 1:n just recogni- year's graduates at the commencement exercises th1s morning
tion of the public service by institutions of this kind in the field that they " must not be misled by the glittering phrases " of
of liberty, property actually used by them has long, and quite the "many voices raised against the nationalistic policies that
generally, been exempt from taxation for the support of govern- are now asserting themselves throughout the world, erecting barment. There ls now probably more service and more important riers against the sweep of international commerce and finance."
service in our American life which is public but not governmental
Throughout his address, which he characterized as an informal,
than that which is both public and governmental. No nation on reminiscent talk by an Iowan to Iowans, ran a theme which was
the Continent of Europe can make anything approaching the counter to the history of the development of the western Farm
demonstration that the American people can make of willingness Belt. He argued for local industries and home markets as against
and power to offer public service in the field •of liberty. In Eng- foreign trade and commerce. He opposed short-sighted economic
land the same distinction exists between the sphere of liberty and social policies that in Iowa and other States have "by sheer
and the amount of public service rendered to .the English people, lack of fundamental understanding driven many of her best
and in many ways it is less striking and less important than families to northwest Canad.a, to the southwest deserts, to the
t hat which has come to pass in this country.
thin lands of the Gulf States, or to the industrial treadmills and
A strongly marked present tendency is the strangely un-Ameri- market pits of Chicago."
can, e:ven anti-American, one of turning to government, P?orticuMore than once during his adclre.ss Dr. Shaw told the graduates
Iarly the Federal Government, for help or for dole whenever any that present social and economic conditions have brought an end
form o-r public service, built up in the field of liberty, is in doubt to the conditions that have throughout America's growth caused
or in need. Surely it must be elear that to follow this course is young men and women to leave home in search of success and
to enter on the path of destruction. It has been carefully esti- fortune. Today, he said, the greatest opportunity for success lies
mated that before the present depression the stupendous sum of at home, and he urged the students to return to their homes
nearly two and one-quarter billion dollars, an amount equal to and put their efforts into upbuilding their local community and
much more than one-half of the gross income of the Government State:
of the United States, or nearly two-thirds of the then annual inThen, turning to present affairs with reference to the Federal
come of the British Government. and a. sum almost equal to three- Government and the JleW · ~~ he denied. 8.IlY. permanent goo~
"UNDERMINING FOUNDATIONS u-ADDRESS BY DR. NICHOLAS
MURRAY BUTLER
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in the methods being used to end unemployment, urged his.
hearers to equip themselves to solve their own problems, and said:
"The gentlemen at Washington, including the admired Cabinet
member from this State, will not be able to readjust the affairs of
Iowa by virtue of what they can do, as they administer omces in
the District of Columbia. At fearful cost they may serve you
with palliatives-comfort you with pomegranates, as in the begull1ng Songs of Solomon. Some of us are in debt, but many of
you are not. Washington must not be allowed to destroy you
thrifty and solvent folks for the supposed, though dubious, benefit
of us harrassed borrowers and speculators."
In opening his address, Mr. Shaw stated his respect for the
opinions and activities of youth. He urged the students to think,
to speak their opinions fearlessly, and to take an aggressive part
in the affairs of the day.
Call1ng for testimony upon his own experience and his observation of his acquaintances throughout life, he said, "I had strong
convictions when I was a student, and I expressed them boldly.
My way of thinking has not changed very much. The views that
you now hold may be modified, but are not likely to suffer violent
overturn. Your Congressmen and your State lawmakers may be
better informed in some technical matters, but do not stand in
awe of them. Cross-examine them."
In support of his statements that young people should and can
take an important place in public affairs, Mr. Shaw cited the
:fact that "Dolliver was stumping Iowa at 21. The brilliant Fred
Lohmann was not much older. Haines spoke with the voice of
authority while yet a stripling." He declared his belief in sturdy
self-rellance, urged his hearers to develop personal resourcefulness, and then stated that democra.cy ls the form of government
which this Nation needs, and that the schools and colleges still
:furnish the means to develop a sane, social, democracy despite the
criticisms to the contrary. "Opponents of the Jefferson ideal of
the democratic state", he said, "labor under a misapprehension
of its doctrines."
Today's disturbed economic conditions are very similar, he said,
to former periods of depression, especially with reference to underlying causes. He explained this by citing the development of Iowa
and other Midwestern States-rapid development falsely stimulated by speculation that was fostered by" hundreds of thousands
of local money lenders, many of whom we inaccurately called
bankers." Mortgages were piled on farms, and immense production was encouraged to secure a volume of crops sufticient at low
prices to meet the fixed charges of interest and taxes.
Under these painful circumstances the western farmer's indignation against the outside world arose until the clamor resounded throughout the country. He asked for printing-press
money with which to pay off his mortgages. He demanded a
monopoly of eastern markets. He demanded that the railroads
carry bulk freight over long distances at rates which would not
pay the cost of operation. The lure of distant markets was ruining the western farmer and the railroads alike. Very high rates,
in contrast, would have built up the West on foundations of normal equilibrium. They would have forced the West to import
industries and consume its own farm supplies.
Distant markets are always precarious. There is no pot of gold
at the end of the rainbow, and yet, it seems, there are people in
Iowa who continue to believe that somewhere in Europe, Asia, or
Africa there exists foreign markets that want to buy articles of
food produced in stupendous quantities, for export, on the rich
lands furnished freely to settlers west of the Mississippi three
generations ago. But no such exhaustless markets exist except
briefly when these countries, far away, happen through war or
:famine to have lost the norm.al balance of their own self-sufticing
activities. But for our tariffs, Argentina could undersell Iowa as
far west as Chicago or Davenport. Canada, Australia, and New
Zealand could beat you here at home. Certainly we cannot compete with them in Europe.
"Perhaps Admiral Byrd may help Mr. Brookhart to find markets for the surplus com-fed products of Iowa in little America
at the South Pole. Certainly, Mr. Brookhart does not understand
conditions in France, Germany, Italy, Poland, Czechoslovakia,
and Hungary if he supposes that we are to find very considerable
markets anywhere from the English Channel to the Bosphorus
for the food products of the United States.
" Iowa should import industries and develop home markets. In
due time it should refuse to export butter fat, or to impail' the
permanent wealth that inheres in its unequaled expanse of rich
soil."
It was in his remarks concerning the new deal that Mr. Shaw
made his greatest appeal to the young men and women to stay at
home and work out the salvation of themselves and their communities.
"Your chief job", he said, "is to mind your own business,
presumably here in Iowa, for I assume most of you are from Iowa.
The new deal is almost overwhelming us with its strenuous
efforts to cure our misfortunes by the application of Federal remedies. Some of them are as benevolent as the ministrations of a
grandmother to a sickly child. Others are so drastic and so harsh
as to be terrifying in their attempt to do us good in spite of ourselves. I believe that the benevolence ha.s been needlessly anxious
and intrusive; and I believe that the assertion of grim authority
has been far too meddlesome, in a super-Prussian style (with
1
bulls in china shops, or too much Johnson in beauty shops). It
will all be modified; so let us be good-tempered, facing facts but
avoiding sarcasm or invective.
"I have said I would give due care to the helpless. But I would
not rob the thrifty for the benefit of the incompetent and the
:thriftless. I would not get too far away from the earlier principle
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that most people can help t.hemselves 1f they must. I do not for
a moment believe that the shortening of hours and the increase of
wages should precede resumption of business activity.
" The question today is, What are you, the 1934 graduates of
Grinnell College, proposing to do about all of this? First, other
things being equal and in the lack of distinct call, I should say
you are needed in the State of Iowa more than anywhere else.
You can find your way in your own neighborhoods. I believe that
most of the unemployed could make a living without Government
aid if they learned to use their eyes and their hands and their
brains as well, and had not supposed that they could always rely
on somebody else to employ them at good wages.
"The rushing population trends that once seemed to take young
America far afield are no longer existent. For most people the
argument is all in favor of staying where they belong, mastering
the problems of their own community. Most of you, unless divine
call takes you elsewhere, may find it best, at least for some years,
to live and labor in this State, for somebody ls to carry on the
private enterprises and public affairs of your splendid Commonwealth."

INTELLIGENCER
Mr. BARBOUR. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
to have printed in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD the editorial
which I send to the desk, published in the Wheeling CW.Va.> ,
Intelligencer under dare of June 16, 1934.
There being no objection, the editorial was ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as fallows:
THE NEW DEAL-EDITORIAL FROM WHEELER

[From the Wheeling (W.Va.) Intelligencer, Saturday, June 16, 1934]
UP TO THE PRESIDENT

As the weakness and dangers of the new deal come rapidly
to llght, many of the President's supporters are hard put to it to ·
justify his position before the people of the United States. . They
are not all possessed of the political courage of a CARTER GLASS, a
JOHN w. DAVIS, or a HARRY Fr.ooo BYRD. But they know that the
so-called " recovery program " is wrong, that it ts leading to the
destruction of constitutional government, and wlll bring ruin as
its final fruit unless checked .in time. So we find certain of these :
apologists attempting to differentiate between President Roosevelt
and the ROosevelt program as it has unfolded before the American
people during the past 15 months.
Addressing members of the West Virginia Bankers' Association
the other day, for instance, former Gov. John J. Cornwell in efl'ect
told his hearers that Mr. Roosevelt's heart ts in the right place,
but that the working out of his program is in dangerous hands.
He warned against demagogues and communism, bluntly asserted that " men who do not understand American liberty are in
powerful places in politics and education ", and condemned those
"who do not have the courage to support the President of the
United States and prevent him and his Cabinet from being
crowded and pushed away from the American Constitution", as
not deserving of the Constitution's protection.
.
This newspaper agrees that the condition described by Governor
Cornwell is an alarming one. It cannot agree with the sugge.stion,
however, that Mr. Roosevelt is being made the innocent victim of
designing manipulators. It cannot disassociate the Roosevelt program, the new deal, the present trend of affairs in government,
from the President himself. If Mr. Roosevelt ts surrounded by
dangerous advisers, they are advisers of his own choosing. If the
application of his policies is in improper hands, those hands received Presidential sanction before assuming their tasks. If . he
is being pushed away from the Constitution, his own ofticial
household is doing the pushing'.
·
In other words, no one can relieve Mr. Roosevelt of responsibility for the new deal and all its works. It ts his program..
Whether or not he conceived it individually, and whether or not
his own mind worked out all or any of the details of its functioning, it was he who anhounced it to the American people, his
personality and tremendous popularity which made it possible.
It is inconceivable that any other man at any other time in the
history of the United States could have asked for and received
the power reposed in Mr. Roosevelt, or that a governmental program so fantastic in outline could have won sanction with any
lesser reeommendation than his endorsement.
As Mr. Roosevelt ls responsible for what has happened and
happening, so is he armed with the necessary power to correct .
conditions. Nobody but Mr. Roosevelt himself can help the President from the dilemma described by Governor Cornwell. He and
he alone can rid his Government of demagogues and communism. He and he alone can drive from public office those who
would 9rowd and push him from the Constitutjon. He and
he alone can see to it that his sound plans, of which Governor
Cornwell speaks, are placed in reliable American hands.
It does the country no service to attempt to place elsewhere
blame for dangerous Roosevelt policies. The President is not
blind. If his program were being twisted, his policies warped in
the application, he would be the first to know it and to take the
necessary correct!ve steps.

ls

INVESTIGATION OF WAR MUNITIONS INDUSTRY

Mr. VANDENBERG. Mr. President, in surveying the
work of this Congress, I am persuaded that nothing in the
long run will prove of more lasting advantage to human
society than the adoption of the so-called " Nye-Vandenberg
resolution", which has inaugurated the o:fiicial American
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movement to take the profit out of war. our special com- not cost much-perhaps $25. But equip an army of 1,000,000 .
men. and you have spent $25,000,000. A machine gun costs about .

mittee has organized and is at work. We shall proceed with
thoroughness in our groundwork before we move into the
open with public hearings. But .I think I divulge no secrets
when I say that we already have found many a hot trail.
I think I may also say to the country that it can depend
upan our comlnittee's dedication to fallow the trails to
the bitter end, no matter who may be hurt. Better to
hurt a few "dividends from death", as the munitions
business has been eloquently described, than needlessly to
hurt mortally the thousands of young men who will be"
sacrificed to the new war.
This is not a movement in blind pacifism. I am not a
pacifist in the professional sense of that word. I believe in
the defense of national honor and the maintenance of the
integrity of national independence. We cannot disarm
alone in an armed world. We cannot leave ourselves at the
mercy of mad dogs in the international kennel. But certainlY, unless we are tragically blind and sordid and
cowardly, we can discourage and minimize the probabilities
of needless war. That~ in my judgment, is precisely what
we do when we rob it of its profits~
Our objective, under the Senate resolution which I had
the honor to sponsor, is an attack upon the commercial
motive in war and preparedness. I consider this commercial motive to be public enemy no. 1. This insidious and
sinster influence of this commercial motive has been
well identified in Europe. It encourages war. It sells
slaughter. It clisrupts peace conferences. It defeats international disarmament by mutual agreement. Unquestionably there is less of this sort of thing in the United States.
Indeed, I withhold any indictment until an indictment can
be sustained by proofs. But to whatever degree it exists,
it is our dedication and commitment to root it out. I dare
to assert that we shall sueceed. I dare also to assert that
this is the most practical pacifism yet pursued.
.
This may or may not be my final day in the Senate of the
United States. If I do not return to the Senate next year, I
beg of my colleagues to carry on with this investigation
to the end that war arid war preparedness shall be demonetized. The men of America who best know war-namely,
the honored veterans of previous conflicts-are behind this
project to the maximum. The women of America-the
gold-star mothers of yesterday and tomorrow-are behind
it. Public opinion sanctions it aggressively. Yet we cannot
blillk at the fact that movements of this nature somehow
seem to be lured into pigeonholes and chloroformed.
To the honor of this session let it be noted in this connection that we have at last ratified the Geneva Convention of 1:925 which puts the international arms traffic under
lieense, regulation, and publicity. It took 9 years. But it is
done. I hope this is a sign of the times. The Senate's
investigation is the next great step. We cannot take jurisdiction of the subject beyond our own borders, except as our
own munitions may prove to have stimulated external strife.
But I dare to hope that if we do a thorough job, we can
shock the conscience of the world into a new and supplemental international agreement which will put war profits
in chains all round the globe.
As a final stimulus to this work which we have undertaken under the sweeping terms of the Nye-Vandenberg
resolution, and as a final challenge to our own public
opinion, I ask unanimous consent to print in the RECORD
an amazing article in Harper's Magazine for May by John
Gunther entitled" Slaughter for Sale", and also an article,
more directly discussing our Senate investigation, which I
recently contributed to the Boston Monitor.
There being no objection, the articles were ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
[From Harper's Magazine for May 1934)
SLAUGHTER FOR SALE

By John Gunther
If I am killed 1n the next war I hope they will put on my white

cross a notation that the bullet which k1lled me cost a fraction
of a cent to make and sold for 3 cents or more. Someone, I
should like it known, made a nice 'Profit on my extinction.
Bullets do not eost much. But if you shoot 1,000,000 rounds
an hour at $30 per thousand. the figures mount up. A rifle does

$640. The French have about 40,000 of them. A 37-mm field
gun-what the British call a 1-pounder-costs about $1,000, and
each shell about $15. The famous French 75's come to about
$8,000 each. They are expensive and intricate, with fuzes bunt
with the costly precision of watches. Their shells cost $24.95 each,
and in a single bombardment over 4,000,000 may be fired. The
new Christy tanks in America cost $26,000 each, exclusive of
motor and armament. A big tank, complete, costs about $80,000.
A bombing plane may nick your budget $100,000. A modern
cruiser costs $11,000,000, an aircraft carrier $19,000,000, and a big
battleship almost $30,000,000.
.
Thus war, a.s we have good reason to know, Ls expensive. It
costs us money. We pay taxes. But war also makes money-for
some-a lot of money. Thus the munitions business, one of the
strangest in the world.
We know who fought the Battle of Shanghai in February 1932.
We remember names like Chapel and we recall the heroism of the
Chinese Nineteenth Route Army. The Japanese victory is clear
in our minds. We know everything about the Battle of Shanghai,
in fact, except the most interesting thing-who made the most
money on it.
The world. according to the League of Nations, spent $4,276,800,000 on armament la.st year. In 1 year, mind you. TMs sum
is too astronomical for ready comprehension. Suppose I had that
much money and spent it at the rate of $10 pet day. I should
still have some left after more than a mlllion years. Suppose .
it should be transformed into a piece of tape, mile for dollar; lt
would go around the world 172,169 times.
This four-billion-odd dollars is a global sum, representing the
grand aggregate of all .. defense" expenditure. It includes the
cost of maintaining as well as equipping armies. It is the grand
total of the military budgets of all countries. In the main it ts
tntranational expenditure. The amount spent among nations in
purchase of munitions by one country from another-the arms
tramc proper-is insignificant by comparison. But according to
normal standards it is quite a tidy sum-perhaps $300,000,000
per year.
Getting concrete figures on the munitions business is about as
easy as breaking out of a Federal jail. The best source is the
statistical Yearbook of the Trade in Arms and Ammunition, published annually by the League of Nations. It is woefully inadequate. It gives only the figures that the various governments
wish to be published; it is always out of date; it does ,not include
really expensive items like battleships and airpianes; and it takes
no account of smuggling, of the crates of guns on Hamburg
wharf marked "pianos" or "hardware." However, it is the best
thing we have and, despite its deficiencies, it contains some pearls
of information.
The total value of acknowledged exports of arms and ammunition has been about $50,000,000 per year since 1920, according to
the League's figures. In 1930 lt was $68,831, 700; in 1931 $44,333,800. There are always discrepancies in the amount of total
exports as against total imports. Some countries cheat in giving
their figures. Total world imports in· 1930, for instance, were
given as $64,903,700; in 1931 as $40,060,400. So both these years
about $4,000,000 worth of arms have been exported somewhere
but imported nowhere--" lost."
One can even name the countries cheating. I read in a New
York Times dispatch recently that France, in 1929, reported exports of 100.9 tons of cannon to Denmark, 559.9 to Greece, 143.9
to Poland, 151.5 to Japan, 132.5 to Paraguay. But not one of
these countri.es acknowledged having received any of this material.
Great Britain admits to having sold Spain $905,000 worth of guns
in 1929; but Spain in 1929 records the total value of her munitions imports at only $6,200.
The root of the munitions problem Ls the fact that only highly
industrialized countries can pro1itably manufacture appreciable
quantities of arms. These countries sell to those less industrialized. Over 90 percent of the total arms exports of the world
comes from 10 countries; about 65 percent comes from Great
Britain, the United States, France, and Czechoslovakia, the 4
greatest exporting countries. Great Britain alone accounted for
33.6 percent of the total world arms traffic in 1929, 30.5 percent
in 1930, and 38.2 percent in 1931, despite the fact that it is the
only country licensing arms exports. Following Great Britain in
1931, were the United States and Czechoslovakia, each with 11.2
percent of world exports, Switzerland with 10.6 percent, France
with 7.8 percent, Italy with 6.4 percent, -and Belgium with 4.3
percent. The great importing nations a.re China, India, the British colonies, and the South American Republics. China alone
bought 11.1 percent of the world's exports of arms in 1931.
Perhaps the most interesting single disclosure of the handbook
relates to Germany. Germany is forbidden, as we all know, to
export or import munitions of war. Yet in cold type the Germans themselves ofilcially admit to exports of $1,624,250 in rifles
in 1931, $1,042,250 1n cartridges, and $1.576,750 in explosives.
"Sporting weapons" perhaps?
Yet, in 1929, 13 countries, Including Chlna, Japan. France ( !) ,
Spain, and Belgium reported Germany as their chief arms exporter. "In 1930 "-I quote from a report of the Foreign Policy
Association analyzing the League's figures--" 22 countries gave
Germany as the first or second largest source of supply." The
total imports from Germany were given, incidentally, as $7,541,544,
a sum about double that which Germany admits to having exported. It should be noted in qualification of these remarkable
figures that exports from Germany may include shipments from ·
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the free port of Hamburg of non-German (presumably Czech)
origin.
The great arms firms of the world are Vickers-Armstrong in
England, Schneider-Creusot in France, Mitsui in Japan, Bethlehem Steel in the United States, and Skoda in Czechoslovakia.
They and their subsidiaries probably account for 75 percent of
the world's arms production. Explosives and ammunition are
provided by a different group of firms closely allied to the arms
firms, like the du Pont concern tn America, and Imperial Chemical
Industries, Ltd., in Great Britain.
Each arms firm closely resembles the others. Each is a huge
industrial combine, uniting blast furnaces, steel mills, coal fields,
research laboratories, machine shops, fleets of ships, coveys of
banks, hundreds of stockholders, thousands of workmen in an
agglutinated and complicated structure. Each is subtly and
formidably connected with the government to which it pays
taxes and in return supplies the means of national aggression or
defense. Competition with State arsenals, which also produce
arms, is not acute. All the private firms do an international business; but fundamentally they are pillars of their own States;
they are as important in national strategy as the general staff.
Patriotism does not mean much to an arms merchant. But the
best business is the business done at home.
. Skoda in Czechoslovakia, I wrote after visiting the main plant
in Pilsen, is several things-an arms firm, a myth, a steel works,
a microcosm of t he munitions industry, a national institution,
a nightmare to pacifists, an idol of patriots, a military necessity
to at least three countries, and a whale of a good business. I
have met several of the directors of Skoda. They are quite mildmannered gentlemen. They do not seem ferocious; but their
business is the invention and manufacture of implements of death.
In the arms business the iron-and-steel industry reaches its
most monstrous and cunning perfect ions. You see the great lathes
turning up sh avin"gs of steel as easily as I skin a peach; the giant
presses opening their jaws to bite 50-ton ingots as I snap a
match; ponderous drills hollowing out solid cylinders of steel
for gun barrels; t housands of miles of silky copper wire winding
round and rou nd the shapely tubes; the stamping machines
quietly singing as they punch out keys, flanges, brackets, chain
11nks, and bra~s. bronze, and aluminum parts; the laboratories
where cross-sections of steel shine under the optician's microscope
in 40 colors; and the furnaces, which sometimes cook a man.
It is quite thrilling and impressive. And it ends in lacerated
flesh, suffocated lungs, squashed legs, mangled bodies.
Vickers is the big boy of industrial Great Britain. It is capitalized at about $80,000,000 and has some 80,000 stocliliolders. " It
depends very largely on armament orders for its existence," its
chairman has pleasantly said. Its profits were over £900,000 yearly
from 1927 to 1929, inclusive. Even in 1930, with profits down to
£775,926, it continued an 8-percent dividend.
Schneider-Creusot, the great French firm, was founded, it is
interesting to note, by a young German, Eugen Schneider, who
came from the Saar in 1836. The Schneider concern is a key
company in the French Steel Makers' Association, the celebrated
Comite des Forges, which supplies it with its steel. Like all arms
firms, · it does a general steel business, selling anything from
bridges to monkey wrenches; but its fame comes from arms.
Schneider. like Vickers, sells all over the world. Its profits in
1930 were 26,000,000 francs.
Skoda is, or was, a subsidiary of Schneider, but such financial
matters are a great secret in the arms trade and no one knows
exactly how many Skoda shares Schneider holds. Skoda is the
chief arms purveyor to the Balkans. It has also done plenty of
business with Japan and China. In 1929 and 1930 Skoda declared
dividends of 28'h percent. The most important political party in
Czechoslovakia is believed to control a majority of domestic Skoda
shares.
The chief Italian arms firms are Breda in Milan and Ansaldo
in Turin. Their markets are chiefly Spain and Greece.
The U.S.S.R. exports no arms, but in 1930 the Bolsheviks, fearing war in the Far East, spent 568,000,000 rubles importing munitions, and in 1931, 251,000,000, a serious drain on the Five Year
Plan. Russia is building a munitions industry in the Urals.
Chemicals are produced at Berezniki, tanks at Cheliabinsk, and
guns at the new machine ·shops in Sverdlovsk, modeled on the
Krupp works at Essen.
·
The arms companies are as incestuous as white mice. They
play together and breed. This is because they are, in a signal
sense, noncompet itive; good business for one means good business
for the oth ers; obviously if Schneider, say, gets a big order from
country X, ot her companies will have better chance of business
from country Y, which is X's unfriendly neighbor. As soon as
one country buys a new military invention, other countries must
buy it also. Arms firms may underbid one another for a contract
in a single State; but internationally they all stand to gain.
_ You may learn the details in two remarkable pamphlets, which
everyone interested in disarmament should read, the Secret
International and Patriotism, Ltd., both published by the Union
of Democratic Control, London. The Secret International in
particular did pioneer research work in the field. Every subsequent writer on the arms traffic owes a substantial debt to it.
The arms firms, extraordinarily interrelated and intertwined,
lace the whole world in their net. Schneider and Vickers were
connected through Sir Basil Zaharoff, munitions salesman extraordinary. Schneider controls Skoda through a French holding company, the Union Europeenne. An allied bank finances a big Hungarian bank, which provides loans for Schneider sales. The
Schneider interests are believed to control an Austrian bank also,
which is interested 1n -the chief Austrian steel company, the Alpine
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Montangesellschaft. But the Alpine concern is " owned " by the
German Steel Trust.
Skoda, itself a. French subsidiary, has a subsidiary in Poland.
Both Schneider and Vickers have interests in Rumania. Vickers
has, or had, control of the Vickers-Tern! works in Italy and owns
several enterprises in Spain; it is supposed to be connected with
various Dutch munitions houses, and iri Japan it controls the
Nippon Steel Works, which is part of the great Mitsui combine.
Krupp, once the great German arms firm-it employed 70,000 ·
men in its big day-is supposed to control the Bofors Ordnance ·
Co. in Sweden, which is affiliated with the Nobel interests. Krupp
has also connections in Holland and Switzerland. In Munich is
the Bayerische Motorenwerke, A.G. Its stock has risen enormously
since it was reported to have received a subsidy of 40,000,000 marks ·
from General Goering's Air Ministry to stimulate production o!
airplane motors. But the Bayerische concern is partly owned by
the Fiat Co. of Italy. Rheinmetall of Dusseldortr, one of the biggest industrial plants=in Germany, owned partly by Krupp and
partly by the German Nation, is closely connected with arms firms ·
in Switzerland and Austria. So international ramifications go.
It has long been known that French and German steel producers
had an unwritten understanding during the war not to bomb each
other's plants. Lorraine was the quietest sector in France for the
whole period of the war. French airmen were forbidden to bomb ·
the holdings of Frall(_;ois de Wendel, president then as now of the
Comite des Forges, in the Briey Valley, although their destruction
would have saved many French lives by depriving the Germans of
use of their mineral deposits. But De Wendel-bright fellowwanted his property unharmed when the war should be over. De
Wendel's brother, incidentally, was a naturalized German. In
return the Germans did not destroy certain French mines--in
which German industrialists themselves had an interest. Tllis
story was first told by Clarence K. Streit, now Geneva correspondent of the New York Times.
The same thing is· happening again. A new steel company,
Lorsar, has just been formed, of half German, half French capital,
with monopoly rights for the sale of some Lorraine steel. It was ·
announced that a company associated with Lorsar was awarded
an order for 2,500 tons of bar steel for use in the new French
fortifications on the western front. In the deal were both M.
Dre~. the vice president of the Comite des Forges, and the
German industrialist Dr. Roechling. So German interests make
money on French national defense. Cannon is expensive; cannon fodder cheap_
This brings up another point;the extreme and appalling political
impartiality and detachment of the arms companies. They sell ·
to each side in any war. They sell to friend and foe alike. I
might add to my modest request if I am killed in the next war,
I hope I shall not be shot by bullets made in my own country.
Look at the British record. Following are total arms sales by
Great Britain to both sides in three recent wars:
To Japan (1932) : 1
Rounds small arms ammunition _________________ _ 5,361,450
Automatic machine guns _______________________ _
740
19,ooo·
Cartridge
cases---------------------------------Pounds high
explosive __________________________ _
549,808
To China (1932) :1
Rounds small arms ammunition _________________ _ 7,735,000
Rounds shot and shelL _________________________ _
2,000
Automatic machine guns _______________________ _
61
312,256
Pounds high explosive------~-------------------580
Revolvers --------------------------------------202
Rifles------------------------------------------To Bolivia (January 1932-June 1933): 2
Rounds ammunition_____________________________ 2, 130, 550

~:~~~~--~~~===========~=======================

9:

To Paraguay (January 1932-June 1933) : 2
Cartridges--------------------------------------- 16,570,000
Ammunition belts------------------------------50
To Peru (January 1933-June 1933) : 2
139,000
Cartridges--------------------------------------Fuzes
__________________________________________ _
12,000
Rounds ammunition ____________________________ _
9,000
Aircraft machine guns __________________________ _
12
To Colombia (January 1933-June 1933) : 2
Cartridges--------------------------------------582,000
Kilograms high explosive________________________
5, 819
FUze lighters-----------------------------------230
Skoda and Schnelder, and also various German firms, have likewise sold with Olympian neutrality to both sides in these wars.
This is, of course, an old story. Pluck a bullet out of the heart
of a British boy shot on the northwest frontier , and like as not
you will find it of British make. Paul Faure, deputy in the French
Chamber, is in possession of photographs showing representatives
of Turkey and Bulgaria buying arms at Creusot before the war
which during the war were used against French troops; he has
also a precious picture of Eugen Schneider, the present head of
the firm, on a yachting party with the ex-Kaiser Wilhelm. French
munition traffickers helped arm Abdel-Krim in bis Morocco campaign against the French. The Turks used British cannon to beat
the British at the Dardanelles; British battleships were sunk by
British mines. I was shocked and pleased, researching through
1
Men Conquer Guns, an interesting pamphlet published by the
Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America, p. 58.
2
Patriotism, Ltd., p. 52.
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Skoda files, to find that Skoda had 'built the flagships of both the
Russian and Japanese fleets in the Russo-Japanese War. The
Greco-Turkish War 1n 1922 was a jamboree for munitions makers.
Again, traffic in arms between belligerents may even proceed during war time, as it did, through "neutral" imports from Switzerland, between France and Germany 1n the Great Wo.r. Most refreshing of all, if you are sensitive about these things, is a lawsutt
brought by Krupp against Vickers in 1920. Vickers had used a
patented Krupp fuze on its shells, and Krupp claimed overdue
royalty on 123,000,006 fuzes. For every shell used to kill a German
during the war, Krupp, a German tirm, wanted its recompense, in
bard pounds sterling.
I have asked who made money out of the Battle of Shanghai.
Let us look at Japanese imports of arms in 1930 and 1931. Fiftyone percent of Japanese imported munitions came from Germany
(Czechoslovakia) in 1930, 30.5 percent from Great Britain. 12
percent from Belgium, and 1 percent each from France and Spain.
In 1931 Great Britain supplied 67.1 percent of Japanese imported
arms, Germany 19.4 percent, Belgium 4 percent, France 3 percent. China tln 1930 bought arms from Germany (25.7 percent),
, from Belgium (14 percent), from Great Britain (3.7 percent).
from the United Stat.es (7.1 percent)-and from Japan no les.5
than 37 percent! In 1930, 89.2 percent of all Japanese arms exports went to China; in 1931, 32.4 percent. China bought more
than one-third of its munitions from the country she was fighting,
and Japanese troops at Shanghai took a 1-in-3 chance that if they
were killed or wounded bullets made for profit by their own countrymen would do the job.
Day by day I see revealing little items in the newspapers. Export of white rats and mice from Great Britain to France has
increased 700 percent in the past 6 months. These are the
animals most used in poison-gas experiments. The Brno Small
Arms Mfg. Co., a subsidiary of Skoda, has just taken on 1,500
new hands. Japan recently purchased 600,000 tons of old shipping
in England to be broken up for scrap. In 1932 Japan bought from
the United States 28 percent more raw cotton than in 1931, 200
percent more kerosene oil, 83 percent more crude petroleum, 16
percent more lead. Portugal is buying -torpedo destroyers, Turkey
flying boats, and Colombia river cruisers. Nickel is of great importance in arms manufacture. Canadian exports of fine nickel
increased from 58,000 hundredweight to 246,000 hundredweight
in the 6 months ending September 1933, as against the same
period last year; exports a! nickel ore increased from 60,000
hundredweight to 220,000 hundredweight.
Germany is roaring ·like a furnace with munitions activity.
In the Brltish House of Commons in July 1933 it was announced
that German imports of scrap and old iron in the first 4 months
a! 1933 amounted to 176,732 tons, compared with 16,216 tons in
the corresponding period of 1932. The Germans are theoretically
"disarmed", but any munitions expert w111 name at least 40
German firms tha.t are manufacturing arms today or .are ready to
do so at a moment's notice. The Berlin-Karlsruhe Industrlewerke
A.G. has just added to the firm the ·name Deutsche Munitions und
Wafienwerke (German Arms and Munitions Works) and announced that thanks to the initiative of the Hitler government
business has increased 300 percent in the past 4 months. Krupp
took on 6,000 new workers in 1932.
According to Le Temps of November 16, 1933, presumably
quoting the secret French dossier on German rearmament, the
whole industrial fabric of Germany is being militarized. Fact.aries potentially able to create arms are being supervised or
remodeled by military commissions, and work has begun manufacturing samples and prototypes. It ls well known that the
time-lag in war industry is uncomfortably important, as Major
Lefebure has pointed out in his valuable Scientific Disarmament.
Despite our immense efforts during the war, hardly any Americanmade munitions reached France before the armistice. It is
always the first tank, the first new machine gun, the first new
poison gas that takes months or years of research to invent,
perfect, and manufacture. The Germans want to finish this
spadework now; thus their cry for " sample " weapons.
There is money in war. There ls money in fear of war. The
charts in Patriotism, Ltd., show the effect of international events
on munition shares. Schneider-Creusot, Hotchkiss (a French
machine-gun company partly British-owned), and Skoda stocks
skyrocketed on the Paris bourse from the time Hitler came to
power in Germany. Previously, on publication of the MacDonald disarmament scheme, they had fallen sharply. Lat.er
they wavered when the world economic conference convened;
they soared again when it adjourned in failure. Thereafter
the climbing line goes almost perpendicularly upward. Schneider
shares rose almost 20 percent in 3 days following frontier disturbances in the Saar last April.
War scares are good; real wars would be better. The profits
of arms companies now are considerable. I have mentioned the
high dividends paid by Schneider, Skoda, Vickers. The SellierBellot Co. in Czechoslovak.la, an ammunition works, has just
declared a 20 percent dividend-in this year of disastrous economic crisis! British aviation companies report their best profits
since the ·war. But this is a pittance compared to what real war
would bring. It is estimated that munition makers in wartime
count on between 200 and 300 percent profit. Hiram Maxim
tells how he set about inventing the machine gun which has
cost 'millions of human lives when a friend in Vienna told him,
" Hang your chemistry and electricity! If you · wish to make
a pile of money, invent somethin-g which will enable these
Europeans to cut ~aeh other's threats with ·greater facllity."
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Reckless and inordinate profiteering is inevitable in the arms
traffic. A German military commission found that privat.e manufacturers charged $1,000 for machine guns that could be produced
for $250. Y_r. Lloyd George has revealed that shells tor 18pounders cost 22s. 6d. when his Ministry of Munitions was set up;
the price was promptly reduced to 12s. Od., almost 100 percent.
"When you have 85,000,000 shells, that saves £35,000,000 ", Mr.
Lloyd George said. He added that he reduced the price of Lewis
guns from £165 to £35 each, and presumably the makers still
profited.
In the 3 years prior to the World War, we read in Men Conquer
Guns, the United States Steel Corporation earned $180,000,000;
in the 3 war years 19lf>-18 it ea.med $621,000,000. In 1914 the
du Pont Co. produced 2,265,000 pounds of powder; in 1915,
105,000,000; Jn 1916, 287,000,000; in 1917, 387,000,000; in 1918,
399,000,000. When Congress lnvestigat.ed these sales it learned
that the cost of production was approximately 36 cents per pound,
the cost to the Government 49 cents.
Let there be no mistake about it. Arms dealers want war.
They are hypocrites if they deny this. War is to them what
milk is to a baby. They fatten on it.
Inevitably the arms traffickers have sought to influence secretly
public opinion and political behavior. I do not mean that t.hey
hire personal publicity agents. Quite the contrary. Arms manufacturers are very secretive. They feel ·a sense of shame at the
business they are in. They do not boast a.bout their trade at
dinner parties. In fact, they are in something of the position of
the celebrated merchant in Norm.an Douglass' South Wind who
manufactured an object not quite polit.ely mentionable; the less
said and known about the exact nature of their business the
better. If cornered, they say that 1:! they do not sell arms
someone else will. Or that they are in the legitimate and patriotic business of providing for the national defense of their
countries. Or, more commonly, that they sell arms only as an item
in a general iron-and-steel business. And indeed Vickers makes
sewing ma.crhines as well as cannon; Skoda produces screw drivers.
Occasionally in the Balkans I have met arms salesmen. Nice
young men these, with liberal expense accounts and a habit of
knowing ordnance om.cers in the war ministry by their first names.
It may be said with absolute confidence that no big arms contract has ever been given in east.ern Europe without some sort
of graft attached. The young salesmen are not as a rule as
squeamish as their bosses at home. They talk quite freely-about
the methods of their competitors. They are excellent sources of
news. The best way to learn Schneider secrets is to talk to
someone from Krupp.
Arms trafilckers seek to buy or control newspapers. This ts
an easy and efil.cacious way to infiuence public opinion. A newspaper with a strong nationalist policy may urge preparedness,
foment war scares, and appeal for more and better national defense, i.e., cannon orders. It has not been easy for several great
French newspapers to resist the steel spoon of the Comite des
Forges.
Arms traffickers delight in having prominent politicians as
stockholders. Sir John Simon, British Foreign Secretary, who
makes speeches at Geneva, was a. stockholder in Imperial Chemical
Industries until recently. Among stockholders in Vickers, as of
April 1932, were Lord Hailsham, British Secretary of Stat.e for
War, and Sir John Gilmour, Minister of Agriculture.
There is no doubt that Thyssen and other great German industria.lists and cannon-makers helped to finance Hitler. This was
smart business, because obviously Hitler in power means gun
orders. It has even been said-but never proved-that French
and Czechoslovakian munitions makers secretly added to the
funds of the Nazi party. The theory was that the Nazis would
bring open German rearmament which would force France and
Czechoslovakia to increase their armaments and thus buy more
guns.
The arms traffickers have great indirect lnfiuence on politics in
Central Europe. The steel of the gun merchants ls the ribbing
of many a treaty. Rumania and Yugoslavia have very little heavy
industry; thus their partial dependence on France (Schneider)
and Czeclloslovakia (Skoda). The French allies are faithful allies
not merely because they love the logic and lucidity of the Qua.!
d'Orsay but because they are crucially dependent for their own
national defense on the iron fields of Lorraine. Belgium purchased 80 percent of its arms from France in 1923, 35 percent in
1929, 28 percent in 1931. Poland got 58 percent of its munitions
imports from France in 1927, and 46 percent from Belgium in
1931. In 1929, 94 percent of Rumania's miEtary purchases were
from France. The French provided 85.8 percent of Turkey's imports in 1931. But one should not forget the obverse of the picture. In 1.931 Yugoslavia purchased 20.6 percent of its total arms
imports from Germany and 34.5 percent from Austria. (both states
forbidden by the treaties to export arms!) and 27.7 percent from
Italy, its chief political enemy. One can understand from these·
figures why Yugoslavia is coming to be considered the French
ally least dependable in case of war.
Arms companies are a factor in much of the present political
unrest in Austria and Hungary. Czech firms export arms to Yugoslavia, and the shipments pass through Austria, some carloads
being occasionally " lost " ln transit. And consider the Hirtenberg
case. On January 9, 1933, newspaper headlines blazed wlth news
of a cache of 50,000 rifles in the Austrian town of Hiitenberg,
where they were being " repaired " while en route from Italy to
Hungary. Theoretically, Hungary is a disarmed state; and the
powers roared, just as they had roared 5 years before when a
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secret shipment of ItaUan machine guns bound for Hungary was
intercepted at the town of St. Gotthard on the Austrian frontier.
International protests forced the Austrian Government to promise
to return the Hirtenberg guns to Italy. On February 24 it became
known that the general director of the Austrian State Railways,
Dr. Seefehlner, one of the most respected and important officials
1n the country, had been dLscharged because he had offered socialist railway worker<> a "present" of 150,000 schillings ($21,000 at
par) to route the guns to Hungary after all, despite his government's promise to return them. His plan was to send sealed cars,
empty, to the Italian frontier, while the actual guns should proceed in dead secrecy to Budapest. The socialist workers, decent
and loyal, and also fearful ·that some guns would be "lost" and
would remain in · Austria to arm their enemies the Heimwehr,
revealed the plot and protested to Chancellor Dollfuss, who
squelched the scheme and summarily fired Seefehlner.
rnmculties in the way of international supervision or control
of the arms traffic are almost insuperable. The nonindustrial
states must buy arms somewhere. State arsenals even in the industrial states are not sufiicient to care for all the needs of the
state in case of war. The considerable world trade in sporting
guns and ammunition, as well as arms for police purposes, is legit1mate enough. Many products useful in the arms trade are useful otherwise. Ammonium nitrate is an explosive; but it is also
a good fertilizer. Is cotton an instrument of war because it may
become nitrocellulose? Silk, I learn from Lefebure, may be used
as armor. The United States Government has listed 3,876 peacetime products mobilizable as munitions in time of war.
There is, moreover, relentless opposition to the control of the
arms traffic by governments from the point of view of national
defense. The League of Nations has explored the ground toward
control by a questionnaire to all nations asking particulars of
their state and private munitions works. The answer of the
British Government is an evasive and hypocritical masterpiece.
"No useful purpose," says the reply, "will be served by attempting to give a list of private undertakings such as is apparently
required to answer this question. • • • His Majesty's Government • • • regret their inability to give a detailed answer."
France and the United States, in contrast, gave very full and frank
. answers. Some countries, for instance Czechoslovakia, have made
no answer to date at all.
Above all is the fact that the arms trade is indissolubly commingled with the general iron and steel industry, and the elec. trical and chemical industries as well. "There is only one way
!to disarm a great industrial state, and that is to destroy all its
i industries," Gen. J. H. Morgan, of the Inter-Allied Military Commission that sought to disarm Germany, has said. Another
writer on arms, Francis Delaisi, points out that "no state is rich
. enough to immobilize the capital necessary for the needs of its
defense." Certainly until private profits in the steel and chemical businesses are ellminated no really effective arms control is
possible. It should be clear that the problem of disarmament is
basically industrial. War will exist as long as private profits-maybe longer.
.
Efforts, however vain, to control the arms tramc date back to
1890, when the Brussels Act was signed by 17 states forbidding
arms sales to parts of Africa. Of course, the main object of this
embargo was to prevent sales of weapons to natives who might
make trouble for the agents of white imperialism. In 1919 a
similar embargo for China was signed by 11 countries, but 1t
was never seriously effective.
~he League of Nations began bravely enough in 1919 with
article 23 of the Covenant, entrusting "the League with general
supervision of the trade in arms and ammunition with the countries in which control of this traffic is necessary to the common
interest." Bad joke this seems now. Also in 1919 the Convention of St. Germain was signed by 23 countries, limiting arms
exports to recognized governments of other states. Idealism ran
high-in 1919. But the convention was never ratified by the
big producers and never went into effect.
Soon the League established a temporary mixed commission to
try its luck, and in 1925 a full-dress arms traffic conference met
at Geneva. It was attended by 44 nations, and it produced a
draft convention which, like the St. Germain Convention, prohibited arms sales except by government license to other governments. But the 1925 convention is a dead letter, because it
required ratification by 14 states. By 1932, 13 states had ratified,
and the United States would make the fourteenth. But both
Great Britain and France ratified only on condition that all

other producing states would likewise ratify, which has not been
done.
The League started -over again. A special commission was appointed in 1926. It produced nothing but pious resolutions.
But it was supposed to "handle" the arms tramc, and thus the
tramc was excluded from consideration by the preparatory commission for the Disarmament Conference which sat from 1926 to
1931. As a consequence there was no mention whatever of the
arms traffic on the agenda of the World Disarmament Conference
when it convened in February 1932-shocking demonstration of
the abject refusal of governments to intrude on the province of
munitions making. Not till the summer of 1932 did the conference, pestered into action by Mr. Madariaga, of Spain, set up
e.n arms traffic committee. It is still working. On what it is
difficult to say, the disarmament conference as a whole being
dead beyond recall.
To the Madariaga committee, however, -came one ray of hope.
America had refused to ratify even the St. Germ.a.in Convention
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and had resolutely favored noninterference with arms makers.

j But in November 1932 Hugh Wilson, American Minister at Berne,
announced a sudden reversal of the traditional American attiI tude. "The United States was prepared to accept supervision of

private · manufacture, provided that state manufacture was also
Mr. Wilson said. Then in 1933 President Hoover
asked Congress to ratify the 1925 · convention and urged PresiI drntial powers to enforce an arms embargo. The arms lobby
fought savagely to defeat the measure; it succeeded. But President Roosevelt, within 10 days of taking office, let it be known
that he would ask for the same authority. To date final action
, has not been taken.
-In February 1933 the French, Spanish, Polish, and Danish Governments combined to produce a new resolution which, granting
the millennium, might have interesting results. It suggests concentration of all arms manufacture in the hands of the state,
. but with the profits of individual manufacturers safeguarded in
1
that the state would take over their production only at the point
where the product undergoes the first transformation which
. renders it unfit for pacific purposes and destines it exclusively for
1
military use." It will be noted that all measures planned by the
League merely suggest (a) government control of production, (b)
1 restriction of sales from governments to governments. Each state
: is entitled to pile up within its own borders whatever mountains
1 of munitions for the slaughter of fellow men it thinks it needs.
Every writer on the arms tramc I have encountered has enumerated the charges outlined by the League's temporary mixed commission in 1921. The report says that armament firms have:
1. Been active in fomenting war scares and in persuading their
own countries to adopt warlike policies and to increase their
armaments;
2. Attempted to bribe government officials both at home and
abroad;
3. Disseminated false reports concerning the military and naval
expenditures of various countries in order to stimulate armament
expenditures;
4. Sought to influence publlc opin1on through the control of
newspapers in their own and foreign countries;
5. Organized international armament rings through which the
armaments race has been accentuated by playing off one country
against the other;
6. Organized international armament trusts which have increased
the price of armaments to governments .
These charges were made almost 15 years ago; with increased
force they hold good today. I do not think that arms traffickers
alone can make a war; they simply supply the fuel for politicians,
militarists, "patriots." But armament has, one might say, a
certain relation to disarmament. And it is plain that no disarmament can be effective in the world 1f private arms makers
are free to ply their trade at will.
Gen. Sir Herbert Lawrence, chairman of Vickers, said on April 4,
1932 "Reductions in armaments under the infiuence of public
opinion both in this and other c~untries, have affected adversely
your company's trading balance." This strikingly demonstrates
the healthy fear of armament makers for disarmament schemes,
and the fact that practical disarmament is the one thina which
can break the traffic. Yet the traffic itself makes disa~ament
impossible--a tragic paradoL Two-hundred-odd firms in the
world earning cold cash profits on smashed brains or smothered
lungs make it clear that disarmament, fundamentally an industrial problem, is impossible to achieve under the present economic
system.
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Scie~ce Monitor, Boston, May 16, 1934}
DEMONETIZING WAR
(By Senator ARTHUR H. VANDENBERG, member of the Senate Committee to Investigate the Munitions Industry)
The Senate of the United States intends, if possible, to demonetize war. Through the instrumentality of a select committee specifically ordered to this life-saving task, the Senate proposes to
identify whatever malignant infiuences conspire, in the name of
monetary profits, to promote the frictions which destroy peace;
1 and to isolate the influences which, through cupidity, paralyze our
' resistance to avoidable and needless combat. If and when the
identification succeeds, necessary and adequate remedies will be
applied.

[From the Christian

I

The commercial motive is public enemy no.
by a war-tired but ever war-threatened world.

1, confronted

Against this
enemy the first formal and official assault is now organizing in
America. It seeks to drive the money-changer from the temples
of peace. It aims to strike the dollar sign from the battle flags
of the Republic. So far as America can set the fashion it hopes
to strip war of its yawning cash registers and to give neighborliness a chance.
This, in my view, is practical patriotism. More, it is practical
pacifism at work upon a rational, resultful formula.
I refer to the select committee's labors, now organizing in
Washington, in response to Senate Resolution No. 206, which was
introduced and sponsored by Senator GERALD NYE, of North Dakota, and myself. The personnel of the committee is as follows:
Senators NYE; POPE, of Idaho; BoNE, of Washington; CLARK, of
Missouri; GEORGE, of Georgia; BARBOUR, of New Jersey; VANDENBERG, of Michigan. After several uncertain weeks, the Senate ordained the committee - without dissent. The appointments were
made by Vice President Garner. Thus we take the trail. The
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country may be entirely certain that the quest will persist to the
bitter end, come what may. This is the new Armageddon.
Paraphrasing Senate Resolution No. 206. these are some of the
questions to be answered:
What is the nature and extent of the war-munitions business in
the United States?
What is its traffic with other nations where, wittingly or otherwise, we may encourage the brutal ends and aims of war?
Is existing legislation adequate to the domestic control of this
enginery of organized death?
Do existing treaties suffice to curb unwelcome export of American munitions into other lands where they-and the high-power
salesmanship behind them-may become impulse and stimulation
to bad blood?
Should such instrumentalities. with their utterly far-reaching
implications, be put under closest Federal license and control?
Is it perhaps even advisable to constitute a Government monopoly in respect to the manufacture of armaments and munitions?
How, in the unhappy and unthinkable event of another war
involving our own people, can we equalize its burdens. democratire
its common responsibilities. and assure its immunity to the scandalous curse of profiteers?
How may we best promote peace in respect to all of these
suggested factors?
Could any questionnaire come closer to the heart of humanity's
welfare? It is my view that an adequate and sustained answer
to such questions as these can become the greatest peace cha.rterthe greatest new emancipation--ever written in America. It could
terminate the deadliest brigandage which stalks the highways of
men.
There is nothing new in this psychology which condemns and
outlaws the commercial motive in the eternal struggle between
peace and war. The Nation's veterans themselves--those who
know best the battle's costr-have tenaciously pursued this theme
from the first hour when the American Legion was organized in
the aftermath of the great world cataclysm. They have been
demanding invocation of the principle of universal service so
that the citizen at home hereafter shall make common contribution to the common cause along with the citizen in uniform who
treads the valley of the shadow. They have been correctly told
that it cost about $25,000 per casualty to kill men in the World
War-horrible contemplation!-and they demand that coupon
clippers shall enjoy no such comfortable revenue in the untoward
event of renewed slaughter. They know about the excess profits
which flowed into hospitable home coffers while less fortunate
patriots were threading alien trenches, at grips with grief and
under perpetual sentence of potential death, for a dollar a day
and less. They think that American " equality " should be more
literal-and so do I.
This phase of the problem was canvassed in 1930-31 by an
earlier congressional group--the so-called " War Policies Commission "-upon which I also had the honor and the privilege of serving. We recommended that, in the event of another war, 95
percent of all individual and corporate income in excess of the
preceding 3-year average should be taxed into the reservoirs of
our common defense, thus creating a true fraternity of resources
under the flag. But Congress never saw fit to validate this neat
prospective curb upon war profits; and the then Secretary of the
Treasury discouragingly advised us that it was impractical to write
a war-tax formula until we are actually in the war and are
oriented to the contemporary problem.
That will not do. It robs the proposition of its preventive influence. An ounce of prevention is still worth more than a pound
of cure. We want the country to know in advance that the next
war will be no picnic for anybody; that none need contemplate
or encourage it with any hungry appetite for anticipated profit or
preferment; that there will be no favorites in counting rooms or
shipyards or other soft havens of safety and advantage; and that
it will be hell for everybody if it is hell for anybody, borrowing Sherman's frank and truthful idiom.
This would produce the evolution of an invincible national defense of the national destiny. it might be said in passing. But it
also and particularly means that war decisions hereafter will be
made in the full, advance knowledge of its common cost; and to
whatever extent a bloody business boom-God save the mark!might otherwise dull the sensibilities of some citizens, this sordid
encouragement to war will be withdrawn.
This new select committee will review the work of the War
Policies Commission, bring it down to date, and-I dare to hope
and believe--give its objectives and its recommendations new life
and effective molars.
But this touches only the rim of the problem. A recent magazine article, ably discussed on the fioor of the Senate by the brilliant and courageous Senator BORAH, of Idaho, disclosed the
ramifications of the European munitions lobby, its vicious interlocking influences at work behind the continental diplomatic
scenes, its amazing intrigues against peace, and its murderous
racket in selling arms to both belligerents, whom, at the same
time, it may have adroitly inspired in a given situation to leap at
each others' throats. The black extent to which the commercial
motive may thus crush out every humane consideration and
every Christian or patriotic creed is indicated in the suggestion
that these continental munitions makers have often sold guns to
the potential enemies of their own government and country-guns
subsequently turned back upon their own brethren, who became
~non fodder in the most gruesome of all fratricides.
Civlliza-
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tlon cannot indefinitely survive such blight. The insane tm ..
partiality with which munitions are sold in the world's market
place is a constant invitation to this fratricide, because, no matter
how unmeditated may be the ultimate tragedy at the moment of
instant sale, who can be sure that today's friend may not be
tomorrow's foe?
It is often st~ted-and sometimes dangerously near proved-that
every peace conference is infested with facile agents of these mer..
chants of murder, covertly at work to spread the poisons of
suspicion and doubt and hostil1ty, setting nation against nation.
encouraging hates and fears, lest there be too much concord for
the good of the munitions' treasuries. We cannot roam the world
in scrutiny of these suspicions; but we can assess the realities
insofar as they may be found to come home to the United States.
I expressly state that I do not impugn the motives of any particular American business or any particular American captain of
industry. There is ample and proved patriotism in these ranks.
Never can you safely or justly indict a class. But I say that we
all, including business and industry itself, deserve the truth. The
truth, nothing else or less, is the objective of this new clinic.
Sketching suggestively. there is the interesting question-fre ..
quently raised but never answered-as to the degree to which
American munitions makers may have .figured in the frequent
revolutions which have plagued Central and South America. There
is the equally interesting question whether there is any con ..
sanguinity between American bank loans in these areas and sub•
sequent orders for American war materials in the same areas.
There is much justified curiosity as to the extent to which mm ..
tary factions in Chinar-not to mention the militarists of Japanhave been served from the United States. There is still poignant
memory of a $25,000 American lobbyist who was sent to Geneva.
by three of our largest warship builders to bestir opposition to any
further limitations upon navies during a recent conference dedi ..
cated to this laudable and highly necessary objective. Indeed.
there are innumerable conundrums to be solved ere our own house
is set in order.
I am not a believer in the regimentation of American private
business. But my conscience cannot escape the inquiry whether
the business of the national defense, the business of war and
peace, the business of manufacturing the instrumentalities of
mass destruction has any right to a private character at all. Itl
goes to the roots of human society, its safety, its tranquillity, its
perpetuation, its dearest aspirations. It involves the lives and
destinies of every man, woman, and child-born or yet to be born.
It touches every home and hearthstone. It shadows every mother's
heart. It is the key to some of our sweetest spiritual hopes. Can
such a thing be "private" in any logical or appropriate aspect?
An ambitious American producer has perfected a shell. Accord•
ing to his own advertisement respecting this new shell, "its fra5· ..
ments become coated in acid. Wounds caused by these fragments
mean death in terrible agony within 4 hours. From what we are
able to learn of conditions in the trenches, it is not possible to
get medical assistance to anyone in time to prevent fatal results.''
What a triumph! "Terrible agony!" Death guaranteed! "Taps·~
over there! More dividends over here I Business as usual!
I repeat: Can such a thing be a" private" matter in any logical
or appropriate aspect? And how much sterner is the challenge if
the inevitable commercial motive--playing upon one of our
universal human impulses--shall be found to influence decisions
which determine peace or war.
I am neither pacificist nor militarist as those terms usually
apply. I am not a noncontender. I do not carry chips upon my
shoulders; but neither do I carry my arms in a sling. I believe
in an adequate national defense because I believe that unshared
idealism is a menace and that an impotent Uncle Sam would lose
all persuasive authority in his critical contacts with other great
world powers. We dare not disarm in an armed world. I believe
in unavoidable preparedness against mad dogs in the international
kennel. But I believe in peace--and in the futil1ty of this un ..
natural, 1llogical thing called war-with all the passion of my
soul. Sometimes my friends are impatient with me, and even
question my fidelity to this ideal, because I do not always leap to
the embrace of every patent formula which pretends to promise
peace. But I do not want any shadow-boxing formula which may
keep the word of promise to the ear and break it to the hope.
I am a realist. I want practical pacifism. consistent with national
honor and national safety, which strikes at the realities and serves
them effectually and with some degree of finality.
This means, in its largest sense, maximum world disarmament
by mutual international agreement. Our own lonesome disarmament might set a thrilling example, but it would first isolate and
then sterilize our ideals in respect to world results. I believe we
are ready to go as far in mutual arms limitations as any power on
earth. Our leadership in this behalf must be unfiagging. More
power to all such efforts, particularly at the moment when peace
gasps for breath on many a distraught and uneasy boundary line.
If there is a comillercial motive in any degree retarding these
achievements, it is guilty of unutterable treason. To exterminate
any such influences is to make patriotism real and to make religion
practical.
So we summon this public enemy no. 1 to the bar of public
opinion in the United States. We put the culprit on trial. We
charge hun with his responsibilities. We intend, if it can be done,
to drive him to the gallows of the American conscience.
If the world would follow suitr-forget conquest and outlaw
greed-war might one day be entombed in its own sepulcher.
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DEFICIENCY APPROPRIATIONS-CONFER.ENCE REPORT

Mr. ADAMS submitted the fallowing report:

The committee of conference on the diSagreeing votes of
the two· Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the bill
CH.R. 9830) making appropriations to supply deficiencies in
certain appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1934, and prior fiscal years, to provide supplemental general
and emergency appropriations for the fiscal years ending
June 30, 1934, and June 30, 1935, and for other purposes,
having met, after full and free conference have agreed to
recommend and do recommend to their respective Houses
as follows:
That the Senate recede from its amendments numbered
37, 41, 42, 44, 62, 84, 96, 97, 101, 105, 106, 281, and 284.
That the House recede from its disagreement to the
amendments of the Senate numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28,
30, 32, 33, 36, 38, 43, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56,
57, 58,61,63, 64,65, 66, 69, 70, 71, 73, 75, 76, 79, 80,81,82, 83,
86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 98, 102, 103, 107 to 265, both
inclusive, 266, 267, 268, 269, 271, 272, 273, 274, 277, 278, 279,
283, 285, 287, 288, 289, 290, and 291, and agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 5: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 5,

and agree to the same with an amendment as follows: In
line 1 of the matter inserted by said amendment strike out
the word " unexpended " and insert in lieu thereof the
word "unobligated "; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 9: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 9,
and agree to the same with a.n amendment as follows: In
line 1 of the matter inserted by said amendment strike out
the word " unexpended " and insert in lieu thereof the word
"unobligated "; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 18: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
18, and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the sum named in said amendment insert " $8,500 "; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 29: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
29, and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the sum proposed insert "$175,000 "; and the
Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 31: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
31, and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the sum named in said amendment insert
"$300,000 "; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 34: That the House recede .from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 34,
and agree to the same with an amendment as follows: Restore the matter stricken out by said amendment amended to
read as follows: " : Provided, That persons employed hereunder may be appointed for temporary service for a period
not in excess of 6 months, without regard to civil service
rules and regulations "; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 35: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 35,
and agree to the same with an amendment as follows: In
lieu of the sum named in said amendment insert" $50,000 ";
and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 39: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
39, and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
In line 1 of the matter inserted by said amendment strike
out the word " unexpended " and insert in lieu thereof the
word "unobligated "; and the Senate agree to the same.
· Amendment numbered 40: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
40, and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
In line 1 of the matter inserted by said amendment strike
out the word " unexpended " and insert in lieu thereof the
word "unobligated "; and the Senate agree to the same.
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Amendment numbered 50: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
50, and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
Before line 1 of the matter inserted by said amendment insert as center head " Bureau of Agricultural Economics ";
and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 59: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
59, and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the sum named in said amendment insert
" $5,000 "; and the Senate agree to same.
Amendment numbered 60: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
60, and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
In line 5 of the matter inserted by said amendment insert
in the first blank " 14 " and in the second blank " 352 ";
and the Senate agree to the same. .
Amendment numbered 67: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
67, and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the sum" $335,860 ",where named in said amendment, insert the sum "$250,000 ", and in lieu of the sum
" $245,460 ", where named in said amendment, insert the
sum " $160,000 "; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 68: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
68, and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the sum named in said amendment insert
" $25,000 "; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 72: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
72, and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
In line 9 of the matter inserted by said amendment strike
out "$91,190" and insert in lieu thereof "$80,000" and in
line 11 of the matter inserted by said amendment strike out
"$1,896,990" and insert in lieu thereof "$1,500,000 "; and
the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 74: That the House recede from its
disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered 74,
and agree to the same with an amendment as follows: In
lieu of the sum named in said amendment insert" $125,000 ";
and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 77: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
77, and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the sum named in said amendment insert
"$100,000 "; and the Senate agree to same.
Amendment numbered 78: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
78, a.nd agree to the same with an amendment as fallows:
In lieu of the sum named in said amendment insert
" $75,000 " and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 85: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
85, and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the sum named in said amendment insert
"$75,000 "; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 94: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
94. and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter inserted by said amendment insert the
folloWing:
" Waterways Treaty, United States and Great Britain;
International Joint Commission, United States and Great
Britain: For completing necessary special or technical investigations in connection with matters which fall within the
scope of the jurisdiction of the International Joint Commission, including the same objects specified under this head
in the Department of State Appropriation Act, 1933, $17,555."
And the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 95: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
95, and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the sum named in said amendment insert
"$75,000 "; and the Senate agree to the same.
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Amendment numbered 99: Th.at the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
99, and agree to the same with an amendment a.s follows:
In line 2 of the matter inserted by said amendment strike
out the word "the " where it occurs the second time and
insert in lieu thereof the following: "final and complete";
and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 100: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
100, and agree to the same with an amendment as fallows:
At the end of the matter inserted by said amendment insert
the following: "The expenditure of such sum shall be subject to the receipt of assurances satisfactory to the President from such governments of their cooperation in such
survey and construction "; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 104: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
104, and agree to the same with an amendment as fallows:
In line 9 of the matter inserted by said amendment insert
iii the blank "14 "; and the Senate agree to the same.
- Amendment numbered 270: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
270, and agree to the same with an amendment a.s follows:
In lieu of the matter inSerted by said amendment insert the
fallowing: " To meet the emergency ap.d necessity for relief
in stricken agricultural areas, to remain available until June
30, 1935, $525,000,000, to be allocated by the President to
supplement the appropriations heretofore made for emergency purposes and in addition thereto for (1) making loans
to farmers for, and/or (2) the purchase, sale, gift, or other
disposition of, seed, feed, freight, summer fallowing and
similar purposes; expenditures hereunder and the manner
in which they shall be incurred, allowed, and paid, shall be
determined by the President, and may include expenditures
for personal services and rent in the District of Columbia
and elsewhere and for printing and binding and may be
made without regard to the provisions of section 3709 of the
Revised Statutes "; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 275: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
275, and agree to the same with an amendment a.s follows:
In lines 15, 16, and 17 of the matter inserted by said amendment strike out the fallowing: " and not to exceed $60,000
for a survey of the effect of the code on labor conditions in
the petroleum industry, fiscal year 1935, $2,096,000 " and
insert in lieu thereof " :fiscal year 1935, $1,500,000 "; and the
Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 276: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
276, and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter inserted by said amendment insert the
following: " , and which sum is a part of the $200,000,000
authorized to be appropriated by section 1 of the act entitled
'An act to increase employment by authorizing -an appropriation to provide for emergency construction of public
highways and related projects, and to amend the Federal
Aid Road Act, approved July 11, 1916, as amended and
supplemented, and for other purposes ', approved June -,
1934 "; and the Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 280: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
280, and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the sum proposed insert "$5,000,000 "; and the
Senate agree to the same.
· Amendment numbered 282: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
282, and agree to the same .with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the sum proposed insert "$2,000,000 "; and the
Senate agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 286: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
286, and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
Strike out li!les 68, 69, 70, and 71 of the matter inserted by
said amendment and insert in lieu thereof the following:
"be covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous-. receipts";
and the Senate agree to the same.
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Amendment numbered 292: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
292, and agree to the same with an amendment as fallows:
In line 2 of the matter inserted by said amendment strike
out "October" and insert "December"; and the Senate
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 293: That the House recede from
its disagreement to the amendment of the Senate numbered
293, and agree to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter inserted by said amendment insert the
following: ": Provided further, That not exceeding $30,000
of the sum herein appropriated shall be expended for construction of a retaining wall and/or improvement of grounds
of Federal building at Reno, Nev."; and the Senate agree to
the same.
AL VA B. ADAMS,
KENNETH MCKELLAR,
JAMES F. BYRNES,
FREDERICK HALE,
L. J. DICKINSON,
Managers on the part of the Senate.

J.P. BUCHANAN,
EDWARD T. TAYLOR,
W. A. AYRES,
WILLIAM W. ARNOLD,
WILLIAM B. OLIVER,
Managers on the part of the House.

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I move that the Senate
proceed to the consideration of the conference report on
House bill 9830, being the deficiency appropriation bill.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on the motion
of the Senator from Arkansas.
Mr. LA FOLLETl'E. Let us have a quorum before that
motion is put.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Very well.
Mr. LA FOLLE'ITE. I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll, and the following
Senators answered to their names:
Adams
Ashurst
Austin
Bachman
Balley
Barbour
Barkley
Black
Bone
Borah
Brown
Bulkley
Bulow
Byrd
Byrnes
Capper
Caraway
Carey
Clark
Coolidge

Costigan
Couzens
Davis
Dickinson
Dieterich
Dlll
Du1fy
Erickson
Fess
Fletcher
Frazier
George
Gibson
Glass
Goldsborough
Gore
Harrison
Ha.stings
Hatch
Hatfield

Hebert
Johnson
Kean
King
La Follette
Logan
Lonergan
Long
McCarran
McGill
McKellar
McNary
Murphy
Norbeck
Norris
Nye ·
Overton
Patterson
Pittman
Pope

Reynolds
Robinson, Ark.
Robinson, Ind.
Russell
Schall
Sheppard
Shipstead
Smith
Steiwer
Stephens
Thomas, Okla.
Thomas, Utah
Thompson
Townsend
Tydings
Vandenberg
Wagner
Walsh
Wheeler
White

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I announce the absence of
the Senator from California [Mr. McADoo1, occasioned by
continued illness, and the absence of the Senator from
Florida [Mr. TRAMMELL], the Senator from Indiana [Mr.
VAN NUYS], the Senator from New York [Mr. COPELAND],
and the Senator from West Virginia [Mr. NEELY], who are
necessarily detained.
Mr. HEBERT. I announce that the Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. REED] is absent because of illness, and that
the Senator from Maine [Mr. HALE], the Senator from New
Hampshire [Mr. KEYEsl, and the Senator from Rhode
Island [Mr. METCALF] are necessarily detained from the
Senate.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Eighty Senators have answered
to their names. A quorum is present. The question is on
the motion of the Senator from Arkansas to proceed to the
consideration of the conference report on the deficiency
appropriation bill.
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. Mr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator from Wisconsin.
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Mr. LA FOLLETI'E. I wish to make a brief statement
before the motion shall be voted upon.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the Senator from Wisconsin making a statement?
Mr. DILL. The Senator does not have to have unanimous
consent for that purpose.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The motion is not debatable.
Mr. LONG. What? The conference report is not debatable?
.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The motion to consider the conference repcrt is not debatable. The conference report itself is debatable, but the motion to consider the conference
report is privileged, and the rule expressly provides that it
is not debatable. The Chair was trying to ascertain whether
there was objection to the Senator from Wisconsin proceeding.
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. I ask unanimous consent that I may
be permitted to make a brief statement.
. The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection? The Chail'
hears none, and the Senator from Wisconsin will proceed.
Mr. LA FOLLETI'E. Mr. President, nearly every Senator
in the Chamber is familiar with the situation which confronts the Senate so far as the consideration of legi..slation
is concerned. The conference report on the deficiency appropriation bill is absolutely the last essential measure which
must be acted upon before the adjournment of the Congress. Pending on the calendar is Order of Business No.
1127, being the bill (S. 3266) to amend the Railway Labor
Act approved May 20, 1926, and to provide for the prompt
disposi~ion of -disputes between carriers and their employees.
This measure has been carefully considered by the Senate
Committee on Interstate Commerce.\ A measure dealing
with a similar phase of the Railway Labor Act, although not
identical with the Senate bill, passed the House several days
ago, and, as I understand, is still on the desk of the Vice
President.
This measure has the unanimous and ardent support of
every one of the standard railway labor organizations.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Wisconsin yield to the Senator from Louisiana?
Mr. LA FOLLETrE. Mr. President, I think, in all good
faith, I should yield only for a question.
Mr. LONG. That is all I was going to ask. I understand
that this bill has the endorsement also of · the administration.
Mr. LA FOLLETI'E. Mr. President, I am not authorized
to speak for the administration.
Mr. DILL. Well, it has.
Mr. LA FOLLETI'E. But, as I started to say just a moment ago, this measure has the ardent and unanimous support of all the standard railway labor organizations of the
country, according to my information. It is a vitally important piece of legislation to them, and they have been concentrating their efforts to secure its consideration before the
Congress shall adjourn.
It is my understanding that the measure also has the endorsement of the spokesman for the administration upon
railway labor legislation, namely, the Honorable Joseph B.
Eastman, Coordinator of the Railroads.
Mr. DILL. Mr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Wisconsin yield to the Senator from Washington?
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. I yield.
:Mr. DILL. I may say to the Senator that Mr. Eastman
prepared the bill. He approves the amendments the Senate committee has adopted and appearing in the bill as
reported to the Senate. He represents the administration in
that respect.
l\[r. LA FOLLETTE. The amendments which the bill
proposes to the Railroad Labor Act are essential to the
continued peaceful relations between the railroad employees
and the carriers. The opposition to this bill, in my judgment, represents a small minority in the Senate.
I rose. however, to state, Mr. President, that, in my opin-
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posing amendments to the Rallway Labor Act, ft Is cle~
that the bill proposing such amendmen~ will not be acted
upon at this session of Congress; and before the vote should
be taken on the motion of the Senator from Arkansas, I
wanted to express upon the floor of the Senate my firm
conviction that the Senate should first proceed to consider
Senate bill 3266, proposing to amend the Railway Labor
Act, and then, after that shall have disposed of, proceed to
the consideration of the conference report on the deficiency
bill.
Mr. WAGNER. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Wis ..
consin yield to the Senator from New Yoxk?
Mr. LA FOLLE'ITE. I yield.
Mr. WAGNER. I desire to ask the Senator a question.

Assuming that a majority of the Senators favor the railway
labor bill, would it be possible to adjourn the Senate so long
as that majority should stand firm in its determination that
the railway labor bill shall be considered?
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. With a qualification of the Senator's
statement, of course, it is not possible to adjourn the Congress without a majority of the Senate consenting. But I
have been present too often in the closing hours of the
sessions not to know if the conference report on the deficiency bill, which is the last measure vitally essential
prior to final adjournment, shall be disposed of, and in view
of the fact that a resolution to adjourn is not debatable,
that when sufficient time shall have elapsed Senators will be ·
so anxious to adopt the resolution for final adjournment
that it will not be possible to defeat it.
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Wisconsin yield to the Senator from Missouri?
Mr. LA FOLLETI'E. I yield.
Mr. CLARK. Has the Senator from Wisconsin in his
experience ever seen a situation where it was possible to
muster anything like the necessary number of votes against
a final adjournment resolution, presented by the leadership
of the body, that could be mustered against the consideration of any particular bill?
Mr. LA FOLLE'ITE. No. I may say to the Senator from
Missouri that I have had a tragic experience upon this very
question time after time, particularly when legislation of
great impcrtance was pending. I have heard the same
suggestion as that of the Senator from New York [Mr.
WAGNER] made in the closing days of other sessions of the
Congress, that if a majority of the Senate were favorable
to a certain bill. of course, the Senate would not adjourn
until that bill should be disposed of.
But here is the situation with which we are going to be
confronted, and we might as well speak frankly about it:
If the conference report on the deficiency bill is adopted-as
I have stated several times, it is the last absolutely essential
measure that must ·1re disposed of before final adjournmentassume that we have an opportunity after the conference
report has been disposed of, to move to the consideration of
the railway labor bill. We have the statement made by
the senior Senator from Delaware [Mr. HAsTINGs] that he
is prepared to speak at any length necessary to defeat the
bill. We will grind along through the afternoon and come
into the late hours of the night. Senators will be tired.
Many of them will have made reservations for night trains
leaving Washington. The resolution for final adjournment
will be laid down, it will not be debatable, and it will be
agreed to. Therefore, I say that every Senator who wants
to have action upon the railway labor bill, or upon any
other bill that is now still waiting for action, should vote
against the motion to J?roceed to the consideration of the
conference report.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to
the motion of the Senator from Arkansas [Mr. ROBINSON]
to proceed to the consideration of the conference repart.
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. On that question I ask for the
yeas and nays.

ion, if the conference on the deficiency bill shall be disposed

Mr. WHEELER.

of prior to the consideration by the Senate of the bill pro-

The VICE PRESIDENT. Is the demand seconded?

Mr. President--
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· The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. WHEELER. Mr. President-. The VICE PRESIDENT. For what purpase does_ the
i Senator rise?
..
1
Mr. WHEELER. I was endeavoring to secure recogrut1on.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The motion before th~ Se~te
is not debatable. A motion to proceed to the consideration
; of a conference report, being a privileged motion, is n~t
I debatable. . If the conference report shall be taken up 1t
Will be debatable. The yeas and nays having been ordered,
the clerk will call the roll;
·
·
The legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas <when his name was called~.
I have a general pair with the Senator from Pennsylvama
[Mr. R.EEDJ, which I transfer to the senior Senator from
New York [Mr. COPELAND], and vote "Yea."
The roll call was concluded.
.
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. I desire to announce the un~vo1dable
absence of the senior Senator from New Mexico [Mr.
CUTTING]. If present, he would vote" nay."
Mr WIDTE I desire to announce the necessary absence
·of m; collea~e [Mr. HALEl. If he were present, he would
vote " yea."
.
. Mr. HEBERT (after having voted in the amrzi:iat:ve>. I
have a general pair with the Senator from Illin01s [Mr.
LEWIS]. I understand if present he would vote as I have
voted on this question. Therefore I allow my vote to stand.
. Mr. COSTIGAN. The Senator from West Virginia [Mr.
NEELY] is unavoidably absent. If present, he would vote
r "nay."
Mr. TYDINGS. I have a general pair with the Senator
i from Rhode Island [Mr. METCALF], which I transfer to the
i junior Senator from Florida [Mr. TRAMMELL], and vote
' "yea."
. Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I desire to announce that
the Senator from California [Mr. McAnooJ is detained from
the Senate by illness.
I also wish further to announce that the Senator from
Indiana [Mr. VAN NUYsl, the Senator from Texas [Mr.
CONNALLY], the Senator from Florida [Mr. TRAMMELL], the
Senator from New York [Mr. COPELAND], the Senator from
Illinois [Mr. LEWIS], and the Senator from West Virginia
[Mr. NEELY] are necessarily detained.
:Mr. HEBERT. I wish to announce that the Senator fro.m
Connecticut [Mr. WALCOTT] is necessarily absent. If present, he would vote " yea."
I also desire to announce the following general pairs:
The Senator from New Hampshire [Mr. KEYES] with the
Senator from Indiana [Mr. VAN NuYSJ;
,
The Senator from Maine [Mr. HALE] with the Senator
from West Virginia [Mr. NEELY]; and
The Senator from Connecticut [Mr. WALCOTT] with the
Senator from California [Mr. McADooJ.
The Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. REED] is absent on
account of illness.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, I desire to announce that
the Senator from Wyoming [Mr. O'MAHoNEY] is detained at
the Department of Agriculture. He is expected here momentarily, and I am authorized to announce that if he were
present he would vote " nay."
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. The Senator from Arizona
[Mr. HAYDEN] and the Senator from Alabama [Mr. BANKHEAD] are detained in a conference at the White House.
The result was announced-yeas 41, nays 39, as follows:
Adams
Austin
Bachman
Bailey
Barbour
Barkley
Bulkley
Bulow
Byrd
Byrnes

Coolidge

Dickinson
Dieterich
Duffy

YEAS--4:1
Ha.stings
Hebert
Kean

Fess
Fletcher
George
Gibson
Glass
Goldsborough
Gore
Harrison

King

Lonergan
McKellar
McNary
Murphy
Patterson
Robinson, Ark.

Smith
Steiwer
Stephens

Thomas, Utah
Townsend
Tydings
Walsh
White

Sheppard

NAYS-39
Ashurst
Black
Bone

Borah
Brown
Capper

Caraway
Carey
Clark

Costigan
Couzens
Davis

Dlll
Erickson
Frazier
Hatch
Hatfield
Johnson
La Follette

Bankhead
Connally
Copeland
Cutting

Logan
Long
Mc Carran
McGill

Norbeck
Norris

Nye

.J UNE
Overton
Pittman
Pope
Reynolds
Robinson, Ind.
Russell

.18

Bhipstead
Thomas, Okla.
Thompson·
Vandenberg
Wagner
Wheeler

Schall

NOT VOTING-16
Hale
McAdoo
Hayden
Metca.ll
Keyes
Neely
Lewis
O'Mahoney

Reed
Trammell
Van Nuys
Walcott

- So the motion was agreed to, and the Senate proceeded to
·consider the report of the committee of conference on the
disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendments of
the Senate to the bill (H.R. 9830) making appropriations to
supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1934, and prior fiscal years, to provide supplementary general and emergency appropri~tions
for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1934, and J_u ne 30, 1935,
and for other purposes.
.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to
the report.
FARMERS' RELIEi'

Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I wish to call the attention of

the Senate to the fact that I am again having trouble over
in the House with Senate bill 3580.
On Saturday night a conference was agreed to at a very
late hour, at an hour when we were supposed to be adjourning. The conferees came over here from the House, and we
agreed to a repcrt; and the conferees of the Senate and of
the House, of .whom I was one, signed a report.
Over in the House they say they have misplaced the
papers. They say that they are over here, while over here
we say that they are over there. Personally, I think they
are over there. It took them 7 hours to find them Saturday
afternoon; and now. they are all ready to go ahead with a
conference report, and they say it is not there.
Mr. President, while I am speaking about this unusual,
dislocated report, I am going to ask that my friend who has
come from the other House consult at the desk here and
see whether or not the original papers are here, and, if not,
that he return while we keep up the quest. While this foraging proceeds, I want the Representative to go back and
continue the search.
I am informed by the Parliamentarian here that when
this conference report was agreed upon last Saturday night,
sometime after 11 o'clock, the original papers should have
been sent back with the announcement that they had
agreed. I understand that that announcement may be in
the Clerk's hands now. They are digging up the notification that we can have a conference which we have already
had· and I understand that probably it is in the hands of
the Clerk and that they are getting up the necessary papers
so that they can send them over here.
I want to help the House. By the way, Mr. President, an
erroneous ruling was made here the other night. The Chair
ruled that no Senator could make any remarks reflecting
on the other House. I looked up to see if there was any
rule like that in the book, and there is no such rule. On the
contrary when the Senator from Nebraska [Mr. NoRRIS]
was refe~ring to Speaker Longworth during the last administration, Vice President Curtis specifically ruled that there
was no such rule and allowed the Senator from Nebraska-who is not bad at that kind of practice, anyWay-to proceed
with his remarks ad libitum.
Now, Mr. President, the House has lost the papers again.
There is something miraculous about this. There is~ malignant infiuence pursuing the House every time it deals with
the farm bankruptcy bill. They are all set, ready to go, and,
lo and behold, they have lost the papers again. [Laughter.]
Everything is in a mysterious confusion. The papers are
gone. The papers cannot be found. The conference report
is all agreed on; it is all signed, sealed, and delivered in_ b?th
Houses; and, lo and behold, the papers turn up mISSmg
again.
This is one of the most peculiar things I ever heard of.
Trying to .find Dillinger is one problem, and trying to find
this House document is another problem. [Laughter.]
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Why, there is more mystery about this report than anyone ference means nothing. We can not have the conference
would have supposed possible. If I were Dillinger's lawyer report considered. over there. They have lost . the papers,
today, and were trying to put Dillinger where he never could and how long they are going to stay lost I do not know. ·
be found, I would put him somewhere in the Capitol right
This situation reminds me very much of a friend I have
beside the report on the farm bankruptcy bill. [Laughter down in St. Mary Parish, La., who told me how he got up
in the galleries.]
from his bed in the morning. He said to me:
The VICE PRESIDENT. Let there be order in the gal"I wake up in the morning, and -I call my man, and he
leries. The Chair requests the occupants of. the galleries not comes and brings me a little demi-tasse. I drink t he ooff ee,
to express themselves audibly one way or the other. They and I fall back to sleep for about 15 or 20 minutes.
are guests of the Senate, and the Senate rules require the
" Then I wake up again, and I call my man, and he fixes
occupants of the galleries not to express themselves approv- me a common, tepid bath, and I go in and I take that bath,
ingly or disapprovingly of anything that is said or done in and then I take a shower. Then I go back to bed, and I
the Senate.
· sleep about 30 minutes more.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I received word around 12: 30
" Then I wake up and I call my man, and he fixes me a
last Saturday afternoon that the House had passed the farm very cold bath. He puts a 50-pound hunk of ice in it, and
bankruptcy bill; so I very quickly said," Send over there and I wrestle with that until I am thoroughly chilled. Then I
get them to send the bill over here, and let us agree to the call my man, and I go back to bed, and I sleep about 30
amendment. We will not make any argument about it. The minutes more.
creditors have got a great deal more out of the House bill
"Then I get up, and I take a real hot bath, just as hot
than they got out of the Senate bill, but we will not make as I can stand the water. Then, after I have taken that
any argument about it. This is one time something is being bath, I go back, and I nod for 15 or. 20 minutes.
done for the farmer, and we will not argue for the whole
"Then my man calls me, and he brings me a second cup
loaf. We will take half a loaf. We will take a qUB1rter of a of coffee, and I drink that cup of coffee. Then I go back to
loaf. Anything· that they get through. that they will let the bed, and I sleep 15 minutes more.
farmer have, we will not argue about a bit." So they sai~
" Then I get up and take a shower bath, and I go back
"All right; the bill will be here in about 15 minutes." to bed and sleep about 30 minutes more.
That was around 12:30 or 1 o'clock. I waited 15 minutes,
"Then I get up and eat breakfast, and I am fit for the
and I did not hear anything of the bill. I waited another balance of the day." [Laughter.]
15 minutes, and I did not hear anything of it.
Mr. LOGAN. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Then I waited another half hour, until about 2 o'clock,
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Louisiand I got hold of several Representatives and two or three ana yield to the Senator from Kentucky?
Senators, who told me to stay here, and they would go over
Mr. LONG. Yes, sir; I yield.
to the House and institute a search for the bill. So they
Mr. LOGAN. I believe the Senator was reared in the
went over there about 2 o'clock, and they telephoned back country. Did he ever hear of snipe hunting? That is what
over here--they never got back themselves; every time we the House seems to have been doing.
would send somebody over there to find this bill he would get
Mr. LONG. I am glad the Senator called my attention
lost, too naughterJ-:finally · they telephoned back over here to that. That is just what they have done. I never thought
•about 2:15 that the bill would be here in about 10 minut.es. about their playing that trick on me.
Then I waited for a while, and 3 o'clock came, and there
We used to do that.
was no bill here, and I sent som~ more people over there.
Mr. President, just as the Senator from Kentucky says.
They went over and telephoned back that the bill would We used to get some fellow from the city who had come
be here in about 15 minutes.
out into the country, and we -would leave him with a sack,
I waited aloni until 4 o'clock, and still there was not any and he was supposed to stand there and hold the sack clurbill. Finally we sent out another searching party to locate ing the night, out somewhere near the brush heaps and the
the two parties that had previously been sent over, and the thickets, until we could drive the snipe into the sack. If
bill itself. They went over there and milled around the he did not have any better sense, he would '5tand there all
House. Nobody knew where the bill was. It had been passed night long, and if he did not-if he went out trying to
by both Houses of Congress. It was a case of mysterious :find the snipe-he would get lost out in the thicket.
disappearance. Some said it was in the Printing Office.
Mr. President, the city boys are playing this thing with
Some said it was in the enrolling room. Some said it was us. They have us holding the sack, waiting for them to
at the desk. Farmers out all over the country were wonder- :find that bill, waiting for them to :find out what has
ing when the bill was going to be passed. They had been h_appened to the bill again. All is in confusion, everything
promised some relief. Lo and behold, at about 5 o'clock a is lost, and we cannot get the bill.
message came in here that the bill would be here in 30
My friends on this side of the Chamber assure me of
their willingness to place this matter before~ the .Senate
minutes.
So we waited again. The 3.0 minutes ran out, and we when we can get the conference report out of the House.
waited around and waited around. Six o'clock came, and That is not my trouble. The trouble is that we cannot get
still no bill. We kept on waiting around, and about 6:30 the House to act-that is, we ca·nnot get the bill, we cannot
or 7 o'clock, lo and behold, the heavens opened up, and in find the bill, it cannot be located.
came the bill. After 6 hours' time they finally succeeded
Mr. President, I wonder whether I could get unanimous
in bringing the bill over here.
consent to have the Chair appoint a committee of 3 DemoThen we undertook to have the House amendment agreed crats and 2 Republicans to vi.sit the House of Representato by the Senate. Some Senator rose up and said that the tives and try to find the bill.
amendment was entirely too liberal to the farmer-the
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, will the Senamendment which gave the creditors more than they had a.tor yield to me?
gotten out of the Senate bill. They oppased the amendment,
Mr. LONG. I yield.
trying to kill the bill. Then we undertook to debate it.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I have just been informed
Finally some Senator suggested, or several Senators sug- that the papers to which the Senator refers are on their
gested, that if the bill were made to apply only to indebt- way to the Senate now ..
edness previously created, there would be no objection to it.
Mr. LONG. Glory be! [Laughter.]
.
So the Senate went on record in favor of sending the bill
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I wish to add that there is
back to conference with instructions that it should be made no disposition on this side of the Chamber to prevent a vote
to apply only to previously incurred ·indebtedness and mort- on the conference report.
gages, and it went to conference in that way.
Mr. LONG. I understand that.
The pape1·s were supposed to come over here, but they
Mr. ROBINSON of A,rkansas. On the contrary, it is the
never got over here, ·so the parliamentarian tells me, and intention .to t~ke a vote on the conference report; and_·{
so the clerk tells me. Now they are lost again. The con- · hope th.e Senator will give us the opportunity to proceed
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With the conference report now under consideration, since
it is impossible to dispose of other matters unless that may

be done.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, that is good news. I am
indeed glad. It seems as if the only way we can get anything started here is for me to make a speech. I did not
know there was as much lodestone in my remarks, but every
time I get up I am of material assistance. I do not want to
delay anything. May I ask the Senator from Arkansas
whether the matter has been voted on in the House?
· Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I do not know. I assume,
from the Senator's statement, that the conference report
should be here first.
Mr. LONG. No. We asked for the conference. Under the
rules of the Senate and the House, the House consenting to
the conference has to vote its approval of the legislation
·:first, and in this instance we asked for the conference, and
they consented, so they would have to vote first.
Mr. BARKLEY. If that is true, the papers would not be
on their way here, unless it had been adopt.ed in the House.
Mr. LONG. Let us wait a while and see. I want to finish
my remarks.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Let us go on with the pend~ ing conference report. The Senator can take the floor again
1 if he feels it is necessary to do so in order to secure action
I on the report in which he is interested. I hope the Senator
! will not insist upon delaying the pending conference report.
Mr. LONG. I know that the Senator is aware of the fact
! that I am trying to do but one thing. I am trying to get
, justice for the farmers of this country. I am trying to do
l that mighty hard, and I have had a difiicult time. I am
1
on}y a lieutenant in this matter. I am following the le~ of
more worthy leaders, and I have been sounding against
almost deafened conditions trying to get this bill finally
completed, a bill which would give relief to the farmers.
Never have I seen such mystery about anything in my life
as about this bill, which has already passed both Houses of
Congress. It has been delayed, it has been flimflammed, it
has been lost, it has been found, it has been resurrected,
and then it dies again. There never was anything as hard
as getting this bill, which has been passed by both Houses
' of Congress, enacted into law. I have never seen as many
things done in my lifetime to keep the farmer from having
what the lawmakers have said he is entitled to, as have been
done with this measure. It is enough to make a man cry on
the floor of the Senate when he sees what has happened,
that after action at 12 o'clock on Saturday we are still here
trying to get something done to put through a bill which
has been passed by both Houses of Congi·ess. I have never
seen such a thing happen in my life in any legislative body,
: in any Congress, in any other body.
If it was anybody except the poor, down-and-out, disor, ganized destitute farmer, he would not stand for this thing
: a minute. It could not be done to anybody except the
farmer. The farmers have nobody to represent them; they
' have no lobbyists.standing outside this door; they have no
telegraphic service shooting wires to all the Members of
Congress telling them that this is a great destruction that
is about to be visited upon them; but somehow or other
we cannot get th1s bill finally enacted into law. We cannot
get that done.
I have waited. I want to take the ordinary course, but I
' have already been subjected to too many funny things. I
· want the bill to come in here. I want to see what the
House has done. If they come in here with those papers-and it appears they have not acted on them in the other
House-it will be evident that it is an absolutely clear case
, of hocus-pocus-that the bill is not to be finally enacted.
I do not believe it is coming now. I believe the Senator
from Arkansas is willing to do what is right about the matter. He assures me that when the report gets here he will
see that we get a vote on it. But there is something dead
! up the creek.
We cannot get the bill here. I do not be, lieve it is coming now. It may be. I do not believe any
approval of the conference report is coming in. They are
not going to let the farmer have it. He is not going to get
1
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it. Somehow or other we cannot get anything done for the
farmer.
After we have passed a bill in the United States Senate
for the farmers, and after it has been passed in the House
of Representatives, with every man over there voting for it
except 16, still we cannot get anything done here that will
assist the farmers of this country. That is the condition
we are up against. We cannot get it done. There is
something in the way, something wrong all the time, which
makes it impossible for us to get anything done for the
farmer.
It is possible to get through a bill providing the benefits
of bankruptcy for the railroads; and the clerk would come
to the door and say, "Mr. President, I beg to inform you
that the House has con8ented ", but we cannot get this
thing through.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. LONG. I yield.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I think the Senator is
laboring under a misapprehension as to the parliamentary
status of this matter, as I tried to tell him just before the
Senate convened.
It will be recalled that the Senate passed the bill to which
the Senator from Louisiana refers, it went to the House, the
House adopted a certain amendment, and sent the bill back,
whereupon the Senator from North Dakota made a motion to
concur in the House amendment to the Senate bill. That
provoked a debate, and during the course of the debate the
Senator from Louisiana moved that the bill be sent to conference. That order was entered very late Saturday night.
I am told that in the confusion which arose incident to
the pressure in both Houses, particularly in the House of
Representatives, the conference was not formally agreed to
by the House, and therefore there has been no formal conference authorized.
I called the majority leader of the House of Representative.s this morning and asked him the status of the matter,
and he said it was his purpose to ask, upon the convening
of the House, that the request for a conference be agreed to,
and that the conferees be appointed by the Chair. That is
probably the cause of the delay which has occurred· in the
matter since this body asked for a conference.
I am sure that if the Senator will possess himself with a
little more patience the matter will be worked out of conference and be brought back to the Senate in due course for
its consideration. As I have already stated, it is my expectation that a vote will be taken on the conference report.
In times like these, when literally hundreds of bills and
resolutions are being brought forward, and many are being·
disposed of, inevitably it sometimes occurs that papers are
temporarily misplaced. I do not think the Senator ought
to infer, from the fact that the papers have not been here
exactly when he expected them, that there has been someone deliberately trying to misplace them or to prevent
action.
I have given the Senator my assurance, and so far as I
have control of the matter it will be proceeded with in due
course.
It is the rule, I think, that the papers are with the body
which asks the conference, and the papers will be with the
Senate for action first, in all probability, unless something
with which I am not f amlliar has occtnTed to change the
operation of the rule. As soon as the pending conference
report shall be disposed of, we will take up the conference
report in which the Senator is interested., if it shall reach
the Senate in time.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, somebody must be wrong. I
have in my band the conference report. The conferees wer~
appointed on last Saturday night; they came over to the
Senate, and I have in their handwriting the signed conference report.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, if the Senator will permit me to interrupt him again, what probably
happened was what I have known to happen, during 30
years' experience in the Congress, a great many times when
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the end of the session 1s .approaching. It is known who will! way -0ver here. Now the message is that they have not
be the conferees under the rules of both bodies, and fre- found the papers. "Here you 'are and hen~ you ain't."
quently, in anticipation of their appointment, the conferees That is the proposition we are up against. They are not
meet and work out tentative B.i:,areements. Of course, they gaing to find these papers. I tell the Senate that something
cannot be acted upon until the conferees are duly appointed. is going to happen some way or other, s_o the farmer will
As I said to the Senator from Louisiana, if that has not not get the benefit of the passage of this bill.
been done I shall be disappointed, since the majority leader
The railroad bankruptcy bill-that .is now a law. That
of the House of Representatives assured me that it would be went through. There was no excitement over that bill.
done when the House met this morning.
The railroads had $22,000,000,000 worth of debts. There
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I myself went over to the was no excitement over $22,000,000,000 worth of r ailroad
House to see that the conferees were appointed, and they debts, and therefore the bill permitting their going into
were having considerable difficulty getting appointed. They bankruptcy was passed.
had all kinds of trouble. Finally they came over here and
The corporations-no one knows .how great their debts
said they were appointed.
are. Municipal corporations have probably ·$20,000,000,0-00
Whether that is true or not, it would do no harm for Con- worth of debts. The farmers have $11,000,000,000 worth of
gress to continue in session for a while, anyway. This Con- mortgages, and probably $.5,0.00,000,000 woxth of chattel
gress ought to listen to me for a while before it goes home. mortgages which are not classed with the other mortgages.
I have something to say to Congress and I think it would do I should say that not over $11,000,000,000 of farm mortgages
Congress no harm .t o listen to me. If Senators do not care are represented in this legislation.
to listen to me they do not have to stay in the Chamber.
I desire to read an article to the Senate to show what kind
When the conference report finally does come to the Senate of an effort is behind keeping this farm bill from passing.
I wm know what to do, but I will not know what to do until This is the only bill 1 have .seen come up which will be .of
it finally comes over.
gain to the farmers of this country. I know about the
The farmers of Louisiana have sat np for me many nights, legislation that was enacted here last year, which provided
and they are willing to do it again. I cannot tell about the that if the famner would put up $10 with his application
city politicians, but I do know what the farmers nave done those who administered the Jaw would consider giving him
and what they are willing to do for me. When it has been something. Does the senate know that the farmers have
necessary, they have sent in their votes for me aibout 90 to 1. up more $10's than they .have received in loans in ~Y
That has been done by them .sometimes when they nave country? They have actually contributed $10 fees with
needed me to represent them; and, Mr. President, I am their applications amounting to more money than they
going to see that the farmers get the same kind of action have gotten in loans in my part of the country.
at my hands that I have bad at their hands.
Now I understand they have raised that fee to $25. I do
Mr. President, I have .never had se many funny things not know whether that is true or not. i shall be very glad
happen to me at any one time in all my life. I went over to to hear that it is not. Some one, 'however, told me last
the House to be sure about it. I said to the Members over night that he understood that iee was going up. But they
there, "Be sure not to take anything for .granted. Get had some kind of a hocus-pocus outfit-and 1: say that in
appointed now, and get it in a brown bag so there will not order to compliment it-they bad some kind of an outfit
be any question about it, and then come over to .the Senate with which they made as though they •were going to do
and we will soon have this conference report on the way~"
something for the farmers. But how much have they done?
Later on, while I was .speaking on the fioor of .the Senate, Three thousand farmers have been dispossessed of their
I saw some gentlemen come in the door and l .thought they homes every day this Congress has been in session. Three
bad come over with the conference report. Then someone thousand of them! Talk about doing something for the
came over and whispered in my ear that the House had farmers! And her&--here the papers are lost. The papers
appointed conferees, and I wentJnto the cloakroom and met cannot be found. The conference report is coming over.
these gentlemen and they assured me that th~y had been No, there is no conference Teport. Nothing is seen of it.
appointed. Thereupon, wb.ile the Senate was still in session, And, Mr. President, nothing is certain so far as it concerns
and just before the time it recessed, l went in and took it relief for the farmers.
up with them, and we wrote out the conference report.
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. President, the first excuse which came in was that
Mr. LONG. .I yield for a question.
conferees had .not been appointed. I should say rather the
Mr. CLARK. In addition to what the Senator said about
first excuse was that they could not find the papers. That the fees, his statement being also true as applied to m~
is the first thing they came in with as an excuse, that they state and many other States in which Senators have decould not find the papers. One-half hour ago my iriend scribed ·conditions to me, that more money has actually
from Arkansas [Mr. RoBINsoNJ said that they were on their been taken out of the county in the form of fees for appliway over here, and I call the attention of the Senate to the cations than has been turned back in the shape of loans;
fact that they were 30 minutes coming here with them, and is the Senator also aware of the fact that in many of these
the chances are they will be 30 minutes more in getting here land banks not as much as 20 percent of the applications
with them.
for loans on farms have ever been acted upon in any way,
Again I will say that it will not hurt Congress to wait shape, or farm?
a while and listen to me. Do not be in a hurry. Many i Mr. LONG. That is my understanding, Mr. President. I
people have gotten into their buggies and have driven 40 think 20 percent is a rather high figure. And just as the
miles to hear me, back home. If Senators do not desire to Senator from Missouri has said, there has been more taken
hear me, they can retire to the cloakroom. I am not going out of the farmers in the way of fees than there has been
to talk so as to disturb anyone out there. [Laughter in the returned to the farmers in the way of loans. I understand
galleries.]
that when ·one of these loans is made, before the farmer
The VICE PRESIDENT. Will the Senator suspend for a gets through paying for the title and the abstract, and for
moment? The Chair again desires to admonish those in some keen-eyed lawyer who has been put on the pay roll,
the galleries that if they continue to disturb the .senate that the farmer does not .know whether he has received
by laughter, or otherwise, the Chair will have to ask the anything back -or not. That is what I have been told.
Sergeant at Arms to clear the galleries. If th~ ·audience
Here is a splendid article published in the Washington
wishes to hear the Senator, kindly keep quiet, and it wUl Post, Politics and People, by Elliott Thurston. I do not
have the opportunity.
know Mr. Thurston. I have nothing against Mr. Thurston.
Mr. LONG. 1\-Ir. President, now I am informed again He is making a living, like everyone else is trying to make
that the papers have not been found. The Senator from a living, and he is writing the kind of thing, no doubt, which
Arkansas [Mr. ROBINSON] rose 30 minutes ago and said pleases the people who view the matteT as he sees it. He
that they had found the papers and that they were on their says this-well, I ·will not read the part which he said
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about me, because ft is not intended to pay me any compli- ator from Delaware [Mr. HASTINGS] make any argument that
ment, and I only read things which are complimentary of the bill was unconstitutional the other night? There was
myself when I am not compelled to do otherwise:
not a word along that line. I think there is not now a
By rallying Senate farm-bloc forces to fight for the bill per- Senator on the floor who disputes that the bill is constimitting farmers to plead bankruptcy and so retain possession of tutional. Nobody is attacking it now on that ground, so far
their farms for at least 6 years, he produced the leglslattve jam as I have heard lately.
which unloosed senatorial tempers and convinced the leaders that
I read further:
more time was needed to cool oft' a.nd to etl'ect compromise.
Their idea ls that tt wtll put them 1n right with the rural
Now I skip and read just a little:
communities.
Nevertheless, being fearful that the President's popularity wlll
I want to say to the Senate that they cannot afford not
not last, that his policies wlll collapse, that a fickle public wtll
turn, a majority of Members of Congress are bent on going the to put themselves in right with the rural communities, not
llmlt to solidity themselves wtth their own constituencies, so so much for the sake of votes, but they cannot afford to let
long as it can be done Without incurring the dlspleasure of the
White House. Thus the House, all of whose Members are up for the rural communities decay any further. If we want this
election this fall, rushed through the farmer bankruptcy bill at country to be held up we have got to do something for the
the eleventh hour.
farming communities. If we expect this country to keep

Mr. President, why did they not accuse these timid Congressmen, these cowardly representatives of the people, of
being timid when they passed the railroad bankruptcy bill?
They did not accuse them of any demagoguery when they
voted the railroad bankruptcy bill. Oh, no, Mr. President;
that was an act of high patriotism.
Why did they not accuse them of something tending toward demagoguery when they passed the corporation bankruptcy bill? Oh, no; nothing like that could be heard at
that time.
•
Why did they not accuse them of something akin to
demagoguery and trying to get votes when they passed the
municipal bankruptcy bill? Oh, no; they would not do
anything like that. But, Mr. President, when it comes to
doing something for the farmers, that is a different matter.
No; do not dare to do anything for the farmer. Give it
to the railroads, give it to the corporations, give it to anyone
else, but do not dare to do anything for the farmer. You
are a demagogue if you do that. Give the permission for
bankruptcy to the railroads, vote for bankruptcy for the
municipalities, vote for bankruptcy for the corporations, but
do not dare do anything for the farmers. There are too
many of them. They have no place in the Government except to vote for the preacher and receive sacrament. That
is the end of their rights in this country.
Let me continue to read:
And the farm bloc in the Senate shoved it into the hopper wtth
a result ant jamming of the well-greased machinery.

Where is this poor farm bloc?
The supporters of the bill think it a vote catcher.

A vote catcher I Why was not the railroad bill a vote
catcher? I call the attention of the Senate to the fact that
this bill has not gotten over to the Senate yet-and my
friend from Arkansas said it was on its way. It has not yet
arrived. Mr. President, it is not coming. No, sir; it is not
coming. It is not here yet. I continue quoting:
They are not seriously interested in whether it is bad economics, or whether it ls unconstitutional.

Unconstitutional! Why, it was passed upon by the Judiciary Committee of both Houses of Congress. It was passed
upon by the best lawyers in the United States. It was passed
upon cy as good lawyers and as good legislators as ever
sat in Congress or ever sat on a court bench.
The Senator from Arizona [Mr. ASHURST], Chairman of
the Judiciary Committee of the Senate, than whom there is
no more able constitutional lawyer in America, was able to
see the Constitution when the farmer was concerned just
the same as he .was able to see the Constitution when the
railroads were concerned, and the Senator from Arizona, the
valued chairman of the committee, not only took his own
study but called in lawyers from other spheres to bring
before the committee a report. A further independent study
was made, and it was determined that, under no circumstances, could this bill be held to be unconstitutional. I do
not need to give the reasons and the decision; I have already
put them in the RECORD. The report is also there.
Yet they will undertake to keep this bill from passing on
the ground of unconstitutionality. Did the Senator from
Rhode Island [Mr. HEBERT] make any argument that the
bill was unconstitutional here the other night? Did the Sen-

going on, we have got to do something for them whether
we get any votes out of them or not. The farmers cannot
stand what is going on. They have not been given a bit
of relief since this session of Congress has been sitting
or during the last session of Congress, so far as I can see.
It may be claimed that some good was done to them by
the processing tax. A friend of mine sold a hog last week,
I think it was, for $13.50 and got about $3.75 out of the
hog, the balance · going into the tax. Senators think that
is doing something for the farmers, I guess; perhaps it is.
A friend of mine the other day gave me figures from the
New Orleans State showing that out of a bale of cotton he
could not buy back nearly as much as he could buy previously. I am not saying the Senate did not try to do something for the farmers; I am not saying the Senate did not
want to do something for them, because I know the Senate,
and the Senate does want to do something for them, and
the Members of the House also want to do something for
the farmer, but we are up against a fictitious situation here,
the like of which I have never seen, which I cannot .fa th om
and cannot understand. I would rather never see Congress
adjourn if it had to sit here until Gabriel blows his horn
than to see us go back to the farmers without giving them
relief at this session of Congress. I would rather see Congress sit here until January; I would rather walk out of
here and lose my seat and never be allowed to come back
again than to see this Congress adjourn under the kind of
a situation that where it is said the papers are lost and the
farmers cannot be given any relief. The papers are not lost.
They will be here and then they will be lost again. No, sir;
we are not in any fix to go home. We want these papers;
we want this conference report; we want something done
with this bill, which passed both Houses of Congress and
which we cannot get through here at all.
What are the conditions among the farmers? What is
this bill about which so few seem to know. This bill has not
got a thing under the sun in it except a right of a bankrupt
farmer to go into court, with the consent of a certain number of creditors, and to have his property valued at what
it can bring today or better than that. Then, after that, if
the creditors are willing, on an appraisal that is fixed by the
court, the farmer would have 51h years to pay his indebtedness to the man who holds the lien on his place. That is all.
The creditor does not have to take that. If the creditor is
not willing to take it, then the only thing the court can do
is to give the man a moratorium for a period not to exceed
6 years.
.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Will the Senator yield?
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Louisiana yield to the Senator from Arkansas?
Mr. LONG. I yield.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair requests the Senate
to be in order. This is a question that the Senate ought to
consider.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, it appears
from some investigations I have made that the House had
not consented to the conference asked by the Senate, as I
stated a few moments ago, but that Senators and others
asked that a conference report be prepared, and it was done.
The original papers having been lost, or said to be mislaid,
and a contr_oversy having arisen as to where they were lost
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or by whom -they were 1ost, now "it appears tO me that"the
proper procedure is to do what seems to be the sensible
thing, and I ask unanimous consent that a copy be substituted for the original papers of the conference report, and
that the Senator from Louisiana be permitted to pre8ent the
report. I know that this is an wmsual proceeding, but I
think it is a proper request.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator from Arkansas
asks unanimous consent, in view of the original papers having been lost, that a copy be accepted, and that the Senator
from · Louisiana be permitted to submit the conference repart, with a view to action on it at the present time. Is
there objection?
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, there is a
conference report already pending, but I shall make a request for consideration when the conference report now before the Senate shall have been disposed of.
· The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the request
of the Senator from Arkansas?
Mr. THOMAS of Oklahoma. Mr. President, in order that
this matter may·be handled according to the rules of the respective bodies, I make the suggestion, with the permission
of the Senator from Louisiana, if we should adopt this report here that that would not insure action in the House;
and I submit a counter unanimous-consent proposal, if I
may, that it be not in order to adjourn until the Senate has
had a chance to vote on the conference report under the
rules of the Senate.
. Mr. McNARY. Mr. President, that is a very, very unusual
request.
.
.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I shall not consent to that.
Mr. THOMAS of Oklahoma. I object, then, to the first
request.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Very well.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Objection is heard.
.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I think perhaps I can get this
situation in hand if I am informed a little further, and I
will proceed for a while. It is very apparent that we are all
in some confusion, for which, apparently, none of us are
responsible. I appreciate the liberality my friend from
Arkansas demonstrates by his proposal, and I do not think
the trouble is between the Senator from Arkansas and myself at all. I refuse to have it appear in that way. It is
over yonder. Somewhere, somehow, something is going on
that nobody understands here. It started last Saturday. I
was afraid of it then. We tried to get a rule over there
permitting the House to take up the bill which had unanimously passed the Senate, a similar bill, I think, having
unanimously . been reported by the House committee. I am
illformed now that someone over in the House is fixing to
make a motion to adjourn, whether we do or not; that, at
any rate, they are considering that kind of procedure over
there. We sent this farm relief bill over there and tried
to get a rule. They were reporting rules out just as fast
as they wanted them. So we wanted one for this farm
bankruptcy bill, which is designed to give the farmer a
chance to live. That is all, merely a chance for his children to have something to eat. We tried to get a rule over
there, but their ears were just as deaf to that plea for a
rule to take up the farm bankruptcy bill as though they had
been born without ears. Then we worried around until last
Saturday, when, lo and behold, for some unusual reason,
they managed to let a vote be taken on it in the House, and
every vote in the House except 16, I think, was cast in favor
of the bill. The sentiment of the House at that time was
practically unanimous.
Mr. DUFFY. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Louisiana yield to the Senator from Wisconsin?
_Mr. LONG. I yield.
Mr. DUFFY. The Senator has expressed himself as being
very much concerned with the problems of the farmers.
IIi the conference report on the deficiency bill, which is before the Senate, the conferees have reported in favor of an
appropriation of $525,000,000 for the drought-stricken farmers of Wisconsin and other States in that general seetion of
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the country. -That is the most" im:POrtarit thiiig at this iiine
for the farmers in that region. I am wondering if the
Senator does not believe that we should act upon that conference report, which is now the order of business before the
Senate?
· ·
After that shall have been done, the Senator can resume
the floor, if necessary; and proceed with the matter he is
now discussing. In other ·words, I also am concerned with
the problems of the farmer, and certainly the most pressing
need from his standpoint at this moment is to obtain the
funds ·provided in the deficiency bill ju,St as soon as possible.
That appropriation is a very important element, as I
understand, of the conference report on the deficiency bill
now pending, an appropriation of $525,000,000 having been
agreed to by the conferees instead of $450,000,000, as provided in the bill as it came from the House.
Mr. LONG. We have that all fixed where it has to go
through. The Senator need not worry about that; we have
taken care of that; the item is part of the deficiency bill,
and we have got to pass that. So my friend need not worry;
that bill will be a law by tomorrow morning or the day
after that, at any rate. They have an adjournment resolution before the House, I understand. When I begin to
smoke them out as to the . bill which I am discussing they
want to adopt an adjournment resolution. They have
adopted an adjournment resolution over there and are waiting on us to adopt it. That is what they have done from
what I hear.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE

A message · from the House of Representatives, by Mr.
Chaffee, one of its clerks, announced that the House had
passed without amendment the following bil~ of the Senate:
S. 3660. ·An act to grant to the city of Monterey, Calif.,
an easement for street purposes over certain portions of the
military reservation at Monterey, Calif.; and
S. 3780. An act for the relief of persons engaged in the
fishing industry.
The message also announced that the House had agreed
to the amendment of the Senate to the joint resolution
<H.J.Res. 375) to effectuate further the policy of the National Industrial Recovery Act.
The message further announced that the House insisted
upon its amendment to the bill (S. 3580) to amend an act
entitled "An act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy
throughout the-United States", approved July 1, 1898, and
acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto, disagreed to by the Senate; agreed to the conference asked by
the Senate on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses thereon, and that Mr. GREGORY, Mr. RUFFIN, and Mr. KURTZ were
appointed managers on the part of the House at the conference.
DEFICmNCY APPROPRIATIONS-CONFERENCE REPORT

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. The message just delivered
shows that the House has agreed to the conference the Senate asked on Saturday night. This is the formal action
about which I spoke a few moments ago.
Mr. LONG. I inquire if the papers have come over?
The VICE PRESIDENT. They have.
Mr. LONG. Have they come back?
The VICE PRSIDENT. Let the Chair make a statement,
in order to make clear the situation. There has not been
any conference as yet. The Senator from Louisiana asked
for a conference on this bill last Saturday night. The papers were not sent over to the House. As the Chair understands, they got Jost in some way between here and the
House and the House had not acted. The House has now
acted on" the request; and agreed to the conference, and as
soon as the conference report shall be agreed to and signed
and submitted to ·t he Senate, it may be acted on in the ordinary manner.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, may I ask the Cha1r if the
message from the House shows who were appointed as conferees on the part of the House? if it -does, and they are
who ·r · think they are, we have the conference report already
signed up.
- - - ··
-·
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The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk will r~ad the names of
Mr. ADAMS. It is amendment numbered 34, found on
the conferees appointed on the part of the House.
page 2 of the conference report as printed in pamphlet
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. Messrs. GREGORY, RUFFIN, and form.
KURTZ.
Mr. DICKINSON. I thank the Senator. The conference
Mr. LONG. Now I want to ask my friend from report in that respect reads as follows:
Nevada-Amendment numbered 34: That the House recede from its disMr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, I wish to : agreement to the amendment of the Senate number ed 34, and
help tha Senator from Louisiana. I think he realizes that. 'agree to . the same with an amendment as follows: Rest ore the
str icken out by said amendment amended to read as folThe conferees could not legally agree upon a report before matter
lows: "Provided, That persons employed hereunder may be apthey were appointed. The sensible thing to do, as I am sure pointed for temporary service for a period not in excess of 6
the Senator from Louisiana will recognize, is to have an months, without regard to civil-service rules and regulations";
·
·immediate meeting of the conferees. They can, of course, and the Sen.ate agree to the same.
accept the report which has been prepared in anticipation of
I want to confess that I approve of that amendment and
the appointment of the conferees.
I am not in opposition to it. I simply want to make a stateMr. LONG. I thank the Senator for his suggestion. I am ment with reference to it before it is adopted by the Senate.
going to ask my friend from Nevada [Mr. McCARRANl to
It is my judgment that we ought to get back under the
take the papers for such use as he sees fit to make of them, rules and regulations of the classified civil service just as
call the conferees together, and I can sign my name to the quickly as possible in the matter of the selection of the
report when it comes back. In the meantime I am going personnel in our various governmental agencies. In the
to talk until it is brought back. [Laughter in the galleries.] past year it has been the order of the day to exempt all new
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair will direct the Ser- employees from civil-service requirements. I find in the
geant at Arms to clear the galleries unless order is main- report of April 1934 that there were added and are now emtained. There must be no further demonstrations. We are ployed in the various bureaus of the Government in the Disnot going to have a show in the Senate today, and the Chair trict of Columbia 8,338 temporary employees, while in the
is going to insist upon order being preserved.
field there are 71,896 such employees; that there were added
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, I am going to the various bureaus of the Government during the month
to suggest to the Senator from Louisiana, in view of all that of April 20,529 new employees.
has transpired, that he ought to attend the conference. He
The Point I am presenting to the Senate is that if we
ought not to insist on occupying the floor on the theory that continue to exempt from the classified rules and regulations
the conference report is not coming back. Of course, we all the personnel which comes into the Government service,
cannot here control the action of the conferees on the part in a little while we might as well repeal the classified civil
of the House, but it is assumed, as they are the same who service law.
have acted in anticipation of their appointment, that the
In support of my statement, I ask that there may be
report will be forthcoming very shortly. I believe the Sen- printed in the RECORD as a part of my remarks an editorial
ator will prejudice his case by further pursuing the course appearing in the Federal Employee for June 1934 entitled
which he is now pursuing.
" Civil Service of Federal Government Faces a ' Continuing
Mr. LONG. As I understand, my friend from Arkansas Crisis'", written by Luther C. Steward, president of the
will not permit any resolution of final adjournment-National Federation of Federal Employees.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, I have stated
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, it is so orto the Senator from Louisiana that I shall ask and insist dered.
upon a vote upon the conference report. That is all I have
The article is as follows:
a right to do.
CIVIL SERVICE OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT FACES A "CONTINUING CRISIS"
Mr. LONG. Very well. I yield the floor.
National Federation of Federal
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to (By Luther C. Steward, president
Employees)
the conference report on the deficiency bill.
The crisis confronting the Federal civil-service system is a
Mr. DICKINSON. Mr. President, I shall not delay the continuing
one.
Senate for any undue length of time. In the conference
There has been no diminution in the volume of political presreport with reference to the personnel to be employed in the sure exercised to procure jobs for "deserving" individuals whose
usually bear no relationship to the position sought.
General Accounting Office to make audits of the va1ious new qualifications
In many instances administrators, fully aware of the manifold
bureaus in the Government-dangers o! such thoroughly irresponsible personnel practice, are
fighting the good fight in behalf of the merit system. Whether
Mr. BORAH. Mr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Iowa they win the individual battles frequently is dependent upon the
amount of pressure against which they have to contend.
yield to the Senator from Idaho?
Not quite as spectacular as some months ago, it nevertheless is
Mr. DICKINSON. I yield.
an incontrovertible fact that job seeking and wire pulling in
Mr. BORAH. I desire to ask the Senator from Arkansas behalf of job seekers-without reference to the merit systemremains the most fundamentally important problem in Washing[Mr. ROBINSON] a question. I should like to ask him or ton
today.
someone in charge of the conference report what became of
It is fallacious to assume that the merit principle is impregnably
the item with reference to $5,000,000 for building a road in secure. In the final analysis its security is dependent upon the
acceptance by all administrators and a majority of legislators of
Central America.
the merit system as the only sound method of filling posts of
Mr. ADAMS. Mr. President, if the Senator from Arkansas public
responsibility.
will permit me, I shall be glad to answer the question.
Neither all administrators in Washington, and elsewhere
throughout
the Nation, nor scores of legislators have given any
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Very well.
evidence of their acceptance of the merit system as opposed to
Mr. ADAMS. The item was reduced to $1,000,000 upon the
spoils system.
motion of the Senator from Idaho himself, as I remember,
In entirely too many instances the merit system has received
and is now in the bill subject to a qualification submitted llp service and little else.
The need for legislative action which will remove virtually all
by House Members that the money should be available when
Federal positions from the gra.sp of the spollsmen a.nd place them
the Centr al American countries have given assurance of under
the civil service never has been plainer than it is today.
their disposition to cooperate in the survey and construcThe ideal of a Federal public service which will be of maximum
service to the taxpayers of the Nation, at a minim.um. of expense,
tion.
never will be realized until steps are taken to make impossible
Mr. BORAH. The item still remains at $1,000,000?
the recurrence of present conditions.
Mr. ADAMS. Yes.
None will gainsay the truth of the statement that "public
Mr. BORAH. I thank the Senator from Colorado.
office 1s a public trust."
But
it must be recognized that every public office is a public
Mr. DICKINSON. Mr. President, will the Senator from
Regardless of the relative importance of the position, its
Colorado give me the number of the amendment which has trust.
incumbent is as much an omcer of the Government as is the
to do with the exemption of employees in the ·aeneral Ac- President of the United States. The service stands or falls upon
the sum of all its units; not simply its strongest ones.
counting Office from civil-service requirements?
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If the Federal service ls to be half merit and hal! spoils it cannot
hope to attain the goal of achievement it rightly seeks.
The Na.tional Federation of Federal Employees again calls attention to these facts.
From its inception, the National Federation of Federal Employees has worked unceas!ngly to broaden and strengthen the
ciVil-service system, recognizing that the merit system must be
the basis of sound personnel administration.
Today the National Federation can see with especial clarity
the wisdom of the course it has followed, and finds in the events
of recent months the most powerful incentive in its history to
1 push onward to attain the goal of a Federal service which, in
every branch and every agency, in the field and tn Washington,
is accorded the advantages of the merit system.
In this campaign the National Federation of Federal Employees
. should have the support and cooperation not only of all Govern, ment workers but of every citizen concerned with good government.
For the merit system is the public's surest protection against
the costly, wasteful, inefficient, and often corrupt practices which
follow in the train of the spoilsmen.
No greater and more far-reaching problem than this now confronts the American people.
wm the spotlsmen be allowed to continue to bore from within,
or wlll public opinion force the preservation and further bulwarking of the civil service?
A vigorous reply should not be delayed.

Mr. DICKINSON. The April report to which I have referred further shows that there were 2,493 so-called "temporary " employees placed on the Federal pay roll in the
District of Columbia alone. This does not include the 265,999 so-called" emergency" personnel in the Emergency Conservation Corps work and the 4, 783 military supervisory
' officials who are carrying on various activities.
I want further to suggest that the exemption for 6 months
from civil-service requirements is not a remedy. for the situation. In other words, we might as well have surrendered
the entire amendment as to have adopted that limitation.
The 6 months' limitation lets such personnel go into the
public service and remain 6 months. Then, if they want to
do so, they may .qualify under the civil-service requirement.
There is nothing in the amendment, so far as I know, that
will prevent them from getting another 6 months' temporary appointment.
The point to which I am inviting attention is that these
appointments may be made without approval of the Civil
Service Commission or under the civil-service rules and
regulations. It simply opens up the matter as one of Federal patronage. I do not want this to be taken as a political
speech for the reason that when we come to civil-service
appointments either party that has anyone on the qualified
list has a chance to get the appointment. Under the exemption which is provided, there will be no possibility of anyone
securing an appointment without proper political recommendation.·
I ha·ve read the testimony before the House and Senate
committees. In order that the matter may be properly
brought before the Senate I desire to ask that an article
by George D. Riley, published in the Washington Herald
of recent date, entitled "A Dangerous Compromise", may
be printed in the RECORD as a part of my remarks.
There being no objection, the article was ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
[From the Washington Herald]
A DANGEROUS COMPROMISE

The so-called" compromise" on H.R. 9830 relative to employment
of persons to handle General Accounting Office is unsatisfactory
from the standpoint of ta.xpay.ers and the good of the service for
a. number of reasons.
The compromise allowing employees to be appointed !or " not b.
excess of 6 months without regard to civil service" is a.s dangerous as the precedent to be established under the original clause.
Sponsors of the compromise measure still are allowing unqualified
persons to serve in the capacity of overseers of public funds--to
occupy places of public trust without being obligated to fulfill
conditions laid down for others of the Nation's trusted personnel.
Both the original clause and the compromise are conceived
in the spirit of spoils distribution. We assuredly can avoid scandals which invariably attend patronage jobs where public funds
are involved by insisting that the Civil Service Commission continue to select competent workers. We have had enough scandals
where public moneys are involved.
.
The executive officer of General Accounting Office, according to
transcript from the independent offices appropriation bill hearing
:tor 1935 assured Cha.irman WOODRUM, that he intended to use
competent personnel from civil-service rolls for P .W .A. work.
Jlere iii the testimony:
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"Mr. WooDRUM. How will they be selected?
"Mr. BAITY. Under civil service, those having civil-service status.
"Mr. WOODRUM. Will they be confined entirely to civil-service

employees, or will there have to be a special examination for
these people?
"Mr. BAITY. No; we take people they have on the register or
those who have a civil-service status and are without employment,
or those who might want to transfer from other departments to
the General Accounting Office.
"Mr. WOODRUM. You say you take the ones who are on the
register. You will take accountants from their accc>Unting register, those who are eligible for appointments?
"Mr. BAITY. Yes.
"Mr. WooDRUM. Will there be enough on the civil-service list
without another examination being held?
" Mr. BAITY. The Commission says so."
How well has General Accounting Office lived up to such
promise? How many employees from near-by States have been
put on without such protecti"ve status? How many from Virginia? How many from Roanoke and other cities who do n9t
have such status and will help spend P.W.A. funds?
This latest H.R; 9830 provision to sidestep protective civil
service is one of the most unwholesome and most unnecessary
attempts to scuttle the classified service yet to come under our
purview.
The Senate committee struck out the final clause in the provision. The Senate must save the gains civil service has made.
We hope that Senator DICKINSON and other civil-service friends
will see the immediate danger in the situation. The service can
be undermined as well in 6 months as in 2 years through employment of unqualified help. The Nation's Treasury and the
handling of expenditures is no place for spoilsmen.

Mr. DICKINSON. I also ask that an article entitled
"What's Ahead for the G.A.O.?"; by George D. Riley, appearing in the Washington Herald of June 4, 1934, be
printed in the RECORD as a part of my remarks.
There being no objection, the article was· ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
[From the Washington Herald, June 4, 1934]
WHAT'S AHEAD FOR G.A.O.?

Saturday the deficiency appropriation bill, fiscal year 1934, was
committed to the whole House by Chairman BUCHANAN.
Under heading of " General Accounting Office " this wording
ts used:
" To enable the General Accounting Office to employ personnel
to examine and settle and to audit and settle the accounts of
receipts and expenditures of governmental agencies, including
govern.mental corporations created after March 3, 1933, and to
make current the audit of postal money order and Postal Savings
accounts, including rent in the District of Columbia, printing and
binding, office equipment and supplies, traveling expenses, and
other necessary contingent and miscellaneous expenses, fiscal
years 1934 and 1935, $1,000,000: Prooided, That persons employed
hereunder may be appointed for temporary service without regard
to civil-service rules and regulations."
In view of the many names added at G.A.O. and promotions
from two particular States in recent months, this provision dis~
regarding civil service assumes interesting proportions. This
column has watched events at G.A.O., preferring to wait before
commenting. The time has come to speak once more of conditions separate and apart from the illegal separation of the 52.
The colloquy, in part, between James L. Baity, Assistant Comptroller General and executive officer G.A.O., and Representative
WOODRUM, Virginia Congressman-at-large, during discussion of the
independent offices appropriation bill for 1934 follows:
"Mr. WooDRUM. Will you have to dismiss some personnel in
view of the reduction in your appropriation?
"Mr. BAITY. We will have to dismiss, based upon $1,800, 185
people and, based upon $2,000, we will have to dismiss between
150 to 175 people.
"Approximately 110 have been separated at G.A.O., 57 illegally."
Again Mr. WOODRUM, addressing l'.ir. Baity during discussion of
the 1935 independent offices appropriation bill, asked:
" Have you gotten any allotments from any of the emergency
funds of the Government? "
"Mr. BAITY. Yes, sir; from the appropriation to carry out the
National Industrial Recovery Act.
.. Mr. WOODRUM. How much?
" Mr. BAITY. $460,000.
"Mr. WooDRUM. In reference to the extra amount you got from
the N.R.A., how was that used and wha.t character of additional
employees did you put on?
"Mr. BAITY. It has not been used yet. We a.re just starting now
to select the people to do that work.
"Mr. WooDRUM. How will they be selected?
"Mr. BAITY. Under civil service; those having civil-service status.
"Mr. WoonRUM. Will they be confined entirely to civil-service
employees, or will there have to be a special examination for those
people?
"Mr. BAITY. No; we talte people they have on the register, or
those who have a civil-service status and are without employment,
or those who might want to transfer from other departments to
the General Accounting Office.
"Mr. Wooo&uM. You say you take the ones who are on the register. You will take accountants from their accounting register,
. those who a.re eligible !or a.ppotntmenta?
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Mr BAITY. Yes.
"Mr. WooDRUM. What 1s the second class?
"Mr. BAITY. Those with civil-service status who are without employment.
,. Mr. WooDRUM. How many additional employees do you figure
you wm have to take on?
.. Mr. BAITY. About 150.
"Mr. WOODRUM. wm there be enough on the civil-service lists
without another exa.mina.tion being held?
,. Mr. BAITY. The Commission says so.
"Mr. WOODRUM. What will be the character of service you Will
require of these employees-accounting, clerical, stenographic?
"Mr. BAITY. They run from check sorters, checkers, that is, those
who check the vouchers against the abstract, comptometer operators, who verify the figures of the accounts, stenographers, typists,
auditors, and so forth. Our set-up also provides for the temporary employment of a few attorneys and a few investrgators.
"Mr. WooDnuM. Wlll they all come from the civil-service lists,
too?
"Mr. BAITY. Yes; they will all coine from civil-service lists.
"Mr. WIGGLESWORTH. You say that the total amount you have
received from N .R.A. is $506,000?
. ,. Mr. BAITY. Yes, sir. It runs for 2 fiscal years. The rest of this
fiscal year and the next fiscal year."
Your correspondent has searched high and low for clues to
show some reason for selecting employees under the deficiency
appropriation blll providing $1,000,000 without regard to "civllservlce rules and regulations."
Who is responsible for putting over this change in attitude
toward selection of employees? In hearings before the subcommittee on appropriations, Mr. BUCHANAN, chairman, there is no
record of a deficiency appropriation in the amount of $1,000,000
requested by G.A.O. But, howeverWhen the Committee on Appropriations reported the committee
print to the whole House June 2 based on these hearings there
appears the $1,000,000 item, plus the provision against civil-service
employees.
The last two ilp..portant jobs at G.A.O. were filled from Virginia.
Since . G.A.O. has .separated around 110, and according to Mr.
Baity 185 should have been dismissed, we raise the question:
·
How much of the million, therefore, wlll be used to sta'1'a off
the apparent deficit?
·
This latest fund allotted in addition to the several hundred
thousand from N .R.A., is " mixed ", that is, any part can be paid to
permanent and any part to temporary workers.
Section 4, civil-service rules: Assignment of excepted employees. A person appointed without competitive examination
under section 3 of this rule, or by authority of an act of Congress,
shall not be assigned to the work of a competitive classified position, without approval of the Commission or ·specific provision of
law.
The million 1s not separated. It provides both for classified
and nonclassified employees' pay. Possible under the bill-$999,990 to po!itical employees and $10 to classified employees.
There is danger in G.A.O. that every employees' job in time can
be wrecked under the la.test fund provision. The term of J. R.
McCarl as Comptroller General wlll end before many months.
Who plans to take over his omce? Wlll G.A.O. become just
another gravy sloppool for patronage?
I do not believe Mr. Mccarl would allow the treatment permanent employees will receive at G.A.O. 1f he had full knowledge of
what is happening and what is contained in this latest b111.
Jobs of 2,000 G.A.O. employees are at stake! The bill cannot be
passed before next week-end. There still is time!
If

Mr. DICKINSON. I also ask to incorporate as a part of
my remarks a statement by E. Claude Babcock, President
of the American Federation of Government Employees, with
reference to the same matter.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
:VABCOCK FLAYS A'ITACK ON
RETURNS IN PLAN FOR 500

LAW-SAYS SPOILS SYSTEM
POLITICAL JOBS IN GENERAL ACCOUNTING

CIVIL SERVICE

OFFICE
WASmNGTON.-Vigorous objection to the appointment of 400 to
600 additional employees of the Genera.I Accounting Office " without regard to civil-service laws" was registered by E. Claude
Babcock, president of the American Federation of Government
Employees, affiliated with the American Federation of Labor, at the
meeting of the Senate Appropriations Committee, which was considering the deficiency bill, .already approved by the House of
Representatives. He asked the committee to eliminate from the
blll the provision which would pave the way for filling the places
with political appointees regardless of their qualifications.
Mr. Babcock pointed out that the General Accounting Office
must give final approval to the expenditure of many billions of
dollars. He said it is important that the best qualified persons,
who, he believes, can be selected from the civil-service eligible
list, should be appointed.
In stressing the magnitude of the work he told the committee
that Comptroller General McCarl expects to handle more than
12,000,000 vouchers and 71,000,000 checks from the various Government departments, bureaus, and administrations.
Mr. Babcock listed half a dozen or more reasons why he
thought political appointees should not audit the accounts and
receive the $1,000,000 appropriated for salaries. He contended
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that political appointments, "without regard to the civ11-serv1ce
laws ", would constitute a serious encroachment on the merit
system and "invite irregularities." In stating his objections he
expressed belief that the proposed political set-up might lead to
" rascality and thievery."

Mr. DICKINSON. Mr. President, I am simply calling
this to the attention of the Senate in the hope that when
we add new personnel in any bureau, whether it is a new
bureau or an old organization, we shall cease to adopt provisions that the civil-service requirements shall be suspended and that appointments may be made without regard
to the classified service rules and regulations.
One further statement, and I shall conclude.
The theory that better and more competent employees
can be secured for the service by having them appointed
without reference to the civil-service requirements certainly
cannot be sustained; otherwise, we should not have the
civil service law. The theory that these are temporary employees I do not believe to be tenable, for the reason that if
we are to continue the emergency bureaus their disbursements should be audited. If they are to be audited, certainly the duty of making the audit will be imposed upon
the General Accounting Office not only for 6 months but
for several years-probably 3 or 4 years. Therefore, the
personnel gradually allocated to this service will sooner
or later become more or less permanent employees of the
Government.
Therefore, I think it was a mistake to permit this provision to go into the bill. Had I known that Congress was
to continue in session until this week, I probably should
have held out longer; but I did not want to see the adjournment of Congress delayed, and at that time I had no advice
that it would be delayed over Saturday night. It has been
delayed; but I wanted these remarks to go into the RECORD
with reference to the conference report before it is adopted.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to
the conference report.
The report was agreed to.
REGULATION OF TOBACCO-GROWING INDUSTRY
Mr. SMITH. Mr. President, I move that the Senate proceed to the consideration of House bill 9690, to place the
tobacco-growing industry on a sound financial and economic
basis, to prevent unfair competition and practices in the
production and marketing of tobacco entering into the
channels of interstate and foreign commerce, and for other
purposes.
The bill has been agreed .t o by all parties. It has passed
the House, and has been unanimously reported by the
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on the motion
of the Senator from South Carolina.
The motion was agreed to, and the Senate proceeded to
consider the bill.
Mr. SMITH. Mr. President, certain amendments have
been agreed upon which I send to the desk and ask to
have stated.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The amendments offered by the
Senator from South Carolina will be stated..
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 4, line 9, it is proposed
to insert a comma after the word " tobacco " where it
appears the first time, so as to read:
(b) The tax provided for by subsection (a) of this section shall
be applicable to all tobacco harvested in the crop year 1934-35,
except Maryland tobacco, Virginia sun-cured tobacco, and cigar
leaf tobacco.

The amendment was agreed to.
The LEGISLATIVE Cl.ERK. On page 4, line 11, it is proposed
to strike out "two-thirds" and insert "three-fourths", so
as to read:
Thereafter whenever the Secretary of Agriculture determines
that the persons who own, rent, share crop, or control threefourths of the land customarily engaged in the production of any
particular type of tobacco favor the levy of the tax thereon and
that the imposition of the tax thereon is necessary for the orderly
marketing of such tobacco in interstate and foreign commerce and
to effectuate the declared policy of this act, he shall proclaim
such determination at least 60 days prior to the next succeeding
crop year, and the tax shall thereafter apply to tobacco of such
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type harvested during the crop year next :following the date of
such proclamation.

may be necessary for administrative expenses, refunds of ta...X°es,
and other payments under th.is act are hereby made available.

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. FESS. Mr. President, I understand that this is the
same measure that the Senator from South Carolina referred to the other day.
Mr. SMITH. It is.
Mr. FESS. I made some objection then. Since that
time I have made some investigation, and I have no objection to the bill.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk will state the next
amendment offered by the Senator from South Carolina.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 5 it is proposed to strike
out lines 6 to 8, both inclusive, in the fallowing words:

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. FLETCHER. Mr. President, I understand that this
bill is intended to benefit the growers. and I am in cordial
sympathy with it. There are some manufacturers using
Habana tobacco whose interests I think might be served;
and I offer the amendment which I send to the desk.
Mr. WALSH. I ask to have the amendment stated.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The amendment will be stated.
The CHIEF CLERK. On page 15, lirie 8, after the figures
"1934 ", immediately before the period, it is proposed to
insert a semicolon and the fallowing:

(2) Upon tobacco grown by growers who produce less than
2,000 pounds of tobacco per crop year.

tobacco so imported during the crop years 1926-33.

Except that in the case of tobacco imported from the Republic
o! Cuba, such quotas shall be based on average quantities of

Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, may I inquire of the Senator
The amendment was agreed to.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 9 it is proposed to strike whether this amendment has the approval of all parties?
Mr. FLETCHER. It has the approval of all the friends
out "(3)" and insert in lieu thereof "(2)", so as to read:
of the measure.
(2) Upon tobacco harvested prior to the crop year 1934--35.
Mr. WALSH. The committee is in favor of it?
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. FLETCHER. Yes,' sir.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 6, line 24, it is proposed
Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President, what effect will it have
to strike out "5" and insert in lieu thereof "6 ", so as to upon the domestic tobacco crop?
read:
Mr. FLETCHER. It simply has to do with apportioning
(b) The Secretary of Agrlcultme may issue in any county, the importations.
further warrants, covering an amount o! tobacco of any type
Mr. BARKLEY. It will have no effect upon the domestic
not in excess of 6 percent of the amount of tobacco of such type product?
covered by the warrants issued to all contracting producers in
Mr. FLETCHER. Not at all. The amendment is agreesuch county, to persons engaged in the production of tobacco
of such type in such county as to whom the Secretary determines able to all friends of the measure.
that no equitable allotment of tobacco acreage or production is
Mr. FESS. Mr. President, I should like to make some
possible under tobacco-reduction contracts ottered pursuant to
inquiry as to just what the amendment does.
the Agricultural Adjustment Act-Mr. FLETCHER. It places the tobacco coming in from
And so forth.
CUba on the basis of the importations of 1926 to 1933. It
The amendment was agreed to.
includes all the years, I think, that the other provision does.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 7 it is proposed to strike
Mr. WALSH. It puts a quota . on the importations of
out, beginning in line 6, all after the word "That", down tobacco from Cuba into this country, just as a quota was
to the word "prescribe", in line 10, and to insert in lieu placed upon sugar.
thereof:
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to
warrants covering two-thirds of the amount of tobacco allotted the amendment offered by the Senator from Florida.
under this subsection in any county shall be issued to growers
The amendment was agreed to. - ·
whose allotments are 1,500 pounds or less.
·
Mr. SMITH. Mr. President, there is a further amendment,
The amendment was agreed to.
to which I think all pairties will agree, that was handed to me
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 9, lines 24 and _25, it is this morning by the Department. It is to amend the bill
proposed to strike out " or by imprisonment not exceeding by adding to it the following:
one year, or both", so as to read:
That the first sentence of subsection 3 of section 8 of the
(b) Any person willfully falling or refusing to fl.le such a
return, or filing a willfully false return, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by a
fine of not more than $1,000.

Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, is further amended
to read as follows:
"After due notice and opportunity !or hearing, to issue licenses."

Under the act as it now stands, no provision is made for
The amendment was agreed to.
notice and hearing in the issuance of these licenses; and as
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 10, line 7, it is proposed similar language occurs in other paragraphs, I think this
to strike out " tax payment ", and insert in lieu thereof amendment ought to be made.
"tax-payment warrant", so as to read:
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, I concur in
SEc. 9. (a) No tax-payment warrant issued in accordance with the statement just made by the Senator from South Carothis act may be trans!erred or assigned either in whole or in part, lina.
except by the executor or other legal representative of a deceased
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, I object to the amendment.
producer to whom a tax-payment warrant has been issued under
this act. Any person who acquires a tax-payment warrant It is entirely foreign to this measure. It relates to a controfrom another person or who transfers a tax-payment warrant to versial matter.
another person in violation of the provisions of thi.s act, or who
Mr. SMITH. As I have explained. Mr. Presidentviolates any provision of this act, shall be guilty of a misdeMr. BYRD. I have already gone over the amendment
meanor and shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined not more than
$1,000 or sentenced to not more than 6 months' imprisonment, carefully, and I am unalterably opposed to it.
or both.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, I was informed that the amendment would not be objectionable.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. BYRD. It is objectionable.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page 11, line 6, it is proposed
Mr. SMITH. Very well; I withdraw the amendment.
to strike out" authorized to be", so as to read:
The VICE PRESIDENT. The amendment is withdrawn.
SEC. 10. (a) The proceeds derived from the tax are hereby apMr. GEORGE. Mr. President, I desire to ask the Senator
propriated to be available to the Secretary o! Agriculture for
administrative expenses and refunds of taxes and other payments from South Carolina whether the growers of tobacco in all
under this act.
the tobacco-growing States have been consulted about this
The amendment was agreed to.
measure?
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. On page it, line 22, it is propased
Mr. SMITH. All of them.
Mr. GEORGE. They are all familiar with it?
to strike out" authorized to be" and to insert in lieu thereof
Mr. SMITH. They are; and the bill is the result of con"hereby", so as to read:
(b) Out of the sums available to the Sec~etary of Agriculture ferences with all of them.
under the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, such sums as
Mr. WALSH. Including the New England growers.
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. The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on the engro~s
ment of the amendments and the third reading of the bill.
The amendments were ordered to be engrossed, and the
bill to be read a third time.
The bill was read the third time and passed.
ORDER OF

BU~

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas obtained the floor.
Mr. DILL. Mr. President, will the Senator yield to me for

a moment?
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansa.s. Yes.
Mr. DILL. I am very anxious to have an opportunity for
the consideration of the railroad labor bill. I do not want to
be unreasonable, but I should like to have an opportunity to
move to take it up, to see whether or not the Senate desires
to consider it. What is the Senator's purpose in that
regard?
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, I think I
should make a frank statement to the Senate on this subject.
I favor the passage of the railway labor bill. I have been
informed that it will meet with very persistent opposition,
and that it will require an indefinite length of time tq dispose of the measure. I have consulted with the President
about it, and with a large number of Senators. It is felt by
those with whom I have consulted that if the measure could
have ,been brought forward a little earlier in the session, it
might have been disposed of without undue delay; but t:µe
President thinks, and I concur in that statement, that if the
measure is to be taken up and indefinitely discussed, it _had
better go over until the next session. It is not of an emergency nature.
While I realize that there are many influences that would
like to see the matter disposed of now, it seems to me almost
impracticable and almost impossible to do so.
It is my purpose to move an exe'cutive session, and then,
if the Senator from Washjngton wishes, in yiew of the statement I have made, to make his motion, I shall not object to
·
his doL.J.g so.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. President, will the Senator yield to me
for one moment?
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I yield to the Senator from
Rhode Island. He has explained to me that he wishes to
ask the Senate to take up a bill which I believe to be of
some importance in the administration of the criminal law.
If it shall appear that it will require any considerable discussion, I shall ask that the Senate proceed to the consideration of executive business.
Mr. HEBERT. I refer to Order of Business 1528, House
bill 9547, to amend section 766 of the Revised Statutes as
amended.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator from Rhode Island
asks unanimous consent for the present consideration of a
bill.
Mr. WHEELER. Mr. PresidentMr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. As I understand it, this bill
is intended to facilitate the administration of justice.
Mr. wALsH. Mr. President, this bill seeks to amend section 766 of the Revised Statutes. That section relates to
habeas corpus proceedings instituted _by defendants in criminal cases which are pending in the State courts.
The present law provides, in effect, that, if a defendant in
a criminal case pending in the State court applies for a
writ of habeas corpus to a Federal court, all proceedings in
the State court pending the final adjudication of said writ
of habeas corpus or any appeal taken from a decision
thereon are null and void.
Thus defendants in criminal cases in the State courts are
given a powerful weapon to delay proceedings in the State
courts and possibly in the end to defeat the ends of justice.
A striking example of this situation occurred recently in
an important murder trial just concluded in Massachusetts,
after 8 weeks of trial-the Faber-Millens case. Three men,
- the Millens brothers and Irving Faber were tried and convicted of first-degree murder of two policemen. These
officers were murdered by these men, when they tried to
apprehend them while engaged in the robbery of a bank.
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The trial has been one of the longest, if not the longest, ever
held in our criminal courts and has involved tremendous
expense to the county of Norfolk, Mass.
Early in the trial counsel for the Millens brothers applied
for writs of habeas corpus in the Federal District Court of
Boston, alleging that his clients were denied due process of
law, because the Massachu~etts statute in capital cases provides that the accused shall be tried by a jury, and that consequently they were denied a trial without a jury.
The Federal district court dismissed both petitions, and
the defendants h~ve perfected appeals to the circuit court
of appeals. It is doubtful if these appeals can be disposed
of before fall. In the meantime the county has proceeded
wit h the trial to its conclusion, and if this statute is contrued closely all proceedings in the State court from the
time of the filing of the petitions for habeas corpus will be
declared null and void.
This bill merely amends the law so as to make a stay of
proceedings in a State court discretionary with the Federal
judge before whom petition for habeas corpus, originally
or on appeal, is pending. The defendants' rights are fully
protected in that any question of constitutionality may be
reviewed in the normal manner of appeal through the State
courts and finally by the Supreme Court of the United
States.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. A stay of execution has
been issued under a habeas corpus proceeding, which makes
it impossible to reach a conclusion in the case within a
reasonable time. It is the existence of just that sort of
condition that has discredited the administration of justice
in many criminal cases in the United States.
Mr. WALSH. I hope the Senator from Montana will let
this bill go through.
Mr. WHEELER. Mr. President, I wish to find out definitely whether I correctly understand the situation with
reference to Senate bill 3266 and House bill 9861.
An overwhelming majority of the Members of this body
want to get the railway-labor legislation up for discussion
and for passage. I venture the assertion that there will
not be 10 votes against the bill, if we can get a final vote
on it. It has passed the House of Representatives, it has
been approved by the Committee on Interstate Commerce,
and there is but a little handful of men on the floor of the
Senate who are objecting to it. The administration has
stated that they favor it, and practically all parties have so
announced.
While making my fight to get the railroad labor bill passed
by the Senate, I am made aware of the deep concern felt over
this matter by many House Members who worked so hard
for its passage. Some of them are on the floor at this
moment. I have here a message from one of labor's best
friends, Ross COLLINS of Mississippi. He says, " Will the
railroad labor bill pass the Senate as it passed the House?
If it is to go back to the House, please wire me immediately
and I will fly back and continue to work for it. It is unthinkable that Congress could adjourn without passing this highly
meritorious piece of legislation. We got it through the House
under Boe CRosSER's leadership, and I look to the friends of
labor to put it through the Senate. Hope the Pennsylvania
Railroad won't be able to defeat it. Who is going to answer
the statement purporting to be J. Eastman's position? Eastman merely said that no immediate emergency exists, but
that the measure certainly should be passed. Let me know
immediately if there is anything further House Members
can do on this. It's a fight the people must win."
The question is whether or not we will allow the Pennsylvania Railroad-and I shall be able to prove definitely
that it is the Pennsylvania Railroad that is oppased to the
passage of the bill-in the closing hours of this session to
block legislation which is so badly needed.
I want to say that I have not any objection to the Senate's
going into executive session, but I do feel that a majority
of the Members of the Senate are entitled to know whether
or not we are to have an opportunity to move· to take up
the railway labor bill.
Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
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Mr. WHEELER. Just let me say further that I, for one,
shall oppose any adjournment of the Congress until we get
such an opportunity. I am speaking not only for myself but
also for a large number of other Senators. We will oppose
an adjournment of the Congress until such time as we get
an opportunity to vote on taking up this bill.
Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President, will the Senator yield to
me now?
Mr. WHEELER. I yield.
Mr. BARKLEY. I am utterly unable to understand why
there is any serious opposition to this proposed legislation.
The bill was worked out in collaboration between the railway-labor organizations, the Coordinator of Railroads, Commissioner Eastman, and the railway executives. It was
unanimously agreed to by the Committee on Interstate
Commerce of the House and by the Senate committee
without objection. There is no minority report. I had
thought that no objection had been raised to the bill, but
the Senator from Washington [Mr. DILL] advises me that
there is some objection. I cannot understand why there
should be any serious objection to the enactment of the
bill.
Mr. WHEELER. The only objection to the legislation is
on the part of the Pennsylvania Railroad. That is the fact
about the matter. They are the only ones seriously opposing the legislation, and they are opposing it because of the
fact that they want to contribute to the representatives of
the company unions, and thereby control those representatives in the settlement of their disputes.
This legislation is absolutely necessary. It is absolutely
necessary that it should be passed in order to settle labor
disputes which are pending, and which will, in my judgment,
take place this summer, and cause serious trouble.
I give notice now that I and a number of other Senators
will do our best to keep the Congress from adjourning until
such time as we get an opportunity to vote on the bill.
Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President, if I may interrupt the
Senator for a moment, this bill is an amendment to the
Railway Labor Act, of which I happened to be one of the
authors in the other body of the Congress. By experience
it has been found that this amendatory legislation is 'not
only desirable but is necessary, in order that there may be
real arbitration and settlement of any possible railway disputes within the next few months. I do not think there
are any in anticipation, but it certainly is desirable that
this legislation should be enacted without delay, and I hope
we may be a.ble to consider the bill and pass it.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, I hope the
bill referred to by the Senator from Rhode Island may be
disposed of, and then I shall ask f!Jr an executive session.
Then the Senator from Washington may make his motion.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, may we not have a vote on
this matter?
AMENDMENT OF CRIMINAL LAWS

The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the request
of the Senator from Rhode Island that the Senate proce·ed
to the consideration of the bill (H.R. 9547) to amend section
766 of the Revised Statutes as amended?
There being no objection, the bill was considered, ordered
to a third reading, read the third time, and passed.
NAVY AND MARINE MEMORIAL

Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President, from the Committee on
the Library I report back favorably without amendment the
joint resolution (H.J.Res. 342) authorizing an appropriation
to defray the expense of erecting the completed NavY and
Marine Memorial Monument, and I ask unanimous consent
for its present consideration.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection?
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. Mr. President, it is not my purpose
to object to the request of the Senator from Kentucky, but,
so far as I am concerned, until we get the railway labor
bill before the Senate and secure some action on it, I shall
object to the Senate's transacting any more business by
unanimous consent.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Very well, Mr. President.
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Mr. LA FOLLETI'E. I am going to stick to this an ..
nouncement.
Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President, the joint resolution to
which I have referred will not provoke any opposition.
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. I have stated that I would not _object to action on the joint resolution, because I had not
served the notice, but I am now serving notice. The Senate
may go ahead with this joint resolution, but after that
shall have been disposed of, so far as I am concerned, until
we have a chance to secure some action on the railway labor
bill, I shall object to any more business being transacted in
the Senate by unanimous consent.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there .objection to proceeding
to the consideration of the joint resolution?
There being no objection, the joint resolution was considered, ordered to a third reading, read the third time,
and passed.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOllSE

A message from the House of Representatives, by Mr.
Haltigan, one of its clerks, announced that the House had
passed without amendment the following bills of the Senate:
S. 2043. An act to amend the act of May 22, 1928, entitled
"An act to authorize the collection, in monthly installments,
of indebtedness due the United States from enlisted men,
and for other purposes ";
S. 2987. An act to restore homestead rights in certain
cases;
S. 3185. An act to amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act,
as amended, with respect to farm prices;
S. 3374. An act to extend the times for commencing anc:t
completing the construction of a bridge across Lake Champlain from East Alburg, Vt., to West Swanton, Vt.; and
S. 3408. An act to provide for a preliminary examination of Cromline Creek in the State of New York, with a
view to the control of its floods.
The message also announced that the House had passed
the bill (S. 1825) authorizing the Secretary of the Interior
to issue patents to the numbered school sections in place,
granted to the States by the act approved February 22, 1889,
by the act approved January 25, 1927 (44 Stat. 1026), and
by any other act of Congress, with an amendment, in which
it requested the concurrence of the Senate.
The message further announced that the House had agreed
to the fallowing concurrent resolutions, in which it requested
the concurrence of the Senate:
House Concurrent Resolution 47
Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), That when the Senate shall adjourn as of the legislative

day of June 6, 1934, and the House of Representatives shall
adjourn as of the legislative day of June 15, 1934, they shall stand
adjourned sine die.

AndHouse Concurrent Resolution 48
Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concur•
ring), That notwithstanding the adjournment of the second ses-

sion of the Seventy-third Congress, the President of the Senate
and the Speaker of the House of Representatives be, and they
are hereby, authorized to sign any enrolled bill or joint resolution duly passed by the two Houses, and which have been examined by the Committee on Enrolled Bills of each House and
found truly enrolled.
ENROLLED BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTION SIGNED

The message also announced that the Speaker had affixed

his signature to the following enrolled bills and joint resolutions, and they were signed by the Vice President:
S. 3660. An act to grant to the city of Monterey, Calif.,
an easement for street purposes over certain portions of the
military reservation at Monterey, Calif.;
S. 3780. An act for the relief of persons engaged in the
fishing industi·y;
H.R. 3726. An act to grant a patent to Albert M. Johnson
and Walter Scott;
H.R. 6462. An act to stop injury to the public grazing
lands by preventing overgrazing and soil deterioration, to
provide for their orderly use, improvement, and development,
to stabilize the livestock industry dependent upon the public
range, and for other purposes;
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H.R. 7922-. An act authorizing the Secretary of Commerce
to dispose of a portion of· the Yaquina Bay Lighthouse
Reservation, Oreg.;
H.R. 8910. An act to establish a National Archives of the
United States Government, and for other purposes.; :
H.R. 8954: An act to amend an act . approved June 14,
1932 (47 Stat; 306>, entitled "An act granting the consent
of Congress to the States of Montana . and Wyoming to
negotiate and enter into· a compact or agreement for division of the waters of the Yellowstone River"; - .
. .H.R. 9046. An act .to discontinue administrative furloughs
in the Postal Service;
H.R. 9275: An act to . provide for the protection and preservation of domestic sources of tin;
H.R. 9769. An act to amend the act of June 19, 1930 (46
Stat. 788), entitled ~'An act providing for . the sale of the
remainder of the coal and asp!la.lt deposits in the segregated
mineral land in the .Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations, Okla.•
and for other purposes";
H.R. 9826. An act granting the consent of_Congress to the
State highway commission to construct, maintain, and
operate a free highway bridge across Eleven Points_Rive;r in
the northwest h~lf of section 31, township 25 north, range _3
west, 8 miles northeast of Alton, on route B in Oregon
Count y, Mo.;
H.R. 9829 . . An act to amend the Agricultural Adjustment
Act with respect to the processing tax on hogs;
.
H.J.Res. 365. Joint resolution to amend the Settlement of
War Claims Act of 1928, as amended;
H.J.Res. 366. Joint resolution to simplify the administration of air-mail routes and contracts;
H.J.Res. 375. Joint resolution to effectuate further the
policy of the National Industrial Recovery Act; and
·
H.J.Res. 452. Joint resolution to provide an additional appropriation for expe.nses of special and select committees of
the House of Representatives for the fiscal year 1935.
EXECUTIVE SESSION

. Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. · I move that the Senate
proceed to the consideration of executive business.
. The motion was agreed to, and the Senate proceeded to the
consideration of executive business.
·
The VICE PRESIDENT. Reports of committees are in
order. If there be no reports of committees, the calendar
is in order. .
THE CAI.ENDAR-UNITE.D STATES TARIFF COMMISSION

The Chief Clerk read the nomination of Oscar B. Ryder,
of Virginia, to be a member of the United States Tariff Commission.
-The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, the nomination is confirmed.
CUSTOl\IS SERVICE

JUNE
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The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection; the nomination is confirmed.
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

The Chief Clerk read the nomi.D.ation of Jesse E. Murry,
of ·Washington, to be supervising inspector, navigation and
steamboat inspection.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without ·objection, the nomina"".
.tiori is confirmed.
POSTMASTERS

The Chief Clerk proceeded to read sundfy nominations .of
postmasters.
·
. Mr. McKELLAR. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
that the nominations· of postmasters be confirmed en bloc.
DAVIS. · Mr. President, for , and on · behalf of my
colleague, I _a sk that the .nominati_on of Jam es J. Law, to be
postmaster at Wilkes-Barre, : be passed over.
Mr. FRAZIER. Mr. President, :i: ask that the nominations
of Mildred B. Jo:Qnson ~o be postmaster at Ashley, NDak.,
of Herman A. Borcherding, to be postmaster at New Engla~d._ N.Da-k., and of ~ay S. Long, to be postmaster at Upham, N.Dak., be passed over.
Mr. McKELLAR. Mr. President, I ask that, with the ·exception of the nominations referred to by ·the Senator from
Pennsylvania and the Senator from North Dakota, the other
nominations be confirmed en bfoc.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is ther.e .objection? The Chair
hears none and the nominations are confirmed en bloc.
Mr. Mc~ELLAR. Mr. President, may I ask the Sen.a.tor
from Pennsylvania whether his colleague [Mr. REED], personally objects · to the confirmation of the postmaster at
Wilkes-Barre?
Mr. DAVIS. My colleague w~mld not interpose his personal objection to the confirmation of the nominee for
postmaster at WUkes-Barre. ·
Mr. _McKELLAR. Then I move that the nomination be
confirmed.
.
.
.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on the motion
of the Senator from Tenne$see.
The motion was agreed to .
The VICE PRESIDENT. The nomination is confirmed.
Mr. FESS. Mr. President, I desire to ask the Senator
from Tennessee and my colleague about the nomination
for the post office at New London, Ohio.
Mr. BULKLEY. I had supposed that the nomination
w~mld be on. the list, but I do not see it.
Mr. FESS . . I asked that it be withheld for some time,
but yesterday I gave the committee my consent to putting
it on the list.
Mr. McKELLAR. On page 13 will be found the nomination of John L. O'Hara to be postmaster at New London.
Mr. FESS. That is the one to which I refer. I have
withdrawn my objection.
Mr. McKELLAR. · It has already been confirmed.

Mr:

The Chief Clerk read the nomination of Fannie Dixon
Welch to be collector of customs, district no. 6, Bridgeport,
Conn.
IN THE ARMY
- The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, the nominaThe Chief Clerk read sundry nominations for promotions
tion is confirmed.
in the.Army.
THE JUDICIARY
Mr. SHEPPARD. I ask unanimous consent that the nomiThe Chief Clerk read the nomination of William C. Lewis nations be confirmed en bloc.
to be United States attorney for the western district of
The VICE PRESIDENT. . Without objection, the nomina·
·
Oklahoma.
tions are confirmed en bloc.
· The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, the nominaIN THE NAVY
tion is confirmed.
The
Chief
Clerk
read
sundry nominations for appointUNITED STATES MARSHALS
ments in the Navy.
· The Chief Clerk read the nomination o{ William H. McMr. WALSH. I ask that the nominations in the Navy be
Donnell to ·be United States marshal for the northern dis- confirmed en bloc. ·
trict of Illinois.
·
The VICE PRESIDENT. . Without objection, the nomina..:
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, the nomina- tions are confirmed en bloc.
tion is confirmed.
·
BOARD OF TAX APPEALS
The ·chief ·clerk read the nomination of Sid A. Willis to
Mr. HARRisoN. Mr. President, I report favorably from
be United States marshal for the district
Montana.
The VICE PRESIDENT. . Without objection,-the nomina- the Committee on Finance the nomination of John M. Sterntion is confirmed.
·
bagen, of ~nois, to be a member of the Board of Tax
The Chief Clerk read the nomination of S_amuel E. Swin- Appeals.
Mr. LEWIS: - Mr. President, I beseech the Senate to inney to be United States marshal for the eastern _district of
Oklahoma.
dulge me for a moment. This appointment on the Board is·
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that of a gentleman who has been a member. of the Board
of Tax Appeals, I understand, for two consecutive terms,
having been named by Republican administrations. I presented a candidate for this place, and have had conferences
touching his qualifications and the political and personal
propriety of his designation. A form of confusion suddenly
arose, and to the Secretary of the Treasury and to the l!esident followed considerable and sudden perplexity. The Secretary of the Treasury has acted under a very honest impi·ession, and it is claimed by those who advocated the candidate
I presented that there has been an injustice done him. The
whole dilemma broke upon all at 8 o'clock on the Saturday
night just as the President was called from the city. The
Secretary of the Treasury has done the compliment to the
candidate I had presented by giving the claims and merits
his personal attention. The President ·of the United States
has likewise done the subject the compliment of giving it"
consideration and assurance of correction of regrettable injustice. The able Chairman of the Finance Committee, Mr.
HARRISON, corroborated this record.
The error as I see it has been caused by no intentional,
deliberate wrong to anyone, particularly my candidate, Hon.
William L. Sullivan. I am requested by the ·candidate himself and those representing him to cooperate with the Secretary of the Treasury in trying to get the appointment to t~s
Board confirmed so that the Board may return to its general
business, to put forth the opinions now not finishe_d.. In
view, sir, of this attitude of kindliness and complimentaryI might say-disposition on the part of both the Secretary
of the Treasury and the President to the candidate I presented, and in view of the desires expressed by the candidate, Mr. Sullivan, to aid the Government in the process
of its work-while I do not present the nominee, the Republican, nor approve him as an appointee, I but obey my
instruction from my candidate and withdraw opposition
to the confirmation of the candidate named by the Secretary
of the Treasury. I return to the chairman of the committee
the nomination for the Board of Tax Appeals, · and I ask
that the President and the Secretary of the Treasury be
informed of the action and of the reasons as given by me
to the chairman of the committee.
Mr. HARRISON. I ask unanimous consent that the nomination be confirmed.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, the nomination is confirmed. ·
Mr. HARRISON. I ask unanimous consent that the President immediately be notified of the confirmation · of this
nomination.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, it is so
crdered.
SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES BETWEEN CARRIERS AND EMPLOYEES
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, I move that
the Senate now return to consideration of legislative
business.
·
The motion was agreed to, and the Senate resumed legislative session.
Mr. DILL. Mr. President, I move that the Senate proceed
to the consideration of the bill (S. 3266) to amend_.the
Railway Labor Act, approved May 20, 1926, and to provide
for the prompt disposition of disputes between carriers and
their employees. ·
Mr. FESS. A number of the Members of the Senate who
ought to be present are absent. I suggest the absence of a
quorum and ask for ·a roll call.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk will call .the roll.
The Chief Clerk called the roll, and the following Senators
~nswered to their names:
Adams
Ashurst
Austin
Bachman
Bailey
Bankhead
Barbour
Barkley
Black
Bone
J3orah

Brown
Bulkley
Bulow
Byrd
Byrnes
CaJ>per
Caraway
Carey
Clark
Connally
Coolidge
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Costigan
Couzens
.Cutting
Davis
Dickinson
Dieterich
Dill
.
Duffy
Erickson
Fess
Fletcher

Frazier
George
Gibson
Glass
Goldsborough
Gore ·
Harrison
Hastings
Hatch
Hatfield
Hayden

Hebert
Johnson
Kean
King
La Follette
Lewis
Logan
Lonergan
Long
McCarran
McGill
McKellar

McNarY
Metcalf
Murphy
Neely
Norbeck

Norris
Nye
O'Mahoney
Overton
Patterson
Pittman
Pope

-~
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Mr. LEWIS. Mr. President, I announce the absence of
the junior Senator from California [Mr. McADooJ, occasioned by illness; also the absence of the Senator from
Indiana [Mr. VAN- NuYs], the Senator from Florida [Mr.
TRAMMELL], and the Senator from New York [Mr. COPELAND J. occasioned by official business.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Eighty-nine Senators having
answered to their names, ·a quorum is present.
The question is on the motion of the Senator from Washington [Mr. DILL] that the Senate proceed to the consideration of Senate bill 3266.
Mr. HASTINGS obtained the fioor.
- Mr. LONG. Mr. President, would the Chair request the
Senator to suspend in order that the Senate might receive
a message from the House of Representatives?
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator from Delaware will
suspend in order that the Senate may receive a message
from the House of Representatives.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
A message from the House of Representatives, by Mr.
Chaffee, one of its clerks, announced that the House had
agreed to the report of the committee of conference on the
disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendments of
to the report of the committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendments of
the Senate to the. bill <H.R. 9046) to discontinue administrative furloughs in the Postal Service.
The message also announced that the House had agreed
to the report of the committee of conference on the
disagreeing votes of the two Houses · on the amendment
of the House to the bill (S. 3580) to amend an act entitled
"An act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy
throughout the United States", approved July 1, 1898, and
acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto.
The message further announced that the House had passed
without amendment the joint resolution (S.J.Res. 115) to
provide for the continuation of the investigation authorized by Senate· Resolution No. 83, Seventieth Congress, first
session.
SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES BETWEEN CARRIERS AND EMPLOYEES
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, I move that the Senate take
up the conference report on Senate bill 3580.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator who has the report will first have to submit it to the Senate.
Mr. LONG. It is submitted to the Senate.
The VICE PRESIDENT. No; the message from the House
informs the Senate of the action of that body.
Mr. HASTINGS. I call for the regular order.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The regular order is the motion
of the Senator from Washington [Mr. DILL] to proceed to
the consideration of Senate bill 3266.
Mr. DILL. I call attention to the fact that my motion
is pending.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. The motion of the Senator from
Washington [Mr. DILL] is pending. The Senator from
Delaware [Mr. HAsTINGS] is recognized.
Mr. LONG. I send to the desk a conference report and
ask that it be approved.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Delaware
1
yield for that purpose?
Mr. HASTINGS. No; I do not yield for the moment.
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. Mr. President-The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Delaware
. yield· to the Senator from · Wisconsin?
Mr. HASTINGS. I yield.
. ,,'
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Mr. LA FOLLETTE. I desire to serve notice in all fairness on the Senator from Delaware that I expect to insist
on a strict enforcement of the rule that he cannot yield for
anything except a question; that if he yields for the transaction of any business it will have to be considered as
terminating one of the speeches which he has the right to
make during this day on this bill.
Mr. JOHNSON. Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
Is tha motion of the Senator from Washington debatable?
The VICE PRESIDENT. It is. Anything except a motion to proceed to consider a conference report is debatable.
A motion to take up the conference report is not debatable,
but a conference report itself is debatable.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, I desire to say to the
Senator from Wisconsin that for the moment I propose only
to show to the Senate the difficulties which are involved
in the passage of this bill at this session of Congress. I
shall not take a long time in doing it. But I do want the
Senate to get a true picture of this situation. For that purpose I desire to call attention to the f ac~ that there is no
emergency involved at all in this legislation.
I desire to quote from Mr. Eastman's testimony, to be
found on page 13 of the hearing, as follows:
The fact is that I have spent considerable time with the railroad executives on this matter, and their attitude has, on the
whole, been very commendable.

Mr. President, a point of order.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator will state it.
Mr. DILL. I hope better order will be maintained in the
Senate. I am anxious to hear what the Senator is saying,
but I cannot do so on account of the disorder.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair will state that it is
very difficult to get Senators to refrain from conferences
on the fioor, but the Chair will ask Senators kindly to refrain from talking.
Mr. HASTINGS. The Coordinator states:
Mr. DILL.

The conditions have been improved very materially. The improvement has not been complete, but excellent progress has
been and is being made. I do not now suggest legislation because
of immediate need, but in order that the legislative situation may
be clarified and stabilized, and proper provision made for the
future.

Again I desire to call attention to this language on
page 17:
The National Adjustment Board is to handle only the minor
cases growing out of grievances, or out of the lnterpretation or
application of agreements. Provision is also made so that deadlocks will be impossible.

Again on page 18 Mr. Eastman states:
I know that the railroads will present, before these hearings

are through, very emphatic objections to the creation of this
National Adjustment Board.
I may say that I conferred with the representatives of the
railroads before making the report on this bill.
They will probably tell you that it is something like shooting
sparrows with a 16-inch gun; that those minor disputes ought
to be considered locally and net by a national board far removed from the seat of conflict; that this is especially true of
discipline cases; that the very existence of a national board will
prevent the local settlement of these cases as they ought to be
settled; that the tendency for the parties will be to disagree and to

"pass the buck" to the national board; and that the national
board will bog down with a. multitude of docketed but undecided
cases, to the dissatisfaction and great expense of all concerned.
Now I do not wish to dismiss these objections as of no moment.
On the contrary I think they have substance and that you ought
to give them very careful consideration. Nevertheless, I believe
that this experiment of a national adjustment board should be
tried. In the first place, as I have already indicated, I regard
the appointment of a. neutral member to prevent deadlocks as a
provision having the very greatest of importance.
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Mr. DILL. Is the Senator familiar with the letter which
the Coordinator on the 14th of June wrote to the President
about this proposed legislation?
Mr. H..ASTINGS. I am not certain that I am. Was the
letter dated June 14?
Mr. DILL. Yes; of this year.
Mr. H...i\STINGS. I am quite certain that I have not seen
that letter.
Mr. DILL. In my own time I want to read that letter, in
which the Coordinator, I think, has changed his views
considerably.
Mr. HASTINGS. I have before me the hearings, and I
was depending upon the hearings in order to ascertain the
Coordinator's views.
May I call attention that, in the first place, he says there
is no immediate need; in the second place, he says that the
national adjustment board proposed to be created by this
bill " is to handle only minor cases growing out of grievances
or out of the interpretation or application of agreements";
and, in the third place, he calls attention to the fact that
this is merely an experiment.
So we have from the Coordinator three statements which,
to my mind, are very important. First, he says there is no
immediate necessity for such legislation; secondly, that it
is intended to apply only in minor cases; and third, after all,
it is wholly an experiment. And the points to which I have
called attention are important only for the purpose of determining whether this kind of legislation ought to be taken
up this late in the session. I mean by "this late in the
session", assuming that the Congress itself believes and the
country as a whole believes that the Congress has been in
session as long as it reasonably ought to be and it is desirable
for the country that it shortly adjourn.
I agree that there are provisions in the pending railroad
bill that are worthy of discussion. The railroad managements are not objecting to the whole of this bill; they would
be delighted, as I understand, to have some provision
whereby when they reach an agreement with their men its
execution could be made compulsory; but, Mr. President, I
desire to call especially the attention of the distinguished
chairman of the committee to one other very great difficulty
that is involved in the passage of this proposed legislation at
this time. I call his attention to the fact that as the House
passed this bill it has in it under paragraphs 4 and 5 of section 2 provisions which the Coordinator bitterly opposes,
and, if I understand his letter, he believes that it would be
better to pass no bill than it would be to pass the kind of
bill which the House of Representatives has passed. If the
Senator from Washington has not examined the House
provisions, I call his attention to the very great difference
between the provisions of the bill as passed by the House and
the bill which has been recommended by the Interstate
Commerce Committee of the Senate; and I suggest that in
connection with those differences it might take literally
days, with everyone working as hard as he could, to reach
an agreement, before an agreement could be reached.
In that connection I desire to read a letter in order that
the Senate may know the differences. I desire to read a
letter of date Jlllle to the Chairman of the Committee on

Interstate and Foreign Commerce of the House of Representatives by Mr. Eastman, in which he points out the
danger of so amending the bill .which he had prepared. I
want to call the Senate's attention to the fact that the.
House ignored his recommendation, and in the bill are the
very provisions to which the Coordinator objects.
This letter, which is directed to Representative RAYBURN
calls attention to the fact that--

Mr. J. A. Farquharson, vice president and legislative representaI desire to call attention to these three points. In the
of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, has left with me a
first place the Coordinator, who knows about these matters, tive
copy of his brief filed with your committee in support of amendsays:
ments of bill H.R. 9689 proposed by the Association of Railway
I do not now suggest legislation because of immediate need.

DILL. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. McGILL in the chair).
Does the Senator from Delaware yield to the Senator from
Washington.?
Mr. HASTINGS. I yield.
l\fr.

Labor Executives in lieu of paragraphs 4 and 5 of section 2 of
the bill. There has also been presented to your committee an
argument by Mr. R. K. Corkhlll in support of certain other
amendments proposed by so-called "independent" organizations.
It may clarify the situation if I reply to these communications.
Paragraphs 4 and 5 of section 2 of H.R. 9689 merely write into
the permanent law and clarify provisions of the Bankruptcy Act
and Emergency Railroad Transportation Act, 1933.

.1934
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Mr. President, may I call attention to the fact with respect
to the bill which was presented to the Senate by the Coordinator and which is now before the Senate, that he bases
'his recommendations largely upon the fact that this provi.sion was in the Emergency Railroad Transportation Act, but,
in reply to that, it ought to be remembered that that act
was to run for only a short time and was not intended to
be permanent, while this proposed legislation is intended
·to be permanent.
But the Coordinator points outThe proposed amendments which Mr. Farquharson undertakes
to defend are designed to protect certain so-called " percentage
contracts" which his brotherhood has with some .of the railroads.
These contracts are so out of harmony with the spirit of J;'allroad
labor relations as contemplated by the Railway Labor Act, the
Bankruptcy Act, and the Emergency Railroad Transportation Act,
that I am frankly astonished by the persistency with which these
amendments are urged. In my testimony before your committee
I pointed out that they a.re designed to permit the so-called
., standard organizations" to enter into contracts or agreements
with the carriers which are prohibited in the case of company
unions, such contracts or agreements being of the closed-shop or
"yellow dog" variety.

In other words, Mr. Eastman takes the position that there
should be no " yellow dog " contracts of any kind, either on
behalf of the railroads or on behalf of the unions. As I
understand, 21 unions operating in connection with 21 class
I railroads of this country have contracts with the corporations whereby no person sbfill be employed unless he agrees
beforehand to become a part of that union and to be bound
by the rules and regulations of that union. In other words,
that is the "yellow dog" contract which has been condemned by every Senator on the floor of the Senate, so far
as I know, who has had apything to say about it. That
statement refers to contracts by which industries employ a
person and make him agree before his employment that he
will not join certain unions. That, as I recollect, is called
the " yellow dog contract!'
In these 21 instances-Mr. DIETERICH. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from
Delaware yield to the Senator from Illinois?
Mr. HASTINGS. I yield.
Mr. DIETERICH. At this point I ask unanimous consent-Mr. LA FOLLETTE. Mr. President, I warn the Senator
from Delaware that if he yields he may lose the floor.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, I should like to comply
with the request of the Senator from Illinois, but the Senator from Wisconsin, who knows the rules very much better
than I do, has warned me that if I yield for the purpose
desired by the Senator from Illinois I may lose the :floor and
not be permitted to finish my speech. I shall, under those
circumstances, have to decline to yield.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Delaware
declines to yield.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, I have pointed out what
the " yellow. dog " contract means to most of us, and as I
have said, Senators on this floor have condemned it and have
been willing to do anything they could to outlaw the" yellow
dog " contract.
But the 21 railroad organizations have made a contract
already with the railroads which prohibits the railroads
from employing persons, any kind of persons, until those
persons a.gree to abide by the rules and regulations of the
railroad organizations. It was that kind of a contract
which Mr. Eastman condemned, but it is that kind of contract which the House has written into paragraphs 4 and
5 of section 2.
If there be a difference of opinion between the House
and Mr. Eastman and if the Senate agrees with the recommendations of Mr. Eastman as the committee did, then
we have a serious conflict between the Senate and the House
which may not be ended, as I pointed out a moment ago,
without debate involving a very great length of time.
Mr. Eastman continued:
- No such distinction is made in the present labor provisions
of the Emergency Act, which the standard organizations themselves wrote, and I am at a loss to know how it ca.n be de-
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fended. It 1s not necessary to repeat here all that I said
in my statement to the committee. However, the trainmen have
cleared up with my organization a few points as to which I was
not fully informed at the time of my statement.
(1) None of the percentage contracts applies to the road-train
service. Conductors demoted to · trainmen's work on account of
decrease in business displace trainmen, and trainmen are promoted to conductors' jobs without any friction between the organizations and without any percentage contracts. Under these
circumstances a percentage contract for the trainmen in road
service would be impossible.
(2) The percentage contracts apply only to yard service; 1.e.,
yard conductors, yard brakemen, and switchmen. The contracts
provide that at least 75, 85, or 100 percent, as the case ma.y be.
of these classes of employees working in a yard must belong to
the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen and that, in one instance
at least, the carrier must, in the contract of employment, provide that the new employee shall join the trainmen's organization within a limited uumber of days from his employment.
Thus the contract provides for a closed shop, in whole or in part,
and has also all the essential features of the " yellow dog "
contract, denying freedom of choice to the employees.
(3) The Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen have the contract
for the yard-service employees on between 140 and 150 class I
railroads, but on only 23 roads of this total has the brotherhood
been able to negotiate a percentage contract. On the remaining
one hundred and twenty-odd roads where the trainmen have the
yard contract, they are in position to make the yard-service jobs
interchangeable with the road-train service, protect their contracts,
prevent illegal strikes, insure division seniority for yard-service
employees, and generally make the organization much more fiexible
in the protection of their members and the railroad than under a
percentage contract. This is so because the percentage is figured
for each ya.rd separately, ~nd hence the men have no seniority
rights elsewhere in case the operation of a yard is abandoned
through consolidation, lengthening of divisions, or other operating
change.
.
(4) The Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen could, without difficulty, rewrite the percentage contracts to conform with the yard
contracts that they hold on the great majority of the roads.
(5) The percentage contracts of the Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen cover not more than 10,000 employees. This is approximately 1 percent of the total of railroad employees. Th~ provisions of paragraphs 4 and 5 of section 2 of the bill will affect the
opportunity of freedom of choice in the selection of representatives by perhaps 400,000 employees heretofore included in company-union groups. Is it any wonder that the railroads foster
the contentions made by the trainmen in the hope of preventing
the passage of the bill or imperiling its constitutionality? The
committee members will appreciate the legal arguments that will
be raised in behalf of the company unions if Congress should
prohibit certain practices with respect to them, but permit the
same practices with respect to other labor organizations.
(6) In Mr. Farquharson's brief, attention is called to certain
contracts of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen -and Enginemen in the South, whereby a certain percentage of men employed
as firemen are promotable men. Apparently Mr. Farquharson
would have lt appear that these contracts of the firemen are
similar to the percentage contracts of the trainmen. This, however, is not the case. All that the :firemen's contracts provide is
that a certain ratio between white and colored firemen shall be
maintained for reasons having absolutely no relation to membership or nonmembership in labor organizations. The percentage
contracts of the trainmen for yard service are the only closedshop contracts known to the railroad industry.
(7) Long experience has shown that whenever management ts
put into position to assist in the control of membership in a
labor organization, it will find ways to control the policy and practices of that organization.
(8) The importation of labor practices in other industry as a
guide to Congress in framing railroad labor legislation presents an
anomaly. Heretofore, the railroad labor leadership has set the
model to which labor interests in other industries have sought to
attain. Senator WAGNER has joined with the Committee on Interstate Commerce in the Senate in recommending this legislation
as it appears in H.R. 9689. Mr. Farquharson's brief is in error in
asserting that the United ¥tne Workers write only closed-shop
contracts. The fact is that while the check-off may be written
into the miners' contracts, it applies only to the members o! the
union.
I am confident that the only real support for the proposed
amendments is from a single organization. None of the other
standard organizations has anything to gain from such changes
in the bill. I sincerely hope that your committee will not imperil
the legislation by adopting these amendments. They can cause
only trouble and are incapable of any sound defense. With respect to the statement filed With your committee by
Mr. R. K. Cork.hill, I have not been favored with a draft of the
amendments proposed by Mr. Todd which Mr. Corkhill supports.
The bill as proposed gives every latitude to independent unions,
organized in accordance with the bill, to ally them.selves in national organizations and participate in the selection of the labor
representatives on the National Adjustment Board. They are also
given every opportunity to agree with managements upon any
other system of adjustment. To open up additional avenues
for the further review of minor grievances than those provided
in the bill as now drawn, would be defe~ting the very purposes
tor which iii is proposed to amend the Railway Labor Act.
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Mr. President, it has been said on the floor by two or
three Members of the Senate that there is no opposition to
this bill, one Senator saying that the opposition comes from
only one railroad.
I desire to read from the minority report a letter that
was written by A. F. Whitney, president of the Grand Lodge
of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, dated Cleveland,
Ohio, May 21, 1934, and directed to secretaries of all lodges,
chairman and secretaries, general grievance committees, and
legislative boards in the United States.
I call attention to the fact that this letter was written
before the House had acted upan this bill. It was written
before the House committee made its repart; but I am for
the moment talking about the Senate bill, and that which
was recommended by the Senate committee. Here is what
the president of this brotherhood said with respect to it;
and I particularly invite the attention of the Senator from
Wisconsin [Mr. LA FoLLETTE] to the language:
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I desire to say, however, in response to the Senator's sug ..
gestion that only one railroad is oppased to this bill, that :t
propose now to read to the Senate some of the telegrams
I have received this morning, not all of which are from:
railroads, but some are from railroad organizations. In ad·
dition to that, I shall later call attention to tne recorct
showing that many labor organizations are opposed to the
bill as written by the Senate committee.
I have a telegram from Boston, signed by H. M. Comer..
ford, secretary of the Independent Brotherhood of steam
and Electric Engineers, saying:
our organization opposed to bill 3266, as it will be harmful td
our organization.

Mr. President, I appreciate that someone may say thab
that is a company union, and that that organization iS
sending the telegram at the suggestion of the railroad by
which its members are employed. I do not know whether
that is true or whether it is not true. I am reading the
GRAND LoDGE BROTHER.HOOD OF RAILROAD TRAINMEN'
telegrams as received by me.
Cleveland., Ohio, May 21, 1934.
Another telegram from Malden, Mass., signed by L. F.
Secretaries, all lodges; chairmen and secretaries, general grievance
Gibbons,
president of the Independent Allied Railroad Shop
committees, and legislative boards in the United States.
DEAR Sms AND BROTHERS: We are informed that in the consid- Crafts, states:

eration of proposed amendments to the Railway Labor Act, the
Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce has recommended
certain changes proposed by the Federal Coordinator of Transportation which, 1f adopted, will seriously interfere with, if not
destroy, fundamental rights labor has heretofore enjoyed.
In section 2, under the caption ,. General purposes ", the Federal Coordinator has recommended an amendment which, 1f
enacted, will probably prohibit strikes and deprive railway workers
of what little democ:r;acy and freedom of action they now enjoy,
and in lieu of suggestions made by the standard railway labor
organizations the Senate committee has recommended amendments proposed by the Coordinator, known as paragraphs
" fourth " and " fifth •• of section 2 which would destroy existing
percentage or closed-shop agreements and prohibit such agreements in future, and in paragraph " ninth " of the same section
2 the Coordinator has proposed an amendment which would have
the effect of placing jurisdictional questions in the hands of the
Federal Government for determination which the organizations
heretofore have been free to adjust among themselves without
interference by the Government.
There can be no question but that the Railway Labor Act is in
need of amendment to correct its admitted weaknesses, but the
railway employees of the United States would be far better otr
to have the law continue as it is than to be shackled by amendments such as above mentioned.
It is important that we make every possible effort to protest
against reactionary changes in the law such as above referred to,
and all concerned are urgently requested to write or wire their
Senators and Congressmen vigorously protesting against the
adoption of amendments to the Railway Labor Act recommended
by the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce and known
as paragraphs " fourth ", " fifth ", and " ninth " of section 2, and
paragraph captioned "General purposes" in section 2, of Senate
b111 s. 3266.
United States Senators and Congressmen, respectively, should
be addressed in care of the Senate Office Building and the House
Office Building, Washington, D.C.
Fraternally yours,
A. F.

WHITNEY, President.

Mr. President, that letter evidently had some effect, be-

cause the House committee and the House itself have made
such changes in the House bill as comply with the criticisms
contained in this letter of Mr. Whitney under date of May
21, 1934; but the Coordinator, the person on whom the committee of the Senate relied almost entirely with respect to
this bill, and who drew the bill, is bitterly opposed to the
bill as now passed by the House. I submit that that shows
conclusively that this is a matter of such controversy that
it ought not to be rushed through the Senate in the last
days of the session.
Mr. President, we were told on Saturday night by the
distinguished Senator from Michigan [Mr. COUZENS] that so
far as he knew this bill was being opposed by one great
railroad only, and that one great railroad was responsible
for holding up its consideration in the Senate. He also said
something about the railroads having prepared the minority
report. I have no hesitancy in saying that I selected a few
sentences from objections that had been filed before the
committee by railroad representatives; but I do not see any
particular objection to that if they stated the matter in
language that I regarded as suitable to me, and to which I
was willing to place my name.

I wish to advise you that the passage of Senate b111 No. 3266
threatens the destruction of the organization of which I am.
president, and urgently request you to oppose this bill. This alw
applies to approximately 100,000 men in other parts of the Unitecl
States.

From Chicago I have a telegram from H. G. Taylor, commissioner of western railroads, saying:
Western railway executives in session today have been advised
that it was stated on the floor of the Senate that the only railroad opposing present labor bill was Pennsylvania Railroad. We
think the author of this statement- has been misinformed. It ls
our opinion that all railroads are opposed to the passage of this
measure and that some of the brotherhoods themselves are likewise opposed. We believe the measure ill-advised and will tend
to disrupt pleasant relations now existing between management
and men, and it will be a step backward instead of forward to
make any change in present Railway Labor Act.

Another one from Louisville, Ky., from W.R. Cole, president of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad:
I understand statement has been made that only one rallroad

is opposing bill to amend Railway Labor Act and set up national

boards of adjustment. This is not true, since the Association of
Railway Executives, comprising substantially all class I railroads in the United States, unanimously opposes the passage of
this legislation. I respectfully urge that the Senate decline to
enact this legislation which will tend to disrupt existing harmonious and pleasant relations with employees without any corresponding benefit to them.

Another from Chicago, signed by H. A. Scandrett:
As president of Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad

Co. I run strongly opposed to pending bill to amend the Railway
Labor Act, which has worked successfully since its enactment and
under .which disputes on our road have been adjusted. Men on
our railroad belong to the so-called "standard organizations." To
unsettle present conditions by a new law and substitute new
conditions that are apparently unnecessary and will not be as wen ·
understood as those of the present law would constitute a menace
to the satisfactory relations that have long existed between the
management and the employees on this railroad. I trust you may
consistently oppose it and earnestly hope the bill will be
defeated.

Another from J. J. Pelley, president of the New York,
New Haven & Hartford Railroad, New Haven, Conn., saying:
This company very much opposed to passage of bill to amend
Railway Labor Act and set up national boa1·ds of adjustment and
I hope every possible effort will be directed toward its defeat.

Another from E. E. Loomis, president of the Lehigh Valley
Railroad, New York City:
Most essential that everything possible should be done to prevent
passage of proposed railway labor bill; it is obvious scheme on part'
of heads of railway labor organizations to increase their power
and prestige and is not sought by rank and file of railway employees; it seriously threatens emctent and successful operation
of railroads.

Another from J. L. Lancaster, president of the Texas & ·
Pacific Railway Co., from Dallas, Tex.:
In common with every other railroad executive of my acquaintance, I strongly oppose pending bill to amend Railway Labor
Act and set up national boards of adjustment. This measure un- ·
mistakably discriminates against certain groups o! employees and
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makes distinctions between employees not made in present labor
provisions of Emergency Railroad Transportation Act, 1933. Its
passage undoubtedly will disrupt existing pleasant relations with
.employees, and I most emphatically am opposed to any legislation
of this character.

I have received the following from Mr. J.M. Davis:
Hon. DANIEL 0.

HASTINGS~

NEw YORK, N.Y., June 18, 1934.

United States Senate:

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad Co. is strongly
Another from A. C. Needles, president of the Norfolk & opposed to passage of bill amending Railway Labor Act and setting
up national boards of adjustment. We have haa no grievances or
Western Railway Co., from Norfolk, Va.:
disputes which we could not adjust to satisfaction of all concerned.
The Norfolk & Western Railway has participated in opposition The proposed legislation if enacted, we fear, would disturb this
to the present bill designed to amend the Railway Labor Act and pleasant relationship with employees particularly. We believe
1 set up national boards of adjustment.
I therefore _want to ex- establishment of national boards of adjustment would create a
' press my emphatic opposition to the passage of this bill. There new and untried agency for settling disputes that could not be
'is absolute harmony between the Norfolk & Western Railway_ made to function successfully and would prove unsatisfactory to
!management and its employees, and I believe this situation pre- both management and employees.
l valls generally throughout the country. We believe that the bill
J. M. DAVIS, President.
funder consideration would discriminate against the majority of
Mr. M. S. Sloan sends the following:
(our employees and is neither in their interest nor that of the
t carriers. If this bill ls not passed, I am firmly of the opinion
NEW YORK, N.Y., June 18, 1934.
that between now and the next session of Congress ' representa- Senator DANIEL 0. HASTINGS:
! tives of employees and representatives of the carriers will be able
The Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railroad ls opposed to amendI to reach an agreement upon amendments to the Railway Labor ment of the . railroad labor act and setting up national boards of
Act which will not disrupt satisfactory relations and which will be adjustment. I feel that any amendment to the present Railroad
·. greatly to the interest of a large majority of the railroad employ- Labor Act will disturb our existing pleasant relations with our
, ees as well as the public and the carriers; I earnestly urge your employees.
support in preventing passage of this bill at this time
M. S. SLOAN,

I have here a telegram from Mr. J. J. · Bernet, president
of the Chesapeake & Ohio, Nickel Plate, and Pere Marquette
Railways, as follows:

Chairman of the Board, Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railroad Co.

I have also received the following telegrams:

CLEVELAND, Omo, June 18, 1934.
Statement that the Pennsylvania Railroad is the only one op- Senator DANIEL 0. HASTINGS,
Senate Office Building:
posed to bill to amend Rail way Labor Act is not true. This act, 1f
Undersiand that a misinformed Senator advised the Senate .
1t becomes a law, will do much to disturb the present satisfactory
relationship existing between railroads and their employees. We Saturday evening that the Pennsylvania Railroad was the only one
opposing bill to amend the Railway Labor Act. The Association of
are opposed and hope it may not be passed.
Railway Executiv.e s unanimously opposed the bill; we are very .
The following telegram has been received from Mr. L.A. definitely opposed to it. The Railway Labor Act of 1926 was intended primarily to prevent interruption of transportation service
Downs, president of the Illinois Central Railroad System:
and has done this effectively. The proposed amendments of secIt is my earnest conviction that existing present relations be- tions of that act are not justified and will disturb rather than
tween railroads and their employees would be very seriously dis- improve existing relationships between management and men.
turbed by enactment of bill to amend Railway Labor .Act and set I appreciate your attitude and hope that the bill will not be
up national boards of adjustment. I am opposed to this measure passed.
c. E. DENNEY,
and urge that it not be passed.

President Erie Railroad Co.

Mr. George B. Elliott wires as follows:

NEW YORK, N.Y., June 18, 1934.
Hon. DANIEL 0. HASTINGS:
Newspapers carry statement .that Pennsylvania ls only line opposing bill to amend Railroad Labor Act, under discussion in
Senate today. This statement is absolutely contrary to facts.
Vice president of New York Central expressed strong opposition to
bill before House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
not only on behalf of New York Central system but for all other
class 1 railroads, on ground the bill as proposed is, in judgment
of those who have for many years handled labor matters, unwise, .
and in many respects unworkable. We consider national boards
of adjustment would interfere with present mutually satisfactory
arrangements which have been in effect since 1926, and adversely
affect amicable relations which have been built up between man- .
The following wire was received from S. T. Bledsoe, presi- agements and so-called "standard labor organizations" with
whom we have agreements. We strongly urge that no action be
dent of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Co.:
taken at this session, giving railroads and labor organizations opI am strongly opposed to blll now under consideration by portunity to undertake to work out mutually satisfactory plan
Senate proposing amendment Railway Labor Act and establishing before next session of Congress which will overcome objections
national board of adjustment for railroads and their employees. which have arisen to the present Railroad Labor Act. We firmly
Relationships between this company and all its employees are believe such voluntary arrangements are more effective for propleasant. This bill is matter. of serious concern to us, since I ducing desirable relations with employees than compulsory action
believe its tendency will be to interfere with this condition.
such as is here proposed.
F. E. WILLIAMSON.
Mr. Charles H. Ewing wired as follows:
· I have noted statement made on the floor of the Senate to
the effect that the principal railroads of the country are not
opposed to the pending bill amending the Railway Labor Act.
Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Co., which I represent, has enjoyed
harmonious and satisfactory relations with its employees since
the passage of the Railway Labor Act in 1926. Our affairs have
been regulated in accordance with the terms of that act and we
have had no difticulty in adjusting such grievances as have arisen.
Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Co. would greatly deplore the passage of the pending bill because in its opinion it would disrupt the
situation which has enabled it and its employees to live together
upon satisfactory terms of common purpose. I sincerely hope
that the bill will not become law.

Reading Co. and the Central Railroad Co. of New Jersey
strenuously oppose Senate bill 3266.

The following is from J.M. Kum, president of the Santa
Fe Railway Co.:
St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Co. very much opposed to
amending Railway Labor Act and setting up of national board of adjustment, as, in our opinion. will have a tendency t0- disturb
existing pleasant relations with employees. Appreciate very much
any help you can give us.

The following telegram comes from Mr.
Hon. D. o. HASTINGS,

:m. S. French:

BOSTON, MAss., June 18, 1934.

ST. LOUIS, Mo., June 18, 1934.
Hon.

DANIEL

0. HASTINGS,

United States Senator from Delaware,
Senate Office Building:

Understand Railway Labor Act up for consideration today. Railroads have serious objections to this bill. Federal coordinator,
Mr. Eastman, opposed bill in recent letter Mr. RAYBURN. Provisions of bill carefully considered by representatives all carriers,
who unanimously consider bill detrimental to amicable settlement
labor problems. Speaking for Missouri Pacific Railroad, International Great Northern, Gulf Coast Lines and subsidiaries, urge you
oppose this bill as adding no improvement to act of 1926. Similar
message sent to Senator DILL.
L. W.

United States Senate:
Boston & Maine and Maine Central Railroads are opposed to

enactment of Senate bill 3266 which amends Railway Labor Act of
1926. We recommend but two amendments to Railway Labor Act:
one, providing for regional and system boards, and two, settlement
of deadlock cases, both to be compulsory. If bill 3266 in present
form ls passed it will disturb present arrangements, will increase
costs to all concerned, will threaten existence of some of our labor
organizations, and we believe will accomplish no good · purpose.
We hope bill in present form will not pass.
E.

s.

FRENCH, Presiclent.

BALDWIN.

CHICAGO, ILL., June 18, 1934.
Senator DANIEL o. HASTINGS:
Just learned that Senator CoUZENs had stated the Pennsylvania
Railroad was the only one opposing bill to amend Railway Labor
Act and set up national boards of adjustment. I want to voice my
very emphatic opposition to this bill as it would tend to disturb
the existing very pleasant relations between this company and its
employees, and I hope it will not be passed.

rrustee

J. E.

GORMAN,

Rock Island Lines.
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AUGUSTA, GA., June

18, 1934.

Senator HASTINGS, of Delaware:
Reference bill now before Senate to revise Railway Labor Act,
1926. It would be very unfortunate to impose conditions of this
bill in its present form on short and weak lines, and we hope you
may use your influence toward having bill carried over until next
session of Congress so that in the meantime consideration may
be given to its effect on short and weak lines.
H. W. PURVIS,
Chairman Southern Short Line .Railroad Conference.

ST PAUL, MINN., June 18, 1934.
Senator DANIEL o. HASTINGS:
Understand statement made in Senate Saturday that Pennsylvania. Railroad is the only railroad opposing bill to amend Rail way
Labor Act and set up national boards of adjustment. Great
Northern Railway firmly opposed to this bill and believe railroads
generally in this region take same position. Hope this bill will
not pass as believe it would disturb existing harmonious relations
with many groups of our employees.
W. P. KENNEY.
NORFOLK,

VA., June 18, 1934.

Senator DANIEL 0. HAsTINGS,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.:

The Virginia. Railway is opposed to the present bill designed to
amend the Railway Labor Act and set up national boards of
adjustment. I, therefore, want to express my emphatic opposition
to the passage of this bill. There is absolute harmony between
the Virginia Railway management and its employees and I believe
this situation prevails generally throughout the country. We
believe that the bill under consideration would discriminate
against the majority of our employees and is neither in their
interest·nor that of the carriers. If this bill is not passed I am
firmly of the opinion that between now and the next session of
Congress representatives of employees and representatives of carriers will be able to reach an agreement upon amendments to the
Railway Labor Act which wlll not disrupt satisfactory relations,
and which will be greatly to the interest of a large majority of
the railroad employees as well as the public and the carriers. I
earnestly urge your support in preventing the passage of this bill
at this time.
C. BUCHOLTZ,
President Virginian Railway.
NORFOLK,

VA., June 18, 1934.

.ti.On. DANIEL 0. HASTINGS,
United States Senate:

We feel that the bill to amend Railway Labor Act and set up
national board of adjustment would be seriously opposed to the
proper interests of southern railroads and would disturb rather
than foster amicable labor relations. Seaboard Air Line Railway
has never had company unions and deals exclusively with standard railway labor organizations. Our relations with our labor are
cordial and satisfactory and we are definitely opposed to the creation of a national board of adjustment which will substitute
remote control for the adjustment of occasional labor differences
which occur on the Seaboard In place of the machinery now in
use which provides methods of adjustment through persons thoroughly familiar with local conditions and with the problems of
our own railroad in which both labor and management have a
common interest. There are conditions on the railroads in the
South which are necessarily peculiar to this section. In our view
it wm be Impossible for a national board to deal as satisfactorily
and with the necessary intelligent appreciation of conditions
local to southern railroads. We therefore strongly favor regional
boards with a referee or other appellate omcer capable of resolving
any deadlock or di1Ierences that might occur in a regional board.
L. R. POWELL, Jr.,
HENRY W. ANDERSON,
.Receivers

of Seaboard Air Line Railway.

NEW YORK, N.Y., June 18, 1934.

Senator DANIEL 0. HASTINGS,
United States Senate:

The Southern Pacific Co. and its wholly owned subsid1aries,
operating 14,705 miles of track in eight Western and Southwestern
States, and water lines between Gulf ports and North Atlantic
ports, earnestly urges that the bill to set up national boards of
adjustment and amend the Railway Labor Act be not passed.
The ultimate effect of its various provisions has not been given
sufficient consideration and the bill will be productive of technical disputes and other sources of irritation. The difficulties and
delays in disposing of problems of agreements as to facts or
interpretations of contracts are apt to be accentuated by appeal
to national boards necessarlly far removed from the scene of the
dispute. While reservations in the bill apparently provide for
local determination where the railroads and their employees so
prefer, nevertheless the spirit of the measure is otherwise. Justification for deferring action is found on the broad ground alone
that after the exhaustive care taken in preparation of Railway
Labor Act by joint action of representatives o! management and
employees in 1926, and in which I participated, .sufficient consideration has not been given to the wisdom or necessity of the
far .. reachlng changes now proposed.
HALE

HOLDEN.

JUNE

1$

Mr. President, I also received from Mr. Fletcher, repre~
senting the l'ailway executives, a copy of a letter written to
Senator CoUZENs, dated June 18, in which he says:
Hon. JAM.ES CoUZENs,

WASHINGTON, D.C., June 18, 1934.

United States Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SIR: I find that on page 12266 of the CONGRESSIONAL
REcoan of Saturday, June 16, you are reported as having said.
in discussing the bill to amend the Railway Labor Act:
"I know of no particular objection, except from the Pennsyl ..
va.nia Railroad, which has its representatives here and writes the
report. It has objection to the railroad labor bill."
I am merely writing to say that you are misinformed as to
the lack of objection on the part of the railroads of the country
to this bill. As counsel for the Association of Railway Executives,
I am in a position to say definitely that the railroads of the
co~ntry rep!esented by this association and by the Short Line
Railroad Association are unanimous in their opposition to this bill.
Perhaps the notion that the Pennsylvania alone is opposing
it grows out of the fact that a vice president of the Pennsylvania
was chairman of a committee appointed by the association to
present its views to the committees of Congress. As chairman,
this vice president of the Pennsylvania made the principal statement in opposition to the b111, but statements in opposition were
also made by a vice president of the New York Central and by
others.
Very truly yours,
R. V. FLETCHER.

Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, I do not desire to detain
the Senate in. determining the question now before it, which
is whether or not this bill shall be considered.
I have before me the Senate hearings. I have places
marked which I propose at some time to read to the Senate,
showing that there are a great many organizations which
are very much opposed to this bill. There is one witness
alone who represented 70,000 employees who are opposed to .
it. There are independent organizations that are opposed
to it. So that the idea which has gotten abroad that there
is no opposition to this bill, except from a very few, is
entirely erroneous.
But, Mr. President, I call the attention of the distin ..
guisbed chairman of the committee to the fact that, as I
previously pointed out, the Coordinator said that there is
no immediate need for this bill in the first place. He has
called attention to the fact that it only relieves the ran ..
roads and employees of minor differences, and thirdly, he
has called attention to the fact that it is merely an experiment. Now, I say to the distinguished chairman of the
committee and to the Senate that if there were a great
necessity for labor legislation ·atfecting the railroads and
the railroad workers themselves, whether they be in the or..
ganization or not, if it were true that there is a great demand for it, and if there were great danger involved in case
we· should not hurriedly pass this bill, there could not be
found that many representatives of the railroad interests in
this country coming here and unanimously protesting that
we do not take it up at this time.
When the Congress is called upon to take some action
atfecting the railroads and the railroad employees, such as
the passage of this measure, if action be imperative, the
Senate will find the call coming from the railroad executives as quickly as it comes from anyone else, because they
desire to avoid strikes just as well as other people want to
avoid them. So I say there is no imminent danger, there is
no great necessity for hurrying through this bill. I say that
we are in a great dispute with the House, and unless we
were to stay here for many days it would be useless to take
this bill up and take the time of the Senate in discussing it.
Mr. DILL. Mr. President, I desire to answer one statement of the Senator from Delaware. I am not criticizing
him for the statement he makes, because he bases it on the
testimony of the Coordinator. I have before me a copy of a
letter of the Coordinator, signed by the Coordinator and .the
Secretary of Labor, Miss Perkins, to the President, under
date of June 14, 1934, regarding the importance of passing
this proposed legisla.tion before Congress shall adjourn. I
will not read all of it. The first part of it discusses the
steps which have been taken.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, may I inquire to whom it
is addressed?
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Mr. DILL. To the President of the United States, FrankMr. DILL. Undoubtedly. I shall not discuss at this time
I might as well read the whole letter, the other phases of the bill which the Senator from Delaware
b8cause that will clarify it.
[Mr. HASTINGS] has presented.
JUNE 14, 1934.
Mr. BLACK. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Hon. FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
Mr. DILL. I yield.
The White House, Washington, D.C,
Mr. BLACK. As I understand, we are about to vote -on
DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: Senator DILL advises that the amendments
to the Railway Labor Act as reported out by the Senate Committee whether we are to take up this bill, which I heartily favor;
on Interstate Commerce in S. 3265 apparently are not slated for but I also heartily favor, if we take up the bill, meeting early
passage by the Senate, especially if Congress should adjourn by
the end of this week. The situation in the House is somewhat enough and sitting late enough so that we may pass it
better, owing to the fact that a rule was granted by the House without delay. I have heard various intimations that there
Rules Committee to facilitate passage of the House bill H.R. would be an effort to delay the vote. May I ask if it is the
9689. Its passage by the House, however, ls not certain. Further- intention of the Senator in charge of the bill to stay here
more, the House bill differs in some details from the Senate bill
so that in the event both Houses should ·pass their bills, they tonight on this measure, if the Senate shall vote to take it
would probably have to go to conference to be harmonized.
up, and to insist that the Senate shall remain in session so
I may say to the Senator that I think that statement is we may push it forward to a rapid completion?
Mr. DILL. I will say to the Senator from Alabama that
not necessarily true. I think that the amendments which
it
is my intention to press this bill to a final vote. I do not
will be adopted in the Senate will make it unnecessary to go
desire to make any predictions or statements now as to how
to conference.
late I shall ask the Senate to remain in session until we
The Coordinator has drafted amendments to the Railway Labor
Act designed to clear up ambiguities therein, provide definite debate it a while and see what the points of difference are
means of representation of employees with penalties to insure and see how the Senate feels about the bill. I will say
management from interference in the election of representatives, further to the Senator that it is my purpose, if I can have
and provide for compulsory adjustment of individual grievances. a majority of the Senate support me, to keep the Senate
These amendments are set out in principle in the Senate bill
S. 3266. The House bill H.R. 9689 has some changes. The dif- from adjourning sine die until this proposed legislation shall
ferences are not too great for a prospect of harmonizing them in have been passed, or at least voted upon by the Senate.
conference.
Mr. BLACK. I want to say to the Senator that I agree
This is the part I wish to call to the attention of the fully with him, and I believe that the temper of the Senate
senator:
is such, or, at least, a majority of the Senate, that we are
If the proposed amendments are not enacted so as to provide willing to stay here tonight and tomorrow night, if necesan orderly system of elections under the auspices of the United sary, in order to pass this bill without delay.
States Board of Mediation to decide the issue of representation, a
Mr. O'MAHONEY. Mr. President-host of strike threats and other labor difficulties will arise this
The
PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from
summer, demanding Presidential intervention. Similar difficulties are also likely to result' because of the unavailability of ade- Washington yield to the Senator from Wyoming?
quate grievance-adjustment machinery as proposed by the amendMr. DILL. I yield.
ments.
Mr. OMAHONEY. I should like to say, if the Senator
We should point out that the amendments, especially as contained in the Senate bill, are the result of long and careful study will permit me, that the sentiment just expressed by the
by the Federal Coordinator and his staff. The railroad labor or- Senator from Alabama [Mr. BLACK] is shared by a great
ganizations are in support of them with some minor changes. many Members of this body-I think a majority-and I,
The railroads, however, while agreeing that the Railway Labor Act
is defective and should be amended, consider that this should not for one, hope that the Senator will continue to press for
be done until they and the railroad labor organizations are in a vote upon this bill.
complete agreement. In our opinion such complete agreement
Mr. DILL. I thank the Senator. I should like to have a
will never be forthcoming and the enactment of the proposed
amendments should not be delayed awaiting such agreement. vote on the motion.
Mr. AUSTIN and Mr. LONG addressed the Chair.
The thorough study of the situation as made by the Coordinator
should be sufficient basis for action by Congress at this time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from
It is, therefore, respectfully urged that the leaders in both the Washington yield?
Senate and the House be requested to take the necessary action
Mr. LONG. I do not wish the Senator to yield. I want
to make sure that these two particular bills, S. 3266 and H.R.
9869, be not permitted to go by default and that all possible the fioor in my own right.
be done to bring about their enactment. If this is done it will
Mr. AUSTIN. Mr. President, before the Senator from
not only forestall almost certain railroad labor difficulties in the
near future but will progressively improve railroad labor rela- Washington yields the fioor I should like to ask him a
question.
tions, thus furnishing a worthy object lesson to other industry.
Respectfully yours,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from
THE FEDERAL COORDINATOR OF TRANSPORTATION.
Washington yield to the Senator from Vermont?
THE SECRETARY OF LABOR,
Mr. DILL. I yield.
Mr. AUSTIN. I should like to inquire whether the comMr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, may I inquire whether
the Senator knows anything as to any evidence· to support mittee considered amendments desired by the Brotherhood
the suggestion of strikes and labor disputes?
of Railroad Trainmen?
Mr. DILL. The only evidence I have is in conversation
Mr. DILL. Yes; there is an amendment which the
with representatives of the labor organizations during the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen desires to have offered
past few days. They have told me there are so many dis- to this bill, and I understand the Senator from Montana
putes pressing which there is an inability to settle that, if [Mr. WHEELER] will offer such an amendment.
Mr. AUSTIN. There are several pages, I think two pages
some such legislation as this shall not be passed, they will
feel it to be necessary to take a strike vote in their organi- and part of another p~ge, comprising ai;nendments which
zations.
they desire. Does the Senator expect those amendments to
Mr. HASTINGS. I desire to call attention to the fact that be accepted by the committee?
it was only on April 10 when the Coordinator made his
Mr. DILL. No; I do not accept the amendments; but
statement to this effect:
naturally I shall ask to have them voted on, after explainr do not now suggest legislation because of immediate need but ing why the Senate committee did not put them in a bill
in order that the legislative situation may be clarified and instead of the provisions which are in the bill.
stabilized, and proper provisions made.
Mr. AUSTIN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to
Mr. COSTIGAN. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
have printed in the RECORD the suggested amendments about
Mr. DILL. I yield.
which I have made the inquiry, and also to have printed a
Mr. COSTIGAN. It may, of course, be assumed by Mem- letter from Mr. S. Aldis Miller, general chairman of the
bers of the Senate who, like myself, favor this measure, Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, of Vermont. This letter
that the letter which the Senator from Washington [Mr. was sent to the junior Senator from Vermont [Mr. GIBSON]
DILL] has just read is the latest word from Coordinator . and myself jointly from that brotherhood, and it asserts
Eastman, and that nothing supersedi.ilg it bas since come that the passage of this bill in its present form would do
1i:I'OSS injustice to the Brotherhood of Railroad Train.me~
from the same source.
lin D. Roosevelt.
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This is designed to make it clear that the reference to the
Therefore I ask unanimous· consent to -have· it printed in
provisions in the agreements is to fix dates for conferences. Th~
the RECORD with the suggested amendments.
carriers have endeavored to improperly construe this language so·
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection; the mat~ as to include all provisions of agreements if such agreements make
reference to conferences.
ter will be printed in the RECORD.
Section 2, paragraph 9, page 9, be amended by inserting on Une
The ietter and proposed amendments are as follows: .
BROTHERHOOD OF P..AILROAD TRAINMEN,

St. Albans, Vt., May 25, 1934.

Hon. WARREN R. AUSTIN.
Hon. ERNF.ST W. GmsoN.
GENTLEMEN: When I was in Washington I called and advised
you that we were opposed to the bill s. 3266 (the Railway Labor
Act). I also advised you that if certain amendments were agreed
to that it might change our attitude.
If you will kindly confer with our national legislative representative, Mr. J. A. Farquharson, 10 B Street SW., before you take
any action on this bill, it would be considered a great favor.
In its present form it would do us a gross injustice, and we hope
you will oppose this bill.
We are also very much interested in S. 2519 and H.R. 7430, to
establish a 6-hour day for railroad industry, and we understand
this is coming up in the House for a vote Monday, May 28.
Another bill in which we are interested is the committee's substitute bill, S. 3231 and H.R. 9596, to provide a retirement system
; for railroad employees, and any support that you may give this
· would be grea_tly appreciated.
Any consideration that you give Mr. Farquharson will be considered a personal favor to the railroad workers in Vermont.
Fraternally yours,
S. ALDIS MILLER,
General Chairman, Brotherhood. of Railroad Trainmen.

22, after the word "who", the words "after hearing."

This is necessary in order to aid the three neutrals in determining who may participate in the election. The neutrals should
have all available information, and therefore it gives the parties
1n interest an opportunity to be heard before there is any decision
made on that question.
Section 3, paragraph 2, page 22: Insert on line 8, after the word
11
section ", the following:
"If such voluntary method of adjustment is established, it shall
preclude the parties thereto from presenting disputes, either original or an appeal, to any board of adjustment provided for in this
section."
This amendment is designed to make it clear that if the parties
establish voluntary machinery, then such arrangement should
handle all of this class of disputes that the parties desire to refer
for consideration, and there should be no appeal to either ot the
boards established by this act. If this is not made clear, then
decisions of such voluntarily established tribunals might be ap~
pealed by either party that may be dissatisfied and may result 1n
nothing but endless confusion and would aggravate rather than
contribute to efforts to obtain settlement of such controversies.

Mr. DILL. Mr. President, I will say to the Senator that
I will not attempt to discuss those amendments until they

come up in the regular manner.
AMENDMENT OF THE BANKRUPTCY LAW-CONFERENCE REPORT
Page 2, line 4, insert, after the word " transportation ••, " o!
Mr. LONG submitted the following report:
SECTION 1-DEFINITIONS--FIRST

.
' passengers and the transportation."
This amendment is intended to make it clear that the act
• shall apply to carriers by railroad engaged in the transportation
of passengers as well as property. It was undoubtedly left out
through oversight, because it was the intention of the Federal
Coordinator of Transportation as well as the railway labor organizations to make that point clear.
•
Insert a new paragraph on page 4, to be known as " Paragraph
Sixth ", reading:
. " Sixth. The -term ' company Uil-lon • means any group or association of employees formed for the purpose of collective bargaining, whether or not same shall be formally organized, which was
so formed at the suggestion, with the aid, or under the infiuence
ot any carrier or carriers, or its or their officers or agents, and/or
whose constitution, bylaws, or actions are under any control or
influence of any carrier or carriers, or its or their omcers or
agents."
This definition is necessary because company unions are referred to in section 2, paragraphs fourth and fifth, appearing on
pages 6 and 7.
Amend section 2, paragraph fourth, page 6, by striking out,
on lines 9 and 10, the words "of this a.ct" and inserting in lieu
thereof the words " of making or revising agreements concerning
rates of pay, rules, and working conditions", and by eliminating
the remainder of the paragraph, commencing on line 10, and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
"No carrier, its officers, or agents shall deny or in any way
question the right of its employees to join the labor organization
of their choice; and it shall be unlawful for any carrier to interfere in any way with the organization of employees, or to use
the funds of the carrier in maintaining company unions, or to
influence or coerce employees in an effort to induce them to join
or remain members of such company unions, or to deduct frQm
the wages of employees any dues, fees, assessments, or other contributions payable to company unions, or to collect or to assist
in the collection of any such dues, fees, assessments, or other
contributions: Provided, That nothing tn this act .shall be construed to prohibit a carrier from furnishing free transportation
to its employees while engaged in the business of a labor organization."
This amendment is designed to get at the real difficulties surrounding the representation and the right of the employees to
organize. The carriers in a large number of instances compel
their employees to take membership in the company unions,
and where the company unions are not entirely financed by the
carriers they have in efi'ect a. check-off system. The employees
are coerced into accepting the check-off method of paying dues,
and they hesitate to formally notify the officers of the carrier
to discontinue the deduction of company-union dues, because
when and if they should take that action it is a notice to the
o.fficers of the carrier that the employees are no longer supporting
the cC\lllpany union. This produces a condition whereby the employee;; are quite frequently subjected to discrimination and discipline in order- to impress upon them the necessity of continuing
the company union.
Amend section 2, paragraph 5, by striking out on line 8 the
words" labor organization" and inserting in lieu thereof the words
" company union."
·
· ·
This change is designed to make this paragraph consistent with
paragraph 4.
Section· 2, paragraph 6, be amended by inserting on line 5, after
th~ word 11 to ", the words i. date for", so tha.t it will read "as to
date for conferences."

The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of
the two Houses on the amendments of the House to the bill
CS. 3580) to amend an act entitled "An act to establish
a uniform syste;m of bankruptcy throughout the United
States", approved July l, 1898, and acts amendatory thereo~
and supplementary thereto, having met, after full and free
conference, have agreed to recommend and do recommend·
to their respective Houses as follows:
That the Senat.e recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the House and agree to the same with
amendments as follows:
On page 6, second line from the bottom, after the word
"court" where it occurs the first time, insert the following:
" otherwise the original appraisal price shall be paid into
court."
On page 7, line 2, after " act ", insert " Provided, however,
That the provisions of this act shall apply only to debts
existing at the time this act becomes effective."
And the House agree to the same.
HUEY P. LoNG,
PAT McCARRAN,
ARTHUR R. ROBINSON,
Managers on the part of the Senate.

W. V.

GREGORY,

JAMES E. RUFFIN,
J. BANKS KURTZ,

Managers on the part of the House.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing
to the report.
Mr. LONERGAN. Mr. President. I suggest the absence
of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll
·The Chief Clerk called the-roll, and the following Senators
answered to their names:
Adams
Ashurst
Austin
Bachman
Balley
Bankhead.
Barbour
BarJtiey
Black
Bone
Borah
Brown
Bulkley
Bulow
Byrd

Byrnes
Capper

Caraway
Carey
Clark
Connally
Coolidge
Costigan
Couzens
putti:I?-g
Davis
Dickinson
Dieterich
Dill
Duffy
Erickson
Fess
Fletcher
Frazier
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Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, will the Senator yield
further?
Mr. LONERGAN. Certainly.
Mr. WALSH. When I asked the question a moment ago I
was quoting from memory from a telegram from one of the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Eighty-nine Senators have insurance companies, namely, the John Hancock Mutual Life
answered to their names. A quorum is present.
Insurance Co. I now have the telegram before me and find
Mr. LONERGAN. Mr. President, I ask that the confer- that that company alone holds $100,000,000 worth of the
ence report may be read.
mortgages on farm property which would be affected by the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will again read bill. I am informed that the total amount of farm mortthe conference report.
gages held by all insurance companies is approximately
The report was again read.
$1,000,000,000. The telegram I received is as follows:
Mr. LONERGAN. Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
BOSTON, MAss., June 14, 1934.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator will state his Hon. DAVID I. WALSH,
parliamentary inquiry.
United States Senate:
As trustees for 6,000,000 life-insurance policyholders who own
Mr. LONERGAN. If the Senate shall vote not to agree
to the conference report will the next motion be to recom- more than $100,000,000 invested in farm mortgages, we respectfully present to you the necessity of motion for reconsideration
mit the report to the conferees for further action?
of Senate bill 3580, by Senator FRAZIER, of North Dakota, amendThe PRESIDING OFFICER. If the Senate should vote ing bankruptcy act to permit scaling down of farm mortgages,
down the report a motion to recommit it to the committee of which, we are informed, was passed yesterday under unanimous
consent without record vote or debate.
conference would be in order.
JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE Co.,
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
w ALTON L. CROCKER, President.
'
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator will state it.
Mr.
LONERGAN.
I
thank
the
Senator.
Mr. CLARK. It would be necessary to ask f br a new conMr. President, what does this bill provide? It provides
ference, would it not, if the conference report were rejected?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Missouri that appraisers may be appointed by the courts, that they
may fix the value and that that value shall be accepted
is correct.
by everyone concerned.
SEVERAL SENATORS. Vote!
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing
Mr. LONERGAN. I yield.
to the conference report.
Mr. LONG. The Senator is in error.
Mr. LONERGAN. Mr. President, I think we ought to
Mr. LONERGAN. No; I am not.
understand the question on which we are about to vote.
Mr. LONG. The bill provides that if the creditors do not
This is the most striking case of class legislation that has
been presented in Congress during my period of service. It agree about it, then the court shall have the right to grant
also proposes to take property without due process of law. a moratorium to the debtor during such emergency upon a
Farmers, like other citizens, may resort to the bankruptcy rental to be fixed by the court. The Senator is in error.
law. Like other citizens, they may make an arrangement The bill has been amended. There is not a dime an insurwith their creditors. The bill gives the sole right to the ance company can lose. They get every dime the property
farmer, in case of failure to agree with his creditors, to can bring, they get every dime they could get otherwise to
apply to the court for the appointment of appraisers, and save their lives. The Senator should read the bill. The
the value of the property placed by the appraisers shall be House has amended it.
Mr. LONERGAN. Mr. President, I have just listened
considered as its value without any voice on the part of the
carefully to the reading of the amendments as contained
creditor.
We should realize before we cast our votes that millions in the conference report.
I am satisfied there is not a court in the land which would
of dollars of mortgages in the country are held by Governmental agencies; that we have guaranteed the bonds, princi- uphold the bill if it should be enacted into law, because it
pal and interest, of some of those agencies; that we are involves the taking of property without due process of law.
about to decide, if we vote favorably, to impair the security If it should pass, the President of the United States ought
behind those bonds; that we are about to decide, if we vote to veto it. I hope · the Senate will reject the conference
favorably, to impair the securities which are held by the report.
insurance companies of the country protecting the lives
The bankruptcy law should be uniform. I believe in a
of 68,000,000 of our citizens. Then, too, we must consider moratorium and a low interest rate. The farmer should be
on the same footing as other debtors. I am opposed to
savings banks.
class legislation. I want it understood I am friendly to
Mr. WALSH. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from the farmer.
Connecticut yield to the Senator from Massachusetts?
Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, the impending vote will give
Mr. LONERGAN. I yield.
Senators an opportunity to vote for the first time on the
Mr. WALSH. I have heard it said that the insurance merits of the bill. To be sure, the vote will be an indirect
companies of the country hold mortgages on farm proper- vote, but it will at least give us an opportunity to register
ties, which would be affected by the legislation, to the our protest against the bill.
amount of several hundred million dollars, and that there
I want very briefly to state that I consider the proposed
are 10,000,000 insurance policyholders who would be thereby legislation very dangerous and unsound. It is most reaffected by the legislation. Am I correct?
grettable that a committee of this body should have allowed
Mr. LONERGAN. I would say the amount is far in ex- such a bill to pass through the Senate in the manner in
cess of that stated by the Senator from Massachusetts. which this one has been passed. The calendar was called,
The mortgages on the farms in the United States would and an objection was made. After the call of the calendar
probably amount to more than a billion dollars, most of had been completed and Senators had left the Chamber a
which mortgages are held by Governmental agencies, by request or a motion was made to recur to the bill and take
insurance companies, by trustees, administrators, and execu- it up for consideration, objection having previously been
tors, representing widows, orphans, dependents, and in- made to the consideration of the bill. It was taken up and
competents, and savings banks. And we are asked to take passed without debate and without a roll call. I do not
a step which will make possible the impairment of the value mean to censure anybody or criticize anybody, but I do think
the members of the Committee on the Judiciary who were
of those securities.
:Mr. President, the bill has not been considered by the opposed to the bill ought to have impressed upon their fellow Senators the importance of at least having a discussion
Senate.
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of the merits of the bill and insist upon an opportunity to
have a vote upon the bill.
I welcome the opportunity which is now presented to have
a vote, and I shall request that there be a record vote, so
that we may find out what is the sentiment of the Senate.
I ask for the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. FESS. Mr. President, when the bill now under consideration was called on the calendar I objected to allowing it to be passed without any consideration at all. At the
time I objected to it I had not 'Carefully examined it. Since
that time I have given it more careful examination, and I
must confess that-while my interest in the farmer is acute,
because I have a very large agricultural constituency-I am
concerned about the results of this character of legislation.
Mr. President, while the debtor is an individual, nevertheless, when considered collectively, the debtors in the
United States become a very large group. We ought to
realiz.e that there is no debtor when there is no creditor;
that every debtor presupposes a creditor. There is no lending unless there is borrowing. For every farmer who borrows money, there is somebody to lend it to him.
While my sympathy of course is with the person who is
burdened and upon whom the obligation rests, yet there
ought to be some consideration for the other party to the
contract. I think it unfortunate, since so many borrowers
become the debtors of one person or one company, that we
should lose sight of the one person or one company merely
because of our interest in the money borrowers.
There is justice involved in this matter. When a man
borrows money he ought to realize that the day will come
when he will be called upon to -pay it. He ought not to
expect the Government to do more than furnish the opportunity to make the payment easier, but not to go to the
extent of completely disregarding the rights of the other
party involved in the transaction. The creditor ought to be
considered as well as the debtor; and we make a mistake
when we think there is nobody to be considered or nobody
in the country except the debtors. That group is large, it
is true; but there are uther groups which may be larger
which must be considered.
When we come to a point such as we are now coming
to and say that for some reason-as to which an explanation will be desired on our part-we are going totally to
disregard the equities in the case and allow our sympathies
to run riot with us and violate a contract because of our
sympathies, we ought to know what effect that will have
on the general public.
What effect wm the enactment of tliis measure have on
the farmer himself? If he appeals to Congress now to relieve him fr.om his obligations, where will his credit be in
the next 4 years? It will be like that of 'the foreign countries that have repudiated their obligations to us. If there
is never to be any further relationship with us on their
part, it may be all right; but they expect to live in relationship with us in the future. What will be their credit
when they come to borrow again?
I think we must consider the farmer's condition with that
in view. What will be his situation as a borrower? It
goes without saying that when we take this step it will not
be the end. Not only that, but, referring to the suggestion
made by the two Senators who have just spoken-the Senator from Connecticut [Mr. LoNERGAN] and the Senator
from Massachusetts [Mr. WALSHJ-what will be the effect,
not only on the borrower but upon the creditor, if we undermine the creditor's ability to collect the obligations due?
What will be the ultimate effect upon the great credit forces
of the country in their integrity and their ability to comply
with their obligations that are the major obligations, while
these are merely the ancillary obligations?
I do not want to do anything that will undermine the
insurance companies which represent obligations to '68,000,000 of our people.
.
Mr. LONG. Mr. President-Mr. FESS. I yield to the Senator from Louisiana..
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"MI·. LONG. I wonder why that argument did not appeal
to the Senator when we were voting bankruptcy for the
railroads.
Mr. FESS. It did, Mr. President; and it was also in ~
mind when we voted the bankruptcy law for the farmer.
The Senator has forgotten that. The question came up
here of legislation to relieve the farmer, and to relieve him
on three bases. The first was to extend the time of maturity of the obligation. I was in favor of that. The
next was to lower the rate of interest. I was in favor of
that. The third was to scale down the principal to the
degree that the parties could agree upon, and I was in favor
of that. The bill provi-ded for setting up machinery to adjust the unfortunate situation of the farmer. I was in favor
of that, and we enacted the bill, but we enacted no such
proposal as this.
If we were to legislate only from the standpoint of ·o ur
sympathies, we could afford to do this; but if we are to legislate from the standpoint of the creditor's rights, as well as
those of the debtor, we ought to go slowly about this.
Mr. LONERGAN. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from Ohio
yield to the ~enator from Connecticut?
Mr. FESS. I yield.
Mr. LONERGAN. Does not this bffi provide that in case
the offer of the debtor is refused the debtor may go into
court and have appraisers appointed, and in that ease the
creditor will have no voice in fixing the value? That is the
proposition here, is it not?
Mr. FESS. That is my interpretation of it.
Mr. LONERGAN. And that was not contemplated in the
bills which have passed here, to which the Senator from
Louisiana has referred.
Mr. FESS. The Senator is corre-ct on that point.
Whether or not this bill will ever -pass the test of the
courts is a question to be determined in the future; but what
I am thinking about is that we have come to a point in this
body where, because of certain conditions in the past, it is
said that we are justified in canceling obligations. We do
unheard-of things here. We ought to realize that we are
dealing with the structure of credit and that we may be
breaking down the very thing upon which the people in
whom we are interested may have to depend. I think we
ought to go rather slowly on legislation like this.
Mr. FRAZIER. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. FESS. I yield.
Mr. FRAZIER. I desire to call the Senator's attention to
the fact that the farmers who will take advantage of this
measure have no credit left and, therefore, cannot very well
be affected in the manner the Senator suggests.
Mr. FESS. Mr. President, that is an unfortunate and sad
story. It is very sad.
Mr. FRAZIER. It certainly is.
Mr. FESS. If any citizen has no credit left, anything we
may do here will be of very little consequence to him. It
never pays, however, to do an injustice and commit an offense in the violation of sacred and contractual relations
merely because one of the contractors is unable to fulfill his
contract. When we are thinking of one of them, we ought
to think of the other one. If there can be a cancelation
or reduction by agreement, by setting up some sort of
machinery whereby both can be benefited, as bankruptcy
legislation is intended to do, I should not object to it.
I am speaking from the standpoint of .a very large aggregation of agriculture. My State is agricultural as well as
industrial; I am not without sympathy for the situation in
which agriculture finds itself-not at aJ.l. While I am not
out of sympathy with it, I know that my people want the
other party to the contract considered as well. I know
that my people want to take into consideration the public
weal and the public interest when they are asking for legislation.
I do not believe that in the ultimate analysis this sort of
thing is good for the farmer, and I know that it cannot be
good for the public if it breaks down the credit institutions
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of the country. For that reason I regret that the proposal
has come before the Senate in the way that it has, without
any chance for deliberate consideration, and I shall vote
against it.
Mr. SIIlPSTEAD. Mr. President, it seems to me .those
,who argue against this bill argue from a premise that I
' find it hard to believe can be true. They argue from the
!point of view that the mortgages now in existence can be
! paid, and that the debts can be paid. I do not believe they
'. can be paid. If they could be paid, this measure would not
be here.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. SHIPSTEAD. I yield to the Senator from Mass~
chusetts.
Mr. WALSH. Is not that true as to many home owners
; .who are not farmers?
Mr. SIIlPSTEAD. Oh, yes.
Mr. WALSH. And is it not true as to many operatives
l in mills who have been for weeks and months and years
' out of employment?
1
Mr. SHIPSTEAD. We have passed a corporation bankruptcy law applying to mills and other corporations.
Mr. WALSH. WhY not make it a general law?
Mr. SHIPSTEAD. I think that might be a good thing.
I think it will be general whether we like this measure or
not. We shall have either partial cancelation or wholesale
repudiation; and if we admit that, I think we must admit
that this bill does bear in mind the creditor, because it will
get him something and make it possible for the debtor to
pay a debt that he now cannot pay. With this legislation
providing for partial cancelation we make it possible for the
debtor to pay whatever can be paid.
The people who think these mortgages can be paid are
just as badly mistaken, in my opinion, as were the people
who wrote the Treaty of Versailles and provided for the
payment of reparations to France. They thought they
could be paid. Of course they could not be paid, and they
were canceled at the meeting at Lausanne. Those who made
vast loans to Europe, to European governments, and to
European corporations evidently believed they could be
paid. Now we know that they are not going to be paid; and
what good does it now do to think of the creditor?
The private debts owed by Germany in Europe have now
been given a moratorium, which is said to be for 6 months.
Senators will remember that the Hoover moratorium was to
have been for a year, but now it is permanent. I believe
that these moratoriums or repudiations, whatever they may
be called, which are said to be for 2 or 3 months, are only
the first step to wholesale repudiation of debts that cannot
be paid; and that means wholesale bankruptcy.
England is today confiscating the funds of Germany in
her trade balances to pay her nationals what is coming to
them on German bonds. Think of it! That is done in time
of peace. Likewise, all during the spring, a little here and a
little there, we have had steps leading to wholesale repudiation. In my opinion, unless something is done partially
to cancel these debts, the movement is going to spread like a
prairie fire all over the world until private debts in every
country are repudiated. When nations begin to repudiate
and when nations in time of peace begin to confiscate trade
balances or property of nationals of foreign countries for the
benefit of their own nationals, a concijtion is starting in the
world which, unless something is done to lower the debt burden, can have only one ultimate·conclusion, and that is that
all values will be wiped out and we shall have wholesale
repudiation.
Mr. THOMAS of Oklahoma. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. SHIPSTEAD. I yield.
Mr. THOMAS of Oklahoma. Is it not a fact, in the
opinion of the Senator, that this bill, if passed, will only give
to the farmers relief comparable to the relief hereto! ore
given the railroads, the corporations, and the municipalities?
Mr. SHIPSTEAD. That is my understanding.
Mr. THOMAS of Oklahoma. I should like to ask another question. If this bill passes, and the buying power of
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the dollar_ is not requced-it being at this time $1.35 per
dollar, which means that every person must give up, in services or wealth or commodities, $1.35 to get a dollar-in the
opinion of the Senator is it possible for either the banks,
the railroads, the corporations, the cities, or the farmers
to meet their maturing obligations and pay their existing
debts? Is it possible for any of these classes to pay their
debts with the present high-priced dollar?
Mr. SHIPSTEAD. No; there is no manner in sight under
which these debts can be paid.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. SHIPSTEAD. I yield.
Mr. HASTINGS. Will the Senator explain whether there
is any good reason for not including in this bill the mechanic who has a mortgage on the home in which he lives
or the small grocer who finds himself in great difficulty
and unable to take advantage of the bankruptcy law now
in existence? Is there any reason, I ask the Senator, why
this should be confined to the farmer? Why should it not
be applied to every individual who is in such a position?
Mr. LONG. Mr. President, will the Senator permit me
to answer?
Mr. HASTINGS. Will not the Senator please permit the
Senator from Minnesota to reply?
Mr. SHIPSTEAD. I should be glad to vote for a bill
along that line, if the Senator would introduce such a
bill, because I think it is coming anyway; and the sooner
it comes the better, if we are to avoid wholesale bankruptcy
and chaos, because if we do not do something, we will drift
into a situation where we will have uncontrolled inflation,
and the debts will be wiped out in that way.
Mr. HASTINGS. The Senator is of the impression, as I
understand him, that that is coming anyway, and that we
might just as well start with the farmer. Is that correct?
Mr. SHIPSTEAD. I did not state that.
Mr. HASTINGS. I understood the Senator to say that
he believed general repudiation of debts was about to be
upon us.
Mr. SHIPSTEAD. Yes.
Mr. HASTINGS. And not only that that was true with
respect to the farmer, but that it applied to debts of all
kinds.

Mr. SHIPSTEAD. Yes.
Mr. HASTINGS. Does the Sei;tator think that would
apply to the Government debts also?
Mr. SHIPSTEAD. We have already started on municipal debts and those of Government subdivisions.
Mr. HASTINGS. That is correct. I agree with the Senator; and, if we pass the pending bill, we will be just that
much further along.
Mr. SHIPSTEAD. I do not call this.a wholesale repudiation bill; I call this a cancelation bill-a bill for the partial cancelation of debts. We have one of two ways to go,
either by wholesale bankruptcy or by inflation; or we can
take the middle ground, if we have time to accomplish it,
by having a partial cancelation of debts and a lowering of
interest rates; either partial cancelation of principal or reduction of interest rates, reducing the fixed charges on the
burden of debt which is now hanging like a corpse upon
the whole economic structure in this country.
I do not want to delay a vote on this bill.
Mr. FRAZIER. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. SHIPSTEAD. I yield.
Mr. FRAZIER. I wish to call the attention of the Senator from Delaware to the fact that this is an amendment
to the present Agricultural Bankruptcy Act.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, as I understand the position
of the Senator-:--and I have understood his position to have
been for some time as he has stated it-it is that sooner or
later we will have to have a partial horizontal reduction in
all debts in the United States.
Mr. SHIPSTEAD. Yes.
Mr. WALSH. And that this is a movement in that direction, commencing with the farmer.
Mr. SHIPSTEAD. No; not commencing with the farmer.
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The Senator would apply it in a broader

way?

Mr. SHIPSTEAD. Not commencing with the farmer.
We started first with municipalities,. I think.
Mr. LONG. With railroads.
Mr. SHIPSTEAD. With the railroads first?
Mr. LONG. Yes.
Mr. SHIPSTEAD. Then corporations, and then municipalities.
Mr. LONG. Then Germany.
Mr. SHIPSTEAD. This is part of a series of bills, which
no doubt will be continued, in my opinion, if we go on
traveling the way we are now traveling. ·
My reason for believing that these mortgages cannot be
paid is that last year-the Department of Agriculture tells
us-the farmers of the United States had an income of
$6,000,000,000. The Secretary of Agriculture says that this
year we will give them a billion dollars in benefit payments
of various kinds. That will make $7,000,000,000. That is
$6,000,000,000 less than they received in 1926, with their
fixed charges of interest and taxes higher now than they
were in 1926. · How are they to settle their indebtedness and
carry a burden that was hard enough to carry in 1926, with
an income $6,000,000.,000 less than it was in 1926?
It is said that prices of farm products have gone up somewhat. They did go up to some extent on wheat last y~ar
because there was the greatest failure in the wheat crop we
have had in 50 years, and this year there will be an~ther
failure. What good does it do the farmer in the drought
area who produces no wheat? He must buy his supplies at a
higher price under the N.R.A. He pays $1.50 for overalls
for which he used to pay 75 cents. If the prices of his
farm products should be 30 or 40 percent higher, the increase
would be more than taken a way from him by the higher
prices he would have to pay for what he buys. So there is
no permanent relief to the farmer as a result, so far as
balancing his ledger is concerned. The farmer will have
less with which to pay his fixed charges this year than he
had last year.
.
Facing the facts of the picture before us, as we should
have done with the Young-plan bonds, and the Dawes-plan
bonds and the war debts, and the exportations of capital
loans abroad to the amount of over $2'0,000,000,000, which
will never be collected, we could not see far enough into the
future to foretell the default, so we pay the price now.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. PresidentThe PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. RUSSELL in the chair).
The question is on agreeing to the conference report.
Mr. LONERGAN. A parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator will state it.
Mr. LONERGAN. May I ask the Chair on just what
question we are about to vote?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing
to the conference report on the bill (S. 3580) to amend the
act entit1ed "An act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the United States '', more commonly
known as the" Farmer Bankruptcy Act."
Mr. LONERGAN. What I wish to learn is this: Does
the vote come first on concurring in the House amendments,
and then will there be another vote on the acceptance or
rejection of the conference report; or are they coupled?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The only question at issue
is whether or not the Senate will agree to the report of the
committee of conference ori the bill.
Mr. LONERGAN. Those opposed will vote" nay"?
The . PRESIDING OFFICER. That is correct. On the
question of agreeing to the conference r-eport the yeas and
nays have been ordered, and the clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll, and Mr.
ADAMS answered " yea " when his name was called.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, I desire-The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair will state that
no debate is in order. The clerk had called the first name
on the roll, and the Senator from Colorado had responded.
1
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Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, an the while I was endeavoring to get the attention of the Chair, but there was ,
so much noise that the Chair could not hear me.
Mr. LONG. A point of order. I insist that there be no
debate.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Was the Senator from Dela ...
ware seeking recognition before the clerk began the calling
of the .roll?
Mr. HASTINGS. I was seeking recognition as soon as
the Senator from Minnesota. took his seat. I was on my
feet calling for recognition by the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair did not hear the
Senator from Delaware, though the Chair delayed for some
moments in putting the question. However, in view of the
statement of the Senator from Delaware, the Senator is
recognized.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, I do not desire to take
any time in connection with this matter, and what I say
may be a repetition of what I said before, but I do want
this to be clearly understood in the RECORD, that there has
been no bankruptcy legislation which is in any sense com ...
parable to that before us.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. HASTINGS. I yield.
Mr. WALSH. I wish the Senator would develop that
point. It has been asserted again and again on the floor
that other bills of a similar character, favorable to railroads and corporations, have been enacted. What is there
in the pending bill which makes it so vicious compared with
other bankruptcy measures?
Mr. HASTINGS. I will say this to the Senator, that beginning a year or two ago there was somewhat of a depar ...
ture from the old bankruptcy law and the old bankruptcy
practice, in that we sought to prevent· persons, rail~oads, and
corporations from being declared bankrupt by calling them
"debtors", and we developed to some extent that old pro...
vision of the bankruptcy law which enables a bankrupt
under certain conditions to make a composition with his
creditors.
Mr. WALSH. That beneficial law applied to farmers, aswell as to everybody else?
Mr. HASTINGS. That was one law which applied to
everybody. In this new act, when we undertook to separate
them, we had different sections for the different classes.
There was first developed a debtor class, composed of individuals. That was the first one that was adopted. Then
there was that one which pertained to railroads.
Mr. President, in that connection and during that discus ...
sion an effort was made to aid the farmers by making it
possible for them to avoid expenses which would be applicable to everybody else, by providing for the appointment of
commissioners in the various counties who would know more
about them and who would be in a better position to enable,
the farmers to reach an agreement with their creditors.
The details of that I cannot give. I had nothing to do with
preparing that section, but it was adopted by the Senate.
In all those cases, applying to each of those individual
classes, nothing could be done under the law unless the
debtor could get 75 percent of the creditors, in some instances, in the corporation section 66% percent, to agree
that the best interests of the particular class of creditors.
made it necessary for them to reach some compromise with
the debtor. It might be anything. It might be the payment
of 10 cents on the dollar, 50 cents, 75 cents, or it might be
an extension for a year or 2 years or 3 years, and on whatever condition that great majority of the creditors might
decide, the point being that the only effort made in any way
to affect any creditor was to induce him to agree to what
75 percent of the creditors considered to be to their interest.
No one ever suggested that debtor could compel all of them
to agree.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. HASTINGS. I yield.
Mr. WALSH. The Senator has made that very clear.
That is the existing law.
Mr. HASTINGS. That is the existing law.
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Mr. WALSH. And that is as far as we have gone in our
previous legislation.
Mr. HASTINGS. That is true.
Mr. WALSH. What is there ~n this bill which departs
from that principle?
Mr. HASTINGS. In this particular bill the farmer is
pref erred merely because he is a farmer, although, so far as
I know, he has no greater right in this country than the
poor grocery man on the corner next door to me, or the poor
mechanic who has bought a larger home and placed a larger
mortgage on it than he can take care of, particularly after
he has lost his job. I do not know any particular reason
why the farmer should be preferred to him;
Mr. WALSH. Or the white-collar man who has been
out of employment for years and has a family to rear and
educate.
Mr. HASTINGS. Of course that is true. What this particular bill undertakes to do is this: It permits the debtor
merely because he is a farmer to go into court and file his
petition and make application to the court to have appraisers
appointed, and if he has a $5,000 mortgage and owes the
bank a·thousand dollars, and owes his uncle $2,500, and owes
his son-in-law $300, and owes the grocer $200, and owes
someone else some other amount, the proposed legislation
would enable him to go into court, and the court would be
permitted to appoint appraisers and the appraisers would
look at his property, investigate it, ascertain what he has,
and assess the value of his possessions. But it is not proposed to do what we have been accustomed to doing in this
land ever since any of us knew anything about it. The
creditors are not permitted, if they desire to do so, to take
his property from him and to sell it. We do not permit and
insist upon 75 percent of the creditors saying, "This is to
our interest"; and therefore to the 25 percent, "you must
deal through us." We do not do that at all. Congress itself
fixes the terms, under which, subject to the appraisal, an
appraisal in these times when the courts as well as all the
farmer's neighbors are influenced by his distressed condition-and the appraisers fixing the value may be his neighbors on either side of him, and they may fix it over the
protest of his creditors everywhere-the farmer is told,
"Now, then, you are perfectly safe in the place where you
live. You may stay there for a period of 6 years, so long as
you are able to pay 1 percent on the value fixed, although it
be only 20 percent of the debt you owe. All you have got to
do for 6 years is to pay 1-percent interest on that amount,
subject to this requirement, that every 6 months you pay
2% p~rcent on account of· the principal", and by the time
those 6 years are up then he proceeds to pay the regular
interest on the principal.
Now, in all fairness, in these days of excitement, in these
days when we are trying to help the distressed everywhere,
I ask what is the position of the poor widow who has a
mortgage on that man's farm? I ask what is the position
of the savings fund in which I have my money deposited,
the custodians of which are depending upon the real value
of that land for their particular mortgage, depending on
the 5 or 6 percent interest which the mortgagor agreed to
pay? If the amount of their mortgage has not been destroyed, they find the interest being cut from 5 or 6 percent
provided in the mortgage, to 1 percent. And that goes on
for a period of 6 years.
Mr. President, I ask in all fairness, let us stop for a
moment and think just where we are going. Are we going
to admit, as the Senator from Minnesota has indicated, that
we are about to repudiate at least a part of our debts?
That we are about to cut down our debts and going to do it
in this indirect fashion? If we are going to undertake to
do that and if it be said that it be constitutional, why not
face the situation frankly and openly and declare a moratorium on all debts everywhere in this country until we can
get out of the depression? Is anyone in favor of that?
Indeed, if .we could do it under the Constitution it might not
be a bad thing. But certainly we ought not to pick out
one particular class of debtors in this Nation, regardless of
our LTJ.terest in them, regardless of our sympathy for them,
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and regardless of their distressed condition. We ought to
apply it to all.
Within a week we have appropriated out of the public
treasury $525,000,000 for the farmer. For God's sake, is
there to be no end to it at some time? Does there not come
a time when we must realize that sometime these debts
must be paid, unless it be true that we are ready now to
admit that this Government never really expects to pay its
debts-and I am very much afraid that is just where we are
landing.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the adoption of the conference report on Senate bill 3580.
The yeas and nays have been ordered and the clerk will
call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.
lV'u. GORE <when his name was called>. "Present."
:
Mr. McNARY <when Mr. JOHNSON'S name was called).
The senior Senator from California [Mr. JOHNSON] is necessarily absent. I am advised that if he were present he
would vote " yea."
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas <when his name was called>.
Announcing my pair with the senior Senator from Pennsylvania [Mr. REED], I transfer that pair to the Senator from
New York [Mr. COPELAND] and will vote. I vote" yea."
The roll call was concluded.
Mr. LEWIS. I wish to announce that the Senator from
Florida [Mr. TRAMM:ELL], the Senator from Maryland [Mr._
TYDINGS], the Senator from Indiana [Mr. VAN NUYs], the
Senator from Virginia [Mr. BYRD], and the Senator frqm
New York CMr. COPELAND] are necessarily detained from the
Senate.
I wish further to announce that the Senator froni Mississippi [Mr. STEPHENS], the Senator from Ohio [Mr. BULKLEY], and the Senator from Virginia [Mr. GLASS] are detained by an important committee meeting.
Also that the Senator from Utah CMr. KING] is detained
at the White House.
I regret to announce that the Senator from California
CMr. McADool is absent due to continued illness.
Mr. COSTIGAN. The Senator from West Virginia [Mr.
NEELY] is necessarily absent. If present he would vote
"yea." ·
Mr. ~w. .m
. ..........·1.....
'E. I desire to announce the necessary absence
of my colleague [Mr. HAI.El. If present, he would vote
"nay."
Mr. FESS (after having voted in the negative). I inquire
if the senior Senator from Virginia [Mr. GLASS] has voted?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The senior Senator from
Virginia has not voted.
~Ir. FESS.
I am informed that I may transfer my
pa.ir to the senior Senator from Maine [Mr. HALEJ. I do so,
and allow my vote to stand.
Mr. HEBERT. I wish to announce the following general
pairs: The Senator from New Hampshire [Mr. KEYES] with
the Senator from Indiana [Mr. VAN NuYS], the Senator
from Rhode Island [Mr. METCALF] with the Senator from
Maryland [Mr. TYDINGS], the Senator from Connecticut
[Mr. WALCOTT] with the Senator from California [Mr. McADoo], and the Senator from Wyoming [Mr. CAREY] with
the Senator from Ohio [Mr. BULKLEY].
I am advised that the Senator from New Hampshire [Mr.
KEYES] and the Senator from Rhode Island [Mr. METCALF]
if present would vote" nay."
I also wish to announce that the senior Senator from
Pennsylvania LMr. REED] is absent on account of illness.
Mr. ROBINSON of Indiana (after having voted in the
affirmative) . I note the absence of my general pair the
Senator from Mississippi [Mr. STEPHENS], but I am informed
he would vote as I have voted, and, therefore, I will let my
vote stand.
The result was announced-yeas 60, nays, 16, as follows:.
YEAS-60
Adams

Ashurst
Bachman
Bailey .
Bankhead

Barkley
Black
Bone
Bulow

Byrnes

Capper
Caraway
Clark
Connally
Costigan

Couzens
Cutting
Davis
Dickinson
Dieterich
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Erickson
Fletcher
Frazier
Geqrge
Harrison

Hatch
Hatfield
Hayden
Austin

La Follette

Norris

Nye
O'Mahoney
Overton
Pittman
Pope
Reynolds
Robinson, Ark.
Robinson, Ind.
Russell
NAYS-16
Fess
Hebert
Gibson .
Kean
Goldsborough
Lonergan
Hastings
Patterson
Lewis

Logan
Long
McCarran
MeGlll
McKellar
McNary
Murphy
Norbeck

Schall

Sheppard
Ship stead
Smith

Stelwer
Thomas, Okla.
Thomas, Utah
Thompson
Vandenberg
Wheeler

Townsend
Wagner
Walsh
White
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I am in a position to say definitely that the railroads of the
country represented by this association and by the Short Line
Railroad Association are unanimously in opposition to this bill.
Perhaps the notion that the Pennsylvania alone ts opposing it
grows out of the fact that a vice president of the Pennsylvania.
was chairman of a committee appointed by the association to
pr esent its views to the committees of Congress. .M chairman, this
vice president of the Pennsylvania made the principal statement
in opposition to the bill, but statements in opposition were also
made by the vice president of the New York Central and by others.
R. V. FLETCHER.

He is, as I understand, general counsel for the Association of Railway Executives.
Mr. President, what prompted me particularly to make
NOT VOTING---20
that statement was that at that time I knew of no objecBorah
Glass
King
Stephens
Bulkley
Gore
McAdoo
tion from any railroad except as was stated primarily in
Trammell
Tydings
Hale
Mereal!
Byrd
the
minority report submitted by members of the Committee
Johnson
Neely
VanNuys
Carey
on Interstate Commerce. The minority report submitted
Copeland
Keyes
Beed
Walcott
by the members of the Interstate Commerce Committee is
· So the report was agreed to.
dated May 28. Prior to reading extracts from the report, I
SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES BETWEEN CARRIERS AND EMPLOYEES want to read from a letter which was sent out by G. LeMr. DILL. I renew my motion that the Senate proceed Boutiller, chairman, operating committee, New York State.
to tbe consideration of Senate bill 3266, to amend the Rail- This gentleman is a representative of the Long Island Railway Labor Act, and so forth.
road, which is a subsidiary of the Pennsylvania Railro~
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the mo- and this letter is addressed to members of the operating
tion of the Senator from Washington.
committee, whatever that may be. The letter from Mr.
Mr. COUZENS obtained the fioor.
LeBoutiller reads, in part, as follows:
Mr. ERICKSON. Mr. President-We have been requested to have five prominent people In each
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from county in the States of New York and New Jersey write letters to
Senators WAGNER and COPELAND of New York, and Senators KEAN
Michigan yield to the Senator from Montana?
and BARBOUR of New Jersey, requesting them to oppose Senate
Mr. COUZENS. I yield.
blll 3266, " A bill to amend the Railway Labor Act by creating:
Mr. ERICKSON. Mr. President. I wish to move that the national boards o! adjustment." The blll is objectionable be·
causeHouse amendment to Senate bill 1825 be concurred in.
L It is not desired by a large group of railway employees, prob·
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. Mr. President, what is the question ably
65 percent.
before the Senate and who has the floor?
The first objection stated in the minority report is as
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Th_e Senator from Michigan has the floor and yielded to the Senator from Montana follows:
to make a request f9r tmanimous consent.
It 1s not desired by a very large group of railroad employees.
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. I object.
.
The second objection stated in the propaganda letter is:.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objection is made. The
2. Railroad management is unanimous in its opinion that it will
Senator from Michigan will proceed.
not work.
Mr. COUZENS. Mr. President, the Senator from DelaThe second statement in the minority report is:
ware [Mr. HASTINGS] read a number of telegrams this afterRailroad management 1s unanimous in its op1nion that it will
noon with respect to the statement which I made on the
floor Saturday evening. The statement seems to have been not work.
The third objection in the propaganda letter is:
overexaggerated by the railroads and perhaps by the press,
because, referring to the RECORD, what I really said was:
3. Even its sponsor, the Federal Coordinator of Transportation,

Barbour
Brown .
Coolidge

I know of no particular objection except from the Pennsylvania
Raill'oa.d, which has its representatives here, and writes the report.
It has objectiOll to the ra.Ilroad la.bar bill.

When I made that statement it was substantially accurate
because I said, "I know of no particular objection."
This morning I received a letter from the Association of
Railway Executives.
MI. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I ask again for order, Mr.
President.
The ~RESIDING OFFICER. The point of order is well
taken.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I suggest that the Sergeant
at Arms be instructed to request Senators who are carrying
on conversations to retire from the Chamber and remain
out until they get through with their conversation.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sergeant at Arms will
request the guests of the Senate to refrain from conversation
and Senators desiring to converse to retire to the cloakrooms.
'l'he Senate will be in order, and the galleries will refrain
from conversation.
Mr. COUZENS. This letter is dated June 18 and comes
from the Association of Railway Executives and reads as
follows:

adm.its it is only an experiment.

Objection no. 3 in the minority report is:
Even its sponsor, the Federal Coordinator of Transportation.
admits it is only an experiment.

The fourth objection in the propaganda letter is:
It deprives railroad employees of their civU liberty in compelllng

them to join certain national unions not of their choosing,
against their religious.-

And I wish to interpolate here the statement that I do
not understand how religion has anything to do with this
measure proposing to amend the Railroad Labor Act. How..
ever that is mentioned in the letterAgainst their religious or other convictions, if they desire a voice
in the selection of the members of this tribunal set up by this
bill to adjust their controversies.

That is no. 4 in the propaganda letter.
Here is no. 4 in the minority report:
4. If railroad employees desire a voice in the selection of tha
members of the tribunal set up by this bill to adjust their controversies, they will be compelled to join organizations not of their
choosing, against their religious or other convictions, and, in this
sense, would be deprived of their civil liberty.

It is a strange coincidence that objection no. 4 of the
I find that on page 12087 of the CoNGRESSIONAL RECORD, Satur- minority report and objection no. 4 in the propaganda letter
day, June 16, you are reported as having said, discussing the bill
are practically word for word alike, and both inject the
to amend the Railway Labor Act:
" I know of no particular objection, except from the Pennsyl- religious issue, for which I am unable to comprehend the
vania Railroad, which has its representatives here and writes to reasons.
report it has objection to the ra.llroad labor bill."
Objection no. 5 in the propaganda letter reads:
I am merely writing to say that you are misinformed as to the
It will abrogate contractual relations between men and managelack of objection on the part of the railroads of the country to
this blll. .M counsel for the Association of Railway Executives. ment which have satisfactorily existed for many years.
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Objection no. 5 of the minority report reads:
It will abrogate contractual relations between employees and
carriers which have satisfactorily existed for many years.

Objection no. 6 of

~he

propaganda letter reads:

It will foment strife in the railroad world where peace has

reigned for 8 years, because a minority (35 percent) will be given
the right to rule the entire 100 percent.

Objection no. 6 in the minority report is:
It will foment strife in the railroad world where peace has
reigned for 8 years.

Objection no. 7 in the propaganda letter reads:
Its effect on railroad service will be adverse to the users thereof
because of the strikes and labor troubles which will arise.

Objection no. 7 of the minority report is:
Its effect on railroad service will be adverse to the users thereof.

Objection no. 8 of the propaganda letter reads:

in the public interest because it will disrupt transportation and result in large costs to the users thereof.
It is not

Objection no. 8 of the minority reads:
It is not in the public interest.

So the writer of the report has at least abbreviated to the
extent of a few words the seventh and eighth objections
registered by the chairman of the operating -committee· to
the Railway Labor Act.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President-.The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from
Michigan yield to the Senator from Delaware?
Mr. COUZENS. I yield.
Mr. HASTINGS. Will the Senator inform me as to the
date of what he calls the" propaganda letter"?
Mr. COUZENS. It is dated May 21, and the Senator's
minority report is dated May 28, so the Senator had a week
to digest the propaganda letter before be submitted the
minority report.
Mr. BYRNES. Mr. President-.Tbe PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from
Michigan yield to the Senator from South Carolina?
Mr. COUZENS. I yield.
Mr. BYRNES. May I suggest to the Senator from
Michigan that he should, perhaps, be charitable enough to
believe that in the preparation of the minority report the
stenographer may have made a mistake and gotten hold of
the propaganda letter?
Mr. COUZENS. It was evidently copied verbatim from
the propaganda letter sent out by the Pennsylvania Railroad, which was the justification for my statement on the
:floor of the Senate Saturday night that the main objection
to the bill came from the Pennsylvania Railroad, and that
statement is verified by the propaganda letter which appears in the minority report.
Mr. COSTIGAN. Mr. President-.The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from
Michigan yield to the Senator from Colorado?
Mr. COUZENS. I yield.
Mr. COSTIGAN. There appears to be a variation in the
numbers. How does the Senator from Michigan ·explain
this difference in mathematics?
Mr. COUZENS. I do not understand that there is any
difference in numbers. They are all alike, so far as I
can see.
Mr. COSTIGAN. My understanding was that the Senator from Michigan read no. 8 in one case as being the
same as no. 7 in the other case.
Mr. COUZENS. No; I said no. 8 had been abbreviated
and some of the words contained in the propaganda letter
had been left out of the minority report filed by the Senator from Delaware.
I do not want to delay the Senate, but I wanted to explain why all these letters came today from railroad omcials on the rather insignificant statement I made on the
floor of the Senate Saturday night that " I know of no
particular objection." I did not say there was no other
objection, but that there was no particular objection, be-
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cause the minority report filed by the minority of the Committee on Interstate Commerce was in almost identical
language with the propaganda letter which was sent out by
the Pennsylvania Railroad.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, the Senator from Michigan [Mr. COUZENS] has, with some care, undertaken to
show that the minority report was prepared by the Pennsylvania Railroad. I stated this morning, with respect to
the charge which he made. Saturday night, that I had requested the minority report to be prepared for me by a man
who I believed knew my objections to the bill. Of course,
the Senator from Michigan is always hopeful, when Senators do not agree with him, to embarrass them if he can.
I do not care anything about what he said with reference
to the minority report and about its agreeing with the propaganda letter which was sent out. I should think he himself would be somewhat embarrassed to have said on the
:floor of the Senate that he knew of no particular objection
to ·the bill except by the Pennsylvania Railroad, when he is
the ranking member of the Interstate Commerce Committee,
and then to have me read into the RECORD this morning not
only what counsel for the railway executives said about it,
and to call attention to what they said in their report about
it, but also to submit telegrams from nearly every railroad in
the country unanimously objecting to it.
The Senator from Michigan said that is not inconsistent
with what he said because he merely stated he knew of no
particular objection to it except from the Pennsylvania
Railroad. I think if he will read in the RECORD tomorrow
what I have said with respect to the telegrams he will find
there is some real reason for the objection.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on the
motion of the Senator from Washington that the Senate
proceed to the consideration of the Senate bill 3266.
Mr. HASTINGS. Let us have the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered, and the Chief Clerk
proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. BLACK <when Mr. BANKHEAD's name was called>.
The junior Senator from Alabama [Mr. BANKHEAD] is necessarily absent from the Senate. If present, he would vote
"yea."
Mr. FESS <when his name was called). Repeating my
previous announcement with reference to my pair, I withhold
my vote.
Mr. McNARY <when Mr. JOHNSON'S name was called>.
Making the same announcement as heretofore with reference to the absence of the senior Senator from California
[Mr. JOHNSON], I wish the RECORD to show that if he were
present he would vote " yea."
Mr. COSTIGAN <when Mr. NEELY'S name was called).
The Senator from West Virginia [Mr. NEELY] is necessarily
absent. If present, he would vote " yea."
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas <when his name was called).
Announcing my pair with the senator from Pennsylvania
[Mr. REED], I transfer that pair to the senior Senator from
New York [Mr. COPELAND], and vote "yea."
Mr. ROBINSON of Indiana £when his name was called).
I have a general pair with the junior Senator from Mississippi [Mr. STEPHENS], who is necessarily absent. I am inf armed if he were present he would vote as I propose ito
vote and therefore I feel at liberty to vote. I vote "yea."
:Mr. WALCOTI' Cwhen his name was called). I have a
pair with the Senator from California [Mr. McADool. I
am informed that if present he would vote "yea" on this
matter and therefore I am at liberty to vote. I vote "yea."
The roll call was concluded.
Mr. LA FOLLETI'E. I was requested to announce the
unavoidable absence of the senior Senator from Idaho [Mr.
BoRAH]. If present, he would vote" yea."
Mr. WHITE. I announce the necessary absence of my
colleague [Mr. HALE]. If present, he woul~ vote "yea."
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I desire to announce that
the Senator from New York [Mr. COPELAND], the Senator
from Indiana [Mr. VAN NUYs], the Senator from Maryland
[Mr. TYDINGS], and the Senator from Florida [Mr. TRAMMELL] are necessarily detained from the Senate.
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The junior Senator from California [Mr. McADooJ is de- ·
tained from the Senate by illness.
The Senator from Virginia [Mr. GLASS], and the Senator
from Mississippi [Mr. STEPHENS] are detained in an important committee meeting.
I am authorized to state that all these Senators, if present, would vote "yea."
Mr. HEBERT. I desire to announce that the Senator
from Pennsylvania [Mr. REED] is absent on account of
illness.
I announce the following general pairs:
The Senator from New Hampshire [Mr. KEYES] with the
Senator from Indiana [Mr. VAN NUYsl; and
The Senator from Rhode Island [Mr. METCALF] with the
Senator from Maryland [Mr. TYDINGS].
The result" was announ'ced-yeas 78, nays 2, as fallows:
YEAS-78
Adams
Ashurst
Austin
Bachman
Balley
Barbour
Barkley
Black
Bone
Brown
Bulkley
Bulow
Byrd
Byrnes
Capper
Caraway
Carey
Clark
Connally
Coolidge

Kean

Costigan
Couzens
cutting
Davis
Dickinson
Dieterich
Dill

King

La Follette
Lewis

Duffy
Erickson
Fletcher
Frazier
George
Gibson
Goldsborough
Gore
Harrison
Hatch
Hatfield
Hayden
Hebert

Logan
Lonergan
Long
McCarran
McGlll
Mc Kellar
McNary
Murphy
Norris
Nye
O'Mahoney
Overton
Patterson
Pittman
Pope
Reynolds

Robinson, Ark.
Robinson, Ind.
Russell
Schall
Sheppard
Shipstead
Smith
Steiwer
Thomas, Okla.
Thomas, Utah
Thompson
Townsend
Vandenberg
Wagner
Walcott
Walsh
Wheeler
White

NAY~2

Hastings
Glass
Hale
Johnson
Keyes

McAdoo
Metca.l!
Neely
Reed

l&

by railroad and which· operates -any equipment or facilities or per.forms any service in connection with the transportation, receipt,
delivery, elevation, transfer in transit, refrigeration or icing,
storage, and handling of property transported by railroad, and
any receiver, trustee, or other individual or body, judicial or other..
wise, when in the possession of the business of any such ' carrier ' ...

Mr. DILL. Mr. President, I desire to offer an amendment
to the committee amendment. In line 9, page 2, after the
word " service ", I move to insert the words " other than
trucking service." This is an amendment which was put in
by the House which I think is an improvement on the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing'
to the amendment offered by the Senator from Washington.
to the amendment of the committee.
The amendment to the amendment was agreed to.
The amendment as amended was agreed to.
The reading of the bill was resumed.
The next amendment was, on page 2, line 17, after the
words " part of ", to strike out " the " and insert " a ", so as
to read:
·
Provided, however, That the term " carrier " shall not include
any street, interurban, or suburban electric railway, unless such
railway is operating as a part of a general steam-railroad system
of transportation, but shall not exclude any part of the general
steam-railroad system of transportation now or hereafter operated
by any other motive power.

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page 2, line 20, after the
word " power ", to insert:
1 The Interstate Commerce Commission is hereby authorized and
directed, upon request of the Mediation Board or upon complaint
of any party interested, to determine after hearing whether any
line operated by electric power falls within the terms of this
proviso.

So as to make the proviso read:

Norbeck

term "carrier" shall not include
any street, interurban, or suburban electric railway, unless such
railway is operating as a part of a general steam-railroad system
of transportation, but shall not exclude any part of the general
steam-railroad system of transportation now or hereafter operated
by any other motive power. The Interstate Commerce Commission
is hereby authorized and dlrected, upon request of the Mediation
Board or upon complaint of any party interested, to determine
after hearing whether any line operated by electric power falls
within the terms of this proviso.
Provided, however, That the

NOT VOTING-16

Bankhead
Borah
Copeland
Fess

JUNE

Stephens
Trammell
Tydings
Van Nuys

So the motion was agreed to, and the Senate proceeded
to consider the bill <S. 3266) to amend the Railway Labor
Act approved May 20, 1926, and to provide for the prompt
disposition of disputes between carriers and their employees,
which had been reported from the Committee on Interstate
Commerce with amendments.
Mr. DILL. Mr. President, I ask that the bill be read for
amendment, the committee amendments to be first
considered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, the request of the Senator from Washington is agreed to. The
clerk will read the bill.
The Chief Clerk proceeded to read the bill.
The first amendment of the Committee on Interstate Commerce was, on page l, line 8, after "First." to strike out
"The term' carrier• includes any express company, sleepingcar company, carrier by railroad, subject to the Interstate
Commerce Act, any company operating any equipment or
facilities or furnishing any service included within the definition of the terms' railroad' and' transportation• as defined
in the Interstate Commerce Act", and to insert the following: "The term 'carrier• includes any express company,
sleeping-car company, carrier by railroad, subject to the
Interstate Commerce Act, and any company which is directly
or indirectly owned or controlled by or under common control
with any carrier by railroad and which operates any equipment or facilities or performs any service in connection with
the transportation, receipt, delivery, elevation, transfer in
transit, refrigeration or icing, storage, and handling of property transported by railroad ", so as to read:
That section 1 of the Railway Labor Act ts amended to read as

:follows:
" DEFINITIONS

" SECTION 1. When used in this act and for the · purposes of this
a.ct-"First. The term 'carrier• includes any express company,
sleeping-car company, carrier by railroad, subject to the Interstate
Commerce Act, and any company which ts directly or indirectly
owned or controlled by or under comm.on control with any carrier

The amendment was agreed to.

The next amendment was, on page 4, line 4, before the
word "powers", to strike out "of" and insert "or", so as
to read:
Filth. The term " employee " as used herein includes every per ..
son in the service of a carrier (subject to its continuing authority to supervise and direct the manner of rendition of his service)
who performs any work defined as that of an employee or subordinate official in the orders of the Interstate Commerce Commis·
sion now in effect, and as the same may be amended or interpreted by orders hereafter entered by the Commission pursuant
to the authority which ts hereby conferred upon it to enter orders
amending or interpreting such existing orders: Provided, however,
That no occupational classification made by order of the Interstate Commerce Commission shall be construed to define the
crafts according to which railway employees may be organized by
their voluntary action, nor shall the jurisdiction or powers of such
employee organizations be regarded as in any way limited or de·
fined by the provisions of this act or by the orders of the Commission.

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page 5, line 23, after the
word " the ", to strike out " purpose " and insert " purposes ",
and on page 6, line l, after the word" other" and the semicolon, to strike out "and no carrier, its officers or agents,
shall, by interference, influence, or coercion, either directly
or indirectly, in any manner prevent or seek to prevent its
employees from designating labor organizations or persons
who are not employees of the carrier as their representatives" and insert "and neither party shall in any way interfere with, influence, or coerce the other in its choice o:f
representatives. Representatives of employees for the pur ..
poses of this act need not be persons in the employ of the
carrier, and no carrier shall, by interference, influence, or
coercion seek in any manner to prevent the designation by
its employees as their representatives of those who or which:
are not employees of the carrier", so as to read:
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Thircf. Representatives, for the purposes o! this act, shall be
designated by the respeetive parties without interference, influence, or coercion by either party over the designation of representatives by the other; and neither party shall in any way interfere
with, influence, or coerce the other in its choice of representatives. Representatives of employees for the purposes of this act
need not be persons in the employ of the carrier, and no carrier
shall, by interference, influence, or coercion, seek in any manner
to prevent the designation by its employees as their representatives of those who or which are not employees of the carrier.
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such an investigation, the Mediation Board shall be authorized to
take a secret ballot of the employees involved, or to utilize any
other appropriate method of ascertaining the n ames of their duly
designated and authorized representatives in such manner as shall
insure the choice of representatives by the employees without interference, inf1uence, or coercion exercised by the carrier. In the
conduct of any election for the purposes herein indicated the
board shall designate who may participate in the election and
establish the rules to govern the election, or may appoint a committee of three neutral persons who shall within 10 days designate
the employees who may participate in the election. The board
shall have access to and have power to make copies of the books
and records of the carriers to obtain and utilize such information
as may be deemed necessary by it to carry out the purposes and
provisions of this paragraph.

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page 6', line 25, after the
word "organization", to insert "labor representatives, or
other agency of collective bargaining"; and on page 7, line
Mr. DILL. Mr. President, I wish to perfect that amend6, before the word "labor", to strike out "members of",. so
ment to agree with the language of the House bill. In line
as ta read:
Fourth. Employees shall have the right to organize and bargain o, page 10, after the word" who", I move to insert the words
collectively through representatives of their own choosing. The " after hearing."
majority of any craft or class of employees shall have the right to
The .PRESIDING OFFICER. The amendment to the
determine who shall be the representative of the craft or class ~mendment will be stated.
for the purposes of this act. No carrier, its officers or agents,
The CHIEF CLERK. On page 10, line 6r in the committee
shall deny or in any way question the right. of its employees to
join, organize, or assist in organizing the labor organization of amendment, after the word " who ", it is proposed to insert
their choice, and it shall be unlawful for any carrier to interfere "after hearing", so that. if amended, it will read:
in any way with the organization of its employees, or to use the
funds of the carrier in maintaining or assisting or contributing
to any labor organization, labor representative, or other agency
of collective bargaining, or in performing any work therefor, or to
infiuence or coerce employees in an effort to induce them to join
or remain or not to join or remain members of any labor organization, or to deduct from the wages of employees any dues, fees,
assessments, or other contributions payable to labor organizations,
or to collect or to assist in the collection of any such dues, fees,
assessments, or other contributions.

The amendment was agreed to~
The next amendment was, on page 7, line 8, after the
word "contributions", to insert a colon and the following
proviso:
Providedr That nothing in this act shall be construed to prohibit a carrier from permitting an employee, individua.Ily, or local
representatives of employees from conferring with management
during working hours without lass of time, or to prohibit a carrier from furnishing free transportation to its employees while
engaged in the business of a labor organization.

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page 8, line 12, after the
word " notice ", to insert a colon and the following proviso:
And provided furt!J,er, That nothing in this act shall be construed to supersede the provisions of any agreement (as to conferences) then 1n effect between the parties.

or may appoint a committee of three neutral persons who, after
hearing, shall within 10 days-

And so forth.
The amendment to the amendment was agreed to.
The amendment, as amended, was agreed to.
The reading of the bill was resumed.
The next amendment was, on page 11, line 8, after the
word " require " to strike out: " any employee or any officer
of any carrier to render labor or ser vice without his consent
or to authorize the issuance of any orders requiring such
service or to make illegal the failure or refusal of any
employee individually or any number of employees collectively to render labor or service" and insert: "an individual
employee to render labor or service without his consent,
nor shall anything in this act be construed to make the
quitting of his labor by an individual employee an illegal
act; nor shall any court issue any process to compel the performance by an individual employee of such labor or service, without his consent", so as to make the proviso read:
Provided, That nothing in this act shall be construed to require
an individual employee to render labor or service without his consent, nor shall anything in this act be construed to make the
quitting of his labor by an individual employee an illegal act;
nor shall any court issue any process to compel the performance
by an individual employee of such labor or service, without his
consent."

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page 8,. line 18', after the
The amendment was a.greed to.
word " employees " and the comma, to insert u as a class as
The next amendment was, on page 13, line 13, after the
embodied in agreements"; in line 19, after the word" in", to
insert " such agreements or in "; in the same line, after the word " the " to strike out " Secretary of Labor " and insert
figure " 6 ", to strike out " and in other provisions "; and in "Mediation Board", so as to read:
line 20, after the word "act", to strike out relating
(e) If either the carriers or the labor organizations of the
employees fail to select and designate representatives to the
thereto ", so as to read:
0

Seventh. No carrier, its officers or agents, shall change the rates
of pay, rules, or working conditions o! it& employees, as a class
as embodied in agreements except in the manner prescribed in
such agreements or 1n section 6 of this act.

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page 9, line 8, after the word
" arise ", to strike out " between " and insert ·~ among "; in
line 14, after the ward " the "~ to insert " receipt of the ';
and on page 10, line 5, after the word "election" and the
comma, to strike out " and it shall " and insert " or may
appoint a committee of three neutral persons who shall
within 10 days designate the employees who may participate
in the election_ The board shall "; so as to read:

Adjustment Board, as provided in paragraphs (h) and (c) of this
section, respectively, within 60 days after the passage of this
act, in case of any original appointment to office of a member
of the Adjustment Board, or in case of a vacancy in any such
office within 30 days after such vacancy occurs, the Mediation
Board shall thereupon. directly make the appointment and shall
select an individual associated in interest with the carriers or
the group of labor organizations ot employees, whichever he is
to- represent.

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was. on. page 13, line 24, before the
word " the ", to insert " the Secretary shall notify "; in line
25, after the name "Mediation Board•', to strike out "shall
be so advised" and insert "accordingly"; on page 14, line
1, after the word "advice", to insert "the Mediation
Ninth. If any dispute shall a.rise among a carrier's employees Board "; and in line 5, befoTe the word " to ..., to strike out
as to who are the representatives of such employees designated
and authorized in aeevrdance with the req~ements of this act, " Board," and insert "Board ", so as to read:

it shall be the duty of the Mediation Board, upon request of
(f) In the event a dispute arises as to the right of any national
either party to the dispute, to investigate such dispute and to labor organization to participate as per paragraph (c) of this
certify to both parties, in writing, within 30 days after the receipt section in the selection and designation of the labor members of
of the invocation of 1-ts services, the name or names of the indi- the Adjustment Board, the Secretary of Labor shall investigate
Viduals or organizations that have been designated and author- the claim of such labor organization to participate, and if such
ized to represent the e;;nployees involved in the dispute, and claim in the judgment of the Secretary of Labor has merit, the
certify the same to the earner. Upon receipt of such certification Secretary shall notify the Mediation Board, accordingly, and
the carrier shall treat with the representative so certified as the within 10 days after receipt of su-ch adVice the M-ediation Board
. .representative of the craft or class for the purposes o! this a.ct. In sha.11 request those national labor organization& duly qualified as
LX.XVill--781
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per paragraph (c) of this section to participate in the selection
and designation of the labor members of the Adjustment Board
to select a representative. Such representative, together with a
representative likewise designated by the claimant, and a third
or neutral party designated by the Mediation Board, constituting
a board of three, shall within 30 days after the appointment of
the neutral member, investigate the claims of the labor organization desiring participation and decide whether or not it was
organized in accordance with section 2 hereof and 1s otherwise
properly qu alified to participate in the selection of the labor
members of the Adjustment Board, and the findings of such
boards of three shall be final and binding.

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page 14, line 17, after the
word "parties", to strike out "selecting him, it being intended hereby that the members selected by carriers shall
be compensated by the carriers and that the members selected by the national labor organizations of the employees
shall be compensated by the organizations. Each arbitrator" and insert "he is to represent. Each third or
neutral party", and on page 15, line 2, after the word" subsistence", to strike out "while serving as an arbitrator"
and insert "or per diem allowance in lieu thereof, subject
to the provisions of law applicable thereto, while serving as
such third or neutral party", so as to read:

JUNE _18.

and the order of the division o:f the Adjustment Board in the
premises. Such suit in the district court of the United States
shall proceed in all respects as other civil suits, except that on
the trial of such suit the findings and order of the division of
the Adjustment Board shall be prim.a facie evidence of the facts
therein stated, and except that the petitioner shall not be liable
for costs in the district court nor for costs at any subsequent
stage of the proceedings, unless they accrue upon his appeal, and
such costs shall be paid out of the appropriation for the expenses
of the courts of the United States. If the petitioner shall finally
prevail, he shall be allowed a _rea5onable attorney's fee, to be
taxed and collected as a part of the costs o:f the suit. The district
courts are empowered, under the rules of the court governing
actions at law, to make such order and enter such judgment, by
writ of mandamus or _o therwise, as may be appropriate to enforce
or set aside the order of the divis~on of the Adjustment Board.

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page 21, after line 18, to
insert:

(w) Any division of the Adustment Board shall have authority,
in its discretion, to establish regional adjustment boards to act
in its place and stead for such limited period as such division
may determine to be necessary. Carrier members of such regional
boards shall be designated in keeping with rules devised !or this
purpose by the carrier members of the Adjustment Board and the
labor members shall be designated in keeping with rules devised
for this purpose by the labor members of the Adjustment Board.
Any such regional board shall, during the time for which it is
(g) Each member of the Adjustment Board shall be com- · appointed, have the same authority to conduct hearings, make
pensated by the party or parties he Ls to represent. Each third findings upon disputes and adopt the same procedure as the divior neutral party selected under the provisions of (f) of this section sion of the Adjustment Board appointing it, and its decisions
shall receive from the Mediation Board such compensat ion as the shall be enforceable to the same extent and under the same
Mediation Board may fix, together with his necessary traveling processes. A neutral person, as referee, shall be appointed !or
expenses and expenses actually incurred for subsistence, or per service in connection with any such regional adjustment board in
diem allowance tn lieu thereof, subject to the provisions o:f law the same circumstances and manner as provided in paragraph (I)
hereof, with respect to a division of the Adjustment Board.
applicable thereto, while serving as . such third or neutral party.

Mr. WHITE. Mr. President, I desire to offer an amendThe amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page 16, line 5, after the ment to the committee amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The amendment to the
word "conductors", to insert "sleepirig-car porters, and
amendment will be stated.
maids and dining-car employees", so as to read:
The CHIEF CLERK. On page 21 it is proposed to strike out
Third division: To have jurisdiction over disputes involving station, tower, and telegraph employees, train dispatchers, mainte- all of line 19 and all of 20 to and including the word " to "
nance-of-way men, clerical employees, freight handlers, express, therein, and in lieu thereof to insert:

station, and store employees, signalmen, sleeping-car conductors,
sleeping-car porters, and maids and dining-car employees. This
division shall consist of 10 members, 5 of whom shall be selected
by the carriers and 5 by the national labor organizations of
employees.
·

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page 17, line 18, after the
word" paragraph", to strike out "(i)" and insert "(n) ",and
on page 18, line 7, after the word "arbitrators", to insert
"and shall fix and pay the compensation of such referees",
so as to read:
(k) Any division of the Adjustment Board shall have authority
to empower two or more of its members to conduct hearings and
make findings upon disputes, when properly submitted, at any
place designated by the division: Provided, however, That final
awards as to any such dispute must be made by the entire division as hereinafter provided.
(1) Upon failure o:f any division to agree upon an award because of a deadlock or inability to secure a majority vote of the
division members, as provided in paragraph (n) of this section,
then such division shall forthwith agree upon and select a neutral person, to be known as " referee ", to sit with the division as a
member thereof and make an award. Should the division fall to
agree upon and select a referee within 10 days o:f the date of the
deadlock or inability to secure a majority vote, then the division,
or any member thereof, or the parties or either party to the dispute may certify that fact to the Mediation Board, .which Board
shall, within 10 days from the date of receiving such certificate,
select and n ame the referee to sit with the division as a member
thereof and make an award. The Mediation Board shall be bound
by the same provisions in the appointment of these neutral
referees as are p rovided elsewhere in tllis act for the appointment
of arbitrat ors and shall fix and pay the compensation of such
referees.

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page 19, line 9, after the
word "which", to strike out "the road of", and in the
same line, after the word " carrier ", to strike out " runs "
and insert" operates", so as to read:
(p) If a carrier does not comply with an order of a division o!
the Adjustment Board within the time limit 1n such order, the
petitioner, or any person for whose deficit such order was made,
may file in the district court of the United States for the district
in which he resides or in which is located the principal operating
offi.ce of the carrier, or through which the carrier operates, a petition setting forth briefly the causes for which he claiins relief,

Upon application of any carrier, or of the representative of
labor involved in any dispuse within the meaning of this act, the
appropriate division of the Adjustment Board shall.

Mr. DILL. Mr. President, what is the purpose of that
amendment? I do not have it in printed .form.
Mr. WHITE. Mr. President, the committee amendment
as it is drafted makes optional in the divisions of the
adjustment board the appointment of regional boards to
hear the disputes. The amendment I have suggested makes
mandatory, upon the application of any party to a controversy, the appointment of a regional board to hear the
controversies.
Under the bill, four divisions are set up under the Adjustment Board. The jurisdiction of the divisions depends upon
the subject matter of the controversy, but the bill provides
that these divisions shall have their headquarters in Chicago.
I think that means, a.s a practical matter, that if a dispute should arise in the State of Maine, or in the State of
Washington, or in the State of Texas, or where not throughout the United States, the controversy would be moved for
hearing to Chicago. The people of my section of the country believe in the principle of local government; and there
is no more fit opportunity for the application of that principle, so it seems to me, than in hearing and settling these
disputes. I feel very strongly that when a controversy
arises in any section of the country, the first effort to adjust
that controversy should be made by those who live in the
neighborhood of the controversy, and should be made by
the parties directly involved in it. The provision should be
mandatory for local hearing, and that is all that is sought
by the amendment.
Mr. DILL. Mr. President, the effect of the amendment to
the amendment would be to make the national board practically useless and worthless if either party to a dispute desired a regional board, because, as I understand the Senator's amendment, if either party made application for the
creation of a regional board it would become mandatory to
appoint a regional board.
In the hearings on the bill we had this peculiar situation.
The representatives of the railroads and the representatives
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of the employees both insisted ·t11at the present law had
failed. They said that we must have some board with power
to settle these disputes. The raTiroads wanted all of the
'l'egional boards made mandatory and to have no national
boards at all. The employees' representatives insisted that
we should have national adjustment ·boards b'crt with no
mandatory regional ·boards.
The subcommittee, in framing the bill, worked out this
amendment, which provides that any division of the national board, if it shall decide it is desirabie, - may set
up a regional board. There may be conditions under which
it is desirable to have .regional boards. There may be :an
unusually large number of disputes in some section of the
country. There may be disputes of .a certain character which
make it desirable to have regional boar.ds in order to get
through with the work or to have men especially fitted to
handle the cases. So the committee believed that it was
desirable to give each of these divisions of the board of ad·justment the power to set up these regional .boards when,
in their judgment, it was desirable. So, under the committee amendment, there would be the optional right, but
the proposed amendment of the Senator from Maine would
make it -compulsory -to set up regional boards. Since the
railroads do not want national boards at all, the result would
be that there would be a regional board in practically every
dispute that was raised. I hope the Senator's amendment
will not be agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agree'mg
to the amendment to the amendment.
The amendment to the amendment was rejected.
The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page 22, line 13, after the
word "Second" and -the J)eriod, to strike out .4, Nothing in
this act shall be construed to prohibit any carrier or any
group of carriers and its ur their employees or any· class
thereof from agreeing upon the settlement of disputes
through such machinery of contract and ·adjustment as they
may mutually -establish" and to insert "Nothing in this
section shall be construed to prevent any individual -carrier,
system, or ·gi:oup of carriers and any class or classes uf
its or their employees, all acting through their representatives, selected in accordance with -the J)rovisions of this act,
from mutually agreeing to the establishment of system,
group, or regional -boards of adjustment for the purpose -of
adjusting and deciding disputes of the chaTacter specified
in this section. In the event that either -party to such a
system, group, or regional ·boaTd m ·adjustment is dissatisfied with such -arrangement, it ma-y upon 90 ·dayS' notice
to the other party eleet to come under the jurisrliction of
the Adjustment Board", so as to read:

tion and receive tbeir salar1es for a period of 30 days from such
date in the same manner a.s tbongh this act bad not been -passed.
There is hereby established, as an independent agency in the
executive branch -of the -Oovern:ment, a board to be known as the
' National Mediation Board ', to be composed of three members
appointed by the President, by -and with the advice and consent
of the- Senate. The terms -of 'Office of the members first appointed
shall begin as soon as the members s'hall qualify, but not before
30 days after the approval of this act, and expire, as .designated
by the President at the time of nomination, one on February l,
1935, one on February l, 1936, .and one .on February 1, 1937. The
terms of ofilce of all successors <Shall -ex_pire 3 years after the
expiration of the terms for which their predecessors were .appointed; but any member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring
prior to ~e expiration af the term for which ms ·-predecessor
was appcr.nted shall be ..appointed only ;for the unexpired term of
.his predecessor. Vacancies in the ·Board shall not impair the
powers nor affect the duties of the Board .nor of :the remaining
members of the Board. Two of the members in affine .shall constitute a quorum for the transaction Df the business of the Board.
Each member of the Board .shall .receive a ..salary B.t the :rate of
$10,000 per annum, together with necessary traveling .and .slibsiE>tence expenses, or per cl.iem allowance ln lieu thereof, .subject
to the provisions of law applicable thereto, while away from the
principal office of the Board on business :re.quired by this .act. No
person in the employment of or who is pecuniarily or otherwJse
interested in any organization of employees or any carrier shall
enter u_pon the duties of -or continue to be a member of -the Board."

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page 23, 1ine 8, after the
word " abolished ", to strike out " except that " and insert
" effective 30 days from the approva1 uf this -act and "; in
line 11, after the word "the", to strike ·out "passage" and
insert " approval "; in the same line, after the word " shall ",
to insert "continue to function and.,,; in 1ine 19, after the
word " shall ", to insert " begin as .soon as the members
shall qualify, but not before -30 days after the approval of
this act, and"; .and, on pag-e 24, line 12, after the word
"of'', to strike out the word" the", so as to read:

The :amendment was -:agreed to.
The next amendment was. nn page 27, line 10, .after -the
word " dispute ", to insert " not referable to the National
Board of Adjustment and", and in line 11, after the word
" nut ", to strike out " settled n.r ", so as to read:

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page 24, line 19, before the
word "of", to strike out "passage" and insert "approval .,,,
so as to read:
All cases referred to the Board of Mediation and unsettled on
the date of the approval of this act shall be handled to conclusion.
by the Mediation Board.

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page 25, line 22, .after the
name "Adjustment Board", to insert "regiona1 adjustment
boards established under ·paragraph <w> of section 3 ",so as
to read:

Third. The Mediation Board may (1) appoint such e1g)erts. and
assistants to act in a confidential capacity and, subject to -the
J>rovisions of the civil-service, laws, such other officers and employees as are essential -to -the effective transaction of the work o!
the Boa.Td; (2) 1n accordance with the Classification Act uf 1923,
1ix the -salaries uf such experts, assistants, officers, an-cl employees;
and (3) make such expenditures (including expenditures for rent
and personal services at the seat of government and elsewhere, -for
law books, periodicals, and books of reference, and for _printing
and binding, and ~nc1uding expenditures for salaries and compen..sation, necessary traveling .expenses .and ..expenses .actually incur.red
for subsistence, and other necessary expenses of the Mediation
Board, Adjustment Board, regional adjustment boards established
under paragraph (w) of section 3, and boards of arbitration, in
accordance with the provisions of this .section and sections 3 and
7, respectively), as may be necessary for the 'execution of the functions vested in the Board, in the Adjustment Board and in the
boards of arbitration, and as may be .provided for by the Congress
from time to time. All ex_penditlll"es of the Boa.rd shall be allowed
and paid on
presentation o! .itemized vouchers therefor
"Secona. 'Nothing 1n this section shall be construed to pr.event approved by the chairman.
any individual carrier, system, or group of carriers 1md any class
or Classes of its or their .employees, an .acting thrnugh their repreThe next amendment was, ..on page 27, line 4, .after the
.senta.tives, selected in ac~_orda.nce with the provisions of .".this .act, name "Mediation Board", to strike out "or the Mediation
from mutually agree~g .to the establishment of .system, .group~
'Or -regional boards of ·adjustment for the purpose of adjusting Board ma_y proffer :its £ervices '~ so as to Tead:
and deciding disputes of the character specified in this section.
FUNCTIONS OF :MEDIATION BOARD
In the event that either party to such a system, group, or regional
SEC. 5. First. The parties, or either party, to a dispute between
boa.rd of adjustment is dissatisfied with :such arrangement, 1t an employee or group 'Of employees and a carrier may invoke the
may upon 90 days' notice to the other party elect io come ·under
services J:>f the Mediation Board in a.ny of the following caBes.
the jurisdiction ·Of the A;Iiustment Board."

Section 4 of the Railwey Labor Act is amended to read as
follows:
'"NAXlONAL MEDIATION BOARD

"SEC. 4. First. The Board of .Media.ti.on is hereby :abolished, effec-

tive SO days from the approval gf this act, and the members, £ecretary, officers, -assistants, -e mployees, mid -agents 1.ilereot, · 1n office
upQJ'l .:the ICla.te of .the .appro~ .Gf: thia- &at, .6baU ogn tmue .~ .tune-

.the

(b) Any other dispute not referable to the National 'Board of
Adjustment and next adjusted 1n conference between the parties
-or where conferences .a.re refused.

The amendment was a&Teed to.
The next amendment was, on page 21, after line 12, to
'insert:
The Mediation Board may proffer tts :services Jn case any labor
emergency is found by it to exiat .at "Rny time.

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page 28, 1ine .J.4, before
the word " the ". to 'Strike out ".as to " 11.nd insert " of ", so
as to read:
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Second. In any case ln which a controversy arises over the
meaning or the application of any agreement reached through
mediation under the provisions of this act, either party to the
said agreement, or both, may apply to the Mediation Board for
an interpretation of the meaning or application of such agreement. The said Board shall upon receipt of such request notify
the parties to the controversy, and after a hearing of both sides
give its _interpretation within 30 days.

The PRESIDING -oFFICER: ·The question is on agreeing
to the amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. DILL. I have another amendment I should like to
offer to facilitate the transfer of employees and appropriations not provided for in the bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will state the
The amendment was agreed to.
amendment.
The next amendment was, on page 30, line 1, after the
The CHIEF CLERK. On page 26, line 22, it is proposed to
word " Board ", to strike out " or a member thereof ", so as strike out the quotation marks, and after line 22, to insert
to read:
the following:

(c) When an agreement to arbitrate has been filed ·with the
Mediation Board, or with one of its members, as provided by this
section, and when the said Board has been furnished the names
,of the arbitrators chosen by the parties to the controversy it shall
'be the duty of the Board to cause a notice in writing to be
served upon said arbitrators, notifying them of their appointment, requesting them to meet promptly to name the remaining
arbitrator or arbitrators necessary to complete the Board of Arbitration, and advising them of the period within which, as provided by the agreement to arbitrate, they are empowered to name
such arbitrator or arbitrators.

Fifth. All officers and employees of the Board of Mediation (except the members thereof whose offices are hereby abolished),
whose services, in the judgment of the Mediat!on Board, are necessary to the efficient operation of the Board, are hereby transferred to the Board, without change in classification or compensation; except that the Board may provide for the adjustment of
such classification or compensation to conform to the duties to
which such officers and employees may be assigned. All unexpended appropriations for the operation for the Board of Mediation that are available at the time of the abolition of the Board
of Mediation shall be transferred to the Mediation Board, and
shall be available for its use for salaries and other authorized
expenditures.

The amendment was agreed to.
The next amendment was, on page 32, line 18, after the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing
word "change", to strike out "effecting" and insert "in
agreements affecting", and in line 19, after the word" for", to the amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
to insert "the beginning of", so as to read:
Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, I have some brief amendSEC. 6. Section 6 of the Railway Labor Act is amended to read
ments, in the nature of perfecting amendments, which I
as follows:
"SEC. 6. Carriers and representatives of the employees shall should like to offer.
. give at least 30 days' written notice of an intended change in
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will state the
agreements affecting rates of pay, rules, or working conditions,
amendment.
and the time and place for the beginning of conference between
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. It is proposed, on page 3, line 2,
the representatives of the parties interested in such intended
changes shall be agreed upon within 10 days after the receipt of to strike out the words " National Board of Adjustment "
said notice, and said time shall be within the 30 days provided in and to insert in lieu thereof " National Railroad Adjustment
the notice. In every case where such notice of intended change
has been given, or conferences are being held with reference Board."
Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, I will explain the reason for
thereto, or the services of the Mediation Board have been -requested by either party, or said Board has proffered its services, the amendment. A bill somewhat similar to the one now
rates of pay, rules, or working conditions shall not be altered by pending, dealing with the relationships between employers
the carrier until the controversy has been finally acted upon as
required by section 5 of this act, fiy the Mediation Board, unless and employees in industry, has been pending before the
a period of 10 days has elapsed after termination of conferences Committee on Education and Labor and is now on the calwithout request for or proffer of the services of the Mediation endar. In one sense the board proposed to be created by
Board."
the pending bill is not a national adjustment board, because
The amendment was agreed to.
it does not deal with the relationships between all emThe next amendment was, on page 33, line 11, after the ployers and employees. It only deals with the relationships
figure "8 ",to strike out "and 10" and insert" 10, and 12 ", between railroads and their employees. Therefore it is
so as to read:
proposed to call this board the "National Railroad AdjustSEC. 7. The Railway Labor Act is amended by striking out the ment Board." The other board will be called the "National
words " Board of Mediation " wherever they appear in sections Industrial Adjustment Board." The Senator from Washing7, 8, 10, and 12 of such act, and inserting in lieu thereof the ton [Mr. DILL] is in accord with my views about it. I think
words " Mediation Board."
it will prevent a great deal of confusion if we call this the
The amendment was agreed to.
"National Railroad Adjustment Board", in view of the fact
- The PRESIDING OFFICER. That completes the commit- that it deals only with reference to the problems in contee amendments.
nection with the railroads.
Mr. DILL. I agree with the Senator from Massachusetts.
Mr. DILL. Mr. President, I have one or two amendments
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreewhich I should like to offer. The first is on page 23.
ing to the amendment of the Senator from Massachusetts
Mr. HASTINGS. Have the amendments been printed?
[Mr. WALSH].
Mr. DILL. No; they have not.
The amendment was agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from WashMr. DILL. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to
ington offers an amendment, which the clerk will state.
The CHIEF CLERK. On page 23, line 18, it is proposed to amend the name in other places where it may appear in the
strike out the period and to insert a comma and the words bill.
The PRESIDil"IG OFFICER. Without objection, it is so
" not more than two of whom shall be of the same political
ordered.
party", so as to read:
MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT-APPROVAL OF A BILL
NATIONAL MEDIATION BOARD
Messages in writing froi:n. the President of the United
SEC. 4. First. The Board of Mediation is hereby abolished effective 30 days from the approval of this act and the members, secre- States were communicated to the Senate by Mr. Latta, one
tary, officers, assistants, employees, and agents thereof in office of his secretaries, who announced that on June 16, 1934,
upon the date of the approval of this act shall continue to function and receive their salaries for a period of 30 days from such the President had approved and signed the following act:
S. 3723. An act to amend the Mineral Lands Leasing Act
date in the same manner as though this act had not been passed.
There is hereby established, as an independent agency in the of 1920 with reference to oil- or gas-prospecting permits
executive branch of the Government, a board to be known as the and leases..
" National Mediation Board ", to be composed of three members
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of
the Senate, not more than two of whom shall be of the same
A message from the House of Representatives, by Mr.
political party.
Haltigan, one of its clerks, announced that the House had
Mr. DILL. Mr. President, the amendment would simply passed without ameridIDent the following bills of the Senate:
make the board a bipartisan board. I think it was overS.101. An act for the relief of Robert Gray Fry, deceased;
looked by the committee.
S. 336. An act for the relief of the Edward F. Gruver Co.;
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S. 521. An act for the relief -of Henry Poole;
S. 887. An act for the relief of Lucy B. Hertz and J. W.
Hertz;
S.1072. An act for the relief of Rufus J. Davis;
S.1118. An act for the relief of George J. Bloxham;
S.1119. An act for the relief of Fred A. Robinson;
s. 1200. An act for the relief of Elizabeth Millicent Trammell;
s. 1287. An act for the relief of Leonard Theodore Boice;
S.1288. An act for the relief of Otto Christian;
S. 1600. An act for the relief of S. G. Mortimer;
S.1654. An act for the relief of George Yusko; S. 1758. An act for the relief of B. E. Dyson, former United
States marshal, southern district of Florida;
S.1804. An act to authorize the transfer of certain real
estate by the Secretary of the Treasury to C. F. Colvin in
settlement of the Northfield (Minn.) post-office site litigation, and for other purposes;
S.1993. An act for the relief of the Lower Salem Commercial Bank, Lower Salem, Ohio;
S. 2367. An act for the relief of Emilie C. Davis;
S. 2398. An act for the relief of Nancy Abbey Williams;
S. 2627. An act for the relief of Arvin C. Sands;
S. 2744. An act for the relief of Anna Carroll Taussig;
S. 2752. An act for the relief of the legal beneficiaries and
heirs "Of Mrs. C. A. Toline;
S. 2875. An act for the relief of Margoth Olsen von Struve;
S. 2919. An act for the relief of Cornelia Claiborne;
S. 2957. An act for the relief of the rightful heirs of
Wakicunzewin, an Indian;
s. 3016. An act for the relief of the Dongji Investment
Co., Ltd.;
s. 3161. An act for the relief of Mary Seeley Watson; and
s. 3335. An act for the relief of Joanna A. Sheehan.
The message also announced that the House had passed
the following bills of the Senate, severally with an amendment, in which it requested the concurrence of the Senate:
S. 60. An act for the relief of Richard J. Rooney;
S. 86. An act for the relief of A. L. Ostrander;
S. 255. An act for the relief of John Hampshire;
S. 488. An act for the relief of Norman Beier;
S. 740. An act for the relief of William G. Fulton;
S. 847. An act for the relief of Nez Perce Tribe of Indians;
S. 1526. An act for the relief of Ann Engle;
S.1803. An act for the relief of certain riparian owners for
losses sustained by them on the drained Mud Lake Bottom
in Marshall County in the State of Minnesota;
S.1901. An act for the relief of William A. Delaney;
S. 1998. An act for the relief of the estate of Martin Flynn;
S. 2141. An act for the relief of Roy Lee Groseclose;
S. 2233. An act for the relief of Mildred F. Stamm;
S. 2561. An act for the relief of Robert R. Prann;
s. 2672. An act for the relief of Mabel S. Parker;
S. 2809. An act confening jurisdiction upon the Court of
Claims to hear and determine the claims of the International
Arms and Fuze Co., Inc.; and
S. 2972. An act for the relief of John N. Knauff Co., Inc.
The message further announced that the House had passed
the fallowing bills of the Senate, severally with amendments,
in which it requested the concurrence of the Senate;
S. 365. An act for the relief of Archibald MacDonald;
S.1258. An act for the relief of Charles F. Littlepage;
S.1498. An act authorizing the Secretary of the Interior
to pay E. C. Sampson, of Billings, Mont., for services rendered the Crow Tribe of Indians;
S.1531. An act for the relief of Elizabeth Buxton Hospital;
S. 1585. An act for the relief of the Black Hardware Co.;
S. 1753. An act for the relief of Marcella Leahy McNerney;
S. 2112. An act for the relief of W. H. Key and the estate
of James E. Wilson;
S. 2338. An act for the relief of Robert V. Rensch;
S. 2467. An act for the relief of Ammon McClellan;
S. 2549. An act for the relief of Albert W. Harvey;
S. 2553. An act for the relief of the Brewer Paint and Wall
Paper Co., Inc.; and
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S. 2620. An act for the relief of N. W. Carrington and J.E.
Mitchell.
The message requested the Senate to return to the House
the bill (S. 1948) entitled "An act amending the act entitled
'An act authorizing the Court of Claims to hear , determine,
and render judgment in the civilization-fund claim of the
Osage Nation of Indians against the United States', approved February 6, 1921 (41 Stat. 1097) ."
ENROLLED JOINT RESOLUTION SIGNED
The message also announced that the Speaker had affixed
his signature to the enrolled joint resolution (H.J .Res. 342)
authorizing an appropriation to defray the expense of erecting the completed Navy and Marine Memorial Monument,
and it was signed by the President pro tempore.
ISSUANCE OF PATENTS TO CERTAIN NUMBERED SCHOOL SECTIONS
The PRESIDING OFFICER laid before the Senate the
amendment of the House of Representatives t o the bill CS.
1825) authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to issue
patents to the numbered school sections in place, granted
to the States by the act approved February 22, 1889, by the
act approved January 25, 1927 (44 Stat. 1026), and by any
other act of Congress, which was, on page 2, line 9, to strike
out "attaches" and insert "attached".
Mr. ERICKSON. I move that the Senate agree to the
amendment of the House.
The motion was agreed to.
SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES BETWEEN CARRIERS AND EMPLOYEES
The Senate resumed the consideration of the bill (S. 3266)
to amend the Railway Labor Act approved May 20, 1926,
and to provide for the prompt disposition of disputes between carriers and their employees.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, I offer a further amendment, which I send to the desk and ask to have stated.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will state the
amendment.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. It is proposed, on page 21, line
18, at the end of section 3 <v>, to add a new section to read
as follows:
The reports of each division of the Adjustment Board and the
annual report of the Mediation Board shall state in detail all
cases heard, all actions taken, the names, salaries, and duties of
all agencies, employees, and officers receiving compensation from
the United States under the authority of this act, and an account
of all moneys appropriated by Congress pursuant to the authority
conferred by this act and disbursed by such agencies, employees,
and officers.

Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, the Senator from Washington is in accord with my views, and fa vars the adoption of
that amendment. I desire to say in explanation that tP,e
language is copied from the bill to which I referred, which
is pending on the calendar, and which will, undoubtedly, be
taken up for discussion and decision at the next session of
Congress.
Mr. President, we have been altogether too careless about
getting reports from governmental boards, and this amendment has been drawn very carefully with the purpose and
idea in view of having boards provided for report to Congress in detail what they are doing, the decisions they are
making, how much money they are spending, what their
employees are, and their salaries. I think it will be a great
help to the Appropriations Committee in the future when
such boards come and ask for employees, to find out the
nature and character of their work. I am glad the Senator
from Wasl1ington approves the amendment.
Mr. DILL. I see no objection to an amendment to pro~
vide for reports which might be helpful.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing to the amendment of the Senator from Massachusetts
[Mr. WALSHJ.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. WHEELER.

Mr. President, I send to the desk an

amendment which I offer and ask to have read~
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The amendment will be
read.
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The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. It is proposed at the end of the railroad paying the salaries of representatives of the organization.
Mr. DAVIS. That is right.
bill to insert the following:
Senator HATCH. And that is where it would destroy the com-

If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, or phrase of this
act is for any reason held to be unconstitutional, such decislon
shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions of this act.
All acts or parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions of this
~t are hereby repealed.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The question is on agreeing
to the amendment of the Senator from Montana.
_ The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. WHEELER. I offer another amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will read the
amendment.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. It is proposed, on page 6, in line
20, to strike out the language beginning with the word " no ",
and ending with the word " contributions " in line 6, on
page 7, and to insert in lieu thereof the following:
No carrier, its officers, or agents shall deny or in any way question the right of its employees to join the labor organization of
their choice, and it shall be unlawful for any carrier to interfere
1n any way with the organization of employees, or to use the
funds of the carrier in maintaining company unions, or to influence or coerce employees in an effort to induce them to join or
remain members of such company unions, or to deduct from the
wages of employees any dues, fees, assessments, or other contributions payable to company unions, or to collect or to assist in
the collection of any such dues, fees, assessments, or other
contributions;

Mr. WHEELER. Mr. President, let me say with reference
to this amendment that this is the identical language which
was adopted in the House bill which was reported favorably
by the Interstate Commerce Committee of the House and
passed the House by an overwhelming vote. Practically the
only change in this section is that it substitutes the words
"company unions" for the words "any labor organization"
throughout that section.
Mr. WALSH. Will the Senator yield for a question?
· Mr. WHEELER. I yield.
Mr. WALSH. Do the words " company union ,, appear in
any other part of the bill?
Mr. WHEELER. I was going to offer the amendment with
reference to section 5 as well.
Mr. WALSH. I suggest that the Senator make the language general-any labor organization.
Mr. WHEELER. Mr. President, let me say to the Senator
from Massachusetts that all the railroad brotherhoods have
agreed that this was the language they wanted in the bill,
and I can see no reason in the world why we should permit
them to contribute to company unions.
Mr. WALSH. I . am not in sympathy with company
unions, but I have felt that we ought not to draft legislation which appears to distinguish between labor organizations. We ought not to use language which denounces
a trade union, or criticizes a trade union, or restricts a
trade union. This principle . should apply to company
unions, if these company unions are free and independent
of their employers.
Mr. WHEELER. Mr. President, Mr. Davis, testifying
before the Interstate Commerce Committee, objected to this
paragraph. He was protesting on behalf of the company
union of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and the reason he was
protesting was, of course, because of the fact, as he said,
that it would affect that particular organization. As was
pointed out by the distinguished Senator from New York
CMr. WAGNER] on Saturday, a company union has its constitution written for it and it is on the pay roll of the company; and the testimony shows that the wages of the man
who testified before the Interstate Commerce Committee,
Mr. Davis, were being paid by the Pennsylvania Railroad Co.
itself. He was questioned upon that very subject, and the
testimony he gave is to this effect-Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, on what page is that,
may I inquire?
Mr . WHEELER. I am reading now from page 45:
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, that is the part of the bill that
strikes you most. You could still have your system boards and
have your company organization. You could do that, but the
part of the bill that strikes directly is that part that forbids the

pany union?

Mr. DAVIS. Yes; but in considering the bill remember we don't
want to lose sight of the fact that it is premeditated on the part
of some organization that is demanding a national organization.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The CHAm.MA:"· The part that hits you hardest, or really destroys
you, is forb1ddmg the railroads paying the cost or the expenses
of the company-union representative.
Mr. DAVIS. That is the part of the bill; yes. But in many ins~ances the whole bill is predicated on the basis of the eliminat10n of so-called " company unions."

Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, do I understand the Senator's amendment prevents the existence of a company
union? Does it merely prevent a company union's existing
through contributions made by the employers?
~· WHEELER: Exactly. It does not put company
umons out of busmess, but it does absolutely prevent the
companies from contributing to company unions.
Mr. WALSH. As I understand the measure, there is a
later provision in the bill which permits the employer to
pay . representatives of the employees when they are actually engaged in collective bargaining during working
hours.
Mr. WHEELER. Yes.
Mr. WALSH. And the Senator's amendment does not
interfere with that?
Mr. WHEELER. No.
Mr. WALSH. The Senator's amendment is merely for
the purpose of forbidding any other kind of a contribution
by an employer to assist in maintaining a company union.
Mr. WHEELER. That is it, exactly.
Mr. WALSH. That does not mean that an employer cannot give money for an athletic field or for a hospital or for
other purposes, but he must do it through some other group
or organization other than a labor union.
·
Mr. WHEELER. That is correct.
Mr. W~H. In other words, he must keep his hands off
the labor organization and not interfere with the matter of
collective bargaining.
Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President-The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the Senator from
Montana yield to the Senator from Kentucky?
Mr. WHEELER. I yield.
Mr. BARKLEY. While under the terms of the bill as it
has been reported it was intended to make the language
broad enough to prevent contributions to any sort of labor
organization, including a company union, it is a fact that
the company union, especially the railroad company union,
has been a serious problem with respect to the question of
collective bargaining between the railroads and their employees. The Senator's amendment emphasizes the objection to making contributions especially to company unions.
While the language reported by the committee is broad
enough to prevent it, it is felt by some that this particular
evil should be mentioned by name and emphasized in the
bill.
Mr. WHEELER. That is correct.
Mr. BARKLEY. The bill provides that if there is a committee or arbitration board set up representing both sides,
and the committee on the part of employees is made up of
men who are employed, there shall be nothing to prevent
the railroad from paying them their ordinary compensation
while they are serving the company union in settling the
question which is involved.
Mr. WHEELER. Mr. President, let me say further that
in reading the testimony I find this question and answer:
The CHAIRMAN. I want to get this clearly-get this clearly in
mind. It ls the theory of yourself and others that you can represent men in a dispute and be paid-represent them fairly and
fully and be paid by the person against whom the grievance
is taken?
Mr. DAVIS. That is right.

On the floor of the Senate the other day it was stated by
the distinguished Senator from Delaware [Mr. HASTINGS]
that on the Pennsylvania Railroad the men and the com-
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pany had gotten along for a long period of time. I think
that is true, but is true because of the fact that the Pennsylvania Railroad pays the men who really represent the
employees. In other words, the nian who is representing
the employees is also upon the pay roll of the Pennsylvania
Railroad Co. and he is being paid extra money for the
services which he is rendering. No lawyer would think of
permitting a person on the other side of the lawsuit. to pay
him any compensation nor would he take any favors from
him in any way, shaipe, or form. The organized-labor men
of the country want to observe exactly the same kind of
ethics with reference to employees' labor organizations that
a lawYer would observe in his profession.
I can see no reason why the language should not be used
and I am sure that if it is used, as it was contained in the
bill as it passed the House, it will facilitate the passage of
the bill through Congress.
We all appreciate that we are coming to the end of the
session and everybody is anxious that the bill should pass.
If the House provisions should be adopted it would undoubtedly mean that the bill would not be tied up in conference. The bill would be much more quickly reported out
of conference if it should be necessary that it go to conference.
Mr. DILL. Mr. President, I desire for a moment to explain to the Senate just what the amendment of the Senator
from Montana involves. It involves more than merely a
proposal to outlaw the company union. The ianguage as
written by the Senate committee is the language which was
recommended by Mr. Eastman, the Coordinator of Railroads.
It is the language which was agreed upon by the subcommittee which studied the bill, and .by the full committee
which discussed it.
I invite attention to the difference between the language
of the Sen.are bill and of the amendment offered by the
Senator from Montana which is the language of. the Hou..,c:e
bill. Both provisions are alike except that the language
of the Senator's amendment limits the interference of the
raih·oads or the contributions of the railroads_to company
unions. The Senate committee took the position and Mr.
Eastman took the position th.at it . should be broader than
that. I have a long lett;er f.rom Mr. Eastman t;o the effect
that if we are by law to prohibit the railroads from requiring
employees to join a company union, if we are by law to
prohibit the railroads from making any contribution to any
kind of a company unio~ we should not permit the employees to compel the railroads to make men join a certain
union which the men might in that way be aole to force
them to join.
Mr. WHEELER. There is nothing in the bill to compel
that.
Mr. DILL. Oh yes, there is. I .know the bill. When we
simply forbid their interfering with the joining of company
unions and stop at that, it is left within the power of the
standard unions to compel the railroad companies to demand
that their employees shall belong to the standard unions.
The reason for the amendment is a demand on the part of
the trainmen, the yardmen, the yard conductors, the employees in connection with yard engines, the organization
headed by Mr. Whitney, of Cleveland.
I have had much correspondence with him a.bout it and
have discussed with his representatives the entire matter.
I have great sympathy with his position, but cannot agree
to what he desires. They have been able to use the strength
of their union to establish what are known as percentage
contracts with certain railroads. Under those contracts
they have in effect a closed shop as to yard trainmen who
are employed by the railroads. On some railroads it is 75
percent, on some 85 percent, on some 90 percent, and I
think 100 percent in some cases. That means that before
a man may be employed to work for the railroad he must
join the railroad trainmen's organization. They are strong
enough to compel that. I am not complaining of that.
What the ·committee objected to, and the position I have
taken representing the committee, is that if we are, by law,
to say that the railroads shall not be permitted to require

employees to join a company union the railroads should
not, by law, be permitted to compel or require a man to
join some other union that the union officials may want
him to join. In other words, that is the wording of the
text in the House bill. The House language and the amendment of the Senator from Montana both use the words
" company union."
There is nothing in the language of the amendment of
the Senator from Montana to prevent the railroads from
saying to a man who comes to work for them, "You shall
not join any union as long as you work for this road", or,
if the union is strong enough to compel the railroad to say
to the man, "You must join that union before you can be
employed."
This provision may easily become a sort of model piece
of legislation on this subject. If, by law, we are going to set
up a prohibition against the carrier's requiring its employees
to join a company union, we ought not to leave the law in
such form that the companies could be required to compel
a man to join a general employees' union.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, let me make an inquiry
of the Senator. Sometimes agreements are made between
employees and employers . for the purpose of having the
employer deduct from the wages of the employee the dues
which are paid to labor organizations. If the amendment
proposed by the Senator from Montana should be adopted,
a railroad carrier or employer would be forbidden to deduct.
money for dues in a company union.
Mr. DILL. Yes.
Mr. WALSH. But he would be permitted to deduct money ·
for dues in any other kind of union.
Mr. DILL. If the union were strong enough to compel
such an agreement. The committee took the position that
if the Congress, by its sovereign power, were to lay down
a provision -of law and say to a carrier, "You shall not be
permitted to require that your employees join a company
union", we should go further and say, "You shall not be
permitted to require that they join any particular union.
You shall not interfere with them in joining a union."
I am not particular as to what the Senate does in this
situation; but I do want the Senate to understand the difference between the provision of the bill as reported by
the committee and the amendment proposed by the Senator
from Montana. The one prohibits a railroad from requiring
its employees to join a company union and stops there.
The other says that a railroad shall not require its men
to join any union; it shall not interfere with their joining
any union or not joining a union.
That is the difference between the two proposals.
Mr. President, I have here a letter, which I shall not take
time to read, from Mr. Eastman to Representative RAYBURN,
chairman of the House committee, explaining in detail the
reasons why he is, opposed to the language in the House
bill. I ask to have it printed in the RECORD at this pointas a part of my remarks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so
ordered.
The letter is as follows:
FEDERAL COORDINATOR OF TRANSPORTATION,
Washington, June 7, 1934.

Hon. SAM RAYBURN,
Chairman Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce,

House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

MY DE...a CONGRESSMAN: Mr. J. A. Farquharson, vice president and
legislative representative of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, has left with me a copy of his brief filed with your committee in support of amendments of bill (R.R. 9689) proposed
by the Association of Railway Labor Executives in lieu of paragraphs 4 and 5 of section 2 of the bill. There has also been
presented to your committee an argument by Mr. R. K. Cork.hill
in support of certain other amendments proposed by so-called
" independent " organizations. It may clarify the situation if I
reply to these communications.
Paragraphs 4 and 5 of section 2 of R.R. 9689 merely write into
the permanent law and clarify provisions of the Bankruptcy Act
and Emergency Railroad Transportation Act, 1933. The proposed
amendments which Mr. Farquharson undertakes to defend are
designed to protect certain so-called " percentage contracts " which
his brotherhood has with some of the railroads. These contracts
are so out of harmony w~ the whole spitlt of railroad labor rela-
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ttons as contemplated by the Railway Labor Act, the Bankruptcy
Act, and the Emergency Railroad Transportation Act, that I am
frankly astonished by the persistency ·with which these amendments ·are · urged. In my testimony before your committee I
pointed out that they are designed to permit the so-called " standard organizations" to enter into contracts or agreements with the
carriers which are prohibited in the case of company unions,
such contracts or agreements being of the " closed shop " or
"yellow dog" variety. No such distinction is made in the present
labor provisions of the emergency act, which the standard organizations themselves wrote, and I am at a loss to know how it can
be defended. It is not necessary to repeat here all that I said in
my statement to the committee. However, the trainmen have
cleared up with my organization a few points as to which I was
not fully informed at the time of my statement.
(1) None of the percentage contracts applies to the road train
service. Conductors demoted to trainmen's work on account of
decrease in business displace trainmen, and trainmen are promoted to conductors' jobs without any friction between the organizations and without any percentage contracts. Under these circumstances a percentage contract for the trainmen in road service
would be impossible.
(2) The percentage contracts apply only to yard service; i.e.,
yard conductors, yard brakemen, and switchmen. The contracts
provide that at least 75, 85, or 100 percent, as the case may be, of
these classes of employees working in a yard must belong to the
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen and that, in one instance at
least, the carrier must, in the contract of employment, provide
that the new employee shall join the trainmen's organization
within a limited number of days from his employment. Thus the
contract proVides for a closed shop, in whole or in part, and has
also all the essential features of the "yellow dog" contract, denying freedom of choice to the employees.
(3) The Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen has the contract
for the yard service employees on between 140 and 150 class I
railroads, but on only 23 roads of this total has the brotherhood
been able to negotiate a percentage contract. On the remaining
. one-hundred-and-twenty-odd roads where the trainmen have the
yard contract, they are in position to make the yard service jobs
interchangeable with the road train service, protect their contracts, prevent illegal strikes, insure division seniority for yard
service employees, and generally make the organization much more
flexible in the protection of their members and the railroad than
under a percentage contract.
This is so because the percentage is figured for each yard separately, and hence the men have no seniority rights elsewhere in
case the operation of a yard is abandoned through consolidation,
lengthening of divisions, or other operating change.
(4) The Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen could, without difficulty, rewrite the percentage contra.cts to conform with the yard
contracts that they hold on the great majority of the roads.
(5) The percentage contra.cts of the Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen cover not more than 10,000 employees. This is approximately 1 percent of the total of railroad employees. The provisions of paragraphs 4 and 5 of section 2 of the bill will affect
the opportunity of freedom of choice in the selection of representatives by perhaps 400,000 employees heretofore included in "company union" groups. Is it any wonder that the railroads foster
the contentions made by the trainmen in the hope of preventing
the passage of the bill or impertling its constitutionality? The
committee members will appreciate the legal arguments that will
be raised in behalf of the " company unions " if Congress should
prohibit certain practices with respect to them but permit the
same practices with respect to other labor organizations.
(6) In Mr. Farquharson's brief, attention is called to certain
contracts of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen in the South, whereby a certain percentage of men employed
as firemen are promotable men. Apparently Mr. Farquharson
would have it appear that these contracts of the firemen are
similar to the percentage contracts of the trainmen. This, however, is not the case. All that the :firemen's contracts provide is
that a certain ratio between white and colored firemen shall be
maintained for reasons having absolutely no relation to membership or nonmembership in labor organizations. The percentage
contracts of the trainmen for yard service are the only "closedshop" contracts known to the railroad industry.
(7) Long experience has shown that whenever management is
put into position to assist in the control of membership in a labor
organization, it will find ways to control the policy and practices of that organization.
(8) The importation of labor practices in other industry as a
guide to Congress in framing railroad-labor legislation presents an
anomaly. Heretofore, the railroad labor leadership has set the
model to which labor interests in other industry have sought to
attain. Senator WAGNER has joined with the Committee on Interstate Commerce in the Senate in recommending this legislation as
it appears in H.R. 9689. Mr. Farquharson's brief is in error in
asserting that the United Mine Workers write only closed-shop
contracts. The fact is that while the check-off may be written
into the miners' contracts, it applies only to the members of the
union.
,
I am confident that the only real support for the proposed
amendments is from a single organization. None of the other
standard organizations has anything to gain from such changes in
the bill. I sincerely hope that your committee will not imperil
the legislation by adopting these amend.ments. They can cause
only trouble and are incapable of any sound defenseA ... '
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With respect to the statement filed with your committee by
Mr. R. K. Corkhlll, I have not been favored with a draft of the
amendments proposed by Mr. Todd which Mr. Corkhill supports.
The bill as proposed gives every latitude to independent unions,
organized in accordance with the bill, to ally themselves in national organizations and participate in the selection of the labor
representatives on the National Adjustment Board. They are also
given every opportunity to agree with managements upon any
other system of adjustment. To open up additional avenues for
the f~her review of minor grievances than those provided in
the bill as now drawn would be defeating the very purposes for
which it is proposed to amend the Railway Labor Act.
Respectful1y yours,
JOSEPH B. EASTMAN.

Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, I understood the Senator
from Montana to claim that his amendment only emphasized
the forbidding of paying money by employers to a company
union. I understand the Senator from Washington dissents,
and says the amendment goes beyond that and prevents a
company union existing.
·
Mr. DILL. The amendment, by stopping with the words
"company union", permits the employees, if they are strong
enough with the union, to require the railroad to say to a
man who wants work," You mu.st join that union before you
can work for this railroad." The bill provides that the railroad shall not interfere with the man's joining or not
joining any union whatsoever.
Mr. WALSH. Does the Senator's bill forbid employers to
contribute any money at all to company unions?
Mr. DILL. Or any other labor organization.
Mr. WALSH. There is no question about that?
Mr. DILL. There is no question about that .
Mr. WALSH. I desire to ask the Senator from Montana
why we should go beyond that.
Mr. WHEELER. Mr. President, I can best explain that
matter to the Senator in this way:
Quite candidly, I think the Senator from Washington is
not correct in the interpretation he puts upon the language.
I appreciate, however, that the interpretation which he
places upon it has been placed upon it by some of the labor
representatives; but let me read the language of the bill
itself as it is written. It is on page 6 of the Senate bill,
line .19:
No carrier, its omcers or agents, shall deny or in any way question the right of its employees to join, organize, or assist in
organizing the labor organization o! their choice, and it shall be
unlawful for any carrier to interfere in any way with the organization of its employees, or to use the funds of the carrier ln
maintaining or assisting or contributing to any labor organization,
labor representative, or other agency of collective bargaining, or
in performing any work therefor.

I propose' to strike out, in effect, the portion beginning on
line 24, " or assisting or contributing to any labor organization, labor representative, or other agency of collectiye
bargaining, or in performing any work therefor", and insert
in lieu thereof "company union." That is the only cliff erence in the provisions.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. WHEELER. I yield.
Mr. HASTINGS. I wish to inquire whether or not the
amendment strikes out the last word in line 20 and the first
four lines in line 21, "organize, or assist in organizing."
I think that language is stricken out in the House bill.
Mr. WHEELER. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. HASTINGS. Is that language stricken out in the
amendment of the Senator from Montana?
Mr. WHEELER. That is stricken out in my amendment.
In other words, let me say to the Senator from Delaware
that the language used in my amendment is taken bodily
from the House amendment. That is exactly what it is.
For the benefit of the Senate, let me say frankly that I
am about to read from a brief submitted to me by the labor
representatives themselves. I call attention to the fact that
Mr. Eastman's letter was written before the Interstate Commerce Committee of the House acted on the bill. They
heard Mr. Eastman, the representatives of the railroads,
and likewise the labor representatives. After hearing the
representatives of the labor organizations and the others
and reading Mr. Eastman's letter, they adopted the language
the labor organizations wanted. .
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Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, will the Senator yield to
r submit to the Senate· that the members of the Interstate
Commerce Committee of the House are anything but rad-. me?
Mr~ WHEELER. I yield.
icals; but let me call attention to. this brief.
Mr. HASTINGS. I wanted to inquire whether the SenaOrganized labor throughout the United States has 8.lmost since
its inception been privilege<\. and has b~en writ~g percentage tor knew whether Mr. Whitney, representing the Grand
or closed-shop agreements with their employers. There are many Lodge of the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, had
such agreements in effect on · the railroad_s Qf the' Uniteq. State$
today. The Brotherhood of Locomotive. Firemen anq _Enginemen changed his opinion since his letter of May 20, in which he
hold such contracts with many railroads in the South whereby said:
fixed percentages of men _empl~yed ~ firemeri ar~ promotable
men. The Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen ,holds man:y percentage agreements governing yard conductors, yard brakemen,
switch tenders, car retarder operators in ya.rd service. The
amendment of the bill permits-:
As I have sug-g estedOf the freedom of organization of employees in organizations
established without employer influence--

There cannot be any question at all about . that. If they
are established without employer influence, they can belong
to any labor organization they choose- .
and is necessary to protect the collective-bargaining strength of
the contracting labor organization, and sustains directly the pw·pose of this· bill, which is to · give to employees the right to
organize without employer in.tluence.

'The railway employees of the United States would be far better
off to have the law continue . as it is than to be shackled by
amendments such as above mentioned.

That is, an amendment such as is now in the Senate committee bill, and which is not like the House . provision.
Mr. WHEELER. Mr; President, I would say to the Senator from Delaware that Mr. Whitney is absolutely in favor
of the particular amendment which I have offered.
Mr. HASTINGS. Is he opposed to the bill if the Senator's amendment is not agreed to?
Mr. WHEELER. I am unable to say. I stated a moment
ago that the ~player itself would want these amendments.
The representative of the railroad also stated this:
· Furthermore, it guarantees to the employer this protection that
no individual can start a friction without concurrence of the

Tl:iis is something that the Senate should bear in mind. contracting organization because the contracting organization
This is the important phase of the matter:
makes the decision as to .whether or not the complaint is real or
When a labor organization contracts with an employer it assumes an obligation, and as long as that obligation exists the
employer and the labor organization should be free to write such
contracts as both believe to be necessary to permit of each fulfilling their respective contractual obligation; and if a percentage
or closed-shop agreement is in effect, then the employer, in order
to fulfill his part of the contractual obligation to the contracting
organization, should be privileged to exercise sufficient in.tluence
over his employees to maintain the obligation he may have assumed; that the full percentage of th~ employees working shall be
members in good standing of the o:r:ganization with which he
holds the contract.

They go on to say:
These amendments have nothing to do with any man joining
the organization of his choice, but they" are necessary to protect
the agreements the men have entered into with their employer
after they have been organized in keeping with the spirit o! the
law.

In other words, some of the railroad organizations are
afraid that unless this provision is put in the bill, they having had contracts with the railroads, it may be possible for
the railroads, through some manipulation, to get around the
contracts in some way.
Mr. DILL. Mr. President-Mr. WHEELER. I yield to the Senator from Washington.
Mr. DILL. The -argument which I think appeals to all of
us is tb.at the railroad trainmen's organizations have been
able to build up their organizations to a point where they
are strong enough to require, in many railroads, that before
men can work in that particular branch of the service, at
least 75 or 85 or 90 percent of them must belong to · the
trainmen's organizations. They took the position that
having won that much from the railroads, they ought not
to be handicapped by this legislation. I may say that that
appeals to me, but I felt that the justice of the matter required that we take the other position.
Mr. WHEELER. Mr. President, when the employees of a
railroad enter into a contract with the railroad, if only 25
percent of the men belong to the organization, how is it
possible for the railroad employees to comply w]th their contract? The other employees could totally disregard the contract, and there might be a strike upon the railroad which
would not be controlled by the railroad men themselves;
but if the railroad employees' organization has 75 percent
of the men members of their organization, then they are in
a position to be held legally responsible for their conduct,
and, in addition to that, they are much more able to force
the men to comply with the terms of any agreement they
may enter into with the railroad;
It seems to me that, as a matter of fact, a railroad it.self,
if it were a forward-looking railroad, would much prefer to
have that kind of a contract entered into with its employees
than to have a contract where only 25 percent of the employees belonged to the organization.

fancied. Further, no less a personage than United Stat"es Senator
WAGNER, of New York. chairman of the Labor Board, and one
who has done more proqably than anyone else in an effort to
bring about a restoration of as nearly normal conditions as can
be hoped for, and who, as chairnu:.n of the Labor Board, has done
more than anyone else in an effort to establish industrial peace
has said in his labor disputes bill · (S. 292tD, which he introduced: "Nothing in this act shall preclude an employer and a
labor organization from agreeing that a person seeking employment shall be required as a condition of employment to join
such labor organization."

I submit the amendment.
Mr. HASTINGS obtained the floor.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, will the Senator yield to me
for a moment?
Mr. HASTINGS. I yield.
Mr. WALSH. I think it would be very helpful if we had
the views of the Senator from New York [Mr. WAGNER] in
regard to this amendment.
Mr. WHEELER. Mr. President, will the Senator from
Delaware yield to me a moment?
Mr. HASTINGS. I yield.
Mr. WHEELER. There is another amenci.-rnent which
should go with the pending amendment, if this should be
adopted, that is, on page 7, line 17, to strike out the words
" labor organization ", and to insert in lieu thereof the
words" company union." I ask unanimous consent that the
two amendments be-voted on together.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Montana
asks unanimous consent that he be permitted to otrer and
to have as pending a further amendment, and that when
the amendment first oifered is voted upon the two amend.:
ments be voted on together. Is there objection? The Chaii
hears none, and it is so ordered.
·
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, earlier in the day I addressed myself to this subject, with the idea of impressing
upon the Senate that there was no great need for this
legislation at this session, and that the Coordinator had said
as much. He called attention to the fact that it dealt with
only minor difficulties, and he also said that it was an
experiment.
In addition to that I called attention to the very great
difference between the House measure and that which had
been reported by the Senate committee. The Senator from
Montana has offered an amendment to the Senate committ~e bill, and if it were adopted there would be very little
difficulty in agreeing with the House.
The1·e is this other difference, however, between the two
bills. The House bill leaves the present Mediation Board
in existence, while the Senate committee bill abolishes that
Board and creates an entirely new board. I do not know
how very important that is, and I do not know that it makes
very great difference, unless it be to take care of the members
of the present Board.
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Mr. President, the amendment just offered by the Senator
from Montana is very important. It is important from
the standpoint of unions dealing with 21 railroads. It is so
important to them that the president of their organization
says:
The railway employees o! the United States would be far better
off to have the law continue as it is than to be shackled by
amendments such as above mentioned.

So that from Mr. Whitney's point of view it is better to
have no legislation affecting the present Railway Labor Act
than to have it as written by the Senate committee.
· l\Ir. President, that demonstrates another thing. It demonstrates what I have undertaken on two or three occasions
to point out to the Senate, that there is no such need of this
legislation a.S to require great haste on the part of Congress
and on the part of the Senate at this late hour.
But, Mr. President, before I begin to discuss this matter
in detail I should like to make an observation which I believe is sound. I think that the Congress of the United
States ought not to lay its heavy hand upon the rights of
the people of this country to deal with each other in the
way they think best unless it becomes important and essential and in the public interest to do so.
As I undertook to point out earlier in the day, it certainly
cannot be said that there is any great demand upon the part
of the public for this legislation, because the executives of
the railroads would be the first to see that some relief must
be given in order to enable them to meet a serious situation
upon their own railroads.
Mr. WHEELER. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. HASTINGS. I yield.
Mr. WHEELER. Apparently the Senate does not agree
with the Senator from Delaware, because when the vote was
taken as to whether we should take up this measure there
were only 2 votes against doing so.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, I must say in that connection with that I would have been agreeable to take up
this measure, as I have been all this session and sessions
in the past, upon the mere suggestion of the leader, whether
it be on the Republican side or whether it be on the Democratic side of the Chamber. I hesitate to repeat what I
have said before, but it might be worth while because it
largely explains my particular attitude with respect to this
proposed legislation at this time.
Of course, this measure is sufficiently important to be
made a special order of business of the Senate. If it had
been suggested by the leader on the other side of the Chamber, the next day after it had been put upon the calendar,
that it be made the unfinished business of the Senate, it
never would have occurred to me to have objected to it.
But, I have, as many Senators have, given serious and careful consideration to the great mass of legislation which was
being laid before the Congress of the United States. We have
watched with keen interest what was being passed by the
House, many times without any reasonable consideration at
all, inany times without anyone having an opportunity to
raise his voice in protest against the legislation. We are all
concerned in adjourning this session of Congress a.s soon as
may be, having in mind the public interest, after we have
taken care of such essential bills as the administration
insisted upon the Congress passing.
I am not one of those who hold that the President of the
United States has not and ought not to have much to say
with respect to what legislation shall be taken up first in
the Congress of the United States. It is not an absolute right
of his-which he, of course, knows and realizes-but he is
the President of the United States; it is his duty to advise
the Congress about the state of the Union, and he may do
that in such a way as to impress upon the Congress that
legislation which is of the greatest importance, and when
he does that it is but reasonable that reasonable men in the
Congress should be willing to consider first the particular
legislation desired.
· So, I repeat, if this measure had been upon the President's
program, if it had been laid up before us as one of the bills
that was to be taken up at this · session, I would not have
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been found eve.n with one other Member opposing it. But
I thought this Congress, if it were possible to do so, was to
end on Saturday night last. I repeat what I said on Saturday with respect to it. We on this side cooperated as nearly
as we could. I am not complaining of anyone. I am assuming that whoever made these agreements did what they
reasonably could to carry them out. So I am not complaining about that. But I do insist that, having a program, and
having given us to understand there was a limitation on that
program, those of us on this side of the Chamber have the
i·ight to insist upon that program being carried out, and
that the action here be limited to that program as nearly as
we may be able to do it, unless something has transpired
since the making of the agreement itself.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, there is an
intimation in the Senator's statement that I cannot permit
to pass unnoticed. In no conversation that I ever had with
anyone was there ever an expression or an implied understanding that the railway labor bill would not be taken up.
I did make the statement that I had talked with the President and that the labor joint resolution or some ether subsitute for the Wagner bill, if the Wagner bill could not be
considered, and the housing bill were of p1imary importance.
I do not wish to be put in the attitude, by implication on
the part of the Senator from Delaware, of failing to carry
out mY agreement and understanding. I never yet in all my
life have knowingly failed to do that.
The simple fact is that the Senator from Delaware was interposing an objection here to the consideration of the railway labor bill, and I said this morning that if he were to
conduct an unlimited and indefinite filibuster, supported by
a number upon the other side or upon this side of the Chamber, that it was the feeling of the President and of myself
that this bill might go over until the next session. But I
do not wish to be put in the attitude of having made an
agreement not to take it up, when it was never mentioned in
any conversation I ever had with anyone.
As I stated this morning, I am for this bill. No one ever
proposed to me that it should not be taken up. But I did
feel that if it were to result in a prolonged filibuster it would
be very well to let the bill go over.
The bill was taken up by a vote of 78 to 2, as I remember,
and I feel that the Senate could and should take a vote
on it.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, I thank the Senator for
his explanation. But may I inquire whether it was not
expected by the Senator from Arkansas that it would be
impossible to adjourn this Congress by Saturday night last
and include in the program anything more than tqe three
bills which were discussed?
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, I cannot
answer that question either in the affirmative or the negative. We have passed during the last few days perhaps 100
bills and concurrent and other resolutions. There was no
discussion of any bills except the ones to which I have
referred.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, I do not care to go into
any details with respect to that. I thought, and I know
other Senators on this side of the Chamber thought, that
there was a program, and that what we would do the balance of this session would be limited to that program if
there were selious objections made to extending it. However that may be, whether there was an understanding or
agreement-and I specifically said that I was not blaming
anyone for not being able to carry out any agreement-whether there was or whether there was not-Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield to me for a further statement?
Mr. HASTINGS. I yield.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I feel that it is a mistake
to inject at this juncture a controversy such as is involved
in the so-called" Wheel~r amendment." In view of the fact
that the bill was just about to pass at the time the amendment was offered, and in view of the further fact that the
Senator in charge of the bill, and many friends of the bill,
feel that the amendment should not be urged, I think per-
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haps the Senator from Montana, as a friend and supporter
of this legislation, might very well see his way clear to permit
us to proceed with the bill.
Mr. HASTINGS. I invite the attention of the Senator to
the fact that what the Senator from Montana has incorporated in his amendment agrees with the House text.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. The provision would be in
conference anyWay; but, of course, if it is incorporated in
the way suggested it would not be in conference.
Mr. McNARY. Mr. President, inasmuch as a controversy
has arisen, I think I should say something as one who participated in the conference- with the Senator from Arkansas
[Mr. ROBINSON].
I think a week ago today the Senator from Arkansas
brought to me what might be called a legislative program.
I submitted it to the Republican caucus as it was submitted
to me. It did not include the railway labor bill. It was
thought the bill would not be brought up.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. McNARY. Certainly.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. The question was asked
me what measures I felt were imperative to be disposed of
before adjournment could be had, and the measures which
were mentioned were in response to that inquiry.
Mr. McNARY. Very well. I think, then, I shall go further than that.
The Senator from Arkansas, in his own handwriting,
brought me a memorandum of the program, consisting of
the permanent appropriation repeal bill, the conservation
of Indian resources bill of the Senator from Montana [Mr.
WHEELER], the grazing bill, the retirement of railway employees bill, the calendar, the Tugwell nomination, the boll.sing bill, the relief bill, the deficiency bill, and the Wagner
bill.
At that time I expressed the hope that the program might
permit us to adjourn last Saturday. There was no reference
made to any other bill. I took the program before the Republican caucus and they agreed to cooperate to that erid.
I may have misunderstood the Senator from Arkansas, but
I felt certain from our conversation and previous conversations that it was understood we would carry out the proposed legislative program and adjourn at the end of that
program.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield further?'
Mr. McNARY. Certainly.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. If the program to which
the Senator refers had been completed, I should not have
insisted upon taking up the bill now before the Senate. I
did not ask to take it up. The Senate manifested its desire
to take it up. We had nothing else before the Senate.
Mr. McNARY. I was not opposed to the bill, as I was not
opposed to many bills on the calendar, but we were working
with the distinct understanding of what our legislative program would be.
It was not until Saturday that I heard from the Senator
from Arkansas that there were some Members who desired
to proceed to the consideration of what is now the unfinished
business. I think the Senator joined with me when I expressed the hope that the bill would not be brought up. I
think the Senator conferred with the Senator from Washington [Mr. DILL] about the matter. They both talked to
me about it. Thereafter the Senator from Ohio [Mr. BULKLEY] attempted to bring up his bill to amend the Banking
Act. Thereafter the Senator from Washington [Mr. DILL]
stated to me:
Inasmuch as the program which l was willing to help carry out
has been modified, if not destroyed, I am going to move to bring
up the railway labor bill.

The Senator from Delaware [Mr. HASTINGS] is exactly
right in relying upon what I said to the Republican caucus.
The Republicans responded to my wishes in the matter. I
relied wholly upon the understanding that this bill would
not be called up.
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I am not complaining about what happened subsequently.
but there was the understanding, end the Senator from Delaware is precisely correct in stating the belief that he. was
scmewhat misled in the matter. I think there was an enlargement of the program much against the general understanding.
But there is this faetor which might be considered, that
Saturday night, when the Senator from Washington [Mr.
DILL] threatened to take up the railway labor bill, there
was a little hostility on the floor of the Senate and we decided to recess. Consequently this morning he had a perfect right to make it the unfinished business if he had the
votes to do so.
I say this in the interest of what I believe to be the exact
understanding and exact facts, and to support the contention of the Senator from Delaware [MI\ HAsTINGS] that he
believed the program was confined to the items which I have
stated and did not include the bill which is now the unfinished business.
Mr. HASTINGS. I thank the Senator from Oregon.
Mr. WHEELER. Mr. President, am I to understand that
the Senator from Delaware is bitterly opposed to the particular amendment which I have offered?
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President I am perfectly frank 'to
say that I think the amendment which the Senator has
offered is very much more objectionable than the language
which appears in the bill as reported by the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce.
Mr. WHEELER, Let me say that of course while I do
not agree with the Senator as a matter of fact I feel that
the companies themselves would be in a much better position to deal with the unions with my amendment in the bill
than with it out. I did not understand the Senator to state
whether he was particularly opposed to the particular
amendment.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President during the last several
days like other Senators I have been very busily engaged in
fallowing what was going on in the Senate through long and
tedious hours. I made particular complaint about having
taken up the railway labor bill in violation of what I believed to be the understanding because I had told the persons who approached me with respect to it that it was not
on the program and that I would not therefore take the
necessary time carefully to consider and prepare the various
amendments which I would have offered to the b~ll had it
come up in the normal and regular course of events.
The bill is not a measure that ought to be passed upon
hurriedly. It is not a bill which persons can easily understand. Much study and a careful consideration of the hearings ought to be had in connection with the particular measure now before us. I repeat, it ought not to be disposed of
quickly. There is no necessity for it being done quickly.
No great harm would eome to anyone if the measure
should go over until the next session. But if it be practically the unanimous opinion of the Senate that the bill be
taken up and discussed and considered, I shall do the best
I can to discuss it as intelligently as I can so that when we
get through with it the Senate will at least have an opportunity to read the RECORD rather than to depend upon the
hearings and other papers in connection with the bill.
I think the most intelligent statement that was made
about the purpose of the bill can be found in the testimony
of Mr. Eastman, the coordinator, which begins on page 9 of
the hearings. I propose later to call attention particularly
to the witnesses who are opposed to the bill. I shall show
that out of 724,043 persons there are 47.3 percent who are
represented by national organizations; and those who are
familiar with the bill will realize that nothing but national
organizations can be of any assistance to the worker. Unless a man belongs to a national organization, he has no
representation at all in this tremendous national board, with
all the power that has been given to it.
Mr. HARRISON. Mr. PresidentThe PRESIDENT pro tempcre. Does the Senator from
Delaware- yield to the Senator from :Mississippi?
Mr. HASTINGS. I yield.
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- Mr. HARRISON. The Senator is always so affable and
accommodating that I know he, like the rest of us, wants
to see this session of Congress adjourn with everyone in a
fine frame of mind. I know his objections to the amendment offered by the Senator from Montana. I hope that is
one of the main causes of his intense opposition to this
legislation. If the· Senator from Montana would agree to
withdraw that amendment, I am curious to know whether
the Senator from Delaware would be a little bit more
temperate in his long discussion of the bill, so that we
could get to a vote on it. If so, we will make an awful
onslaught on our friend from Montana, in the hope that
he may withdraw the amendment.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, the Senator from Mississippi is always so genial and sweet that I am a little afraid
to say " yes " to him at any time.
Mr. HARRISON. It would make me very happy if the
Senator would say " yes."
Mr. HASTINGS. I am sorry, but that is not my principal
objection to the bill, and the withdrawal of the amendment would not change my position.
Mr. WHEELER. That is exactly what I thought-that
it would not change the Senator's speech, or the length of
his speech, in the slightest degree. Consequently, I think
we shall have to suffer and listen to his speech, and that we
would have had to do so whether I had offered ·the amendment or not. I will say, however, that I should not be in
position to withdraw the amendment, because of the fact
that I gave my word that I would offer it.
Mr. HASTINGS. The Senator from Montana does not
have to listen to the speech.
Mr. Pl·esident, I desire to read the statement made by
Mr. Eastman, because it is the· best way to present some
idea as to what this legislation is about, and how important
it is to have it passed now. As I read it I should like
Senators to observe that, as Mr. Eastman says, there is no
immediate necessity for its enactment.
In the first place, Mr. Eastman gives his name--something
that is well known now to most people, particularly in the
railroad world, but I suppose that is a habit that he has in
these hearings. He says:
My name is Joseph B. Eastman.

Then he describes who he is. He says:
I am Federal Coordinator of Transportation.
My recollection is that in order to take this position he
.was temporarily relieved as a member of the Interstate
Commerce Commission.
I appear in support of this bill, S. 3266.

It seemed apparent that one of two things should be done-either the Labor Board should be given real authority, or it should
be disbanded and the settlement of disputes left to a procedure of
conference and negotiation between the railroads and ther employees with the aid of a governmental agency designed solely for
mediation purposes. The latter course was followed and resulted
in the present Railway Labor Act. That act was worked out in
conference between representatives of the railroads and representatives of the employees and was favored by both sides. It was
frankly an experiment, dependent largely upon the good faith
and good will of the parties, the skill of tbe Government media'tors, and, in the last analysis, the power of public opinion informed in emergencies by a Presidential fact-finding board. The
act prescribed a definite procedure for collective bargaining by
independent parties freed from interference, influence, or coercion, and set up machinery for mediation, arbitration, and fact
finding; but it provided no penalties or other specific means of
enforcing the duties which were imposed. The two parties wished
to see the experiment tried; they were very hopeful of good
results; but neither was sure of the outcome.
This Railway Labor Act has now been tried for a period of
nearly 8 years. It has served a very useful purpose and has
brought about many good results, but experience has shown that
it is in need of improvement. The bill before you, S. 3266, proposes such improvements. It does not depart from the general
principles of the present Railway Labor Act, but, instead, is
designed to reinforce those principles and provide for their more
effective application. It seeks not to overturn but to perfect
what has been done.
I am ready to answer any questions as to the details of the
bill to the best of my ability, and before I conclude shall present
certain amendments which I believe should be made. Doubtless
other improvements in language will be found desirable. Before I get to details, however, I wish to indicate to you what are
the salient features of the bill.
In the paragraph of section 1 marked "First", there is a change
in the present definition of the term "carrier." This change ls
intended to bring within the scope of the act operations which
form an Integral part of railroad transportation, but which are
performed by companies which are not now subject to the Railway
Labor Act. The most important illustration is found in the
refrigerator-car companies, which own refrigerator cars operated
by the railroads and perform certain functions connected with
refrigeration service. Another illustration is found in the companies to which railroads have on occasion contracted out their
maintenance work on equipment and even on way and structures.
The thought is that concerns which function in this way as an
integral part of the railroad transportation system should be
subject to the same duties and obligations with respect to labor
controversies as the railroads themselves and as the express and
sleeping-car companies.

Mr. President-The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does the Senator from
Delaware yield to the Senator from Virginia?
Mr. HASTINGS. For what purpose?
Mr. BYRD. There are two House bills on the table, in
the amendments to which I wish to get the concurrence of
the Senate.
Mr. HASTINGS. I think I shall not yield for that purpose. Unless the Senator wishes to ask me some question
about the address I am making, I decline to yield.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator declines to
yield.
Mr. HASTINGS. I read further from Mr. Eastman's
statement:
Mr. BYRD.

No one is surprised at that, because it will be recalled
that the Senator from Washington [Mr. DILL] says Mr.
Eastman wrote the bill; and I know very well that he appeared in support of it. I know very well, also, that, try
as hard as I might, I could not get a single thing changed
in the committee unless inquiry was made of Mr. Eastman
This object is attained by including in the definition of "caras to what he thought of it, and his nod of head, or shaking rier" any company "operating any equipment or facilities or
furnishing any service included within the definition of the terms
of the head, decided the question.
'railroad' and •transportation' as defined in the Interstate ComHe says:
merce Act." Perhaps a better way can be found of accomplishing

Mr. Chairman, I have prepared a rather brief, compact state- the desired result, but it was thought that this language would
ment, intended to give a birdseye view of the bill, and with your serve the purpose.
I may say that in reading that over last night I am not sure
permission I will go ahead with that.
the language does cover all companies to which railroads on occaThe CHAIRMAN. Go ahead.
Mr. EASTMAN. When the Transportation Act, 1920, was enacted, sion have contracted out their maintenance work, and it perhaps
following the return of the railroads to their private owners after should be examined rather carefully from that point of view.
The CHAIRMAN. I am impressed with the fact that instead of
the period of Federal control, an effort was made to provide for
the orderly adjustment of labor controversies with the aid of a defining the terms in this bill you have defined them as defined in
governmental agency. The Railroad Labor Board was created for sonie other bill.
Mr. EASTMAN. Yes.
that purpose, and the intent was that it should occupy much the
The CH.AIRMAN. That is rather poor legislation, isn't it, genersame field in the settlement of disputes between the railroads and
their employees as the Interstate Commerce Commission occupied ally?
Mr. EASTMAN. Well, the definitions in the Interstate Commerce
in the settlement of disputes between the railroads and their
patrons. The Labor Board functioned for a period of about 6 Act are, of course, definitions of long standing.
The CHAIRMAN. I am not objecting to it; I am wondering if
years, but the results were satisfactory neither to the railroads nor
to the employees. The trouble was that while it followed the they should not be written into this bill.
Mr. EASTMAN. That might, perhaps, be better. Some paraphrasgeneral pattern of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and was
designed to be an impartial Government tribunal for the settle- ing would have to be done if that were done in that way.
The CHAIRMAN. The very fact it would have to be done is a
ment of disputes, this Labor Board was given no authority to
enforce its decisions, and . in_that respect ditiered radically from reason that it should be done. If you define the terms of one
a.ct by another act, everybody has to dig it up.
the Interstate Commerce Commission.
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Mr. EASTMAN. I am not sure the language as it stands does
cover all that it is intended to cover. I shall be glad to give it
further consideration, and to indicate later any changes which
I think ought to be made.
·
As I have already indicated, it is an essential feature of the
present Railway Labor Act that the two parties which engage
in collective bargaining shall be truly representative of the interests which they purport to represent and wholly independent
of each other. This purpose is reflected in the paragraph of
section 2 marked "Third", which reads as follows--Senator WAGNER. You do not agree that this is realistic bargaining where one side controls both sides of the table.
Mr. EAsTMAN. No, indeed.
Senator WAGNER. I brought for myself a shower of protests because I made that assertion once.
Mr. EASTMAN (reading) : .
"Third. Representatives, ·for the purposes of this act, shall be
designated by the respective parties in such manner as may
be provided in their corporate organization or unincorporated
association, or by other means of collective action, without interference, influence, or coercion exercised by either party over the
self-organization or designation of representatives by the other."
While this provision stated a noble purpose, it has not proved
to be self-enforcing, and the act provided no other means of enforcement. Consequently the purposes were not accomplished.
Perhaps I should say it was not entirely accomplished. It has
been accomplished in part. This failure has already been twice
recognized by Congress in other and more explicit provisions
which it has inserted in other statutes. The first recognition was
in the amendment to the Bankruptcy Act, which became law
on March 3, 1933. I quote paragraphs (p) and (q) of section
77 of that amended act, which read as follows:
"(p) No judge or trustee acting under this act shall deny or in
any way question the right of employees on the prcperty under
his jurisdiction to join the labor organization of their choice, and
it shall be unlawful for any judge, trustee, or receiver to interfere
in any way with the organizations of employees, or to use the
funds of the railroad under his jurisdiction in maintaining soc~lled 'company unions•, or to influence or coerce employees in
an efi'ort to induce them to join or remain members of such company unions.
"(q) No judge, trustee, or receiver acting under this act shall
require any person seeking employment on the property under his
jurisdiction to sign any contract or agreement promising to join
or to refuse to join a labor organization; and if such contract has
been enforced on the property prior to the property coming under
the jurisdiction of said judge, trustee, or receiver, then the said
judge, trustee, or receiver, as soon as the matter is called to his
attention, shall notify the employees by an appropriate order that
said contract has been discarded and is no longer binding on them
1n any way."
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by anyone. Let me make clear what that prtnctple is: It neither
undertakes to outlaw so-called "company unions" or to promote
the cause of the American Federation of Labor. The principle is
simply that the employees shall be free to join and be represented
by any labor organization that they wish to join and to have as
their representative, and that the railroads shall in no way interfere with their freedom of choice, directly or indirectly. If a
company union is what the employees really want, they are free
to have it, and the same applies to the American Federation of
Labor.
· I may say I use the expressions "company union" and "American Federation of Labor", because those are the expressions used
commonly in the d.i scussion of this subject. As a matter of fa.c t,
In the case of railroads, six of the national organizations are not
affiliated with the American Federation of Labor.
Senator WAGNER. I am very glad you are bringing out these
points so very clearly. In legislation that I have proposed outside
of the railway situation, I have attempted the _only thing-and I
think that is the purpose of the act-I think it is so expressed in
language, to give the worker a free choice to join any union he
wants, company union or no union, and yet they have insisted by
giving him free choice that it creates a large national union. I do
not know how that conclusion is reached, but it has been broadcast, so I am very glad you are clearing that point.
Mr. EASTMAN. So far as the railroads are concerned, the principle
was recognized in the Railway Labor Act of 1926, and as I have
said, it has been more explicitly recognized in the Bankruptcy
Act, and finally in the Emergency Railroad Transportation Act.
So far as this principle is concerned there is nothing new whatever
1

ins.

3266.

To understand this company-union question you must realize
the influence which a company is able to exert over its employees,
If it cares to use it, particularly in a time when jobs are not tc
be had for the asking. It is like the power of life and death, for
it means the power to deprive a man of the very means of . subsistence. The influence may be exerted at the time when a man
wants a job, by making him agree to limit his freedom of choice
in the matter of labor organizations, or it may be exerted after
he becomes an employee, by instilling in him the fear that if he
does not do as the company wishes he may lose his job. Bear in
mind that there are any number of plausible reasons which may
be conjured up for demotion or dismissal, and that the real reason
need not be brought out into the open.
In addition to this use of fear, which is a most potent instrument of influence and easy to employ, there is the hope of gain.
This is utilized by paying the salaries of officers or in other ways
meeting or helping to meet the expenses of favored organizations
and extending concessions of this sort to them which would not
be extended to organizations which are not favored.
In the investigations which my staff has made, I have gone
rather exhaustively into this matter, and I entertain no doubt
whatsoever that the chief reason why railroad managements prefer
so-called "company unions" is because they can more readily
influence their policies and management than would be the case
with national organizations.
At that point I should say I do not necessarily mean, referring
to influence, any sinister influence. I think many of the railroad
managements are desirous of doing what they regard as best for
their employees, and one of the reasons why they do not like to
see them in the national organization is because they wish to
preserve them from what they regard as the sinister influence of
agitators on the outside. So that when I refer to "influence", I
do not necessarily mean anything which the employers regard as
1n any way sinister.

Mr. President, I remember very distinctly when that
amendment was made to the Bankruptcy Act. Of course, the
principal subject before the Congress at that time was the
Bankruptcy Act and the terms of it, but those interested in
seeing that the members of these company unions were not
imposed UPon insisted upon making that a part of the bankruptcy law. It applied only, of course, to that particular
condition when a railroad was in the hands of a receiver or
in the hands of a trustee, and it was not of very great importance in establishing the principle which Congress might
Mr. President, I desire that the Senate observe what Mr.
expect to follow in the future.
Eastman
says with r.espect to company unions. He first calls
Mr. Eastman continued:
attention to the fact that they are under the influence of
The second recognition was in the Emergency Railroad. Trans- the railroad executives, and then he points out:
portation Act, 1933, which became law on June 16, 1933. Paragraph (e) of section 7 of part I of that act reads as follows:
" (e) Carriers, whether under control of a judge, trustee, receiver, or private management, shall be required to comply with
the provisions of the Railway Labor Act a.net with the provisions
of section 77, para.graphs (o), (p). and (q), of the a.ct approved
March 3, 1933, entitled 'An act to amend an act entitled "An
act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the
United States", approved July 1, 1898, an act amendatory thereof
and supplementary thereto.' "

The Coordinator called attention to the fact that this

having been put into the Emergency Railroad Transportation Act of 1933, although that was a temporary act, and
was, as I recollect it, to last for only 3 years, that is sufficient
reason for writing these things into a permanent law, because Mr. Eastman said:

I do not necessarily mean

•

•

•

sinister influence.

He says:
I think many of the railroad managements are desirous of
doing what they regard as best for their employees, and one of
the reasons why they do not like to see them in the national organization is because they wish to preserve them from what
they regard as the sinister influence of agitators on the outside.

Mr. President, I ask, why is it necessary for the Congress
to take action which will destroy that relationship between
that railroad and its employees, when it is admitted by the
one man who knows about it that the railroad managements
are desirous of doing what they regard as best for their employees, and the only reason they have objected to national
organization is because of the sinister influence of agitators
on the outside. That of itself is sufficient reason why we
should not at this moment tear down what has been built
UP-this good feeling between the railroads and their em-

Thus Congress recognized that the speciflc provisions again.st
interference with freedom of choice in the selection of labor representatives should be applied to all railroads, as well as to those
which happened to be under the control of Judges, receivers, or
trustees.
ployees all over this country. Perhaps it is not true with
The enforcement of that provision of the Emergency Act has regard to all the raih·oads, but it is true with respect to most
devolved in the first instance upon me, and I have done my best of them. I say that if the Congress cannot in the last hours
to induce compliance. The duty so to do has been a pleasure.
because I have no question whatever as to the soundness of the of its session find some better job to do than that, it ought
principle involved. and. I do not see how it can well be questioned to have adjourned weeks ago.
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But let us see now how important this legislation is from
Mr. Eastman's point of view:
Nor do I have any doubt as to the fact that they have in the
past played-I refer to railroad managements--a large part in both
the initial organization and the subsequent operations of these
company unions. Proof of this fact can be supplied, if necessary,
but for present purposes I do not believe it to be necessary.

JUNE

18

RICHARD J. ROONEY

Mr. HEBERT. Mr. President, will the Senator from Delaware yield to me for the purpose of asking unanimous consent for the immediate consideration of a House amendment
to Senate bill 60?
Mr. HASTINGS. I yield.
The PRESIDING OFFICER laid before the Senate the
amendment of the House of Representatives to the bill
<S. 60) for the relief of Richard J. Rooney, which was, on
page 1, line 9, after the word" Office", to insert a colon and
the fallowing proviso:

Mr. President, it is true that when the railroads were
turned back by the Government to the owners it was, in
many instances, important for the railroads to get the men
to organize so that it was possible to deal with them and
make some kind of contracts with them, but there was no
Provided, That no part of the a.mount appropriated in this act
particular harm in that. There is nothing I can see in that
in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
of which anyone may complain.
receive~ by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
The fact is that I have spent considerable time with the railroad
executives on this matter, and their attitude has been on the
whole very commendable-

Now, Mr. President, this is the Coordinator speaking on
April 10 of this year:
The conditions have been improved very materially. The improvement has not been complete, but excellent progress has been
and is being made. I do not now suggest legislation because of
immediate need, but in order that the legislative situation may be
clarified and stabilized and proper provision made for the future.
N. W. CARRINGTON AND J. E. MITCHELL

Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, I am perfectly content
to yield, with the distinct understanding that I do not by
that yield the floor.
Mr. BYRD. I should like to ask unanimous consent for
immediate consideration of the House amendments to two
Senate bills. First, I ask the Chair to lay before the Senate
the amendments of the House to Senate bill 2620.
The PRESIDING OFFICER laid before the Senate the
amendments of the House of Representatives to the bill <S.
2620) for the relief of N. W. Carrington and J. E. Mitchell,
which were, on page 1, line 8, after the word" of", where it
appears the first time, to insert" all claims against the Government of the United States, as,", and in line 10, after the
word " tuberculosis ", to insert a colon and the following
proviso:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this act
in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exaet,
collect, wit hhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violati.ng the provisions of
this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Mr. BYRD. I move that the Senate concur in the amendment of the House.
The motion was agreed to.
ELIZABETH BUXTON HOSPITAL

Mr. BYRD. I now ask the Chair to lay before the Senate
the amendments of the House to Senate bill 1531.
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. POPE in the chair) laid
before the Senate the amendnients of the House of Representatives to the bill <S. 1531) for the relief of Elizabeth
Buxton Hospital, which were, on page 1, line 6, after the
figures " $224.80 ", to insert " in full settlement of all claims
against the Government of the United States", and on the
same page, line 9, after the word "furlough", to insert a
colon and the following proviso:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this act
in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
1n this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys to exact
collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Mr. HEBERT. I move that the Senate concur in the
amendment of the House.
The motion was agreed to.
TAXATION OF MANUFACTURERS OF FIREARMS AND MACHINE GUNS

Mr. HARRISON. Mr. President, will the Senator from
Delaware yield?
Mr. HASTINGS. I yield.
Mr. BLACK. Mr. President, I rise to a point of order. I
desire to ask if the Senator from Delaware still has the
floor?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Delaware.
has the floor.
Mr. BLACK~ May I ask if the rules do not provide to the
contrary?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Virginia
[Mr. BYRD] and the Senator from Rhode Island [Mr. HEBERT]
asked for unanimous consent for immediate consideration of
House amendments to certain Senate bills.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The point of order is
overruled.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, if I am going to be
annoyed by Senators making points of order, I shall have to
decline to yield. I am perfectly satisfied to accommodate
Senators, but I do not desire to be embarrassed by serioll.i
interruptions of my speech.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Chair may state to
the Senator from Delaware that when unanimous consent is
asked, or when the Chair asks the Senator to suspend his
remarks for the purpose of laying before the Senate a message from the House of Representatives, all rules are set
aside by virtue of such unanimous consent and the Senator
does not lose the floor.
Mr. HASTINGS. Then I yield to the Senator from
Mississippi.
Mr. HARRISON. Mr. President, I desire to ask unanimous
consent for the immediate consideration of a House bill. It
relates to the taxation of certain firearms and machine
guns. Will the Senator yield for that purpose?
Mr. HASTINGS. I yield, provided I do not lose the floor.
Mr. HARRISON. I ask unanimous consent for the immediate consideration of the bill CH.R. 9741) to provide for the
taxation of manufacturers, importers, and dealers in cert~in firearms and machine guns, and so forth.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection?
There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider the bill <H.R. 9741) to provide for the taxation of
manufacturers, importers, and dealers in certain firearms
and machine guns; to tax the sale or other disposal of such
weapons; and to restrict importation and regulate interstate transportation thereof, which had been reported from
the Committee on Finance with an amendment, in section 2, paragraph (2), page 3, line 16, to strike out " $1,000 "
and insert " $500 ", so as to make the bill read:
Be it enacted., etc., That for the purposes of this a.ct--

Mr. BYRD. I move that the Senate concur in the amendments of the House.
(a) The term" firearm" means a shotgun or rifie having a barThe motion was agreed to.
rel of less than 18 inches in length, or any other weapon, except
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a pistol or revolver, from which a. shot is discharged by an explosive if such weapon ls capal:1le of being concealed on the person, or a machine gun, and includes a mum.er or silencer for any
firearm, whether or not such firearm is included within the foregoing definition.
(b) The term" machine gun" means any weapon which shoots,
or is designed to shoot, automatically or semiautomatically, more
than one shot, without manual reloading, by a single function of
the trigger.
(c) The term "person" includes a partnership, company, association, or corporation, as we'll as a natural person.
{d) The term "continental United States" means the States
of the United States and the District of Columbia.
(e) The term " importer " means any person who imports or
brings firearms into the continental United States for sale.
(f) The term "manufacturer" means any person who is engaged within the continental United States in the manufacture
of firearms, or who otherwise produces therein any firearm for
sale or disposition.
(g) The term "dealer" means any person not a manufacturer
or importer engaged within the continental United States in the
business of selling firearms. The term " dealer " shall include
wholesalers, pawnbrokers, and dealers in used firearms.
(h) The term "interstate commerce" means transportation
from any State or Territory or District, or any insular possession
of the United States (including the Philippine Islands), to any
other State or to the District of Columbia. (i) The term "Commissioner" means the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
{ j) The term " Secretary " means the Secretary of the Treasury.
(k) The term "to transfer" or "transferred" shall include to
sell, assign, pledge, lease, loan, give away, or othenvise dispose of.
SEc. 2. (a:) Within 15 days after the effective date of this act,
or upon first engaging in business, and thereafter on or before
the 1st day of July of each year, every importer, manufacturer,
and dealer in firearms shall register with the ccllector of internal
revenue for each district in which such business is to be carried
on hi& name or style, principal place of business, and places of
business in such district, and pay a special tax at the following
rates: Importers or manufacturers, $500 a year; dealers, other than
pawnbrokers, $200 a year; pawnbrokers, $300 a year. Where the
tax Is payable en the 1st day of July in any year it shall be
computed for 1 year; where the tax is payable on any other day
it shall be computed proportionately from the 1st day of the
month in which the liability to the tax accrued to the 1st day of
July following.
(b) It · shall be unlawful for any person required to register
nnder the provisions of this section to import, manufacture, or
deal in firearms without having registered and paid the tax imposed by this section.
SEC. 3. (a) There shall be levied, collected, and paid upon firearms transferred in the continental United States a tax at the rate
of $200 for each firearm, such tax to be paid by the transferor,
and to be represented by appropriate stamps to be provided by
the Commissioner, with the approval or the Secretary; and the
stamps herein provided shall be affixed to the order for such firearm, hereinafter provided for. The tax Imposed by this section
shan be in addition to any import duty imposed on such firearm.
(b) All provisions of law (including those relating to special
taxes, to the assessment, collection, remission, and refund of
internal-revenue taxes, to the engraving, issuance, sale, accountab111ty, cancelation, and distribution of tax-paid stamps provided
for in the internal-revenue laws, and to penalties) applicable with
respect to the taxes imposed by section 1 of the act of December
1:7, 1914, as. amended (U.S.C., supp. VII, title 26, secs. 1040 and
1383'), and all other provisions of the internal-revenue laws shall,
insofar as not inconsistent with the provisions of this act, be
applicable with respect to the taxes imposed by this act.
SEC. 4. 'a) It shall be unlawful for any person to transfer a
firea~m except in pursuance of a written order from the person
seeking to obtain such article~ on an application form issued in
blank in duplicate for that purpose by the Commissioner. Such
order shall identify the applicant by such means of identification
as may ~ prescribed by regulations under this a.ct: Providecl,
That, if the appl,icant is an inclividual, such identification shall
include fingerprints and a. photograph thereof.
(b) T~e Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary, shall
cause smtable forms to be prepared for the purposes above mentioned, and shall cause the same to be distributed to collectors of
tnternal revenue.
(c) Every person so tr:msferrtng a fl.rearm shall set forth in each
copy of such order the manufacturer's number or other mark identifying such firearm, and shall forward a copy of such order to the
Commissioner. The ortgJnal thereof, with stamps affixed. shall be
Feturned to the applicant.
(d) No person shall transfer a firearm which has previously been
transfened on or after the effective date of this act, unless such
person, in addition to complying with subsection (c) , transfers·
therewith the stamp-affixed order provided for in this section for
each such prior transfer, in compliance with such regulations as
may be p:rescribed under this act for proof of payment of all taxes
on such firearms.
(e) If the transfer of a firearm is exempted from the provisions
of this act as provided in section 13 hereof, the person transferring such firearm shall notify the Commissioner of the name and
address of_the applic_an~. the number or other mark identifying
such firearm, and the date of lts transfer, and shall file with the
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Commissioner such documents in proof thereof as the Comttlis ..
sioner may by regulations prescribe.
_
(f) Importers, manufacturers, and dealers Wh() have registered
and paid the tax as provided for in section 2 (a) of this act shall
not be required to conform to the provisions of this section with
respect to transactions in firearms with dealers or manufacturers
if such dealers or manufacturers have registered and have paid
such tax, but shall keep such records and make such reports regarding such transactions as may be prescribed by regulations
under this act.
SEC. 5. (a) Within 60 days after the effective date of this act
every person possessing a firearm shall register, with the collector
of the district in which he resides, the number or other mark
identifying such firearm, together with his name, address, place
where such firearm is usually kept, and place of business or employment, and, if such person is other than a natural person, the
name and home address of an executive officer thereof: Provided,
That no person shall be required to register under this section
with respect to any firearm acquired after the effective date of,
and in conformity with the provisions of this act.
(b) Whenever on trial for a violation of section 6 hereof the
defendant is shown to have or to have had possession of such
firearm at any time after such period of 60 days without havfng
registered as required by this section, such possession shall create
a presumption that such firearm came into the possession of the
defendant subsequent to the effective date of this act, but this
presumption shall not be conclusive.
'
SEC. 6. It shall be unlawful for any person to receive or posses~
any firearm which has at any time been transferred in violation
of section 3 or 4 of this act.
SEC. 7. (a) Any· fl.rearm which has at any ti.me been tra~ferred
in violation of the provisions of this act shall be . subject to
seizure and forfeiture, and (except as provided in subsection (b) )
all the provisions of internal-revenue laws relating to searches.
seizures, and forfeiture of unstamped articles are extended to and
made to apply to the articles taxed under this act, and th~
persons to whom this act applies.
.
·
(b) In the case of the forfeiture of any firearm by reason of
a violation of this act: No notice of public sale shall be requil'E!d;
no such firearm shall be sold at public sale; if such firearm is .in
the possession of any officer of the United States except the
Secretary, such officer shall deliver the firearm to the Secretary;
and the -Secretary may order such firearm destroyed or may sell
such firearm to any State, Territory, or possession (including the
Philippine Islands), or political subdivision thereof, or the District
of Columbia, or retain it for the use of the Treasury Department
or transfer it without charge to any Executive department or
independent establishment of the Government for use by it.
SEC. 8. (a) Each manufacturer and importer of a firearm shall
identify it with a number or other identification mark apprnved
by the Commissioner, such number o:c mark to be stamped or
otherwise placed thereon in a manner approved by the Commissioner.
(b) It shall be unlawful for anyone to . obliterate, remove,
change, or alter such number or other identification mark. Whenever on trial for a violation of this subsection the defendant is
shown to have or to have had possession of any firearm upon
which such number or mark shall have been obliterated, removed,
changed, or altered, such possession shall be deemed sufficient
evidence to authorize conviction, unless the defendant explains
such possession to the satisfaction of the jury.
SEC. 9. Importers, manufacturers, and dealers shall keep such
books and records and render such returns in relation to the
transactions in firearms specified in this act as the Commissioner,
with the approval of the Secretary, may by regulations require.
SEC. 10. (a) No firearm shall be imported or brought into the
United States or any Territory under its control or jurisdiction
{including the Philippine Islands), except that, under regulations
prescribed by the Secretary, any firearm may be so imported or
brought in when (1) the purpose thereof is shown to be laWful
and (2) such firearm is unique or of a type which cannot be
obtained within the United States or such Territory.
(b) It shall be unlawful (1) fraudulently or knowingly to import or bring any firearm into the United States or any Territory
under its control or jurisdiction (including the Philippine Islands), in violation of the provisions of this act; or (2) knowingly
to assist in so doing; or (3) to receive. conceal, buy, sell, or in
any manner facilitate the transportation, concealment, or sale of
any such firearm after being imported or brought in, knowing
the same to have been imported or brought in contrary to law.Whenever on trial for a violation of this section the defendant is
shown to have or to have had possession of such firearm, such
possession shall be deemed sufficient evidence to authorize conviction unless the defendant explains such possession to the
satisfaction of the jury.
SEC. 11. It shall be unlawful for any person who is required t<>
register as provided in section 5 hereof and who shall not have
so registered, or any other person who has not in his possession
a stamp-affixed order as provided in section 4 hereof, to ship, carry,
or deliver any firearm in interstate commerce.
SEC. 12. The Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary,
shall prescribe such rules and regulations as may be necessaryfor carrying the provisions of this act into effect.
SEC. 13. This act shall not apply to the transfer of firearms ( 1)
to the United States Government, any State, Territory, or possession of the United States, or to any political subdivision thereof,
or to the District of Columbia; (2) to any peace officer or any
Federal officer designated by regulation of the Commissioner; (3)
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to the transfer of any firearm which 1s unserviceable and which

from Delaware CMr. HAsTINasJ yielding except for a question.
I am going to insist that the rule be enforced.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, I continue reading from
of the requirements of this act shall, upon conviction, be fined
not more than $2,000 or be imprisoned for not more than 5 ..years, the hearings.

18 transferred as a curiosity or ornament.

· SEC: 14. Any person who Violates · or fails to comply with any

or both, in the discretion of the court.
SEC. 15. The taxes imposed by paragraph (a) of section 600
of the Revenue Act of 1926 (U.S.C., supp. VII, title 26, sec. 1120)
and by section 610 of the Revenue Act of 1932 (47 .Stat. 169, 264),
sha.ll not apply to any firearm on which the tax provided by
section 3 ot this a.ct has been paid.
SEC. 16. If any provision of this act, or the a.ppUcation thereof
to any person or circumstance, 1s held invalid, the remainder Of
the act, and the application of such provision. to other persons
or circumstances, shall not be affected thereby.
SEC. 17. This act shall take efrect· on the thirtieth day after the
date of its enactment.
·
SEC. 18. This a.ct may be cited as the " National Firearms Act."

Statutory provisions guaranteeing- independence--

Mr. BLACK. Mr. President, will the Senatoc yield for a
question? ..
Mr. HASTINGS. I yield for a question only.
Mr. BLACK. I desire to know from what page the
Senator is reading.
Mr. HASTINGS. Page 13, at the very bottom of the page.
I am sure the Senatpr has neyer read it, and that is the
reason why I am reading it .to him.
Mr. BLACK. · May I ask the Senator how many pages
' The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection. the there are?
amendment is agreed to.
Mr. HASTINGS. In this particular volume there are 168
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, I offer the amendment which pages, but there are several volumes, so if Senators desire
I send to the desk.
to go to dinner, they may go now.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The amendment will be
I continue reading:
Stated.
.
Statutory provisions guaranteeing independence of railroad
The CHIEF CLERK. It is proposed at the end of the bill to labor organizations and freedom of choice to employees in selectinsert a new section as follows:
·
ing their labor representatives plainly belong in the Railway
SEC. 19. (a) Paragraph (2) of subsection (a.) of section 350 of Labor Act, rather than in the Emergency Railroad Transportation
the Tarifr Act of 1930, as amended, is amended by inserting after Act, 1933. The latter is a temporary measure.
the words " any existing rate of duty " the following: " (except
Mr. President, I have already called attention to the fact
1n the case of fermented liquors, spirits, and wines, not more
that
apparently the Coordinator has ceased his desire to
than 75 percent.)" (b) Paragraph (b) of such section ls amended
by strlk.ing out the period after the words "now payable thereon", have this legislation, because some such provision was put in
and inserting in lieu thereof the following: " (except fermented the Emergency Railroad Transportation Act, but now he
liquors, spirits, and wines, not more tha.n 75 percent.)"
says there must be an amendment to the Railway Labor Act,

Mr. HARRISON. I have no objection to the amendment.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Without objection. the
amendment is agreed to.
The amendments were ordered to be engrossed, and . the
bill to be read a third time.
The bill was read the third time, and passed.
T. BRO<?KS ALFORD

Mr. BYRNES. Mr. President, will the Senator from Del-

aware yield to me?
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does the Senator from
Delaware yield to the Senator from South Carolina?
Mr. HASTINGS. I yield.
Mr. BYRNES. I ask unanimous consent for the immediate consideration of the bill <H.R. 5543) for the relief of
T. Brooks Alford.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there objection?
There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider the bill <H.R. 5543) for the relief of T. Brooks Alford,
which was ordered to a third reading, read the third time,
and passed.
INVESTIGATION OF FEDERAL FARM BOARD

Mr. CAPPER. Mr. President, will the Senator from Delaware yield to me?
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does the Senator from
Delaware yield to the Senator from Kansas?
Mr. HASTINGS. I yield.
Mr. CAPPER. I ask unanimous consent for the immediate
consideration of the resolution which I send to the desk.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is there objection?
There being no objection, the resolution (S.Res. 276) was
read, considered, and agreed to, as follows:

because the Transportation Act was temporairy only.
I continue reading:
3. The penalty provisions of section 12 of the emergency act
were drafted before the introduction of section 7, conta1nlng the
labor-protection provi.slons, and were never redrafted to cover the
latter provisions adequately. · Consequently it ls at least doubtful whether the Coordinator has at his command adequate means
for the enforcement of the prohibitions of section 7 (e). Fortunately, good progress has been made in securing compliance with
those prqhibitions without resort to legal processes. The legal
point involved, however, is one ·which might cause trouble.
In redrafting the provisions for incorporation in the Railway
Labor Act, all of these points have been kept in mind, and it bas
also been the endeavor to cover specifically the various means
whereby railroad managements have exerted or sought to exert
undue infiuence upon the choice or conduct of labor organizations.
Enforcement involves nothing but the determination of the
facts, and for this reason it has in S. 3266 been definitely placed,
where it belongs, in the hands of the Department of Justice. The
penalties provided are aimed not only at the carrters but also at
their omcers and a.gents, for experience has shown that a very
large part of the undue influence is exerted by lesser ofticla.ls who
are often allowed to pursue policies which the formal announcements of the managements disapprove.
A very important feature 1s definite provision for secret elections conducted under the auspices of the National Mediation
Board, at which, when doubt exists, the employees may record
their actual preference. Recently various elections of this kind
have been conducted in an orderly way under the auspices of the
present Board of Mediation and with excellent results, but it is
desirable that the law should provide explicitly for such elections.

In other words, the Coordinator is not willing to let well
enough alone, but he desires, at a time when there is no
particular necessity for it, to write into the law a specific
provision which he may be able to enforce at some time in
the future.

They furnish the best possible means of determining what the
employees really want.
I come now to the provision for a. national adjustment board. I
Resolved, That Resolution 42, agreed to April 11, 1932, authoriz- think the term in the statute 1s "national board of adjustment."
ing and directing the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry to The Railway Labor Act now provides that boards of adjustment
make an investigation of the activities and operations of the " shall be created by agreement between any carrier or groups
Federal Farm Board created by the Agricultural Marketing Act of carriers, or the carriers as a whole, and its or their employees."
approved June 15, 1929, hereby 1s continued in full force and
You will note that the duty thus imposed 1s definite and posieffect until the end of the first session of the Seventy-fourth tive. The law also prescribes the procedure under which such
Congress.
adjustment boards shall act and makes their decisions " ftnaJ and
binding on both parties to the dispute."
SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES BETWEEN CARRIERS AND EMPLOYEES
These provisions were regarded when they were enacted as a.
The Senate resumed the consideration of the bill <S. 3266) vital and essential part of the act. Three national boards of
adjustment ha.d operated during the period of Federal control,
to amend the Railway Labor Act approved May 20, 1926, and and,
·on the whole, very successfully.

to provide for the prompt disposition of disputes between
Mr. LEWIS. Mr. President, would the Senator from Delacarriers and their employees.
Mr. WHEELER. Mr. President, I am going to object to ware be greatly inconvenienced by yielding to me to enable
any further unanimous-consent requests and to the Senator me to ask unanimous consent to have a bill passed by the
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Senate which has three times passed the House, and passed
here, repaying money that has been .taken from a taxpayer
in the city of Chicago, and to present. the matter within one
moment? It does not call for a speech.
If the Senator would allow me . to .interrupt him .long
enough to ask for the consideration of that bill-_
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, I was wondering whether
it would be as convenient to the Senator tQ b~ing up the bill
around 9 o'clock· as it is now.
· Mr. LEWIS. May I ask the Senator, in turn, whether he
will indicate about what time he .will go. to supper tonight?
Mr. HASTINGS. The Senator from Illinois will have
time to go and return before I conclude.
.
Mr. LEWIS. Then I take it the Senator means I must
postpone my request.
Mr. HASTINGS. Under the circumstance_i;, .in view of
some objection.5 that have been made, I think I ought not
to yield.
Mr. LEWIS. I will not press the Senator further.
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. President, if the Senator will yield
to me, I desire to suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does the Senator from
Delaware yield for the suggestion of the absence of a
quorum?
Mr. HASTINGS. I yield.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The clerk· will c~ll tl;le
roll.
.
.
The Chief Clerk called the roll, and the following Senators answered to their names:
Adams
Ashurst
Austin
Bachman
Bailey
Bankhead
Barbour
Barkley
Black
Bone
lforah
Brown
Bulkley
Bulow
Byrd
Byrnes
Capper
Caraway
Carey
Clark
Connally
Coolidge

Costigan
Couzens
Cutting
Davis
Dickinson
Dieterich
Dill
Duffy
Erickson
Fess
Fletcher
Frazier
George
Gibson
Glass
Goldsborough
Gore
Harrison
Hastings
Hatch
Hatfield
Hayden

Hebert
Johnson
Kean
King
La Follette
Lewis
Logan
Lonergan
Long
McCarran
McGill
McKellar
McNary
Metcalf
Murphy
Norbeck
Norris
Nye
O'Mahoney
Overton
Patterson
Pittman

. Pope
Reynolds
Robin5on, Ark.
Robinson, Ind.
Russell
Schall
Sheppard
Shipstead
Smith
Steiwer
Stephens
Thomas, Okla.
Thomas, Utah
Thompson
Townsend
Tydings
Vandenberg
Wagner
Walcott
Walsh
Wheeler
_White

The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Eighty-eight Senators
having answered to their names, a quorum is ·present.
Mr. McKELLAR. Mr. President, will the · Senator from
Delaware yield to me'for a moment to prefer a unanimousconsent request?°
Mr. HASTINGS. ·I prefer not to yield at this time, Mr.
President.
Mr. Eastman says:
The employees wanted similar boards established when the
railroads were returned to private control, but the carriers were
unwilling to agree to national boards. They did, however, agree
to the general principle involved, and when the Railway. Labor
Act was formulated in 1926, it embodied this principle in the
provisions which I have just quoted.
The fact is, however, that this obligation which the law imposed
has largely been disregarded. No national boards of adjustment
have been created, and there are only four regional boards, and
all but one of these were in existence prior to the Railway
Labor Act. They are confined to the train service, and by no
means all of the carriers participate in them.

Mr. LA FOLLETTE. Mr. President-The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does the Senator from
Delaware yield to the Senator from Wisconsin?
Mr. HASTINGS. I yield.
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. I have been very much interested
in the remarks of the Senator from Delaware, but I am
hopeful that something may be done to permit action upan
the pending amendment, and it seems to me that if the
Senator from Delaware were willing to let us vote upon
the amendment offered by the Senator from Montana,
perhaps his primary objection to the bill could be removed.
LXXVIII--782
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That would not -deter him from ·proceeding, in case the
action on the amendment of the Senator from Montana
were not to his liking. Therefore, I am very hopeful that
the Senator from Delaware will. permit us . to take action
upon the amendment offe:r;ed by the Senator from Montana,
without prejudicing his right to the :floor, or any of his
parliamentary rights.
Mr. BYRNES. Mr. President, I desire to suggest the
~bsence of ~ quorum, if the Senator :will yield for that
purpose.
Mr. HASTINGS. -I yield.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The suggestion of the
absence of a ·quorum is not in order. A quorum has just
been called.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Delaware yield to me?
Mr. HASTINGS. I yield.
Mr. BYRNES. Mr. President, it has been some time since
a quorum was declared to be present.
Mr. LA FOLLETI'E.· The Senator from Arkansas desires
recognition. Will the Senator from Delaware yield to him?
Mr. HASTINGS. I yield.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, with the
co.nsent of the Senator haVi.ng the :floor, I should like to
ask that the Senate take up for consideration bills which
Senators may · present for consideration to which there is
no objection. . .
Mr. HASTINGS. If the Senator will include in that
unanimous-consent ·request a provision that I shall not lose
the :floor when I shall desire again to address the Senate
on this subject, I shall have no objection.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. The Senator can, of course,
resume the floor if he wishes to, and I include that in the
request.
·
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Arkansas asks unanimous consent that the Senator from Delaware shall suspend in order that the Senate may proceed to
the consideration of unobjected bills on the calendar, and
then that the Senator from Delaware shall be recognized and
have the floor to continue his speech. Is there objection?
Mr. COUZENS. I object.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Objection is heard. The
Senator from Delaware has the floor.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, I desire to read further-Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield to me to make a brief statement?
Mr. HASTINGS. I yield.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. My attention has been
called to the fact that there are on the desk several Senate
bills with relatively unimportant House amendments, which
many Senators are anxious to have disposed of. I should
like, if it is possible to do so, to have opportunity afforded
for dealing with those measures. I realize, of course, that
any Senator may object, or persist in his objection.
Mr. COUZENS. Mr. President, if the Senator from Delaware is to occupy the floor indefinitely to discuss what is
already a matter of record, I do not know why we should
not stay here until he shall have finished his speech.
Mr. LA FOLLE'ITE. Mr. President, will not the Senator
from Delaware yield for the purpose of allowing me to
suggest the absence of a quorum?
Mr. McNARY. Just a moment.
Mr. COUZENS. A parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDENT pro ·tempare. The Senator will state it.
Mr. COUZENS. Has any business been transacted since
the last quorum was called?
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. No business has been
transacted.
Mr. COUZENS. Then I make the point of order that, no
business having been transacted, a quorum cannot be called
at this time.
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The point of order is
well taken.
.
. Mr. McNARY. Mr. President--

•
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The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Does the Senator from
Delaware yield to the Senator from Oregon?
Mr. HASTINGS. I yield.
Mr. McNARY. I think the Senator from Delaware is
somewhat misunderstood. I think he is willing to have a
vote taken on the Wheeler amendment, and later a vote on
the bill, provided consent is given that no other bills may
be taken up except by unanimous consent.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, I think that
is a reasonable requirement, and I modify my request to
that effect, that only unobjected bills be considered.
Mr. -COUZENS. Is it the understanding that the Senator
from Delaware now is willing to have a vote taken on the
Wheeler amendment? Is that the understanding of the
Senator from Delaware?
Mr. HASTINGS. Yes; I am willing to have a vote on the
Wheeler amendment. The Senator from Oregon has stated
my position.
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. Mr. President, I hope that may be
agreed to. That ·is .a very reasonable request on the part of
the Senator from Delaware.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Of course, Mr. President,
I shall move for consideration of the conference report on
the housing bill whenever the opportunity shall arise, or the
occasion may afford.
Mr. HASTINGS~ The suggestion of the Senator from
Oregon does not apply to conference reports. It applies to
new matter only.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Certainly, and my request
does not apply to conference reports.
The VICE PRESIDENT. As the Chair understands, the
position of the Senator from Delaware is that bills shall
only be taken up by unanimous consent, but that does not
apply fo conference reports.
Mr. HASTINGS. And that we shall take a vote upon the
Wheeler amendment and then upon the bill.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Of course, no conference
report is to be precluded from consideration.
Mr. HASTINGS. I have no objection to that.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. And unobjected bills only
are to be considered.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to
the amendment of the Senator from Montana [Mr.
WHEELER].
The amendment was rejected.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on the engrossment and third reading of the bill.
Mr. HASTINGS. Mr. President, was the unanimous-consent agreement entered into?
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator from Arkansas has
assured the Senator from Oregon and the Senator from Delaware that there will be no bills passed by the Senate except
by unanimous consent, and that only conference reports
will be considered. Is that statement correct?
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. That is correct.
Mr. McNARY. In conformity with the usual procedure,
I agree that we should enter into the unanimous-consent
agreement.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I make the request for
unanimous consent.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the unanimous-consent request of the Senator from Arkansas? The
Chair hears none, and it is so ordered.
The question now is on the engrossment and third reading of the bill.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed for a third reading,
and read the third time.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is, Shall the bill
pass?
The bill was passed.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, in our haste
we have overlooked a parliamentary situation to which it is
necessary to give attention. It is the intention of the
Senator from Washington [Mr. DILL] to substitute the text
of the Senate bill, as amended, for the House bill by striking out all after the enacting clause, and for that purpose
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I shall move a reconsideration of the vote by which the bill
was passed, in order that the Senator from Washington
may make that motion.
Mr. McNARY. What is the object?
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. The object is to substitute
the Senate bill for the House bill; that is to say, strike out all
after the enacting clause in the House bill.
Mr. DILL. I desire to have House bill 9861 substituted
for the Senate bill, and then to move to strike out all after
the enacting clause of the House bill and to insert the
language of Senate bill 3266, as amended and just passed
by the Senate. I ask first that the vote by which Senate
bill 3266, as amended, was passed be reconsidered.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection? The Chair
hears none, and the vote is reconsidered.
Mr. DILL. I now move that the Senate proceed to the
consideration of House bill 9861.
The motion was agreed to; and the Senate proceeded to
consider the bill CH.R. 9861) to amend the Railway Labor
Act, approved May 20, 1926, and to provide for the prompt
disposition of disputes between carriers and their employees.
Mr. DILL. Now I move to strike out all after the enacting clause of House bill 9861 and to insert in lieu thereof
the language of Senate bill 3266, as amended and just
passed.
The motion was agreed to.
The amendment was ordered to be engrossed and the bill
to be read a third time.
The bill was read the third time and passed.
Mr. DILL. I move that Senate bill 3266 be indefinitely
postponed.
The motion was agreed to.
LAWS AND RESOLUTIONS OF THE NINTH PHILIPPilra LEGISLATURE
The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate the following message from the President of the United States, which
was read, and, with the accompanying documents, ordered
to lie on the table:
To the Congress of the United States:
As required by section 19 of the act of Congress approved
August 29, 1916, entitled "An act to declare the purpose of

the people of the United States as to the future political
status of the people of the Philippine Islands, and to provide
a more autonomous government for those islands'', I transmit herewith a set of the laws and resolutions passed by the
Ninth Philippine Legislature during its third regular session, from July 17 to November 9, 1933, with the exception
of Act No. 4104, which will be transmitted to you hereafter
when copies have been received from tlle Philippine Islands.
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT.
THE WHITE HOUSE, June 18, 1934.
THE RECORD OF THE SEVENTY-THIRD CONGRESS
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, I ask leave
to have printed in the RECORD ai portion of a statement
published in the New York Times on June 17 with relation
to the record of the Seventy-third Congress.
There being no objection, the article was ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
RECORD OF THE SEVENTY-THIRD CONGRESS--PEACE-TIME MARK IS
S~POLICIES FOR NEW DEAL SHAPED-POWER TO CARRY THEM
OUT GRANTED-EMERGENCY AT THE OUTSET-BANKING, EcONOMY,
AND RELIEF TACKLED IN F'msT SESSION, EXPLORING THE WAYTHEN SWEEPING REFORMs-CURRENCY, CREDIT, INVESTING, TARIFF,
AND COMMUNICATIONS COVERED IN LEGISLATION
WASHINGTON, June.-The Seventy-third Congress met in special session at the call of President Roosevelt at noon of March 9,
1933, and remained at its tasks until the early morning of June 16
of the same year. Under the terms of the Norris "lame duck"
amendment it met again in regular session at high noon of January 3, 1934, and ended its labors leaving behind a record of activity
hardly. approached by any peace-time Congress in this generation.
The first and second sessions of the Seventy-third Congress
were necessary and indispensable halves of the whole. The first
was somewhat exploratory; it dealt more with an emergency.
The second was more solidly progressive; it dealt with more longrange reforms.
Following its qUick action on the emergency banking bill on
March 9, 1933-the bill was proposed, passed, and signed in 7
hours-Congress turned to emergency economies in the Govern-
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ment. By March 20 it had enacted a law designed to save nearly
$1,000,000,000 in ordinary expenses of the Government.
This was followed 2 days later by a bill that re-legalized beer,
a measure which not only added to the rapidly depleting revenues
but which, for psychological effect, was also considered one of
the first strokes of political genius of the new administration.
The Agricultural Adjustment Act, offering both relief and rehabilitation to agriculture; an act establishing forestry camps for
wayfaring young men, direct un~mployment relief, farm and home
mortgage relief; an act allowing an orderly reorganization of the
finances of railroads, and an emergency measure to conserve the
Nation's monetary gold reserves followed in quick succession as
Congress moved to improve the economic conditions of the
country.
But there were some long-range measures even in that first
session. Out of it came the National Industrial Recovery Act,
the keystone of the administration's entir& economic program.
Also the first vent ure of the Government into the use and conservation of nat ural resources, the Tennessee Valley Authority.
which, according to Mr. Roosevelt, is but a forerunner of what is
yet to crone.
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Reconstruction Finance Corporation from balances available to
the Secretary of Agriculture under previous enactments.
Appropriated a $40,000,000 Treasury fund and also $2,000,000 for
administrative expenses.
Authorized the establishment in the District of Columbia of a
central bank for cooperatives, with 12 branch banks in Federal
land bank cities, the capital stock to be subscribed by the Governor of the Farm Credit Administration out of the Agricultural
Marketing Act revolving fund in accordance with current needs.
Provided that intermediate credit banks might make agricultural or livestock note purchases from any National or State bank,
agricultural credit or livestock corporation, cooperative savings
inst itutions or agricultural associations; and that loans might be
made on shipping documents or warehouse receipts or mortgages
coveting agricultui·al products or livestock to 75 percent of market
value.
THE FARM

MORTGAGE REFINANCING ACT

(Approved Jan. 31, 1934. Public Law No. 88)
Created the Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation, with a capital
of $200,000,000, to aid in the refinancing of farm debts.
Authorized the corporation, with the approval of the Secretary
RECORD OF SECOND SESSION
of the Treasury, to issue and have outstanding at any one time
Meeting here in January for the second session, the Seventy- bonds in an aggregate not exceeding $2,000,000,000, guaranteed
third Congress put through the following measures:
both as to interest and principal by the United States.
The Gold Reserve Act, through which the monetary gold in
Granted the Corporation permission to exchange such bonds,
the Government's vaults was practically doubled in value.
upon application of any Federal land bank, for consolidated farmThe Silver Purchase Act, which gave the white metal more of loan bonds of equal face value issued under the amended Federal
a pla'ce in the monetary system.
Farm Loan Act and to exchange such consolidated farm-loan
The -Revenue Act of 1934, whereby it was sought to plug up bonds held by it for bonds of the Corporation of equal face value.
the many_ loopholes through which the beneficiaries of large
Provided that the Corporation might purchase, for cash, such
incomes had avoided taxation.
consolidated farm-loan bonds, make loans to Federal land banks
The Securities Exchange Act, imposing a system of Federal on the security of such consolidated bonds and invest its funds
regulation on all stock and bond excha~ges.
in mortgage loans under section 32 of the Emergency Farm MortThe Corporate and Municipal Bankruptcy Acts, under which gage Act of 1933. .
corporations and municipalities may readjust their finances.
Granted authority to the Land Bank Commissioner, until FebThe Loans to Industries Act, under which the Federal Govern- ruary 1, 1936, to make lo.ans up to $600,000,000 on behalf of the
ment may go to the assistance of solvent industries unable to· Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation, either in cash or in bonds of
finance themselves through regular banking channels.
the Corporation.
The naval construction act, authorizing a Navy up to the full
Made available a revolving fund of $40,000,000 to the Governor
limit of the London Treaty.
of the Farm Credit Administration.
The Communications Act, setting µp a special commission for
THE CROP LOAN ACT
Federal regulation of the telephone, telegraph, and radio.
(Approved Feb. 23, 1934. Public Law No. 97)
The anticrime acts, implementing the Federal Government for a
more vigorous drive on gangdom.
Authoriz.ed the Governor of the Fa.rm Credit Administration to
The Sugar and Cotton Control Acts, supplementing and strength- make loans to farmers during 1934 for crop production and harening the Agricultural Adjustment Administration in enforcing vesting, and, to an extent not exceeding $1,000,000, to make loans
production control.
for feed and livestock in drought and storm-stricken areas.
The tariff act, authorizing the President to negotiate reciprocal
Required as security for such loans a first lien on all crops
growing, to be grown or harvested in 1934, or on livestock loans
treaties to stimulate trade with other nations.
The National Housing Act, seeking to pry loose private capital for to bear interest at a rate not exceeding 57'2 percent.
much-needed housing improvements in the country.
Appropriated $40,000,000 to carry out the act.
The Labor Adjustment Act and the new relief and public works
THE CROP LOAN 'RESOLUTION
appropriations acts, which passed in the closing hours.
(Approved Mar. 10, 1934. Public Resolution No. 16)
Even before the old Congress completed its labors, Mr. Roosevelt
Appropriated $40,000,000 to carry into effect the Crop Loan Act
had out lined an ambitious program for its successor. In a special
message he announced to this Congress that he would propose to of February 23, 1934, providing for loans to farmers for crop prothe next an ambitious social program through which he expected duction and harvesting during 1934.
to insure to all Americans a greater security in their jobs and in
THE JONES-CONNALLY FARM RELIEF ACT
their homes.
(Approved Apr. 7, 1934. Public Law No. 142)
Agriculture
Amended the Agricultural Adjustment Act so as to include six
THE A.A.A. FARM RELIEF AND INFLATION ACT
additional basic commodities-beef and dairy cattle, peanuts, rye,
(Approved May 12, 1933. Public Law No. 10)
barley, fl.ax, and grain sorghums--within its benefits and appropriProvided for direct agricultural relief by authorizing the Secre- ated $200,000,000 out of the Treasury to enable the Secretary of
tary of Agriculture to force increased farm prices either through Agriculture to finance surplus reduction and production adjustallocating production or through leasing of land for the purpose ments with respect to these commodities, about three-fourths of
of withdrawing it from production and to license and tax proces- this sum to be replaced through processing taxes.
Appropriated $50,000,000 to reimburse farmers for cattle slain
sors of agricultural products to pay the cost of this program.
Arranged for farm-mortgage relief by granting authorization for in the eradication of tuberculosis and enable the Secretary of
the refinancing of farm mortgages at 4¥:?-percent interest through l\griculture to make advances to the Federal Surplus Relief Corpothe issuance of not more than $2,000,000,000 in Government bonds, ration for the purchase of dairy and beef products for distribution
the interest of which-but not the principal-would be guaranteed for relief purposes.
by the Government.
THE BANKHEAD COTl'ON CONTROL ACT
Authorized a broad inflation program involving the expansion
(Approved Apr. 21, 1934. Public Law No. 169)
of Federal Reserve credits by as much as $3,000,000,000 in Treasury
Declared it the policy of Congress to promote the orderly marnotes secured not by gold but solely by the credit of the United
States Government; also authorized the President (in the so-called keting of cotton in interstate and foreign commerce, to enable
"Thomas amendment") to devalue the gold content of the dollar cotton producers to stabilize their markets against undue and
as much as 50 percent and, for 6 months from the passage of the excessive fiuctuations and to balance production and consumption
act, to accept up to $200,000,000 of silver at a price not exceed- more effectively.
Levied a tax of 50 percent of the average central market price
ing 50 cents an ounce in payment for war debts due from any
per pound of lint cotton upon cotton in excess of 10,000,000 bales
foreign government to the United States.
Empowered the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to make which might be ginned for the crop year 1934-35. The minimum
loans in an aggregate not exceeding $50,000,000 to drainage, levee, tax levied is 5 cents a pound.
Fixed 10,000,000 bales as the maximum amount of cotton of the
irrigation, and similar districts.
cotton harvested in the crop year 1934-35 that might be marketed
THE FARM CREDIT ACT OF 1933
exempt from payment of the ginning tax.
(Approved June 16, 1933. Public Law No. 75)
Provided that no State should receive an allotment of less than
Provided for organizations within the Farm Credit Administra- 200,000 bales of cotton if in any 1 of 5 years preceding the enactment
of the act the production of such State equaled 250,000
tion t o make loans for the production and marketing of agricultural products and to extend agricultural finance facilities through bales.
regional and local agencies.
Limited the operation of the act to the crop year 1934-35, with
Created a production credit corporation and bank for cooper- the privilege of extending it an additional year upon proclamation
atives in each of the 12 Federal land bank cities, the initial capital by the President, provided two-thirds of those interested in the
of each production credit corporation being $7,500,000, to be sub- land, renters, share croppers, or otherwise, were favorable to such
scribed from a $120,000,000 revolving fund established by the an extension.
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· the rates provided for in the act, and at least once a year to
review the rates in order to be assured that no unreasonable profit
is resulting.
Authorized the Postmaster General to designate certain air-mail
routes as primary and secondary and directed him to include at
least four transcontinental routes and the eastern and western
coastal routes among the primary routes.
Allowed low bidders 30 days in which to qualify for service under
their contracts.
Outlawed holding companies, making it unlawful after Decem..
ber 31, 1934, for any person holding an air-mail contract to buy,
hold, own, or control, directly or indirectly, an interest in any
other aviati_on properties except landing fields, hangars, and
ground facilities necessarily incidental for the performance of the
air-man contract.
Prohibited interlocking directorates and llm.ited to $17,500 an•
nually the salaries of officers, directors, or regular employees of
air-mall
contractors.
THE COTI'ON-CATTLE-DAIRY RELIEF RESOLUTION
Directed the Secretary of Commerce to prescribe maximum and
(Approved May 25, 1934. ·Public Resolution No. 27)
minimum flying hours for air-mail pilots and to determine the
Provided funds to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry speed, ~oad capacity, and safety features of mail planes.
out the purposes of the Jones-Connally Farm Relief Act of April
Prohibited any contractor from holding more than three air~
7, 1934, and also the Bankhead Cotton Control Act ·of April 21, 1934. mall contracts after October 1, 1934.
Made available to the Secretary of Agriculture the funds necesAppropriation reform
sary to effect the purposes of the Bankhead Act, including the
proceeds of the proposed cotton taxes.
THE PERMANENT APPROPRIATIONS ACT
Appropriated $150,000,000 to carry out the Jones-Connally Act,
(Before the President for signature)
of which $24,000,000 W?uld be used for disease control. $25,000,000
Provided that a larger number of specified permanent annual
for purchasing of dairy products to be distributed for relief
$50,000,000 for purchasing of 2,000,000 head of cows to be dis~ appropriations shall be subject to annual consideration and
tributed for relief, $44,000,000 for benefit payments to producers appropriation by Congress.
Effective July 1, 1935, abolished the Army recreation fund and
cooperating in the program to control production, and $6,000,000
for purchase and distribution of cattle from drought-stricken covered its balance into the Treasury.
Required that unclaimed moneys in trust funds be deposited
areas.
into and disbursed from a special trust-fund account authorized
THE FARM MORTGAGE FORECLOSURE A<:r
to be established by the act, but certain trust-fund accounts, in(Approved June 11, 1934. Public Law No. 305)
cluding retirement and insurance funds are exempted from the
Amended section 32 of the Emergency Farm Mortgage Act of operations of this provision.
1933 by striking out the words " which has been foreclosed at any
Prescribed bookkeeping methods to be employed 1n handl1n<7
time between July l, 1931, and the date of the enactment of this outstanding checks of the Federal Government.
I:>
act, or which is foreclosed after the enactment of this act." This
Required the Comptroller General of the United States to make
amendment enlarged the lending authority of the Land Bank a survey of certain appropri~tions and funds in the custody of
Commissioner under the a.ct of 1933 to permit him to make loans Government officers, in which the Government is financially con·
to farmers for the purpose, among others, of enabling them to cerned, and to report to Congress annually his recommendations
redeem and repurchase farm property owned by them prior to for changes in existing law.
foreclosure, irrespective of the time when such foreclosure took
Banking
place.
THE EMERGENCY BANKING RELIEF ACT
THE JONES;.COSTIGAN SUGAR ACT

(Approved Ma.y 9, 1934. Public Law No. 213)
Included sugar beets and sugarcane as basic agricultural commodities under the agricultural a.ct; fixed the domestic production at 1,500,000 tons for beet sugar and 260,000 tons for cane
sugar.
Authorized the Secr~tary of Agriculture to make allotments for
importations of sugar from outside the continental United States
and provided for processing taxes.
Allowed the Secretary of Agriculture to purchase not in excess
of 300,000 tons from the surplus stocks of direct-consumption
sugar produced in the United States beet-sugar area at a price
not in excess of the market price for direct-consumption sugar on
the date of purchase and at an estimated cost of $25,000,000, and
to dispose of this sugar by sa.le or otherwise, including distribution to any organization for the relief of the unemployed.

HOMESTEADERS' RELIEF ACT

(Approved May 21, 1934. Public Law No. 241)
Provided that any settler of homestead lands who, during the
calendar years 1932, 1933, or 1934, found it necessary to leave his
homestead to seek employment in order to obtain the necessities
of life for himself or family or to provide for the education of
his children, might be excused from compliance with the requirements of the homestead laws as to residence, cultivation, improvements, expenditures, or payment of purchase money.
Air mail
THE EMERGENCY AIR MAIL ACT

Conferred on the Postmaster General full authority to .conduct
the Air Mall Service directly by giving him authority to receive
from the War Department the necessary planes, equipment, and
a~ field, and enabling the War Department to spend postal air. mail funds while the Army Air Corps operat.ed the rout.es.
Enabled the Army to pay subsistence and other allotments to
pilots and mechanics on air-mall duty.
THE Am MAIL A<:r OF 1934

(Approved June 12, 1934. Public Law No. 308)
Authorized the Postmaster General to award new 1-year contracts for transportation of air mall for initial periods not exceeding 1 year to the lowest responsible bidders tendering sufficient
guaranty for faithful performance.
Reduced air-mall postage rates from 8 cents to 6 cents an ounce.
Authorized the President to appoint a commission of five to make
an immediate survey and report to Congress not later than February 1, 1935, recommendations of a broad policy covering all phases
of aviation.
Provided that where the Postmaster General held a low bidder
was not responsible or qualified, the latter should have a right of
appeal to the Comptroller General, whose decision would be final.
Stipulated that the base rate of pay which might be bid and
accepted in awarding such contracts should in no case exceed 33%
cents an airplane-mile for transporting a mall load not exceeding
300 pounds, the rate to be increased to a maximum load of 40
cents an airplane-mile for heavier loads.
Prohibited the sale, assignment, or transfer of contracts without approval of the Postmaster General, who may grant extension
of routes for a distance not exceeding 100 miles.
Barred the Postmaster General from awarding contracts for airmail routes or extending such routes in excess of an aggregate of
29,000 miles or from arranging schedules on these lines which
would necessitate flying more than 40,000,000 airplane-miles
annually.
Em.powered and directed the Interstate Commerce Commission,
after notice and hearing, to fix and determine by order fair and
reasonable rates for carrying the air mall, but not 1n excess ot

(Approved Mar. 9, 1933. Public Law No. 1)
Con.firmed all previous proclamations of President Roosevelt and
the late Secretary Woodin issued during the bank crisis that confronted the inauguration of the new Democratic administration.
Vested in the President and made applicable to peace-time
emergencies the tremendous World War powers of regulation over
transactions in credit, currency, gold and silver, including foreign
exchange, fixing maximum penalties of $10,000 fine and 10 years'
imprisonment for violators.
Empowered the Secretary of the Treasury to require delivery at
the Treasury of all gold and gold certificates held by anybody in
the country.
Authorized the President, without invoking the war powers to
fix restrictions on the banking business of Federal Res~rve
members.
Allowed the Comptroller of the CUrrency to appoint conservators for any national bank when considered necessary to conserve
its assets; enabled a conservator to set aside for withdrawal by
depositors on a ratable basis such amount as the Comptroller decided might be safely used; permitted the Comptroller to allow
banks under conservators to receive new deposits, which would be
segregated and subject to withdrawal without restriction; and
permitted the reorganization of national banks upon the approval of the Comptroller, and, as the case might be, either of
depositors of 75 percent of total deposits or holders of two-thirds
of the outstanding stock, or both.
Provided for the issuance of preferred stock by national banks
and for the purchase of preferred stock of national and State
banks and for loans upon the security of such stock by the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation when necessary to supply
funds for organization or reorganization of such banks.
Authorized issuance of Federal Reserve bank notes redeemable
in lawful money of the United States, these notes to be issued to
the value of 100 percent Government obligations deposited as
security and to the value of 90 percent of the notes, drafts, bills
of exchange, and bankers' acceptances deposited as security.
Permitted Federal Reserve banks to make bank-note advances
to member banks on time or demand notes secured to the satisfaction of the Reserve bank, but not ordinarily eligible, this section
having a maximum time limit of March 3, 1935.
- Authorized Federal Reserve banks to make 90-day bank-note
advances to any individual, partnership, or corporation on promissory notes secured by Federal obligations.
THE BANKING ACT OF 1933

(Approved June 16, 1933. Public Law No. 66)
Provided for the coordination of Federal Reserve open-market
activities, for the prevention of speculative uses of credit, for regulat1oll of interbank control, for the insurance of deposits in

:CO~_QE,ESSIONAL
, member banks, for regulation of their operations, for separation
of security affiliates, and permitted branch banking.
Embraced in its scope national banks, Federal Reserve and member banks, including State, Morris plan, mutual banks, and Postal
Savings.
Created a Federal Open Market Committee, one member selected
by each Reserve bank directorate, to regulate open-market activities, and provided that undue use of bank credit may subject a
member bank to suspension.
Created the Federal Bank Deposit Insurance Corporation, and
provided for a deposits insurance fund made up of $150,000,000
appropriated by the Federal Government plus stock subscriptions.
Provided for a temporary deposit insurance fund from January
1, 1934, to June 30, 1934, insuring individual deposits to $2,500.
Provided that after July l, 1934, the Corporation should insure
the deposits of all member banks, deposits under $10,000 being
•fully covered; the next $40,000, 75 percent; over $50,000, 50 percent. Deposits in nonmember State banks holding class A stock
. are insured untll July 1, 1936. Membership in the Insurance Corporation after July 1, 1936, is limited to national banks and members of the Federal Reserve System.
Forbade member banks to act as agent in security loans to
, brokers or dealers, to extend credit to purchase securities under
1
repurchase agreement from any affiliate, to invest in affiliate obli1 gations, or to accept obligations of affiliates as collateral on loans
' exceeding 10 percent of capital or surplus.
Provicied that no executive omcer should borrow from his member bank and that he must report to h1s board of direct ors concerning loans from another member bank.
Permitt ed investment transactions without recourse for customer's account; permitted purchases on own account under controller
regulations, and provided that the securities of a single obliger
should not exceed 10 percent of outstanding issues.
Security affiliates not permitted after 1 year; security corporations prohibited from engaging in banking business.
. Branch banking within a city permitted with the approval of
the controller wherever State banks are expressly so authorized;
· branch banking within a State permitted wherever statutes spe: cifically permit, but no branches permitted beyond the city unless
' unimpaired capital is at least $500,000, or minimum of $250,000 in
States with population under 1,000,000 and. which have cities
therein of more than 100,000 population, or a minimum of $100,000
· in States under 500,000 population which have no cities exceeding
50,000 population.
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plans for readjustment of their debts 1f endorsed by holders of
51 percent of their outstanding obligations.
Stipulated that the plan of readjustment should not be confirmed by the judge until it had been approved by creditors
holding two-thirds in amount of each class of claims affected 'by
the plan, and also of those holding three-fourths in amount of
all securities.
THE CORPORATE BANKRUPTCY ACT

(Approved June 7, 1034. Public Law No. 296)
Permitted corporations to reorganize with the consent of the
majority of their creditors, under the guidance of the courts, and
allowed financial compromises in many instances where a majority
of the creditors had agreed but were balked by minorities.
Provided that a petition for reorganization of a corporation
might be filed by any creditor or stockholder if approved by
holders of 25 percent in amount of any class of creditors, and not
less than 10 percent in amount of all claims against the debtor;
also that when corporations were not really insolvent but were
unable to meet maturing obligations, agreement to the petition
must come from st6ckholders representing 10 percent of any class
of stock and 5 percent of the total.
Stipulated that district courts or any of their judges should
apportion appointments as receiver equitably among all eligible
persons, firms, or corporations within the district.
Prohibited the appointment as receiver of any person related to
any judge of a United States court; also prohibited the appointment as attorney for a receiver any person who was such a relative or a member of a law firm of which any member was a
relative of such judge.
Communications
THE COMMUNICATIONS ACT OF 1934

(Before the President for signature)
Created a Federal Communications Commission of seven members to regulate the Nation's interstate and foreign communications' services by telegraph, telephone, cable, and radio.
Abolished the Federal Radio Commission and transferred its
functions, as well as regulatory authority over telephone and
telegraph now vested in the Interstate Commerce Commission,
to the new Communications Commission.
Repealed the Radio Act of 1927, modified the method of allocating broadcasting frequencies along with other changes regarding radio; amplified the radio act by providing for the modification of station licenses and construction permits where the
THE STATE BANK AID ACT
Commission considers such action in the public interest; and
directed the Commission to study the proposal that Congress, by
(Approved Mar. 24, 1933. Public Law No. 4)
statute, allocate fixed percentages of broadcasting facilities to
Provided that during the then-existing emergency in banking particular types of nonprofit programs.
any State bank or trust company not a member of the Federal
Granted the Commission wide authority, effective July l, to
Reserve System for 1 year might borrow directly from Federal regulate interstate communications' systems in cooperation with
Reserve banks by depositing satisfactory collateral, the same as State utility commissions regulating radio, wireless, telephone,
member banks, under the Emergency Banking Act.
telegraph, cables, and television.
Permitted the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to lend to
Empowered the President in time of war to take over radio
State banks or trust companies on their capital notes or debentures and wire offices in the interest of national defense.
instead of on preferred stock in those States where double liability
Prohibited radio broadcasting of any information concerning
is imposed on the preferred stock; also gave the Reconstruction any lottery, gift enterprise, or similar scheme offering prizes
Finance Corporation the right to sell the securities in the open dependent upon lot or chance.
market.
Crime
THE COLLATERAL SECURITY ACT

(Approved Mar. 9, 1934. Public Law No. 115)
Extended for 1 year, or until March 3, 1935, the time in which
Federal Reserve banks may be permitted tp use United States
bonds as security for the issuance of their notes and credits.
Granted permission to the President to extend it 2 years further.
THE BANK DEPOSIT INSURANCE ACT

(Approved June 16, 1934. Public Law No. 362)
Amended section 12B of the Federal Reserve Act so as to extend
for 1 year the temporary plan for deposit insurance, or until July
1, 1935.
Provided that beginning July 1, 1934, the amount eligible for
insurance should be $5,000 of the deposits of each depositor
instead of the present $2,500.
Authorized and empowered, but did not direct, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to make loans upon or purchase the
assets of any bank, savings bank, or trust company closed between
December 31, 1929, and January 1, 1934, and the affairs of which
have not been fully liquidated or wound up, upon such terms and
cond.itions as the Corporation may prescribe.
'
In making such purchase of, or loans on, the assets of any closed
bank, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation shall appraise the
assets in anticipation of an orderly liquidation over a period of
1
years rather than on the basis of forced selling values in a period
· of business depression.
Directed the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to purchase
the obligations of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, on
request of the latter, to the extent of $250,000,000.
Postponed the termination of insurance of nonmember banks
until July 1, 1937, and permitted nonmember banks to obtain the
benefits of the permanent insurance after the fund is terminated
(on July 1, 1935) until July l, 1937.
Bankruptcy
THE MUNICIPAL BANKRUPTCY ACT

(Approved May 24, 1934. Public Law No. 251)
Provided that during an emergency period of 2 years cities and
local taxing units might petition Federal courts for approval of

THE SIX FEDERAL CRIME CONTROL ACTS

(Approved May 18, 1934)
Provided punishment for k1lling, assaulting, resisting, opposing,
Impeding, or interfering with Federal officers while performing
their official duties running down crime. (Public Law No. 230.)
Applied the powers of the Federal Government, under the
commerce clause of the Constitution, to extortion by means of
telephone, telegraph, radio, oral message, or otherwise. (Public
Law No. 231.)
Amended the act forbidding the transportation of kidnaped
persons in interstate commerce to provide punishment by death
if the verdict of the jury so recommends, or by imprisonment
for such term as the court shall determine. (Public Law No. 232.)
Made it unlawful for any person to flee from one State to
another for the purpose of avoiding prosecution or giving testimony in cases involving murder, kidnaping, burglary, robbery,
mayhem, or extortion accompanied by threats_of violence. (Public
Law No. 233.)
Prov.ided punishment of 10 years' imprisonment for causing or
assisting in prison mutiny, riot, or escape. (Public Law No. 234.)
Provided punishment for certain offenses committed against
banks organized or operating under laws of the United States or
any member of the Federal Reserye System. (Public Law No. 235.)
THE CRIME PREVENTION COMPACT ACT

(Approved June 6, 1934. Public Law No. 293)
Granted the consent of Congress ·to any two or more States to
enter into agreements or compacts for cooperative effort and
mutual assistance in the prevention of crime and in the enforcement of their respective criminal laws and policies, and to
establish such agency, joint or otherwise, as they may deem desirable for making effective such agreements or compacts.
THE ARREST FACILITATION ACT

(Approved June 6, 1934. Public Law No. 295)
Appropriated as a. reward or rewards for the capture of anyone
charged with violation of the criminal laws of the United States
or any State or of the District of Columbia. the sum of $25,000,
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tO be spent . in the discretion ot the Attorney General of- the
Authorized. appropriations. of $300-,000,000 for road work in the
United States.
~cal year 1935, and $100,000.000 1n the fiscal year 1936, and proAppropriated an additional $25,000 as a. reward or rewards for vided that nett.her o! these grants would have to be matched by l
information leading to the arrest of any such person.
the States. In_ addition there. has been provided Federal aid o! i
Provided that if any such persons shall be killed in resisting $125,000,000 for road work in each of the fiscal years 1936 and .
lawful arrest the Attorney General may pay any part of the 1937, which must be matched by the States.
reward to the persons he shall adjudge entitled to receive them,
Appropriated $24,000,000 to be spent during each of the next
but no part of the appropriation shall be pa.id to any employee 3 fiscal years on forest highways,.. main roads through public 1
of the Department of Justice.
lands, roads and trails in national parks, and Indian reservation. .'
roads.
1
THE NATIONAL STOLEN PROPERTY ACT
Home financing
(Approved May 22, 1934. Public Law No. 246)
THE HO~ OWNERS' REFINANCING A~
Extended the provisions of the National Motor Vehicle Theft
(Approved June 13, 1933. Public Law No. 43)
Act of 1919 to other stolen property.
Provided for the creation of the Home Owners' Loan CorporaProvided for $10,000 fine or 10 years' imprisonment, or both,
for those who transport or cause to be transported any stolen tion, with $200,000,000 of capital to be provided by the R.F.c.,
goods, wares or merchandise, securities, or money valued at $5,000 and authorization to issue $2,000,000,000 in bonds to exchange •
1
or over; also the same puniShment for receiving, concealing, stor- for mortgages.
Stipulated that the maximum aid to be given to a home owner\
ing, bartering, selllng, or disposing of such goods.
by the corporation, through exchange of bonds for mortgages,'.
Congress terms
would be the equivalent of 80 percent of the value of the mort- •
THE TWENTIETH AMENDMENT ADJUSTMENT ACT
gaged property, not exceeding $14,000; the corporation in this l
(Approved June 5, 1934. Public Law No. 286)
refinancing, to exchange its. bonds up to the permitted ~aximum !
Provided for changing the time of the meeting of Congress, for mortgages; the bonds to bear Government-guaranteed interest
of
4 percent.
.
the beginning of the terms of Members of Congress, and the time
Authorized the corporation, after making such an arrangement
when. the electoral votes shall be counted, and for other changes
necessitated by the adoption of the twentieth or "la.me duck" to collect from the home owners interest at 5 percent on the re~ !
financed mortgages, the home owners to amortize these loans
amendment to the Constitution.
within 15 years.
Veterans
Provided that home owners unable to benefit by this procedure
THE ECONOMY ACT OF 1933
through the reluctance of mortgage holders, might borrow up t~ j
(Approved Mar. 20, 1933. Public Law No. 2)
40 pe~cent of the value of their properties for the purpose o!
Repealed existing laws relating to benefits for World War and reducmg to that extent their indebtedness, these loans in no
event
to exceed 6 percent annually.
Spanish War veterans and authorized the President to establish
Authorized cash loans up to 50 percent of the value of homes
a new pension system within broad limits.
Designated four groups as entitled to pensions: (a) Veterans where comparatively small debts. were held against such properties.
Provided for limited loans to recover homes for original owners
with service-connected disabilities; (b) nonservice connected of
veterans of all wars since the Civil War where such disabilities who might have lost them by foreclosure or forced sale in 2 years
were permanent; (c) widows and children of those who served in preceding the act.
any war since the Civil War, except the World War; (d) widows
THE HOME OWNERS' LOAN ACT OF 1934
and children of men who died as a result of service-connected
(Approved Apr. 27, 1934. Public Law No. 178)
injuries.
Authorized the issuance of $2,000,000,000 of bonds by the Home
Retained on the pension rolls, under mandatory provisions, all
veterans actually disabled in the World War, and Spanish War Owners' Loan Corporation which might be sold or exchanged for
mortgages.
veterans to whom pensions had been granted because o! age.
Provided that bonds be guaranteed as to principal as well a.s
Reenacted the existing maximum and minimum rates for diS~
a.billties and deaths; $6 to $275 a month in the case of disab111ty interest by the United States.
Provided that the Secretary of the Treasury might buy and sell
and $12 to $75 in the case of death.
Authorized the President to make regulations granting pensions, these bonds substantially as other Government bonds.
fixing degree of disability and prescribing service connection, and
Stipulated that the Corporation should only have power to rereduced Civil War pensions by 10 percent.
fund hom& mortgages in cases where the home owner was involunReduced salaries of Senators and Representatives from $10,000 tarily in default at the time the Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933
to $8,500 a year and. authorized the President to reduce all other took effect and was now unable to refinance his home mortgage
Federal salaries as much as 15 percent on the basis of reduction in indebtedness.
the cost of living since 1928, these salary cuts being limited to be
Permitted the Corporation to advance cash in an aggregate not
effective until June 30, 1934.
exceeding $200,000,000, not only to make necessary repairs, but also
Directed the President to impound and return to the Treasury for rehabilitation, modernization, rebuilding, and enlargement of
all moneys saved under this act.
homes.
Authorized the Corporation to grant an. extension of principal or
THE INDEPENDENT OFFICES APPROPRIATION ACT
(Passed over Presidential veto Mar. 28, 1934. Public Law No. 141) interest to a. home owner where Justified, but eliminated the
3-year compulsory moratorium in the a.ct of 1933.
Provided for the restoration of the 15 percent pay cut of Federal
Provided !or the redemption of homes lost by the owner subseemployees on tlie basis of. 5 percent. as o!. February 1, 1934; 5 per- quent to January 1, 1930, instead of limiting such redemption
cent on July 1, 1934, and the remaining- 5 percent at the discretion cases to homes lost within 2 years prlor to the refunding by the
of the President upon- the basis of cost-of-living studies.
Corporation.
Increased the compensation of employees of the- Federal GovernAuthorized th~ Home Owners• Loan Corporation to buy bonds
ment $125,000,000 over President Roosevelt's Budget estimates for
and debentures- o! Federal home-loan banks and to make adthat purpose.
vances
to such banks, but provided that not exceeding $50,000,000
Provided more liberal benefits for veterans for the remainder of
the fiscal year 193t. and the' entire -fiscal year of 1935, the increased be invested or advanced in this manner.
Amended the Federal-Fann Mortgage- Corporation Act of 1934 to
benefits so awarded being- estimated by the Budget Bureau as
totaling $103,000,000 and embracing increased payments to World pr.ovide that the bonds of such corporation should not be issued
Wai:. veterans admittedly disabled in service, increased payments to in excess of its assets.
29,000 presumptives, pending disposal of. their cases on appeal,
THE NATIONAL HOUSING ACT
increased payments to Spanish-American War veterans, and mis(Before the President !or signature)
cellaneous items !or pensions prior to the War of 1898.
Provided a comprehensive program of home financing and
Employment
mortgage insurance and that financial institutions which make
THE WAGNER NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT SYSTEM ACT
loans for the purpose of financing alterations, repairs, and improvements upon real property are to be insured up to 20 percent
(Approved June 6, 1933. Public Law No. 30)
Provided for the establishment of a national employment system of the total of such loans.
Established a program of mutual mortgage insurance under
and for cooperation with the States in the promotion of such a
system by creating in the Department of Labor a bureau known which first mortgages on residential property which are amortized
as the "United States Employment Service-" under a director may be insured uir to $16,000 in any case and up to 80 percent o:f
appraised value of the property.
appointed by the President with Senate consent.
Authorized the establishment of national mortgage associations,
Empowered the Federal Government to coordina.te the activities
ea.ch
with a capital of not less than $5,000,000, with authority to
of State employment services and, where States do not establish a
purchase
and sell first mortgages and borrow money through the
system of their own, to take the first steps in that direction.
Authorized an appropriation of $1,500,000 for the first year e.nd issue of securities~
Created a corporation under the supervision of the Federal
$4,000,000 annually thereafter, three-fourths of this money to be
distributed to the States to assist in maintaining the employment Home Loan Bank Board to insure accounts of members of the
services, on condition that the States appropriate an equal amount, Federal loan-bank system, except mutual savings banks, and
which is required to insure accounts of Federal. savmgs-and-loan
the rest to go for administrative purposes.
associations established under authority of t he Home Owners'
THE ROADS EMPLOYMENT ACT
Loan Act of 1933.
(Before the President for signature)
Provided for the. appointment of a national housing adminisProvided for the increase o! employment by authorizing appro- trator and to handle the housing renovation and modernization,
the
mutual-mortgage- insurance, and also the national-mortgage
priations for emergency construction o! public highways. and
association- feature. of the act.
related proJeeU5.
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Limited to an aggregate of $200,000,000 the total liability to be
.i ncurred by the administrator for the insurance of financial
J.nstitutions.
Created a Savings & Loan Insurance Corporation with a capital
~ of $100,000,000 (M) to insure the accounts of Federal savings-and,loa.n associations.

Insurance

THE INSURANCE COMP.U."Y LOAN ACT

(Approved June 10, 1933. Public Law No. 35)
Authorized the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to subscribe to insurance company preferred stock of any class, exempt
.from assessment or additional liability, and providing a revolving
;fund of $50,000,000 for that purpose, the object being to relieve
the financial strain on insurance companies due in part to the
banking situation; also permitted the Reconstruction Finance
.Corporation to make loans upon such stock.
Stipulated the condition, with respect to such loan or stock purchases, that the insurance company should have unimpaired capital stock or should furnish new capita.I equal in amount and
subordinate to that bought by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation; that no officer or employee of the insurance company
should receive aggregate compensation in excess of $17,500 annually or in excess of what appeared reasonable to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation; and that the insurance company
must not increase salaries nor retire stock or other obligations
while its obligation to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation
continued.
Empowered the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to make
loans to State workmen's compensation funds or State funds for
insurance of deposits of State or political subdivisions until January 23, 1934, provided dividends or other payments from depository should be assigned to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
Amended the Emergency Relief and Construction Act of 1932 so
'as to authorize loans for repair or reconstruction of private prop:erty; also similar loans to municipalities or public agencies author-ized, regardless of constitutional or other legal inhibitions affecting
the collateral.
Defined self-liquidating construction as any such project the
cost of which should be returned through taxation or other mean.a
within 20 years.
Amended the Emergency Financing Act of January 22, 1932, so
.as to permit the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to make
loans to trustees of railroads reorganized under section 77 of the
Bankruptcy Act of March 3, 1933.
Labor
THE KICK-BACK RACKET ACT

(Approved June 13, 1934. Public Law No. 324)
Made it unlawful to prevent anyone from receiving the compensation contracted for in connection with the construction of
public works financed by loans or grants from the United States
Government. The act was aimed at the so-called "kick-back
racket", by which a contractor pays wages at the rate required by
the Government but forces employees to give back part of the wages.
Prescribed a maximum penalty of $5,000 fine or imprisonment
tor 5 years, or both.
THE LABOR DISPUTES JOINT BESOLUTIOR

-
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Required wholesalers to take out annual permits at $50 each 1
and retailers at $20 each. Allowed advertising of fermented 1
liquors by newspapers, magazines, radio, and other methods.
Made the Hawley-Smoot Act's import duties applicable to importations.
THE LIQUOlt TAXING ACT OF 1934

(Approved Jan. 11, 1934. Public Law No. 83)
Designed to yield $500,000,000 annually in revenue.
Imposed taxes as follows: Distilled spirits, $2 per gallon; beer,
$5 a barrel; wine up to 14 percent alcoholic content, 10 cents a
gallon; up to 21 percent, 20 cents; 24 percent, 40 cents; and over
24 percent, the same as spirits, $2; champagne, 5 cents half pint;
artificial carbonated wine and liqueurs, cordials, and sweet wine
fortified With brandy, 2¥2 cents half pint; grape brandy and wine
spirits used in fortifying wines, 20 cents gallon.
Amended the Reed Law of 1917 to permit publications carrying
liquor advertising to circulate in dry States.
•
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTROL ACT

(Approved Jan. 24, 1934. Public Law No. 85)
Permitted sale of alcoholic beverages in Di.Strict of Columbia.
under a licensing system.
Prohibited delivery outside the Di.Strict of Columbia in violation
of the law of the place of delivery.
Provided for an Alcoholic Beverage Control Board with full
power to issue, transfer, and revoke licenses.
Prohibited drinking in public places.
Money
THE GOLD REPEAL JOINT RESOLUTION

(Approved June 5, 1933. Public Resolution No. 10)
Canceled the gold clause in all Federal and private obligations
and made them payable in legal tender.
Repealed the final sentence of paragraph 1 of subsection b of
the Agricultural Adjustment Act, Farm Relief, and Inflation Act
of May 12, 1933, to provide that all coins and currencies of the
United States, including Federal Reserve notes of the Federal
Reserve banks and national banking associations, should be legal
tender for all debts, public and private, public charges, taxes,
and duties, except that gold coins, when below the standard
weight and limit of tolerance provided by law for the single
piece, should be legal tender only at valuation in proportion to
their actual weight.
THE GOLD RESERVE ACT OF 1934

(Approved Jan. 30, 1934. Public Law No. 87)
Authorized the President to revalue the dollar at 50 to 60 percent of its existing statutory gold equivalent.
Created a $2,000,000,000 stabilization fund out of the increased
value of the gold accruing as a result of devaluation of the dollar.
placing it in the sole charge of the Secretary of the Treasury and
vesting him with authority to expend it in virtually any transactions he might deem necessary !or stabilizing the dollar abroad.
Declared the coinage of gold at an end, the metal to be held in
bulllon form in the Treasury as backing for paper currency.
Vested in the Treasury of the United States the title to all the
Nation's monetary gold stocks, including $3,500,000,000 held by the
Federal Reserve banks.
Removed several then existing restrictions upon the issuance of
Government securities, provided that any type of Government obligation might be purchased with any other type. and that securities might be sold priva~ly, and authorized the issuance of
$2,500,000,000 additional Treasury notes.
Authorized the President (in the Pittman silver amendment).
first, to pay for newly mined silver in certificates instead of in
silver dollars; second, to issue certiflcates against the silver bullion
which the Treasury would be thus amassing; third, to issue certificates against all free silver held in the vaults of the Treasury;
fourth, to reduce the weight of the silver dollar in such amounts
as might be necessary to maintain a parity with the gold dollar
under the new revaluation policy; and, fifth, to increase the
seigniorage, or mint fee, for coinage of foreign silver or silver not
produced in the United States or its dependencies.

(Before the President for signature)
Authorized the President to establish a board or boards to
investigate issues, facts, practices, and activities of employers or
employees in controversies a.rtsing under section 7a of the National
'Industrial Recovery Act or which are burdening or obstructing, or
threatening to burden or obstruct, the free flow of interstate
commerce.
Empowered any board so established to conduct an election by
secret ballot of any of the employees of any employer to determine by what person, persons, or organization they desire to be
represented in order to insure the right of employees to organiz&
.fl.nd to select their representatives for the purposes of collective
·bargaining as defined in section 7a.
Provided that any such board, with Presidential approval, may
prescribe such rules and regulations as it deems necessary to
assure freedom from coercion in respect to all elections.
THE SILVER PURCHASE ACT
, Limited the life of the Board or Boards established under the
(Before
the President for signature)
resolution to 1 year from June 16, 1934, unless the President by
Declared it to be the policy of the United States that the pro.proclamation or Congress by Joint resolution should before June
15, 1935, declare that the emergency recognized by section 1 of portion of silver to gold in the monetary stocks of the United
States should be increased, with the ultimate objective of having
the National Industrial Recovery Act has ended.
and maintaining one-fourth of the monetary value of such stocks
Liquor
in silver.
THE BEER-WINE REVENUE ACT
Authorized and directed the Secretary of the Treasury, whenever the proportion of silver in the stocks of gold and silver of
(Approved Mar. 22, 1933. Publlc Law No. S)
the United States is less than one-fourth of the monetary value
Granted permission to brewers and wine makers to take out im- of such stocks, to purchase silver, at home or abroad, for present
mediate manufacturing permits and levied a tax of $5 on every or future delivery, at such rates and times and upon such terms
barrel containing not more than 31 gallons.
as he may deem reasonable and most advantageous to the United
Reenacted portions of the Webb-Kenyon Act as a protection to States; but provided that no purchase of silver should be made
States whose laws prohibited liquors o! more alcoholic content at a price in excess of its monetary value, and that no purchase
than 3.2 percent by weight, modified all sections of the Volstead of silver situated in the United States on May 1, 1934, should be
and other acts relating to liquor, and left to States all regulatory made at a price in excess of 50 cents a fine ounce.
and control measures, including method of distribution.
Authorized the Secretary of the Treasury, with approval o! the
Imposed no restrictions other than prote'ction to dry States on President, to sell any silver acquired under the terms of the act,
beer and wine of 3.2 percent of alcohol by weight or 4 percent by at such rates and times and upon such conditions as he deemed
volume.
reasonable and advantageous. whenever the market price of silver
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exceeded its monetary value or the monetary value of the stocks ·
of silver is greater than 25 percent of .the monetary value of the
stocks of gold and silver.
Authorized and directed the .Secretary of the Treasury to 1.ssUe
and place " in actual circulation " silver certificates in such
denominations as he might prescribe.
Provided, that the _'l;'reasury should. maintain as security for all
silver certificates heretofore and hereafter issued .. and at the ;
time outstanding, an amount of snvet: bullion and standard sliver
dollars equal to the face value of the silver certificates.
St ipulated that all silver certificates should be legal tender
for all debts, public and private. public charges, taxes, duties, and
dues, and should be redeemable on demand at the Treasury in
standard silver dollars.
Vested in the Secretary of the Treasury, with approval of the
President, the power to investigate, _regulate, and prohibit, by
lice~ or otherwise, the acquisition, importation, exportation, or
transportation of silver, "and of contracts and other arrangements ma.de with respect thereto", and to require reports as
to the facts involved, wheneve:r necessary to effectuate the policy •
of the law; violations to be punishable by maximum fine af
$10,000 or not over 10 years' imprisonment, or both.
Authorized the President, by Executive order, to require the
delivery to the mints of "any or all" silver by whomever owned
or possessed, this silver to be coined into silver dollars or otherwise added to the monetary stocks as the President may determine; and, provided that there should be returned therefor in
standard silver dollars, or any other- coin or currency of the
United States, the monetary value of the silver so delivered less
deductions for seigniorage, brassage, coinage, or other mint
charges.
·
Provided that silver withheld in violation of this ·provision be
forfeit ed to the Government and, in addition, persons failing to
comply with the provision be subject to a penalty equal to twice
the monetary value of the silver withheld.
Amended the stamp-tax provisions of existing law to provide
a transfer tax on silver bullion equal to 50 percent of the difference between the price for which any interest in silver is to
be transferred and the cost of the bullion, plus allowed expenses.
Authorized the Commissioner of Internal Revenue to rebate the
tax on certain transactions in silver which are not of a speculative character.
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Provided that the heads of staff departments should be briga.diei\
generals while so serving, that promotion to major general of the
line. shall be by the President from brigadier generals, that no
ma.rme . officer shall be recommended for advancement unless receiving the recomm~ndation of two-thirds of the members of the
selection board and that selection of an officer for promot ion shall
not be jeopardized by duty in a staff department, aviation or
other technical specialty.
.
·
THE NAVY PROMOTION ACT

(Approved· May 29, 1934. Public Law No. 264)
Extecc.fed to the grades of Iteutenant commander and lieutenant
the provisions of existing law with reference to promotion by selec .. i
tion in the line of the Navy and the retirement of officers not on
the promotion list or found professionally not qualified.
Authorized the President to appoint as ensigns in the line of the
Navy all midshipmen thereafter graduating from the Naval Acad ...
emy, also the appointment as ensigns of midshipmen who were
graduated in the class of 1933 and Who received a certificate o~
graduation and an honorable discharge.
Repealed the clauses in the act ·or May 6, 1932, which provided
for the commissioning of not more than 50 percent of each class
graduating from the Naval Academy beginning with the class of
1933.
THE · FOREIGN STATIONS ACT

(Approved May 29, 1934. Public Law No. 266)
Repealed ~he provision in the act of March 3, 1933, whic~
required assignment of officers of the Army, Navy, and Marin11
Corps to permanent duty in the Tropics and at certain foreig~
stations to be for not less than 3 years.
Amended existing law to provide that no officer or enlisted man
of the Army should, except upon his own request, be required to
serve in a single tour of duty for more than 2 years in the Philip-.
pine Islands, on the Asiatic station, or in China, Hawaii, Puert(l,
Rico, or the Panama Canal Zone, except in case of insurrection 01'
of actua.l or threatened hostilities, and except in the discretion o(
the Secretary of War for temporary emergencies.
.
Nationality
THE EQUAL NATIONALITY ACT

(Approved May 24, 1934 .. Public Law No. 250)
Amended the Cable Immigration Act of 1922 relative to citizen..
Munitions
ship and naturalization so as to remove all discrimination agains\
women in the nationality laws.
THE ARMS SALE RESOLUTION
'
Granted to mothers the power to transmit American citizenship
(Approved May 28, 1934. Public Resolution No. 28)
to children born abroad.
Provided that if the President issued a proclamation to the
Equalized the law for men and women in the matter cf renounC4
effect that the prohibition of the sale of arms and munitions of ing citizenship upon marrying an alien; transmission of citizenship
war in the .United states to countries engaged in armed con:fiict by naturalized citizens, and the time required for an alien marry..
in the Chaco might contribute to the reestablishment of peace ing an American citizen to acquire citizenship.
between the belligerents, it should be unlawful, except under such
PhiUppines
exceptions as the President might prescribe, to sell any arms or
munitions of war in any place in the United states to the counTHE TYDINGS-M'DUFFIE PHILIPPINE INDEPENDENCE ACT
tr~es engaged in the Chaco conflict or to anyone acting in the
(Approved Mar. 24, 1934. Public Law No. 127)
interest of either of these countries.
Provided for recognition of complete Philippine independencs
Fixed a maximum penalty of $10,000 fine or 2 years' imprison- and
withdrawal of American sovereignty on the 4th of July imme ..
ment, or both.
diately following the expiration of 10 years from the inauguration
National defense
of the new Philippine government provided for in the act.
THE NATIONAL GUARD ACT OF 1933
Requested the President to negotiate with foreign powers for
the perpetual neutralization of the Philippines if and when inde•
(Approved June 15, 1933. Public Law No. 64)
Amended the National Defense Act of June 3, 1916, so as to pendence shall have been achieved.
Authorized a constitutional convention to meet not later than
make the National Guard a part of the Army of the United States
1, 1934, to frame a constitution for the islands, republican
subject to order to active duty by the President in time of war October
in form, and containing a bill of rights.
or when Congress declares a national emergency to exist.
Stipulated that prior · to withdrawal of American sovereignty
THE VINSON NAVAL PARITY BILL
and setting up complete independence there must be adopted a.
constitution
of the government of the Commonwealth of the
(Approved Mar. 27, 1934. Public Law No. 135)
this temporary government to be autonomous and subApproved building the Navy up to and not beyond the limits Philippines,
ject to reservations designed to safeguard the sovereignty ancl
1n various types of ships authorized, first, by the Washington responsib111ties of the United States.
Naval Limitation Treaty of February 6, 1922, and, secondly, by
Contemplated the abandonment of United States military reser..
the London Naval Limitation Treaty of April 22, 1930.
vations when complete independence ts recognized and for negoAppropriated no money for such construction.
tiations concerning our naval bases and fueling stations in the
Authorized the President, subject to the provisions - of the Philippines.
London -and Washington treaties, to undertake prior to December
Permitted some Philippine products to be sent into the United
31, 1936, the construction of a 15,000-ton plane carrier, 99,'200 States duty free ln limited quantities until American sovereignty
tons of destroyers, and 35,530 tons of submarines to replace over- is withdrawn.
age units.
Limited to a maxim.um. annual quota of 50 immigrants from
Authorized the President to replace vessels in the Navy tn the the Philippines to the United States pending complete tnde ..
categories limited by the Washington and London treaties when pendence.
their replacement is permitted by these treaties and to procure the
THE PHILIPPINE CURRENCY RESERVE ACT
necessary aircraft for vessels and other purposes in numbers com(Before the President for signature)
mensurate with a. treaty navy.
Authorized and directed the Secretary of the Treasury to estab·
Prohibited contracts unless contractors would agree to a 10percent net-profit limit on vessels and aircraft, their books and lish on the books of the Treasury a credit in favor of the
treasurer of the Philippine Islands for $23 ,862,750.78, being an
records to be constantly open to Federal inspection.
a.mount equal to the increase in value (resulting from t he re'l'HE MARINE CORPS PERSONNEL ACT
duction of the weight of the gold dollar) of the gold equivalent,
at the opening of business on January 31, 1934, of the balances
(Approved May 29, 1934. Public Law No. 263)
Provided for the distribution, promotion, retirement, and dis- maintained at that time in banks in the continental United
States by the government of the Philippine Islands for its gold
charge of commissioned officers of the Ma.rtne Corps.
Applied the Navy system to the Marine Corps by placing the standard fund and its treasury certificate fund.
Appropriated out of the receipts covered into :the Treasury
latter's com.mlssioned personnel under the laws governing the line
comJD.li:;sioned personnel of the Navy, stipulating that of the au- under section 7 of the Gold Reserve Act of 1934, by virtue of the
thorized number of ofilcers above the grade of colonel, one shall reduction of the weig.h t of the gold dollar by proclamation of the
be the major general commandant, two-thirds shall be brigadier President on January 31, 1934, the amount necessary to establish
the credit of $23,862,750.78.
generals and the remainder shall be major generals.
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Power development
THE TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY ACT

(Approved May 18, 1933. Public Law No. 17)
Created the Tennessee Valley Authority to maintajn and operate
properties owned by the United States near Muscle Shoals, Ala.,
in the interest of national defense and for the agricultural and industrial development of the Tennessee Valley and to improve navigation in the T.ennessee River and control the fiood waters of the
Mississippi and Tennessee Rivers.
Authorized the Tennessee Valley Authority to acquire real estate
and build dams, power houses, reservoirs, transmission lines, and
power projects; unite power installations into one or more transmission line systems, contract with commercial producers for fertrnzers, manufacture experimental fertlli.zers, make and sell explosives to the Government at cost, produce, sell, and distribute
power; lease nitrate plant no. 2 for private manufacture of ~er
tlllzer; sell $50,000,000 of 3lf:i-percent 50-year bonds to finance rmprovements and, with Presidential approval, to complete Dam No.
2 and the steam plant at the no. 2 nitrate plant at Muscle Shoals.
Ordered the construction of the Cove Creek Dam across the
Clinch River in Tennessee, with a power transmission line from
Muscle Shoals.
THE ELECTRIC RATE INVESTIGATION RESOLUTION

(Approved Apr. 14, 1934. Public Resolution No. 18)
Directed the Federal Power Commission to investigate and
compile the rate charged for electric energy and its service to
residential, rural, commercial, and industrial consumers throughout the United States by private and municipal corporations and
to report to Congress.
Public utilities
THE PUBLIC UTILITIES REVIEW ACT

(Approved May 14, 1934. Public Law No. 222)
Amended section 24 of the Judicial Code with respect to the
jurisdiction of district courts of the United States over suits
relating to orders of State administrative boards.
Provided that no district court should have jurisdiction of any
suit to enjoin, suspend, or restrain the enforcement, operation, or
execution of any order of an administrative board or commission
of a State or any rate-making body of any State political subdivision, or to enjoin, suspend, or restrain any adion in compliance
with any such order, where jurisdiction is based solely upon the
ground of diversity of citizenship, or the repugnance of such order
to the Constitution of the United States, where such order ( 1)
afi'ects rates chargeable by a public utility, (2) does not interfere
with interstate commerce, and (3) has been made after reasonable
notice and hearing, and where a plain, speedy, and eIDcient remedy
may be had at law or in equity in the courts of the State.
Railroads
THE EMERGENCY RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION ACT OF 1933

(Approved June 16, 1933. Public Law No. 68)
Established a system of railroad control, headed by a Federal
Coordinator of Transportation to work in cooperation with the
roads and with labor to et!ect economies, but not at the expense of
wage earners.
Provided that appeals from the decisions of this Coordinator,
appointed by the President with Senate consent, might be taken
to the Interstate Commerce Commission, his orders, unless revoked
by the Commission, to have the force and effect of orders of the
Commission.
Authorized the creation of 3 coordinating committees to operate
with the coordinator, 1 each for the eastern, southern, and western
groups of roads, each committee containing 7 members, 5 representing the major roads, 1 representing steam roads with operating revenues under $1,000,000 in 1932 and another representing
electrical systems not connected with steam railways. The act
provided that the railroads were to be assessed $1.50 a mile to
cover the expenses of this set-up.
Required the coordinator and the committees to encourage,
promote, and require action by the carriers to avoid waste and
preventable expense; to promote financial reorganization of the
carriers, with due regard to legal rights, to reduce fixed charges to
the extent required by public interest and improve carrier credit,
and also to provide for the immediate study of other means of
improving conditions surrounding transportation in all its forms.
Set aside the antitrust laws whenever necessary to carry out the
coordinator's orders.
THE RAILROAD ASSESSMENT ACT

(Approved June 13, 1934. Public Law No. 340)
Amended the Emergency Transportation Act of 1933 to increase
from $1.50 to $2 a mile, for the year beginning June 16, 1934, the
assessment on the railroad companies to meet the expenses of · the
Federal Coordinator of Transportation.
RAILROAD RETIREMENT ACT
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on the service period of the employee and is to be the sum of the
amounts determined by multiplying the number of years of service, not exceeding 30 years, by the following percentages of th&
monthly compensation: 2 percent of the first $50, 1 Vii percent
of the next $:100, and 1 percent of the compensation in excess of
$150. The "monthly compensation" is to be the average of the
monthly pay of the employee, but no part of any monthly pay in
excess of $300 is to be recognized in determining an annuity.
Provides for compulsory retirement at the age of 65, but a carrier
and employee by written agreement may extend the time for
retirement for successive 1-year periods, but not beyond the age
of 70.
Provides that employees and carriers contribute toward the
" railroad retirement fund ", to be kept in the United States
Treasury.
Creates a Railroad Retirement Board to administer the a.ct.
Recovery

(Approved June 16, 1933. Public Law No. 67)
Declared it to be the policy of Congress, in the then existing national emergency of wide-spread unemployment and disorganization
of industry, to encourage national industrial recovery, to foster
fair competition, and provide for the construction of useful public
works.
Covered all industries engaged in or at!ecting interstate or foreign commerce and provided for a comprehensive program of
public works.
Created the National Recovery Administration, the Industrial
Recovery Board, the Federal Emergency Administration of Public
Works and Board.
Relieved industries or integral units, during the emergency,
from antitrust restrictions provided that they were to function
under codes of fair competition, voluntary or imposed, agreements,
or licenses.
Provided for the adoption of voluntary codes, subject to the
President's approval, if the adopting body was of open, representative membership, if the code did not promote discriminations
or monopolistic practices and provided labor was protected by
rights to collective bargaining, prohibition of " yellow dog "
contracts, and establishment of maximum hours, minimum rates
of pay, and proper working conditions.
Provided that codes might be imposed by .the President, upon
his own initiative or complaint, after public hearing, to elim1nate
abuses inimical to the public.
Authorized employer-employee agreements on maximum hours,
minimum rates of pay and working conditions, standards so
established to have the same et!ect as codes of fair competition.
To avoid administrative confitct with the Agricultural Adjustment Act, authorized the President to delegate to the Secretary of
Agriculture any of his powers and functions with respect to
trades, industries, or subdivisions engaged in handling agricultural commodities.
Empowered the Federal Trade Commission, on the President's
request, to conduct any necessary investigations.
Provided that violations of codes, agreements, or licenses should
be deemed unfair competition, to be restrained by United States
district courts upon application of the Attorney General or district attorneys.
Provided for petroleum control, empowering the Interstate Commerce Commission, upon the President's order, to institute proceedings to control pipe lines and fix rates, and that interstate
transportation of petroleum drawn from storage in excess of
amount permitted by State law or regulations might be prohibited.
Stipulated that the Federal Emergency Administration for Public Works might function for 2 years, and authorized its Administrator to prepare a program covering highways, water systems, conservation and development of natural resources, prevention of soil erosion, water-power and electric-transmission development, river and harbor improvements, flood control, low-cost
housing and slum clearance, and, subject to suspension under
treaty, naval and aircraft construction, Army housing, motorization. and mechanization.
Terminated loans under the Emergency Act of 1932 and decreased the Reconstruction Finance Corporation's outstanding obligations $400,000,000.
Appropriated $3,000,000,000; established a 21,'2-percent sinking
fund; allotted $400,000,000 for State highways and $50,000,000 for
national-forest, Indian-reservation, and public-land roads; provided a $25,000,000 revolving fund for subsistence homestead loans
to facilitate population redistribution.
Provided for revenue from these sources: Gasoline tax increased
from 1 to 1 Vii cents; 5-percent excise tax on dividends paid to anyone other than domestic corporation; $1 per $1,000 excise tax on
corporation capital, domestic or foreign, employed in United States;
5-percent excess-profits tax; all to terminate on President's proclamation at close of first fiscal year that Budget is balanced or
upon repeal of the eighteenth amendment, whichever should come
earlier.
Effective January 1, 1933, amended the Revenue Act of 1932 to
eliminate net-loss deductions for the previous year and increased
the consolidated corporation returns added tax from three-fourths
to 1 percent for 1934 and 1935.

(Before the President for signature)
Provides a retirement system for railroad employees for the
purpose of caring adequately for aged workers, promoting efficiency
and safety in interstate transportation, and making possible more
THE CIVIL WORKS EMERGENCY RELIEF ACT
rapid advancement of employees.
(Approved Feb. 15, 1934. Public Law No. 93)
Makes the duty of all carriers and employees subject to the act
Appropriated an additional $950,000,000, available until June 30,
to perform and fulfill the obligations it imposed.
Stipulates that each employee attaining the age of 65, or com- 1935, for continuation of the Civil Works program and for direct
pleting 30 years' service, shall receive an annuity, to begin not relief purposes under authority of the Federal Emergency Relief
more than 60 days after application. The annuity would be based Act of 1933.
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Authorized the Federal Emergency Relief Administrator to
make grants for relief within any State directly to such public
agency as he might designate.
THE RECONSTRUCTION FINANCE CORPOR..,TION EXTENSION ACT

(Approved Jan. 20, 1934. Public Law No. 84)
Continued the functions of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation as a lending body for 1 year, or until February 1, 1935,
after which it would become only a liquidating corporation. ·
Increased the borrowing power of the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation by $850,000,000.
THE R.F .C. EXPORTS RESOLUTION

(Approved Mar. 26, 1934. Public Resolution No. 17)
Declared it to 'Qe the sense of Congress that in any loans made
by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation or other Federal instrumentality to foster exports of agricultural or other products
provision should be made that such products should be carried
exclusively in vessels of the United States, unless the Shippi.J;lg
Board Bureau, after investigation, certified to the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation that such vessels were not available in sufficient numbers, or on necessary sailing schedule, or at reasonable
rates.
Relief
THE WAGNER-LEWIS $500,000,000 EMERGENCY RELIEF AcT

(Approved May 12, 1933. Public Law No. 15)
Authorized the Reconstruction Finance Corporation to make
$500,000,000 available out of its funds for emergency relief purposes to be spent by the Federal Emergency Relief Administration
created by the act.
Increased by $500,000,000 the amount of notes, debentures,
bonds, or other obligations which the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation was authorized by section 9 of the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation Act to have outstanding at any one time.
Provided that 10 days after the Federal Emergency Relief Administrator had taken offi.ce all unobligated balance of the funas
authorized under title I of the Emergency Relief and Construction
Act of 1932 should be available for the purposes of the WagnerLewis Act and that after that date no application for funds
under that title should be approved by the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation, but that the Federal Emergency Relief Administrator
should consider and certify to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation the .payments to be made to States for relief work.
THE CIVILIAN CONSERVATION CORPS REFORESTATION RELIEF ACT

THE SECUIUTIES EXCHANGE ACT OF

193~

(Approved June 6, 1934. Public Law No. 291)
Provided for the regulation of securities exchanges and over-the·
counter markets operating in interstate and foreign commerce and
through the mails and the prevention of inequitable and unfair
practices on such· exchanges and markets.
Granted far-reaching control over the exchanges to the Federal
Government and undertook to curb excessive speculation and
unethical practices and protect investors.
Established a bipartisan Securities and Exchange Commission of
five members, appointed by the President with Senate consent, ta
administer the act and also to take over from the Federal Trade
Commission the administration of the Securities Act of 1933.
Required the licensing of all stock exchanges and the registration of all listed securities with the new Commission, the registration statement to contain 10 categories of facts, set out in the act,
and any further financial statements which the Commission might
deem necessary. Corporations with registered securities to be
required in addition to file periodical reports certified by independ ..
ent public accountants.
Defined the functions of dealers, brokers, and specialists, banned
manipulative practices to establish artificial prices for securities,
and provided penalties of $10,000 or 2 years' imprisonment, or
both, for those willfully and knowingly violating its provisions or
any rule or regulation made under the act.
The maximum penalty where an exchange is the violator ls
$500,000.
Provided for the regulation of margins and brokers' credit by
the Commission and the Federal Reserve Board, and that the Federal Reserve Board should prescribe rules and regulations with
respect to the amount of credit that may be initially extended
and subsequently maintained on any security (other than an exempted security) registered on a national securities exchange.
Stipulated that for the initial extension of credit such rules and
regulations should be based upon the following standard: An
amount not greater than whichever is the higher of (1) 55 percent uf the current market price of the security, or (2) 100 percent of the lowest market price of the security during the preceding 36 calendar months, but not more than 75 percent of the
current market price.
Empowered the Federal Reserve Board to raise or lower the
margin requirements for the initial extension or maintenance of
credit when it deemed such action necessary.
Granted to any person aggrieved by an order of the new commission the right of court review in the Circuit Court of Appeals
of the United States.
Carried several modifying amendments to the Securities Act of
1933 to meet criticisms of business and industry.

(Approved Mar. 31, 1933. Public Law No. 5)
Authorized the President to provide work for unemployed AmerTariff
ican citizens in the construction of works of a public nature in
connection with the reforestation of lands belonging to the
RECIPROCAL TARIFF AG~ENTS
United States or to the States, the prevention of forest fires, soil
(Approved June 12, 1934. Public Law No. 316)
erosion, plant pest and disease control, and the construction and
Authorized the President, for a period of 3 years, to negotiate
repair of trails and fire lanes in the national and State forests,
furnishing these citizens with subsistence, clothing, medical atten- trade agr~ements with foreign governments without the tradi ..
tional advice and consent of the Senate.
tion, hospitalization, and cash allowances.
Empowered the President, by proclamation, to raise or lower
- Carried no direct appropriation, but authorized the President to taril!
rates by not more than 50 percent.
use unobligated moneys previously appropriated for public works
Provided
that the President, before entering into reciprocal
estimated at $148.956,000.
tariff-trade agreements, must not only determine that trade exWaived the limit of relief loans by the Reconstruction Finance pansion would be encouraged but that foreign duties or other
Corporation to the States, the limit having been set originally at important restrictions were unduly burdening and restricting
15 percent of the $300,000,000 fund established by the Unemploy- American foreign trade.
ment Relief Act of 1932.
Stipulated that every foreign-trade agreement concluded under
Provided that the President's authority under the Civillan Con- the new act should be subject to termination on notice to the
servation Corps Act should continue until March 31, 1935.
foreign government concerned, at the end of not more than 3
years from the date on which the agreement comes into force,
THE EMERGENCY DEFICIENCY ACT
and thereafter upon not more than 6 months' notice.
(Before the President for signature)
Any interested person likely to be affected by any proposed forAppropriated a total of about $1,750,000,000 (b) to provide gen- eign-trade agreement must be given an opportunity to be •h eard
eral, supplemental general, and emergency appropriations, of which before the trade agreement ls concluded.
$899,000,000 (m) is for the emergency relief and public works,
Taxation
$525,000,000 (m) for drought relief, and $~5,000,000 (m) for roads.
THE GASOLINE TAX AND POSTAGE RATE ACT
In addition, authority is granted to the Emergency Relief and
(Approved June 16, 1933. Public Law No. 73)
Public Works Administrations to draw on the Reconstruction
Continued the Federal 1-cent-a-gallon gasoline tax another
Finance Corporation for another $500,000,000 (m).
year beyond July 1, 1933.
Securities
Authorized the President until June 30, 1934, to proclaim such
THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933
modifications of postage rates on mail matter (except that in the
case of first-class matter the rate should not be reduced to less
(Approved May 27, 1933. Public Law No. 22)
than 2 cents an ounce or fraction) as after a survey he might
Required filing with the Federal Trade Commission and for deem advisable by reason of increase in business, the interests
transmission to prospective investors the fullest possible informa- of the public or the needs of the Postal Service.
tion concerning new security issues sold in interstate commerce
Imposed upon electrical energy, sold for domestic or commeror through the malls.
cial consumption and not for resale, a tax equal to 3 percent o!
Provided for the filing with the Commission of sworn state- the price for which so sold, to be paid by the vendor.
ments, including, among other things, all commissions or discounts
THE REVENUE ACT OF 1934
paid or to be paid, directly or indirectly, by the issuer to the under(Approved May 10, 1934. Public Law No. 216)
writer, a full description of all factors surrounding the physical
issuance of the securities, names of directors and omcers of the
Estimated to yield $167,000,000 additional revenue during the
issuing company, names of holders of 10 percent or more of prior fiscal year 1935 and $417,000,000 during a full year's operation
securities issued by the company, a detailed description of the from increased taxes on capital--stock, estates, gifts, inc.ome, capbusiness and financial condition of the company, and the salaries ital gains and losses, personal holding companies, reorganizations,
of its officers.
consolidated returns, partnerships, and miscellaneous.
Provided for the lapse of 20 days after the filing of the sworn
Removed some of the burden on small-income taxpayers in the
statement before the projected security could be sold or even " earned income " class and shifted it more to those whose incomes
promoted.
come from "unearned." sources, particularly < .viden.ds a.nd tax•
Carried penalties for violation of the act.
exempt securities.
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Substituted a flat normal rate of 4 percent on all net income on of States, providing, among other things, that no State has the
the first $4,000 of net income and 8 percent on the remainder, and right to intervene in the internal or external affairs of another;
started the surtax at 4 percent on net income above $4,000 instead that the primary interest of States is the preservation of peace and
of 1 percent on incomes in excess of $6,000.
their differences should be settled by recognized pacific methods;
Levied a maximum surtax of 59 percent on income in excess of that the territory of a State ts inviolable and may not be the
$1,000,000, as in existing law, but rearranged the brackets so as object of military occupation nor of other measures of force
to give a slight decrease to the average taxpayer whose income imposed by any State directly or indirectly or for any motive
1s less than $30,000 annually.
whatever, even temporarily; that the fundamental rights of States
Supplanted the existing estate-tax rates, running from 1 to are not susceptible of being affected in any manner whatsoever
45 percent, with a new schedule ranging from 1 to 60 percent.
and that the political existence of a State is independent of recogProvided a different treatment of capital gains and losses, so as nition by the other States. Ratified by the Senate with the express
to yield $30,000,000 additional in a full year; a special tax of 30 reservation presented to the plenary session of the conference at
and 40 percent on the adjusted net income of personal holding Montevideo to the effect that the United States Government on
companies; eliminated consolidated returns for all corporations all of its international associations, relationships, and conduct will
except railroads; tightened up provisions relating to reorganiza- follow scrupulously the doctrines and policies which it has pursued since March 4 which are embodied in the difi'erent addresses
tion of corporations and limited partnership losses.
Repealed the bank-check tax as of January 1, 1935; eliminated of President Roosevelt since that time, and in Secretary Hull's
entirely the tax on soft drinks, candy, and clocks; and exempted peace address of December 15, 1933, before the Seventh Pan
from the fur tax all fur articles sold by the manufacturer for less American Conference, and in the law of nations as generally
than $75 and from the jewelry excise all articles sold for less than recognized and accepted.
Vocational aid
$25.
Provided for publicity on certain facts relating to each income
THE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION Af:r OF 1934:
return, including the amount of gross income and credits against
(Approved May 21, 1934. Public Law No. 245)
net income and the total tax paid.
Provided for the further development of vocational education as
Plugged up various loopholes in substantive law through which
an emergency measure during the depression by appropriating
taxes had been legally avoided.
Imposed a processing tax of 3 cents a pound on a list of vege- $3,000,000 annually for 3 years, commencing July 1, 1934, one-third
table and fish oils and fats, and an impost of 5 cents a pound to be allotted to agricultural education, one-third to home ecoon coconut oil and copra, except on imports from the Philippines_. nomics, and the remainder to trade and industrial education.
which products would bear the 3-cent tax.
War debts
Treaties ratified

THE JOHNSON DEBT DEFAULT Af:r

RIO GRANDE TREATY

(Approved Apr. 13, 1934. Public Law No. 151)
Prohibited financial transactions with any foreign government
1n default in the payment of its obligations, or any part thereof,
to the Government of the United States.
Imposed a fine of not more than $10,000 or imprisonment !or
not more than 5 years, or both, for violation of this act.
Wild life

(Ratified Apr. 25, 1933)
Signed by plenipotentiaries of the United States and Mexico
on February 1, 1933, the convention provides for the rectification
of the Rio Grande in the El Paso-Juarez Valley by undertaking
works to relieve the towns and agricultural lands of the valley
from fiood dangers and to secure at the same time the stabilization of the international boundary line.
EQUAL RIGHTS NATIONALITY TREATY

(Ratified May 24, 1934)
Adopted at the Pan American Conference at Montevideo on
December 26, 1933, and signed by plenipotentiaries of the United
States and 19 other countries of the Western Hemisphere, it
agreed that there shall be no distinction based on sex as regards
nationality in their legislation or in their practice.
CUBAN TREATY

(Ratified May 31, 1934)
Abrogated the Treaty of Relations of May 22, 1903, between
the United States and Cuba, which embodied the Platt amendment, which had for years reserved to the United States the right
to intervene for the protection of Cuba's indep.mdence and
financial integrity.
Continued in effect the agreements of 1903 with respect to coaling stations and tha Guantanamo naval base, pending further
negotiations.
Ratified and held as valid all acts effected in Cuba by the United
States during its military occupation of the island up to May 20,
1902, the date on which the Republic of Cuba was established.
TRADE IN ARMS TREATY

(Ratified June 15, 1934)
Signed at Geneva on June 17, 1925, by the United States and
other powers and provided for the supervision of the international
trade in arms and ammunition with a view to. keeping such trade
within proper channels, this control to be exercised by each sovereign State within its own territory according to its own laws
enact ed or to be enacted to make the convention effective. Ratified by the Senate subject to the reservation that the convention
shall not come into force so far as the United States is concerned
until it shall have come into force in respect to Belgium, the British Empire, Czechoslovakia, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Sweden,
and the Union of Soviet Republics.
ANTIWAR TREATY OF NONAGGRESSION

(Ratified June 1,5, 1934)
Signed at Rio de Janeiro, October 10, 1934, by Argentina, Brazil,
·
Chile, Mexico, Paraguay, and Uruguay.
Condemned war and advocated the settlement of disputes and
controversies through the pacific means established by international law; declared that territorial questions must not be settled
by resort to violence and that parties to the treaty would recognize no territorial arrangement not obtained through pacific
means: Provided, That if any party to a dispute should fail to
comply with these obligations the contracting States would make
every effort for the maintenance of peace and to that end, as neutrals, should adopt a common and solitary attitude. In adhering
to this treaty the Senate declared that the United States did not
thereby waive any rights it has under other treaties or international law.
CONVENTION ON RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF STATES

(Ratified June 15, 1934)
Signed at Montevideo on December 26, 1933, by plenipotentiaries
of the United States and other countries represented at the Seventh Pan-American Conference and defined the rights and duties

THE Wll.D LIFE CONSERVATION ACT

(Approved M:ar. 10, 1934. Public Law No. 121)
Provided for the coordination of Federal effort to preserve and
increase our natural wild-life resources.
Authorized the Secretaries of Agriculture and Commerce to provide expert assistance to, and to cooperate with, Federal, State,
and other agencies in the rearing, stocking, and increasing of
game and fur-bearing animals and fish; in combating diseases and
in developing a Nation-wide program of wild-life conservation and
rehabilitation.
Provided for such investigations as deemed necessary to determine the effects of domestic sewage, trade wastes, and other
polluting substances on wild life, with special reference to birds.
animals, fish, and shellfish. and recommended remedial measures
to Congress.
THE FISH AND GAME SANCTUARY ACT

(Approved Mar. 10, 1934. Public Law No. 120)
Authorized the President, upon recommendation of the Secretaries of Commerce and Agriculture and with the approval of
State legislatures in which national forests are situated, to establish by proclamation within such forests limited areas as sanctuaries to be devoted to the increase of game birds, game animals.
and fish.
Prohibited hunting and killing of any wild animals or fish in
such sanctuaries.
Home financing
THE NATIONAL HOUSING ACT

(Before the President for signature)
Provided a comprehensive program of home :financing and
mortgage insurance and that financial institutions which make
loans for financing alterations, repairs, and improvements upon
real property are to be insured up to 20 percent of the total value
of such loans and also that loans may be made upon the security
of obligations thus insured.
Established a program of mutual mortgage insurance under
which first mortgages on residential property which are amortized
may be insured up to $16,000 in any case, and up to 80 percent of
the appraised value of the property.
Authorized the establishment of national mortgage associations
each with a capital of not less than $5,000,000, with authority to
purchase and sell first mortgages and borrow money through the
issue of securities up to 10 times their outstanding capital or the
current face value of the mortgages which they hold and which
are insured under the provisions of the act.
Created a Corporation under the supervision of the Federal Home
Loan Bank Board which is authorized to insure accounts of building-and-loan associations and similar institutions, and which is
required to insure accounts of Federal savings-and-loan associations established under authority of the Home Owners' Loan Act
of 1933, such insurance to be for the full withdrawable or repurchasable value of the accounts of the members of such institutions
with a $5,000 limitation upon insurance of any such member.
Provided for the appointment by the President, with Senate consent, of a national housing administrator, to serve for 4 years.
who would administer the housing renovation and modernization,
the mutual mortgage insurance, and the nation.al mortgage association features o1 the act.
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Provided that the aggregate liability of the Federal Government
by reason of home-renovation loans should not exceed $200,000,000.
The funds for both the housing-renovation program and the
program of mutual mortgage insurance are to be made available
to the Administrator by the R.F.C. or from any funds made
available to the President for emergency purposes.
Created a Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation, with a capital of $100,000,000, to insure the accounts of Federal savings-andloan associations.
Permitted national banks to hold Government-insured mortgages covered by the Housing Act, even though the mortgages
do not comply with the present statutory limitation of 5-year
maturity and 50 percent of the appraised value.
Increased the Home Owners' Loan Corporation's power to issue
bonds to the extent of an additional $1,000,000,000, thereby raising
this power to a total of $3,000,000,000.
THE FRAZIER-LEMKE FARM MORTGAGE ACT
(Before the President for signature)
Granted under the bankruptcy power of Congress extensions of
time to distressed farmers fa!: payment of their debts and mortgages and permitted them to remain in possession of their property during the period of such extensions while payments are
being made under the terms and conditions of the act.
Provided that a farmer, whose efforts under the present agricultural composition section of the Bankruptcy Act to secure an
adjustment of his indebtedness have been unsuccessful, might
amend his petition asking that he be adjudged a bankrupt and
petition for an appraisal of his property. The court would then
appoin t appraisers, who would appraise the property " at its then
fair and reasonable value", not necessarily the market value at
the time of such appraisaL
Directed the trustee in bankruptcy, if the debtor requests and
the lien holder consents, to agree to sell to the debtor a part or
all of the bankrupt estate a.t the appraised price upon specified
terms.
THE KERR TOBACCO CONTROL ACT

(Before the President for signature)
Generally similar to the Bankhead Cotton Control Act, it imposed
a tax of not less than 25 nor more than 33 Ya percent upon the
price sale of all leaf tobacco.
Provided that tax-exemption warrants should be issued to growers signing crop-reduction agreements to the amount of the quotas
specified in those agreements.
Stipulated that the quota for each county may be increased by
not more than 6 percent of its quota so as to provide for meritorious cases not entitled to quotas, or for those whose quotas
would be less than 1,500 pounds.
Provided that every tobacco grower who signs a reduction agreement within 30 days after the passage of the act should receive
all of the benefits received by growers who sign at the time of the
reduction campaign. THE FREE TRADE ZONE ACT

(Before the President for signature)
Provided for the establishment, operation, and maintenance of
foreign-trade zones in ports of entry of the United States and
undertook to expedite and encourage foreign commerce.
Vested the administration of the act in a board consisting of
the Secretaries of Commerce, Treasury, and War. Authorized this
board to grant to corporations the privilege of establishing, opflrating, and maintaining foreign-trade zones in or adjacent to
ports of entry, each port of entry to be entitled to at least one
zone.
Provided that, in the case of any State in which harbor facilities
of any port of entry are owned and controlled by the State and
in which State harbor facilities of any other port of entry are
owned and controlled by a municipality, the board should not
grant an application by any public corporation for the establishment of any zone in such State unless such application has been
authorized by an act of the legislature of the State.
Defined the term "public corporation" to mean a State, political subdivision thereof, a municipality, a public agency of a State,
political subdivision thereof, or municipality, or " a corporate
municipal instrumentality o! one or more States."
THE DILL-CROSSER RAILWAY LABOR ACT

(Before the President for signature)
Amended the Railway Labor Act of May 20, 1926, by rewriting
it and making several far-reaching and important changes in the
Mediation Board and in the operation of the adjustment boards to
set t le grievances.
Created a National Railway Adjustment Board, which will have
four divisions, the members to be selected by the rail carriers and
labor organizations.
Provided for the establishment of regional or system boards of
adjustment, if the railroads and the employees desire to set up
such boards voluntarily.
Abolished the present Board of Mediation, consisting of five
members, and established a new and smaller board called the
"National Mediation Board", with power to select and appoint
employees to act as mediators under the instruction of the Board,
with the same freedom to delegate its work as the Interstate
Commerce Commission now possesses .
. Prohibited any carrier from providing financial assistance to
any union of employees from funds of the carrier; prohibited the
railroads from interfering 1n any manner whatsoever with employees joining or refusing to join any organization Qt' union. .aru1
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spectflcally provided that the choice of representatives of any
craft shall be determined by a majority of the employees voting
on the question.
EXPERIMENTAL

JURISPRUDE.N CE AND THE NEW
BY JEROME N. FRANK

DEAL-ADDRESS

Mr. BONE. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to
have printed in the RECORD an address by Jerome N. Frank,
general counsel of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, before the Association of American Law Schools, thirtyfirst annual meeting at Chicago, December 30, 1933.
There being no . objection, the address was ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
EXPERIMENTAL JURISPRUDENCE AND THE NEW DEAL

(By Jerome N. Frank, general counsel, Agricu ltural Adjustment
Administration, Washington, D.C., before t he Association of
American Law Schools thirty-first annual meeting, in Chicago,
Ill., Dec. 30, 1933)
One of the most interesting facts some of us lawyers encountered in the early days of the whirl of the n ew deaJ in Washington was this: There were two kinds of lawyers working on
the new deal. The first were admirably adapted to aid in
setting up new governmental experiments. They did so without strain. Unfatigued, they could work 16 h ours a day every
day in the week. The other group of lawyers worked against the
grain; recurrently they stripped their gears; they· wel'e confused
and soon became weary.
Now, t he surprising fact was that the first group, on the whole,
were those who, consciously or unconsciously, share t hat poinb
of view toward legal techniques which have come to be known as
"realistic jurisprudence."
Equally interesting was the fact that these same lawyers
usually found as their most congenial client s and coworkers a
group of econ omists who, consciously or unconsciously, share
the point of view toward economic techniques which h ave come
to be known ·as "experimental economics."
Parenthetically, let me sa.y that realistic jurisprudence was
an unfort u nate label, since the word "realism" h as t oo many
conflicting m eanings. In the light of its congenialit y wit h experiment al econ omics, I suggest that realistic ju risprudence be
renamed " experimental jurisprudence " and that those who lean
in that direction be called "experimentalists."
The attitude of the experimentalists among the lawyers and
economists cannot be adequately compressed into a few words.
But briefly it can be described thus: These men are critical
students of institutions Wh() a:re committed not to mere detached
study but are devoted to action on the basis of t h eir tentative
judgments. They are constantly skeptical of their own formulations, but not to the point of paralyzed inaction. Especially do
they repudiate fixed beliefs as to the eternal validity of any particular means for the accomplishment of desired ends. They are
ready at all times to acknowledge their own mist akes. They admit
that all their tentative proposals are, and in the nature of things
must be, based upon partial and unavoidable ignor ance, for they
are keenly alive to the shifting nature of many of the so-called
" facts " upon which all human action is based. They are not--as
some of their detractors would have it-delighted with human
fallibility, but accept that fallibility as one of the important factors which must be faced honestly and courageously. ~ey are
devoted to increasing the use of reason, but unafraid to confess
how small a part reason has heretofore played in human afi'airs;
they hope, indeed, that by recognition of the immense stretches
of unreason, its proportions can be reduced. Their skepticism as
to the best means of accomplishing desired ends is not a dilettante
iconocla.sm; it is more hardy and athletic. To them, skepticism is
indeed a means, not an end in itself; its terminus, they think, is
not the mere pleasure of doubting but the consequences achievable
only through effective and constructive doubting.
The experimentalists, be they economists or lawyers, share also
these attitudes: They tend to look upon human activities with the
eyes of anthropologists. Economics is often thought of as the
relation of men to things. The experimentalists see it rather as,
in large part, the relations of men to one another with respect to
things. Economics, thus considered, must concern itself principally with human customs, h~bits, and beliefs. It has to do with
the effects of the interactions of those customs, habits, and beliefs.
To the extent that the folkways are unalterable, economics deals
with unalterables; but to the extent that the folkways are flexible
and variable, economics is flexible and variable.
Most of these experimentalists, too, are characterized in these
troubled days, by their primary regard for the immediate. They
begin with the present, make that their constant point of refer ..
ence, work backward from and forward to it. I do not mean for -a
moment that they neglect the past; among them are profound
and earnest students of history. The point is that what they seek
is a better future. But they believe that, insofar as intelligence
can play a part in shaping the future, it must deal informedly
with present possibilities. They regard the future not as unlimited in its possibilities but as conditioned by that residue of the
past we call the "present." Yet they do not consider that conditioning as an unalterable determination of what is to come. That
is to say, they are not rigid determinists, but possibilists. A
considerable, yet limited, variety of future events are made possible by past an.d present events; within the limits of those possibilities. both cha.nee and intelligence will play their parts.
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Within those limits, the· experimentalists seek to increase the role
of intelligence.
All this is loosely vague. Partly the vagueness is inescapable.
Largely it is due to my own ineptitude of expression. To some
extent it is the result of haste, for I must confess that the
pressure of work has forced me to write this paper, without
opportunity for reflection or careful revision, Just in time to
present it to this meeting.
But vague though it is, perhaps this brief outline will serve,
tor present purposes, to describe the point of view of some of
the men wb,o are, at the moment, acting as humble servants of
that master experimentalist, President Roosevelt.
For the new deal, as I see it, means that we have taken to the
open road. We are moving in a new direction. We are to be
primarily interested in seeking the welfare of the great majority
of our people and not in merely preserving, unmodified, certain
traditions and folkways, regardless of their effect on human beings. That important shift in emphasis is the vital difference
between the new-deal and the old-deal philosophy.
It is the leaders of this new movement whom the experimenta.list lawyers in Government find it delightful to serve. For those
leaders repudiate sa.bbatarianism. They reject the notion that
governmenta:l devices must, at all costs to human happiness,
jibe with inherited principles of what can or cannot be done by
Government for human well-being. When they see that those
inherited principles have led to misery, to insecurity, to bread
lines and broken lives, they refuse to accept those principles
as Molochs to which human beings must be offered as a sacrifice.
Principles are what principles do. And if the old principles,
which the high priests of the old deal worshiped, dictated the
unhappiness that we call a "depression", then, say those men.
those principals are not divine but sat anic, barbarous, and cruel.
We must find new principles, new guides for action, which will
tend to produce happiness and security in the place of anguish
and confusion.
These leaders start with those aims and ends and work backward _in their search for adequate generalizations, that is for tentative principles of action. Their principles are the result of
creative thinking in the interest of what is best for millions of
men, women, and children. Government they want thoroughly
to humanize. Governmental devices, they believe, should be revised or invented with human welfare as their constant measure
of success.
Now you can see why the experimental-minded Government
lawyers work with pleasure for such clients. For experimental
jurisprudence (heretofore dubbed realistic jurisprudence) is of
like mind with respect to legal techniques. It has frequently expressed its doubt as to the efficacy of legal thinking which purports to begin with so-called "legal principles."
It inclines to the belief-and here, for lack of time I am talkjng sketchily-that many judges, confronted with a difficult factual situation, consciously or unconsciously, tend to commence
their thi nking with what they consider a desirable decision and
then work backward to appropriate premises, devising syllogisms
to justify that decision. They see that many judges phrase the
two vague variables--the so-called "facts" of the case and the
so-called "rules of law "-so as to produce opinions aesthetically
and logically satisfactory in support of Judgments and decrees in
accord with what they think just and right. It seems to those
experimentalists that those judges who do their work with the
most dispatch and effectiveness are precisely those who tend consciously thus to begin with their conclusions and work backward
to the available premises. These experimentalists believe that, to
the extent that a. judge poses to himself as Jove, to the extent
that he denies or fails to realize his own human fallibility, to the
extent that he actually pictures himself to himself as always arriv1ng at all his decisions as a result of strictly logical reasoning which
begins, without any possibility of choice, with the only available
2pplicable rules of law, to that extent he builds up friction and
Equanders his time in lost motion. Marshall, Story, and Holmes,
for instance, were effective judges because they were more aware
than many of their colleagues of their own thinking processes, becaus2, where possible, they more or less deliberately selected or
creat ed those premises which justified results they considered
desirable.
. Th.is is an abbreviated statement which, because of its brevity,
may seem exaggerated. I ask leave to incorporate by reference
other writings of myself and others, such as Arnold and Llewellyn,
in which thts point of view is more elaborately and cautiously set
forth.
What is true of the judge is no less true of the lawyer. I! he
1s aware of his technique, if he sees clearly that his role is to
justify, if possible, what his client desires, he can work with
comparative ease and precision. But if he must attitudinize to
himself, if he must pretend to himself that he always begins with
undeviating fixed legal principles and, by sheer good luck, happens
to arrive at a logical deduction from those principles which merely
happen to accord with his client's wishes, then he wastes time,
proceeds unnecessarily by indirection, and burns up his energies
needlessly.
The experimentalist has learned from experience that usuallyof course, not always, but in most cases, if he starts with his
conclusion, he can find saiisfactory premises. There are, so to
speak, plenty of vacant premises, or at any rate, premises which
can be sufficiently repaired or remodeled.
·
Notably is this true in the field of what is known as "constitutional law." Often, too, the experimentalist government lawyer
finds th::i.t the same is true in the interpretation of highly ambigu-
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ous or highly generalized statutes. Let me illustrate the difference
between the experimentalist's and the Jovian lawyer's confronting
an act of Congress. I have in mind an interview-which, for
obvious reasons, I am changing as to details--between two
brilliant young government lawyers, Mr. Try-it and Mr. Absolute.
They had been asked whether, under a certain statute, a proposed
program for the relief of the destitute would be lawful. Mr. Try-it
started with his objective. "This," he said, "is a desirable
result. It is all but essential in the existing crisis. It means
raising the standard of living to thousands. The administration
is for it, and justifiably so. It is obviously in line with the
general intention of Congress as shown by legislative history.
The statute is ambiguous. Let us work out an argument, if
possible, so to construe the statute as to validate this important
program.
But Mr. Absolute attacked the problem differently. "He must
refuse", he said, to consider the desirability er urgency of the
proposed project. These were irrelevant aspects of the problem
which, if he were a judge, he would be compelled to ignore. He
was the legal adviser of Government and must be what he termed
'calmly judicial', aloof" and indifferent to the ill effects of an
adverse conclusion." That the project would be useless if not
promptly initiated and that Congress would not convene for many
months were factors he had no right to take into account. Nor was
it important that delay might have wide political consequences
which might even lead to disruption of Government in wide areas
of the country. Such political possibilities or probabilities were
not for the judge or Government lawyer. They were reserved
for the legislature. If he were a judge, he would decide that the
true pertinent legal principles must prevail absolutely, what ..
ever happened, even if the very governmental structures of which
his court was a part was wrecked by a social upheaval resulting
from his decision. In that frame of mind, and no other, he would
approach this statute. So he begain by reading and rereading
its ambiguous words, in the light of principles of statutory interpretations as laid down in reported judicial opinions.
It is interesting to note that, after many hours of labor, Mr.
Absolute agreed with Mr. Try-it. Their writ ten opinions were
interchangeable. But Mr. Try-it wrote his opinion in about onefifth the time and with 0.1 the energy used by Mr. Absolute.
Both opinions preserve the Jovian fiction. Neither opinion re~
veals on its face any concern with the usefulness or social value
of the proposal which was found to be legally valid. But I sus~
pect that Mr. Absolute was as much infiuenced as Mr. Try-it by
those factors. The difference consists in the direct and indirect
influence of those factors in the thought process2s of those two
lawyers.
It must be added that there are, of course, instances where a
desired objective is impossible, where, for instance, a statute
plainly and unmistakably or by clear implication forbids action,
however desirable, where the action is outside the legislative
intent. But the experimentalist lawyer is quicker to find avenues
of escape from such impasses when such escapes exist. It should
be said, too, that while for any lawyer, the wishes of his client
ought to be paramount where achievable, yet if those wishes are
repugnant to him, he can always withdraw. This is peculiarly
true of the Government lawyer; if the executive asks him how he
can lawfully do something which is revolting to the lawyer, the
latter can always resign.
In many ways those who sympathize (whether or not avowedly)
with experimental jurisprudence have found it easy to work for
the new deal. It is not only because they are less procrustean
and more flexible in their techniques. It is because legal institutions and devices are constantly viewed by them as human contrivances to be judged by their everyday human consequences.
They are, as I have suggested elsewhere, followers of Holmes as
the founder of non-Euclidean legal thinking-a kind of thinking
which makes it easy to test legal postulates by their results in
human lives. Accordingly, the experimentalists are stimulated
by the opportunity to help contrive new governmental agencies
to be used experimentally as means for achieving better results
in agriculture, industry, labor conditions, taxation, corporate reorganization, municipal finance, unemployment relief, and a multitude of other subjects.
It may be worth while to note that the experimentalist lawyers
are not the products of any one law school. They come from
Columbia., Harvard, and the law schools of the Middle and Far
West. The experimentalist attitude may have been fostered, in its
inception, at Columbia and Yale, but today it is an attitude which
has spread everywhere. It is part of the spirit of the times.
I have said that these experimentalist lawyers worked admirably
with the experimentalist economists. I might have said that they
and those economists often play interchangeable roles, the lawyers
thinking in terms of experimental economics, the economtsts
thinking in terms of experimental jurisprudence. It is perhaps
because their thinking contains this experimental economic element that these lawyers are denounced as radicals. Of course the
term" radical" is merely a verbal brick. In place of giving reasons
for disagreeing with an idea, it is the habit of some people to
refuse to make their objection explicit, but instead to try to
demolish the proponent of the idea with an emotion-stirring
epithet.
The fact is, that if the word "radical" means a ruthless,
thoughtless destroyer of cherished institutions, those who pose as
the enemies of the so-called "radicals" are themselves the most
dangerous of radicals. They are recklessly ignoring the gravest
kind of evils, which, rather than the correctives being applied
to those evils, are the real dangers to the social order. For if
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force ever undermines the present American system, it will be
because of the stubborn and bltnd refusal of a few powerful
beneficiaries of the old order to accept improvements, and of
their attaeks -on and obstruction to needed revisions, of traditional business practices. Let me briefly indlcate what I mean.
The majority of the American people are stlll devoted to the
profit system. They still believe that there is substantial worth
in using the desire for individual profit as one of the important
incentives in getting done the necessary work of the world. Although the profit system, as it has worked recently, seems to have
:worked poorly, most Americans believe that, properly controlled,
it can work well. As long as the majority of the American people
continue to cherish that system, it would be impossible, even if
anyone considered it desirable, to abandon it in favor of another
system. To do so would be to fly in the face of our current
folkways.1 The course of the wise statesman today is clear, if he
wishes to avert complete break-down. He will seek, so far as
possible, to eliminate the evll aspects of the profit system. He
will give that system a. fair trial.
For the truth is that the profit system has not heretofore been
given a fair trial. As I see the new deal, it is to be an elaborate
series of experiments which will seek to show that a social economy
can be made to work !or human welfare by readjustments which
leave the desire for private financial gain still operative to a considerable extent. It will permit the profit system to .be tried, for
the first time, as a consciously directed means of promoting the
general good.
We are to use the method of trial and error to demonstrate to
what extent, when modified so as to make it work at its best, the
profit motive can adequately promote social well-being. It is no
longer to go on uncurbed, anarchistically, and unguided. We are
to have the opportunity to see how an intelligently controlled
profit economics, supplemented by important nonprofit devices
such as Public Works, the Federal Surplus Relief Corporation and
others, can bring an abundant and secure life to the majority of
our cit izens. We have witnessed in the past few years how profit
economics, if not intelligibly directed, can lead to a smash-up.
Our people have lost faith in the hit-or-miss way of running our
industries and our agriculture. But the "old dealers'', in or out
of politics, refuse to recognize the dangerous antagonism of the
bulk of our people to the old ways in their undirected form. The
" old dealers " wan to restore both the evil and the good of the
1925-29 days. If they were successful, they would in short order
destroy completely what can be preserved of those old ways.
In their indiscriminate reverence for the past, they are inviting
chaos and perhaps violent destruction.
And yet they hurl the word "radical " at those who are trying to
show that, stripped of its worst features and intelligently revised,
the traditional economics of America can, in considerable part, be
conserved. 'They denounce those, engaged in that experiment,
who would eliminate any small feature of the preexisting anarchistic method of conducting industry or banking. They are
playing the role of the Bourbons, they are fostering violent change,
in their resistance to unavoidable modifications of institutions
whose uncontrolled workings ha"e produced untold miseries and
consequent discontent.
I cite the following as an illustration of the extreme and absurd
character of their opposition to changes in what they consider the
sacredness of the old order: There is an industry the components
of which nave frequently been in the courts with respect to their
alleged violations of the antitrust laws. They have asked the
Secretary of Agriculture to enter into an agreement with them
which would grant them substantial exemptions from the rigors
of the Sherman Act. It has been suggested that if those exemptions are granted to that industry, thus reversing a 40-year-old
governmental antitrust _policy, the Secretary should reserve the
right to examine their books---of course, keeping confidential the
information he thus obta.ins--since ,in no other way than through
such access to the books can he accurately ascertain whether and
to what extent the industry exercises these exemption privileges in
the interest of or adversely to the farmers and consumers. This
right to examine books has been generally asked by the Agricultural Adjustment Administration of industries seeking such exemptions, and this right has been generally granted. Yet this
particular industry has repudiated the suggestion that it be
treated in like manner, intimating that those who advocate such
book examination are dangerous revolutionaries who a.re seeking
to subvert the fundamental principles on which American business has been condu\:ted and threatening to overturn the profit
1 A garbled excerpt from this pa.per has received some circulation
and has provoked comment which indicates a misunderstanding of
the meaning of the word " folkways." That word was invented
years ago when a great, conservative professor of political economy, William Graham Sumner, published his book in 1906 called
"Folkways." He there stated that he had formed that word on
the analogy of words already in use. "I mean by it,". he said,
"the popular usages and traditions, when they include a judgment that they are conducive to societal welfare, and when they
exert a coercion on the individual to confo.rm to them, although
they are not coordinated by any authority." In other words,
"folkways " means the well-established customs of the country.
It is interesting to note that on the same day when this paper
was delivered, and before the same association, Judge Joseph C.
Hutcheson, of the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, spoke of how his thought had been enriched by Sumner's
book on folkways.
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system in toto. Their attitude ls almost humorous when it is re·
membered that the Bureau of Internal Revenue already has com·
plete -access to thelr books. This kind of resistance to such
moderate measures is indicative of the die-hard Bourbonism which
condemns any change as dangerously destructive. For it indicates that there are still some rock-ribbed standpatters in this
country who have forgotten all too soon the d isastrous adven·
tures of Insull and Krueger, the closing of the banks, the shut·
ting down of schools, the horrors of unemployment , the outrageous
consequences of an unplanned economy to millions of farmers and
their families. In their stupid forgetfulness they urge us to go
back as soon as possible to an era of drunken prosperity, which
led inevitably to ·this prolonged and horrible morning-after. But
the bulk of our people are not thus forgetful. They want peaceful, tranquil, well-ordered lives. The "old dealers", I repeat, in
their blind opposition to the great experiment, are indeed the
extreme radicals. For the Bourbons are always the fomenters ot
violent and destructive revolution.
As a result of an economic catastrophe, we are in the midst,
then, of a period when experimentation is an imperative necessity.
the old folkways brought us to the verge of break-down. Those
folkways need to be revised. And a great leader is hard at work
on that job. He is tr~ing to give the forgotten man a decent life,
free of gnawing insecurity and with adequate leisure-aims made
possible of achievement by the remarkable accomplishments of
applied science in mociern times. Perhaps within the near future
these aims can be worked out. If and when they have, then
perhaps experimentation can be diminished, although I happen
to believe that it has a permanent value. But in the present
crisis it is indispensable. In that crisis, experimental jurisprudence can and should perform an important and useful function.
And, I submit, a jurisprudence which does not today, in some
measure, fulfill that function is of little value.
I said previously that, at present, most of the experimentalists,
because of their interest in a better future, have a primary regard
for the immediate. I do not mean by that to indicate that they
are not interested, and intensely, in speculative and h istorical
studies. To illustrate from first-hand information, if I may:
I consider myself a humble experimentalist and I can report that
about a year ago I spent many a night hour, after the day's
routine tasks were over, striving to work out, from available
material relating to so-called "primitive" communities, the social
funct ions of courts and lawyers. Nor would it be proper to pQrtray experimentalism as prosily utilitarian. Jurisprudence, experimental or otherwise, can be an amusing game, and int ellec•
tual games should not be disparaged even by the practical minded.
The history of mathematics, for instanee, shows that what begins
as an intellectual game may turn out, centuries or decades later,
to be amazingly practical. But at this juncture of the world's
affairs, a jurisprudence which is primarily an amusing game seems
trifling. And it is the ability of experimental jurisprudence easily
to lend itself to present practical undertakings to which at the
moment I direct your attention.
NATIONAL RECOVERY ADMINISTRATION

Mr. McKELLAR. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
to have printed in the RECORD an article on the National
Administration, appearing in the Cleveland Press of June
6, 1934.
There being no objection, the article was ordered to be
printed in the REcoB.D, as follows:
114,000 MORE JOBS HERE SINCE BIRTH OF BLUE EAGLE
By Ira Welborn
This month marks the first anniversary of the Blue Eagle, trade•
mark of the Roosevelt administration, and the occasion .finds
Cleveland a happier place in which to live by the following factors,
among others:
The president's blanket agreement for a 40-hour week and a.
minimum wage of $15 for every employee has been signed by 95
percent of Cleveland's 30,000 businesses.
Wages of industrial workers have been lifted from 50 cents per
hour to an average of 60 cents.
Unemployed have been reduced from 198,000 as of March 1933
to 84,000 now-new jobs for 114,000 workers.
Labor complaints affecting about 20,000 Cleveland workers have
been adjusted, with restitution of $20,146.14 to the workers.
In 1,822 cases, employers and workers have sat a.cross the table
and ironed out complaints by the workers.
Of the wage earners who were working 6 days a week a year
ago, 92 percent now are enjoying two holldays a week.
Sweatshops in Cleveland, in the year have been practically
eliminated.
In 14 cases the Blue Eagle has been taken from Cleveland
firms. Some were returned, some firms now face prosecution
under Federal and State regulations.
Cleveland workers are protected by the Ohio recovery act, providing penalties for violation of industrial codes.
ConcUITently with its birthday period, the N .R.A. is now issuing
its code emblems, a new type of Blue Eagle which denotes compliance with a particular industrial code, whereas the original
eagle signified acceptance of the President's recovery act of a
year ago.
This emblem, surmounted by the familiar Blue Eagle with its
talons full of cogwheels and lightning bolts, carries the large word
1n red," Code" and the appellation•• Restaurant (or other) indus·
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'try." There is a permit number and the year 1934. It will replace
the older Blue Eagle.
STARTED YEAR AGO

Local application of the N.R.A. began last year after signature
on June 16 of the President's Recovery Act. This bound the
signers to adopt a. 40-hour maximum week and a $15 minimum
wage. The Blue Eagle emblem was to be displayed as a token this
agreement had been adopted.
Demand of the people put that over. Merchants dropping into
a theater invariably saw the Blue Eagle emblazoned on the screen
and could not help being impressed by the cheers that arose from
the audience. They saw the plea for patronage only for firms that
displayed the Blue Eagle; they hurried to sign up.
O!fices were opened in the Terminal Tower, later to be transferred to the Bulkley Building on Euclid Avenue. Acceptances
Ilooded in.
WORKERS BENEFIT FIRST

Clearly the workers got the benefit at the outset; the employers
were forced to "catch up the slack." The employers could not
raise prices at once nor immediately increase the volume of their
business, yet their labor costs had been increased.
Business had felt the first exercise of a new principle in governmental regulation of industry; it was being deprived of the privilege of jockeying labor costs without limit to meet the other
exigencies of commerce.
Then came the formation of codes for various industries. Workers were given the right to organize for collective bargaining without any peril to themselves. Scores of new labor-union units
sprang up in Cleveland, with resultant bargaining that has in
many cases resulted in increased . wages and shorter hours.
An example of the effect:
A. J. O'Hern, commissioner of the code authority for motorvehicle dealers, cites that there has not been a failure in that
business since the N.R.A. stepped in, and that "we wouldn't go
back to horse trading in the automobile business for anything.
Everybody is making better profits."
SALES CLIMB 4 5 PERCENT

Some small businesses, with increased expenses and no corresponding increase in gross profits, were unable to weather the gap
between static business and heavier overhead. Some were pinched.
Commerce reports show that for the first quarter of this year
retail sales in Cleveland were 45 percent higher than for the final
quarter of last year.
Recently a young lady dropped into Cleveland from New York.
She began a shopping tour that lasted a month, during which
she " shopped " every major store in Cleveland.
She inspected 15,000 garments and found 90 percent of them
bore the Blue Eagle of the manufacturer. The young lady was an
inspector for the cloak, coat, and suit industry.
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avoid sectional feeling among them. Accordingly, it was the
parental decision that no two children would be educated at the
same institution and not any two, if possible, in the same State.
Seven children, fortunate in the possession of natural endowments, enhanced by the additional advantage of educational opportunities, compose the Roper household. Should such a father,
such a patriot, be ridiculed and satirized because some of his flock,
of their own merit and initiative, craved careers for themselves
in Government service? On the other hand, intelligent opinion
will commend the ambitious spirit of the opulently reared children,
who chose to establish their own individuality, independent of
parental political influence, notwithstanding that a proud father
would be justified in any legitimate means in launching his
dependents upon professions suited to their wills and temperaments.
Two of the Roper sons wear the uniform of the country, one
an Annapolis graduate, the other a West Pointer and instructor
at the Academy. Assuredly it is well known that political eounterfeits could not survive the testing crucible of these two notable
institutions where Army and Navy officials are molded. Moreover,
their achievements are worthy of parental pride and of emulation.
A third son draws the munificent sum of $200 per month for
services with the prohibition unit and a fourth is inspector for the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation. Both were employed because of their peculiar fitness for the work and because of nonpolitical civil-service status. A talented daughter equipped herself
for a technical career, rather than for luxurious indolence and
social activities. She, too, is under civil service and is a valued
expert economist with the Tariff Commission, whose relationship
with a Cabinet member is of no concern or interest to her employers. A fifth son, by reason of his expert organization ability,
is executive secretary of the Democratic National Committee.
Another daughter is married. Incidentally, the wife of son John
W. Roper is a former Maury County Tennessean, a daughter of the
distinguished Colonel Nelson.
Is this interesting group of children to be penalized and have
their talents and ambitions circumscribed because of the official
and political standing of their father? If the Government service
is to be purged of such personnel, then we fear for the efficiency
of such a reformed policy. There is so much to commend and
emulate in the Roper record that insinuations of nepotism. are
revolting. They belie a feeling of rank and unworthy partisan
prejudice on the part of those who would point the biased finger
of accusation. If this be nepotism then nepotism is not derogatory
to our best interests, and the custom 1s eminently worthy of
perpetuation.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE

A message from the House of Representatives, by Mr.

Haltigan, one of its clerks, announced that the House had
passed without amendment the following bills of the Senate:
ROPER
S. 173. An act for the relief of William Martin and John
Mr. McKELLAR. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent E. Walsh, Jr.;
to. have printed in the RECORD an editorial appearing in the
S. 1818. An act for the relief of W. P. Fuller & Co.;
Maury Democrat of June 14, 1934, concerning Secretary of
S. 1822. An act for the relief of Harold Sorenson;
Commerce Daniel C. Roper.
S. 1972. An act for the relief of James W. Walters;
There being no objection, the editorial was ordered to be
S. 2156. An act for the relief of the American-La France
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
& Foamite Corporation of New York;
ROPER AND NEPOTISM
S. 2322. An act for the relief of A. J. Hanlon;
The Republican press and allied new deal critics, following
S. 2584. An act for the relief of Elmer Kettering;
their insatiable penchant for criticism and in desperation for
S. 3092. An act to confer jurisdiction upon the Court of
legitimate justification, persist in running the gamut of diatribe.
They have now fallen upon that ancient last resort and are Claims, to hear, determine, and render judgment upon the
vociferously lamenting and condemning nepotism. The favorite claim of the heirs of James Taylor, deceased Cherokee
pastime is to magnify the mote in the Democratic eye, oblivious Indian, for the value of certain lands now held by the
of the beam that chances to obscure their own vision.
The latest defendant in the cause of virtuous Republicanism United States; and
versus abominable nepotism is the Honorable Daniel C. Roper,
S. 3533. An act to amend the act entitled "An act creating
Secretary of Commerce, whose record of public service is a tribute the Mount Rushmore National Memorial Commission and
to the exemplary balance of qualities exemplified by this typical
American patriot. Mr. Roper is publicized because of the fancied defining its powers and purposes", approved February 25,
impropriety of members of his family holding Government posi- 1929, and for other purposes.
tions. Even if there were not mitigating circumstances, it is exThe message also announced that the House had passed a
tremely biased opinion that would indict this useful and distinguished public official on such a flimsy and unworthy allega- joint resolution (H.J.Res. 376) to provide an appropriation
tion. An American citizen, interested in its history, traditions, to enable the United States Army to send certain units to
and institutions, Mr. Roper has the right to rear a large family participate in the international celebration at Fort Niagara,
of children and they have the equal right to give expression to
their respective talents in any field of service for which they were N.Y., in which it requested the concWTence of the Senate.
The message further requested the Senate to return to
trained.
Mr. Roper is a distinguished South Carolina lawyer, publicist, the House of Representatives the engrossed bill (S. 3374)
educator, churchman, whose high conception of public service and to extend the times for commencing and completing the
civic duty influenced a career of consistent, meritorious advancements, beginning with minor State legislative service and emerg- construction of a bridge across Lake Champlain from East
ing through various official capacities to that of an important and Albany, Vt., to West Swanton, Vt.
befitting Cabinet post under President Roosevelt.
The message also announced that the House had agreed
Distractions incident to political life have never diverted or
lessened his interest in and devotion to home. The congenial to Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 21, as follows:
HON. DANIEL C.

family circle bespeaks the noble quality of reverence for and
exemplification of the best ideals. Likewise the home ts the center
of hospitality and from which radiate the graces appreciated by
people who cherish the best traditions of our national life.
Having grown up immediately following the Civil War, Mr.
Roper's conception of paternal responsibility was to give his
family as broad an attitude toward their country as possible and

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), That there is hereby established a joint congressional com-

mittee to be composed of three Senators, to be appointed by the
President of the Senate, and three Members of the House of Representatives, to be appointed by the Speaker of the House of
Representatives, to inquire into and report to Congress to what
extent, if any, the Federal Government should participate in the
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Centennial of the Independence of the RepubliC' of Texas, to be
held in the State of Texas in the year 1936.
The expenses of the committee, including necessary clerical
assistance and traveling expenses, which shall not exceed $5,000,
shall be paid, one-half from the contmgent fund of the Senate
and one-half from the contingent fund of the House of Representatives, upon vouchers, approved by the chairman.
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tra.ry nothwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions ot
this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

The amendment of the House of Representatives to the
bill (S. 86) for the relief of A. L. Ostrander, which was, on
page 1, line 10, after the word "project'', to insert:

CENTENNIAL OF INDEPENDENCE OF THE REPUBLIC OF TEXAS-APPOIN'l'MENT OF COMMITTEE

: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this act
in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
Under the terms of Senate C-0ncurrent Resolution No. 21, received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be
establishing a joint committee to investigate the question unlawful
for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
of participation by the Government in the Centennial of collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
in
this
act
in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
the Independence of the Republic of Texas, the Vice Presirendered in connection With said cla.im, any contract to the condent appointed Mr. CONNALLY, Mr. McGILL, and Mr. AUSTIN . trary
notwithstanding. Ally person violating the provisions of
as me~bers of the committee on the part of the Senate.
this act shall be deemed guilty of a. misdemeanor and upon
CONCURRENCE OF THE SENATE IN HOUSE AMENDMENTS TO SENATE conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.
BILLS

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas.

Mr. President, under the
unanimous-consent agreement just entered it is now in
order to take from the table Senate bills which have been
passed by both Houses and to which there are House
amendments.
The VICE PRESIDENT. As the Chair understands,
nearly all the House amendments which are now to be laid
down provide the 10-percent limitation on attorneys' fees.
The VICE PRESIDENT severally laid before the Senate
the amendment or amendments of the House of Representatives to bills of the Senate, as follows:
The amendment of the House of Representatives to the
bill CS. 255) for the relief of John Hampshire, which was on
page 1, line 14, after the word "contract,,, to insert:
: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
act Jn excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to
or received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on
account of services rendered in connection with said claim. It
shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
to exact, collect,. withhold, or receive any sum of the amount
appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim, any contract
to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding

$1,000.

The· amendment of the House of Representatives to the
bill CS. 740) for the relief of William G. Fulton, which was
on page 1, line 11, after the figures "1922" to insert:
: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this act
in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be pa.id or delivered to or
received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this ·
act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

The amendment of the House of Representatives to the
bill CS. 1901) for the relief of William A. Delaney, which was
at the proper place in the bill to insert a colon and the
following proviso:

The amendment of the House of Representatives to the
bill CS. 488) for the relief of Norman Beier, which was on
page 1, line 7, to strike out "and satisfaction of" and insert
"all claims against the Government of the United States
for."
The amendments of the House of Representatives to the
bill (S. 2561) for the relief of Robert R. Prann, which were
on page l, line 5, to strike out all after " $3,375 " down to
and including the name "New York", where it appears
the second time in line 1, page 2, and insert " which amount
is hereby appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
not othei-wise appropriated, in full payment of an claims
against the United States for extra work performed under
contract with the War Department, dated May 12, 1925, for
the construction of a section of wall east of San Augustin
Battery, San Juan, Puerto Rico."
The amendment of the House of Representatives to the
biµ CS. 2672) for the relief of Mabel S. Parker, which was.
on page 1, line 12, after the word "General", to insert:
: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this act
in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorney&., to exact,
collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding~ Any person violating the provisions
of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in a.ny sum not exceeding $1,0CO.

The amendment of the House of Representatives to the
bill CS. 2972) for the relief of John N. Knauff Co., Inc., which

was on page 2, line 6, after the word "session", to insert:
: Provided, That no part of the a.mount appropriated in this act
in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account of services rendered in connection with said claim. It
shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
to exact, collect, Withhold, or receive any sum of the amount
appropriated in this act in excess. of 10 percent thereof on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim, a.ny contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not
exceeding $1,000.

The amendment of the House of Representatives to the
cs. 847) for the relief of the Nez Perce Tribe of Intiians,
which was, on page 1, lines 7 and 8, to strike out the word
"hereafter."
The amendment of the House of Representatives to the
bill (S. 1526) for the relief of Ann Engle, which was, on
page 1, line 6, to strike out "$1,500 " and insert " $3,000."
The amendment of the House of Representatives to the
bill (S. 19-93) fo:r the relief of the estate of Martin Flynn,
The amendment of the House of Representatives to the which was, on page 1, line 12, after the word "lease", to
bill <S. 2141) for the relief of Roy Lee Groseclose, which insert:
: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this a.ct
was, on page 1, line 12, after the name "West Virginia", to
in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
insert:
received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account

Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this act
in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by; any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered in. connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this
act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this act

1n excess of 10 percent thereof shall be pa.id or delivered to or

received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
of services rendered in connection with. said claim. It shall be
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
collect, Withhold, or receive any sum of the a.mount appropriated
in this a.ct in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered in connection with said claim,. a.ny contra.ct to the con-

bill

of services rendered 1n connection with said claim. It shall be
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
collect, Withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
1n this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions
of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereat shall be 1lned in any sum not. exceeding $1,000,
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The amendment of the House of Representatives to the
bill (S. 2233) for the relief of Mildred F. Stamm, which
was, on page l, line 7, to strike out the word "compensation ", and insert " settlement of all claims against the
Government of the United States."
The amendments of the House of Representatives to the
bill <S. 365) for the relief of Archibald MacDonald, which
were, on page 1, line 7, to strike out "to reimburse him"
and insert " in full settlement of all claims against the
Government of the United States", and on the same page,
line 9, after the name "Putnam" to insert:
: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated. in this act
in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
collect, with.hold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

The amendments of the House of Representatives to the
bill <S. 1258) for the relief of Charles F. Littlepage, which
were, on page l, line 8, strike out " $3,ooo " and insert
"$2,000 ", and on page 2, line 4, after the name "Littlepage " to insert:
: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this act
in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.
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percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received bt
any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account of
services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to
exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount
appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on
account of services rendered in connection with said claim,
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person
violating the provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be
fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000."
The amendments of the House of Representatives to the
bill (S. 2112) for the relief of W. H. Key and the estate of
James E. Wilson, which were, on page 1, line 7, to strike
out " as compensation " and insert " in full settlement of all
claims again.st the Government of the United States "; on
the same page, line 7, after the word " quarter ", to insert
"of the"; and on page 2, line 5, after the word "land", to
insert " : Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or
delivered to or received by any agent or agents, attorney or
attorneys, on account of services rendered in connection
with said claim. It shall be unlawful for any agent or
agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or
receive any sum of the amount appropriated in this act in
excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services rendered
in connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1.000."
The amendments of the House of Representatives to the
bill <S. 2338) for the relief of Robert V. Rensch, which
were, on page 1, line 7, to strike out "to reimburse him"
and insert " in full settlement of all claims against the Government of the United States"; and on page 2, line 11,
after the word " expense " to insert:

The amendments of the House of Representatives to the
bill (S. 1498) authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to pay
E. C. Sampson, of Billings, Mont., for services rendered the
Crow Tribe of Indians, which were, on page 1. line 6, after
: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this act
the word " States ", to insert " and in full settlement of all in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
claims against the Government of the United States", and of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be
on page 2, line 5, after the word "tribe" to insert:
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
act in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or dellvered to in this act in excess of l.O percent thereof on account of services
or received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on rendered in connectio~ with said claim, any contract to the conaccount of services rendered 1n connection with said claim. It trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conto exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount viction thereat shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.
appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account
The amendments of the House of Representatives to the
of services rendereq in connection with said claim, any contract
to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the pro- bill (S. 2467) for the relief of Ammon McClellan, which
visions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and were, on page l, line 6, to strike out " as compensation " and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding insert "in full settlement of all claims against the Govern$1,000.

The amendments of the House of Representatives to the
bill CS. 1585) for the relief of the Black Hardware Co.,
which were on page l, line 5, after the word " appropriated ",
to insert " and in full settlement of all claims against the
Government of the United States"; on page 1, line 7, to
strike out "$12,288.11 to fully" and insert "$7,998.04 "; and
on page 2, line 5, after the word" law", to insert:
: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated. in this
act in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to
or received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on
account of services rendered in connection with said claim. It
shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount
appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim, any contract
to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this act shall be deemed gullty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

The amendments of the House of Representatives to the
bill <S. 1753) for the relief of Marcella Leahy McNerney,
which were, on page 1, line 6, after the word ·" Department ",
to insert "in full settlement of all claims against the Government of the United States"; and on the same page, line
11, after the word " act ", to insert " : Provided, That no
part of the amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10
LXXVIll--783

ment of the United States"; and on page 1, line 8, after
"Agriculture", to insert:

: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this act
in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or agents. attorney or attorneys, on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or .attorneys, to exact,
collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

The amendments of the House of Representatives to the
bill CS. 2549) for the relief of Albert W. Harvey, which
were, ~n page 1, lines 6 and 7, to strike out "being the
amount expended by" and to insert "in full settlement of
all claims against the Government of", and on page 1,
line 10, after "Government", to insert:
: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
act in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or received by any agent or agents, attorneys or attorneys, on
account of services rendered 1n connection with said claim. It
shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,.
to exact, collec'(;, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount
appropriated tn this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on
account of services rendered in connection with said claim, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
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the provsions o! this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor other Senators, while · I ask unani.Inous consent for the
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceed- immediate consideration of House Concurrent Resolution
Ing $l,ooo.
No. 48, which reads, as follows:

The amendments of the House of Representatives to the
bill (S. 2553) for the relief of the Brewer Paint & Wall Paper
Co., Inc., which were, on page 1, line 5, after the word
" incorporated ", to insert " out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated"; in the same line, to strike out
f' $1,198.29 " and to insert " $846.80 "; and on the same page,
line.10, after the name "Virginia ", to insert:
: Provi ded, That no pa.rt of the amount appropriated in this act

tn excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to

or received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on
account of services rendered in connection with said claim. It
shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount
appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on
account of services rendered in connection with said claim, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
the provisions of this act shall be deemed gull ty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not ex-·
ceed.ing $1,000.

The amendment or amendments of the House to the foregoing bills of the Senate were severally agreed to.
CLAIMS OF INTERNATIONAL ARMS & FUZE CO., INC.
The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate the amendment of the House of Representatives to the bill <S. 2809)
conferring jurisdiction upon the Court of Claims to hear and
determine the claims of the International Arms & Fuze
Co., Inc., which was, to strike out all after the enacting
clause and in lieu thereof to insert the following:
That jurisdiction is hereby conferred upon the Court of Claims,
notwithstanding the lapse of time or any statute of limitations
or any defense because of any awards previously made by the War
Department or other authority of the United States or any alleged
acceptances thereof by the International Arms & Fuze Co.,
Inc., to hear and determine, upon the basis of just compensation,
the claims of the said International Arms & Fuze Co., Inc., growing out of contracts no. G-1048-559--A, dated January 1, 1918,
and P-19219-4797-A, dated November 5, 1918, with the United
States and the amendments and modifications thereof: Provided,
however, That from ·any decision or judgment rendered in any
suit presented under the authority of this act a writ of certiorari
to the Supreme Court of the United States may be applied for by
either party thereto, as is provided by law in other cases.

Mr. WHITE. Mr. President, on behalf of the Senator
from New York [Mr. COPELAND], I move that the Senate
concur in the amendment ·of the House.
The motion was agreed to.
M'NEILL-ALLMAN CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.
Mr. REYNOLDS. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent for the immediate consideration of House bill 5668, authorizing the relief of the McNeill-Allman Construction Co.,
Inc., and so forth. It merely provides them the opportunity of filing their claims in the United States Court of
Claims. This bill has passed the House, and it was reported favorably by the Committee on the Judiciary of the
Senate.
·
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the immediate consideration of the bill?
There being no objection, the bill CH.R. 5668) authorizin,g
the relief of the McNeill-Allman Construction Co., Inc., and
so forth, was considered, ordered to a third reading, read
the third time, and passed.
LICENSING OF RACE TRACKS IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Mr. REYNOLDS. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
for the immediate consideration of Order of Business 1525,
being the bill (H.R. 7906), pertaining to licensing, race
tracks in the District of Cclumbia, and to provide for their
regulation. The bill has been passed by the House and
repcrted favorably by the District Committee.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection?
Mr. BACHMAN. I object.
Mr. CAPPER. I object.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Objection is heard, and the bill
will be passed over. .
AUTHORITY TO SIGN ENROLLED BILLS
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, I ask the
attention of the Senator from ·Oregon · CMr~ McNARY] anci

Resolved

by

the House of Representatives (the Senate con-

curring), That notwithstanding the adjournment of the second
session of the Seventy-third Congress, the President of the Senate
and the Speaker of the House of Representatives be, and they.
are hereby, authorized to sign any enrolled bill or joint resolution duly passed by the two Houses, and which have been
examined. by the Committee on Enrolled. Bills of each House
and found truly enrolled.

Mr. McNARY. Mr. President, does that conform to the
usual practice?
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I will state to the Senator
from Oregon that it does conform to the usual practice.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, the resolution
is agreed to.
ADDITIONAL CONFIRMATIONS OF POST-OFFICE NOMINATIONS
As in executive session,
Mr. McKELLAR. Mr. President, this afternoon the
President sent in a number of nominations of postmasters.
They have been approved by the Senators from the three
States in which tbe appointments are made, -namely, oliio,
Virgina, and Wisconsin. I ask unanimous consent, as in
executive session, that ·these nominations of postmasters
may be confirmed.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection? Without
objection, the nominations are confirmed.
The nominations of postmasters confirmed are as follows:'
Ohio: Berea, Felix J. Moley; Youngstown, John J. Farrell."
Virginia: Suffolk, Samuel S. Stallings.
Wisconsin: Elmwood, John A. Gmsbach; Mason, Philip
A. Kinney; Neshkoro, Bernard j. Rabbitt; Phillips, Joe
Kolar; Prairie d.u Sac, Albert L. Ehret; Prairie Farm, Paul
G. Pederson; Rib Lake, John J~ Voemastek; Taylor, Charles
M. Dunn.
NOMINATION OF MADGE H. FORTUNE
As in executive session,
Mr. McKELLAR. Mr. President, the nomination of Madge
H. Fortune to be postmaster at Newport, Oreg., was confirmed by the Senate earlier in the day. I ask that two
letters written to the Senator from Oregon [Mr. STEIWERl
be placed in the RECORD at his request.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without object, the letters will
be printed in the RECORD as requested.
The letters referred to are as follows:
TREASURER'S

OFFICE

LINCOLN

COUNTY,

Toledo, Oreg., June 8, 1934.

Hon.

FREDERICK STEIWER,

Senate Chamber, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR: Your wire received and in reply will say that I
have kept out of the fight for postmaster at Newport and other
places in the county. I feel that this is a Democratic matter and
the more they muddy the water the better. I have not attempted
to learn the facts at Newport, but what little I do know is that
the people there appear to be against Mrs. Fortune. They have
been trying to get me to take part in the fight, but nothing doing.
I believe that to the victor belongs the spoils and it is up to our
good Democratic friends to select what they want.
The people of Lincoln County are appreciative of the good work
being done by you· and McNARY.
With very best wishes, I am,
Sincerely yours,
IRA WADE.
DEMOCRATIC

STATE

CENTRAL COMMl'ITEE,

Toledo, Oreg., June 3, 1934.

Hon.

FREDERICK

STEIWER,

Senator from Oregon, Washington, D.C.

DEAR Sm: May I recall myself to you in the beginning? I met
you in Tillamook after your speech in the hotel in October 1932.
I told you that I was supporting you for the Senate. I kept my
word. Wherever I went I put in a word for you, knowing, as I
did, that you would represent the best interests of Oregon.
I am now writing for the people of Newport in regard to the
po.st office there. Ninety-five percent of the citizens have serious
objections to the confirmation of Madge Fortune for the office,
and I am asking you to do all you can to secure the appointment
of one of the other applicants.
If I could see you, I could tell you the nature of these objections, which you must realize are serious, or I, who endorsed Mrs.
Fortune when she first made her application, would not rescind
the endorsement. It ls utterly useless to appeal to Walter Pierce
or Carl Donaugh, and General .Martin is not in this district. Both
Mr. Donaugh and Congressman Pierce fall to consider the wishes
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of the citizens and are not familiar wtth the· situation. and Congressman Mott was supported by Mr. Fortune, so there is not
any help for the citizens there.
If you would get into communication with Lee Williams, of
Newport, or the American Legion, or with Ira Wade, in Toledo,
I am sure they will furnish you with all the information you
would require to assure you that we are working for the best
interests of the community. The entire town of Newport is
depending on you to assist them in this deplorable situation.
Sincerely,
ROSEMARY SCHENCK.

The American Legion are endorsing Mrs. Ruty Hayman for the
office. Mrs. Hayman is also endorsed by Mark Weatherford, of
Albany; Richard Deich, of Portland; and many other prominent
citizens, besides 95 percent of the patrons of the Newport office.
The appointment of either Mrs. Hayman or Walter K. Belt would,
in my estimation, solve this difficult situation.
ROSEMARY ScHENCK.

DEPORTATION OF CERTAIN ALIEN SEAMEN

Mr. KING. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent for
the· present consideration of the bill CS. 868) to provide for
the deportation of certain alien seamen, and for other purposes.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection?
Mr. WHITE. I object.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Objection is heard.
BOSTON STORE CO.

Mr. BAILEY. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
for the immediate consideration of the bill CH.R. 7292) for
the relief of the Boston ·Store Co., a corporation, Chicago,
Ill., the bill having passed the House three times and having been reported favorably by the Senate Committee on
Claims.
Mr. LEWIS. Mr. President, I join with the Senator from
North Carolina in the request.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection?
Mr. McNARY. Mr. President, is this -a House bill?
Mr. BAILEY. It is.
Mr. McNARY. What is the nature of the bill?
Mr. BAILEY. It is a bill for the relief of the Boston Store
Co., of Chicago, which purchased some cots from the United
States Government. The cots proved to be defective. The
claim has 0een approved by the War Department. Mr.
Hurley, when Secretary of War, recommended payment of
the claim in the sum of $6,296, the liquidated damages in
the transaction.
Mr. McNARY. Was the bill referred to a Senate committee?
Mr. BAILEY. It has been passed upon by the Senate
Committee on Claims and is on the calendar, reported
favorably.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the present
consideration of the bill?
There being no objection, the bill <H.R. 7292) for the relief
of the Boston Store Co., a corporation, Chicago, Ill., was
considered, ordered to a third reading, read the third time,
and passed.
PRINTING OF MANUSCRIPT. EXPORT CREDIT INSURANCE IN EUROPE
TODAY

Mr. LONERGAN submitted the following resolution CS.Res.
277), which was referred to the Committee on Printing:
Resolved, That the manuscript entitled "Export Credit Insurance in Europe Today", prepared by Stella K. Margold, be printed,
with illustrations, as a document.
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The VICE PRESIDENT. The Senator from Montana. asks
unanimous consent for the present consideration of a bill
which the clerk will read by title.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, pending that, I should hK:e
to call attention to the fact that there are some 40 or 50 bills
on the calendar which have been reported and placed there
since the last call of the calendar. These measures have had
no day in court. It would not take long to call the calendat
from the point at which we last left off. I ask unanimous
consent that the Senate begin the consideration of bills on
the calendar at the last number called on the recent call of
the calendar.
Mr. FESS. I object.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Let the Chair say to the Senator
from Massachusetts that at the present time the Sena.tor
from Montana has a unanimous-consent request pending.
Mr. WALSH. Very well; I shall return to my request later.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the request
of the Senator from Montana to proceed to the consideration
of a bill which the clerk will state by title?
. The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A bill (H.R. 8662) to modify the
operation of the Indian liquor laws on lands which were
formerly Indian lands.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection?
Mr. FESS. Mr. President, what does the proposal involve?,
Does it call for an expenditure?
Mr. WHEELER. It calls for no expenditure of any kind
or character.
Mr. FESS. What does the bill propose to accomplish?
Mr. WHEELER. At the present time, under the laws of
the United States, certain liquors cannot be sold upon Indian
lands notwithstanding the fact that they are outside of
reservations. The bill provides that such liquors may be
sofd provided the lands are outside of the reservation. The
bill has passed the House, has the recommendation of the
Department of the Interior, and the Committee on Indian
Affairs has favorably reported it.
There is an old law on the statute books, enacted many
years ago, providing that no liquor should be sold on Indian
reservations or on any land owned by the Indians subject to
the United States laws.
Mr. FESS. Was the bill unanimously reported?
Mr. WHEELER. Yes. It passed the House and was
unanimously reported by the Committee' on Indian Affairs.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection?
There being no objection, the bill CH.R. 8662) to modify
the operation of the Indiah liquor law on lands which were
formerly Indian lands was considered, ordered to a third
reading, read the third time, and passed, as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That hereafter the special Ind.tan liquor laws
shall not apply to former Indian lands now outside of any existing
Indian reservation in any case where the land is no longer held
by Indians under trust patents or under any other form of deed
or patent which contains restrictions against · alienation without
the consent of some official of the United States Government:
Provided, however, That nothing in this act shall be construed to
discontinue or repeal the provisions of the Indian liquor laws
which prohibit the sale, gift, barter, exchange, or other disposition
of beer, wine, and other liquors to Indians of the classes set forth
in the act of January 30, 1897 (29 Stat.L. 506), and section 241,
title 25, of the United States Code.
PROPOSED CALL OF CALENDAR

Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, I now renew my request for
unanimous consent that the calendar be called for House
Mr. HAYDEN, from the Committee on Printing, to which bills only, beginning at the point where the last call of the
the foregoing resolution was referred, reported it without calendar was suspended.
amendment, and it was considered by unanimous consent
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection?
and agreed to.
Mr. COSTIGAN. Mr. President, I object.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Objection is heard.
MODIFICATION OF INDIAN LIQUOR LAWS
AMENDMENT OF RECONSTRUCTION FINANCE CORPORATION ACT
Mr. WHEELER. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
for the immediate consideration of the bill (H.R. 8662) to
Mr. FLETCHER. Mr. President, I ask unanimous conmodify the operation of the Indian liquor laws on lands sent to proceed to the consideration of the bill <S. 3785)
which were formerly Indian lands. The bill has passed the to amend the Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act so as
House of Representatives, has been recommended by the to extend the provisions thereof to private corporations to
Interior Department, and has the approval of the Commit- aid in constructing and maintaining facilities for the martee on Indian Affairs. It merely provides that hereafter the keting, storing, warehousing, and/or processing of forest
special Indian liquor laws shall not apply to former Indian products. It is a very short bill, which was referred to the
lands now outside of any existing Indian reserv'ation. ·
· Committee on Banking and Currency and has been reported
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favorably by that committee without amendment. I understand the House is favorable to it. I think it will take but
a moment to dispose of it.
. The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection?
Mr. KING. Mr. President, reserving the right to object,
I ask for an explanation of the bill.
Mr. FLETCHER. It was reported by the Committee on
Banking and Currency. It is a short bill and merely authorizes loans by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is it a Senate bill?
Mr. FLETCHER. It is.
Mr. COUZENS. Mr. President, may I ask .the Senator
from Florida if it is the reforestation bill?
Mr. FLETCHER. Yes; it is.
Mr. COUZENS. I object. .
The VICE PRESIDENT. Objection is heard.
WILLIAM S. STEWARD
Mr. SHEPPARD. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
for the present consideration of House _bill 5122, Order of
Business 1442, . for the relief of William S. Steward. ,It.
merely extends the jurisdiction of the Employees' Compensation Commission to a man working for the Government.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk will state the title of
the bill.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A bill (H.R. 5122>. for the relief
of William S. Steward.
· The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the present
consideration of the bill?
There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to · consider the bill, which was ordered to a third reading, read the
third time, and passed.
BILLS OF INTERPLEADER
Mr. HEBERT. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
for the present consideration of Senate bill 1538, Order of
Business 1517, to amend the interpleader statute. TP..is bill
merely extends the provisions of the interpleader _statute,
which now affects only certain classes of insurance companies, to any other individual or corporation. ·
Mr. COUZENS. Mr. President, is not this a Senat~ bill?
Mr. HEBERT. It is a Senate bill.
Mr. COUZENS. Can the Senator secure· action on it by
.
_.
the House at this session?
. Mr. HEBERT. My desire is to have the Senate express
its approval of the bill, because it has had very great consideration. A committee of. the American Bar Association
has been working on it for several weeks; a careful report
has been drafted, and I think the bill ought. to be passed by
the Senate.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk will state the title of
the bill.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A bill ($. 1538) authorizing persons, firms, corporations, associations, or societies to file
bills of interpleader. or bills in the nature of interpleader.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the present
consideration of the bill?
There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider_the bill, which_had been reported from the Committee
on the Judiciary with an amendment to strike out all after
the enacting clause and to insert:
That subsection 26 of section 24 of the Judicial Code, as
amended (U.S.C., title 28, sec. 41 (26)), be, and the same is hereby,
amended to read as follows :
"(26) Original jurisdiction of bills of interpleader-twentysixth: (a) Of suits in equity begun by bills of interpleader or bills
in the nature of - bills of interpleader duly verified, tiled by any
person, firm, corporation, association, or society having in his or
its custody or possession money or property of the value of $500
or more, or having issued a note, bond, certificate, policy of insurance, or other instrument tlf the value or amount of $500 or more,
or providing for the delivery or payment or the loan of money or
13roperty of such amount or value, or being under any obligation
written or unwritten to the amount of $500 or more, if"(i) Two or more adverse claimants, citizens of different States,
are claiming to be entitled to such money or property, or to any
one -or more of the benefits arising by virtue of any note, bond,
certificate, policy, or other instrument, or arisi_n g by virtue of any
such obligation; and
·
·
, "(ii) The complainant (a) has deposited such money or property or has paid the amount of or the .l oan or other value of such
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instrument or the amount due under· such obligation into the
registry .of the court, . there to abide the judgment of the court:
or (b) has given bond payable to the clerk of the court in such
amount and with such surety as the court or judge may deem
proper, conditioned upon the compliance by the complainant with
the future order or decree of the court with respect to the subject
matter of the controversy. Such a suit in equity may be entertained although the titles or claims of the conflicting claimants
do not have a common origin, or are not identical, but are adverse
to and independent of one another.
"(b) Such a suit may be brought in the district court of
the district in which one or more of such claimants resides or
reside.
"(c) Notwithstanding any provision of the Judicial Code to
the co:ptrary; said court shall have power to issue its process !or
all such claim.a.nts and to issue an order of injunction against
each of them, enjoining them from instituting or prosecuting
any suit or proceeding in any State court or in any United States
court on account of such money or property or on such instrument or obligation until the further order of the court; which
process and .order . of injunction shall be returnable at such time
as the said court or a judge thereof shall determine and shall be
addressed to and served by the United States marshals for the
.respective districts wherein said claimants reside or may be found.
"(d) Said court shall hear and determine the cause and shall
discharge the . complainant from further liability; and shall make
the injunction permanent and enter all such other orders and
decrees as may be necessary or convenient to carry out and enforce
the same.
"(e) In any action at law in a United States district court
against any person, firm, corporation, association, or society, such
defendant may set up by way of equitable defe~e, in accordance
with section 274b of the Judicial Code (U.S.C., title 28, sec. 398),
any matter which would entitle such person, firm, corporation,
association-, or society to file an original or ancillary bill of
interpleader or bill in the nature of interpleader in the same
court or in any other United States disµict court against the
plaintiff in such action at law and one or more other adverse
claimants, under th~ provisions of paragraph (a) of this sub•
section or any other provision of the Judicial Code and the rules
of court made pursuant thereto. The defendant may join as
parties to such equitable defense any claimant or claimants who
are not already parties to such action at law. The district court
in which such equitable defense is interposed shall thereby possess the powers conferred upon district courts by paragraphs (c)
and (d) ·of -this subsection and by section 274b of the Judicial
Code . .
"SEc. 2. The act entitled 'An act authorizing casualty companies, surety companies, insurance companies or associations or
fraternal or beneficial societies to file bills of interpleader ',
approved May 8, 1926 (U.S.C., supp. III, title 28, sec. 41 (26) ) ,
is hereby repealed. Said repeal shall not affect any act done
or. any right, accruing or accrued in any suit or proceeding had
or commenced . under said act hereby repealed, prior to the passage of this act, but all such acts or rights, suits or proceedings
shall continue and be valid and may be prosecuted and enforced
in the same manner as if said act had not been repealed hereby."

The amendment was agreed to.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed for a third reading,
read the third time, and passed.
The title was amended so as to read: "A bill to amend
section 24 of the Judicial Code by conferring on district
courts additional jurisdiction of bills of interpleader .,,
SEVERAL SENATORS addressed the Chair.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Let the Chair state to the Senate
that it is very difficult to keep order; but, so far as the Chair
can do so, he is going to protect Sena.tors in their opportunity to object to these bills, beGause his individual experience is that at times like this bills are passed in both House
and Senate which probably ought not to be passed. So Senators will have an opportunity to object.
JOHN M. GUAY

·Mr. ASHURST. Mr. President, as in executive session, I
ask unanimous consent for the consideration of the nomination of John M. Guay, nominated by the President to be
United States marshal for the district of New Hampshire.
I have been unable to convene the Committee on the Judiciary, but I .have secured the approval and O.K. of the two
Senators from the State of New Hampshh·e, and, I .think,
11 members of the Committee on the Judiciary. To be entirely accurate, ! _should state that the senior Senator from
New Hampshire £Mr. KEYES] is not here, but I talked with
his secretary, and his secretary advises me that I am authorized to say to the Senate that the senior senator from
New Hampshire approves the nomination; and my worthy
friend the Junior Senator from New Hampshire £Mr. BROWN]
approves it.
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The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the request
of the Senator from Arizona? The Chair hears none. The
clerk will read the nomination.
The legislative clerk read the nomination of John M.
Quay, of New Hampshire. to be United States marshal for
the district of New Hampshire.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Withoµt obJection, the nomination is confirmed.
SUPPRESSION OF LYNCHING.
Mr. COSTIGAN. Mr. 'President. I ask unanimous consent for the present consideration of Senate bill 1978. Order
of Business 750, to assure to persons within the jurisdiction
of every State the equal protection of laws. and to punish the
crime of lynching.
Mr. SMITH (and other senators) . .I object.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Objection is made.
TRANSFER OF LANDS FOR PARK FACILITIES
Mr. WAGNER. Mr. President. I ask unanimous consent
for the present consideration of Senate bill 3724, Order of
13usiness 1507, a bill which I submitted to the majority and
.minority leaders. The passage of this bill is very much
desired by the Secretary of the Interior. There is . absolutely no objection to the bill so far as I know. It involves
n·o appropriation.
. .
The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk Will state the title of
the bill.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A bill (S. 3724) to aid in providing the people of the United States with adequate facilities for .Park, parkway, and recreational area purposes, and
to provide for the transfer of certain lands chiefly valuable
for such purposes to States and political subdivisions
,thereof.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the present
consideration of the bill?
· Mr. CAREY. Mr; Presideht, I shall have to object to the
consideration of that bill at" this time. I desire to rui.ve an
opportunity to see what it provides.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Does the Senator from Wyontlng object?
. Mr. CAREY. At this tinie I object. I wish to see what
the bill contains.
.t i· The VICE PRESIDENT.
Objection is heard.
,
.
AMERICAN CITIZENSHIP OF PUERTO RICANS
Mr. KING. I ask unanimous consent for the present consideration of House bill 5330, Order of Business 1426. The
bill bas passed the House, and has been unanimously reported
by the Senator from Maryland [Mr. TYDINGS] from the
Committee on Territories and Insular Affairs.
I will state, in brief, the purpose of the bill. I think it is
an act of justice. There were a number of persons ·Jiving
in Puerto Rico when that island became a part of the
possessions of the United' States who happened to be out of
the island at the time, so that they do not come in the
category of citizens. · They are now, therefore, people without a home. They cannot be citizens of Spain; they are not
citizens of the United States; but they still ha,ve their property and their possessions in Puerto Rico. There are 250
of them. The bill was passed unafiiniously by the House.
Mr. BORAH. How does the bill correct that situation?
Mr. KING. It gives them citizenship in Puerto Rico.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk will state the title of
the b111.
·
·
·
The LEGISLATIVE- CLERK. A"bill <H.R. 5330) ·to amend the
act of March 2, 1917, entitled ·"An act to proyide a civil
government for Puerto Rico, and for other purposes."
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the present
consideration of the bill?
There bein.g no objection, the bill was considered,. ordered
to a third reading, read the third time, and passed. ·
VERTNER T~TE
Mr. BAILEY. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent for
the present consideration of House bill 4447, Order of Business 1390, for the relief of Vertner Tate.
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This is a bill which has passed the House and been approved by the committee of the Senate. It is favorably reported and is recommended by the Department of Justice.
Mr. HEBERT. May I ask the calendar number of the
bill?
Mr. BAILEY. It is Order of Business 1390. It is a bill
for the relief of Vertner Tate.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk will state the title of
the bill.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A bill (H.R. 4447) for the relief
of Vertner Tate.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the present
consideration of the bill?
There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider the bill, which was ordered to a third reading, read the
third time, and passed.
ASSOCIATIONS OF PRODUCERS OP AQUATIC PRODUCTS
· Mr. WALCOTT. Mr. President, I ask unanimous con5ent
for the present-consideration of Hduse bill 9233, Order of
Business 1436. ~e bill.passe_d the House without objection,
and has a favorable report from the Department of Commerce.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk Will state the title or
the bill.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A bill (H.R. 9233) authorizing
associations of producers of aquatic products.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the present
consideration of the bill?
·
·
There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider
the bill,. which was ordered to a third reading, read the third
time, and passed.
MEASUREMENT OP VESSELS USING PANAMA CA?iAL
Mr. GORE. Mr. President, I ast unanimous consent for
the present consider~tfon of Hou8e bill 7667, Order of Busi:.
ness 1350.
The VICE _PRESIDENT. The clerk' will state the title of
the bill.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A bill (H.R. 7667) to provide for
the measurement of vessels using the ·Panama Canal. and
for other purposes.
·
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the present
consideration of the bill?
·
Mr. WAGNER. I object.
Mr. WHITE. I object.
The VICE PRESIDENT Objection is beard.
D. F. TYLER COltPORATION AND NORFOLK DREDGING CO.
Mr. BYRD. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent for
the present consideration of House bill 7163, Order of Business 1449, for the relief of the D. F. Tyler Corporation and
the Norfolk Dredging Co.
· This bill is for the purpose of paying judgments that have
already been rendered against the United States Goverb.ment to the extent of $14,727.11. The bill has the approval
of the Secretary of War. The judgments have already been
rendered by the · courts.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk will state the title ··of
the bill.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A.bill (H.R. 7163) for the relief
of the D. F. Tyler Corporation and the Norfolk Dredging Co.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the present
consideration of the bill?
Mr. McNARY. Mr. President, we are moving so rapidly
that it is difficult to know just what is being done.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair .is giving every Senator an opportunity to object after the title of the bill is
stated.
Mr .. McNARY. The Vice President always does that
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair thanks the Senator
from Oregon.
· ·
Is there objection to the present consideration of the bill?
There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider
the bill, which was ordered to a third reading, read the third
time, and passed.
r
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DISPOSAL.01' SMUGGLED MERCHANDISE

In connection with _these figures, I ask permission to in-

Mr. ·WALSH." Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent for sert in the . RECORD an editorial from

the immediate consideration of House Joint Resolution 322,
Order of Business. 1540.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk will state the title of
the "joint resolution.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. Joint resolution (H.J.Res. 322)
to provide for the disposal of smuggled merchandise, to authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to require imported
articles to be marked in order that smuggled merchandise
may be identified, and for other·purposes.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the present consideration of the joint resolution?
There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to con-·
sider the joint resolution, which had been reported from the
Committee on Finance with amendments, on page ·2, line 3,
after the word" thereof", to insert" abroad"; and in line 5,
after the words "United States", to insert "in which case
it may be sold abroad", so as to make the joint resolution
read:
Resolved, etc., That where under existing law any forfeiture
condemnation or abandonment of watches, watch movements, or
parts thereof under the customs laws is declared by the collector
of customs, or any forfeiture is decreed by any court, the Secretary
of the Treasury is hereby authorized to place the same with the
departments or bur.eaus of the Federal Government for experimental, scientific, or educational purposes, but not for sale or
personal use; and in the event of such merchandise not being
required or desired by the Federal Government, it shall be destroyed, unless the Secretary of the Treasury shall find and
determine that the sale thereof abroad would not bring the merchandise into competition with similar products manufactured in
the United States, in which case it may be sold abroad: Provided,
That i! such merchandise contains any recoverable precious metal
or precious stones, such precious metal and/or precious stones
shall be sold at public auction, or such metal or precious stones
reclaimed to the profit of the United States only, in the discretion
of the Secretary of the Treasury: And provided further, That the
payment of compensation to informers as now provided by law
shall, in the case of any such merchandise which is placed with
· the Federal Government or is destroyed, be paid in the same
manner and under the same conditions as now provided by law,
except that such compensation shall be calculated on the basis
of 25 percent of the dutiable value of such or-:simllar merchandise
as found by the United States appraiser, but such compensation
shall not exceed $50,000 in any case.

· The amendments were agreed to.
The amendments were ordered to be engrossed, and the
joint resolution to be read a third time.
The joint resolution was read the. third time, and passed.
The title was amended so as to read: "Joint resolution to
provide for the disposal of smuggled merchandise/' ..
FRAN~ R. GIARD---RECONSIDERATION AND RECOMMITTAL
Mr. McKELLAR. Mr. President, as in executive session,
at the request of the Post Office Department, I ask unanimous consent that the confirmation of the nomination of
Frank R. Giard to be postmaster at Pawtucket, R.I., be reconsidered and that the nomination be recommitted to the
Committee on Post Offices and Post Roads.
· The VICE PRESIDENT. ls there objection to the request
of the Senator from Tennessee? The Chair hears none,
and it is so ordered.
RECEIPTS FROM THE PROCESSING TAX
Mr.- DICKINSON. Mr. ' President: sometlliie ago I made
a statement with reference to the receipts under the processing tax provided in the Agricultural Adjustment Act. · I
call attention to a statement which was put into the RECORD
under date of June 11;. 1934, at page 11082, by Representative TABER, which gives some very interesting information
with reference to the processing tax and the expenditures.
, I also call attention to the fact that, according to the
statement put into the RECORD by the Senator from Tennessee [Mr. McKELLARl under date of April 20, 1934, the
estimate of the collections under the processing tax up to
July 1 was $409,019,450. The estimate put in by me about
the same time was that it would amount to $348,091,274.79.
i call attention to the fact that under date of June 14,
1934, it is shown that the processing tax to date has
amounted to $349,740,556.28.

th~ Kossuth County ·
Advance entitled " No Progress Toward Parity in the Last ·
Year."
There being no objection, the editorial was ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
NO

PROGRESS

TOWARD

PARITY IN

THE

LAST

YEAR

As everyone recalls, there was a sensational rise in prices a year ·
ago, in which agricultural products participated, corn on farms
rising to 50 cents. Then there was a_.rece1?5ion which caused so
much grumbling among midwestern farmers that President
Roosevelt addressed a radio : speech to them _in _which he definitely ·
promised restoration of parity between agricultural and other
prices. "Do it we will", he said. ·
It was a year on May 15 since the agricultural-adjustment bill ·
was passed, and it is time now for a preliminary assessment of
results. No long-time assessment is yet · possible. The act in
question defined its objective as the restoration of the 1909-14
exchange power of agricultural products for other products.
Figures now rele~d by the Agricultural Department itself
show that this objective has not been achieved, and that in fact
there has been on the whole· no progress whatever toward restoration of parity. The following table gives the comparative situa·
tion as of May 15, 1933, and May 15, 1934:
Percent Parity
1933

1934 :

Cotton, pound-------------------~--------------- 65
73
Com, bushel ----------------------------------- 59
63 _
Wheat, busheL------------------------- 65
65
Potatoes, busheL----------------------------- 61
87 ·
Hogs, hundredweight:. ___:. ___ ..:_.:._-:...:. ____________ _._ 53
36
66
Beef, hundredweight--------------------------;Eggs,
dozen ____________________.:_ __: ___ .:,_________ 74
71
66
\Vool, polind----------------------------------- 97
110
This means that com, for example, rated 59 percent of the
1909-14 average price on May 15, 1933, and in spite of all that
has been done has in the last year advanced only 8 points, still
lacking 37 points of parity, .while hogs, beef, cattle, and eggs
have dropped instead of advancing. The word "dropped." here .
does not necessarily mean a drop in price-which may in fact
have ac.tvanced-but a drop in comparative standing for exchange
purposes.
The only farm · product in the table which has reached and
exceeded parity is wool, but it had only a short distance to go .
to reac.h parity, and it was not included in the adjustment pro- ,
gram. Besides it is of comparatively small interest in the Corn ·
Belt.
.
The reason that farm-product prices have not made a better
comparative showing is that the modest betterment which has
occurred has been offset by rises in prices of products the far.mer
.m ust buy. Thus while the average prices of farm products rose
from an index number of 62' to the figure 74 in the year ending
May 15, the prices paid by farmers for goods they buy advanced
from an index number of 102 to the figure 121, and as a result
the ratio of prices received by farmers to prices they pay remains
at 61, or exactly what it was a year ago.
The foregoing facts seem to justify the following comment by
George E. Roberts in the June National City Bank (New York)
.
.
economic letter:
" The A.A.A. has been in operation 1 year, and plainly it is in
order to consider why its· results have been so disproportionate to
its tremendous efforts and enormous expenditures. It is certain
that its difficulties have not been wholly of its own making, or
even entirely on the side of the farmer, but have come in important degree from outside of agriculture..
"Rising costs and prices in the industries under the N.R.A.
program have been at the expense of the farmer, advancing the
prices of everything· he buys, and they have placed the A.A.A. in
the position of aiming at goals which are constantly moving
higher. Thus the disparity is kept alive. This is the obvious contradiction of the recovery program. It gives to the effort to reestablish the balance between agriculture and industry the character of a movement around a circle, each pursuing the other but
falling to meet."

FINAL ADJOURNMENT
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, I ask the

Chair to lay before the Senate the House concurrent res~ ·
lution, relating to final adjournment. I will state that the
resolution provides that when each House shall have completed its labors on this legislative day it adjourn sine die.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair lays before the Senate a concurrent resolution coming over from the House of
Representatives, which will be read.
The Chief Clerk read the resolution CH.Con.Res. 47), as
follows:
Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), That when the Senate shall adjourn as of the legislative

day of June 6, 1934, and the House of Representatives shall
ad]ourn as of the legi~Iative day of June 15, 1934, they shall
stand adjourned sine die.

1934
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No better way of begfnning suggests Itself" than by teIIing you
The VICE PRESIDENT. The Chair wishes to ca.11 the
the achievements of the Congress represent the fulfillment of
attention of the Senate to the following letter received from that
the Democratic platform endorsed by him 100 percent when
the President of the United States:
Franklin D. Roosevelt accepted the nomination !or the Presidency.
WHITE

HovSE,

Washington, .lune 16, 1934.

Bon. JOHN N. GARNER,
Pre!id.ent of the Senate, Washington, D.O.
MY DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: Before the final adjournment of the

Senate of the Seventy-third Congress, I want to send through
you, to the Members thereof, my sincere compliments and good
Wishes.
This Cpngress will go down in history as one of large accomplishment for the national good. May I add to this my own
feeling of deep satisfaction in the fine spirit of cooperation which
has existed between the legislative and executive branches of
the Government.
May you all have and enjot a well-earned holiday.
Very sincerely yuurs,
F'KANKLIN D. RoosE.VELT.

Mr. BORAH. Mr. President, the session just closing has
been a most arduous one, more so, I believe, than any I
have ever attended with the possible exception of those
during the war period.
I think I speak the sentiments of all Members of this
body when I say that- we profoundly appreciate the fairness, the impartiality, and the ability with which the Vice
President has presided over the proceedings of the Senate at
this session.
To the end that we may have this expression in permanent
form, I ask for the reading of the resolution which is upon
the desk.
The legislative clerk read the resolution <S.Res. 278) as
follows:
Resolved, That the Sen.ate hereby express.es its profound. appre;.
ciation of the vigilance, impa.rtiallty, and distinguished ablllty
with which the Vice Presidentr Hon. John N~ Garner, has presided over ·the ·proceedings of this body during the eventful
session now drawing to a close.

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, it would
undoubtedly be embarrassing to the Vice President, now in
the chair, to put the question on the resolution just read.
I ask that the Senate endorse the resolution by a rising vote.
The resolution was unanimously agreed to, Senators rising and applauding.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Senator Bmwr, Senator ROBINSON, Members of the Senate, I hope you will indulge me for
just a moment to say that when I came from the House of
Representatives to the Senate to preside over it I felt a very
great weakness, as it were. I was apprehensive that I could
not preside in the Senate as I had in the House of Representatives, and I am not so certain that I have been so
successful here as I was in the. House
I do appreciate this expression of your confidence. I may
have been a little hasty at times, hut on every occasion,
Senators, I have undertaken to protect the rights. of each
individual Senator. So long, as I shall preside over the
Senate I hope to be able to facilitate the busines.s of the
Senate, but, in doing so, I assure you that it will be my .
desire to protect the rights of every Senator; and that is
one of the obligations· of a presiding officer.
I am appreciative of this resolution, and I wish you all
health and happiness until next January. [Applause.]
IMPROVEMENT IN HOUSING STANDARDS AND CONDITIONS

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, there yet
remains to be disposed of the conference report on the
housing bill. The report has been agreed to, but has not
yet been taken up in the House of Representatives.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE SEVENTY-'nllllD CONGREss-ADDRESS
BY SENATOR. ROBINSON OF ARKANSAS

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I ask permission to have
printed in the RECORD a radio address to be delivered by
myself on the evening of Jtme 25, 1934..
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection? The Chair
bears none, and it is so ordered.
The address is as follows:
It is of course lmpos5ible in this brief account of what your
Government is doing to make a complete .comparison of the platform pledges to which the national administration is committed,
and the measmes enacted in redemption of those pledges. However, an outline of the picture may be presented for you.

It makes not difference what phase of the new deal you may
have in m ind, you will find the roots or the idea in the declaration of principles made by the Democrats in the Chicago convention. There is ample proof that the administration program for
national recovery meets with the approval of a majority of the
citizens, and that this approval in no sense rests on mere partisan
considerations.
When the convention ~t there was a terrible run on some of
the greatest of the Chicago banks that was an object lesson of the
desperate character or the national situation. It threatened the
ruin of some of the largest financial establishments in the United
States, with the inevitable corollary of the ruin of thousands, if
not millions~ of depositors. With this object lesson before us, the
Democratic platform proclaimed:
"We advocate quicker methods of realizing on assets for- the
relief of depositors of suspended banks, and a more rigid supervision of national banks for the protection of depositors and the
prevention of the use of their moneys in speculation to- the detriment of local credits.
" The severance of atfiliated security companies from, and the
divorce of the investment banking business from, commercial
banks, and further restriction of Federal Reserve banks in permitting the use or Federal Reserve. facilities !or speculative
purposes."
That was the promise. The fulfillment began on the very day
Franklin D. Roosevelt assumed the Presidency, for he declared a
banking holiday in order that it might be ascertained what banks
were solvent a;nd what banks could be given crutches that would
enable them to keep open with safety to their depositors. Congr.ess backed this up, first, with an emergency measnre and finally
with permanent banking laws which provided safer use of the
assets, r~quired insurance of bank deposits in limited amount.. and
prevented the undue diversion of funds from commercial to specu~
lative purposes.
And there has not been a single bank failure, or even a run on
a bank, since this adm~tion began, whlle banks were failing
at the rate of hundreds. a day before its advent.
The three great problems the administration had to meet were
the problem of unemployment-there were 15,000,000 of our people
out of work-the plight of the farmers, whose products were selling below what it cost to grow them, and who faced the loss of
their homesteads through mortgage foreclosures; and, third, the
rehabilitation of industry, so that the factories and mills might
again become the indices of active business instead of silent monuments to disaster.
The pledges to meet all of these elements in our economic
prostration will be found in the Democratic platform. Time is
not available on this occasion to recite that historic document,
but I hope that my hearers will take the trouble to read it over
now, so that they may realize how closely the promises of our
convention have been carried out. by the Congress.
A huge public-building program, including loans to the States
for financing their own projects of road construction, parks, and
other enterprises was enacted. And this expenditure of billions
of dollars broke the unemployment impasse and enabled millions
of people who otherwise would have become, or would have continued, objects of charity to maintain their self-respect and support their families-. Half a million young men who had come to
working age with no opportunity to find work were taken care of
in the forests. The money spent on these citizen conservation
camps was by no means wasted. I believe that in the protection
of standing timber from being destroyed by fire, the creation o!
fire la.nes, the destruction of underbrush, and other means of fire
prevention, have saved the full cost of this emergency work.
When you 9.dd to the saving what has been accomplished by the
building of dams and other processes to check soil erosion it will
be found that the .Government made a sound investment in this
regard. It may also be worth notice that one of every $4 paid to
them have been sent home by the men in the Conservation Corps
to their !amllies. As to the value of building up the character
of these young men and saving them from the hum.Uiation ot
becoming dependents at the very start of their adult life, no statistician can ever give an accurate estimate on how much this has
meant to the country.
Now, as to the N .R.A., which is a favorite point of attack from
some of the opponents of the President's program; recently I
listened to a talk made by tb.e head of one of the great department sto:res of the country-Mr. Edward A. Filene, of Boston.
He asked his hearers-business men all of them-if any of them
were willing to go back to the precode system of cutthroat competition. He also spoke of the complaints that some of them have
made as to Government control of their business, referring to
the code provisions for minimum wages and for hours of labor,
and a.sked them who controlled their business in the old period.
He assumed that all of them-would be glad to pay fair wages and
to have reasonable hours of employment. They had not been
able to do this because the sweatshop- manufacturer and the
child-labor exploiter was able by the competition of his lower
costs to compel them likewise to underpay their people. And so,
he pointed out that the man who controlled their businesses in
the years previous to 1933 was the chiseler.
Recently I had occasion to gather a number of items from
various newspapers relative to the effect of the new deal.
Among them was a statement by Frederick H. Ecker, president o!
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the Metropolitan L11e Insurance Co.; who, after a tour of the Law, State Normal School, Jersey City, N.J., on John
coUn.try, recounted the conditions he had observed in the South,
Middle West, and Northwest. He said the railroads are better, the Marshall.
The address is as follows:
real-estate situation is better, and the former evil state of industry has begun to respond to treatment.
When I received a suggestion from your Governor, the Honorable
From the New York Herald Tribune-from its news columns, A. Harry Moore, over a year ago to come here to deliver your comnot its editorial--! quote: "Westinghouse orders up 57 percent mencement address I could hardly refuse. I entertain for him
to $20,237,588 in the first quarter; March bookings set mark for and his high-minded and virile public service an extremely high
27'2 years."
regard; I count him as a sincere and loyal friend; I knew that 1f
Also note an Associated Press dispatch from Des Moines, Iowa, he were the friend of your institution, your institution must have
recording the retirement of script currency. And from the New . rendered a distinct service to deserve this friendship. I am happy
York Times reporting on the first quwter of this year: "Steel to be with you. While economic conditions of my own youth
rate at 52 p~rcent, the best since August." "Heavy bookings with denied me the privilege of a specialized education in an instituhigher price near make a good outlook", says Iron Age. And tion of this type, I feel that, nevertheless, we can find a common
from Youngstown, Ohio, .came a message under the headline, • basis of understanding. Education, to perform its function prop" Steel bookings rise; busmess of Youngstown area this month erly should broaden and amplify the vision increase the human
22 percent ahead of 1933."
und~rstanding, and give one the inc~ntive of service to the many
Again let me quote from the New York Herald Tribune. It as well as to self. Life itself, fully lived, does this. I! education
refers to the eamings of the New York Central Railroad and misses this modest mark, it hits only the edge of the target and
says: "Jump in first quarter. Net operating income up to not the bullseye. The answer is that college itself does not
$8,211,195, against $3,536,067, with rise in March even sharper. make the man; it's what you do with what the college gives you
Gains of 14 roads abrupt last month. Earnings sho~ advance of that counts. The yardstick is not the time spent at the books;
204.4 percent over 1933; gross over 38 percent higher.
it's what service you render to the community afterward that really
I note also in a report published last week that the Pennsyl~ measures your stature.
vania. Railroad recalled 8,500 furloughed employees in mid June,
That's what I conceive to be the yardstick by which John
that a tile-manufacturing company in New York, closed since 193 2 , Marshall, your patron, preferred to be measured.
had reopened, as have steel plants in Coatesville, Pa., and in half
One of Justice Marshall's biographers has said he would have
a dozen other places. The Reynolds Tobacco Co. had put on 72 5 been chief justice of any country in which he was born. That 1s
new workers. I could go on with the list indefinitely, but I think perhaps unduly laudatory, but the facts of his rise from young
enough instances have been cited to convince you that we are manhood, his service in the fight for liberty in the Revolution, his
progressing pretty well despite what some of our political oppo- winter at Valley Forge with Washington, his great capacity for
nents have been saying. Let me read you now a b~ef extract from work, his fine legal mind, all seem to lend weight to the estimate.
a statement of the Royal Bank of Canada, which lS not concerned The story of his achievement in the law is, in a measure, proof of
with politics in the United States and which, in fact, represents a what I have said. No long collegiate course, no superb advantages
financial clientele in competition with our own banking. This of training afforded to the young man of today, none of the conreport says: "Despite the wave of pessimism which swept over veniences of the present highly specialized system of courts were
New York in May and inundated the security market, the recovery his. A course of lectures while he was sttll an omcer in the Revoin business and industry 1n the United States during the past year lutionary Army was about the extent of his legal training. Posis an amazing spectacle to the outside world. With an increase sessing as he did a clear, incisive mind, the law to him became an
of about 25 percent in commodity prices and 100 percent in se- orderly process of thinking, and his subsequent career as a jurist
curity prices, the index of business activity in March 1934 was was to be dedicated to the service of his country. He rose in
carried 44 percent above that of the previous March. Although standing, his clients increased, his abllity grew. Later, when he
these comparisons may seem to exaggerate the improvement, be- had become Chief Justice, with his fame well established, few could
cause they are contrasts between present conditions and those of doubt the estimation in which he was held. All, however, did not
March 1933, which was the absolute nadir of the depression, yet agree with him, and the historian tells that John ·Randolph, questhe figures for March 1933 were only a little below those of Decem- tioning one of Marshall's opinions, said: " Wrong, all wrong-but
ber 1932 or January and February 1933. It is these comparisons no man in the United States can tell why or wherein he is wrong."
that account for the general state of quiet confidence which 1s
The constant conflict between the State rights advocates and
characteristic of most parts of the United States at the present the Marshall interpretations of the Constitution was a disturbing
time as compared with the panic and despair early in 1933."
factor for many years. The evidence, to my mind, shows that it
Altogether, my friends, we seem to be getting along pretty well, Marshall's legal and judicial philosophy of nationalism ha.cl not
and the reason we are getting along pretty well is because the had the supporting iron arm of his enemy, Andrew Jackson. the
President of the United States and the Congress of the United story of our Union might have been different. In the crucial South
States had the courage and capacity to conceive and carry out a Carolina secession crisis, prior to the Civil War, Jackson in 1832
definite recovery plan. The Congress which adjourned last Mon- gave force and vigor to the Marshall theory of Federal union. In
day has performed a service to the people of this country un- effect the executive had joined with the judicial branch of the
matched in our history. I am proud to have been a Member of Government to protect the unity of the Nation.
that body, despite the jibe of our political adversaries that we were
I, of course, did not come here to discourse upon the life or
a "rubber stamp" Congress. We were anything but that. It is public service of an tllustrtous Chief Justice of the United States,
the constitutional duty of the President to suggest legislation. It the man whose name you have revered in the founding of this
· ts the constitutional duty of Congress to act on such recommends.- law school. That I can safely leave to the scholars of jurisprutions. Every measure we enacted was debated at length. Many of deiice and to historians of the law.
the President's proposals were modified and amended. Sometimes
But here in the United States tn these days of strife and effort,
we found Members of our own side of the Senat~ in opposition to when a new concept of service is being made effective in the Govdetails of the President's presentations. Many t~mes a large pro- ernment, the cry has frequently gone up that many of the laws
portion of the Republicans in the Senate voted with us. In short, and measures planned to effect economic recovery· for the country
what was done by the Seventy-third Congress was the matured are unconstitutional. "Unconstitutional "-the learned men of
judgment of a majority of that body.
the law proclaim.
The forgotten man was remembered in our legislation, and
John Marshall, great interpreter of the Constitution, if he were
we were careful in taking care of him that no undue restriction alive today 1 am sure would be on the side of the new deal.
should be placed on business, even the businesses that exploited 1 do not m~n politically, for as I read my history, he might not
our people so gravely in past years. I ~hink we did a good job, and have been a liberal of the present. I mean, however, that 1f
if you ever look at the Literary Digests poll and observe the votes Justice Marshall were called upon to 1.nterpret the constitutionality
of a vast cross section of our population you will see that 1n a of some of the measures of the new deal, he would decide in
proportion of 2 to 1 the people are in accord on this estimate their favor Why? you may ask. Because I believe Marshall, in
of the President's policies as enacted into law. In fact, huge as his originai interpretation of the relative powers of the Federal
was Franklin D. Roosevelt's majority in the election of 1~32, the Government over those of the states, caught the spirit of the
popular majority for the things he stands for is considerably rights of the many as against the few. He believed that although
greater. All of which means that the country, after more than a the Federal powers were limited they were supreme an:d adequate
year's experience with him in the White House, has confidence in to the great national purpose; for which they w~re given. He
his judgment and is satisfied that he has made good on promises further indicated that to be adequate, the power of adopting such
in the Democratic platform to which he subscribed on the day he means as were necessary to carry out the purposes was implied, 1f
was nominated for the Presidency.
the means were not specifically prohibited by the Constitution.
JOHN MARSHALL-ADDRESS BY POSTMASTER GENERAL FARLEY
In short, I believe the aims of the new deal are the rights of
the many. To correct evils which have disturbed those rights,
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, I ask leave certain recovery measures are necessary. Under these conditions
to have printed in the RECORD an address, to be delivered whatever is necessary to achieve the recovery of those rights to the
June 20, 1934, by Postmaster General Farley, on John people should, in spirit, fall under the protecting wing of the
Constitution.
Marshall.
When the critics of today atack the new deal from the
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection? The Chair standpoint of its constitutionality, it ts my belief that they are
hears none, and it is so ordered.
not so much against the letter of the laws taken to achieve it as
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, I ask leave they are against the spirit of it. They attack that much more
important point under the smoke screen of unconstitutionality
to have printed in the RECORD an address, to be delivere d on of some of the recovery legislation, because they cannot acquiesce
June 20, 1934, by Postmaster General James A. Farley at the to the new spirit of the times-the Roosevelt doctrine of a new
commencement exercises of the John Marshall College of deal for the many as against the :rew.
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In this manner, and for this reason, . t believe that -if . John
Marshall, the Justice, were alive today and sitting in his black
robes in the Supreme Court of the United States, he would, if
called upon, decide in favor of the new-deal legislation.
Just as Marshall's view of the rights of the States and their
relation to the power and· might of the Federal Union was in a
sense the foundation stone for the growth of the solidarity of
the United States as a Nation, just so does the same conception
today in Roosevelt's new-deal program give it force. One took
the basic law and made it a vehicle for a Nation's growth; the
other impoao...s an economic doctrine of fairness and equality to
the many over a ruthless system of exploitation that had run
riot over a span of 12 years.
·
·
The crossroads at which we found ourselves as a Nation in
early November of 1932 was just as vital as the crossroads at
which the Nation stood in 1801, when Marshall became Chief
Justice. And as Marshall met and solved his important problems
in the light of service to a Nation yet to feel its power, in the
same manner did Franklin D. Roosevelt attack the problems that
faced him when he took over the direction of the Nation's affairs
on March 4 a year ago.
I commend you to the law as a profession. I see in it an
opportunity for service such as is afforded by few professions.
Too often today the law is made the vehicle for private gain and
private affluence. Sometimes, too, it is used to protect wrongdoing. I hope and trust that your conception of the duty you
have as lawyers does not permit ever of an attitude of mind such
that the prostitution of your . talents to an illegal or unlawful end
would be possible. .
In the county of New York State where I was born and raised I
learned to look up to the lawyers. , They were men above the
average in mental stature; . they were generally leaders of the
community; they were men to whom people could go with their
troubles confident that there would be a human and understanding soul to give advice. I imagine it was pretty much the same
in other average communities of the country.
Lately. it is needless for me to point out, there has been a wave
of criminali~ in this country. I charge a great deal of the disrespect of the law during recent years to the evils of the eighteenth amendment to the. Gonstitution, the unpopularity of which
encouraged disrespect of all laws. Happily, this cause has been
removed.. As you go out from the halls of this school, there is a
great opportunity for each of you to aid in restorh;lg to the laws
of the land the healthy respect and reverence to which they are
entitled.
.
The Attorney General of the Ullited States recently called attention to the threatened distressiilg break-.down of the agencies of
law and order. He charged that "certain members of the bar,
skirting close to criminality ", to .use his own words, " permit the
cloak of the legal profession to protect notorious enemies of
society." In this I am forced to agree. We see too often an
alliance between lawyers and the criminal classes, an alliance
Which adds to the already irksome delays of the law and permits
the subversion of the aims of justice. .
To the young man of today in the legal profession there is a
vast field of promise ahead. No doubt exists tn my mind as to
the greater possibility for . success now over that of a generation
ago. The long years of apprenticeship that previously existed
have to a great extent been reduced. Attractive fields for specialization lie ahe.ad. Young men today occupy high positions of
trust in the legal world in both the Government and private
practice. Don't get the idea that I mean the traU ahead is strewn
with roses. As a layman looking at the l_aw, I feel quite sure
that it is no different, in the main, froni otl1er professions. There
is no substitute for hard work. Industry has its own rewards.
One American writer has said that t):l.e way in which a universit y should function in the preparation for a career is to promote
the imaginative consideration of the general principles underlying
that career. This gives the student, he maintains, an opportunity
to exercise imagination during the apprenticeship of whatever
profession he chooses. There is a good deal of truth in this idea.
Imagination is frequently the motive force behind your · work;
the zeal and spirit with which you approach your work derives
from it. A modern· colloquial way of describing it 1s that it makes
it possible, whatever the profession, to "know what it is all about."
I have seen it in the political world time and time again.
This brings me to a subject in wliicl:I I am very much interested.
I should like to· suggest to you, trained in the fundamentals of
the law, to turn your mind to the political interests of your community. Whatever qity or community you live in, I am sure you
will be amply repaid for taking an active interest in your government. The measure of your interest is likely to become the
measure of the quality of your government.
I have seen often, in the operations of the Government in
Washington. where the man with the legal mind often has a
better sense of proportion than the man whose training does not
include the law. This ls noticeable to a degree in the law-making
branch of the Government-the Congress of the United States.
In my own sphere of activities it has been my lot to be in
almost daily contact with the President of the United States.
There have been conferences frequently at which problems of a
legal nature have come up for inten.Sive discussion. I count
President Franklin D. Roosevelt the possessor of one of the keenest
legal minds in the entire Government. I have· seen him in meetings with the most eminent lawyers of the Government departments and with outside lawyers of national renown.
In all, he has indicated a grasp of the law and legal problems
that has frequently been bewildering to the members of the con-
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. ference. His legal training, I am sure, has given him, mor-e than.
any other one thing, the ab-ility to see through a problem and get
to the bottom of a situation. His legal training func t ions better,
I am sure, because of a su perb imagination and spirit, a keen
sympathy for the right, o. sincere respect &nd deep human understanding of the problems of the average man. The President's
own legal training, his own background of the law, I feel certain,
has been one or · the mainsprings that h as m ade t h e various
measures of the new deal successful and effective vehicles in·
the Roosevelt program for the economic recovery of our country.
BUILDING CITIZE2'l"S-ADDRESS BY POST1''1ASTER GENERAL FARLEY

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, I ask permission to have printed in the RECORD an address, to be
delivered June 27, 1934, by Postmaster General Farley, on
building citizens.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection? The Chair
hears none, and it is so ordered.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, I ask leave
to have printed in the RECORD an address to be delivered
June 27, 1934, by Postmaster General James A. Farley, at
the Rotary International Convention in the Masonic Temple
in Detroit, Mich., on building citizens.
The adO.ress is as follows:
I am glad of the opportunity to address what I consider to be
the most representative business gathering that can assemble in,.
the United States or, for that matter, in the world.
Your membership embraces not only those of industrial and
commercial eminence but the men who have devoted themselves
to the prosperity of their respective communities, thanks to the
democratic principles of your organization, whose membership is
concerned with -small as well as large enterprises. Though its
local units are devoted to advan~ing local welfare, we all know
that prosperity ~ contagious, and that one city's progress is an
incentive to every other city. The material effects of business
slumps do not long outlive the passing of the period of depression.
It is different with the psychological effects. Next year's profits
may wipe out last year's losses, but the scars left by such stresses
as the a-v-erage individual has gone through during the past few
years will be seeh and felt over a vastly greater period. Consequently; in any solution of our national economic ills. more
attention had to be given to rebuilding character, morale, and ·
self-confidence than to rebuilding commerce, manufacture, and
agriculture. An integral part of the recovery program of Presi..:
dent Franklin D. Roosevelt 1s to retain and reinforce the self ...
reliance of our citizens. . -The President has felt that if any other
way were possible of maintaining a distressed man or woman, that
m an or woman should not be made the recipient of direct charity.
Hence, instead of a dole, the ad.ministration has sought to provide
a job.
It may be that in .some cases the job was not important; that is,
that it was not an absolutely necessary piece of work. It seems
to me that objection on that score is mere carping. The work
that has been done under the various emergency agencies has all
tended to the improvement of the country.
I might specifically mention the Civilian Conservation camps.
which keep approximately 300,000 young men at work cleaning
up the forests, creating fire lanes, building dams against flood
erosion, and, in short, doctoring our woods to the end that neither.
the destructive elements nor ravaging insects shall take their
annual toll of millions of dollars' worth of timber.
That was an important piece of work, but more important was
the effect upon twice the 300,000 young men them.selves-the
turnover practically doubles the number who have availed themselves of the opportunity afforded by the C.C.C.
Here these lads, coming fresh from school, found themselves in
a world destitute of employment. There were no places for them,
in industry, either for the technically .eq.ucated or the others.
The problem was to keep these new arrivals in the field of citizenship from swelling the ranks of the unemployed and starting in
life as vagrants and drifters. So we sent them to the woods,
paying them just enough so that they might contribute something
to the support of their families. It would, perhaps, surprise you.
to know that out of the average of $30 a month paid to the mem-..
bers of the forest battalions, $60,000,000 was sent by them to their
homes before the end of 1 year. Certainly, boys capable of that
amount of home loyalty and self-denial were worth saving.
The subsistence tracts, the home and farm mortgage relief
agencies, and all the kindred measures touch at some point the
same desire to preserve our people's pride and make them feel
that they are members of our great Commonwealth and not merely
paupers dependent upon it for support.
.
·
It is easy enough to figure out in dollars and cents the gains in
business, the higher prices of commodities, and the promising
figures of employment, but there is no process by which we can
indicate the greatest gain of all-the gain in public morale. To.
a group of business men such as yourselves it is obvious that you
are entitled to a straight business talk. I do not pretend th.at
you should not be concerned With your Government. We know
by experience that government has at various times affected you
for good and for ill. We must remember that the only legitimate
aim of government ml).St be the general welfare of the country.
That general welfare cannot be served by special favors to particular groups o"l"· particular industries-by making it easy for a
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few individuals or a few enterprises to pile up great fortunes',
while the remainder of the country is left to get what sustenance
it can from what drops from the rich man's table. We all know
when the people at large are prosperous, when everybody who
wants a job can be reasonably sure of a job, when wages are high
enough so that the wage earner does not have to pinch every
penny in order to keep alive, that business is good-all business is
good. Under such circumstances the big prizes go to those whose
efficiency and whose ingenuity is greater than that of their
competitors.
All that business has a right to ask, and I think all that business generally does ask, ls that the rules should be impartial, so
that everybody will have a fair show to make the best of his
advantages and opportunities. All my life I have been hearing
the demand for a business administration. That is what those at
present in control of our Government are trying to give you. I
have only to suggest to you that you consult your own ledgers
and note how much more black ink and how much less red ink
appears on your accounts this year than last.
I dislike to recall unhappy days. But let me remind you that
!or a period of more than 3 years every business thermometer bad
shown a steady decline. You were forced to cut wages and salaries
all along the line to make up in some degree for the paralysis of
trade. You could not collect what was owing to you, and a great
many of you were wondering if, in turn, you could take care of
your own obligations. The appalling reports of bankruptcies, the
collapsing of banks, the apparently endless sequence of disasters
had put the country into a desperate frame of mind, of which no
man could prophesy the outcome. All you had to lean on then
were hopes that some day the bottom would be reached and your
anxiety was to hold on until the tides turned.
That was the condition when the Roosevelt administration came
1n. I doubt if any President ever confronted as serious a situation
as did President Roosevelt when he came to the White House on
March 4, 1933.
Suppose the new administration had been willing to let things
drift, to permit the liquidation processes to go on unchecked-I
wonder then whether there would have been any Rotary Club
Convention in Detroit.
I am not telling you that business has reached a status satisfactory to any of us, but I am telling you--or rather, your own
account books are telling you-that had you dreamed that within
a year you would be doing as well as you are doing you would have
thought it a vision of paradise.
I am, of course, aware that there has been some criticism of
• some details of the President's recovery program. For the most
part, these have emanated from special sources with a particular
interest, though I would not suggest anything like a reftection
upon all of the administration critics. Undoubtedly there are
many more or less disinterested people among them who believe
sincerely that any departure from old customs and business habits
must be wrong.
They are the same group that in the past have opposed every
progressive step our Government has taken.
They are the psychological descendants or survivors of the people who fought so bitterly against the establishment of the Federal Reserve Bank System, which the whole world now hails as
perhaps the greatest agency for the stabilization of fiscal affairs
ever enacted.
They are of the same school of thought that declared that the
enactment of the antitrust laws meant the end of American commercial and financial enterprise. They, or their psychological ancestors, were the ones who so long delayed the adoption of the
income tax. Add to these the politicians who think there may be
some advantage in picturing our Government as bent on socialism
or communism or some other ism, and you come pretty near having
a complete list of the opponents of the new deal.
It would be no exaggeration, I'm sure, to say that these folks
are not against the recovery policies for any better reason than
that they represent the program of an administration which they
do not like.
Except for those who are naturally critical of change or progress, they would be equally loud in their clamor if our President
had taken the opposite course and done nothing to check the
downward tendency of the 3 years from 1929 to 1933 and had offered the country nothing beyond smug assertions that periods
of depression were manifestations of nature that must be borne
patiently until some mysterious cycle brought us around to normality again.
The administration has striven to keep partisan politics out of
the effort to reestablish prosperity. Many of the people in key
positions in the various agencies that are administering the
new-deal processes are of opposite political faith to that of
the administration. A multitude of men eminent in the commercial and. financial world have been drafted for Government
service during the past year. They are of every political complexion and of none, and frequently these men have brought with
them their own subordinates, for they naturally wished to have
with them in their governmental capacity the men and women
whose efficiency had been demonstrated in their own business
affairs.
Notwithstanding all this, various spokesmen of greater or less
importance in the . minority party have arraigned the administration and sought to convey the impression that the President did
not know what he was about; that he was being pulled and hauled
in all directions by impractical theorists so taken with their own
pet ideas that they gave no heed to the effect of these ideas on
the Nation's welfare.

RECORD-SENATE
Now, let me tell you a few things about our President-and I
speak as a business man g,nd as one of long acquaintance with
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, both in and out of office. I know of
no man with a more definite mind than his. I know of no
executive less likely to be swayed by iJ'1.practical theories, regardless of their source, than the President.
It has always been his habit to consult authorities on every side
of every important question and then to make up his mind. To
listen to our critics, one would think that the various elements of
the recovery program were haphazard adventures made on the
spur of the moment because some professor whispered to h1m the
professor's own favored views of political economy. Let me tell
you that there is nothing sporadic about this program. It was
worked out in Mr. Roosevelt's mind before he was even nominated
for the Presidency. He knew exactly what he was going to be
faced with when he came to the White House. He had studied
every phase of the impending situation. From the histories and
from living authorities he learned all that one man can learn of
the crises that have beset nations, of the methods that have succeeded, and of those that have failed. There is nothing impulsive
about him, except the impulse to serve his country, and you may
be sure that his head is cool and his feet are on the ground all
the time.
Just remember when you hear him charged with ignoring the
Constitution and abandoning all the land.marks of sound economy
that the man they are talking about served two terms as the
Governor of the most populous State tn the Union, and that he
was one of the great Governors of that State. The people of that
State recognized him as one of the wisest, most careful, and efficient executives that ever sat in the State house at Albany. The
larger responsibilities of the Presidency have inspired him to
greater effort and have speeded up his mind and will.
He knew just what he was driving at when he made his Inaugural speech. His program was no secret to those about him,
including the leaders of the Senate and House of Representatives
He asked for certain authorities, which Congress granted him,
and he proceeded to carry out the work with an. energy and
industry that seems to most of us almost superhuman. There
are no limits to his hours of labor.
He is at the business of government before he leaves his bed
in the morning; he lunches at his desk in the Executive offices
to save the time it would require to go to the White House and
back. He is at his task at night long after most of us have gone
to sleep. And the miracle of it is that he seems to thrive on .11;.
Under a regime that would give most of us nervous prostration,
I am glad to be able to report to you that his health is excellent,
that his appetite never fails him, and that when he does go to
bed he sleeps like a child.
Now, let us see where his activities have brought us. I speak
to you as a business man to business men. As Postmaster General I head perhaps the biggest business in the world-the Postal
Service of the United States. In this service there are approximately 245,000 employees, both men and women. For the fiscal
year 1933 the gross revenues of the Department were $587,631,364.48,
and for the same period the Department's expenditures were.
$699,887,186.36.

When this administration took over the Post Office D'epartment
it was deeply in the red, the net deficit during the preceding
fiscal year having amounted to $152,246,188.50. In the first year
of the Roosevelt administration the postal deficit was reduced to
$50,683,605.46.

I know the danger of prophecy; I know that in the Post Office
business, as in every other business, unforeseen happenings may
make hash of any budget; but my hope is-and that hope l.S
justified by our pay rolls, our expense account, and our increasing·
income-that by the end of this fiscal year the Post Offi.ce Department's revenues and expenditures will be approximately
balanced for the first time in many years. I do not make this
statement in any spirit of boasting.
The Post Office business, like every other business, soars during
periods of prosperity and declines when the tide of trade recedes.
Perhaps the course of events in the Postal Service is as good an
index as we can get of the trend of the times.
There are a thousand indications that the general current of
commerce is moving proportionately in the same direction. I wo.s
talking the other day with the advertising manager of one of
the big radio broadcasting companies, who told me that that
company had signed 80 percent of its advertising clients for time
on the air this summer. This summer's business being, incidentally, the greatest in the history of the organization, they
have actually had to turn away business because the available
time on the air was so crowded. As you all know, advertising
figures come pretty near telling the ta.le of commercial progress.
If you want any more evidence of this branch of the subject,
read your own newspapers and compare their advertising pages
today with those of the first 3 months of last year.
I do not mean to tell you that we have been suddenly lifted
from a pit to a mountain top. We have still a considerable way
to go before we get back to the figures we like to see. But we
are on our way. The statisticians tell me that the general business index shows an average rise of 26 percent over what it was
during the first 3 months of 1933.
Of course, certain industries are way above this. For instance,
construction shows an increase of 136 percent over that period.
A lot of this is undoubtedly due to the expenditure of Government funds for public works, and so forth. There are some incidental figures in this connection that ought to cheer you; for
example, residential buildings are worth much more today than
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early last year, and nonresidential buildings are also rated at an
increased value.
'
Steel production is up 132 percent, due to some extent to
public buildings, but more to the revival of the automobile industry and purchases by the railroads. Automobile prod~ction. incidentally, is up 100 percent, and the car loadings are up 21 percent. Department-store sales increased 27 pereent, and the farm
income 57 percent. All of which represents considerable progress
for 1 year. Perhaps the most encouraging figures of all are that
the cost of living has increased only 3 percent, while the pay rolls
aggregate 56 percent more than they did in the spring of 1933.
Some people feel that the stock exchanges really tell the story.
If we had nothing to go on but the wails of those who are opposing Government regulation of the securities market, we might
think that Wall Street and La Salle Street were draped in crepe.
But again the statisticians come to our rescue and tell us that
stock prices, calculated on a basis of nearly 100 issues, are 67 percent over what they were in the first quarter of 1933, and that
bond prices averaged about 71-percent increase.
Some of you, perhaps, may believe that the measure of recovery
indicated might have come about anyhow, even without the intervention of the Government and the big relief measures. I don't
know what there is on which to base such a surmise. With banks
tumbling one after another, bankruptcies coming thick and fast,
with 14,000,000 or 15,000,000 people out of work, all of us must
shudder at the idea of what might have come to pass in this
country had not a strong and active man stepped in and taken
charge.
Those who hold the theory o! spontaneous recovery cite the circumstances of England's balanced budget to support their hypothesis. The books of the British treasury take no account o! its debt
to the United States. Do you think it would have helped our
situation any to have repud1ated that same debt, which we owe to
our own people who bought·the Liberty bonds in order that the
money might be loaned to England in her extremity?
Even leaving that impossibillty out of consideration, how many
of you would have been wllllng or able to pay the British tax
rates?
There was only one thing to be done, as I see it, and the President did that thing. It cost a lot of money-not so much as
some of you may think. For hundreds of milllons have been repaid to the Reconstruction Fina.nee Corporation and. as we mount
upward, you will find that the homes and farms saved from foreclosure by the intervention of the Government agencies will pay
back a large proportion of the loan.
·
As to the reality of our progress toward complete recovery. let
me cite the fact to you that since 1920 there has not .been a period
where commercial failures were as few as during the first 3 months
of the present year, and the liabilities in those failures are smaller
tha.n they have been at any time 1n the last 20 years.
That, I think, gives you the picture o! our present situation. I
think it is colorful enough to satisfy anybody who does not expect
to recover overnight all the ground that· was lost during 4 disastrous years. Above · all, it should reflect to no small degree the
spirit of recovery that is in the air-recovery of business, !'ecovery
of finance, recovery of agriculture--but, above all~ the recovery 1n
the morale and backbone of the American people.
INTERNATIONAL CELEBRATION AT FORT NIAGARA, N.Y.

Mr. WAGNER. Mr. President, l ask unanimous consent
that the Senate proceed to the consideration of the joint
resolution (H.J.Res. 376) to provide an appropriation to
enable the United States Army to send certain units to participate in the international celebration at Fort Niagara, N.Y..
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection?
There being no objection, ·the _joint resolution was considered, ordered to a third reading, read the third time, and
passed.
· -·
·
STATEMENT AS TO HOUSING BILL
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The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection1
Mr. McNARY. Mr. President, I could not understand the
request, except as it referred to a bill on the calendar. Wh8.t
is the substance of it?
The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk wm read the bill.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, I hope the Senator will not
object to the consideration of the bill.
The Chief Clerk read the bill m.R. 4554) to amend section 4808 of the Revised statutes ro.s.c., title 24, sec. :n to
prevent discriminatory reductions in pay of the retired personnel of the Navy and Marine Corps.
Mr. WALSH. Mr. President, both the Naval Committee
of the House and the Naval Committee of the Senate have
approved this measure. It is a very meritorious one. It'
prevents the deduction of 20 cents a day for hospitalization
purposes from the pay of retired officers and retired privates
in the Marine Corps and the Navy. That deduction is made
under an old law which ought to be abolished.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection to the present,
consideration of the bill?
There being no objection, the bill was considered, ordered to a third reading, read the third time, and passed.
RECESS

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, when I was
interrupted a few moments·ago I was about to state that the
conference report on the housing bill is not ready. The
Senator from Kentucky CMr. BARKLEY] has in the meantime
made a statement explaining the situation. In order that
Senators may have the opportunity of refreshing themselves·
by taking dinner. I move a recess until 8 :30 o'clock this
evening.
· The· motion was agreed to; and <at 7:35 o'clock> the Senate took a recess until 8:30 o'clock -p.m..
,
On the expiration of the recess the Senate reassembled.
FINAL ADJOURNMENT

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I ask for the present consideration of the concmrent resolution . relative to final
adjournment.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The concUITent resolution will
be read.
The concurrent resolution CH.con.Res. 47> was read, as
follows:
Resolved by the HO'USe of Representatives (the Senate con.curring), That when the Senate shall adjourn as of the legislative day o! June 6, 1934-, and the House o! Representatives shall
adjourn as of the legislative day of June 15r 1934, they shall
stand adjourned sine dte.
I Mr. McNARY. Mr. President, do. I understand from the
' Senator from Arkansas that after the passage of this concurrent resolution the session may be ended by motion?
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Yes; the effect of it is to
permit each House to adjourn when it shall have concluded
its labors on this legislative day. Of course, I shall not
make a motion to adjourn until the housing conference
report shall have been agreed to.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to
the concurrent resolution.
The concurrent resolution was agreed to.

Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President, for the information of the
Senator from Arkansas [Mr. RoBINSONJ and also for the
information of the Senate, it ought to be stated that the
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
conference report ori the housing biTI has been signed, but
A message from the House of Representatives, by Mr.
the draftsmen will not be ready to report it until about 8
o'clock. It must be acted on first by the House. The con- Haltigan, one of its clerks~ announced that the House had
ferees on the part of the Ho.use estimated that within 30 passed without amendment the following bills of the Senate:
S. 294. An act for the relief of Stanton & Jones;
minutes after it is brought up in the House it will be passed.
S. :t79 . An act for the relief of Frederick G. Barker;
I think the Senator from Arkansas and the Senate ought to
S. 418 . An act for the relief of .William H. Connors, alias.
know that, so as to govern themselves as to the procedure
· th
· ....'h'h h d f
John H. Connors, alias Michael W. H. Connors;
b et ween now and somewh ere m
e ne1~or oo o 8 : 30
S. 527. An act for the relief of Lillian Morden;
tonight.
s. 854. An act for the relief of the Ingram-Day Lumber
RETIRED PERSONNEL OF NAVY AND MARINE CORPS
Co.:
Mr. THOMAS of Utah. Mr. President, I ask unanimous
S. 879. An act for the relief of Howell K. Stephens;
consent for the present consideration of Order of Business
S.1161. An act for the relief of Alice E. Broas;
1511, being House bill 4554, to amend · section 4808 . of the
S.1162. An act for the relief of Virginia Houghton;
Revised Statutes <U.S.C., title 24, sec. 3) to prevent disS. 1163. An act for the relief of Mary V. Spear;
criminatory reductions · in pay of the retired personnel of _ S. 1382. An act fm; the relief of Uldric Thompsonr Jr.;
the Navy and Marine Corps.
S.1505. An act for the relief of Thomas E. Read;
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S. 1557. An act for the relief of Harry Lee Shaw;
S. 1707. An act for the relief of Carlos C. Bedsole;
S. i992. An act for the relief of Arthur R. Lewis;
S. 2227. An act for the relief of Harold S. Shepardson;
S. 2238. An act to provide for the payment of damages
to certain residents of Alaska caused by reason of extending the boundaries of Mount McKinley National Park;
S. 2272. An act for the relief of Bert Moore;
· S. 2343. An act for the relief of Herbert E. Matthews;
S. 2357. An act for the relief of Arthur Bussey;
S. 2470. An act for the relief of Erik Nylin;
S. 2613. An act for the relief of Jewell Maness;
S. 2617. An act for the relief of the estate of ·Jennie
Walton;
S. 2619. An act for the relief of E. Clarence Ice;
S. 2806. An act to confer jurisdiction on the Court of
Claims to hear and determine the claim of Carlo de Luca;
S. 2810. An act for the relief of Alice F. Martin, widow,
and two minor children;
S. 2906. An act for the relief of Ransome Cooyate;
. S. 3160. An act for the relief of Charles E. Secord;
s . 3~92. An act for the relief of Arthur Hansel;
S. 3394. An act for the relief of the Grier-Lowrance Construction Co.;
s. 3499. An act for the relief of Michael Ilitz;
S. 3516. An act for the relief of the Morgan Decorating
Co.;
S. 3517. An act authorizing the Court of Claims to hear,
consider, adjudicate, and enter judgment upon the claims
against the United States of J. A. Tippit, L. P. Hudson,
Chester Howe, J.E. Arnold, Joseph W. Gillette, J. S. Bounds,
W. N. Vernon, T. B. Sullivan, J. H. Neill, David C. McCallib,
J. J. Beckham, and John Toles;
I.
•
s. 3562. An act for the relief of Robert Rayl; and
S: 3656. An act for the relief of Robert N. Stockton.
The message also announced that the House had passed
the following bills of the Senate severally with an· amendment, in which it requested -the concurrence of the Senate:
S. 2074. An act for the relief of James R. Mansfield;
S. 3122. An act for the relief of H. N. Wilcox; and
S. 3486. An act for the relief of George L. Rulison.
The message further announced that the House had passed
the following bills of the Senate, severally with amendments,
in which it requested the concurrence of the Senate:
S. 2720. An act for the relief of George M. Wright;
S. 2872. An act for the relief of Marie Louise Belanger;
S. 2873. An act for the relief of Stella D. Wickersham;
S. 3156. An act for the relief of Mary Angela Moert; and
S. 3264. An act for the relief of Muriel Crichton.
ORDER OF BUSINESS
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H. N. WILCOX
I

The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate the amendment of the House of Representatives to the bill CS. 3122)
for the relief of H. N. Wilcox, which was, on page 1, line 15,
after the word " Reed " to insert a colon and the fallowing
proviso:
Provided, That no pa.rt of the amount appropriated in this act
1n excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or

received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim. ' It shall be
unlawful _for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
in this act 1n excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this
act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined 1n any sum not exceeding $1,000.

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, the amendment of the House will be concurred in.
GEORGE L. RULISON

The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate the amendment of the House of Representatives to the bill <S. 3486)
for the relief of George L. Rulison, which was, on page 1
line 12, after the name "Indiana" to insert a colon and
the following proviso:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this act
in excess of 10 percent thereof shl:}.11 be paid or delivered to
or received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account of services rendered in connection with said claim. It
shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount
appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on
account of services rendered in connection with said claim, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
the provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not
exceeding $1,000.
-,

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, the amendment of the House will be concurred in.
JAMES R. MANSFIELD

The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate the amendment of the House of Representatives to the bill <S. 2074)
for the relief of James R. Mansfield, which was, on page 1,
line 13. after the word "act", to insert a colon and the following 'Proviso:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this act
1n excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or

received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
of services rendered 1n connection with said claim. It shall be
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered 1n connection with said claim, any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions
of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, I understand that there are a few other bills that come within the
unanimous-consent agreement. After they shall have been
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, the amend..
disposed of it is my purpose to move a further recess until ment of the House will be concurred in.
the Senate shall be called ~o order by the Vice President.
GEORGE M. WRIGHT

MARY ANGELA MOERT

The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate the amendments of the House of Representatives to the bill <S. 2720)
for the relief of George M. Wright, which were, on page l,
line 6, after the figures "$545.03 ", to insert "in full settlement of all claims against the Government of the United
States", and on the same page, line 8, after the figures
" 1924 '', to insert a colon and the following proviso:

The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate the amendments of the House of Representatives to the bill <S. 3156)
for the relief of Mary Angela Moert, which were, on page
1, line 6, after " 1930 '', to insert " in full settlement of all
claims against the Government of the United States", and
on page 1, line 10, after the name "Kentucky'', to insert a
colon and the following proviso:

Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this act
in excess o! 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or

. Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated ln this act
in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered in connection With said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be
unlawful for any agent or a.gents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the a.mount appropriated
in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this
act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, the amendThe VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, the amendments of the House will be concurred -in.
ments of the House will be concurred in.
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STELLA D. WICK.E RSHAM
S.101. An act for the relief of Rahert Gray Fry, deeeased;
S. 336. An a.ct for the relief of the Edward F. Gruver Co.;
The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate the amendS. 1072. An act for the relief of Rufus J. Davis;
ments-of the House of Representatives to the bill CS. 2873)
S.1118. An act for the relief of George J. Bloxham;
for the relief of Stella D~ Wickersham, which were, on page
S. 1119. An act for the relief of Fred A. Robinson;
1, line 6, to strike out "Stella D. Wickersham", and on the
S. 1200. An act fQr the relief of Elizabeth Millicent Tramsame page, line 7, to strike out " her husband."
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection. the amend- mell;
S. 1287. An act for the relief of Leonard Theodore Boice;
ments of the House will be concurred in.
S. 1288. An act for _the relief of Otto Christian;
MARIE LOUISE BELANGER
S. 1600. An act for the relief of S. G. Mortimer;
The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate the amendS. 1758. An act for the relief of B. E. Dyson, farmer United
ments of the House of Representatives to the bill CS~ 2872) States marshal, southern district of !1lorida;
for the relief of Marie Louise Belanger, which were, on
s. 1825. An act authorizing the Secretary of the Interior
page 1, line 6, to strike out "Marie Louise Belanger", and to issue patents to the numbered school sections in place,
on the same page, line 7, to strike out " her husband."
granted to the States by the act approved February 22, 1889,
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, the amend- by the aet approved Jamiary 25, Ht2:7 (44 Stat. 1026), and
ments of the House will be concurred in.
by any other act of Congress;
MURIEL CRICHTON
· S. 2043. An act to amend the Act of May 22, 1928, enThe VICE PRESIDENT, laid before the Senate the amend- titled "An act to authorize the collection, in monthly inments of the House of Representatives to the bill CS. 3264) stallments, of indebtedness due the United States from enfor the relief of Muriel Crichton, which were, on page 1, listed men, and for other purposes ";
S. 2367. An act for the relief of Emilie C. Davis;
line 6, to strike out -" -$10,000 " and inSert "$5,000 ", and
S. 2398. An act for the relief of Nancy Abbey Williams;
on the same page. line 7, after the word " claims " to insert
S. 2627. An act for the relief of Arvin C. Sands;
" against the Government of the United States."
S. 2809. An act for conferring jurisdiction upon the Court.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, the amendof Claims to hear and determine the claims of the Internaments of the House will be concurred in.
tional Arms and Fuze Co., Inc.;
RIPARIAN OWNERS; MUD LAKE BOTTOM, l!IINN.
S. 2875. An act for the relief of Margoth Olson von Struve~
The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate the amendS. 2919. An act for the relief of Cornelia Claiborne;
ment of the House to the bill (S. 1803) for the relief of cerS. 2957. An act for the relief of the rightful heirs of
tain riparian owners for losses sustained by them on the Wakicunzewin" an Indian;
drained Mud Lake bottom in Marshall County, in the State
s. 2987. An act to restore homestead rights in certain
of Minnesota, .which was to strike out all after the enacting cases;
·clause and in lieu thereof te> insert the following:
S. 3161. An act for the relief of Mary Seeley Watson;
That the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to pay, out of
S. 3185. An act to amend the Agicultural Adjustment Act,
~ny money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated and the
appropriation of which is hereby authorized, not to exceed the as amended, with respect to fai:m prjces;
S. 3408. An act to provide for a preliminary examination
following sums of money, if their claims are properly adjusted to
the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior, to the following of Cromline Creek in the State of New York, with a view
persons, or their heirs, assigns, or legal representatives:
to the control of its :floods;
A. N. Eckstrom, $2,792.25; Margit Vaule, $3,894.80; Bernard LarS. 3580. An. a.ct to amend an act entitled '.'An act to
son, $57.24:; P. H. Wellcome Co., $1,027.20; L. M. Larson, $3,164;
Mrs. Gusta Petterson, $580.38; Ava Luella Dale, $2,321.52; Elmer establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the
Odie, $2,638.08; George E. Olson, $2,325.35; J. M. Silbersteln, United States ", approved July 1, 1898, and acts amendatory
$1,860.28; R. Rierson, $1,770.39; Ruth Lyons Rose, $196.71.~ Clarence
Larson, $1,671.26; Mrs. O. B. Johnson, $528.01; Cbristian Burck- thereof and supplementary thereto.;
S. 3646. An act to amend section 938 of the Revised
land, $1,370.88; _Karen Knutson, $1,522.80; Nels A. Fosen, $964.50;
Christian Larson Ring, $289.20; Elizabeth Risberg, $3,128.58; Axel Statutes to vest the courts with discretion to refuse to order
Nelson, $3,620.30; G. F. Cashman, $301.69; D. B. Bakke, $3,482.70; the return of vessels seized for violation of any law of the
and Frank W. Erickson, $1,030.68.
United States; and to amend subsection (b) of section 7 of
Mr. SHIPSTEAD. I move that the Senate concur in the the Air Commerce Act of 1926, as amended, to provide for
amendment of the House.
the forfeiture of aircraft used in violation -of the customs
The motion was agreed to.
laws;
.H.R. 5543. An act for the relief of T. Brooks Alford;
LAKE CHAMPLAIN BRIDGE, EAST ALBURG, VT.
H.R. 9547. An act to amend section 766 of the Revised
The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate the action
of the House of Representatives requesting the Senate to Statutes, as amended;
H.R. 9830. An act making appropriationS- to supply dereturn to the House the engrossed bill of the Senate (S.
3374) to extend the times for commencing and completing ficiencies in certain appropriations for the fiscal year ending
the construction of a bridge across Lake Champlain from June 30, 1934, and prior fiscal years~ to provide supplemental
. East Alburg, Vt., to West Swanton, Vt., and, without objec- general and emergency appropriations for the fiscal years
ending June 30, 1934, and June 30, 1935, and for other
tion, the request of the House was complied with.
purposes; and
MESSAGE FRO~ THE HOUSE
S.J.Res-:-115-. Joint resolution to provide for the continuaA message from the House of Representatives, by Mr. tion of. the investigation authorized by S.Res. 83, SevenChaffee, one of its clerks, announced that the House had tieth Congress, first session.
agreed to the amendments of the Senate to the joint resoLIST OF AIRPLANE ACCIDENTS SINCE JANUARY 1, 1934.
lution <H.J .Res. 322) to provide for the disposal of smuggled
Mr. McKELL.AR: -Mr. President, just a word before we
merchandise, to authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to
require imported articles to be marked in order that smug- close, about air mail. Our good friends on the othe1· side of
gled merchandise may be identified, and for other purposes. the aisle had a great deal to say about the unhappy and
The message also announced that the House had agreed unfortunate loss of life to the Army pilots when the Army
to the amendments of the Senate to the bill <H.R. 9861) to was carrying the mails. It was most regrettable that 11
amend the Railway Labor Act app.rgved- May 20, 1926, and -!\rmy. fliers lo.st their_ lives during the 3_Y2 months when
to provide for the prompt disposition of disputes between the Army was canying the mails. Our friends on the
other side attempted to make much out of this great loss
carriers anct. t~eir employees.
of life, and, of course, it was most distressing; and I am bot
ENROLLED BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTION SIGNED
minimizing this lo&s of 11 lives.
The message also announced that the Speaker had affixed
On · the other hand, as · I attempted to point out at the
his signature to the following enrolled bills and joint resolu- time, there were losses quite as large, and indeed very {.teh
tion, and they were signed by the Vice President:
larger, in the other fields of aviation. In fact, Mr. Pre::.1\.lent,
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taking all the aviation in this country, we have lost more
than 25 lives a month ever since last January. The total
amounts to 151. It is a terrific total, but these figures show
that all that was said to the Senate and all that was said
in propaganda in the newspapers and otherwise was no
doubt said for the purpose of influencing legislation.
The facts are that the Army did a splendid job in carrying the mails. Their losses were extremely small in comparison with other aviation losses, and I want here and now
to say that, in my judgment, the Army did a splendid job
under General Foulois.
It was unfortunate th:i.t these 11 lives were lost, but it
was no more unfortunate than the other aircraft accidents
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which occurred all along and which have been occurring all
along during the life of aviation.
The aviation bill, as passed by the Congress, is a wonderful
step in a forward direction, not in obtaining the carriage of
the air mail at far less cost but in giving far greater facilities
and a far larger number of people enjoying these facilities,
and, in my judgment, it has m~de aviatfon much safer
in this country.
I ask unanimous consent to append to these remarks a
list of the accidents that have occurred since January 1,
1934.

There being no objection, the list was ordered to be printed
in the RECORD, as follows:

List of accidents in scheduled air transportation from Jan. 1, 1934, to June 14, 1934, as reported to the Aeronautica Branch, Department of Commerce, and arranged chronologicallv
b11 States
Date and place

Extent of

Airman

ARKANSAS

.

E~nt of

Passengers

injury

il t
}
.
usseII S · R ig~s, P 0 ------------Jan. Zl, Malvern ___________ {R
B. Myers, cop~o~----------------- None _______
Mrs. Vera Christian, stewardess_ -

lDJUry

Other personnel E~~nt of
Injury

Kind of flying
engaged in

,A.Elizabeth
G. Carter __ __________ I
Parker ______ _

S. Stein ____ __ ___________ N
{Mail, passenger, and
E. w. Hildebrand______
one _____ ---------------------------- l express.
B. Bates.--------------1. E. Mack.. ____________ _

CALIJ'ORNli

Feb. 3, Van Nuys __________ S. A. Morehouse, pilot _________________ do ______ ----------------------------------------------------------------- Mail and express.

}Ker~~~~:~_-_::::::::: !Minor ___ _
H. Walker.------------..
P L w s tt il t
W. T. Webbers ________ _
0
Jone 3, Wilmington Harbor - {E.· Cbettle,
· · co
'
~
--------------}
do
Jean
McGowan_________
None
--------·------------------ Pas.senger.
not given _____________ ---- ------ J.P. Arnstog____________
----Rosa Pedrette __________ _
A. Baylor_______________ ·
M. M. Golden _________ _
CONNECTICUT

M"
{Mail, passenger, and
J. WoU, pilot----------------------}
.
May 30, Bethel_____________ {L. Letson, copilot_________________ Minor.----- 9, no names given-----~mor. --- ------------------ ---------express.
Agnes Pugh, stewarde.55----------FLORIDA.

1an. 18, Jacksonville________ 1. F. Buckman, pilot-------------- None ________ ------------------------------------------------------------------ Mail.
GEORGI.A

-------------1

Samples
_________________
-------------__
Newcomer_
Freedman
Feb. 26, Savannah-~-------- R. K. Smith, pilot _____________________ dO------- Eambert-'- -------------- None ______ ---------------------------- Passenger and express.
Shapiro.----------------

!

Quick..-----------------

.

Packman. __ -----------Verne Edwards _________ }
Feb. 28, Atlanta ___________ _ T. J. Haire, pilot------------------ __ __.do_______ J. L. Morris_____________ __do _______ ------------------ ---------{Mr. Holland ___________ _

Do.

JLLINOIS

P. A. Frear ___ ---------P. M. Edmond ________ _
A. B. Fish _____________ _
D. Van Every _________ _

1an. 26,

Moline-------~-----

{

R. T. lohnson, pilot--------------}
T. W. Campbell, copilot ______________ do ______ _
~." ~~fil"~~=::::::::
A. Oliver _______________ _
H. Hurley, stewarde.55-----------1. C. Breen ____________ _
T. Allen _______________ _
W. E. Darden _________ _

8:

·

F eb · 12, B ryantville________ 1· J · Waldron, Pil 0 t ---------------

0 _______ ------------------ ----------

Fatal--------{~.
~~~1C:::::::::::
G. M.
Waetzen ________ _ }FataL _____ ------------------ ----------

Mar. 6, Petersburg_________ W. A. Halgren, pilot-------------KENTUCKY

__ d

---- - d 0 -------

{M:~~nger,

and

Passenger.

W. Schneider ___________ Severe ____ }
{Mail, passenger, and
R Sharon
}M·
----------------- ---------express
mor_____
·
{Miss sue iieiaiiey~==::::

JU.SSACHUSETTS

T. Gibbons _____________ )

·
·
E. 8. Hatton___ ________ _
Mar. 6, Boston_____________ A. H. Dewitt, pilot--------------- None_______ I.
Nina
Montgomery______
Small
________________ _ None ______ ------------------ ---------- Passenger and express.

.

llISSOUBI

•

{

0.1. O'Connor ________ _

1~- ~ri~fr~--~::::::::::: !Minor_ -- - ------------------ ----------1Mail passenger and
Jan. 31, St. lames __________ G. W. Brill, pilot ______________________ do ______ W. F. Hinderscheid_____ None
expre.55
'
~t a!~waft6:::::::::

----- ------------------ ----------

·

NEW 1ERSJ:Y

Jan. 8, Newark.. _________ S. 1. Nelson, pilot ______________________ do ______ ------------------------------------------------------------------ Mail and express.
NEW M:EXIOO

Jan. 15, Albuquerque.. ______ H. H. Halloway, pilot ____________ Minor ____ : _-----------------------------------------------------------------NEW YORlt

.a

Do.

Jan. 10, Syracuse ___________ E. E. Dryer, pilot _________________ None _______ G. E. Jones _____________ None______ ---------------------------- Mail, passenger, and
express.
Holbrook, pilot _____.______ }
Baden_ ______________
Jone 9, Livingston Manor__
Barron, copilot _________________ Fatal ________ H. C. Coppins __________ >F t
Mail and passenaer.
1
da Huckley stewardess
w A Cass
a a--------------------------------'"
'
--- -----H." Pfuley .~~===========

IW.

I

.

.
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Litt of accidtnu in scheduled air tramportation from Jan. 1, 19S4, to June 14, 1934, as reported to the AeronautiC3 Brand, Departmtnt of Comme.rce, and arranged chronologicaUf
by StaUs-Continued

Date and place

Airman

Extent of
injury

Extent of
injury

Passengers

Other personnel Extent of
injury -

Kind of flying
engaged in

omo
Feb. 10, Cleveland _________ T. R. Howe, pilot----------------- None_~----------------------------------------------------------------- Mail and express.
E. C. Potoros _________ _
L. V. Dorr ____________ _
F. H. Ricker _______ _
B. T. Morse ___________ _
T. DeAddario __________ _
W. P. Suter __________ _
W p McFall pilot
}
H. Gretsky ___________ _
May 10, Cleveland_________ { F.
Raymoiid. cop-llot:::::::: ----do .....•• J. Weigert _______________ None _____ ---------------------------- Passenger and express.
V. H. McVay __________ _

·w:

Katz_ _________________ _

Melville_____________ _
Lavison.. ______________ _
Arter _______________ _

Matzen.----------------

Jobnson. ________ -------PENNSYLVANIA

June 1, Pittsburgh _________ Trow Sebree, pilot---------------- Minor _______

g: &. ~~~ii7i'ei:-ii.:::: }--do_______ ----------------------------

D<>.

SOUTH DAKOTA

Jan. 5, Sioux Falls ____ ______ R. M. Thornton, pilot------------ None ________ --------'..----------------- ______ : ____ ----------------------------- Mail and express.
'IENNESSEE

----1

1I.
W. Goodrich
Toffiemire
... _
L. W.
________
Mar. 16, Old Hickory ______ 1. S. Pricer, pilot __________________ ••.•. do _______ Virginia Cable __________ --dO------ ------------------ ---------- Passenger and e:rpresg,
C.H. Dolson __________ _
J. V. McClaften________ _
UTAH

------1

G. J.L.Sterling
Walker___________
.....
L. A. Anderson, pilot_____________
J.
_
Feb. 23, Salt Lake CitY----{E. G. Danielson, copiliot. ________ }FataJ _______ M. Zinsmaster ---------- Fatal ______ --------------------------{ B. McLaughlin_-------Mary Carter, stewardess..........
E. W. Bergland________ _

List of accidents in private and miscellaneous commercial and civilian fluing from Jan. 1, 19S4, to June 14, 1934, as reported to the Aeronautics Bra'mh, Department of Commerct
and arranged chronologically by States
Date and place

Airman

Extent of
injury

Passengers

Extent of
injury

Other personnel Extent of
injury

Kind of flying
engaged in

ALABAMA

Jab. 13, Montgomery_·_____ _
Jan. 26, Montgomery ______ _
Feb. 14, Mobile ___________ _
Feb. 19, Dothan_ __________ _
Mar. 1, Fairhope __________ _

--------------------- ----------

:Mar. 7, Faunsdale __________ I. K. McWilliams, pilot ___________ None ________ ------------------------------------------------------------------ PleMUre.
April 22, Sylacauga.________ 1. T. Crofford. piloL_____________ Minor _____ __ (reb_a ~els~t·----------- ~rere.
}sight-seeing.
0
May 4, Birmingbam .... L. 1. 0. Foster, pilot .. -----~--------- Nane ________ --~~~e----~~--:::::::::::: ----~ :.-~~== ===::::::::::::::=:::::::::= - Pleasure.

~m ~.F~~iilam:~~== ~" ~~n~:;,P:J:c::::::::::::: =====~~====== f.·~!~i============= -~d~~====== =::::::::::::::::: =====~==== ~=;:

~=: ~~.~:~~;:~:::::::: -~~~~~~~:::::::~::::::::: ~::::~~--~~:::: ~:~~;~~~~============ ~::~:-~~:::: :::::::::::~:::::: :::::~:::: Sight~eeing.
ARIZONA

Feb
•

22

Phoenix
'

Feb. 26,

0
---------

Tu~D------------

~::
~: ~:~!;:::::::::::
Mar. 30, Tuc.50n ____________

{Clarence E. Hsrris, pilot•------- }None
{S. Smith----------------}None ---- P G Odneal pilot•
------- 1 no name given
1.· M: Greer,

-------~----------

---------- Pleasure.

~iloL-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _____ do _______ {f:W.i~~===============
}--dO------- ------------------ ---------D. Tremaine _______ _

f J'.·f~~\~~~~================= =====~g======= -~--~=~~~==========~==== ===~~--~~====

:::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::
R. F. Chatfield-Taylor, pilot ___________ do _______ C. W. Wallace __________ None ______ ---------------·-----------April 11. 1'fesa _____________ H. D. Baker, pilot_ ____________________ do _______ ----------------------------------------------------------------May 8, Tucson.. ____________ R. F. Chatfield-Taylor, pilot_ __________ do _______ -----------------------------------------------------------------

Do.
Instructional.
Do.
Do.
Pleasure.
Instructional

ARKANSAS

Apr. 9, Little Rock_________ H. M. Hamilton, pilot__ _______________ do _______ fM'~~ Ni:~~f========= }None ______ ------------------ ---------- Pleasure.
May 13, Heber Springs _____ P. V. Casey, pilot _________________ FataL ______ --------------------------' ------------ ------------------ ---------- Instructional.
CALIFORNIA

i:~: ~: ~~~~iiliiS~:::::: ~: 8: ~i5J1d°i?i, ~de::::::::::::: -~~~~<>======= -~~~~~~~===:::::::::: -~~~~--~==== ::::::::::=::::::: ::::::=::: Pie~~·

~: ::I:~~:::::::::: {ffi~?~~~~~:~~~=~~~~~~=~ )~::~::::::: :~:"::~:~: ~:~::::: :~~~~:::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~::::~~

Jan. 21, Ontario ____________ G. W. Ingham, pilot. _____________ ..... do _______ A. Miller. _______________ None ______ --------------------------- Jan. 23, Murrieta Hot M. J. Nathan, pilot ____________________ do _______ -------------------------- ------------ ----------~------- ---------Springs.

Do.
Do.

~::: ~ ~::~;!~~::::::: {~: ::~s~~~~~~==:::::::::::: ~~~~~~====== !::::::::::::::::::::::::: :=::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: In~ructional.

~:: :: ~::::=~.=:: _ _ {rV~l:Ei~l=~~~~~~======== };:tr:::::::::-;~;;~~~~~=::::::::::: -;;~;~c-~::: :::::::::::::::::: ~:~::::::: Pl~e.

Feb. 1, Palm Springs _______ {~: ~~~i~~~~cifn~~~=============== }None........ -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ---------- Instructional
1 No other details given.
2 Fatal accident, details unknown.
1 Collision.
' Details unknown, no fatalities.
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1Mt of accide11ts 'in prit1a.U and mi8cella11eous commertial and ciuilian ft11ing from J<tn .. 1, 19~4. to June 14, 1934, 118 reported to tkAeronautiu Branch, .Departme1it of Commerce
and arranged chronologu:all11 b11 Statu-Continued
'
Date and place

Extent of
injury

Airman

Passengers

Extent of
injury

Other personnel Extent of
injury

Kind or flying
engaged in

CA.UJ'ORNIA-<:ontinned

f:!: ~~:~~~f~:~ ~ :~ U~~tI~fiili,~~~:~~~!,;;~~~!!~!= :~~~~t~:-::=~: -~~~~~! ~=_!-! ! ! ! !:=-~ -! ~ ! ! !
Feb. 11, Los Angeles ______ E. R. Simpson, piloL------------- 1-----do _____ A. E. Simpson __________ None ______ ------------------ ---------Feb. 11, Stonehurst _________ R. M. W~ller, pil9t_ ______________ Severe ______ Evelyn Lawson_________ Severe ___ . ------------------ ---------Feb. 13, Del Rey ___________

{8: ~.' ~;~~~; ~~Joi==:::::::::= 1}FataL _____ --~----------------------- ----------- ------------------ ----------

f~i: i': ~r~;=~=~ ~!~i~i~~i-~~~~=~~~~== ~~,~~~=~ {j·::~==~=~=~=~==~~~~=~~~==~~ ::~:~:~:~~~~ ~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~ ~:~~~~~~~~
I

Feb. 18, San Diego_-------Feb. 2.5, Palm City _________
Mar. 4, Petaluma __________
Mar. 4, Friant ______________
Mar. 4, .Bellflower __________

00

R. E. Dunham, pilot____________ None _____-___
g 1i~t~6------ - -- - ; None ______
J. D. Odom, pilot _________________ ___ __ do __________·_____________ :::::::::= ___ _________
E. J. Mazza, pilot_ ________________ Minor _______ ------------------------- - ---- -------T. T. Mouradick, pilot ____________ None _________________ : ________________ ------ -----M. F. Barkow, pilot_ __________________ do _______ E. M. Barkow ____ : _____ None __-_:_ __

------------------ --------------------------- --------------------------- --------------------------- -------------------------------------

~:: ~: ~~~:l~~~~~~:~~~~~ {rr~~~~~.~~g~~~~~~~~======== !~~~~~:~~::~:: :~~~~:~:~:~~:~~~~~~~~~:::: ::::~:::~~:: :::~:~~~::::::~~:~ ~:::::~:~:

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

10, Los Angeles _______ F. Dolan, pilot____________________ Minor ______ ------------------------ -- ------------ ------------------ ----------

13,
13,
14,
17,
31,

Lebec _____________
Santa Barbara_____
Alameda ____ ______
Los Angeles _______
Mount Shasta _____

R. 0. Clarke, pilot ________________ None ________
D. Corrigan, pilot ______________________ do _______
L. R. Givens, pilot_ ___________________ _do _______
R. T. Dawson, pilot_ _________________ _do _______
W. A. Brander, pilot__ _________________ do _______

-------------------------- ------------------------------------- -------------------------------- -- --- -----------R. T. Dawson, Sr _______ None ______
F. Bohnsack _____ : _________ do _______

------------------ --------------------------- --------------------------- ------------------------------------- --~--: ___________ --~-------

;; ;~r=~;~~~~~~~::~ {u~gt~it:~~~:~=~=~=~ = :~Ji~==~~== }~: ~~~;~~;~~~~~~:~~~:~~ :~;~~~~~~ ~~~:::~:~~~~~:~~ ~~~~~~:~~~

Apr. 8, Los Angeles ________ M. Ri11;gs, pilot _________________________ do ____-_: __ ---------- --- --------------- -- -------------~---------------------A.pr. 8, San Pedro __________ J. R. Dennis, pilot_ _______________ Severe ___-_: __ C.H.. Garvin ___________ Fatal ______ ----------------------------

!:~: :: ~:::~~;;_~~~::::: {i: ¥·~~1fil~~J~~~~~t=========== -~l~1!=~=====
~:::::~:::::::::~~:~:::::: :::::::::::: :~~~~~~~::~:~~~:~: ::~~~:~~~~
do-------{~: ~~~:a~=============

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
A.pr.
A.pr.
A.pr.
Apr.
A

14, Barstow ___________ R. E. Devault, pilot__ _________________
}None______ ------------------ ---------16, Inglewood_________ F.:. B. Schoedsack, pilot__--------- __ -- _do _______ -------------------------- -- ---------- ------------------ ---------20, Knights Landing___ C. A. Friberg, pilot_ __ ______ ___________ do _______ -----------------------------------------------------------------21, Sutter Basin_______ I. Fngersky, pilot__------------=--- Minor_______ ----------------------- - -- ------------ ----------~-------- ---------22, Monrovia_________ K. Irwin, pilot ____________________ None ________ -------------------------- ----- ---------------------------------28, Lynnwood ________ P. E. Anderson, pilot_ _________________ do _______ -------------------------- ____________ ---------------------------29, Long Beach _______ M. 0. Mason, pilot _______________ Minor_ ______ W. O. Buchanan_ _______ Minor _____ ---------------------------L A ales
{J. R. Winters, pilot_ ______________ Severe ______ }
30
U:s
May 6, Bakersfield _________ G. H. Chilson, pilot_ ______________ _____ do _______ --------------------- -- --------------------------·---------------.
H D Chr'18 t
il t
M'
{Mrs. 0. M. Johnson ____ FataL ____ }
M ay 6, B er.kel ey___________
· ·
man, P 0 ----------mor _______ A. E. Johnson_ __________ Minor _____ ------- ~ --------- --------·
May 6, Halfmoon Bay _____ R. J. Roper, pilot _________________ None ________ B. Pascoe _______________ None ______ ____ _:. _____'_:__ ____ --------May 6, Visalia ___ ---------- V. K. Chakerian, pilot_ _______________ _do _______ --------------------- -- --- ------------ ------------------ ------May 6, Woodland__________ H. H. '\Veggers, pilot_ __________________ do _______ -------------------------------------------------------- --------May 8, Robbins ____________ E. P. Moe. pilot_ ______________________ do _________________ :. _______________ ---------------------------------------JI.fay 15, Burbank __________ F. B. 'l'omh!k, pilot_ ___________________ do _______ -----------------------------------------------------------------May 15, Stockton __________ E. R. Newel, pilot_ ____________________ do _______ -----------------------------------------------------------------May 20, San Jose___________ J. G. Harris, pilot ______________________ do _______ -------------------------------------- ------------------ ---------May 21, Porterville ________ H.J. Buitt, pilot___ _______________ FataL-----{!: f~i:on============== }Fatal ______ --------------- ---------May 21, Van Nuys ________ J. Haninchek, pilot_ ________ :: ____ None:.: __-___ -----------------------------------------------------------------May 2'2, Inglewood ________ K. P. Gardner, pilot__ __•__________ FataL-----rnii& :f.t~~e~~===== }FataL ___ -------~--------- : ---------May 23, Burbank_--------- L. S. Morris, pilot________________ Minor ______ -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ---------May 24, Lancaster_________ Kalman Irwin, pilot______________ None_------ C. Worthington_________ None __________ : _____ : _____ :_ ---------May 26, Alameda __________ R.H. Brandt, pilot_ ___________________ do _____ _ Olive McDavitt_ __________ do ______ --- ------------------------May 27, Santa Maria_ _____ M. B. Scholes, pilot ____________________ do ______ -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ---------May 28, Los Angeles_______ P. W. Hurst, pilot __ -------------- ____ _do ______ -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ---------May 28, Watsonville ___ ___ _ J. W. Mann, pilot _____________________ do _______ : ________________________ ---------------------------------------May 30, Burbank __________ J.M. Kolisch, pilot_ ______________ --- ~- do ______ ------------------------------------- ----------------------------May 30, Alameda __________ Ching Tim Fook, pilot ____________ Severe ______ ---------------------------- - --- -- --- ---- ------------------------May 30, Santa Paula _______ S. W. Rudolph, pilot_ _________________ do ______ M. King ________________ Severe ____ ---------------------------June 3, Alameda ______ _____ A. M. Beckwith, pilot_ ___________ None _______ ----------------------------------------------------------------June 3, Moscow Station_ ___ C. P. Keeney, pilot_ _________________ __ do______ M. Barkow _------------ None _____ ----- ------------- ---------June 3, San Diego __________ T. J. Jen)tins, piloL-------------- FataL ______ M. Schroeder----------- FataL ____ ------------------ ----------

::; 4,' An:~Ies---~~:~:: ~: ~~~!~~·;J~~~~:~~============ -N~n~~======= -~:~:::::::::::~:::::::::: ~:~~:::::::: :~::::::::::~::~:: :::::::::~

Instructional.
Sight-seeing.
Instructional.
Pleasure.
Instructional.
Pleasure.
Do.
Do.
Do.
lnstruction3l.
Pleasure.
Instruction31.
Pleasure.
Instructional.
Pleasura.
Instructional.
Pleasure.
lnstructioIUl.
Do.
Pleasure.
Do.
Do.
Instructional.
Pleasure.
Do.
Instructional.
Pleasure.
Instructional.
Do.
Pleasure.
Instructional..
Pleasure.
Do.
Do.
Cross-country.
Busine.58 flying.
Pleasure.
Do.
Experimental.
Instructional.
Busine.55 flying.
Pleasure.
Do.
Do.
Instructional.
Crop dusting.
Do.
Motion picture.
Pleasure.
Do.
Do.
Instructional
Pleasure.
Do.
Do.
Sight-seeing.
Pleasure.
Do.
Instructional.
Do.
Do.
Pleasure.
Do.
Do.
Do.

COLORADO

Mar. 18, Denver __ --------- W. C. Reed, piloL __ ------------- _____ do______ M. J. Day_------------- ___ do __ -- -- ------------------ ---------Apr. 18,

DcnveL----------{~.1A.~~~~~~~kcient:::::::::: ~~t1at:===== }---------------------: --- ____________

Do.

------------------ ---------- Instructional.

A.pr. 22, Pueblo____________ C. B. Simmons, pilot_____________ ~!inor ______ &.1~c!'lL-============= }Minor ____ ------------------ ---------- Sight-seeing.
CONNECTICUT

Feb. 15, Olastonburg _______ W. Dwyer, pilot_ ______________________ do ______ ------------------ ~ ----------------------------------------------- Instructional.
Experimental.
Apr. 5,
==========
.Apr. 14, Bridgeport_ ___ ____ R. Q. Williams, pilot_ ____________ None-------{4, no names given _______ }None _____ ----------------------------- Demonstration.
A.pr. 15, Lewisboro ________ _ R. D. Jackson, pilot_ __________________ do ______ W. C. Taylor_ _____________ do _______ ·: ________________ ---------- Pleasure.
Apr. 28, Stratford __________ T. H. Roy, pilot_ _____________________ _do ______ ------------------------------------------------------------------ Instructional.
Advertising.
1
j'1~! ~~·N~;:Ji~~~~======= ~·.1X: ~~ ~~fetl~~ilo_t__-~========== =====~~====== -1:ilo-iiaiiie-i1~0n::====== -Non0-:_-~=== ================== ========== Busine.55 flying.
June 3, near Hartlor<l------ G. C. McOinley, pilot_ ___________ Fatal _______ -------------------------------.-------~-------------------~------- Department of Commerce' inspection.:

H~Iord~ ----------Gt Nac~~~a~d~· ~il~:ew-

~~?at:===== }i{~j~~~~::::::~:::~:~~

------------ ---~~-~----------- ----------

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

May 30, Washington _______ W. S. Elliott, pilot_ _______________ None _______ ----------------------------------------------------------------- Pleasure.
'Collision.

1934
~iat
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Date and place
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Extent of
injury
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injury

Kind of flying
engaged in

FLORIDA

Jan. 16, Daytona. Beach ____ Barbara W. Southgate, pilot_ _____ None _______ Margaret Kimball ______

N~ne _____

-·---------------- ---------- Pleasure.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Demonstration.
• ··
·
------------------ ---------- Cro~-country.'
Pleasure.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Sight-seeing.
Pleasure.
---------------------------- Demonstration.
Experimental.
Instructional.
Experimental.
---------------------------- Pleasure.
Do.
------------------ --------------------------- ----------

t~~-~: ~~~~=~ ~~~~~;~~;·=~~=~~=~=~~~~= =~~:i~: ~~~==-~,:=r~'.~·~~~~,, -=f:~~=~ ==~~~~=~=~~~~~=~=~ ~~-~~~~~~~~
C.H. Ruby, pilot_________________ }
do
{C.H. Nelson ___________ } do
F e b · 20• F ort M yers ________ { H E M ill Jr copilot
---- ------ Mrs Miller
-- ------

~~:~:f~~~;: ~1111~~~~:::::::::::: ;~ 1i~ -:~: :~-~~~;:. :~1 1:~_;: ~'.'.'.'.~: ~_: : ;: : ;_:-: ~-~
'.'.!'.'.'.!

BennetL---------}N
Apr. 22, .F ort L au d er dal e___ F . L . G un ter, p i1o t ---------------- ----- d o ______ ·{D.
i. :c,.D.Garla.nd
___________ 1 i one _____

M:~ r~l~:::::=:=:=: f: U:\~'i~1g1~;==::::::::: ::J~::: ::: =~_:;:=ii~~~~~=::::==:: j=¥~~:_:::=: :::::::=:=:::::::: :::::::::=
May 21, Fort Lauderdale __ D. H. Salkind, pilot_ _____________ FataL ______ Mrs. W. I. Drew ___________ do ______
June 5, Live Oak___________ A. Brewer, pilot_ __ --------------- None_ - ----- R. W. Jones ___ --------- ___ do_----May 19, Tampa ____________ Jack Raymond, pilot_ ____________ Fatal_______
(1)
-----------GEORGIA

Jan. 21, Atlanta ____________ R. F. Shaw, pilot _________________ None ________ E. McEwens ____________ None ______ ----------------------------Feb. 24, Royston___________ Annette Gipson, pilot__ ________________ do _______ -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ----------

Do.
Do.

~:: ~: ~~:::a~~~~---~~:::: {r.:L~~~l~~~:~~~~~=============== }~~:~~~~~:~:~ ~::~::~:::::::::::_::::::~~ :::::::::::: ::.:::::::::::::::: :::::::::: lnst~~tional.

Mar. 31, Dublin____________
·
Apr. 'l:/, Pa.lmetto __ -:.'"l:----May 7, Atlanta------~----May 24, Albany____________
May 28, Sa'Vanna.h _________
.June l, Griffin ______________

.

{w

Hughes -- -- --------- }None______ {------;---------H. C. Barron, pilot ___ ------------ _____ do_______ B ·Gentry
B. Knight, spec- ----------}
Fatal____ Pleasure.
·
--------------ta.tor.
H. Herndon, Jr., pilot _____________ _____ do _______ E. S. Sherman _____________ do _______ ---------------------------- Business flying.
B. Blevins, pilot _______________________ do _______ 2, no names given __________ do _______ ---------------------------- Sight-seeing.
E. C. Sapp, pilot _______________________ do _______ -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ --~------- Instructional
H. G. Strachan, Jr_ ___________________ do _______ ----------~------------------- - ----------------------------------- Pleasure .
L. W. Thomas, pilot______________ Fatal________ 1, no name given________ Fa.taL ____ ------------------ ---------Do.

IDAHO

Mar. 18, Coeur d'Alene _____ J. L. McDaniels, pilot_ ___________ None ________ -------------------------- ___•_________ ---------------------------- Experimental.
0

U::Y ~· s~~silrings==::::: ~. <f". a~~i~~J<>f==========::::: -Fa~~::::::: _:~-~:-~-~~~~~:::::::::::: -~~~~--===== :::::::::::::::::: ==-~===~=== Pl~~e.
ILLINOIS

Jan. 3, Joliet________________ R. V. Cote, pilot__________________ Severe_-----------------------=-=----- ------------ --------------~--- ---------- Department of Com-merce test.
Jan. 20, Taylor Springs _____ A.. Harwood, pilot _________________ Fatal ________ J. P. Mikeska. ___________ FataL ____ ------------------ ---------- Advertising.
Feb. 4, Northbrook _________ V. C. Taylor, pilot ________________ None________ G. Whitney _____________ None ______ ---------------------------- Pleasure.
Feb. 12, East St. Louis _____ J.B. Lambert, pilot ___________________ _do _______ -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ---------- Instructional.
Feb. 21, Glenview __________ E. A. Ra.nguette, pilot_ ___________ Minor ______ Q. Ranguette ___________ Minor _____ ---------------------------- Pleasure.
W. B. Lester, Jr., pilot _________________ do _______ }
_
.
Feb. 22, Chicago ___________ {L. W. Putney, air crew ___________ }None
------------------------- ------------ -----·------------- ---------- Exparimental.
D. Tilden, air crew________________ 1
-------Mar. 4, Lawrenceville ______ C.H. Nickloy, pilot_ _____________ Fatal ________ {C. Conover _____________ FataL _____ ----------------------------}Pleasure.
C. Hobbs __________________ do _______ --------------------------Mar. 4, Chica.go____________ C. W. Lehr, pilot__--------------- Minor _______ -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ---------- Instructional.
W. S. Brenza, student_ ________________ do _______ -----------------------------------------------------------------Mar. 11, Oaklawn__________ K. A. Hughes, pilot_______________ None ________ -- .- -.- ------------------------- -------- ------------------ ---------- Pleasure.
Do ____________________ D. I. Webb, pilot ______________________ do _______ 2, no names given _______ None ______ ---------------------------- Sight-seeing.

:::; !: ~:!~-~~:::::: {~: fe?a~r~~;§~~~============== ~::::~:::~::::

~=;~,onal.

:::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::
May 6, Abingdon __________ S. M. Tolley, pilot_ ______ ________ ______ do---~--- ~.Palmer ______________ None _____ ---------------------------Do.
May 6, Elmhurst ___________ E. A. Springer, pi1ot_ __________________ do _______ -----------------------------------------------------------------Do.
May 12, Elmhurst__________ G. E. Draznik, pilot____________________ do _______ -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ---------- Instructional.

May 20, Buda ______________ K. G. Reid, pilot __________________ Minor-------ffl: i-'l}fe~<;{_·:============= -~~J~~~---=== ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::}sight-seeing.
.June 9, Hodgkins ___________ E. Wetherdon, pilot_ ______________ FataJ _______ ----------------------~--- ------------ ------------------ ---------- Instructional.
INDliNA

--------------W:

Do.
i~c~~::~. ~~~dent:::::::::::: }None________ - ------------------------- ------------ ------------------ --------- Mrs. R. L. Myrick ______ }
Mar. 8, Michigan City _____ R. L. Myrick, pilot_ ___________________ do _______ L. Dickerson ____________ None ______ --- ------ - ---------------- -- Cross-country.
{K. Briu:mkesal _________ _
R. Weber, piloL--------------}
do
Mar · 21' Evansville -------- {C.
A. L. McLoughlin, student ________ ---- ------- -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ---------- Instructional.
Apr. 12, North Liberty __ ___ E. Waltz, pilot ____________________ Minor_ _____ -----------------------------------------------------------------Do.
Do.
Do.
Unknown.
Pleasure.
Feb. 4, Gary.

fil~ ~ ~i.~i~:::~~~ ~~~f~~~1~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~;1·~~~=~~~ ~~~~~~'.~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~:~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~
IOWA

Apr. 22, Mount Ayr _______ _ B. E. S. Poole, pilot _______________ Minor _______ ----------------------------------------~-------------------------

.r

0

Do.

~:~ ~o. ~~~~;~!~~==== ~?i~~t~:Y.p~i~~=:::::::::::::: -~~~~==::::: n!:u~k======~:::::::: -~d.t~!====== ::::::::=:::::::== ::=::::::: 1nstZ~iona1.
June l, Osage______________ _ F. J. Wewerka, pilot ______________ Minor _________ -------------------------------- ---------------------------------- Pleasure.
KANSAS

~!.~~.~~~========== t.~~it~~~:B~~~~:::::::::::=-~~~~~=====:: =~==~=~;;~:~:::::::::: =~;~~r=~==:: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::

!~~: ~: ~~~-~~~~=======

Apr. 27, Junction City _____
'Ne. other details given.

Do.
Do.
Ferrying.
Instructional.
-None====== :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: Sight-seeing.
}Fatal_____ -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ---------- Instructional

k'b: i~~~~?~hac:::::==== :::::~~======= -i~lioiiaiiies"ii"ieii:=====
{¥: ~:ii°::1!tii~~~::=:=:::::::::::::
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·
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KANSAS-<lontinued
May 5, Wichita_----------- D. P. Levy, pilot_ - --------------- None________ -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ---------- Experimental.
May 8, Hosington__________ W. B. Jessup, pilot________________ Fatal ________ {~~\v~Il~g~~~~====== }FataL ___ ------------------ ---------- Pleasure.
June 4, Highland ___________ E. S. Olson, pilot_ _____________________ do _______ Elsie Olson ________________ do _______ ---------------------------Do.
KENTUCKY
Apr. 1, Louisville ___________ R. C. George, pilot______________ None________ Mr. Leuenberger ________ None ______ ---------------------------- Sight-seeing.
LOUISIANA

Jan. 28, Monroe____________
Feb. 2, Rosedale____________
Feb. 8, Tangipaloa_ -----Feb. 12, New Orleans______
Feb. 14, New Orleans ______
Feb. 16, New Orleans______
Feb. 17, New Orleans ______
Mar. 15, Lafayette ________
Apr. 3, Jennings___________
Apr. 4, Alexandria_________
Apr. 15, Myra_____________

H. H. Fairchild, pilot____________ Minor ______ -------------------------------------------------------- ---------H. C. Armstrong, Jr., pilot ________ None ________ L. F. Gros ______________ None ______ ---------------------------H. P. Henning, pilot__________________ do ______ -------------------------- ------------ ------------- ----- ---------E. S. Eckel, pilot ___ -------------- Severe------ -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ---------W . M. Nelson, pilot_ _____________ Fatal _______ -----------------------------------------------------------------H. E. Neumann, pilot_ ___________ Minor _______ --------------------------------- --------------------------------C. M. Kenily, pilot_ ______________ Fatal ________ B. Groulx_______________ Fatal ______ ---------------------------W. S. Hornsby, pilot _____________ None________ -----------------------------------------------------------------H. C. Armstrong, Jr., pilot _________ ____ do ______ C. C. Lang ______________ None ______ ---------------------------J. H. Kelley, pilot ________ _________ Severe ______ 0. Flowers ______________ Severe ____ ---------------------------W. S. Young., piloL ______________ Minor _______ L. McGhee ____________ Minor _____________ _:________ _ ----------

~:; ~·::~t:~:~~~::::~ {?.-i-~E.·i~i~~=~~-============= (~~~~-~~:::: ::~::::::::::=::::::::::: :=::::::::: ::::::::::::::~::: :::~~:::::

Instructional.
Pleasure.
Business flying.
Exhibition.
Do.
Racing.
Exhibition.
Instructional.
Pleasure.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Instructional.

MAINE

Feb. 8, Bangor ___________
Mar. 4, Presque Isle________
May 22, Millinocket ________
May 23, Augusta.________

A.H. Jones, pilot ______________________ do------------------------------------------------------------------------ Pleasure.
G. L. Dyer, pilot ______________________ do------ L. Lizotte_______________ None ______ ---------------------------Do.
P. E. Michard, pilot_ ____________ _ _____ do-------------------------------- ____________ ---------------------------Do.
E. D. Preston, pilot______________ _ _____ do-----------------------------------------------------------------------Do.

:MARYLAND

Jan. 1, Baltimore_________ _
Jan. 28, Mount Rainier ____ _
Feb. 2, Cambridge ________ _
Feb. 22, Brunswick________ _
Mar. 18, Chillum, _________ _
Mar. 18, Rockville ________ _
Apr .. 14, Baltimore ____ .____ _
Apr. 15, Baltimore _______ _
Do_---- _____ ----------May 1, Rockville __________ _
May 16, Edgewood ________ _
May 19, Bay Ridge _______ _

·~

.

C. D. Bethke, pilot ____________________ do------ A.. Giw _______________ None ______ ---------------------------Do.
R. L. Bean, pilot__________________ Minor _______ -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ---------- Instructional.
Pleasure.
<f-.
::::::=::::::::::: =:::=:::::
Do.
Sight-seeing.
Pleasure.
H. W. Momberger, pilot_ _________ None________ ----------------------------------------------=------------------- Instruction3l.
G. J. Dorn, pilot_ ______________________ do ______ ------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ---------Do.
E.W. Dinga, pilot_ ____________________ do _______ ---------------------------------------------- -------------------- Pleasure.
Do.
11. T. Clark, pilot_--------------- _____ do _______ -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ---------G. T. Weymouth, pilot_ __________ Minor _______ ----------------------------------------------------------------- Instructional.
R.H. Bangs, pilot__ ______________ Fatal. _______
~: ~~h:~-~======J Fatal ______ ------------ ---------------- Pleasure.

~- ~~i:i:,11>~rciL~~-~~-~~::::::= ~~fa'i=:==:::: ~~--~~~i~e_s--~~:::::::::=: -~~~~~~~==:

~. ~~g~r;~~~~~:::::::::::::::::~ ~::;::::::: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~======== ~~~~e--~~::: :::::~:::~:~:~:::: :~~:::~:~:

m:

MASSACHUSRTtS

· Jan. 31, East Boston________
Mar. 5, Boston _____________
Mar. 7, Stephentown_______
Mar. 14, Franklin __________
Apr. 2, Sharon _____________
A.pr. 3, Northampton ______
Apr. 18, Seekonk ___________
May 6, Seekonk ____________
l\1ay 6, Hanover ___________
May 19, Dedham __________

W. S. Chapin, pilot_ ______________ None ________
S. Zemurray, Jr., pilot _________________ do ______
J. W. Farley, pilot ____________________ do ______
J. K. Barber, pilot_ ____________________ do_______
J. Garside, pilot_ _________________ Minor _______
C. B. Snider, pilot_ _______________ None ________
E. M. Yochim, pilot_ __________________ do ______
B. S. Howland, pilot__ _________________ do ______
W. J. Quirk, pilot _____________________ do ______
M. Patterson, pilot_ _________________ do ______

------------------------- ------------ ------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------J. O'Connell ____________ None ______ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------C. Potuchek ____________ None_____ --------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------- _________ .: ___ .: ____ ----------

Instruction3l.
Do.
Pleasure.
Business flying.
Ferrying.
Pleasure.
Instructional.
Pleasure.
Instructional.
Pleasure.

MICHIGAN

Jan. 11, Marysville ________ _
Feb. 16, Muskegon________ _
Feb. 18, Detroit ___________ _
Feb. 23, Albion ____________ _
Mar. 29, Adrian ___________ _
Apr. 8, Royal Oak ________ _

~:
1Y.8~i'J~~!1-~-iiilot_~==::::::=== =====~~======= -Mrs~-E:~-ii.-s"Ctilliiid.iir:== -None_~==== ========·=====~==== ==========
L. L. Ross, pilot ______________________ _do _______ -------·------------------------------- ____ __: ___________ ---------0. Haskins________________________ Minor _______
C. D. Barnhill, pilot_ ____________ _ None ________
M. Them, pilot_ _______________________ do_______

Apr. 22, Romulus _________ _ Margaret C. Spitz, pilot_ __________ Minor _______
May 21, Flint_ ____________ _ F. R. Sullivan, pilot ___________________ do _______
May 27, Roscommon: _____ _
May 27, Tecnmseh ________ _

Do.
Do.
Instructronal
-- ------ ------------------ ------------ ------------------ ---------- Ferrying.
J. D. Ludwig ____________ None ______ ---------------------------- Pleasure.
1, no name given ___________ do.------------------------ ---------- Sight-seeing.
Mrs. 0. Jacoby _________ }
0. Jacoby _______________ Minor _____ ---------------------------Do.
{Mrs. M . White ________ _
S. Norrington ___________ Fatal______ ---------------------------- Pleasure.
Do.
Instroctional.

~: ~~a=~:.il;~~~-~~:::::::=::: -~~~;~:::::J~:n~·~!~~i~======== !~~~~:~:~:: ::::::::::::::~::: ::::::::::

MINNESOTA.

Jan.15, Minneapolis________ C.R. Luens, pilot---------------- -----dO-------Fw~ii.<t:sC:~tli=:::J--do ________ ------------------ , ________ _ Pleasure.
Mar. 3, Minneapolis ________ E. H. Smith, pilot ________________ Severe ______ ------------------------------------------------------------------ Instructional
Do.
Mar. 28, Minneapolis_______ Marcella Marcoullier, pilot________ None ________ -------------------------- ------------ ______ ·----------- ---------Do.
Apr. 7, Winona_____________ W. W. Giddings, pilot_ ________________ do _______ -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ---------. neapolis
{E. H. Welch, pilot_ ___ ____________ }
do
Do.
Apr · 15' Mm
------- F. A. Knauer, student_ ___________ ---- ------- -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ -------·-June 5, New Castle_________ R. A. Locher, pilot _____________________ do _______ -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ---------- Pleasure.
MISSISS!fl'l

Jan. 6, Tunica ______________ L. C. Shannon, pilot_ __________________ do _______ -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ---------- Instructional.
May 8, Meridian __________ _ E. P. Parke, pilot _____________________ _do _______ E. HorleY--------------- None ______ ---------------------------- Pleasure.
May 12, LaureL ____________ 1. B. Daniels___________________________ do _______ -------------------------------------------------------- ---------Do.
MISSOURI

Do.
Feb. 9, Kansas City ________ 0. R. Jones, pilot_ _____________________ do _______ -- - ----------------------------------------------------- ---------Feb. 17, Joplin _____________ {:: ~~~hafJ!~~pifoC~::::::::: }Fat3l ________ ------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ---------- Demonstration.
Feb 17 BagnelL
{G. E. Seanig, pilot ________________ }
do
Instruction:ll.
Clar~;~~~::::~:
~~S:~-~~~~~:============ ~~~e-~:::::: ::::::::::::::::~::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::=::::~~ Pleasure.
Feb:
Apr. 15, St. James __________ 'N. M. Smith, pilot_ ________________ do______ ----------------------------------------------------------- Instructional.

26:

r J·
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Extent of
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injW::Y

Kind of flying
engaged in -

MISSOURI-COntinued

{.h~~~~~dt============= }None______ ------------------ ----------

Business flying.
Instructional.
Business !lying.
Instructional.
Pleasure.
Instructional.
May 'l:l, Springfield ________ R. L. Proctor, pilot ____________________ do _______ E. A. Maples ___________ None ______ ---------------------------- Pleasure.
Apr. 19, St. Louis County __ J. G. Haizlip, pilot ________________ None----:;---

~; ~:~§t~~:~~:: All~~~f~~~~~jjj~j== =~~j~~~~~jj =~:m~~~=j~mjjjjjj :~t:j~~~ ~~~~~~=~:::~j~j:jj ~~==~~~~~MONTANA

Mar. 16, Wisdom ___________ A. S. Mooney, Jr., pilot ________________ do_______ T. Schultz ______________ Minor _____ ---------------------------- Commercial, other.
May 7, Glendive ___________ D. H. Goodwin, pilot_ _________________ do _______ -------------------------------------- ------------------ ---------- Pleasure.
NEBRASKA

Jan. 26, Superior ___________ 0. Fields, pilot-------------------- Fatal ________ R. Bradrick _____________ FataL ____ ------------------ ---------Feb. l, Aurora _____________ G. Singer, pilot ___________________ None ________ -----------------------------------------------------------------Apr. 15, Fremont ___________ J. H. McFadden, pilot__ __________ severe ______ {rW~~~~~--==========i}FataL ____ ------------------ ---------May 20, Lincoln ____________

{?.·.J.·~0~~.~~~enC=::::::::::: }Fatal ________ --- ------------------------------- --------- ----'-------------------

Do.
Do.
Do.
Instructional. ·

NEVADA
Mar. 23, Hawthorne ________ T. R. Morrill, pilot_ ______________ None _______ H.J. Frost ______________ None ______ ---------------------------- Business flying.
May 4, Reno _______________ F. P. Di Pietro, pilot_ _________________ do ______ --------------------------------------------------------------·- --- Instructional.~
NEW HAMPSHIRE

iS:i. ~. ~~:~~:::::=:::: ?.·f..:u~~dpE~~:=:::::::::::::::: :::J~:::::: -i;ii~n&me"ii:;~ii:::::::: -None=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Pl~~
1

NEW 1ERSEY

Jan. 6, Caldwell _________ __ _
Feb. 5, Hutchinson's Mills_
Mar. 1, Newark ___________ _

~:if: 6~~E~~b»11~c:::::::: ~~~~~==::::: T:K-:siffit>iili:1r:::::::: -None===::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::

~~~~;;!~;~~il~~::::~:~~~::~ ·::::::~:::~~~ {~1;~i:~~-~~=======·= }~~~~--~~~:: :::::::::::~~:~::: ~~~:::::::

Mar. 6, Hasbrouck Heights_
Mar. 8, Trenton ___________ _ J. E. Thropp, pilot_ ____________________ do ______
Mar. 17, Readington ______ _ A. Burstein, pilot_ _________________ ____ do ______
Mar. 19, Camden _________ _ F. M. Williams, pilot_ _________________ do ______
Mar. 2.5, Newark___________
Apr. 15, Butler------------Apr. 27, Moonachie ________
May 6, New Market _______
May 15, Newark ___________

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
-------------------------------------------------------- ---------- Commercial, other.
L. Dinnar _______________ None______ ------------------ ---------- Pleasure.
--------- ------------------------------------- ------------------ -- Department or Commerce test.
~;:1~~;
.}None ______ ---- -------------- ---------- Pleasure.
Instructional.
~~=e?:==:::::::=: ~~~~~===== :=::::::::::::::::::::::::::}sight-seeing.
G. J. Kuntz _____________ Fatal ______ ----------------------- ----- Pleasure.
E. Bosham ______________ None ______ ---------------------------- Department of Commerce test.
----------------------------------------------------------'-------- Instructional.
-----------------------------------·- ------------------------------ Pleasure.

R. B. Blackler, p~oL------------ _____ do ______
W. J. Barry, pilot_______________ _______ do. _____
C. J. Wellstead, pilot__ ________________ do ______
L. J. Markwith, pilot_ ____________ Fatal _______
R. I. Hazen, pilot _________________ None ________

May 22, Hightstown _______ L.B. Dick, pilot __________________ None _______
June 5, Atlantic City _______ S. Schwartz, pilot_ _____________________ do ______

Gi:
Jr::::::::::
--------------------------!------------ ------------------ ---------U:

NEW MEXICO

Apr. 18, RoswelL __________ J.E. Grimmett, pilot_ _________________ do ______ E.W. Owens ___________ None______ ----- ----------------------- Business flying.
l''EW YORK

{!:

1

ia"n~~· Flushing, Long IsG0:i:~eJ;~S~~t:::::::::::::: }severe __________________ : _____________ ------------ ------------------ ---------- Instructional.
Jan. 20, Mineola, Long Is- {L. Lowry, pilot. __________________ }None
Do.
land
T D Rae student
- ------ -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ---------Feb. i, Mineola, Long Is- {R: T: Barbin, pilot:::::=:::::::::}
d0
Do.
land
W C Langley student
---- - - ---- -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ---------Feb. lS, Rochester__________ G.' R: Stratton: pilot___::::::::::: _____ do __ ---- B. Reisinger_----------- None_---- S. Bondi, spec- Fatal___ Sightseeing.
tator.
0

Mar. 3, Roosevelt Field ____ {~· ~a~~& J\f~J:nt------------ }----do_ - ---- -------------------------- ~---- ------- ------------------ ---------- Instructional.
Mar. 10, New York City ___ H." B.° Cannin'g, piloL:::::::::::= Minor------------------------------------------------------------------------ Pleasure.
Mar. 18, Long Island _______ {~ Bw R~=· ~~Jent ____________ }None _______ -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ -- ------ -- Instructional.

~Pa;· l,9s~~---::::::::: M.
~: ::E.-~~~c~iig~~~===========:::
~~~~~ =-::::: Tf:P-01iZii:::::~::::::: -None-_-:::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ·~~~~~ntaI.
Phoenil:, pilot ______________ Severe ______ W.W. White ___________ FataL ____ ------------------ ---------Do.

Apr. 2, Syracuse ____________
Apr. 8, Binghamton ________
Apr. 8, Rye ________________
Apr. 17, Valley Stream,
Long Island.
Apr. 20, Cattaraugus_______
Apr. 25, Armonk.---------May Farmingdale

2'

C. P. Howe, pilot ______________________ do ______ J. H. GailiL_ :'. __________ Minor ___ _1 __________________ ---------Do.
1. L. Levy, pilot __________________ None _______ M. Lang ___________________ do ______ ---------------------------Do.
R.R. Rogers, pilot _____________________ do ______ ------------------------------------------------------------------ Experimental.
R. E. Horth, pilot_ ____________________ do. _____ -------------------------- -- --------- - -- -------------- -- ---------- Instruction!ll.
Pleasur&.
Do.

E. Thaw, pilot_ ________________________ do ______ -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ---------{E.
J. Taylor, pilot_ _______________ Severe ______ }
.
- ------ Edith T. Huntington, copilot_____ Minor______ ------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ----------

May 2, Armonk ____________ {if~: tnli~i;ci;stli"deiit:::::::: }None _______ -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ --------- - Instructional.
May 3 Buffalo
{E. F. Menlan, pilot. ___________________ do ______ }
.
Do.
•
------------- c. H. Ryder, student _____________ Fatal _______ ~~~- ~-~---~~;~;;~~::::------------- ~ -------

0

May 4, Malone _____________ C. E. Dufort, pilot ________________ None _______

------------------

J~~: ~.1*>:;~:::::::: !None _____ ----------------------------

Cross-eountry.

llnfanL ________________ _

May 6, Fulton _____________ L. W. Holly, pilot_ _______________ Fatal-------{¥8:P!r~~k _____________ }Fatal _____ ---------------------------- Sight-seeing.
May 6, Brooklyn ___________ T. H. Williams, piloL ___________ None _______ --~--------=::::::::::::::---------------------------------------- Pleasure.

~!~ ~: ~~~~1tn01<f:::= ~-. ~·. ~~rch:%~tot~:::::::::::::: =====~g:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::i rnst~~tionai.

ti~!~! ljri;~t~~ ki:filt:W{.~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~j~~~~~~~ :~~~~~:~~=~=~~~~~ :~~~::~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ Plit

Island.
May 24, York ______________ K. D. Clark, pilot--------------- Minor. _____ H. Swam_______________ Minor-------------------------------a Collision.

Do.
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YORK-eontinued

NEW

May 'n, Rochester _________ H. R. Brown, pilot__ ______ None ______ [.~~ii-~~=--===--== }None ____ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Cross-country.
May 30, Fonda... ____________ A. 0, Roethlisberger, pilot_ __________ do _____ ------------ -- ------------------------------------------- Instructional.
June
Flushing, Long IsWoll pilot_
Minor
{F. La Caginaui ________ Seyere ____ }
Pleasure.
Ji1:t Roosevelt Field ____
===== Instructional.
June 5, Roosevelt Field ____ G. P. Evans, pilot_ _____________ do---;--- 1, no name given ____ None ____ ------------------------ Pleasure.

2,

}H

A~ Farn~am, p~~;=========== None-==-~~-~~~~~~--======== -~~-~r---~== -~=--========

NORTH CAROLINA

Jan. 6, Millbrook_________
Jan. 8, Raleigh ___.__________
Jan. 15, Raleigh __________
Jan. 25, Kitty Hawk_ _____
Feb. 6, Fayetteville ________
Feb. 18, Raleigh________
Mar 2 Kinston

M. E. Reid, pilot ______________________ do __ ___
H. Cullen, pilot ______________ _____ do _____
J. J. Drescher, pilot ____________________ do ______
G. H. Tonkin, pilot ___________________ do _____
W . .A. Bohannon, pilot_ ______________ do _____
B. D. Sheedy, pilot ___________________ do ______
{T. H. Long, pilot_ _______________ }Minor

J. G. Strawbridge _________ do ______ -----------------------Do.
---------------------------------------------------- --------Do.
H. Graser ______________ None _____ --------------------Do.
L. Harris _______________ do ______ --------------- --- --------Do.
---------------------------------------------------------- F errying.
----------------------------------------------------------- P1c3Sure.
Instructional
Severe=====
======= Pleasure.
L. S. McGinnis, pilot ____._______ None _______ R. F. Pease ___________ None _____ --------------- - - - - Do.
T . Hill _______________ _
M. S. Kummerer, pilot_ ____________ do ______ W. H. Hirst_ _____________ do ______ -----------------------Do.
C. G. Hill, Jr., pilot_ _____________ do ______ 3, no names given ________ do ______ -----------------~--Do.
. Do.
D. F."McLean, pilot _________ Fatal------{~:~~~~~~=:::::::::: }Fatal _____ ---------------- _ ___ _
7
R. E. Lee, pilot----~------------r None----{{}: foh~~~~========= !None _____ ----------------- DeIIl!lnstratian.

1: Gra;;~===== ~·. ~~~~~~-t===========

Mar: La
Mar. 9, Winston-Salem ____

Mar. 26, Raleigh ___________
.Apr. 2, Winston-Salem ____
.Apr. 19, Gibsonville _______
A.pr. 26, Rocky Mount_ ____
May 13, High

Point-----~-

P. F. Davis, pilot__ _________________ _do ______

~-~f~~i~~;~==~~~~~ }-~~~~~~~== =====~-========

i:i.~. <£,a;~~~~~========

Minor ____

---------------------=---

Sight-seeing.

Mrs. D. S. Lee--------

May 12, Ayden ___________ 1. L. Gore, pilot-r.---------- _____ do _____ -------------------------------------------------- Pleasure.
NORTH DAKOTA

~:.· ;;:i~~-~~=======~ {~: ~~~~;~~~~-~====== }F~~:~·===== =~--~~-=~~===~==~ ~===~~==~=== ====~==~==:==~
::

=====---=

~7=!.onal.

omo
Jan. 16, Findley________
Jan. 21, Monro _________
Feb. 3, Youngstown ____
F e b · lo • Sou th Euclid - - Mar. 4, Dayton _________
Mar. 6, Cumberland_______
Mar. 11, North Boss Island.
Apr. 1, Youngstown.. _______
Apr. 3, Youngstown_ ______
.Apr. 4, Willoughby _________
Apr. 8, Fairfield County ___

E. Avery, pilot ____________ None_--------------------------------------------- ___ _
H. Byrdsley, pilot----~------- Fat.al_ _ _ Stella Hatfield ______ FataL___ ------------- - - - - F. W. Dunston, pilot __________ Minor_____ ---------------------------------------------------- ____ _
K. R . Cole, pilot__ _____________ }None
.
{ G. DeSalenni, student_________
----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - S. Patterson, pilot _________________ do
____ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - E. W. Dickman, p.iloL---~-- _____ do _____ ------------------------- ------------ -------------- --------R. E. Wilt, piloL ______________ do ____ R. Selewinn __________ None ______ ------------------------.A. C. Roat, pilot __________________ do____ -----------------------------------------------------T. A. Jones, pilot_ _________________ do ____ P. Sirbu ______________ Minar ____ -----------------------F. J. Budd, pilot__ ______________ None _____ ------------------------------------------------------------H. S. Morrison, pilot_______________ do _ _ F. M. PauL ____________ None____ ------------------------

1~~: ~t ~f~~t-~====

i.11 f~~r,i;J~t===~======== ~~~====-~.:..~~-~~-~-~:========-~~~:===

================= ========
May 5, Cleveland _______ C. B. Potter, pilot__------------ _____ do ______ -----------------------------------------------------May 7, Blue Ash _________ ·R. E. Rumpler, pilot__ _________________ do _______ -------- ------------------ - ---- --------------------------May 13, Roseville _______ .A. C. Lawrence, pilot_________________dQ _____ B. Sweazy ____________ None____ ---------------------May 15, Lake Erie ________ M. Hersberger, pilot_ _________________ do _______ ---------------------------------------------- _ _ __
May 26, Dayton_________ C.H. Calder, pilot _____________________ do _______ ----------------------------------- __ :_ _________ ------May 30, Mansfield'---------------- -- ---- --- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------May 30, Akron.. __________ Rubye Pearl Berau, pilot_ _______ None ____ {~~!d~~~~-~~-_-_j None ______ ---------------------June 3, Yorksville_ _ _ _ Smith, pilot ___ _________________ Minor ______ 2, no names given _____ Minor __ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Instructional.
Pleasure.
Do.
Instructional.
Do.
Business flying.
Pleasure.

Instructional.
Sight-seeing.
Ferrying.
Ple3Suro.
Do.

Instructional..
Do.
Plea.sure.
Do.
Busines:> flyin~.

Instructio:i!il.
Pleasure.
Sight-saeinJ.

OKLAHOMA

Feb.16, Roff _______________ F. c. Collins, pilot _______________ FataL-----{r·ir°u~C:------------ ~:~----- }----------------- -------- Instructional.
Mar. 4, Enid ________ _______ E. P. Gardner, pilot _____________ None _______ H". Hayes_::============ None_=..-_::----------------------- Pleasure.
Apr. 10, Oklahoma City ____ S. L. Hurst, pilot ____________________ do _______ rnf!!~~aynes======== }--do_______ --------------------------Do.
Do.
May 29, Mc.A.lester _________ J. Rogers, pilot_ ___________________ ----_do _______ -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ---------June 11, Altus ______________ ------------------------------------ -------------- -------------------------- ------------ ------ ------------ ---------OREGON

!~~:
~k ~m~:~u;k========= ~-- ~-B~~~~~~il~t==---=========== -Mbi~====== {\r:r'1J~~~-~=========== _::~~====c============= ========= ~t:~1!~taL
May 27, Waldport__ ________ J. R. Bell, pilot__ _________________ None--------{r'ru!3rii~bn~~e~ven::::::: }--do ______ J_ ________________ ---------- Phot.ograpby.
PENNSYLVANIA

Jan. 5, Pittsburgh __________ G. F. Yeschke, pilot ______________ Minor ____ ___ ------------------------------------------------------------ Instructional.
Jan. 12, Tamaqua __________
:JYiar. 6, Bullion _____________
Mar. 18, Malvern __________
Mar. 25, Dravosburg _______
M
29 Phil d l hi

G. T. Weymouth, pilot_ __________ None ________
C. B. Burmood, pilot __ __ _____________ _do _______
H. C. Hastings, pilot ___ __________ _ Minor __ ____
W.R. Kunkelman, pilot __________ Severe ______
G. Nichols, pilot__ __________ __ }N

{w.

Do.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Ferrying.
----------------------------------------------------------------- Experiment:il.
---------------------------------------------------------------- Ple:lSute.

±i.~~.~;JE:~;~:~~~ !If1f~5ggi~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ =~i~~;~~~~ {n._
~~-1=~=-~~~=~~jj~~
;llil~i~~~~!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~:~~~
J.
.Apr. 19, Carlisle ____________ C. J . Strickland, pilot____________ None.. _____

Instruction:il.
Pleasure.
lnstruction'lL
Pleasure.

White __________ ___ ___ do-------}-------------------------- Cross-country.

May 2, York _______________ G. G, Naugle, pilot __________________ do _____ -~---~-~~~:::::::::::===~~--=====:!
Pleasure.
Do.
May 6, Chambersburg______ L. M. Dunkle, pilot--~---------- _____ do _____ ----- - -- -- -------------------------- ------------------ ---------Instructional.
Do
May 12, Conway; __________
~e:irfrl!~~-crew------------ }None_______ -------------------------------------------------------- None __ _ Experimental
May 13, Olyphan.t__________ J. L . .Buist, pilut-==:::::::: Severe__
.Malenkewicz...____ Fatal,_____ ---------·--·------------ Pleasure.
'Reported fatal, no details given.

______________ ----------

~!~ ~: ~]~!n~-rove====== r:.a~~:y,PffJ;t=============== -MJil~====~= -~-~~~~--============= _::~~=== ================== =========

rn·

.s.
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Extent of
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~~~- 1 -~~~~~~~~

. PENNSYLVA...'i!A-COntinued

\~:~~~:~:a~~:::::::::: ~.~~ ~t~~:~1~~<ffoc:::::::::::::: -~~~<l<>======= -1ciiCiiro<f6_:::::::::::::

R~:

-Non_e__::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::
( May 'J:l, Blairsville _________ H. M. Harkcom, pilot_ ___________ Minor _______ M. C. McKee ___________ Minor _____ ---------------------------Do.
Do.
; May 'J:l, Dart<Jn----.-------- R. A. Rainey, Jr., pilot_ __________ None ________ -----------------------------------------------------------------~ May 'J:l, Philadelphia ______ B. A. Susan, pilot ______________________ do _______ ------------------------------------------------------------------ lnstractioIUL
RHODE ISLAND

Jan. 'J:l, Hillsgrove __ ________ E.W. Biber, pilot_ ____________________ do _______ E. J. Bullard ____________ None ______ ---------------------------- Pleasure.
May 'J:l, Smithfield _________ H. 0. Dolbeck, pilot ______________ Fatal _______ R. Wilkins ______________ Fatal ______ ---------------------------Do.

!

SOUTH CAROLINA

1 Feb. 12, Spartanburg_______ Z. D. Granville, pilot __ ----------- _____ do _______ -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ----------

Do.

SOUTH DAKOTA

i~:: ~!: :!~: ~:~~~~~~~~. {r.-f·J~l~rK~l~i=-~============
IU:1 ~~·l~Po!¥~~~~:::::

-:;!rt=:==== ========================== ============ ================== ========== rnstD1g:1ona1.

f.lF~ih~~pJo~~~=:::::::::::::: -~~~<l;::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::

~~:

TENNESSEE

1

~~. 1~. ~t~fil:~~~===== r·Jo~~i:,c:rr~t~~:::::::::::::=== -Mio.~~======= ~: ~g~~:::::::::::::: ~~~r::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: r~=U~nal.

I

. May 21, Hixson ____________ G. L. Broyles, pilot_ ____ __________ None ________ ------ ---------------------- ---------------------------- ---------May 'J:l, Middleburg _______ A. J. Snyder, pilot_ _______________ Fatal ________ 2, names not given ______ FataL ____ ---------·--------- ----------

Do.
Do.

TEXAS
1

Jan. 9, Childress____________ P. R. Powell, pilot _____________________ do _______

Jan.
' Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb

10, Dallas------------24, Dallas ______________
'J:l, Houston ___________
'J:l, San Antonio _______
Austin

2

Mund;:::~~~~~~:~~:

Feb: 4'.
Feb. 12, Frankston_________
Mar. 24, El Paso ___________
Apr. 1, Throckmorton______
.Apr. 1, l.ivingston __________
Apr. 3, San Antonio ________
Apr. 7, Raymondville ______
Apr. 13, Van _______________
A
15 C b t
pr. , ros y on_________
Apr. 18, Orand Prairie______

{~·.!: ~~~~=======::::=:}--do _____ ·- ------------------ ----------

Pleasnr~.

W. A. Flowers, piloL _________________ do-------{k~~~~n_te_r__::=:::=::: }--do _______ ---------------------------Do.
A.G. Russell, pilot_ ______________ None ________ C.R. Gilliland __________ None ______ ---------------------------- Business flying.
D. P. Odom, pilot_ ____ ________________ do _______ ------------------------------------------------------------------ Pleasure.
J.M. Watson, Jr., pilot_ _______________ do ___ ____ ------------------------------------------------------------------ Instructional.
R. Haile, pilot_ ________________ Severe _____ }
Do.
Pleasur11.
R. Z. Glass, pilot__________________ None ________ -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ---------- Business flying.
E. D. Resler, pilot_ ____________________ do _______ ------------------------------------------------------------------ Instructional.
S. Donnell, pilot__---------------- ·----do _______ -------------------------- ------------ ------------------ ---------- Pleasure.
A. D. McQueen, pilot __________________ do _______ ------ ------------------------ -------------------------- -- -------- Instructional.
J. E. Lytle, pilot__ ________________ Fatal ________ J. L. Donald ____________ Fatal ______ ---------------------------- Sight·seeing.
C. Moren _______________ }
F. H. Rodgers, pilot _______________ None ________ J. Butler ________________ Minor _____ ---------------------------- Cross-country.
{ S. Emerson_____________
L. C. Bowie, pilot ________________ ·----do _______ -----------------------------------------------------------------Do.
C F
il t
M"
{J. M orton _______________ }F t l
. · erguson, p o ----------------mor _______ J. Roi:>erts_______________ a a ------ ------------------ ---------- Sight-seeing.
E. C. Keeney, pilot_______________ None ________ ------ -- ------------------ ------------ ------------------ ---------- Instructional.

{F.

6: ~'.~~38~.t~11~~~======::::::::: -Fa~~======- ::~:~:::~~~~~~~:~~:::~::~: ~~~~~~~::~~~ :~~~~~~~:~::~~~~~~ ::::~::~:~

Apr. 18, Lewisville _________ H. W. Fowler, pilot _______________

FataL-----{f·~~;:~~=-~~============ }Fatal: ---------------------------------

May 1, Beimmont __________ F. 8. Estill, pilot __________________ None _______ 0. K. Hirgraves ________ None _____ ---------------------------·
May 1, Mineola ____________ J.B. Jarrett, pilot ______________________ do ______ R.H. Meyer _______________ do ______ ---------------------------Wood ___________ }
- May 5, Houston ___________ R. T. Glyn, pilot_ ________________ FataL ______ F. Burnett ______________ Fatal _____ ---------------------------R. Anderson
Grady __ ------------B.
____________ }

•

{Gladys

Pleasure.
Do.
Do.
Do.

May 20, Wink _____________ H.B. Lynch, pilot _____________________ do ______ {i.~~:f_-::::::::::=::: __ do ______ -------------------------- ·- Sight-seeing.

~:; ~: ~:::r~~~:::~:~:~ {fl!=1:~~~k~i:::::::::: };~~~~~~~~:~ -~.-i:.-~;e-~;;~~::~~~~:~: -;~~---~::: :~:~::~~:~~:~~~:~~ ~~~:~~~:~:
June 3, Malakoft ___________ M. T. Dodd, pilot_ ____________________ do ______ ------------------------------------------------------------------

Instructional.
Do.
Do.
June 5, Satsuma ____________ L. L. Hobbs, pilot_ _______________ Severe ______ -----------------------------------------------------------------Do.
June 6, Hico---------------- E. R. Lynch, pilot ________________ Fatal-------{W.~~~~~~~---~=::: }Fatal _____ ---------------------------- Pleasure.
UTAH

May 17, Price ______________ J. R. Lund, pilot __________________ None-------{k~r!!~~~~::::::::==== }None _____ ---------------------------- Sight-seeing.
May 25, Salt Lake City ____ H. A. Fisher, pilot_ ____________________ do ______ ------------------------------------------------------------------ Instructional
May 28, Torrey ____________ H. H. Sharman·, pilot_ _________________ do ______ 4, no names given _______ ---------------------------------------- Sight-seeing.
VERMONT

Liltian Gingras _________

I

I

H. Gingras_____________ _
W. N. Prior ____________ _
May fi, Burlington ________ _ W. H. Wmcapaw, pilot ________________ do ______ Mrs.
W. N. Prior _______ None _____ ---------------------------.

.

Do.

T. R. Weld ____________ _

F. Bessonnette _________ _

VIRGINIA

Jan. 28, Alexandria _________ C. C. Coppage, pilot __________________ _do------{~: :ia~~~-_-:::::::::: }--do ______ ---------------------------- Pleasure.
Feb
Norfolk
l{F. M. Snyder, pilot__ _____________
ta.I
Instructional.
Business flying.
Pleasure.
Apr. 6, Lynchburg ___ __ ____ R. D. Apperson, pilot __________________ do ______ g,{.M~---_::::::::::::: }None _____ ----------~----------------Do.
Apr. 21, Franconia _________ J.E . Stewart, pilot_ ______________ Minor ______ ------------------------------------------------------------------ Instructional .
.Apr. 23, South Washington.. A. Parker, pilot ___________________ None _______ ------ --------------------------- --------------------------------Do.
Apr. 18, Walker ____________ 0 . Johnson, pilot _______________________ do ______ Mrs. J. R. Tucker_ _____ None _____ ---------------------------- Cross-country.
Instructional.
Pleasure.
Do.
Do.
Do.

4

}F

~i: i1.FN~~~l~~~~~~~~~~ ~·: ~.: ~2~~~~~~~~============= -~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~
!
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List of accident& in pritJatt a1Uf mUcdlaneotu .commercfal and ci1Jilia'll flvi'ng from Jan. 1, 19S4., to June 14, 19S4, a~ rt']J8rled C'o tht At!'0714Utka Branch, Departmtnt of Commer~
and arranged ehrO'Tlologieall71 b1I stalu-Continned
I
Date and place

1an.

Airman

5, : : : : : :_ _ _ L.

J. Jr.,
cmk,

pilot ______

Extent of

Pe.."SCngers

Extant o!

IEx~nll o!

Other personnel

Kind ol flying

No::_------------- -~"" -· ~~,~-- p:_~

R. F. Young, pilot_______________ FataL----}
1an· 7• Vancou ver -------- {1. F. Gautierbine, student_ ____ Minor ____ -------------- ----------- 1an. 7, Seattle _________ J. A. \!agner, pilot_ ________ None _______ l{~.~P~k~~======= }None_____

Ins
------tructioaat.
_ -------- Pleasure.

Jan. 21, Brady _____________ R. O. Brady, pilot _________________ do _____ I Un!:r:J>:!=~:::::::: }--do ______ ------------------'----------

1

1

Do.

m

Sf~: \l ~=~~:::::: ~: t~~~~~-~~~t=:::::: ::::=~~::::: ::=-==:::::::=~~:::::::::::::::: :::::::~::::::=J::==:::: :~:&~:

Mar. 20, Puyallup _________
Mar. 21, L<mg Beach _______
Apr. 16, Pankwater ________
Apr
T coma
· ' a
--------May 11, Seattle ___________
May 12, Sequim ____________

20

A. E. Merrill, pilot_ ___________________ do ______ N . D. Showalter_ _______ None _____ --------------------------- Pleasure.
0. B. Stranhal, pilot ______________ Fatal _______ G. Schultz ______________ Fatal _______________________ !__________
Do.
C. C. Mead, pilot ________________ None ______ -------------------------------------------------'------- Instructional.

{G. V. Smith, pilot ________________

!
------1
-----------------!---------F. E. Parsley, pilot_ ________________ do ______ Ethel Anderson ____________ do ______ ----------------------Minor ______ ,}

0. W. Thompson, student ________ Severe _____ I ------------------------- ----------- --------------- ---------Do.
J. Graybill, pilot________________ None_
F. Beagles_------------- None _____
Pleasure.

May 17, Port Angeles ______ E. C. Graham,
May 25, Bellingham.. ______

00

piloL---~--------

Minor ______ !{~:

i~~~=:::::::::::::'}--do _____ ----------------- --------

Fa:~: f:m~~tJj~\-_-::::=:::: }None _____ J·---------------------- ---------- ----------------- ----------

Do.

Other, commercial.
Instructional.

WEST VIRGINIA

Feb. 2, Richwood _________ G. H. Liebel, pilot_ ___________ FataL ______ E. P. Taylor____________ Fatal _____ ---------------- -------- Cross-country.
Instructional.
Pleasure.
Instructional

!~;: ~ ~:::::: ~: H$"=~;:===--=::: i!E::::r:::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: =::::::::::::::::: :::::::~::
!1;:.-1~·NN::::~===== i.Ji>~5:I:~~t.::::=::::::: -Fa~~======-w:·F~-Seeman-~======== -Fataf_-~===

================ ==========
.A.pr. 25, Milwaukee _______ C. B. Wilson, pilot ____________ Minor _____ -----------------------------------------------------------

Pleasure.
Do .
Do.

ALASKA

Jan. 4, Gains Creek _______ _

I. M. Dodson, pilot--.-------.-_.:____ None ____ ..:,. __ {~.' =~~r_g-~======:::l}None _____ ----------------- --------Jan. 6, Eagle __________ _ W. F. Jon.es, pilot____________do ___ ~·~ii!%~~eiit>=::::: do _____ ---------------------Jan. 13, Point Hope_____ _
Jan. 'J:l, Anchorage _____ _
=======
Feb. 8, BetheL _____ _ A. Monsen, pilot ________________ dO----{c Koni"
}None _____ -----------------------Feb. 25, McCarthy ______ _
Mar. 15, Fairbanks ________ _
Apr. 5, McGrath ________ _
May 8, Poorman _________ _ C. G. Brown, pilrt____________ None ______ ------------------------------------------------------------May 23, Valdez __ ---------- J. D. Finley, pilot ________________.__ do ______ ---------------------------------------------------------------June 9, Kanakanak______ _ E. ·E. Call, pilot _____________________ do ______ 4, oo names given _______ N~ne _____ ------------------ ----------

__

1

Y: r.~~~:.U~ot::-..:==== ====~~===== -:~-:::~-=======~ ==~~--~==== ~:::::::::::=====

ri·.~5.tt~;~~= .-:___::-w~~~~==-~ -[~~~~~=-~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~== =~============= ===~====

Ferrying.
Cross-country.
Business flyi~ .
Experimental.
Cross-mun try.
Pleasure.
Cross-country.
Do.
Do.
Instructional.
Cross-eountry.

ll:EXICO

Jan. 9, Sabinal __________ _ Elizabeth Moody, .pilot_ ___________ do _____ {-i>.-wilso!i:::=::::::::::: ~}----------- --_- ------------ _________ _
Jan. 22, Gull Peninsula___ _ G. R. Farnhru:n, pilot_ ____.________ do ______ H. van Wageneno _______ None _____ ------------------:------fan. 26, Tampico ________ _
Feb. 18, Randal_·__________ _
Apr. 8, Las Finagas_______ _ F. Glen.nan, pilot_____________ Fatal _______ ---------------------- ----------- ------------------ ----------

~.~ s;~~~.-~~~-t=:::=: ::::::~::::= {~: t!2~======= r~::::~~~ =:::::::::::::::: ::::::::::

Pleasure.
Cross-country.
Ferrying.
Pleasure.
Do.

SOUTH .AMERICA

Mar.23,Paramaribo, Dutch
Guiana.

R. W. Thaw, pilot ___________ None ______ Mrs. M. P. Guggenheim_ None _____ ---------------------------

DICKERING FOR FOREIGN TRADE--ARTIO.E BY ALONZO E. TAYLOR

Do.

credits. What 1s the profit and how much the price of such
trade expansion?
The extent of the decITne in foreign commerce is bad enough,
without being accurately measurable. All countries have marched
in the down-trade procession. For the purpose of this statement, it may be accepted that the foreign commerce of
the world has declined by nearly two-thirds, with more reduc-

Mr. FESS. Mr. President I ask unanimous consent. to
have printed in the RECORD an article appearing in the
Saturday Evening Post of June 16, 1934, entitled" Dickering
for F01-eign Trade", by Alonzo E. Taylor. -The article speaks
tion in value than in. volume; it is reported that the quantity
· of-foreign trade as affected. by th.e tariff legislation.
There being no objection, the article was ordered to be index of our exports fell from 132 in 1929 to 69 in 1933, and
the value index from 115 to 37. The injury in the loss of
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
foreign trade depends largely on the extent of the decline of
[From the Saturday Evening Post of June 16, 19341
DICKERING FOR FOREIGN TRADE

By Alonzo E. Taylor
The Secretary of State and the Secretary of Agriculture have
formally set forth the policy of the administration in the promotion of foreign commerce. For Secretary Hull, the present situation constitutes an emergency, demanding procedmes appropriate
to an emergency. Ex-Secretary of State Stimson supports his
successor. For Secretary Wallace, the task is the beginning of a
long-term adjustment of agricultural production. If our exports
of farm products remain at their present low level, the Secretary
regards as inevitable the withdrawal from cultivation of more
than 50,000,000 acres. ot farm I.and. It is the accepted. view that
export trade is not to be restored by a revival of foreign lending,
nor by open subsidy, nor illictt ctumping. It is accepted. that a
substantial increase of exports is to be secured only through an
increase of imports, .with.. perhaps,. tbe use of short-term revolV4lg

domestic trade. Before the depression, the export market provided an outlet for about 10 percent of movable goods produced ·
in this country; this was reduced to 6 percent in 1933. It is the
simultaneous loss at home and abroad which occasions the prostration of industry. If, in 1934, our total production on domestic account were that of 1928, we could tolerate with relatively
little injury the low exports of 1933. And if we were to recover
our 1928 export trade, that would do us little good if our domestic ;
trade were to remain at the 1933 level. Nevertheless, recovery in ·
export trade is important enough to deserve the attention of all
classes; it is of cllrect Importance to large export industries a.nd I
of some indirect importance to industries not engaged in export.
THREE EXPORT QUESTIONS

one speaks of expansion of !oreign commerce, one re·
fers to expOTt of goods. No one worries about imports; the sole
concern ts to get them cheaper. It is this one-sided emphasis on
export trade which dominates all discussion on the revival of for ..
Wh~ever

1934

.)
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elgn commerce. In every country, just as in our own, it is sought
to expand export of goods as much as possible; and in return
therefor, to import as little as possible. Capital and labor join in
this. To a large extent, what is implied is the exchange of surpluses, actual or potential.
Three practical questions arise, more or less in every country,
though with different emphasis, whenever a government starts
to promote foreign trade. The first is the question of methods-the tactics and strategy. The second is the choice of
the imported goods to be accepted. The third is the
influence of foreign debt. Each of these questions is one of practice, not of theory; they ultimately involve every employer and
worker in export industries, and to some extent in domestic
industries.
1. Methods: A decade ago it was hoped that foreign-trade
barriers might be demolished, or reduced, through collective
international action. An international economic conference in
1927 was attended by 55 countries; another one, in 1933, was
attended by 66 countries. The more, the less merry. There
have been numerous smaller conferences, such as the so-called
" truce-to-tariffs conferences." It was sought in these conferences to raise exports and imports, check dumping and unfair
competition. These conferences failed completely. The failures
were not accidental but inherent; therefore, bilateral negotiations
have since become the order of the day. This newer method has
an obvious difficulty in a world where favored-nation treatment
has been so widely accepted. Nevertheless, more than a hundred
such reciprocity agreements between two countries have already
been concluded.
Lowering of import tariff duties on both sides does not accomplish
much. This is due to the fact that recent trade barriers consist particularly of impediments outside of tariff duties. Special licenses are
exacted; amounts and uses of imports are limited; burdensome
conditions of admission are imposed; bills of exchange are withheld; even embargoes are imposed. For illustration, Germany,
France, and Italy permit only small importations of wheat, even
i:t the high duties were paid. Without question, if the only tariff
barriers had been import duties, foreign trade would not have
fallen to its present low position. Therefore, the chief objective
in negotiations between countries is to get rid of the special barriers; thereafter, a lowering of tariff duties may be sought, but
is really a secondary objective.
It is this circumstance which makes it expedient to conduct
such negotiations by executive action and not by legislation. In
nearly all countries, the executives now have broad powers, wide
limits within which to negotiate. If, step by step in each negotiation, congresses and parliaments have to be consulted, quick
decision would be impossible. Only a small body or a central authority can rapidly offer or accept permissive or mandatory quotas,
or make barters, like the Farm Board swap of wheat for coffee.
And quotas and barters loom large in the new system. For good
or ill, for the time being the trend is away from the legislative
body and toward the executive.
THE FLAW IN EXECUTIVE ACTION

•
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~uch

luxury goods. But this is difficult to accomplish, especially
m a depression. Something can be done in this direction, but not
much. Staples, not luxuries, dominate commerce.
Fo~ the most part, the negotiations must deal openly with competitive goods. Some debtor countries, like Germany, e2qJOrt
largely the manufactures of imported raw materials; others, like
Argentina, export out of strictly domestic resources. Whenever
we negotiate with another country, in return for added exports to
that country we must select certain goods on the list of 1;he products of that country. These selected goods will compete directly,
but perhaps only regionally, more or less severely, with domestic
products. If, as, and when we negotiate with Japan and Czechoslovakia, Japan will press offerings of textiles and Czechoslovakia
will press offerings of leatherware; such added imports of these
as we accept wm displace domestic textiles and leatherware in the
home market. It would be both foolish and dishonest to dodge
this dilemma. But involved is not merely a reduction of domestic
output through direct foreign competition; a choice between
American industries is enforced.
.
A SCHEDULE OF DOMESTIC INDUSTRIES

A country wm be able to offer us a number of articles which
compete with different domestic products. When a selection
between the offered foreign articles is made, it involves a decision
between our domestic industries. The domestic industries are
not all of equal rank and importance, and this is particularly true
in respect of labor. In effect, it will be necessary to erect a
schedule of domestic industries, some being termed more essential, more indigenous, vested with a larger public interest-in
short, more important than others. Regional altercations are
provoked. Urban industries are likely to be sacrificed for farm
products. The particular industries ruled against in such a classification will, of course, object; and in every country, the negotiation of a bilateral trade agreement is attended with heartburnings. A choice must also be made between foreign goods
and between foreign countrieir-for example, are both Japanese
and Russian matches essential? Once the articles are agreed on, ·
are the prices to be free or fixed? Of the employment gained by
export expansion, how much is lost in import expansion? All
sides bristle with thorns of contention. The German case is exaggerated but typical.
-3. Influence of foreign debt: Our trade problem would be
simple if we were not a creditor country. There are six net
creditor countries in the world-the United States, Great Britain,
France, SwitZerland, Belgium, and Holland. All the others are net
debtor countries-more than 50 in number. The creditor countries
·have loaned to the debtor countries, or invested directly in various
enterprises, the equivalent of more than $40,000,000,000; the total
may approach $50,000,000,000. The sum annually due the creditor
countries to cover service charges of debts, dividends on direct investments, and banking and shipping charges is more than equivalent to $3,000,000,000 and it may approach $4,000,000,000. Close
to a blllion dollars from abroad is annually due American investors.
When it is recalled that the total reported imports of the world
in 1933 were not more than $12,000,000,000, the weight of the sum
due the six creditor countries becomes highly significant. The
net effect of receipt of these service charges is to disturb the reciprocal transfer of goods for goods. Whenever a creditor country
accepts goods in payment cf foreign debt, such imports bring
about no corresponding exports. Obviously, if these debt-service
charges did not exist, the six creditor countries would enjoy a
larger trade in goods with the debtor countries. In each negotiation between a creditor and a debtor country, commercial interests are played off against financial interests. We can split the
disturbing influence of foreign debt on reciprocal trade in goods
into five separate interventions, and illustrate their somewhat
paradoxical relations.
(a) The lenders in the creditor countries are not governments-we are considering here only commercial debts, not. war debts or
reparations-they are inaividuals and corporations who have invested their money abroad instead of at home. They ·expect regular returns from foreign investments,. just as from domestic.
They will use their influence to have it stipulated in trade agreements that certain amounts of foreign exchange in the debtor
countries shall be placed at the disposal of the borrowers in those countries for payment of foreign debt. If the borrowers in the
debtor countries default, either through lack of earning or through
inability of transfer, the lenders in the creditor countries combine
to take action; and before the lenders feel themselves driven to
accept a moratorium, they will use every Influence to prevent
trade negotiations from assigning to them a subordinate position.
(b) The borrowers in the debtor countries may be governments-national, State, municipal-or private individuals and corporations. Over the field of foreign investment, perhaps half the
foreign !endings have been to governments, or to nationals for
which ·governments are responsible. The borrowers do not wish ·
to default; . in particular, the governments do not wish to default
on their obligations to private lenders abroad. This rectitude is
dictated partly by principle and partly by prudence, since they
hope to borrow again in the future--an expectation that probably
will be long deferred in realization. Debtors have often borrowed
afresh in order to pay their interest; this is now out of the
question.

Negotiations by special commissions directly under executives
have, however, one unfortunate feature--the interests involved do
not receive the open hearings that would be accorded to them
before tariff commissions and congressional committees. But in
other countries it has been found that this difficulty may be circumvented by painstald.ng technical preparation of the case.
Negotiations will be easy whenever we have a negative merchandise
balance of trade, but difficult when we have a positive balance.
In 1932, 45 countries, mostly small, sold to us more than ·they
purchased from us; 64 countries, including the four largest traders,
bought from us more than they sold to us. Collectively considered, the difficult countries outnumber the easy countries. All
countries, taken together, do not enjoy a balance of dollar exchange. Since we have no special barriers to trade off, we stand
at a disadvantage. We may sell goods for overpriced silver, but
that will not help much.
· 2. Which added imports of goods are to be accepted? In every
country, but especially in the creditor cauntries, arise the practical
questions of naming the goods which are to be received in return
for the acceptance by the other countries of the added named
exports. Each country endeavors to accept the goods least disturbing to its internal economy. Goods may be divided into three
overlapping groupir-raw materials; semifinished, and finished
goods of general use; and luxury goods. To a surprising extent,
most countries try to hope that it may be possible to take the
added imports in the form of raw material. Now, of course this
is illusory. In most countries, raw materials stand on th~ free
list, with an occasional exception, like copper in the United States.
Even a country encouraging artificial silk bestiates to put a
duty on raw natural silk. It might, of course, be possible to contract for supplies in excess of current needs. But there is little
purpose for the importing industries to do so, piling up stocks for
future use; and little purpose for the exporting country, unless
paid in advance. Since Brazil now burns the coffee she cannot
sell, why should we build up stocks of coffee in this country?
Raw materials occupy a large place in foreign trade, but it is
hardly to be expected that the place can be enlarged in a trade
agreement.
THE DEBTOR-BORROWER STRUGGLE
Luxury goods are a small part of foreign commerce. Most counWhenever a debtor country has the usual positive balance of
tries have a few peculiar products--objects of art, porcelains,
glassware, handicraft textlles--which provoke little competition in merchandise trade, the borrowers seek to have the balance of
other countries. Of course, it is sought to enlarge the transfer of foreign exchange turned over to them, in whole or in part, for
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payment of debts a.broad. In some instances the -lenders in one
country formulate a schedule with the borrowers in the other
country, as has been done between .the United States and Brazil.
In every debtor country the borrowers will struggle with the
negotiators, seeking to claim the use of a balance of foreign
exchange if such is ava.llable, or even to create such a balance
through restraint of imports.
( c) In the creditor countries are domestic industries with which
the export industries of debtor countries compete directly. These
domestic industries in the creditor countries object to having the
home , market flooded with competing goods received from the
debtor countries in payment of debt. If the United Kingdom
were to receive from her debtors the larger part of their payments
in the form of farm products, the produce markets would be
swamped and agriculture prostrated. To avoid this, a system of .
quotas has been set up, limiting the amounts of the denominated
farm products that will be accepted by the United Kingdom. We
do not wish to have our exported raw cotton return to us in
manufactured form. We are glad · to have Brazil pay us with
coffee, but we would not permit Brazil to pay us with chilled·
beef. Our negotiations with Argentina will strike a snag-the fact
that their exports are so like ours. In each of the creditor
countries are important domestic industries which "defend their
position, using the strongest efforts to prevent any agreement curtailing the home market.
(d) In each of the creditor countries are important export industries which are indirectly involved: When a large part of the
import requirements of a creditor country is covered by deliveries
of goods on payment of foreign debt, this deprives the export industries of trade which would have come to them reciprocal to the
imports if debt payments did not exist. They get one-way trade
instead of two-way trade. If one will take the export trade of the
six creditor countries and picture the difference with three to four
billion dollars of imports on a reciprocal basis and on a debt basis,
respectively, one will realize how much better off the export industries would be--for the time being and at the present price
levels-if those countries were not creditors and debt payments
did not exist. There is truth as well as cynicism in the ·suggestion of the German official that our cotton exports may be more
valuable to us than collection of - German debt. The export
industries oppose the efforts of the lenders--their fellow citizens-in the creditor countries; they urge, in the interest of employment for their workers, that imports of goods should be paid for
with exports of goods today, and not be received in payment of
exports of goods one or several decades ago.
(e) Finally, the consumers in the debtor countries arise in
protest. If large exports from the debtor countries are made to
the creditor countries in payment of debt, this means that exports
from the creditor into the debtor countries are restrained. The
debtor country ha.s, naturally, a positive balance of mercl1andise
trade--that is, a balance of foreign exchange accrues regularly
to the debtor country. This balance of foreign exchange may be
used either for debt payment or to pay for imports of goods.
Consumers wish it used for imports of goods, in order to maintain
their standards of living or to facilitate developments. The consumer class in Brazil wishes to use the balance of foreign
exchange, secured through the export of coffee, for the purchase
of goods to be imported, not for. the payment of debt. The consumer classes in the debtor countries use ·their influence_ with
the negotiators to keep debt payments down to a low level in
order that imports may be brought to a high level.
Broadly considered, we meet here a conflict between present
trade and past trade. Foreign lending means export of goods to
be paid for later with imported goods. When such debts are paid,
this means the concluding act of an old bargain; in the end the
creditor country r.eceives much more goods than it sends out.
Paying debts with goods resembles installment buying; reciprocal
exchange is . like a cash business. Paying debt is a deferred
trade; reciprocal trade is an immediate trade--goods pass either
simultaneously or within the same season. In a depression with
wide-spread unemployment, reciprocal anq immediate trade makes
an appeal over past trade. The one engages production simultaneously on both sides; the other only on the one side. No one
really wishes to default on debts, to undermine the sanctity of
foreign contracts. But -a two-way new trade is regarded as better
than a one-way old trade, when the price level is low and the
volume of commerce depressed. Incidentally remarked, the Johnson Act may improve cash trade.
INTERNATIONAL HORSE TRADING
As a concluding observation, it is to be remarked that bilateral
trade negotiations--agreements between two countries which disregard other countrie&-inelude not merely goods and equities,
they invol_ve also skill in negotiation. If one will survey a series
of these agreements, it will become apparent that usually there
are better horse traders on the one side tfi.an on the other: For ·
example, to use a large, illu~tration, it is complained in Great
Britain that the Dominions outtraded the mother country in
the adoption of imperial preference. The Anglo-Sexons will be
matched against the Latins, the Caucasians against the Mongolians. In forthcoming negotiations, the United States will be trading with master bargainers. In a sense, the new policy, here
and abroad, represents supetsedence of economic method bf political method. Negotiations are slow, but faster than results. · Economists in general are " from Missouri " on: the whole proposition,
in all countries. It is always difficult to measure the help or harm
of a trade policy; it will be doubly· difficult. this time•
.;

"" -
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So-called ·· reciprocity is · anathema to protectionist and free• ,
trader alike; but doctrine has yielded to experiment. It remains .
to be seen whether, in the aggregate, the system of bilateral trade
agreements will not make more enemies than friends.
ORIEN~AL. TRADE-LETTER IN NEW YORK TIMES

Mr. FESS. Mr. President, I ask unahimous consent to ·
have. printed in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD a letter on orien- tal trade, as affected by the silver legislation, by Basil C.
Walker, appearing in the New York Times of June 13, 1934.
There being no ·objection, the letter was ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
[From the New York Times, June 13, 1934]
ORIENTAL TRADE-AN ANALYSIS OF THE SILVER THEORY IN CONNECTION .
THEREWITH

To the EDITOR OF THE NEW YORK TIMES:
In yesterday's financial section of The Times I read with great
interest Mr. Carmical's story on far eastern rivalry in world indus- ·
try. My interest sprang from my own Iilelong study of and activ- ,
ity in that field. He is quite right in drawing attention to the
tremendous competitive poiwer created by combining cheap oriental labor with modern occidental industrial methods and machinery. It is a menace which has long been apparent to th-ose of us
who have .had occ3.9ion to keep in close touch with far eastern
developments, although it seems to be attracting general notice
only in connection with the great industrial depression through
which the world is passing.
·
It is, however, unfortunate that Mr. Carmical seems to have
been misled himself in confusing his basic thesis with matters
which are strictly temporary and passing phenomena of the current depression. This is particularly to be regretted, since 1t
results in turning this otherwise excellent article into more of
the fallacious silver propaganda with which we have been deluged
recently.
Mr. Carmical reminds me of my own early contacts with the
China trade, in quoting the Lancashire cotton men in support o!
the connection between high prices for silver and booming Chlnesa
trade. For many years I accepted this as gospel, until my own
studies on other lines forced me to reexamine this old tradition
more critically-. · I then found that· the cotton merchants had confused temporary coincidences, having a strictly limited causative
relation over short periods of time, with the actual facts of basic
trends. The latter quite definitely contradict this theory of silver's high purchasing power being the cornerstone of oriental trade ·
activity: The error is merely another phase of that pernicious·
fallacy that a depreciated currency is a trade advantage.
Bo'th, of course, assume that imports are ·paid for with money of
the importing country rather than with merchandise exports and
·exported services or capital (which last is not a major factor in the
Chinese situation). In my own mind I have always questioned
the claim of the silverites and dismissed it. Mr. Carmical's reassertiqn of this theory led me today to plot the average rate of
the Shanghai tael and of the Hong Kong dollar for the 11-year '
period, 1920-30, and to plot for the same period the general imports into China and the exports of Chinese products •. expressed
J:>oth in haikwan taels and in United States gold dollars. I
used a copy of the 1931 Commerce Yearbook. published by the '
United States Department of Commerce, which happened to be
handy.
The results were what might have been expected, and were
fully confirmatory of the well-established fact that imports depend on general trade activity and not on the fluctuations in the
price of the monetary unit or medium. The curve of the two
silver currencies dropped very sharply in 1920-21 (or rather the
Shanghai tael did, as quotations for the Hong Kong dollar were
not available for those ~ years). Thereafter until 1926 there
followed a period of relative stability, and in that year a steady
and fairly rapid downward .trend set in_which continued into 1932.
Throughout the 1920-31 period general imports expressed in
haikwan taels showed a generally rising trend, increasing con- ·
siderably more than 50 percent in a period of time during which
the Shanghai tael declined from an average value of $1.18 to an
average value in 1930 of. $0.42. Silver down over 60 percent, im- '
;ports up over 50 percent. The curve of exports of Chinese products (excluding reexports) also showed .a rise of equal amount,
·approxim'a tely 500,000,000 taels until 1930, in which year they
began to turn down in reflection of the depression.
The curves of the imports and exports, converted into United
'States gold dollars, also fail to show a;ny consistent relation with
the ·curves recording the fluctuations of the Shanghai and Hong
Kong currencies. In the two great depression periods, characterized by falling prices all over the world, in ·1920-21 and again in
1928-30, the import curve showed precipitate drops. It is on
these two accidental movements, separated by nearly a decade
from each other, that the silverites must hang their ·case.·
On examining - these 'we find that a 'great part o! the drop
ls obviously a reflection' of the mere mathematics of converting ··
depreciated silver taels or dollars into theoretically stable gold
dollars, · and this factor has nothing to do with the volume of
the imports. In fact, it would appear that, mathematically, the '
statistics-in haikwan taels are more accurate indfoes of the trade
movement, since silver and · the general world commodity price ·
level approximated each other's ~uctuations; so that using hai-
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press that newspapers have the right to publish the thoughts or
plans of offtclals ' or departments of Government when responsible
offtclals regard such publication as premature and probably harmful. Hardly a week passes withoµt -that point coming up in
business or political circles . in South Carolina.
"When Congress leaves (adjourns) all publlc information may
be throttled", declares Senator ScHALL. The public is not, and
never will be dependent upon Congress for news. Newspaper men
in Washington know more about what is going on than do all
the Members of Congress. And they know how to get the news.
Even should a Department of the Government attempt to apply
a gag rule, and .refuse the press legitimate information, what
would be the result? Correspondents would immediately fall back
upon rumors, and reports, which would be far mol'e disturbing to
BASn. c.- WAI.KER.
the administration than the publication of any legitimate news.
NEW YORK, June 11, 1934.
It was long ago discovered in Washington and elsewhere that
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS--EDITORIAL IN STATE, OF COLUMBIA, S.C. frankness in dealing with the press ls by far the best policy. ·
In a statement accompanying his letter Senator ScHALL says:
Mr. BYRNES. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
" The President has attempted to explain away the attempts
to have printed in the RECORD an editorial appearing in of his subordinates to muzzle the press, but to me and to many
State, of Columbia, S.C., entitled "Attempt of Desperate others here his protests mean nothing. His appointees would not
dare, nor his legislative leaders presume, to enact such measures
Partisans to Bamboozle the Press."
unless they believed there was an acquiescence on his part."
There being no objection, the article was ordered to be
We resent that insulting reference to the President. Senator
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
·
SCHALL practically accuses him of dOuble-dealing dishonesty. It seems to us that a band of Republican politicians, having
[From the Columbia (S.C.) State, May 26, 1934]
the backing of the most conspicuous partisans among Republican
ATTEMPT OF DESPERATE PARTISANS TO BAMBOOZLE THE PRESS
newspapers, are launching this propaganda in a desperate atSuddenly and from unexpected quarters are arising champions tempt to array sections of the Democratic press against the administration.
of the freedom of the press.
Gentlemen who have heretofore been mute on that subject are
SENATOR KENNETH M'KELLAR
now clamorously demanding that the constitutional rights and
alleged constitutional rights of newspapers to publish any and
Mr. BACHMAN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
everything shall be protected.
to have printed in the RECORD an editorial appearing in the
Here is a letter from Senator THOMAS D. ScHALL, of Minnesota,
addressed to the editor of the State, and doubtless coincidently Nashville Banner on June 5, 1934, relating to the renominasent to every other editor of a dally newspaper in the country-at tion of my colleague [Mr. McKELLAR].
the Government's expense:
There being no objection, the editorial was ordered to be
"You have doubtless noticed my campaign against press censor- printed in the RECORD, as follows:
ship. To date almost every attempt in this direction has been
SENATOR M'KELLAR
defeated, but great danger lies ahead. Congress is being forced
A nomination for the fourth time to the United States Senate
by the President to adjourn in order that the administration of
our Government be left entirely in the hands of the bureaucrats is a distinction assured to Mr. McKELLAR which only one other
with no voices privileged anywhere to speak that the people may Tennessean shares. Isham G. Harris, "King Isham," as he was
know of . what is moving behind the secretive scenes. · We have called in his later yea.rs, was elected by the legislatures of 1877,
already seen the Treasury install a press gag rule. Other de- 1883, 1889, and 1895. Mr. Harris served from March 4, 1877, to his
partments have contemplated the same thing. When Congress death in 1897.
Mr. MCKELLAR was the first United States Senator from Tenleaves all public information may be throttled. I think the newspapers should join with me in an attempt to organize an insur- nessee to be chosen by a direct vote _of the people. The amendment
to the Constitution making that process mandatory was
ance against such a condition untll the next meeting of Congress.
"For this reason I am introducing this resolution in the Senate proposed to the legislatures of the several States by the Sixtyto appoint a special committee to hold until the next session of second Congress, May 16, 1912, and was declared to have been
Congress. Its function will be to inquire into and expose any ratified in a proclamation by the Secretary of State May 31, 1913.
The amendment was strongly favored in every part of the counand all attempts to keep the news of what is happening from the
public. Such a committee will guarantee your newspaper against try except the South. Of the 12 States not recorded in its favor,
any encroachment on the freedom granted it under the Consti- 9 were in the South-Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, South Carolina, and Virginia. The
tution.
"May I have the support of your newspaper in this campaign? other three States were Delaware, Rhode Island, and Utah.
Mr. MCKELLAR, after three terms in the House, entered the SenIf the forces are so strong that such a resolution cannot be
passed I intend to keep in touch with every move directed toward ate March 3, 1917. Without doubt his renomination means that
censorship and in this case may I have the support of your he will be reelected in November by an overwhelming majority,
correspondent or your news service and your news columns in and at the conclusion of his next term. in 1940, he will have been
printing the facts so that the public may know what ls tran- a Member of the Senate for 23 years, a period longer by 3 yea.rs
than that of the record of Mr. Harris, which to the present time
spiring?"
Mr. SCHALL is one of the most partisan Republicans in the sets a record in the annals of the State.
The circumstance that Mr. McKELLAR receives the commission of
country. He is the same gentleman who recently, on the floor
of the Senate, charged that the wife of the President was using his party, practically without opposition, to defend its principles
her position as such to sell to hotels and others the product of and to serve the Commonwealth and Nation in its highest legisa furniture factory established by her and several other women, lative body must be accepted as unerring proof of his strong hold
at huge profits. He is the same gentleman who did not respond upon its confidence, and excellence of his record, his great perto Mrs. Roosevelt's request that he come to the White House to sonal popularity, and recognition of his notable and proven equipreceive her personal statement, and who, when Mrs. Roosevelt ment for service of the country at a crucial period in its _history.
Many high and deserved tributes to Senator MCKELLAR have aputterly exploded every allegation he had made, showing her factory was established to give employment to artisans--men work- peared in the press of his State. The following from the Marshall
Gazette,
one of the foremost country newspapers of the State,
ing with their hands-and made no profit and sold to no hotels,
had not the grace or sufficient love of the liberty of truth to published in an agricultural community, may be fairly accepted
as re:flecting the sentiments of the great body of citizens toward
make retraction.
Others may and probably wlll be caught with the sort of a man who has always closely identified himself with the lives
political chaff which Senator ScHALL is scattering for the con- and interests of the man on the farm and in the factory. Said
sumption of newspaper birds. The State declines to be duped. that newspaper:
From one source or another we are receiving every -day this
"Senator McKELLAR's record reflects distinct credit upon his
propaganda about the menace to the liberty of the press. We are loyal and grateful constituency and notwithstanding his seasoned
unmoved by it because we are unafraid, and we are unafraid service, beginning in the House several years ago and three terms
because we have faith in the honesty and wisdom of the Presi- in the Senate, he is emerging into his period of greatest usefulness,
having acquaintance, prestige, and aggressive abillty. Likewise,
dent of the United States.
From the same partisan sources were recently launched reports he is one of the most energetic men in the National Capital, being
that the Literary Digest had been requested to suspend publica- Chairman of the important Senate Committee on Post Offices and
tion of the poll on its new deal balloting until after the Post Roads; ranking member of the powerful Appropriations and
congressional elections, and that Postmaster General Farley had Civil Service _Committees; and member of the Library Commitordered that copies of the magazine containing the poll be kept tee, Rules Committee, Territories and Insular At!airs Committee.
out of the malls. To both the editor of the Literary Digest The Appropriations Committee has to do with every dollar spent
issued categorical denials to squelch the persistent rumors. by the Government in every governmental activity.
Those lies had two intents-one to infer the poll is going against
" The sums are, of course, varied, and ·there is no man in the
the President and the other to imply the administration is Senate who has more expert knowledge of the disposition and use
using dictatorial methods, . and subordinating ·public agencies of these appropriations than has .Senator McKELua. Naturally,
of the Government . to political purposes.- _
the committee that fixes the expenses of the Government is one
The State does not hold, nor does any other publication giving of the most important in .the Senate, and much of the work has
an honest interpretation of t.b.e liberty or rights of the devolved on his shoulders during the present session. In addition,

kwan taels permits comparison of things, if not identical, at
least mathematically slmllar or related.
The final disproof of the silverite theory is found in the remarkable parallelism of the curves of imports and exports expressed in gold dollars. Even when dollars are used to measure
the movements, it seems that there is a close relationship between exports and imports and very little between either and
the exchange level of silver currencies.
Incidentally, Mr. Carmical repeatedly refers to "the four treaty
ports." There are many times four treaty ports, and George
E. Sokolsky, a noted authority on China and a distinguished
contributor to the Times, mentions more than 80 treaty ports,
marts, and customs stations in his book, the Tinder Box of Asia.
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he was burdened with the responsible task of investigating the
air-mall contracts and formulating a new plan for 11.ytng the mails
on a basis that divested the contracts of rank and expensive
subsidies. The Senate approved the McKellar-Black bill regulating
air mail.
"Tennessee's senior Senator has been an uncompromising foe of
subsidies, graft. and privilege in all forms from the beg.inning of
his legislative career. He has never been known to compromise
with right or to violate his conscientious convictions for the sake
of expediency. He has been the consistent friend of the farmer,
the laborer. and the disabled war veteran, championing their
causes, fighting for legislation in their interest, and achieving
results in their favor.
"Senator McKELL.&R was one of the pioneer champions of Muscle
Shoals development, having visualized the possibillties of the great
Tennessee Valley early in the Wilson administration. and few men
in public life have done more for the consummation of the great
development that is destined to mean so much toward the happiness a.nd prosperity of the people of Tennessee and the South."
THE HAYDEN-CARTWRIGHT ROAD ACT

Mr. WA ft:ft:t .ER. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
to have .printed in the REcoRD the statement by the President of the United states upon signing the Hayden-Cartwright Road Act.
There' being no objection, the statement was ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
JUNE - 18, 1934.
STATEMENT MADE BT PK!!SIDENT ROOSEVELT UPOW SIGNING THE
HAYDEN-CARTWRIGHT ROAD ACT

As long as the roads of the Nation are used by more trum

24,000,000 automobiles and trucks, construction and improvement

of roads will be of _major importance.
The Hayden-Cartwright Act seeks to stabilize highway building
with Federal and State funds by insuring a work program for
the next 3 years o! 'far~reaohing -proportions and benefits.
Highway work under the National -Recovery Act now is more
than 90 percent under contract or advert.ised for contract, and
the new program is necessary to sustain highway employment on
an adequate and reasonable scale for the remaining period of
recovery.
·
The act also provides for a gradual tapering off of emergency
highway expenditures and lays the foundation for a return to ·
normal expenditures. ·
Of the $522,000,000 authorized to be expended by the act,
$450,000,000 ts allotted for Federal participation with the States in
highway building; of which sum $200,000,000 will - be -a Federal
grant and the remaining $250,000,000 the Federal portion o! regular Federal aid for the fiscal yea.rs 1936 and 1937, to be matched by
the States on a. 50-50 basts. The ba.la.nce, $72.ooo.ooo, is to be
applied at the rate of $24,000.000 annually to highway activities
in the national forests, national parks, Indian reservations, a.ntl
the pubiic lands. Including the contributions to be made by the
States and the $230,000,000 which will be carried over from the
$400,000,000 appropriated by Congress last year, the total sum to
be paid out for highway construction during the 3-year period will
be more than a· blllion dollars.
The act provides that States. to be eligible for full partlclpatlon
in Federal aid, must continue to use for roads at least whatever
portion of their revenues from gasoline and other taxes on motor
vehicles as ts now authorized -by law to be expended for highway
purposes. Notice ts also given to the 44 State legislatures which
will convene early next year that uninatched emergency grants
are to be abandoned a.nd that there is to be a return to the established plan, .which r~qu.ires that the _s~~ shall mee~ the Federal
Government half-way in paying tJie cost of new construction.
Other important provisions of t~e act provide sa.fer tramc
facilities and the elimination of b.aza.rds to pedestrians and vehicular traffic, preparation of advance surveys and plant for future
highway construction, meeting emergency :i,:epatrs on the Federalald highway system in the event of damage by ftoods or hurricanes, and continuing the cooperative surveys for the proposed
inter-American highway. _
It ts important to I).ote that the sums mentioned above represent
only an authorization by the Congress and not an appropria.tton.
Funds for work to be done the first year the act 1s in effect are
contained in the deficiency appropriation bill.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE NEW DEAL-ADDRESS BY REPRESENTATIVE JOHNSON OF OKLAHOMA

Mr. THOMAS of Oklahoma. Mr. President, I ask unania radio addresS
delivered by Hon. JED JoHNSoN; Representative from ·Oklahoma. on Saturday, June 16, 1934, on the subject of "Accomplishments of the New Deal."

mous consent to have printed in the RECORD

There being no objection, ,the address was ordered to be

printed in the. RECORD, as follows:
ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF NEW DEAL

INTRODUCTION BY HON. JOE BYRNS, OF TENNESSEE, DEMOCltATIC FLOOR
LEADER AND CHAIRMAN OP THE NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC CAKPAIGN
COMMITTEE

Mr. BYRNS. I esteem it g. privilege and a genuine personal pleasure to present my friend and colleague, Hml. JD .Jo:miSOK, at
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Oklahoma, to his radio audience ·and particularly to his · constituents in the great State of Oklahoma.
Even -during his comparatively short service Mr. JOHNSON has
attained a position of leadership in the House as one of those who
have been relied upon to assist in passing the legislation necessary to bring about the recovery program of the President. He
ts an able, tireless worker both on the floor and 1n his committee
work and he has won the confidence and esteem of all of his
colleagues by his conscientious discharge of the duties devolving
upon him and his devotion to the interest of not only his constituents but the people of the entire country. It has been
Members like him to whom the President has looked and upon
whom he has relied in establishing the so-called new deal, which
is intended to restore to the plain p_eople of the country the control
of their Government. His record in Congress ts deserving of the
high commendation o! those whom he has so faithfully served.
Mr. JOHNSON. Friends a.nd fellow Americans, my subject is the
accomplishments of the new deal. It will, of course, be impossible to touch more than a few high spots in the few miiiutes
allotted me.
The second session of the Seventy-third Congress will soon be
history. It ts doubtful 1f one Member of either House could be
found who 1s wholly satisfied with all legislation enacted. It has
been the most strenuous session in the 8 years I have been in
Congress, and, taken as a whole, the Seventy-third CollgTess- has
made a record of which the country can be justly proud.
Need I remind you of the terrible predicament in which our '
people found themselves when Franklin D: Roosevelt was inaugurated President? Practically -every barik in America had closed. ·
A bank holiday had been declared in a majority of the States. All · ·
business was at the lowest ebb in the history of the Republic.
Our farmers were in the depths of despair. -Millions had been
driven from their homes through no fault of their own. Multiplied Inillions of men, women. and children walked the streets and
hlghways looking for jobs they ·could not find. Actual starvation
stared many in the !ace. The old order had failed utter1y. The ·
old -idea, to attempt to restore prosperity by pouring mllllons of
dollars into falling banksi defunct corporations, and big business
generally, had completely collapsed. The last 2 years of the
Hoover adm.1n1s~a.tion undoubtedly will go down as the bliµ:kest
page in American history.
·'
~
The terrible Situation demanded immediate and drastic action.
Critics of the President and his program no doubt would like to
forget that pitiful picture. A few overzealous Democrats are say-.
ing the d~press1on is over and everyone is prospering. On the
other hand, a few extremely partisan Republicans a.re declaring
that conditions are worse than under the Hoover regime and that
the country is going straight to the bowwows. Neither picture ts
1n keeping with the facts. But, -admitting there have been mistakes under the new deal, it must a.lso be admitted there has
been no lack of action on the part of the President. He has
demonstrated that he is not afraid to tackle gigantic tasks nor
venture down untrodden paths. Nor has Congress been afraid to
follow such an indomitable and fearless leader.
The special session of Congress ca.Ued by President Roosevelt
quickly passed 12 major constructive administration measures to
start the new deal recovery program. Then came the second
session o! the seventy-thlrd Congress, which convened last January. ahd which up to now has passed more than 25 major administration measures.
·
During the special se8slon, following the inauguration. the
distinguished Republican floor leader announced that the minority weuld go along with the President and assist rather than
retard his recov_e ry program. In fairne~ to the minority Members, the record shows that, generally speaking, our Republican
friends did cooperate during the first session. But, during the
second session the country age.in expected that opposition leader8
would be patriots instead of partisans and cooperate to the fullest extent.
But, those of you who have listened over the radio !or the past
several weeks to the many tirades o! abuse and criticism against
the Roosevelt administration know what has hl\J>pened. The Republican leadership of the How;e has employed every parliamentary maneuver known and some heretofore unknown in an
etfort to block, forestall, and cripple the President's recovery
program.
The House filibuster started when the Literary Digest poll
showed that the President and his policies were gaining strength
instead of losing ground in States where opposition of a formidable
character .might have ·been expected -to develop. Results of primary elections in widely scattered States revealed Democratic
Members of the House who had loyally supported the new deal
were being renominated by impressive majorities and were polling
record votes in heretofore Republlcan. strongholds. Progressive
Republicans, disgusted with the leadership of Mellon, Mills, and
Morgan, were deserting the Grand Old Party by the milllons.
With the November elections in the offing, it was apparent that
1t was time for the opposition to do something at once or frankly
admit their political bankruptcy. The opposition leaders are not
political amateurs. They. were a.t the helm here, directing the
legislative dest1n1es of the country when many of the Democratic
Members who came into office nearly 2 years ago were " prophets
1n the political wilderness .. crying out against the follies of an
administration that was floundering around in a swamp of indecision in an etrOI:t to find a way out of the depress.ion.
The practical effect of the filibust.er should be apparent to the
country. It was a deliberate effort to paralym orderly procedure
1n the House and embarrasa the admin1atrat1on.
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But some of the would-be leaders on the minority side are
now insisting they resorted _to filibustering tactics in order to
help the farmer. I think it is fair to ask what these same gentlemen did to help the farmer during all those years in which
they controlled the Government. We recall that they passed the
Farm Board bill, which cost the farmers hundreds of millions of
dollars, and the only thing it. accomplished was to provide soft
jobs for the faithful and help relieve the farmers of their farms.
How childishly forgetful our Republican friends seem to be in
complaining now of gag rules. Have they so soon forgotten the
iron-clad and cold-blooded gag rules they employed when the
Republican majority shoved the Hawley-Smoot tariff bill, the .
Hoover Farm Board bill, and other partisan legislation through
the Congress?
Time does not permit me to go into detail nor so much as
mention all the steps taken by the President nor bills passed by
Congress in an effort to relieve the depression this administration inherited from the old-guard leadership of a reactionary _administration. But to my mind nothing is more striking in summing up the accomplishments of the new deal than the courageous action taken by the President in discarding the policy of the
gold standard, which was fast closing our banks and paralyzing
commerce.
The action of the President in placing an embargo on gold and
suspending gold payments was the first step in giving this Nation
a sound and adequate cu_rrency. His action saved the banks of
the country and permitted the resumption of commerce.
Then followed the Federal guarantee .of bank deposits, a step
that restored confidence. ';['he mere consideration of such a step
would have made prior reactionary administrations shudder with
holy horror.
_
_
Some o! these same bitter partisans, and I am ashamed t9 say
a few so-called " Democrats ", were unreasonable in their criticism
of the President and Congress when the Agricultural Adjustment
Act was passed, declaring it to be .unconstitutional and unAmerican. But it is significant that these self-admitted statesmen offered nothing in its place to bring parity prices and a hope
o! prosperity to the farmers. This act saved the farmers of the
South and West from complete collapse and sent millions of
much-needed cash into practically every State in the Union, whlch,
of course, was refiected m· better business in practically every town
and hamlet in the country. It is unfortunate, however, that prices
of most farm commodities have not risen in proportion to the
necessities that the farmers have to buy. But we are no longer
selling cotton at 4 to 6 cents a pound and wheat at 25 to 30 cents
a bushel, the sorry spectacle we witnessed under Republican rule.
Again critics of the new deal have pointed to the vast sums
being spent for public works and emergency relief. Our people
will have no sympathy for such attacks nor take the time to count
the cost as long as little children continu_e to cry for food and
as long as millions of men and women are out of work and begging
for an opportunity to earn an honest livelihood.
Foes of the Roosevelt administration, in a desperate effort to
discredit the new deal, have ·critized its . foreign policy. One
thing is certain, foreign governm1mts know that President
Roosevelt has a definite foreign policy. The new deal proposed
to be fair to foreign governments, and Congress has followed the
President's suggestion by enacting a fair and just reciprocal tariff
act. .This act will aid in obtaining foreign outlets for products
of the American farmer instead of paralyzing the agricultural
export market, as was the case in the passage of the Hawley-Smoot
Tariff Act, the most un-American and indefensible tariff law ever
enacted.
Likewise, the President and the Congress have taken a definite
an<;I. decided stand on the issue of war debts that foreign governments owe this country. It is not a weak, vacillating stand, but
one · of courage and fair play to the American taxpayer. Had
former administrations shown the same degree of courage, the
problems now confronting us might have been avoided. It ls
now generally conceded that the Hoover moratorium was one of
the most ill-advised and serious blunders made by that administration in its conduct of foreign affairs. It was an overt gesture
of cancelation with~t authority to accomplish its purpose. When
the Hoover moratorium resolution was being steam-rollered
through Congress by the same Republican leaders who now complain of Democratic gag rules, I took the fioor and predicted
tbat it would rise up to plague and embarrass the party that
fostered it.
We pointed out then that this Government should not cancel
nor scale down those war debts to unappreciative governments
that are arming to the teeth for another war. They now threaten
to repudiate their debts, but if they do they will be marked as
bad international credit risks, and will be unable to borrow money
to prosecute future wars. Therefore, our insistence on the payment of these debts is undoubtedly a great forward step in the
cause of world peace.
·
When Congress followed the President's suggestion to give him
authority to forbid the shipment of munitions of war to belligerent nations it µiarked another milestone in the cause of peace.
If we can take the profits out of war for the munition makers
and then go a · step further and eliminate the profits of war for
the international bankers. This administration wm further lessen
the likelihood of future wars. What if such a policy shall dry up
the springs of 111-gotten gains of American m1llionaire munition
makers and international money lenders, it will turn the same
streams of industry from death-dealing to life-giving channels.
For the past quarter of a century Congress has talked about
regulating stock markets and eliminating gambling 1n products
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of the farm. The Seventy-third Congress, in spite of the hundreds of lobbyists that swarmed the National Capital, has actually ·
enacted a law to regulate stock exchanges and protect the American investor. It didn't go as far as some of us have been advocating, but it is certainly a forward step in the right direction, and
will eliminate wholesale gambling and manipulation on the part
of white-collared parasites who have robbed the American people
of billions of dollars and have wrought poverty, heartaches, and
suicides by the wholesale.
Of course, some of us are disappointed because our pet measures have not been enacted into law, but when we recall that
there are 435 Members of the House with many divergent views,
I submit, ladies and gentlemen, tha.t the Seventy-third Congress has done a reasonably good job. For th.is, much credit is
due to the courage and wise leadership of our leaders in Congress. ·
Especially should I mention that great progressive from the State
of Illinois, the Honorable HENRY T. RAINEY, Speaker of the House,
and our beloved fioor leader, ~JoE BYRNS, both of whom have dem- onstrated that they possess every quality of courageous and intelligent leadership.
Look at the picture of things today and remember conditions
as they were 18 short months ago and I feel that you must agree
that the people of America have a new hope and a new outlook .
on life. They -k now that a brighter day has dawned and that we
are slowly but- surely working our way out of difficulties which
seemed impossible to overcome. And they also know that the
credit for this new hope, this new day, and -this new deal belongs to that big, warm-hearted, far-sighted, courageous American,
the greatest President this country- has had in the past century,
our own beloved Franklin Delano Roosevelt.

CONDITIONS IN DROUGHT-STRICKEN AREAS
Mr. LA FOLLETTE. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that a telegram which I received this morning .from the ·
dean of the Wisconsin College of Agriculture dealing with
the drought situation may be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the telegram was ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
MADISON, WIS., June 16, 1934.
Senator ROBERT M. LA FoLLETl'E, Jr.,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.O.:

Drought conditions in the food-producing area of this country
constitute a national calamity. Situation is a disaster that cannot
be dealt with on a month-to-month basis, but steps must immediately be taken to make adequate provision for feed for livestock,
food for human needs for the next 12 months and seeds for 1935
planting. Permanent pastures and hay fields, clover, alfalfa, bluegrass, and timothy are dried up in more than 70 percent of the
agricultural producing counties of Wisconsin. The farmer's only
chance for feed this year is from emergency crops which cannot be
produced without heavy general rains within next few days.
Chances foi: emergency crops, feeds are dwindling every day.
This means that relief must be continued and expanded to enable
drought-stricken farmers to have bases of operation and in turn
human relief will .have to be continued and expanded in those
rural communities. Federal Government must take steps . now to
provide adequate feed to insure retention and production of
foundation herds in the drought-visited States or the Nation's
food supply will be imperiled for years to come.
CHRIS L. CHRISTENSEN,
Dean and Director Wisconsin College of Agriculture.
THE ADMINISTRATION'S SUGAR BILL OF 1934
Mr. BARKLEY. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
to have printed in the RECORD an article appearing in the
Democratic Digest for June 1934, prepared by the Senator
from Colorado [Mr. COSTIGAN], entitled "The Administration's Sugar Bill of 1934."
There being no objection, the article was ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
·

[From the Democratic Digest, June 1934]
THE ADMINISTRATION'S SUGAR BILL OF 1934
By Senator EDWARD P. COSTIGAN, of Colorado
The Sugar Act, which was signed by President Roosevelt on May
9, 1934, is a new and constructive treatment of a complicated,
contentious, and far-fiung farm problem. The law is expected to
prove more generally acceptable to widely scattered sugar groups
than any other legislative enactment by Congress possible at this
time. Public opinion will doubtless wish to give the safeguards
of the law a fair trial during the 3-year life of the experiment.
The act, in part, substitutes a test of the combination of a more
moderate tariff and, so far as needed to assure pre-war purchas- .
ing returns for farmers, direct bounties to farmers instead of
indirect subsidies to sugar companies through higher and higher
tariffs which, for years, have also stimulated island competition,
and thereby have proven increasingly unsatisfactory to sugar
producers, and especially to farmers, in this country.
The act adds sugar beets and sugar cane to other basic commodities . in the Agricultural Adjustment Act. The processing
taxes it authorizes will take effect on the same day on which lower
tariff duties on Cuban sugar of one-half cent a pound are levied
under our flexible tariff law. It will impose processing taxes
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equivalent in amount .tQ the propQsed reduction in duties; quotas
limiting imports of sugar, as well as domestic production, based,
except for the continental United States, on some reasonable rule
of average marketing o( production during a substantial period.
For the continental United States alone quotas are definitely in
the law of 1,550,000 short tons of beet sugar and 260,000 tons of
cane sugar out of a total eBtimated domestic consumption next
year of 6,452,000 short tons, raw value, with an added allotm~nt
to continental United States production of at least 30 percent of
any increased consumption of sugar above that estimated amount.
The sugar law, in fact, combines the following merits: Stability of
returns to farmers rather than free play to speculators; better
prices per ton for beets and cane, without added sugar prices for
consumers, and possible improved living conditions for field workers and their families, including safeguards against child labor.
President Roosevelt's total estimate of sugar consumption for
the first year was left unchanged in the law, but Congress added
100,000 short tons to the President's " preliminary and temporary "
figures for continental beet sugar. The President's suggested
quotas in his sugar message to Congress of February 8, 1934, were
as foUows:
·
Short ton!
Continental beets ______________________ _: _____________ l, 450, 000
Louisiana and Florida _____________ ..:.__________________
260, 000
Hawaii ______________________ ~------------~----------- 935,000
Puerto Rico-----------------------------------------821, 000
Philippine Islands------------------------------------ 1, 037, 000
Cuba------------------------------------------------- 1,944,000
Virgin Is1ands------~~-~-----------------------------5,000
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To further safeguard growers of beets and -cane in this country
a. clause was inserted in the stabtllzation agreement providing
that the Secretary of Agriculture might determine disputes
between growers and processors of sugar and that the decision
of the Secretary would be final. Following that precedent, subdivision 3 of section 4 of the new sugar law provides that all
agreements authorized by the act relating to sugar beets, sugar
cane or their products may contain provisions which will limit or
regulate child labor and will fix minimum wages for workers
or growers employed by producers or processors who are parties
to such agreements; that the Secretary of Agriculture, on request,
is authorized to adjudicate any dispute as to any of the terms
under which such commodities are to be grown or marketed; and
that the decision of the Secretary shall be final. During the life
of the new law, it appears certain that these provisions will attract
attention. Complaints have been registered for years with Government agencies against inadequate returns received by workers
in sugar-beet fields and against reported conditions of child labor.
The specified provisions of the law are not only humanitarian,
and therefore, in line with the entire course of President Roosevelt's new deal, but also have the original feature of a pioneer
effort to eliminate an unusual type of comniercialized child labor.
As a result of long offi.cial experience with perplexing sugar
problems as a member of the United ' States Tariff Commission,
I am convinced that President Roosevelt and the Department,. of
Agriculture have inaugurated a program which, with due allowances for different views, is so sensible and balanced that it gives
promise of sounder economic conditions in the United States and
in our island Territories and possessions. This application of newdeal principle to the sugar industry is certa.in to rank among the
Total------------------------------------------- 6,452,000 most noteworthy of the legislative achievements of this remarkThe increase in the quota for domestic beets necessitates an able ad.ministration.
·
aggregate reduction in other quotas sufficient to balance that
PUBLIC PAYING FOR PUBLICITY OF DEMOCRATS-ARTICLE FROM
increase.
THE PHILAIDELPHIA INQUIRER
For the domestic sugar industry, and especially domestic growers,
the saving anchor of the plan is the proposed inclusion in the
Mr.
HASTINGS.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent
Agricultural Adjustment Act of suga,r beets and sugar cane as
basic agricultural commodities . . This amendment to our funda- to have printed in the RECORD an article written by Paul J.
mental agricultural law was first presented by me and approved McGahan, entitled " Public Paying for Publicity of Demoby the Senate, but not the House, a year ago, and again offered crats ", appearing in the Pllili¥lelphia Inquirer of May 13,
by ~e at the opening of the present session of Congress. Fortunately, the amendment, now written into law, together with the 1934.
collection of processing taxes, will make possible through benefit
There being no objection, the article was ordered to be
payments a program of moderate but better and more ~ stable printed in the RECORD, as follows:
prices for sugar farmers, as before stated, without increased prices
(From the Philadelphia Inquirer, May 13, 1934]
to American consumers-a decided novelty in the history of sugar
tariffs and of agricultural relief.
PUBLIC PAYING FOR PUBLICITY OF DEMOCRATS--BIGGEST PROPAGANDA
Under the flexible tariff rule provided in the tartiI law of 1930
SET-UP IN HISTORY OF EITHER PARTY IS SADDLED ON TAXPAYERS;
a reduction of about half a cent per pound in our suga.r-tarJ.ff
COSTS HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS YEARLY-NE..~RLY ioo
duties was unanimously recommended this year by the Repub"BALLYHOO" ExPERTS ARE AT WORK IN CAPITAL LAUDING NEW
lican Tariff Commission. In accordance with that recommendaDEAL. AGENCIES; MANY ROOSEVELT . CAMPAIGN AIDES Now ON
tion, President Roosevelt when . signing the Sugar Act simulUNITED STATES PUBLICIST PAY ROLL
taneously reduced the tariff one-half cent a pound. The effect of
By Paul J. McGahan
that tartiI reduction would ordinarily have been to lower sugar
prices and further somewhat reduce the !?lender incoi:nes of our
WASHINGTON, :May 12.-The present Democratic administration
sugar farmers. The new sugar law, however, has permitted has established the most elaborate publicity organization down
President Roosevelt to offset that reduction by adding a process- through the Federal Government that has ever been set up by
ing tax on sugar exactly equal to the tariff reduction. This any political party.
means that, finally, prices so far as affected by taxes, should
Each of the regular departments of the Government has a pub ..
remain where they were before the tarifi reduction, and that Ucity set-up, and the publicity staffs of the emergency organizaa fund can be collected out of tl~e processing tax sufiicient .to pay tions in several instances are of unusual size,
our sugar-growing farmers enough to assure them much needed
A survey by the Inquirer reveals that almost 100 publicity
pre-war parity pric~s for their beets and cane.
writers are scattered throughout the Gove:i:nment. set-up in WashThe necessity for and extent of quota restrictions on production ington, with similar agents in the field.
here and aoroad is a subject on which opinions have differed and
And here in Washington the mimeographed and printed output
wm differ. Leaders of t:tie sugar industry, however, in their dis- provides work for literally hundreds of subordinate employees.
cussions of their proposed quota or stabilization agreement last
An interesting fact in this connection is that not less than half
summer and fall accepted the principle and prepared the way a dozen of the publicity agents connected with the Presidential
for prompt action on the legislation just enacted.
campaign effort of Mr. Roosevelt, then employed by the DemoIt .should also be borne in mind that there are further possi- cratic National Committee, are now holding responsible publicity
bilities of profit for our domestic sugar producers in marketing positions under the Federal Government.
codes which are yet to be written.
Hundreds of thousands of dollars annually lire estimated to be
It is memorable that the Roosevelt administration has proven the cost of these promotional activities in behalf of the new deal.
in this law its determination .to give first place to the welfare of
Not only is the taxpayer deluged with presentations of the ideas
farmers rather than. the prices of stocks and bonds . . Her.e is a of the administration and recitations of its activities, but he is
program which makes some help available for farmers without taxed to pay the expenses and also to pay the postage bill, Which is
increasing the load on consumers. It is a striking example of the enormous.
possibilities of national planning. It provides, through quota
There ts no medium of publicity and propaganda which has been
restrictions and tariff reductions, our fu·st check in many years
in the promotion of the " alphabet " agencies set up
on unregulated and destructive production and competition at overlooked
under
Democratic aegis to assist in the return of national recovery.
home and abroad. It undertakes to limit Cuban sugar production
The
radio,
the motion picture, the billboard, personal appearance,
for the continental American market to a.bout half of Cuba's
earlier sugar exports, yet gives that distracted island a chance to and newspaper and magazine publicity in every guise-from
reestablish stable government and create larger markets in which straight news, interview and statement to signed articles by memwe may sell American exports. Furthermore, it begins the process bers of the much-discussed "brain trust", Cabinet members, leadof preparing the Philippine Islands for the change which now ing officials, and the President and Mrs. Roosevelt-have figured.
Nothing is taken for granted, nor is there anything haphazard
appears assured to an independent status, which will almost certainly limit their tariff-free sales in this country. It also permits about this publicity effort. It has grown steadily since Mr.
the President to use the processing taxes on sugar from such Roosevelt came into omce on March 4, 1933, and right now may
important sugar-producing areas as Puerto Rico, Hawaii, and the be said to be functioning in a smooth-working and synchronized
Philippines, respectively, in segregated funds !or the benefit of fashion.
So elaborate indeed is the set-up that there is even an intelll~
general agriculture in those areas.
A novel and original provision in the law grows out of the gence section which makes a daily digest and analysis of the news
and
editorial reaction throughout the country of what the admineffort of the sugar industry in the summer and fall of 1933
unanimously to adopt what is known as the stabilization agree- istration and the Government are doing.
There is nothing cheap about it.
ment. By common consent a contract was attempted to be
Cost does not enter into the picture at any point.
entered into between all sugar producers interested in the sale
Whatever it 1s necessary to spend is spent.
of their products in the markets of the continental United States.
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, No drones, however, are retained in service very long. The large one, since there are special mailing lists containing between
publicity men must produce. Almost without exception the pub- 2,500 and 3,000 names and addresses, to which material is sent
licity personnel has been recruited from the ranks of thoroughly very frequently.
trained and experienced newspaper, advertising, and public interest
AIR-MAIL PROPAGA.."1\fDA
promotion fields of endeavor.
During the recent air-mall embroglio, the publicity output
ALL FRONT-PAGE MEN
reached a peak, and the Department's declarations and statements
Literally every high official of the administration acts with the on the situation were given not only newspaper and magazine
front-page display regarding his activity as a goal almost as im- distribution, but also to the various air transport companies and
associations.
portant as the project he is pushing.
The Post Office Department does not enter up (in reporting the
In recent months in the Congress there has been a gathering
of storm clouds over this publicity and promotional activity. cost to the Government of the free mail privilege) any estimate
of
its own expenditures. Nor can it estimate with any degree of
Republicans have inveighed against it because of the partisan
advantage at the expense of the Nation's taxpayers which it has accuracy just what the free postage distribution of governmental
given the Democratic administration. Democrats have protested agency publicity and propaganda costs annually.
The deluge of franked and penalty postage-free governmental
phases of it becau!::e of their disagreement with the policies which
have been projected and boosted. Congressmen and Senators mall in the current fiscal year will doubtless be revealed in a
of both parties have deplored that so much ballyhoo has actually greatly increased loss of revenue to the Government.
How intimately the story of . the emergency activities of the
befogged recovery issues.
It is even proposed in the House that there be an investigation administration have been sent into the hands of the people of the
country
is partially revealed in the annual report submitted by
of the publicity expenditures.
.
This has support because the lawmakers believe that they are the Public Printer who, in addition to the fiscal year of 1933, also
not getting the credit in the public mind for their part in for- submitted a survey of the activities of the Government Printing
mulating the legislation for the national recovery program; but Office for the 5¥2-month period between last June and the middle
that instead, and none too subtly, it is being claimed for the of December. This was when things were hitting on all six.
In that time a total of 502,369,916 copies of various kinds of
executive branches of the Government.
Congressman HAMILTON FlsH, Republican, of New York, has printing were ordered for the new emergency, including the National Recovery Administration, Agricultural Adjustment Adminispending at the present time a bill on the subject.
It must be said in behalf of the administration that it is not tration, Public Works Administration, Civil Works Administration,
Federal
Emergency Relief Administration, Emergency Conservation
making any particular efforts to hide its head under a bushel in
Work, and so on.
this matter of publicity promotion.
The so-called "regular establishments" o! the Government have
This writer, as a Washington correspondent of the Inquirer, ts
on all the mailing lists and receives daily the diverse output. had publicity or information services for many years, and under
Much of it has no place in a metropolitan daily. Much of it is the new deal these have been continued on an even keel and
of a.tsistance in the preparation of articles. In the material that with relatively little change.
follows from this point the effort is made to present a firstSTILL MORE PUBLICITY
hand picture of the situation as revealed by personal contact with
A very considerable volume o! publicity issues from the various
each of the agencies in question.
independent offices of the Government. The tariff CommisTYPICAL BALLYHOO STORY
sion, the Federal Trade Commission, the Federal Power CommisThe story, it ts believed, speaks for itself. Its highlights are: sion, the Federal Radio Commission, the Civil Service CommisThe new deal maintains a day-by-day check on the results sion, the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, the Board
of its publicity and promotion activities as reflected in about 400 of Tax Appeals, the Farm Credit Administration, the Smithsonian
newspapers throughout the country.~ It does this through the Institution, all issue publicity matter and mainta.in one or more
medium of the Division of Press Intelligence for the United States persons definitely assigned to the task o! its preparation and issuGovernment, which is headed by a woman and is housed in the ance: Their respective malling lists are varied, but all are quite
huge Department of Commerce Building.
extensive.
The function of this organization, which includes a personnel
Of all the agencies of the new deal the Nation.al Recovery
of about 20 individuals, is carefully to scan the newspapers, care- Administration bas been the most publicized, even at times overfully clip from them all items relating to governmental activities, shadowing President Roosevelt himself.
index and file these, and then to prepare for daily issue a mimeoIt bas bad, of course, Gen. Hugh S. Johnson, of "crack-down"
graph pamphlet which under various departmental beadings sum- and other fame, as its picturesque and colorful center.
marizes the items of news and editorial comment, gives the file
And it has had the best organized and most efficient Public
number of the clipping, and the date of its appearance.
Relations Division. ·
·
This dally publication has appeared so regularly that the issue
And at one stage of the game, when the situation was hottest, it
of May 4 was no. 183. That issue was a mimeographed booklet bad the thoroughly competent ~rvices of Charles Michaelson, the
printed on both sides o! the sheets and aggregating 130 pages o! long-time publicity man for the Democratic National Committee,
single-spaced typewriting. How many clippings this meant- had who was loaned to take the overseer's job until matters straightbeen filed away was not indicated, but it represented many hun- ened out.
dreds.
Right now it has a Public Relations Division which aggregates
TENNESSEE VALLEY "VISION"
about 35 persons, and which is admitted to have been as high as
The Tennessee Valley Authority is one new-deal agency 50 in personnel during the past year.
behind which there is lots of " vision." It was brought into
This Public Relations Division has had the task of preparing
being as a consequence of the dreams of Senator GEORGE W·. and issuing spot publicity, of providing speakers through its
NORRIS, Republican separatist, of Nebraska, who was a supporter Speakers' Bureau, and of handling the radio programs.
o! President Roosevelt against the Republican nominee, former
$8,000,000 COST ALREADY
President Hoover. It is being financed with an allotment of
The National Recovery Administration is no cheap affair. It has
$50,000,000 from P .W.A. funds made to it by the Board headed
by Administrator Harold L. Ickes, erstwhile Progressive and pres- had allotted to it thus far for operating expenses, according to the
latest announcements from Public Works Administrator Ickes,
ent Democratic Cabinet member.
This organization has a publicity force of four persons, one more than $8,-000,000. The latest reports from the Civil Service
Commission
show that it bas a small army of almost 2,900 emof whom is stationed in Washington, another at Knoxville, which
is the main office, one at Muscle Schoals, and the fourth at Chat- ployees. Salaries in the Public Relations Division run from $1,080
tanooga with the E.F .H.A. Asssisting these producers of publicity to $6,800 per year.
The publicity activities at the N.R.A. have been highly efficient.
ts a sm'.l.11 force of clerks and mimeographers and other necessary
Trained men with wide newspaper, magazine, advertising, and
aides.
Its publicity output is not inconsiderable and has been on a publicity backgrounds have been retained. Long hours have been
matter of fact and the inefficient have not survived. An unusual
basis of two or three releases a week.
There is wide-spread use of mailing lists of franked mail. One excellence and fairness of output has been the result.
The Public Relations Division has worked on the theory that the
of these lists embraces all o! the publications in the Tennessee
activities here in Washington were in the nature of a public
Valley ; Another bas Nation-wide range.
hearing, where the plain facts of what transpired deserved a
T.V.A.'S NEW WRINKLE
larger audience than merely those in attendance.
Indeed, it was the T.V.A. which devised a new wrinkle in the
Just a few days ago it passed the 5,000 mark in its general news
promotion and propaganda field when it entered into a 4-month releases. With the detailed statements, which were given rather
contract with a leading advertising agency of New York City, restricted circulation, its output has been somewhere between
which was announced by Director E. Lilienthal on April 23.
12,000 and 15,000 releases.
· Th!s is the first time a department of. the Federal Government
A.A.ii.. PUBLICISTS
has retained an advertising and merchandising agency for consulting services. The cost is $10,000. ·.
It is freely admitted at A.A.A. headquarters that there are not
, Under the regime of Postmaster General James Farley, the less than 25 persons engaged in preparing publicity to be issued.
Post Office Department has reached new heights of political ac- Prompt and efficient .delivery. of the publicity material is made to
tivity, and in publicizing the many Farley speeches and those the offices of the Washington correspondents. and in addition anof the four Assistant Postmaster Generals it bas been the medium other huge mailing list of newspapers and publications throughout
of disseminating countless reams of political propaganda.
the country is maintained .
. The publicity department, termed a "bureau of information .",
The output of the publicity service is huge and varied. It inconsists of a modest set-up of two men, a secretary, and a mes- cludes news announcements, the texts of speeches made by Walsenger. But the mimeographing and malling section is quite a lace, Davis, Tugwell, Cristgau, and other officials of the A.A.A.,
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the details of maTketlng agreements and licenses, and a variety does not mean that the degree of government may not change
of other detail.
temporarily to suit conditions, but such changes do not affect the
One day's output consisted of six " handouts ", one of which con- fundamental theory.
sisted of 90 mimeographed pages-thls being a. list of benefit and
"Every individual in our democracy has certain inalienable
rental payments With details about each county in each State in rights. Even the ragged street urchin has rights which the Army
the Union. The others builked 13 pages.
and the Navy put together may not take away from him. If that
Another typical day's output consisted of 11 articles covering is not so, then our whole democratic conception has no meaning.
33 pages. At frequent intervals the A.A.A. issues a. News Digest,
"We have attempted in this country to reconcile power and
which averages four or five single-spaced mimeographed pages.
liberty. The maj.ority must have the power, but they may not
The Public Works Administration was established under the infringe upon the liberties of the minority.
provisions of the National Recovery Act, and after a false start
"Another truth which our contemporaries must rediscover ts
or two Secretary of the Interior Harold L. Ickes was designated that all movement is not improvement. Some things cannot be
as Public Works Administrator. This was last July, and thereafter changed. The rotation of the seasons and the course of the planets
the wide-spread organization which now numbers in excess of are fairly fixed. Almost equally unchangeable are fundamental
3,400 employees was set up.
instincts, impulses, passions, and laws of human nature. Before
A necessary part of this set-up was the action on press relations, we begin to experiment, we should first ask ourselves honestly,
in which there .are 4: men, 8 women secretaries a.nd clerk. and 1 'Can these things be done and should they be done?' There is not
messenger. Each of the four publicity men is a newspaper writer much use, for example, in attacking the multiplication table and
and executive of established reputation and ability.
the law of gravity (that goes for those monetary experts who
The press-relations section has, since it was set up less than a would attempt to make something out of nothing), nor can we
year ago, given wide-spread distribution to about 700 news releases, reduce the mountains by raising the sea level-you can apply
which bulk well over 20,000 pages. 'They have averaged from a that as you please.
single paragraph on a single page to closely jammed 60- and 70SECONDARY REA.CTlONS TRIUMPH
page volumes, giving details concerning at times as many as several
" We should not forget that to all public legislation there are
hundred local projects to which Federal funds had been assigned.
always primary and secondary reacticms and often the secondary
PATERNALISM-STATEMENT OF SENATOR THOMAS P. GORE
or final reactions are the ones that count. The eighteenth amend ..
is the best illustration of this. Another good illustration
Mr. B.All..EY. Mr. President, I ask-unanimous consent to ment
was the legislation concerning gold in 1864. Gambling in gold was
have inserted in the REcoan a statement by Senator GORE so rampant at the time that the Congress passed regulations to
stop it, with the result that the premium on gold was immediately
appearing in the Washington Post of today.
doubled, and this legislation, as in the case of the eighteenth
There being no -objection, the article was ordered to be amendment,
had to be rescinded. I am afraid some of our expert ..
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
menters today do not sufiiciently consider the dangers of these
secondary reactions.
(From the Washington (D.C.) Post, June 18, 1934)
"Let me illustrate my point again. An engineer weighs carefully
GORE .VISIONS NATION'S DECAY IN P.ATERNALISM--SAYS OLD GREEKS, before
he builds a bridge just how much stress and strain his steel
ONCE FED BY GOVERNMENT, 01.IED .. MORE I ,,
must bear. Likewise human nature can endure only so much..
THOMAS P. GoRE, Democratic Senator from Oklahoma, was in a stress and strain. Mueh of -0ur multiplicity of recent legislation
philosophical m-0od when a Post reporter chatted with him in is ca.using too much strain upon 'bur people. The upshot of it al~
his omce recently.
will be that this strain will in turn react upon Congress and the
"In ancient Greece", he began, ,"' P.erieles inaugurated the results may be very dangerous.
·
feeding of the people out of the public treasury. A hundred
OUR PAST IGNORED
years later Plato found that he had so completely debauched the
Athenians that they were reduced to pauperism. Instead ~f
n But it seems to ' be the fashion today to ignore completely ths
working tbey hung around the market place gossiping and their lessons of experience and history. Every generation goes through
characters were so weakened that the state was forced to hire this to some extent, but ours is an extreme example of indiffer ...
barbarians :to defend lt from invasion, so said Plato.
ence to the teachings of the past.
" Several hundred years later in Rome, the Gracchi began to
••I was amused this week when _we passed the silver bUI to
sell com at less than the market price. The farmers were rutned, hear one Senator say that he was not so much concerned about
but the populace cried for more favors. As time went on, free what the Government could do for silver as he was about what
wine and entertainment followed and the politicians soon began silver could do tor the people. In 1890, under the Sherman Pur•
their bidding against each other tor the favor of their constitu- chasing Act, 4,500,000 ounces of. silver were purchased monthly,
ents. As is bound to happen in a democracy under such condi- or about .$154,000,000 worth in 3 years, and yet silver went down. ·
tions, what one administration gave at a reduced rate was prom- It was one o! the causes that precipitated the financial collapse
ised tree by the pol1tictans who wished to supersede it.
o! 1893. According to the last bill, we can buy $2,000,000,000
" These historical examples are not without their significance worth of silver. If the price does not go up, we could purchase
for our country today. A patemaUstic government 1s bound to one-third of the world's supply. l l $160,000,000 for silver created
destroy the sell-reliance and self-respect of the people. When a ·panic in the nineties, I dare not contemplate what would hap ..
those attributes go, everything goes. Those are the virtues which pen if this new bill is can:ied into efiect.
ha.ve made our country great and those virtues alone will keep
OVERHEAD BEYOND REASON
us great."
Senator GoRz believes bis votes prove he has, throughout a long
" Experiment bas Its uses, but lt ought to supplement and no1f
career in the Sen:ate, aeted strictly and courageously according supersede experience. We got out of past depressions through
to his fundamental theories of government. He has been a Mem- hard work and low prices. Today the vast amount of private
ber of the Senate for 17 regular sessions and six extra sessions, debts makes us unwilling to take this course. So the Government
and during that time he has never, to use his own words, "voted is taking over most of these debts. How the people are ever going
to take a dollar out of one man's pocket and put it as a gift into to pay the taxes and earn a living is more than I can see.
another's. I feel that a man who earns a dollar hll.S a little bet" There was a. Chinese scholar named Wang-An-Shih who tried
ter right to it than anybody else. He must give up a certain every single thing that we are doing a.way back in the eleventh
share of it in taxes to his Government In return for security, but century. He .gave subsidies to the farmers and inftated money.
he is entitled to dispose of the rest as he sees fit."
He fixed prices, bought up an the surplus grain, and generally
controlled the agriculture and business of the country, until
CHEERS FOR FREEDOM
the
country groaned under the national debt and the army of
Senator GORE has always supported bills to compensate veterans
disabled in service, but such bills, he maintains, are the payment bureaucrats that had to be supported. Fin.ally the people could
of a Government debt and not a gift. He also made a touching stand it no longer and banished him, but the country had been
concession to his principles, if such it can be called, when he so weakened morally and financially that the Ta.rtar hordes found
voted a pension to the widow of the man who discovered the no resistance when they swept down from the north. This is a
yellow fever mosquito during the Spanish War and died as a bit of history that we might all ponder to our advantage, and lt
should warn us not to follow in this ancient prime minister's
result of his scientific research.
The recent Tugwell hearing brought to light the sharp cleavage footsteps.
" Perhaps the most pra-ctical way of summing up my simple
which exists in the Democratic ranks between such Senators as
GoRE, BAILEY, of North Carolina; BYRD, of Virginia; SMITH, of South creed," concluded Senator Go:aE, "is to tell you tbe 6-word plat~
Carolina, and the more radical members of the same party, and form on which I ran and was reelected in 1930. It was this:.
these considered it a heartening experience when the huge au- ' Less taxes, mo.re trade, no trusts.' "
DISCIPLE OF REALITY
dience that crowded the committee room time and time again
broke into hearty and spontaneous applause whenever they deSenator GORE recalled that he frequently had said he could
fended their beliefs and their rights to free speech. On that oc- compress his economic philosophy into a single sentence: "I do
casion Senator GLAss, of Virginia, was not present, but no men- not believe in fairies."
tion can be made of this group without including the name of
"I am often told," he continued, "that I am less progressive
the man who first and last has upheld the traditions of a militant or radical than when I first came to the Senate. It reminds me
democracy.
o! a cannon ball fired at night. If a flash of lightning should
MOVEMENT OFTEN FAULTY
come while the ball is 1n the air it looks llke it is standing
"As a matter of fact", continued Senator Gou, "my ideas, like stm.
my behavior, are the result of a definite code of convictions. I am
" I am still going as fast as a cannon ball but I am not going
an old-fashioned Jeffersonian Democrat, of wl;l.om there are very as fast as lightning."
few left nowadays, and, like Jefferson, I 1ml convinced that those
Referring to this campaign promise, Senator GoRE said In his
people who are the least governed are the best governed. This latest speech on the tariff;
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s. 1804. An act to authorize the trans!er of certain real
estate by the Secretary of the Treasury to C. F. Colvin in
settlement of the Northfield (Minn.) post-office-site litigation, and for other purposes;
S. 1822. An act for the relief of Harol~ Sorenso~;
•
S.1901. An act for the relief of William A. Delaney;
S. 1993. An act for the relief of the Lower Salem ComRECESS
mercial Bank, Lower Salem, Ohio;
· Mr. ROBil~SON of Arkansas. I move that the Senate
S. 1998. An act for the relief of the estate of Martin
stand in recess until called to order by the President of the Flynn;
Senate.
S. 2112. An act for the relief of W. H. Key and the estate
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on the motion of James E. Wilson;
of the Senator from Arkansas.
S. 2141. An act for the relief of Roy Lee Groseclose;
The motion was agreed to; and (at 8 o'clock and 33 minS. 2156. An act for the relief of the American-La France
utes p.m.) the Senate took a recess subject to the call of & Foamite Corporation of New York;
the Vice President.
S. 2233. An act for the relief of Mildred F. Stamm;
At 10 o'clock and 38 minutes p.m. the Senate reassembled
S. 2322. An act for the relief of A. J. Hanlon;
upon being called to order by the Vice President.
S. 2338. An act for the relief of Robert V. Rensch;
S. 2467. An act for the relief of Ammon McClellan;
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
S. 2549. An act for the relief of Albert W. Harvey;
A message from the House of Representatives, by Mr.
S. 2553. An act "for the relief of the Brewer Paint & Wall
Haltigan, announced that the House had agreed to the report of the committee of conference ori the disagreeing votes Paper Co., Inc.;
S. 2620. An act for the relief of N. W. Carrington and J.E.
of the two Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the
bill (H.R. 9620) to improve housing conditions; to ·provide Mitchell;
S. 2672. An act for the relief of Mabel S. Parker;
employment; to provide for the insurance of mortgages; to
S. 2744. An act for the relief of Anna Carroll Taussig;
insure the savings in savings and loan associations and simiS. 2972. An act for the relief of John N. Knauff Co., Inc.;
lar institutions; to amend the Federal Home Loan Bank Act,
S. 3016. An act for the relief of the Dongji Investment Co.,
Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933, the Federal Reserve Act,
and the Farm Credit Act of 1933, and for other purposes. Ltd.; and
S. 3335. An act. for the relief. of Joanna A. Sheehan.
· The message also announced that the House had agreed
to the amendments of the Senate to the bill <H.R. 9690) to IMPROVEMENT IN HOUSING STANDARDS AND CONDITIONS--CONFERplace the tobacco-growing industry on a sound financial and
ENCE REPORT
economic basis, to prevent unfair competition and practices
Mr. BULKLEY submitted the report of the committee of
in the production and marketing of tobacco entering into confe.rence on .the .. disagreeing votes of the two Houses
the channels of interstate and foreign commerce, and for on the amendments of the Senate to the bill CH.R. 9620) to
other purposes.
improve housing conditions; to provide employment; to proThe message further announced that the House had vide for the insurance c;if mortgages; _to insure the savings
agreed to the amendment of the Senate, numbered 1, to the in savings-and-loan associations and similar institutions; to
bill (H.R. 9741) to provide for the taxation of manufactur- amend the Federal Home Loan Bank Act, Home Owners'
ers, importers, and dealers in certain firearms and machine Lean Act of 1933, the Federal Reserve Act, and the Farm
guns, to tax the sale or other disposal of such weapans, and Credit Act of 1933; and· for other purposes. ·
·
to restrict importation and. regulate interstate transporta(For conference report see House proceedings of today.)
tion thereof, and that the House had disagreed to the
Mr. ROBlNSON of Arkansas. I move that the Senate
amendment of the Senate, numbered 2, to the said bill, proceed to the consideration of the conference report.
asked for a conference with the Senate on the disagieeing
The motion was agreed to; and the Senate proceeded to
votes of the two Houses thereon, and that Mr. DOUGHTON. consider the report.
·
Mr. SArJIUEL B. HILL, Mr. CULLEN, Mr. WOODRUFF, and Mr.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The question is on agreeing to
CocnRAN of Pennsylvania were appointed managers on the the conference report.
part of the House at the conference.
The report was· agreed to.
The message also announced that the House had passed
RECORD MADE BY SEVENTY-THIRD CONGRESS
the bill (S. 3248) for the relief of J. B. Walker, with an
Mr.
THOMAS
of Oklahoma. Mr. President, the public
amendment, in which it requested the concurrence of the
press is carrying an interesting story headed" Unusual LegSenate.
islative Record Made by Seventy-third Congress." This story
ENROLLED BILLS SIGNED
The message further announced that the Speaker had af- has been prepared by the International News Service. It
fixed his signature to the following enrolled bills, and they gives a list of the bills passed during this Congress, including,
of course, the different sessions. ·
were signed by the Vice President:
I ask unanimous consent that the story giving the list of
S. 60. An act for the relief of Richard J. Rooney;
the legislation passed during the Seventy-third Congress
S. 86. An act for the relief of A. L. Ostrander;
· S. 173. An act for the relief of William Martin and John under the headline to which I have referred be printed in
the RECORD at this point in the proceedings.
E. Walsh, Jr.;
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection?
S. 255. An act for the relief of John Hampshire;
·
There
being no objection, · the article was ordered to be
S. 521. An act for the relief of Henry Poole;
S. 847. An act for the relief of the Nez Perce Tribe of printed in the RECORD, as follows:
UNUSUAL LEGISLATIVE RECORD MADE BY SEVENTY-THIRD CONGRESS
Indians;
By International News Service
S. 887. An act for the relief of Lucy B. Hertz and J. W.
The Seventy-third Congress may go to its death today after
Hertz;
amassing the greatest legislative record ever credited to an AmeriS. 1258. An act for the relief of Charles F. Littlepage;
can Congress.
S.1498. An act authorizing the Secretary of the Interior
The record included these measures:
to pay E. C. Sampson, of Billings, Mont., for services renFIRST SESSION, MARCH 9 TO JUNE 15, 1933
dered the Crow Tribe of Indians;
Emergency Banking Act, authorizing a bank holiday.
S. 1526. An act for the relief of Ann Engle;
National Economy Act, slashing Government pay and veterans'
S.1531. An act for the relief of Elizabeth Buxton Hospital; benefits.
Bill
modifying Volstead Act to legalize 3.2 beer.
S. 1585. An act for the relief of the Black Hardware Co.;
Bill -authorizing Federal Reserve- loans ta State banks.
S. 1654. An act for the relief of George Yusko;
Truth in Securities Act, protecting investors.
S. 1753. An act for the relief of Marcella Leahy McNerney;
Unemployment relief bills, creating Federal relief agencies.
"Six words and three promises! I have tried to keep those
promises in good faith. I still think they point the way out.
Less taxes would lighten our burdens. More trade would increase
our strength, the equivalent of reducing our burden. Let me say
in passing that we are often reminded of the forgotten man. If
I were called upon to identify the forgotten man, I should poiI1t
out the taxpayer. I sometimes feel, I sometimes fear, that he is
the forsaken man, bleeding at every pore."
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Agricultural relie! bill, creating the A.A.A.
Five hundred million dollar appropriation for unemployment
i relief.
~
Norris Muscle Shoals bill, providing for Government operation
I of project.
• Glass Banking Act, with its guaranty of deposits.
Dill railroad relief bill.
Amendment of National Economy Act, lightening economy on
I veterans' benefits.
Act taking United States off the gold standard.
Huge public-works expenditures.
Huge civil-works program.
National Industrial Recovery Act, establishing the N.R.A.

JEFFERSON FEDERAL MEMORIAL COMMISSION

Under the terms of the joint resolution <S.J.Res. 93)
authorizing the creation of a Federal memorial commission
to consider and formulate plans for the construction, on the
western bank of the Mississippi River, at or near the site of
old St. Louis, Mo., of a permanent memorial to the men
who made possible the territorial expansion of the United
States, particularly President Thomas Jeffersqn and his aides,
Livingston and Monroe, who negotiated the Louisiana Purchase, and to the great explorers, Lewis and Clark, and the
hardy hunters, trappers, frontiersmen, and pioneers and
SECOND SESSION, JANUARY 3 TO JUNE 18, 1934
Fletcher-Rayburn bill, creating Federal Commission to regulate others who contributed to the territorial expansion and
development of the United States of America, the Vice Presi. security markets.
Bills for direct loans to farmers and for refinancing of farm dent appointed as members of the commission on the part
mortgages.
of the Senate Mr. BAR.KLEY, Mr. VAN NUYS, and Mr. DAVIS.

Act terminating prohibition by placing new taxes on alcoholic
' liquors.
Bill authorizing new naval-construction program to establish
5-5---3 ratio.
Bill providing for independence of Philippine Islands.
Bill continuing the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
A new revenue act, increasing Federal taxes, including income
taxes.
Connally bill, including cattle under A.A.A.
Bankhead bill providing for Federal supervision of cotton
industry.
Black bill revising Federal air-mail contracts.
New Corporate Bankruptcy Act.
Bill pennitting municipalities to go through a. form of bankruptcy.
Continuation of civil-works program.
A billion-dollar appropriation for public-works activities.
Dill Act, creating Federal commission to regulate all forms of
communication.
Series of anticrime bills, giving Government greater power to
stamp out various criminal activities, including kidnaping.
Wheeler bill, liberalizing Federal supervision of Indian tribes.
Bill authorizing direct Federal loans to industry.
Bill directing new retirement pay for railroad employees.
New silver act providing for 25 percent silver in Nation's money
stocks.
Liberalization of Economy Act toward Government workers and
war veterans.
Deposits- guarantee bill with Steagall amendment providing relief for bank depositors.
And probably:
Bill creating Federal concillatlon boards to avert strikes.
President Roosevelt's new housing act.

J. B. WALKER

The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate the amendment of the House of Representatives to the bill (S. 3248)
for the relief of J. B. Walker, which was, on page 1, to
strike out lines 3 and 4, and down to and including " $346.64 "
in line 5, and insert " That the Secretary of the Treasury be,
and he is hereby, authorized and directed to accept the
sum of $346.64 in full settlement of."
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, the amendment is agreed to.
TAXATION OF MANUFACTURERS OF FIREARMS AND ?r1ACHINE GUNS

The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the Senate the action
of the House of Representatives disagreeing to the amendment of the Senate numbered 2 to the bill <H.R. 9741) to
provide for the taxation of manufacturers, importers, and
dealers in certain firearms and machine guns. to tax the sale
or other disposal of such weapons, and to restrict importation
and regulate interstate transportation thereof, and asking
for a conference with the Senate on the disagreeing votes
of the two Houses thereon.
Mr. HARRISON. Mr. President, I move that the Senate
recede from Senate amendment numbered 2.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. LONERGAN. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent for the immediate consideration of the concurrent resolution, which I send to the desk.
POS'!MASTER AT PRYOR, OKLA.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection?
Mr. McKELLAR. Mr. President, as in executive sessio~
There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to conat the request of the two Senators from Oklahoma, I report
favorably from the Committee on Post Offices and Post sider the concurrent resolution <S.Con. Res. 24), which was
Roads the nomination of Theodore C. Bowling to be post- read as follows:
Senate Concurrent Resolution 24
master at Pryor, Okla., and I ask unanimous consent that
Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives conthe nomination be confirmed at this time.
curring), That the Clerk of the House is authorized and directed,
The VICE PRESIDENT. Is there objection? The Chair in the enrollment of the bill (H.R. 9741) to provide for the
hears none, and the nomination is confirmed. Without taxation of manufacturers, importers, and dealers in certain firearms and machine guns, to tax the sale or other disposal of such
objection, the President will be notified.
weapons, and to restrict importation and regulate interstate transNOTIFICATION TO THE PRESIDENT

Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. I present a resolution and
ask for its immediate consideration.
The VICE PRESIDENT. The clerk will read the resolution.
The resolution CS.Res. 279) was read and agreed to, as
follows:
Resolved, Tliat a committee of two Senators be appointed by
the President of the Senate to join a similar committee appointed
by the House of Representatives to wait upon the President of the
United States and inform him that the two Houses, having completed the business of the present session, are ready to adjourn
unless the President has some other communication to make
to them.

portation thereof, to insert after line 22, on page 4 of the House
bill, the following:
(c) Under such rules and regulations as the Commissioner,
with the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe, and upon
proof of the exportation of any firearm to any foreign country
(whether exported as part of another article or not) with respect
to which the transfer tax under this section has been paid by
the manufacturer, the Commissioner shall refund to the manufacturer the amount of the tax so paid, or, if the manufacturer
waives all claim for the amount to be refunded, the refund shall
be made to the exporter.

Mr. HARRISON. Mr. President, this concurrent resolution is offered as a follow-up to House bill 9741, which was
passed earlier in the evening. The Treasury Department
has no objection to it.
The VICE PRESIDENT. Without objection, the concurThe VICE PRESIDENT appointed Mr. ROBINSON of Ar- rent resolution is agreed to.
kansas and Mr. McNARY as the committee under the
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
resolution.
Subsequently,
a
message from the House of Representa·
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas. Mr. President, I now move
that the Senate stand in recess until the committee shall be tives,. by Mr. Haltigan, one of its clerks, announced that the
House had concurred in the foregoing Senate Concurrent
ready to report.
The motion was agreed to; and at 10. o'clock and 43 Resolution 24.
NOTIFICATION TO THE PRESIDENT
minutes p.m. the Senate took a recess.
On the expiration of the recess at 11 o'clock p.m. the
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas and Mr. McNARY appeared,
Senate reassembled.
and
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Mr. ROBINSON a! Arkansas said: Mr. President, tour
committee appointed to.notify the President that the Senate
has completed i~ labors and is ready to adjourn and to
inquire of the President whether he had any further com-·
munication to make, have performed that duty and beg leave
to report that the President states he bas no further communication to make.
ADJOURNMENT SINE DIE

Mr. President~ pursuant ta
the concurrent resolution heretofore adopted, I move that
the Senate do now adjourn..
The motion was agreed to; and Cat 11 o'clock and 5
minutes p.m.) the Senate adjourned sine die.
Mr. ROBINSON of Arkansas.

ENROLLED BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS SIGNED SUBSEQUENT TO
FINAL ADJOURNMENT

The Speaker of the House ·of Representatives and the
President pro tempore of the Senate, under authority of
House Concurrent Resolution No. 48, signed. after final
adjournment, the following enrolled bills and joint resolutions, which had been examined by the Committee on
Enrolled Bills and found truly enrolled, and they were
delivered to the committee to be presented to the President
of the United states:
On June 19, 1934:
S. 365. An act for the relief of Archibald MacDonald;
S. 418. An act for the relief of William H. Connors, alias
John H. Connors, alias Michael W. H. Connors;
S. 488. An act for the relief of Norman Beier;
S. 527. An act for the relief of Lillian Morden;
s. 740. An act for the relief of Wfiliam G. Fulton;
S. 1505. An act for the relief of Thomas E. Read;
S.1557. An act for the relief of Harry Lee Shaw;
S.1707. An act for the relief of Carlos C. Bedsole;
S. 1803. An act for the relief of certain riparian owners
· for losses sustained by them on the drained Mud Lake bottom in Marshall County in the State of Minnesota;
S. 1818. An act for the relief of W. P. Fuller & Co.;
S. 1992. An act for the relief of Arthur R. Lewis;
S. 2074. An act for the relief of James R. Mansfield;
S. 2227. An act for the relief of Harold S. Shepardson:
S. 2272. An act for the relief of Bert Moore;
S. 2343. An act for the relief of Herbert E. Matthews;
S. 2357. An act for the relief of Arthur Bussey;
S. 2561. An act for the relief of Robert R. Prann;
S. 2613. An act for the relief of Jewell Maness;
S. 2617. An act for the · relief of the estate of Jennie
Walton;
S. 2619-. An act for the relief of E. Clarence Ice;
S. 2720. An act for the relief of George M. Wright;
S. 2872. An act f<>r the relief of Marie Louise Belanger;
S. 2873. An act for the relief of Stella D. Wickersham;
S. 2906. An act for the relief of Ransome Cooyate;
S. 3122. An act for the relief of H. N. Wilcox;
S. 3156'. An act for the relief of Mary Angela Moert;
S. 3160. An act for the relief of Charles E. Secord;
S. 319.2. An act for the relief of Arthur Hansel;
S. 3248. An act for the relief of J.B. Walker;
S. 3264. An act for the relief of Muriel Crichton;
S. 3486. An act for the relief of George L. Rulison;
S. 3533. An act to amend the act entitled "An act creating
the Mount Rushmore National Memorial Commission and
defining its powers and purposes", ap:proved February 25~
1929, and for other purposes;
S. 3656. An act for the relief of Robert N. stockton;
H.R. 4444. An act for the relief of Lt. James Floyd Terrell,
Medical Corps, United States NavY;
H.R. 4447. An act for the relief of Vertner Tate;
H.R. 4554. An act to amend section 4808 of the Revised
Statutes (U.S.C., title 24, sec. 3) to prevent discriminatory
reductions in pay of the retired personnel of the NavY and
Marine Corps;
H.R. 5122. An act for the relief of William S. Steward;
LXXVill-785

H.R. 5330. An act ta amend the act of March a, 1917,
entitled "An act to provide a. civil government for Puerto
Rico, and for other purposes,,;
R.R. 5668_ An act authorizing the relief of the McNeillAllman Construction Co.• Inc., of W _E_ McNeilI. Lee Allman,
and John Allman, stockholders of the McNeill-Allman Construction Co., Inc., and W. E'. McNeill, dissolution agent of
McNeill-Allman Construction Co~~ ta sue in the United States
cnurt of Claims;
H.R. 7163. An act for the relief of the D. F. Tyler Corporation and the Norfolk Dredging Co.;
H.R. 7292. An act for the relief of the Boston Store Co.,
a corporation. Chicago, Ill;
H.R. 8662. An act ta modify the operation of the Indian
liquor laws on lands which were formerly Indian lands.;
R.R. 9233. An act authorizing associations of producers of
aquatic products;
H.R. 9620_ AI). act ta encaUl'age im:provement in housing
standards and conditions, to pravide a system of mutual
mortgage insurance, and for other purposes.;
H.R. 9690. An act to place the tobacco-growing industry
on a. sound financial and economic basis, to prevent unfair
competition and practices in the :production and marketing
of tobacco entering into the channels of interstate and
foreign commerce, and for other purposes;
H.R. 9741. An act to provide for the taxation of manu~
facturers, importers, and dealers in certain firearms and
machine guns, to tax the sale or other disposal of such
weapons, and to restrict importation and regulate interstate
transportation thereof;
H.R. 9861. An act to amend the Railway La.bar Act approved May 20. 1926, and to provide for the prompt disposition of disputes between carriers and their employees;
H.J.Res_322. Joint resolution to provide for the disposal
of smuggled merehandise, to authorize the Secretary of the
Treasury to require imported articles to be marked in order
that smuggled merchandise may be identified, and for other
purposes; and
H.J.Res. 376. Joint resolution to provide an appropriation
to enable the United States Army ta. send certain units .to
participate in the International Celebration at Fort Niagar~

N.Y.

On June 22, 1934:
S. 1382. An act for the relief of Uldric Thompson, Jr.
On June 23, 1934~
H.R. 9867. An act amending the Independent Offices Appropriation Act of 1935.
ENROLLED BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS PRESENTED

The following enrolled bills and joint resolutions, heretofore duly signed by the Presiding Officers of the two
Houses, were presented to the President of the United states
by the Committee on Enrolled Bills:
On June 18, 1934:

S.101. An act for the relief of Robert Gray Fry, deceased;
S. 336. An act for the relief of the Edward F. Gruver
Co.;
S. 1072. An aet for the relief of Rufus J. Davis;
S.1118. An act for the relief of George J. Bloxham;
S.1119. An act for the relief of Fred A. Robinson;
S. 1200. An act for the relief of Elizabeth Millicent Trammell;
S.1287. An act for the relief of Leonard Theodore Boice;
S.1288. An act for the relief of Otto Christian;
S.1600. An act for the relief of S G. Mortimer;
S. 1639. An act to establish a Federal Credit Union System,
to establish a further market for securities of the United
States, and to make more available to people of sman means
credit for provident purposes through a national system of
cooperative credit, thereby helping to stabifil;e the credit
structure of thP: United States;
S. 1758. An act for the relief of B. E. Dyson, former United
States marshal, southern district of Florida;
S. 1825. An act authorizing the Secretary of the Interior
to issue patents to the numbered school sections in place,
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granted to the States by the act approved February 22,
1889, by the act approved January 25, 1927 (44 Stat. 1026),
and by any other act of Congress;
· S. 2043. An act to amend the act of May 22, 1928, ent titled "An act to authorize the collection, in monthly install! ments, of indebtedness due the United States from enlisted
men, and for other purposes"; .
.
S. 2367. An act for the relief of Emilie C. Davis;
S. 2398. An act for the relief of Nancy Abbey Williams;
S. 2627. An act for the relief of Arvin C. Sands;
S. 2702. An act to ·amend the Civil Service Retirement Act
of May 29, 1930, and for other purposes;
S. 2809. An act for conferring jurisdiction upon the Court
~ of Claims to hear and determine the claims of the International Arms and Fuze Co., Inc.;
S. 2875. An act for the relief of Margoth Olson von Struve;
S. 2919. An act for the relief of Cornelia Clairborne;
S. 2957. An act for the" relief of the rlghtful heirs of
Wakicunzewin, an Indian;
S. 2987. An act to restore homestead rights in certain
cases;
S. 3161. An act for the relief of Mary Seeley Watson;
s. 3185. An act to amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act,
as amended, with respect to farm prices;
S. 3408. An act to provide for a preliminary examination
· of Cromline ·Creek, in the State of New York, with a view
~ to the control of its floods;
s. 3419. An act to exempt articles of machinery belting
from the tax on fioor stocks imposed by the Agricultural
Adjustment Act;
s. 3487. An act relating to direct loans for industrial pur. poses by Federal Reserve banks, and for other purposes;
s. 3526. An act to amend the Air Commerce Act of 1926
and to increase the efficiency of the Aeronautics Branch of
· the Department of Commerce with respect to the develop! ment and regulation of civil aeronautics;
S. 3528. An act to grant permission to the Willard Family
Association to erect a tablet at Fort Devens, Mass.;
s. 3580. An act to amend an act entitled "An act to estab, lish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the United
~States", approved July l, 1898, and acts amendatory thereof
' and supplementary thereto;
S. 3604. An act to revive and reenact the act entitled "An
j act to authorize the Bainbridge Island Chamber of Com' merce, a corporation, its successors and assigns, to con. struct, maiiltain, arid operate a bridge across Agate Pass
connecting Bainbridge Island with the mainland in Kitsap
County, State of Washington'', approved March 2, 1929;
s. 3626. An act referring the claims of the Turtle Moun..
: tain Band or Bands of Chippewa Indians of North Dakota•
· to the Court of Claims for adjudication and settlement;
s. 3646. An act to amend section 938 of the Revised:
Statutes to vest the courts with discretion to refuse to order
1
,. the return of vessels seized for violation of any law of the '
~ United States; and to amend subsection (b) of section 7 of
, the Air Commerce Act of 1926, as amended, to provide for
; the forfeiture of aircraft used in violation of the customs
laws;
.
s. 3660. An act to grant to the city of Monterey, Calif.,
an easement for street purposes over certain portions of
, the military reservation at Monterey, Calif.;
S. 3741. An act to convey certain lands to the State of
South Dakota for public-park purposes, and for other purposes;
s. 3780. An act for the relief of persons engaged in the
fishing industry;
S. 3788. An act to extend the times for commencing and
completing the construction of a bridge across the Rio
Grande at Boca Chica, Tex.;
S.J.Res. li5. Joint resolution to provide for the continuation of the investigation authorized by Senate Resolution 83,
Seventieth Congress, first session; and
S.J.Res.131. Joint resolution providing for membership of
the United States in the International Labor Organization.
On June 19, 1934:
S. 60. An act for the relief of Richard J. Rooney;
s. 86. An act for the relief. of A. L. Ostrander;

.
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S. 173. An act for the relief of William Martin and John
E. Walsh. Jr.;
•
S. 255. An act for the relief of John Hampshire;
S. 294. An act for the relief of Stanton & Jones;
S. 365. An act for the relief of Archibald MacDonald;
S. 379. An act for the relief of Frederick G. Barker;
S. 418. An act for the relief of William H. Connors, alias
John H. Connors, alias Michael W. H. Connors;
S. 488. l\n act for the relief of Norman Beier;
S. 521. An act for the relief of Henry Poole;
S. 527. An act for the relief of Lillian Morden;
S. 740. An act for the relief of William G. Fulton;
S. 847. An act for the relief of the Nez Perce Tribe of
Indians;
·
S. 854. An act for the ·relief of the Ingram-Day Lmnber
Co.;
S. 879. An act for the relief of Howell K. Stephens;
S. 887. An act for the relief of Lucy B. Hertz and J. W.
Hertz;
S.1161. An act for the relief of Alice E. Broas;
S.1162. An .act for the relief of Virginia Houghton;
S. 1163. An act for the relief of Mary V. Spear;
S.1258. An act for the relief of Charles F. Littlepage;
S. 1498. An act authorizing the Secretary of the Interior
to pay E. C. Sampson, of Billings, Mont., for services rendered the Crow Tribe of Indians;
S. 1505. An act for the relief of Thomas E. Read;
S.1526. An act for the relief of Ann Engle;
S.1531. An act for the relief of Elizabeth Buxton Hospital;
S. 1557. An act for the relief of Harry Lee Shaw;
S. 1585. An act for the relief of the Black Hardware Co.;
S.1654. An act for the relief of George Yusko;
S.1707. An act for the relief of Carlos C. Bedsole;
S.1753. An act for the relief of Marcella Leahy McNerney;
S. 1803. An act for the relief of certain riparian owners
for losses sustained by them on the drained Mud Lake bottom in Marshall County in the State of Minnesota;
S. 1804. An act to auth01ize the transfer of certain real
estate by the Secretary of the Treasury to C. F. Colvin in
settlement of the Northfield (Minn.) post-office site litigation, and for other purposes;
s. 1818. An act for the relief of W. P. Fuller & Co.;
S.1822. An act for the relief of Harold Sorenson;
. S. 1901. An act for the relief of William A. Delaney;
S.1972. An act for the relief of James W. Walters;
S. 1992. An act for the relief of Arthur R. Lewis;
S. 1993. An act for the relief· of . The Lower Salem Commercial Bank, Lower Sale~ Ohio;
S.1998. An act for the relief of the estate of Martin
Flynn;
S. 2074. An act for the relief of James R. Mansfield;
S. 2112. An act for the relief of W. H. Key and the estate 1
of James E. Wilson;
S. 2141. An act for the relief of Roy Lee Groseclose;
S. 2156. An act for the relief of the American-La France
& Foamite Corporation of New York;
l
S. 2227. An act for the relief of Harold S. Shepardson;
S. 2233. An act for the relief of Mildred F. Stamm;
s. 2238. An act to provide for the payment of damages to
certain residents of Alaska. caused by reason of extending '.
the boundaries of Mount McKinley National Park;
·
S. 2272. An act for the relief of Bert Moore;
S. 2322. An act for the relief of A. J. Hanlon;
S. 2338. An act for the relief of Robert V. Rensch;
S. 2343. An act for the relief of Herbert E. Matthews;
S. 2357. An act for the relief of Arthur Bussey;
s. 2467. An act the relief of Ammon McClellan;
S. 2470. An act for the relief of Erik Nylin;
s. 2549. An act for the relief of Albert W. Harvey;
S. 2553. An act for the relief of the Brewer Paint and Wall
Paper Co., Inc.;
S. 2561. An act for the relief of Robert R. Prann;
s. 2584. An act for the relief of Elmer Kettering;
S. 2613. Ail act for the relief of Jewell .Maness;
s. 2617. An act for the relief of - the estate of Jennie
Walton;

for
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S. 3443. An act to provide for the creation of the Pioneer
National Monument in the State of Kentucky, and for other
purposes;
J. E. Mitchell;
S. 3541. An act to authorize production credit associations
s. 2672. An act for the relief of Mabel S. Parker;
to make loans to oyster planters;
S. 2720. An act for the relief of George M. Wright;
S. 2744. An act fer the relief of Anna Carroll Taussig;
S. 3545. An act to extend the times for commencing and
s. 2752. An act for the relief of the legal beneficiaries and completing the construction of a bridge across the St. Clair
River at or near Port Huron, :Mich.;
heirs of Mrs. C. A. Toline;
s. 2806. An act to confer jurisdiction on the Court of
S. 3645. An act to conserve and develop Indian lands and
Claims to hear and determine the claim of Carlo de Luca;
resources; to establish a credit system for Indians; to provid~
s. 2810. An act for the relief of Alice F. Martin, widow, for higher education for Indians; to extend toward Indians
the right to form business and other organizations; and fol'\
and two minor children;
other purposes;
S. 2872. An act for the relief of Marie Louise Belanger;
S. 2873. An act for the relief of Stella D. Wickersham;
S. 3742. An act granting the consent of Congress to the
S. 2906. An act for the rellef of Ransome Cooyate;
State Board of Public Works of the State of Vermont to
s. 2972. An act for the relief of John N. Knauff Co., Inc.; construct, maintain, and operate a toll bridge across Lake
S. 3016. An act for the relief of the Dongji Investment Co., Champlain at or near West Swanton, Vt.;
S. 3765. An act to enable the Postmaster General to withLtd.;
s. 3092. An act to confer jurisdiction upon the Court of hold commissions on false returns made by postmasters;
Claims to hear, determine, and render judgment upon the
S. 3766. An act to amend the act entitled "An act authorclaim of the heirs of James Taylor, deceased Cherokee Indian, izing the Postmaster General to adjust certain claims of
for the value of certain lands now held by the United States; postmasters for loss by burglary, fire, or other unavoidable
S. 3122. An act for the relief of H. N. Wilcox;
casualty", approved March 17, 1882, as amended;
S. 3156. An act for the relief of Mary Angela Moert;
S. 3779. An act to amend section 4 of "An act to amend an
S. 3160. An act for the relief of Charles E. Secord;
act entitled 'An act to establish a uniform system of bank·
S. 3192. An act for the relief of Arthur Hansel;
ruptcy throughout the United States ', approved July 1, 1898,
S. 3248. An act for the relief of J.B. Walker;
and acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto",
S. 3264. An act for the relief of Muriel Chrichton;
approved June 7, 1934;
S. 3335. An act for the relief of Joanna A. Sheehan;
H.R. 206. An act for the relief of Pierre E. Teets;
s. 3394. An act for the relief of the Grier-Lowrance Con- H.R. 452. An act for the relief of Laura B. Crampton;
struction Co.;
H.R. 471. An act for the relief of Physicians and Surgeons
s. 3486. An act for the relief of George L. Rulinson;
Hospital, Ltd.;
S. 3499. An act for the relief of Michael Ditz;
H.R. 529. An act for the relief of Morris Spirt;
S. 3516. An act for the rel:ef of the Morgan Decorating
H.R. 1306. An act for the relief of Clarence A. Wimley;
Co.;
H.R.1308. An act for the relief of John Parker Clark, Sr.;
s. 3517. An act authorizing the Court of Claims to hear, H.R.1345. An act for the relief of John Parker Clark, Jr.;
consider, adjudicate, and enter judgment upon the claims
H.R. 1792. An act for the relief of Michael Petrucelli;
against the United States of J. A. Tippit, L. P. Hudson,
H.R. 2038. An act for the relief of Jeanie G. Lyles;
·chester Howe, J.E. Arnold, Joseph W. Gillette, J. S. Bounds,
R.R. 2326. An act for the relief of Emma R.H. Taggart;
W. N. Vernon, T. B. Sullivan, J. H. Neill, David C. McCallib,
H.R. 2669. An act for the relief of Paul I. Morris;
J. J. Beckham, and John Toles;
H.R. 3176. An act for the relief of Ernest Elmore Hall;
s. 3533. An act to amend the act entitled "An act creat- H.R. 3318..An act to reimburse Ea1·1 V. Larkin for injuries
ing the Mount Rushmore National Memorial Commission sustained by the accidental discharge of a pistol in the hands
and defining its powers and purposes", approved February of a soldier in the United States Army;
25, 1929, and for · other purposes;
H.R. 3606. An act for the relief of William Sheldon;
s. 3562. An act for the relief of Rebert Rayl; and
H.R. 3748. An act for the relief of Mary Orinski;
s. 3656. An act for the relief of Robert N. Stockton.
H.R. 3912. An act for the relief of Roland Zalesky;
On June 22, 1934:
H.R. 4082. An act for the relief of John J. Corcoran;
S. 1382. An act for the relief of Uldric Thompson, Jr.
H.R. 4.253. An act for the relief of Laura Goldwater;
H.R. 4387. An act for the relief of Mary A. Rockwell;
APPROVALS OF BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS
H.R~ 4446. An act for the relief of E. E. Hall;
The President of the United States, subsequent to the final
H.R. 4659. An act for the relief of Carleton-Mace Engiadjournment of the second session of the Seventy-third neering Co-r poration;
Congress, informed the Secretary of the Senate that be had
H.R. 4670. An act for the relief of Lyman D. Drake, Jr.;
approved acts and joint resolutions, as follows:
H.R. 5584. An act for the relief of William J. Kenely;
On June 18, 1934:
H.R. 5665. An act authorizing the control of fioods in the
s. 852. An act to amend section 24 of the Trading With Salmon River, Alaska;
the Enemy Act, as amended;
H.R. 5809. An act to provide compensation for Robert
s. 1735. An act to · amend an act approved May 14, 1926 Rayford
Wilcoxson for injuries received in citizens' military
(44 Stat. 555), entitled "An act authorizing the Chippewa training camp;
Indians of Minnesota to submit claims to the Court of
H.R. 6324. An act for the relief of Mabel Carver;
Claims";
H.R. 6350. An act for the relief of Arthur Smith;
S. 2138. An act for the relief of Charles J. Webb Sons Co.,
H.R. 6696. An act for the relief of William T. Roche;
Inc.;
H.R. 6898. An act authorizing the city of Atchison, Kans.,
S. 2248. An act to protect trade and commerce against and the county of Buchanan, Mo., or either of them, or the
interference by violence, threats, coercion, or intimidation; states of Kansas and Missouri, or either of them, or the
S. 3147. An act to amend the act approved June 28, 1932 highway departments of such States, acting jointly or sever(47 Stat.L. 337);
ally, to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway
S. 3151. An act to convey to the King Hill Irrigation Dis- bridge across the Missouri River at or near Atchison, Kans.;
trict, State of Idaho, all the interest of the United States in
H.R. 6998. An act for the relief of Capt. Frank J. Methe King Hill Federal reclamation project, and for other Cormack;
purposes;
H.R. 7067. An act for the relief of St. Anthony's HospiS. 3230. An act creating the Florence Bridge Commission tal at Michigan City, Ind.; Dr. Russell A. Gilmore; Emily
and authorizing said commission and its successors and as- Molzen, nurse; and the Hummer Mortuary;
signs to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge across the
H.R. 7121. An act authorizing the Secretary of the TreasMissouri River at or near Florence, Nebr.;
• ury to pay Dr. A. w. Pearson, of Peever, S.Dak., and the
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·Peabody Hospital, at Webster, S.Dak., for medical services·
and supplies furnished to Indians;
H.R. 7212. An act to remove the limitation upon the
·extension of star routes;
H.R. 7230. An act for the relief of J.B. Hudson;
H.R. 7272. An act for the relief of John W. Adair;
H.R. 7301. An act to authorize the Postmaster General to
charge an additional fee for effecting delivery of domestic
registered, insured, or collect-on-delivery mail, the delivery
' of which is restricted to the addressee only, or to the
addressee or order;
H.R. 8115. An act for the relief of May L. Marshall,
administratrix of the estate of Jerry A. Litchfield;
H.R. 8544. An act making · receivers appointed by any
United States courts and authorized to conduct any business,
·. or conducting any business, subject to taxes levied by the
State the same as if such business were conducted by private
·individuals or corporations;
H.R. 8912. An act to amend section_35 of the Criminal
Code of the United States;
H.R. 9007. An act to amend section 11 of the District of
Columbia Alcoholic Beverage Control Act;
H.R. 9234. An act to amend section 601 (c) (2) of the
Revenue Act of 1932;
H.R. 9326. An act granting the consent of Congress to the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to construct, maintain, and
, operate a toll bridge across the Susquehanna River at or
near York Furnace, Pa.;
H.R. 9371. An act to authorize the incorporated town of
Douglas City, Alaska, to undertake certain municipal public
works, including construction, reconstruction, enlargement,
extension, and improvements of its water-supply system;
and construction, reconstruction, enlargement, extension,
and improvements to sewers, and for such purposes to issue
·bonds in any sum not exceeding $40,000;
H.R. 9401. An act granting the consent of Congress to the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to construct, maintain, and
operate a toll bridge across the Susquehanna River at or
near Middletown, Dauphin County, Pa.;
H.R. 9402. An act to authorize the incorporated town of
Fairbanks, Alaska, to undertake certain municipal public
works,' including construction, reconstruction, and extension
of sidewalks; construction, reconstruction, and extension of
sewers; and construction of a combined city-hall and firedepartment building, and for such purposes to issue bonds
in any sum not exceeding $50,000;
H. R. 9476. An act to empower certain members of the Division of Investigation of the Department of Justice to make
arrests in certain cases, and for other purposes;
H.R. 9526. An act authol'izing the city of Port Arthur,
Tex., or the commission hereby created and its successors,
to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge over Lake Sabine at or near Port Arthur, Tex.;
H.R. 9571. An act granting the consent of Congress to the
county commissioners of Essex County, in the State of Massachusetts, to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across the Merrimack River in the city of
Lawrence, Mass.;
H.R. 9617. An act to authorize the reduction of the required distance between liquor distilleries and rectifying
plants and to authorize higher fences around distilleries;
H.R. 9618. An act authorizing the Sistersville Bridge Board
of Trustees to construct, maintain, and operate a toll bridge
across the Ohio River at Sistersville, Tyler County, W.Va.;
H.R. 9622. An act to amend subsection (a) of section 23
of the District Alcoholic Beverage Control Act;
H.R. 9645. An act to extend the times for commencing
and completing the construction of a bridge across the Missouri River at or near Washington, Mo.;
H.R. 9721. An act authorizing the Spencer County Bridge
Commission, of Spencer County, Ind., to construct, maintain, and operate a toll bridge across the Ohio River between
Rockport, Ind., and Owens~oro, Ky.;
H.R. 9946. An act providing for the ratification of Joint
Resolution No. 59 of the Legislature of Puerto Rico, approved

l-qNE .18_

by the Governor May 5, 1930, imposing an import duty on
coffee imported in Puerto Rico;
S.J .Res. fos. Joint resolution authorizing the Secretary of
War to receive for instruction at the United States Military Academy at West Point Eloy Alfaro and Jaime Eduardo
Alfaro, citizens of Ecuador;
S.J.Res.117. Joint resolution authorizing the President of
the United States to present the Distinguished Flying Cross
to Emory B. Bronte;
S.J.Res.130. Joint resolution to amend section 72 of the
Printing Act, approved January 12, 1895, and acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto, relative to the
allotment of public documents, and section 85 of the same
act fixing the date of the expiration of the franking privilege to Members of Congress;
H.J.Res. 295. Joint resolution authorizing appropriation
for expenses of representatives of United States to meet at
Istanbul, Tw·key, with representatives of Turkish Republic
for purpose of examining claims of either Government
against the other and for expense of proceedings before an
umpire, if necessary;
H.J.Res. 325. Joint resolution extending for 2 years the
time within which American claimants may make application for payment, under the Settlement of War Claims Act
of 1928, of awards of the Mixed Claims Commission and the
Tripartite Claims Commission, and extending until March
10, 1936, the time within which Hungarian claimants may
make application for payment, under the Settlement of War
Claims Act of 1928, of awards of the War Claims Arbiter;
H.J.Res. 341. Joint resolution authorizing an appropriation for the participation of the United States in the International Celebration at Fort Niagara, N.Y.; and
H.J.Res. 370. Joint resolution to protect the revenue by
regulation .of t:qe traffic in containers of distilled spirits.
On June -19, 1934:
S. 504. An act to authorize the Secretary of the NavY to
make a long-term contract for the supply of water to the
United States naval station at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba;
S. 822. An act to amend the act entitled "An act to amend
section 217, as amended, of the act entitled 'An act to codify,
revise, and amend the penal laws of the United States',
approved March 4, 1909 ", approved January 11, 1929, with
respect to the use of the mails for the shipment of certain
drugs and medicines to cosmetologists and barbers:
S. 3040. An act to give the Supreme Court of the United
States authority to make and publish rules in actions at law;
S. 3096. An act for the relief of John T. Garity;
S. 3285. An act to provide for the regulation of interstate
and foreign communication by wire or radio, and for other
purposes;
S. 3487. An act relating to direct loans for industrial purposes by Federal Reserve banks, and for other purposes;
S. 3526. An act to amend the Air Commerce Act of 1926
and to increase the efficiency of the Aeronautics Branch of
the Department of Commerce with respect to the development and regulation of civil aeronautics;
S. 3530. An act relating to Philippine currency reserves on
dePosit in the United States;
s. 3646. An act to amend section 938 of the Revised Statutes to vest the courts with discretion to refuse to order the
return of vessels seized for violation of any law of the
United States; and to amend sub~ection (b) of section 7 of
the Air Commerce Act of 1926, as amended, to provide for
the forfeiture of aircraft used in violation of the customs
laws;
S. 3696. An act authorizing the President to make rules
and regulations in respect to alcoholic beverages in the
Canal Zone, and for other purposes;
s. 3739. An act to authorize the President to transfer to
the Government of Haiti without charge to that Government certain property of the United States in Haiti;
S. 3788. An act to extend the times for commencing and
completing the construction of a bridge across the Rio
Grande at Boca Chiea, Tex.;
R.R. 194. An act to refund to Caroline M. Eagan income
tax erroneously and illegally collected;
1
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H.R. 387. An act donating bronze trophy guns to the
Cohoes Historical Society, Cohoes, N.Y.;
H.R.1503. An act to amend the act entitled "An act to
create the California Debris Commission and regulate hydraulic mining in the State of California", approved March
1, 1893, as amended;
H.R. 1567. An act amending section 1 of the act of March
3, 1893 (27 StatL. 751), providing for the method of selling
real estate under an order or decree of any United States
court;
H.R.1731. An act to make provision for suitable quarters
for certain Government services at El Paso, Tex., and for
other purposes;
H.R. 2418. An act for the relief of certain claimants at
Leavenworth, Kans., occasioned through damage to property
inflicted by escaping prisoners;
H.R. 3243. An act for the relief of Harry E. Good, administrator de bonis non of the estate of Ephraim N. Good,
deceased;
H.R. 3357. An act to amend section 99 of the Judicial Code
<U.S.C., title 28, sec. 180), as amended;
H.R. 5736. An act for the relief of Shelby J. Beene, Mrs.
Shelby J. Beene, Leroy T. Waller, and Mrs. Leroy T. Waller;
H.R. 5947. An act authorizing adjustment of the claim of
the Western Union Telegraph Co.;
H.R. 6625. An act for the relief of Charles Farr;
H.R. 7348. An act to amend section 3937 of the Revised
Statutes;
H.R. 7387. An act for the relief of Royce Wells;
H.R. 7816. An act for the relief of Oswald H. Halford,
Hunter 1\1. Henry, William C. Horne, Rupert R. Johnson,
David L. Lacey, William Z. Lee, Fenton F. Rodgers, Henry
Freeman Seale, Felix M. Smith, Edwin C. Smith, Robert S.
Sutherland, and Charles G. Ventress;
H.R. 8514. An act authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury to convey a part of the post-office site in San Antonio,
Tex., to the city of San Antonio, Tex., for street purposes,
in exchange for land for the benefit of the Government
property;
H.R. 8700. An act to establish a Code of Laws for the
Canal Zone, and for other purposes;
H.R. 8910. An act to establish a :Wational Archives of the
United States Government, and for other purposes;
H.R. 8954. An act to amend an act approved June 14, 1932
(47 Stat. 306), entitled "An act granting the consent of Congress to the States of Montana and Wyoming to negotiate
and enter into a compact or agreement for division of the
waters of the Yellowstone River";
H.R. 9123. An act to authorize the Secretary of War to
lend War Department equipment for use at the Sixteenth
National Convention of the American Legion at Miami, Fla.,
during the month of October 1934;
H.R. 9143. An act providing educational opportunities for
the children of soldiers, sailors, and marines who were killed
in action or died during the World War;
H.R. 9178. An act to regulate the business of life insurance in the District of Columbia;
H.R. 9547. An act to amend section 766 of the Revised
Statutes, as amended;
H.R. 9745. An act to authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to purchase silver, issue silver certificates, and for other
purposes; and
H.R. 9830. An act making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1934, and prior fiscal years, to provide supplemental
general an~mergency appropriations for the fiscal years
ending June 30, 1934, and June 30, 1935, and for other purposes;
S.J.Res. 59. Joint resolution to provide for the expenses of
delegates of the United States to the Ninth Pan American
Sanitary Conference;
S.J.Res.131. Joint resolution providing for membership of
the United States in the International Labor Organization;
and
H.J.Res. 375. Joint resolution to effectuate further the
policy of the National Industrial Recovery Act.-
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On June 20, 1934:
S.J.Res.138. Joint resolution to amend an act entitled "An
act to place the cotton industry on a sound commercial
basis, to prevent unfair competition and practices in putti~
cotton into the channels of interstate a.nd foreign com.. ;
merce, to provide funds for paying additional benefits undel'
the Agricultural Adjustment Act, and for other purposes "
<Public, No. 169, 73d Cong.), approved April 21, 1934.
On June 21, 1934:
s. 555. An act to authorize the acquisition by the United
States of the land upon which the Seneca Indian School.
Wyandotte, Okla., is located;
S.1118. An act for the relief of George J. Bloxham;
S.1119. An act for the relief of Fred A. Robinson;
S.1600. An act for the relief of S. G. Mortimer;
s. 1825. An act authorizing the Secretary of the Interior
to issue patents to the numbered school sections in place,
granted to the States by the act approved February 22,
1889, by the act approved January 25, 1927 (44 Stat. 1026),
and by any other act of Congress;
s. 2627. An act for the relief of Arvin C. Sands;
S. 2987. An act to restore homestead rights in certain
cases;
H.R. 541. An act for the relief of John P. Leanard;
H.R. 2414. An act for the relief of Frank Salisbury, ex..
ecutor of the estate of Emerson C. Salisbmy, deceased;
H.R. 2439. An act for the relief of William G. Burress,
deceased;
H.R. 3032. An act for the relief of Paul Jelna;
. H.R. 3296. An act for the relief of Carl F. Castleberry;
H.R. 4579. An act for the relief of Dr. Charles T. Granger;
H.R. 4838. An act for the relief of the Massachusetts
Bonding & Insurance Co., a corporation organized and exist·
ing under the laws of the State of Massachusetts;
H.R. 7922. An act authorizing the Secretary of Commerce
to dispose of a portion of the Yaquina Bay Lighthouse Res ..
ervation, Oreg.;
H.R. 7953. An act for the relief of the Dallas County
Chapter of the American Red Cross;
H.R. 7982. An act to establish a national military park at
the battlefield of Monocacy, Md.;
H.R. 8833. An act to authorize the coinage of 50-cenu
pieces in commemoration of the three hundredth anniver ..
sary of the founding of the Colony of Connecticut;
H.R. 8930. An act to provide for the construction and
operation of a vessel for use in research work with respect to
ocean fisheries;
H.R. 9861. An act to amend the Railway Labor Act ap..
proved May 20, 1926, and to provide for the prompt disposi ..
ti on of disputes between carriers and their employees; and
· H.R. 9904. An act to amend section 5 of Public Act No. 2
of the Seventy-second Congress, as amended.
On June 22, 1934:
S. 2702. An act to amend the Civil Service Retirement;
Act of May 29, 1930, and for other purposes;
S. 3528. An act to grant permission to the Willard Family
Association to erect a tablet at Fort Devens, Mass.;
S. 3604. An act to revive and reenact the act entitled "An
act to authorize the Bainbridge Island Chamber of Commerce, a corporation, its successors and assigns, to construct,
maintain, and operate a bridge across Agate Pass connecting Bainbridge Island with the mainland in Kitsap County,
State of Washington", approved March 2, 1929;
S. 3618. An act to grant a portion of the Fort Douglas
Military Reservation to the University of Utah, Salt Lake
City, utah;
S. 3655. An act to amend the act entitled "An act for preventing the manufacture, sale, or transportation of adulterated or misbranded or poisonous or deleterious foods,
drugs, medicines, and liquors, and for regulating traffic
therein, and for other purposes '', approved June 30, 1906, as
amended; and
S. 3660. An act to grant to the city of Monterey, Calif., an
easement for street purposes over certain portions of the
military reservation at Monterey, Calif.
H.R. 740. An act for the relief of Wade Dean;
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H.R. 1354. An act for the relief of C. V. Mason;
H.R. 3705. An act for the relief of Julia E. Smith;
H.R. 3791. An act for the relief of Gustav Welhoelter;
H.R. 3793. An act for the relief of Anthony Hogue;
H.R. 4224. An act to authorize the Postmaster General to
hire vehicles from postal employees;
H.R. 5031. An act for the relief of Edith L. Peeps;
H.R. 5606. An act for the relief of W. R. McLeod;
H.R. 6238. An act for the relief of M. R. Welty;
H.R. 6284. An act for the relief of John R. Novak;
H.R. 6366. An act making appropriation to restore water
of high mineral content on land owned and controlled by
the Federal Government;
·
H.R. 6497. An act for the relief of James Henry Green;
H.R. 7372. An act for the relief of Donald K. Warner;
H.R. 7428. An act providing for the transfer of certain
lands from the United States to the city of Wilmington, Del.,
.a nd from the city of Wilmington, Del., to the United States;
H.R. 7670. An act relating to conveyance of letters by private hands without compensation, or by special messenger
employed for the particular occasion only;
H.R. 7893. An act for the relief of Ralph Lavern Walker;
H.R. 8108. An act for the relief of Jeannette Weir;
H.R. 8460. An act to amend section 392 of title 5 of the
.United States Code;
H.R. 8909. An act to authorize the Secretary of the Treas~Y to amend the contract for sale of post-office building
and site at Findley, Ohio; and
H.R. 9826. An act granting the consent of Congress to the
State highway commission to construct, maintain, and operp.te a free highway bridge across Eleven Points River in the
NW half of sec. 31, T. 25 N., R. 3 W., 8 miles northeast of
Alton, on route B in Oregon County, Mo.
On June 23, 1934:
S. 3178. An act authorizing the George Washington Bicentennial Commission to print and distribute additional sets
of the writings of George Washington; and
H.R. 9404. An act to authorize the formation of a body
corporate to insure the more effective diversification of
prison industries, and for other purposes.
On June 24, 1934:
H.R. 7264. An act for the relief of M. N. Lipinski;
· H.R. 7631. An act for the relief of Arthur A. Burn, Sr.,
and J. K. Ryland; and
H.R. 8328. An act for the relief of the heirs of C. K.
Bowen, deceased.
On June 25, 1934:
S. 3562. An act for the relief of Robert Rayl;
S. 3404. An act authorizing loans from the Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works for the construction
of certain municipal buildings in the District of Columbia;
and for other purposes;
H.R. 2416. An act for the relief of Mrs. George Logan and
her minor children, Lewis and Barbara Logan;
H.R. 3084. An act authorizing the sale of portions of the
Pueblo lands of San Diego to the city of San Diego, Calif.;
. H.R. 3636. An act for the relief of Thelma Lucy Rounds;
H.R. 4952. An act for the relief of Theodore W. Beland;
H.R. 6622. An act authorizing the Secretary of Commerce
to lease certain Government land at Woods Hole, Mass.;
H.R. 8919. An act to adjust the salaries of rural letter
carriers, and for other purposes; and
H.R. 9233. An act authorizing associations of producers of
aquatic products.
On June 26, 1934:
S. 101. An act for the relief of Robert Gray Fry, deceased;
S. 173. An act for the relief of William Martin and John
E. Walsh, Jr.;
S. 255. An act for the relief of John Hampshire;
S. 336. An act for the relief of the Edward F. Gruver Co.;
S. 379. An act for the relief of Frederick G. Barker;
S. 418. An act for the relief of William H. Connors, alias
John H. Connors, alias Michael W. H. Connors;
S. 488. An act for the relief of Norman Beier;
s. 521. An act for the relief of Henry Poole;
s. 551. An act for the relief of A. w. Holland;
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S. 740. An act for the relief of William G. Fulton;
S. 847. An act for the relief of the Nez Perce Tribe of
Indians;
S. '679. An act for the relief of Howell K. Stephens;
S. 1072. An act for the relief of Rufus J. Davis;
S. 1161. An act for the relief of Alice E. Broas;
S. 1162. An act for the relief of Virginia Houghton;
S.1163. An act for the relief of Mary V. Spear;
S.1200. An act for the relief of Elizabeth Millicent Trammell;
S. 1258. An act for the relief of Charles F. Littlepage;
S.1288. An act for the relief of Otto Christian;
S. 1498. An act authorizing the Secretary of the Interior
to pay E. C. Sampson, of Billings, Mont., for services i·endered the Crow Tribe of Indians;
S. 1526. An act for the relief of Ann Engle;
S.1531. An act for the relief of Elizabeth Buxton Hospital;
S. 1557. An act for the relief of Harry Lee Shaw;
S.1585. An act for the relief of the Black Hardware Co.;
S. 1639. An act to establish a Federal Credit Union System, to establish a further market for securities of the
United States, and to make more available to people of small
means credit for provident purposes through a national system of cooperative credit, thereby helping to stabilize the
credit structure of the United States;
S.1707. An act for the relief of Carlos C. Bedsole;
S. 1753. An act for the relief of Marcelia. Leahy McNemey;
S.1758. An act for the relief of B. E. Dyson, former
United States marshal, southern district of Florida;
s. 1803. An act for the relief of certain riparian owners
for losses sustained by them on the drained Mud Lake bottom in Marshall County, in the State of Minnesota;
S. 1804. An act to authorize the transfer of certain real
estate by the Secretary of the Treasury to C. F. Colvin in
settlement of the Northfield, Minn., post-office-site litigation,
and for other purposes;
S.1818. An act for the relief of W. P. Fuller & Co.;
S.1822. An act for the relief of Harold Sorenson;
S. 1901. An act for the relief of William A. Delaney;
S. 1972. An act for the relief of James W. Walters;
S.1993. An act for the relief of the Lower Salem Commercial Bank, Lower Salem, Ohio;
S. 1998. An act for the relief of the estate of Martin
Flynn; .
S. 2043. An act to amend the act of May 22, 1928, entitled "An act to authorize the collection, in monthly installments, of indebtedness due the United States from enlisted
men, and for other purposes ";
S. 2074. An act for the relief of James R. Mansfield;
S. 2112. An act for the relief of W. H. Key and the estate
of James E. Wilson;
S. 2141. An act for the relief of Roy Lee Groseclose;
S. 2233. An act for the relief of Mildred F. Stamm;
S. 2322. An act for the relief of A. J. Hanlon;
S. 2338. An act for the relief of Robert V. Rensch;
S. 2343. An act for the relief of Herbert E. Matthews;
S. 2357. An act for the relief of Arthur Bussey;
S. 2367. An act for the relief of Emilie C. Davis;
S. 2398. An act for the relief of Nancy Abbey Williams;
S. 2467. An act for the relief of Ammon McClellan;
S. 2470. An act for the relief of Erik Nylin;
S. 2549. An act for the relief of Albert W. Harvey;
S. 2553. An act for the relief of the Brewer Pa.int and Wall
Paper Co., Inc.;
S. 2561. An act for the relief of Robert R. Prann;
S. 2584. An act for the relief of Elmer Kettering;
S. 2613. An act for the relief of Jewell Maness;
S. 2619. An act for the relief of E. Clarence Ice;
s. 2620. An act for the relief of N. W. Carrington and J.E.
Mitchell;
S. 2720. An act for the relief of George M. Wright;
S. 2806. An act to confer jurisdiction on the Court of
Claims to hear and determine the claim of Carlo de Luca;
s. 2809. An act conferring jurisdiction upon the Court of
Claims to hear and determine the claims of the International Arms and Fuze Co., Inc.;
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S. 2872. An act for the relief of Marie Louise Belanger;
S. 2873. An act for the relief of Stella D. Wickersham;
S. 2919. An act for the relief of Cornelia Claiborne;
S. 2957. An act for the relief of the rightful heirs of
Wakicunzewin. an Indian;
S. 3016. An act for the relief of the Dongji Investment Co.,
Ltd.;
S. 3122. An act for the relief of H. N. Wilcox;
S. 3160. An act for the relief of Charles E. Secord;
s. 3161. An act for the relief of Mary Seeley Watson;
S. 3192. An act for the relief of Arthur Hansel;
S. 3248. An act for the relief of J.B. Walker;
s. 3264. An act for the relief of Muriel Crichton;
s. 3335. An act for the relief of Joanna A. Sheehan;
s. 3408. An act to provide for a preliminary examination
of Crom.line Creek, in the State of New York. with a view to
the control of its floods;
s. 3419. An act to exempt articles of machinery belting
from the tax on floor stocks imposed by the Agricultural
Adjustment Act;
s. 3533. An act to amend the act entitled "An act creating
the Mount Rushmore National Memorial Commission and
defining its powers and purposes", approved February 25,
1929, and .for other purposes;
S. 3656. An act for the relief of Robert N. Stockton;
S. 3764. An act to reduce the fee to accompany applications for entry as second-class matter of publications of
limited circulation;
H.R.1133. An act for the relief of Silas B. Lawrence;
H.R. 2419. An act for the relief of W. B. Ford;
H.R. 4666. An act for the relief of Jerry O'Shea;
H.R. 5122. An act for the relief of William S. Steward;
H.R. 7107. An act for the relief of Frank Baglione;
H.R. 7161. An act to provide for the refund or abatement
of the customs duty on altar candlesticks and cross imported
for the Church of the Good Shepherd, Memphis, Tenn.;
H.R. 7163. An act for the relief of the D. F. Tyler Corporation and the Norfolk Dredging Co.;
H.R. 7292. An act for the relief of the Boston Store Co., a
corporation, Chicago, ID.;
H.R. 8650. An act for the relief of B. J. Sample;
H.R. 8727. An act for the relief of the First State Bank &
Trust Co., of Mission, Tex.;
H.R. 9410. An act providing that permanent appropriations be subject to annual consideration and appropriation
by Congress, and for other purposes;
H.R. 9741. An act to provide for the taxation of manufacturers, importers, and dealers in certain firearms and machine guns, to tax the sale or other disposal of such weapons,
and to restrict importation and regulate interstate transportation thereof;
H.R. 9769. An act to amend the act of June 19, 1930 (46
Stat. 788), entitled "An act providing for the sale of the
remainder of the coal and asphalt deposits in the segregafied
mineral land in the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations, Oklahoma, and for other purposes";
H.R. 9829. An act to amend the .Agricultural Adjustment
Act with respect to the processing tax on hogs;
S.J .Res. 115. An act to provide for the continuation of the
investigation authorized by S.Res. 83, Seventieth Congress,
first session.

H.J.Res. 342. Joint resolution authorizing an appropriation to defray the expense of erecting the completed NavY
and Marine Memorial Monument;
H.J.Res. 366. Joint resolution to simplify the administration of air-mail routes and contracts;
H.J .Res. 371. Joint resolution authorizing the creation of
a Federal memorial commission to consider and formulate
plans for the construction, on the apex block, Constitution
and Pennsylvania Avenues, in the city of Washington, D.C.,
of a permanent memorial to the memory of Thomas Jefferson, third President of the United States and author of the
Declaration of Independence;
H.J.Res. 376. Joint resolution to provide an aJ;>propriation
to enable the United States Army to send certain units to
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participate in the International Celebration at Fort Niagara,
N.Y.; and
H.J.Res. 452. Joint resolution to provide an additional appropriation for expenses of special and select committees
of the House of Representatives for the fiscal year 1935.
On June 27, 1934:
S. 86. An act for the relief of A. L. Ostrander;
S. 365. An act for the relief of Archibald MacDonald;
S. 887. An act for the relief of Lucy B. Hertz and J. W.
Hertz;
S.1382. An act for the relief of IDdric Thompson, Jr.;
S.1505. An act for the relief of Thomas E. Read;
S.1510. An act to amend the act entitled "An act to
adjust water-right charges, to grant other relief on the Federal irrigation projects, and for other purposes", approved
May 25, 1926, with respect to certain lands in the Langell
Valley Irrigation District;
S. 2272. An act for the relief of Bert Moore;
S. 2617. An act for the relief of the estate of Jennie
Walton;
S. 2752. An act for the relief of the legal beneficiaries and
heirs of Mrs. C. A. Toline;
S. 2875. An act for the relief of Margoth Olsen von Struve;
S. 2906. An act for the relief of Ransome Cooyate;
S. 2972. An act for the relief of John N. Knau.tI Co., Inc.;
S. 3231. An act to provide a retirement system of railroad
employees, to provide unemployment relief, and for other
purposes;
H.R. 3295. An act for the relief of the estate of White B.
Miller;
H.R. 5330. An act to amend the act of March 2, 1917, entitled "An act to provide a civil government for Puerto Rico,
and for other purposes ";
H.R. 5668. An act authorizing the relief of the McNeillAllman Construction Co., Inc.; of W. E. McNeill, Lee Allman,
and John Allman, stockholders of the McNeill-Allman Construction Co., Inc.; and W. E. McNeill, dissolution agent of
McNeill-Allman Construction Co., to sue in the United
States Court of Claims;
H.R. 8662. An act to modify the operation of the Indian
liquor laws on lands which were formerly Indian lands;
R.R. 9620. An act to encourage improvement in housing
standards and conditions, to provide a system of mutual
mortgage insiirance, and for other purposes;
H.R. 9867. An act amending the Independent Offices Appropriation Act of 1935;
H.J.Res. 330. Joint resolution authorizing certain retired
officers or employees of the United States to accept such
decorations, orders, medals, or presents as have been tendered them by foreign governments; and
H.J.Res. 365. Joint resolution to amend the Settlement of
War Claims Act of 1928, as amended.
On June 28, 1934:
S. 3517. An act authorizing the Court of Claims to hear,
consider, adjudicate, and enter judgment upon the claims
against the United States of J. A. Tippit, L. P. Hudson,
Chester Howe, J.E. Arnold, Joseph W. Gillette, J. S. Bounds,
W. N. Vernon, T. B. Sullivan, J. H. Neill. David C. McCallib,
J. J. Beckham, and John Toles;
S. 3580. An act to amend an act entitled "An act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the United
States ", approved July 1, 1898, and acts amendatory thereof
and supplementary thereto;
H.R. 6462. An act to stop injury to the public grazing
lands by preventing overgrazing and soil deterioration; to
provide for their orderly use, improvement, and development; to stabilize the livestock industry dependent upon
the public range; and for other purposes;
H.R. 9690. An act to place the tobacco-growing industry
on a sound financial and economic basis, to prevent unfair
competition and practices in the production and marketing
of tobacco entering into the channels of interstate and foreign commerce, and for other purposes; and
H.R. 9936. An act to compensate widows and children of
persons who died while receiving monetary benefits for dis-
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abilities directly incurred in or aggravated by active military
"This bill is defectively drawn; and in addition the War
Department has no record of the injury alleged."
or naval service in the World War.
H.R. 4957. An act for the relief of F. M. Peters and J. T.
DISAPPROVALS OF BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS
The President of the United States, on June 26, 1934, Akers.
"I cannot agree that reasonable care was exercised by
issued the fallowing statement for the press, a copy of which
these postmasters, and must, therefore, approve the recomhe transmitted to the Secretary of the Senate:
The Constitution of the United States, with reference to mendation of the Post Office Department."
H.R. 8728. An act authorizing the Secretary of War to
bills presented to the President by the Congress, provides:
lease or sell certain lands or buildings known as " Camp
" If any bill shall not be returned by the President within
10 days <Sundays excepted) after it shall have been pre- Eagle Pass, Tex.'', to the city of Eagle Pass, Tex.
" I cannot approve this bill in its present form. The
sented to him, the same shall be a law, in like manner as if
object is worthy, but the Government's rights are not suffihe had signed it, unless the Congress by their adjournment ciently
protected."
prevent its return, in which case it shall not be a law."
H.R. 363. An act for the relief of James Moffitt.
In the past it has been customary in most cases involving
" It does not seem reasonable to believe that malaria and
vetoes for the President to withhold his signature, thereby,
large doses of quinine prevented this man from knowing he
in effect, allowing the bill to die without becoming a law.
The President has desired, however, to take a more affirm- was deserting, in view of the fact that he thereafter stayed
in Chicago for a year and then went home without apparative position than this, feeling that in the case of most ently
trying in any way to clear his record."
legislation reasons for definite disapproval should be given.
H.R.
3161. "I disapprove House bill no. 3161, entitled 'An
Therefore, he has written on the copy of each bill the words
act
for
the relief of Henry Harrison Griffith.'
" Disapproved and signature withheld ", and has appended
"The bill authorizes and directs the Employees' Compenin every case a brief statement giving the reason or reasons
sation Commission to extend the benefits of the Employees'
for disapproval.
The bills identified below have been vetoed by the Presi- Compensation Act of September 7, 1916, to a former civil
dent, and the reasons which lead to their disapproval are employee of the United States in the same manner and to
the same extent as if application for such benefits had been
contained in the following statements:
H.R. 7711. "I disapprove H.R. 7711, entitled 'An act to made within the 1-year period required by sections 17 and
permit postmasters to act as disbursing officers for the pay- 20 of the Compensation Act.
" The bill is objectionable because it does not limit the
ment of traveling expenses of officers and employees of the
benefi~s to the date of the approval of the bill, and further,
Postal Service.'
" Section 4 of Executive order of June 10, 1933, No. 6168, the bill as drawn does not authorize the Commission to
relating to the organization of executive agencies, provides examine into the merits of the claim."
H.R. 2632. An act for the relief of Wilson G. Bingham.
in part:
"Because this officer voluntarily resigned 4 years after
" ' The function of disbursement of moneys of the United
States exercised by any agency is transferred to the Treas- the close of the World War, he should not now be reinstated
ury Department and, together with the office of disbursing and retired as a captain.
" I would approve a bill to extend to him the benefits of
clerk of that Department, is consolidated in a Division of
the
Emergency Officers' Retirement Act."
Disbursement, at the head of which shall be a chief disbursH.R. 8517. An act to provide for needy blind persons of
ing officer.'
" That consolidation of disbursing functions is now being the District of Columbia.
" I am compelled to agree with the adverse rePorts on
perfected, subject to the provisions contained in Executive
Orders Nos. 6727 and 6728, of May 29, 1934, and I am there- this bill made by the Commissioners of the District of
fore not in favor of this bill, which would apparently in- Columbia and the Director of the Budget.
" I therefore reluctantly disapprove the bill .."
validate, to the extent therein set forth, the consolidation of
S. 3446. An act to authorize the Postmaster General to
disbursing functions as provided in said Executive order of
receive, operate, and maintain for official purposes motor
June 10, 1933."
s. 1358. " I disapprove Senate bill 1358 entitled 'An act to vehicles seized for violations of the customs laws.
"Disapproved because I do not wish to establish the habit
provide for the improvement of approaches to the National
Cemetery and the Confederate Cemetery at Fayetteville, of providing passenger automobiles for postal employees."
H.R. 3054. An act for the relief of Christopher Cott.
Ark.'
"Nothing in this record extenuates the circumstance of
" This bill would require the Highway Department of the
State of Arkansas to expend not to exceed $12,800 out of desertion except his service during the actual war period.
Public Works allocations, in the construction of an 18-foot The bill is therefore disapproved."
H.R. 5018. An act to correct the naval records of former
concrete pavement on approaches to the National Cemetery
employees of the crews of the revenue cutters Algonquin and
and to the Confederate Cemetery at Fayetteville, Ark.
" The Government-owned approach road to the National Onandaga..
"This bill is disapproved because it stretches the imagiCemetery was conveyed to the city of Fayet"teville by the
Secretary of War on July 7, 1926; pursuant to the act of nation to declare men on a revenue cutter for 17 days on
March 3, 1925 (43 Stat. 1104), and the city assumed the the Great Lakes in August 1898 to be entitled to all the
privileges oi Spanish War veterans."
obligation to maintain that road.
H.R. 1766. An act ·to provide medical services after re"This bill would divert Public Works funds granted to the
Highway Department of the State of Arkansas, which are tirement on annuity to former employees of the United
required to be expended under the provisions of the Federal States disabled by injuries sustained in the performance
Highway Act, to the construction of streets in a city that are of their duties.
" I am disapproving this bill because I fear that if this
not part of the Federal highway system.
" The improvement of any particular road and the type principle is established it will grow and grow like war penof improvements which shall be made are engineering mat- sions, and that would be a pity for our children and grand·
ters to be determined in the light of traffic conditions and children."
H.R. 5864. An act to authorize the payment of expenses
the availability and suitability of materials. The policy of
determining these matters and what roads shall be so im- of delegates of the Yakima Confederated Tribes of Indians
proved under our Federal aid highway system has been while on a mission to represent such tribes before Congress
wisely vested in the Secretary of Agriculture, and I am not and the executive departments at the seat of government,
in favor of departing from that policy as proposed in this and for other purposes.
"I understand the established policy is to charge exbill."
H.R. 8587. An act to extend the benefits of the Employees' penses of this character to tribal funds instead of to the
Compensation Act of September 7, 1916, to William Thomas. Treasury. The bill is therefore disapproved."
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On June 27, 1934, the following bills and joint resolutions
were likewise disapproved:
H.R. 3595. An act for the relief of St. Ludgers Catholic
Church of Germantown, Henry County, Mo.
.
"Seventy years have elapsed since the end of the Civil
War. During this period no Congress has ever seen fit
either to grant an award of this claim or to refer it to the
Court of Claims. To approve this bill would open up many
claims for damages alleged to have been caused by Union
forces in the Civil War."
H.R. 8513. An act to authorize the coinage ·of 50-cent
pieces in commemoration of the boyhood home of Gen.
Thomas J. (Stonewall) Jack.son.
"Although I have approved several bills to authorize issuing 50-cent pieces to commemorate anniversaries of the
founding of States, I have announced that hereafter such
coinage should be greatly limited.
· ·
"While the boyhood home of General Jack.son is of great
interest to all Americans, I do not believe that a special
coinage of 50-cent pieces is justified."
H.R. 8644. An act to provide warrant officers of the Coast
Guard parity of promotion with warrant officers of the
Navy.
" The Treasury Department is definitely opposed to the
approval of this measure. The qµestion rests primarily on
the need of the Coast Guard for additional ·warrant officers.
The Secretary of the Treasury states categorically, ' If the
bill was enacted the number of chief warrant officers appointed would far exceed the number needed for the proper
conduct of the Coast Guard.' In view of this there is no
question that disapproval is called for."
S.1103. An act to authorize the Secretary of the Navy to
proceed with certain public works at the naval air station,
Pensacola, Fla.
" This bill authorizing an expenditure of over $5,000,000
for Navy aeronautical purposes is premature. Final decision as to priority of Na\ry 'fiYing developments has not yet
been made. If it seems advisable to include Pensacola next
winter, a request for an adequate appropriation and not
merely an authorization will then be made."
S. 3626. An act referring the claims of the Turtle Mountain Band or Bands of Chippewa Indians of North Dakota
to the Court of Claims· for adjudication and settlement.
" While the purpose of this is good, it does not cure the
objections raised by me in the veto of a similar bill, s: 326,
on May 10, 1934."
·
S. 3780. An act for the relief of persons engaged in the
fishing industry.
" This bill is unnecessary because the act authorizing loans
to industries includes the fishing industry."
S. 3092. An act to confer jurisdiction upon the Court of
Claims to hear, determine, and render judgment upon the'
claim of the heirs of James Taylor, deceased Cherokee Indian,
for the value of certain lands now held by the United States.
" Disapproved because this bill ties the hands of the Court
of Claims and prevents an equitable determination."
S. 854. An act for the relief of the lngram-DayLumberCo.
"Disapproved because no provision is made for the Government's counterclaim."
·
H.R. 5543. An act for the relief of T. Brooks Alford.
"A portion of this sum appears justifiable, but not the
whole amount."
S.1287. An act for the relief of Leonard Theodore Boice.
" The record is so clear in this case that it would not be
just to attempt to change it by congressional action."
S. 3499. An act for the relief of Michael Ditz.
"In spite of this man's excellent record as a soldier and
civil employee, this bill would single him out for special
reward. It must, therefore, be disapproved."
S. 1654. An act for the relief of George Yusko.
" I cannot feel that the circumstances disclosed are sufficiently extenuating to justify the approval of this bill."
S. 2810. An act for the relief of Alice F. Martin, widow,
and two minor children.
"This bill is similar to H.R. 6246 and must be disapproved
for the same reasons given in my veto message of June 16,
l934."
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S~ 1992. An act for the relief of Arthur R. Lewis.
" I cannot agree that the ' extenuating circumstances ,.
mentioned in the committee report justify changing the
record."
S. 3156. An act for the relief of Mary Angela Moert.
"This bill departs from a long-established, sound policy
of the War Department.''
S. 527. An act for the relief of Lillian Morden.
"There must have been thousands of similar cases of
influenza during the World War. I cannot open up this
broad field."
S. 2227. An act for the relief of Harold S. Shepardson.
" Disapproved because the statements do not seem to me
to justify or condone the offense."
·
H.R. 3726. An act to grant a patent to Albert M. Johnson
and Walter Scott.
" While I am in sympathy with the purpose of this bill, I
must disapprove it because it does not properly safeguard
the Government."
S. 3516. An act for the relief of the Morgan Decorating
Co.
"Disapproved because I do not believe that an obligation
of the Federal Government has been sufficiently established."
S. 60. An act for the relief of Richard J. Rooney.
"From a careful perusal of Senate Report 473, I cannot
bring myself to the conclusion that this claim for $75 has
sufficient merit."
S. 2744. An act for the relief of Anna Carroll Taussig.
" This case has been before Congress in the form of a
relief bill for approximately 15 years. It never received
favorable consideration. Most of the postal records in t.he
case were destroyed bY.. the authority of Congress as useless
papers. I presume that former Congresses were convinced
that the claims had no merit."
S. 3486. An act for the relief of George L. Rulison.
" This bill violates the ·general rule that no officer or
employee can create a valid claim by incurring obligations
which he is not legally required or authorized to incur."
S.J.Res. 106. Joint resolution authorizing loans to fruit
growers for rehabilitation of orchards dming the year 1934.
" There is no necessity for this bill because its purpose can
be accomplished with funds appropriated for the relief of
stricken agricultural areas and made available by me in the
Farm Credit Administration."
H.R. 4554. An act to amend section 4808 of the Revised
Statutes m.s.c .• title 24, sec. 3) to prevent discriminatory
reductions in pay of the retired personnel of the Navy and
Marine Corps.
" There is no more reason to relieve officers and men on
the retired list from the assessment of 20 cents per month
for the Naval Hospital fund than there would be to relieve
those on the active list."
H.R. 4447. An act for the relief of Vertner Tate.
"This proposed bill is not desirable for the reason that it
would set an unwise precedent."
S. 2672. An act for the relief of Mabel S. Parker.
" This bill is disapproved because it would create the
pr.ecedent of granting relief upon the ground of ignorance
of the law."
H.R. 8688. An act for the relief of Stella E. Whitmore.
"This bill is disapproved because relief can be granted
upon proper application to the Treasury Department and
also because of technical defects."
S. 1508. An act providing for the final enrollment of the
Indians of the Klamath Indian Reservation in the State of
Oregon.
" This bill improperly excludes certain Indians from existing rights."
S. 3185. An act to amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act,
as amended, with respect to farm prices.
" This bill is disapproved because of the difficulties which
have been pointed out in memoranda from the Department
of Justice, the Department of Agriculture, and the Agricultural Adjustment Administration."
H.R. 9145. An act to authorize the attendance of the
Marine Band at the National Encampment of the Grand
&my of the Republic to be held at Rochester, N.Y., August
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14, 15, and 16, 1934, and at the National Convention of the
•Disabled American Veterans of the World War, to be held
at Colorado Spring~, Colo.,- during the :first. week in July
and at the annual convention of the Thirtieth Division of
the American Expeditionary Force, to be held at Asheville,
N.C., on September 28, 29, and 30, 1934.
"If we start to send the Marine Band to various conventions in different parts of the country, we will-go beyond ·the
scope of the duties contemplated for such bands and inter. fere with the opportunity of private bands to secure employment. The bill is, therefore, disapproved."
H.R. 9046. An act to discontinue administrative furloughs
in the Postal Service.
" There is no valid reason why the Postal Service should
·be especially exempted from the provisions of law that apply
to all of the other Government departments. Furthermore,
the Postmaster General reports that the limitations proposed in the bill will have no present effect on the administration of the postal personnel. Finally, it appears to be
an unnecessary limitation on the administrative authority
customarily vested in the Executive."
On June 28, 1934, the following bills and joint resolution
were likewise disapproved:
R.R. 4444. An act for the relief of Lt. James Floyd Terrell,
Medical Corps, United States Na.vy.
" Disapproved because no negligence on the part of a
Government employee is shown and because officers and
men on duty at naval shore stations should protect their
own property by insurance."
H.J .Res. 322. Joint resolution to provide for the disposal
of smuggled merchandise, to authorize the Secretary of the
Treasury to require imported article$ to be marked in order
that smuggled merchandise may be identified, and for other
purposes.
"This bill is disapproved at the urgent solicitation of the
Treasury Department. The whole subject of the disposal of
smuggled merchandise is being studled, and it is hoped that
a better method than the one provided in this bill can be
evolved."
s. 2238. An act to provide for the payment of d~mages to
certain residents of Alaska caused by reason of extending
the boundaries of Mount McKinley National Park.
"Disapproved for the reason set forth on the report of
the Secretary of Interior to the Chairman of the Committee
on Claims."
S. 294. An act for the relief of Stanton & Jones.
" This claim has been tried on its merits by the Court of
Claims and petition dismissed. The procedure now proposed is decidedly unfair to the Government. and I must,
. therefore, disapprove the bill."
·
s. 2156. An act for the relief of the American-La France
& Foamite Corporation of New York.
"Because I am inclined to agree with the opposition of
the present and former Secretaries of the Treasury to this
bill, I must disapprove it."
S. 3741. An act to convey certain lands to the State of
South Dakota for public park purposes, and for other
purposes. ·
" I am disapproving this bill at the earnest request of the
Department of Agriculture. I appreciate the desire of the
State of South Dakota to add to its existing State park this
large area of national-forest land lying north and south of it.
Nevertheless, I do not think the time is ripe for a final
determintion of the problem. So many changes are in process in the administration and development of Governmentowned land, both State and National, that I think the :final
policy should txome more clear and definite."
H.R. 9275. An &et to provide for the protection and preservation of domestic sources of tin.
"The national policy concerning tin is now. unQ.er examination by a committee especially empowered by the House
of Representatives. It is undesirable at the present time to
take partial action which may be inconsistent with the
ultimate recommendations of this committee."

'J UNE

.
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S. 3394. An act for the relief of the Grier-Lowrance Construction Co.
. " It would be inconsistent with the whole record for me
to approve this bill."
NOMINATIONS
Executive nominatwns received, by the Senate June 18
(legislative day of June 6), 1934
UNITED STATES MARSHAL

John M. Guay, of New Hampshire, to be United States
marshal; district of New Hampshire, to succeed Alfred J.
Chretien, term expired.
POSTMASTERS

omo
Felix J. Maley to be postmaster at Berea, Ohio, in place
of L. H. Maechtel. transferred.
John J. Farrell to be postmaster at Youngstown, Ohio, in
place of B. E. Westwood. Incumbent's commission expired
March 22, 1934.
VIRGINIA

Samuel S. Stallings to be postmaster at Suffolk, Va., in
place of Hersey Woodward, Jr. Incumbent's commission
expired January 16, 1934.
WISCONSIN

John A. Ginsbach to be postmaster at Elmwood, Wis .•
in place of O. W. Groot. Incumbent's commission expired
April 22, 1934.
Philip A. Kinney to be postmaster at Mason, Wis., in
place of C. I. Larson. Incumbent's commission expired
December 18, 1933.
Bernard J. Rabbitt to be postmaster at Neshkoro, Wis.,
in place of C. C. Good. Incumbent's commission expired
May 7, 1934.
Joe Kolar to be postmaster at Phillips, Wis., in place of
C. D. Sullivan. Incumbent's commission expires June 20,
1934,

I

Albert L. Ehret to be postmaster at Prairie du Sac, Wis.,
in place of B. E. McCoy. Incumbent's commission expired
June 10, 1934.

Paul G. Pederson to be postmaster at Prairie Farm, Wis.1
in place of Edith Best. Incumbent's commission expired
May 7, 1934.
John J. Voemastek to be postmaster at Rib Lake, Wis.,
in place of Herman Jacob. Incumbent's commission expires
June 20, 1934.

Charles M. Dunn to be postmaster at · Taylor, Wis., in
place of Harry Bradley, removed.
CONFIRMATIONS
Executive nominations confirmed by the Senate June 18
· (legislative day of June 6), 1934
UNITED STATES ATTORNEY

William C. Lewis to be United States Attorney for the
western district of Oklahoma.
UNITED STATES MARSHALS

William H. McDonnell to be United States marshal for
the northern district of Illinois.
Sid A. Willis to be United States marshal for the district
of Montana.
John M. Guay to be United States marshal, district o!
New Hampshire.
Samuel E. Swinney to be United States marshal for the
eastern district of Oklahoma.
SUPERVISING INSPECTOR, NAVIGATION AND STEAMBOAT INSPECTION

Jesse E. Murray to be supervising inspector, navigation
and steamboat inspection.
MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF TAX APPEALS

John M. Sternhagen to be a. member Board of Tax Appeals.
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MEMBER OF THE UNITED STATES TARIFF COMMISSION

Oscar B. Ryder to be a member of the United States Ta.riff
Commission.
COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS SERVICE

Fannie Dixon Welch to be collector of customs, district no.
I 6, Bridgeport, Conn.
·
PROMOTIONS IN THE REGULAR ARMY

To be colonels, Medical Corps

Howard McCrum Snyder
Garfield Lesley McKinney

Mahlon Ashford
Edward Godfrey Huber
Arthur Newman Tasker

To be captain, Dental Corps

William Thomas Williams
,

PROMOTIONS IN THE NAVY

To be lieutenants (junior grade)

Harmon V. Briner
Thomas K. Wright
Robert L. Taylor
Bernard F. Roeder
Joseph E. Flynn
Edward M. Day
Charles T. Booth, 2d
Edward A. Wright
Harold B. Russell
Francis B. Merkle
Henry E. Brossy
Edwin B. Hooper
William B. Braun
Arthur N. Daniels
Lee A. Ellis
Damon M. Cummings
Walter P. Schoen!
Ronald K. Smith
Willis M. Thomas
Alfred E. Sharp, Jr.
Elliott M. Brown
Clifford T. Janz
Henry Mullins, Jr.
Peter G. Powell, Jr.
John 0. Miner
Bafford E. Lewellen
Joseph V. Kiehlbauch
Richard R. Hay
John B. Fellows, Jr.
Frank C. McAllister, Jr.
Thomas R. Kurtz, Jr.
Theodore A. Torgerson
Victor A. King
Ward Bronson
Charles F. Sell
Charles C. Kirkpatrick
Sinclair B. Wright
Charles O. Cook, Jr.
Millard J. Klein
John D. Crowley
Benjamin P. Field, Jr.
Elliott E. Marshall
Gerald L. Ketchum
Samuel E. Nelson

William H. Johnsen
Richard N. Antrim
Andrew L. Young, Jr.
Thomas W. Hogan, Jr.
Frederic S. Steinke
Jack B. Williams
Ernest B. Ellsworth, Jr.
John R. Moore
Nathaniel E. Warman
Madison Hall, Jr.
Daniel A. Stuart
Robert E. C. Jones
Marvin J. Jensen
James C. Dempsey
Walter J. Stewart
Harrington M. Drake
Francis W. Hoye
Alvin F. Richardson
Robert D. King
Joseph B. Swain
Richard S. Andrews
Hylan B. Lyon
Augustus H. Alston, Jr.
Raymond H. Jacobs
Ernest W. Longton
John A. Myer
John F. Just
Norman E. Smith
Francis D. Crinkley
Thomas C. Phifer
Ronald J. Woodaman
Robert W. Cooper
Raymond H. Bass
Alvin A. Jones
Andrew P. Stewart
Ralph G. Gillette
Donald S. Graham
Justin L. Wickens
Frederick J. Brush
Lawrence B. Cook
John D. Cashman
DeAtley I. Davis
Eb s. Cooke
William K. Parsons
To be paymasters with rank of lieutenant commander
Raphael Goring
George E. Duffy
Fillmore S. C. Layman
William E. McCain
To be chief pay clerk

William 0. Steinke

POSTMASTERS

ALABAMA

William F. Croft, Crossville.
Ruth Duffey, Dadeville.
Bessie S. Combs, Fairfax.
John B. Davidson, Fort Payne.
Oscar W. Freeman, Gadsden.
Leonidas M. Lane, Jr., Greenville.

Alven H. Powell, Hackleburg.
Lawrence F. Howell, Moulton.
Howard M. Cummins, Reform..
Samuel H. Tatum, Roanoke.
Harry J. Wilters, Robertsdale.
Leslie D. Strather, Shawmut.
Morgan M. Pearson, Wadley.
ARIZONA

Andrew T. Kilcrease, Casa. Grande.
Joe H. Little, Glendale.
Annie L. Kent, Parker.
ARKANSAS

Lee Roy Jordan, Batesville.
Fred M. Johnson. Huttig.
Edward H. Taber, Leachville.
Ben W. Walker, Lewisville.
CALIFOB NIA

William D. Mathews, Fort James.
John Carlos Rose, Milpitas.
George H. Treat, San Andreas.
Orton P. Brady, Upland.
Fannie R. Willey, Winton.
COLORADO

Frank J. Keicher, Akron.
William H. Harrison, Cortez.
Herman H. Brown, Eagle.
Harold W. Rifile, Eckley.
William H. Rhoades, Jr., Kit Carson.
Dorothy E. Mahoney, Minturn.
Charles F. Horn, Pueblo.
Byron M. Norris, Walden.
Roxie R. Broad, Wheat Ridge.
DELAWARE

William 0. Martin, Lewes.
John E. Mayhew, Milford.
Henry B. Mitchell, Millsboro.
Cyrus E. Rittenhouse, Newark.
Charles J. Dougherty, New Castle.
Joseph H. Cox, Seaford.
William H. Draper, Wyoniing.
FLORIDA

Ira C. Williams, Dania.
LeRoy E. Diggans, Delray Beach.
Thomas G. Ozmer, Fernandina.
Jesse E. Franklin, Glen St. Mary.
William C. Johnson, Jensen.
Julia E. Seabloom, Ormond Beach.
Frederick A. Carnell, Ormond.
GEORGIA

Joseph H. Gross, Alamo.
Jere W. Chamlee, Canton.
Francis B. Maddox, Lawrenceville.
Lida Simp8on, Norcross.
Harry L. Wingate, Pelham.
HAWAII

Marie Blankership, Koloa.
IDAHO

Glenn H. Sanders, Moscow.
ll.LINOIS

Harry C. Stephens, Ashley.
William G. Gerbing, Ashland.
William J. Fahey, Bloomington.
Hazel E. Wood, Bluford.
Bernard G. Finnegan, Bradford.
Alice Dillon, Braidwood.
John H. Knies, Breese.
Esther R. Webb, Buda.
John E. Ryan, Crete.
Jerry J. Zeman, Fox River Grove.
Amelia K. Fink, Frankfort.
Carl E. Saur, Malta.
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Sophie Benhart, Medinah.
Margaret l\L Maue, Mokena.
Joe W. Wilson, Morrison.
Blanche B. Hood, Mound City.
George R. Davis, Mount Sterling.
John F. Mccann, Oglesby.
Clarence M. Stevens, Pecatonica.
J oh.n P. Lennon, Plainfield.
David W. Leigh, Ramsey.
Herman C. Thiemann, Roselle.
Alfred J. Geiseman. Shannon.
Edgar V. Galloway, Shawneeto\vn.
Lillian R. M. Clasen, Union.
INDIANA

Ray H. Zeigler, Bristol.
Fletcher T. Strang, Culver.
Jacob M. Hight, Etna Green.
Orace 0. Welden, Francesville.
Ralph W. Kimmerling, Frankton.
Pearl E. Barnes, Hamlet.
Blanche Anglin, Leesburg.
Biven Coburn, Medaryville.
Lloyd A. Rickel, Mentone.
Ora Stiver, New Paris.
Joseph C. Whitesell, Plymouth.
Alton L. Metzger, Rossville.
Earl C. McLa:n, Swayzee.
Orel R. Small, Walton.
IOWA

Willis c. Hussey, Albert City.
Tilda 0. Nye, Allerton.
William S. Olexa, Batavia.
Walter G. Lane, Baxter.
M. Lenore Fatland, Cambridge.
Joseph F. Rettenmaier, Carroll.
George P. Killinger, Carson.
Richard Tomke, Clarion.
Nettie Blair Lewis, Columbus Junction.
Vernon M. Hill, Davis City.
Bernard B. Dolecheck, Diagonal.
Anthony F. Schrup, Dubuque.
Albert E. Newell, Eddyville.
Myrtle E. Smith, Edgewood.
Lawrence J. Roth, Fairfield.
Gerry M. Hougham, Fort Des Moines.
Lorenzo A. Mullican, Indianola.
John Moeller, Ireton.
Herman L. Walker, Kalona.
John N. Day, Klemme.
Frank F. Konrad, Lacona.
James Lowell Carr, Lamont.
Jessica E. Pryor, Leon.
Harley C. West, Linden.
Violet A. Shirk, Linn Grove.
Frank G. Huebsch, McGregor.
Anna L. Staudt, Marble Rock. ·
Wayne Taylor, Mitchellville.
Bert McKinley, Morning Sun.
Lee R. Evans, Mystic.
Opal H. Wallace, New Market.
Alfred B. Callender, Ocheyedan.
Jam es G. Casey, Osage.
James G. Floerschinger, Oxford.
Raymond A. Gleason, Ruthven.
Charles E. Miller, St. Ansgar.
Orlow L. Goodrich, Scranton.
Leroy S. Gambs, Smithland.
Alice B. Smouse, Vinton.
Walter Ward, Wall Lake.
Teresa V. Moroney, Waukon.
Henry A. Falb, West Bend.
Ben R. Shine, Winthrop.
KANSAS

Lacel G. Moss, Atlanta.
Carey Olson, Bazine.
Ivan R. Cordill, Bern.

.
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'

Vaelav Sajner, Bison.
Jane Waters, Bonner Springs.
Samuel E. Notestine, Burdett.
James D. Egbert, Cimarron.
Asa I. Cox, Colony.
Mildred F. Atkinson, De Soto.
Carl A. Gibson, Dighton.
Charles A. Hegarty, Effingham.
Page Manley, Elk City.
Vesta Velma Mcclung, Elkhart.
.Henry J. Kuckelman, Everest.
Elbert Holcomb, Fredonia.
Ivan J. Devore, Frontenac.
Homer I. Shaw, Galesburg.
Fred V. Morgan, Greeley.
John L.A. Wainscott, Hazelton.
Dale Graves, Healy.
Ivan R. Mort, Hill City.
Thomas E. Murphy, Hoisington.
William A. Hess, Humboldt.
Elias J. Borders, Ingalls.
Charles R. Hollenberg, Irving.
Harry T. Fish, La Crosse.
Michael A. Hilgers, Lansing.
Lottie Victor, Larned.
Jm:eph E. Gardiner, Leavenworth.
Hazel Craft, Lewis.
Charles H. Wilson, Moline.
Otis S. Lambeth, Moran.
Carl Eickholt, Offerle.
Vernon F. Walker, Otis.
Edmund C. Turner, Overland Park.
Lawrence W. Leisure, Pleasanton.
Clarence S. Brumbaugh, Sabetha.
James J. Owen, St. John.
Basil E. Palmer, Sedan.
George J. Smith, Summerfield.
Victor Gibson, Sylvia.
Greever Allen, Tonganoxie.
James A. Hanks, Wetmore.
Milo R. Housh, Winchester.
KENTUCKY

Katy Mullins, Mount Vernon.
Bess S. May, Prestonsburg.
Carroll E. Withers, Providence.
J. Rowland. Garman, Smiths Grove.
LOUISIANA

Samuel Haas, Alexandria.
William P. Bridenthal, Bunkie.
Marvin A. Kent, De Quincy.
Victor E. Green, De Ridder.
Solomon C. Knight, Elizabeth.
Alceste J. Robichaux, Harvey.
Philip c. Girlinghouse, Jena.
Vivien Swords, Kinder.
James 0. Brouillette, Marksville.
Leon S. Haas, Opelousas.
Eula M. Jones, Trout.
Arthur Deshotels, Washington.
John R. Romero, Welsh.
Irma L. Batey, Wisner.
MAINE

Thomas G. Burdin, Turner.
MARYLAND

Robert Conroy, Forest Glen.
Malcolm F. Caplan, St. Michaels.
MASSACHUSETTS

John P. Brown, Bass River.
John R. McManus, Concord.
Raymond W. Comiskey, Dover.
John J. Quinn, East Douglas.
Charles A. Cronin, Lawrence.
Frank P. Todd, Rowley.
William J. Farley, South Hanson.
Alice C. Redlon, South Duxbury.
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Dorothy L. Schuster, Wellfleet.
Philip J. Gallagher, Woburn.
MICHIGAN

Harold L. Muchler, Bad Axe.
Frank J. Nothelfer, Hemlock.
Sidney Reynolds, Howard City.
MINNESOTA

Gertrude M. McGowan, Appleton.
Timothy Hurley, Bird Island.
George H. Malven, Browerville.
Henry A. C. Saggau, Ceylon.
Robert H. Burrill, Hawley.
Stella C. Olson, Karlstad.
Ada L. Davies, Kasota.
Robert A. Collopy, Lake Elmo.
Ignatius F. Lano, Long Prairie.
Lawrence B. Setzler, Maple Plain.
Arthur P. Rose, Marshall.
Milla Tagley, Mentor.
Chester J. Gay, Moose Lake.
Alphonse F. Scheibe!, Mountain Lake.
John P. Lanto, Nashwauk.
Arthur A. Van Dyke, St. Paul.
Richard F. Lamb, Slayton.
Isaac B. Dybdal, Wendell.
MISSOURI

Albert W. Mueller, Altenburg.
Claude M. Reid, Aurora.
Henry E. Roper, Bernie.
Charles C. Oliver, Bloomfield.
Joe C. Alexander, Branson.
Samuel W. Vaughn, Bogard.
Arthur J. Clayton, Brunswick.
Samuel B. Mccollum, Bucklin.
Roy D. Holland, Butler.
John M. Warren, Cardwell.
Gladys I. Smith, Cassville.
Floyd L. Decker, Crocker.
Ralph W. Cox, Dalton.
Ora G. Moore, Eagleville.
George T. Barker, Everton.
Charles A. Lawrence, Fenton.
Garnett S. Cannon, Fornf elt.
Claud W. Boone, Gainesville.
C. 0. Raine, Jr., Hayti.
Joe G. Harms, Keytesville.
Walter Manley, Liberty.
Frank E. Sibley, Matthews.
Elmer S. Foster, NeelyVille.
Ethel L. Lauderdale, Wellington.
Earl E. Lamberson, Wheaton.
MONTANA

Gladys Shannon, Bonner.
Ethel E. James, Broadus.
Alvin 0. Lien, Brockton.
Lewis W. Fetterly, Eureka.
Cleola Ralston, Glacier Park.
Charles A. Berkner, Highwood.
Henry C. Wilcox, Joliet.

Clarence J. Morgan, Judith Gap.
David L. Williams, Moore.
Peter J. Herbst, Plevna.
Sophia J. Guthrie, Reedpoint.
John D. Johnston, Richey.
John C. Abrahamson, Roberts.
Rudolph P. Petersen, Rudyard.
Albert J. Dorris, Thompson Falls.
Charles A. Akofer, Valier.
Lucy B. Cullen, Wibaux.
Sarah C. Brady, Wilsall.
Ella V. Millsap, Winnett.
David R. Bowen, Worden.
Margaret M. Colligan. Walkerville.

NEBRASKA

Clarence D. Gottula, Adams.
Margaret C. Tomek, David City.
Claude J. Wright, Aurora.
Helen W. Schneider, Elmwood.
John H. Holden, Gordon.
Peter P. Braun, Henderson.
Hugo Stevens, Kilgore.
Charles F. Beushausen, Loup City.
Martha P. Westfall, Polk.
Edward Emerine, Scottsbluff.
Ferdinand H. Reuter, Syracuse.
Lula Newman, Wallace.
William Stuart Campbell, Waterloo.
NEW HAMPSHIRE

Joseph A. Desrosiers, Greenville.
William F. Keating, Hill.
NEW JERSEY

Warren Eckerson, Closter.
Verona K. Christie, Fanwood.
William H. Thompson, Farmingdale.
Joseph Corse, Jamesburg.
Benjamin J. Haulboskey, Leonardo.
Herbert Schulhafer, Linden.
Edward J. Gleason, New Brunswick.
Mary B. Naughton, Port Monmouth.
Thomas H. Hall, Vineland.
NEW MEXICO

Gertrude E. White, Melrose.
Frank D. Crespin, Vaughn.
NEW YORK

Kenneth W. Hagadorn, Almond.
Mayme Meegan, Altmar.
James D. Cheesman, Andover.
Edgar L. Karns, Arkport.
Gerald Aldrich, Bemus Point.
Lyda H. Armstrong, Berlin.
Mildred E. Brown, Bliss.
William R. Krohn, Bolton Landing,
Katherine H. Gallagher, Brentwood.
Gerald K. Woods, Castorland.
Vincent L. Keenan, Churchville.
Michael G. Gaffney, Clinton.
Jacob A. Fishbaugh, Cold Water.
Corliss R. Pitkin, Corinth.
Joseph C. Miller, Croton Falls.
Francis D. Van Arman, Ellenburg Depot.
Henry A. Dye, Forestville.
Austin W. Stitt, Frewsburg.
George D. Nolan, Glens Falls.
Frank G. Farmer, Gloversville.
Ethel M. Martin, Hamlin.
Agnes H. Mead, Hannibal.
Charles Hogan, Harrisville.
Hugh C. O'Neill, Holcomb.
Royal B. Ingersoll, Houghton.
John T. O'Leary, Irvington.
Elloy R. Ganey, Jamestown.
James T. McConnell, Jamesville.
Rae M. Schoonm~_ ker, Kerhonkson.
Thomas F. Tobin, Kings Park.
Benjamin R. Gerow, Liberty.
Charles R. S. Mastin, Lyons Falls.
Andrew E. Ryan, Manchester.
William F. Agnew, Mayfield.
Mary J. Morgan, Medford Station.
Richard P. Stanton, Millbrook.
Clayton C. Young, Moira.
Elizabeth M. Trainor, Monsey.
Isidore Smith. Mountain Dale.
Thomas A. Banta, Newfane.
John Flinn, New Hyde Park.
John H. Moore, North Cohocton.
Charles P. Rundle, Odessa.
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Robert C. McCarthy, Palmyra.
Lindsay J. Hollister, Jr., Port Henry.
Michael J. Coffey, Port Leyden.
James F. Moffett, Schenectady.
Morgan A. Lynk, Sharon Springs.
Harold E. Morrell, South New Berlin.
Frank Kilcoin, Swan Lake.
John H. Burke, Tarrytown.
John T. Clark, Tuxedo Park.
Raymond J. Buckley, Valley Stream.
Fenton J. Taylor, Warsaw.
Hugh F. Maher, Washingtonville.
Jeremiah F. Healy, Williamstown.
Frank M. Campbell, Wilson.
Charles E. Meyers, Wurtsboro.
Guy H. Wall, Youngstown.
NORTH CAROLINA

William M. Jefferson, Belmont.
Samuel B. Hovis, Bessemer City.
Ike R. Forbes, Cramerton.
French W. Graham, Elkin.
Clarence G. Pike, Fremont.
Robert H. Edwards, Goldsboro.
Stephen C. Clark, High Point.
Shepperd Strudwick, Hillsboro.
John L. Williams, Kenansville.
Carl H. Hand, Lowell.
John V. Highfill, Mayodan.
William S. Harris, Mebane.
Leon S. Venters, Richlands.
William E. Brown, Rocky Point.
Eugene J. Tucker, Roxboro.
James M. Hall, Roseboro.
Roy Prillaman, Stoneville.
NORTH DAKOTA

Andrew O. Williams, Bottineau.
George W. Mcintyre, Jr., Grafton.
Norton T. Hendrickson, Hoople.
Hans C. Nelson, Washburn.
OHIO

Felix J. Meley, Berea.
Enoch W. Carman, Belmont.
Ella M. Manson, Apple Creek.
Charles J. Slezak, Brecksville.
Charles M. Easley, Bloomdale.
Hettie Woodward, Chesterhill
Jessie K. Dilworth, Cortland.
Paul W. Burkhardt, Edon.
Leo R. Jones, Forest.
Rolland R. Pettay, Freeport.
Albert K. Merriman, Gallipolis.
Claude E. Archambeault, Holgate.
Henry B. Grevey, Hamilton.
William A. Ellsworth, Hudson.
Pearl L. Seitz, Liberty Center.
Lois Black, McDonald.
Charles A. Hart, Minerva.
Harold H. Wisman, Montpelier.
John L. O'Hara, New London.
Clark W. Mathias, Northfield.
Neile Stinebaugh, Republic.
Charles R. Gampher, Jr., Rossford.
George M. Towle, Sardis.
Edward H. Richner, Twinsburg.
William T. Galling, Sycamore.
John J. Farrell, Youngstown.
OKLAHOMA

Albert A. Johnson, Bartlesville·.
James Jones Quarles, Jr., Fairfax.
Theodore C. Bowling, Pryor.
OREGON

Harry Burke, Astoria.
Mae M. Humphrey, Boring.
Hampton T. Pankey, Central Point.
Albert H. Fasel, Estacada.

Thomas R. Roe, Gaston.
Benjamin F. Turner, Maupin.
Madge H. Fortune, Newport.
Henry R. Crawford, Salem.
Ruby I. Laundree, Sandy.
Frank H. Fawk, Willamina.
Howard F. Butterfield, Woodburn.
PENNSYLVANIA

Charles W. Goerman, Ambridge.
Daniel E. Hartman, Benton.
Arthur Rabb, Bloomsburg.
Rebecca A. Murphy, Cherry Tree.
Leo Walker, Clairton.
Ruth R. Dufford, Clintonville.
Amy A. Short, Conway.
John C. Ellenberger, Dayton.
Miranda S. Bard, Denver.
Earle H. Crummy, Dravosburg.
Ethel G. Davis, Dilncansville.
George V. Beech, East Pittsburgh.
Albert F. Buck, Emaus.
Laura E. Rich, Enola.
Charles H. Adams, Esterly.
Charles H. Wilson, Fairchance.
Glenn C. Myers, Gardners.
Raymond R. Kinsinger, Halifax.
Ramsey S. Black, Harrisburg.
Charles A. Hanlon, Hazleton.
Walter C. Blessing, Hellam.
Thomas H. Black, Hershey.
James B. Candy, Langhorne.
Russell B. Pool, Lansdale.
Helen P. Harter, Laurelton.
Martha M. Ross, Library.
Lehman I. Leister, McAlisterville.
John J. Haughey, McKeesport.
Leo A. Donahoe, McKees Rocks.
Robert O. Lamborn, Madera.
Emery C. Mahaffey, Mahaffey.
Leon E. Shepherd, Malvern.
Lucian Westbrook, Matamoras.
Elijah H. Follmer, Milton.
Joseph L. Meehan, Montrose.
George W. Burgner, Morrisville.
Mabelle C. Creen, Mountainhome.
J. Earl Sheaffer, New Bloomfield.
Richard A. Steen, New Castle.
Ellis Walter, New Enterprise.
Mayme A. Moore, Oakdale.
William M. Turner, Pittsburgh.
Harold L. Heimbach, Quakertown.
Dora Cowen, Roscoe.
Emma R. Dexter, Roulette.
James W. Casey, Rouseville.
Michael J. V. Kelly, Silver Creek.
Allen J. Noble, South Mountain.
John L. Kramer, Springboro.
Robert J. Miller, State College.
Ronald S. Kayzer, Tioga. .
Charles H. Gretzinger, Trumbauersville.
Claude E. Minnich, Wiconisco.
James J. Law, Wilkes-Barre.
James R. Detwiler, Williamsburg.
James Richard Hancock, Williamstown.
Orlando J. Shank, Windber.
Charles M. Boyer, York Springs.
PUERTO RICO

Cesar Rossy, Ciales.
RHODE ISLAND

Grace B. Almy, Little Compton.
~

SOUTH CAROLINA

Oscar Tuck, Westmillster.
SOUTH DAKOTA

George E. Hagen, Armour.
Marion C. Stewart, Cresbard.
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Clarence W. Richards, Kimball.
Josephine C. Eggerling, Orient.
Orville U. Melby, Summit.
Fae Thompson, St. Lawrence.
Kathryn M. McCoy, Tulare.
W. Clyde Bidleman, Wessington Springs.
TENNESSEE

Albert A. Trusler, Jonesboro.
Harry M. Calloway, Lenoir City.
Burleigh L. Day, Pressmen's Home.
Hughes H. Hunt, Rives.
William A. Rhea, Somerville.
TEXAS

Marguerite A. Mullen, Alice.
Winnette D. DeGrassi, Amarillo.
Hunter H. Mcwilliams, Atlanta.
Jesse Wier, Best.
Stephen S. Perry, Freeport.
Fred Boothe, Gonzales.
Allen A. Collet, Handley.
Charlotte M. Boyle, La Porte.
John E. McClain, Roscoe.
Kirby L. Scudder, Slaton.
Tom W. Hines, Venus.
Robert K. Phillips, Weatherford.
Lou A. Sloma, Yorktown.
VERMONT

Smith M. Matson, Dorset.
Lawrence E. Mason, Newbury.
Alson L. Esty, Richford.
Henry C. Brislin, Rutland.
VIRGINIA

Irven M. Keller, Abingdon.
Samuel S. Brooks, Appalachia.
Sidney H. Barnett, Bluefield.
Franklin 0. Caffrey, Bumpass.
utah A. Amburgey, Castlewood.
Lena S. Perkins, Cedar Bluff.
Horton S. Carter, Clinchport.
Charley D. Lay, Coeburn.
Robert W. Ervin, Dante.
J. Henry Miller, Elkton.
Annie G. Davey, Evington.
. Claude B. Nolen, Ferrum.
Johnnie Wilson, Fieldale.
Gerdena S. Pettit, Fredericks HalL
Fred Adams, Galax.
Beveridge B. Cox, Gate City.
Clyde DeHaven, Hillsville.
James G. Albert, Honaker.
Wills W. Flannagan, Lebanon.
Eloise C. Hay, Madison.
Augustus W. Aston, Meadowview.
John L. Sibold, Pembroke.
John P. Kelly, Pennington Gap.
Solon Baach, Pocahontas.
Eugene P. Whitman, Pulaski.
Alonzo C. Humphrey, Remington.
Frank D. Coleman, Rose Hill.
Joseph S. Rasnick, st. Paul.
Vernon C. Griffith, Shenandoah.
Vincent W. Joyner, Smithfield.
William A. Coates, South Washington.
Garvis E. Lemley, Stephens City.
Janie J. Boyd, Stonega.
Samuel S. Stallings, Suffolk.
Lloyd Sullenberger, Monterey.
Frank T. Witten, Tazewell.
John S. Hinegardner, Weyers Cave.
Margaret M. Fulton, Wise.
WASHINGTON

Joseph F. Lavigne, Cusick.
Thomas E. Skaggs, Everett.

David P. Cunningham, North Bend.
Walter Gihring, Rockford.
Walter W. Lindley, St. John.
Grace A. Johnston, Orting.
E. Morris Starrett, Port Townsend.
Leo B. Reed, Redmond.
Joseph A. Wolf, Roy.
George Rodman, Wapato.
Joseph H. Gill, Washtucna.
Fairleigh B. Wilkins, Yakima.
WEST vmGnru

Peter H. Lawless, Berwind.
Jess Hill, Davy.
Carl lfinton, Hinton.
Byron L. Osburn, Kenova.
Williard I. Gulley, Mccomas.
Grover C. Walker, Omar.
Ann H. Wetherby, Welch.
WISCONSIN

Vernon A. Martin, Amherst.
Bernard G. Schramske, Boyceville.
Leo A. Eiden, Deer Park.
John A. Ginsbach, Elmwood.
Claude E. Rochon, Florence.
William S. Casey, Knapp.
Hallie M. Norris, La Farge.
James F. Trainer, Lyndon Station.
Ruth S. Foley, Mainen Rock.
Philip A. Kinney, Mason.
George L. Barrett, Mazomanie.
Anna C. Buhr, Marion.
Bernard J. Rabbitt, Neshkoro.
Gregory C. Flatley, Oconto Falls.
Joe Kolar, Phillips.
Albert L. Ehret, Prairie du Sac.
Paul G. Pederson, Prairie Farm.
William Murray, Prescott.
John J. Voemastek, Rib Lake.
Charles M. Dunn, Taylor.
Clarence H. Bodden, Theresa.
Arnold A. Conklin, Vesper.
Donald M. Warner, Whitehall.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
MONDAY, JUNE

18, 1934

(Legislative day of Friday, June 15, 1934)

The recess having expired, the House was called to order
by the Speaker at 12 o'clock noon. ·
Mr. BYRNS. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
it shall be in order today to call Senate bills on the Consent
Calendar and the Private Calendar which are unobjected
to, and also Senate bills which are on the Speaker's desk
where similar bills have been reported by the House committees and are pending on either one of these calendars.
I submit this request, Mr. Speaker, for the reason that
we have a number of these Senate bills. I do not know
whether all of them will be passed, or that any number of
them will be passed, but I do think they ought to be considered. Some are very important.
It is perfectly evident-and I have been so informed I
may say, privately-that the House bills which are sent o~er
to the Senate at this late date will in all probability receive
no consideration unless it is a matter of the most urgent
importance that they be given consideration. It seems to
me, therefore, that while we are waiting for the Senate to
act upon certain matters pending in that body, inasmuch as
the House has only the conference report on the housing
bills to consider-and I do not think that is yet readythat we might spend the time passing some legislation
which will really be of moment and which will have an
opportunity of becoming law. For this reason I submit this
request, Mr. Spea.Ker.
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Mr. SNELL. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield for a
question?
Mr. BYRNS. I yield.
Mr. SNELL. Mr. Speaker, I am willing to cooperate with
the gentleman if we can have the understanding that there
will be some order in the calling of these bills, that, for
instance, those on the Private Calendar will be called first,
fallowed by those on the Consent Calendar, or vice versa;
and, also, that we may have a list of the Senate bills that
are on the Speaker's table so that we can follow them as
well as possible and know something about what is before
the House at the time, and also that we have such order
in the House that we will know what is going on. We will
cooperate if order is kept and we are given a list of the
bills it is proposed to take up.
Mr. HOEPPEL. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BYRNS. I yield.
Mr. HOEPPEL. Mr. Speaker, it is not my intention to
object to the unanimous-consent request submitted by the
majority leader; but we are going home; we are going to
get a well-earned vacation to which we are so much entitled.
May I not remind the House that there are a large number
of abandoned C.C.C. camps which could be turned over to
the Boy Scouts of Americ~, to organizations of Sons of
Veterans, to young girls of the Y.W.C.A., and to other organizations of this type. A bill is pending in the House
which, if enacted into law, will give hundreds of thousands
of Americans, the poor boys and girls of America, a chance
to build up their health and stre~gth in the great out-ofdoors this summer through the use of these camps.
Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, if the gentleman from Tennessee will yield, I want to ask him whether he will not
modify his request so that it will be understood that no bill
will be called which has already been voted upon by the
House adversely during this session?
Mr. SNELL. Mr. Speaker, I think that is fair.
Mr. BLANTON. May not that be understood?
Mr. BYRNS. Under the circumstances I take it there
would be numerous objections to the consideration of such a
bill.
Mr. BLANTON. So that all the Members interested will
not have to stay here every minute the House is in session to
watch the calendar, but may have time to attend conferences. May it not be understood that these bills which have
been voted upon afready and defeated will not be called up?
Mr. O'CONNOR. Mr. Speaker, does the gentleman mean
where a roll call has been had on a bill?
Mr. BLANTON. No; where the bill has been called up,
debated, and voted upon and defeated.
Mr. BYRNS. Mr. Speaker, let me say to the gentleman
·from Texas that I do not know to what bills the gentleman
refers.
Mr. BLANTON. There are some of them that we have
during the session debated in the House and defeated by a
vote of the House.
Mr. BYRNS. Inasmuch as it requires unanimous consent
for the consideration of any one of these bills, it seems to
me that the gentleman from Texas is not taking any chance.
Mr. BLANTON. But it would require us to stay here
every minute, and there is much other important work to be
done. There are some very important conference reports
·we are watching in the Senate.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BYRNS. I yield.
Mr. TRUAX. Will not the gentleman withhold the ·calling of the Senate bills on the Private Calendar for a few
moments until we can get our bills over here?
Mr. BYRNS. The bills are all here ready to be handed
to the gentleman from Ohio or anyone who wants them.
Mr. TRUAX. Another question, Mr. Speaker, if the gentleman will permit, When the conference report on the
farm bankruptcy bill is brought in, will it be in order to call
it up at any time?
Mr. BYRNS. This request will not interfere with any
matter of privilege; this is simply permissive and makes in
order the calling of Senate bills on these two calendars and
the calling of Senate bills which may be on the Speaker's
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table. Of course, it does not do away with any preferential
matters or any matter th~t is privileged; and the question
of the consideration of a conference report or .the sending
of a bill to conference, I a~ume, would be in order at any
time.
Mr. TRUAX. Would the gentleman state that it can be
called up?
Mr. BYRNS. Certainly.
Mr. HASTINGS. Will the gentleman yield to me for a
moment?
.
Mr. BYRNS. May I say to the gentleman from Ohio that
the gentleman from New Hampshire intends to ask unanimous consent to speak for 10 minutes to discuss a report
which he filed on the Air Corps situation, and the gentlewoman from Kansas [Mrs. McCARTHY] would like to have
10 minutes also. I think both of the requests should be
granted. This will give ample time for the gentleman to
get his bearings.
Mr. HASTINGS. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BYRNS. I yield to the gentleman from Oklahoma.
Mr. HASTINGS. I want to know whether the gentleman's request would cover the cases that have been knocked
off the Consent Calendar by three objections? I ask in
order to know if I will have to remain here to object to
certain of those bills?
Mr. BYRNS. No. My request applies to those bills on
the calendars which have not been reached and which have
not been called.
Mr. HASTINGS. The gentleman's request went a little
further. It said " Senate bills on·the si)eakers desk." I have
in mind, · just to be frank, an alternate Budget bill which
we have killed by hitting it on the head four or five times.
Mr. BLANTON. The gentleman's request does not embrace bills which have been killed.
Mr. HASTINGS. It is not a bill that has been killed.
The bill was on the Consent Calendar and there have been
three objections. It is not on the Consent Calendar now.
I want to ask the gentleman from Tennessee whether I must
sit here all day long and watch that particular sort of a
bill. I am opposed to it, and if I am here I am going to
object.
Mr. BYRNS. May I say to the gentleman from Oklahoma that I do not know of a more diligent and attentive
Member of the House than is the gentleman from Oklahoma. I expect to sit here every minute of the day myself,
and I imagine the gentleman will be here also.
Mr. HASTINGS. I know I am going to sit here unless I
get assurance that a bill of that kind will not be called up.
Mr. BYRNS. The gentleman will understand that I cannot distinguish between these bills.
Mr. HASTINGS. This bill is not on the ·consent Calendar
now. It has been stricken.
Mr. BYRNS. If it is not on the Consent Calendar it will
not be called.
Mr. HASTINGS. I thank the gentleman from Tennessee.
That satisfies me.
Mr. BYRNS. If my request is granted we will begin at
the place we left off.
Mr. TABER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BYRNS. I yield to the gentleman from New York.
Mr. TABER. Do I understand the gentleman's request to
be that we shall call bills on the Private Calendar that have
passed the Senate first, under the proposal which he is submitting?
Mr. BYRNS. Yes.
Mr. TABER. That will give those who are following these
bills an opportunity to know what is going on. Then, I
would suggest, if it is not too much, that those bills on the
Speaker's desk and which are not on the calendar be listed,
so that one list may be furnished to each side; then that
they be called in definite order, so that everybody may know
what is coming up. It would seem as if that is not too
much to ask.
Mr. BYRNS. I think the gentleman's request is entirely
proper; and if it can be done, we will have it done. I assume that ca.n be done.
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· Mr. TABER.

We ought not to call those bills that are
not listed on the calendar after each side has been furnished
a list of them.
· Mr. BYRNS. I will endeavor to get that list.
Mr. TABER. The practice will be to call the calendar in
its regular order?
Mr. BYRNS. My idea in including the Consent Calendar
bills is that this is Unanimous Consent Day. The Unanimous
Consent Calendar has preference today, and I thought in
view of that fact we would take up the Senate bills first-there are about 13 or 14 of them on the Consent Calendar! thought we would consider them first, then go to the
Private Calendar, and then take up the bills on the Speaker's
desk.
Mr. JENKINS of Ohio. The bills on the Consent Calendar
should be called first, because it is the shortest calendar.
Mr. BYRNS. Yes.
Mr. TABER. And only call up for consideration Senate
bills. This does not apply to House bills?
Mr. BYRNS. Yes. Mr. Speaker, in order that there may
be no misunderstanding, may I resubmit my request.
Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that it may be in
order today to call up Senate bills on the unanimous Consent
Calendar and on the Private Calendar, and also Senate bills
on the Speaker's desk which do not appear upon either one
of those calendars, and where there has been a similar House
bill reported by the committee and the House bill is on the
calendar, to begin where the House left off on a previous
occasion with reference to both requests.
Mr. BLANTON. The gentleman did not say "bills unobjected to."
Mr. BYRNS. May I supplement my request by stating
only those bills which are unobjected to shall be considered.
Mr. BLANTON. And one objection will stop them. It is
underst ood that only bills unobjected to will be considered,
and one objection will stop any bill?
Mr. O'CONNOR. Not on the Consent Calendar. That is
not the rule.
Mr. BYRNS. The Consent Calendar, I understand, begins--'.Mr. BLANTON. With respect to the Private Calendar,
one objection will stop any bill; and the Consent Calendar
is to be called under the regular Consent Calendar rule.
Mr. BYRNS. Certainly.
'
Mr. MAPES. Mr. Speaker, supplementing the question
of the gentleman from Texas, is it understood that one ·
objection will prevent the bringing up of any of the bills
in the three classes to which the gentleman has referred?
Mr. BYRNS. Yes; that is what is in my mind.
Mr. MAPES. With that understanding, I have no objection.
Mr. AYERS of Montana. Mr. - Speaker, reserving the
right to object, what are the three classes?
Mr. BRITTEN. The three classes have just been described by the majority leader.
The House, Mr. Speaker, would like to know the order
in which the bills are to come up; and, as I understand, the
suggestion has been made by the gentleman himself that
the Senate bills which are on the Speaker's table, prior to
their coming up, will be listed and the list presented to
both sides of the House, so that the Members will know
exactly what is to be taken up.
Mr. BYRNS. I shall endeavor to do that.
Mr. SHALLENBERGER. And the further understanding
is that the bills on the Speaker's table must also have been
favorably reported by a committee of the House.
Mr. BYRNS. Yes; and be on one or the other of these
two calendars.
Mr. BRITTEN. And the House understands that the
order in which these bills will come up will be the order in
which the request was presented to the House just now.
Mr. BYRNS. They will be taken up in the order in which
they appear upon the calendar.
Mr. BRITrEN. And the Senate bills on the Consent
Calendar will be called first.
LXXVTII--786
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Mr. BYRNS. The Consent Calendar will be called first,
in my judgment, if this request is granted, and then will
come Senate bills on the Private Calendar.
Mr. BRITTEN. And subsequently we will take up the
Senate bills on the Speaker's table.
Mr. BYRNS. That is my idea.
Mr. O'CONNOR. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object, I should like to have it made clear how we are going
to handle the Consent Calendar, as there is some confusion
about it. The ordinary rule by which you handle the Consent Calendar is that the first time one objection is required
and three objections are necessary where a bill has already
had one objection. Are we proceeding under the rules requiring three objections where there has already been one
objection?
Mr. BLANTON. Certainly, but if a bill has been objected
to by three objectors it is off the calendar entirely.
Mr. BYRNS. My request does not involve any departure
from the rule with respect to the Consent Calendar as to
the requisite number of objections.
Mr. WHITE. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
I want to ask our leader if it is intended that we shall apply
the same rule to bills on the Speaker's table and that one
objection will prevent their consideration?
Mr. BYRNS. Yes.
Mr. BLANTON. Certainly; otherwise it would not be
unanimous consent.
Mr. GLOVER. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
unless this is confined to bills that have passed the Senate
and are here for consideration by the House, I shall object.
Mr. BYRNS. That is exactly my request. The request
applies only to Senate bills.
Mr. GLOVER. Senate bills that have been messaged over
here and have not been considered.
Mr. BYRNS. Yes; and the bill must be on one of the
two calendars.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Tennessee?
There was no objection.
STATEMENT

Mr. AYERS of Montana.

Mr. Speaker, on roll call 193 the
names of Mr. KNUTE HILL, of Washington, Mr. HowARn, and
Mr. AYERS of Montana do not appear because they were then
engaged in a conference, and I ask unanimous consent that
they may be excused from answering that roll call.
The SPEAKER. Without objection, it is so ordered..
MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE

A message from the Senate, by Mr. Home, its enrolling
clerk, announced that the Senate had passed without amendment a bill and joint resolution of the House of the following titles:
H.R. 9547. An act to amend section 766 of the Revised
Statutes, as amended; and
H.J.Res. 342. Joint resolution authorizing an appropriation
to defray the expense of erecting the completed Navy and
Marine Memorial Monument. .
The message also announced that the Senate agrees to the
report of the committee of conference on the disagreeing
votes of the two Houses on the amendments of the Senate
to the bill (H.R. 9830) entitled "An act making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the
fiscal year ending June ~o. 1934, and prior fiscal years, to
provide supplemental general and emergency appropriations
for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1934, and June 30, 1935,
and for other purposes."
The message also announced that the Senate had passed
with amendments, in which the concurrence of the House is
requested, a bill of the House of the following title:
H.R. 9690. An act to place the tobacco-growing industry
on a sound financial and economic basis, to prevent unfair
competition and practices in the production and marketing
of tobacco entering into the channels of interstate and
foreign commerce, and for other purposes.
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mitting the expenditure of duly appropriated moneys for purposes
not otherwise allowable in accordance with law on the authori•
zation of the Comptroller General. That the words" not otherwise
allowable in accordance with law " apply to and m odify the words,
"authorized in his discretion to sanction the use of m oneys pro•
vided and authorized by law", and that the meaning of this proviso is not to extend the authority of the Comptroller General
beyond that otherwise authorized by law over t h e expenditures
or disbursements of the corporation herein created nor make him
an administrative officer in the affairs of the corporat ion.
·
(4) The debiting of the prison-industries fund, with amounts
from time to time for expenditure and the crediting accounts of
disbursing officers on the books of the Treasury with such amounts
subject to check, will be in accordance with the same procedure
now obtaining in the debiting of appropriations and crediting accounts of other disbursing officers of the Government on the books
cl~Tr~~
.
COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES,
(5) The said amendment requires that accounts of the disWashington, June 14, 1934.
bursing officer or officers of the corporation be rendered of reThe Honorable the ATTORNEY GENERAL.
ceipts and disbursements as other disbursing officers of the GovSm: There was considered in a conference of today with the ernment are required to render accounts, but the frequency, etc.,
Director and Assistant D1rector Bureau of Prisons, Department of of rendering the account is to be prescribed on the basis of
Justice, the effect of the amendment adopted June 13, 1934, by conditions as they may arise from time to time in the operation
the Senate to H.R. 9404, entitled "A bill to authorize the forma- of the corporation.
tion -0f a body eorporate to insure the more effective diversificaRespectfully,
tion of prison industries, and for other purposes ", whereby there
J. R. MCCARL,
was struck out section 4 of the bill as passed by the House and
Comptroller General of the United States.
inserted in lieu thereof a new section 4, as follows:
" SEc. 4. The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized and COMPLETION OF THE FLOOD-CONTROL PROJECT ON THE MISSISSIPPI
directed, upon the formation of the corporation, to transfer to a
RIVER
fund to be known as the ' prison industries fund ' all balances
Mr.
WILSON.
Mr.
Speaker,
I ask unanimous consent to
then standing to the credit of the prison industries workingcapital fund. All moneys under the control of the corporation extend my remarks in the RECORD and include therein a
shall be deposited or covered into the Treasury of the United letter from the President of the United States on the ftood
States to the credit of said fund and withdrawn therefrom only
pursuant to accountable warrants or certificates of settlement control of the Mississippi River.
The SPEAKER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
issued by the General Accounting Office. All valid claims and
obligations payable out of said fund shall be assumed by the
Mr ..WILSON. Mr. Speaker, the Committee on Flood Con~
corporation. The corporation is hereby authorized to employ the trol has had under consideration and completed hearings on
aforesaid fund, and any earnings that may hereafter accrue to the
corporation as operating capital for the purposes enumerated in proposed amendments to the Flood Control Act of May 15,
the said act of May 27, 1930, and in accordance with the laws 1928.
generally applicable to the expenditures of the several departUnder the privilege given me to extend my rem.arks in the
ments and establishments of the Government, and also for the RECORD, I include a letter from the President of the United
payment of compensation in such amounts as the Attorney
General may authorize to inmates of penal institutions or their States and comments thereon from a number of my
dependents for injuries suffered in any industry: Provided, That colleagues.
in no event shall compensation be paid in a greater amount than
THE WHITE HOUSE,
that provided in the Federal Employees' Compensation Act of
Washington, June 16, 1934.
September 7, 1916, as amended. Accounts of all receipts and
DEAR MR. WILSON: In relation to conference on the :flood-control
disbursements of the corporation shall be rendered to the General project in the alluvial valley of the Mississippi River and addi·
Accounting Office in such manner, to such extent, and at such tional legislation required to insure its completion, also the conditimes as the Comptroller General of the United States may direct tion of property owners whose land areas are taken and used for
lor settlement and adjustment pursuant to title III of the act of the passage of :flood waters, on the plan designed lmd essential for
.June 10, 1921 (42 Stat. 23), and such accounting shall include all the execution of the project, I advise as follows:
fiscal transactions of the corporation, whether involving approThe project for fiood control of the Mississippi River and its
priated moneys, capital, or receipts from other sources: Provided tributaries in its alluvial valley from Cape Girardeau, Mo., to the
further, That the Comptroller General of the United States is Head of Passes was approved and adopted as a n ational underhereby authorized in his discretion to sanction the use of moneys taking by the act of May 15, 1928, to be prosecuted under the
provided and authorized by law for the operation of such corpora- direction of the Secretary of War and supervision of the Chief of
tion and to allow credit for items not otherwise allowable in Engineers.
acc~rdance with I-aw if and when established to be reasonably
For this purpose the sum of $325,000,000 was authorized to be
necessary to a proper functioning of the legally authorized activi- appropriated. Of this sum there is remaining unappropriated
ties of the corporation."
about $70,000,000.
It is the view of this office that this section as adopted by the
The main features of the project are now more than 70 percent
Senatecomplete.
(1) Creates a fund, "Prison industries fund", consisting of the
Other features of the project concerning which there were at the
balances now standing to the credit of the prison industries• time of its adoption differences of opinion both -as to engineering
working-capital fund, the earnings, if any, of the corporation- features and financial requirements in its ultimate completion
which fund will continue available as a no-year fund for the legal require further study.
uses of the corporation, and unless the law be subsequently
Under the authority of a resolution adopted by the Committee
changed, the section does not contemplate or require that such on Flood Control of the House of Representatives, a review of the
fund be reappropriated, annually, or otherwise, :for the uses of project is now being made by the Chief of Engineers of the United
the corporation. Future appropriations, if any, will be controlled, States Army to ascertain what changes or modifications should be
of course, by the appropriating language employed.
made in relation thereto in its final execution in respect to engi~2) Said fund, under the Senate amendment, will be subject
neering features and authorizations for expendit ures required.
to th~ same procedure as now generally obtains with respect to the
This important undertaking must be completed. When the
uses of appropriations provided for the Government departments report on the review is submitted, I shall further communicate to
and establishments; that is, purchases must be made pursuant to the Congress with recommendations for such additional authorizasection 3709, Revised Statutes, etc., and there will be applicable tions and legislative changes as may be necessary and to provide
the limitations contained in the laws generally applicable to for a fair and equitable adjustment to the property owners and
expenditures of the several departments and establishments of local interests affected by the execution of the project.
the Government. 'The yardstick statetj. in the Senate amendment
Such recommendations as will follow would not prejudice the
is the act of May 27, 1930, and the laws generally applicable to formulation of a comprehensive plan for the Mississippi drainage
the expenditures of the several departments and establishments area.
of the Government.
Very sincerely yours,
(3) The second proviso of the above-quoted amendment has
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT.
no bearing on legally authorized expenditures of the corporation
Hon. RILEY J. WILSON,
Chainnan Committee on Flood Control,
and is not a restriction on the preceding part of the amendment,
but it will permit the corporation-if and when shown by the
House of Repr esentatives, Washington, D.C.
facts to be reasonably necessary to a proper functioning of the
legally authorized activities of the corporation-to use its funds
when neither the act of May 27, 1930, nor the laws generally STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM J. DRIVER, REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF ARKANSAS, FORMER MEMBER OF THE COMMITTEE
applicable to the expenditures of the several departments and
ON FLOOD CONTROL, AND PRESENT MEMBER OF THE COMMITTEE ON
establishments of the Government would clearly permit of such
RULES
use, thus allowing a reason.able degree of latitude on the part of
the corporation, but not the latitude that it would have had
DEAR JUDGE Wn.soN: I have just read the letter from the Presibefore the adoption of the Senate amendment and the yardstick dent in relation to additional authorizations for the completion
stated in the preceding paragraph hereof. That is to say, the final of the Mississippi flood-control project, and certain suggested
proviso in section 4 as a.mended is for the purpose only of per- modJJlca.tions therein. including " r.o ~Yi.de ~ a ia1l' and. equJ.'!'HE PRISON INDUSTRIES BILL

Mr. TARVER. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
extend my remarks in the RECORD by publishing a letter
from the Comptroller General construing the provisions of
H.R. 9404, known as the ·~ prison industries bill."
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Georgia?
There was no objection.
Mr. TARVER. Mr. Speaker, under the leave to extend my
, remarks in the RECORD, I include the following letter from
the Comptroller Gell€ral construing the provisions of H.R.
9404, known as the " prison industries bill ":
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table adjustment to the property · owners and local interests
aifected by the execution of the project."
I sincerely congratulate you upon securing the commitment
from the Executive; and as a colleague in a district which he has
the honor to represent, many landowners along the projected levee
lines are vitally affected, I take the opportunity of expressing my
commendation for your long and determined battle for the establishment of such rights. You have met with many disappointments, including unyielding opposition from past administrative
heads and their administrative leaders in the Halls of Congress,
which sorely tried your patience; but standing in the attitude of
a personal contact with you and an official interest in the cause,
I have found you unwavering, persevering, and at all times unwilling to lessen your energetic action or to concede ultimate defeat.
You have won a great victory for your people and for the Mississippi Valley, which justifies the confidence which you have
received. While the benefits remain to be incorporated in the
law, yet, with this unqualified endorsement by the Executive, it
remains but a formal action by the committee over which you
preside to draft the measure for the favorable conside:ation which
it will receive in the next session of the Congress.
With assurances of continued high esteem,
Your friend,
W. J. DRIVER.
STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK R. REID, REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM ILLINOIS AND FORMER CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMl'ITEE ON FLOOD
CONTROL
The letter from President Roosevelt to Representative WILSON,
Chairman of the Committee on Flood Control, gives definite assurance for the completion of the project for flood control of the
Mississippi River in its alluvial valley, as was intended by the
Congress in the passage of the Flood Control Act of May 15, 1928.
By this act the United States assumed the responsibility of controlling and carrying the flood waters of the Mississippi River
and its tributaries in its alluvia.I valley under definite control
from Cape Girardeau, Mo., safely to the Gulf of Mexico without
local contribution, except as stated in the act.
The National Rivers and Harbors Congress, an organization Nation-wide in scope and character, of which I have the honor to be
president, for the improvement and utilization of our waterways
for all purposes, will give full support to the prompt and final
completion of this great project as recommended by the President
and also to the comprehensive plan.
The present Chairman of t;ti.e Flood Control Committee, Hon.
RILEY J. WILSON, of Louisiana, formerly president of the National
Rivers and Harbors Congress, has worked unceasingly for the
people of the valley in endeavoring to secure amendments of the
Flood Control Act, and he is entitled to the highest praise for his
untiring activities.
STATEMENT OF HON. JERE COOPER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM TENNESSEE AND FORMER MEMBER OF THE COMMITTEE ON FLOOD
CONTROL
It is with very great interest and appreciation that I have read
the letter of June 16 from the President to the gentleman from
Louisiana, Mr. Wn.soN, Chairman of the Flood Control Committee
of the House, on the important subject of flood control. I desire
to very highly commend and congratulate Mr. Wn.soN on his
accomplishments on this matter. I know from repeated conferences with him on this subject that he has been untiring in
his work and dillgent in his efi'orts to secure relief and benefits in
this matter. He has not only rendered a great service to the
people of his district but to the people of the district of Tennessee
which I have the honor to represent, as well as the whole territory affected, by the splendid work he has done.
It ls, indeed, gratifying to have the statement of our great
President that" This important undertaking must be completed. When the
report on the review ls submitted, I shall further communicate to
the Congress with recommendations for such additional authorizations and legislative changes as may be necessary and to
provide for a fair and equitable adjustment to the property owners
and local interests affected by the execution of the project."
I am confident that our President and the Congress will continue the efforts being exerted in the interest of our people so
Vitally a.trected by this important problem.
STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM M. WHITI'INGTON, REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI AND MEMBER OF THE COMMITTEE ON FLOOD CONTROL
DEAR MR. Wn.soN: The letter of President Franklin D. Roosevelt
to you dated June 16, 1934, emphasizing that the fiood control of
the lower Mississippi Valley, with due regard for the rights of all
of the people of the lower Mississippi Valley, is most gratifying
and reassuring.
The commendation of the President is a further recognition of
your valuable services as Chairman of the Flood Control Committee
M the House of Representatives and is a confirmation of the wise
policy promoted by you in securing the adoption of a resolution
by the Committee on 1<1J.ood Control of the House of Representatives for a review of the adopted project, and at the same time ls
also a confirmation of your leadership in securing the adoption of
a resolution authorizing and requesting the President to submit
comprehensive plans for national flood control.
Your experience and familiarity with the flood-control problems
of the lower Mississippi Valley will be greatly needed 1n the ex-

pansion of the adopted projects to provide flood control along the
tributaries and to t:ompensate property owners for all damages
sustained in the execution of all plans for adequate protection in
flood controJ.
Very sincerely,
.WM. M. WHITl'INGTON.

NECESSITY FOR LIGHTING AND EQUIPPING WITH RADIO RANGE
BEACONS DIRECT AIR-MAIL ROUTE BETWEEN DENVER AND KANSAS CITY
Mr. LEWIS of Colorado. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous
consent to extend my remarks in the RECORD and include
therein a petition by the Governors of Kansas and Colorado.
The SPEAKER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. LEWIS of Colorado. Mr. Speaker, under the leave
to extend my remarks in the RECORD, I include the following
joint petition of the Governor of Kansas and the Governor
of Colorado and application by them, on behalf of their respective States, addressed to the Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works, for allocation of funds to light
and equip with radio range beacons the direct air route
between Denver and Kansas City, so that the air mail may
be flown by night between these two, the largest and most
important cities between the Missouri River and the Pacific
coast.
Although this application was presented several months
ago, it has not yet been acted upon. In this petition and
application, Governor Landon and Governor Johnson demonstrate the vital importance to the people of Kansas and
of Colorado of establishing night air-mail service over the
direct route between Denver and Kansas City. In order to
have the air mail flown by night over this direct route, it is
necessary that the route be lighted and provided with radio
range equipment. Since the discontinuance in February
1934 of service by day over this direct route across eastern
Colorado and Kansas, the argument presented for installation of facilities for night flying is even more cogent.
On Tuesday, June 12, I inserted in the RECORD a letter
addressed to Hon. James A. Farley, Postmaster General, in
which is pointed out how inadequate is the present air-mail
service between Denver and Kansas City and how necessary
to the commercial intercommunication between these cities
and the intervening territory is the establishment of night
air-mail service by the direct route. This letter to the Postmaster General bears 28 signatures, including those of all
the Senators and all the Representatives from Colorado,
Kansas, and Missouri, except two Representatives who are
in accord with the other members of their delegation but
whose signatures could not be secured prior to the time
the letter was delivered.
On Saturday, June 16, I inserted in the RECORD a resolution adopted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado, urging the necessity for equipping for night flying the
direct air-mail route between Denver and Kansas City, and
the vital importance of establishing air-mail service by
night between these two cities over the direct route across
eastern Colorado and Kansas.
Chambers of commerce and other commercial organizations and numerous business men and other citizens, not
only of Kansas City and of Denver but also of other towns
and cities in Colorado and Kansas, have earnestly petitioned for the establishment of this direct air-mail route,
to be flown by night between Denver and Kansas City.
I submit that there should be provided without further
delay the necessary equipment for night flying over this
direct· route and that there should be established this airmail service to supply the needs of over three million people-equipment and service which is demanded by commercial organizations and business men, by governors, by State
legislatures, and by the entire delegations in Congress from
the States of Kansas. Missouri. and Colorado.
The petition of the Governors of Kansas and Colorado,
omitting the accompanying maps and exhibits, is as follows:
APPLICATION OF THE STATE OF KANSAS AND THE STATE OF COLORADO
FOR ALLOCATION OF FUNDS TO LIGHT AND EQUIP WITH RADIO' RANGE
BEACONS THE AIR-MAIL ROUTE FROM DENVER TO KANSAS CITY
To the PUBLIC WORKS ADMINISTRATION,
Washington, D.C.:

We, Alfred M. Landon, Governor of the state of Kansas, and
Edwin C. Johnson, Governor of the State of Colorado, respectfully
apply for a Federal appropriation for the purpose of lighting the
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air-mail route between Den'fer, Colo., and Kansas City, Mo., and
supplying the same with adequate radio i:ange stations a.nd
beacons, and as bearing on the aforesaid request present the
following:
1. Cost: The total cost of the project will amount to approximately $205,726, as is shown in detail on exhibit A, attached
hereto. It will involve the construction of two regular radio
range stations, one to be located at Salina, Kans., and the other
at Denver, Colo., and the establishment of a. marker radio range
beacon to be located at Goodland, Kans. The lighting will involve the installation for the 560-mile route of approximately 25
beacon lights. Ten emergency landing fields will be required, of
which 3 in Kansas and 3 in Colorado will have to be constructed. The fields now in use at Topeka, Fort Riley, Salina,
and Good.land are suitable for lighting and can be obtained at
no cost to the Government other than necessary improvements.
In connection with the fields which will require construction, we
beg to call attention to tl}.e fact that the land necessary for
such fields can at the present time be acquired at a very nominal
cost.
This route is one of the easiest and most feasible routes in the
country to improve with lighting facilities by reason of the comparatively flat terrain and by reason of the availabllity of electric
current from towns all along the route. The flat terrain enables
the lights to be placed at great distances a.pa.rt and the availability of the electric current prevents any great construction
expense for carrying the necessary electricty to the points where
the lights are used.
2. Public interest involved: The city of Denver is the metropolis of the Rocky Mountain region. It has a population of 325,000 and is ideally situated as the industrial and commercial
center of a vast inland empire. It is almost exactly the center
of the West--the center of the territory bounded by canada on
the north, Mexico on the south, the Mi.$issipp1 River on the
ea.st, and the Pacific coast on the west. It is the largest manufacturing city between the Missouri River and the Pacific coast.
It is the terminus of seven great railroad systems which With
their connections reach out into every direction. making it the
transportation center of the territory. It 1s likewise the center of
communication for the region. being headquarters for the telephone system, telegraph system, and radio communication plants.
Its market territory has an estimated population of 6,000,000
people. It ls made up of Colorado and the five surrounding
States of Nebraska, Kansas, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming.
While some parts of these States lie outside Denver's most favorable radius, this is offset by the fact that parts of South Dakota,
Montana, Idaho, Arizona, Oklahoma, and the Texas Panhandle
are open to Denver business. In this wide area Denver occupies
a unique position. There is no other city even approaching 1t
in size and commercial importance within a radius of 600 miles
In any direction. Omaha. is 538 mlles (railroad) from Denver.
Salt Lake City ls 625 mlles distant. Kansas City, Mo., the nearest
larger city, 1s 640 mlles away.
.
· Administrative headquarters are located in Denver for th~ beetsugar, mining, coal, sheep, and cattle industries, as well as for all
lines of insurance.
Denver ts the Federal adm.1nistrative center for the entire West.
There are over 60 bureaus and commissions of the Federal Government in Denver, including one of the three United States
mints and one of the customhouses. It has the greatest number
of governmental bureaus and administrative offices of any city
outside of Washington. D.C., and has three large Federal buildings for the purpose of housing the adminlstrative offices. In
addition to these bureaus, the largest Army hospital, Fitzsimons
Hospital, and an Army post are located in Denver. A list of the
bureaus and headquarters of the Federal Government established
in Denver is attached as exhibit B.
The air-mall route -passes through the center of Kansas. This
includes some of the richest agrtcultur.al territory in the world.
The enormous wheat, com and cattle production of Kansas 1s
rivaled by few other States in the Union. In 1929 the value of
its crop and llvestock amounted to $538,000,000 and in 1930 to
$450,000,000. It 1s one -0f the four greatest cattle-producing
States in the Union. Fifty percent of all the cattle received at
the Kansas City stockyards come into Kansas, and Kansas City 1s
the second largest livestock market in the world.
Kansas City ls likewise the immediate ea.stem center to and
through which the vast majority of the business of the Rocky
Mountain region goes as well as nearly all the business of Kansas.
The tenth Federal Reserve district has its central bank in Kansas City and its branch bank in Denver. The investigation w,b.ich
was made at the time the Federal Reserve districts were established
showed conclusively that Denver is more closely linked to Kansas
City in a business way than to any other city in the country and
through Kansas City to all eastern points.
Denver has no direct air-mail or passenger communication,
either east or west, with facilities for night operation. Af1: airmail service out of Denver is on stub lines north or south to
connect with eastern and western planes, except for the single,
unlighted route from Denver to Kansas City.
[NoTE.-This day service was discontinued in February 1934 so
there is now no air-mall service whatsoever over the direct route
between Denver and Kansas City.]
It is hardly necessary to point out the great value not only to
the State of Kansas and to Denver, but to the State of Colorado
and to the entire Rocky Mountain region of having the best possible air-transportation service between Denver and Kansas City.
It has become axiom.a.ti~ that no air route which 1s unlighted awl
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unequipped with radio-range beacons can render adequate air-mall
or communication service, nor be entirely safe for passenger service. The States of Colorado and Kansas feel that they are
entitled to a direct line, equipped with all available appliances
usual in other parts of the country for the safe transportation of
passengers and mail, and all of the advantages in saving of time
and acceleration of business from its capital to the industrial
centers With which it does business. This direct air-mail route
from Denver to Kansas City would connect immediately with St.
Louis and with the air lines running from St. Louis to Philadelphia and New York.
The public importance of lighting and radio equipment on airmail lines is so obvious that the Federal Government has equipped
and maintained 24,000 miles of radio-equipped routes, 19,500 miles
of which are also equipped with lights. As there is only a total
of 26,000 mlles of air-mail routes 1n the United States, it ls at
once apparent that the Government has considered this equipment
so essentail that it has left only a very small percentage of its
entire routes unlighted, the 560 mlles between Denver and Kansas
City being the outstanding route of any length which has not
received this Government attention. For more than 4 years this
air line has been in continuous operation and under the handicap of an unlighted system. For 2¥2 years of that period it has
been operating under a Government mail contract. In other
words, night mail has been eliminated from direct transportation
between Denver, central Kansas, Kansas City, and the East. This
is the only route of any size in the United States which has been
established for this length of time which has not been supplied
by the Government with lighting and range facilities.
(NoTE.-This petition was prepared before February 1934, when
the day service was discontinued over the direct route. There is
now no direct air-mall service between Denver and Kansas City.]
3. Present night service out of Denver: At the present time, in
order for air-mail delivery the following day in any eastern or
western city, the letter must be mailed by 3 :20 in the afternoon
and taken on a stub line to Cheyenne, where it catches through
planes east to Omaha and Chicago or west to Sa,lt Lake City and
San Francisco. Not only is this a serious handicap in the way of
time to the people of Colorado and the Rocky Mountain region,
but as soon as the pound-mile basis is adopted in contracting air
mail an enormous saving to the Government will be possible
through the use of the direct routes rather than through the indirect mile-consuming detours which are involved in the present
night air-mail routing of Colorado and Denver mall. Over a period of time this saving to the Government would more than repay
the cost of lighting the direct line from Denver to Kansas City
and so enabling direct communication by air mail from Denver
to the east.
If a night schedule were possible from Denver to Kansas City,
and it would be ma.de possible by the lighting we a.re requesting,
a letter could be mailed in Denver at 6 o'clock in the evening,
arrive in Kansas City by 10 o'clock, and catch the eastern plane
for Philadelphia. and New York in time for delivery in the regulal"
morning mail the following morning. Th1s would give overnight
service not only to Kansas City, St. Louis, and Chicago, but to the
eastern points as well. At the present time, in order to get the
advantage of such service, the mall must be completed early in
the afternoon and thus very much business is delayed a full 24
hours in delivery to the eastern points.
The same advantage would accrue as to communication from
the east to the west by lighting the route. Under the present
Indirect system, it is impossible to have delivery in Denver or
central Kansas of a letter mailed late in the afternoon 1n New
York, until the second morning. With this route lighted, it
would be possible to mail a letter in New York late in the afternoon and have it delivered 1n Denver on the first mail the following morning. This would be ef inestimable value to the people
of this region.
4. Benefit from a public-works standpoint: The use of this
money by the Federal Government for the labor and equipment
necesmu;r for lighting this route will dlrectly contribute to the
revival of prosperity and is directly in line with the type of thing
designed to be done under the Federal appropriation for public
works. This has already been made evident by the ·a ppropriation
from this fund of money to improve the airways on the Oma.ha.Chicago route and on the New York-Boston route.
The type of equipment involved ts a. special type of radio transmitter which enables a plane flying blind to stay upon its course.
It involves all of the usual labor and material involved in the
construction of a radio-transmission station as well as the purchase from electric companies of the specialized type of transmitter necessary for this work. It also involves the labor and
material necessary for the construction and installation of the
revolving beacons and the emergency landing fields, which, 11:?
turn, include the grading and conditioning of those fields . All ot
the specialized equipment used for this purpose is necessarily
ma.nufa.ctured by hand; it cannot be manufactured by machine
nor stamped out in quantity. The work 1s so delicate and so
specialized that it can only be done by hand labor. The manufacture of this material calls for increased activity on the part of
the production companies and the placing of the beacons involvesthe labor of men all along the route from Kansas City to Denver.
5. M111tary value of lighted route: The largest National Guard
base in the Rocky Mountain region ts located in Denver. In addition, Fort Logan and Fitzsimons General Hospital are large military units. At Fort Riley, Kans., directly on this air-mail route,
1s located one of the large Army posts, and the Army Air Corps
also bas a Reserve head.quarter.a a.t Kansas City. The importance
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of air communication between such mllitary points is self-evident.
It ls not adequate that the route be available in the daytime alone
but ls equally important that night communication be made posslble. It has been generally conceded by all military authorities
familiar with the Army air maneuvers held in 1931 that it would
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I call attention to the fact that the report of the subII committee
is printed in full in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
.
'

June 1, 1934, on pages 10232 to 10234, under extension of
of Hon. ROBERT L. DoUGHTON, Chairman of "the
have been impossible for the Army to have functioned as it did Ways and Means Committee
were it not for the assistance rendered by commercial faclllties
· .
.
The ~eport of the subcommittee was. :filed April 16, 1934.
such as airports, mantenance bases, and navigational aids.
6. The proposed route for lighting: The present air-mail route On April 19 Governors and representatives of Governors of
between Denver and Kansas City, which ls the most direct and eight tobacco-producing States met in Washington and
feasible route available, ls well equipped with m?nicipal airports. adopted resolutions endorsing the 40-percent horizontal cut
Weather reports indicate that it has more available flying days .
than either the route to the north or to the south. The company m tobacco taxes recommended by the Vinson subcommittee.
now operating this route in the daytime has shown an unusually Kentucky, North Carolina, Virginia, Tennessee, South Carohigh percentage of completed schedules, which proves the con.. lina Georgia West Virginia arid Maryland were repretention that the route ls feasible.
' .
'
.
'
The general route running from east to west ls Kansas City sented m that meetmg. The Governor of Kentucky sent as
to Topeka, Topeka to Fort Riley, Fort Riley to Salina, Salina to his representative Hon. Desha Breckinridge, of Lexington,
. Russell, Russell to Wakeeney, Wakeeney to Oakley, Oakley to Ky. At the invitation of these gentlemen I attended their
Good.land, Goodland to Stratton, Stratton to Arriba, Arriba to
nf
L.k
·
·th th
t ·
1 e~se I appeared wi
Deertrail, and Deertrail to Denver. All of those towns, except co ere~ces.
em at hell' conRussell, Wakeeney, and Oakley in Kansas, and Stratton, Arriba, ference ma body with Secretary Wallace and Hon. Chester
and Deertrail in Colorado, have fairly good airports already avail- Davis, Administrator of the Agricultural Adjustment Act,
able. Without very great additional expense the Department to whom the resolutions were tendered. On the following
could establish emergency fields at the towns of Russell, Wa.
.
keeney, and Oakley in Kansas and Stratton, Arriba, and Deer- morrung Mr. DOUGHTON and I had a conference with Secretrall in Colorado, thus completing the route between Denver tary Wallace on the subject, and following that conference
and Kansas City, so far as the necessary airports are con- we had conference with Dr. J. B. Hutson, the Tobacco
cerned • • •
· · tr t
[N~.-Since this petition was prepared emergency landing Admnns a or.
It was the next Thursday, April 26, in a conference with
fields have been constructed at Lawrence, Wakeeney, and Oakley
in Kansas and at Burlington, Limon, and Deertrall in Colorado.] President Roosevelt, Mr. DOUGHTON and myself that the
An air-mall map ls attached, the portion in red showing the Pr ·d t
1 d th t
'
es1 en cone u ed a the problem w~s of such moment
unlighted air-mail routes In the United States.
on behalf of the state of Kansas and the state of Colorado, that he desired a Cabinet committee to make a study of
we respectfully urge that this approp.riatlon be made from the tobacco-tax reduction. It was on that day that the Cabinet
Federal fund as a Federal appropriation in the interest of the committee composed of Mr Morgenthau Secretary of the
people in the States of Kansas and Colorado and the Rocky
'
·
'.
Mountain region.
Treasury; l\4r. Wallace, Secretary of Agriculture; and Mr.
In view of the fact that all improved airways have been Feder- Douglas, Director of the Budget, was designated by the
ally improved and supervised, it ls requested that this project be President to make a study of this question. It was our
turned over to the Aeronautics Branch of the Department o f t
.
t t .
.
.
.
Commerce for construction and supervision.
~ders anding tha his. Cabmet comnu~tee would report lll
The following maps are attached hereto:
its own way to the President of the Uruted States.
1. Ma.p showing the air-mall rou~es of the . United States and
In the first paragraph of the subcommittee's report, under
the eqmp_ment thereof; lighted, unlighted, radio equlJ?ped.
the heading " The Fiscal Situation " we aid.
2. Detail map of air-mail route, Denver to Kansas City, showing
•
s
·
location of projected fields and radio stations.
It was our original purpose to hear the representatives of agrl[sEAL]
ALFRED M. LANDON,
culture and the Treasury before the subcommittee. Conditions
Governor of Kansas.
over which we had no control prevent such hearing by the sub{SEAL)
En C. JOHNSON,
committee, if our conclusions are to reach the full committee
Governor of ColoradO.
before the tax bill ls finally considered. Then, we recognize the
fact that the question of revenues would in any event be finally
TOBACCO TAX REDUCTION BILL
determined by the full committee, so we present our views upon
Mr. VINSON of Kentucky. :Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous the evidence which has been presented. In the event that no
consent to extend my remarks in the RECORD on the bill action can be taken in the present revenue bill, we will await
your determination as to the manner in which you wish to prointroduced by me, H.R. 9441, and include therein excerpts cure
the further evidence desired.
from the report and excerpts from the hearings.
If
any further statements were necessary we can say that
The SPEAKER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. VINSON of Kentucky. Mr. Speaker, it is my purpose our purpose for closing the hearings at that time and subto set forth herein the facts with reference to the tobacco mitting the matter to the full committee was the desil·e to
tax reduction efforts in the Seventy-third Congress, as they secure the passage of the legislation. We had hoped ·to get
revolve around H.R. 9441, introduced by me, for a 40-percent it on the general revenue bill and even after it passed the
Senate we hoped to be able to put it on in conference, due
reduction of all tobacco taxes.
On the day before the hea·r ings closed on the general to certain language that the Senate had inserted, affecting
revenue bill, gentlemen representing two of the 10-cent the tax on the large cigarette manufacturers. Then, as
cigarette manufacturers, appeared before the Ways and stated in our report, we recognize that the Budget problem,
Means Committee and suggested a 10-percent reduction for or the matter of revenue, was a matter in which the full
the 10-cent cigarettes. However, each of the witnesses committee would be deeply concerned.
However, when the President of the United States took ·
went on record firmly for a more substantial reduction of
tobacco taxes. Subsequently, Hon. ROBERT L. DouGHTON, the forward step of appointing a Cabinet committee to
Chairman of the Ways and Means Committee, named a advise him, we immediately put in our time with the memsubcommittee of five to make a study of the tobacco taxes. bers of that committee individually and in joint conferences,
He honored me with the chairmanship. The other members endeavoring to secure this much-needed relief to the tobacco
on the committee were Messrs. JoHN W. McCORMACK, of growers. Certainly, after the President had ·appointed the
Massachusetts; AsHTON c. SHALLENBERGER, of Nebraska; Cabinet committee to make this study, the chairman of the
ISAAC BACHARACH, of New Jersey; and Roy 0. WOODRUFF, full committee, Mr. DOUGHTON, would not have been warof Michigan. No member of the subcommittee represented ranted in having further hearings until the Cabinet comtobacco-growing territory or tobacco-growing States except mittee had reached its conclusions. It may be that the
gentleman from Michigan [Mr. WooDRUFF] did not know
myself.
Hearings were held for 6 days. And, as quickly as the of the appointment of this Cabinet committee and the varitestimony of these witnesses, which covered 440 pages, was ous meetings and conferences held with it. As a matter of
printed, our subcommittee made its report of finding to the fact, Mr. DOUGHTON and I, both jointly and severally, had
full committee. It was a unanimous report with one ex- numerous conferences with the gentlemen composing the
ception, the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. WooDRUFF], who Cabinet committee, and gentlemen who were making the
asked for, and, was granted an extra day, following the studies in their respective jurisdiction. Certainly, these
meeting of the subcommittee, in which to make up his mind conferences were had for the purpose of developing the conas to whether he would recommend the 40-percent hori- clusions favorable to tobacco-tax reduction in this session.
..z.ontal cut to the full committee.
ppon. one occa.sion there w~ a conference which extended.
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over 3 hours with the Cabinet committee and other representatives of both the Treasury and Agriculture Departments, in the Ways and Means Committee room in the
Capitol. We might say, that in all that time, no one, either
in the Treasury or Agriculture made an attempt to defend
the present tobacco taxes. We heard much about the status
of the Budget, but it was our hope that with two full years
to go the increased consumption of cigarettes, because of the
reduced prices therefor, would make the deficit at the end
of the fiscal year 1936 negligible, if any deficit at all.
So much was done in conferences with both the Treasury
and Agriculture representatives subsequent to the filing of
the report. Such was the condition which obtained when
the matter was brought before the full Committee on Ways
and Means on the 24th day of May 1934. At that time Mr.
WooDRUFF gave expression to his views, both as to the
proper course to pursue in the way of tax reduction, and
likewise insisted that further hearings be held. After some
3 hours' discussion, in which many members of the committee took part, he moved that further hearings be held.
That is one way of killing legislation-to run a bill off on a
sidetrack. Realizing that the matter awaited the Cabinet
committee's report before favorable action could be secured,
but being desirous of promoting this meritorious legislation
to a more favorable position toward passage-the knowledge
that even a day in the closing session of Congress might spell
the difference between success and failure-I moved as a substitute that the bill introduced by me, calling for a 40-percent
horizontal cut, H.R. 9441, be favorably reported to the
House. A roll-call vote was had on this substitute propased
by me. Seventeen members of the committee voted to report the bill favorably to the House, 2 voted against it,
and 2 voted present. The gentleman, other than Mr.
WooDRUFF, who voted against it, did so because of his sincere feeling that the Treasury status would not permit of
such reduction at this time.
Not only did the full committee have the benefit of the
testimony of the three gentlemen advocatLllg the so-called
" graduated tax '', who appeared before the committee in
January, but in addition, as I stated, they had some 3 hours'
discussion before the .vote was taken. So, when my friend
WooDRUFF denominates his views as a minority report, which
he very properly does, I would specifically call attention to
the fact that it is in truth a minority report. It is signed
by Mr. WOODRUFF alone.
The report of the full committee was filed by Hon. ROBERT
L. DOUGHTON, Chairman of the Ways and Means Committee,
on June 4, 1934. It is practically the report of the subcommittee. So there is no need to repeat the facts stated
therein or the conclusions of the full committee, as they
adopted the report of the subcommittee. Every effort was
made to secure favorable consideration of this measure.
Our hopes were aroused until Tuesday, June 12, when we
learned that it was not thQught best to bring this matter
up for passage at this session. We realized when we started
the fight that we had a hard row to hoe. The money that
the tobacco brings into the Treasury is so large and certain,
and then, so easy to collect, that it is a difficult matter
to disturb that yield by the reduction in the tax rate.
All concerned admitted there would be a tremendous increase in cigarette consumption with the reduced price which
would come from the passage of our bill. It is a difficult
matter to ascertain the increase. In fact, the estimates
were changed at different times. At one time it was estimated that in 1935 there would be an increase of 43,000,000,000 cigarettes over actual consumption in 1933 -if 7 ¥2 -cent
and 10-cent prices prevailed.
It is a difficult matter for me to reconcile the statements
made by Mr. WOODRUFF with the testimony offered by the
concerns affected for whom he speaks. In the first paragraph he states that the 10-cent-cigarette manufacturers,
because of the processing tax, added cost of tobacco under
the marketing agreements, N.R.A. costs, and other recovery
items, will put such 10-cent-cigarette manufacturers out
of business unless by law they secure· 10-pereent diffe1-ential in tax. We would suggest that all of these added costs
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are present with us today. We have bad the process tax
on tobacco for many months. It goes back to the farmer
in benefit payments. One of the 10-cent-cigarette manufacturers to whom he refers did not sign the marketing
agreement, and the other was given by the Federal Government what was thought to be a more favorable position
in the marketing agreement for burley. The N.R.A. costs
have been with us for some time, yet we have the 10-cent
cigarettes manufactured by six companies.
In reading this language in which my friend says he is
solicitous about the tobacco grower, although he does not
represent any, it occurs to me that what one manufacturer
of 10-cent cigarettes actually fears is the increased price to
the farmer for his tobacco, in the event there was increased
consumption due to the reduced price of cigarettes. Any
time that the interest of the farmer confilcts with any interest of tobacco manufacturers you will find me on the
side of the tobacco growers. We would repeat that our bill,
in event the popular prices are made, does not change the
unit profit of cigarette manufacturers to any appreciable
degree. We state that it does not increase their profit but
actually lowers it one-tenth of 1 cent per pack. That reduction in profit goes as to all cigarette manufacturers.
With the millions that all cigarette manufacturers are making, we think this is only fair.
The subcommittee and the full committee thought that
cigarette manufacturers, even up to the end of 1933, had
been the most prosperous group in the United States. That
applies to all cigarette manufacturers. The majority, and
so far as I know, all members of the committee, with the
possible exception of Mr. WooDRUFF, would oppose the passage of any law that would give cigarette manufacturers
more profit per unit. And, frankly, I do not believe it would
be possible because of the enormous profits made by cigarette
manufacturer~all of them-to pass any legislation that
would permit added profits to them. In any event, I do
not stand for such legislation; and H.R. 9441 did not permit
any added profit per unit at the favored commercial prices
of 10 cents for the standard brands and 2-for-15-cents for
th~ so-called "present 10-cent cigarettes."
I feel, as did the Ways and Means Committee, that the
reduction in taxes would bring these cheaper and more popular prices to the cigarette consumers at a saving of some
$150,000,000 per year. We reach that conclusion because of
certain _express statements in the hearings that such could
be done. We quote from Mr. Junius Parker upan that point,
who represented the standard-brand cigarette manuf acturers, and likewise the testimony of Col. Wood F. Axton,
who was speaking as president of the Axton-Fisher Co., manufacturers of splendid 10-cent cigarettes.
Mr. Parker. (pp. 110-111 of the tobacco hearings) says:
Mr. PAR.KER. If the tax is reduced as proposed to $1.80, and the
present existing price ex tax of $2.38 is added to the proposed tax
of $1.80, you have $4.18. Now, $4.18 is approximately the price
charged by the manu!acturers of cheap cigarettes for their products; their actual price is $4.19, or 1 cent higher than my computation. and you will remember that this is the product which is
sold by them to retail at 10 cents. It provides a margin of 16 percent for distribution.
Mr. VINSON. Do I understand you to say that if there would be a
reduction of 40 percent 1n the cigarette tax that the so-called
" standard brands ", which are sold to wholesalers or jobbei:s, the
cost to them of such standard-brand cigarettes would be $4.18
per thousand?
Mr. PARKER. I say not more than that. Otherwise you would not
get a 10-cent price.
Mr. VrnsoN. It would not be more than that?
Mr. PARKER. It would not be more than that.
Mr. VrnsoN. You say what you term the "cheaper brand" of
cigarettes-Mr. PA.RKER. I am coming to that in a moment. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. VrnsoN. That today it is selling for $4.19 per thousand?
.Mr. PARKER. Yes.
Mr. SHALLENBERGER. Do you mean to say that you would take

the entire reduction o! the tax off the cost of your cigarettes?
Mr. PARKER. I do.
Mr. SHALLENBERGER. You will take it all oft'?
Mr. PARKER. We will take it all off.
Mr. SHALLENBERGER. You will not keep any of it?
Mr. PABKER. That is the point of my statement.
I mean to say that there is not a manu!acturer of standard

cigarettes, if this
tax reduction.

tax 18 put to $1.80, that can keep a cent of the
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Col. Wood F. Axton (p. 215 qf the tobacco hearings) says: cost of production. It would have brought him a living
price for his efforts.
The theme song of my friend from Michigan seems to be
that unless they get a 10-percent differential two cigarette
manufacturers will go out of business. I have scrutinized
We do not have to conclude that cigarette manufacturers the record closely, and I cannot see where his fears are
,would in the future be bound by such statements. Many, justified. Certainly such statements do not appear in the
'. ~udging the future by the past, would say that such testi- hearings at which these gentlemen testified. Four of the
,mony should not be given much weight. But there is an six 10-cent cigarette manufacturers favored the 40-percent
.economic side of it, which lends strength to the conclusion horizontal cut without any differential embodied therein.
'that the reduction in the retail price of cigarettes would be These four concerns are the Continental Tobacco Co., Larus
:as agreed to by them in the hearings. Passing this tax on & Bro. Co., Philip Morris & Co., Ltd., and the Penn Tobacco
in its entirety enables them to reach the popular prices. It Co. The two 10-cent cigarette manufacturers who sought
)s a popular price and ft breaks with small change in a very the 10-percent differential for their product are the Axtonthappy manner. Industry seeks such popular price. The Fisher Tobacco Co. and the Brown-Williamson Tobacco Co.
·growth of 5- and 10-cent stores is proof conclusively of the But it should be made clear, once and for all, that these
~ benefit of these popular prices. · It is recognized by the gentlemen do not oppose a horizontal tax reduction. If such
industry, the grower, and the Government that these popu- conclusion can be drawn from the minority report, I hasten
lar prices mean greater volume. Greater volume means to correct it. These gentlemen, without hesitation, stated
competition for the various grades of cigarette tobacco and that there should be a substantial reduction in tobacco taxes.
consequently a much higher price. We had the Big Four But they desired to include in the fiat reduction also a dif:with us in the period between 1919-29. At that time there ferential treatment for their product. To make this clear
was not a 10-cent cigarette on the market. The average beyond misunderstanding, I quote from page 162 of the
price of burley in this 10-year period was 23 cents plus per record in the testimony of H. M. Robertson, representing
pound. It was a period that saw increased consumption of Brown-Williamson Tobacco Co.:
cigarettes. The Government recognizes that there would be
Mr. ROBERTSON. The proposal which has been made this morning
tremendous increase in cigarettes because of the reduced is not a proposal for a tax reduction. We are making a proposal
for
the classification of cigarettes on the basis of selling price and
price, and it was upon that basis that we expected to make
up the deficit in the Federal Treasury resulting from the a graduated tax based on the respective classes.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
- reduced rate.
In answer to Mr. VmsoN's question, this is not a proposal for a
But it is not necessary to depend upon either the agree- reduction of taxes.
ments that the retail price would be reduced or the good
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
business judgment in reducing the price. It would be a very
I believe there should be a reduction in taxes. We think the
simple matter to insure such reductions. In fact, I agreed present rates of taxes on cigarettes are unconscionable. This is
with the Agriculture Department within a very few minutes simply a question as to the methods o! taxing the various classes
after I heard their suggestion to an amendment that cer- of cigarettes.
It is from the lips of Mr. Robertson that we procured
tainly would effectuate this purpose.
I had a conference in my office, which was held on the the term "unconscionable" as applied to the tobacco-tax
12th day of May 1934, as I recall it. Dr. J. B. Hutson, rate in the majority report. Mr. Robertson was seeking a
Tobacco Administrator, suggested that language that would 30-cent per thousand added profit for his 10-cent cigarettes
make certain retail prices at 10 cents for the standard brand. in advocating the differential proposition. But no one could
It was simply this: To make the reduced taxes effective only have been stronger in their statements that the tax rates
in the event the wholesale price was not in excess of $4.10 were " unconscionably high " and that there would be a
per thousand. This was the price to which the standard- material increase in consumption if the retail price were
brand manufacturers agreed to go, and which is 8 cents a reduced.
thousand less than the wholesale price .for the present 10We turn to the testimony of Colonel Axton on this point-cent cigarettes. I agreed to the suggestion. Cigarettes pages 214-215, tobacco hearing:
retailing for more than 10 cents would have to pay the
Mr. VINSON. Now, in regard to the horizontal cut, you !avor a.
present tax. Immediately one might say that such a propo- substantial .reduction in the tobacco tax?
Mr . .AxToN. Yes, sir.
sition would be a graduated tax, or a tax on ad valorem
Mr. VmsoN. How far would you go in that reduction, Colonel?
value. It certainly is. No one has ever heard me say that I
Mr. AXTON. I hate to tell people where to go when they have got
·disapproved a graduated tax on tobacco products. Not only to get the money out o! it.
Mr. VINSON. You need not be too modest about that. Just give
have they not heard me say it, but I do not disapprove.
your views.
However, it is a question of what sort of a graduated tax usMr.
In order to do any good, you would have to get the
one would have presented. The suggestion agreed to pas tax onAxToN.
cigarettes down so that cigarettes could be sold-the regular
the graduated principle, and I favor it. But that is some- 15-cent clgarette~ould be sold for 10 cents. They are selling for
thing that would be of benefit to the farmer. That is some- 12¥2 cents now; and if you bring them down and sell them for 11
you have not accomplished much. You have not done anything that would insure almost 100 percent of the cigarettes cents,
thing, and you have just wasted your revenue. If you bring them
to be sold at 10 cents or less per pack.
down to sell them at 10 cents, I am of the opinion that you would
I have no quarrel with the gentleman from Michigan with sell more cigarettes. There is psychology in the 10-cent business.
and
that is the reason these folks are trying to get us out of it.
reference to his attitude toward tobacco monopoly as is
Mr. VrnsoN. You have given considerable thought to the substated in the report dated September 25, 1911, or as it exists ject, so let me ask you what reduction in tax should be imposed
today. There is no doubt in my mind but that the Big Four that would permit the sale of the standard brand of cigarette, the
fixes the prices the farmers receive for their tobacco. I so-called" 15-cent cigarette", or "12¥2-cent cigarette", and Which
retail with the same profits that they make now, the same
have no doubt but that the demand for the manufactured would
profits to the manufacturer and the same profits to the distributproduct, coupled with the size of the tobacco crop, are nat- ing end of the business?
Mr. AxToN. I think I had a copy of that.
ural factors in their conclusions in respect of the price
Mr. VINSON. Here is the paper, Colonel [handing paper to witwhich they will pay for the raw material. No one can deny ness).
that the price the farmer gets for his tobacco is much too Mr. A.rroN. I call these "13-cent cigarettes" here.
Mr. VmsoN. You are refering to what someone else bas referred
low. Our bill would increase the demand for manufactured
products and in that moment increase the demand for the to as the " standard brand "?
Mr. AxToN. Yes, sir.
raw material. This demand, coupled with the reduction
Mr. VINSON. Now, what reduction in tax would permit that packprogram affecting tobacco, would have brought a real price age of cigarettes to sell for a dime, with the same profits to the
to the tobacco farmer for his products. Truly I believe that manufacturer -and to the distributors?
Mr. AXTON. This would not give them quite as much profit, but
it would have made tobacco-producing sections the brightest they
could get- along With a little bit less, maybe. A 40-percent
spot in the agricultural program. I believe that it would tax would
cost the retailer 8.36 cents and would give him 1.64
·
·
have brought to the tobacco grower a price in excess of his cents: · ·
Mr. VINSON. • • • Now, what will a 40-percent reduction in
tax mean for the companies that are now manufacturing and
selling at retail a 10-cent package of cigarettes?
Mr. AxTON. They could be sold at 7% cents a package at retail.
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Mr. VINSON. That would be o·.02 of 1 cent more than . the· re- ·
tailers get in selling your cigarette now?
Mr. AxToN. Yes, sir. Really, that is not treating the retailer
h~l.yi~~N. What I want to do, Colonel, is to try to paint this
picture with the profits the same.
Mr. AxToN. Yes, sir.
desir
lVIr VmsoN Of course, you can make any comment you
e,
after. we do that, but I do not want that confused. Now, what
will a 40-percent reduction in tax mean for the companies that
are now manufacturing and selling at retail a 10-cent package of
cigarettes?
Th
uLd ....
ld t
ts package at retail
Mr. AxTON.
ey co
1~e so a 711
72 cen
a
·
Mr. VINSON. That would permit the so-called "10-cent cigarettes" to sell for 7¥2 cents a pack?
Mr. AxroN. With 1.52 cents profit to the retailer and jobber.
Mr. VmsoN. That would bring them one-tenth of 1 cent per
pack less profit than they are getting at the present time?
:Mr. AxToN. Yes, sir.
Mr. McCORMACK. If all of the reduction o! the tax were taken
off of the retail price, how is the producer going to benefit?
Mr. AxTON. That is just what I am talking about there. It
would leave us in a little bit worse fix than before, just on that
basis.

I will tell you how the producer would benefit. The producer
would benefit no doubt by increased supply of tobacco being sold.
I agree with all these other gentlemen on that.
Mr. McCORMACK. Then you would have to raise your price to
the consumer?
Mr. AxroN. What is that?
Mr. McCORMACK. As the price to the producer increases, by an
equalization of the law of supply and demand, your production
cost increases?
Mr. AxToN. Yes, sir.
Mr. McCORMACK. And you have got to charge a higher price to
the retailer, have you not?
Mr. AXTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. McCORMACK. What if you got a 40-percent reduction? You
could not cut your price to 7Yz cents a package, could you?
Mr. VINSON. You could, and make the profit you are making
now?
·
Mr. AxToN. Yes, sir.
Mr. VINSON. And by decreasing profit one-tenth of 1 cent for
the distribution, but they would have an added amount of sales?
Mr. AxTON. They take about one-half away from us now.
Mr. McCORMACK. The price to the producer would have to remain the same?
Mr. AxTON. No.
Mr. VINSON. The increased demand for the tobacco would naturally bring about an increased price for it, would it not?
Mr. AxTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. McCORMACK. And the increased price would have to be
passed on to the consumer, would 1t not.?
Mr. AxTON. In some instances. Where the profit is down thin
as ours is, we would have to pass it on. I think that these other
fellows getting 40 cents a pound more for their tobacco than we
are getting for ours, they might not have to pass it on. I do not
think they would. They would get theirs out of increased
business.
I do not know anyone in Kentucky who knows as much
about manufactured cigarettes as Col. Wood F. Axton, of
Louisville. He controls the Axton-Fisher Tobacco Co., and
has made a success of it. He is a most splendid gentleman.
He stated that a 40-percent horizontal cut would permit
the standard brand to sell for 10 cents, and the present
10-cent pack to sell two for 15 cents. There can be no
question about that testimony. The fear of being put out of
business with this 40-percent horizontal cut is not borne out
by the evidence in the hearings or anything that has come
to my attention since the hearings. I would not be misunderstood. Undoubtedly, the 10-cent manufacturer, at
least two of them, Brown-Williamson and Axton-Fisher,
want this added 30 cents per thousand profit, whether their
price is 7% or 10 cents per pack. But I do not think that
the Congress of the United States is going to pass a law that
will bring about such added profit to cigarette manufacturers.
There is no need to repeat all the statements of the subcommittee with reference to their conclusions as to this
differential being disadvantageous to the farmer. We quote
from the subcommittee report on this point:
There ·was almost complete unanimity of opinion among the
growers testifying that there would be a material reduction in the
average !or the tobacco crop if such plan (10-percent differential)
were adopted.
CONCLUSION
The most striking condition which we have found is the
lack of knowledge upon this subject. The pre-war tax was
$1.25 per thousand cigarettes and 8 cents per pound on
chewing and smoking tobacco. This tax was increased first
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to $1.65 per thousand cigarettes and 10% cents per pound
on chewing and smoking tobacco. A short time thereafter,
and yet in the war period, cigarette taxes were increased tq
$2.05 per thousand cigarette~. and the tax on chewing and
smoking to 13 cents per pound. This was the highest wartime rate. After the eighteenth amendment had been rati ..
fied t
l
t
b
·
d r ors the presen;
o rep ace axes o~ eer, wmes, an iqu •
rate of $3 per 1,000 cigarettes and 18 cents per pound oit
chewing and smoking tobacco was made etrective February
25, 1919. There was no particular method in etrecting this
.
tt
f f t th
d t d t ~
mcrease. As a ma er o .ac ,
ere was no gra ua e. a4t
or clitrerential theory apphed. Tobacco taxes were simply
increased practically 50 percent as the result of the prohibi ..
tion amendment
I quote from the Honorable Frank
Cr th
f N . y k
n this SUbJ'ect (pp . 147-148 of
ow er, o
ew or , upo
tobacco hearings):
Mr. CROWTHER. Mr. Chairman. I just want to say this: I have
been a member of this committee for a number of years during
which these taxes have been discussed. I think it is perfectly fai?
to say that at no time was there ever any discussion o! the rela~
tive percentage of tax to value of the commodity involved. We
did not have anyone on the committee then as well versed and
able to present the case of the tobacco people as the gentleman
from Kentucky, Mr. VmsoN, does now.
AB I remember it, there was no argument a.bout it. Mr. DouGH"
TON was interested, but I do not remember-and I think he will
bear me out--that there was any discussion as to the heavy tax,
heavy in comparison to the value of the commodity. It was just a
question of the committee needing a source of revenue; this was
an easy source and so they took it. They just picked the rate of
$3 out of the air and put on all that the traffic would bear. I da
not think you will find in any of the hearings any discussion o!
the merits of the question of the percentage of the tax. as compared
with the value of the commodity itself.
Naturally, I was pleased to have him bear witness to my
efforts in this respect, but I would Point out that in refer ..
ence to fixing the present tobacco-tax rates-an increase of
50 percent over those then existing-this member of the
committee said:
It was just a question of the committee needing a source of
revenue; this was an easy source, and so they took it. They jusi
picked the rate of $3 out of the air and put on a.11 that the tramo
would bear. I do not think you will find in any of the hearings
any discussion of the merits of the question of the .percentage
of the tax as compared with the value of the commodity itself.
Naturally, the ratio of the value of the raw material to the
tax is a question of supreme importance. This ratio in:
tobacco is unconscionable.
When there was no thought and no particular reason for
using the present rate except to get more money, it is inconceivable to me why any person, even with superficial know! ..
edge of the subject, would not desire the greatest possible
reduction that could be obtained. How anyone can figure
that a 10-percent reduction affecting less than 10 percent of
the manufactured cigarettes is a reasonable tobacco-tax re ..
duction is past my comprehension. Particularly is this true
when the 10-cent-cigarette manufacturers themselves tes ..
tify that there should be a greater reduction in the tobacco
tax. Their idea would be that the 10-percent differential
should be placed in the law upon the lower tax rate. I do
not believe that there should be any taxes on tobacco prod ..
ucts. I would appreciate hearing from anyone who thinks
that there should be a tax upon the products manufactured
from this agricultural product-all persons connected with
the Treasury are excluded from participating in this poll.
I grant you that in the old days this tax may have had a
flavor of prohibition against the use of products that were
thought to be harmful to health and by some thought to be
immoral. Certainly the day is past when such arguments
can be made effectively in favor of such tax.
Tobacco is the only agricultural product that is called
upon to stand an excise tax burden by the Federal Government. It is the only agricultural product that bas both an
excise and a processing tax. Comparing the value of the
raw material and the tax upon the manufactured product,
tobacco has the heaviest tax burden in the United States,
and yet it requires the hardest, most tiresome labor of all
agriculture products to produce.
Anything that increases the price of a commodity that
is sold to the public will certainly retard its movement and
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restrict its consumption. Nothing can be more certain than
that. If not, the way to make all farmers prosperous and
all industry prosperous, is to tax farm products and manufactured products at a very high rate. If there were no
Federal taxes upon cigarettes, the present 10-cent cigarettes
could be sold for 4 cents per pack with the same profit.
The standard brand could be sold for 6 % cents per pack
with the same profit. It is hard for the 3,000,000 American
citizens in this country, who are dependent in the main for
the money they receive from tobacco grown by them, to understand why they should be borne down and burdened
by this unconscionable Federal tax. In the measure under
discussion, we did not seek to take it all off at one time.
Practical conditions certainly barred the way. We were
unable to take off 40 percent of this load at this time. But
the fight, in our opinion, has not been in vain. We believe
much valuable information has been gathered together
through the hearings, and many folks in key positions
have received helpful information relative to our cause.
We know of no better way to close these remarks than
the paragraph with which we closed the subcommittee
report:
We feel that this proposed horizontal reduction of 40 percent of
the taxes on tobacco products will protect best the interest of the
farmer, will save untold millions of dollars annually to the wage
earners and the tobacco consumers of this country, will provide
a. proper and just return of revenues to the Treasury, ultimately
making up for temporary decrease, all without any added profit
per unit to the manufacturers.

Mr. BROWN of Kentucky. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous
consent to extend my remarks in the RECORD and include
therein an article by Fred C. Kelly, in a magazine of April 21,
on Robbing Kentucky.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. RICH. I object.
Mr. BYRNS. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent for
the immediate consideration of the resolution I send to the
Clerk's desk.
The Clerk read as follows:
House Concurrent Resolution 47
Resolved, by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), That when the Senate shall adjourn as of the legislative day
of June 6, 1934, and the House of Representatives shall adjourn
a.s of the legislative day of June 15, 1934, they shall stand

adjourned sine die.

Mr. MONAGHAN of Montana. Does this set the day. for
adjournment?
Mr. BYRNS. Only the legislative day.
Mr. MONAGHAN of Montana. To vote for this would be
a vote against the labor dispute, which was to be enacted
during this session of Congress and has not been passed by
the Senate.
Mr. SNELL. Mr. Speaker, I would like to ask the majority leader a question. Has the gentleman any information
as to when the Senate will get through?
Mr. BYRNS. Not the slightest. I want to say to the
gentleman from Montana that the House has passed the
bill to which he refers, and my understanding is that the
bill is to be taken up in the Senate today. Of course, this
does not set any particular date. It is the purpose, I will
say to the gentleman, that the House shall remain in session
until the Senate has disposed of certain matters pending
before it.
Mr. O'MALLEY. The Senate recessed from June 6 and
the House recessed from June 15. By the passage of this
resolution the House can adjourn at any time within the
next 15 minutes, if it sees fit.
Mr. BYRNS. That is true, but I hope the House will not
be as foolish as that.
Mr. O'MALLEY. Then what is the hurry about the resolution?
Mr. BYRNS. For the reason that I think it will hurry up
some bills in the Senate.
Mr. O'MALLEY. Mr. Speaker, any labor man in this
House who votes for the resolution votes to lose the labor
bills in the Senate.
Mr. BYRNS. He does not by any means. This resolution is not proposed with that idea in mind at all. The

House has passed these bills and it is up to the Senate to
act upon them.
Mr. MONAGHAN of Montana. What possible good can
this accomplish? If we are going to wait until the Senate
acts upon these measures, we can then adopt the resolution
for adjournment.
Mr. BYRNS. Of course, we could do that; but I have
just said to the gentleman that in my opinion the passage
of this resolution will help to hurry up the situation in the
Senate, so that it will act on pending matters.
Mr. BLANTON. And is it not a fact that usually we pass
an adjournment resolution a week before adjournment?
Mr. BYRNS. That is true in most instances.
Mr. O'MALLEY. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
that the resolution be read again. I could not get the date.
The SPEAKER. Without objection, the Clerk will again
report the resolution.
There was no objection, and the Clerk again reported the
resolution.
The SPEAKER. The question is on agreeing to the resolution.
The question was taken, and the resolution was agreed to.
On motion of Mr. BYRNS, a motion to reconsider the vote
by which the resolution was passed was laid on the table.
AUTHORITY TO SIGN ENROLLED BILLS
Mr. BYRNS. Mr. Speaker, I offer the following concurrent resolution, which I send to the Clerk's desk and ask to
have read.
The Clerk read as follows:
House Concurrent Resolution 48
Resolved, by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring), That notwithstanding the adjournment of the second
session of the Seventy-third Congress, the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives be, and they
are hereby, authorized to sign any enrolled bills or joint resolutions duly passed by the two Houses and which have been examined by the Committee on Enrolled Bills of each House, and
found duly enrolled.

The SPEAKER. The question is on agreeing to the
resolution.
The resolution was agreed to.
On motion of Mr. BYRNS, a motion to reconsider the vote
by which the resolution was agreed to was laid on the
table.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Mr. SCHULTE. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
to extend my remarks in the RECORD by placing therein a
letter received the other day from the Inland Steel Co., in
my district, in reply to a letter that I had placed in the
RECORD from one of their employees relative to chiseling on
the N.R.A.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. RICH. I object.
RESIGNATION OF A MEMBER
The SPEAKER laid before the House the following communication, which was read:
Hon.

HENRY

T. RAINEY,

NEW YORK, N.Y.

Speaker of the House of Representatives:
I have the honor to inform you that I sent my resignation as

a Member of Congress to Governor Lehman to take effect immediately. Permit me to extend my heart-felt thanks to you and
to my colleagues in Congress for their courtesies and friendship
and to wish them and you long years of happiness.
FRANK

OLIVER.

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION INVESTIGATION OF UTILITIES
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, I move to suspend the rules
and pass Senate Joint Resolution 115, to provide for the
continuation of the investigation authorized by Senate Resolution 83, Seventieth Congress, first session, which I send
·
to the desk and ask to have read.
The Clerk read as follows:
Resolved, etc., That the Federal Trade Commission be, and it
is hereby, authorized and directed to proceed under the Senate
resolution aforesaid until it has investigated such of said corporations as in its judgment should be investigated, but the
investigation shall be completed and the Commission's final
report, with recommendations, shall be submitted to the Congress
not later than the first Monday in January 1936.
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Mr. SNELL. Mr. Speaker, do I understand that we are
going to have suspensions before we take up the Private
Calendar?
The SPEAKER. This is the only one.
Mr. SNELL. Who knows about this and what committee
it came from?
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, this resolution bas already
passed the Senate. A similar resolution was introduced
by me in the House, House Joint Resolution 333, and has
been reported by the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce. It has the approval of the administration and
of the Federal Trade Commission.
Mr. SNELL. Mr. Speaker, I demand a second.
The SPEAKER. Without objection, a second will be considered as ordered.
There was no objection.
Mr. BLANCHARD. Why the necessity for a second resolution? I was under the impression that this authority
already existed.
·
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, the Federal Trade Commission has been making these investigations. They are not
through and they wanted this time extended. This extends
the time to January 1936 within which to complete this
investigation and make their report.
Mr. SNELL. This is an investigation made of the
utilities?
Mr. RANKIN. Yes.
Mr. SNELL. Very well; let it go.
The SPEAKER. The question is on the motion to suspend
the rules and pass the Senate joint resolution.
The question was taken; and two-thirds having voted in
favor thereof, the rules were suspended, and the Senate joint
resolution was passed.
A motion to reconsider the vote whereby the rules were
suspended and the bill was passed was laid on the table.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
extend my remarks in the RECORD by inserting a letter.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. ·SCHULTE. Mr. Speaker, I object.
ARMY AIR CORPS
Mr. ROGERS of New Hampshire. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent to proceed for 10 minutes to discuss the
report filed by the Military Affairs Committee on Saturday
on House Resolution 275.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from New Hampshire?
There was no objection.
Mr. ROGERS of New Hampshire. Mr. Speaker, I am not
at all surprised that the House is a bit restless. I am myself. I have stayed up nearly all night for the last week
attempting to prepare for the information of the House and
the citizens of this country a report which goes to the very
heart of our Government, and which every patriotic American citizen ought to take the time to read and to digest.
From it you will see that we must prepare, so far as military
atriation in the War Department in this Nation goes, to have
a house cleaning which will insure progress, honesty,
decency, and patriotic development of the Air Corps, to
which this country is entitled and which it was intended it
should have by virtue of the Air Corps Act passed by this
body on July 2, 1926. [Applause.]
Thirty years ago, when I was a child of 12, I became interested in gasoline-propelled vehicles. I had an old secondhand Indian motorcycle, 1% horsepower, single cylinder,
that cost $210 and weighed 110 pounds. I rode it day after
day for 12 miles, back and forth to school, over the rockribbed roads of old New Hampshire, carrying my dinner
box on · the handlebars, and many times I fell otI and lost
my dinner before I got to school.
Later on I had the oppottunity to drive automobiles.
During the World War I had a brother in the Air Corps,
and he used to " kid " me about being afraid to go up in the
air. I had an opportunity to take my first ride in an
airplane, an old Avro English plane, with a French Le Rhone
rotary motor in it, which was wom out when I went up. It
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came down with a crash. The machine was smashed up,
but for some reason or other I survived.
During the Sixty-eighth Congress, when I first became a.
Member of this body, I was a member of the Committee on
Foreign Affairs, but I was also given a place on the Lampert
committee which investigated aviation at that time fully
and carefully. Coming back here in the Seventy-second
Congress, I had the honor of being made chairman of subcommittee no. 3, having charge of all questions relating to
military aviation, on the Military Affairs Committee of this
House. Since that time and through this Colloaress I have
worked in complete cooperation with the other members on
that committee, Mr. HILL of Alabama, Mr. MoNTET, Mr.
HARTER, :Mr. JAMES, Mr. PLUMLEY, Mr. Goss, and Mr. KVALE.
We have for 4 months made a thorough investigation, a complete investigation-I will not say complete, because we are
not through yet under House Resolution 275, ·but we have
thoroughly investigated military aviation. On last Saturday
we filed a report in this House which I hope you will all read.
I will just take time to read the first paragraph, and I ask
you to listen to this first paragraph because I think it
illustrates perfectly the spirit which animates every member
of that committee. This report is unanimous:
The Committee on :Military Affairs shortly after the convening
of Congress in January began hearings looking to the enactment
of legislation for the enlargement of the Army Air Corps and for
the promotion of its efficiency and effectiveness. The committee
contemplated action to give a more just recognition in the matter
of promotion to the very fine personnel who make up the rank
and file of the Air Corps. The committee wished to provide the
necessary plane, equipment, and materiel to make the Air Corps
at least the equal of any air force in the world comparable 1n
size. The committee realizes the power and the tremendous potentialities of the Air Corps, operating not only in conjunction
with ground force, but more specially as an independent fighting
force. The committee believes that inevitably the Air Corps is
destined to become our first line of defense, and surely it affords
the most economical means of frontier defense. Unfortunately,
the hearings disclosed conditions in the command and administration of the Air Corps that moved the committee to ask the
House of Representatives to set up a special investigating committee provided for in House Resolution 275.

Mr. McFARLANE. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. ROGERS of New Hampshire. I yield.

·Mr. McFARLANE. In order that the Membership of the
House may have full opportunity to read and study that
report, I would like to ask the gentleman if it has been
placed in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD?
Mr. ROGERS of New Hampshire. It has been published
and is out today.
Mr. McFARLANE. I wish the gentleman would put that
in the ~ECORD, so that we can all study it.
Mr. ROGERS of New Hampshire. Without objection, I
will be very glad to do it.
The report is as follows:
[H.Rept. No. 2060, 73d Cong., 2d sess.]
INVESTIGATION OF PROFITEERING IN Mll.ITARY AmCRAFT, UNDER HOUSE
RESOLUTION 275

Mr. ROGERS of New Hampshire, from the Committee on Military
Affairs, submitted the following report pursuant to House Resolution 275:
The Committee on Militirry Affairs shortly after the conven·
ing of Congress in January began hearings looking to the enactment of legislation for the enlargement of the Army Air Corps
and for the promotion of its efficiency and effectiveness. The
committee contemplated action to give a more just recognition
in the matter of promotion to the very fine personnel who make
up the rank and file of the Air Corps. The committee wished to
provide the necessary planes, equipment, and materiel to make
the Air Corps at least the equal of any air force in the world
comparable in size. The committee realizes the power and the
tremendous potentialities of the Air Corps, operating not only in
conjunction with ground forces but more especially as an inde·
pendent fighting force. The committee believes that inevitably
the Air Corps is destined to become our first line of defense and
surely it affords the most economical means of frontier defense.
Unfortunately the hearings disclosed conditions in the command
and administration of the Air Corps that moved the committee
to ask the House of Representatives to set up the special investi·
gating committee provided for in House Resolution 275. It is the
hope of the committee that the conditions set out herein below
will be remedied before the convening of the next session of
Congress and that at that time the committee may go forward
with its plans for the Army Air Corps.
By virtue of House Resolution 275, authorizing and directing the
Committee on Military Affairs to inquire into and investigate
alleged profiteering in military aircraft. 1rregular1ties 1n the lea.s-
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1ng of public property by the War Department, profiteering in the
purchase of property from public funds, and other matters in
which the problem of national defense is involved, subcommittee
no. 3 of the Committee on Military Affairs of the House of Representatives is con ducting extended hearings and said subcommittee h ereby reports to the House certain violations and evasions
of law and Arm y regulations by, also the gross .misconduct and
Inefficiency of, Maj . Gen. Benjamin D. Foulois, Chief of the Air
Corps, United St ates Army, and other executive officers under his
command. By reference report no. 1506, House Calendar No. 263
filed on May 7, 1934, relative to the $7,500,000 allocated to the War
Department for the purchase of airplanes out of Public Works
Administration funds, ls made a part hereof. We expect at a
later date to report further as to the results of our investigation
into other m at ters referred to us by virtue of said H.R. 275.
On July 2, 1926, Public Law No. 446, Sixty-ninth Congress, H.R.
10827 entitled "An act to provide more effectively for the national
defense by increasing the efficiency of the Air Corps of the Army
of the United States and for other purposes" was enacted into
law. Under its provisions the purchase and procurement of aircraft by the Army are regulated. The provisions thereof pertinent
to this report are as follows:
"SEc. 10 (k). The Secretary of War or the Secretary of the Navy
may at his discretion purchase abroad or in the United States
with or without competition, by contract, or otherwise, such designs, aircraft, aircraft parts, or aeronautical accessories as may
be necessary in his judgment for experimental purposes in the
development of aircraft or aircraft parts or aeronautical accessories of the best kind for the Army or the Navy, as the case may be,
and if as a result of such procurement, new and suitable designs
considered to be the best kind for the Army or the Navy are
developed, he may enter into contract, subject to the requirements
of paragraph (j) of this section, for the procurement in quantity
of such aircraft, aircraft parts, or aeronautical accessories without regard to the provision of paragraphs (a) to (e) inclusive,
hereof.
.
" (q) In the procurement of aircraft constructed accord1~g to
designs presented ~ any individual, ~· or corporation pnor to
the passage of this act, which designs have been reduced to
practice and found to be suitable for the purpose intended or
according to such designs with minor modification~ th~reof! ~he
Secr~tary of War or the. Secretary of the Navy, when m h1S opimon
the mtere~s of the Umted States will be best served thereby, may
contract with said individual, firID:• or corporati<;>n, at reasonable
prices for such qua~tities of said aircraft, arrcraf~ parts! or
aeronautical accessories as he may deem necessary· Provided,
That the action of the Secretary of War or the ~ecretary of the
N~yY· in each such case, shall be final and conclusive.
(t) Hereafter whenever the Secretary of War, or the Secretary
of the Navy shall enter into a contract for or on behalf of the
U~ted States, for aircraft, aircraft parts, or aeronautical accessones, sai_d Secretary is hereby authorized to award such contract
to the bidder that said Secr~tary shall find to be the lowest
responsible bidder that can sat1sfacto~ily perform the work ~r the
service .r equired to the best advantaoe of the Government, and
the decision of the Secretary of the Depru:tment concerned as to
the award of such contract, the interpretation of_t~e provisions of
the contract, and the application and the adillllllstration of tI:;le
cont:act shall not be reviewable, otherwise than ~s may be therem
provided. for, by any officer or tribunal of the Umted States except
the President and the Federal courts."
The legal application and purposes of these provisions of law as
applicable to the Army were passed upon by the office of the Judge
Advocate General of the United States Army by approved memoranda dated May 17, 1929, and August 3, 1929, addressed to the
Assistant Secretary of War. The Judge Advocate General held that
under section 10 (k) of the Air Corps Act of July 2, 1926 (supra),
quantity procurement of aircraft and accessories must be made
only after advertisement pursuant to section 3709, Revised
Statutes.
Subdivision 10 (t) of the Air Corps Act (supra) clearly defines
the only method by which aircraft procurement in quantity can
be obtained, that is, by competitive bidding, a policy definitely
established by law not only in the Air Corps Act of 1926 but also
by section 3709 of the Revised Statutes March 2, 1861, and the
act of March 2, 1901.
In addition to illegal procurement of aircraft and accessories
under the provisions of (k) and (q) of the Air Corps Act of 1926,
procurement was illegally made by an alleged compliance with
Army Regulations (par. 9, A.R. 5-160).
Further unlawful procurement was made allegedly in complie.nce with Army Regulations 5-240, 1-2, dated October 1, 1932,
which reads in part as follows:
" Without competition, general authorization: Supplies may be
procured without competition only when it is impracticable to
secure competition or when purchase without competition is expressly authorized by statutes."
Despite the provisions of the Air Corps Act of 1926 and the
interpretations thereof by the Judge Advocate General the evidence discloses deliberate, willful, and intentional violations of
law by the Chief of the Air Corps, aided and abetted by his assistants in charge of procurement.
As a result of continued violations of provls\ons of the Air Corps
Act of 1926 and various subterfuges which were begun immediately
following the passage of the act and continually used by the
Procurement Division of the Air Corps to evade the clear intent
and purpose of the act in regard to the procurement of ah·craft
in quantity, there has developed a pernicious, unlawful system
detrimental to the progress of the A1r Corps of the United States
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and to the adequacy of our national air defense. This system has
resulted in favoritism and discrimination, which section 3709 of
the Revised Statutes and section 10 (t) of the Afr Corps Act sought
to eradicate by prescribing competitive bidding, in the Army Air
Corps.
The method by which those in charge of the Afr Corps were able
to continue to violate the law and to impose upon the country
their ideas of administering the Air Corps despite the explicit
language of the statute was the simple means of :flouting the law
repeatedly with impunity. Under the terms of the Air Corps Act
the Secretary of War has determinations of procurement and purchase, and that office has, as the records disclose, heretofore relied
on the Assistant Secretary of War for Air, and/ or the Chief of the
Air Corps.
The details of national defense being confidential we deem it
inadvisable to present a detailed discussion of the present lnefficient status of the Air Corps as to equipment, management, and
personnel. However, we feel that the situation is such as to merit
the concern of those most vitally interested and charged with
the prime duty of national defense.
In December 1927 Maj. Gen. Benjamin D. Foulois was appointed
Assistant Chief of the Air Corps, and has served in an executive
capacity continuously since that time. On June 1, 1929, he took
charge of the Materiel Division at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, a
branch office of the Chief of the Air Corps, and served there for 1
year. His duties under this assignment included all matters
relative to bids, negotiations, and preparation of contracts. On
July 1, 1930, he returned to Washington as Assistant Chief of the
Air Corps and on December 22, 1931, he took office as Chief of the
Air Corps.
It is apparent that from the period of 1927 to date Major
General Foulois' assignments made a knowledge of the Afr Corps
Act of 1926 and the interpretations thereof by the Judge Advocate's Department of the Army, as approved by the Secretary or
Assistant Secretary of war, prerequisite for the fulfillment of his
duties. During his terms as Assistant Chief of the Air Corps. Chief
of the Materiel Division (procurement) . Assistant and Acting
Chief of the Air Corps, and Chief of the Air Corps, the deliberate
and intentional violations of law in connection wit~ the procurement of aircraft and accessories have continued with his
sanction and approval.
He even testified under oath that in the interest of government
he had "overlooked the Army regulations and broken them
hundreds of times-and I will break them again."
During the course of more than 4 months of extended hearings
held by this subcommittee, Major General Foulois, his assistant
chief, Brig. Gen. Oscar Westover, his executive assistant, Col.
Jacob E. Fickel, and others attached to the office of the Chief of
the Air Corps, appeared as witnesses. Their testimony accentuated
the deliberateness with which the law has been violated and ignored.
on February 1. 1934, Major General Foulois appeared before
the House Military Affairs Committee to discuss the situation
relative to the Air Corps. He was later given an opportunity to
examine his remarks. In order to fully acquaint the House with
the situation with which this subcommittee was confronted on
his subsequent appearances, and to fully demonstrate the inaccuracy and unreliability of his testimony, certain portions of.
his original testimony of February 1, 1934, are here set forth
together with the alterations thereof by Major General Foulois
·
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ORIGINAL TESTIMONY

ALTERED TESTIMONY

"For 20 years, Mr. Chairman,
at least 20 years, I fought consistently against the Army General Staff, trying to build up
aviation within the Army.

"For 20 years, Mr. Chairman,
at least 20 years, I have
struggled consistently against
the War Department General
Staff, in my efforts to build up
aviation within the Army.
"I announced to the Chief of
Staff, in his office, 4 days ago, in
the presence of the Deputy
Chief of Staff, that the steps
that they were taking at that
time, that is 4 days ago, toward
the building up of Army aviation were the first real constructive steps, to my knowledge, in the past 20 years, that
had been initiated by the War
Department General Staff itself.
" This has been my experience, as I say, for over 20 years,
in trying to build up aviation.
The main obstacle, to the more
rapid development of aviation
in the War Department has in
my belief been the War Department General Staff.
"In saying this, I am criticizing the General Staff system as
now existing in the War Department. I am not impugning the
integrity of any particular individual member of the War Department General Staff nor criticizing any particular member
of the General Staff. The General Staff is made up of conscientious and intelligent men.,.

"I announced to the Chief of
Staff in his office, 4 days ago, in
the presence of the Deputy
Chief of Staff, that the steps
that they were taking at that
time--that was 4 days ago-toward the building up of Army ·
aviation, were the first steps, to
my knowledge, in the past 20
years that had been initiated by
the General Staff itself.
"That has been my expertence, as I say, for over 20 years,
in trying to build up aviation.
The main obstacle--the main
blocking element-in the War
Department has been the War
Department General Staff.
"In saying that, I am not impugning the integrity of any
particular individual member of
the General Staff nor criticizing
any particular member of the
General Staff.
The General
Staff is made up of intelligent
men-made up of men who
have been trained in other
branches of the service. Ninetynine percent of them have no
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knowledge of a v1.ation except
what they read out of books.

"This is a. practical problem
that has got to be handled by
practical men trained in aviation and at the same time who
have just as much knowledge,
training, and experience on
General Staff work and organization of the Army and the
other branches of the service as
any member of the General
Stat!.

"That is the basis on which
I want to start in connection

with building up an organization within the Army, under the
War Department, that can go
ahead, keep up to date, and not
be hampered and hindered by
the routine methods that hamper and hinder the Army now.

"We cannot operate under
those methods. We cannot operate at a speed of 4 miles an
hour, the speed of Infantry. We
are hitting it up around a speed
of 200 miles an hour. Today
the psychology of the development of aviation requires that
the organization must be speeded up, and the rest of the Army
has got to pull up its speed if
we are going to get anywhere.

'-'I will give you the very latest
action of the General Staff.
You have had it yourself in this
bill.
" The day before yesterday, in
the evening, I presented to you
a draft of a proposed piece of
legislation which I delivered to
you informally under the directions of the Chief of Staff. If
you have read it, you will remember that there was a proviso in that first draft that I
submitted the day before yesterday that fixed a ratio between
the Army and the Navy to what
we felt was necessary to take
care of the Army Air Corps in
this general move to build up
the air defenses of the United
States.

" Within 24 hours they changed
that. The paper that you have
on your desk now I do not have
a copy of. It was supposed to
have been furnished to me, but
I did not receive it. It was presented to you formally and officially over the signature of the
Secretary of War. That contains an ambiguous clause in it.
I went before the Deputy Chief
of Staff and the Chief of Staff
last night, and they asked me to
read it. I read it, and the very
point that I brought out was
that that proviso sets a maximum limitation on what we can
do. Inside of 24 hours they had
changed the policy. I asked the
reason for it. It is just a little
more leeway in order to enable
r them to handle what they want.
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ALTERED TESTIMONY--COntinued
but made up chiefly of men
who have been trained in the
ground branches of the service,
95 percent of whom have practically no knowledge of aviation
except what they have read out
Of books.
"Army aviation is a practical
and highly technical problem
that must be developed and
controlled by the practical airmen trained in practical aviation, and who, through their
own knowledge, training, and
experience on staff work and
general organization of the
Army, as well as the other
branches o! the service, are better fitted in my experience, to
develop Army a viati on than the
nonflying members of the General Staff.
" The foregoing is the basis
upon which to start in connection with building up an efficient and economical air organization within the Army, under the War Department; an
organization that can go ahead,
keep up to date, and not be
hampered and hindered by the
routine War Department General Staff systems and methods,
which now guide and govern the
development, organization, training, and operations of the Army
Air Corps.
"We cannot efficiently operate
under the existing system and
methods. We cannot operate at
a speed of 4 miles an hour, the
speed of the Infantry. We are
now operating, in the air, at a
speed of 200 miles an hour. Today, the psychology of the development of aviation requires that
all other m111tary organizations
must increase their speed of
operations, and the rest of the
Army must be reorganized with
this in view, if it ever expects
to effectively use the , modern
military weapons of war.

"The day before yesterday, in
the evening, I presented to you.
l\!r. Chairman, a draft of a proposed piece of legislation which
I delivered to you informally
under the direction of the Chief
of Staff. You will remember
that there was a proviso in that
first draft that I submitted the
day before yesterday, which
fixed a ratio in aircraft between
the Army and the Navy; a ratio
which the Chief of Staff considered necessary to properly
take care of the Army Air Corps
in this general move to build up
the air defenses of the United
States.
" Within 24 hours the first
draft was changed. The hew
draft that you have on your
desk now I do not have a copy
of. It was supposed to have
been furnished to me, but I did
not receive it. It was presented
to you formally and officially
over the signature of the Secretary of War. The new draft
contains an _ambiguous clause.
I visited the Deputy Chief of
Staff and the Chief of Staff last
night and they asked me to read
it. I read it, and the point that
stood out was that the new formal draft fixed a maximum limitation of 2,000 airplanes. In
other words, within 24 hours the
War Department General Staff
policy had changed. I asked
the reason for it, and was ad-

ORIGINAL TESTIMONY~ontinued
But I got no explanation. I did
get an explanation from a General Staff officer this morning to
the effect that it was put in
there deliberately for the purposes of ambiguity. Whom are
they trying to fool? You? Me?
Or someone else?
"I am suspicious. As I say,
I fought them for 20 years, and
I think they are trying to fool
you and trying to fool me.

" Mr. James brought out the
point that should be kept in
mind in connection with this
very thing. A lot of this is covered in a concrete case, but it
represents the trouble that we
have had in the past 20 years.
It is the very ambiguity which,
in the final analysis, gives the
responsibility to the General
Staff to do as they blame please.
That is why that provision is
in there, in my opinion.

•

•

•

•

•

" The very point that I am
trying to develop is the necessity
of having an independent organization that can function
without a lot of obstruction."

JUNE 1~
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vised to the effect that theJ
amendment provided for more
leeway in securing the number
of airplanes desired. I had a:
different explanation from a.
General Staff officer this morn ..
ing to the effect that it was put
in there deliberately for the
purposes of ambiguity.
" Mr. James brought out this
very point, and it should be
kept in mind in connection with
these hearings. It is this very
ambiguity which, in the final
analysis, may give to the Gen ..
eral Staff full authority, in the
future, to fix any limitation on
Army aircraft they may desire.
" Mr. James has also brought>
out the point that these points
must definitely be fixed by law,
if you want to have them the
way they ought to be.
ALTER.ED

•

•

•

•

•

" The vital point that I am
trying to develop is the necessity of having an independent
Army Afr Corps organization
that can function efficiently
outside of the present cumber·
some General Stat! system."
Further in this testimony Major General Foulols, in discussing
the procurement for the Afr Corps under the Public Works Administration, stated that under the old routine, the Chief of the
Air Corps would have been called upon by the Assistant Secretary
of War for Air to prepare the program. He further stated:
"Now without an Assistant Secretary of War for Air that program is brought up by the General Staff without even consulting
the Chief of the Air Corps."
In our previous report we pointed out the falsity of this state·
ment by setting forth an official communication dated November
29, 1933, addressed to the Chief of the Air Corps from the Budget
Office of the War Department, advising ·him of the availability o!
funds for the procurement of aircraft and requesting advice thereon "indicating the monthly apportionment desired." Major Gen•
eral Foulois further testified:
"We have no control over our bombs, our machine-gun ammu..
nition, our guns, our radio equipment, all of which go to make up
a combatant fighting military airplane."
As to this statement, we call attention to the testimony of Maj.
Gen. Hugh A. Drum, Deputy Chief of Staff, who, when his attention was called to Major General Foulois' testimony in regard to
the matter, testified under oath, in part, as follows:
" If he has not represented the needs of the Afr Corps in ma·
chine guns and bombs and radio equipment, and so forth, he has
neglected his duty. No doubt there is a control, because all the
money we want 1s never given us, naturally."
Major General Foulois also testified:
"I never have an opportunity
"I never have an opportunity
to defend the request for the to defend the requests for many
things that we need; pay of the of the things that we need, such
Army Air Corps, the Reserve as pay of the Army Air Corps,
officers that we are supposed to the pay of Reserve officers that
have; the Reserve officers that we are required to have; the
are supposed to be on extended number of Reserve officers that
active duty-all of those ele- are required to be on extended
ments, anything that has to do active duty, or anything else
with pay, with Reserve officers, that has to do with pay, with
with armament, machine guns, armament, mac hi n e guns,
bombs, Signal Corps equipment bombs, Signal Corps radio equip(that is, radio), are all under ment, all of which are under
other branches of the War De- other branches of the War Department, and I am expected to partment. It is the Chief of the
take the responsibility. It is Air Corps who is charged with
the Chief of the Air Corps that the responsibility for building
has the responsibility for build- up the Afr Corps; yet he is not
ing up the Air Corps and he is called upon to make full recomnot allowed to make the recom- mendations, or if he does, on his
mendations, or if he does make own initiative, make such recomthe recommendations, no atten- mendations, War Department
tion is paid to him-he is never priorities usually render such
called 1n to defend his own recommendations of no value.
recommendations, he is never He is seldom called in to defend
called in to defend the requests his recommendations, in connec ..
for amounts of money, either tion with funds appropriated to
before the Budget Director or other branches for Air Corps
before Congress. Yet, when the purposes. He is never called in
money is _allotted, it is usually to defend, before the Director
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Rllotted regardless o! his own
. recommendations, and in the
, end he is harnessed with a
: responsibility to get the thing
done."

of the Budget, or before Congress, funds estimated for by
other branches for Air Corps
purposes. Yet, with all these
financial restrictions and handi1
caps, the Chief of the Air Corps
is held responsible for the em.cient and economical administration and operation of the
Army Air Corps."
In order to emphasize the falsity of this testimony and as further evidence of his deliberate attempts to mislead, certain records
of the War Department are set forth.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
THE ADJUTANT GENERAL'S OFFICE,

November 8, 1926.

Subject: War Department appropriations.
To: The Chief of Finance.
Hereafter, Chiefs of War Department branches and bureaus wtll
be present during the entire time that hearings are being held
for appropriations pertaining to their respective branches by the
Director of the Bureau of the Budget and by committees of
Congress.
By order of the Secretary of War:
R.

s.

KIMBALL,

Adjutant General.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE OF THE B'CDGET O F FICER,

Washington, August 16, 1930.

Subject: Hearings on War Department estimates, fiscal year 1932, .
before the Bureau of the Budget.
1. The hearings on the War Department est imates for the
fiscal year 1932 before the Director of the Bureau of the Budget
are scheduled for 1: 30 p.m., August 2'5, 26, 27, 29, and September
2, 3, 5, 8, 9. Each arm, service, or bureau will be informed as
much in advance as possible of the date and hour its representatives will be required to appear.
2. The Chief of St aff will open the hearings at 1 :30 p.m., August
25, and it is desired that each chief of arm, service, or bureau of
the War Department be present at that time.
3. In general, the order of the hearings will be that in which
the appropriations appear in the bill, beginning with departmental salaries followed by printing and binding, contingent and
military items. The nonmilitary items will be taken up in the
order in which they occur in the bill after completion of all
military i terns.
4. In order that this office may have record of the names of
witnesses to appear, and the portion of the estimat es which each
Will explain, it is requested that this office be furnished, on or
before August 23, with a list of the appropriation titles pertaining
to your activity, including departmental salaries and printing and
binding, with names of the witnesses who will appear to explain
the same.
5. In connection with the hearings now scheduled and the
hearings to be held by the committees of Congress, your attention
1s invited to letter of November 8, 1926, from The Adjutant General to the chiefs of bran~hes, as follows:
"Hereafter chiefs of War Department branches and bureaus
will be present during the entire time that hearings are being
held for appropriations pertaining to their respective branches by
the Director of the Bureau of the Budget and by committees of
Congress."
By authority of the Secretary of War:
R. L.

CARMICHAEL,

Major General,
Budget Officer for the War Department.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE OF THE BUDGET OFFICER,

Major General,

The attention of the Deputy Chief of Stat!, Major General
Drum, was called to the statement of Major General Foulois as
quoted above, and at the request of the subcommittee he attended
a hearing, was duly sworn as a witness, and testified that Major
General Foulois had every opportunity to " appear before the
Budget Advisory Committee and before the Bureau of the Budget
and before Congress." He also said that Major General Foulois
" has every opportunity to present the views and recommendations before the program for the year has been made up before
the Budget Advisory Committee or Bureau of the Budget and
Congress on everything that pertains to the Air Corps, whether
it is supplied by the Air Corps or some other branch."
After characterizing the above-quoted statement of Major General Foulois as a misstatement of fact, Major General Drum further _e mphasized that Major General Foulois has " ·an opportunity
to make his statement on anything that pertains to his branch
and question of money for reserve, the question of bombs, machine
guns, radio equipment--and there is an opportunity ai""forded him
in his appearance and statements to cover those subjects. There
is no restriction on him. He is ordered to do it, and he is neglecting his duty if he does not present them."
In corroboration of _his testimony, Major General Drum submitted a memorandum prepared by the Chief of the Budget and
Legislative Planning Branch of the War Department showing
that-"as the first step in the preparation of the tentative directives
for the military estimates for the fiscal years 1932 to 1936, both
inclusive, all chiefs of arms, branches, and bureaus were directed
to communicate directly with each interested division of the
General Staff, submitting thereto their recommendations, if any,
as to new activities pertaining to their respective offices to be
provided for, or former activities to be abandoned or modified in
the estimates for the fiscal year under consideration.
"In conformity therewith, the Chief of Air Corps each year
submitted the predicted requirements of the Air Corps in personnel, material, and training, and made such recommendations
with reference to Ordnance Department, Signal Corps, and Organized Reserve requiremen ts as were pertinent. General Foulois
became Chief of the Air Corps on December 22, 1931. At that time
the Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1932 was financing current eA."J)enditures. The Military Subcommittee of the House Appropriations Committee was holding hearings on the fiscal year
1933 estimates, the Air Corps' portion of which was presented by
General Foulois on January 5, 1932. The call for recommendations
concerning the fiscal year 1934 directive was made on December
30, 1931, 8 days after General Foulois took office. On January
12, 1932, General Foulois signed a memorandum for the Assistant
Chiefs of Staff, G-1, G-3, and G-4, setting forth the requirements
of the Air Corps for the tentative directive, fiscal year 1934. This
memorandum CO'f)ered the field of Air Corps activities and stated
the requirements in great detail. (Italics ours.)
"On March 31, 1932, General Foulois appeared in person before

the Budget Advisory Committee and with the aid of five assistants presented the Air Corps' estimates for the fiscal year 1934.
Before forwarding the report of the Budget Advisory Committee
for approval by higher authority, the budget officer for the War
Department on June 20, 1932, informed the Chief of Air Corps of
its recommendations concerning Air Corps activities and instructed
him to submit any statement concerning these recommendations
he saw fit. In reply thereto, the then Acting Chief of Air Corps
(General Westover) on June 22, 1932, submitted a reclama regarding the recommendations on the number of pilots and airplanes
and the amount of equipment to be provided. This reclama was
carefully considered by the successive reviewing authorities at the
time the Budget Advisory Committee's report was examined, and
an additional amount aggregating $1,088,014 over that allowed by
the Budget Advisory Committee was allotted to the Air Corps.
General Westover was present and presented the Air Corps' contentions at the meeting of the general council which recommended
the increase. On October 20, 1932, General Foulois appeared before
Mr. Roop, Director of the Budget, and personally presented the Air
Corps' estimates. On December 14, 1932, he presented the Air
Corps' estimates before the military subcommittee of the House
Appropriations Committee." (Italics ours.)

Washington, September 22, 1933.

Subject: Hearings by Deputy Chief of Staff on military estimates,
fiscal year 1935.
To the chiefs of arms, services, and bureaus:
1. For the purpose of preparing a general plan for the justification of the m ilitary estimates cf the War Department for the fiscal
year 1935, and to conduct a rehearsal of the testimony to be preEented by each chief of arm, service, or bureau before the Bureau
of the Budget, hearings will be conducted before the Deputy Chief
of Staff in t he general council room, State, War, and Navy Building, beginning Monday, October 2, 1933, and cont inuing from 9 :30
a.m. to 12 m. anu 1 :30 p.m. to 4 :30 p.m. each day unt il completed.
Hearin gs will include approved changes in language.
2. Th e schedule of the hearings will follow in sequence the arrangement of appropriations as carried in the Appropriation Act,
1934, beginning with the Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, estimate for
"Contingencies, Military Intelligence Division", and concluding
with the National Board for the Promotion of Rifle Practice.
3. Ea.ch chief of arm, service, or bureau, accompanied by such
assis.tants as will be present at the Bureau of the Budget hearings,
will attend. Notification of the date and hour of branch hearings
will be furnished through the fiscal otficers concerned.
By authority of the Secretary of War:
F. W. COLEMAN,
Budget Officer of the War Department.
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"Before the War Department's expenditure program for the fiscal
year 1934 could be promulgated, the incoming Director of the
Bureau of the Budget imposed a limitation on the amounts that
could be withdrawn from the Treasury during the fiscal year
1934. Tue Chief of the Air Corps did not participate in the negotiations and conferences which took place at that time between
representatives of the Secretary of War and of the Director of the
Bureau of the Budget, for the reason that the Director of the
Bureau of the Budget prescribed that no one except the immediate advisers of the Secretary of War should be informed in the
matter. However, the War Department's representatives did succeed in having the limitation of $16,557,915, originally imposed on
the Air Corps by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, raised
to $20,612,400. As soon as the limiting Air Corps figure was finally
prescribed by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget, the Chief
of Air Corps was promptly informed of the amount that had been
allotted to his establishment, and was requested to consider the
effect on Air Corps activities and to submit recommendations
concerning possible tr~nsfers to his appropriation from other appropriations, at the same time ind!cating the appropriations that
could be reduced and the reasons therefor. In reply the Chief of
Air Corps recommended that $150,000 should be transferred from
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'Air Corps, Army ', to • Organized Reserves •, and this recommendation was approved.
"On February 13, 1933, General Foulois signed a memorandum
for the Assistant Chiefs of Staff, G-1, G-3, and G-4, setting forth
the requirements of the Air Corps for the tentative directive, fiscal
year 1935. Among the recommendations covering the requirements of the Air Corps was included the following: 'It is recommended that there be no limiting figure which wi11 prevent the
submission of programs by the Ordnance Department and the Signal Corps for the procurement of material provided by these Departments for use by the Air Corps. This recommendation is
submitted with particular reference toward securing estimates for
the necessary bombs, machine guns, and radio sets.' On July 17,
1933, General Westover personally appeared before the Budget Advisory Committee and presented the Air Corps' requirements in
the detail they desired. The Budget Advisory Committee carefully coordinated · Air Corps' requirements estimated for by other
bureaus and consulted with Air Corps' representatives to assure
itself that the Air Corps was properly provided for in such estimates. Although afforded an opportunity by the Budget officer
/or the War Department to state any disagreement with the recommendations of the Budget Advisory Committee, the Chief of
Air Corps did not avail himself of the opportunity. (Italic ours.)
"On October 18, 1933, General Foulois personally appeared be-

fore the representative of the Bureau of the Budget (Colonel
Dasher) who was examining the War Department's estimates in the
office of the budget officer for the War Department and presented
the Air Corps' requirements. On November 13, 1933, General Foulois personally appeared before the Assistant Director of the
Bureau of the Budget (Mr. Lowry) who was conducting hearings in
the Bureau of the Budget on the War Department's estimates and
read a formal statement concerning Air Corps requirements. Following this, he replied at length to questions propounded to him
and discussed the activities of his establishment at length. On
February 14, 1934, General Foulois appeared personally before the
Military Subcommittee of the House Appropriations Committee
and discussed Air Corps requirements in the greatest detail.
(Italics ours.)
"On March 24, 1934, General Foulois signed a memorandum for
the assistant chiefs of staff, G-1, G-3, and• G-4, setting forth the
requirements of the Air Corps for the tentative directive, fiscal
year 1936. The budget advisory committee has not held hearings
on the Air Corps' estimates but General Foulois will be given the
opportunity of presenting the Air Corps' requirements at the
proper time. The tentative directive provides for' the completion
of the 5-year Air Corps program.'
" With reference to the control of the Chief of Air Corps over
bombs, other ammunition, machine guns, and radio equipment,
bureaus other than Air Corps are required by law to procure,
store, and issue such items. In this respect, the Air Corps is in
the same position as other issuing services, except that since the
enactment of the Air Corps Act of July 2, 1926, the Air Corps has
been accorded preferential treatment. With reference to bombs
and other ammunition, the Chief of Air Corps is allotted annual
allowances on a money-value basis, and credits are established in
ordnance establishments which issue to the Air Corps the items
requisitioned for up to the amount of money value available.
The situation would not be changed if funds for these purposes
were carried in the appropriation ' Air Corps, Army.' The decision
as to the amount of funds to be carried in War Department estimates for these purposes would be made by the same authority
which now prescribes the ammunition allowances."
In view of the records, testimony, and quotations above referred to we find as a fact that, notwithstanding his testimony
to the contrary, Major General Foulois was given full opportunity
to present and defend his proposed budgets for the Air Corps,
and that he availed himself of such privilege.
A.IR MAIL

A glaring example of mismanagement and inefficiency on the
part of Major General Foulois is apparent from his actions or
failures to act in connection with the plans and preparations
prior to the transportation of the air mail. Major General
Foulois testified, under oath, on March l, 1934, that he was
advised of the probability that the Army Air Corps might be
called on to carry the mail on February 9, 1934, and that when.
asked " Whether or not the officers, men, and material were in such
state and training and condition to do it." he told the Assistant
Postmaster General that he was "quite certain" that the Air
Corps could handle the job and that he thought he would be
ready to move personnel and material in a week or 10 days. He
further testified that he was then given 10 days to prepare for
transportation of the air mail. The testimony also shows that
Brig. Gen. Oscar Westover, Assistant Chief of the Air Corps, who
was put in charge of the air-mail operations the day following
the order given for transportation, was not consulted by Major
General Foulois or any other officer with reference to the condition of the Air Corps for the proper hand.ling of the a.tr mail,
notwithstanding the fact that Brigadier General Westover was
available and that he testified that he would ordinarily be consulted In such a move. Brigadier General Westover also testified
as follows, in regard to this proposition:
••Mr. Romms. Considering the other factors; danger, equipment,.
landing-field accommodation5---T-Conslderlng all those other factors
in connection with it, do you feel that at that time you would
have recommended in favor of carrying the mail by the Air
Corps?

" General WESTOVER. r doubt whether I would. I certatnly would
have consulted wtth the War Department ofilcials with reference
to their complications, the question of leasing and doing things
of that kind. I mean there are so man.y angles to it that it would
have taken some time to have reached a decision.
"Mr. RoGERS. You would not have felt like doing it until you
had considerable time to look into the matter further?
"General WESTOVER. Yes, str.
"Mr. ROGERS. You would not have been ready at that time?
"General WESTOVER. I would not have been ready. I would not
have made an immediate decision."
Apparently after a realization of the detrimental effect of his
testimony Brigadier General Westover conveyed to the committee
the impression that he may not have been in Washington when
the decision for the transportation of the air mall was made, but
later, undoubtedly realizing the serious nature of testimony under
oath, wrote the committee on March 14, 1934, that he was "on
duty and available in this city (Washington) from the 1st to
the 9th of February, • • • .''
Major General Foulois further testlfled in answer to the question..
"what experience had they (Army pilots) had in night f:l.ying
before they took up the mail work " replied:
" I think nearly practically every one of the officers employed on.
this averaged, even before they graduated from the training center,
30 to 40 hours of night !lying; and the men that are employed now
on the lines, with possibly an isolated exception here and there
averaged, I would say, 50 to 60 hours at the beginning on night
!lying. They had that experience before going on the lines."
From records submitted to the committee it appears that D. O.
Lowry, second lieutenant, Air Corps, had only 17¥2 hours' night
f:l.ying up to the time of his fatal injury while carrying the mail;
another, W. M. Reid, second lieutenant, Air Corps Reserve, had
only 8Y:J hours' night flying prior to his crashing while carrying
the mail. Other officers involved in night crashes on regular mail
runs had the following hours of night flying: H. L. Dietz, second
lieutenant, Reserve, 24 hours 25 minutes; N. R. Burnett, second
lieutenant, Air Corps, 13 hours; and C. P. Hollstein, second lieutenant, Reserve, 9 hours 50 minutes.
In connection with accidents incident to administration work
co~ected with the air mail, the records show the following:
Night flying
Hr.

Min.

G. F. McDermott, second lieutenant, Reserve ___________ 13
20
J. H. Rothrock, second lieutenant, Reserve____________ 6
00
W. S. Pocock, second lieutenant, Reserve ______________ 12
10
N. H. Crumley, second lieutenant. Reserve ___________ 21
15
Further testimony before the committee showed the total lack
of preparation made by the Chief and Assistant Chief of the Air
Corps for the welfare of the personnel engaged in the carrying of
the mail, the preparation in regard to their per diem allowances,
working conditions, and the availability of hangars within which
the planes were to be housed during the time for necessary repair&
and inspection.
PROCUREMENT

During the course of his testimony Major General Foulois was
questioned under oath regarding the procurement of aircraft and
accessories under the Air Corps Act of 1926. He testified 1n
answer to a direct question that in the purchase of planes there
wa.s no real competitive bidding, that it was practically all negotiated business, and that the purchase of planes "has been chiefly
under the µegotiated system almost entirely for the past 3 or 4
years."
This testimony was corroborated by the evidence of Brigadier
General Westover, who testified, in part, as follows:
"Mr. ROGERS. Was it the intention of the Air Corps at that time
to purchase by competitive bidding or negotiated contritct?
"General WESTOVER. It was the intention to purchase by negotiated contract and recommendations.
"Mr. RoGERS. That being in accordance with the usual practice?
"General WESTOVER. That being in accordance with the practice
that had existed since about 1927 or 1928. when the Air Corps Act.
of 1926 was actually put in practice.
"Mr. ROGERS. That was in accordance with the understanding
o! the meaning-of the Air Corps Act of 1926?
"General WESTOVER. I have studied the Air Corps Act quite
frequently, and I have never had any reservations about concluding that the negotiated contracts were entirely within the law
and probably intended by that act.
"Mr. JAMES. Have you ever read any decision of the Judge Advocate General?
"General WESTOVER. I have.
"Mr. JAMES. Do you see any that co:rroborate your view?
"General WESTOVER. No, sir.
"Mr. JAMES. Do you see others that were the exact opposite o!
what you state?
"General WESTOVER. I have, sir.
"Mr. JAMES. All you have seen have been the decisions of the
Judge Advocate General stating that what you were doing was
1n violation of the law; isn't that true?
" General WEsToVER. I believe that is right.
..
"Mr. JAMES. As a sworn omcer of the Government, you know
that the Judge Advocate General has ruled that you can't purchase planes in quantity under (k), don't you?
"General WESTOVER. I have understood that decision: yes, sir.
"Mr. JAMES. You know that is so, don't you?
... General WESTOVER. I don't get your point, Mr. James.
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"Mr. JAMES. You know that the Judge Advocate General has of the Air Corps, 1s indeed well illustrated in the present experirendered a decision that you cannot purchase planes in quantity ence of the Air Corps with 136 Boeing P-26 planes, purchased in
violation of law in January and February 1933 under Army reguiunder (k), don't you?
"G~meral WESTOVER. I know that; yes, sir."
lations (A.R.-&-240) without proper tests, at a contract price of
On being further pressed as to whether or not he had approved $1,388,500.17.
rcontracts for purchases under section 10 (k), Brigadier General
Approximately 93 planes have been delivered to date, and it is
Westover stated that he had approved no contracts, that he had admitted that before the contract is completed the planes will be
!nothing to do with the approval of contracts, and that " when obsolete. The direct cause for this state of affairs is constant
1and if it becomes my duty to approve those, I will be fully inalterations in specifications after the award of a contract, result: formed. I am talking about my casual knowledge at the present ing in unreasonable and unjustifiable delay. This situation de·time."
velops at Wright Field, a branch omce of the Chief of the A1r
Realizing on reflection that the testimony so given was con- Corps, and an essential factor in the system of unlawful procure1 trary to the documentary evidence available to the committee,
ment which must be abolished.
1
Brigadier General Westover, . by letter dated April 9, 1934, wrote
The desirability for a concise and summary report make it
' this subcommittee as follows:
inadvisable to fully detail all of the evidence presented to us
. "With reference to corrected testimony on page 451 to the effect concerning the inefficiency of the Air Corps under Maj. Gen.
·that ' I have never approved any contracts for aircraft'. it should Benjamin D. FoUlois, but the record is replete with such facts.
'. be understood that at times, as Acting Chief of the Air Corps in
We desire unanimously at this time to impress upon the Con· the absence of General Foulois, it becomes my duty to recom- gress and the citizens of the United States of America that our
' mend to the Assistant Secretary of War approval or disapproval of investigations are constantly showing that thousands of patriotic
.contracts in accordance with established procedure and the policy young men throughout the Nation, enlisted in the Air Corps,
l of the Chief of the Air Corps.
• • •"
have in the past and are now fervently rendering unselfish and
An inspection of the chart of purchases annexed to this report patriotic service in an earnest endeavor to establish and maintain
·and mar~ed " Exhibit A" will disclose the many instances in which an Army Air Corps of which America may well be proud.
' Brigadier General Westover approved contracts for the procurement
Our report would not be complete without calling attention to
: of aircraft and accessories and the value thereof.
the type of young men who make up the tactical units of the
· It should be noted here that in the purchase of Army airplanes Air Corps. They come from West Point, from the universities,
·no performance guaranty whatsoever other than weight and bal- colleges, and technical scl1ools of America, and finer personnel can. ance is required from the successful vendor, a deplorable condition not be obtained. That these officers and men should be equipped
which would not be tolerated in private industry and which is not with proper planes and aeronautical supplies goes without saying.
, permitted in other branches of our National Government.
Under the system of procurement in vogue these they have not
As another p iece of testimony showing the unreliability and dis- been receiving. This inquiry discloses the necessity for open unre1honesty of Major General Foulois, we call attention to the general's stricted competition in the purchase of planes and materiel,
rstatement before the House Committee on Military Affairs on Feb- the crying need of frequent and aggressive design competition,
,. ruary 1, 1934, relative to the treatment received by him from the and the expenditure of reasonable amounts for experimental
;, other members of the Drum Board. In commenting on the :find- purposes.
ings of the Drum Board he testified, in part, as follows:
In conclusion, however, we find it necessary to report that we
" There are a lot of things in there that I disagree with; there are most firmly convinced from the evidence and records submitted
that before any substantial progress in the upbullding
are a lot of things in there that I agreed with in the interest of
1
.harmony, and also to the fact that five members of that board-and of the morale and the materiel of the Army Air Corps can be
Maj. Gen. Benjamin D. Foulois must be relieved from
I.I was often the minority member on lots of things that had to attained,
his position as Chief of the Air Corps. We unanimously recom~. happen and that were discussed-there were a great many things
! that I was voted down on in handling the parliamentary procedure mend that the Secretary of War take such action without delay.
WM. N. ROGERS, Chairman.
I in working up that report that you have here • • • .''
LISTER HILL.
When this testimony was called to the attention of Maj. Gen.
NUMA F. MoNTET.
, Hugh A. Drum, the Deputy Chief of Staff, and Brig. Gens. George
Dow w. HARTER.
' s. Simonds and Charles E. Kilbourne, members of the Drum
w. FRANK JAMES.
' board, they testified that Major General Foulois' statement as
EDWARD w. Goss.
1 quoted was incorrect and false.
CHARLES A. PLUMLEY.
The present inefficient, expensive, and unproductive system of
PAUL J. KVALE.
· procurement of airplanes, as carried on by and through the Chief
EXHIBIT

Contract No.

Amount

Contractor

Item

Approval

A
Any notation by anyone connected with
the office of the
1udge Advocate
General

Recommendations for approval

I

i- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - At Wright Field

In office of the Chief of the
Air Corps

-----1------l-------1~----------r------1---------i ----------i·---~

W 635 ac-4305

W 535 ac-4573

W 535 ac-4641

W 535ac-4653

W535ac-4699

W 535 ac-4i98

Approved June 23, 1931, by
direction of the Secretary
or W er under the provisions or sec. 10 (k), act of
July 2, 1926. F. Trubee
Davison, Assistant Secretary of War.
Approved
Sept. 19, 1931, by
41, 963. 00 General Electric
direction of the Secretary
Co.
of War under the provisions or sec. 10 (k), act of
July 2, 1926. F. Trubee
Davison, Assistant Secretary or War.
187, 650. 00 -----dO- -·------- Approved Oct. 16, 1931, by
direction of the Secretary
of War under the prov i5ions or sec. 10 (q), act of
July 2, 1926. F. Trubee
Davison, Assistant Ser.rctary of War.
148, 772.10 Wright Aero· Approved Oct. 29, 1931, by
nautical Cordirection of the Secretary
poration.
of War under the provisions or ~c. 10 (q), act
of July 2, 1926. F. Trubee
Davison, Assistant Secretary of War.
26,599.91 Consolidated Approved Nov. 6, 1931. F.
Ashcroft IlanTrubee Davison, Assistant Secretary of War.
cock Co., Inc.

$25, 200. 00 Marvel Carbureter Co.

71, 071. 00 Kollsman In·
strument Co.,
Inc.

Approved Dec. 14, Ul31. F.
'I'rubee Davison. Assistant Secretau of War.

Fuel chargers
and accessories.

Iune 23, 1931. George Approval recommended
P. Hill, major, Judge
June 20, 1931. Lt. Col.
Advocate General's
H. H. Arnold, Air
Coq>s, Acting Chief of
Department.
DivISion.

Approval recommended
June 22, 1931; Maj. Gen.
J.E. Fechet, Air Corps,
Chief of the Air Corps.

9 special nozzle
boxes, 3 special turbine
wheels and
tests thereof.

Sept. 17, 1931. Legally sufficient. Maj.
George P. Hill,
Iudge Advocate
General's Department.

Approval recommended
Sept. 8, 1931. For the
Chief of the Materiel
Division; Lt. Col. H.
H. Arnold, Air Corps,
executive.

Approval recommended
Sept. 11, 1931; Brig.
Gen. B. D. Foulois, Air
Corps, Acting Chief ol
the Air Corps.

90 turbo superchargers.

Oct. 15, 1931. Legally
sufficient. Maj.
George P. Hill,
Iudge Advocate
General's Department.

Appro\"al recommended
Oct. 9, 1931. For the
Chief of the Mntkriel
Division1 Lt. Col. H. H.
Arnold, Air Corps, executive.

Approval recommended
Oct. 12, 1931; Brig. Gen.
B. D. Foulois, Air
Corps, Acting Chiel of
the Air Corps.

32

Oct. 28, 1931. Legally
sufficient. Maj.
George P. Hill,
Judge Advocate
General's Depart·
ment.

Approval recommended
Oct. 22, 1931. For the
Chief of the MaMrlel Division, Lt. Col. H. H.
Arnold, Air Corps, executive.

Approval recommended
Oct. 26, 1931; Lt. Col.
Ira Lon,,<>anecker, Air
Corps, Acting Chief of
the Air Corps.

1,360 engine
gage units,
type B-L

Nov. 5, 1931. Legally Approval recommended Approval recommended
sufficient. Maj.
Oct. 31, 1931. For the
Nov. 3, 1931; Maj. Gen.
George P. Hill,
Chief of the MatMiel DiJ. E. Fecbet, Air Corps,
Chief of the Air Corps.
vision, Capt. A. E.
Judge Advocate
General's DepartJones, Air Corps, acting
ment.
executive.
Dec. 9. 1931. Legally Approval recommended Approval recommended
sufficient. Maj.
Dec. 2, 1931. For the
Dec. 5, 1931; Brig. Gen.
George P. Hill,
Chief of the Materiel
B. D. Foulois Air
Division, Lt. Col. A. W.
Judge Advocate
Corps, Acting duel of
Robins, Air Corps .exthe Air Corps.
General's Departecutive.
·
ment.

Wright
R-975-E engines, spare
parts, and
data.

1 , 0 0 1 al t I
meters, type
and

rata.
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E°xHmIT A-Continued

Contract No.

W 535 ac-5247

W 535 ac-5248

W 535 ac-5257

W 535 ac-5258

W 535 ac-5281

W 539 ac-5316

A.mount

Contractor

Approval

Any notation by anyone connected with
the office of the
Judge Advocate
General

Item

Approved June 28, 1932, by 8 type YlSR1823-F aerodirection of the Secretary
of War under the pronautical engines, spare
visions of soc. 10 (q), act of
parts, and
July 2, 1926. F. Trubee
data.
Davison, Assistant Secretary of War.
3
type YGR33, 82L 25 The Pratt & Approved June 30, 1932, by
1535
aeroWhitney Airdirection of the Secretary
of War under the pronautical encraft Co.
gines
and
vi~ions of sec. 10 (k), act of
data.
July 2, 1926. F. Trubee
Davison, Assistant Secretary of War.
'Zl, 000. 00 The Gaertner Approved June 29, 1932. F. 200 type G--4
camera gun
Trubee Davison, AssistScientific Corassemblies.
poration.
ant Secretary of War.

$59, 493. 12 Wright Aeronautical Corporation.

226, 676. 05 Curtiss Aero- Approved June 30, 1932, by
direction of the Secretary
plane & Motor
Co., Inc.
of War under the provisions of sec. 10 (k), act of
July 2, 1926. F. Trubee
Davison, Assistant Secretary of War.
Appro"'ed June 30, 1932, by
direction of the Secretary
of War under the provisions of sec. 10 (q), act of
July 2, 1926. F. Trubee
Davison. Assistant Secretary of War.
77, 219. 60 Wright Aeronau· Approved Aug. 29, 1932, under the provisions of par.
ticnl Corpora4 g (4), Army Regulations
tion.
5-240. F. H. Payne, 'fhe
Assistant Secretary of
War.

111, 095. 73 The Pratt &
V'lhitney Aircraft Co.

l

type

Yl~

40B, 3 type
Yl~OAair

Spare parts for
types R-790,
R--975, R1750 and R1820
aeronautical engines.
120 starter assemblies.

31, 800. OC, Eclipse Aviation Approved Sept. 19, 1932.
Corporation.
F. H. Payne, The Assistant Secretary of War.

w 535 ac-5383

35, 343. 00 American Cable
Co., Inc.

Approved Sept. 30, 1932.
F. H. Payne, The Assistant Secretary of War.

918,000 f e e t
flex i bl e
cable.

W 535 ac-5439

83, 195. 00 W e 11 i n g t on

Approved Oct. 28, 1932.
F. H. Payne, The Assistant Secretary of War.

350,000 yards
mercerized
cotton airplane fabric.

174, 613. 40 Dougl!ls Aircraft Approved Dec. 7, 1932, by
direction of the Secretary
Co., Inc.
of War under the provisions of sec. 10 (q) of the
act of July 2, 1926. F.
Tmbee Davison, Assistant
Secretary of War.
35, 932. 20 Wright
Aero- Approved Nov. 3, 1932,
under the provisions of
nautical Corpar. 4 g (4), Army Regulaporation.
tions 5-240. F. H. Payne,
The Assistant Secretary of
War.
185, 000. 00 DouglasAircraft .Approved Dec. 7, l!J32, by
Co., Inc.
direction of the Secretary
of War under the provisions of ser. 10 (k), act of

15 type 0-38E
observation
airplanes,
spare parts,
and data.

w 535 ac-5446

W 535 ac-5449

W 535ac-54.SO

July 2, 1926.

w 535 ac-5506

23, 056. IO Boeing Airplane
Co.

W 535 5ac-507

157, 729. 12 The Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft Co.

W 535 ac-5520

33,642.00 Irving Air
Chute Co.,
Inc.

F. Trnbee

Davison, Assistant Secretary of War.
.Approved Nov. 28, 1932,
Brig. Gen. H. C. Pratt,
Air C'orps, Chief Materiel
Division.

Approved Dec. 5, 1932, by
direction of the Secretary
of War under the provisions of sec. 10 (q), act of
July 2, 1926. F. H. Payne,
The Assistant Secretary of
War.
Approved Nov. 30, 1932,
F. H. Payne, The Assistant Secretary of War.

At Wright Field

In office of the Chief of the

Jnne 'Zl. 1932. Le11:ally
sufficient.
Maj.
George P. Hill,
Judge Advocate
General's Department.

Approval recommended
June 21, 1932. For the
Chief of the Matfiliel
Division, Lt. Col. A. W.
Robins, Air Corps, executive.

Approval recommended
June 23, 1932; Brig. Gen.
0. Westover, Air Corps,
Acting Chief of the Air
Corps.

June 30, 1932. Legally
sufficient.
Maj.
George P. Hill,
Judge .Advocate
General's Department.

Approval recommended
June 'Zl, 1932. For the
Chief of the Materiel
Division, Lt. Col. A. W.
Robins, Air Corps, executive.

Approval recommended
June 28, 1932; Brig. Gen.
0. Westover, Air Corps.
Acting Chief of the Air
Corps.

June 28, 1932. Legally
sufficient. Maj.
George P. Hill,
Judge Advocate
General's Department.
June 30, 1932. Legally
sufficient. Maj.
George P. Hill,
Jud17e Advocate
General's Department.

Approval recommended
June 25, 1932. For the
Chief of the Matfriel
Division, Lt. Col. A. W.
Robins, Air Corps, executive.
Approval recommended
June z;, 1932. For the
Chief of the Materiel
Division, Lt. Col. A.
W. Robins, Air Corps,
executive.

Approval recommended
June 'Z7, 1932; Brig. Gen.
0. Westover, Air Corps,
Acting Chief of the Air
Corps.

planes, 1
skeleton airplane, type
Y 10-40A,
spare parts,
and data.
19 type YlSR- _____ do__________ _ Approval recommended
1340-G aeroJune 29, 1932. For the
nautical enChief of the Matiriel
gines, spare
Division, Lt. Col. A.
p:uts, and
·w. Robins, Air Corps,
data.
executive.

W 535 ac-5379

Sears Co.

Recommendations for approval

i-----------;----------

Spare parts for
types V-1150
and V-1.570
aeronanti·
cal engines.
1

amphibian
observation
airplane,
model Y044, and data.

Spare parts for
types P-12,
P-12B, P12C, P-12D,
P-12E, and
P-12F Boe·
in g airplanes.
7.8 type YlR1690-D aeronautical engines.. spare
parts, and
data.

Aug. 27, 1932. Legally
sufficient.
Maj.
George P. Hill,
Judge Advocate
General's Department.

Approval recommended
Aug. 22, 1932. Lt. Col.
A. W. Robins, .Air
Corps, Acting Chief
Mat~riel Division.

Air Corps

Approval recommended
June 23, 1932, Brig. Gen,
0. Westover, Air Corps,
.Acting Chief of the Ail'
Corps.

Approval recommended
June 30, 1932; Brig. Gen.
0. Westover, .Air Corps,
Acting Chief of the Ail'
Corps.
Approval recommended
Aug. 25, 1932; Maj. Gen.
B. D. Foulois, Air
Corps, Chief of the Air
Corps.

Sept. 15. 1932. Legally Approval recommended . Approval Recommended
Sept. 91 1932. For the
Sept. 12, 1932; Brig. Gen.
sufficient. Maj.
Chief 01 the Materiel Di0. Westover, Air Corps,
George P. Hill.
vision, Lt. Col. A. W.
Acting Chief of the Air
Judge Advocate
General's DepartRobins, Air Corps, execCorps.
men t.
utive.
Sept. 28, 1932. Legally Approval recommended Approval recommended
Sept. 26, 1932; Brig. Gen.
Sept. 24, 1932. For the
sufficient.
Maj.
0. Westover, Air Corps,
Chief of the Matkriel DiGeorge P. Hill,
Acting Chief of the Air
vision, Lt. Col. A. W.
Judge Advocate
Corps.
Robins, Air Corps, execGeneral's Departu tive.
ment.
Oct. 26, 1932. Legally Approval recommended Approval recommended
Oct. 21i 193'.l; M aj. Gen.
Oct. 22, 1932. For the
sufficient. Maj.
B. D. l<·oulois, Air Corps,
Chief of the Matcriel Di·
George P. Hill,
Chief of the Air Corps.
vision, Lt. Col. A. W.
Judge Advocate
Robins, Air Corps, execGeneral's Department.
utive.
Dec. 6, 1932. Leg!llly .Approval recommended Approval recommended
Nov. 30, 1Q32; faj. Gen.
Nov. 25, 1932. For the
sufficient. Maj.
B. D. Foulois, Air
Chief of the Matiriel
George P. Bill,
Corps, Chief of the A~.
Division, Lt. Co]. A.. W.
Judge Advocate
Corps.
Robins, Air Corps, exGeneral's Departecutive.
ment.
Nov. 2, 1932. Legally
sufficient. Maj.
George P. Hill,
Judge
Advocate
General's Department.
Dec. 7, 1932. Legally
sufficient. Maj.
George P. Hill,
Judge Advocate
General's Department.

Approval recommended
Oct. 'Zl, 1932. For the
Chief of the M atirieJ
Division, Lt. Col. A. W.
Robins, .Air Corps, executive.
Approval recommended
Nov. 26, 1!)32. For the
Chief of the Matiriel
Division, Lt. Col. A. W.
Robins, Air Corps, executive.

Approval recommended
Oct. 31, 193"2. Maj.
Gen. B. D. Foulois, Air
Corps, Chief of the Air
Corps.
Approval recomm1mded
Nov. 30, 1932; Maj. Gen.
B. D. Foalois, Air
Corps, Chief of the Air

Corps.
Award approved Nov. 11,
1932, by Brig. Gen. 0.
Westover, Air Corps,
Acting Chief of the Air
Corps.

Dec. 2, 1932. Legally
sufficient.
Maj.
George P. Hill,
Judge Advocate
General's Department.

Approval recommended
Nov. 23, 1932. For the
Chief of the Materiel
Division, Lt. Col. A.. W.
Robins, Air Corps, executive.

756 parachutes, Nov. 28, 1932. Legally
seat service
sufficient. Maj.
type S-1.
George P. Hill,
Judge Advoc~te
General's Department.

Approval recommended
Nov. 21, 1932. For the
Chief of the Mat~rtel
Division, Lt. Col. A. W.
Robins, Air Corps, executive.

Approval recommended
NOV. 25, 1932; Brig. Gen.
0. \Vestover, Air Corps,
Acting Chief of the Air
Corps.
Do.
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Contract No.

Amount

Contractor

W 535 ac-5527

$25, 576. 00 Kollsman Instrument Co.,
Inc.

W 535ac-5537

74, 804. 50 Sperry Gyroscope Co., Inc.

W 535 ac-5592

38, 237. 32 Allison Eng i-

W 535ac-5609

275, 651. 00 Bellanca Aircraft Corporation.

W 53Sac-5627

568, 320. 00 Wright Aeronautical Corporation.

WW 535 ac5632.

388, 852. 49 _____ do-----------

neering Co.

W 535 ac-56421, 201, 117. 50 Boeing Airplane
Co.

535 ac-5652

63, 314.10 The Pratt &
Whitney Air·
craft Co.

W 535 ac--5665 2, 070, 890. 51 The Glenn L.
Martin Co.

w 535 ac-5690

38, 630. 00 Kollsman Instrument Co.,
Inc.

W 535 ac-56951, 011, 507. 31 The Pratt &
Whitney Air·
craft Co.

LXXVIlI--787

Approval

Item

Any notation by anyone connected with
the office of the
Judge Advocate
General

Recommendations for approval

i-----------;--------At Wright Field

3,159 thermom- Jan. 4, 1933. Legally Approval recommended
sufficient.
Maj.
Dec. 28, 1932. For the
eters and
Chief of the Mat&iel
George P. Hill,
data.
Judge Advocate
Division, Lt. Col. A. W.
General's DepartRobins, Air Corps, exment.
ecutive.
Approved Jan. 4, 1933, under Indicator and _____ do --------------- Approval recommended
tube assemthe provisions of par. 4 g
Dec. 13, 1932. For the
(1), Army regulations 5blies.
Chief of the Mat&iel Division, Lt. Col. A. W.
240. F. Trubee Davison,
Robins, Air Corps, exAssistant Secretary of
War.
_____ do________________ _ ecutive.
Approval recommended
Approved Jan. 5, 1933, by 1 Allison
Dec. 28, 1932. For the
V-171(}-laerdirection of the Secretary
Chief of the Mat&iel Diof War under the provionautical ensions of sec. 10 (k), a.ct of
gine, spare
vision, Lt. Col. A. W.
Robins, Air Corps, exJuly 2, 1926. F. Trubee
parts, speecutive.
Davison, Assistant Secrecial tools,
tary of War.
and data.
Approved Jan. 17, 1933, by 10 transport Jan. 16, 1933. Legally Approval recommended
Jan. 9, 1932. For the
direction of the Secretary
airplanes,
sufficient. Maj.
of War under the proviGeorge P. Hill,
Chief of the Mat&iel Ditype 0-27A,
sions of sec. 10 (k), act of
Judge Advocate
vision, Lt. Col. A. W.
spare parts,
Robins, Air Corps, exJuly 2, 1926. F. Trubee
General's Departand data.
Davison, Assistant Secrement.
ecutive.
tary of War.
Approved Mar. 1, 1933, by 64 Model V- Mar. 1, 1933. Legally Approval recommended
sufficient. Maj.
direction of the Secretary
Feb. 24, 1933. For the
157(}-57 aerof War under the proviGeorge P. HiJl,
Chief of the MaMriel
onautical enJudge Advocate
sions of sec. 10 ( q), a.ct of
Division, Lt. Col. A. W.
gines, spare
July 2, 1926. F. Trubee
General's DepartRobins, Air Corps, exparts, and
Davison, Assistant Secreecutive.
ment.
data.
tary of War.
_____ do---------------------- 52model YR- Mar. 1, 1933. Legally Approval recommended
Feb. 13, 1933. For the
sufficient. Maj.
182(}-17 aeroGeorge P. Hill,
Chief of the Mat~riel
nautical enDivision, Lt. Col. A. W.
Judge Advocate
gines, spare
Robins, Air Corps, exGeneral's Departparts, and
ment. May 25,
ecutive.
data.
1933. Legally sufficient. Maj. George
P. Hill, Judge Advocate General's
Department.
Approved Jan. 24, 1933, 111 type P-26A Jan. 23, 1933. Legally Approval recommended
Jan. 16, 1933. For the
under the provisions of
sufficient. Maj.
airplanes,
paragraph g (1), Army
George P. Hill,
Chief of the Materiel Dispare parts,
Regulations 5-240.
F.
Judge Advocate
vision, Lt. Col. A. W.
and data.
Trubee Davison, AssistGeneral's DepartRobins, Air Corps, exant Secretary of War.
ment. Mar. l, 1933.
ecutive.
Legally sufficient,
Maj. George P. Hill,
Judge Advocate
General 's Department.
Approved Feb. 13, 1933, by 3 type YR- Feb. 11, 1933. Legally Approval recommended
direction of the Secretary
sufficient. Maj.
Feb. 6, 1933. For the
183<H aeroof War under the proviGeorge P. Hill,
nautical enChief of the Materiel Disions of sec. 10 (k), act of
Judge Advocate
gines, exvision, Lt. Col. A. W.
July 2, 1927. F. Trubee
General's Departhaust stacks,
Robins, Air Corps, exDavison, Assistant Secrement.
ecutive.
and data.
tary of War.
Approved Jan. 24, 1933, by 12 model YB- Jan. 24, 1933. Legally Approval recommended
d.irection of the Secretary
13, 12 model
sufficient.
Maj.
Jan. 18, 1933. For the
of War under the proviGeorge P. Hill,
YB-12, and
Chief of the MaMriel
sions of sec. 10 (k), a.ct of
H model
Division, Lt. Col. A. W.
Judge
Advocate
July 2, 1926. F. Trubee
General's DepartYB-lObomRobins, Air Corps, exDavison, Assistant Secrement. Mar.1, 1933.
ecutivo.
bardment
tary of War.
Legally sufficient,
airplanes,
Maj. George P. Hill,
spare parts,
Judge
Advocate
static test
General's Departparts, and
ment.
May
25, 1933.
data.
Legally sufficient.
Msj. George P. Hill,
Judge
Advocate
General's Department. Nov. 21, 1933.
Legally sufficient.
Col. Jos. I. McMuil·
len, Judge Advocate
General's Department.
Approved Feb. 21, 1933. &JO altimet.ers, Feb.17, 1933. Legalll' Approval recommended
F. TrubeeDavison.Assisttype C-5,
sufficient.
Maj.
Feb. 10, 1933. For the
ant Secretary of War.
George P. Hill,
Chief of the Ma~riel Dihandbook,
Judge
Advocate
vision. Lt. Col. A. W.
and data.
General's DepartRobins, Air Corps, execment.
ntive.
_____
do_______________
do ________ _
Approved Feb. 21, 1933, by 250 type Rdirection of the Secretary
13t(}-27 aero- Mar. 1, 1933. Legalof War under the provily sufficient. Maj.
nautical ensions of sec. 10 (q), act of
gines, spare
George P. Hill,
July 2, 1926. F. Trubee
Judge Advocate
parts, and
General's DepartDavison, Assistant Secredata.
tary of War.
ment.
Approved Jan. 4, 1933, under
the provisions of par. 4 (n),
Anny Regulations 5-240.
F. H. Payne, The Assistant Secretary of War.

In office of the Chief of the
Air Corps
Approval recommended
Dec. 30, 1932; Maj. Gen.
B. D. Foulois, Air
Corps, Chief of the Air
Corps.
Approval recommended
Dec. 27, 1932. Maj. Gen.
B. D. Foulois, Air
Corps, Chief of the Air
Corps.
Approval recommended
Jan. 3, 1933. Brig. Gen.
0. Westover, Air Corps,
Acting Chief of the Air
Corps.
Approval recommended
Jan.12, 1933. Brig. Gen.
0. Westover, Air Corps,
Acting Chief of the Air
Corps.
Approval recommended
Feb. 27, 1933; Maj. Gen.
B. D. Foulois, Air
Corps, Chief of the Air
Corps.
Approval recommended
Feb. 20, 1933; Maj. Gen.
B. D. Foulois, Air
Corps, Chief of the Air
Corps.

Approval recommended
Jan. 18, 1933; Brig. Gen.
0. Westover, Air Corps,
Acting Chief of the Air
Corps.

Approval recommended
Feb. 8, 1933; Maj. Gen.
B. D. Foulois, Air
Corps, Chief of the Air
Corps.
Approval recommended
Jan. 19, 1933; Brig. Gen.
0. Westover, Air Corps,
Acting Chief of the Air
Corps.

Approval reoommended
Feb. 13, 1933; Maj. Gen.
B. D. Foulois, Air
Corps, Chief of the Air
Corps.
Do.
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Contract No.

Amount

Contractor

W 535 acKi709 $130, 488. 66 The Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft Co.

Approval

Approved Mar. 2, 1933, by
direction of the Secretary
of War under the provisions of section 10 (q), act
of July 2, 1926. F. Trubee
Davison, Assistant Secretary of War.
Approved Mar. 1, 1933, by
direction of the Secretary
of War under the provisions of sec. 10 (k), act of
July 2, 1926. F. Trubee
Davison, Assistant Secretary of War.

Item

20type YR1860-19 neronautical engines, spare
parts, and
data.

Any notation by anyone connected with
the office of the
Judge Advocate
General
NOTATION.-See central files for legal
sufficiency by Judge
Advocate General,
Mar. 1, 1933.

Recommendations for approval

i------------:---------At Wright Field

In om.ce of the Chief of the
Air Corps

Approval recommended
Feb. 23, 1933. For the
Chief of the Mat~riel
Division, Lt. Col. A. W.
Robins, Air Corps, executive.

Approval recommended
Feb. 27, 1933; Maj. Gen.
B. D. Foulois, Air
Corps, Chief of the Air
Corps.

4 type P-30 Mar. 1, 1933. Legal- Approval recommended Approval recommended
airplane3, 4
ly sufficient. Maj.
Feb. 27, 1933. For the
Feb. 28, 1933; Maj. Oen.
type A-11
George P. • Hill,
Chief of the Mat~riel
B. D. Foulois, Air
airplane3, 1
Judge Advocate
Division, Lt. Col. A. W.
Corps, Chief of the Air
skeleton airGeneral's DepartRobins, Air Corps, exCorps.
plane, type
ment.
ecutive.
P-30, lsk:eleton airplane,
type A-11,
photogNphs,
and dat.l.
46 type A-12 ••••• do__________ •••.. do ____________ _
Do.
Curti'l! attack !l i rp lanes,
spare pll'ts,
and datu.
92 model YR- ••••• do________ _ Approval recommended Approval recommended
1820-21 n.eroFeb. 1933. For the
Mar. 1, 1933; Maj. Oen.
nautical enChief of the MatAriel DiB. D. F ulols. Air
gines, spare
vision. Lt. Col. A. W.
Corps, Chief ot the Air
parts, and
Robins, Air Corps, exCorps.
data.
ecutive.

W 535 oo-5732

612, 500. 00 Consolidated
Aircraft Corporation.

W 535 ac-5733

937, 101. 26 Curtiss Aero- Approved Mar. 1, 1933, by
plane & Modirection of the Secretary
tor Co., Inc.
of War under the provisions of sec. 10 (k), act of
July 2, 1926. F. Trubee
Davison,Assista.ntSecretaryof War.
580,323.58 Wright Aero- Approved Mar. 2, 1933, by
nautical Cordirection of the Secretary
poration.
of War under the provisions of sec. 10 (q)..i,. act of
July 2, 1926. F. ·nubee
Davison, Assistant Secretary of War.
440, 3()(. 00 Douglas Aircraft Approved Mar. 2, 1933, by 24 type 0-43A ••••. do____________ Approval recommended
Douglas obCo., Inc.
direction of the Secretary
Feb. 28, 1933. For the
servation airof War under the proviChief of the Matfu'iel
planes,.spare
sions of section 10 (k), act
Di vision. Lt. Col. A.
parts, and
of July 2, 1926. F. Trubee
W. Robins, Air Corps,
data.
Davison. Assistant Secreexecutive.
tary
of War,
•••••
do ____________________
_
24 model YR- ••••• do ______________ ••••• do •• ----------------109, 718. 00 The Pratt &
Whitney Air985-9 aeronautical encraft Co.
gines, spare
parts, and

W535ac-5i38

W 536 ac-5743

W 535ac-57«

data.

W 535 ac-5745

W 535 ac-5811

W 535 ac-5841

222, 354. 00 Douglas Aircraft ••••• dO------------------ 6 model C-26B
amphibian
Co., Inc.
transpo:-t airplanesrspare
parts, and
data.
31, 582. 25 The Gaertner Approved May 2, 1933 Changing 280
type0-3gun
Scientific Corunder the provisions ol
par. 4 g (1), Army Regucamer~into
poration.
typeG-4and
lations 5-240. Harry H.
Woodring, Assistant Secrepairing and
remodeling
retary of War.
75 type 0-4
gun can1eras.
229, 900. 00 The Pratt & Approved May 12, 1933, by 44 type R- 169013 aeronautiWhitney Airdirection of the Secretary
cal engines,
of War unde.r the procraft Co.
spare parts,
visions . of section 10 (q),
act of July 2, 1926. Harry
and data.
II. Woodring, Assistant
Secretary of War.

••••• do _____________________ do •• -----------------

117, 801. 39 Wright Aeronautical Corporation.

W 535 ac-5867

186, 400. 00

W 535 ac-5869

47, 972. 85

W 535 ac-5877

61, 943. 00

w 535 ac-5891

32, 987. 50

DOJ

DOJ

May 1, 1933. Legally
sufficient. Maj.
George P. Hill,
Judge Advocate
General's Department.

Approval recommended
Apr. 21, 1933. For the
Chief of the Mat&iel
Di vision. Lt. Col. A.
W. Robins, Air Corps,
executive.

Approval recommended
Apr. 24, 1933; Maj. Oen.
B. D. Foulols. Air
Corps, Chief of the Air
Corps.

May 11, 1933. Legally
sufficient.
Maj.
George P. Hill,
Judge Advocate
General's Department.
June 22, 1933. Legally sufficient. Maj.
George P. Hill,
Judge Advocate
General's Department.
May 11, 1933. Legally
sufficient.
Maj.
George P. Hill,
Judge
Advocate
General's Department.
May 20, 1933. Legally
Maj.
sufficient.
George P. Hill,
Judge
Advocate
General's Department.
May 25, 1933. LeJtall1
sufficient.
Maj.
George P. Hill,
Judge
Advocate
General's · Department.
May 11, 1933. Legally
sufficient.
Maj.
George P. Hill,
Judge A.d vocate
General's Department.

Approval recommended
May 6, 1933. For the
Chief of the Matfu'iel
Di vision. Lt. Col. A.
W. Robins, Air Corps,
executive.

Approval recommended
May 10, 1933; Maj. Gen.
B. D. Foulo~ 1 Air
Corps, Chief ot me Air
Corps.

Approved May 11, 1933, Spare part.s for
Approval recommended
type Rr-1820May 6, 1933. For the
under the provisions of
par. 4 g (4), Army ReguE aeronautiChief of the MatAriel
cal engines.
Division. Lt. Col. A.
lations 5-240. Harry H.
W. Robins, Air Corps,
Woodring, Assistant Se~
reta.ry of War.
executive.
Approval recommended
Boeing Airplane Approved May 22, 1933, 100 upper wing
assemblies
May 17, 1933. For the
under the provisions of
Co.
Chief of the Mat~riel
par. 4 g (4), Army Regufor Boeing
type P-12
lations 5-240. Harry H.
Division. Lt. Col A. W.
airplanes.
Woodring, Assistant SecRobins, Air Corps, ex·
retary of War.
ecutive.
Approval recommended
Wright Aero- Approved May 26, 1933, Spare psrts for
type V-1570
(no date). For the Chief
nautical Co.
under the provisions of
paragraph 4 g (4), Army
aeronantical
of the Ma~riel Division.
engines.
Lt. Col A. W. Robins,
Regulations 5-240. Harry
H. Woodring, Assistant
Air Corps, executive.
Secretary of War.
Fairchild Aertal Approved May 12, 1933, un- Twenty~ix 8~
Approval recommended
Camera Cor·
der the provisions of par.
May 8, 1933. For the
inch cones,
4 g (4), Army Regulations
seventy-four
Chief of the Matmel
poration.
Division. Lt. Col. A.
5-240. Harry H. Wood12-inch
W. Robins, Air Corps,
ring, The Assistant Secrecones, and
executive.
tary of War.
eleven 24inch cones
with shutters
and len.>es.
The Leece-Ne- Approved May 22, 1933. 455 generator May 20, 1933. Legally Approval recommended
May 16, 1933. For the
sufficient.
Maj.
assemblies,
ville Co.
Harry H. Woodring, The
Chief of the Mata-iel DiGeorge P. Hill,
type 0-1.
Assistant Sec.retary of
vision. Lt. Col. A.. W.
1udge Advocate
War.
General's DepartRobins, Air Corps, execr

W 535 ac-5850

Do.

mut.

utive.

Approval recommended
May 8, 1933; Maj. Gen.
B. D. Foulois. Air Corps,
Chief of the Air Corps.
Approval recommended
May 18, 1933; Maj. Gen.
B.D. Foulois, Air Corps,
Chief of tho Air Corps.

Approval recommended
May 23, 1933; Maj. Gen.
B. D. Foulois, Air
Corps, Chief of the Air
Corps.
Approval recommended
May 10, 1933; Maj. Gen.
B. D. Foulois, Air
Corps, Chief of the Air
Corps.

Approval recommended
May 17, 1933; Maj. Gen.
B. D. Foulois, Air
Corps, Chief of the Air

Corps.

1934
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Contract No.

Amount

Contractor

W 535 BC-{)895 $670, 742. 50 Boeing Airplane
Co.

Approvsl

Approved May 16, 1933, under the provisions of par. 4
g (4), Army Regulations
~240. Harry H. Woodring, The Assistant Secretary of War.

W 535 ac-5896

166, 765. 00 Eclipse Aviation Approved 1nne 1, 1933.
Corporation.
Harry H. Woodring, Assistant Secretary of War.

W 535 ac-5911

249, 822. 45 Douglass Aircraft Co.

W 535 ac-5928

244, 985. 74 Sperry
Gyroscope Co., Inc.

w 535 ac-5943

W 535 ac-5944

W 535 ac-6019

Approved Ang. 16, 1933,
under the provisions of
section 10 (q), act of July
2, 1926. George H. Dern,
Secretary of War.

Approved 1une 1,1933,nnder
the provisions of par. 4 g
(1), Army Regulations
5-240. Harry H. Woodring, Assistant Secretary
of War.
68, 200. 00 Kollsman In- Al!Proved Jane 26, 1933,
Harry H. Woodring, Asstrument Co.,
sistant Secretary of War.
Inc.

Ap~roved

June 26, 1933, by
direction of the Secretary
of War under the provisions of section 10 (q), act
of July 2, 1926; Harry H.
Woodring, Assistant Secretary of War.
39, 480. 00 Eclipse Aviation Approved June 28, 1933;
Harry H. Woodring,
Corporation.
Assistant Secretary of
War.

833, 548. 00 The Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft Co.

w535 ac-0059 «. 352. 00

Item

Any notation by anyRecommendations for approval
one connected with • - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - the office of the
1udge Advocate
In office of the Chief of the
At Wright Field
Air Corps
General

Spare parts for May 16, 1933. Legally Approval recommended
sufficient.
Maj.
May 12, 1933. For the
P-12, P-12B,
P-12C, PGeorge P. Hill,
Chief of the Mat~riel Di12D, P-12E,
vision. Lt. Col. A. W.
Judge Advocate
and P-12F
General's De_partRobins, Air Corps, execBoeing airment.
utive.
planes.
573 starter as- June 1, 1933. Legally Approval recommended
semblies.
Maj.
May 25, 1933. For the
sufficient.
George P. Hill,
Chief of the Materiel
Jn d ge Advocate
Division. Lt. Col. A. W.
General's DepartRobins, Air Corps, exe~
ment.
utive.
22 type 0-38E August 11, 1933. Legal- Approval recommended
ly sufficient. Maj.
Aug. 3, 1933. For the
observation
airplanes,
George P. Hill,
Chief of the Mat6riel Di·
spare parts,
Judge
Advocate
vision. Lt. Col. A. W.
and data.
General's DepartRobins, Air Corps, exe~
ment.
ntive.
Indicator, con- June 1, 1933. Legally Approval recommended
troller, shaft,
Maj.
May 25, 1933. For the
sufficient.
and tube asGeorge P. Hill,
ChiefoftheMatmel Disemblies.
Judge
Advocate
vision. Lt. Col. A. W.
General's DepartRobins, Air Corps, execment.
utive.
800 altimeters, June 8, 1933. Legally Approval recommended
type C-6,
sufficient.
Maj.
May 31, 1933. For the
and data.
George P. Hill,
Chief of the Mat~riel Di1udge
Advocate
vision. Lt. Col. A. W.
General's Depart.
Robins, Air Corps, execment.
utive.
___
do__________________
do_ ______________ _
132 type YR1600-11 aeronautical engines, spare
parts, and
data.
168 type A-2
energizers
and data.

John A. Roeb- ----d<>------------ 1,152,000 feet
ting's Sons Co.
extra
flexible cable.

Jane 28, 1933. Legally Approval recommended
sufficient.
Maj.
1nne 19, 1933. For the
George
P. Hill,
Chief of the Matfiliel DiJudge Advocate Genvision. Lt. Col. A. W.
Robins, Air Corps, exeral's Department.
ecutive.
June 24, 1933. Legally Approval recommended
sufficient.
Maj.
June 22, 1933. For the
George P. Hill,
Chief of the MaMriel Di·
Judge
Advocate
vision. Lt. Col. A. W.
Robins, Air Corps, ex·
General's Department.
ecntive.
Pencil notation, "No- Approval recommended
tation in general
1une 21, 1933. For the
files" June 24, 1933.
Chief of the Ma~riel DiLegally sufficient.
vision. Lt. Col. A. W.
Robins,
Air Corps, exMaj. George P. Hill,
Judge
Advocate
ecutive.
General's Department.
June 24, 1933. Legally Approval recommended
snffici en t. Maj.
1une 22, 1933. For the
GeorgeP.Hill,Judge
Chief of the Ma~riel Division. Lt. Col. A. W.
Advocate General's
Robins, Air Corps exDepartment.
ecutive.
____
do___________________ _
Jane 28, 1933. Legally
sufficient. Col. Jos.
I. McMullen, 1ndge
Advocate General's
Department.
____
do___________________ do_____________ _

W 535 ac-0069

81,400.00 Marvel Carbureter Co.

Approved June 28, 1933, by
direction of the Secretary
of War under the provisions of sec. 10 (k), act of
July 2, 1926; Harry H.
woodring, Assistant Booretary of War.

37 Marvel
Chandler
type M-5
fuel charges
and data.

W 535ac-0079

27,824.00 Continental
Electric Co.,
Inc.

Approved June 28, 1933;
Harry H. Woodring, Assistant Secretary of War.

HS portable
eI ec t r i c
power plants,
type C-1.

W 535 ac-0081

M.560.00 Hurley-Town- ___ do__________ «,000 spark
send Corporaplugs.
tion.

W 535 ac-6084

25, 500. 00 The Steel Prod- _____ do_____________________ _ 200 type G-4
gun camera
nets Engineering Co.
assemblies.
39, 694. 00 The B. G. Cor- ____ dO----------------------- 28,000 spark _____ d<>-------------~- Approval recommended
June 23, 1933. For the
poration.
plugs and
Chief of the Ma~iel
190 gap.setDivision. Lt. Col. A.
ting tools.
W. Robins, Air Corps,
executive.
31, 423. 00 Boeing Airplane Approved Sept. 19, 1933; un- Spare parts for Sept. 16, 1933. Legally Approval recommended
Sept. 13, 1933. For the
der the provisions of paraP-12, P-12B,
sufficient. Col.1 os.
Co.
gra pb 4 g ( 4), Army ReguChie.f ol the Matl\riel
I. McMullen, Judge
P-120,
Division. Lt. Col Roblations 5-240; Harry H.
Advocate General's
P-12D,
Woodring, .Acting Secreert Goolrick, Air Corps,
P-12E,
Department.
tary of War.
acting executive.
and P-12F,
Boeing airplanes.
36, 058. 32 Douglas Aircraft Approved Nov.15, 1933, un- Spare parts for Nov.131 1933. Legally Approval recommended
Nov. 3, 1933. For the
Co., Inc.
der the provisions of parasuffiment. Col.1os.
Douglas airgraph 4g (4), Army ReguChief of the Matmel Diplanes.
I. McMullen, Judge
lations 5-240. Harry H.
vision. Lt. Col. Robert
Advocate General's
Woodring, Assistant Sec·
Goolrick, Air Corps, actDepartment.
retary or war.
ing executive.
67, 150. 00 Wright Aero·
5,000 valves, Nov. 6, 1933. Legally A{>proval recommended
Oct. 31, 1933. For the
nautkal Corsufficient. Col. 1os.
exhaust 30°,
Chief of the Matfiliel DiI. McMullen, 1udge
poration.
for Wright
vision, Lt. Col. Robert
Advocate General's
aeronautical
Goolrick, Air Corps.
engines.
Department.
acting executive.

w535 ao-6106

W 535ac-6199

w535 ac-6268

-----d<>----------------------

Approval recommended.
May 15, 1933; Maj. Gen.
B. D. Foulois, Air
Corps, Chief of the Air
Corps.
Approval recommended
May 26, 1933.
Maj.
Gen. B. D. Foulois,
Air Corps, Chief of the
Air Corps.
Approval recommended
Aug. 7, 1933; Brig. Gen.
0. Westover, Air Corps,
Acting Chief of the Air
Corps.
Approval recommended
May 26, 1933; Maj. Gen.
B. D. Foulois,Air Corps,
Chief of the Air Corps.
Approval recommended
June 2, 1933; Maj. Gen.
B. D. Foulois, Air
Corps, Chief of the Air
Corps.
Do.

Approval recommended
June 21, 1933. Brig.
Gen. 0. Westover, Air
Corps, Acting Chief of
the Air Corps.
Approval recommended
June 23, 1933; Brig. Gen.
0. Westover, Air Corps,
Acting Chief of the Air
Corps.
Approval recommended
1une 22, 1933; Brig. Gen.
0. Westover, Air Corps,
Acting Chief of the Air
Corps.

Approval recommended
1une 23, 1933; Brig. Oen.
0. Westover, Air Corps,
Acting Chief of the Air
Corps.
Do.

Do.
Approval recommended
June 24, 1933; Brig. Gen.
O. Westover, Air Corps,
Acting Chief of the Air
Corps.
Approval recommended
Sept. 15, 1933; Brig. Gen.
0. Westover, Air Corps,
Acting Chief or the Air
Corps.

Approval recommended
Nov. 9, 1933; Brig. Oen.
0. Westover, Ai; Corps,
Acting Chief of the Air
Corps.
Approval recommended
Nov. 2, 1933; Maj. Oen.
B. D. Foulois, Air
Corps, Chief of the Air

Corps.
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ExliIBIT A--Oontinued

Contract No.

W 535 ac-6299

.Amount

Oontractor

$55. 260. 00 The

Electric
Storage Battery Co.

Item

.Approval

Approved Nov. 16, 1933,
Harry H. Woodring, The
.Assistant Secretary of
War.

Any notation by anyone connected with
the office of the
Judge .Advocate
General

storage
batteries.

1,800

w 635 ac-6322

40, 000. 00 Continental Air- Approved Feb. 13, 1934, by Van Dykes
of type
direction of the Secretary
craft Engine
0-1430-1
of War under the provi·
Co.
aeronautical
sions of sec. 10 (k), act or
engine,
July 2, 1926; Harry H.
crankcase,
Woodring, The Assistant
crankshaft
Secretary of War.
assemhlies
and cylinder
relating
thereto and
reports on
cylinder.

w 535 ac-6361

Tl, 318. 00 Boeing Airplane

Approved Feb. 2, 1934, under the provisions of para.grapb 4 g (4), Army Regulations 6-240. Harry H.
Woodring, The Msistant
Secretary of War.

Tail wheel and

w 635 ac-ro89

44.880.00 Snncook Mills __ .Approved Mar. 8, 1934.
Harry H. Woodring, The
.Assistant Secretary of
W ar.

150,000 yards
mercerized
cotton airplane fabric.

Oo.

parking
brake installation parts
for types P12E and P12F air planes.

.

Recommendations for approval

i----------;----------

Nov. ] 4, 1933. Legally sufficient. Col.
Jos. I. McMullen,
Judge Advocate
General's Department.
Memorandum Feb. 9,
1934, for the Assistant Secretary of
War, stating: "The
contract is now in
proper form and,
upon approval by
the Assistant Secretary of War will
be legally sufficient
for the purpose contemplated."
Col.
Kyle Rucker, Judge
Advocate General's
Department, acting
AdvO<.'llte
Judge
General.
Memorandum Feb. 1,
1934, for The Assistant Secretary of
War, stating: "The
contract is in proper
form and, upon approval by The Msistant Secretary of
War, will be legally
sufficient for the
purpose contemplated." For the
Judge Advocate
General: MaJ. Myron C. Cramer,
Judge Advocate
General's Department, Chief of se~
tion.
Memorandum Feb. 13,
1934, for The Assistant Secretary of War,
stating: "When certain alteration is
made and contract
approved by The
Assistant Secretary
of War it will be
legally sufficient for
the purpose contemplated." For the
Judge Advocate
General: Maj. Myron 0. Cramer,
Judge Advocate
General's Department, Ohief of ~
tion. Third endorsement, Office Chief
of the Air Corps,
Feb. 28, 1934, to The
Assistant Secretary
of War, stating correction has been
accomplished.

At Wright Field

In officeof the Ohler of the

Approval recommended
Nov. 8, 1933. For the
Chief of the Ma~riel Division, Lt. Col. Robert
Goolrick, Air Corps,
acting executive.
Approval recommended
Jan. 2, 1934. For the
Ohief of the Ma~riel Di·
vision: Maj. E. L. Hoffman, Air Corps, acting
executive.

.Approval recommended
Nov. 10, 1933. Maj .
Gen. B. D. Foulois, Air
Corps, Chief of the Air
Corps.

Approval recommended
Jan. 16, 1934. For the
Chief of the Ma~riel Division: Lt. Col. Robert
Goolrick, Air Corps, acting executive.

Approval recommended
Jan. 19, 1934; Maj. Gen.
B. D. Foulois, Air
Corps, Chief of the Air
Corps.

Approval recommended
Jan. 31, 1934. For the
Chief of the Matkriel Di·
vision, Lt. Col. Robert
Goolrick, Air Corps, acting executive.

Approval recommended
Feb. 2, 1934. Maj. Gen.
B. D. Foulois, Air
Corps, Chief of the Air
Corps.

Air Oorps

.Approval recommended
Jan. 4, 1934; Maj. Oen.
B. D. Foulois Air
Corps, Chief of the Air
Corps.

Mr. ROGERS of New Hampshire. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent that the report which was filed on last
Saturday pursuant to House Resolution 275 be printed as a
part of the RECORD. This request is made at the request of
a great many Members of the House.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from New Hampshire?
There was no objection.
Mr. ROGERS of New Hampshire. I will read the conclusion of that report before I proceed with my remarks.

and to which an officer in our Army is obligated to give
compliance Major General Foulois testified before our committee under oath that he had "overlooked Army regulations hundreds of times"; and he said: "I will break them
again."
In connection with the honor and integrity of the man
at the head of our Air Corps, Mr. Speaker, I call attention
to the fact that he, testifying before our committee on February 1 of this year, said-I will read you what he said
originally and then show you how he changed it:

In conclusion, however, we find it necessary to report that we
are most firmly convinced from the evidence and records submitted that before any substantial progress in the upbullding of
the morale and the materiel of the Army Air Corps can be
attained, Maj. Gen. Benjamin D. Foulois must be relieved from
his position as Chief of the Air Corps.
Our report includes a report which was made on May 7,

I w1ll give you the latest action of the General Staff. Day
before yesterday in the evening I presented you a draft of a
proposed piece of legislation which I delivered to you informally
under direction of the Chief of Staff. Within 24 hours they
changed that. The paper you have on your desk now I did not
have a copy of. It was supposed to have been furnished to 1D0\
but I did not receive it. It was presented to you formally and
officially over the signature of the Secretary of War. That contains an ambiguous clause in it. I read it. I asked the reason for
it, but I got no explanation.

1934, relative to the use of $7,500,000 under the P.W.A.,
showing the illegalities connected with that attempted purHe changed this testimony he had given before the Comchase. It also includes evidence of the illegal procurement
under subdivisions (k) and (q) of the Air Corps Act of 1926, mittee on Military Affairs. When he first testified on the
, and in alleged compliance with Army regulations. In con- subject he said under oath and in all seriousness:
nection with Army regulations which have the force of law
I asked the reason for it, but I got no explanation.
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Mr. C.ARTER of California. What ls the date of the
report?
Mr. ROGERS of New Hampshire. The date of the report
is February 19, 1934, before this man was killed and the
[Here the gavel fell.]
ship grounded as a result of the accident.
In this morning's paper we find Major General Foulois'
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that the gentleman from New Hampshire criticism of our report, based on what? He says, as quoted
in today's Washington Post:
be allowed to proceed for 10 additional minutes.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
It is to be regretted that the above-mentioned investigating
committee during the last 4 months has conducted its hearings
gentleman from Missouri?
in
secret rather than in open sessions in order that all the testi..,
There was no objectio~.
mony and all the facts could be made available to the public.
Mr. ROGERS of New Hampshire. This same man testiThe answer to that is that we started in in the nature of
fied before our committee that the complete program of
procurement of the Army Air Corps is now drawn by the a grand jury. We did not want to besmirch anyone. Major
General Staff without even consulting the Army Air Corps. General Foulois had friends on the committee. We decided
You will have in the report before you official records dis- to get to the bottom of the proposition bef01:e we did any ...
proving and showing the falsity of that charge, wherein thing, which was perfectly proper, but in addition to that,
time after time he is shown to have been consulted, how he Mr. Speaker, Major General Foulois himself came before our
appeared before various committees and gave full recom- committee and asked that they be kept secret and executive.
mendations as to what he desired for the Air Corps of the Yet he complains because they were. He said:
It is regretted that the committee has simply quoted extracts
United States Army.
Let me say a word in connection with the conduct of the from its hearings.
What would this Hous~ think if we put in every word o!
air mail by the Air Corps of the United States Army. Major
General Foulois testified under oath while before our com- the testimony that has gone in before that committee for
mittee that he assured the Assistant Postmaster General 4 months? It is in the record. It is available to him. it is
that the Air Corps was ready to take over the air m itil and available to anyone; and if our veracity is doubted, I am
to go ahead with it; that it was in proper condition to take sure we shall be glad to open them up tothe world and let
over this service. But, Mr. Speaker, he gave that assurance them see the nature of the testimony.
Mr. Speaker, may I say that this has been an unpleasant
without even calling in or consulting a single one of his
assistants, including the Assistant Chief of the Air Corps, duty to the Members of this committee, but we must have
General Westover. General Westover appeared before our the truth, and I want to leave with you what I believe to
committee and told us that if he had been asked, he, the be the unanimous feeling of all the committee, that it is a
Assistant Chief of the Air Corps, would not under those duty and we must perform it, no matter where the sparks
circumstances have been ready to have recommended that may fall or whom they may burn. In conclusion, may I leave
the Army Air Corps was in condition, on such short notice, with you the words of my most distinguished predecessor in
this House of Representatives, Daniel Webster, a former
at that time to carry the mail.
Major General Foulois, testifying under oath before our Representative in this House from the district I now have
committee, said that Army pilots then carrying the mail in the honor to represent. He said:
night flights averaged 50 or 60 hours of night flying. This
Your whole concern 1n this case is to do your duty and let con·
sequences take care of themselves. A sense of duty pursues us
testimony was given us under oath.
ever. It is omnipresent like the Deity. If we take to ourselves
To the contrary, the records of the War Department show the
wings of the morning and dwell in the utt ermost parts of
that Lieutenant Lowry, who was killed in night : flying of the earth, duty performed or duty violated is still with us for
the mails, had only 17% hours' night :flying; Lieutenant our happiness or our misery. If we say that the darkness shall
Reed, who cracked up carrying the mail, had only 8 % hours cover us in the darkness as in the light, our obligations are yet
us. We cannot escape their power nor fiee from their
of night flying; Lieutenant Dietz had only 24 hours; Lieu- with
presence. They are with us in this life; will be with us at its
tenant Hollstein, 9; Burnett, 13; and other crashes incidental close, and in that vast scene of inconceivable solemnity which lies
to carrying the mail involved lieutenants with only 13, 6, 12, yet further onward we shall still find ourselves surrounded by
the consciousness of duty, to pain us wherever it has been vio-'
and 21 hours.
l~ted and to console us insofar as Almighty God may have given
General Foulois said they had from 30 to 60 hours of us grace to perform it.
night-flying experience-a lie, a falsehood; that is all there
[Here the gavel fell.]
is to it. This was told u,s by the Chief of the Air Corps
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
under oath, as shown by the record.
Another instance, equally important, is the fallowing:
Mr. SCHULTE. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
The Air Corps bought 136 P-26 Boeing pursuit pla.nes to insert a letter in the RECORD at this point from the Inland
illegally under Army Regulations without competition. As Steel Co., dated June 6, 1934.
a result of that, the contract has been held unlawful. It
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
will be recalled that there was a fatal crash which caused gentleman from Indiana?
the grounding of those 136 planes.
There was no objection.
Here is a most astounding situation with reference to the
The letter is as follows:
purchase of these 136 Boeing pursuit P-26-A planes, which
INLAND STEEL Co.,
were grounded following a fatal accident, as you will reChicago, June 6, 1934.
The
Honorable
WILLIAM
T.
SCHULTE,
member. The Army air pilots were permitted to operate
The House of Re'JYT'esentatives, House Office Bui lding,
those planes, although the official War Department Air Corps
Washi ngton, D.C.
records show that a technical report had been made of an
DEAR Sm: In the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of May 21 you reported
inspection on February 19, 1934,- by two Army pilots, Lieu- a letter which you received from an employee of the 76" strip
of the Inland Steel Co.
...
tenant Hill and Captain Strahm-an inspection, if you mill
This mill employs between 600 and 700 men, and during the
please, which ended with these words. This is the official period from January 1 to June 1, 1934, there were a total of 12
report in regard to these planes which they permitted to go men who have been employed on emergency work that have exceeded the 48 hour or 6-day week provisions of the steel code.
on flying:
He changed this to read:

I asked the reason for it, and was advised to the effect that the
amendment provided for more leeway in securing the number of
airplanes desired.
-

The landing characteristics are excellent, except that the headrest structure contains no bracing of any sort to take the shock
of a nose-over, and in the event of a nose-over serious injury
would be incurred by the pilot. This condition is considered
extremely dangerous.

That is the finding of the pilot inspectors; and yet they
permitted those ships to be used until a man was killed.

The total number of hours worked by these 12 men in excess of
the provisions of the code was 66. During this period the total
man-hours worked in this mill was in excess of 600,000. The
work performed by these men was strictly of an emergency nature
so that the mill could operate its regular turns and employ the
600 to 700 men, who otherwise would have been unable to work
until the repairs were made.
The steel code provides that no one shall work in excess of 40
hours per week over a 6 months' period, or more than 48 hours
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or 6 ·days in any 1 week, and that each violation shall be reported
to the American Iron and Steel Institute with an explanation of
such violation. During the first 6 months' period of the operation
of the steel code, the Inland Steel Co., employing between 8,000
and 9,000 people, did not have a single violation of the 40-hour
provision, and such other violations which are covered by the
,emergency provisions of the steel code were negligible, this company having one of the best records in the industry.
We are giving you these facts, as we believe the impression conveyed by your statement as recorded in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
1s erroneous and unfair, and we trust you will give this communication equal publicity to that of the letter reported in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
Yours truly,
M. SYKES
Assistant to President.
REPORT OF BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS

Mr. LAMBETH.

Mr. Speaker, by direction of the Committee on Printing, I send to the desk a privileged resolution
(Rept. No. 2062) and ask for its immediate consideration.
The Clerk read the resolution, as follows:
House Resolution 450
That the report of the Bureau of Agricultural
,Economics of the Department of Agriculture on the Farmers' Tax
Problem, transmitted to the Chairman of the Committee on Agri.c ulture of the House of Representatives June 16, 1934, be printed
With illustrations as a House document.
Resolved,

The resolution was agreed to.
A motion to reconsider was laid on the table.
RE.PORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON IMMIGRATION

Mr. DICKSTEIN. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent

to file and have printed in the RECORD a report from the
Committee on Immigration.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from New York?
There was no objection.
The report is as follows:
JUNE 18, 1934.
The following resolution was unanimously adopted by the Committee on Immigration and Naturalization in executive session on
June 18, 1934, and the chairman of the committee was directed
to insert same in the CONGRF.SSIONAL RECORD:
To the Secretary of Labor and to the Commissioner of Immigration
and Naturalization:

Nothwithstanding the action of the House of Representatives
upon the bill H.R. 9725, and in response to numerous requests from our colleagues in the House that some administrative
action be taken during the recess of Congress with regard to noncriminal aliens whose deportation has been held in a suspended
status, and whose deportation would operate to separate family
circles and place members of their families left behind subject to
private or public charity, it is the sense of the Committee on
Immigration and Naturalization of the House, meeting in executive session of June 18, 1934, pursuant to a call i&sued by the
chairman of this committe&That in all cases which have heretofore been placed in suspended
status by reason of the fact that investigation by the Immigration and Naturalization Service has revealed that the alien involved is clearly Of the non-criminal class of aliens, and that the
deportation of the alien would operate a distinct hardship by
separation of a family circle, including citizens of the United
States by birth or naturalization, and that the separation thus
effected would have the effect of placing those members of the
family circle left behind subjects for public or private charitable
relief, should be given special consideration; and
That in such cases it is suggested that the proper officials of
the Immigration and Naturalization Service, upon the approval of
the Secretary of Labor, should further suspend deportation proceedings during the continuance of the recess of Congress and
until after the next Congress has convened.
ARMY AIR CORPS INVESTIGATION

Mr. HILL of Alabama.

Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous
consent to address the House for 3 minutes in reference to
the report of the Military Affairs Committee.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Alabama?
There was no objection.
Mr. HILL of Alabama. Mr. Speaker, as the chairman of
the special investigating committee, the gentleman from
New Hampshire [Mr. ROGERS] has just told the House that
committee has been working for 4 months on the investigation. The committee has worked almost daily, meeting
mornings and afternoons, and often remaining in session
far into the evening.
The committee has been actuated by one motive, and that
was to get the facts, to ascertain the truth, and then to do
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that which in the judgment of the committee was best for
the Air Corps of the Army and best for the country. There
has been no politics and there has been no partisanship.
The report is unanimous and is signed by 4 Democrats, 3
R.epublicans, and 1 Farmer-Laborite. The minority members have worked without stint and have labored as arduously as those of the majority. I wish it were possible this
morning to pay tribute to each member of the committee for
his faithful and devoted work.
We all know that in the accomplishment of any great
task there must be a guiding hand. There must be a directing head. The resolution, the courage, the ability, and the
indefatigable efforts of the chairman of the committee, the
gentleman from New Hampshire, has given to the committee the fine leadership which made it possible for the committee to make its comprehensive report. In paying my
respect and my tribute to the untiring work and the able
leadership of the gentleman from New Hampshire [Mr.
RoGERS] I know that I voice the sentiments of each and
every member of the committee. [Applause.]
When the gentlemen of the House read this report, I want
them to know that the basic Air Corps Act of 1926, which
provided for the establishment and the development of the
Army Air Corps, was the product of the Committee on Military Affairs.
[Here the gavel fell.]
Mr. HILL of Alabama. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous
consent to proceed for 1 additional minute.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Alabama?
There was no objection.
Mr. HILL of Alabama. Mr. Speaker, since the passage of
the act this committee has day in and day out endeavored
to do all it could for the development of the Army Air Corps.
Time and again on this floor the committee has fought the
battles of the Army Air Corps. It has indeed been the
friend of the Air Corps. The sentiments of the committee
on the Air Corps are to be found in the first paragraph of
the report read a few minutes ago on this floor by the
chairman, the gentleman from New Hampshire [Mr. ROGERS].
I hope that the President of the United States, as the
Commander in Chief of the Army, and the Secretary of War
will take steps to remedy the conditions set out in the report,
and that when Congress convenes next January the Committee on Military Affairs as the agent of this House may
go forward with its plans and its program for the development and the enlargement of the Air Corps, its efficiency
and its effectiveness. [Applause.]
[Here the gavel fell.]
PERMISSION TO ADDRESS THE HOUSE

Mr. EAGLE. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
address the House for 2 minutes upon the general subject of
the Private Calendar.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Texas?
There was no objection.
Mr. EAGLE. Mr. Speaker, I have in recent times upon
the floor objected, deliberately, knowingly, intentionally, in
order to bring a given matter to the attention of the House,
to the further consideration of anything upon the Private
Calendar, but in the closing day and hours of this session
I will not off end any gentleman or gentlewoman in this
House by further objection to the Private Calendar. [Applause.]
I take this occasion to say that I make no request as a
concession.
I will make no request to return to my bill that was
cruelly and unjustly slaughtered under the unanimousconsent rule applicable to the Private Calendar by the arbitrary and unreasonable objection of one Member. [Applause.] I want to say, however, that any calendai· of the
House of Representatives at any time is a failure under
which one Member may object to the consideration of a
bill that a Senate committee has investigated and unanimously passed; that the Senate have considered and unanimously passed; that the House Committee have considered
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and unanimously passed; and that is now upon the Private
Calendar for passage. It is wrong for the rules to give the
power to one person arbitrarily to object to the consideration
of such a bill, thus ruining the work of many conscientious
men for 2 years' time.
I think the rules of the House ought to be amended so as
to require objection of at least six Members to prevent consideration of a bill upon the Private Calendar; and if I am
returned for the Seventy-fourth Congress either the rule
shall be so amended or there shall be not one single private
bill passed in the Seventy-fourth Congress. [Applause.]
Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Speaker, I now renew my unanimous-consent request to extend my remarks in the RECORD
by including therein a letter referred to by me.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Minnesota?
There was no objection.
MINNESOTA FIRE SUFFERERS' CLAIMS

Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Speaker, there has been so much
misinformation disseminated about the Minnesota fire sufferers' claims that I desire to insert in the RECORD a plain
statement of fact for the information of the House. Since
making his remarks on the subject some days -ago, Representative Cox has assured me that his statement had no
reference whatever to the merits of the claims, but rather
to the manner in which one or two of the claimants' representatives had attempted to steam-roller the relief measure
through the House.
Mr. Speaker, I declare without fear of successful contradiction that the fire sufferers' claims are just claims. They
have so been declared by President Roosevelt and Attorney
General CUmmings. They have been passed upon by our
judiciary and after a full .and complete investigation 7,000
out of the original 15,000 claims were disallowed as being
outside the area where the railroads have been legally
adjudged :is being responsible for the terrible holocaust in
1918 that laid waste 1,500 square miles and destroyed a number of cities and hamlets, thousands of homes, millions of
dollars worth of property, not to mention the loss of over
500 human lives.
Chief Justice J. P. Devaney, of Minnesota SuIJreme Court,
has set the acts forth quite fully in a letter to our colleague
[Mr. HomALE] which I herewith insert as a part of my
remarks. The letter follows:
REMARKS OF CHIEF JUSTICE DEVANEY, OF MINNESOTA SUPREME COURTRE MINNESOTA FIRE LEGISLATION

MAY U, 1934.

Hon. EmAR HoIDALE,
Member of Congress, Washington, D.C.

MY DEAR CONGRESSMAN: In response to your letter of the loth
instant in which you request me to make a brief statement of facts
concerning the Minnesota forest fire cases of October 1918 a bill
for the relief of claimants ts now pending before Congress, will say:
It gives me great pleasure to relate to you the facts within
my knowledge concerning this great catastrophe. Early 1n the
year 1919 I became associated with other attorneys in representing a large group of claimants in the Moose Lake Lawler Soo Line
area.
We tried the Anderson case in this district in the fall of 1919
a.nd secured a jury verdict in favor of the plaintiff. The case
was taken to the Supreme Court and was there aftlrmed. The
rule of law applicable to the fire cases there la1d down was never
disturbed.
In the spring of 1920 the so-called " Cloquet cases " were
grouped under a stipulation for a trial before five district judges
on the question of liability and at about the same time a group
of between 800 and 1,000 cases in the Moose Lake area was ~eed
to be tried under a similar stipulation before the same d~trict
judge.
The Cloquet cases were determined by the judges about the
middle of September, and by that determination liability was fixed
upon the Railroad Administration for the destruction of the city
of Cloquet, and this case was later affirmed in the Supreme Court.
Following the Cloquet judge decision and on September 20,
1920, we began the trial of the Moose Lake cases. This trial continued with a few short intermissions until May 1927. The evidence was then concluded, but because of the great number of
Witnesses the amount of territory covered and the -enormous
amount of detail work necessary to analyze the various cases
decision was not made by the judges. ·
'
I feel safe in saying that in the great majority of these cases
there was little question but that the plaintitfs would recover the
full amount of their loss.
In July 1921 the Cloquet case was decided in the Supreme
Court, and considerable effort was ma.de to secure an adjustment
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not only of adjudicated cases but those not yet conduded where
it was safe to say liability would be established.
One can hardly appreciate the condition of these claimants.
Their homes and all their personal belongings, except what they
had on their backs at the time of the fire, was destroyed. They
had neither property, money, nor credit .. Money had to be raised
to meet the necessary expenses of the witnesses and plaintitrs
while the cases were being tried. The courts of the district were
literally glutted with actions. Many thousands were pending. It
was humanly impossible to determine all of these cases separately
within any reasonable time. After the determination in the
Cloquet case the Railroad Administration announced that it
would be their policy from then on to insist upon the trial of
each case to a jury and to a final determination in the supreme
Court, and that no cases would be permitted to be grouped.
This policy of the Admintstration, in view of the then conditions.
amounted to a denial of justice, for they well knew that the
claimants in their destitute condition were powerless to continue
such an unequal fight against the United States Government.
Prior to the grouping of these cases, it was specificz.lly announced that the admintstration wanted some determinative
adjudication-something that would be outstanding and for that
reason the Cloquet cases were grouped because they afforded an
excellent opportunity to determine a large amount of damages
and broad scope of territory and also afforded as good a defense
as the administration had hoped to present in any case. We were
also advised that if the claimants succeeded in that case, they
would be paid 100 cents on the dollar for their losses. But if
they were defeated, the Government would pay nothing, and it
would practically determine the eontr-0versy.
We found a reversal of announced policy and a change of attitude on the part of the administration when they were defeated
in the Cloquet cases. Their (the Railroad Administration) subsequent conduct indicated very clearly that they were intent upon
making as small a settlement as possible with the claimants.
They were in a position to force such settlement and proceeded
to do so.
\Vb.en judgments were entered in the various cases, demand was
made for payment and payment was .refused. Under the Federal
statutes the Director General was instructed to promptly pay
final judgments. Thts he refused to do.
In the fall of 1921, after final determination in the Cloquet
case, the Director General proposed a somewhat general settlement in which he insisted that all determined cases be included
and offered 50 percent of the net loss, provided everyone accepted
the settlement; otherwise, no one was to be paid. In this proposal he 1>tipulated further that each claimant must prepare and
file with him an itemized, verified statement setting forth in
great detail each item of loss.
As I ha-ve 1ndicated, claimants were 1n great distress-many
were living on charity. They knew that the Government could
continue litigation indefinitely, and any settlement that would
give them partial relief they were compelled to accept.
The fact that they were not permitted to levy an execution
to enforce payment of their judgments was a determining factor
in compelling this settlement. After their acceptance of the
proposal, they filed verified statements of loss and the railroad
claim agents and investigators carefully examined and scrutinized
the claims and the administration itself, contrary to the desire
and wishes of the claimant, fixed and determined the amount of
the loss. Then they applied the 50 percent to such determined
amount. The result was that in practically every instance claimant did not receive in excess of 25 percent of his actual loss.
What your bill proposes to do, as I understand it, is to provide
for the payment to these claimants whose losses were absolutely
adjudicated, the balance of the amount the Government determined they lost. It is not a case of the ordinary railroad settlement where a claimant tnsists upon a large amount and a compromise amount is agreed upon and then paid in full.
These claimants were first compelled to itemize and verify their
loss, then the railroad, after a complete investigation, arbitrarily
determined the amount of the loss and then paid them only half
of that determined amount.
I know it is hard for anyone who did not actually go through
this litigation, and know the terrible conditions that existed, to
understand the nature of this transaction. I do not hesitate in
saying that, in my judgment, this amounts to coercion and duress
arising from necessity and poverty and the unequal position of the
litigants. The Railroad Administration had a revolving fund of
$300,000,000 out of which these claims could be paid. They spent
in the neighborhood of a million dollars defending the cases. The
litigation continued over a period of about 7 years. The Administration absolutely refused to even make an offer of settlement in
any district where adjudication was not had and liability fixed.
It is difficult to make a brief statement of the facts touching
these cases. The fire extended over some 1,500 square miles of
territory; more than 7,000 homes were destroyed; more than 500
people lost their lives; upward of 2,000 people were so badly
injured they -needed medical attention.
No one who knows the facts can fall to sympathize with these
people and their cause.
When they come before Congress asking for the balance of their
loss as determined by the Railroad Administration officials they
aTe only asking for justice. When this amount is paid in full the
Government Will have made a fair settlement of these losses.
The thing that appeals to me particularly in this situation 1s
that in the first instance the Railroad Administration invited a
determination by the district judges and the courts of Minnesota,
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of the question of llablltty, and when that question was determined they absolutely ignored the findings of courts of our State.
I do hope this statement may be of service to you in bringing
this just cause to the attention of Congress in the interest of the
people of M1.n nesota.
Respectfully submitted.
JOHN P. DEVANEY,
Chief Justice Minnesota Supreme Court.

The settlement that we have heard so much about was no
settlement at all, and those who drove the bargain for the
Government have no reason to be proud of their action.
They took an unfair and unsportsmanlike advantage of the
claimants, who had lost everything in the world but the
clothes on their backs, and settled with them for 30 and 40
cents on the dollar. In proof of that statement I herewith
append a short statement:
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Seventy-fourth Congress you will know the truth and once
you are in possession of the facts this legislation will pass
the House unanimously, as it already has passed the Senate.
This is the third time a similar measure has been fa vorablY
reported out by the Claims Committee of the House, where
it received most careful consideration.
I thank you.
Mr. CELLER. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
address the House for 2 minutes to read an editorial from:
the New York Times.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from New York?
There was no objection.
WHY GERMANY DEFAULTS

Mr. CELLER. Mr. Speaker, there is an editorial appearEvery claim affected by this b111 has been: (1) determined as to ing in the New York Times which I would like to present
liability by five district judges and (2) determined as to amount of to the House:
damage either (a) by way of a judgment or (b) by way of admisREGARDING S. 770

sion by the Railway Administration after extensive investigation.
Each of the claims, where liability and extent of damage were
so determined, were thereafter arbitrarily discounted by the Railway Administration.
1. The following cases are selected at random to show the
extent of the discount where judgments had been secured:

WHY GERMANY DEFAULTS

When Germany announced. suspension of payments on long- and
middle-term debts Dr. Schacht declared that the chief reason for
the default was the lack of an excess of exports. The London
Times retorted th.at this defense is reminiscent of the murderer
who having slain both his parents pleaded for mercy on the
ground that he was a. orphan.
There is obvious justification for this charge. By persecution
Amount
Amount arbitrarily
not only of the Jews but of Socialists and Liberals, Germany
Amount
of
paid
by
Name of judgment creditor
antagonized world opinion to an extent probably unparalleled in
judgment
Govern- discounted
by Govpeace times. The resulting boycott of German goods has been
ment
ernment
both wide-spread and spontaneous, and it can. only be intensified
by the stupid efforts of some of the German leaders to break it
by
further threats.
$18, 299. 24
A. R. Peterson .••• ---------------------------- $30, 271. 91 $11, 972. 67
Another reason for Germany's present inab111ty to make pay5, 209.14
Phillip Hall.--------------------------------8, 679. 14
3, 470. 00
3,354.83 ments, insofar as tha.t inab111ty is real, is the policy she has
Charles Lans. -------------------------------5, 831. 58
2, 476. 75
pursued. in the last 2 years of encouraging her exporters to use
Total .• ---------------------------------- 44, 782. 63
17, 919. 42
26, 863. 21 the proceeds of their sales in the United States, for example, to
buy dollar bonds in this market. It is estimated that in this
In every case involved in this bill where a judgment was secured. way some $300,000,000 of German bonds have been repatriated.
similar discounts took place.
They have been brought a.t prices of from 25 to 50 cents on the
2. The following cases are selected at random to illustrate the dollar, so that the cost t.o the Germans has probably not been
extent of the discount where the liability was found by the Court in excess of $100,000,000 to $150,000,000. The a.mount would have
and the amount of damage was fixed and determined by the been sufilcient to have paid the service on Germany's foreign
Railway Administration, which amount was thereafter arbitrarily obligations here several times over in the next 6 months.
discounted.

Hitler and his gang, however, are stubborn. It will take
much more punishment at the hands of an outraged world
Amount
to bend them.
Amount
paid by
Name of claimant
Govern- arbitrarily
The boycott must be continued.
discounted
ment
Hitler, pursuing a studied course of neglect of the good
name of Germany, will shatter whatever remains of her
credit. Dr. Schacht pleads for a spirit of good will. This
Tbere,<;e Kupsc (Cloquet) __________ $.3,827. 62
$2.800. 00 $1,400. 00
$2.427. 62
7, 900. 00
3, 160. 00
Otto Busch (farmer).------------- 13, 134. 50
9,974. 50 is sheer arrogance. Germany can only get good will if it
James R. Grady (farmer) _________ 23, 976. 75
12, 000. 00
4, 800. 00
19, 176. 75 gives good will.
Anton Dombrosky (farmer) ____ ___ 20,429. 00
10,000. 00
4.000. 00
16,429. 00
Erick Lundberg (farmer) ____ ______ 10, 847. 60
6,000. 00
2,400. ()()
I suppose Dr. Ernst Hanfstaengel is presumably an emis8,447.60
Ole Johnson (farmer) ______________ 12, 571. 50
9,500. 00
3, 800. 00
8, 77L 50 sary of good will. Let us examine his credentials in that
George A. Parker (farmer). _______ 11,816. 35
7,000. 00
2, 800. 00
9, 016. 35
Edmund Archambault (farmer) ___
9, ass. 65
5,000. 00
2, 000. 00
7,385. 65 regard. It is reported that this same Hanfstaengel stood by
8, 781. 50
Fred A. Balcom (farmer) ___ ·-----4, 000. 00
1, 600. 00
7, 181. 50 and laughed when Mrs. Pease, wife of Major Frank Pease,
Henry F. Colson (me<'hanic) ______
6, 139. 59
4, 000. 00
1, 600. ()()
4, 539. 59
Fred A.. Peterson (farmer) _________
9, 078. 50
6, 500. 00
2,600. 00
6,478. 50 World War veteran and anti-Communist, suffered great inCharles DeWitt (mechanic) _______
8, 782. 58
6, 750. 00
3, 375. 00
5, 407. 58
John I wasko (farmer) _____________ 19,875. 40
13,000. 00
6, 500.00
13,375.40 dignities and underwent harrowing experiences. It is said
that Mrs. Pease appeared at the Amerika Institute in Berlin
94,450.00
40, 035. 00
118, 61L 54
Total. ___ ------------------- 158, 646. 54
in protest against having been brutally beaten, kicked,
Every claim affected by this bill is based on similar judgment or threatened, frightened nearly to death by Nazis, and at
having been made black and blue from head to foot from
determination by the Railway Administration itself.
beatings from Nazi hoodlums.
FACTS
Amount of
Amount of Joss deterloss claimed mined by
by fire
Railroad
sufferers
Adminis·
tration

She has been dragged from her hotel in her nightgown, fiung
1. The foregoing is illustrative of the treatment accorded every
into a stone, ice-cold cell, her shoulder blade thrown out of joint,
claimant who will be affected by this bill.
·2. Under this bill no claim.ant will recover anything except the held in the cell for 28 hours incommunicado, " Bertilloned ".
difference between the amount of damage fixed and determined beaten, sneered at, threatened with sexual assault, witnessed the
either (a) by judgment or (b) by the Railway Administration beating to death of some poor Jew before her cell door, lost her
itself after full investigation. and the amount thereafter paid by voice through fright, • • • flung head first into a filthy baththe Government after making its arbitrary discount.
tub in which the outlet was plugged up with • • • broken
3. The accuracy of the foregoing can be ascertained by referring teeth and the hair of previous victims, and on top of it all caught
to the records of the Railway Administration kept here in pleurisy, from which she nearly died in Brussels, and was fiat on
Washington.
her back for 2 months, and is still badly injured from it all.
Hanfstaengel laughed at all that!
Mr. Speaker, is there anyone in this House who will con·

tend that such settlements were not accepted under duress?
Please bear in mind that these people were destitute, many
being on the relief rolls. They were unable to prosecute
their claims in the courts, as Justice Devaney has so well
pointed out. Perhaps they made a mistake in not marching
on to Washington and throwing themselves onto the Government. That seems to be one of the most efficacious
methods for getting things done that I know of, but in all
seriousness, my friends, I ask your earnest consideration of
this legislation that when this is again brought up in the

Incidentally, Mrs. Pease is a Radcliffe graduate of the class
1909, the same year in which Hanfstaengel received his
degree from Harvard. Radcliffe is affiliated with Harvard
University. Incidentaaly she is also first cousin of Harvard's former president, Dr. Abbott Lawrence Lowell, a
Mayflower descendant, and a daughter of the American
Revolution.
No, indeed, Hitler, Hanfstaengel, and their gang of marauders, hooligans, and torturers can expect no quarter.
They give none.
·
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Mr. HOIDALE.

Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
to address the House for 5 minutes.
Mr. TRUAX and Mr. O~CONNOR rose.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
and I would not like to object to the request of the gentleman from Minnesota, we are here for the purpose of considering Senate bills on the Coz;isent Calendar and Senate
bills on the Private Calendar. If we are to continue in this
fashion for an hour more, we might just as well not take
up these calendar bills.
Mr. HOIDALE. May I modify my request then and ask
unanimous consent to address the House for 5 minutes
after the conclusion of consideration of the calendar bills?
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I withdraw my reservation of
objection.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request ·of the
gentleman from Minnesota?
'There was no objection.
Mr. HOIDALE. Mr. Speaker, I have taken up so little of
the time of this body on the floor that I am sure that I will
be forgiven for asking the privilege of speaking to you for
a few moments this morning.
I did not take the floor for that purpose, but while I am
on my feet I want to take this occasion to say goodbye to
the Members who sit before me. I have enjoyed this brief
experience with you, and I want to say that I have learned
to appreciate and respect the Members of this body with
whom I have become acquainted. Should fortune favor me,
I will be within hailing distance of this House after my term
here expil·es, and, if so, I shall slip over here from time to
time for an hour of delightful relaxation and inspiration.
A few days ago the gentleman from Georgia [Mr. Cox]
arose in his seat and made the following statement:
Mr. Speaker, I want to give the Membership of this House a.
warning and put them upon their guard. I am satisfied there 1s
operating here in the city of Washington at this time a crooked
lobby in the interest of the adoption of Minnesota fire claims. It
1s the boldest attempt, Mr. Speaker, to overreach the membership
of a great legislative body that I ca~ conceive of being made,
and if this bill is adopted it will develop into a political scandal.

I am sure that the gentleman did not mean to reflect upon
any member of the Minnesota delegation by his very caustic
language. It is true that men representing the 8,000 claimants, involved in the Minnesota fire claims, have been here
to promote the interest of these fire sufferers, but they have
been men of good reputation and high standing at home
delegated to help in obtaining long delayed justice for these
claimants, and I deny that there has been any corruption
or any use of money in any way.
Mr. COX. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HOIDALE. If the gentleman does not use up too
much of my time.
Mr. COX. I have no desire to use the gentleman's time,
but I would like to say that I had no intention whatever of
reflecting upon any member of the Minnesota delegation.
nor did I have any intention of attacking the merits of the
claim. I trust the gentleman will not press me for a disclosure at this time. The gentleman is in large part responsible for my having voted to give a rule for the consideration
of this bill. If the rule is called up I will vote for it, but do
not commit myself on the bill for I do·not now know how I
will vote. The gentleman and his State colleagues have
labored most earnesly in behalf of the bill, and my very high
regard for them naturally makes me want to go along with
them. My objection is to some of the methods used by
others in advancing the bill and not to the bill itself.
Mr. HOIDALE. I am very glad to have the gentleman
indicate that he does not reflect upon the Minnesota delegation or the merits of the claim.
Mr. COX. Not at all, sir.
Mr. HOIDALE. I do not live in the district which was
laid waste in the smoldering ruins after this terrible fire.
That district has now no Representative in Congress. · I
sponsored the bill becaiuse I became convinced, after full
investigation, that 8,000 families had been grossly wronged
and cheated in an unfair settlement which circumstances,
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"that called for our pity and sympathy, forced them to accept
because they had no choice-no other way out. Every
avenue of eseape from a cruel situation was closed against
them; 8,000 homes reduced to ashes, 500 human beings dead
in the ruins, and 2,000 in the hospital as a result of burns
resulting from attempts to save their own lives and the lives
of their children.
I say I became convinced that this is a just claim entitled
to consideration, but I . am not alone in that conviction.
Three governors of Minnesota have joined in the appeal; the
legislature of my State has on two or three occasions appealed to Congress for this relief. The Committee on
Claims, after extensive hearings covering over 300 printed .
pages, have at three different times reported the bill favorably.
Mr. O'CONNOR. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield? ·
Mr. HOIDALE. I yield to the distinguished and able
member of the Rules Committee.
Mr. O'CONNOR. I want to say that as the matter of the
Minnesota Fire Claims was presented to the Rules Committee, we were favorably impressed with the merits of these
claims. We thought the bill ought to be given an opportunity in the House and we reparted an omnibus rule which
might have provided for such consideration. The distinguished gentleman from Minnesota [Mr. HomALE], who is
now addressing · the House, has toiled arduously and faithfully for months in behalf of the people of Minnesota to
work out these claims and to have them presented to the
House under the general rules of the House, and, I may
say iurther, it is only because of the parliamentary pro- .
cedure at the close of this session that prevents the gentle·man from accomplishing the result for which he has so
strenuously struggled. Because of his most strenuous efforts
to have this matter finally determined by the Congress in
behalf of thousands of the people of his State, he deserves
their continued approval. He has put up one of the best
fights I have ever seen in this House. I am confident he
will succeed in the next Congress.
Mr. HOIDALE. I thank the gentleman from New York
for his frank statement and also for his friendly expression
of good will to my distressed people.
The chief justice of the Supreme Court of the State of
Minnesota has given it his endorsement and has stated his
reasons. The Attorney General has gone over the files and
records and has approved the bill as meritorious; the President has joined in that conclusion. The Senate Claims
Committee reported. the bill unanimously and the Senate ·
passed the bill a few weeks ago. And here we stand again
today with our backs to the ·wall with every door closed
against fair consideration.
And in the face of this situation, we are confronted with a
reckless and unwarranted charge that the effort to get
this bill passed is infested with fraud.
In the name of thousands who have suffered, and whose
rights up to this hour have been denied; in the name of
churches, societies, and civic organizations that have joined
in a protest against this wrong, I deny, not only on my own
behalf, but on behalf of the Minnesota delegation, any ·
insinuation that this claim is unworthy of the support which
we have given the bill.
In practically every matter that comes before this Congress, there are people here urging upon Members the merits
of their cause. They have a perfect right to do so unless
they resort to iniproper methods.
It is rather remarkable that in this session an unfair
protest should have been made against a bill that seeks to
reimburse people who are poor and helpless. We would do
better to reserve 'Our scorn and fire for those who corruptly
attempt to influence Congress.
There is real merit in the Minnesota fire bill. These
people are entitled to fair consideration, and we in Minnesota
will keep up the fight until it is won.
If right and justice is entitled to triumph, this bill should
pass here and now without any further delay, by unanimous
consent.
[Here the gavel fell.]
1
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Mr. KVALE. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
the time of my colleague from Minnesota be extended 2
minutes in order that I may ask a question in his time.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Minnesota?
There was no objection.
Mr. KVALE. Mr. Speaker, I would like to inquire, with
the permission of my colleague from Minnesota, of the
gentleman from Georgia [Mr. Cox], whom we all love and
admire, who has an enviable reputation for integrity and
honor and high purpose, if he will not come clean with respect to the insinuations and the indefinite statements he
has made against the sponsors of this bill.
I think we are entitled to this.
If there is a crooked lobby here, I want to know it and I
'want to know specifically who they are, because those of
us who have fought for this bill for years do not know that.
Mr. COX. Mr. Speaker, if it will be any satisfaction to
the gentleman, I would be pleased to say that I · had no
reference in my statement to any Member of this body.
I do not understand that Congressmen are in the habit of
conducting a lobby. There is no Member of this body who
stands higher in my estimation than the gentleman himself,
and I regret that my understanding of my duty was such
as to have caused me to do something which the gentleman
thinks resulted in injury to innocent parties.
Mr. KVALE. And yet, most unfortunately, Mr. Speaker,
let me state definitely to my friend from Georgia .that of
course he is doing irreparable injury to this bill and the
individuals who are directly concerned in it.s progress.
[Here the gavel fell.]
Mr. KVALE. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
proceed for 2 minutes.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Minnesota?
There was no objection.
Mr. KVALE. These people are the victfms of the gentleman's statement. I have no direct interest in the bill
except from a sense of justice. Please, will not the gentleman state definitely to whom he refers?
Mr. BLACK. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. KVALE. I yield.
. Mr. BLACK. I have had this bill in the Committee on
Claims. Originally, it had back of it the support of Mr.
Pettenger, a Congressman from Minnesota, and largely due
to his efforts, and the efforts of the other gentlemen from
Minnesota, the bill was reported at this session. It was
due to their efforts and a letter from the President of the
United States that the bill was reported again in this Congress. I have been in contact with this bill, necessarily, as
Chairman of the Claims Committee, and I have seen no indications at all of any corrup~ vicious, or crooked lobby iD
connection with the bill.
Mr. KVALE. And as the gentleman has stated, the President of the United States has specifically asked for the
passage of this bill, and the Attorney General has also
ruled upon it and has said the bill has merit and should
be enacted into law, and for the life of me I cannot understand why these statements have to be made against a
measure of this kind or why these poor victims up there are
thereby farced to continue in their distress.
Mr. BLACK. That letter is in the report of the committee
on this bill.
Mr. KVALE. The gentleman is correct. Still we find ourselves defenseless against statements of this kind, except to
deny them with all the force at our command. Once more,
and finally, will not the gentleman from Georgia please tell
us what this corrupt lobby it? We will be the first to denounce it and drive it out. The bill stands on its own merits.
Mr. cox. Let me say to the gentleman that I have said
all I expected to say at this time, and, as for that matter, all
that I want to say at any time.
Mr. KVALE. I am sorry the gentleman declined. Of
i course I cannot compel him to reply as I desire. But his
· action here is not in keeping with hls unvarying candor and
I honor.
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THE CONSENT CALENDAR

The SPEAKER. The Clerk will call the first Senate bill
on the Consent Calendar.
The Clerk called the bill CS. 3374) to extend the times for
commencing and completing the construction of a bridge
across Lake Champlain from East Alburg, Vt., to West
Swanton, Vt.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as follows:
Be it enacted, etc.., That the times for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge across Lake Champlain from
East Alburg, Vt., to West Swanton. Vt., authorized. to be built by
Jed P. Ladd, his heirs, legal representatives, and assigns, by the
act of Congress approved March 2, 1929, heretofore revived and reenacted by act of Congress approved June 15, 1933, are extended
1 and 3 years, respectively, from June 15, 1934.
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this act 1s hereby
expressly reserved.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed.
TO AMEND THE AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT ACT

The Clerk called the next Senate bill on the calendar,
s. 3185, to amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as
amended, with respect to farm prices.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. TRUAX. Reserving the right to object, I would like
to hear from the sponsor of the bill. I ask that it be passed
over without prejudice.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
LOSSES RESULTING FROM ERADICA'l'ION OF THE MEDITERRANEAN
FRUIT FLY

The Clerk called the next Senate bill on the calendar,
S. 1800, to provide for an investigation and report of losses

resulting from the campaign for the eradication of the
Mediterranean fruit fly by the Department of Agriculture.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. TRUAX. Reserving the right to object, this bill
proposes to appropriate $10,000 to investigate how much
damage has been done citrus-fruit crops by the Mediterranean fruit fly.
Mr. SEARS. Mr. Speaker, in 1929 the Mediterranean
fruit fly was discovered in Florida by the Agriculture Department of the United States. It was discovered on Government property by a Government agent. The hearings
conducted by Congress will show, on page 4, that Dr. Newell
was designated as a Federal officer.
Mr. SNELL. Will the gentleman yield? ·
Mr. SEARS. I yield.
Mr. SNELL. Was he a paid officer or was he transferred
as a medical officer to carry out the regulations of the State
of Florida?
Mr. TABER. He was never on the Federal pay roll.
Mr. SEARS. That may be true. But, on page 36 of the
hearings, let me call your attention to this statement. Mr.
Wood, of Indiana, was chairman o·f the committee:
The CHAIRMAN. On whose advice did you destroy this property?
Was that on your own lnlt1ative?
Dr. CAMPBELL. That was on the initiative of the Department o!
Agriculture, 1n the firm belief that those products were hosts to
this pest, as had been reported from d11ferent sections of the
world.
The CHAIRMAN. How did you come to that oplnlon?
Dr. CAMPBELL. As I stated, we have never had any experience
with this fty in this country. The only information would be
that reported in the literature as to what the fty would attack.
I! there had been reported f.rom Bermuda the fact that the files
would attack beans, and we had put beans on the l1st as one
o! the products which could not be grown or shipped, and subsequently made actual tests with live files by giving them nothing
but that one article and determined that they would not attack
the beans, we promptly removed beans from the prohibit~d list.
We made the release as soon as we could. Our purpose m prohibiting the shipment of the products reported as plant hosts was
to prevent the spread of the pest.
Mr. CARPENTER of Kansas. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SEARS. Yes.

Mr. CARPENTER of Kansas. The statement has been
made that there was considerable Federal money appropriated and spent to eradicate the fruit fly, but that there
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never was a fruit fly capttrred, and that rewards were
offered for the capture of one single :fly.
Can the gentleman inform us how many Mediterranean
fruit flies were captured or destroyed, or whether there was
any considerable number of them?
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I can answer the gentleman.
That is like the corn-borer moth and the gypsy moth they
are trying to capture now. This bill provides for the appointment of a commission., a board of five members, to
be paid $10 a day to go out and make investigation of something that is water over the wheel. They have nearly 4,000
new employees down in the A.A.A. Cannot the gentleman
find somebody down there who could take care of the situation?
Mr. CARPENTER of Kansas. Mr. Speaker, I have asked
the gentleman from Florida that question in good faith.
Mr. SEARS. Mr. Speaker, I say to my friend frankly
that I am not an expert on the fruit fly, and I doubt if there
ever was a fruit :fly there; but the Government of the United
States said that there was, and the Government proposed
the quarantine, and under the rules of the Government our
crops were destroyed. Tomatoes were destroyed, and then
the Government said that they did not have t.o be.
Mr. TRUAX. That is typical of the bureaucracy down
in the Department of Agriculture. They spent $20,000,000
on the European corn borer.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object.
Mr. SEARS. Mr. Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it.
Mr. SEARS. Have there been three objections _to this
bill?
The SPEAKER. It is not necessary to have three.
BANKRUPTCY ACT
Mr. GREGORY. Mr. $peater, I present a conference report upon the bill (S. 3580) to amend an act e?ftitled "An
act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout
the United States", approved July 1, 1898, and acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto, and ask unanimous
consent that the statement be read in lieu of the report.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Kentucky presents
a conference report and asks unanimous consent that the
statement be read in lieu of the report. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
The Clerk read the statement.
The conference report (Rept. No. 2063) and statement
are as follows :
CONFERENCE REPORT
The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of
the two Houses on the amendments of the House to the bill
CS. 3580) to amend an act entitled "An act to establish a
uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the United
States ", approved July l, 1898, and acts amendatory thereof
and supplementary thereto having met, after full and free
conference, have agreed to recommend and do recommend
to their respective Houses as follows:
That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the House and agree to the same with amendments as follows: On page 6, second line from bottom, after
the word " court " where it occurs the first time, insert the
following: "otherwise the original appraisal price shall be
paid into court." On pag-e 7, line 2, after "act", insert
"Provided, however, That the provisions of this act shall
apply only to debts existing at the time this act becomes
effective"; and the House agree to the sanie.
-W. V. GREGORY,
JAMES E. RUFFIN,
J. BANKS KURTZ,
Managers on the part of the House.

HUEY P. LONG,
PAT McCARRAN,
ARTHUR R. RoBINSON,
Managers on the part of the Senate.
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STATEMENT

The managers on the part of the House at the conference ·
on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the amendment of the House to the bill CS. 3580) to amend an act
entitled "An act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy
throughout the United States ", approved July L 1898, and
acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto, submit
the following statement in explanation of the effect of the
action agreed upon by the conferees and recommended in
the accompanying conference report.
The Senate passed the so-called "Frazier-Lemke bill."
The House struck out all after the enacting clause and
inserted the so-called "McKeown bill." The conference
agreement contains the provisions of the McKeown bill with
two modifications: First, it is provided that if the reappraised price is not acceptable to the lien holder, the original
appraisal price shall be paid into court, and, second, it is
provided that the provisions of the act shall apply only to
debts existing at the time the act becomes effective.
W. V. GREGORY,
JAMES E. RUFFIN,
J. BANKS KURTZ,
Managers on the part of the House.

The SPEAKER. Without objection, the conference report
will be agreed to.
Mr. PEYSER. Mr. Speaker,. I object.

Mr. GREGORY. I move the adoption of the conference
report.
.
The SPEAKER. The question is on agreeing to the conference report.
The conference report was agreed to.
A motion to reconsider the vote whereby the conference
report was agreed to was laid on the table.
LEAVE TO ADDRESS THE HOUSE
Mr. BYRNS. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
the gentlewoman from Kansas [Mrs. McCARTHY] may have
10 minutes in which to address the House.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. MOT!'. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object, I
shall not object to this particular request, but I shall object
to any other unanimous-consent requests to address the
House until we get this Consent and Private Calendar out
of the way. There are many very meritorious bills on these
calendars, and I think they ought to be disposed of.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Tennessee?
There was no objection.
Mrs. McCARTHY. Mr. Speaker, I hold in my hand an
article from the Washington Post, which appeared in the
issue of June 12 last week. This article was called to my
attention by several of my colleagues, and they suggested
that I owe it to myself to answer it here on the :floor and
correct the gross misrepresentations made in it. It seems
that our Republican Governor of Kansas, in his efforts to
elect his campaign manager to succeed me in office, is even
carrying the fight to the press of the National Capital. These
same articles have appeared in the papers throughout the
State of Kansas. I can take care of myself there. I am
not asking any odds of anybody. [Applause.] Those misrepresentations will be corrected there, when I get on the
stump; but when he throws down the gauntlet on my own
doorstep, I am going to fight back. Remember my initials
are K. 0.-and "KNOCK-OUT,, McCARTHY is on the job.
[Applause and laughter.]
I introduced two bills early this session for the protection of the Kansas farmers, to protect them against the city
chiselers who were putting out wheat this year to take advantage of an increased price because of a reduced production. The representation is now made that I introduced those
bills so every farmer would have to be licensed in order to
put out an acre of wheat. A more gross misstatement could
not be made. I call attention to the bills I introduced.
They specifically state that they cover only expansion of
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acreage. Provision ls made that any farmer can rotate
his crops, he can plant the maximum number of bushels
of wheat that he ever grew on his land, he can plant as
much wheat as he grew this year or last year, but if he
attempts to expand that acreage to such an extent as to
imperil the wheat industry because of the already existing
overproduction, then my bill gives an option to the Secretary of Agriculture to license that operation.
Another bill I introduced would put an equalization tax
on the excessive wheat produced on those additional acres.
I introduced these bills when it was called to my attention
that two bankers in my district had this year put out 134:
quarters-not acres-of wheat. Their operations could
nullify the reduction of dozens of the farmers in the adjoining area. So my idea was to curtail the chiseler in agriculture much the same as the chiseler under the N.R.A. is
curtailed under a code, and we cannot get results in our cooperative efforts unless everyone goes along. So far the
efforts of the farmer for voluntary cooperation have been of
little avail without protection of the Federal Government.
Ninety-seven percent of the wheat farmers of my State are
with me and signed the allotment contracts. What incentive
is there to all of these farmers to say, "We are going to
reduce our acreage 15 percent so we will get a price that will
insure us at least the cost of production", when someone
else says, "All right; we will jump in and take advantage of
the increased price "?
Mr. JONES. Will the gentlewoman yield?
Mrs. McCARTHY. I yield.
Mr. JONES. I wanted to state that it was my privilege
to handle the farm legislation. I want to state in that connection that the lady from Kansas was very helpful and cooperated all along the line in the handling of the legislation
and procuring its adoption. Her advice and assistance
were very valuable. I recall also on the other point which
the lady mentioned, that she spoke to me about the measures
to which she refers, and she emphasized the fact that she
was only trying to prevent the chiselers from destroying the
program, that some of the large producers who refused to
go into the program were planning to expand their production and thus take advantage of those who were working
together, and she wanted to prevent their doing so. In that
she was eminently correct, because if the program were destroyed at all it could only be destroyed by those who stayed
on the outside and were too selfish to cooperate in the farm
program to reduce the huge surplus that had bung over the
market for years and depressed the price to the ruinous level
of less than 25 cents per bushel. Whoever wrote the article
the lady mentions evidently did not know the facts. [Applause.]
Mrs. McCARTHY. I wish to thank the very able Chairman of the Committee on Agriculture for his contribution.
I am glad he made these remarks, because it recalls to me
the fact that I took the floor in this House and defended the
allotment plan when that bill was here for passage, and some
of my Republican colleagues from the State of Kansas rose
in opposition to that measure.
The bills which I introduced were only in furtherance of the
success of the allotment plan. You will remember that when
my bills were introduced I took the :floor and called attention to the report of the Department of Agriculture that
had just been released, stating that they were forced to
admit that the reduction in wheat acreage was only 4 percent last year and that the reduction over the base period.
1929-31, was only 7.2 percent. It was because of these discouraging reports in our efforts to reduce production 15 percent and also because of the reports of chiseling in my own
district and adjoining States that I sought to aid these
farmers. I am one of them. I grew up on a farm in western
Kansas. The older children of our family were girls, and I
worked in the field. I fed the pigs and milked the cows, and
I am proud of that fact. My relatives are farmers in my
district. I would be the last one on earth to introduce any
legislation in this House that would harm them in any way.
[Applause.]
It is my personal opinion that we have not gone as far as
we should or as far as we must in inflating the currency.
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Argentina, Australia, and the Orient have a price of from
$41 to $46 for their gold ounce, while we fix the price at $35
an ounce. When we inflate still further, the price of wheat
is going to go up, and there will be still more chiseling by
those not dependent on the soil for their living but who will
plant wheat as a speculative investment.
Now, this article insinuates that I am for permanent regimentation of agriculture. I call attention to section 7 of
my bill, which reads as follows:
This act shall cease to be in effect whenever the President proclaims that the national economic emergency 1n relation to agriculture has been ended.

I do not know of anyone who is for regimentation or
permanent regulation of agriculture. I have not heard a
single Member of this House urge that we give the Federal
Government permanent control of agriculture. No such
measure has been introduced in this House.
Let me distinguish my bills from the cotton and tobacco
bills. Those bills were brought in here at the request of a
majority of the people in those industries. That was a
control bill for the entire industry, whereas my bill only
seeks to control the excess production and expansion.
Now, the article goes on further to say:
The Kansas farmer, who ls an inherent mugwump, a capitalist,
and normally a fairly prosperous and substantial citizen, who
raises wheat easily and cheaply, doesn't like to . be held back 1n
his :favorite crop to give a break to farmers in States less favored.
and the A.A.A. has thought it wise to handle him gingerly. Republicans are preparing to do some hard pounding against Mrs.
KATHRYN McCARTHY, Democratic Representative, who recently
introduced a compulsory wheat-restriction bill along the patt.ern
of the Bankhead cotton blll-

And so on. I want to apologize to the Members of this
House for having to take their time in the closing hours
to mention a thing of this kind; but, as I said before, when
a political fight is carried clear to the Nation's Capital, I
feel that I owe it to myself and my constituents to reply.
I thank you. CApplause.l
THE CONSENT CALENDAR

The SPEAKER. The Clerk will call the next_bill on the
Consent Calendar.
FEDERAL PATRONAGE

The Clerk called the bill <S. 1884) to prevent the use of
Federal official patronage in elections and to prohibit Federal
officeholders from misuse of positions of public trust for
private and partisan ends.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object.
PATENTS TO NUYBERED SCHOOL SECTIONS IN VARIOUS STATES

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1825, authorizing the
Secretary of the Interior to issue patents to the numbered
school sections in place, granted to the States by the act
approved February 22, 1889, by the act approved January
25, 1927 <44 stat. 1026) , and by any other act of Congress.
Mr. ELTSE of California. Reserving the right to object,
I should like to ask the sponsor of the bill to explain its
provisions.
Mr. AYERS of Montana. Mr. Speaker, under the present
law in the Western States, where land grants go to the
state, there is no provision for a patent. In order to perfect an abstract you have to take in the enabling act of the
state and the law authorizing the grant to the State. This
is only to authorize the Government to issue patents in
pursuance of a law already made.
Mr. ELTSE of California. That is where land has already
been transferred to the State?
Mr. AYERS of Montana. Yes.
Mr. ELTSE of California. This provides a means by
which a State can carry out its title and transfer the land?
Mr. AYERS of Montana. Carry on a sale or deed or
transfer to individuals or otherwise. It perfects the chain
of title.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
The Clerk read as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Interior shall upon
the application by a Sta.te ca.use pa.tents to be issued to the num.-
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bered school sections 1n place, granted for the support of common
schools by the act approved February 22, 1889, by the act approved
January 25, 1927 (44 Stat. 1026), and by any other act of Congress,
that have been surveyed, or may hereafter be surveyed, and to
which title has vested or may hereafter vest in the grantee States,
and which have not been reconveyed to the United States or
exchanged with the United States for other lands. Such patents
shall show the date when title vested in the State and the extent
to which the lands are subject to prior conditions, limitations,
easements, or rights, if any. In all inquiries as to the character
of the land for which patent is sought the fact shall be .determined as of the date when the State's title attaches.

With the following committee amendment:
Page 2, line 10, strike out the word " attaches " and insert 1n
lieu thereof the word "attached."

The amendment was agreed to.
The bill, as amended, was ordered to be read a third time,
was read the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid on the table.
Mr. DISNEY. Mr. Speaker, day before yesterday the bill.
S. 1948, an act amending the act entitled "An act authorizing the Court of Claims to hear, determine, and render judgment in the civilization fund claim of the Osage Nation of
Indians against the United States", approved February 6,
1921, was passed by the House and sent back to the Senate
with an amendment. The Senate committee refuses to agree
to the bill as passed by. the House. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent that the House recall the bill with the
view of taking out the amendment and passing the bill as
originally passed by the Senate.
Mr. ELTSE of California. Mr. Speaker, at this time I
object.
DESCHUTES NATIONAL FOREST

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2924, to include within the
Deschutes National Forest, in the State of Oregon, certain
public lands within the exchange boundaries thereof.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the present consideration of the bill?
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object.
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, will not the gentleman
reserve his objection?
Mr. TRUAX. Yes, Mr. Speaker; I withhold the objection
to permit the gentleman to make an explanation.
Mr. BLAlfCHARD. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that the bill be passed over for the time being.
Mr. TRUAX. I objected, Mr. Speaker, because the President has announced that he is undertaking a thorough and
comprehensive survey of the National and Staite park systems
of this country.
Mr. BLANCHARD. Is it the gentleman's intention to
object to the bill in any event?
Mr. TRUAX. I shall object to the bill in any event.
Mr. BLANCHARD. Then, Mr. Speaker, I withdraw my
request.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object.
Mr. WOLCOTT. Mr. Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it.
Mr. WOLCOTT. There seems to be some confusion as to
whether we are proceeding under the regular Consent Calendar rules. If we are, then two of the bills have been
passed over on one objection when there should have been
three, they having been objected to at the last call of the
calendar.
The SPEAKER. We are proceeding under the special
order adopted this morning pursuant to the unanimousconsent request of the gentleman from Tennessee.
Mr. WOLCOTT. But two of the bills which have been
objected to, including this last one, needed three objections.
The SPEAKER. Not under the rule adopted by the House
this morning; one objection is sufficient.
Mr. JENKINS of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, a parliamentary
inquiry.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it.
Mr. JENKINS of Ohio. If the Speaker will permit, if we
· are proceeding under the regular rules for the consideration
of bills on the Consent Calendar, it will take three objections
to prevent consideration of the last bill.
The SPEAKER. One objection is sufficient; we are not
proceeding under the Consent Calendar rule but under the

unanimous-consent request that was submitted this morning.
Mr. JENKINS of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, a further parlia- mentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it.
Mr. JENKINS of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I do not want to
disagree with the Chair, but I believe this very question was
propounded by the gentleman from New York [Mr. O'CONNOR] to the majority floor leader and the understanding
was that we were proceeding according to the regular rules
for the calling of the Consent Calendar.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I remember distinctly that
the majority fioor leader stated to the contrary.
Mr. JENKINS of Ohio. I am not personally interested in
this, Mr. Speaker; my only purpose is to ascertain exactly
what was agreed to.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it.
Mr. TRUAX. The majority leader was asked that very
question several times, and he stated-and the Speaker
stated-that one objection would be sufficient to prevent the
consideration of a bill.
The SPEAKER. That is the remembrance of the Chair.
Mr. MAPES. Mr. Speaker, I asked the majority leader,
the gentleman from Tennessee, that specific question; and
his reply was that one objection would prevent the consideration of a bill.
AUTHORITY OF COMMITTEE ON ACCOUNTS TO CONDUCT THE HOUSE
RESTAURANT

Mr. COX. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to extend my remarks in the RECORD and to include therein a
report of the special committee to investigate the House
restaurant.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Georgia?
There was no objection.
Mr. COX. Mr. Speaker, under the leave to extend my
remarks in the RECORD, I include the following report of the
special committee to investigate the authority of the Committee on Accounts to control and manage the House
restaurant:
[H.Rept. No. 1920, 73d Cong., 2d sess.]
AUTHORITY

OF

COMMITTEE ON ACCOUNTS,
SENTATIVES

HOUSE

OF

REPRE-

Mr. MILLER, from the special committee appointed in pursuance
of House Resolution 236, submitted the following report.
The committee to whom was referred the subject mat:ter of
House Resolution 236, having held hearings and completed the
investigation as therein directed, report as follows:
The first inquiry directed to be made by the said resolution ls,
"By what authority the Committee on Accounts controls and
manages the conduct of the House restaurant."
The authority was vested in the Committee on Accounts by a
resolution unanimously adopted by the House of Representatives
on June 2, 1921, reading as follows:
" Resolved, That there should be paid out of the contingent fund
of the House such sums as may be necessary to make such alterations and improvements of the rooms occupied by the restaurant
of the House of Representatives and to reequip the restaurant with
sanitary fixtures and utensils as may in the judgment of the
Committee on Accounts be deemed advisable and necessary, and
until otherwise ordered by the House the management of the
House restaurant and all other matters connected therewith shall
be under the direction of the Committee on Accounts."
There have not been any additional orders or directions given
by the House.
The second and only other inquiry made is, "By what authority
said committee or any members thereof issued and enforced rules
or instructions whereby any citizen of the United States is discriminated against on account of race, color, or creed in said
House restaurant, grillroom, or other public appurtenances or
facilities connected therewith under the supervision of the House
of Representatives."
Since the Committee on Accounts has had control of the restaurant under and by virtue of the resolution hereinbefore set
forth, at the first session of each Congress the following resolution
has been unanimously passed by the said committee:
"That the chairman be authorized to report out all death
resolutions without a meeting of the committee, and that the
chairman be empowered to use his own discretion in dealing with
Members in regard to telegraph, telephone, and all other matters
of accounts, including the management of the House restaurant
and all rules and regulations pertaining to same."
Under this resolution the Committee on Accounts has delegated
to its chairman the duty of making and enforcing rules for the
management of the restaurant. The restaurant was established
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!or the use and convenience of Members of the House of Representatives. It is not a public restaurant nor was it intended by
the House that it should be operated as such. It is now operated,
as it has been since it was first established, for the use and convenience of the Members of the House and there has been no
discrimination in serving the Members of the House or their
guests.
Therefore, we recommend that the authority to operate and
control the restaurant remain vested in the Committee on Accounts, and that the committee continue to operate the restaurant for the convenience and use of the Members of the House
and their guests.
MINORITY REPORT

The undersigned members of the select committee of the House
of Representatives, appointed by the Speaker pursuant to House
Resolution No. 236, report(I) That the Accounts Committee, by House resolution adopted
June 2, 1921, has full control and management of the restaurant
of the House of Representatives.
(2) That in practice the cb.airman of said committee has been
permitted to assume full personal control of the management of
said restaurant.
(3) That as an irr_portant adjunct to said restaurant is that
section set apart for the public and designated "Public."
(4) That in issuing an order, rule, or regulation denying service
in said public restaurant to any person on account of race or
color, said chairman exceeded his authority, in violation of the
fourteenth amendment to the Constitution.
(5) It is recommended that said discriminatory crder, rule, or
regulation be forthwith rescinded.
P. H. MOYNIHAN.
L. T. McFADDEN.
THE CONSENT CALENDAR
CROMLINE CREEK, STATE OF NEW YORK
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 3408, to provide for a
preliminary examination · of Cromline Creek in the State
of New York, with a view to the control of its floods.
Mr. JENKINS of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right
to object, to ask a question, it is my impression that this bill
was passed Saturday; that the gentleman from Louisiana
[Mr. WILSON] called up a bill with reference to some creek,
and the -name sounded to me as though this might be the
same bill.
The SPEAKER. It was objected to last Saturday.
Mr. JENKINS of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I withdraw my
objection; there is no objection on the minority side.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:

Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of War be, and he is
hereby, authorized and directed to cause a preliminary examination to be made of Crom.line Creek in the State of New York,
with a view to control of its floods, in accordance with the provisions of section 3 of an act entitled "An act to provide for the
control of the floods of the Mississippi River and of the Sacramento River, Calif., and for other purposes", approved March l,
un 7, the cost thereof to be paid from appropriations heretofore or
hereafter made for examinations, surveys, and contingencies of
rivers and harlJors.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
BRIDGE ACROSS MISSISSIPPI RIVER, ST. LOUIS, MO.
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 3493, to revive and
reenact the act entitled "An act authorizing H. C. Brenner
Realty & Finance Corporation, its successors and assigns,
to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge across the
Mississippi River at or near a point between Cherokee and
Osage Streets, St. Louis, Mo.", approved February 13, 1931.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the present consideration of the bill?
Mr. ZIONCHECK. Mr. Speaker, I object.
ST. CROIX ISLAND NATIONAL MONUMENT
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1947, to provide for the
creation of the St. Croix Island National Monument located
near the mouth of the St. Croix River in the State of Maine,
and for other purposes.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
will this bill require an appropriation by the Federal
Government?
Mr. DEROUEN. No. A number of similar bills have been
passed at this session. It contains the reservation that
the United States Government shall not contribute any
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money until all the lands have been given by the State and
individuals by donation.
Mr. YOUNG. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. TRUAX. I yield.
Mr. YOUNG. The administration, the protection, and
development of this monument must be undertaken by the
Federal Government. Am I not correct in this?
Mr. DEROUEN. No; not until these provisions are complied with.
Mr. YOUNG. Section 4 of the bill states:
The administration, protection, and development of the aforesaid national monument shall be exercised under the direction of
the Secretary of the Interior.

The SPEAKER Is there objection to the present consideration of the bill?
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object.
BRIDGE ACROSS MISSISSIPPI RIVER, BETTENDORF, IOWA
The 91erk called the next bill, S. 3269, relating to the
construction, maintenance, and operation by the city of
Davenport, Iowa, of a bridge across the Mississippi River at
or near Tenth Street in Bettendorf, State of Iowa.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
is this a toll bridge?
Mr. JENKINS of Ohio. It may be a toll bridge, but it is
to be operated by a political subdivision, the city of Davenport. Heretofore the gentleman from Ohio has made no
objection to municipally owned toll bridges.
Mr. TRUAX. Is it to be a bridge operated by private
capital?
Mr. JENKINS of Ohio. I do not know about that; but
heretofore the gentleman has not objected to this type of
bill where the bridge was to be operated by a municipality.
Mr. TRUAX. Is it recommended by the Department of
Agriculture, by Dr. Tugwell?
Mr. JENKINS of Ohio. I do not know. His recommendation does not go very far with me.
Mr. TRUAX. In the absence of the doctor's recommendation, I shall be compelled to object.
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. Will the gentleman withhold
his objection?
Mr. TRUAX. Yes.
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. Mr. Speaker, I have just
entered the Chamber, being absent a few minutes for lunch.
I bad no idea that the Consent Calendar was going to be called
this morning. There was no indication that it would be
called when I left 20 minutes ago. I was interested in a
bill on the Consent Calendar and it was reached while I
was absent. I want to thank the gentleman from Washington [Mr. ZIONCHECK], for objecting to the bill. I had
spoken to my colleague in charge of bridge bills and was
assured he would not ask that they be called up. He too
was absent, and I am sure he would have protected me had
he been here. The bill I refer to provided for a toll bridge
in my own city to be built by a private individual.
I have stood on this floor for 8 years and objected to bills
of that character, and I want the RECORD to show that I
am absolutely opposed to that bridge. If I had been here
I would have objected to the bill myself; and I will guarantee
if there is any attempt to pass the bill on the floor of this
House, we are going. to have a few roll calls before it is
done. There is no necessity for the construction of the
bridge. It is within 2 miles of a free bridge on which the
city of st. Louis has expended nearly $10,000,000 in order to
let you and everybody else go over free. Why such a bill
should be reported to this House, I do not knOiN. It is
simply a policy and that policy should be discontinued.
Mr. ELTSE of California. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. I yield to the gentleman
from California.
Mr. ELTSE of California. Did we not authorize a bridge
at st. Louis, which was the gentleman's bill, a few days ago?
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. No. That was not my bill.
I have never introduced a toll-bridge bill. That was a bill
introduced by the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. SCHAEFER],
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in order to give the city of East St. Louis, m., the right to
build a bridge.
Mr. THOMPSON of Illinois. Mr. Speaker, I demand the
regular order.
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. I have never objected to a
city building a bridge. I object to private individuals building toll bridges and fleecing the public. I want the RECORD
to show I am opposed to a toll bridge promoted by individuals in my own city the same as I would oppose a similar
bill in your city or State.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the present consideration of this bill?
Mr. THOMPSON of Illinois. Mr. Speaker, reserving the
right to object. This is a most unusual bill and is not the
customary bridge bill. It is a bill that will give the Davenport Bridge Commission of Davenport, Iowa, additional authority to proceed with construction it has started under
previous legislation. I dislike very much to object to a bill
sponsored by the gentleman from Iowa [Mr. JACOBSEN], but
I shall be forced to object unless the words "State of Illinois " are stricken out of the bill.
This bill purports to give the city of Davenport and the
State of Iowa the power of eminent domain to come into
the State of Illinois and condemn property under regular
condemnation proceedings, including property used for park
purposes. If the author of the bill is willing to strike out
the words "State of Illinois" I will offer no objection;
otherwise I shall be obliged to object.
Mr. Speaker, inasmuch as I do not see the sponsor of the
bill here, I ask unanimous consent that this bill may go
over without prejudice.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object. We are in the
closing days of the session.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the present consideration of the bill?
Mr. TRUAX. I object.
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INDEBTEDNESS OF ENLISTED MEN

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2043, to amend the act
of May 22, 1928, entitled "An act to au-thorize the collection.
in monthly installments, of indebtedness due the United
States from enlisted men, and for other purposes."
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
I should just like to know what this bill propooes to do,
whether it gives the Secretary of War more authority to collect claims from enlisted men or less authority?
Mr. THOMPSON of lliinois. Mr. Speaker, the bill under
consideration, S. 2043, was reported by me on behalf of the
Committee on Military Affairs. Through a mistake of the
printer the name of my colleague, Mr. THOMPSON of Texas,
was placed here.
May I say to the gentleman from Ohio that the bill S.
2043 proposes to amend the act of May 22, 1928, to give the
Secretary of War authority to cancel indebtedness of enlisted men upon the expiration of their term of enlistment
so that they may be honorably discharged. For instance, if
you will permit me to cite an example, we will say that two
enlisted men went out on a Government truck and damaged
the truck. Assume that a board of officers was appointed to
fix the damages of the truck. It may be that the enlistment
of one of the men expired in 2 years and the other one in
30 days. It is unfair on the face of the situation, and this
bill proposes to give the Secretary of War the right to cancel
the charges against the enlisted men.
Mr. TRUAX. This bill does not take anything away from
the soldier, but in certain cases it gives him something?
Mr. THOMPSON of Illinois. It favors him. He can go
out of the Army with a clean bill of health.
Mr. TRUAX. It does not affect him like the Economy
Act?
Mr. THMOPSON of Illinois. No.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I withdraw my reservation of
objection.
AMENDMENT TO AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT ACT AS AMENDED
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
Mr. JONES. Mr. Speaker, I a.sk unanimous consent to follows:
return to No. 301 on the Consent Calendar and take up the
Be it enacted, etc .• That the act of May 22, 1928 {45 Stat. 698),
bill (S. 3185) to amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act, entitled "An act to authorize the collection, in monthly installof indebtedness due the United States from enlisted men,
as amended, with respect to farm prices. This bill was called ments,
and for other purposes", 1s hereby amended by the elimination of
up while I was out a few moments looking after the bank- the third proviso of that act reading as follows: "And provided
ruptcy bill. I think this is a good measure and I do not further, That the Secretary of War, under such regulations as he
shall prescribe, may cause to be remitted and canceled, upon
believe anyone will object.
·
honorable discharge of the enlisted man from the service, any Sl.lch
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the indebtedness
incurred during the current enlistment and remaingentleman from Texas?
ing unpaid at the time of discharge "; and the substitution thereThere was no objection.
for of the following: "And provided further, That the Secretary of
war may cause to be remitted and canceled any part of such
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
remaining unpaid either on honorable discharge of
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the present consid- indebtedness
the enlisted man from the service or prior thereto when in his
eration of the bill?
opinion the interests of the Government are best served by such
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as action."
follows:
The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read
Be it enacted, etc., That the first sentence of section 2 (1) of the the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was
Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, 1s amended to read as
follows: "To establish and maintain such balance between the laid on the table.

production and consumption of agricUltural commodities, and
THE DESCHUTES NATIONAL FOREST
such marketing conditions therefor, as will reestablish prices to
farmers at a level that will (A) give agricultural commodities a
Mr. MOTT. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to repurchasing power with respect to articles that farmers buy, equiv- turn to calendar no. 387, the bill CS. 2924), to include with- I
alent to the purchasing power of agricultural commodities in the
base period; and (B) reflect current farm labor costs, interest in the Deschutes National Forest, in the State of Oregon,
payments on farm indebtedness and taxes on farm property, as certain public lands within the e~change boundaries thereof.
contrasted with such costs, interest, and truces during the base
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object to returning to any '
period."
bill
at this time.
SEc. 2. Section 9 (c) of the AgricUltural Adjustment Act, as
Mr. ELTSE of California. Will the gentleman reserve his
amended, 1s amended to read as follows:
" (c) For the purposes of part 2 of this title, the fair exchange objection a moment?
value of a commodity shall be the price therefor that will (A)
Mr. TRUAX. It would be of no use, because I am going
give the commodity the same purchasing power, with respect to
articles farmers buy, as such commodity had during the base to object to returning to any bill.
period specified in section 2; and (B) reflect current farm labor
Mr. ELTSE of California. I simply wanted to inform the
costs, Interest payments on farm indebtedness, and taxes on farm gentleman that we just permitted the gentleman from Texas
property as contrasted with such costs, interest-, and taxes during
the base period specified in section 2; and the current average [Mr. JONES] to return to a bill that we had passed over and
farm price and the fair exchange value shall be ascertained by the the gentleman from Ohio did not object to that.
Secretary of AgricUlture from available statistics of the DepartMr. TRUAX. I will withdraw my objection to returning ment of AgricUlture."

to the bill, but reserve the right to object to the bill.
The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
The clerk read the title of the bill.
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
Mr. MOTT. Mr. Speaker, I think the gentleman from
on the table.
Ohio [Mr. ThuAX] is laboring under a misapprehension as ·
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to what this bill is, and if he will state his objection again I
shall see if I cannot remove that misapprehension.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I stated a short while ago
that the President of the United States in a recent message'
to this Congress stated most emphatically that he was undertaking a complete. thorough, and comprehensive survey
of the park system and of all the national-park lands with
reference to assembling data and information so that a
Nation-wide plan may be undertaken. Now, what is the
emergency that requires us to pass private bills for any
State in the face of the President's self-expressed desires
and ·wishes in the matter?
Mr. MOTT. If the gentleman will permit, of course, in
the first place this is not a private bill, neither is it a bill
which would interfere in any way with the President's program in regard to a survey of the national-park system.
Mr. TRUAX. I understand that, but it has been reported
and is on the Private Calendar.
Mr. MOTT. No; it is not on the Private Calendar. It
is on the Consent Calendar.
·
·
Let me say to the gentleman that in compliance with the
President's message recommending a survey of the National
Park System, the Committee on the Public Lands, of which I
am a member, recently reported out a bill for that purpose,
and it has since passed the House by unanimous consent.
The survey suggested by the President will be undertaken.
However, this has to do with national parks and has nothing
whatever to do either with the public domain or with the
national forests.
All this bill provides is this: The Deschutes National Forest is a national forest under the jurisdiction of the Department of Agriculture. Surrounding this national forest are
other public lands, part of which -are forest lands which
properly should be within the forest.s. Both the Secretary
of the Interior, who has charge of the public domain, and
the Secretary of Agriculture, who has charge of the forests,
have agreed that this bill should be passed in order that
there may be included in the Deschutes National Forest
other public lands within a radius of 5 miles which are
forest in character. There can be no possible objection to
this bill.
Mr. TRUAX. This tract of land includes many acres of
grazing land.
Mr. MOTT. It includes small grazing areas mixed with
forest lands. It is forest land in character and contains
very little grazing land.
Mr. TRUAX. According to Mr. Ickes, it does.
Mr. PIERCE. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. TRUAX. I yield.
Mr. PIERCE. I am well acquainted with the facts in this
matter. There is some grazing land, I may say to my colleague, on the high slopes.
Mr. MOTT. There may be a little grazing land-there
is a little grazing land on all forest land.
Mr. PIERCE. However, there is no harm in the bill at all.
It simply extends the boundaries of the Deschutes National
Forest and includes land which ought to be included.
Mr. MOTT. And I may say it has nothing whatever to
do with the President's program. We have already pa.ssed
that measure.
Mr. TRUAX. I may say to the gentleman that in 1929
some 45,000 acres of public land of a forest character was
withdrawn from a national forest. This withdrawal was
recommended by the Department of Agriculture. I cannot
see why, at this late moment, when we are trying to consider legislation that affects all of the people, such as the
farm bankruptcy bill, as to which the House adopted a conference report without a single dissenting vote, and which
we hope will be enacted into law within the next hour or so,
and when we are all desirous of considering important bills
and getting away from here, and especially in view of the
fact that the President has specifically told the Congress
that he wants to make his own survey of all this land,
why it should be considered now. For this reason, I am
farced to object to the bill.
Mr. MOTT. Will the gentleman withhold his objection
a moment?
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Mr. GLO~. , Regular order, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. O'CONNOR). Is there
objection to the present. consideration of the bill?
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I withhold my objection.
Mr. GLOVER. Regular order, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman cannot
withhold his objection if the regular order is demanded, but
a gentleman to demand the regular order must rise in his
place. The regular order has not been demanded.
Mr. GLOVER. Mr. Speaker, I demand the regular order.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The regular order has been
demanded. Is there objection to the present consideration
of the bill?
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
the bill be passed over without prejudice.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
request of the gentleman from Ohio?
There was no objection.
BRIDGE ACROSS THE STRAITS OF MACKINAC
The Clerk called the next bill on the calendar, H.R.
9653, granting the consent of Congress to the State of Michigan, by and through the Mackinac Straits Bridge Authority, its successors and assigns, to construct, maintain,
and operate a toll bridge or series of bridges across the
Strait.s of Mackinac at or near a point between St. Ignace~
Mich., and the Lower Peninsula of Michigan.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
Mr. DONDERO . . I object.
Mr. MAPES. Mr. Speaker, I join in the objection.
NEZ PERCE TRIBE OF INDIANS
The Clerk called the next bill on the Consent Calendar,
S. 847, for the relief of the Nez Perce Tribe of Indians.
There -being- no · objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
Be ft enacted, etc., That the act of Congress approved February
20, 1929 (45 Stat. 1249), entitled "An act for the relief of the Nez
Perce Tribe df Indians ", be amended by inserting the following
provision at the end of section 4 thereof, namely: "Provided, That
any necessary costs and expenses heretofore or hereafter incurred
by the attorneys for the said Nez Perce Tribe of Indians in the
prosecution of proceedings under this act, under the terms and
provisions of the attorneys' contract approved by the Secretary of
the Interior, shall be paid out of the funds of the said Indians in
the Treasury of the United States upon proper vouchers, to be
examined and approved by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs."

With the fallowing committee amendment:
On page 1, line 8, strike out the words " or hereafter."

The committee amendment was agreed to.
The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time,
was read the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid on the table.
TO RESTORE HOMESTEAD RIGHTS IN CERTAIN CASES

The Clerk called the next bill on the calendar, S. 2987, to
restore homestead rights in certain cases.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That hereafter any person who has heretofore made entry under the homestead laws on any lands embraced
within any reservation ceded to the United States by the Indian
tribes, and has paid for his land the sum of at least $1.25 per
acre, shall, upon proof of such facts, if otherwise qualified, be
entitled to the benefit of the homestead law as though such former
entry had not been made; but the provisions of this act shall
not apply to any person who has failed to pay the full price for
his former entry or whose former entry was canceled for fraud:
Provided, That, in making any new homestead entry as authorized by this act or the prior similar acts of February 20, 1917 (39
Stat. 926), and February 25, 1925 (43 Stat. 981), such entry shall
not include any land to which the Indian title shall not have been
fully extinguished.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION OF THE NISQUALLY RIVER, WASH .. FOR
FLOOD-CONTROL PURPOSES
The Clerk called the next Senate bill on the calendar,
-S. 1386, to provide for a preliminary examination of the
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The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Ohio
Nisqually River and its tributaries in the State of Washingasks unanimous consent that the bill be passed over with- ·
ton with a view to the control of its :floods.
out prejudice. Is there objection?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. TRUAX and Mr. MAPES reserved an objection.
Mr. TRUAX. Reserving the right to object, what examPRELIMINARY EXAMINATION, COLUMBIA RIVER
inations are to be made?
The Clerk called the bill CS. 3431) authorizing a prelimiMr. YOUNG. I object.
nary examination of the lower Columbia River, with a view .
Mr. MOTT. Will the gentleman withhold his objection? to the controlling of floods.
Many similar bills have been passed at this session.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection? _ .
Mr. YOUNG. I will withhold the objection.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I make a similar request, that
Mr. MOT!'. This is the usual bill for preliminary ex- this bill be passed over without prejudice.
amination on a river or a part of a river with a view to
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
flood control. Before any money can be appropriated or
Mr. PARKER. Mr. Speaker, I reserve the right to object.
used for :flood control, the Army Engineers must make a The last two bills called were reported by the Flood Control
survey, and the committee to which this was referred are Committee. I do not see the gentleman from Louisiana
of the opinion that a preliminary survey should be made. [Mr. WILSON], the chairman of the committee, at the moIt takes very little money to make a survey. The machinery' ment. As a member of the committee, I want to explain to
for doing the work is in existence in the War Department, the House that these bills do not authorize surveys, they
and the expenditure is very slight. Most of it is paper work. merely authorize preliminary examinations and· cost practiMr. GOSS. I think the words " and directed " should be cally nothing. What little expense there is in making the
stricken out and make the bill a pure authorization.
preliminary examination comes out of an appropriation
Mr. MOT!'. If the gentleman makes that as a precedent, that has already been made. I think inasmuch as a great
I will not object.
number of similar bills have passed this session, there is no
Mr. GOSS. It is the policy we have adopted at this reason why these last two should be held up. If I remember
session.
correctly, the gentleman from Washington [Mr. SMITHJ is
Mr. TRUAX. What is the amendment?
interested in one bill and the gentleman from Oregon, GenMr. GOSS. In line 4, strike out the words " and directed " eral MARTIN, is sponsoring the other one. I was present
so as to make the bill a pure authorization. When you say at the committee meeting when they were voted out. I
" authorized to appropriate " and then say " the cost shall know it is not going. to take any money out of the Treasury.
be borne from appropriations heretofore made", it makes
Mr. GOSS. Oh, yes; it does.
an appropriation.
Mr. PARKER. It authorizes a preliminary examination.
Mr. TRUAX. Would the gentleman give us a definition of I wish it could be given the same consideration as the others.
the words "authorized and directed"?
Mr. WERNER. The Army engineers conduct the examiMr. GOSS. Mr. Speaker, when we authorize something nation.
to be done it is a pure authorization, but where we say
Mr. PARKER. Yes.
" authorized and directed " it requires an operation upon the
Mr. WERNER. And they would be working on something
authorization; and we have consistently objected to these else if they did not do this?
directions in the bills at this session and insisted upon
Mr. PARKER. Yes.
making it a pure authorization.
Mr. TRUAX. Is it not a fact that you can go to the
Mr. TRUAX. Is not that the same as authorizing an Committee on Rivers and Harbors and get an authorization
appropriation from the Committee on Appropriations?
from them, that they can order the engineers to do this
Mr. GOSS. No; it is not. This would make the bill a work witho.u t any special enactment?
pure authorization.
·
Mr. PARKER. No.
Mr. TRUAX. An authorization to the Committee on
Mr. MOTT. Oh, .that is not the fact, because the Rivers
Appropriations is an appropriation from the Treasury, is it and Harbors Committee have no jurisdiction whatever.
not?
Mr. TRUAX. I am inquiring for information.
Mr. GOSS. Not at all. When we authorize an appropriaMr. PARKER. It has been given to you.
tion to be made, the appropriation has to be recommended
Mr. YOUNG. Mr~ Speaker, I insist on the regular order.
by the Budget and then come up to the Committee on
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The regular order is deAppropriations for action; but you say at the end of the manded.
bill that you are causing this survey to be made, you are
Mr. MOTT. Mr. Speaker, I reserve the right to object.
directing it to be made, and paid for by moneys approThe SPEAKER pro tempore. The regular order is depriated heretofore or hereafter. That would not make it manded. The question is, Shall the bill be passed over withnecessary to go before the Committee on Appropriations.
out prejudice? Is there objection?
Mr. TRUAX. I think that is entirely unnecessary, because
Mr. WOLCOTT. I object.
the Secretary of War has expressed his approval of this
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
examination, and if he is authorized he will make it.
present consideration of the bill?
Mr. GOSS. You are only authorizing him to make it.
Mr. YOUNG. Mr. Speaker, I object.
You are not giving him the money, but if you direct him
THE PRIVATE CALENDAR
to make it that is another matter.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. That completes the list of
Mr. TRUAX. Give him the authority, and he will get Senate bills on the Consent Calendar.
the money and C.o the work.
The Clerk will call the first Senate bill on the Private
Mr. GOSS. It would be stronger if we offered the amend- Calendar.
ment on page 2, to be paid from appropriations hereafter to
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I make the point of order
be made. Then it would make it a separate operation.
that there is not a quorum present.
Mr. YOUNG. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair will count.
this bill be permitted to go over without prejudice.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I will withdraw that for the
Mr. MOTT. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman withdraw time being.
that for a moment? This is the last time that we will be
Mr. WEIDEMAN. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
able to consider a bill that comes up on this calendar.
to refer to Calendar No. 577 for the reason that I was in
Mr. YOUNG. And I say to the gentleman that we should New York as a member of an investigating committee when
not be considering it at all. We should have gone home. this bill was called, and I did not have an opportunity to
The country wants this Congress to adjourn. The country present the matter· to the House.
does not want it to sit here indulging in the expenditure of
The SPEAKER pro tempore. To what calendar is the
any more of the taxpayers' money. I insist upon my motion. gentleman ref erring?.
LXXVIII-788
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Mr. WEIDEMAN. To Calendar No. 577 on the Private
EDWARD F . GRUVER CO.
Calendar.
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 336, for the relief of
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman is referring the Edward F. Gruver Co.
to a House bill, which cannot be considered.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill as
Mr. WEIDEMAN. It has already passed the Senate, follows:

s.

3092.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair will state that
his understanding of the agreement this morning was that
those bills which are on the Speaker's table and are not
on these calendars will be taken up after the call of the
calendars.
Mr. WEIDEMAN. I shall withhold my request for the
time being.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Clerk will call the first
Senate bill on the Private Calendar.
RICHARD J. ROONEY
The Clerk called the first bill on the Private Calendar,
S. 60, for the relief of Richard J. Rooney.
There being no objection the Clerk read as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he
1s hereby, authorized and directed to pay to Richard J. Rooney

out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
the sum of $75, in full settlement of all claim against the Government for loss sutfered by him by reason of a delay in delivery
of registered letter numbered 44336 on the part of the United
States post office.

Be it enacted, etc., That the Comptroller General of the United
States is authorized to adjust and settle the claim of the Edward
F. Gruver Co., in an amount not to exceed $200 for leather labels
furnished the Federal Radio Commission, notwithstanding any
provision of law requiring such supplies to be obtained from the
Government Printing Ofilce.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read
the third time and passed, and a motion to reconsider was
laid on the table.
ARCfilBALD MACDONALD
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 365, for the relief of
Archibald MacDonald.
There being no objection the Clerk read as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary o! the Treasury be, and
he is hereby authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Archibald MacDonald, postmaster at Putnam, Conn., the sum of $143.86 to
reimburse him for payment of loss of postal funds due to the
failure of the First National Bank of Putnam.

With the fallowing committee amendments:

Page l, line 7, after the figures, strike out the words "to reimburse him " and insert in lieu thereof " in full settlement of all
claims
against the Government of the United States."
With the following committee amendment:
Page l, line 10, after the word "Putnam", insert a colon and
Page 1, line 9, after the word "office", insert the following:
the following:
"Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
" Provided\ That no pa.rt of the amount appropriated in this a.ct
1n excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or act in excess of 10 percent thereof sh.all be paid or delivered
received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account to or received by any a.gent or a.gents, attorney or attorneys,
of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be on account of services rendered in connection with said claim.
unlawful for any a.gent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact, It shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or atcollect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated torneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum o! the
1n this act in excess of 10 perc~nt thereof on account of services amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent
rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to the thereof on account of services rendered in connection with said
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any perof this act shall· be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon son violating the provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in
any sum not exceeding $1,000."
$1,000."

The committee amendments were agreed to.
The committee amendment was agreed to.
The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time,
The Senate bill as amended was ordered to be read a third
time, was read the third time and passed, and a motion to was read the third time and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid on the table.
reconsider was laid on the table.
ELMER E. MILLER

ROBBING KENTUCKY

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 232, conferring jurisdiction upon the Court of Claims to hear, determine, and
render judgment upon the claim of Elmer E. Miller.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
present consideration of the bill?
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object.
Mr. LAMBERTSON. Will the gentleman withhold that
for a moment?
Mr. TRUAX. I will withhold it.
Mr. LAMBERTSON. This man Miller at one time lived
in the city of Topeka. Senator CAPPER knows him very
well. Senator CAPPER thinks this is a vety just bill. It is
simply to give him permission to go to the Court of Claims.
That is all.
Mr. TRUAX. Does· the gentleman think we ought to go
back to 1922, 1923, and 1924, and pay this man the difference in his salary, between $3,000 and $4,000 a year?
Mr. LAMBERTSON. That is not the question. It is only
a question of allowing him to go to the Court of Claims
to sue.
Mr. TRUAX. I know that; but I have a letter from the
Court of Claims recommending against the passage of
such a bill.
Mr. LAMBERTSON. Senator CAPPER knows this man
personally. I do not know him at all. It is only a jurisdictional proposition.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
this bill be passed over without prejudice.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
request of the gentleman from Ohio?
There was no objection.

Mr. BROWN of Kentucky. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous
consent to extend my own remarks in the RECORD and to
include an article written by Mr. Fred C. Kelly in the April
21 edition of Professor Moley's magazine Today, on the subject Robbing Kentucky.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
request of the gentleman from Kentucky?
There was no objection.
Mr. BROWN of Kentucky. Mr. Speaker, I have asked the
permission of the House to insert in the RECORD an article
written by Fred C. Kelly, and published in the April 21, 1934,
issue of Prof. Raymond Moley's magazine Today, under the
title "Robbing Kentucky." I have asked for this privilege
because many of the people who need to read this article
will not have the dime necessary to buy it in Professor
Moley's magazine.
This article comes at this time with peculiar and impressive force, at a time when the pooled interests of Kentucky are placing increased burdens upon the poor in that
State and riding more ruthlessly over the people than ever
before in the history of the State. They have just concluded a legislative session that has taken the tax off the
lands of the rich, that has removed the tax from the public
utilities in Kentucky, that has taken the real-estate tax off
the railroads, off the coal and oil lands, off the lands of nonresident owners with their million-dollar play estates in
Kentucky, and has placed a crushing tax of 3 percent on the
meat and bread of the workmen, on the milk and school
books of the children, and on the bare necessities of life.
This was necessitated because of the greed of the pooled interests in control of Kentucky's government. In order that
tall office buildings might go untaxed, in order that power
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companies might be free from taxation, and in order that
the other interests in Kentucky might reap a special advantage, the people of Kentucky must shoulder the entire
burden of taxation. while all about them they see organized
·
wealth go untouched.
Already in the State of Kentucky the power companies,
through their influence with the tax commission, were paying much less on the actual value of their property than
the average citizen. Let me illustrate.
· The Kentucky utilities was paying taxes on $28,000,000
approximately, but lists its assets in Poor's 1930 Public Utilities Book as $55,986,771, or twice as much. The Louisville
Gas & Electric pays taxes on a value of $30,000,000, but 'lists
its assets as $76,769,062, and so on and on through the entire
list of those who are on the inside and who take an advantage not accorded the average citizen of Kentucky. But
henceforth they are required to pay no tax unless perchance
the power companies and the railr·oads and other great corporations take up the habit of eating and wearing clothing.
And all this has been done in the name of the farmers and
small home owners of Kentucky, but the real benefit goes to
the power companies, the railroads, and the entrenched
interests of the State. Let the farmer know when he buys
clothing and his hoes and his rakes and other farm equipment that he is paying this 3-percent tribute in order that
the great interests of Kentucky might go untaxed.
Let the citizenship of Kentucky read the following story,
written at the instance of this new magazine, which is an
unofficial voice of the new deal in the Nation, and let the
citizenship of Kentucky know that Kentucky is out of step
with the new deal, that it is bearing a crushing burden of
taxation, that its poor are hungry and its naked unclothed
because Kentucky has refused to respond to the new-deal
leadership of Franklin D. Roosevelt, but is strangled and
destroyed by the same group of interests that has made a
mockery of democratic government.
The story is as follows:
RoBBING KENTUCKY

Backroads, by Fred C. Kelly
Kentucky is a State of amazing contrasts, contradictions, paradoxes. It keeps the visitor in a state of bewildering aw-prise.
One wonders: How can such things be?
It would be unwise to offer insult to a Kentuckian as an individual. From motives of self-preservation alone, I should hesitate
to try to take a native Kentuckian's pocketbook from him. He
will not tolerate being robbed in a small, retail manner. But
when he is betrayed and preyed upon wholesale by highly organized selfish interests seeking special privileges at the expense of
the people, he likes it. At any rate, he permits it. If he fights
at all, it is to defend the very forces that rob him.
I heard more than one Kentuckian say: "We have the worstgoverned State in the Union." They said it usually in a tone
of helpless resignation, as 1 1f overwhelmed by its inevitability. A
few regarded it as amusing; but the attitude of the majority
with whom I talked was: "It has always been this way. · What
can one do?"
I saw shocking slums and hundreds of people who had not had
enough coal all last winter-and yet Kentucky has some of the
richest coal fields in the United States.
Though Kentucky has vast natural resources, a homogeneous
American population and no bonded debt, the legislature and
Governor have announced their inability to contribute $1 for each
$3 of relief funds provided by the Federal Government.
DIRE POVERTY

Hundreds of families in Louisville and elsewhere cannot afford
to buy gas for cooking what little food they have, while great
utility companies pipe gas from Kentucky and sell it in Detroit and
New York.
I saw dire poverty within the shadow of the dome of the State
capitol at Frankfort, yet the State legislature has spent money
appropriated for relief measures for routine expenses, and the
regular session of the legislature adjourned without determining
means for raising revenues.
Children suffer from malnutrition while farms that would support the greatest dairy herds on earth are devoted to race horses.
Magnificent farms of from 1,500 to 4,000 acres of the richest
soil the sun shines on do not produce an ounce of food for
human consumption; whole families try to exist off poor, washedout hillside patches that could hardly be expected to support a
goat.
While worthy people die from lack of medical care, a beaut1ful
building on a model farm is elaborately equipped with costly
devices for giving violet-ray treatments to horses.
No head of any city government and no State official in Kentucky is as highly paid as are men in charge of horse farms.
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The most profitable enterprises in Kentucky are devoted not to
necessities but to luxuries--tobacco and whisky.
CHARMING PEOPLE

Kentucky people, especially in the larger cities, are probably
the most charming to be found anywhere in the world, and yet
I never met people more inclined to accept poverty right before
their eyes as a natural condition for which they think there is
no remedy.
In certain Kentucky counties where the soil, as well as the timber, is rapidly being removed, and it is difficult to eke out the
barest kind of living, the population instead of decreasing, as
might be expected, has actually been increasing. Younger members of families here, who have left home, find that, bad as it is,
life here is better than in the great industrial centers where they
were once employed.
In counties where the more " dangerous " Kentuckians live,
where men shoot one another for minor grievances, church membership is high. A carefully compiled study of families in one
such county shows that four-fifths of the people go to church.
One might go on indefinitely listing these strange contrasts. A
few of these are highly amusing. For example, the outstanding
resident, the most sought-after resident, of Lexington, is not a
man or woman, but a horse. Half a million people have come
and signed Man-o'-War's guest book. Who else in Kentucky can
show evidence of so much admiration? As many highway signs
point the direction where Man-o'-War may be seen as indicate
the location of the birthplace of Lincoln.
Man-o'-War alone brought in $245,000 in race winnings. Yet
people are hungry.
In 1931 one Kentucky stable had winnings of more than
$422,000. But thousands in ,Kentucky lack food.
FARMERS GROW POORER

As the farmers grow poorer, the towns look better and better.

Indeed, all over Kentucky are charming little cities, with beautiful, well-kept homes, and an atmosphere of prosperity, though
all over the countryside are farmers whose neglected buildings
indicate a desperate lack of money. These farmers are, presumably, of the same strain as .the city folk, and the sharp contrast
in conditions must all point to one fact-that the farmers' money
all goes to town.
Though relatively few voters in Kentucky are fully aware of it,
the State government is bipartisan. Regardless of whether Democrats or Republicans are in office, the power behind the government remains the same. This power is triangular-utility interests and racing interests in alliance with politicians in control of
both parties. When Republicans are seemingly in power, Democrats get about 40 percent of the appointive offices. When the
voters grow weary of Republican rule and elect Democrats, then
Republicans get only 40 percent, instead of 60 percent, of the
appointments, and Democrats give the same kind of rule their
predecessors did. This has gone on for years.
There was a time when horse racing in Kentucky was purely
a sport, controlled by men whose sole interest in it was their love
of horses and the race itself. They had only about 20 days of
racing each year and, while there was plenty of money wagered,
gambling was not exactly the primary pw-pose of running the
horses. Today the men who control horse racing in Kentucky are
no longer picturesque sportsmen but profit-seeking business men
out for the money.
These racing people desire favors from the Kentucky State
government. They want their gambling kept permanently legalized. Kentucky people love horses and racing and would not
wish to stop it; but there 1s always a chance of agitatton against
so much gambling, or at least to make the big profiteers of betting
pay to the State a substantial share of the swag. This the racing
people do not care to do, and hence their desire to control
legislation.
Utility people in the State also want special privileges, regarding taxes, franchises, and Government assistance in getting the
highest possible rates. Thus the utilities interests and racing
interests have a common bond-to help each other get favorable
legislation. Distillers, coal-mine owners, and railroads also want
special concessions from time to time. They may have them-it
they work in hearty cooperation with utility and racing interests.
Here we have the answer to Kentucky's inability to provide
money for relief of suffering, for its failure to raise the $1 to
match every $3 from the Federal Government. The State lacks
revenue because the big taxpayers get ta.x concessions and do
not contribute their full share. Most of the taxes must come
from those who cannot pay all that is needed. As a result, Kentucky has been steadily running behind in its finances. The
State constitution forbids issuing bonds for more than $500,000
without a vote of the people, and the people have voted down
bond issues. But the politicians have got around this by issuing
interest-bearing warrants for overdue debts and these now
amount to more than $15,000,000.
Meanwhile Kentucky people who know what is going on in their
government, and deplore it, feel helpless. They look back to the
days, long ago, when a young man named Goebel fought control of
the State by powerful railroad interests and was assassinated.
A previous legislature did appropriate $150,000 for a State audit
or investigation, with a view to governmental economies, but as
this would lead to fewer jobs for politicians, nothing whatever
has been done. The State has 120 counties, many of them purposely small, so the county seat might be easily accessible in days
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of oxcarts. Students of Government say that today, with automobiles and paved roads, not more than 25 counties, and perhaps
only 15, are necessary. This might save enough in needless hire
of county officers to take excellent care of all undernourished
people throughout the State. But no such move seems likely.
In certain Kentucky counties a.bout the only cash income ever
received by individuals 1s in the form of pension checks. It was
1n these counties that voluntary enlistment was so high during
the World War as to attract national attention. Here, people
thought, everybody must be a born hero. But, Kentuckians assure me, this was not exactly the reason for so many enlistments.
To young men who had grown up in a county where the only
people who ever had any cash were war veterans, a war looked
like a good thing to attend. They were used to shooting, anyhow, and gave no thought to possible dangers in warfare. They
went to war to gain economic security.
Schools in certain counties, when they exist at all, have been a
means of revenue for unscrupulous township-school trustees who
have appointed teachers not for their ability but for their willingness to pay a fee of from 10 to 25 percent of a year's salary.
Here, then, 1s the paradox of Kentucky. With its rich resources of land and minerals and a population of only two and
one-half million people, it might have a prosperity, a complete
absence of poverty, that could serve as a model for the whole
country. Instead, the politicians have contrived to let the people
be steadily robbed and have convinced the people there is nothing
to be done about it. Kentucky is a sleeping beauty. One wonders if there exists within the State a young prince capable of
waking her up.
THE PRIVATE CALENDAR
GEORGE VOELTZ

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1232, for the relief of
George Voeltz.
Mr. ZIONCHECK. Reserving the right to object, it seems
there is no question about the liability in this case. 'Ille
Post Office Department admits it is liable. There was negligence on the part of the truck driver.
Mr. BLANCHARD. I was concerned about the extent of
the injury and the condition of the claimant.
Mr. ZIONCHECK. That is the question I had in mind.
Five thousand dollars for a broken leg is much more than
has usually been granted in these cases·.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
this bill be passed over without prejudice.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
request of the gentleman from Ohio?
There was no objection.
GERMANIA CATERING CO., INC.
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not be -entitled to any back pay or allowance by the passage o!
this act.

The bill was ordered to be engrossed and read a third
time, was read the third time, and passed, and a motion to
reconsider was laid on the table.
LEONARD THEODORE BOICE

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1287, for the relief of
Leonard Theodore Boice.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
present consideration of the bill?
There was no objection.
The Clerk read the bill as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That in the administration of a.ny laws con·
ferring rights, privileges, and benefits upon honorably discharged
soldiers Leonard Theodore Boice, who was a second lieutenant of
Infantry, National Army, and was formerly attached to Headquarters Company, Three Hundred and Sixth Ammunition Train.
shall hereafter be held and considered to ha.ve been honorably discharged from the military service of the United States as a second
lieutenant of Infantry on the 10th day of August 1918: Provided,
That no back pay, compensation, benefit, or allowance, excepting
active-duty pay, shall be held to have accrued prior to the passage
of this act.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
ROBERT J. FOSTER

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 166, for the relief of
Robert J. Foster.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
this is another bill to restore an honorable discharge to a
man who received a dishonorable discharge. Every one of
these bills that have been passed by Congress have been
vetoed by the President. I ask, therefore, that this bill be
passed over without prejudice.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
request of the gentleman from Ohio?
There was no objection.
DAN DAVIS

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 531, for the relief of Dan
Davis.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
present consideration of the bill?
Mr. HOPE. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object~ I
should like an explanation of the bill.
·Mr. McFARLANE. Mr. Speaker, I demand the regular
order.
Mr. HOPE. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
the bill be passed over without prejudice.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
request of the gentleman from Kansas?
There was no objection.

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2807, for the relief of
the Germania Catering Co., Inc.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
present consideration of the bill?
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object.
Mr. KVALE. Mr. Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman will state it.
Mr. KVALE. Does the understanding entered into pursuant to the unanimous-consent request of the majority
leader include House ·bills where identical Senate bills are
JAMES J. JORDAN
on the Speaker's table?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Such bills are not to be
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 707, for the relief of
called until after the Senate bills on the Consent Calendar James J. Jordan.
and the Private Calendar are considered.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
present consideration of the bill?
OTTO CHRISTIAN
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Mr. Speaker, I object.
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1288, for the relief of
Mr. WHITE. Ml·. Speaker, will not the gentleman withOtto Christian.
·The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the hold his objection to permit an explanation?
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Mr. Speaker, I reserve my
present consideration of the bill?
objection,
but I would remind the gentleman that the PresiThere was no objection.
dent has vetoed all bills of a similar nature that have been
The Clerk read the bill, as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the President of the United States be, passed this session.
Mr. WHITE. Mr. Speaker, this bill has been considered
and he is hereby, authorized to summon Otto Christian, late
captain, Medical Corps of the Regular Anny of the United States, and it p~ed the Senate. There are very extenuating cirbefore a retiring board for the purpose of a hearing of his case cumstances in this case. The claimant served throughout
and to inquire into all facts touching upon the nature of his
disabilities, to determine and report the disabilities which in 1ts the Spanish-American War, served his entire enlistment, but
judgment have produced his incapacity and whether such dis- because some officer reprimanded him in the Philippines he
abilities were incurred during his active service in the Army and was discharged, and now in his old age he is to be deprived
were in line of duty; that if the findings of such board are in the
affirmative the President is further authorized, in his discretion, of all the benefits of his service to the Nation in three
to nominate and appoint, by and with the advice and consent of campaigns.
the Senate, the said Otto Christian a captain in the Medical Corps
Mr. Speaker, I ask that this bill be passed. It is a
and to place him immediately thereafter upon the retired list meritorious bill. Give the President a chance to consider it.
of the Army with the same privileges and retired pay as are now
Mr. HANCOCK <>f New York. The President has vetoed
or may hel'eafter be provided by law or regulation for 'the officers
of the Regular Anny: Provided, That the said Otto Christian shall all bills of this character.
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Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that officers they had to operate on him at once, for it was a case
of life and death.
the bill go over without prejudice.
Mr. McFARLANE. How long afterward before he died?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
Mr. BLAND. He died 3 or 4 days afterward-almost imrequest of the gentleman from Ohio?
mediately afterward. He was in a practically dying condiThere was no objection.
tion when they got him.
CLAYTON M. THOMAS
Mr. WALTER. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2661, for the relief of
Mr. McFARLANE. I yield.
Clayton M. Thomas.
Mr. WALTER. Is there not evidence to show that the
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the present con- charge for services was very reasonable?
sideration of the bill?
Mr. McFARLANE. That is what I have been trying to
Mr. HOI>E. Mr. Speaker, I object.
find out.
CHARLES F. LITTLEPAGE
Mr. Speaker, I have no objection.
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1258, for the relief of
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the present consideration of the bill?
Charles F. Littlepage.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
There was no objection.
present consideration of the bill?
The Clerk read the bill, as follows:
There was no objection.
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
The Clerk read the bill, as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he ls hereby, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
1n the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Charles F. Littlepage, of Charleston, W.Va., the sum of $50 per month from December 14, 1931, in an amount not to exceed $3,000, in full satisfaction of his claim against the United States for injuries suffered
when struck by a United States mall truck at Charleston, W.Va.,
on December 14, 1931: Provided, That before any payment ls made
to the claimant, Charles F. Littlepage, a trustee be appointed, and
that reimbursement be made to the Mountain State Hospital,
Inc., Charleston, W.Va., in full satisfaction of all hospital and
medical expenses incurred by Charles F. Littlepage.

With the fallowing committee amendments:
Page 1, line 8, strike out " $3,000 " and insert in lieu thereof
.. $2,000."
Page 2, line 5, after the word " Littlepage " insert the following
proviso:
"Provided further, That no part of the amount appropriated in
this act in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on
account of services rendered in connectibn with said claim. It
shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of
services rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to
the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the proVisions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000."

in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Elizabeth Buxton
Hospital, of Newport News, Va., the sum of $224.80 for services
rendered to late Pvt. Frederick Loyal Kerl, United States Marine
Corps, from February 9 to February 15, 1930, while on furlough.

With the following committee amendments:
Page 1, line 6, after "$224.80 ", add: "In full settlement of all
claims against the Government of the United States."
Page 1, line 10, after the word "furlough", add the following
proviso:
"Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this act
in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or agents, attorney, or attorneys, on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney, or attorneys, to exact,
collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000."

The committee amendments were agreed to.
The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time,
was read the third time and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid on the table.
COMPAGNIE GENERALE TRANSATLANTIQUE

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1692, for the relief of
the Compagnie Generale Transatlantique.
The committee amendments were agreed to.
Mr. ZIONCHECK, Mr. TRUAX. and Mr. BLANCHARD
The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time, objected.
was read the tihrd time and passed, and a motion to reconINTERNATIONAL MERCANTILE MARINE GO.
sider was laid on the table.
The
Clerk
called the next bill, S. 1693, for the relief of
ELIZA.B ETH BUXTON HOSPITAL
the International Mercantile Marine Co.
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1531, for the relief of
Mr. ZIONCHECK and Mr. TRUAX objected.
Elizabeth Buxton Hospital.
JOHN F. KORBEL
Mr. McFARLANE. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to
The
Clerk
called
the
next bill, S. 2664, for the relief of
object, I should like to have this bill explained.
Mr. BLAND. This claim arises from hospital treatment John F. Korbel.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, will the chairman of the comof a marine who, while on shore leave, was taken with appendicitis and carried to this hospital. I persona,lly investi- mittee explain this bill?
gated this case. The hospital authorities made every effort / Mr. BLACK. I cannot add anything for the gentleman's
to reach the authorities at the Hampton Roads Naval Base information. He has the report the same as I.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
to advise that the man was in the hospital, but they could
the bill be passed over without prejudice.
not get in touch with the officials at the naval base.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
Mr. McFARLANE. Did they authorize the operation?
Mr. BLAND. There was not time to do that. The man request of the gentleman from Ohio?
There was no objection.
really died in the hospital as a result of this attack of appendicitis. They had to operate on him as soon as they got
SAMUEL L. WELLS
him. They could not get him over to the naval base.
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2677, for the relief of
Mr. McFARLANE. How much does the claim involve?
Samuel L. Wells.
Mr. BLAND. Two hundred and twenty-four dollars. The
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
Department has reported it favorably, but there was the this bill be passed over without prejudice.
technical objection of their not having reached the naval
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
officials.
request of the gentleman from Ohio?
Mr. McFARLANE. What was the date?
There was no objection.
Mr. BLAND. The bill was introduced very shortly after
TRIFUNE KORAG
that, as soon as it was turned down by the Department on
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2709, for the relief of
account of failure to reach the proper officials. The hospital
authorities thought they had reached the naval officials, for Trifune Korac.
they called the naval base and told them to notify the
Mr. ZIONCHECK. Mr. Speaker, I object.
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The Clerk called the next bill, s. 2809, conferring jurisdiction upon the Court of Claims to hear and determine the
claims of the International Arms & Fuze Co., Inc.
· Mr. HOPE. Mr. Speaker, I object.
Mr. BLOOM. Will the gentleman withhold his objection?
Mr. HOPE. Yes.
Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Speaker, this bill has been gone over
by the Senate and by the House committee. A member of
·_the gentleman's own committee, the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. BLANCHARD] has gone over the bill. The bill
merely gives jurisdiction to the Court of Claims to hear this
matter.
Mr. HOPE. I may say to the gentleman that my objection to the bill is that while it is merely a jurisdictional
bill and gives the claimant the right to sue in the Court
of Claims, yet it provides that the suit shall be brought
under ·such terms and conditions as to preclude any defense
which the Government of the United states may have to
the claim. I should have no objection to a bill which would
permit them to go to the Court of Claims and also allow the
Court of Cl3iims to hear any defense which the Government of the United States might have. I do object to a
bill of this kind, which provides that the Government's
hands shall be tied so far as a defense is concerned.
Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Speaker, the Senate bill has been corrected and changed to meet just the condition which the
gentleman speaks of.
Mr. HOPE. The House amendment is not so objectionable as the Senate bill, but it is still somewhat objectionable
on that score.
Mr. BLOOM. This is agreed to by the Senate and the
House committee after a thorough investigation by everyone who has gone into the matter. The gentleman from
Texas [Mr. BLANT-ON] and the gentleman from Wisconsin
[Mr. BLANCHARD] have gone into this thing. We are only
trying to get before the Court of Claims. I am sure the
gentleman should not object.
We have given them all the amendments that they have
asked for, and this is merely allowing this concern to go
before the Court of Claims. We have given them everything they have asked for. just to get into the Court of
Claims. The gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. BLANCHARD]
will inform the gentleman that he has gone over it very
carefully.
Mr. HOPE. Mr. Speaker, I withdraw my reservation of
objection.
-There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
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Department or other authority o! the United States or any alleged
acceptances thereof by the International Arms & Fuze Co., .Inc..
to hear and determine, upon the basis of just compensation the
claims of the said International Arms & Fuze Co., Inc., gro~ng
out of contracts nos. G-1048-559--A. dated January 1 1918
and P-19219-4797-A, dated November 5, 1918, with the 'untteci
States and the amendments and modifications thereof: Pr<Y;ided,
however, That from any decision or judgment rendered in any
suit presented under the authority of this act a writ of certiorari
t«;> the supreme Court of the United States may be applied for by
either party thereto, as is provided by law in · other cases."

The committee amendment was agreed to.
The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time
was read the third time, and passed, and a motion to recon~
sider was laid on the table.
~

FRED G. CLARK CO.

The Clerk called the next bill. s. 377, for the relief of
the Fred G. Clark Co.
Mr. ZIONCHECK and Mr. TRUAX objected.
STANLEY A. JER?,!AN, RECEIVER FOR A. J. PETERS co., me.
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1132, for the relief of
stanley A. Jerman, receiver for A. J. Peters Co., Inc.
Mr. TRUAX and Mr. HANCOCK of New York objected.
Mr. THOMASON. Will the gentlemen withhold their objection?
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Yes.
Mr. TRUAX. I withhold my objection.
Mr. THOMASON. This ls simply a. jurisdictional bill
giving these people the right to sue in the Court of Claims.
May I say bliefly the situation is that during the war these
people sold a lot of hay to the Government.
Mr. TRUAX. And they made a lot of money.
Mr. THOMASON. No. There is nothing in the record
to show that. Later it was asserted that the hay was not
up to standard. Still later fraud charges were brought
against these people, th.e Government admitting the
charges were not justified and withdrew them. Still later
a civil suit was threatened, but the Government had no
evide~ce upon which to base the suit. The charges were
all withdrawn, and the only objection in the world the
War Department has to the bill is that in some way
or other the papers are now scattered and hard to obtain·
therefor~ they think these people should not have the right
to sue. The Government threatened criminal and civil
suits.

Mr. BLACK. Mr. Speaker, I demand the regular order.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the present con-

sideration of this bill?
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object. This bill pays a lot
of money to some war profiteers.
Mr. THOMASON. It does not pay one cent.
Be it enacted, etc., That jurisdiction is hereby conferred upon
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object.
the Court of Claims, notwithstanding the lapse of time or any

statute of limitations, or any award or awards previously made
and accepted by the International Arms & Fuze Co., Inc., to hear
and determine the claims of the said International Arms & Fuze
Co., Inc., groWI.ng out of contracts nos. G-1048-559-A. dated
January 1, 1918, and P-19219-4797-A. dated November 5, 1918,
with the United States and the amendments and modifications
thereof, in accordance with the terms of these contracts, as
amended and modified, together with claims for storage services
and work incident thereto and rendered in connection therewi~
and in considering the aforesaid claims the court shall give the
United States credit fer any and all payments heretofore made
by the United States on account of said contracts: Provided,
however, That if the Court of Claims determines that the amount
due the International Arms & Fuze Co., Inc., under the claims
above set forth is less than the amounts previously paid the said
International Arms & Fuze Co., Inc., by the United States in
connection with the said contracts, the Court of Claims shall
have jurisdiction to and render judgment against the International Arms & Fuze Co., Inc., for the difference between the
amounts found to be due the International Arms & Fuze co.,
Inc., and the amounts heretofore paid the International Arms &
Fuze Co., Inc.: And provided further, That from any decision or
judgment rendered in any suit presented under the authority of
this act a writ of certiorari to the Supreme Court of the United
States may be applied for by either party thereto, as is provided
by law in other cases.

With the fallowing committee amendment:
Strike out all after the enacting clause and insert the following·
" That jurisdiction is hereby conferred upon the Court o! Claims·
notwithstanding the lapse of time or any statute of 11mitatio~
or any defense because of any awards preViously made bj.. the War

JOSEPH GORMAN

The Clerk called the next bill. s. 421, for the relief of

Joseph Gorman.
Mr. BLANCHARD reserved the right to object.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, this is another one of the
bills like the ones the President has vetoed.
Mr. BLACK. Mr. Speaker, the regular order.
Mr. TRUAX. I object, Mr. Speaker.
FRED M. MUNN

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 754, for the relief of
Fred M. Munn.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
this bill be passed over without prejudice.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
request of the gentleman from Ohio?
There was no objection.
CHARLES C. FLOYD

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 841, for the relief of
Charles C. Floyd.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that ·
this bill be passed over without prejudice.
The SPEAKER pro tempcre. Is there objection to the
request of the gentleman from Ohio?
Th.ere was no objection.
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Mortimer by reason of his deposit of funds of the ·united States
1n the First National Bank of Belle Fourche, S.Dak., and the

GEORGE W. HESS

The Clerk called the next joint resolution, Senate Joint subsequent closing of such ba~.
Resolution 94, to retire George W. Hess as director emeritus
The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
of the Botanic Garden.
third
time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Mr. Speaker, I object.
on the table.
TAMPA MARINE CO.

MARCELLA LEAHY M'NERNEY

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 826, for the relief of
The Clerk called the next bill on the private calendar,
the Tampa Marine Co., a corporation, of Tampa, Fla.
S. 1753, for the relief of Marcella Leahy McNerney.
Mr. TRUAX, Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
this bill is for the sum of $38,337.50. It is an old claim, follows:
like many others that we have objected to here, and I
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
therefore object to the consideration of this bill.
he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay to Marcella Leahy
GEORGE J. BLOXHAM

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1118, for the relief of
George J. Bloxham.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
'
Be it enacted, etc., That the Comptroller General of the United
States be, and is hereby, authorized and directed to credit the
account of George J. Bloxham, postmaster at Sheldon, Iowa, in
the sum of $53.90 due the United States on account of the loss
resulting from the closing of the First National Bank of Sheldon,
Iowa..

McNerney, widow of Gerald Francis McNerney, late Foreign
Service officer, State Department, the sum of $2,500, being 1
yea.r's salary of her deceased husband, who died while in the
Foreign Service; and there is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, a sufficient sum to carry out the purpose of this act.

With the following committee amendment:

Page 1, line 6, after " Department " insert " in full settlement of
all claims against the Government of the United States."
Page 2, line 1, after the word "act", insert "Provided, That
no part of the amount appropriated in this act, in excess of 10
percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by
any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account of services
The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be unlawful for
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated in this act
on the table.
in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services rendered
FRED A. ROBINSON
in connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this act
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1119, for the relief shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
of Fred A. Robinson.
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000."

There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:

The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time,
was read the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconBe it enacted, etc., That the Comptroller General of the United sider was laid on the table.
States be, and is hereby, authorized and directed to credit the
account of Fred A. Robinson, postmaster at Estherville, Iowa, in
the sum of $65.05, due the United States on account of the loss
resulting from the closing of the First National Bank of Estherville, Iowa.

MILDRED F. STAMM

ANN ENGLE

in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Mildred F. Stamm,

The Clerk called the next Senate bill on the private
calendar, S. 2233, for the relief of Mildred F. Stamm.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid follows:
Be jt enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
on the table.
he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money

Washington, D.C., the sum of $1,000 in full compensation for
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1526, for the relief of of
injuries, permanent and otherwise, resulting from a driver of a
Ann Engle.
United States Naval Air Station truck negligently running into
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as and upon Mildred F. Stamm while she was in an automobile at
Sixteenth Street and Constitution Avenue NW., Washington, D.C.,
follows:
on the 12th day of February 1932, and said injuries resulting from

Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay to Ann Engle, out of
any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum
<;>f $1,500 in full settlement of all claims against the Government
for personal injuries caused as a result of an accident involving an
Army vehicle near Garden City, Long Island, N.Y., on October 1,
1930: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
act in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this
act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

With the following committee amendment:
Page 1, line 6, strike out " $1,500 " and insert 1n
.. $3,000."

no fault of the said Mildred F. Stamm: Provided, That no part of
the amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or agents.
attorney or attorneys, on account of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be unlawful for any agent or agents,
attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any
sum of the amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10
percent thereof on account of services rendered in connection
with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions of this act shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof ·shall be
fined. in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

With the following committee amendment:
Page 1, line 7, strike out "compensation" and insert "settlement of all claims against the Government of the United States."

The committee amendment was agreed to.
The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time,
lieu thereof was read the third time, aind passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid on the table.

The committee amendment was agreed to.
ROBERT R. PRANN
The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time,
The Clerk called the next bill on the Private Calendar,
was read the third time, and passed, and a motion to recon- S. 2561, for the relief of Robert R. Prann.
sider was laid on the table.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
Mr. TRUAX. I object.
S. G. MORTIMER
Mr.
MALONEY of Connecticut. Will the gentleman
The Clerk called the next Senate bill on the calendar,
withhold his objection?
S. 1600, for the relief of S. G. Mortimer.
Mr. TRUAX. I will.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
Mr. MALONEY of Connecticut. This is for money that
follows:
this man expended to do this work, and the only reason he
Be it enacted, etc., That the Comptroller General is authorized has not been paid is that the money that was allotted to
3.lld directed to credit the accounts of S. G. Mortimer, postmaster
at Belle Fourche, S.Dak., 1n the amount of $178.92, such sum pay it has been dissipated. It is approved by the Comprepresenting certain a.mounts charged against the said s. G. troller General. He does not even ask for interest.
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Mr. TRUAX. Does the gentleman mean to say that the
funds to be used to pay this claim were deposited in an
institution that collapsed?
Mr. MALONEY of Connecticut. No; it was a fund set
apart to pay for these Puerto Rican matters, and it was
expended.
Mr. BLACK. It was expended for other purposes.
Mr. MALONEY of Connecticut. Here is a letter from the
Comptroller General approving of this bill.
:M.r. BLACK. There was a question as to whether this
should be paid by Puerto Rico or by the General Government. There is no question but that this man did the
work, and no question about its value. The only question
was this complicated situation between the Government of
the United States and Puerto Rico.
Mr. TRUAX. I withdraw the objection.
The Clerk read the bill, as follows:

J1EPO~D-JIOUS~

.J:UNE

.l_a

ARVIN C. SANDS

The Clerk called the bill (S. 2627) for the relief of Arvin c.
Sands.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Comptroller General of the United
States be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to allow and
credit to the accounts of Arvin C. Sands, postmaster at Mallard.
Iowa, the sum of $78.21, being the amount due the United States
on account of loss resulting from the closing in 1927 of the First
National Bank of Mallard, Iowa.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read a
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
MABEL S. PARKER

The Clerk called the bill (8. 2672) for the relief of Mabel
S. Parker.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill as fol ..
Be it enacted, etc., That the Comptroller General of the United
States is hereby authorized and directed to certify for payment lows:

to Ro~ert R. Prann, of San Juan, Puerto Rico, the sum of $3,375,
of which amount $1,824.98 shall be paid out of any money in
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated and $1,550.02 by the
application for the purpose of the balance of moneys appropriated
by Puerto Rico for use by the United States in the reconstruction
and remodeling of the old San Juan walls, which balance is now
held tn a special deposit account (symbol no. 23813) in the office
of the Uni~d States district engineer, second district, New York,
N.Y.: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
act in excess o! 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to
or received b¥ a.ny agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account of services rendered in connection with said cla.im. It shall
be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to
exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of
services rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to
the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this a.ct shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

With the following committee amendment:
Page l, strike out all after the figures " $3,375 ", in line 5,
down to and including the words " New York " on line 2, page 2,
and insert the following: "which amount is hereby appropriated
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, in
full payment of all claims against the United States for extra
work performed under contract with the War Department dated
May 12, 1925, for the construction of a section of wall east of
San Augustin Battery, San Juan, Puerto Rico."

Be it ena.ctecl, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, ancl
he hereby is, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money:
i~ the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Mabel S. Parker, of
Pipestone, ML"ln., the sum of $205.95, in full satisfaction of
her claim against the United States for transportation charges
i~curred in shipping her automobile from White River, Ariz., tq
Pipestone, Minn., pursuant to an authorization by the Commissioner of Indian Atfairs on October 20, 1932, such claim having
been subsequently disallowed by the Comptroller General.
·

With the following committee amendment:
At the end of the bill, strike out the period and insert a colo?li
a.nd the following:
'
"Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this ac'
in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to o~
received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on accoun•
of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall bq
unlawfUl for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exac~
collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated.
in ~his act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of
services rendered in connection with said claim, any contract tG
the contrar_Y notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceedin°'
$1,000."

es

The committee amendment was agreed to, and the bill as
amended was ordered to be read a third time, was read the.
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider laid on
the table.

The committee amendment was agreed to.
ANSON H. PEASE
The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time,
The Clerk called the bill <S. 838) for the relief of Anson H.
was read the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconPease.
sider was laid on the table.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
N. W. CARRINGTON AND J. E. MITCHELL
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, the claimant in this bill says
The Clerk called the bill, S. 2620, for the relief of N. W.
that
he does n-0t care whether the bill is enacted or not.
Carrington and J. E. Mitchell.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as Therefore, I object.
MACK COPPER CO.
follows:
The Clerk called the bill <S. 3349) conferring jurisdiction
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay to N. W. Carrington, upon the Court of Claims to hear and determine the claim.·
Dumbarton, Va., and J. E. Mitchell, Richmond, Va., out of any of the Mack Copper Co.
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sums of
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
$1,020 and $1,260, respectively, in full settlement of Federal inMr. ZIONCHECK. Mr. Speaker, I object.
demnity for the destruction of their cattle in 1925 and 1926
which were found to be attected with tuberculosis.

JOHN HAMPSHIRE

The Clerk called the bill CS. 255) for the relief of John
With the following committee amendments:
Page 1, line 8, after the word "of" insert "all claims against Hampshire.
the Government of the United States, as."
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
At the end of line 11, after tl1e word "tuberculosis" strike out follows:
the period, insert a colon and the following: " Provided, That no
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury is author..
part of the amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or ized a~d directed . to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not
agents, attorney or attorneys, on account of services rendered in otherwIBe appropriated, to John Hampshire, of Grants Pass, Oreg ..
connection with said claim. It shall be unlawful for any agent or the sum of $32,715.81 in full satisfaction of his claim against the
agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or receive United States for damages resulting from the suspension of
any sum of the amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10 work under his contract with the United States no. I-lp-71.
percent thereof on account of services rendered in connection dated July 29, 1927, for road construction and improvement in
with said cla~. any contract. to the contrary notwithstanding. Mount Rainier National Park in the State of Washington, such .
Any person violating the proVlSions of this act shall be deemed suspension having been made necessary by the failure to providal
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined adequate appropriations to permit the continua.nee of the wor~
1n accordance with such contract:
in any sum not exceeding $1,000."
With the following committee amendment:
The committee amendments were agreed to and the bill as
At the e~d of the bill strike out the period, insert a colon, and
amended was order to be read a third time, was read the
followmg:
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider laid on the"Provided,
That no pa.rt of the amount appropriated in this ac1;
the table.
in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to o~
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received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated in
this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services rendered in connection With said claim, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this act
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000."

The committee amendment was agreed to; and the bill as
amended was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider laid on
the table.
RUFUS J. DAVIS

The Clerk called the bill (S. 1072) for the relief of Rufus
J. Davis.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Rufus J. Davis,
Hope Mills, N.C., the sum of $1,223.50, in full settlement of all
claims against the Government of the United States arising out
of personal injuries sustained by him as the result of an accident
involving a United States Army truck on North Carolina State
Highway No. 22, on March 13, 1928: Provided, That no part
of the amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
agents, attorney or attorneys, on account of services rendered in
connection with said claim. It shall be unlawful for any agent
or agents 1 attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or
receive any sum of the amount appropriated in this act in excess
of 10 percent thereof on account ef services rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstand. ing. Any person violating the provisions of this act shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.
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third time, and passed, a.nd a motion to reconsider laid on
the table.
ROY LEE GROSECLOSE

The Clerk called the bill (S. 2141) for the relief of Roy
lJee CJroseclose.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Roy Lee Groseclose,
of Alderson, W.Va., the sum of $37.50, in full satisfaction of his
claim against the United States for damages to his automobile
resulting from a collision on May 26, 1933, on State highway no. 3,
3Y:i miles west of Alderson, W.Va., when such automobile was
struck by a cow owned by the Federal Industrial Institution for
Women, Alderson, W.Va.

With the followmg committee amendment:
At the end of the bill strike out the period, insert a colon and
the following:
"Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
act in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
of services rendered in connection wit h said claim. It shall be
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered in connection wit h said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000."

The committee amendment was agreed to, and the bill,
as amended, was ordered to be read a third time, was read
the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider laid
on the table.
ROBERT V. RENSCH

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2338, for the relief of
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider laid on Robert V. Rensch.
There being no objection, the Clerk read as follows:
the table.
B. E. DYSON

Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and

he hereby is, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
The Clerk called the bill (S. 1758) for the relief of B. E. in
the Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated,
Dyson, former United States marshal, southern district of the sum of $136.50 to Robert V. Rensch, of St. Paul, Minn., to
reimburse him for expenses in said sum incurred and paid by him
Florida.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill as as assistant United States attorney for the district of Minnesota,
on behalf of the United States of America. with the approval of
follows:
the Attorney General of the United States of America, in the trial

Be it enacted, etc., That the General Accounting Office is hereby
authorized and directed to credit the accounts of B. E. Dyson,
former United States marshal, southern district of Florida, in the
amount of $1 ,060 disallowed by certificate of settlement no.
F-22358-J, dated December 18, 1931, representing payments made
to Frank A. Kopp for services rendered as ballifi' while also holding an appointment as deputy marshal at a compensation of
$175 per annum.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider laid on
the table.

of the case of United States of America against Wilbur B. Foshay,
and others, in the city of Minneapolis, in said district, between
August 31, 1931, and September 30, 1931, which said sum was duly
paid to said Robert V. Rensch by the United States marshal for
said district, and subsequently and on the 2oth day of October
1933 refunded by said Robert V. Rensch, under protest, to said
United States marshal, by reason of the fact that on the 3d day of
March 1933 the Comptroller General of the United States of America refused to allow credit to the said United States marshal for
vouchers covering said sum for said expense.

With the following committee amendments:

Page l, Une 7, after the word "Minnesota", strike out the words
" to reimburse him " and insert in lieu thereof " in full settlement
The Clerk called the bill (S. 1901) for the relief of William of all claims against the Government of the United States"; page
2, after line 14, insert a colon and the following: " Prot.-:ided, That
A. Delaney.
no part of the amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill as follows: percent
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury is author- agent or agents, attorney or attor neys, on account of services renized and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not dered in connection with said claim. It shall be unlawful for any
otherwise appropriated, to William A. Delaney, former captain. agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold,
Medical Corps, United States Army, the sum of $133.53, in full or receive any sum of the amount appropriated in this act in exsatisfaction of his claim against the United States arising out of cess of 10 percent thereof on account of services rendered in cona payment made by the Quartermaster Corps, United States Army, nection with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithto Daniel E. Ant hony, a soldier who fraudulently represented him- standing. Any person violating the provisions of this act shall be
self to be a second lieutenant entitled to such payment, and for deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
which payment the said William A. Delaney was held accountable. be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000."
WILLIAM A. DELANEY

With the following committee amendment:
At the end of the bill strike out the period, insert a colon and
the following: " Provided, That no part of the amount appropriat ed in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or
delivered to or received by any agents or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account of services rendered in connection with said
claim. It shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or
attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the
amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on
account of services rendered in connection with said claim, any
cont ract to the ·c ontrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
the provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not
exceeding $1,000."

The committee amendments were agreed to.
The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time,
was read the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid on the table.
ISIDOR GREENSPAN

The Clerk called the next bill, s. 2373, for the relief of
Isidor CJreenspan.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
present consideration of the bill?
Mr. TRUAX. Reserving the right to object, Mr. Speaker,
this bill seeks to refund $1,500 to the claimant, repreThe committee amendment was agreed to, and the bill, as senting a fine paid by a violator of law, which was subseamended. was ordered to be read a third time, was read the quently held unconstitutional. Under that procedure I have
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a statement from the Court of Claims that if the Congress
pursues this policy the Treasury will be looted of about a
billion dollars and the country will be further bankrupted.
Further reserving the right to object, I want to say that
we members on this committee who have saved the taxpayers nearly $20,000,000 are often subject to harsh criticism. For instance, a Member on this side just approached
my desk, and for the reason that I was busy and could not
listen to him, said, "I am coming into your State and
campaign against you ", and he is a Democrat. I said,
"Then you will make votes for me."
Now, these last dozen bills that have been passed without
objection are meritorious bills. They are for comparatively
small sums. This committee does not propose to be rushed
off its feet at this moment. I make the point of no quorum.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair will count.
Mr. TRUAX. If we have to be here all evening over a
lot of bills that should have been objected to, and then
we are going to have a night session tonight-The regular order was demanded.
Mr. TRUAX. Well, then, I make the point of no quorum.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair will count.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, there are two gentlemen in
this House that I always def er to, and that is the Honorable
HENRY T. RAINEY, the Speaker of the House, and our great
:floor leader, JoE BYRNS. I withdraw the point of no quorum.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
present consideration of the bill?
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object.
NANCY ABBEY WILLIAMS

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2398, for the relief of
Nancy Abbey Williams.
There being no objection, the Clerk read as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to redeem in favor of Nancy
Abbey Williams 3 ¥.! percent United States Treasury note, series
C-1930-32, no. 5182 B, in the denomination of $100, issued January 16, 1928, called for redemption December 15, 1931, without
interest and without presentation of said note, which is alleged
to have been lost, stolen, or destroyed: Provided, That .the said
note shall not have been previously presented: And provided further That the said Nancy Abbey Williams shall first file in the
Tre~ury Department a bond in the penal sum of double the
amount of the principal of said note in such form and with such
corporate surety as may be acceptable to the Secretary of the
Treasury to indemnify and save harmless the United States from
any loss on account of the note hereinbefore described.

JUNE
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FIDELITY TRUST CO., BALTIMORE, MD.

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1461, for the payment of
the claims of the Fidelty Trust Co. of Baltimore, Md., and
others.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
present consideration of the bill?
Ml-. TRUAX. Reserving the right to object, Mr. Speaker,
here is a bill that appropriates $100,000 for the relief of the
Fidelity Trust Co. on a claim incurred back in 1914. It has
run the statute of limitations.
Mr. P AL~.USANO. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. TRUAX. I yield.
Mr. PALMISANO. This affects 20 different trust companies in 20 different States. It is a case that has gone to
the Supreme Court of the United States, and it is through
a decision of the Supreme Court that this bill comes here.
I hope the gentleman will not object. It only permits them
to file their claims.
Mr. TRUAX. Yes; but, Mr. Speaker, that is the very
procedure that the Court of Claims objects to. They say
it will open the way to looting the Treasury and bankrupting
the country of millions of dollars.
Mr. McFARLANE. Mr. Speaker, regular order.
Mr. TRUAX. :M.r. Speaker, I object.
HEIRS OF WAKICUNZEWIN

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2957, for the relief of
the iightful heirs of Wakicunzewin, an Indian.
There being no objection, the Clerk read as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the respective heirs
of Wakicunzewtn, deceased Sisseton-Wahpeton allottee, as determined by the Secretary of the Interior pursuant to existing law,
the sum of $2,888.90, as follows: Waste, $481.48; Cankumazwin,
$481.48; Hotonnahowin, $240.74; T!cahdeiyotanke, $240.74; Mnimapson, or Charles Boesdi, $240.74; Cetanhote, or Grayhawk,
$120.37; Hankadutana, or Charles Blackbird, $60.20; George
Young, $60.19; Cankutopewin, $481.48; and George Track, $481.48:
Provided, That, in the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior,
the amount due any beneficiary may be deposited to the credit
of the individual and handled in the same manner as other individual Indian moneys: Provided further, That, should any of the
persons named herein be not living upon the date of the passage
of this a.ct, his or her share shall be credited to and become a. part
of the estate of such beneficiary.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
ROBERT GRAY FRY, DECEASED
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 101, for the relief of
on the table.
Robert Gray Fry, deceased.
AMMON M'CLELLAN
There being no objection, the Clerk read as follows:
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2467, for the relief of
Be it enacted, etc., That in the administration of any laws conAmmon McClellan.
./
ferring rights, benefits, and privileges upon honorably discharged
soldiers Robert Gray Fry, deceased, shall be held and considered
There being no objection, the Clerk read as fallows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay to Ammon ~cClellan,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $376.27, as compensation for services rendered from July
18, 1933, to August 31, 1933, in the Department of Agriculture.

as having been honorably discharged from the mllitary service of
the United States on July 31, 1865, late of Company H, Twentyeighth Regiment Iowa Volunteer Infantry: Provided, That no
bounty, back pay, pension, or allowance shall be held to have
accrued prior to the passage of this act.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
Page 1, line 6, after the figures, strike out the words "as com- on the table.
With the following committee amendments:

pensation ", and insert in lieu thereof " in full settl.~ment of all
claims against the Government of the United States.
Page 1, line 9, after the word "Agriculture", insert a colon and
the following:
"Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
act in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be
unlawful for any a.gent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered in connection with said claim, a.ny contract to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000."

OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES OF THE FOREIGN SERVICE

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 380, for the relief of
certain officers and employees of the Foreign Service of the
United States who, while in the course of their respective
duties, suffered losses of personal property by reason of
catastrophes of nature.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
present consideration of the bill?
Mr. ZIONCHECK and Mr. BLANCHARD objected.
ELIZABETH MILLICENT TRAMl'!ELL

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1200, for the relief of
Elizabeth Millicent Trammell.
The committee amendments were agreed to.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
The bill, as amended, was ordered to be read a thil·d time,
was read the third time, and passed, and a motion to recon- present consideration of the bill?
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, I object.
sider was laid on the table.
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Mr. McREYNOLDS. Mr. Speaker, will not the gentleman
Withhold his objection a moment?
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, I withhold my objection to permit the gentleman to make an explanation.
Mr. McREYNOLDS. This is a bill to pay a year's salary
to the widow of an officer who died while in the Foreign
Service of the United States.
Mr. BLANCHARD. I understand it is. I have discussed
the matter with Members who have acted as official objectors
in the past. It is contrary to the policy that has been
established to pass bills of this kind. Furthermore, the
President has vetoed at least one similar bill.
Mr. McREYNOLDS. I think the gentleman is mistaken.
If I remember correctly, in that case the man did not die
while in the Service, but after he had been retired. There
have been at least half a dozen bills of a snnilar nature
paying a year's salary to widows of officers who died in the
Foreign Service, and every one of them has been passed
this session.
Mr. BRITTEN. Mr. Speaker, if the gentleman will permit, it is customary, as I understand, to pay widows of
officers who die in the Foreign Service 1 year's salary.
Mr. McREYNOLDS. Yes; where the husband dies in
active service.
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. As a matter of fact, I
hesitated to participate in this discussion because I am interested in this particular bill. I shall be pleased to see it
pass, but I want to be sure it does not establish any new
policy.
Mr. McREYNOLDS. No; this bill does not establish any
new policy. A number of these bills have been passed this
session.
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. I would be pleased to see
this bill put through, but has there not been a suggestion
that this matter be taken care of by general legislation?
Mr. McREYNOLDS. This has been the way it has been
taken care of in the past.
Mr. BLANCHARD. Will the gentleman give me the assurance that this has been the practice in the past?
Mr. McREYNOLDS. This has been the practice during
this session and last session.
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, I withdraw my objection.
Mr. McREYNOLDS. There are five or six similar bills
following this one.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
present consideration of the bill?
There being no objection the Clerk read the Senate bill
as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That there is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Elizabeth Millicent Trammell, widow of H. Eric
Trammell, the late third secretary of Amerlcan Embassy at Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil, the sum of $3,000, equal to 1 year's salary of
her deceased husband.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed.
A motion to reconsider was laid on the table.
EMILIE C. DAVIS

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2367, for the relief of
Emilie C. Davis.
Mr. HOPE. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
may I ask the Chairman of the Committee on Foreign Relations whether the next five or six bills are not of the
same general character?
Mr. MCREYNOLDS. They are.
Mr. HOPE. Granting a year's salary to widows of officers
"'who died in the Foreign Service.
Mr. McREYNOLDS. Yes; they died while in the Service.
Mr. HOPE. And outside of the United States?
Mr. McREYNOLDS. Yes; I think so.
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, if the gentleman will
permit, referring to Calendar No. 826, a bill for the relief
of Cornelia Claiborne, does the gentleman recall this bill?
Mr. MCREYNOLDS. Yes.
Mr. BLANCHARD. Is this bill likewise in the same
category?
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Mr. McREYNOLDS. Yes.
Mr. BRITTEN. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. McREYNOLDS. I yield.
Mr. BRITTEN. Several of the succeeding bills are
for the relief of parties bearing names of a very foreign
character, I assume, of course, they are all American citizens and the husbands died while in the Service?
Mr. McREYNOLDS. Yes. I assume they are American ,
citizens; I did not trace their genealogy.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
present consideration of the bill?
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he hereby is, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Emme C. Davis,
widow of Raymond Davis, late Foreign Service ofilcer of the United
States, and formerly American consul at Aden, Arabia; Paris,
France; Rosario, Argentina; and Prague, Czechoslovakia, the sum
of $4,500, being 1 year's salary of her deceased husband.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
MARGOTH OLSEN VON STRUVE

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2875, for the relief of
Margoth Olsen van Struve.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
present consideration of the bill?
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Margoth Olsen von
Struve, widow of Henry C. von Struve, late American consul at
Tenerife, Canary Islands, the sum of $5,000, equal to 1 year's
salary of her deceased husband.
SEC. 2. That there is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out
of any money in th~ Treasury not otherwise appropriated, a sufil- ·
cient sum to carry out the purpose of this act.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
CORNELIA CLAIBORNE

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2919, for the relief of
Cornelia Claiborne.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
this bill pays a year's salary to the widow.
Mr. McREYNOLDS. Yes; in character it is just like the
others.
Mr. TRUAX. When did the death of the officer occur?
Mr. McREYNOLDS. On the 8th day of June 1927.
Mr. TRUAX. And this is the established custom in such
cases?
Mr. McREYNOLDS. Yes.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker. I have no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
present consideration of the bill?
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That there is hereby authorized to be
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to Cornelia Claiborne, widow of Hamilton Cabell
Claiborne, late American consul at Frankfort, Germany, the sum
of ~7,000, being 1 year's salary of her deceased husband, who died
while in the Foreign Service.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
MARY SEELEY WATSON

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 3161, for the relief of
Mary Seeley Watson.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
present consideration of the bill?
There being no objection. the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby authorized and directed to pay Mary Seeley Watson,
widow of the late John J. Crittenden Watson, formerly Foreign
Service ofilcer, American consulate, Dundee, Scotland, the sum of
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$5,000, being 1 year's salary of her deceased husband, who died of
illness incurred while in the Consular Service; and there is hereby
authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated, a sufficient sum to carry out the purpose of this act.

With the following committee amendments:
Page l, llne 5, strike out the words "the late.'•
Page 1, line 5, after the word "Wat&>n" strike out the word
"formerly" and insert in lieu thereof the word "late.''
Page l, line 8, strike .o ut the words " of illness incurred."

Mr. McREYNOLDS. Mr. Speaker, I ask that these
amendments be not concurred in. They were merely descriptive to show that the party really was in the Service.
The committee amendments were rejected.
The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
FRli:D HERRICK

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 250, for the relief of
Fred Herrick.
Mr. ZIONCHECK. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to
object, may we have an explanation of this bill?
Mr. McDUFFIE. Mr. Speaker, Mr. Herrick invested more
than a million dollars under a contract to buy certain timberlands and certain timber. He constructed a sawmill and
built a railroad.
Mr. ZIONCHECK. What year was that?
Mr. McDUFFIE. I do not recall the year-about 1928 or
1929. When the depression came and after he put up $50,000
to bind him to the contract, he went broke and into the
hands of a receiver. The Government or the receiver sold
his holdings, including all he had invested, for $52,000 more
than the original price the Government agreed to sell the
timber to this gentleman for. He is now getting along in
years, being 75 or 80 years old. He has lost all of his world's
goods, and this claim for $50,000, I think, is a very meritorious claim. It is his. The Government has made more
than this deposit over and above the price Mr. Herrick
agreed to pay. The Government has this amount of Mr.
Herrick's money and should return it. . The Government has
lost nothing, but Mr. Herrick has lost all. The Government
has profited more than this amount. This bill should pass.
Let us do this justice to a good citizen.
Mr. PIERCE. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. McDUFFIE. I yield to the gentleman from Oregon.
Mr. PIERCE. There was a big tract of timber in central
Oregon, and the ripe timber was attacked by beetles. The
Forest L<!rvice put it up for sale. Herrick was the highest
bidder. He bid $2.80 per 1,000 feet. The Government
required him to build a railroad and a big sawmill. Mr.
Herrick spent $1,800,000.
The Forest Service had demanded that he put up a bond
and $50,000 in Government bonds to make good his contract.
He could not go on. They have had a big investigation in
the Senate by a subcommittee appointed by the Senate and
there is a large book covering the investigation in the
Library. Finally they concluded that Herrick was not at
fault, and that he should be allowed to go on and finish his
contract. Mr. Greeley, at that time head of the Forest
Service, demanded that Mr. Herrick put up $50,000 in cash,
which he did. He put up the $50,000 in cash.
Mr. ZIONCHECK. In what year?
Mr. PIERCE. This was in 1928. Mr. Herrick went into
the hands of a receiver. He has spent $1,800,000 and his
creditors were paid $800,000 by the company that bought the
timber.
Mr. ZIONCHECK. Was the $50,000 a bond?
Mr. PIERCE. No; it was money demanded by Greeley and
paid in cash.
Mr. ZIONCHECK. Demanded for what purpose?
Mr. PIERCE. As liquidated damages because he had not
done the work quickly enough. He did not cut' a stick of
timber and had not taken out a tree. He had built the railroad and had just about completed the mill. The new firm
went in and spent $3,000,000 more; $5,000,000 has been spent
on this enterprise and it has been a financial loss up to date.

Mr. McDUFFIE. And the Government is $52,000 better
off than it was under Herrick's contract.
Mr. PIERCE. Yes. When they resold the timber, they
received $2.86 a thousand; and Herrick's bid was $2.80 a
thousand. The Government received $52,000 in addition to
the $50,000 that he put up in spot cash.
Mr. ZIONCHECK. How old did the gentleman say Mr.
Herrick is?
Mr. PIERCE. He is in his seventies. He was worth at
one time $7,000,000. He built railroads, sawmills, and everything else and was one of the best men to employ men that
we had in the West. He .turned over everything to his
creditors.
Mr. MOTT. Mr. Greeley himself suggests that this money
be turned back.
Mr. PIERCE. Yes.
Mr. MOTT. Mr. Greeley's report recommends that it be
paid back to Fred Herrick.
Mr. TRUAX. The Department refused to make a recommendation, and they have refused to make a recommendation not only once but several times.
Mr. PIERCE. I do not know about that, but Greeley
recommends that it be paid.
Mr. TRUAX. How much is it proposed to pay to this
man?
Mr. PIERCE. It is proposed to pay him $50,000. In
other words, to give him his $50,000 back.
Mr. TRUAX. Why?
Mr. PIERCE. Because the Treasury of the United States
has no right to it.
Mr. TRUAX. Why?
Mr. MOT!'. Because the Government sold the timber and
received ·$52,000 more than their liquidated damages.
The regular order was demanded.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object until they can get a
recommendation from the Department of Agriculture that
this claim be favorably acted upon.
SA:MUEL VI. CARTER

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 358, to authorize the
Court of Claims of the United States to hear and determine ·
the claim of Samuel W. Carter.
Mr. WmTE. Mr. Speaker, I object. If there is justice
to any bill before the House, it is the one which has just
been objected to.
HARRY P. HOLLIDGE

'

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1281, for the relief of
Harry P. Hollidge.
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Mr. Speaker, I object.
FRED HERRICK

Mr. WHITE. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
return to Private Calendar No. 849, and to the bill, S. 250,
for the relief of Fred Herrick.
The SPEAKER. Is there -objection to the request of the
gentleman from Idaho?
Mr. ZIONCHECK. Mr. Speaker, I have no particular objection to the request, and the only reason I object to the
unanimous-consent request is that I resent the attitude of
anyone in objecting to every bill which may come up simply
because his bill was objected to. I will have no objection to
making the same request a little later.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object to the bringing in
here of bills for $50,000 and $100,000 at the last moment
and then gentlemen trying to force you to withdraw your
objection. I shall not withdraw my objection.
E. C. SAMPSON

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1498, authorizing the
Secretary of the Interior to pay E. C. Sa,mpson, of Billings,
Mont., for services rendered the Crow Tribe of Indians.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill as
follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Interior be, and
he hereby is, authorized and directed to pay, upon proper vouchers, out of the tribal funds belonging to the Crow Tribe of
Ind1ans a! Montana in the Treasury of the United States,
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a sum not exceeding $600 to E. C. Sampson, irrigation engineer, tion with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstandof Billings, Mont., employed by the Crow Tribe to investig~te, ing. Any person violating the provisions of this act shall be
report, and testify 1n the manner of the claims pending deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
in the Court of Claims entitled " The Crow Tribe of Indians shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000."
againSt the United States", a.rising out of construction of irrigaThe committee amendments were agreed to.
tion project within the Crow Reservation with tribal funds:
The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time.
Provided, That the said E. C. Sampson shall submit with his
vouchers satisfactory evidence of services rendered the said tribe. was read the third time, and passed, and a motion to recon-

With the following committee amendments:
Page 1, line 6, after the word "States" insert "and in ~ull
settlement of all claims against the Government of the Uruted
States"; on page 2, line 1, strike out the word "manner" and
insert" the word " matter "; and at the end of the blll insert:
"And provided further, That no part of the amount appropriated
in this act 1n excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
on account of services rendered 1n connection with said claim.
It shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount
appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim, any contract
to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this act shall be deemed gull ty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
tl,000."

The committee amendments were agreed to.
The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time,
was read the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid on the table.
THE LOWER SALEM COMMERCIAL BANK

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1993, for the relief of
The Lower Salem Commercial Bank, Lower Salem, Ohio.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to redeem 1n favor of The
Lower Salem Commercial Bank, Lower Salem, Ohio, 4%-percent
United States Treasury notes, series B-1927, nos. 99886, 99891,
99892, 99893, 99894, 99895 in the denomination of $100 each, and
61646 in the denomination of $500, dated May 15, 1923, matured
March 15, 1927, without interest and without presentation of the
said notes which are alleged to have been lost or destroyed: Provided, That the said notes shall not have been previously presented
and paid: And provided further, That the said The Lower Salem
Commercial Bank shall first file in the Treasury Department a
bond in the penal sum of double the amount of the principal of
the said notes in such form and with such corporate surety as may
be acceptable to the Secretary of the Treasury to indemnify and
save harmless the United States from any loss on account of the
Treasury notes hereinbefore described.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
W. H. KEY AND THE ESTATE OF JAMES E. WILSON

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2112, for the relief of
W. H. Key and the estate of James E. Wilson.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
1n the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $160 to
W. H. Key and the estate of James E. Wilson, their heirs or assigns,
as compensation for the northeast quarter northeast quarter section 31, township 7 south, range 8 west, Huntsville meridian,
Lawrence County, Ala., erroneously deeded to the United States
of America by George E. Barnett, trustee of S. E. Gardner {bankrupt), by deed dated March 21, 1918, and recorded among the
land records of Lawrence County 1n llbre 2, folio 148, March 23,
1918: Provided, That the said W. H. Key and the estate of James
E. Wilson, their and each of their heirs or assigns, shall qUitclaim
to the United States all of their rights, title, and interest in and
to the said described land:

With the following committee amendments:
Page 1, line 7, after the word "assigns", strike out the words
.. as compensation " and insert in lieu thereof " in full settlement of all claims against the Government of the United States."
Page 1, line 9, after the word "quarter", insert the words "of
the."
At the end o! the bill insert: "Provided, That no part of the
amount appropriated 1n this act 1n excess of 10 percent thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or agents,
attorney or attorneys, on account of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be unlawful for any agent or
a.gents, attdrney or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated in this act in excess
of 10 percent thereof on account of services rendered in connec-

sider was laid on the table.
MRS. CHARLES L. REED

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2142, for the relief of
Mrs. Charles L. Reed.
Mr. ZIONCHECK. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that the bill be passed over without prejudice, with
the right to call it up again today.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Washington?
There was no objection.
ESTATE OF JOSEPH Y. UNDERWOOD

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2431, for the relief of
the estate of Joseph Y. Underwood.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object.
here is a bill that is a dandy. This seeks to go back to 1919
and 1920 and pay a brokerage fee of $282,075. The contract was for $11,250,000.
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri and Mr. McDUFFIE rose.
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. In the first place, why do
you not read the bill? Your statement shows you have not
even read the bill.
Mr. TRUAX. I have read the report on the bill which is
an analysis of the bill.
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. The bill provides for the
payment of $10,000, as a brokerage fee to a man who made
the Governnient $750,000. That seems fair.
Mr. TRUAX. Yes.
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. Here is a man who sold
ships for the United States Government on the promise that
he would get a commission. The Government agreed to sell
for over $11,000,000. He found a buyer when the Shipping
Board could not find one.
Mr. McDUFFIE. And the Government did get threequarters of a million dollars on that sale.
Mr. TRUAX. When was that?
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. In 1920.
Mr. TRUAX. Where is this man now?
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. He is dead. This will go to
his estate.
Mr. TRUAX. And you want to get some money for his
estate?
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. The bill has passed the
Senate, and I cannot conceive, if the gentleman has read the
report carefully, how he can object.
Mr. TRUAX. The claim has run the statute of limitations.
Mr. McDUFFIE. Yes; like many claims against the
Government.
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. There should be no pleading
by the United States of the statute of limitations on a just
claim. The statute of limitations does not apply to the
Congress. They come here because they could not get a
settlement with the Government department.
Mr. TRUAX. The gentleman is right when he says there
is no statute of limitations so far as Congress is concerned
with respect to the enactment of private bills, but there is
such a statute.
·
Mr. McDUFFIE. May I say to the gentleman there should
never be a limitation when equity and good conscience are
involved.
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. Absolutely; I agree with the
gentleman from Alabama, and every Member of Congress
should agree with him.
Mr. TRUAX. The gentleman from Alabama, whom I
regard as one of the ablest men in this House, thinks we
ought to abrogate the statute of limitations in certain cases . .
Mr. McDUFFIE. I think this Congress can sit as a court
of equity regardless of the statutes or any law barring claims.
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!I: think this is a.n equitable claim aind that is all I wish to
say to the gentleman.
Mr. TRUAX. I do not doubt the gentleman's sincerity at
all, but I ask the gentleman if he firmly believes this Congress, sitting as it is now and with bills fired through here
with the rapidity of a machine gun, can act as a court of
equity on any claim and consider it fairly and justly.
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. May I ask the gentleman
one question, in all fairness? This sale was consummated
through the efforts of this man, the purchaser defaulted and
the Government received $750,000 thereby. Does not the
gentleman feel that $10,000 should go to the one responsible
for the transaction?
Mr. TRUAX. How much has already been pa.id?
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. Nothing. The original bill
provided for a large amount; the Senate cut it to $10,000
because the company defaulted in its agreement. The
claimant had an agreement with the Government he would
be paid, but he was never paid.
Now, when the Government gets $750,000 for nothing,
and this man was the one responsible for putting into the
United States Treasury the $750,000, why should you not be
willing to give him $10,000 for enriching the Treasury to the
extent of $750,000?
Mr. TRUAX. There are many men who have enriched
the Treasury and enriched themselves at the same time 10
times over.
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. But this is not such a case.
This man was a broker acting for the Government. This is
a fair claim. I have no interest in it. My desire is to see
the Government act fairly toward those with whom it makes
contracts and agreements.
Mr. TRUAX. Let me say to the gentleman that we only
appropriate $5,000 for loss of life, and you are asking here
for $10,000. [Cries of "Regulair order! "]
If the regular order is going to be called for, I object.
ALBERT W. HARVEY

The Clerk called the next Senate bill on the Private Cal-

endar, S. 2549, for the relief of Albert W. Harvey.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he hereby is, authorized a.nd directed to pay to Albert W. Harvey,
Rutland, Vt., out of a.ny money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, the sum of $49.15, being the amount expended by
said Harvey for damages Incurred in an accident in which an
automobile was seized by a Federal prohibition a.gent in the performance of his duties 'for the Government. ·

With the following committee amendments:
Page 1, line 6, after the figures "$49.15 '', strike out 'the words
., being the amount expended by " and insert " in full settlement
of all claims against the Government of the United States of ",
and after the word "Government" in line 11, page 1, insert:
"Provided, That no part of the amount app:r:opriated ln this act
1n excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or a.gents, attorney or attorneys, on account of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall
be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to
exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of
services rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to
the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this a.ct shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

The committee amendments were agreed to.
The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time,
was read the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid on the table.
BREWER PAINT & WALL PAPER CO., INC.
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all claims ag&lnst the Government on account of extra painting
work performed. under contract no. W6174-qm-33, dated April 25,
1931, in connection with the construction at three barracks
buildings at Langley Field, Va. ·

With the following committee amendments:
Page 1, line 5, after the word "Incorporated", insert "out of
any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated."
Page 1, line 11, after the word " Virginia. " insert: "Provided,
That no part of the amount appropriated in this act in excess
of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received.
by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account of
services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered in connection with sa.id clalin, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the prov.isions o!
this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000."

The committee amendments were agreed to.
Mr. ZIONCHECK. Mr. Speaker, I offer the following
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Page 1, line 6, strike out the :figures "l,981.29" and insert
.. 846.80."

·The amendment was agreed to.
The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time,
was read the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid on the table.
MRS. C. A. TOLINE

The Clerk called the bill (S. 2752) for the relief of the
legal beneficiaries and heirs of Mrs. C. A. Toline.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, I reserve the right to
object. I wonder if I can get some information about this
bill. The bill originally was for the relief of C. A. Toline,
who survived his wife, she having been killed in an accident.
Subsequently, as I was informed, Dr. Toline died, and I am
inquiring now as to whether there are any legal heirs-I
mean direct heirs, children.
Mr. WEAVER. I am sure that there are heirs.
Mr. BLANCHARD. There are heirs undoubtedly, but are
there any close relatives?
Mr. WEAVER. I am sorry that I cannot inform the gentleman. Pe..rhaps the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. THoMPsoN] can do that.
Mr. BLANCHARD. The gentleman from Illinois [Mr.
THOMPSON] spoke to me about it the other day; but since I
talked to him, I have received information that Dr. Toline
has died.
Mr. THOMPSON of Illinois. I do not understand what
the gentleman means about surviving Dr. Toline. I did not
know that he was dead. He is now employed with the Veterans' Administration as a dental surgeon at some place in
Mr. WEAVER'S district.
Mr. BLANCHARD. And there is no question about that?
Mr. THOMPSON of Illinois. No; he is just as alive as
any of the rest of us. The gentleman rather shocked me
when he said that he was dead.
Mr. BLANCHARD. I did not say that he was dead. I
stated that information had come to me which indicated he
had since died. If I am wrong, I withdraw whatever I did
say.
Mr. THOMPSON of Illinois. The gentleman is wrong.
Mr. BLANCHARD. Then I have no objection to the bill.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:

Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay to the legal benefi.ciaries and heirs of Mrs. C. A. Toline, out o! any money in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $5,000 in full
settlement of all claims against the Government on account of
the death of Mrs. C. A. Toline, which occurred November 7, 1923,
at the National Military Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers,
Wisconsin: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in
this act in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and account o! services rendered in connection with said clalin. It
he is hereby, authorized. and directed to pay to the Brewer Paint shall be unlawful for any agent or agents. attorney or attorneys,
~ Wall Paper Co., Inc., the sum o! fl~Sl.29.a ~ full se~leme~ ~ ~ exact, collect! ,withhold~ o:: ~v~ any sum of the amo~

The Clerk called the next Senate bill, S. 2553, for the relief of the Brewer Paint & Wall Paper Co., Inc.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
Mr. ZIONCHECK. Mr. Speaker, this claim amounts to
$1,981.29. The amount due is $840.80; and with the right
to amendment, I will not object.
The Clerk read the bill, as follows:

.QO~GRESSIONAL
appropriated in this act in excess of 10 pereent thereof on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim, any contract
to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read
the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider laid
on the table.
JOHN N. KNAUFF CO., INC.
The Clerk called the bill S. 2972, for the relief of John N.
i Knauff Co., Inc.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
:Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object to this bill.
Mr. BLACK. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman withhold
his objection?
Mr. TRUAX. Yes.
Mr. WIDTLEY. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. TRUAX. Yes.
Mr. WfilTLEY. This bill has been approved by the Treasury Department. This is a corporation in New York with
$7,000 of capital. They had a job for $7,000 to repair a
Government hospital. Extra work on it amounted to
$19,000. The Court of Claims awarded this amount. There
were claims of other amounts for damages for not being
furnished with an elevator, but those things the Court of
Claims did not allow. They allowed $19,000.
Mr. TRUAX. What year was this claim incurred; what
year were these services performed?
Mr. WHITLEY. I think the Court of Claims made the
report on it last year.
Mr. TRUAX. In what year did the claim originate?
Mr. WIDTLEY. I could not say that.
-Mr. TRUAX. This claim was incurred some years ago.
What year?
Mr. BLACK. Nineteen hundred and twenty-one.
Mr. TRUAX. Thirteen years ago.
Mr. BLACK. This is the net result of the whole thing.
Both Houses authorized the Court of Claims to conduct the
hearings to find the facts and determine liability. They
have done that. Congress has acted on it, the Court of
Claims has acted on it, the Treasury Department has acted
on it, and for 14 years this man has been denied his money.
Mr. TRUAX. Why?
Mr. BLACK. Because the Government has not paid it.
If the gentleman objects now, he nullifies the work of a
previous Congress, of the Court of Claims, and of the
Treasury Department.
Mr. TRUAX. Has any provision been made to provide
revenue with which to pay this?
Mr. BLACK. That is always taken care of through the
Committee on Appropriations.
Mr. TRUAX. Yes; and it brings about a greater and
greater deficit every year.
Mr. BLACK. On the other hand, why should this man
who has been owed this money by the Government carry
on the Government? According to a previous Congress and
the Treasury Department, he has done his work and the
Government has not paid. That is all there is to it. Why
should he kick in $20,000 for the Government when the
gentleman and I are not called upon to do any such thing?
Mr. TRUAX. Would the gentleman agree to start printing presses going to issue some new money to pay this?
Mr. McFARLANE. Mr. Speaker, I demand the regular
order.
Mr. BLACK. Oh, let us work this thing out. This does
not need any new money. The man is entitled to his
money.
The SPEAKE.R pro tempore. Is there objection?
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object.
JOANNA A. SHEEHAN
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 3335, for the relief of
Joanna A. Sheehan.
Mr. WIDTE. Mr. Speaker, we are not proceeding in an
orderly manner. These bills are not receiving proper attention. I make the point of no quorum.
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The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair will count.
Mr. WHITE. Mr. Speaker, I withdraw the point of no
quorum.
JOHN N. KNAUFF CO., INC.
Mr. BLACK. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
return to Calendar No. 860 (S. 2972) for the relief of John
N. Knauff Co., Inc. The gentleman from Ohio [Mr. TRuAXl
has agreed to withdraw his objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from New York [Mr. BLACKJ?
There was no objection.
The 'clerk called the bill (S. 2972) for the relief of John N.
Knauff Co., Inc.
There being no objection, the Clerk read as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and ·directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $19,032.78
to John N. KnaUtt' Co., Inc., in full settlement of all claims against
the Government for damage and loss incurred by said corporation
in complying with the orders of the Surgeon General of the United
States or his representatives on contract duly executed between
the Government of the United States and the plaintiff corporation
on January 28, 1920, providing for the making of certain repairs
and alterations for the United States in the United States Public
Health Service Hospital at Hudson, Jay, and Staple Streets, New
York City, in 1920 and 1921, as found by the Court of Claims and
reported in Senate Document No. 128, Seventy-third Congress,
second session:

With the following committee amendment:
Page 2, line 7, after the word "session", insert a colon and the
following: "Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in
this act in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or dellvered
to or received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on
account of services rendered in connection with said claim. It
shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount
appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim, any contract
to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.''

The committee amendment was agreed to.
The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time,
was read the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid on the table.
Mr. HARLAN. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
take up Calendar No. 448.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman from Ohio
[Mr. HARLAN] asks unanimous consent to return to Calendar
no. 448. Is there objection?
Mr. ZIONCHECK. Reserving the right to object-Mr. BLANCHARD. Is it a Senate bill?
Mr. HARLAN. It is a Senate bill. It passed the Senate.
Mr. BLANCHARD. Has it been objected to here?
Mr. HARLAN. It has not. When it came up in the House
somebody asked that it go over until 10 o'clock that night,
or 9:30, or whenever it was.
Mr. RANKIN. Suppose the gentleman waits until we finish the calendar, and then we can return. The gentleman
has had one show at his bill and we have not.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
request of the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. HARLAN]?
Mr. ZIONCHECK. Mr. Speaker, I object.
JOANNA A. SHEEHAN
The Clerk called the bill (S. 3335) for the relief of Joanna
A. Sheehan.
There being no objection, the Clerk read as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to redeem, in favor ot
Joanna A. Sheehan, of Haverhill, Massachusetts, United States
Liberty Loan permanent coupon bond numbered 321498, in the
denomination of $1,000, of the third 4Y-l's, issued May 9, 1918,
matured September 15, 1928, without presentation of said bond,
the said bond having been lost, stolen, or destroyed: Provided,
That the said bond shall not have been previously presented and
paid: And provided further, That the said Joanna A. Sheehan
shall first file in the Treasury Department a bond in the penal
sum of double the amount of the principal of the said Liberty
Loan bond, in such form and with such surety or sureties as may
be acceptable to the Secretary of the Treasury, with condition to
indemnify and save harmless the United States from any loss on
atcount of the Liberty Loan bond hereinbefore described: Pro-
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vided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this act in

excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
in this act 1n excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conVictlon thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
ARTHUR BUSSEY

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2357, for the relief of
Arthur Bussey.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection?
Mr. TRUAX. Reserving the right to object, this bill is for
nearly $30,000. It has run the statute of limitations. Therefore I object to it.
LUCY B. HERTZ AND J. W. HERTZ

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 887, for the relief of
Lucy B. Hertz and J. W. Hertz.
There being no objection, the Clerk read as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay to Lucy B. Hertz and J. W. Hertz, out of
any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum
of $1,500, in full satisfaction of all claims against the United States
on account of injuries sustained on February 18, 1931, when they
were struck by a bus belonging to the United states Indian Serv·
ice: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
act in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
in this act 1n excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to the con·
trary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this
act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
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The Senate just cut that in two. He is not asking for any
interest, although he has been out of the use of his property
for 15 years or more.
Mr. UMSTEAD. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CASTELLOW. I yield.
Mr. UMSTEAD. As a member of the War Claims Committee I examined the report of that claim very carefully,
and I want to say to the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. TRUAX]
that in my judgment fairness and justice demand that this
bill be passed. Furthermore, I can see no good reason why
the United States Committee on Claims cut this amount in
half. If it was possible to get it all, without having to go
back to the Senate, I think justice would demand that. I
hope the gentleman will not object but will promptly permit
this bill to pass.
Mr. TRUAX. I would say to the gentlemen interested in
this billMr. UMSTEAD. I have no interest in the world in this
bill.
Mr. TRUAX. But to gentlemen who are interested in the
bill, that every bill that comes here on the Private Calendar
is just and fair, and no doubt that is a sincere statement
made by every gentleman who speaks for the passage of such
a bill, but again I must call attention to the fact that each
and every one of these bills has run the statute of liinitations; that you cannot get a recommendation from the
Treasury; that you cannot get a recommendation from the
department involved.
These bills provide no method for raising the revenue with
which to pay the claims. The Ways and Means Committee
and the President of the United States are faced with the
stern problem of raising billions of dollars, not to pay claims
going back 12, 14, and 16 years but to keep people from
starving, to clothe people, to provide for 10,000,000 unemployed.
Mr. WOLFENDEN. Mr. Speaker, I demand the regular
order.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object.
BLACK HARDWARE CO.

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1585, for the relief of the
Black Hardware Co.
ARTHUR BUSSEY
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
Mr. CASTELLOW. Mr. Speaker, during the confusion present consideration of the bill?
Calendar No. 863 was called and I did not hear what
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
happened to it.
follows:
The SPEAKER pro tempore. That bill was objected to by
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. TRUAX].
be is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
Mr. COX. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to return in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the Black Hardto Calendar No. 863, S. 2357, for the relief of Arthur Bussey. ware Co., a Texas corporation, with principal offices at Galveston,
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the the sum of $12,888.11 to fully refund to said company the difference between the rate of customs duties erroneously assessed and
request of the gentleman from Georgia?
collected from it on corrugated iron bars at Galveston, Tex.,
There was no objection.
between December 30, 1924, and September 27, 1926, under paragraph 304 of the act of 1922, and the rate of duty assessed and
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
on the same class of merchandise in the same customs
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the collected
district, at Houston, Tex., during the same period, under parapresent consideration of the bill?
graph 312 of said act, without the knowledge of said company,
Mr. TRUAX. Reserving the right to object, I shall be glad and which latter rate, subsequently, was decided to be according
to
law.
to have the gentleman from Georgia make a statement.
Mr. CASTELLOW. I shall be glad to make a statement.
With the fallowing committee amendments:
In 1918, during the progress of the war, the Government
Page 1, line 5, after the word "appropriated", insert the foldecided to build a cantonment in the Third District of lowing: "and in full settlement of all claims against the GovernGeorgia, just south of Columbus, and for that purpose they ment of the United States."
Page 1, line 8, strike out $12,888.11 to fully", and insert 1n
filed condemnation proceedings against certain real estate. lieu
thereof " $7,998.04 to".
Mr. Arthur Bussey's real estate was included. They agreed
Page 2, line 6, after the word "law", insert the following proupon terms. There was no trouble about the transaction, as viso: "Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in
far as the real estate was concerned; but before there was this act in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
any agreement, before condemnation proceedings were in- on account of services rendered in connection with said claim.
stituted, the Government, through its agent, through one It shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorMaj. John Paul Jones, took charge of the property, and, neys, to exact, collect, Withhold, or receive any sum of the
a.mount appropriated 1n this act in excess of 10 percent thereof
Mr. Speaker, when the Government takes charge through on
account of services rendered in connection with said claim,
John Paul Jones, that property is taken charge of. They any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violatwould not permit the claimant to withdraw or remove his ing the provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a
personal property. He has been trying to get a settlement misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
for that personal property ever since that time. Finally he sum not exceeding $1,000."
The committee amendments were agreed to.
filed suit in the Court of Claims. The Court of Claims made
The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
a special finding of fact, but they have returned a judgment
that the United states, through its agents and instrumen- third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
talities, have damaged M:r. Bussey in the sum of $59.69~ on the table.
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EMMA FEIN

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1633, for the relief of
Emma Fein.
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Mr. Speaker, I object.
Mr. TERRY of Arkansas. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman
withhold his objection?
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Mr. Speaker, I withhold
my objection to permit the gentleman to make an explanation.
Mr. TERRY of Arkansas. Mr. Speaker, this is a bill to
provide for the relief of the widow of Mr. Fein, who was injured in 1913 on the Panama Canal by the negligence of an
employee of the Government.
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. That is the difficulty with
it. We have objected consistently to all bills going back
prior to the passage of the act of 1916.
Mr. TERRY of Arkansas. Under the Compensation Act
of 1908 as amended in 1911, Mr. Fein received a year's salary.
Mr. HANCOCK of North Carolina. All the law allowed.
Mr. TERRY of Arkansas. That was all he was entitled to
under the compensation act then in force. His foot had to
be amputated.
For a year after that he got his salary, but he lingered on
from 1913 to November 1919, when he died. The most he
could get under the compensation act in force at that time
was 1 year's salary.
This bill is to provide for the relief of his widow and three
children. The widow had to take care of Mr. Fein from
1914 to 1919, the year he died.
Major General Goethals, in charge of the Panama Canal,
said that this was a meritorious claim. There is no dispute
about the negligence of the employee of the Government
which caused his foot to be amputated; and I ask the gentleman to withdraw his objection.
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Mr. Speaker, I would like
to make an exception for the gentleman, but I, myself, introduced a number of bills for casualties on the Panama Canal.
They were objected to. I, personally, have objected to
others during this session for injuries sustained prior to the
Compensation Act of 1916. It would not be fair to the other
Members to let this bill pass after having objected to other
similar bills; and I feel I must object. I do not like to do
it, of course.
Mr. TERRY of Arkansas. Under the Compensation Act
of 1916, the man would have to die within 6 years. Mr. Fein
did not die within 6 years after the injury.
Mr. WOLFENDEN. Mr. Speaker, I demand the regular
order.
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Mr. Speaker, I object.
NORTHFIELD, MINN., POST-OFFICE SITE

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1804, to authorize the
transfer of certain real estate by the Secretary of the Treasury to C. F. Colvin in settlement of the Northfield, Minn.,
post-office site litigation, and for other purposes.
Mr. ZIONCHECK. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to
object, may I have an explanation of this bill?
Mr. HOIDALE. Mr. Speaker, this matter is in litigation.
This is a bill to authorize the district attorney of Minnesota
to compromise a claim involving title to real estate on which
a post-office building is to be built, and which work can go
ahead next week if this defect in the title can be settled.
Mr. ZIONCHE9K. What does the Treasury Department
have to say about the bill?
Mr. HOIDALE. They, apparently, do not understand the
litigation.
Mr. ZIONCHECK. Has the gentleman tried to explain
the situation to the Treasury Department?
Mr. HOIDALE. The gentleman from Washington [Mr.
SMITH], a member of the Claims Committee, went into it
very carefully.
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman tell
me the name of the claimant?
Mr. HOIDALE. There is no particular claimant. This
is an act authorizing the district attorney of Minnesota to
compromise a lawsuit pertaining to the title of real estate
LXXVIlI-789
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upon which a post office is to be built. This building work
is held up because of a defect in the title.
Mr. ZIONCHECK. The Treasury Department says that
the bond was required in order to save the Government
harmless, and they oppose the bill.
Mr. HOIDALE. But they did not understand the matter.
Mr. ZIONCHECK. I think it is the duty of the gentleman to go down and clarify the matter so far as the Treasury Department is concerned. They are responsible and
they are the authority irt these questions.
Mr. Speaker, I object.
Mr. ELTSE of California. Mr. Speaker, I demand the
regular order.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the
present consideration of the bill?
Mr. ZIONCHECK. Mr. Speaker, I withdraw my objection.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
"follows:

Be it enacted, etc., That the United States district attorney representing the United States in the condemnation proceedings for
the procurement of a site (including the Colvin tract of 22 feet
by 66 feet) fqr the post office at Northfield, Minn., is authorized
to enter into a written stipulation with C. F. Colvin and his wife
and other persons, if any, having any interest whatever in such
tract, providing for the acceptance by the said C. F. Colvin of
$1,540 in full payment for the north portion of the Colvin tract,
such portion being the north 12 feet of the west 66 feet of lot 2,
block 34, of the town, now city, of Northfield, Rice County, Minn.,
and in full satisfaction of all claims, and any judgment in favor
of the said C. F. Colvin, his wife, and such other persons, or any
of them, arising out of the condemnation of such tract, and
providing for the transfer to the said C. F. Colvin by the United
States of all right, title, and interest of the United States in the
south portion of the Colvin tract, such portion being the south 10
feet of the west 66 feet of the north 22 feet of such lot 2. The
Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed, upon the
filing of such stipulation in the court in such proceedings, to
transfer to the said C. F. Colvin all the right, title, and interest
of the United States in the S<luth portion of the Colvin tract
described in this act.
The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconside1·
on the table.
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MARTIN FLYNN

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1998, for the relief of the
estate of Martin Flynn.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury ls authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated, to the estate of Martin Flynn, deceased, of Des Moines, Iowa, the sum of $3,810, in full satisfaction
of its claim against the United States for expenses incurred by
the estate in restoring to their original condition the fifth and
sixth floors of the Flynn Building, Des Moines, Iowa, which were
vacated on September 30, 1929, by the United States Veterans'
Bureau, at the expiration of its lease.
With the following committee amendment:
Page 1, after line 11, insert a colon and the following: " Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this act in
excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered in connecti.on with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor a.nd upon co.nviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.
The committee amendment was agreed to.
The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time,
was read the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid on the table.
ANNA CARROLL TAUSSIG

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2744, for the relief of
Anna Carroll Taussig.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
the distinguished Chairman of the Claims Committee knows
that it is the policy to pay only $2,500 for an accident instead of $5,000?
Mr. BLACK. That is not so.
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"Mr. TRUAX. Why is it not so? That is what we have
been doing here right along. We have been paying $5,000
for a death claim.
Mr. BLACK. Yes.
Mr. TRUAX. Is this a death case?
Mr. BLACK. It is worse than death.
Mr. TRUAX. What is it?
Mr. BLACK. This woman has been physically impaired.
She had to have an eye removed and the other eye is of very
little service to her, and all on account of the negligence
of a post-office truck driver.
Mr. TRUAX. They are always negligent.
Mr. BLACK. The Department says so itself.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I withdraw my reservation of
objection.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as f allows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he hereby is, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Anna Carroll
Taussig the sum of $5,000, in full settlement of all claims against
the Government for permanent injuries sustained while riding
in an automobile which was run into by a large post-office auto
truck used in the mail service, owned by the United States,
whereby Anna Carroll Taussig lost her right eye and was permanently scarred and disfigured: Provided, That no part of the
amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or agents,
attorney or attorneys, on account of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be unlawful for any agent or
agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or receive
any sum of the amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10
percent thereof on account of services rendered in connection
with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions of this act shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be
fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
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Be it enacted, etc., That in the administration of any laws con-

ferring rights, privileges, and benefits upon honorably discharged
soldiers Henry Poole, who was a member of Company D, Seventeenth Regiment United States Infantry, shall hereafter be held
and considered to have been honorably discharged from the mili·
tary service of the United States as a member of that organization on the 8th day of April 1899: Provided, That no bounty, back
pay, pension, or allowance shall be held to have accrued prior to
the passage of this act.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
A. L. OSTRANDER

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 86, for the relief of A. L.
Ostrander.
There be:Og no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, to A. L. Ostrander, of Yakima, Wash., the
sum of $270 in full satisfaction of his claim against the United
States for compensation for services rendered durihg the year 1931
as a member of the land designating committee for the Wapato
project, Washington, in connection with the designation of irrigable lands of such project.

With the following committee amendment:
On page 1, after line 10, insert a colon and the following:
"Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this act
in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
collect, withhold, or receive ant sum of the amount appropriated
in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this
act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000,

The committee amendment was agreed to.
The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time,
DONGJI INVESTMENT CO., LTD,
was read the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconThe Clerk called the next bill, S. 3016, for the relief of the sider was laid on the table.
Dongji Investment Co., Ltd.
NORMAN BEIER
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
The
Clerk
called
the
next bill, S. 488, for the relief of
follows:
Norman Beier.
Be it enacted, etc., That Private Law No. 228, Seventy-second
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
Congress, entitled "An act for the relief of the Dongji Investment
Co., Ltd.", be, and it is hereby, amended by deleting from lines I should like to see a copy of the bill.
5 and 6 the words " in excess of the amount of the performance
Mr. ZIONCHECK. Mr. Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry.
bond given by such company."
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The gentleman will state it.
The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
Mr. ZIONCHECK. Is it not possible to return to the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid House bills that are on the Speaker's desk instead of continuing with the Senate bills? There seems to be a lack of
on the table.
general preparation in connection with the Senate bills at
ZINSSER & CO.
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1214, for the relief of the present time.
Mr. BLANCHARD. If the majority leader is here, may I
Zinsser & Co.
make
the suggestion that we recess for a half hour?
Mr. ZIONCHECK and Mr. TRUAX objected.
Mr. BLACK. Let us go on.
GEORGE YUSKO
Mr. BLANCHARD. I am willing to make the recess for
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1654, for the relief of an hour, but we should get caught up with these bills.
Mr. BYRNS. Call one or two more bills, and we will see
George Yusko.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as what progress can be made.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the present considfollows:
eration
of the bill?
Be it enacted, etc., That in the administration of the pension
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as follaws or any law.s conferring rights, privileges, or benefits upon
persons honorably discharged from the United States Army George lows:
Yusko shall be held and considered to have been honorably discharged as a private, Company D, One Hundred and Fifty-seventh
Regiment United States Infantry, on April 20, 1919: Provided,
That no compensation, retirement pay, back pay, pension, or other
benefit shall be held to have accrued by reason of this act prior to
its passage.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
HENRY POOLE

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 521, for the relief of

Henry Poole.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:

Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of tl:~e Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $2,500
to Norman Beier, Brooklyn, N.Y., in full settlement and satisfaction of injuries sustained by him when struck by a truck of the
Post Office Department: Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be
paid or delivered to or received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account of services rendered in connection
with said claim. It shall be unlawful for any agent or agents,
attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any
sum of the amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services rendered in connection With
said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in
any sum not exceeding $1,000.
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With the following committee amendment:
On page 1, line 7, strike out "and satisfaction of" and insert
in lieu thereof " of a.11 claims against the Government of the
United States for."

The committee amendment was· agreed to.
The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time,
was read the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid on the table.
"WILLIAM G. FULTON

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 740, for the relief of
William G. Fulton.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and

he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay to William G. Fulton,
of Annapolis Junction, Md., out of any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, the sum of $1,528, in full settlement of an
claims against the Government, for damage to crop on the Camp
Meade Reservation, Md., for which he had entered into contract with the United States Army authorities at Camp Meade
on May 18, 1922.

With the following committee amendment:
Page 1, line 10, after "1922 '', insert: "Provided., That no part of
the amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
agents, attorney or attorneys, on account of services rendered in
connection with said claim. It shall be unlawful for any agent
or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or
receive any sum of the amount appropriated in this act in excess
of 10 percent thereof on account of services rendered in ~on
nection with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this act shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000."

The committee amendment was agreed to.
The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time,
was read the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid on the table.
THE TOBACCO INDUSTRY

Mr. FULMER. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent for

the present consideration of the bill <H.R. 9690) to place the
tobacco-growing industry on a sound financial and economic
basis, to prevent unfair competition and practices in the
production and marketing of tobacco entering into the channels of interstate and foreign commerce, and for other purposes, with Senate amendments, and move to concur in the
Senate amendments.
•
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from South Carolina?
There was no objection.
The Clerk read the Senate amendments as follows: Page 4, line 9, after .. tobacco " where it occurs the first time,
insert a comma.
Page 4, line 11, strike out " two-thirds " and insert " threefourths."
Page 5, strike out lines 6 to 8, inclusive.
Page 5, line 9, strike out "(3)" and insert "(2)."
Page 6, line 24, strike out " 5 percent " and insert " 6 percent "
Page 7, line 6, strike out all after •• That " down to and including
"prescribe" in line 10, and insert "Warrants covering two-thirds
of the amount of tobacco allotted under this subsection 1n any
county shall be issued to growers whose allotments are 1,500
pounds or less."
Page 9, lines 24 and 25, strike out "or by imprisonment not
exceeding 1 year or both."
Page 10, line 7, strike out "tax payment" and insert "taxpayment warrant."
Page 11, line 6, strike out "authorized to be."
Page 11, line 22, strike out " authorized to be " and insert
"hereby."
Page 15, line 8, after "1933-1934 ", insert "except that in the
case of tobacco imported from the Republic of Cuba, such quotas
shall be based on average quantities of tobacco so imported during
the crop years 1928-33."
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Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), That there is hereby established a joint congressional
committee to be composed of three Senators, to be appointed by

the President of the Senate, and three Members of the House of
Representatives, to be appointed by the Speaker of the House of
Representatives, to inquire into and report to Congress to what
extent, if any, the Federal Government shouid participate in the
Centennial of Independence of the Republic of Texas, to be held
in the State of Texas in the year 1936.
The expenses of the committee, including necessary clerical
assistance and traveling expenses, which shall not exceed $5,000,
shall be paid, one-half from the contingent fund of the Senate.
and one-half from the contingent fund of the House of Representatives, upon vouchers, approved by the chairman.

Mr. SNELL. Mr. Speaker, is this a unanimous-consent
request?
Mr. LANHAM. It is. It is the matter about which I
spoke to the minority leader a few days ago.
This has reference to the centennial celebration of the
establishment of the independence of the Republic of Texas,
and the resolution provides for the appointment of 3
Members of the House and 3 Members of the Senate
to see to what extent it would be proper or appropriate for
the Federal Government to participate in this centennial.
Mr. SWICK. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
was not this resolution objected to the other day?
Mr. LANHAM. It was, but the gentlemen who objected.
upon investigation of the matter, have said they have no
objection.
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to
object, is there any reason why this celebration should be
distinguished from the tercentenary exposition we are
holding now out in Wisconsin?
Mr. LANHAM. I am not objecting to that one, but I may
say to the gentleman that this celebration is unique in view
of the fact that the State of Texas was a Republic for 9
years and established its independence very much as the
Colonies established theirs.
Mr. BLANCHARD. I appreciate that, and that is the
only reason that would prevent an objection. I think it is
for that reason there has been no objection heretofore.
Mr. LANHAM. Yes; and the establishment of its inde ..
pendence, of course, was participated in by Americans from
all over the country and therefore this is an American
proposal.
Mr. SNELL. What is expected to be done? Is this going
to cause the Government to spend a lot of money?
Mr. LANHAM. This is simply to investigate and see to
what extent the Federal Government should participate.
The State legislature has appropriated some money for
initial purposes and has appointed a committee.
Mr. SNELL. I think it is really a crime the way we are
going into these celebrations and spending the people's
money for ·them, and I think it is a matter for which you
gentlemen may be held responsible.
Mr. LANHAM. This is simply for the purpose of having
the investigation, I may say to the gentleman from New
York, and the celebration will not be held until some time in
1936.

Mr. SNELL. But I know what it is going to lead to, and
the only reason the matter is brought in here is in order
to get a Federal appropriation.
Mr. LANHAM. No; not necessarily. This is simply to
find out to what extent the Federal Government should
participate, and Texas is closely linked with the Federal
Government in its whole history and they have many things
in common.
Mr. SWICK. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. LANHAM. Yes.
Mr. SWICK. It seems to me the Federal Government
has participated to some extent with Texas when Texas
The Senate amendments were agreed to.
has received $47,000,000 against $8,000,000 that they have
CENTENNIAL OF THE INDEPENDENCE OF THE REPUBLIC OF TEXAS paid out.
Mr. LANHAM. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
Mr. LANHAM. In what respect?
take from the Speaker's table the concurrent resolution
Mr. SWICK. In processing taxes.
(S.Con.Res. 21), and agree to the same.
Mr. LANHAM. Of course, that is quite apart from this
The Clerk read the concurrent resolution as follows~
matter.
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investigating committee and I had no opportunity· to be
heard. The bill has been passed by the Senate.
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. There is no one here who
knows what the bill is.
Mr. WEIDEMAN. It is 577 on the calendar. I talked
with the gentleman from Kansas [Mr. HoPEl about it. He
objected to it the last time it was considered.
Mr. HOPE. Is that the bill that refers to the Court of
Claims the claim to certain lands in North Carolina?
Mr. WEIDEMAN. Yes.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Mr. Speaker, I have no ob·
jection to this particular bill; but my point is that if we
are going to legislate in an orderly manner, we should proceed with the regular call of the calendar. When we go back
like this you are catching us by surprise. We have not our
reports here; we cannot remember what the bills are. It
is obvious that at the time it was first reached someone
objected to it. We do not know who; and this helter·
skelter scramble, taking up by unanimous consent bills that
were objected to a week or a month or 6 months ago, is not
going to produce good results.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to returning to the
bill?
There was no objection.
Mr. GOSS. Mr. Speaker, is this a matter for unanimous
consent?
The SPEAKER. It is unanimous consent to return to a
bill numbered 577 on the Private Calendar. We have returned, and now the bill is being reported to see if there is
objection to its present consideration. The Clerk will report
MARTIN-WALSH, INC.
the bill.
Mr. BLACK. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
The Clerk read as follows:
return to Calendar No. 416 on the Private Calendar (H.R.
S.3092
4608), for the relief of Martin-Walsh, Inc.
An act to confer jurisdiction upon the Court of Claims to hear,
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
determine, and render judgment upon the claim of the heirs
Mr. BLACK. The gentleman who objected has withdrawn
of Jesse Taylor, deceased Cherokee Indlan, for the value of
certain lands now held by the United States
bis objection.
Be it enacted, etc., That jurisdiction is hereby conferred upon
Mr. HOPE. Was the bill objected to on this side of the
the Court of Claims to hear, determine, and render final judgHouse or on the other?
ment upon, notwithstanding any statute of limitations, any rule
Mr. BLACK. It was on our side.
of such court, or any provislon or principle of law to the contrary,
There being no objection, by unanimous consent the Clerk the claim of the heirs named in the last will and testament of
James Taylor, deceased Cherokee Indian (as recorded in the
read the Senate bill, S. 173, as follows:

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Texas?
There was no objection.
The concurrent resolution was agreed to.
Mr. PIERCE. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
return to Calendar No. 849 on the Private Calendar.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Oregon?
Mr. HOPE. I object.
Mr. COLMER. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
to return to No. 756 on the Private Calendar.
Mr. HOPE. Reserving the right to object, what is this
bill?
Mr. COLMER. It is a Senate bill inadvertently passed
over.
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Was the bill objected to?
Mr. COLMER. It was passed by the Senate but has never
been up in the House.
Mr. HOPE. I object.
Mr. PIERCE. Mr. Speaker, I again renew my request to
return to No. 849 on the Private Calendar. The gentleman
from Ohio will withdraw his objection if I accept an amendment.
Mr. TRUAX. I will withdraw the objection if the gentleman will accept an amendment of $25,000 instead of
$50,000.
Mr. PIERCE. I will agree to that amendment.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Oregon asks unanimous consent to return to Calendar No. 849.
Mr. WOLFENDEN. I object.

omce of the clerk of the Superior Court of Cherokee County,
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and N.C.), for the value of certain lands (including the value of
he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay to William Martin timber and other property removed, sold, or otherwise disposed
and John E. Walsh, Jr., who have succeeded to and are the sole of, from such lands}, being the lands conveyed to the United
owners of all right, title, and interest of Martin-Walsh, Inc., in States by one Levi Stevens and wife on March 15, 1869, in comand to the within claim, out of any money in the Treasury not promise settlement of an indebtedness due the United States bv
otherwise appropriated, the sum of $4,221.50 in full settlement of one E. B. Olmsted (37 StatL. 189), and theretofore, in 1855 and
all claims against the United States. Such sum is the amount 1859, located, surveyed, and sold by the State of North Carolina
of excess duties levied and collected from Martin-Walsh, Inc., by to the said James Taylor (H.Doc. No. 187, 64th Cong., 1st sess.),
the collector of the port of New York on 31 distinct entries cover- and on July 6, 1912 (37 Stat.L. 189), transferred to the jurising importations of kraft wrapping paper from Sweden and Nor- diction of the Secretary of Agriculture, to be administered as a
way during the years 1922 and 1923: Provided, That no part of part of the national forest reserves under the provisions of the act
the amount appropirated 1~ this act in excess of. 10 percent of March 1, 1911 (36 StatL. 961). The Court of Claims shall hear,
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or determine, and render judgment on such claim without prejudice
agents, attorney or attorneys, on account of services rendered in based on the findings made by such court in Congressional Case
connection with said claim. It shall be unlawful for any agent No. 1347, James Taylor against United States (H.Doc. No. 187,
or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or 64th Cong., 1st sess.). The court shall advance the claim on
receive any sum of the amount appropriated in this act in excess its docket for hearing, but shall not take jurisdiction under
of 10 percent thereof on account of services rendered in connection this act unless the said heirs of James Taylor (or so many of
with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. them as may choose to join in the petition) file in such court a.
Any person violating the provisions of this act shall be deemed petition setting forth such claim within 6 months from the date
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be of approval of this act. The Cqurt of Claims shall, if it renders
fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.
judgment for the said heirs, or for any of them, allow, in addition
the amount thereof, such sum as the court may deem just, in
The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the to
lieu of the value of the use of said lands from March 15, 1869,
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid until the amount of the judgment is paid to said heirs, and
attorneys• fees for the attorney or attorneys representing the said
on the table.
heirs in court in an amount not to exceed 20 percent on the
A similar House bill was laid on the table.
amount of the judgment.
Mr. COLMER. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
SEC. 2. There is authorized to be appropriated such sums as
return to Calendar No. 756 to consider a similar Senate bill may be necessary to pay the amount of any judgment rendered
and sum in lieu of use and attorneys' fees allowed pursuant to
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Mr. Speaker, i object to this
act. The amount of such judgment and the sum in lieu of
returning any more bills. If we are going to legislate in this use and attorneys' fees allowed shall be paid by the Secretary of
way, we will never get finished. It is obviously unfair to the Treasury upon presentation of a duly authenticated copy of
the judgment of the Court of Claims, together with a certificate
go back to bills when we have not the reports here.
from the Secretary of Agriculture stating that the Secretary has
HEIRS OF JAMES TAYLOR, DECEASED CHEROKEE INDIAN
accepted delivery of a conveyance to the United States of all the
right,
and interest of the said heirs in and to the lands
Mr. WEIDEMAN. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent referredtitle,
to in section 1 of this act.

for the present consideration of the bill, S. 3092, and I do so
for this reason: At the time that this was reached in regular
Private Calendar I was in New York as a member of an

The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
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The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read
the third time, and passed, and ai motion to reconsider was
laid on the table.
A similar House bill <H.R. 7543) was laid on the table.
AMERICAN-LA FRANCE & FOAMITE CORPORATION OF NEW YORK
Mr. MEAD. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
return to Senate bill 2156, which was objected to a few moments ago by the gentleman from Washington [Mr. ZioNCHECK], but who has since withdrawn his objection.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, I am going to object
until I get this thing straightened out. Is this one of the
bills that was objected to a few moments ago?
Mr. MEAD. Yes.
Mr. BLANCHARD. I have no objection.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report the bill.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, if we are going to continue
to recall bills, I insist on reading a letter that I have from
the Court of Claims justifying the position that I have
taken with respect to refunding taxes and other claims that
date back years ago.
Mr. BLACK. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
the gentleman from Ohio be permitted to read the letter
to which he refers.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. TRUAX. The letter reads as follows:
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I will say to any of you gentlemen that have bills for
$50,000 or for $100,000, that you are trying to rush through

here, that you can talk to the gentleman who wrote this
letter.
I will say to you, moreover, that if any of you bring out
a bill today or any other day for $50,000 or $10,000, that
goes back 16, or 18, or 20 years, you will not get 25 votes
on a r~cord vote.
Mr. O'MALLEY. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. TRUAX. I yield.
Mr. O'MALLEY. Whenever there has been undercollection of taxeg by the Government, do not the tax evaders
always plead the statute of limitations wherever they can
get away with it?
Mr. TRUAX. Of course they do. What is the statute
of limitations for, if it is not to stop such enormous raids
on the Treasury of the Government?
Mr. MEAD. Mr. Speaker, I ask for a vote on the bill
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
The Clerk read as follows:

Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in
the Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated,
to the American-La France and Foamite Corporation of New York,
successor to the American-La France Fire Engine Co., Inc., all
sums illegally collected by the Internal Revenue Bureau as excise
taxes upon fire-fighting apparatus from the American-La France
Fire Engine Co., Inc., under the Revenue Act of 1916, the Revenue
MY DEAR MR. TRUAX: I notice that on yesterday you objected to Act of 1917, and/ or the Revenue Act of 1918, not heretofore rea bill for payment to a bank of certain taxes alleged to have been funded, and all claims for refund heretofore filed by the Ameriwrongfully collected about 1920, a claim which has for a long can-La France Fire Engine Co., Inc., which have Iiot been allowed
time been barred by the statute of limitations. I wish to com- shall be considered, notwithstanding any statute of limitations
mend your action in so doing.
prohibiting such refund.
I know of no policy so dangerous as the one for which this bill
The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
would furnish a precedent. The number of such claims is legion.
The amount thereof would run into the billions of dollars and third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
if allowed would utterly swamp the Treasury.
You will remember that back in Civil War times an income tax on the table.
was levied and continued in force until 1870 when it was repealed
INGRAM-DAY LUMBER CO.
Finally in 1895 the law was held to be unconstitutional. An
. Mr. COLMER. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
enormous amount of money was collected under it, but none of it
was ever refunded except to a very small number of people who return to. Private Calendar No. 756, and ask for the immedihad commenced their actions in court to recover it back within ate consideration of a Senate bill of similar character,
the period of limitations. I could cite numerous examples of the
same kind where hundreds of millions are involved and there are s. 854.
innumerable individual cases where the tax has been overpaid and
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
the overpayment not discovered until after the statute of limitaMr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, I am going to object
tions has run.
I have shown that it is impossible to do exact justice in matters until we get this straightened out.
of taxation, that practically all taxes at times work out unfairly
HON. ANNING S. PRALL
a.s between different parties which are subject thereto, and that
there are some taxes which always work out unfairly. The most
Mr. O'CONNOR. Mr. Speaker, on June 11 the gentleman
equitable method is to fix a time both for the Government and from Alabama [Mr. STEAGALL] gave a luncheon to his comthe taxpayer in which these matters will be closed. There is no
more reason for the taxpayer to get back money after the statute mittee in honor of the gentleman from New York, Mr. ANNING
of limitations has expired than there is for the Government, after s. PRALL, who is retiring from Congress. The minutes of that
the expiration of this period, to collect taxes which originally luncheon were taken down, and I ask unanimous consent
ought to have been paid by the taxpayer, and there are many
more cases where the tax has been undercollected than where it that they may be inserted in the RECORD.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
has been overcollected. In both instances so long a time has
expired that it is difficult to get at the exact truth in the matter gentleman from New York?
if it depends on the facts in the case. As an example of how
There was no objection.
lenient the Government is, I might mention the fact that I tried
to get an amendment inserted in the income-tax law in substance
Mr. O'CONNOR. Mr. Speaker, today the distinguished
that where a taxpayer intentionally omitted any specific item of gentleman from Alabama, Mr. HENRY B. STEAGALL, Chairincome subject to tax the statute of limitations should not run
against the Government a.s to such item. I thought that the fact man of the Committee on Banking and Currency, tendered
that the taxpayer knew all about the matter and the Governmen a luncheon to that committee in honor of the gentleman
knew nothing was a good reason for adopting such an amendment, from New York, the Honorable ANNING S. PRALL, a member
but it did not prevail.
of that committee, who is retiring from Congress at the close
I hope you will continue to make objections to any bills of a
similar character that may be called up. On account of my pos1- of the session. Some time ago Mr. PRALL was appointed by
tion I do not wish to be quoted in the matter. I express myself the President, and confirmed by the Senate, as a member
freely in relation to such bills and always oppose them. One of the Federal Radio Commission, and it is generally underbill in particular came before that committee for the return, to
certain States of the South, of many millions of dollars which stood that with the consolidation of that Commission with
had been collected under a tax subsequently declared to be un- the new Communications Commission he will become a memconstitutional. It had a great deal of influence back of it and ber of that all-embracing body. I take this opportunity to
may again be revived. The bankruptcy of the Treasury would express my regret of the retirement of Mr. PRALL from Conbe inevitable if a policy of approval of such bills should once be
gress. He entered this body in the Sixty-eighth Congress at
adopted.
the same time I and many Members of the House came here.
Very truly yours,

-----. He was immediately elected a member of this very impor[Applause.]
tant Committee of the House, and has continually served on
Mr. Speaker, I know that it will be good reading to the that committee and is now the second ranking member.
taxpayers back home.
During these six Congresses that he has been a Member
[Laughter.]
he has given all his time to the committee and to the floor
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of the House; because of his previous experience in business
and public service he came to this body especially equipped
to serve his constituents and country well, particularly in
matters relating to banking and business.
It is a matter of personal regret to me and to the other
members of the New York delegation and to the many other
friends he has made here in the House of Representatives to
learn that he is leaving this body.
I am sure that every Member joins me in wishing him the
greatest happiness and success in his new work.
Mr. Speaker, I now ask unanimous consent that the remarks made at the luncheon tendered Mr. PRALL may be
inserted in the RECORD.
The matter referred to follows:
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES COMMITI'EE ON BANKING AND CURRENCY
HENRY B. STEAGALL (chairman). Alabama; T. ALAN G01. DSBOROUGH, Maryland; ANNING s. PRALL, New York; JEFF BUSBY, Mississippi; MICHAEL K. REILLY, Wisconsin; FRANK HANCOCK, North
Carolina; CLYDE WILLIAMS, Missouri; WESLEY E. DISNEY, Oklahoma;
0. H. CRoss, Texas; BRENT SPENCE, Kentucky; DENVER CHURCH,
California; PRENTI.ss M. BROWN, Michigan; FRED J. SISSON, New
York; JAMES L FARLEY, Illinois; JAMES A. MEEKS, Illinois, HERMAN
P. KoPPLEMANN, Connecticut; JAMES G. Sc&UGHAM, Nevada; RoBERT
LUCE, Massachusetts; CARROLL L. BEEDY, Maine; EDWARD L. STOKES,
Pennsylvania; JOHN B. HOLLISTER, Ohio; JESSE P. WOLCOTT, Michigan; PETER A. CAVICCHIA, New Jersey; JAMES SIMPSON, JR., Illinois;
H.AMn.ToN FlsH, JR., New York.
HON, HENRY B. STEAGALL
There are not supposed to be any formalities at this meeting.
I wanted the members of the Committee on Banking and Currency to have a party and final meeting with Mr. PRALL before he
leaves us to assume his duties in the new position that awaits
him before the reassembling of the next Congress.
I have served on this committee for a long time; to be exact,
since March 1915. It has been my pleasure to know with some
degree of intimacy all the members of the committee during all
these years. We have had on our list during that time many of
the country's ablest men and greatest statesmen. Every Member
of Congress cannot reach a front place as a statesman. It is a
very rare exception to the rule when we find a Member of Congress who does not measure up to the high standard of citizenship, who is not after all a gentleman in the truest sense of that
word. Mr. PRALL, we know, is a gentleman in all that the word
implies; and, also, he measures up to the requirements of statesmanship befitting a man for great service in the Congress of the
United States. [Applause.]
We know his loyalty; his unselfishness; his devotion to his
friends; his devotion to his party; his devotion to his country;
we know his devotion to the administration, that honors itself in
recognizing Mr. PRALL as worthy of a most responsible and confidential connection with that administration. But we love Mr.
PRALL, not so much for all these things, but we love him because
of his personal charm; his delightful personality; his love for his
friends; his kindness; his gentility; his consideration, never failing for a moment to function in a most refined way in all the
contacts with those of us who have enjoyed his friendship and
his association and who have labored with him during these
many years.
·
Mr. PRALL, you leave us with the confidence and esteem and
admiration and love and affection of every member of the Committee on Banking and Currency.
We shall fondly cherish the recollection of our association with
you, and we bid you Godspeed in any activity or endeavor in
which you may engage. Speaking for all the membership of this
committee, I congratulate the administration upon its selection
of you for this important position, because it could not have
found within the confines of the Republic a gentleman more
worthy of the confidence or better fitted to carry on the great
work of this administration, which commands the confidence and
embodies the hopes and aspirations of the American people in
this hour.
We bid you Godspeed; we dtslike very much to see you leave us;
but we wish you happiness and abundant success in your new
activity. [Prolonged applause.]
HON. O. H. CROSS
A little while ago somebody said that CRoss has opposition in
his district for reelection. Therefore, before the chairman made
his introductory remarks, I had thought that this was to be a farewell luncheon for me. [Laughter.) I venture the prediction that
many of us who Will leave here within a few days will not return.
There is one thing, gentlemen, that I want to say most sincerely, and it is this: I have never known a finer group of men
than we have on the Committee on Banking and Currency of
the House of Representatives.
I know that Mr. PRALL is all right; but the remainder of you,
too, are all right. I could even put up with our friend HAMILTON
FlsH. [Laughter.]
This committee worked and has worked with such a nonpartisan
spirit and I want to say that there is not a member of this committee whom I do not love; and that applies especially to my dear
old friend, Mr. LUCE, of Massachusetts. [Applause.] There is
&amething strange connected with my relations with Mr. LucE.
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When I came here I acquired a prejudice against him for some
reason. One day while on a street-car together, we became engaged
in conversation, and thereafter I became a member of this committee, and since then I have felt that one should never make up
his mind until he has had a chance for careful study and mature
consideration of a man; for, if ever there was a man with a
heart of gold, that man is our dear friend Mr. LucE. (Prolonged
applause.]
Brother PRALL, we shall remember you; and we shall continue
to try to emulate you and your good work. We want you to come
to see us. You are going where life will be worth while, while we
shall be twisting, and turning, and suffering here. [Applause.]
HON. JEFF BUSBY
l\1r. Chairman, I think I occupy a more pecular situation with
regard to Mr. PRALL than any other member of the Committee on
Banking and Currency. It is this: He and I came to the House
together. We came here in the Sixty-eighth Congress.
In our early days of service here I, with Mr. Wingo, had occasion to talk with Mr. PRALL for a long time in his offi.ce, and I
gathered an exceedingly lovely and enduring impression of Mr.
PRALL on that occasion.
I have nothing especial to add to what the chairman has said
about Mr. PRALL, except to say that all the things he said were
expressed much better than I could have said them. and all he
said is heartily endorsed by me and, I am sure, by all other
members of the committee.
Since Mr. PRALL and I came to the House together, I feel especially close to him, as I do to every Member of the Congress who
entered in the Sixty-eighth Congress. I did not come immediately to the Comm.ittee on Banking and Currency. For 6 years
I served on another committee. I then asked that I might be
assigned to the Committee on Banking and Currency; which was
done. I ranked next to Mr. PRALL, therefore it may be readily
observed that few vacancies have occurred during that 6 years.
Mr. GOLDSBOROUGH. How are you getting along with Mr. REn.LY
now? [Laughter.]
Mr. BUSBY. We have made up. Mr. REILLY likes me and I like
him. [Laughter.]
I want to say that I am sure there is no better representation
in the House than the membership of the Committee on Banking
and Currency.
I am exceedingly appreciative of every one of you. Regardless
of what we say while working in the committee, you are the
greatest of men. [Applause.]
Since Mr. PRALL is to leave us for his new field of service as a
member of the Federal Radio Commission, I assure him that I do
regret to see him go. His affability, diplomacy, and personal charm
will lend much to his efficiency in his new work, and his powers
of discrimination and sense of fair play and justice will assure
everybody going to that Com.mission an equitable determination
of his cause. I wish for him the greatest pleasure in his new work
and feel that the country may confidently expect of him a service
that cannot be surpassed by any man. (Applause.)
HON. T. A. GOLDSBOROUGH
James Russell Lowell once said of Thomas DeQuincey that he
possessed "the grace of perfect breeding, everywhere persuasive,
and nowhere emphatic." That is the thought I should like to
leave with my colleagues of the Committee on Banking and Currency concerning Mr. PRALL. I am very sorry to say that he cannot
say so much for me. [Applause.]
HON. WESLEY E. DISNEY
Mr. Chairman, I like Mr. PRALL. I like him for many reasons,
among those being the reasons mentioned by the chairman; and
for the additional reason that as soon as he takes over his new
duties with the Federal Radio Commission I have a definite prom·
ise that he will arrange for free radio service for me as long as
I am in the Congress. [Laughter.]
I have enjoyed an association with every member of the committee here and particularly Mr. PRALL, because of his geniality;
and then, too, I like his sarcasm that is used against some other
memberi; of the committee--whom I will not name--when they get
too gay in committee. We know that when he starts it he is
usually very effective. And I have noticed a tendency of Mr.
PRALL to be wholeheartedly for the administration.
My love for Mr. PRALL amounts to more than my respect for
most men. I know him rather intimately and that knowledge
amounts to an enthusiasm, so to speak. It can best be illustrated by a story we heard the other day concerning two boys
in Sunday School. It illustrates how a man for no special reason at
all will form a judgment of another man and stay by him through
all the vicissitudes and tergiversations. The teacher inquired
of one of the boys as to whom God has sent to save the world,
and the boy promptly answered, "President Roosevelt." The boy
next to him nudged him and said, "No; it was Jesus Christ."
The boy replied, "Shut up, you damn Republican." [Laughter.]
Regardless of what may be said about Mr. PRALL, I come to his
defense immediately. Moreover, I love him because of a few of
the stories he tells. That has endeared him to me.
I thought when the chairman was launching upon his encomium
of Mr. PRALL that I would tell about the man at the banquet in
Pennsylvania who was referring to his friend. He said, "We love
Mr. Potts; he is so famous that we have named three cities for
him, namely, Pottsdam, Pottsville, and Chambersburg"; but the
chairman left that out.
I like Mr. PRALL because he agrees with me that this committee
should have at least one or two good lawyers and two or three com-
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HON. HENRY B. -STEAGALL
petent statisticians at its beck and call, even though they work
only 1 hour a week, so that the departments, with an arrogance
I want to take this occasion to endorse what Mr. CRoss has so
that is distasteful, wm not frame bills and send them down to the well and fittingly said, and to add in my own right my sincere
committee and say, "Pass these bills as is." I should prefer that tribute of respect and admiration for our distinguished friend
they let us know what bills they want passed and let us, with our from Massachusetts, Mr. LucE.
facilities and wisdom, work out the bills. We could work out such
I think that Mr. LucE is one of the country's really great men,
a plan if we had the organization to do it.
even when measured by the highest standards. I think he is one
Referring to other members of the committee, we learn to love of the real statesmen that I know in the Congress; and, notwitheach other here. We have our rounds and spats and we talk about standing that there were once political di1Ierences of opinion beeach other, but most of that we do not mean; and when we get tween us, they seem for the time to have vanished, I am glad to
together on an occasion like this we are a big family. It is a say, with the oncoming of the troublesome times and perplexing
great honor to be a member of the Committee on Banking and cur- problems which we find at hand.
rency, and it is a matter of great satisfaction and profit to have
I know no man who has met more fearlessly, more ably, more
been associated with Mr. PP.ALL.
tactfully, more patriotically, more creditably the demands upon
Mr. PRALL, I wish you abundant success and pleasure in every statesmanship as a Representative in the Congress than has Mr.
future activity; and I hope, like that great "brain twister", HAM- LUCE in this important Committee on Banking and Currency and
ILTON FISH, you stay by the administration.
(Applause.]
in the House of Representatives. (Applause.] And what I say,
HON. HAMILTON FISH, JR.
Mr. LUCE, is the judgment of this committee and the opinion
Being one of the new members of the Committee on Banking of the House of Representatives on both sides of the aisle. Now,
and Currency, I am not here to make a speech. I am here to we should like to hear from you. (Prolonged applause.]
make a few observations and remarks only.
HON. ROBERT LUCE
The main observation is that the chairman has well expressed
No reward for the attempt to be of public service could be more
the viewpoint of every member of this committee. We know that precious than the words that have just been spoken. Should I
Mr. PRALL's appointment to the Federal Radio Commission is a never come back to the House, I shall treasure them as a proof
credit to the great Democratic Party, to New York City, and to that I have, in some measure, succeeded in trying to put whatthe great Empire State. We Republicans of New York State feel ever judgment and experience and training I may have had at
it is a signal honor to our State to be represented on the Federal the service of my country.
Radio Commission by Mr. PR.ALL, and It is our hope that he will
I have been long in legislative bodies; the greater part of a
well look after our domestic affairs.
generation. I early learned, and since I have had the knowledge
If the Democratic Party would only follow the example It 1s confirmed, that the best gift brought by legislative service is that
now about to demonstrate to the Nation, namely, that there are which is to be found in the friendships one makes. And along
men in that great party, men who have served a long time in with it goes gratitude for the opportunity by these associations
the Congress of the United States, men who have the experience year after year to acquire a higher regard for innate human
that comes from long training and service here, and would select nature, a higher regard for the better qualities of men, a stronger
only those men to hold the key positions in your administration, belief in the merits of the system of government under which
you could well fill every position from the Membership of the we live, a system that puts into positions of responsibility men
House of Representatives, taking the chairman and the ranking who share with myself-all share with myself-the consciousness
member and the next ranking member, far more efficien~ly and far that we are trying to devote our lives to the welfare of mankind.
better for your own party and the public good than by going out In all this experience nothing has confirmed me more in these
into the highways and byways and appointing men who are not judgments than the work of this committee.
Democrats and who never voted your ticket. If this is the beginI dislike even to refer to myself as a member of the minority or
ning of such good appointments, you will restore confidence in as having been a member of the majority, because from the day
America, and your party may remain in power another 4 years. I came to the committee partisanship of the baser sort has been
(Applause.]
out of sight and forgotten.
HON. MICHAEL K. REILLY
As I look back over the 15 years I have ser'Ved on the ComMr. STEAGALL, Mr. PRALL, and the other members of the Com- mittee on Banking and Currency, I find it hard to recall a single
mittee on Banking and Currency of the House of Representa- instance when, behind closed doors and in executive session, any
tives, I am pleased to be here today as one of the guests of the man has sought partisan advantage by his vote or by his speech.
chairman of our committee to join in a much-deserved tribute This has made our committee the most effective committee, I
of appreciation to Mr. PRALL, who will shortly take up his duties think, in the House. To be sure, we do not stand high in the
Judgment of some of the extremists, who abuse us for not emas a member of the Federal Radio Commission.
Our honored chairman has one very bad habit, and it is that barking upon unknown seas, who desire that we should leap
when he starts out to talk about a man or any other subject he before we look, who would drive us if they could into rash posiexhausts the theme and leaves nothing else for others to say. tions; but, after all, they are only a small part of the House. My
Mr. STEAGALL has paid a wonderful tribute to Mr. PRALL, both as a belief is that the thoughtful men of the House, those more exman and as a member of this important committee, and, of course, perienced in public affairs, believe that the Judgments of this
as chairman of the committee he is in a very good position to committee are sound and patriotic.
I want to transgress for one moment my intention not to refer
accurately appraise Mr. PRALL's worth in these two lines. Our
chairman has really left nothing for the remainder of us to do to majority and minority by expressing my gratitude as a member
except to say " amen " to all the good things he has said about of the minority for the care and wisdom used by the majority
leaders in filling the empty places on the majority side in this
Mr. PRALL.
I first met Mr. PRALL when I became a member of this com- Congress. It was a matter of the gravest importance that sobermittee in December 1930. Since that time I have learned to ad- minded, level-headed, prudent, experienced men should be placed
mire him as a man and appreciate his extraordinary ability and upon this committee in order that we might handle thef'e, the
his services as a member of this committee. I have no doubt biggest problems of our day, judiciously and to the public advanat all but that the Banking and Currency Committee of the tage. I have been particularly pleased at the sense of public duty
House of Representatives is a great committee, if not the greatest shown by the new members on the Democratic side. I am sure
committee of the House, although there may be some doubt as to my fellow members on the Republican side will not want me to
whether or not we are all entitled to be designated as great talk in the same vein about them, for it might seem that there
members of a great committee. There can be no doubt at all were some prejudice in the matter; but the committee as a whole
but that this committee has had to deal with, and in the future has been the best committee upon which I have served in the
w111 have to deal with, problems vital to the industrial and eco- generation in which I have been in public life.
And we are sorry that there is to leave the committee Mr.
nomic future of our country.
When I came back to Washington in December 1930, after an PRALL. I should be deemed repetitious if I added to opinions so
exile of 13 years from the House, I deliberately sought membership well expressed of Mr. PRALL. One feature of his service here has
on this committee, and that I am on this committee today 1s not escaped attention. He represents or has in his district, I predue to any recognition on the part of the Committee on Ways and sume, more great banking institutions than any other district
Means of any peculiar :fitness I had to serve on this particular in the United States. To be sure, it may be said that those who
committee, but rather to my own efforts to sell myself to the do the voting there are the janitors. Nevertheless, the fact that
membership of the Committee on Ways and Means as having some he represents this district is significant in this particular: I have
never heard anybody intimate, as has been more than intimated
fitness for membership on this great committee.
While Mr. PRALL is leaving a very important commitee, he 1s about some of the rest of us, that he has been subject to the
influence
of financial interests. He has, on the contrary, never
entering upon a field of activity as a. member of the Federal Radio
Commission of equal importance, if not of greater importance, to shown improper regard of the nature of his district. He has
the country as a whole, than his Committee on Banking and represented his district and his State accurately, wisely, well; for
that reason we regret that he leaves us.
Currency.
He goes to a field of broader opportunity, for the radio in the
The radio 1s in its infancy, and the problems that will have to
be solved by the Federal Radio Commission are just as difficult shaping of public opinion already is one of the most powerful
influences
in our political and social relations. It is going to
and vital to the future of our country as the problems that have
been considered and will be considered by this Committee on become more and more powerful. Personally, I am regretful that
we did not follow the English example of keeping the radio comBanking and Currency.
.
under governmental control. We have allowed it to reI have no doubt but that Mr. PRALL will in his new position be pletely
main in private hands and have thereby exposed the country to
able to render efficient service to the country and that his record very serious dangers. I am glad that a man like Mr. PRALL ls to
on the Federal Radio Commission will meet the highest expecta- be one of those who will in the years immediately before us
tion of his very many friends and admirers and justify the judg- secure us not merely more enjoyable entertainment, not merely
ment of the President in selecting him for one of the most pleasure, but shall secure to us an opportunity for the proper
important governmental agencies. {Appla.use.J.
direction of public opinion through the presentation of both sides
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of all great issue~ by men capable of enlightening and informing .
the public. So he leaves what was a great responsibility for one
that, in my judgment, is far greater. And we who know him so
well may be thankful that he will have a share in this tremendously important work. His personality has already received such
commendation and such deserved tribute that I need not add
thereto, except to express my own gratitude that I have known
ANNING s. PRALL and the hope that I shall know him for many
years to come. [Prolonged applause.]
HON. H. P. KOPPLEMANN
Mr. LuCE, in speaking of the newer members of this committee,
developed an interesting thought. Like Mr. REILLY, I, too, sought
a place in this group, the Committee on Banking and Currency.
I felt myself honored when I was selected for such service.
As I have come to know the members of this committee I have
learned to look up to each and every one of you. I confess that
I have felt myself quite unable many times to understand those
complicated matters which so often confronted us.
In this connection it may be of interest to some of you to know
that I went to Mr. LUCE one day and said, "I come to you, as an
older member of the committee, for information." I proceeded to
tell him my problem. Mr. LucE answered, "I have been on the
Committee on Banking and Currency 15 years and I myself cannot
answer that." I felt cheered to think that, perhaps, after all,
looking upon Mr. LucE as one of the really great men of this committee, I was not quite so hopeless as I had thought.
Often I have gone to Chairman STEAGALL with perplexing problems. He has always been courteous, understanding, helpful.
That has been most gratifying.
While on my feet I want to unburden myself of a grievance I
had temporarily entertained. Then I shall be happier for having
expressed myself.
During my campaign an able resident of my district, a young
man who gives deep thought to things concerning economics,
came to me with the proposal that this Government must come
to the rescue of small industry and business. He developed a
number of interesting ideas. He used to write to me. I did not
pay so much attention to him until I sensed a clamor throughout
the country supporting his suggestion. I then introduced such a
bill, and naturally I was anxious to become a member of the
subcommittee to further that proposed legislation. I talked to
many members of the committee, but I failed of selection. Now
that the battle for this necessary element of national recovery
is over and the battle is won, and we have that bill coming out
of conference, ano it is soon to become law, I assure you that I
have no grievance.
I want to say to Mr. PRALL that I appreciate very much the
splendid, thorough, hard work he did in connection with that
important legislation. It is a fitting monument to his wisdom
and perseverance. I appreciate his work in connection with that
legislation as much as if I myself had accomplished it. I have
nothing but praise. I want everybody here to know that.
I confidently and gratifyingly look forward to seeing Mr. PRALL
the great success in his new work that he has been on the Committee on Ban.king and Currency. Like the remainder of the
members of this committee and the House, I wish him every success and happiness in whatever undertaking he may be engaged.
(Applause.]
HON. CLYDE WILLIAMS
Mr. Chairman, I have been thinking as I have listened to these
encomiums of various members of this committee that it is comforting and consoling to be a member of a committee, all members
of which, without proof, admit that theil· committee is the greatest
of committees. [Laughter.]
I am sure that Mr. PRALL, after listening to the remarks here
today, will regret that it has fallen to his lot to leave the association and the company of such great and good men as are on the
Committee on Banking and Currency. [Laughter.)
Now, in all seriousness, I think this is truly a wonderful committee. It ts good for us to come together on an occasion like
this, because there is a feeling of hospitality, of good will, of good
fellowship around the banquet table that does not exist in a committee room. Whatever our differences may be, and we have them;
whatever our differences of opinion may be. and we have many
of them, sooner or later it has been our good fortune in dealing
with all major legislation, practically, to get together; consequently I feel that we have made ourselves felt.
It is needless for me to speak of my high esteem and regard
for our departing friend, Mr. PRALL; and I regret, as you, the
remainder of the members of this committee, do his leaving. It
has been a genuine and enduring pleasure to associate with him,
to have enjoyed his companionship and counsel; and we bespeak
for him the highest success and greatest achievement in the new
field of usefulness to which he has been called. [Applause.}
HON. PRENTISS M. BROWN
Speaking as one of the " freshmen " on the majority side, I appreciate what the distinguished gentleman from Massachusetts,
Mr. LucE, has said. I would not be contented to leave the words
and praise there. I think that the older members on the minority have been deservedly praised; but I believe that the younger
members on the minority side also deserve a good word.
I have never served on a legislative committee before. As a
practicing lawyer in my State I have had some contact with legislative matters.
I wa.nt to say a word of tribute to a gentleman who will, I am
sure, be with us the coming year, at least I hope he will be; a
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gentleman who has been of inestimable service to this important
committee; and I refer to the gentleman from Ohio, Mr. HOLLISTER.
(Applause.] He is among the very best lawyers on the minority
side. I think that his painstaking assistance in shaping legislation
of this committee in recent months of hard work has been a most
valuable contribution. [Applause.]
Moreover, I think we ought ' to comment upon the regrettable
fact that one of the younger members on the Republican side
who has exhibited much promise is about to leave us. I refer to
our good friend Mr. SIMPSON, of Illinois. [Applause.} I am sure
that every member of the committee regrets, from the personal
standpoint, his leaving. His views have been presented to the committee tersely, understandingly, courteously, convincingly, and I
think his work has been outstanding. [Applause.]
I want to express my kindly feeling for Mr. PRALL by calling
attention to an article I read a few days ago on the sporting page
of one of the New York City newspapers. It concerned the Dean
brothers, pitchers for the St. Louis Cardinals, who have made an
enviable record for their baseball team. The article said that these
boys are extraordinary men; that they put up a great game when
playing against Pittsburgh, · Cincinnati, Boston, and other teams
in the National League, but when they went up against the big
city they became flaming angels of vengeance representing the
small town's resentment toward the big city, and pitched baseball
that could not be equaled. That expresses the feeling of some
from the smaller cities toward the big city.
When I went in 1924 as a delegate to the Democratic National
Convention for the first time, I commenced to realize that there
were human beings in the city of New York just like there were
in the rest of the country.
I want to say to the gentleman from New York [Mr. PRALL] that
my association with him has confirmed my judgment, and I am
very happy to have had the experience of associating with him. I
sincerely feel that my life is richer as a result of that experience.
[Applause.]
HON. JAMES I. FARLEY
As one of the young members of the Committee on Banking and
Currency I have thought about this committee and the great men
on it, and of my misgivings when I was chosen to be one of its
members.
I came to Washington with the thought that I was not going
to attempt to get in the RECORD much; that I would let discretion be the better part of valor, and learn from those who had ripe
experience in the work. Before coming here I had for a number
of years sat at the head of a table in a ·b usiness enterprise where
I usually said ultimately, "We will do it this way or that way."
I thought that I had learned in those years of experience a little
diplomacy, but I found after going on this committee and associating with men like Mr. STEAGALL and Mr. PRALL and Mr. LUCE
that I did not know anything at all about diplomacy. They can
talk longer and farther around a thing than any group of men I
have ever met in my whole life. (Laughter.)
I had been used to saying " yes " and " no " to business propositions; however, here I learned that they said things just as
emphatically but only in a .decidedly different way. My service on
this committee has been an interesting one. I would not want to
pick out any man as ideal among the group comprising this important committee. All members of the committee are all right.
When I came to the committee I was interested in seeing what
the various gentlemen of the committee looked like. I have gone
about the world quite a great deal, and I find that the buildings
in Paris and Copenhagen look about like the buildings do in New
York City and Philadelphia; but human nature and men are
different everywhere. It seems to me that with all the millions of
human beings no two have been created exactly alike. They do
not think in just the same way; and sometimes I have here in the
committee thought silently, and once in a while when bored to
tears offered a suggestion while somebody was taking hours to say
something that did not mean anything to me and little to the
country, it 1s wonderful that the Almighty God did not create all
people alike. This has been a fine school for me.
I have no reason to think that I will not be returned to the
House; but if for any reason the clouds become more dark as the
days go on, I reserve a rain check on some of you to come and
help me. (Laughter.)
Unfortunately, there 1s no rule by which we may accurately
measure a man's worth to society. We have a rule by which we
collect silver coins, we measure grain in bushels, we measure other
things by pounds and by the yard, but there is not a rule of that
kind that can be adopted or applied to a human and his relationship to the world. About the only rule that I know of is the rule
that measures a man's worth by what he actually is willing to do
for society. I have found in this committee a group of gentlemen
who have no selfish ambitions. I used to hear a great deal about
New York City bankers. I have associated with those fellows in
New York City some. I have heard about international bankers,
and I suspected that when I got down here, and particularly on
this committee, I would be besieged on every hand for some special
favor, but I soon learned, happily, that this is a myth. Nothing
that I have come in touch with here makes me think that there
is a single man on this important committee who is not animated
solely by patriotic interest in his country and interest in ~is
fellow men. Fortunes or misfortunes, it does not make any d1fference, when one gets down to the last analysis, a person endures
in the acquaintances he makes. I shall prize as part of my
meager wealth in this world my acquaintance with the distinguished members of this committee, and particularly, as he is leaving us, our good friend, Mr. PBALL, of New York.
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Someboay has said ·that he 1s· about to go into ari easier position. for him. I know that when I say I wish bf.in well in tbe new
am not so sure of that. I received a petition recently signed duties that he is about to assume that I echo the sentiments o~
by 16,000 persons of my district asking for the freedom of the every member of the committee. I believe, as you do,. ti;iat he is

I

radio. [Laughter.] I suspect that every other Congressman has going to bring credit to himself, strength to the admmistration,
had s1milar requests and if you, Mr. PRALL, can deal satisfyingly and by his honest, intelligent, and faithful performance of his
with such a crowd 1n your new position, I know you will have duties he will render a great service to his country.
the best of success. (Laughter.]
We wish you health and happiness. We wish you Godspeed,
I desire to pay my compliments to the distinguished gentleman Colonel PRALL. (Prolonged applause.]
from New York, Mr. PRALL, in an old toast. Most of you have
HON. FRED J. srssoN
heard this toast long ago, but it more correctly represents my
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, it has been a
sentimeJJts than any other suggestion I could make at this great pleasure for me to serve upon this important Committee on
time. This toast is credited to Opie Reed.
Banking and Currency, and the only unpleasant thing that occurs
One tramp to another
to me at the present time is that we are going to lose the pleasant
Here's to you, my pal, and may you live a thousand years,
and profitable companionship we have enjoyed with our fellow
Just to sorta cheer things through this vale of tears,
member who is about to leave us, Mr. PRALL. [Applause.]
And may we, the committee, live a thousand too-a thousand
When I came here as a new Member of the Congress and it was
less a day;
learned that I had received the privilege and honor of becoming a
For we should regret to be here and know that you have gone away. member of this important committee, I was happy that I could
[Applause.]
look to my senior colleague from New York City, Mr. PRALL, for
advice and counsel, as he was the only one I knew on the com·
HON. PETER A. CAVICCHIA
mittee. I shall miss that advice and counsel, if I have the honor
Mr. PRALL 1s one of the men who comes from the great metrop- to be returned to the Congress and serve on this ~minent com·
olis. I have known many who came from Manhattan and Brook- mittee.
lyn. but I feel strongly for Mr. PRALL because he comes from the
I heartily agree with all that ha.s been said with respect to unity
little island known as the "Borough of Staten Island"• sur- of purpose and freedom from partisanship in this committee.
rounded by water.
Those factors have, according to my own observation, thoroughly
It looks as though he has been in exile. The State of New characterized the work o! this committee.
Jersey has built three bridges to connect the State of New Jersey
Comparisons are always futile and frequently invidious, and I
with that island. I do not think it will do much good. We are could not single out any member on either side-on either one
seriously thinking of annexing Greater New York to New Jersey so side or the other-and say that I have enjoyed his association and
as to make a real town of it. [Laughter.]
benefited from his advice more than I have from the others, except
Referring to my work on this Committee on Banking and Cur- with respect to their greater experience in the work of the com·
rency, when I first came here I heard gentlemen from the South mittee and the greater experience and service in tlie House.
refer to our part of the country as the place whence the bankers
I was agreeably surprised with respect to men on the committee,
come and every Member of Congress is a pawn in the hands o! who I had known only by reputation, to learn that all of their
Wall Street. I myself have no particular liking for bankers, par- work is apparently actuated by the sole purpose of carrying out
ticularly during the last 2 or 3 years, because they have refused the important work of the commJttee for the House of Representato discount notes I have otiered them. [Laughter.]
tives and to the best interests of the whole people of the United
I think that when we get 24 or 25 men to represent practically States. [Applause.]
every section of the country in an intimate way such as this comI have received nothing but kindness, forbearance, courtesy
mittee has been doing, every member trying his best to properly from each and every member of this committee. I would not say
serve his district, that we get to understand one another and do on both sides, because, as has been fittingly said here several times,
better work. I should regret to think that while I have been there have not been partisan sides in the work of the committee.
elected a Member of Congress as a Republican any act of mine is
I shall very much regret losing Mr. PRALL. I feel a personal pride
based upon purely partisan considerations, particularly 1n these in his representation, in part, of the great city of New York. 1
days when everybody is trying to bring back the confidence and knew of his good work and outstanding ability before I came here,
prosperity of our common country.
but I did not know him personally. I was well acquainted with
I am learning a great deal. I consider this a postgraduate the splendid work he had done in a civic capacity in his home city.
Again, I join in the note of personal regret that we are to loze
course. I always try to be a student and learn more.
I am very sorry, indeed, that Mr. PRALL is leaving us. I do Mr. SIMPSON.- I have enjoyed his association and have been fre..!
hope that he may have congenial companionship and surround- quently impressed by the tactfulness and courtesy and ability he
ings in his new position of responsibility, and that he may be has displayed even when he has, perhaps, voiced views that were
able to be of even greater service in his new work; but I wonder contrary to the particular views I possessed at that time.
The only other thing I might sp.eak of here is this: We have
what his thought is when he recognizes that he will have 435
Members of Congress and 96 Senators asking for special favors! each introduced some personal note. I recall that the dominant
[Laughter.) Then I venture to suggest he Will wish he were back member of my family-because I have always been under pettihere on the Committee on Banking and Currency of this House. coat rule--warned me when I came here that I had a habit of
speaking out of turn. She had not been in court when I was
[Laughter.]
I do wish you, Mr. PRALL, the very best fortune. You richly trying a lawsuit and she did not know the strict rules under which
deserve it. I have enjoyed knowing you, and I shall be seeing we operate in court. She was fearful that I would take too promiyou again. If you do not extend us a May West invitation, we nent and vociferous and positive a part in debate and committee
wm ourselves take it. We will go up to see you sometime. work; and if I have transgressed along that line, I will say that
the other members of the committee have shown great tolerance
(Applause.]
and patience.
HON. BRENT SPENCE
I have enjoyed the work of the past 2 years more than I can tell
I also wish to testify to my high regard and deep affection for you. The only regret is that we cannot be sure that all of us will
all members of the Committee on Banking and Currency.
be back for another session of the Congress. (Applause.]
These compliments remind me of the fact that many years ago
HON. JAMES SIMPSON, JR.
when I was a young man I ran for and was elected to the State
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I truly count it
senate. A young man with about three sheets to the wind introduced me at a political meeting. He said, "Elect this young man a great privilege and honor for a man of my age to serve on the.
to the State senate and the white sails of commerce will dot the important Committee on Banking and Currency with a gentleman
rivers of Kentucky, the smoke from her factories will obscure the of such distinguished and outstanding ability as has Mr. PRALL.
heavens, the mountains will belch forth their minerals, and a I shall remember the interesting work of this eminent committee
brighter garniture will adori;i her soil." I said to him, " .Great for many years to come, and I expect to profit greatly from what
goodness, Jim, I cannot do that." He rejoined, " Then I'll take I have learned by being associated with as fine a man as Mr.
it all back." [Laughter.) Although I disclaim the compliment PRALL. (Applause.]
to myself, I, as a member of this committee, would, I think, willHON. FRANK W. HANCOCK, JR.
ingly accept without proof all the fine compliments that have
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the Committee on Banking
been paid here. We need no proof of our greatness. We admit it. and Currency, I think it both delightful and appropriate that our
I deeply appreciate the privilege o! being a member of this distinguished chairman has seen fit to stage this little party in
important committee. When I became a member of the committee honor of the able and distinguished gentleman from New York
I recognized very soon the fine qualities of our departing friend, [Mr. PRALL], who has met with us perhaps for the last time. In
Mr. PRALL. I recognized his fine appearance, his soldierly bearing, honoring him we bring honor to ourselves.
the many fine qualities that would make him an ideal Kentucky
For 4 years on this committee I have closely and profitably
colo~el. Thereupon I wrote to the Governor of Kentucky, sug- observed the effectiveness of Mr. PRALL's work and the wisdom
gestmg that. he make Mr. PRALL a colonel, because by so doing he of his deliberations. Though calm and composed in action, his
would honor himself and our State. The Governor promptly sent determination has been at times disarming. Willing to give and
me his commission; but, unfortunately, he did not send a horse. take, as ·an men must at times in matters of legislation, he has
(Laughter.] The inference at least was that Colonel PRALL him- held firmly to principles and convictions. During the· present
self would be compelled to provide his mount.
session of Congress no man on the committee has rendered a more
A Kentucky colonel must have several qualities. He must be a prodigious service or has been more faithful in support of the
man of fine appearance. Colonel PRALL is that. He must be measures sponsored by the administration. Unfailingly fair at all
brave and fearless. Colonel PRALL is that. He should carry his times, he has nevertheless thought first of the President's wishes
liquor well. I have not investigated that. [Laughter.)
.
and given his best of mental and physical energy to the carrying
Seriously, I want to say that I sincerely think that every mem- out of his program. His work in the committee room and on the
ber of this committee will feel a genuine regret that Mr. PRALL fioor of the House, particularly during this session, has been ais leaving us. We all have a deep affection and kindly regai:Q. lligh mark in his distinguished political career. The masterful
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manner ln which he handled almost single-handed the bill de· sideration of bills on the Private Calendar. Gentlemen on
signed to afford direct loans to small and medium-sized industries and businesses was a feat of which any man might be justly the other side and on this side have spoken to. me, and
they have said that they will be compelled to object to these
proud.
Mr. Chairman, ANNING S. PRALL is not only an able legislator bills unless they are given a few minutes in order to acquaint
and a formidable character but he is also a delightful gentleman themselves with the provisions of the bills that are to be
in its highest sense and best meaning. To know him is to like
him and to be impressed with the sweetness of his nature. called up. I refer particularly to the gentlemen on both
Though he hails from the other part of this great Nation, with sides who are charged with the responsibility of looking
a different background and tradition from mine, I have always over these bills. I am also told that at 5: 30 it is hoped the
felt at perfect ease in his company. I think I can truthfully say
conferees on the housing bill will be ready to report to the
that any good man can be congenial with ANNING S. PRALL.
His absence from this committee and from the Congress will be Congress so that that matter can be taken up and disposed
conspicuously missed. It is but proper, however, that men who of at that time.
attain unto high place by merit and distinguished service should
It occurred to me that what the House· should do under
be given greater responsibilities. We all rejoice with him in the
new and higher honor which has been conferred upon him by our the circumstances is to take a recess until 5:30. In order
great leader, and we bid him farewell with an abiding assurance that it may have the concurrence· or nonconcurrence of all
and confidence that he will discharge the responsibilities of his the Membership, I ask unanimous consent that the House
new assignment with benefit to the Government that he serves
and With credit to himself. I should feel very unhappy if I did stand in recess until 5: 30 o'clock.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
not know that in his new position "a friend could always tune
in on him." I shall miss his charming association and attractive gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. BYRNsJ?
personality.
Mr. McDUFFIE. Reserving the right to object, after the
My tribute to him would not be fully complete if I did not
state that in my opinion ANNING PRALL in his work and in his recess will it be permitted to continue with Senate bills on
life understood perfectly the truth of the saying: " Do well thy the Private Calendar? I have no bills on the calendar, but
part; there all the honor lies."
there are some meritorious bills which ought to be conHON. ANNING S. PRALL
sidered.
Mr. STEAGALL and my friends of the committee, I deeply appreMr. BYRNS. The gentleman knows my position. For
ciate the t houghtfulness and generosity of our chairman for call- weeks I have been trying to get all of these bills on the
ing us together to break bread in my honor after 12 years of
Private Calendar disposed of. Certainly I am not going to
service on this Committee on Banking and Currency.
During t he years of my association with him, I have learned object to the continuation if we can proceed in order and
to love HENRY STEAGALL, and, while we have not always been in have these bills considered, but I do think, in view of the
complete accord in our work here, after the decks have cleared
and legislation pending before us has been reported favorably confusion at the present time, that we are not going to get
or adversely, it has never left a scar to mar that friendship so very far. Perhaps after we dispose of the conference report
long exist in g.
we might be able to do something.
I wish to voice my appreciation for their fine cooperation and
Mr. HOPE. Reserving the right to object, can the gensupport of those members who served under my chairmanship
on the subcommittee which had under consideration more than tleman tell us if it is the plan and intention to take up
80 bills introduced amending the Reconstruction Finance Cor- some of these bills at a later time, whether he will proceed
poration Act. I dare say no subcommittee of any committee of with Senate bills now on the calendar or take up bills on
Congress has been more painstaking or generous in its public
hearings, its consideration of legislation, or its final conclusions the Speaker's desk?
Mr. BYRNS. That is entirely for the House, under the
thereon.
I wish to assure all the members of the committee, regardless order which was made by the House at the opening of the
of their political complexion, that I deeply appreciate the many session. If the House wishes to take up bills on the Speaker's
courtesies extended by them during the pleasant hours we have
spent together. While to err is but human and I may have often table, of course that will be done.
erred in judgment, I have ever been mindful of my duty to the
Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. But it must be done by
people of the Nation; and in these closing hours of my service another unanimous consent request.
·
on this committee, I hope that whatever I have done Will reMr. HOPE. I think we should determine that, in order
dound with credit and honor to my country, my State, my home
community, and to my friends. It is mighty nice to strew :flowers that those of us who are to be prepared on these bills may
while we live and it has been most pleasing to listen to your have an opportunity to be better prepared when the bills
tributes of praise and admiration. Every member of this com- come up.
mittee, however, has contributed of his talents from time to time
Mr. BYRNS. The gentleman is asking me to decide befor the benefit of our country and to you much credit is due.
I do not recall an instance, and I have served under Republic~ tween two confilcting elements. Some want to take up
and Democratic majorities, when partisan politics has ever had bills on the Speaker's table and others want to proceed with
a place or played a part in the work of our committee.
It was a privilege and a pleasure to have been assigned to the the Private Calendar. I have no objection to either purpose
Committee on Banking and Currency of the House of Representa- because, as I have said many times, I have not had a bill on
tives upon my election to the Sixty-eighth Congress and to have the Private Calendar.
served continuously on this committee. Membership on this
Mr. BLACK. Reserving the right to object, after recess
committee offered me many opportunities for service to the
Nation and to the administration. My service during the past could we not proceed on the Private Calendar with Senate
six terms has been exclusively confined to this committee, and bills that have not been acted upon, and if we finish those
I am sure no Member of any Congress has more thoroughly · we can then go to the business on the Speaker's table?
enjoyed the honors, the associations, or the friendships that have
Mr. BYRNS. That was the order that was made at the
been mine. My retirement from Congress is fraught with pleasurable recollections of the past and with keen regret in the opening this morning.
thought that in the future I shall no longer see service upon
Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. And I think that should
this committee or in the House. Friendships that I hold dearest
I have made during my six terms in Congress; and in the years be lived up to.
to come, in the hours of reminiscence, it . will be my delight to
Mr. O'MALLEY. Reserving the right to object, how about
recall the happy years spent with you all.
bills on the Speaker's desk that are not on the Calendar?
The President has honored me by appointment to an important
Mr. BYRNS. They will have to come afterwards.
post, and here again you may be assured of my unselfish devotion
Mr. Speaker, I renew my request.
to the work of the Commission on which I will serve, to the administration that has honored me by appointment, and to the
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
country which I have served in the past. I trust my every act will
merit your admiration. I trust I shall always have your confi- gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. BYRNSJ?
There was no objection.
dence, your esteem, your love, and affection, and that no act of
mine will ever cause you to regret it.
Accordingly <at 4 o'clock and 36 minutes p.m.), the House
Be assured of my sincere appreciation of your kind words of took a recess until 5: 30 o'clock p.m.
today and of my continued friendship and esteem in the days
to follow. [Applause.]
AFTER RECESS
Mr. STEAGALL. We have enjoyed having you with us. Mr. PRALL,
The recess having expired, the House was called to order
and we very much dislike to see you go.
by the Speaker at 5: 30 o'clock p.m.
The meeting will now adjourn.
RECESS

Mr. BYRNS. Mr. Speaker, I think it is evident that we

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

A message in writing from the President of the United
are not going to get very far for a little while in the con- Stares was communicated to the House by Mr. Latta, one
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. of his secretaries, 'who also informed the House that on the
\following dates the President approved and signed bills and
la joint resolution of the House of the following titles:
On June 16, 1934:
H.R.1769. An act for the relief of Jeannette S. Jewell;
H.R. 5357. An act for the relief of Alice M.A. Damm;
H.R. 5369. An act providing for the issuance of patents
,upon certain conditions to lands and accretions thereto deItermined to be within the State of New Mexico in accordance
Iwith the decree of the Supreme Court of the United States
entered April 9, 1928;
H.R. 6781. An act to authorize appropriations to pay the
annual share of the United States an an adhering member
of the International Council of Scientific Unions and associated unions;
H.R. 7781. An act for the relief of Rosemund Pauline
Lowry; and
H.R. 8639. An act to repeal certain laws providing for the
protection of sea lions in Alaska waters.
On June 18, 1934:
H.R. 8781. An act to increase employment by authorizing
an appropriation to provide for emergency construction of
public highways and related projects, and to amend the
Federal Aid Road Act, approved July 11, 1916, as amended
and supplemented, and for other purposes;
H.R. 9322. An act to provide for the establishment, operation, and maintenance of foreign-trade zones in ports of
entry of the United States, to expedite and encourage foreign
commerce, and for other purposes;
H.R. 9646. An act to authorize the acquisition of additional
land for the Upper Mississippi River Wild Life and Fish
Refuge; and
H.J.Res. 373. Joint resolution to protect the revenue by requiring information concerning the disposition of substances
used in the manufacture of distilled spirits.
FURTHER MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE

A further message from the Senate, by Mr. Horne, its
enrolling clerk, announced that the Senate agrees to the
report of the committee of conference on the disagreeing
votes of the two Houses on the amendments of the House to
the bill (S. 3580) entitled "An act to amend an act entitled
'An act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy
throughout the United States', approved July 1, 1898, and
acts amendatory thereof and supplementary thereto."
The message also announced that the Senate had passed,
with amendments, in which the concurrence of the House is
requested, bills and a joint resolution of the House of the
following titles:
H.R. 5543. An act for the relief of T. Brooks Alford;
H.R. 9741. An act to provide for the taxation of manufacturers, importers, and dealers in certain firearms and
machine guns, to tax the sale or other disposal of such
weapons, and to restrict importation and regulate interstate
transportation thereof;
H.R. 9861. An act to amend the Railway Labor Act approved May 20, 1926, and to provide for the prompt disposition of disputes between carriers and their employees; and
H.J.Res. 322. Joint resolution to provide for the disposal
of smuggled merchandise, to authorize the Secretary of the
Treasury to require imported articles to be marked in order
that smuggled merchandise may be identified, and for other
purposes.
The message also announced that the Senate agrees to the
amendments of the House to bills of the Senate of the
following titles:
S.1825. An act authorizing the Secretary of the Interior
to issue patents to the numbered school sections in place,
granted to the states by the act approved February 22, 1889,
by the act approved January 25, 1927 (44 Stat. 1026), and
by any other acts of Congress; and
S. 2809. An act conferring jurisdiction upon the Court of
Claims to hear and determine the claims of the International Arms and Fuze Co., Inc.
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OSAGE INDIANS

Mr. DISNEY. Mr. Speaker, I desire to renew a unanimous-consent request I submitted earlier in the afternoon
to recall from the Senate the bill (S. 1948) amending the
act entitled "An act authorizing the Court of Claims to
hear, determine, and render judgment in the civilizationfund claim of the Osage Nation of Indians against the
United States", approved February 6, 1921. This bill was
passed the other day by the House with an amendment.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Oklahoma?
There was no objection.
MOUNT RUSHMORE NATIONAL MEMORIAL COMMISSION

?\.ir. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent for
the present consideration of the bill (S. 3533), an act to
amend the act entitled "An act creating the Mount Rushmore National Memorial Commission and defining its powers
and purposes", approved February 25, 1929, and for other
purposes.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Illinois?
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:

Mr. KELLER.

Be it enacted, etc., That section 3 of the act entitled "An act creating the Mount Rushmore National Memorial Commission and
defining its powers and purposes", approved February 25, 1929, is
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new se~tence:
" If by reason of death, disability, or other cause, any individual
to whom functions are as.5igned under this section has been or
shall be rendered unable to perform such functions, the Commission is authorized to designate or employ such other person as it
deems competent to perform such functions."
SEc. 2. Section 5 of such act of February 25, 1929, is amended
to read as follows:
"SEC. 5. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated the eu.m
of not to exceed $250,000 for the purpose of defraying the cost
of such memorial and landscaping. Such sums as may be appropriated pursuant to this act shall be advanced to the treasurer of
said Commission from time to time by the Secretary of the Treasury upon requisition of the executive committee provided for by
this act.''
SEc. 3. Any funds heretofore made available for expenditure
under the provisions of such act of February 25, 1929, are hereby
made available for expenditure under such act as amended by this
act.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, -and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
WOODROW WU.SON

Mr. MARTIN of Colorado. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous

consent to address the House for 2 minutes.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Colorado?
There was no objection.
Mr. MARTIN of Colorado. Mr. Speaker, the discussion
provoked by the resolution authorizing the United States to
participate in the International Labor Organization has
prompted me to give expression to deep and long-abiding
convictions in order that they may find a place in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.

I wonder when the people of America will awaken to a
proper sense of the responsibilities and opportunities of this
Nation in the affairs of the world, and stop listening to the
song of international hate against the League of Nations and
the World Court, ·and take their proper place at the head of
the table in the councils of the distracted peoples of the
world.
Woodrow Wilson was eternally right, and as sure as the
rising of the morning sun time will vindicate him. He said
he was playing for the verdict of mankind, and the verdict of
mankind will be for him.
Woodrow Wilson ranks with Thomas Jefferson as among
those world statesmen who belong to the future of all peoples. Only America could give two such men to the world.
Thomas Jefferson stated in final form the true relationship between man and government. Woodrow Wilson stated
in form as final the true relationship between nation and
nation. His enunciation of the right of the self-determina-
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tion of peoples has already given the world new nations.
His 14 points have ·given the world a charter of international
relationships which will be studied and followed by statesmen centuries after the critics of Woodrow Wilson have all
been forgotten. His is the one enduring name that came out
of the World War. He lighted a new torch to guide the feet
of mankind toward the goal of universal brotherhood, toward
the day envisioned by the poet:
Till the war drum throbbed no longer
And the battle flags were furled,
In the parliament of man,
The federation of the world.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Mr. BUCHANAN. Mr. Speaker, I understand that each
Member of the House has been granted permission to extend
his remarks in the RECORD. I wish to submit an additional
request.
Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that each member
of the Appropriations Committee may have the privilege of
including in extensions of his remarks any tables or papers
bearing on the fiscal relations of the Government. I understand there is some question as to the printing of certain
tables.
Mr. KVALE. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object
merely to ask a question, is the Chairman of the Appropriations Committee sure that the Committee on Printing will
accede to this order of the House if the request is granted,
that they have no arbitrary rule which will prevent the
printing of very valuable information?
Mr. BUCHANAN. That is exactly why I am submitting
this unanimous-consent request.
Mr. SNELL. I understood, if the gentleman will permit,
that the majority leader, if he has not already done so, will
ask unanimous consent for all Members.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Yes; but there seems to be some question whether a Member may have a table in his remarks,
and I want to be sure that this privilege is extended to each
member of the Committee on Appropriations.
Mr. GOSS. The gentleman is referring to all members of
the Appropriations Committee?
Mr. BUCHANAN. I am. The gentleman knows I treat
everybody alike.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Texas?
There was no objection.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will call the next Senate bill
on the Private Calendar.
THE PRIVATE CALENDAR

JUNE 18

To the Congress of the United States:
As required by section 19 of the act of Congress approved
August 29, 1916, entitled "An act to declare the purpose of
the people of the United States as to the future political
status of the people of the Philippine Islands, and to provide
a more autonomous government for those islands", I transmit herewith a set of the laws and resolutions passed by
the Ninth Philippine Legislature during its third regular
session, from July 17 to November 9, 1933, with the excep.tion of act no. 4104, which will be transmitted to you hereafter when copies have been received from the Philippine
Islands.
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVEL'l.

THE WmTE HousE, June 18, 1934.

THE

PRlvATE

CALENDAR

SOUTHERN PRODUCTS CO.

The Clerk called the next Senate bill, S. 1629, for the
relief of the Southern Products Co.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
may I ask the distinguished Chairman of the Committee on
the Judiciary to explain this bill?
Mr. SUMNERS of Texas. Mr. Speaker, this is a bill to
pay the sum of $13,051.19 to the Southern Products Co., of
Dallas, Tex., for the cost of removal and the cost of reconditioning 9,097 bales of cotton from its place of storage in
the Bush Terminal Co. warehouse, Brooklyn, N.Y., the damage being caused to the cotton by climatic and other causes
during its enforced removal and while it was exposed to the
weather after removal from the Bush Terminal warehouse
as a result of the commandeering of the entire storage warehouse on the 3d of January 1918 by the Secretary of War.
Mr. TRUAX. It was during the war period?
Mr. SUMNERS of Texas. Yes; it was during the war
period. They were compelled to remove this cotton. It
cost them $15,000 to recondition the cotton, according to
their claim.
Mr. TRUAX. Has this claim run the statute of limitations?
Mr. SUMNERS of Texas. The Court of Claims said that it
could not entertain jurisdiction under the Lever Act, or
under either one of the other acts on the ground that the
Federal Government exercising eminent domain is not compelled to bear the e.xpense incurred by people who move
their property from the property condemned.
Mr. TRUAX. The gentleman did not answer my question,
as to whether the claim has run the statute of limitations.
M'r. SUMNERS of Texas. What I am trying to say is
that there is no tribunal to which they could go. So it
woulci be dimcult to determine what wotild be the limitation
when there is no way they could turn.
Mr. TRUAX. The gentleman from Texas has had a large
number of meritorious bills passed which have not been
objected to. Does not the gentleman think that during the
closing hours of a session we should hesitate before passing
a bill refunding $13,000 for a loss incurred during the war,
especially when there accompanies the bill no recommendation of the departments of the Government?
The regular order was demanded.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object.

The Clerk called the next Senate bill, S. 1527, for the
relief of Charles A. Lewis.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
may I say to the House that at the time I read the letter
from a justice of the Court of Claims I did not mention the
name of the writer, and this caused some merriment, some
laughter, and some applause. This letter is from one of
the present judges of the Court of Claims in Washington,
D.C. So you can readily understand why he does not wish
his name to be used, for somebody might try to take him
away from his position.
Now, may we have an explanation of the bill?
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Mr. Speaker, in the abWALES ISLAND PACKING CO.
sence of the gentlewoman from New York, there seems to
The Clerk called the next bill, s. 1666, to carry out the
be no one here to explain it.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that :findings of the Court of Claims in the case of the Wales
Island Packing Co.
the bill be passed over without prejudice.
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Mr. Speaker, I object.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
Mr. BLACK. Will the gentleman reserve his objection?.
gentleman from Ohio?
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Yes,,
There was no objection.
Mr. BLACK. This bill has been in Congress a great man.Y,
MESSAGE FROM THE PRESmENT-PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
years. It has been reported favorably by committee after
The SPEAKER laid before the House the following mes.. committee, and there is no question about the liability ot
sage from the President of the United States which :was the injury. The bill has fallen down in Congress in the
read and together with the accompanying papers referred past for several reasons. :You have the Court of Claims'
finding here.
to the Committee on Insular Affairs:,
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Mr. HANCOCK of New York. My understanding i$ that
the Court of Claims found adversely to the claimant.
Mr. BLACK. No; that is not so.
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. This is a claim over 30
years old.
Mr. BLACK. Yes.
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. The claim has been re~
jected by the Court of Claims. It does not seem to me
that we should make an award of $100,000 in this off-hand
manner. It is a bill on which we ought to have suspension
of the rules and some discussion.
Mr. BLACK. This bill is one of the bills I had intended
to take up under a rule that the Rules Committee granted
me where we could have had discussion. Of course, it is late
in the day. It is not exactly fair to say that this bill has
not had any consideration. It has been under consideration for a great many years.
Mr. ELTSE of California. Is this claim 30 years old?
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. It arose in 1903.
Mr. ELTSE of California. Mr. Speaker, I object.
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The SPEAKER. The bill the gentleman refers to was
objected to.
Mr. TRUAX. I withdraw my reservation of objection.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
Be it enacted, e:tc., That the Comptroller General o! the United
States be, and he hereby is, authorized and directed to pass and
allow credit for in the settlement of the disbursing accounts of
James W. Walters, captain, Ordnance Department, United States
Army, an item in the sum of $2,626.76, representing a shortage in
the disbursing a.ccount of John D. Gallagher, civilian clerk, employed at the Raritan Arsenal, N.J., for which said James W.
Walters has been held accountable: Provided, That any amounts
stopped against the pay of Captain Walters on account of this
disallowance which is cleared by the passage of this act shall also
be refunded to him.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read
the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was
laid on the table.
A. J. HANLON

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2322, for the relief of
A. J. Hanlon.
W. P. FULLER & CO.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1818, for the relief of follows:
W. P. Fuller & Co.
Be it enacted, etc., That the Comptroller General of the United
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as States
be, and he is hereby, authori~ed and directed to credit the
follows:
accounts of A. J. Hanlon, special disbursing agent, Bureau of
Be it enacted, etc., That the claim of W. P. Fuller & Co., of San
Francisco, Calif., against the United States for damages alleged
to have been caused by a collision on or about November 29, 1912,
in San Francisco Harbor, between their steamer Sunol and the
Government tug Angel Island, then in the service of the Immigration Bureau of the Department of Commerce and Labor, may be
sued for by the said W. P. Fuller & Co. in the District Court of
the United States for the Northern District of California, sitting
as a court of admiralty and acting under the rules governing such
court, and said court shall have jurisdiction to hear and determine such suit and to enter a judgment or decree for the amount
of such damages and costs, if any, as shall be found to be due
against the United States in favor of the said W. P. Fuller & Co.
or against the said W. P. Fuller & Co. in favor of the United States
upon the same principles and measures of liability as in like cases
in admiralty between private parties and with the same rights of
appeal: Provided, That such notice of the said suit shall be given
to the Attorney General of the United States as may be provided
by order of the said court, and it shall be the duty of the Attorney
General to cause the United States attorney in such district to
appear and defend for the United States: Provided further, That
said suit shall be brought and commenced within 4 months of the
date of the passage of this act.
SEC. 2. The District Court of the United States for the Northern
District of California, in the adjudication of such claim, is authorized in iw discretion to permit the use, in addition to any evidence
which may be ofl'ered in such suit, any affidavits or other written
documents in the files of the United States Department of Labor,
or in the files of the said W. P. Fuller & Co., relating to or bearing
upon such claim.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
HAROLD SORENSON

Prohibition, San Juan, P.R., with the sum of $223.75, said sum
representing the amount paid on vouchers to Juan R. Toledo,
prohibition agent, as per diem in lieu of subsistence for the period
June 13 to July 21, 1929, which sum was disallowed by the General
Accounting Office.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
ELMER KETTERING

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2584, for the relief
of Elmer Kettering.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to redeem in favor of Elmer
Kettering, Mellette, S.Dak., United States registered notes nos.
L-1230844 and L-1230845 (uncalled) in the denomination of $100
each of the Victory Liberty Loan 4%-percent convertible gold
notes of 1922-23, registered in the name of Elmer Kettering, without presentation of the notes which are alleged to have been
stolen in a mail robbery after having been assigned in blank by
the registered payee: Provided, That the said notes shall not have
been presented to the Department: And provided further, That
the said Elmer Kettering shall first file in the Treasury Department a bond in the penal sum of double the amount of the
principal of the said notes, in such form and with such corporate
surety as may be acceptable to the Secretary of the Treasury with
condition to indemnify and save harmless the United States from
any claim on account of the notes hereinbefore described.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read
the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was
laid on the table.

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1822, for the relief of
GEORGE M. WRIGHT
Harold Sorenson.
The
Clerk
called
the
next bill, S. 2720, for the relief of
There being no objection. the Clerk read the bill, as
George M. Wright.
follows:
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
Be it enacted, etc., That the Comptroller General is authorized
and directed to credit the accounts of Harold Sorenson, major, follows:
United States property and disbursing ofilcer, North Dakota National Guard, in the amount of $1,518.91, representing the credit
disallowed in such accounts by reason of the payment of such sum
by such Harold Sorenson during the year 1926, out of funds of the
United States, for certain work in connection with the construction of a water-supply system near Camp Grafton, N .Dak., pursuant to obligations incurred after the termination of the
authority for such obligations.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
JAMES W. WALTERS

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1972, for the relief of
James W. WaUers.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
may I inquire what has become of Private Calendar No. 895?

Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, a.nd
he is hereby, authorized a.nd directed to refund and pay, out of
any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to George
M. Wright, Great Falls, S.C., the sum of $545.03, for income taxes
erroneously collected for the taxable year 1924.

With the following committee amendments:
On page l, line 7, insert the words "in full settlement of all
claims against the Government of the United States", and on
page 1, line 9, after the figures "1924 ", insert a colon and the
following: "Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by a.ny agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
on account of services rendered in connection with said claim. It
shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount
appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim, any contract
to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the pro-
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Visions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined 1n any sum not exceeding
$1,000."

The committee amendments were agreed to.
The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
REFUND OF TAXES COLLECTED FROM BUILDING-AND-LOAN
ASSOCIATIONS
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2816, to extend the time
for the refunding of taxes erroneously collected from certain building-and-loan associations.
Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, I object.
CHEROKEE FUEL CO.
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2871, g1vmg jurisdiction to the Court of Claims to hear and determine the claim
of the Cherokee Fuel Co.
Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, I object.
MARY LOUISE BELANGER
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2872, for the relief of
Mary Louise Belanger.
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Mr. Speaker, reserving the
right to object, will the gentleman make a brief explanation
of this bill?
Mr. RUFFIN. Mr. Speaker, what I say in reference to
this bill is also applicable to the following bill. These bills
were introduced in the Senate by Senator CLARK, a Democrat, and Senator PATTERSON, a Republican.
The transaction arises out of the death of two men who
went into a Government hospital, which was under the
direction and control of the Department of Justice. These
men were in no way connected with the hospital. They
were sent there by the local gas and electric company to
fix a gas meter. While in this hospital one of them struck
a match, an explosion ensued, and both of the men were
killed.
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Does the Department admit liability?
Mr. RUFFIN. Yes. The Department of Justice investigated this matter thoroughly. This was a hospital for the
criminal insane which came under the control of the Department of Justice.
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. This is a companion bill to
Private Calendar No. 905?
Mr. RUFFIN. It is a companion bill. The two men were
killed in the same accident. One bill immediately follows
the other.
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Would the gentleman be
willing to accept an amendment that this claim of $5,000 is
in full settlement of all claims against the Government of
the United States?
Mr. RUFFIN. If the gentleman desires to offer such an
amendment, I will accept the amendment, as I do not want
this matter delayed.
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. That is our usual practice
when we pay $5,000 in a death case, to make sure that the
payment is made in full settlement of all claims against the
United States Government.
Mr. RUFFIN. I have no objection to that; and if the gentleman will prepare the amendment and also have it apply
to the next bill, it will be perfectly all right.
Mr. BOILEAU. Mr. Speaker, as I understand, these men
were both employees of a local gas company.
Mr. RUFFIN. They were agents of the gas company.
Mr. BOILEAU. Were they not employees of the gas company at the time and were they not working for the gas
company?
Mr. RUFFIN. Yes; I think they were.
Mr. BOILEAU. Did they get compensation under the
Workman's Compensation Act?
Mr. RUFFIN. No.
Mr. BOILEAU. Have you not a workman's compensation
act in your State?
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Mr. RUFFIN. We have one, but these men have not been
given any compensation, and I am not sure whether they
would come under it or not.
Mr. BOILEAU. If they were there as employees of the
gas company, it would seem to me there would be liability
under the workman's compensation act.
Mr. RUFFIN. I do not know about that. I know the
Depart~ent of Justice went into this very thoroughly and
admitted they ought to be paid, and it was reported in that
way.
·
Mr. MILLIGAN. And admitted that the accident was
c~used on account of the construction of the building.
Mr. RUFFIN. They admitted more than that. The investigation disclosed that the agents of the Government had
actual knowledge of the fact that there might be trouble
and they had this knowledge in sufficient time so that by
the exercise of due care they could have corrected the defect,
but did not do so.
Mr. BOILEAU. That is what these men were there for,
was it not?
Mr. RUFFIN. No; it was not on account of that defect
at all. The agents of the Government had actual knowledge
of the fact that by reason of the construction of the building
someone might be hurt. These men went there for the
purpose of putting in a gas meter.
Mr. BOILEAU. It seems to me that if there is a workmen's compensation law in the gentleman's State, these men
would come under that; but I have no disposition to object
to the bill if the official objectors think it is all right.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $5,000 in
fUll settlement of all claims of Marie Louise Belanger against the
Government on account of the death of her husband, Alfred
Belanger, caused by an explosion in the meter house of the Federal
Hospital for Defective Delinquents, at Springfield, Mo., on Septem..
ber 15, 1933: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or de ..
livered to or received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
on account of services rendered in connection with said claim.
It shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim, any contract
to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined 1n any sum not exceeding

$1,000.

Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Mr. Speaker, I offer an
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. HANCOCK of New York: In Urie 6,
after the word " claims ", strike out the words " of Marie Louise
Belanger."
Page 1, line 7, strike out the words" her husband."

The amendment was agreed to.
The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time,
was read the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid on the table.
BRIDGE ACROSS LAKE CHAMPLAIN
Mr. HOLMES. Mr. Speaker, my attention has been called
to the fact that one of the first bills on the Consent Calendar
which was passed this afternon was Senate bill 3374, to extend the times for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge across Lake Champlain from East Alburg,
Vt., to West Swanton, Vt. I understand that by unanimous
consent the Speaker recognized the gentleman from Verment and a Senate bill was passed authorizing the State
of Vermont to build this bridge; and, in view of this fact, I
ask unanimous consent, Mr. Speaker, that the action taken
with respect to S. 3374 be vacated.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Massachusetts?
There was no objection.
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STELLA D. WICKERSHAM

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2873, for the relief of
Stella D. Wickersham.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, reserving the ri_ght to object,
what is this bill?
Mr. RUFFIN. This is a companion bill to the one I have
just explained. These two men were killed in the same
accident.
Mr. TRUAX. What is the amount involved?
Mr. RUFFIN. Five thousand dollars, and there are no
attorneys' fees.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $5,000 in full
settlement of all claims of Stella D. Wickersham against the Government on account of the death of her husband, Robert L. Wickersham caused by an explosion in the meter house of the Federal
Hospit~l for Defective Delinquents, at Springfield, Mo., on Sep~m
ber 15, 1933: Provided, That no part of the amount appropna~ed
in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
on account of services rendered in connection with said claim. It
shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim, any contract
to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000 . .

Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Mr. Speaker, I offer an
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment ot!ered by Mr. HANcocK of New York: Page 1, line 6,
after the word "claims", strike out the words "of Stella D. Wickersham"; and on page 1, line 7, strike out the words "her
husband."

The amendment was agreed to.
The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time,
was read the third time, a.ind passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid on the table.
PRESENT STATUS OF THE PHILIPPINES

Mr. PATMAN. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
extend my remarks in the RECORD and insert a speech on the
present status of the Philippines by Mrs. Camilo Osias, the
wife of the Commissioner from the Philippines.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Texas?
There was no objection.
Mr. PATMAN. Mr. Speaker, under the leave to extend my
remarks in the RECORD, I include the following speech on the
present status of the Philippines, by Mrs. Camilo Osias, the
wife of the Commissioner from the Philippines:
THE PRESENT PHILIPPINE STATUS

By Mrs. Ildefonsa. C. Osias
Ladies and gentlemen, 36 years ago, on August 13, the Spanish
flag was hauled down from the battlements of the walled city of
Manila and the Stars and Stripes was hoisted in its place. The
occasion marked the final triumph of American arms over the
tottering power of the once mighty kingdom which ruled the
Philippines for nearly 4 centuries.
Four months after that momentous event, on Decem.ber 10, 1898,
the Treaty of Paris was signed, by virtue of which Spain ceded the
Philippines to the United States. The cession was protested by
Filipino diplomatic agents in Paris on the contention that, since
the Filipino revolutionary forces under General Aguinaldo had all
but completely demolished the Spanish dominion in the islands
before the arrival of the American Army and Navy, the Spanish
Government did not possess aoelear and cloudless title to convey to
the United States under a treaty of territorial cession and transfer
of sovereignty.
The protest was ignored, the treaty was negotiated, and in due
course it received the ratification of the United States Senate.
Since then the validity of that treaty has never been seriously
challenged.
Let me say at this point that, according to the decisions of the
Federal Supreme Court, the treaty of Paris has not made the
Philippines an integral part of the American body politic, having
become merely a territorial possession to which the Constitution
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has not followed the flag and over which Congress has supreme
and absolute power of regulation, government, and disposal.
The inevitable happened. Even before the American people
knew that the Philippines was not really the name of a new
ballad nor yet a new brand of canned goods, the question of
the future political status of the archipelago of 7,000 islands,
populated then by 7,000,000 people and now by 14,000,000, became
a football of American partisan politics.
As the first rumblings of the Presidential campaign of 1900
arose in the West in a crescendo of confused voices, that peerless
leader of popular causes, William Jennings Bryan, thundered that
the taking over of the Philippines under any condition was a
dangerous and unconstitutional venture in imperialism. So when
he became the standard-bearer of the embattled democracy which
had suffered defeat 4 years before on the issue of bimetallism, be
promptly made the Philippine question the paramount issue of
that quadrennial electoral contest.
Mr. Bryan went down in defeat, frustrated for the second time
in his efforts to achieve the Presidency. The American people
elected William McKinley as their Chief Magistrate. And so,
naturally, America's Philippine policy took form and direction
under the guidance of President McKinley and the Republican
Party.
To identify that policy one must needs refer to the historic
document penned by the then Secretary of War Elihu Root, known
as the " McKinley Instructions to the First Philippine Commission." Its reassuring message of good will to the Filipino people
acquired the impressiveness of a celestial benediction when it
revealed the spirit of America with the golden words, " The Philippines are ours, not to exploit but to develop, to civilize, to
educate, to train in the science of self-government."
Now, as I look back in retrospect upon the happy and eventful
years since our beloved country has been under the Stars and
Stripes, I am suffused with an irresistible sentiment that, insofar
as the Philippines alone were concerned, the defeat of Mr. Bryan
in 1900 was one of those cases which the poet describes as
" defeats more triumphant than victories."
For, impelled by design and smarting under a militant antiimperialist criticism, the McKinley administration proceeded to
work out a Philippine plan inspired by the noble purpose to
serve, predicated on a square deal for all and directed to the
achievement of the well-being and contentment of the Filipino
masses. It was a program nobly conceived and nobly executed.
By it America gave the world an object lesson of national magnanimity and international fair play.
America's work in the Philippines, carried out under American
supervision largely by the Filipinos themselves, consists in the
establishment of representative government, the implantation of
the rule of equality before the law, the implementation of democratic principles, the separation of church and state, the diffusion
of public instruction, the adoption of modern sanitation, the
enhancement of material progress, the elevation of the standard
of living, the maintenance of domestic peace, the assurance of
international security, and the inauguration of the regime of
equal opportunity for every Filipino, poor and rich alike.
As we come now to the consideration of the present political
status of the Philippines, we are reminded by the outstanding
milestones in the process of gradually extending the boon of
self-government to the Filipino people. It is well that we should
ever keep them in mind in order that those who worked for
their realization may not escape our grateful recognition.
Following the occupation of Manila, a military government was
established with American generals at the helm. Two years after,
with the reports of the Denby commission and the Schurmann
commission before it, Congress established civil government
through the Spooner amendment to the Army appropriation bill.
Then on July 1, 1902, sponsored by Congressman Cooper, that
grand old man who recited Rizal's Last Farewell poem on the
floor of Congress way back in 1899, the first Philippine organic
law was enacted and promulgated.
That law was superseded by the Jones act on August 29, 1916.
And now we have the Tydings-McDuffie Act, which is the virtual
reenactment of the Hawes-Cutting measure, approved by Congress on March 23, 1934, and signed by President Roosevelt on
the following day.
On May 1 last, exactly 36 years to the day of Admiral Dewey's
naval victory in Manila Bay, the Philippine Legislature unanimously approved a concurrent resolution accepting the TydingsMcDume Act pursuant to section 17 thereof, which requires that
ratifying action before the act could go into effect.
That historic session, as you will recall, was transmitted to the
United States by radio short waves. I tried to ca~ch every word
that was uttered on that stirring occasion. The cheering and
applause were truly inspiriting. I could see in my mind's eye the
great assemblage all aglow with hope and expectation. I could
feel the enthusiasm tempered by the sober appreciation of the
new responsibilities assumed. And I could imagine the repercus·
sions that went all over the archipelago, bringing the tidings of
the new day. That night, in Washington, I slept prouder of
myself and of my Filipino birthright.
President Quezon's speech in English and that of Senator Osmena's in Spanish were symbolic of the two cultural influences
that permeate the Philippine civilization. And the rendition of
The Star-Spangled Banner was a reminder of the fact that Philippine independence was not yet a reality and that our country
would still be for about a decade more under American sovereignty.
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, With the acceptance of the Tydings-McDuffie Act by our legislature, only 1 of its 17 provisions, section 8, went into effect. The
rest of the provisions will go into operation upon the inauguration
of the Philippine Commonwealth, which, according to present
plans, will take place on or about January l, 1935.
This section 8 should concern us seriously at this time. It
provides that not more than 50 Filipinos can enter the United
States a year. This quota does not include bona fide students,
tourists, merchants on a temporary visit, public officials on a
mission, and others of similar classifications. An ambitious but
poor Filipino youth who wants to come here and work his way
through school is barred unless he comes within the quota.
Under the same section the Filipinos who are already in the
United States, numbering between 50,000 and 75,000 men, women,
and children, are considered as aliens under the Federal Immigration Acts of 1917 and 1924 and all other laws of the United States
relating to the immigration, exclusion, or expulsion of aliens. To
say that this provision is harsh is to put it mildly, for the same
law that enjoins it requires the Filipinos to maintain true faith
and allegiance to the United States.
I desire now to make a rapid review of some of the salient
provisions of the new organic law.
The Phllippine government has a bonded indebtedness owing
to American banking syndicates approximating $75,000,000. The
interest on this debt and the · sinking fund absorb about
$5,000,000 annually of the total income of the Philippine government, which now amounts to around $30,000,000--a very consid·
erable proportion indeed.
To insure the liquidation of this bonded obligation, the Ph111ppine Commonwealth is directed to levy export taxes on Phllippine
goods shipped to the United States after the sixth year from the
inauguration of the Commonwealth. And to make the insurance
doubly effective, the American High Commissioner, by direction
of the President of the United States, is authorized to take over
the control of the customs offices in the event of default or nonpayment of the debt or the interest thereon and collect revenue
and use it to pay the amounts in default.
Until the Commonwealth government is inaugurated, there are
no tonnage restrictions on the free entry of Philippine imports
to the United States. Thereafter, there shall be maximum quotas
on duty-free sugar, coconut oil, and cordage. The industries
affected have been complaining that the quotas are altogether
too low, placing the Phillppines in a highly disadvantageous position. The sugar industry especially, which is the leading industry in our country and the principal source of revenue of our
government, is making titanic efforts to secure a more liberal
treatment from the American Congress.
Besides these restrictive provisions in the Tydings-McDuffie Act,
Congress has recently approved a law placing sugar on a tonnage
limitation and under administrative control and regulation, and
another law placing an excise tax on coconut oil that is· about
one and a half times as much as the price of that commodity.
These have been protested as violations of the terms of the
Tydings-McDuffie Act, but, I regret to say, the protest has proved
unavailing. We still hope, however, that Congress may eventually
reverse itself and give the Philippines a square deal.
I have set forth some of the sacrifices that· our country will
shoulder under the new organic law. There are, of course, certain
compensations for these sacrifices, and among them are that we
shall have a constitution drafted by ourselves, a government conducted by ourselves, a chief executive elected by ourselves, and,
above all, a definite, mandatory legislative provision creating a
free and independent Philippine nation after a specified period
of time mentioned in the statute.
Whether these compensations are commensurate with the
sacrifices are matters for an honest difference of opinion. The
material fact is that the Tydings-McDuffie Act is an actuality.
It ts a vital, vibrating reality.
Indeed, the new dispensation brings us sat1Sfact1ons as well as
obligations, spiritual refreshment together with material burdens.
It gives us joy as well as pain, the pain that makes joy all the
sweeter and life the more interesting.
I, for one, am determined to give my heart and my hand, be
they ever so feeble, to the successful operation of the independence
legislation and the glorious consummation of its supreme purpose.
I want to spread the contagion of optimism and good will. I
Wish to banish doubt, division, and discord. The phantom of
fear must be laid low. The philosophy of despair must be
shattered. We must succeed, succeed greatly, succeed heroically.
These sentiments possess me and enrapture my soul. I wish I
could tug upon the heartstrings of every Filipino and inspire him
to the serene contemplation of his duties to the land of his birth.
He must not be a recreant, he must not be a derelict. Rather, a
valiant fighter, he must be among the invincible hosts of liberty.
We are face to face with destiny. God is with us, I know
because the angels have whispered so. Our country! There she
stands and there she will stand forever, sparkling in the Orient
seas.
Now, as we are entering the mansion of our highest aspirations
we may well repeat in affectionate apostrophe to our beloved
country the majestic and imperishable words of Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow:
Our hearts, our hopes, are all with thee,
Our hearts, our hopes, our prayers, our tears,
Our faith triumphant o'er our fears,
Are all with thee, are all with theel
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INTERNATIONAL CELEBRATION AT FORT NIAGARA, N.Y.

Mr. BUCHANAN.

Mr. Speaker, I ask unaI).imous consent
for the immediate consideration of a joint resolution <H.J.
Res. 376) to provide an appropriation to enable the United
States Army to send certain units to participate in the
International ' Celebration at Fort Niagara, N.Y., which I
send to the Clerk's desk.
The Clerk read the House joint resolution, as follows:
House Joint Resolution 376
Resolved, etc., That to enable the War Department to pay the
expenses of participation of certain units of the Army of the

United States in the events and ceremonies incident to the International Celebration at Fort Niagara, N.Y., under such regulations
as the Secreary of War may prescribe, there is hereby appropriated,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $6,000, to remain available until June 30, 1935.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Texas?
There was no objection.
The joint resolution was ordered to be engrossed and read
a third time, was read the third time, and passed, and a
motion to reconsider was laid on the table.
CHEROKEE FUEL CO.

Mr. SHANNON. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to

return to Calendar No. 903 so that the gentlemen who
objected may reconsider their objections.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I objected to the bill and I
presume I shall object again if we return to it.
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
will the gentleman withhold his request until we get through
with the Private Calendar?
Mr. SHANNON. This is a Private Calendar bill.
Mr. RANKIN. We are now considering Senate bills on
the Private Calendar and we do not want to start the policy
of returning to bills.
Mr. SHANNON. It is only two bills removed.
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Mr. Speaker, I am going to
insist that we finish the calling of the calendar before we
return to any bills.
Mr. RANKIN. I shall help the gentleman to be allowed
to return to the bill, but we do not want to start that
:i;x>licy now.
GEORGE LAWLEY & SON CORPORATION

The Clerk read the next Senate bill on the calendar,
S. 3047, to carry out the findings of the Court of Claims in
the case of George Lawley~ Son Corporation, Boston, Mass.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. BLANTON. I object.
MARY ANGELA MOERT

The Clerk read the next Senate bill on the Private Calendar, S. 3156, for the relief of Mary Angela Moert.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authori~d and directed to pay, out of any money in
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Mary Angela Moert
the sum of $30 for service rendered in nursing one Sgt. Albert
Wells, Company A, Eleventh Regiment United States Infantry, formerly stationed at Fort Knox, Ky., who was injured June 6, 1931,
and admitted to Sts. Mary and Elizabeth Hospital, Louisville, Ky.

With the following committee amendments:
Page 1, line 6, after the figures "$30" insert "In full settlement
of all claims against the Government of the United States." And
at the end of the bill insert: " Provided, That no part of the
amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or agents,
&ttorney or attorneys, on account of'services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be unlawful for any agent or agents,
attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any
sum of the amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent
thereof on account of services rendered in connection with said
claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person
violating the provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding $1,000."

The amendments were agreed to.
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The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time,
The bill was ordered to be reaq a third time, was read the
read the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
was laid on the table.
on the table.
BOWERS SOUTHERN DREDGING CO.

ARTHUR HANSEL

The Clerk read the next Senate bill on the Private CalenThe Clerk called the bill CS. 1690) for the relief of the
dar, S. 3192, for the relief of Arthur Hansel
Bowers Dredging Co . .
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
follows:
Mr. BLANTON. I object.
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
Mr. TRUAX. I object.

he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
1n the Treasury not otherwise appropriated and in full settlement
against the Government, the sum of $2,500 to Arthur Hansel for
injuries sustained when struck by an ambulance of the Second
Motor Transport Company, Brooklyn, N.Y., on October 11, 1932:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this act
1n excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to
or received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on
account of services rendered in connection with said claim. It
shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount
~ppropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent the!eof on
account of services rendered in connection with said claim, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
the provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof shall be :fined in any sum not
exceeding $1,000.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
MURIEL CRICHTON

. The Clerk read the next Senate bill on the Private Calendar, S. 3264, for the relief of Muriel Crichton.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
be is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Muriel Crichton, of
Washington, D.C., the sum of $10,000, in full and final settlement
of all claims for hospitalization and medical and other charges
and expenses and for pain, suffering, and damage to her person,
resulting from an injury suffered by her as the result of being
knocked down by an employee of the Senate at or near the east
door of the Senate Chamber on March 28, 1933: Provided, That no
part of the amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or
agents, attorney or attorneys, on account of services rendered in
connection with said claim. It shall be unlawful for any agent or
agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated in this act in excess
of 10 percent thereof on account of services rendered in connection
with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions of this act shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be
:fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

~OGER

P. AMES

The Clerk called the bill <S. 1587) to amend an act entitled
"An act to recognize the high public service rendered by

Maj. Walter Reed and those associated with him in the discovery of the cause and means of transmission of yellow
fever'', approved February 28; 1929, as amended, by including Roger P. Ames among those honored by said act.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
. Mr. GOSS. Mr. Speaker, I object.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman withhold hiS objection?
Mr. GOSS. The subcommittee that originally heard this
bill refused to report it out, and after reconsideration they
did bring it out. I was one of those on our own committee
that voted against it. My objection is this. This Roger P.
Ames was acting in the line of duty, and was not in a class
with these other people.
Mr. FITZPATRICK. He took the same chances as the
others.
Mr. GOSS. He was doing his duty as a doctor, while the
other people that are involved went out there to go through
these experiments.
Mr. BUCHANAN. How about Major Reed, who stayed
here in Washington?
Mr. GOSS. The subcommittee originally refused to report this out. I reserved my rights in the committee and
voted against it.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Mr. Speaker, I object.
~IRST

GRANITE NATIONAL BANK, AUGUSTA, MAINE

The Clerk called the bill (S. 1853) to authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to execute an agreement of indemnity
to the First Granite National Barik, Augusta, Maine.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
\
Mr. BLANTON. If the author of the bill is here, I should
like to know why the Government should provide this indemnity. If he is not here, I object.
With the following committee amendments:
The SPEAKER. Objection is heard.
Page 1, line 6, strike out the :figures "$10,000" and insert the

figures " $5,000."
Page 1, line 7, after the word "claims", insert "against the
Government of the United States."

RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN RAILROAD CO.

HARRY LEE SHAW

HOWELL K. STEPHENS

The Clerk called the ·bill 'cs. 1859) authorizing the adjustment of the claim of the Rio Grande Southern Railroad Co.
The committee amendments wer.e agreed to.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time,
Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, I object.
was read the third time, and passed, and a motion to
reconsider was laid on the table.
MORSE DRY DOCK & REPAIR CO.
UNION IRON WORKS
The Clerk called the bill (S. 3280) to carry out the findThe Clerk read the next bill on the Private Calendar, ings of the Court of Claims in the case of the Morse Dry
S. 3322, to carry out the findings of the Court of Claims in Dock & Repair Co.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
the case of the Union Iron Works.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. BLANTON. I object.
Mr. BLANTON. I object.
The Clerk read the next Senate bill on the Private CalThe Clerk called the bill (S. 879) for the relief of Howell
endar, S. 1557, for the relief of Harry Lee Shaw.
K. Stephens.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That in the _administration of any laws conBe it enacted, etc., That in the administration of the pension
laws or any laws conferring rights, privileges, or benefits upon ferring rights, privileges, and benefits upon honorably discharged
persons honorably discharged from the United States Army, Harry soldiers Howell K. Stephens, who was a private, Medical DepartLee Shaw shall be held and considered to have been honorably dis- ment, United States Army, shall hereafter be held and considered
charged as a captain, Medical Corps, United States Army, on to have been honorably discharged from the military service of
December 5, 1918: Provided, That no compensation, retirement the United States on the 25th day of October 1919: Provided,
pay, back pay, pension, or other benefit shall be held to have That no back pay, compensation, benefit, or allowance shall be
accrued by reason of this act prior to its passage.
held to have accrued prior to the passage of this act.
LX.XVIII-790
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The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the in order to expedite the manufacture of the shirts. Subsethird time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider laid on quently the contract in question was terminated because the
the table.
war was about to end. The items of damage and the
ARTHUR R. LEWIS
specifications in the account are beyond dispute. The whole
Tne Clerk called the bill <S. 1992) for the relief of Arthur question is whether or not this bill should pass because the
contract was not made with the Collier Manufacturing Co.,
R. Lewis.
There being no objection the Clerk read the bill, as follows: but was made through its agents, Clifton Goodrich, the
Be it enacted, etc., That in the administration of the pension bends required by the Government having been executed by
laws or any laws conferring rights, privileges, or benefits upon Clifton Goodrich.
persons honorably discharged from the United States Army Arthur
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, here is the report of George
R. Lewis shall be held and considered to have been honorably H. Dern, Secretary of War:
discharged as a private, Second Company (Mobile), Coast Artillery
Corps, January 13, 1924: Provided, That no compensation, retirement pay, back pay, pension, or other benefit shall be held to
have accrued by reason of this act prior to its passage.

For the reasons set forth in the above findings and for the
further reason that the matter has already been adjudicated, this
Department recommends that the above bill be not reported
favorably.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
Mr. OWEN. Adjudicated upon the basis that this
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
claimant was not a party to the contract, but its agents
on the table.
were, with the knowledge of the Government.
THOMAS E. READ
TRUAX. I am willing to follow Mr. Dern. I object to
The Clerk called the bill (S. 1505) for the relief of Thomas theMr.
bill.
E. Read.
BERT MOORE
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2272, for the relief of
follows:
Bert Moore.
Be it enacted, etc., That in the administration of any laws conThere being no objection, the Clerk read as follows:
ferring rights, privileges, and benefits upon honorably discharged
soldiers Thomas E. Read, otherwise known as " Thomas Griffiths ",
who was a member of Company I, Twenty-sixth Regiment United
States Volunteer Infantry, shall hereafter be held and considered
to have been honorably discharged from the military service of the
United States as a member of that organization on the 12th day
of February 1900: Provided, That no bounty, back pay, pension, or
allowance shall be held to have accrued prior to the passage of this
act.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read
the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was
laid on the table.
CURTIS JETT

The Clerk called the bill CS. 792) for the relief of Curtis
Jett.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, I object.
VICTORIA ARCONGE

Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be and
he is hereby, a~thorized and· directed to pay to Bert Moore', out
of any money .m the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $2,500 m full settlement of all claims for injuries sustained by reason of being shot and seriously wounded by a military guard. at Fort Logan H. Roots on the night of April 23,
1925.: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
act m excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
of services rendered. in connection with said claim. It shall be
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact
collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.

The Clerk called the bill (S. 2585) authorizing and directESTATE OF JENNIE WALTON
the Secretary of the Interior to cancel patent in fee
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2617, for the relief of
issued to Victoria Arconge.
the estate of Jennie Walton.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There being no objection, the Clerk read as follows:
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object.
ing

SNAR.E & TRIEST CO.

Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he hereby is, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money

The Clerk called the bill <S. 1760) for the relief of the in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the estate of
Jennie Walton, late of Bantry, N.Dak., the sum of $4,000, in full
Snare & Triest Co., now Frederick Snare Corporation.
satisfaction of its claim against the United States for damages
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
from an automobile accident on Highway No. 5, near Belcourt.
Mr. BLANTON. I object.
N.Dak., within the Turtle Mountain Indian Reservation, on October
5, 1931.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object.
LUCILLE A. ABBY
The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
The Clerk called the bill CS. 1786) for the relief of Lucille third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
A. Abby.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
E. CLARENCE ICE
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, I object.
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2619, for the relief of
COLLIER MANUFACTURING CO.
E. Clarence Ice.
There being no objection, the Clerk read as follows:
The Clerk called the bill <S. 2242) for the relief of the
Collier Manufacturing Co., of Barnesville, Ga.
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay to E. Clarence Ice, out
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object.
sum of $3,000, in full settlement of all claims against the GovernMr. OWEN. Will the gentleman withhold his objection ment on account of the death of his son, Corp. Egbert J. Ice,
who was killed August 15, 1933, while in the performance of his
for a moment?
Mr. TRUAX. I objected, but I will withhold it for the duties with the District of Columbia National Guard at Camp
Albert C. Ritchie: Provided, That no part of the amoun.t approgentleman to make a statement.
priated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or
Mr. OWEN. This bill, Mr. Speaker, covers a case as delivered to or received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorfollows: The Collier Manufacturing Co. was approached neys, on account of services rendered in connection with said
It shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or
during the war and asked to manufacture certain knit claim.
attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the
underwear for the soldiers. An agreement was reached amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on
between the Government and the Collier Manufacturing Co., account of services rendered in connection with said claim, any
to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
but when the contract was to be made, the contract was contract
provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor
taken in the name of a firm of New York brokers, Clifton the
and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not
Goodrich. This was done at the instance of the Government exceeding $1,000.
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W1N1FRED MEAGHER
The bffi was ordered to be read a third time, was read
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was
The Clerk called the next bill, s. 568, for the relief of
laid on the table.
Winifred Meagher.
RANSOME COOYATE
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2906, for the relief of is the sponsor of the bill here to explain it? If not, I ask
unanimous consent that it be passed over without prejudice.
Ransome Cooyate.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There being no objection, the Clerk read as follows:
There was no objection.
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he

~e

1s hereby, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in

the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $2,000 to
Ransome Cooyate, of the Zuni Reservation in New Mexico, in full
satisfaction of his claim against the Government of the United
States for injuries received while a student at the Albuquerque
Boarding School, N.Mex.: Provided, That in the discretion of the
Secretary of the Interior, the amount herein appropriated may
be held as individual Indian money by the Superintendent of
the Zuni Agency, N.Mex., and disbursed to the beneficiary at the
rate of $30 a month.
The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the

third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
C. 0. MEYER

JAMES R. MANSFIELD

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2074, for the relief of
Jam es R. Mansfield.
There being no objection, the Clerk rea..d as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, to James R. Mansfield, the sum of $58.33
a month for the remainder of his natural life, as compensation for
a permanent disability resulting from injuries received by him on
or about January 4, 1925, while assisting a prohibition agent in
making a raid on an illicit still on Waldens Ridge, Rhea County,
Tenn. Such monthly payments shall be made through the United
States Employees' Compensation Commission and shall date from
the approval of this act.

With the following committee amendment:
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 3366, for the relief of
Page 2, line 1, after the word "act" insert a colon and the
C. O. Meyer.
" Provided, That payments hereunder shall be in full
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object, following:
settlement of all claims against the Government of the United
this bill refunds $15,000 to a bonding company, and therefore States for such permanent disability of James R. Mansfield:
Provided further, That no part of the amount appropriated in
I object.
GEORGE L. RULISON

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 3486, for the relief of
George L. Rulison.
There being no objection, the Clerk read as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay to George L. Rulison,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $600, in full settlement of all claims against the Government, for expenditures made by said George L. Rulison between
November 1, 1927, and July 1, 1928, for office rental and stenographic and other service in connection with the performance of
his duties as United States attorney and as assistant United States
attorney at South Bend, Ind.

With the following committee amendment:
Page 1, line 12, after the word "Indiana" insert a colon and the
following: "Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
1n this act in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on
account of services rendered in connection with said claim. It
shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim, any contract
to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000."

this act in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on
account of services rendered in connection with said claim. It
shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount
appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim, any contract
to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000."

The committee amendment was agreed to.
The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time,
was read the third time and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid on the table.
ESTATE OF MRS. DONNIE WRIGHT

The Clerk called the next bill, s. 2336, for the relief of
the estate of Mrs. Donnie Wright, deceased.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the present consideration of the bill?
Mr. YOUNG. Mr. Speaker, I object.
HERBERT E. MATTHEWS

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2343, for the relief of
Herbert E. Matthews.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:

The committee amendment was agreed to,
The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time,
Be it enacted, etc., That the United States Employees' Compenwas read the third time, and passed, and a motion to recon- sation Commission is hereby authorized to consider and determine the claim of Herbert E. Matthews, of Johnson City, Tenn.,
sider was laid on the table.
LILLIAN MORDEN

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 527, for the relief of
Lillian Morden.
There being no objection, the Clerk read as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he ls hereby, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money

in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Llllian Morden
the sum of $2,462.20, in full settlement of all claims against the
Government for medical expenses incurred as a result of contracting influenza and other ailments while employed as a student
nurse in the Medical Department of the Army at Fort Dodge, Des
Moines, Iowa; and that said Lillian Morden shall be ·admitted to
such Army hospital as may be directed by the Surgeon General of
the United States Army for necessary care and treatment.

formerly employed by the Federal Barge Lines, operated by the
Inland Waterways Corporation, aboard the steamer Memphis, in
the same manner and to the same extent as if application for the
benefits of the United States Employees' Compensation Act had
been made within the 1-year period required by sections 17 and
20 thereof: Provided, That no benefits shall accrue prior to the
approval of this act.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid

on the table.
DR. R. N. HARWOOD

The Clerk called the next bill, s. 2501, for the relief of
Dr. R. N. Harwood.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the present considThe bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the eration of the bill?
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Mr. Speaker, I object.
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
JEWELL MANESS
TERESA DE PREVOST
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2613, for the relief of
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 762, for the relief of Jewell Maness.
Teresa De Prevost.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, I object.
follows:
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Be it enacted, etc., That sections 17 and 20 of the act entitled

"An act to proyide compensation for employees of the United
States suffering injuries while in the performance of their duties,
and for other purposes", approved September 7, 1916, as amended,
are hereby waived in favor of Jewell Maness, widow of Ward W.
Maness, deceased, former transfer mail clerk, Union Depot, Jackson, Tenn., and the United States Employees' Compensation Commission is authorized and directed to consider and determine her
claim for compensation on account of her husband's death notwithstanding the limitations in the first paragraph of section 10
of the said act: Provided, That compensation, if any, shall commence from and after the date of the passage of this act.
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The bill as amended was ordere to be read a third time,
was read the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid on the table.
CHARLES E. SECORD

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 3160, for the relief of
Charles E. Secord.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money 1n
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Charles E. Secord the
sum of $500, in full settlement of all claims against the Governon the table.
ment, for injuries received through the negligent operation of a
EDWIN C. JENNEY

motor vehicle by a prohibition agent working under the Treasury

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 3017, for the relief of Department of the United States Government: Provided, That no
of the amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10 perEdwin c. Jenney, receiver of the First National Bank of part
cent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent
Newton, Mass.
or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account of services rendered
in connection with said claim. It shall be unlawful for any agent
Mr. BLANTON and Mr. TRUAX objected.
WE MUST WATCH THESE PRIVATE BILLS

Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, there has already been
paid to the claimant in this case by the United States the
huge sum of $371,025, and I am not willing that it shall take
out of the Treasury any further tax money of the people.
That was my reason for objecting.
The bill I objected to a moment ago, Calendar No. 910,
would have paid out of the Treasury the sum of $165,284.53.
I felt that money should not be paid to this corporation.
Another bill I objected to was the Boston bill, which
sought to take out of the Treasury the sum of $92, 781.
I objected to the bill seeking to pay to the Cherokee Fuel
Co. the sum of $20,562.48, because the evidence shows that
the Government has already paid this company every dollar
that is due them.
We must watch these private bills seeking to take large
sums of money out of the Treasury, else it will bankrupt
the Gover:Dment.
Mr. Speaker, at this juncture I ask unanimous consent
to extend my remarks to give my reasons for objecting to
a number of bills on the calendar.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Texas?
There was no objection.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I make the same request.
The SPEAKER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
There was no objection.

or ~gents, attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or
receive any sum of the amount appropriated in this act in excess
of 10 percent thereof on account of services rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. And person violating the provisions of this act shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
ROBERT N. STOCKTON

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 3656, for the relief of
Robert N. Stockton.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay to Robert N. Stockton,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $4,000 in full settlement of all claims against the Government for injuries received on January 7, 1933, while he was assisting Federal enforcement officers in apprehending bootleggers, said
Stockton being the night marshal of Amory, Miss.: Provided, That
no part of the amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10
percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any
agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account of services
rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be unlawful for
any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated in this act
1n excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services rendered in
connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this act shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

H. N. WILCOX

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 3122, for the relief of third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
H. N. Wilcox.
on the table.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as folCARLOS C. BEDSOLE
lows:
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1707, for the relief of
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay to H. N. Wilcox, out Carlos C. Bedsole.
Mr. LAMBERTSON. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the
sum of $119 in full settlement of all claims against the Govern- object, and I shall not object, there is a clerical mistake in
ment for hospital and medical expenses incurred a.s a result of
injuries sustained by H. N. Wilcox and Edson Reed in an explosion the calendar, in that Calendar No. 935 is carried as a House
aboard the gasoline fishing boat

Cachalot

on December 8, 1933:

bill instead of a Senate bill.

It should have been the

Senate bill, for the Senate bill has been in the committee
Wilcox, that reimbursement be made to the Truesdale Hospital, for 6 weeks; and I should like recognition. I ask unanimous
Inc., of Fall River, Mass., and Dr. C. H. Bryant, of Tiverton, R.I.,
tn full satisfaction of all hospital and medical expenses incurred consent to return to Calendar No. 935 and pass the Senate
Provided, That before any payment ts made to the claimant, H. N.

by H. N. Wilcox and Edson Reed.

With the following committee amendment:
Page 2, line 3, after the word "Reed", insert the following proviso: "Provided further, That no part of the amount appropriated
in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
on account of services rendered in connection with said claim. It
shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of
services rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to
the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000."

The committee amendment was agreed to.

bill.

The SPEAKER. The Chair will recognize the gentleman
for that purpose a little later.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the Senate bill,
as follows: ·
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury, on certi.fl.cation by the Secretary of the Interior, be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed to pay to Carlos C. Bedsole, of Natchitoches, La., out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sum, not to exceed $1,000, as may be found by the
Secretary of the Interior to be the fair and reasonable value of
all improvements placed by said Bedsole upon lot 5, section 18,
township 14 north, range 4 east, Louisiana meridian, prior to the
date of final cancelation of his homestead entry, General Land
Office serial numbered 01229, whicb was allowed December 17,
1927, covering said land.
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Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, I make the point of order
The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read
the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was on this and the next two bills because they were only
printed this afternoon.
laid on the table.
JOSEPH M. THOMAS
Mr. BLANCHARD. That is true, and I am going to object
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 3059, for the relief of to the bill.
Mr. BLANTON. There has not been a chance to give
Joseph M. Thomas, alias Joseph Thomas, alias Thomas
them any study whatever, and they ought not to be called.
O'Donnell.
Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, this man has entirely too I object to all three of them.
many aliases. I object.
The SPEAKER. That finishes the call of the Private
Calendar.
HAROLD S. SHEPARDSON
FRED HERRICK

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2227, for the relief of
Mr. PIERCE. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
Harold S. Shepardson.
return
to Private Calendar No. 849, the bill (S. 250) for the
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
relief of Fred Herrick. A more righteous bill was never put
follows:
through this body.
Be it ena.ctecl, etc., That in the administration of a.ny laws conThe Clerk read the title of the bill.
ferring rights, privileges, and benefits upon honorably discharged
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
soldiers Harold S. Shepardson, late of Company A, Fourteenth
Regiment United States Infantry, shall hereafter be held and con- gentleman from Oregon?
sidered to have been honorably discharged April 28, 1905, from the
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
military service of the Ullited States: Provided, That no bounty,
back pay, pension, or allowances shall be held to have accrued may I have the gentleman state what this bill is?
Mr. PIERCE. Th.is involves the claim for the return of
prior to the passage of this act.
The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the $50,000 to a man who put it into the Treasury of the United
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid States when it was not due this Government.
Mr. TRUAX. What is the age of the man?
on the table.
PIERCE. He is in the seventies.
Mr.
WILLIAM H. CONNORS
Mr. TRUAX. Has he any dependents?
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 418, for the relief of
Mr. PIERCE. Yes. He has a wife. He has a child also
William H. Connors, alias John H. Connors, alias Michael in the hospital.
W. H. Connors.
Mr. TRUAX. A child in the hospital?
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
Mr. PIERCE. Yes.
Jnay we have an explanation of the bill?
Mr. TRUAX. A wife and a child?
Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. I may say to the genMr. PIERCE. Yes; he also has other children.
tleman this is a bill that has passed the House on three
Mr. TRUAX. If the gentleman will amend the bill and
Oifferent occasions. In the past it has gone to the Senate make it $25,000 I shall not object.
ioo late to get action. This year Senator WALSH, of MasMr. PIERCE. Th.is is Senator STEIWER's bill. Since we
sachusetts, introduced the bill and it has come over to the recessed I saw Senator STEIWER, and he says it is a just
)louse. The bill is one where a man had two terms of claim for every dollar.
service in the Regular Army which were satisfactory and
Mr. BLANCHARD. An amendment would not do any
)Von for him an honorable discharge. When he made an- good at this late date.
other enlistment he specified he must be placed in the light
Mr. PIERCE. Senator STEIWER thinks it should be passed
artillery instead of the heavY artillery. Th.is was not done
for
the full amount. This man did no damage to the Govand he deserted, and several weeks later reenlisted and again
ernment.
specified he wanted to go into the light artillery.
Mr. TRUAX. That is no reason why the Government
Mr. BLANTON. Why was it necessary to have three
should hand him $50,000.
different aliases?
Mr. PIERCE. They took the money from him illegally.
Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. If the gentleman will
Mr. TRUAX. They took it away from thousands of others
look at the calendar he will find Connors kept his last name
all the time. In the case of one enlistment he dropped the and did not refund the money either.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
JVord " Michael."
· Mr. O'CONNOR. Mr. Speaker, I shall not object even gentleman from Oregon?
There was no objection.
though he dropped the " O " off of his name.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the present con· Mr. McCORMACK of Massachusetts. Mr. Speaker, I resideration
of the bill?
member this bill very well and I hope the gentleman will
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object.
:not object.
Mr. BLANTON. Since his la.st name was" Connors" even
WINIFRED MEAGHER
~thout an " O " there must be some good in him, so I will
Mr.
BLACK.
Mr.
Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
not object.
return
to
Private
Calendar
No. 980, the bill (S. 568) for the
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I withdraw my reservation
relief of Winifred Meagher. Th.is bill was passed without
of objection for the same reason.
prejudice and it came up while I was busy. on the other side
! There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
of the Chamber.
follows:
·
Mr. BLANCHARD. What is Private Calendar 980!
Be it enacted, etc., That in the administration of any laws
Mr. BLACK. This is a bill to permit the dependents of
conferring rights, privileges, and benefits upon honorably discharged soldiers William H. Connors, alias John H. Connors, alias Dr. Meagher of my county to go to the Court of Claims in
Michael W. H. Connors, who was a member of Battery C, Sixth order to determine whether or not there is liability on the
Jregiment Untted States Field Artillery, Fort Bliss, Tex., shall
hereafter be held and considered to have been honorably dis- part of the United States Government for his death.
Mr. TRUAX. How much money is claimed?
~ha.rged from the military service of the United States as a private
of that organization on the 14th day of October 1914: Provided,
Mr. BLACK. The bill does not give the amount.
That no bounty, back pay, pension, or allowance shall be held
Mr.
TRUAX. I know, but how much is claimed?
:to have accrued prior to the passage of this act.
Mr. BLACK. Dr. Meagher was one of the most prominent
The bill was ordered to be read a third time was read physicians in my county. The facts are that he was attendthe third time, and passed, and a motion to reco'nsider was ing a military exhibition in Pennsylvania on ground conlaid on the table.
trolled by the Government, and while there, a cement pillar
J, B. WALKER
fell on him and killed him. This man had a very fine stand..
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 3248, for the relief of ing. He kept his family in fine circumstances.
Mr. TRUAX. What year was this?
J. B. Walker.
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Mr. BLACK. About 3 years ago. All they ask is to be
allowed to go to the Court of Claims. They are not asking
for an appropriation.
Mr. TRUAX. How mueh money are they asking?
Mr. BLACK. The bill does not provide that.
Mr. TRUAX. If the gentleman will amend the bill so
that it provides $5,000, I shall not object.
Mr. BLACK. The difficulty with that is if we amend the
bill it will be impossible to pass it. I want to put this
request on personal grounds to a certain extent. I have done
a lot of work on this committeeMr. TRUAX. The gentleman wants this bill passed because it is his bill.
Mr. BLACK. I want this bill passed very much.
Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, there ought to be a limitation here as to the amount that may go to the Court of
. s. ThIS. man's legal representatives could go there and
Clallll
claim $100,000, and there is no limitation whatever upon the
amount of damages. If the gentleman from New York will
· his
•tt
d
commi ee an
f ollow th e ru1e tha t h e h as a d opt e d m
fix the amount of this claim at a maximum of $5,000 before
going to the Court of Claims, I shall not object.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
.
. . .
Mr. BLANTON. I obJect to the bill m its present form,
Mr. Speaker.
Mr. BYRNS. Mr. $peaker, I want to remind the House
that under its previous order, as soon as this calendar has
been completed, we take up bills on the Speaker's table,
and there are about 20 such bills to be considered. I think
in fairness to those who are interested in such bills on the
Speaker's table we ought to consider them now.
STANTON & JONES

Mr. LAMBERTSON. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent . to return to Calendar No. 935. On account of a clerical error the bill is on the calendar as H.R. 2408, when it
should be S. 294. This is due entirely to a clerical error, in
that the House bill was reported instead of the Senate bill;
and I therefore ask unanimous consent to return to this
number and consider the Senate bill, S. 294, which is now
on the Speaker's table. This was due purely to a clerical
error, as the gentleman from Oklahoma [Mr. CARTWRIGHT]
will testify.
The SPEAKER. Calendar No. 935 is a House bill.
Mr. LAMBERTSON. Yes; and the Senate bill was intended to be reported, as both the gentleman from Oklahoma [Mr. CARTWRIGHT] and the gentleman from North
Dakota [Mr. SINCLAIR] will testify, but the Clerk reported
my House bill which was before the committee instead of
reporting the Senate bill.
Mr. BLANTON. Was the Senate bill passed?
Mr. LAMBERTSON. The Senate bill passed the Senate
on April 27.
I ask unanimous consent, Mr. Speaker, that the House
bill be taken off and the Senate bill be considered in its
place.
Mr. SINCLAIR. Mr. Speaker, it was the intention of the
committee to report the Senate bill instead of the House
bill.
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, a parliamentary
inquiry.
.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it.
Mr. BLANCHARD. Will not that bill be reached, if it is
on the Speaker's table?
The SPEAKER. The House bill has not been taken up
at all.
Mr. LAMBERTSON. I understand that, Mr. Speaker, and
I purposely let it go by because a Senate bill was intended to
be put on the calendar in its place. The Senate bill was
passed in April and was reported out 2 weeks ago, but the
clerk, instead of reporting the Senate bill, reported my
House bill.
The SPEAKER. Is the gentleman discussing a mistake
made by the clerk of the committee?
Mr. LAMBERTSON. Yes; the clerk of the Committee on
War Claims. The clerk reported out my bill instead of the
Senate bill. The intention was to Teport out the Senate bill,

.J UNE
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and I therefore ask unanimous consent for the present consideration of Senate bill 294.
Mr. TRUAX. I object, Mr. Speaker.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Kansas [Mr. LAMBERTSON] asks unanimous consent for the present consideration of the Senate bill, S. 294, for the relief of Stanton &
Jones.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I withdraw my objection.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the Senate bill.
as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That whereas, due to conditions brought
a.bout by the late war with Germany. Stanton & Jones suffered
losses in performing revetment work at Pellican Bend, Mo., under
contract with the Engineers' Office, dated June 12, 1918; and
whereas, because of equitable and moral considerations, it is the
intention of Congress that the said Stanton & Jones shall be reim ..
bursed for whatever losses and/or dama.ges were suffered by them
in performing the work in question begun during the period ot
the late war with Germany, the said claim 1s hereby referred to
the Court of Claims of the United States to be adjudicated upon
the basis of such losses and/or damages with instructions to determine from the evidence already submitted, and such additional
evidence as either party may desire to submit, the amount of any
such losses and/or damages, a.nd the said court is hereby given
, jurisdiction and instructed to render judgment for the amount
of such losses 8:nd/or damages a.s ~ay be found to have beens~fered by the sa1d Stanton & Jones m the performance of the said
work begun during the late war with Germany: Provided, That
suit shall be brought in said court within 4 months from the date
that this act becomes effective.
The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read tne
third time, and p~, and a motion to reconsider and a,
similar House bill, H.R. 2408, were laid on the table.
ORDER OF nusINESs

Mr. BYRNS. Mr. Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will state it.
Mr. BYRNS. Under the order of the House at the be..
ginning of the session today for the consideration of Senate
bills on the Speaker's table where a similar bill is upon the
Private Calendar, to be called after the conclusion of consideration of bills on the Private Calendar, will those bills
be called in their order by the Clerk beginning at the star?
The SPEAKER. They will be called in their order. The
Clerk will call the first of the Senate bills on the Speaker's.
desk.
CHEROKEE FUEL CO.

Mr. SHANNON. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
to return to Private Calendar No. 903, the bill (S. 2871)
giving jurisdiction to the Court of Claims to hear and deter ..
mine the claim of the Cherokee Fuel Co.
Mr. HOPE. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
what is this bill?
Mr. BLACK. This is the bill that the gentleman from
Ohio objected to because he misapprehended the situation..
Mr. HOPE. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
I should like to have the gentleman explain the bill.
Mr. SHANNON. It is a dispute over a sale of coal under
a Government contract for the War Department, and all
they want to do is to have the matter heard in the Court
of Claims.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to returning to Private
Calendar No. 903?
Mr. HOPE. Mr. Speaker, I am reserving the right to
object, until the gentleman can explain the bill.
Mr. GLOVER. Mr. Speaker, I demand the regular order.
Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, I object to returning to
Private Calendar No. 903.
ARTHUR BUSSEY

Mr. UMSTEAD. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
to return to calendar No. 863, S. 2357, for the relief of
Arthur Bussey.

The SPEAKERA Is there objection?
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object to returning to any
number until we have finished this calendar.
Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, this bill involves $29,000..
Mr. UMSTEAD. Will the gentleman reserve his objection
and let me make an explanation? I want to say at the
outset that I have no interest in this bill. The gentleman
for whose relief this bill is proposed does not live in m~
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district or in my State. But as a member of the War
Claims Committee, I endeavored to look into the merits of
this claim. I want to urge gentlemen who have objected
to the bill to give it their attention before they object again.
I wish they would read the report before they interpose an
objection.
During the war, under the right of condemnation possessed
by this great Nation of ours, the Government went into the
State of Georgia and condemned the property of a citizen
of that Commonwealth who owned 1,782 acres of land.
Among other things, he operated a creamery, a nmsery, a
dairy, and necessarily in the operation of that tremendous
plant there was considerable personal property. The United
States Government took charge of it completely and did not
give the owner of the property an opportunity to remove
his personal property from the farm.
Much of it was destroyed-his hogs, his cattle, his hoes,
pitchforks, tools of every kind, and everything he had that
could be used by the Government was taken and used.
Mr. BLANTON. Right there, I want to call attention to
the fact that the War Department by its Secretary, George
Dern, says this: " By reason of the consideration herein set
forth, the War Department is unequivocally opposed to the
legislation embodied in this bill." Does the gentleman think
we are going to pass a bill when the Secretary of War says
that he is unequivocally opposed to the legislation?
Mr. TRUAX. And it goes back 16 years.
Mr. BLANTON. And it goes back 16 years at a cost to
the taxpayers of $29,000, and I object.
Mr. COX. Will the gentleman withhold his objection?
I think the gentleman from Texas is speaking of one bill
and the gentleman from North Carolina of another bill.
Mr. UMSTEAD. The gentleman from Texas is not discussing this bill. There is no such statement from the Secretary of War in the report on the bill now being considered.
Mr. BLANTON. Well, I want to know how we can know
which bill is under consideration when there is so much
confusion on the floor of the House.
Mr. Ul\ISTEAD. We are discussing Calendar No. 863.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. TRUAX. I object.
Mr. UMSTEAD. Will not the gentleman withhold that
until I can make a further explanation?
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I would say to the gentleman that thousands of citizens of this country have suffered losses. There is no lobby organized to press claims
for them.
Mr. MOTT. Mr. Speaker, I demand the regular order.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object.
Mr. COX. Mr. Speaker, was the objection just offered
made to House bill 863 or to a different bill? As I understand it, it was made to a different bill.
The SPEAK.ER. The objection was to returning to Calendar 863. The Clerk will call the first bill on the Speaker's
table, commencing with the star.
ROBERT RAYL

The Clerk called the bill (S. 3562) for the relief of Robert
Rayl.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, I reserve the right to
object. How much does this bill carry?
Mr. ROBINSON. It does not carry anything. This bill
is just to clear title to a farm.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
The Clerk read the bill, as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Interior be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to issue patent to Robert
Rayl on desert-land entry, Blackfoot. Idaho, no. 039881, entered
by him November 17, 1925, for the northwest quarter and the
west half southwest quarter section 15, township 11 south, range
17 east, Boise (Idaho) meridian.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read
the third ti.me, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was
laid on the table.
A similar House bill, H.R. 5419, was laid on the table.
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CARLO DE LUCA

The Clerk called the bill, S. 2806, to confer jurisdiction
on the Court of Claims to hear and determine the claim of
Carlo de Luca.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. ZIONCHECK. Mr. Speaker, I object.
Mr. O'CONNOR. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman withhold his objection? This is merely a bill to confer jurisdiction on the Court of Claims to hear and determine
this claim.
Mr. ZIONCHECK. I withdraw my objection.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
The Clerk read as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Court of Claims of the United
States be, and it is hereby, given jurisdiction to hear and determine the claim of Carlo de Luca, and to award him just compensation for losses and damages, if any, which he may have
suffered through action of the United States Shipping Board
Emergency Fleet Corporation in commandeering or requisitioning
two certain contracts dated June 25, 1917, which the said Carle>
de Luca owned and which he had with the Standard Shipbuilding.
Corporation of New York for the construction and delivery of
two certain ships designated as " hulls 12 and 13 "; and to enter
decree or judgment against the United States for such just compensation, if any, notwithstanding the bars or defenses of any
alleged settlement or adjustment heretofore made or of res
judicata, lapse of time, !aches, or any statute of limitation: Provided, however, That the United States shall be given credit for
any sum heretofore paid the said Carlo de Luca by reason of said
action of the United States Shipping Board and/or the United
States Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation.
SEC. 2. Such claim may, under section 1 of this act, be instituted at any time within 4 months from the approval of this act.
Proceedings in any suit brought in the Court of Claims under this
act, appeals therefrom, and payment of any judgment therein
shall be had as in the case of claims over which such court bas
jurisdiction under section 145 of the Judicial Code, as amended.

Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, I move to strike out the
last word. I do this to say that unless order can be maintained so that we can hear what is going on, there Will be
no more private bills passed tonight.
The SPEAK.ER. The question is on the third reading of
the Senate bill.
The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider laid on
the table.
A similar House bill, H.R. 7824, was laid on the table.
RELIEF OF RIPARIAN OWNERS, MARSHALL COUNTY, MINN.

The Clerk called the bill <S. 1803) for the relief of certaiin
riparian owners for losses sustained by them on the drained
Mud Lake bottom in Marshall County in the State of
Minnesota.
The SPEAK.ER. Is there objection?
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I reserve the right to object_
I should like to know what this bill is about.
Mr. KVALE. Mr. Speaker, the bill is for the payment of
damages and for riparian rights to certain owners of land
on a dry la;ke bottom, who were the victims of a mistaken
opinion rendered by the Attorney General to the Secretary
·of the Interior stating that these were public lands.
Squatters came in and did great damage to the land and
owners thereof. The actual owners for a number of years
have kept up their taxes. Eventually the matter went to
the Supreme Court of the United States, where a ruling was
made in favor of the landowners, and this is a belated effort
to bring them some measure of justice.
It is recommended by the Department of the Interior.
There is no objection to the bill.
I must regretfully say, in good faith to the Committee on
the Public Lands, some minor amendments were offered at
the time the bill was favorably reported, so, at the risk of
endangering the fate of the measure in these closing hours.
I shall ask to substitute the House language, in accordance
with the desire of the Public Lands Committee, and then
take my chances on trying to have the bill go through the
Senate, as amended by us, in these last minutes.
Mr. TRUAX. What is the amount of money involved?.
Mr. KVALE. Thirty-seven thousand dollars.
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Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I have heretofore objected to
all bills of $20,000 and over. I am sorry that I shall have to
object to this.
Mr. KVALE. But this is recommended by the Department.
Mr. TRUAX. When were these claims incurred; what
year?
Mr. KVALE. They were back about 1915. The action
of the Supreme Court was in 1925.
Mr. TRUAX. I am opposed to going back and paying
claims originating in 1915, when we provide no means for
raising the revenue with which to pay the claim.
Mr. KVALE. But the Committee on Public Lands approves this.
Mr. TRUAX. The Committee on Public Lands does not
raise revenue.
Mr. KVALE. But the Department will offer no objection
to the passage of the bill.
Mr. TRUAX. No; they will not, but how will the money
be raised?
Mr. KVALE. But, oh, the gentleman ought not to take
it out of these poor people.
Mr. TRUAX. Oh, 95 percent of the people are poor.
Mr. KVALE. Do not take it out of these people.
: Mr. TRUAX. How many people are involved?
Mr. KVALE. Several families; they are enumerated in
the bill and the final disposition is left to the approval and
satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior.
Mr. AYERS of Montana. These are people whose lands
had been taken away from them.
Mr. TRUAX. Let us take care of all of them.
Mr. BOILEAU. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. TRUAX. I yield.
Mr. BOILEAU. This is not a claim of $37,000 for one
person. There are a number of people who individually
have a number of small claims, which all together amount
to $37,000.
Mr. KVALE. Exactly, and I am profoundly grateful to
my friend -from Wisconsin for his clear and helpful
statement.
Mr. TRUAX. Then the $37,000 does not go to any one
private individual or banking corporation?
Mr. BOTI..EAU. No.
Mr. BLANTON. This is the first time I have ever seen
the gentleman from Ohio outtalked.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. KVALE. Mr. Speaker, I move to strike out all after
the enacting clause in the Senate bill and insert the House
bill, H.R. 8004, in lieu thereof.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk wµ1 report the bill.
The Clerk read as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, and the appropriation of which is hereby authorize~.
the following sums of money to the following persons or thell'
heirs, assigns, or legal representatives: A. N. Eckstrom, $2,792.25;
Margit Vaule, $3,894.80; Bernard Larson, $57.24; K. 0. Flakne,
$1,027.20; L. M. Larson, $31.64; Mrs. Gusta Petterson, $870.57;
Ava Luella Dale, $2,031.33; Elmer Odie, $2,638.08; George E. Olson,

$2,325.35; J. M. Silberstein, $1,860.28; Peter Christianson, $786.84;
R. Rierson, $983.55; Ruth Lyons Rose, $196.71; Mary C. Moran,
$334.24; Clarence Larson, $1,337.01; Mrs. 0. B. Johnson, $528.01;
Christian Burekland, $1,370.88; Karen Knutson, $507 .60; Engebret
S. Moe, $1,015.20; Nels A. Fosen, $964.50; Christian Larson Ring,
i2B9.20; Elizabeth Risberg, $3,128.58; Axel Nelson, $3,620.30;. G. F.
Cashman, $301.69; D. B. Bakke, $3,482.70; and Frank W. Erickson,
$1,030.68. The sums of money paid under the authority hereof

shall be in full and final settlement of all debts, demands, and
claims of the persons receiving the same and of their heirs, assigns,
or legal representatives against the United States on account of
the losses sustained by them through the opening up of their
lands on the drained Mud Lake bottom in Marshall County in said
State of Minnesota to homestead entry.

Amendment offered by Mr.

KVALE:

Strike out all after the enacting clause and insert in Heu
thereof the following: "That the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated and the appropriation of which is hereby authorized,
not to exceed the following sums of money, if their claims are
properly adjusted to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior, to the following persons, or their heirs, assigns, or legal
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representatives: A. N. Eckstrom, $2,792.25; Margit Vaule, $3,894.80;
Bernard Larson, $57.24; F. H. Wellcome Co., $1,027.20; L. M. Larson,
$31.64; Mrs. Gusta Petterson, $580.38; Ava Luella Dale, $2,321.52;
Elmer Odie, $2,638.08; George E. Olson, $2,325.35; J. M. Silberstein,
$1,860.28; R. Rierson, $1,770.39; Ruth Lyons Rose, $196.71; Clarence Larson, $1,671.26; Mrs. 0. B. Johnson, $528.01; Christian
Burckland, $1,370.88; Karen Knutson, $1,522.80; Nels A. Fosen.
$964.50; Christian Larson Ring, $289.20; Elizabeth Risberg, $3,•
128.58; Axel Nelson, $3,620.30; G. F. Cashman, $301.69; D. B.
Bakke, $3,482.70; and Frank W. Erickson, $1,030.68.

The amendment was agreed to.
The bill as amended was ordered to be read a third time,
was read the third time, and passed, and a motion to recon·
sider was laid on the table.
A similar House bill was laid on the table.
CARL LINDOW, ALIAS CARL LINDO

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2673, for the relief of
Carl Lindow, alias Carl Lindo, deceased, a similar House
bill, H.R. 7365, being on the calendar.
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, I object.
FREDERICK G. BARKER

The Clerk called the next bill, s. 379, for the relief of
Frederick G. Barker, a similar House bill, H.R. 5021, being
on the calendar.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the Senate bill.
as follows:
Be it en-acted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Frederick G. Barker,
of Cleveland, Ohio, the sum of $3,000 in full settlement of all
claims against the Government of the United States for injuries
received November 14, 1919, when a United States mall truck;
collided with him.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read
the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was
·
laid on the table.
A similar House bill was laid on the table.
MICHAEL !LITZ

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 3499, for the relief of
Michael Ilitz, a similar House bill, H.R. 6280, being on the
calendar.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. HOPE. Reserving the right to object, will the gentle ..
man please explain this bill?
Mr. JAMES. This is a bill to put Michael Ilitz on the
retired list. There is a long letter from the War Department, but I will read the last two paragraphs from the
letter.
Mr. HOPE. Does the War Department make a favorable
recommendation?
Mr. JAMES. The War Department states as follows:
In the last· few years as a civilian employee of the War Depart ..
ment he has rendered excellent service to the Government. • • *
The War Department ls consistently opposed to special legislation of this general character, but in view of the precedent
which exists, no objection is interposed to the enactment of this
bill.

The War Department, therefore, does not desire to interpose any
objection to the enactment of this legislation.

Mr. HOPE. I withdraw my objection, Mr. Speaker.

There being no objection, the Clerk

r~ad

as follows:

Be it enacted, etc., That in the ad.ministration of the pension

laws or any laws conferring rights, privileges, or benefits upon
persons retired from the United States Army Michael Ilitz, who ·
served a.s master sergeant, Hospital Corps, shall be held and considered to have been retired as captain, military storekeeper,
United States Army, on June 28, 1916: Provided, That no pension,
pay, or bounty shall be held to have accrued prior to the passage
of this act.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
A similar House bill was laid on the table.
YELLOW DRIVURSELF CO.

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 3469, for the relief of
the Yellow Drivurself Co., a similar House bill, H.R. 2711,
being on the calendar.
Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, I object.
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sustained by being struck by an automobile driven by Pvt. Cyrus
L. Scribner, United States Army, on April 22, 1931, at Wash-

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2470, for the relief of ington, D.C.
Erik Nylin, a similar House bill, H.R. 3866, being on the
The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read
calendar.
the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider
There being no objection, the Clerk read the Senate bill, and a similar House bill (H.R. 4918) were laid on the table.
as follows:
Be it ena.cted, etc., That the United States Employees' Compen-

sation Commission is hereby authorized to consider and determine, in the same manner and to the same extent as if application
for the benefits of the Employees' Compensation Act had been
made within the 1-year period required by sections 17 and 20
thereof, the claim of Erik Nylin, on account of disability caused
by his employment in the service of the United States at Elim,
Alaska: Provided, That no benefits shall accrue prior to the enactment of this act.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read
the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was
laid on the table.
A similar House bill was laid on the table.
VIRGINIA HOUGHTON

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1162, for the relief of
Virginia Houghton, a similar House bill, H.R. 4916, being on
the calendar.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the Senate bill,
as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized to pay, out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $3,000 to Virginia Houghton, of Chevy Chase, Md., as payment in full for personal injuries
sustained by being struck by an automobile driven by Pvt. Cyrus
L. Scribner, United States Army, on April 22, 1931, at Washington,
D.C.: Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated in this
act in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
received by any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be
unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact,
collect, withhold, or receive any sum of the amount appropriated
in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services
rendered in connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
this act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
A similar House bill was laid on the table.
MARY V. SPEAR

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1163, for the relief of
Mary V. Spear, a similar House bill being on the calendar.
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to
object, can the gentleman from Maryland inform us as to
whether the Senate bill has been reported by the committee?
Mr. LEWIS of Maryland. It has.
Mr. BLANCHARD. Is that true also of Calendar Nos. 749
and 751, representing claims growing out of the same
accident?
Mr. LEWIS of Maryland. Yes; they are like bills. The
Senate has, perhaps, reduced the amounts reported by the
House.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as follows:
Be tt enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized to pay, out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $5,000 to Mary V. Spear,
of Chevy Chase, Md., as payment in full for personal injuries
sustained by being struck by an automobile driven by Pvt. Cyrus
L. Scribner, United States Army, on April 22, 1931, at Washington, D.C.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
A similar House bill, H.R. 4917, was laid on the table.
ALICE E. BROAS

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1161, for the relief of
Alice E. Broas.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
Be tt enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized to pay, out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $2,500 to Alice E. Broas,
of Chevy Chase, Md., as payment in full for personal injuries

INGRAM-DAY LUMBER CO.

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 854, for the relief of the
Ingram-Day Lumber Co.
Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, I object.
Mr. COLMER. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman withhold
his objection?
Mr. BLANTON. I withhold my objection to permit the
gentleman to make an explanation.
Mr. COLMER. I should like to know the grounds of the
gentleman's objection. I may say to the gentleman from
Texas that this bill is for damages growing out of the
furnishing of certain war materials to the contractor who
was building tug boats.
The Supreme Court of the United States has fixed the
amount to which this claimant was entitled at $42,000.
Mr. BLANTON. If they were entitled to only $42,000,
why was the bill introduced claiming $53,000?
Mr. COLMER. The difference represents interest. The
bill was introduced by my predecessor. The interest item
was eliminated in the committee with my approval.
Mr. BLANTON. What does the Department say about
this bill?
Mr. COLMER. The Department's representative was
before the committee.
Mr. BLANTON. What does the report from the Department state; is it favorable or is it unfavorable?
Mr. COLMER. I would not say as to that. The Department had its · representative before the committee.
Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, may I ask my colleague
from Texas [Mr. PATMAN] if he has personally investigated
this case?
Mr. PATMAN. I have.
Mr. BLANTON. And the gentleman is satisfied that the
claim is meritorious?
Mr. PATMAN. Yes.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object.
GRIER-LOWRENCE CONSTRUCTION CO.

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 3394, for the relief of the
Grier-Lowrence Construction Co., a similar House bill being
on the calendar.
Mr. HOPE. Mr. Speaker, I object.
SQUAW ISLAND FREIGHT TERMINAL CO.

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 3482, conferring jurisdiction upon the Court of Claims of the United States to hear,
consider, and render judgment on the claim of Squaw Island
Freight Terminal Co., Inc., of Buffalo, N.Y., against the
United States in respect of loss of property occasioned by the
breaking of a Government dike on Squaw Island, a similar
House bill being on the calendar.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object.
MOUNT M'KINLEY NATIONAL PARK

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2238, to provide for the
payment of damages to certain residents of Alaska caused by
reason of extending the boundaries of Mount McKinley National Park, a similar House bill being on the calendar.
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object.
Mr. DIMOND. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman withhold
his objection.
Mr. TRUAX. I withhold the objection.
Mr. DIMOND. Mr. Speaker, this is a bill to enable certain residents of Alaska to present claims to the Government.
Mr. TRUAX. When did the claims originate?
Mr. DIMOND. In 1932. We merely ask permissibn, Mr.
Speaker, if I may be permitted to addi"ess the House, to
present the claims to the Secretary of the Interior for adjudication and then either the Government or the claimants
may sue in the Court of Claims. It simply gives these people
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a chance to present their claims; and it will be the only
chance they will ever have. The action is taken promptly.
Mr. TRUAX. On page 4 of the report I notice the Department states that for reasons stated the Department is
opposed to the enactment of this bill, signed by the Acting
Secretary of the Treasury.
Mr. DIMOND. Yes, Mr. Speaker. We went to the Department and asked them to take jurisdiction of the claims
but they said they could not because they did not have jurisdiction. The only thing we can do is to present this bill.
It looks as though we have been given the run-around.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
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rating Co., of Devils Lake, N.Dak., the sum of $5,000 in full settlement of all claims against the United States for damages sustained
by the said Morgan Decorating Co. by virtue of the breach on
the part of the United States of a contract made and entered
1nto between the Bureau of Indian Affairs and said Morgan
Decorating Co. in the fall of 1930 for certain painting and
decorating in connection with the construction of a hospital,
school, and nurses' home at the Turtle Mountain Indian Agency,
Belcourt, N.Dak.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
A similar bill, H.R. 1213, was laid on the table.
C. B. DICKINSON

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1895, for the relief of
authorized and directed to ascertain and determine, either from C. B. Dickinson, a similar House bill being on the calendar.
such investigations as he has heretofore caused to be made, or in
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I object.
any other manner he may deem necessary, the amount of property
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby

losses and damages, if any, sustained by C. L. Plumb, D. E. Stubbs,
and other residents of Alaska, who are citizens of the United
States and property owners within the area included within the
boundaries of Mount McKinley National Park under and by virtue
of the act of Congress entitled "An act to revise the boundary of
the Mount McKinley National Park, in the Territory of Alaska,
and for other purposes", approved March 19, 1932 (Public, No. 63,
72d Cong.). Such determination by the Secretary of the Interior shall be made only after the persons claiming to have
sustained such property 108.5es and damage shall have filed
claims for the same with the Secretary: Provided, however, That
all such claims shall be filed within 90 days after the date of the
enactment of this act.
SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Interior shall, as soon as possible
after the expiration of the period for filing such claims, determine
the amount of such losses and damage and shall advise each
claimant in writing by registered mail of his determination, and
any claimant shall have the right, within 6 months after the
receipt of such advice regarding his determination, to appeal from
the decision and determination of the Secretary to the United
.States Court of Claims, and the Court of Claims ls hereby given
jurisdiction to hear sa.id appeal to judgment.
.
SEc. 3. There ls hereby autnorized to be appropriated the sum
· of $75,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary, for the purposes of this act, and the Secretary of the Interior ls hereby
directed to cause payment to be made of the sums determined by
him, or by the United States Court of Claims on appeal from his
determination, to be due to the respective clalma.nts. Such payments shall be made upon such vouchers as the Secretary may
prescribe.

OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES OF THE FOREIGN SERVICE

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 380, for the relief of certain officers and employees of the Foreign Service of the
United States who, while in the course of their respective
duties, suffered losses of personal property by reason of
catastrophes of nature, a similar House bill being on the
calendar.
Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, I object.
ALICE F. MARTIN

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 2810, for the relief of
Alice F. Martin, widow, and two minor children, a similar
House bill being on the calendar.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the Senate bill,
as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he
ls hereby authorized to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, to Allee F. Martin the sum of $1,800,
being the gratuity of 6 months' pay for the support of said Allee
F. Martin, widow, Elizabeth Ruth Martin, and Catherine Mary
Martin, minor children, of the late George F. Martin, captain,
Emergency Officers' Reserve Corps, who died at Walter Reed
Hospital May 31, 1919.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was
The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read laid on the table.
A similar House bill, H.R. 8614, was laid on the table.
the third time and passed, and a- motion to reconsider, and
PUBLIC SERVICE COORDINATED TRANSPORT OF NEWARK
a similar House bill, H.R. 6177, were laid on the table.
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 1084, authorizing adjustMORGAN DECORATING CO.
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 3516, for the relief ment of the claim of the Public Service Coordinated Transof the Morgan Decorating Co., a similar House bill being port of Newark, N.J., a similar House bill being on the
calendar.
on the calendar.
Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, I object.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the Senate bill,
as follows:
ULDRIC THOMPSON, JR.
Whereas the United States, acting through the Bureau of InThe Clerk called the next bill, S. 1382, for the relief of
dlan Affairs, Department of the Interior, in the fall of 1930, ffidric Thompson, Jr., a similar House bill being on the
entered into a contract with certain persons doing business under calendar.

the name of Morgan Decorating Co., residing at Devils Lake,
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
N.Dak., in which the said Morgan Decorating Co. was employed
to do certain painting and decorating in connection with the the gentleman from New York wishes to explain this bill.
construction of a hospital, school, and nurses' home at the Turtle Wh t
t ·
ht t b
d?
Mountain Indian Agency, Belcourt, N.Dak., and in such agreement
a amoun ls soug
o e recovere ·
and contract the said Morgan Decorating Co. were requested
Mr. O'CONNOR. Two thousand dollars.
and directed to hold their entire force in readiness, not only
There being no objection the Clerk read the Senate bill
to complete such work at said agency but additional work of
.
'
'
like kind in connection with the construction and repair of as :follows.
various buildings in other parts of the country under the JurisBe it enacted, etc., That jurisdiction ls hereby conferred upon
diction of the Bureau of Indian Affairs; and
the Court of Claims of the United States, notwithstanding the
Whereas the said Morgan Decorating Co. relied upon such agree- lapse of time or the statute of limitations, to hear, determine, and
ment and accepted such instructions in good faith and declined render judgment under the act of July 1, 1918 ( 40 StatL.,
other contracts and labor and held them.selves in readiness at ch. 114, pp. 704, 705), on the claim of Uldric Thompson, Jr.,
all times to perform work that might be assigned to them in for the use of, or the manufacture by the United States without
accordance with such contract for a period of 4¥2 months; and
license of the owner thereof, or the lawful right to use or ma.nuWhereas the Bureau of Indian Affairs thereafter, without excuse facture war material under certain inventions of said illdric
or justification, failed in all respects to carry out the terms Thompson, Jr., described in or covered by Letters Patent Nos.
of said contract and finally refused to perm.it the said Morgan 1237362 and 1255836, respectively: Provided, That the records
Decorating Co. to perform the work, or any part of it, covered of the war Department as to such manufacture and use under
by said contract, although they, the Morgan Decorating Co., these patents shall be available to the court and to the claimant:
stood ready, able, and willing at all times to perform the same, Provided further, That from any decision in any suit prosecuted
with the result that said Morgan Decorating Co. was left without under the authority of this act an appeal may be taken by either
employment or other work for a period of 4¥2 months, all through party as is provided for by law in other cases.
no fault on their part; and
Whereas the said Morgan Decorating Co. sustained a loss by
The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read
reason of such breach of contract in the sum of $6,912: Therefore the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
th t bl
he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money laid on
e a e.
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the Morgan DecoA similar House bill CH.R. 1122) was laid on the table.
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A. TIPPIT ET AL.

The Clerk called the next bill, S. 3517, authorizing the
Court of Claims to hear, consider, adjudicate, and enter
judgment upon the claims against the United States of
J. A. Tippit, L. P. Hudson, Chester Howe, J. E. Arnold,
Joseph W. Gillette, J. S. Bounds, W. N. Vernon, T. B. Sullivan, J. H. Neill, David C. McCallib, J. J. Beckham, and
John Toles, a similar House bill being on the calendar.
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to
object, may I ask what the bill is all about?
Mr. ROGERS of Oklahoma. This is a jurisdictional bill.
It does not grant any sum at all. It just asks that the
court be given jurisdiction.
Mr. BLANCHARD. What amount is involved?
Mr. ROGERS of Oklahoma. There is no amount stated
in the bill. It has to be settled by the court.
Mr. BLANCHARD. What are they claiming?
Mr. ROGERS of Oklahoma. Whatever the court allows.
Mr. BLANCHARD. That might be a nickel, but the gentleman must have some idea of the amount involved.
Mr. ROGERS of Oklahoma. It is not stated in the bill.
Mr. BLANCHARD. Well, I ask that it go over.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. BLANCHARD. I object.
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When the company first moved in with their equipment
to begin work they found another company occupying the
site and they were compelled to move away, and after they
had moved to another place they were called back. They
were hampered in every way, and this claim does not cover
half of their losses. I therefore hope the gentleman will not
object.
Mr. HOPE. Has the gentleman from North Carolina
given careful study to this bill personally?
Mr. DOUGHTON. I have given it diligent study, repeatedly, and. I have no doubt in the world about its merits.
Mr. HOPE. And the gentleman is thoroughly familiar
with all the facts in connection with the case?
Mr. DOUGHTON. I am.
Mr. HOPE. And is willing to state he regards this as a
just and fair claim against the Government?
Mr. DOUGHTON. I am willing to state on my personal
responsibility that I have not the slightest doubt about its
being absolutely just.
· Mr. HOPE. Mr. Speaker, in view of the gentleman's excellent explanation of the bill, I withdraw my objection.
AMERICAN SCHOOLS FACE CRISIS

Mr. LUNDEEN. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to
object, I want the RECORD to show that I oppose adjournment of this Congress until we have made adequate proGRIER-LOWRENCE CONSTRUCTION CO.
. Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent vision for our schools, colleges, and universities, and adeto return to Private Calendar No. 795, the bill <H.R. 7170) quate appropriations for the educational system of our
country, by no means forgetting the students themselves.
for the relief of the Grier-Lawrence Construction Co.
FEDERAL AID FOR SCHOOLS
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
Officials
of
the
American
Federation of Teachers inform
gentleman from North Carolina?
Mr. HOPE. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object-- me that over a hundred million dollars is owing to teachers
and I shall interpose no objection to returning to this bill in this country at the present time. This House has passed
in order to enable the gentleman from North Carolina to an amendment to the loans to industry bill giving the Reexplain it-however, I want to reserve the right to object construction Finance Corporation power to loan " upon full
and adequate security " up to $75,000,000 to school districts
to the bill.
Mr. BLANTON. We went into it very carefully. It in- or other similar public-school authorities "for the purpose
of payment of teachers' salaries." This is not a grant; it
volves $74,000.
is a loan which has to be repaid. And it is for overdue
Mr. HOPE. It involves an expenditure of $74,000.
Mr. BLANTON. Does the Department recommend salaries alone; it makes no provision for the opening of
schools next fall. It does not even cover the entire debt to
against it?
Mr. HOPE. The Department does not recommend it the teachers alone.
either. I am not objecting to returning to the bill, but I
SCHOOLS ARE CLOSING BY THE THOUSANDS
am reserving my objection to considering the bill.
But even if this debt to teachers were covered by this
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the amendment, we would still be faced with the fact that about
gentleman from North Carolina?
2,600 rural schools failed to open last fall, and no one knows
There was no objection.
how many more will remain closed next September. On
Mr. DOUGHTON. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent January 1 last the National Education Association estimated
to substitute the Senate bill, S. 3394, for the House bill 7170. that about 20,000 schools would be closed by April 1, 1934.
The Senate passed a similar Senate bill.
The entire cost of schools, including salaries, buildings, and
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the all other expenses, amounts to less than 3 percent of the
gentleman from North Carolina?
entire national income. Even under the guise of economy
Mr. DOUGHTON. This bill was considered by the Com- no one can attempt to justify the demobilization of our
mittee on the Judiciary and has a unanimous report. It was schools.
reported unanimously by the Claims Committee of the SenWE MUST STAY ON THE JOB IN THIS CRISIS
ate and has passed the Senate, and there is no objection to
If we adjourn and go home now without standing by
it by the Secretary of the Interior. It is a claim of the
Grier-Lawrence Construction Co. in connection with the education, we shall have failed miserably in our duty to our
construction of the Memorial Bridge. The claim is for schools, colleges, and universities, our teachers, our children.
money lost where it was clearly shown that the fault was and the future of this Nation. We must do more than pay
the fault of the Government and not the contractor. A the teachers, more than open the schools We must provide for a new program of expansion and improvement in
reading of the report will fully prove that.
Mr. HOPE. May I ask the gentleman if it is not a fact our whole educational system, from the primary grades to
that the Arlington Memorial Bridge Commission has turned graduate university courses. Schools must be kept abreast
this claim down at least twice after having given it full with the times, and students must be given an opportunity
to vision the future.
consideration?
AMERICAN STUDENTS MUST BE AIDED
Mr. DOUGHTON. They turned it down on a legal technicality.
We should take time to deliberate on the passibilities of
Mr. BLANTON. There was a unanimous committee re- setting up a Government credit system for students who
wish to attend schools, colleges, and universities and have
port on the bill?
Mr. DOUGHTON. It was unanimously reported.
not the financial means to do so. Such a system would
Mr. BLANTON. And there were some awfully good revive the hopes and ambitions of thousands of young men
and women whose dreams for higher education have crashed
lawyers on that committee?
Mr. DOUGHTON. Yes. The contractors went broke. on the rocks of economic disaster.
One of the contractors lost his home as a result of the
For the past 6 months we have been buried in a mass of
Government failing to carry out its part of the contract.
legislation by which we have tried to dig this country out
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of an abyss. But if in our zeal to provide the bare physical
necessities of life we overlook the mental development of
our people-if we forget education-then we may plunge
into darkness for centuries to come. Even though all our
present physical necessities may be provided, education is
our hope for the future.
UNITED STATES BUREAU OF EDUCATION GIVFS STARTLING STATISTICS

On January 15, 1934, in a speech on the fioor of the
House, I called to the attention of Members of this House
the startling facts and figures published by ·the United
states Bureau of Education, proving beyond a doubt that
our schools are in danger of collapse. We may adjourn tonight and go home, but sooner or later we shall have to face
the fact that we are gradually demobilizing our American
schools, colleges, and universities. I shall not detain the
Members of this House tonight to elaborate upon the figures
which I quoted in my speech on January 15. They can
be found in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. I say to the Members of this House that I am opposed to adjourning this
Congress until we can go home and tell our people that their·
teachers will be paid and their schools will open next fall.
LET US HAVE TEAMWORK BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE

Congress may adjourn but I will not give up the ship. I
will remain in Washington until I am assured that the
Director of Federal Relief Emergency will set aside funds
sufficient to protect the finest and best system of schools in
all the world, and until our splendid and self-sacrificing
corps of teachers are given fair consideration at the hands
of those who allot our funds. I will do my best, but I need
your cooperation. Let us have teamwork.
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS

For information, write Selma M. Borchardt, 1741 Park
Road N.W., Washington, D.C. Miss Borchardt is the best
informed person on the needs of our teachers and schools
I have met in many a day. She is wide-awake, able, and
conscientious in her endeavor to protect our system of
education. She is on the job in Washington. I want every
Congressman within the sound of my voice to rouse the
country to the peril that threatens. Save our schools.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the Senate bill,
S. 3394, as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay to the GrierLowrence Construction Co., of Statesville, N.C., out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $74,723.97,
in full settlement of all claims against the Government of the
United States on account of extra work performed by the GrierLowrence Construction Co. for which no payments have been
made, and deductions imposed under contract dated May 18, 1929,
for the construction of foundations for the structures comprising
the bridge plaza and water gate of the Arlington Memorial Bridge
project, Washington, D.C.: Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent thereof shall be
pa.id or delivered to or received by any agent or agents, attorney
or attorneys, on account of services rendered in connection with
said claim. It shall be unlawful for any agent or agents, attorney
or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or receive any sum of
the amount appropriated in this act in excess of 10 percent
thereof on account of services rendered in connection with said
claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person
violating the provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not exceeding $1,000.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
J. A. TIPPIT ET AL.

Mr. ROGERS of Oklahoma. Mr. Speaker, the gentleman
has withdrawn his objection to the bill <S. 3517) authorizing
the Court of Claims to hear, consider, adjudicate, and enter
judgment upon the claims against the United States of
J. A. Tippit, L. P. Hudson, Chester Howe, J. E. Arnold,
Joseph W. Gillette, J. S. Bounds, W. N. Vernon, T. B. Sullivan, J. H. Neill, David C. McCallib, J. J. Beckham, and John
Toles, and I ask unanimous consent to return to that bill,
which is Calendar No. 1001.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Oklahoma?
There was no objection.
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There being no objection, the Clerk read the bill, as
follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Court of Claims is hereby authorized
to hear, consider, and adjudicate the claims against the United
States of J. A. Tippit, L. P. Hudson, Chester Howe, J. E. Arnold,
Joseph W. Gillette, J. S. Bounds, W. N. Vernon, T. B. Sullivan,
J. H. Neill, David C. McCallib, J. J. Beckham, and John Toles for
services rendered and expenses incurred in connection with the
identification, enrollment, removal, allotment, and subsistence of
Mississippi Choctaw Indians to enable them to acquire citizenship
in the Choctaw Nation of Oklahoma, and to render judgment
therein in such amount as may be found to be legally or equitably
due each claimant, after deducting such sum or sums the claimant
may have collected or received from the Indian or Indians benefited
by the said services or expenses: Provided, That nothing herein
contained shall be construed to create any obligation not heretofore existing ln law or equity against the United States in its
governmental capacity or as trustee for the individual Indians
receiving the b_e nefit of such services and/or expenses: Provided
further, That the jurisdiction hereby conferred shall be limited to
claims for services rendered and expenses incurred on behalf only
of such Indian or Indians as were enrolled as citizens of the
Choctaw Nation under the provisions of the Choctaw-Chickasaw
supplemental agreement approved by the act of July 1, 1902, and
ratified by the Choctaws and Chickasaws on September 25, 1902
(32 Stat. 641, 651-652), and the provisions of this act shall not be
construed as authorizing the consideration or adjudication of any
claim for services rendered and expenses incurred on behalf of any
person not so enrolled.
SEC. 2. No claim herein authorized to be submitted to the Court
of Claims shall be heard or adjudicated by the court unless a
petition duly verified by affidavit of the claimant or by his heirs,
executors, or administrators, or by his or their agent or attorney,
shall be filed within 1 year from the date of this enactment,
failing in which the claim shall be forever barred. The petition
shall fully set forth the claim, what persons are owners thereof or
interested therein, and when, and upon what consideration, such
persons became so interested. The petition shall further set forth
that no assignment or transfer of said claim or any part thereof
or interest therein has been made, except as set forth in the petition; that the claimant is justly entitled to the amount therein
claimed from the United States after allowing all just credits and
offsets, and that the petitioner believes the facts as stated in the
pe~ition are true. The said petition shall contain an itemized
statement of the amount or amounts claimed to be due, together
with a full accounting for all sums had and received from the
Indian or Indians benefited by the services rendered and expenses
incurred.
SEC. 3. All judgments and decrees entered by the Court of Claims
under the provisions of this act shall be subject to review by the
Supreme Court as provided in section 3 of the act of February 13,
1925 (43 Stat. 936, 939).
SEC. 4. The Attorney General, or his assistants under his direction, shall appear for the defense and protection of the interests
of the United States In all actions filed in the Court of Claims
under the provisions of this act, with the same power to interpose
counterclaims, offsets, defenses for fraud practiced or attempted
to be practiced by claimants, and other defenses, in like manner
as he is required to defend the United States in other suits in said
court.
SEC. 5. That in the hearing of any suit or suits brought in said
court under the provisions of this act the Court of Claims is hereby
authorized to admit in evidence with such weight as to the court
may seem proper all depositions and other competent evidence
introduced in evidence and constituting a part of the record in said
court in the case entitled" Estate of Charles F. Winton and others
against Jack Amos and others", Docket No. 29821.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read
the third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider and a
similar House bill were laid on the table.
ARTHUR BUSSEY

Mr. UMSTEAD.

Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
return to Calendar No. 863, the Senate bill 2357, for the
relief of Arthur Bussey.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from North Carolina?
There was no objection.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the Senate bill,
as follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury be, and
he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, out of any money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Arthur Bussey the
sum of $29,848.93 in full satisfaction of his claim against the
United States for damages for loss of, or damage to, personal
property consequent upon the taking of his plantation, Riverside,
in Chattahoochee County, Ga., for military purposes, under
the a.ct of July 2, 1917.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
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INGRAM-DAY LUMBER CO.

Mr. COLMER. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
return to Private Calender No. 756, the bill (S. 854) for the
relief of the Ingram-Day Lumber Co., and for the immediate
consideration thereof.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Mississippi?
Mr. ELTSE of California. Mr. Speaker, reserving the
right to object, I would like to ask the gentleman from Mississippi how much is involved in this bill.
Mr. COLMER. Forty-two thousand dollars.
Mr. ELTSE of California. And how old is the claim?
Mr. COLMER. The claim grows out of the World War,
but the Shipping Board's attorneys contested the matter
for 8 years in the courts and went through to the Supreme
Court of the United States to settle the amount, and this is
why it has not been adjudicated sooner.
Mr. ELTSE of California. They went ,through to the Supreme Court?
Mr. COLMER. On the question of the amount that was
due the claimant by the contractor who had engaged
to purchase this timber for the purpose of building these
tugs for the Shipping Board.
Mr. ELTSE of California. It has been reduced to judgment?
Mr. COLMER. Yes.
Mr. ELTSE of California. And affirmed by the supreme
Court?
Mr. COLMER. But not as against the United States.
Mr. ELTSE of California. I understand that.
Mr. COLMER. That is the amount of the judgment; yes.
Mr. ELTSE of California. I withdraw my reservation of
objection.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Mississippi?
There was no objection.
There being no objection, the Clerk read the Senate bill, as
follows:
Be it enacted, etc., That the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, to the Ingram-Day Lumber Co., a Wisconsin corporation, the sum of $42,789.96, in full satisfaction of
its claim against the United States Shipping Board Emergency
Fleet Corporation and against the estate of Sydney C. McLouth,
of Marine City, Mich., for damages arising out of the breach of a
contract under which the said Sydney C. McLouth agreed to purchase from the said Ingram-Day Lumber Co. certain lumber which
was to be used in the manufacture of tugs for the said United
States Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation: Provided,
That no part of the amount appropriated in this act in excess of
10 percent thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any
a.gent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account of services rendered in connection with said claim. It shall be unlawful for any
agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold,
or receive any sum of the amount appropriated in this act in
excess of 10 percent thereof on account of services rendered in
connection with said claim, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this act shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, I make the point of
order that there is no quorum present. I will withdraw it,
however, if we can have order in the House.
The SPEAKER. The House will be in order, and gentlemen will take their seats.
J, B. WALKER

Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, through an error I objected

to Calendar No. 1009. It involves only $300. I thought it
was another matter, and I ask unanimous consent to vacate the proceedings and go back to that bill.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to returning to Calendar No. 1009?
There was no objection.
The Clerk read the bill CS. 3248) for the relief of J. B.
Walker, as follows:

Be it enacted, etc., That the Attorney General ls authorized and
directed to apply to the District Court for the Eastern District of
South Carolina for an order to settle, for the sum of $346.64, the
judgment recovered by the United States against J. B. Walker.
of Bufiton, S.C., as surety upon the appeal bond given in the
case of United States against Woodrow Jen.kins, such bond having
been forfeited because of the willful default of said Woodrow
Jenkins, who was subsequently rearrested at an expense to the
United States of $346.64, including the costs of suit to recover
judgment on such bond.

The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read the
third time, and passed, and a motion to reconsider was laid
on the table.
Mr. RICH. Mr. Speaker, I make the point that there is
no quorum present.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Pennsylvania makes
the point of order that no quorum is present. The Chair
will count.
Mr. RICH. Mr. Speaker, I will withdraw that point of
order.
RECESS

Mr. BYRNS. Mr. Speaker, I move that the House stand
in recess until 8: 15, when the conference report on the
Housing bill will be ready,
The motion was agreed to; accordingly (at 7 o'clock and
15 minutes p.m.) the House stood in recess until 8 o'clock
and 15 minutes p.m.
AFTER RECESS

The recess having expired, the House was called to order
by the Speaker at 8 o'clock and 15 minutes p.m.
J. B. WALKER

The SPEAKER. The unfinished business is concurring
in the Senate amendment to the bill S. 3248.
The Clerk read the Senate amendments as follows:
Page 1, strike out lines 3, 4, and 5 and insert "that the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
to accept the sum of $346.64 in full settlement of."

Mr. SNELL. What bill is that?
Mr. BLANTON. That is the bill that involves $300.
The SPEAKER. The question is on concurring in the
amendments.
The amendments were concurred in.
The bill was ordered to be read a third time, was read
the third time and passed, and a motion to reconsider was
laid on the table.
A similar House bill was laid on the table.
FURTHER MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE

A further message from the Senate, by Mr. Home, its
enrolling clerk, announced that the Senate had passed with-

out amendment bills and a joint resolution of the House
of the following titles:
H.R. 4444. An act for the relief of Lt. James Floyd
Terrell, Medical Corps, United States Navy;
H.R. 444 7. An act for the relief of Vertner Tate;
H.R. 4554. An act to amend section 4808 of the Revised
Statutes CU.S.C., title 24, sec. 3), to prevent discriminatory
reductions in pay of the retired personnel of the Navy and
Marine Corps;
H.R. 5122. An act for the relief of William S. Steward;
H.R. 5330. An act to amend the act of March 2, 1917,
entitled "An act to provide a civil government for Puerto
Rico, and for other purposes ";
H.R. 5668. An act authorizing the relief of the McNeillAllman Construction Co., Inc., of W. E. McNeill, Lee Allman, and John Allman, stockholders of the McNeill-Allman
Construction Co., Inc., and W. E. McNeill, dissolution agent
of McNeill-Allman Construction Co., to sue in the United
States Court of Claims;
H.R. 7163. An act for the relief of the D. F. Tyler Corporation and the Norfolk Dredging Co.;
H.R. 7292. An act for the relief of the Boston Store Co,.
a corporation, Chicago, ID.;
H.R. 8662. An act to modify the operation of the Indian
liquor laws on lands which were formerly Indian lands;
H.R. 9233. An act authorizing associations of producers of i
aquatic products; and
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H.J.Res. 376. Joint resolution to provide an appropriation
WALES ISLAND PACKING CO.
to enable the United States Army to send certain units to parMr. McDUFFIE. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
ticipate in the international celebration at Fort Niagara, N.Y. for the present consideration of the bill CS. 1666) to carry.
The message also announced that the Senate had agreed out the :findings of the Court of Claims in the case of the
to the fallowing concurrent resolutions:
Wales Island Packing Co. It is Calendar No. 895. I dis ..
House Concurrent Resolution 47
cussed this bill with several gentlemen who have given it
Resolved by .the House of Representatives (the Senate concur- their attention. It is a bill that involves an award by the
ring), That when the Senate shall adjourn as of the legislative
da.y. of June 6, 1934, and the House of Representatives shall ad- Court of Claims amounting to $100,000. The award was
journ as of the legislative day of June 15, 1934, they shall stand made in 1931 to a New York corporation which has built
adjourned sine die.
its plant on Canadian .soil, and the damages grew out of an
House Concurrent Resolution 48
a ward made by the Alaskan Bound·ary Commission.
Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurMr. ELTSE of California. Mr. Speaker, I reserve the right
ring), That notwithstanding the adjournment of the second ses- to object. Is this the bill that the gentleman from New
sion of the Seventy-third Congress, the President of the Senate
and the Speaker of the House of Representatives be, and they are York [Mr. HANcocxJ objected to awhile ago?
Mr. McDUFFIE. Yes. I endeavored to find the gentle ..
hereby, authorized to sign any enrolled bill or joint resolution
duly passed by the two Houses and which have been examined man. I heard that he had withdrawn his objection.
by the Committee on Enrolled Bills of each House and found
Mr. ELTSE of California. I was talking to him a few
truly enrolled.
·
moments ago, and he did not say anything to that effect.
The message also announced that the Senate had passed a
Mr. McDUFFIE. Mr. Speaker, the Court of Claims has
bill of the following title, in which the eoncurrenc& of the passed upon this. These gentlemen have not been negligenti
House is requested:
in an effort to present their claim to Congress. The only
s. 1538. An act to amend section 24 of the Judicial Code court that could deal with this question is the Court of
by conferring on district courts additional jurisdiction of Claims.
bills of interpleader.
Mr. BLACK. There has been a Court of Claims adjudica ..
The message also announced that the Senate agrees to the tion on the amount.
amendments of the House to bills of the Senate of th~
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
following titles:
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, I object.
S. 60. An act for the relief of Richard J. Rooney;
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speak:er, will the gentleman from Ala ..
S. 86. An act for the relief of A. L. Ostrander;
bama yield?
s. 255. An act for the relief of John Hampshire;
Mr. McDUFFIE. Yes.
S. 365. An act for the relief of Archibald MacDonald;
Mr. TRUAX. Is this the bill that I objected to this afterS. 488. An act for the relief of Norman Beier;
noon, involving the expenditure of $100,000?
S. 740. An act for the relief of William G. Fulton;
Mr. McDUFFIE. Yes.
s. 847. An act for the relief. of the Nez Perce Tribe of Mr. ZIONCHECK. Mr. Speaker, I demand the regular
Indians;
order.
S.1258. An act for the relief of Charles F. Littlepage;
Mr. YOUNG. Mr. Speaker, there has been objection to
S.1498. An act authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to this bill.
pay E. C'. Sampson; of Billings, Mont., for services rendered
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
the Crow Tribe of Indians;
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, I object.
S. 1526. An act for the relief of Ann Engle;
DISPOSAL OF SMUGGLED MERCHANDISE
S. 1531. An act for the relief of Elizabeth Buxton Hospital;
Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous con-.
S.1585. An act for the relief of the Black Hardware Co.;
S.1753. An act for the relief of Marcella Leahy McNemey; sent to take from the Speaker's table House Joint Resolution
S.1803. An act for the relief of certain riparian owners for 322, to provide for the disposal of smuggled merchandise, ta
losses sustained. by th-em on the drained Mud Lake bottom authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to require imported
articles to be marked in order that smuggled merchandise
in Marshall County in the State_of Minnesota;
may be identified, and for other purposes, with Senate
S.1901. An act for the relief of William A. Delaney;
S. 1998. An act for the relief of the estate of Martin Flynn; amendments thereto, and concur in the Senate amendments.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Massachusetts
S. 2074. An act for the relief of James R. Mansfield;
S. 2112. An act for the relief of W. H. Key and the estate a.sks unanimous consent to take from the Speaker's table
House Joint Resolution 322, with Senate amendments
of Jam es E. Wilson;
thereto, and concur in the Senate amendments. The Clerk
S. 2141. An act for the relief of Roy Lee Groseclose;
will report the Senate amendments-.
S. 2233. An act for the relief of Mildred F. Stamm;
The Clerk read the Senate amendments, as follows:
S. 2338. An act for the relief of Robert V. Rensch;
S. 2467. An act for the relief of Ammon McClellan;
Page 2, line 4, after the word "thereof", insert "abroad."
Page 2, Une 6, after " United States ", insert " in which case 111
S. 2549. An act for the relief of Albert W. Harvey;
may be sold abroad."
S. 2553. An act for the relief of the Brewer Paint and Wall
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, I reserve the right to object.
Paper Co., Inc.:
What is the object of this resolution? Let me say to the
s. 2561. An act for the relief of Robert R. Prann;
s. 2620. An act for the relief of N. W. Carrington and J.E. gentleman from Massachusetts that it looks to me as if this
is a movement to restrict our foreign trade. If you are
Mitchell;
going to force every country that ships goods into the
S. 2672. An act for the relief of Mabel S. Parker;
United States to mark them in order to hamper the sale o!
S. 2720. An act for the relief of George M. Wright;
those goods in this country, I am opposed to it.
S. 2872. An act for the relief of Marie Louise Belanger;Mr. McCORMACK. Might I say to my friend that tha1r
S. 2873. An act for the relief of Stella D. Wickersham;
8. 2972. An act for the relief of John N. Knauff Co., Inc.; part of the bill has been stricken out. The marking part is
not in the bill.
S. 3122. An act for the relief of H. N. Wilcox;
Mr. RANKIN. Very well.
S. 3156. An act for the relief of Mary Angela Moert;
Mr. McCORMACK. I assure my friend on my honor and
S. 3248. An act for the relief" of J.B. Walker;
s. 3264. An act for the relief of Muriel Crichton; and
on my word that the marking part of the bill is out of the
S. 3486. An act for the relief of George L. Rulison.
bill.
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, I withdraw my objection.
The message also announced tliat the Senat~ had directed
Mr. MO'IT. Mr. Speaker, if the marking part is out of
that the bill CS'. 3374) to extend the times for commencing
and completing the construction of a bridge across Lake the bill what good does it do?
Champlain from East Alburg, Vt., to West Swanton, Vt., be
Mr. McCORMACK. Watches are smuggled into this.
country and they are sold in competition with the domestic
returned to the House, in compliance with its request.
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prod~.ict. In one case a lot valued at $240,000 was sold for
$90,000 and immediately they were advertised in the newspapers as smuggled watches secured May 25, 1934, from the
United States Government and sold for $5, when the duty is
$4.50. This is for the purpose of protecting our domestic

watch factories.
Mr. JENKINS of Ohio. This bill is one reported out by
the Ways and Means Committee.
Mr. McCORMACK. Reported out unanimously and passed
the House unanimously. This is to concur in minor amendments put on by the Senate.
Mr. MOTT. I withdraw my reservation of objection.
Mr. BLANTON. It is to protect American watchmakers
in the United States.
Mr. McCORMACK. Absolutely.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection.
There was no objection.
The SPEAKER. The question is on concurring in the
Senate amendments.
The Senate amendments were concurred in.
A motion to reconsider the vote by which the Senate
amendments were concurred in was laid on the table.
THE HITLER INVASION
Mr. CELLER. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
extend my remarks in the RECORD by inserting therein a
speech delivered over the radio by our colleague the gentleman from New York [Mr. SOMERS] containing extracts and
data from Government documents.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
Mr. CELLER. Mr. Speaker, under leave granted me to
extend my remarks in the RECORD, I include the following
speech by Congressman ANDREW L. SoM.ERS, Sixth District,
New York, over WOR, 7:30 p.m., Sunday, June 17, 1934.
THE HITLER INVASION

Germany's action in declaring a moratorium on all foreign in·debtedness for 6 months not only gives Washington great concern
but will also prove a bitter pill to many of the German people in
the United States. This moratorium, of course, is the forerunner
of complete repudiation. Repudiation at times may inspire our
sympathy rather than excite our contempt if the debtor has made
.an honest and intelligent effort to meet his obligations.
In the case of Germany, however, this sympathy is not justified.
Germany has succeeded in disposing of more than one billion dollars' worth of bonds in America.. These are held mostly by Amer-icans of German blood who, knowing the reputation for integrity
·~njoyed by the former German Governments, made the natural
mistake of assuming that the new Government inherited similar
Virtues.
· This repudiation does not come as a surprise to those who are
.familiar with Hitler's ambitions and have watched his financial
manipulation during the last year. Judging from the reports, he
is determined to construct a war ma.chine that staggers our imagination. If we but examine his appropriations for the past year,
we will find it shows an increase in military budget of more than
$140,000,000, $16,000,000 of which went for foreign propaganda.
nus unwarranted expenditure for gas, armament, and airplanes
·may very properly be resented by those Americans to whom Germany owes money, for it is their money, and it happens to represent a sum which would pay 15 times over, the annual interest
requirements · of the German Government's direct obligation to
:the American people.
Under the circumstances, the expenditure of this vast sum in
militarizing every phase of German life is indefensible, but the
thing that will be resented most by the American people, is the
use .of millions of dollars belonging to the holders of German
bonds to flood the United States with propaganda designed to
destroy our institutions, to disrupt our society, and to aline
American against American.
Hitler today finds himself without an issue. He has no definite
economic plan with which to lead the German people out of the
despair of the depression. Yet his ima.gina.tion, nourished by
dreams of the heroic ages, leads him to use every means to hold
control. He waves the sword and wars upon a defenseless group
of his own nationals in order to draw attention from his shortcomings and strengthen his own prestige.
To gain financial support from this country, he sends his
agents into every city and town to spread by decadent rhetoric,
his poisonous propaganda.
Before his ascension to the chancellorship, we had but 600
Germans on visitors' visas in this country. In the first 8 months
of his control, this number increased tenfold. These are the
people who are organizing the Friends of New Germany, the
D.A.W.A., and other organizations so obnoxious to thoughtful
Americans. In this respect, Hitler, whose mind is enslaved by
the consciousness of immortal fame, insults the intelligence of our
people. If he knew us better, he would realize that we do not
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express our nationalism in waves of prejudice. The American
people have grown great through tolerance, and the vast majority of them shall always remain true to the tolerant principles
upon which this Government was founded, and no movement
antagonistic to these principles can enjoy any degree of success.
Thus it is that the likelihood of Nazi-ism's gaining control in
America is indeed remote, but the establishment of un-American
organizations created by foreign propaganda can present a formidable problem, especially if these organizations are led by persons lacking a high degree of character and intelligence. When
these organizations, inspired by nothing but blind prejudice can
take a course in opposition to the interest of their neighbors, they
are likely to set up a movement that can seriously interfere with
our progress, and at the same time, provide a constant menace to
every decent aspiration of our people.
The congressional committee now investigating the Hitler movement in America, has definitely proved that this movement is
not spontaneous, but is carefully planned and directed by the
German Government which, as has been stated, appropriated more
than $15,000,000 to sow a racial discord in the United States
With the ultimate view of creating Nazi sympathy in this country.
This, in itself, is an act of war, and all Germany's pledges of
peaceful intention are thereby definitely contradicted. While Hitler's lips speak empty phrases of peace, his hands are busily
engaged in building the strongest military system in the world.
There is a discrepancy that we may well pause to ponder.
The extent to which the Nazi Government has penetrated influential circles in this country was brought out when it was revealed that the man who was so active in organizing the President's ball, Carl Byoir, has been receiving large sums of money
from the German Government as one of its promotion agents.
In addition to that, we learn that a retired Slavic priest was
supplied funds by the German consul in New York for publishing the anti-Semitic literature.
Consuls in three other large cities were also instrumental in
spreading this sort of literature, the purpose of which was to
convey a message to the American Christians beseeching them to
organize against Americans of Jewish blood because of the many
high posts the latter held in our political system. This attempt
on the part of a foreign government to aline Americans against
Americans, is an impertinence that calls for the strongest condemnation, and it places the German Ambassador, Dr. Luther,
who is charged with having financed part of this propaganda, in
the embarrassing position of finding his usefulness as a friendly
representative definitely terminated, there · remaining but one
way in which to serve the interest of all concerned and that
is by the immediate presentation of his resignation.
This congressional committee has performed a splendid service
to the American people, by definitely connecting this vicious
propaganda with the German Government itself, but so far, only
the surface has been scratched. When the whole story is told.
I am confident that the Nazi movement in America will be
ended forever.
The attempt to control our National Guard, the establishment
of a wide-spread espionage system within our borders, the use of
our lecture platforms, our press, our universities, and our schools,
and the continuous distribution of libelous literature along with
the establishment of more than 20 storm centers in our principal
cities, and the attempt to organize storm troops wearing Nazi
uniforms, and the movement to gain control of our merchant
marine, are only a few of the activities that are so nauseating
to our sense of decency. In connection with our merchant
marine, I desire to call the attention of the congressional committee to the possibility that Nazi agents, not satisfied with using
German steamship lines as a means of transferring agents and
propaganda to this country in violation of the immigration and
other laws, are also attempting to utilize the United States
Steamship Lines for this purpose. My information is that a
number of steamers of the United States Lines have a preponderance of Germans in their crews who openly tlaunt their Nazi
sympathies and don Na.z.1 uniforms upon touching German ports.
That during the winter slack season, ships of the United States
Lines left our ports undermanned, only to take on Germ.ans who
were Nazi at German ports. These additions to the ships' crews
were agents who deserted the moment the United States' shores
were reached. Furthermore, Jewish employees in the kosher
kitchens of the United States Lines have been persecuted by these
Nazis.
Inasmuch as the heads of the United States Lines have dis-

avowed any sympathies with Nazis, and inasmuch as these practices are reported to be continued, it may be thought that they
are part of the Nazi propaganda machine in this country.
In the light of what is transpiring, the visit of Dr. Hanfstaengl
to th'.is country is a deliberate affront to the intelligence of the
American people.
From past experience with Hitler representatives, it is obvious
that the attempt to place Hanfstaengl's vi3it on a purely personal
and unofficial basis is ridiculous. Hanfstaengl is the personal
press representative of Adolf Hitler. Read his purely personal
biography in the twenty-fifth anniversary volume of the Harvard
1909 Class Year Book, and you see that there is no division between his personal and his official life. With the best intentions
in the world, and we deny that, Hanfstaengl is still the emissary
of the Hitler Government in this country.
We who believe in the freedom of the individual, even when
that individual is an enemy of our interests, will not deny
Hanfsta.engl the right to enter this country, but the members of
h1s class of the body o1 citizens at large have the right and
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should employ the right to make tt ciear to him th1!.t he is an
unwelcome visitor with whom self-respecting Americans wish
to have no traffic, for this is a peaceful land and we are not
inclined to embrace the visitor who seeks to pierce the armor of
our contentment.
The history of America is the story of heterogeneous people,
working out a common destiny, striving for peace and security,
rather than war and conquest. Set-backs there have been in the
past, some disintegrating influences may appear in the future, but
that a national spirit has at last a.rrtved cannot be longer questioned. To foster this spirit, to protect one another, to live and
to let live, and to cooperate for our mutual advantage and our
mutual advancement, that is your duty and mine.
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the average man and the average woman of our fair Republic is not today enjoying the prosperity to which they
are rightfully entitled.
PANIC IN A LAND OF PLENTY

The depression and panic under Hoover and the Old
Guard leadership was indeed terrible. There had been no
shortage of gold and goods. There had been no Nation ..
wide famine or flood. Our factories and granaries were full.
America" enjoyed" under the Hoover administration its first
panic in a land of plenty. Our people said by their action
at the polls that these abuses must be corrected or else our
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT AND THE SEVENTY-THIRD CONGRESS
Government would collapse. There was a grim determina ..
Mr. UNDERWOOD. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous con- tion that Government must be restored to the people. They
sent to address the House.
were sick and tired of the misrepresentation of conditions,
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
lack of leadership, and the waiting and watching policy for
There was no objection.
something better to come along.
Mr. UNDERWOOD. Mr. Speaker, I do not deem it necesSPECULATION RAMPANT
sary to review extensively the record of President RooseThe press boasted of the Hoover market with Wall Street
valt and the Congress. The honest, constructive, and sin- waving the Hoover flag. Speculating tendencies were en..
cere leadership of the man who has occupied the White couraged. The people were led to believe by acquiescence
House since March 4, 1933, in behalf of the average men or silence that many of these investments were sound, safe,
and women of this country is known in every American and secure. The markets went to unreasonable and dizzy
home. The American people, loyal, patient, and patriotic, heights .• Domestic and foreign stocks and bonds, good and
have an abiding faith and hope that progress has been made bad, skyrocketed and soared. Unsuspecting American citiand a solution will be found for the ills which confront zens, lacking knowledge of the true conditions, dreamed of
them.
the day when they would be millionaires. Financial houses
THE OLD CRITICS AT WORK
and big banking institutions became enormously rich in
With the wonderful and magnificent record of the Roose- commissions and fees. Billions of dollars of good American
velt administration vividly in mind, it is my intention to money were invested in practically worthless foreign bonds
review briefly the record of the old guard and the old gang and securities which were unloaded upon the American peothat were driven from power in the last election. The new ple for the purpose of making gigantic and unholy profits
deal of Roosevelt has brought renewed hope and courage aggregating millions of dollars in the way of commissions
to the American people. In our country, it is the privilege and loans. Many of these bonds are worth about 10 cents
of all to freely criticize; however, criticism should be con- on the dollar today. :M:illions of dollars of good American
structive, not destructive. Today this repudiated leadership money were tied up in business abroad. Foreign countries
that wrote the darkest pages in the history of our country still owed us more than $11,000,000,000 on their debts, while
is again attempting to deceive and hoodwink the American our principal EurQ1Jean debtor nations were spending appeople. With the express purpose of misleading and con- proximately $2,000,000,000 annually for armies and navies
cealing the real truth, they are creating a smoke screen to that endanger the peace of the world. Thousands of banks
hide their manipulations and trickery. They want the peo- closed their doors, business was ruined, and the tax-burdened
ple to forget the 4 years of dreadful ruin behind them. farmer was selling his prnducts at less than cost of
They were the directing brains of the Hoover period that production.
CHARITY SHOULD BEGIN AT HOME
hung over our country like the darkness of night.
Hunger and despair were spreading among the masses..
This is the same gang that groped along in the dark and
asked what could be done to remedy the situation. This is Millions of loyal, patriotic American citizens were out of
the same old gang of false prophets that caused the financial work, \\oithout purchasing power, and were unable to buy..
structure of the Nation to totter, that caused industry to The European nations were given a moratorium or donation
languish, that caused 14,000,000 of patriotic American men by the Hoover administration while overburdened American
and women to be denied their right to work. They were taxpayers were compelled to pay the bill. Thousands of
the directing brains of the Hoover period. Do we not have mortgaged farms and small-home owners in the city were
a right to recall the condition of our country when our facing foreclosure and bankruptcy. It would have been a
Government was directed by their leadership and wisdom? great and glorious thing for the American people if charity
It was their blind, stupid policy in the management of had begun at home. No relief was given to the American
our Government that was responsible in large part for the farmer burdened with debts. No relief was given to the
widespread human misery and suffering in a time not of small-home owner, the merchant, and business man, facing
scarcity but of overabundance and plenty. With the dread- bankruptcy and ruin. Unrestrained greed and gambling
ful record of ruin behind them, they warn us against Roose- were encouraged, helping to bring about the deplorable convelt progress. They ask the Ameriean people to return them ditions of the country which faced President Roosevelt upon
and their discredited leadership to power. The American his inauguration. Greed and special interests were deter·
people were tired of this selfishness; they were tired of this mined to Tule or ruin.
These same interests would destroy our representative
blundering and bungling; they were tired of this misrepresentation of conditions; they were tired of waiting and Government, your Government and mine; they would rule
watching. The American people rightfully demanded action, over all of us or ruin us. They are still represented today by
relief, and a new deal. Let these critics who sit in high the same discredited leadership that believes in and encourpositions in the affairs of our Nation tell the people the ages gigantic mergers, monopolies, ·a nd trusts to rob the peotruth; let us pull the curtain aside and give them a true ple. The American people cannot and will not for get this
picture. In so doing, you will find some of the real discredited and repudiated leadership.
A NEW DEAL AND A NEW DAY
causes of the American panic and serious economic condiOn the eve of the inauguration of Franklin D. Roosevelt,
tion. You will find some of the real reasons for our unpreecedented unemployment, untold fall in commodity prices, the Nation was set for tragedy. The financial structure of
and the unmeasured economic losses that threatened and the country was trembling in the balance. Changed and
challenged the very foundation of our Government and our unusual conditions rightfully demanded reversal of beliefs
economic and political syst.em.. You will find some of the and opinions. That was the case on March 4, 1933, and it
real reasons for the unequal and unfair distribution of the is true today. There must be a redistribution of the wealth
wealth of our country; yes; you will find the reasons why of this country so that the average man, the farmer, the
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laboring man and woman, the small .. merchant and business
man, and those who depend upon toil for their living, shall
have a fair share of the returns. The future of the country
depends upon the satisfaction of its people. The masses of
the people who constitute the great backbone of this Republic must have an equal opportunity. If the average
American citizen is not permitted to earn and enjoy his
share of our natural resources, then I hesitate to say, I fear
to predict, what will happen to the country which we all
love so much.
Facing these unusual conditions President Roosevelt has
given Congress and the country a recovery program that has
set our faces toward the rising sun of a new day and a
new deal. The accomplishments of the administration since
President Roosevelt took office on March 4, 1933, stand out
like guideposts along the highway and beacon lights along
the shore. Fault-finding critics, struck with terror a short
time ago, are offering destructive criticism without ideas of
substitute for the Roosevelt program of progress, happiness,
and prosperity. No one will deny that business is improving. Agricultural prosperity is now slowly reviving; confidence and hope are returning; millions of jobless men and
women are marching back to work. We are on the road to
full economic recovery.
DO YOU WAN'l' TO TURN BACK?

Yet, we find standing in the middle of the highway, the
old familiar discredited leadership which asks us to turn
back. What have they to offer to our people who vividly
remember the suffering they underwent until these critics
passed from power? Where was their leadership then?
Where were they when the Hoover prosperity myth exploded? What were they doing when millions of loyal,
patriotic American citizens were out of work, without purchasing power, and were unable to buy? Where were they
when the darkest pages in the financial history of our country were written, the confidence of the American public
trembled, and the inflationary bubble had burst? Where
were they when the wild orgy of speculation crashed?
They were insisting with Hoover that prosperity was just
around the corner, and that all the evidence indicated that
the worst effects of the crash would pass within 60 days.
They confidently predicted with Hoover that if we continued
the policies which he advocated, that the poorhouse would
vanish from among us; that paverty would be banished
from the Nation. These same critics were issuing false and
misleading statements that brought on the inevitable crash
and tragedy, which will always remain as the darkest pages
in our history.
The American people will not forget such things in 18
months. They cannot forget the crash of banks and the
loss of their hard-earned savings. They will not forget the
selfish, sordid, and greedy legislation that destroyed our
foreign credit and markets, which brought unemployment to
the millions of industrial workers who were thrown upon
private charity or else starved.
This same old guard and old gang urge you to go back
to the barren days of Hooverism. They would have you
forget the picture of ruin, havoc, destitution, and suffering
wrought by their policies and lack of leadership. They
would have you forget their helplessness in solving the
serious problems that challenged the very foundation of our
economic and political system. They advocated then, and
they would have you return today, to a system of privilege
through which a small group of the greedy and selfish became wealthy while the average man became a pauper.
They made no effort to correct the wrongs on which they
thrived. They preferred to remain stationary in the hope
of preserving the system of privilege that would continue
to exploit the American people for the benefit of the few.
THE sHADow rs LIFTED

Let us review for a moment the picture that confronted
President Roosevelt and the Congress. It was the picture
of despondency and despair. It was the picture of lost confidence. It was the picture of closed banks. He squa.i:ely
met the issues. He has made mistakes, no doubt, as we all
LXXVIII-791
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do, but President Roosevelt has an open mind that can be
relied upon to correct them if he finds them.
Confidence has been restored by the recovery program.
The depositors in the banks now feel safe because Roosevelt
has made banks safe. The crooked and greedy speculation
of banking institutions has been regulated and controlled.
Roosevelt leadership has placed millions of jobless men
and women at gainful employment. The cloud is slowly
lifting from the farm. Roosevelt's policies have put new
hope and new heart into the tillers of the soil. Industry,
commerce, and agriculture, which were bankrupt, stagnant,
and prostrate under the rule of the Old Guard and Hoover
leadership, are now climbing slowly upward. The new
deal of Roosevelt has brought this about. The people today
have more confidence, more courage, and more hope. They
will not return to the false prophets who told us that conditions were improving when everyone knew that they were
growing worse. The American people believe in Roosevelt
and his program of progress and hope. They believe in his
policies of Government; they believe in his courage, his
statesmanship, and the great humanitarian principles which
he advocates. They believe in his past performances and
have faith in his promises for the future. They are solidly
behind his banner and his courageous leadership of a great
liberal party.
FOLLOW THE GLEAM

They believe in his program of social insurance, land utilization, and housing. They believe in his principles of legislation that it is our duty under our social system to work
out and devise means that will care for and assist the elderly
and deserving men and women of our Nation, who, through
no fo.ult of their own, meet destitution and want, without the
necessities of life or the means of providing a livelihood for
themselves. They believe in his legislation which will remedy and correct for the laboring man and woman of this
country many of the injustices which existed in the past.
Unemployment insurance, old-age pensions, and other
social reforms are having thoughtful consideration. We
must reorganize our entire industrial system. Those who
toil with human hands must have reasonable hours, fair
and decent wages, and a just share of the wealth of the
country. This should not alarm us, because too much of
the wealth and industrial resources of the country have
been concentrated in the hands of the few. This depression, under the leadership of President Roosevelt, can be
overcome. Every laboring man and woman is entitled to
his share according to his ability, needs, and opportunity.
SOCIAL LEGISLATION-WE MUST HAVE FAITH IN THE FUTURE

A noble beginning has been made by the administration,
and the ultimate objective is to make it possible for American families to live as Americans should. Our great liberal
leader believes that a wise government may help its people
in the necessary readjustments; he believes that the social
and economic conditions confronting us are not impossible
of solution; that it is possible for our Government to adopt
a clear policy for the control and development of our natural
resources, to the end that all our people will prosper and
be happy. To this end and to promote the general welfare
provided by the Constitution, President Roosevelt has stated
that in the next session of Congress, in addition to the program that is already in effect, it is the intention of the
administration to undertake the great task of furthering the
security of the citizen and his family through social insurance, a security which will provide relief from distress of
unemployment and old age.
The three great objectives which our President has in
mind-the security of the home, the security of livelihood,
and the security of social insurance-are promises which
appeal to every patriotic American, and constitute a birthright which belongs to every individual and every family
willing to work.
These steps will be undertaken in the next Congress as
being essential to the fulfillment of measures already taken
by the administration toward relief, recovery, and reconI struction. These things must be accomplished for human
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happiness. Those who advocate going back to the old days
and the old deal offer no sub&itute for the gains already
made or for the future solution of our economic and social
ills. The American people will cooperate with President
Roosevelt arid dedicate themselves to the principles which
be advocates, to a recovery of the old and sacred rights for
which mankind has constantly struggled-homes, livelihood,
and individual security.
THE OLD GANG WILL ATTEMPT A COME-BACK

With the wreckage of their discredited leadership still
smoking, the old gang of the old deal will make a determined effort to return to power in the November elections.
They will seek seats in Congress in order that they may
thwart the future policy of President Roosevelt and retard
the working of the recovery measures already adopted.
They will attempt to win these elections by every means
of deception and trickery known to politics in addition to
the lavish expenditure of money. In the elections already
held in some of our States, men who under Herbert Hoover
had a controlling voice in the formation of policies which
brought the Nation to starvation and panic, have sought
public office. In other parts of our .land former members
of the Hoover Cabinet aind little cabinet have declared their
intention to preach the doctrine of government by Wall
Street, Mills, Mellon, and Hoover in the Congress of the
United States. In these campaigns the question before om
people will not be simply the election of a Republican or a
Democrat. The only issue involved in these campaigns will
be a choice between the old and the new deals. The American people must not and will not be misled. If the program
already in action is to be completed our President must have
the active support of a friendly Congress.
He has given us the promise of a future program which
will further guarantee to our families the opportunity to
engage in productive enterprise and full security in time of
adversity. President Roosevelt has ful:filled every promise
so far made to the American people. His strength lies in
their continued support and cooperation. He is making a
supreme effort to lead us to a new day filled with prosperity
and happiness for all Americans. We must not let him
down. This must be done in justice to all. The future
welfare of our country depends upon the satisfaction of
our people. We want all of our citizens to be prosperous
and happy. We must not turn back.
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, a few days ago Mr. Rice W.
Means, a former Republican Senator from Colorado, who is
now editor of the National Tribune, made a vicious and
unwarranted attack on the President of the United States,
in which he said:
President Franklin D. Roosevelt ls the greatest enemy of war
veterans that has ever been in the White House.

I want to take this occasion to denounce that statement
as absolutely untrue. A more unjust charge was never made.
It is a slander against the President which is without any
justification whatsoever.
I do not believe that President Roosevelt is the enemy of
anyone-certainly not of our ex-service men. There has
never been a more humane individual at the head of this
Government than Franklin D. Roosevelt. I have not always
agreed with him on veteranS' legislation, but whenever he
has been convinced that •he has made a mistake, he has not
hesitated to correct it. I did not agree with him on the
so-called " economy bill ", because I thought that it went
too far; but a majority of the injustices wrought by that
measure have been corrected, and I believe the really wardisabled veterans of this country, especially the World War
veterans, are better satisfied and more contented today than
they have been for many years.
Mr. Means knows, or ought to know, that President
Harding, President Coolidge, and President Hoover vetoed
veterans' legislation. Did he say that they were enemies of
war veterans because of those vetoes? No; Mr. Means
has lauded them to the skies and supported both Mr.
Coolidge and Mr. Hoover for reelection, and would have SUPported Mr. Harding for reelection if Mr. Harding had lived.
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I yield to no· man in..my devotion to the disabled veterans
of this country. I have stood by them through thick and
thin, and they know it. I know the President's feelings on
this subject as well, perhaps, as any man in public life, and
I know that his attitude has never been inspired by any ill
will toward the veterans of the World War, the SpanishAmerican War, or any other war.
When Mr. Roosevelt agreed to approve the widows and
orphans bill, commonly referred to as the Rankin bill, he
showed that he was the best friend the unfortunate dependents of the World War veterans have had in the
White House since the close of that confilct. This measure
goes into the desolate homes of 13,900 cases of widows and
orphans of World War veterans who were suffering from
direct service-connected disabilities, many of whom had
their eyes shot out, their arms shot off, their legs shot off,
or were otherwise maimed and disfigured in the firing line
on the western front. These unfortunate dependents of our
brave heroes have been neglected. I have tried for years to
get something done for them. I have failed because of a
lack of cooperation on the part of former Presidents of the
United States. But when these facts were laid before President Roosevelt, he immediately saw the injustice that had
been done them and agreed to help correct it. I can never
forget the expression on his face when I :first told him that
there were men whose eyes were shot out on the western
front, and who had groped their way through life until
they died from other causes, whose widows and orphans
were not drawing a penny; and when I told him of the men
whose arms and legs had been shot off or who had been
maimed and disfigured for life on the firing line, but who
had died of other causes, and whose widows and orphans
were- going through this terrible panic without drawing a
nickel, and never had drawn a nickel, even before the
economy bill was passed.
When I left that conference, I said to myself that he was
one of the most reasonable and most humane men I had
ever seen in such an exalted position. His preelection words
came to me when he said, "We will try something; and
if it doesn't work, we will try something else." He does not
claim to be infallible, nor do his friends claim infallibility
for him; but when he sees that a mistake has been made, he
does not hesitate to correct it.
Mind you, during all the years that these deserving widows
and orphans have been neglected, during the dark and trying
hours of the world's greatest panic, when many of these
unfortunate dependents of our brave veterans have gone
hungry and suffered from cold and privation, Mr. Rice Means
was drawing a pension, which he called "retirement pay",
under the so-called "Emergency Officers' Retirement Act",
of $2,880 a year, although at the same time he was drawing
a lucrative salary as editor of the National Tribune. Not
only that, but Mr. Means was a Member of the Senate and
helped to put the Emergency Officers' Retirement Act
through and to pass it over the President's veto.
Right here let me pause and pay my tribute of respect
to President Coolidge, who has now passed away, for his
courageous and patriotic action in vetoing that bill. I said
then and I say now that it was one of the most vicious and
unjust pieces of legislation ever placed upon the statute
books of the United States, and that Mr. Coolidge deserved
the gratitude of the Nation for vetoing it.
It was lobbied through both Houses by a little group of
selfish ex-officers who wanted to get themselves on the pension roll at rates that could not be justified in common
justice or in common honesty. I helped to lead the fight
against it in the House. I said then and I say now that its
passage was the greatest outrage against the rank and file
of World War veterans and their widows and orphans that
has ever been perpetrated by the American Congress. Four
of us ex-service men who were Members of the House went
to the White House and asked President Coolidge to veto
thait measure. Two of us were Democrats-Hon. JACOB L.
MILLIGAN, of Misouri, and myself-and the other two were
Republicans-Hon. Robert G. Simmons, of Nebraska, who is
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now out of Congress, and Hon. Bird J. Vincent, of Michigan,
who has since passed away.
It was the outrageous pensions paid these ex-officers under
the Emergency Officers' Retirement Act that created such a
wave of resentment against the ex-service men throughout
the country. Not only did the disabled enlisted men suffer
as a result of that criticism but the really disabled officers
who were injured in line of duty were made to suffer as
well. They placed on that roll men who were already drawing salaries of 10 or 12 thousand dollars a year. There was
one man on the roll who was drawing a salary of $12,000
a year, yet drawing a pension, or retirement pay, of $1,275
a year and running for Governor of his State. One man
who was in the Judge Advocate's Department fell off a
horse in Coblenz, Germany, in April 1919, 5 months after
the war closed, and broke his leg. I am told that he has
long since ceased to limp and that he has one of the most
lucrative law practices in his State. Yet he was placed on
the roll at $2,625 a year pension, or retirement pay, for life.
For the same disability a wounded buck private would have
received $30 a month, and that only so long as the buck
private could prove that he was disabled to that extent,
while the emergency officer was placed on this roll for life
whether he recovered or not.
I have before me a list of those retired emergency officers, and I am going to cite just a few more instances of the
effect of that measure. I see here one man who served only
1 month and 19 days, yet he was drawing a pension or
retirement pay of $1,500 a year. Here is another who
served in the Medical Corps for 4 months and 9 days, who
was drawing $1,800 a year, and another one who served 2
months and 24 days and was drawing $1,800 a year under
this Emergency Officers' Retirement Act. Here is another
one who served 2 months and 12 days and who was drawing
$1,500 a year, and another who served 2 months and 11
days, and was drawing $1,800 a year under that act.
There are numbers of such examples in this list, which
will be found in House Document No. 802 of the third session
of the Seventy-first Congress.
The disabled veterans from the rank and file have been
punished because of this unjust measure for which they
were in no wise responsible. Not only that, but these
retired emergency officers crowded into the Veterans'
Bureau, got themselves on the retirement list with pay, and
at the same time drew their salaries from the Government.
They passed on each other's cases until this list became a
national scandal. At the same time, they were so unreasonable in passing upcn the claims of the disabled enlisted
men that we had to come to Congress to get relief for
the men from the rank and file who were suffering from
tuberculosis, insanity, cancer, paralysis, and other similar
maladies.
Yet, Mr. Means, who helped to put this unjust measure
through the Senate, and who became one of its chief beneficiaries, would have the country believe that because President Roosevelt has tried to correct these inequalities he is
an enemy of the war veterans. If President Roosevelt
had left these retired emergency officers on the list and
permitted them to draw these enormous pensions, or retirement pay, which the author of the bill said on the floor
of the House was a "pension based on rank", which I contended then and contend now violate every principle of
American institutions-if President Roosevelt had left them
all on the roll, even though he had not come to the relief
of the distressed widows and orphans of those battle-scarred
men who have passed away, then, I dare say, Mr. Means
would have been praising him instead of making his vicious
attack. I am sure he would have done so, under those
circumstances, if Mr. Roosevelt had been a Republican
President.
Mr. Speaker, the list of these retired emergency officers
is too long for me to read it all into the RECORD; but I am
going to read the list from my own State of Mississippi,
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showing the names, addresses, lengths of service, and amoun~
of retirement pay they were drawing under that iniquitous.j
bill. The list for Mississippi in 1932 was as follows:
Mississippi
Name and address

Length of
service

Yrs. Mos. Davs
Adams, Winfred Cooper (Chubby), Corinth____________ 1
3 17
Alexander, Cassins Dent, Vaiden______________________ !
7 16
Aycock, William Jasper, Derma_______________________
9
2
Barkley,. Claud Douglas, State Line_________________ 1 l~ 16
Barnwell, Frank Rayne, Greenwood___________________ 1 10 25
Baylis, George Warren, Columbia_______________________ 2
O 22
Be::uns, Douglas Eugene, Greenville____________________ 2
2 2t
Beckett, Clinton George, Gulfport____________________ 2
O 23
Illank, Guy B., Red Lick_______________________________ 2
3 27
Britt, Wallace Leslie, Jackson___________________________ 2
2 20
Buckingham, Henry G ., Biloxi__________________________ 1
8 14
Burnes, Joseph Strattion, Natchez____________________
6 26
Calhoun, Walter Norman, Canton____________________ 2
O 7
Carr, Hilton Rice, Water Valley_----------------------- 1
3 21
Clarke, Cyrus Augustus, Jackson______________________ 2
O
2
Coker, Perry Ander, Brookhaven_---------------------- 2
O
3
Crawley, David Ephraim, Kosciusko___________________
1
9 25
Daniel, Sam Hardeman, Bilon_________________________ 5
2 19
Gray, Robert Ellington, Gullport_______________________ O 1 16
Grayson, Thomas Jackson, Biloxi_______________________ 2
5
1
Gree.n Curtis Taylor, Jackson___________________________
2
2 26
Griffin, Garnett William, Gullport______________________ 2
3
9
Guy, Thomas Jesse, Macon_____________________________ 2
9
8
Ramilt.on, Waring, Hattiesburg________________________ 1 11
6
Henson, Edward Newell, Philadelphia_________________ 1
9
6
Rill, Marion Lawrence, BiloxL________________________ 2
6
O
Hinchcliff, John William, Jackson______________________ 2
3 24
Hontz, Bumond Clyde, Canton_________________________ 1
5 17
Huggins, Cleveland Paul, Biloxi_______________________ 2
O 21
Kent, Henry Cowles, Indianola_____________________ 1
2 19
Loft.on, .Albert Columbus, Lncien_______________________ 2
4 15
Lotterhos, George, Crystal Springs_____________________
7 11
McCalmont, John A., Mathiston_______________________
9 14
McHenry, Wiley Earskine, Soso_______________________ 2
2
5
McVey, Eric A, Lambert._____________________________
2 28
Middleton, Caleb S., Gulfport_----------------------7
0
Miller, Francis Loren, Rattfosburg______________________ 3
4 10
Moore, William Milons, Yazoo City____________________ 3
5 26
Morgan, Lewis Riley, Gulfport________________________
2 10
1
Murphy, James B., Wiggins_--------------------------- 1
3 17
Oberschmidt, Leon P., Brookhaven._____________________ 1 10 29
Owens, William R., Columbia__________________________ 2
2 10
Peery, A.mold Liddell, Jackson________________________
2
2
2
Phyfer, Lemar F., New Albany_____________________ 2
4 12
Polk, Phil Russell, Morgan City________________________ 2
6 14
Powell, Henry Bradford, Ocean Springs____________ 2
0 20
Price, Frank Ray, Utica_______________________________ 1 9 29
Reedy, John Dennis, Hattiesburg_______________________ 2
1 29
Riley, Franklin Gail, Meridian ___ ---------------------- 1
9 23
Shamburger, Roland Lamar, Gulfport.________________
8 14
Rus.'l011, Presley B, Carthage ______ ---------------------3 16
Schwartz, Grover Cleveland, Corinth__________________ 1
1
2
See, Mart, Agricultural and Mechanical College ________ { ~
~
Walker, Charles Emmitte, Sanatorium________________ 1
8 21
Ware, Robert Lowery, Crystal Springs_________________
10
9
Watson, Henry Willis, Lexington______________________ 1
7 12
Wayman, Herbert Lee, Aberaeen..._____________________ 1
6 o
Williams, Neal M., Raymond.._______________________ 2
2 26
Yates, Riley Barber, Greenwood____________________ 1
3 12

b

Retirement
pay per
year

$1,800. 00
1, 800.00 :
1, 500. ()()
1, 800. ()()
l, 275.00
1, 500. 00
1, 980. 00
2, 250. 00
1, 275. 00
2, 250. 00
1, 500. 00
1,800. 00
1, 275. 00
1, 500.00

1, 275. 00
1, 500. 00
1,800. 00
1, 530. 00
1, 500. 00
1, 500. 00
1,800. 00
1,800. 00
1, 275. 00
1,500. 00
1, 500. oa
1, 275. 00
1, 800. 00
1, 275. ()()

1, 800. 00
1,800. 00
1, 500. 01)
1, 500. 00
2, 700. 00
1, 657. 44
1,800. 00
1,800. 00
1, 275. 00
2, 34.0.00
2, 160. 00
1, 275. 00

1,275. 00
1,500. 00

1,800.00

1, 275. 00
1, 800. 00
1,800. 00
1, 275. 00
1, 500. 00

1,800. 00
1, 275. 00
l, 500. ()()

}

1,500.00
2,925.00

1,500.00
1, 275. 00
1, 275. 00
1,980. 00
1, 275.00
1,800. 00

CREDIT SYSTEM FOR INDIANS, ETC., APPROPRIATION

Mr. BUCHANAN. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent

to the present consideration of a resolution which I send to
the desk.
The Clerk read as follows:
Joint resolution to provide an appropriation for special elections,
and preliminary planning to carry into effect the act entitled
"An act to conserve and develop Indian lands and resources,
to establish a credit system for Indians, to provide for higher
education for Indians, to extend toward Indians the right to
form business and other organizations, and for other purposes ••
Resolved, etc., That there is hereby appropriated, from any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of
$50,000 to defray the expenses of special elections on Indian reser•
vations, and expenses incident to preliminary planning to carry
into effect the provisions of the act entitled "An act to conserve
and develop Indian lands and resources, to establish a credit
system of Indians, to provide for higher education for Indians,
to extend toward Indians the right to form business and other
organizations, and for other purposes'', which appropriation shall
be available for pay of employees, printing and binding, purchase
of equipment and supplies, traveling expenses, and all other necessary expenses: Provided, That of the foregoing amount not to
exceed $10,000 shall be available for personal services in the District
of Columbia.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the

gentleman from Texas [Mr. BucHANAN J?
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Mr. SNELL. Reserving the right to object, let us find out
what this is.
Mr. BRITTEN. Well, Mr. Speaker, I object.
The SPEAKER. Objection is heard.
PATRICK HENRY WALSH
Mr. BLACK. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent for
the present consideration of Private Calendar No. 571 CS.
-170) for the relief of Patrick Henry Walsh.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
Mr. SNELL. Well, Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to
object, it seems to me it is pretty late to go back to these
Private Calendar bills. If you let one of them go through
you will have to let them all go through.
Mr. BLACK. Let us see what the merits are.
Mr. TRUAX. Reserving the right to object, I should like
to know what the bill is.
Mr. BLACK. Mr. Speaker, this is ·a bill for the relief of
Patrick Henry Walsh. Mr. Walsh was struck by a post-office
truck. The bill ·calls for $3,000, a very small amount for bis
injuries. He is permanently injured.
Mr. SNELL. I withdraw my reservation of objection.
Mr. BLANTON. Could an Irishman named" Patrick" be
injured for so small an amount?
Mr. BLACK. Nobody knows what happened to the truck.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from New York [Mr. BLACK]?
Mr. HANCOCK of New York and Mr. ELTSE of California
objected.
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HARRY H. A. LUDWIG

Mrs. GREENWAY. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent for the immediate consideration of the bill (S. 2757)
for the relief of Harry H. A. Ludwig.
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to
object, is this a private bill?
The SPEAKER. It is.
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, I withdraw my objection.
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Mr. Speaker, reserving the
right to object, is this bill a Private Calendar bill?
Mrs. GREENWAY. It is not.
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Mr. Speaker, will the gentlewoman from Arizona explain the bill?
Mrs. GREENWAY. This is a bill which passed the Senate today. Mr. Ludwig was an employee of the War Department who failed to get his annuity through ignorance
on the part of officials in the War Department, who wrote
an apology, and offered to assist him in every way they
could.
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. What is the present status
of the bill?
Mrs. GREENWAY. It has passed the Senate and is on
the Speaker's desk.
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. Was the bill called this
afternoon?
Mrs. GREENWAY. No; it has just come over from the
Senate.
Mr. HANCOCK of New York. How much money is inFmEARMS, MACHINE GUNS, ETC.
volved
Mr. SAMUEL B. HILL. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous
Mrs. GREENWAY. The amount cannot be fixed at the
consent to take from the Speaker's table the bill (H.R. 9741) present time. It relates to an annuity under civil-service
to provide for the taxation of manufacturers, importers, and regulations which annuity the claimant failed to receive.
dealers in certain firearms and machine guns, to tax the
Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. Mr. Speaker, I object.
sale or other disposal of such weapons, and to restrict imBITTER ROOT m.RIGATION PROPECT
portation and regulate interstate transportation thereof, and
Mr. MONAGHAN of Montana. Mr. Speaker, I ask unaniI move to concur in Senate amendment no. 1 and disagree to
mous consent to take from the Speaker's table the bill CS.
Senate amendment no. 2.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the 3116), an act to amend sections 3 and 4 of the act of July 3,
1930, entitled "An act for the rehabilitation of the Bitter
gentleman from Washington?
,
Mr. SNELL. Reserving the right to object, let us find out Root irrigation project, Montana."
Mr. SNELL. Mr. Speaker, I object.
what this is about.
Mr. SAMUEL B. HILL. This is an act to provide for the
UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEMY
taxation of manufacturers, importers, and dealers of fireMr. GREEN. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
arms and machine guns.
proceed for 1 minute.
Mr. BLANCHARD. Reserving the right to object, what is
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
this all about?
gentleman from Florida?
Mr. BLANTON. This is to stop gangsters from· buying
There was no objection.
machine guns.
Mr. GREEN. Mr. Speaker, I wish to call the attention of
Mr. JENKINS of Ohio. Reserving the right to object, is my colleagues to an important resolution I shall introduce
this the pistol bill?
at the next session of Congress to investigate why the
Mr. SAMUEL B. HILL. This is the firearms bill
Naval Academy requirements are so severe that 9 out of 10
Mr. JENKINS of Ohio. Which was rePorted by the Ways of the boys we nominate fail to pass. [Laughter.] Oh, you
and Means Committee?
have all had the same experience; and we want to find out
Mr. SAMUEL B. HILL. Which was reported by the Ways why these boys fail. This investigation should be conducted
and Means Committee.
by the next Congress, and I shall ask your favorable conMr. BLANCHARD. Reserving the right to object, I want sideration of a resolution providing for such an investigation.
to ask what the Senate amendments did to this bill?
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Mr. SAMUEL B. HILL. Senate amendment no. 1, in
Mr. DRIVER. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
which we are asking to concur, reduces the licenses for extend my remarks in the RECORD by inserting an address
wholesalers, manufacturers, and importers from $1,000 to made by a Government official on certain phases of drainage
$500.
and irrigation.
Mr. McFADDEN. Reserving the right to object, let the
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, I object.
gentleman explain it.
CENTENNIAL OP THE INDEPENDENCE OF THE REPUBLIC OF TEXAS
Mr. SAMUEL B. HILL. I am calling up this House bill,
The SPEAKER. The Chair announces the appointment
9741, which is the firearms bill, for the purpose of moving
to concur in Senate amendment no. 1, which reduces the of the fallowing committee:
The Clerk read as follows:
license tax on manufacturers, wholesalers, and imparters
Pursuant to the provisions of Senate Concurrent Resolution 21,
from $1,000 to $500 per year. I am moving to disagree to
Senate amendment no. 2, which is an amendment to amend the Chair appoints as members of the joint committee to inquire
into and report to Congress to what extent, if any, the Federal
the reciprocal tariff act by excepting fermented and distilled Government should participate in the centennial of the indespirits and wines from the 50-percent provision, making it 75 pendence of the Republic of Texas, to be held in the State of
Texas in the year 1936, the following Members of the House: The
percent instead of 50 percent.
gentleman from Texas, Mr. LANHAM, the gentleman from New
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
York, Mr. BLOOM, and the gentleman from Massachusetts, Mr.
Mr. McFADDEN. Mr. Speaker, I object.
.MilTIN.
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The attempt to transfer amounts ot this magnitude would as
its immediate effect cause a sharp depreciation of sterling against

Mr. DIMOND. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to the dollar, which would not be consistent with the monetary
revise and extend my remarks with respect to the bill, policy of the United States Government.
s. 2238.
The Committee for the Consideration of IntergovernThe SPEAKER. The gentleman has that permission.
mental Debts stated in 1932:
FOREIGN DEBTS

Mr. STOKES. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
address the House for 5 minutes.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the

gentleman from Pennsylvania?
There was no objection.
Mr. STOKES. Mr. Speaker, I simply want to take a few
minutes' time on a question which has not been considered
by the House as fully as it should have been. That is the
question of the cancelation of the foreign debts.- May I
bring to the attention of the House a statement from the
President?
The President has clearly pointed out in his recent message on foreign debts the fact that the repayment of the
debts will have a tendency to injure the foreign trade of the
United States. He said:
It is a simple fact that this matter of the repayment of debts
contracted to the United States during and after the World War
has gravely complicated our trade with the borrowing nations for
many years.

The total value of domestic exports from the United States
during the year 1929 was $5,145,000,000, while this value fell
off in 1932 to $1,572,000,000.
This is a plain statement of fact; and without knowing the
facts, we cannot deal justly with any subject.
It is, of course, a plain business proposition that when one
nation borrows money from another the loan is expected to
be paid; but, as is pointed out in the statement above mentioned, there are other circumstances connected with the
loans which must be considered.
Mr. Samuel Harden Church recently said:
We were entirely unprepared for participation in such a. confilct,
and 15 months elapsed before we were ready to put an army on
the battle front. In the meantime the Allied Powers were bearing
the whole brunt of the fighting, with the loss of nearly the whole
chivalry of a generation comprising 10,000,000 killed and 20,000,000
grievously wounded, and while providing the men, they also furnished the materials and the money to win a war in which we
were then engaged.
Let us also keep in mind the fact that most of this money was
spent in the United States at a large profit to our labor and
capital.
We can best judge the future by the past; let us look back at
history.
At the end of the Napoleonic wars all the countries of Europe
were in debt to England. The burden was so great that commerce
was paralyzed until England canceled them all, with one or two
exceptions, and after that there was a season of universal prosperity, in which England reaped the greatest profits.
The case for a reconsideration of the whole question of interallied indebtedness, however, does not rest merely upon the nature
of the debts. Opiliions may differ legitimately as to the precise
part which the huge reparation and war-debt payments have
played in creating the deplorable financial and trade conditions
prevailing throughout the world today, but that they have been
one of the major factors is not really open to question.
The British Government pointed out in their note of the 1st of
December 1932 to the United States Government commercial loans
are normally of a self-liquidating character. "The market loans
thus raised during the last hundred years have converted whole
territories from desolate swamps or uninhabited plains to fiourishing provinces teeming with human life and producing great additions to the real wealth of the world. Such productive loans
directly afford the means whereby the borrower can repay them
with interest and at the same time become more prosperous. But
reparations and war debts represent expenditure on destruction.
Fertile fields were rendered barren and populous cities a shattered
ruin. Such expenditure instead of producing a slow and steady
accumulation of wealth destroys in a few hours the stored-up
riches of the past. Like shells on which they were largely spent,
those loans were blown to pieces. They have produced nothing to
repay them, and they have left behind nothing but fresh complications.

I should like to bring to your attention the following from
the British note of June 4:
The revenues of the United Kingdom are sterling revenues,
whereas the debt payments to America have to be made in dollars or in gold. In order to secure the means to pay, therefore,
any sums available in sterling would have to be transferred across
the exchange.

We do not regard recovery in commodity prices as a mere
theoretical assumption. One of the chief contributory causes of
the present low commodity level is the dislocation of exchanges
arising from the necessity of making payments in dollars in the
United States. In order to meet this situation, the debtor countries have resorted to their only recourse, cutting down their
imports and speeding up their exports in an effort to obtain a.
balance of trade.

World recovery can be greatly improved by stable foreign
exchanges, and it is, therefore, up to us to help bring this
desirable end about.
The New York Times stated in an editorial dated June 7,
1934, as follows:
Americans ought not in consistency to object to such a reconsideration and readjustment. In their own affairs they are doing
the same thing on an enormous scale. Contractual interest rates
have been set up in several States. Insurance companies and
banks and trustees have been compelled to make large sacrifices
in salvaging as much as possible of their investments and re~
serves.
Time and patience and study and instruction of the public will
be necessary, but in the end some form o! compromise will be
necessary.

The Baltimore Sun in an editorial said:
Strange a'5 it may now seem, the civilized world may yet corne
to recognize Senator HIRAM JOHNSON, Republican, of California,
as the man who broke a vicious circle while seeking to strengthen
it. His blll barring European defaulters from the American capital market confronted the British Government with a choice of
paying nothing or paying in full, and she has paid nothing.

But let us bear in mind that Great Britain has offered to
pay according to her capacity, and in this connection they
have stated as follows:
His Majesty's Government wish to reiterate that, while suspending further payments until it becomes possible to discuss an ultimate settlement of intergovernmental war debts with a reasonable
prospect of agreement, they have no intention of repudiating
their obligations, and will be prepared to enter upon further discussion of the subject at any time when in the opinion of the
President such discussion would be likely to produce results of
value.

In regard to our war advances of $4,277,000,000 to Great
Britain, payments totaling $2,025,000,000 have been made
up to date by Great Britain to the United States. Yet, despite these payments, the nominal amount of debt still outstanding as at June 15, 1934, amounts to $4,713,785,000. The
total foreign debts owed to America amount to $12,000,000,000.
AMENDMENT TO RAILWAY LABOR ACT

Mr. CROSSER of Ob.Jo. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous
consent to take from the Speaker's desk bill, H.R. 9861, to
amend the Railway Labor Act approved May 20, 1926, and
to provide for the prompt disposition of disputes between
carriers and their employees, with Senaite amendment, and
concur in the Senate amendment.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report the Senate amendment.
The Senate amendment is as follows:
Strike out all after the enacting clause and insert:
"That section 1 of the Railway Labor Act is amended to read
as follows:
" ' DEFINITIONS

" ' SECTION 1. When usad in this act and for the purposes of this
act"'The term "carrier" includes any express company, sleepingcar company, carrier by railroad, subject to the Interstate Commerce Act, and any company which is directly or indirectly owned
or controlled by or under common control with any carrier by
railroad and which operates any equipment or facilities or performs any service other than trucking service in connection with
the transportation, receipt, delivery, elevation, transfer in transit,
refrigeration or icing, storage, and handling of property transported by railroad, and any receiver, trustee, or other individual or
body, judicial or otherwise, when in the possession of the business
of any such " carrier ": Provided, however, That the term " carrier" shall not include any street, interurban, or suburban electric
railway, unless such railway is operating as a part of a general
steam-railroad system of transportation, but shall not exclude any
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part of the general steam-railroad system of transportation now ing any work therefor, or to influence or coerce employees in an
or hereafter operated by any other motive power. The Interstate effort to induce them to join or remain or not to join or remain
Commerce Commission 1s hereby authorized and directed upon re- members of any labor organization, or to deduct from the wages
quest of the Mediation Board or upon complaint of any party of employees any dues, fees, assessments, or other contributions
interested to determine after hearing whether any line operated by payable to labor organizations, or to collect or to assist in the
electric power falls within the terms of this proviso.
collection of any such dues, fees, assessments, or other contribu"'Second. The term "Adjustment Board" means the National tions: Provided, That nothing in this act shall be construed to
prohibit a carrier from permitting an employee, individually, or
Railroad Adjustment Board created by this act.
"'Third. The term "Mediation Board" means the National local representatives of employees from conferring with management during working hours without loss of time, or to prohibit
Mediation Board created by this act.
" ' Fourth. The term " commerce " means commerce among the a carrier from furnishing free transportation to its employees
several States or between any State, Territory, or the District of while engaged in the business of a labor organization.
"'Fifth. No carrier, its officers, or agents shall require any
Columbia and any foreign nation, or between any Territory or the
District of Columbia and any State, or between any Territory person seeking employment to sign any contract or agreement
and any other Territory, or between any Territory and the Dis- promising to join or not to join a labor organization; and if any
trict of Columbia, or within any Territory or the District of such contract has been enforced prior to the efrectlve date of this
Columbia, or between points in the same State but through any act, then such carrier shall notify the employees by an appropriate
other State or any Territory or the District of Columbia or any order that such contract has been discarded a.nd is no longer
binding on them in any way.
foreign nation.
" ' Sixth. In case of a dispute between a. carrier or carriers and
" ' Fifth. The term " employee " as used herein includes every
person in the service of a carrier (subject to its continuing author- its or their employees, arising out of grievances or out of the
ity to supervise and direct the manner of rendition of his service) interpretation or application of agreements concerning rates of
who performs any work defined as that of an employee or sub- pay, rules, or working conditions, it shall be the duty of the desigordinate official in the orders of the Interstate Commerce Com- nated representative or representatives of such carrier or carriers
mission now in effect, and as the same may be amended or and of such employees, within 10 days after the receipt of notice
interpreted by orders hereafter entered by the Commission pur- of a desire on the part of either party to confer in respect to such
suant to the authority which is hereby conferred upon it to dispute, to specify a time and place at which such conference
enter orders amending or interpreting such existing orders: shall be held: Pravided, ( 1) That the place so specified shall be
Provided, however, That no occupational classification made by situated upon the line of the carrier involved or as otherwise
order of the Interstate Commerce Commission shall be construed mutually agreed upon; and (2) that the time so specified shall
to define the crafts according to which railway employees may be allow the designated conferees reasonable opportunity to reach
organized by their voluntary action, nor shall the jurisdiction or such place of conference, but shall not exceed 20 days from the
powers of such employee organizations be regarded as in any receipt of such notice: And provided further, That nothing in this
way ~imited or defined by the provisions of this act or by the act shall be construed to supersede the provisions of any agreement (as to conferences) then in effect between the parties.
orders of the Commission.
"·Seventh. No carrier, its officers, or agents shall change the
"'Sixth. The term "representative" means any person or per- rates
of pay, rules, or working conditions of its employees, as a
sons, labor union, organization, or corporation designated either class as
embodied in agreements except in the manner prescribed
by a carrier or group of carriers or by its or their employees, to in such agreements
or in section 6 of this act.
act for it or them.
"'Eighth. Every carrier shall notify its employees by printed
" ' Seventh. The term " district court " includes the Supreme notices in such form and posted at such times and places as shall
Court of the District of Columbia; and the term " circuit court be specified by the Mediation Board that all disputes between the
of appeals " includes the Court of Appeals of the District of carrier and its employees will be handled in accordance with the
Columbia.
requirements of this act, and in such notices there shall be
"'This act may be cited as the "Railway Labor Act."'
printed verbatim, in large type, the third, fourth, and fifth para" SEc. 2. Section 2 of the Railway Labor Act is amended to read graphs of this section. The provisions of said paragraphs are
as follows:
hereby made a part of the contract of employment between the
" ' GE.NERAL PURPOSES
carrier and each employee, and shall be held binding upon the
"'SEC. 2. The purposes of the act are: (1) To avoid any inter- parties, regardless of any other express or implied agreements
ruption to commerce or to the operation of any carrier engaged between them.
" ' Ninth. If any dispute shall arise among a carrier's employees
therein; (2) to forbid any limitation upon freedom of association
among employees or any denial, as a condition of employment or as to who are the representatives of such employees designated and
otherwise, of the right of employees to join a labor organiza- authorized in accordance with the requirements of this act, it
tion; (3) to provide for the complete independence of carriers shall be the duty of the Mediation Board, upon request of either
and of employees in the matter of self-organization to carry out party to the dispute, to investigate such dispute and to certify to
the purposes of this act; (4) to provide for the prompt and orderly both parties, in writing, within 30 days after the receipt of the
settlement of all disputes concerning rates of pay, rules, or work- invocation of its services, the name or n::i.mes of the individuals
ing conditions; (5) to provide for the prompt and orderly settle- or organizations that have been designated and authorized to
ment of all disputes growing out of grievances or out of the represent the employees involved in the dispute, and certify the
interpretation or application of agreements covering rates of pay, same to the carrier. Upon receipt of such certification the carrier
shall treat with the representative so certified as the representarules, or working conditions.
tive of the craft or class for the purposes of this act. In· such an
" ' GENERAL DUTIES
investigation, the Mediation Board shall be authorized to take a
" ' First. It shall be the duty of all carriers, their officers, agents, secret ballot of the employees involved, or to utilize any other
and employees to exert every reasonable effort to make and main· appropriate method of ascertaining the names of their duly desigta.in agreements concerning rates of pay, rules, and working con· nated and authorized representatives in such manner as shall inditions, and to settle all disputes, whether arising out of the sure the choice of representatives by the employees without inapplication of such agreements or otherwise, in order to avoid terference, influence, or coercion exercised by the carrier. In the
any interruption to commerce or to the operation of any carrier conduct of any election for the purposes herein indicated the
growing out of any dispute between the carrier and the employees Board shall designate who may participate in the election and
thereof.
establish the rules to govern the election, or may appoint a com" ' Second. All disputes between a carrier or carriers and its or mittee of three neutral persons who after hearing shall within 10
their employees shall be considered, and, if possible, decided, with days designate the employees who may participate in the election.
all expedition, in conference between representatives designated The Board shall have access to and have power to make copies of
and authorized so to confer, respectively, by the carrier or carriers the books and records of the carriers to obtain and utilize such
and by the employees thereof interested in the dispute.
information as may be deemed necessary by it to carry out the
"'Third. Representatives, for the purposes of this act, shall be purposes and provisions of this paragraph.
"'Tenth. The willful failure or refusal of any carrier, its officers
designated by the respective parties without interference, influence, or coercion by either party over the designation of repre· or agents to comply with the terms of the 3d, 4th, 5th, 7th, or 8th
sentatlves by the other; and neither party shall in any way paragraph of this section shall be a misdemeanor, and upon coninterfere with, influence, or coerce the other in its choice of viction thereof the carrier, officer, or agent offending shall be
representatives. Representatives of employees for the purposes of subject to a fine of not less than $1,000 nor more than $20,000 or
this act need not be persons in the employ of the carrier, and imprisonment for not more than 6 months, or both fine and imno carrier shall, by interference, influence, or coercion seek in any prisonment, for each offense, and each day during which such
manner to prevent the designation by its employees as their carrier, officer, or agent shall willfully fail or refuse to comply
representatives of those who or which are not employees of the with the terms of the said paragraphs of this section shall concarrier.
· stitute a separate offense. It shall be the duty of any district at"'Fourth. Employees shall have the right to organize and torney of the United States to whom any duly designated represenbargain collectively through representatives of their own choosing. tative of a carrier's employees may apply to institute in the proper
The majority of any craft or class of employees shall have the court and to prosecute under the direction of the Attorney Genright to determine who shall be the representative of the craft eral of the United States, all necessary proceedings for the enor class for the purposes of this act. No carrier, its officers or forcement of the provisions of this section, and for the punishment
agents, shall deny or in any way question the right of its of all violations thereof and the costs and expenses of such proseemployees to join, organize, or assist in organizing the labor cution shall be paid out of the appropriation for the expenses of
organization of their choice, and it shall be unlawful for any the courts of the United States: Provided, That nothing in th1s
carrier to interfere in any way with the organization of its em- act shall be construed to require an individual employee to render
ployees, or to use the funds of the carrier in maintaining or labor or service without his consent, nor shall anything in this
assisting or contributing to any labor organization, labor repre- act be construed to make the quitting of his labor by an indtsentative, or other agency of collective bargaining, or in perform- vidua.1 employee an illegal act; nor shall any court issue any proc-
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ess to compel the perform.a.nee by an individual employee of such
labor or service, without his consent.'
"SEC. 3. Section 3 of the Railway Labor Act is amended to
read as follows:
"'NATIONAL BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT--GRIEVANCES-INTERPRETATION OF
AGREEMENTS

" • SEC. 3. First, There is hereby established a Board, to be
known as the "National Railroad Adjustment Board", the members of which shall be selected within 30 days after approval of
this act, and it is hereby provided.. ·(a) That the said Adjustment Board shall consist of 36 members 18 of whom shall be selected by the carriers and 18 by
such labor organizations of the employees, national in scope,
as have been or may be organized in accordance with the provisions of section 2 of this act.
" '{b) The carriers, acting each through its board of directors
or its receiver or receivers, trustee or trustees, or through an
officer or officers designated fer that purpose by such board,
trustee or trustees, or receiver or receivers, shall prescribe the
rules under which its representatives shall be selected and shall
select the representatives of the carriers on the Adjustme_nt
Board and designate the division on which each such representative
shall serve, but no carrier or system of carriers shall have more
than one representative on any division of the Board.
"'(c) The national labor organizations, as defined in paragraph
(a) of this section, acting each through the chief executi_ve or
other medium designated by the organization or association
thereof, shall prescribe the rules under which the labor members
of the Adjustment Board shall be selected and shall select such
members and designate the division on which each member shall
serve; but no labor organization shall have more than one representative on any division of the Board.
"'(d) In case of a permanent or temporary vacancy on the
Adjustment Board, the vacancy shall be filled by selection in the
same manner as in the original selection.
" '( e) If either the carriers or the labor organizations of the
employees fail to select and designate representatives to the Adjustment Board, as provided in paragraphs {b) and (c) of this
section, respectively, within 60 days after the passage of this
act, in case of any original appointment to office of a member
of the Adjustment Board, or in case of a vacancy in any such
Q.ffice within 30 days after such vacancy occurs, the Mediation
Board shall thereupon directly make the appointment and shall
select an individual associated in interest with the carriers or
the group of labor organizations of employees, whichever he is to
represent.
"'(f) In the event a dispute arises as to the right of any
national labor organization to participate as per paragraph (c)
of this section in the selectiofl. and designation of the labor
members of the Adjustment Board, the Secretary of Labor shall
investigate the claim of such labor organization to participate,
and if such claim in the judgment of the Secretary of Labor
has merit, the Secretary shall notify the Mediation Board accordingly, and within 10 days after receipt of such advice the Mediation Board shall request those national labor organizations duly
qualified as per paragraph (c) of this section to participate in
the selection and designation of the labor members of the Adjustment Board to select a representative. Such representative, together with a representative likewise designated by the claimant,
and a third or neutral party designatefi by the Mediation Board,
constituting a board of three, shall within 30 days after the appointment of the neutral member, investigate the claims of the
labor organization desiring participation and decide whether or
not it was organized in accordance with section 2 hereof and is
otherwise properly qualified to participate in the selection of the
labor members of the Adjustment Board, and the findings of
such boards of three shall be final and binding.
"'(g) Each member of the Adjustment Board shall be compensated by the party or parties he is to represent. Each third or
neutral party selected under the provisions of (f) of this section
shall receive from the Mediation Board such compensation as the
Mediation Board may fix, together with his necessary traveling
expenses and expenses actually incurred for subsistence, or per
diem allowance in lieu thereof, subject to the provisions of law
applicable thereto, while serving as such third or neutral party.
"'(h) The said Adjustment Board shall be composed of four
divisions, whose proceedings shall be independent of one another,
and the said divisions as well as the number of their members
shall be as follows:
"'First division: To have jurisdiction over disputes involving
train- and yard-service employees of carriers; that is, engineers,
firemen, hostlers, and outside hostler helpers, conductors, trainmen, and yard-service employees. This division shall consist of
10 members, 5 of whom shall be selected and designated by the
carriers and 5 of whom shall be selected and designated by the
national labor organizations of the employees.
" ' Second division: To have jurisdiction over disputes involving
machinists, boilermakers, blacksmiths, sheet-metal workers, electrical workers, carmen, the helpers and apprentices of all the foregoing, coach cleaners, power-house employees, and railroad-shop
laborers. This division shall consist of 10 members, 5 of whom
shall be selected by the can-iers and 5 by the national labor
organizations of the employees.
" ' Third division: To have jurisdiction over disputes involving
station, tower, and telegraph employees, train dispatchers, maintenance-of-way men, clerical employees, freight handlers, express,
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station, and store employees, signal men, sleeping-car conductors,
sleeping-car porters, and maids and dining-car employees. This
division shall consist of 10 members, 5 of whom shall be selected
by the carriers and 5 by the national labor organizations of
employees.
"'Fourth division: To have jurisdiction over disputes involving
employees of carriers directly or ilidirectly engaged in transportation of passengers or property by water, and all other employees
of carriers over which jurisdiction is not given to the first, second,
and third divisions. This division shall consist of 6 members, 3
of whom shall be selected by the carriers and 3 by the national
labor organizations of the employees.
"'(i) The disputes between an employee or group of employees
and a carrier or carriers growing out of grievances or out of the
interpretation or application of agreements concerning rates of
pay, rules, or working conditions, including cases pending and.
unadjusted on the date of approval of this act, shall be handled in
the usual manner up to and including the chief operating officer
of the carrier designated to handle such disputes; but, failing to
reach an adjustment in this manner, the disputes may be referred
by petition of the parties or by either party to the appropriate
division of the Adjustment Board with a full statement of the
facts and all supporting data bearing upon the disputes.
" '(j) Parties may be heard either in person, by counsel, or by
other representatives, as they may respectively elect, and the several divisions of the Adjustment Board shall give due notice of
all hearings to the employee or employees and the carrier or
carriers involved in any disputes submitted to them.
"'(k) Any division of the Adjustment Board shall have authority
to empower two or more of its members to conduct hearings and
make findings upon disputes, when properly submitted, at any
place designated by the division: Provided, however, That final
awards as to any such dispute must be made by the entire division
as hereinafter provided.
"'(l) Upon failure of any division to agree upon an award be·
cause of a deadlock or inability to secure a majority vote of the
division members, as provided in paragraph (n) of this section,
then such division shall forthwith agree upon and select a neutral
person, to be known as "referee", to sit with the division as a
member thereof and make an award. Should the division fall
to agree upon and select a referee within 10 days of the date of
the deadlock or inability to secure a majority vote, then the division, or any member thereof, or the parties or either party to the
dispute may certify that fact to the Mediation Board, which Board
shall, within 10 days from the date of receiving such certificate,
select and name the referee to sit with the division as a member
thereof and make an award. The Mediation Board shall be bound
by the same provisions in the appointment of these neutral referees
as are provided elsewhere in this act for the appointment of arbitrators and shall fix and pay the compensation of such referees.
"'(m) The awa.rds of the several divisions of the Adjustment
Board shall be stated in writing. A copy of the awards shall be
furnished to the respective parties to the controversy, and the
a wards shall be final and binding upon both parties to the disputes, except insofar as they shall contain a money award. In
case a dispute arises involving an interpretation of the award the
division of the Board upon request of either party shall interpret
the award in the light of the dispute.
.
"'(n) A majority vote of all members of the division of the
Adjustment Board shall be competent to make an award with
respect to any dispute submitted to it.
"'(o) In case of an award by any division of the Adjustment
Board in favor of petitioner, the division of the Board shall make
an order, directed to the carrier, to make the ward effective and
if the award includes a requirement for the payment of money,
to pay to the employee the sum to which he is entitled under the
award on or before the day named.
•• '(p) If a carrier does not comply with an order of a division
of the Adjustment Board within the time limit in such order, the
petitioner, or any person for whose benefit such order was made,
may file in the District Court of the United States for the district in which he resides or in which is located the principal
operating office of the carrier, or through which the carrier operates, a petition setting forth briefly the causes for which he
claims relief, and the order of the division of the Adjustment
Board in the premises. Such suit in the District Court of the
United States shall proceed in all respects as other civil suits,
except that on the trial of such suit the findings and order of
the division of the Adjustment Board shall be prima facie evidence of the facts therein stated, and except that the petitioner
shall not be liable for costs in the district court nor for costs
at any subsequent stage of the proceedings, unless they accrue
upon his appeal, and such costs shall be paid out of the appropriation for the expenses of the courts of the United States. If
the petitioner shall finally prevail, he shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's fee, to be taxed and collected as a part of the
costs of the suit. The district courts are empowered, under the
rules of the court governing actions at law, to make such order
and enter such judgment, by writ of mandamus or otherwise,
as may be appropriate to enforce or set aside the order of the
division of the Adjustment Board.
"'(q) All actions at law based upon the provisions of this section shall be begun within 2 years from the time the cause of
action accrues under the award of the division of the Adjustment
Board, and not after.
"'(r) The several divisions of the Adjustment Board shall
maintain headquarters in Chicago, Ill., meet regularly, and con-
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tinue in session so long as there is pending before the division
any matter within its jurisdiction which has been submitted for
its consideration and which has not been disposed of.
"'(s) Whenever practicable, the several divisions or subdivisions of the Adjustment Board shall be supplied with suitable
quarters in any Federal building located at its place of meeting.
"'(t) The Adjustment Board may, subject to the approval of
the Mediation Board, employ and fix the compensations of such
assistants as it deems necessary in carrying on its proceedings.
The compensation of such employees shall be paid by the Mediation Board.
" '(u) The Adjustment Board shall meet within 40 days after
the approval of this act and adopt such rules as it deems necessary to control proceedings before the respective divisions and
not in conflict with the provisions of this section. Immediately
•following the meeting of the entire Board and the adoption of
such rules, the respective divisions shall meet and organize by the
selection of a chairman, a vice chairman, and a secretary. Thereafter each division shall annually designate one of its members to
act as chairman and one of its members to act as vice chairman:
Provided, however, That the chairmanship and vice chairmanship
of any division shall alternate as between the groups, so that
both the chairmanship and vice chairmanship shall be held alternately by a representative of the carriers and a representative of
the employees. In case of a vacancy, such vacancy shall be
filled for the unexpired term by the selection of a successor from
the same group.
" '(v) Each division of the Adjustment Board shall annually
prepare and submit a report of its activities to the Mediation
Board, and the substance of such report shall be included in the
annual report of the Mediation Board to the Congress of the
United States.
" ' The reports of each division of the Adjustment Board and
the annual report of the Mediation Board shall state in detail
all cases heard, all actions taken, the names, salaries, and duties
of all agencies, employees, and officers receiving compensation from
the United States under the authority of this act, and an account
of all moneys appropriated by Congress pursuant to the authority
conferred by this act and disbursed by such agencies, employees,
and officers.
"'(w) Any division of the Adjustment Board shall have authority, In its discretion, to establish regional adjustment boards to
act in its place and stead for such limited period as such division
may determine to be necessary. Carrier members of such regional
boards shall be designated in keeping with rules devised for this
purpose by the carrier members of the Adjustment Board, and
the labor members shall be designated in keeping with rules
devised for this purpose by the labor members of the Adjustment
Board. Any such regional board shall, during the time for which
it is appointed, have the same authority to conduct hearings, make
findings upon disputes, and ad.opt the same procedure as the division of the Adjustment Board appointing it, and Its decisions shall
be enforceable to the same extent and under the same processes.
A neutral person, as referee, shall be appointed for service in connection with any such regional adjustment board 1n the same circumstances and manner as provided in paragraph (1) hereof, with
respect to a division of the Adjustment Board.
'"'Second. Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent
any individual carrier, system, or group of carriers and any class or
classes of its or their employees, all acting through their representatives, selected in accordance with the provisions of this act,
from mutually agreeing to the establishment of system, group, or
regional boards of adjustment for the purpose of adjusting and
deciding disputes of the character specified in this section. In
the event that either party to such a system, group, or regional
board of adjustment is dissatisfied with such arrangement, it may
upon 90 days' notice to the other party elect to come under the
jurisdiction of the Adjustment Board.'
"Section 4 of the Railway Labor Act is amended to read as
follows:
"'NATIONAL MEDIATION BOARD

" ' SEC. 4. First. The Board of Mediation is hereby abolished,
effective 30 days from the approval of this act and the members,
secretary, officers, assistants, employees, and agents thereof, 1n
omce upon the date of the approval of this act, shall continue to
function and receive their salaries for a period of 30 days from
such date in the same manner as though this act had not been
passed. There is hereby established, as an independent agency in
the executive branch of the Government, a Board to be known as
the "National Mediation Board'', to be composed of three members appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, not more than two of whom shall be of the
same political party. The terms of office of the members first appointed shall begin as soon as the members shall qualify, but not
before 30 days after the approval of this act, and expire, as designated by the President at the time of nomination, one on February
l, 1935, one on February l, 1936, and one on February l, 1937. The
terms of office of all successors shall expire 3 years after the expiration of the terms for which their predecessors were appointed;
but any member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring prior to the
expiration of the term for which his predecessor was appointed
shall be appointed only for the unexpired term of his predecessor.
Vacancies in the Board shall not impair the powers nor affect the
duties of the Board nor of the remaining members of the Board.
Two of the members in office shall constitute a quorum for the
transaction of the business of the Board. Each member of the
Board shall receive a salary at the rate of $10,000 per annum, to-
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gether with necessary traveling and subsistence expenses, or per
diem allowance in lieu thereof, subject to the provisions of the
law applicable thereto, while away from the principal office of the
Board on business required by this act. No person in the employment of or who is pecuniarily or otherwise interested in any organization of employees or any carrier shall enter upon the duties
of or continue to be a member of the Board.
"'All cases referred to the Board of Mediation and unsettled on
the date of the approval of this act shall be handled to conclusion
by the Mediation Board.
"'A member of the Board may be removed by the President for
inefficiency, neglect of duty, malfeasance in office, or ineligibility,
but for no other cause.
"'Second. The Mediation Board shall annually designate a
member to act as chairman. The Board shall maintain its principal office in the District of Columbia, but it may meet at any
other place whenever it deems it necessary so to do. The Board
may designate one or more of its members to exercise the functions of the Board in mediation proceedings. Each member of the
Board shall have power to ad.minister oaths and affirmations. The
Board shall have a seal which shall be judicially noticed. The
Board shall make an annual report to Congress.
"'Third. The Mediation Board may (1) appoint such experts
and assistants to act in a confidential capacity and, subject to
the provisions of the civil-service laws, such other officers and
employees as are essential to the effective transaction of the work
of the Board; (2) 1n accordance with the Classification Act of
1923, fix the salaries of such experts, assistants, officers, and employees; and (3) make such expenditures (including expenditures
for rent and personal services at the seat of government and elsewhere, for law books, periodicals, and books of reference, and for
printing and binding, including expenditures for salaries and
compensation, necessary traveling expenses and expenses actually
incurred for subsistence, and other necessary expenses of the
Mediation Board. Adjustment Board, Regional Adjustment Boards
established under paragraph (w) of section 3, and boards of arbitration, in accordance with the provisions of this section and
sections 3 and 7, respectively), as may be necessary for the execution of the functions vested in the Boord, in the Adjustment
Boa.rd, and in the boards of arbitration, and as may be provided
for by the Congress from time to time. All expenditures of the
Board shall be allowed and paid on the presentation of itemized
vouchers therefor approved by the cha.irm.a.n.
"'Fourth. The Mediation Board is hereby authorized by its
order to assign, or refer, any portion of its work, business, or
functions arising under this or any other act of Congress, or
referred to it by Congress or either branch thereof, to an individual member of the Board or to an employee or employees of
the Board to be designated by such order for action thereon, and
by its order at any time to amend. modify, supplement, or rescind
any such assignment or reference. All such orders shall take
effect forthwith and remain in effect until otherwise ordered by
the Board. In conformity with and subject to the order or orders
of the Mediation Board in the premises, any such individual member of the Board or employee designated shall have power and
authority to act as to any of said work, business, or functions so
a~igned or referred to him for action by the Board.'
" Fifth. All officers and employees of the Board of Mediation
{except the members thereof, whose officers are hereby abolished)
whose services in the judgment of the Mediation Board are necessary to the efficient operation of the Board are hereby transferred
to the Board, without change in classification or compensation;
except that the Board may provide for the adjustment of such
classification or compensation to conform to the duties to which
such officers and employees may be assigned.
"All unexpended appropriations for the operation of the Board
of Mediation that are available at the time of the abolition of
the Board of Mediation shall be transferred to the Mediation
Board and shall be available for 1ts use for salaries and other
authorized expenditures.
"SEC. 5. Section 5 of the Railway Labor Act is amended to read
as follows:
" ' FUNCTIONS OF MEDIATION BOARD

" ' SEC. 5. First. The parties, or either party, to a dispute between an employee or group of employees and a carrier may invoke
the services of the Mediation Board in any of the following cases:
"'(a) A dispute concerning changes in rates of pay, rules, or
working conditions not adjusted by the parties in conference.
" '{b) Any other dispute not referable to the National Railroad
Adjustment Board and not adjusted in conference between the
parties or where conferences are refused.
"'The Mediation Board may proffer its services in case any
labor emergency is found by it to exist at any time.
"'In either event the said Board shall promptly put itself in
communication with the parties to such controversy, and shall
use its best efforts, by mediation, to bring them to agreement. If
such efforts to bring about an amicable settlement through mediation shall be unsuccessful, the said Board shall at once endeavor as its final required action (except as provided in par.
3d of this section and in sec. 10 of this act) to induce the
parties to submit their controversy to arbitration, in accordance
with the provisions of this act.
"'If arbitration at the request of the Board shall be refused by
one or both parties, the Board shall at once notify both parties
in writing that its mediatory efforts have failed and for 30 days
thereafter, unless in the intervening period the parties agree to
arbitration, or an emergency board shall be created under section
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10 of this act, no change shall be made in the rates of pay, rules, delivery of such records to the Mediation Board and to require
or working conditions or established practices in effect prior to the transfer and delivery to the Mediation Board of any and all
such papers a'nd documents filed with it or in its possession.'
the time the dispute arose.
" SEC. 6. Section 6 of the Railway Labor Act is amended to read
" ' Second. In any case in which a controversy arises over the
meaning or the application of any agreement reached through as follows:
"'SEC. 6. Carriers and representatives of the employees shall
mediation under the provisions of this act, either party to the
said agreement, or both, may apply to the Mediation Board for give at least 30 days' written notice of an intended change in
an interpretation of the meaning or application of such agree- agreements affecting rates of pay, rules, or working conditions, and
ment. The said Board shall upon receipt of such requei:rt notify the time and place for the beginning of conference between the
the parties to the controversy, and after a hearing of both sides representatives of the parties interested in such intended changes
shall be agreed upon within 10 days after the receipt of said
give its interpretation within 30 days.
" ' Third. The Mediation Board shall have the following duties notice, and said time shall be within the 30 days provided in
with respect to the arbitration of disputes under section 7 of the notice. In every case where such notice of intended change
has been given, or conferences are being. held with reference
this act:
"'(a) On failure of the arbitrators named by the parties to thereto, or the services of the Mediation Board have been requested
agree on the remaining arbitrator or arbitrators within the time by either party, or said Board has proffered its services, rates
set by section 7 of this act, it shall be the duty of the Mediation of pay, rules, or working conditions shall not be altered by the
Board to name such remaining arbitrator or arbitrators. It shall carrier until the controversy has been finally acted upon as rebe the duty of the Board in naming such arbitrator or arbitrators quired by section 5 of this act, by the Mediation Board, unless a
to appoint only those whom the Board shall deem wholly disin-- period of 10 days has elapsed after termination of conferences
terested in the controversy to be arbitrated and impartial and \vithout request for or proffer of the services of the Mediation
without bias as between the parties to such arbitration. Should, Board.'
"SEC. 7. The Railway Labor Act is amended by striking out the
however, the Board name an arbitrator or arbitrators not so disinterested and impartial, then, upon proper investigation and words 'Board of Mediation' wherever they appear in sections 7,
presentation of the facts, the Board shall promptly remove such 8, 10, and 12 of such act, and inserting in lieu thereof the words
'Mediation Board.'
arbitrator.
" SEC. 8. If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, or phrase
"'If an arbitrator named by the Mediation Board, in accordance
this act, is for any reason held to be unconstitutional, such
with the provisions of this act, shall be removed by such Board of
shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions.
as provided by this act, or if such an arbitrator refuses or is decision
of
this
act. All acts or parts of acts inconsistent with the prounable to serve, it shall be the duty of the Mediation Board, visions of
this act are hereby repealed."
promptly, to select another arbitrator, in the same manner as provided in this act for a.n original appointment by the Mediation
Mr. O'CONNOR. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
Boa.rd.
that the reading of the Senate amendments be dispensed
"'(b) Any member of the Mediation Board is authorized to
take the acknowledgment of an agreement to arbitrate under this with, and that the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. CROSSER]
act. When so acknowledged, or when acknowledged by the parties explain the changes between the Senate bill and the House
before a notary public or the clerk of a district court or a circuit bill.
court of appeals of the United States, such agreement to arbiThe SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
trate shall be delivered to a member of said Board or transmitted
gentleman from New York?
to said Board, to be filed in its office.
There was no objection.
"'(c) When an agreement to arbitrate has been filed with the
Mediation Board, or with one of its members, as provided by this
Mr. CROSSER of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, since the House
section, and when the said Board has been furnished the names
of the arbitrators chosen by the parties to the ·controversy it shall passed the bill last week I have earnestly endeavored to have
be the duty of the Board to cause a notice in writing to be served the Senate pass the bill in exactly the form in which the
upon said arbitrators, notifying them of their appointment, re- House passed it. It was, however, impossible to induce those·
questing them to meet promptly to name the remaining arbitrator in charge of the bill in the Senate to agree to my request,
or arbitrators necessary to complete the Board of Arbitration, and
advising them of the period within which, as provided by the and so the bill passed the Senate in the form in which it is
agreement to arbitrate, they are empowered to name such arbitrator now before us. While, however, it is true that the bill as
or arbitrators.
passed by the Senate differs considerably in detail from the
"'(d) Either party to an arbitration desiring the reconvening of bill as it passed the House, nevertheless the bill as it pa-ssed
a board of arbitration to pass upon any controversy arising over
the meaning or application of an award may so notify the the Senate and as it is now before us, clearly establishes the
Mediation Board in writing, stating in such notice the question or main principle embodied in the bill as it passed the House.
questions to be submitted to such reconvened Board. The Media- It prohibits the creation, maintenance, or suppart by railtion Board shall thereupon promptly communicate with the mem- roads of any union. In short, we shall no longer have combers of the Board of Arbitration, or a subcommittee of such Board
appointed for such purpose pursuant to a provision in the agree- pany unions in the sense of company-controlled unions.
ment to arbitrate, and arrange for the reconvening of said Board
Mr. Speaker, I feel that I would be unmindful of my duty
of Arbitration or subcommittee, and shall notify the respective to a great principle if because of some differences in detail
parties to the controversy of the time and place at which the
Board, or the subcommittee, will meet for hearings upon the mat- between the Senate bill and House bill I were now to ask
ters in controversy to be submitted to it. No evidence other than that this bill be sent to conference and thereby jeopardize
that contained in the record filed with the original award shall the enactment of this most important measure. [Applause.]
be t'eceived or considered by such reconvened Board or subcommittee, except such evidence as may be necessary to illustrate the I have been advised by the Chairman of the Senate Interinterpretations suggested by the parties. If any member of the state Commerce Committee that there is no possibility of
original Board is unable or unwilling to serve on such reconvened the Senate's yielding in regard to the matters as to which it
Board or subcommittee thereof, another arbitrator shall be named differs from the House. To send the bill to conference,
in the same manner and with the same powers and duties as such
therefore, at the last minute of the session would simply
original arbitrator.
" ' ( e) Within 60 days after the approval of this act every carrier mean that there would be no legislation on the subject under
shall file with the Mediation Board a copy of each contract with its consideration.
employees in effect on the 1st day of April 1934, covering rates of
Mr. Speaker, I feel that the bill as it passed the Senate
p ay, rules, and working conditions. If no contract with any craft
or class of its employees h as been entered into, the carrier shall so clearly outlaws company-controlled unions that it would
file with the Mediation Boa.rd a statement of that fact including be not _only unwise but foolish if I did not now unqualifiedly
also a statement of the r ates of pay, rules, and working conditions ask the House to concur in the Senate amendments.
applicable in dealing with such craft or class. When any new
The Board provided by the present Railway Labor Act
contract is executed or change is made in an existing contract with
any class or craft of its employees covering rates of pay, rules, or consists of five members. This bill provides for the substiworking conditions, or in those ra.tes of pay, rules, and working tution of a Board of three members in accordance with the
conditions of employees not covered by contract, the carrier shall recommendations of the Railway Coordinator, Mr. Eastman.
file the same with the Mediation Board within 30 days after
such new contract or change in existing contract has been executed He felt that that would be a more efficient body. It is also
or rates of pay, rules, and working conditions have been made provided that the new Board shall be bipartisan. That is
effective.
one of the amendments which the Senate adopted.
"' (f) The Mediation Board shall be the custodian of all papers
The other is in regard to the provisions as to the right of
and documents heretofore filed with or transferred to the Board of
Mediation bearing upon the settlement, adjustment, or deter- freedom of men to organize and to adhere to such labor
mination of disputes between carriers and their employees or unions as they may themselves choose. I feel that when all
upon mediation or arbitration proceedings held under or pursuant is said and done the language here absolutely assures the.
to the provisions of any act of Congress in respect thereto; and the
President is authorized to designate a custodian of the records men the right to join any organization that they may choose
and property of the Board of Mediation until the transfer and to join. This }&nguage is broader in that respect than the
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language of the House bill, but there is no doubt that it
does absolutely prohibit the creation, suppart, and maintenance of unions by railroad companies.
The Senate bill assures the men absolute freedom to join
any labor union that pleases them and makes it possible for
them to organize and maintain any labor union they may
see fit to establish. The only prohibition is against the
control of labor unions either by seduction or coercion on
the part of railroads. [Applause.]
I would not be true to my trust if I were to be responsible
for sending this bill to conference at this late hour when
Congress is impatient to adjourn, and no doubt will adjourn
in a comparatively few minutes. I should feel that in doing
so under the circumstances I would be sending the bill to its
death. I will not assume such a responsibility.
Mr. Speaker, this bill when it becomes law will not only
place the organization of labor on a sound and free basis
but it will also give new emphasis to the fundamental principles of democracy. The main principle of the bill is also
the very essence of democracy itself, in that it gives not
only the right but encouragement to men to think and speak
in the way they may think to be right on public affairs.
The greatest duty we have imposed upon us as American
citizens is the duty of preserving the right of freedom of
thought, speech, and pres$, because unless men are free from
the fear of consequences incident to their speaking the truth
as they see it, then they cease to grow to the stature of true
manhood. This is indeed true not only of men belonging to
labor unions but of those in every walk of life. I repeat,
therefore, that we must not only assure men of the right to
think and speak what they honestly believe to be the truth
but we must give them every possible encouragement to do
so. Only in this way does truth come to the attention of the
world as rapidly as it should. [Applause.]
In the particular field to which this bill specifically applies,
namely, that of railway labor, the enactment of this measure into law will free such labor once and for all time from
the feeling that railway workers must join a so-called" company union" in order to avoid oppression by the railway
company creating such union. Such men from now on can
hold their heads erect and feel that they can negotiate
through representatives freely chosen by themselves in
regard to any dispute they may have with the owners of
the railroads. They will thus not only become better railway workers but, in fact, nobler citizens. With the passage
and approval of this bill railway labor in the United States
will have procured what may well be called" railway labor's
Magna Carta." [Applause.]
Mr. O'CONNOR. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CROSSER of Ohio. I yield.
Mr. O'CONNOR. The gentleman will recall that when the
House bill was here the gentleman from Maryland [Mr.
CoLE] and myself pointed out that section 5 was somewhat
vague and that it might, under the language of that section,
permit "yellow dog" contracts. Has that been corrected
by the Senate?
Mr. CROSSER of Ohio. I did not agree with the gentleman at the time as to his construction of the language in
question. I believe, however, that the bill as passed by the
Senate removes all doubt as to that matter.
Mr. O'CONNOR. I should like to hear from someone as
to whether this criticism was met by the Senate.
Mr. MONAGHAN of Montana. If the gentleman will permit, I believe the objection of the gentleman from New York
and the gentleman from Maryland was met by the Senate.
However, I would not positively guarantee that.
Mr. MAPES. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
and I do not intend to object, I desire to point out, perhaps
a little more in detail, what I understand to be the more
important differences between the House and Senate bills.
As Members will recall, one of the controversies which
arose in the consideration of the bill in the House was over
the language on page 7 of the House bill, three lines of which
I shall read, being lines 10, 11, and 12:
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This was the language of the House bill. Its purpose was
to prevent a carrier from requiring anyone seeking employment to agree to join a company union as a condition of
securing such employment. Some thought that this language was necessary in order to protect the percentage contracts in which the trainmen are especially interested. The
trainmen have contracts with a limited number of carriers in
Which the ·carriers agree to employ not less than a certain
percentage of trainmen who belong to the railroad brotherhood. Others believe that the trainmen are unduly alarmed
over this language and that their percentage contracts will
be protected or honored in any event. I may say further
that the Coordinator of the railroads took a position against
that provision in the House bill. He preferred the bill as it
was originally introduced in that respect and as the Senate
has passed it.
The Senate amendment strikes out the words " a company
union" and carries the words" any labor organization."
The question confronting the House now is whether to
send the bill to conference because of this difference, and
thereby run the risk of failure of the legislation entirely, or
to accept the Senate amendment and send the bill at once
to the President for his approval. I am inclined to agree
With the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. CRossER] that it is wiser
to take the latter course. There is too much involved, too
much good in the legislation, to run the risk of having it
all go by the board by sending it to conference in these last
minutes of the session.
The House bill carried a specific definition of company
unions. The Senate has stricken out the paragraph containing the definition of company unions. I am not sure
that I understand the full significance of that change, but
I doubt if it has much significance in view of the other provisions of the bill.
There is one other provision that some of us, for personal
reasons, are quite concerned about. That is the Senate
amendment which abolishes the present Board of Mediation.
Some of us have known the Chairman of the Board of Mediation for a great many years and have watched the work of
the Board since it was created, and regret very much that the
Senate saw fit to adopt an amendment to abolish it.
I refer to the former distinguished Member of this House
and former Chairman of the Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce, Mr. Winslow. The Senate abolished the
present Board of Mediation, which consists of 5 members,
after a period of 30 days from the approval of the act, and
substitutes a new board of 3 members, with the provision
which the gentleman from Ohio has stated, that not more
than 2 members shall be members of any one political
party.

Personally I very much regret the abolition of the Board
of Mediation. I think that Board has performed a very
efficient and meritorious service. Since its creation, since
the passage of the original Railroad Labor Act, there has
been no serious dispute upon the railroads that has not
been amicably settled, and I believe the Board of Mediation is entitled to no small amount of credit for that
condition.
Mr. BLANTON. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MAPES. I yield to the gentleman from Texas.
Mr. BLANTON. Our former colleague from Massachusetts, Mr. Samuel Winslow, is one of the most efficient and
ablest men in the United States and one of the fairest of
men, is he not?
Mr. MAPES. I think that is so. Personally, I take the
same position as the gentleman from Ohio. I do not care
to object to the consideration of the legislation or vote
against it on account of the legislative situation simply on
account of that one feature. I do express the hope, however,
that due to the fairness and the ability and the particular adaptability of Mr. Winslow for the position which
he occupies that the President will give serious consideration
to appointing him as the Republican member of the new
No carrier, its officers, or agents shall require any person seeking board. [Applause.]
employment to sign any contract or agreement promising to join
Mr. Speaker, I withdraw my reservation of an objection.
or not to join a comps.ny union.
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Mr. CONNERY. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CROSSER of Ohio. I yield to · the gentleman from
Massachusetts.
·
Mr. CONNERY. Merely to :make the situation clear. As
I understand it, the gentleman from Ohio agrees with the
gentleman from Michigan that he would like to have everything originally in the House bill, but in these closing hours
of legislation rather than lose that wonderful principle in
this bill he desires to agree to the Senate amendments.
Ml". CROSSER of Ohio. Mr. Chairman, I yield now to the
gentleman from Montana [Mr. MoNAGHANJ.
Mr. MONAGHAN of Montana. Mr. Speaker, I rise to
state for the benefit of the House that in as poor health as
the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. CROSSER] is, he has remained
in the Senate even without bothering to eat meals on many
occasions during the last 2 days to try to get this bill considered. He has worked earnestly, sincerely, and untiringly
in the interest of the bill with a mind single to peace on the
railroads, a peace, which may set an example in other industries. Let us hope that this will open up an avenue to restored peace to this Nation in all labor disputes. [Applause.]
Mr. FULLER. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CROSSER of Ohio. Yes.
Mr. FULLER. We have not had an opportunity to examine the bill, but it is generally rumored around here that
the terms and provisions of this Senate amendment require
the employees of every railroad, regardless of their financial
condition, to be unionized before they can get any benefit.
Mr. CROSSER Qf Ohio. It does not require any such thing.
Mr. MEAD. The truth of the matter is that the employee
()f any railroad can join a union of his own choice. It is
not necessary that it shall be a railroad brotherhood now
in 'existence.
Mr. FULLER. Does he have to join the union?
Mr. MEAD. No. It is left with the individual.
Mr. CROSSER of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, I ask for a vote.
The SPEAKER. Is there objecton to the request of the
gentleman from Ohio?
There was no objection.
Mr. DUNN. Mr. Speaker, is it the gentleman's opinion
that the Brotherhood of Trainmen and all other railroad
employees are satisfied with this bill in its present form?
Mr. CROSSER of Ohio. From the standard of true labor
legislation it is, I think, 100 percent satisfactory to them.
The SPEAKER. The question is on concurring in the
Senate amendment.
The Senate amendment was concurred in.
A motion to reconsider was laid on the table.
MANUFACTURERS OF CERTAIN FIREARMS AND MACHINE GUNS
Mr. SAMUEL B. HILL. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous
consent to take from the Speaker's table the bill CH.R 9741)
to provide for the taxation of manufacturers, imparters, and
dealers in certain firearms and machine .guns, to tax the
sale or other disposal of such weapons, and to restrict importation and regulate interstate transportation thereof,
with Senate amendments thereto, and consider the same.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Washington asks
unanimous consent to call up House bill 9741, with Senate
amendments thereto, and consider the same at this time.
Is there objection?
Mr. McFADDEN. Mr. Speaker, I reserve the right to
object. Since my previous objection, the gentleman from
Washington [Mr. HILL] has assured me that he will insist
on the elimination of the duty pertaining to the importation
of wines in this pistol bill, to which my objection was
directed. I objected to the inclusion of a change in the
tariff on the importation of wines into the United States.
Mr. BLANCHARD. Mr. Speaker, I reserve the right to
object to inquire whether this meets the approval of the
people who are interested in sport and sporting arms, from
the standpoint of the use of those arms for 01·dinary purposes.
Mr. SAMUEL B. IDLL. The National Rifle Association
approves the bill.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
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The SPEAKER. The Clel'k will repOl't the first Senate
amendment.
The Clerk read a.s follows:
Page 3, line 16, strike out "$1,000" and insert "$500."
Mr. SAMUEL B. Hil.L. Mr. Speaker, I move to concur

in the Senate amendment no. 1.
The motion was agreed to.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report the second Senate
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Page 11, after line 13, insert:
"SEC. 19 (a) paragraph (2) of subsection (a.) of section 350 of
the Taritf Act of 1930, as amended, is amended by inserting after
the words 'any existing rate of duty', the following: '(except
in the case of fermented liquors, spirits, and wines, not more than
75 percent).'
"(b) Paragraph (b) of such section is amended by striking out
the period after the words 'now payable thereon' and inserting
in lieu thereof the following: ' (except fermented liquors, spirits,
and w!Iies, not more than 75 percent).'"

Mr. SAMUEL B. HTI...L. Mr. Speaker, I move that the
House disagree to the Senate amendment no. 2 and ask for
a conference.
The motion was agreed to.
The Chair appointed the following conferees: Mr. DoucHTON, Mr. SAMUEL B. Hn.L, Mr. CULLEN, Mr. WOODRUFF, Mr.
COCHRAN of Pennsylvania.
RECESS
Mr. BYRNS. Mr. Speaker, we have not yet received the
conference report, although I am expecting it any moment.
I ask unanimous consent that the House stand in recess
subject to the call of the Chair.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Tennessee?
There was no objection.
Accordingly (at 9 o'clock and 14 minutes p.m.) the House
stood in recess subject to the call of the Chair.
AFTER RECESS
The recess having expired, the House was called to order
at 10 o'clock p.m. by the Speaker.
NATIONAL HOUSING ACT
Mr. STEAGALL. Mr. Speaker, I call up the following
conference report on the bill CH.R. 9620) to improve housing
conditions; to provide employment; to provide for the insur-,
ance of mortgages; to insure the savings in savings-and-loan'
associations and similar institutions; to amend the Federal
Home Loan Bank Act, Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933, the
Federal Reserve Act, and the Farm Credit Act of 1933; and
for other purposes.

CONFERENCE REPORT
The committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of
the two Houses on the amendments of the Senate to the
bill (H.R. 9620) to improve housing conditions; to provide
employment; to provide for the insurance of mortgages; to
insure the savings in saV:ings-and-loan associations and
similar institutions; to amend the Federal Home Loan Bank
Act, Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933, the Federal Reserve
Act, and the Farm Credit Act of 1933; and for other purposes, having met, after full and free conference, have agreed
to recommend and do recommend to their respective Houses
as follows:
That the House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate and agree to the same with an
amendment as follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
inserted by the Senate amendment insert the following:
"That this act may be cited as the' National Housing Act.'
"TITLE I-HOUSING RENOVATION AND MODERNIZATION
"CREATION OF FEDERAL HOUSING ADMINISTRATION
"SECTION 1. The President is authorized to create a Federal Housing Administration, all of the powers of which
shall be exercised by a Federal Housing Administrator <hereinafter referred to as the 'Administrator'), who shall be
appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, shall hold office for a term of 4 years,
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11.nd shall receive compensation at the rate of $10,000 per
annum. In order to carry out the provisions of this title
and titles II and m, the Administrator. may establish such
agencies, accept and utilize such voluntary and uncompensated services, utilize such Federal officers and employees,
and, with the consent of the State, such State and local
officers and employees, and appoint such other officers and
employees as he may find necessary, and may prescribe
their authorities, duties, responsibilities, and tenure and fix
their compensation, without regard to the provisions of
other laws applicable to the employment or compensation
of officers or employees of the United States. The Administrator may delegate any of the functions and powers conferred upon him under this title and titles II and III to such
officers, agents, and employees as he may designate or appoint, and may make such expenditures (including expenditures for personal services and rent at the seat of government and elsewhere, for law books and books of reference,
and for paper, printing, · and binding) as are necessary to
carry out the provisions of this title and titles II and m,
without regard to any other provisions of law governing the
expenditure of public funds. All such compensation, expenses, and allowances shall be paid out of funds made
·
available by this act.
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"ANNUAL REPORT

"SEc. 5. The Administrator shall make an annual report
to the Congress as soon as practicable after the 1st day of
January in each year of his activities under this title and
titles II and III of this act.
" TITLE IT-MUTUAL MORTGAGE INSURANCE
" DEFINITIONS

"SECTION 201. As used in this title"(a) The term ' mortgage ' means a first mortgage on
real estate in fee simple or on a leasehold (1) under a lease
for not less than 99 years which is renewable, or (2) under
a lease having a period of not less than 50 years to run
from the date the mortgage was executed, upon which there
is located a dwelling for not more than four families which
is used in whole or in part for residential purposes, irrespective of whether such dwelling has a party wall or is otherwise
physically connected with another dwelling; and the term
' first mortgage ' means such classes of first liens as are
commonly given to secure advances on, or the unpaid purchase price of, real estate under the laws of the State in
which the real estate is located, together with the credit
instruments, if any, secured thereby.
" (b) The term 'mortgagee' includes the original lender
under a mortgage, and his successors and assigns approved
" INSURANCE OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
by the Administrator; and the term 'mortgagor' includes
"SEC. 2. The Administrator is authorized and empowered, the original borrower under a mortgage and his successors
upon such terms and conditions as he may prescribe, to in- and assigns.
" MUTUAL MORTGAGE INSURANCE FUND
sure banks, trust companies, personal finance companies,
" SEc. 202. There is hereby created a Mutual Mortgage
mortgage companies, building and loan associations, installment lending companies, and other such financial institu- Insurance Fund (hereinafter referred to as the ' Fund '),
tions, which are approved by him as eligible for credit insur- which shall be used by the Administrator as a revolving fund
ance, against losses which they may sustain as a result of for carrying out the provisions of this title as hereinafter
loans and adva~ces of credit, and purchases of obligations provided, and there shall be allocated immediately to such
representing loans and advances of credit, made by them Fund the sum of $10,000,000 out of funds made available
subsequent to the date of enactment of this act and prior to to the Administrator for the purposes of this title.
" INSURANCE OF MORTGAGES
January 1, 1936, or such earlier date as the President may
fix by proclamation, for the purpose of financing alterations,
" SEc. 203. (a) The Administrator is authorized, upon aprepairs, and improvements upon real property. In no case plication by the mortgagee, to insure as hereinafter proshall the insurance granted by the Administrator under this vided any mortgage offered to him within 1 year from the
section to any such financial institution exceed 20 percent date of its execution which is eligible for insurance as hereof the total amount of the loans, advances of credit, and pur- inafter provided, and, upon such terms as the Administrator
chases made by such financial institution for such purpose; may prescribe, to make commitments for the insuring of
· and the total liability incurred by the Administrator for such mortgages prior to the date of their execution or dissuch insurance shall in no case exceed in the aggregate bursement thereon: Prouided, That except with the approval
$200,000,000. No insurance shall be granted under this sec- of the President (1) the aggregate principal obligation of
tion to any such financial institution with respect to any all mortgages on property and low-cost housing projects
obligation representing any such loan, advance of credit, or existing on the date of enactment of this act and insured
purchase by it the face amount of which exceeds $2,000; nor under this title shall not exceed $1,000,000,000, and (2) the
unless the obligation bears such interest, has such maturity, insurance of mortgages on property and low-cost housing
and contains such other terms, conditions, and restrictions, projects constructed after the passage of this act shall be
as the Administrator shall prescribe.
limited to a similar amount.
" (b) To be eligible for insurance under this section a
" LOANS TO FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
mortgage shall"SEc. 3. The Administrator is further authorized and em" (1) Have, or be held by, a mortgagee approved by the
powered to make loans to institutions which are insured
Administrator as responsible .and able to service the mortunder section 2, and to enter into loan agreements with such gage
properly.
institutions, upon the security of obligations which meet the
"(2)
Involve a principal obligation (including such inirequirements prescribed under section 2. Such loans or tial service
and appraisal and other fees as the Adagreements may be made for the full face value of the obli- ministrator charges
shall
approve)
in an amount not to exceed
gations offered as security, and shall be at such rates and
and not to exceed 80 percent of the appraised value
upon such terms and conditions as the Administrator shall $16,000,
of the property as of the date the mortgage is executed.
determine.
"(3) Have a maturity satisfactory to the Administrator,
" ALLOCATION OF FUNDS
but not to exceed 20 years.
" SEc. 4. For the purposes of carrying out the provisions of
"(4) Contain complete amortization provisions satisfacthis title and titles II and m, the Reconstruction Finance tory to the Administrator requiring periodic payments by
Corporation shall make available to the Administrator such the mortgagor not in excess of his reasonable ability to pay
funds as he may deem necessary, and the amount of notes, as determined by the Administrator.
debentures, bonds, or other such obligations which the Cor"(5) Bear interest (exclusive of premium charges for inporation is authorized and empowered to have outstanding surance) at not to exceed 5 percent per annum on the
at any one time under existing law is hereby increased by amount of the principal obligation outstanding at any time,
an amount sufficient to provide such funds: Provided, That or not to exceed 6 percent per annum if the Administrator
the President, in his discretion, is authorized to provide such finds that in certain areas or under special circumstances
funds or any portion thereof by allotment to the Administra- the mortgage market demands it.
tor from any funds that are available, or may hereafter be
"< 6) Provide, in a manner satisfactory to the Administramade a.vaili4.ble, to .the President for emergency purposes.
tor, for the application of the mortgagor's periodic payments
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<exclusive of the amount allocated to interest and to the
premium charge which is required for mortgage insurance
as hereinafter provided) to amortization of the principal of
the mortgage.
" (7) Contain such terms and provisions with respect to
insurance, repairs, alterations, payment of taxes, default
reserves, delinquency charges, foreclosure proceedings, anticipation of maturity, additional and secondary liens, and
other matters as the Administrator may in his discretion
prescribe.
"(c) The Administrator is authorized to fix a premium
charge for the insurance of mortgages under this section <to
be determined in accordance with the risk involved) which
in no case shall be less than one-half of 1 percent nor more
than 1 percent per annum of the original face value of the
mortgage, and which shall be payable annually in advance
by the mortgagee. If the Administrator finds upon the presentation of a mortgage for insurance and the tender of the
initial premium charge that the mortgage complies with the
provisions of this section, such mortgage may be accepted
for insurance by endorsement or otherwise as the Administrator may prescribe; but no mortgage shall be accepted for
insurance under this section unless the Administrator finds
that the project with respect to which the mortgage is
executed is economically sound.
"(d) The Administrator is authorized and directed to
make such rules and regulations as may be necessary to
carry out the provisions of this section.
"PAYMENT OF INSURANCE

204. (a) In any case in which the mortgagee under
an insured mortgage shall have foreclosed and taken possession of the mortgaged property· in accordance with regulations of, and within a period to be determined by, the Administrator, or shall, with the consent of the Administrator,
have otherwise acquired such property from the mortgagor
after default, the mortgagee shall be entitled, upon the
prompt conveyance to the Administrator of title to such
property satisfactory to him and the assignment to him of
all claims of the mortgagee against the mortgagor arising
out of the mortgage transaction or foreclosure proceedings,
to receive the benefits of the insurance as hereinafter provided. Upon such conveyance and assignment the obligation of the mortgagee to pay the annual premium charges
for insurance shall cease and the Administrator shall issue to
the mortgagee debentures having a total face value equal to
the value of the mortgage on the date of the delivery of the
property to the Administrator, and a certificate of claim, as
hereinafter provided. For the purposes of this subsection,
the value of the mortgage shall be determined by adding to
the amount of the principal of the mortgage which is un ..
paid on the date of such delivery the amount of all pay ..
ments which have been made by the mortgagee for taxes and
insurance on the property mortgaged in accordance with
rules and regulations prescribed by the Administrator.
"(b) The debentures issued by the Administrator
under this section to any mortgagee shall bear interest
at a rate determined by the Administrator at the time
the mortgage was offered for insurance, . but not to exceed 3 percent per annum, payable semiannually on the
1st day of January and the 1st day of July of each year,
and shall mature 3 years after the 1st day of July following
the maturity date of the mortgage in exchange for which
the debentures were issued. All such debentures shall be
subject only to such Federal, State, and local taxes as the
mortgages in exchange for which they a.re issued would be
subject to in the hands of the holder of the debentures and
shall be a liability of the fund only; except that debentures
issued in exchange for mortgages insured under this section prior to July 1, 1937, shall be fully guaranteed as to
principal and interest by the United States. ID the event
that the amount in the fund is insufficient to pay upon demand, when due, the principal of or interest on any debentures so guaranteed, the Secretary of the Treasury shall
pay to the holders the amount thereof which is hereby authorized to be appropriated out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, and thereupon to the extent
" SEC.

I
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of the amount so paid the Secretary of the Treasury shall
succeed to all rights of the holders of such debentures.
"(c) The certificate of claim issued by the Administrator
to any mortgagee shall be for an amount which the Administrator determines to be sufficient, when added to the face
value of the debentures issued to the mortgagee, to equal
the amount which the mortgagee would have received if,
at the time of the conveyance to the Administrator of the
property covered by the mortgage, the mortgagor had redeemed the property and paid in full all obligations under
the mortgage and those arising out of the foreclosure proceedings. Each such certificate of claim shall ~rovide t~t
there shall accrue to the holder of such certificate with
respect to the face amount of such certificate, an increment
at the rate of 3 percent per annum. The amount to which
the holder of any such certificate shall be entitled shall be
determined as provided in subsection (d).
"(d) If the net amount realized from any property conveyed to the Administrator under this section and the claims
assigned therewith, after deducting all expenses incurred by
the Administrator in handling, dealing with, and disposing
of such property and in collecting such claims, exceeds the
face amount of the debentures issued in exchange for the
mortgage covering such property plus all interest paid on
such debentures, such excess shall be divided as follows:
"(1) If such excess is greater than the total amount payable under the certificate of claim issued in connection with
such property, the Administrator shall pay to the holder of
such certificate the full amount so payable; and any excess
remaining thereafter shall be paid to the mortgagor of such
pr.operty.
"(2) If such excess is equal to or less than the total
amount payable under such certificate of claim, the Administrator shall pay to the holder of such certificate the
full amount of such excess.
"(e) Notwithstanding any other provision of law relating
to the acquisition, handling, or disposal of real property by
the United States, the Administrator shall have power to
deal with, rent, renovate, modernize, or sell for cash or
credit, in his discretion, any properties conveyed to him in
exchange for debentures and certificates of claim as provided in this section; and notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Administrator shall also have power to pursue to final collection, by way of compromise or otherwise,
all claims against mortgagors assigned by mortgagees to
the Administrator as provided in this section.
"(f) No mortgage or mortgagor shall have, and no certificate of claim shall be construed to give to any mortgagee or
mortgagor, any right or interest in any property conveyed to
the Administrator or in any claim assigned to him; nor shall
the Administrator owe any duty to any mortgagee or mortgagor with respect to the handling or disposal of any such
property or the collection of any such claim.
" CLASSIFICATION OF MORTGAGES AND REINSURANCE FUND

205. (a) Mortgages accepted for insurance under
this title shall be so classified into groups that the mortgages
in any group shall involve substantially similar risk characteristics and have similar maturity dates. Premium
charges received for the insurance of any mortgage, the
receipts derived from the property covered by the mortgage
and claims assigned to the Administrator in connection
therewith, and all earnings on the assets of the group account, shall be credited to the account of the group to which
the mortgage is assigned. The principal of and interest paid
and to be paid on debentures issued in exchange for any
mortgage, payments made or to be made to the mortgagee
and the mortgagor as provided in section 204, and expenses
incurred in the handling of the property covered by the
mortgage and in the collection of claims assigned to the
Administrator in connection therewith, shall be charged to
the account of the group to which such mortgage is assigned.
"(b) The Administrator shall also provide, in addition to
the several group accounts, a general reinsurance account,
the credit in which shall be available to cover charges
against such group accounts where the amounts credited to
such accounts are insufficient to cover such charges. Gen"SEC.
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era! expenses of operation of the Federal Housing Administration under this title may be allocated in the discretion of
the Administrator among the several group accounts or
charged to the general reinsurance account, and the amount
allocated to the fund under section 202 shall be credited to
the general reinsurance account.
"(c) Whenever the credit balance in any group account
exceeds the remaining unpaid principal of the then outstanding mortgages assigned to such group by an amount
equal to 10 percent of the total premium payments which
have theretofore been credited to such account, the Administrator shall terminate the insurance as to that group of
mortgages (1) by paying to each of the mortgagees holding
an outstanding mortgage assigned to such group a sum sufficient, if such mortgage is in good standing, to pay off such
mortgage in full, the payment in each case being for the
benefit and account of the mortgagor, and (2) by transferring the remainder of such credit balance to the general
reinsurance account provided for in subsection (b).
"(d) If the credit balance in any group account fails to
exceed, until the final year prior to the maturity date of
the mortgages assigned to such group, the remaining unpaid
principal of the then outstanding mortgages assigned to such
group by an amount equal to 10 percent of the total premium
payments which have theretofore been credited to such account, the Adm.i nistrator shall terminate the insurance a.s
to that group of mortgages U) by transferring to the general
reinsurance account provided for in subsection (b) an
amount equal to 10 percent of the total premium charges
theretofore credited to such group account, and (2) by
distributing the remainder of such credit balance, if any, P!O
rata to the mortgagees for the benefit and account of the
mortgagors of the mortgages assigned to such group.
"(e) No mortgagor or mortgagee of any mortgage insured
under this title shall have any vested right in the credit
balance in any such account, and the determination of the
Administrator as to the amount to be paid by him to any
mortgagee or mortgagor under this title shall be final and
conclusive.
"(f) In the event that any mortgagee under an insured
mortgage forecloses on the mortgaged property but does not
convey such property to the Administrator in accordance
with section 204, or in the event that the mortgagor pays
the obligation under the mortgage in full prior to the maturity thereof, the obligation to pay the premium charge for
insurance shall, upon due notice to the Administrator, cease,
and all rights of the mortgagee and the mortgagor under
section 2'04 shall likewise terminate. Thereupon the mortgagor shall be entitled to receive a share of the credit balance
of the group account of the group to which the mortgage
has been assigned, in such amount as the Administrator shall
determine to be equitable and not inconsistent with the preservation of the solvency of the group account and of the
fund.
" INVESTMENT OF FUNDS

" SEC. 206. Moneys in the fund not needed for the current
operations of the Federal Housing Administration shall be
deposited in the Treasury of the United States to the credit
of the fund, or invested in bonds or other obligations of
the United States. The Treasurer of the United States is
hereby directed to pay interest semiannually on any amount
so deposited at a rate not greater than the prevailing rate
on long-term Government bonds, such rate to be computed
on the average amount of such bonds outstanding during
any such semiannual period. The Administrator may, with
the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, purchase, at
not to exceed par, in the open market, debentures issued
under the provisions of section 204. Debentures so purchased shall be canceled and not reissued, and the several
group accounts to which such debentures have been charged
shall be charged with the amounts used in making such
purchases.
" LOW-COST HOUSING INSURANCE

"SEC. 207. The Administrator may also insure first mortgages, other than mortgages defined in section 201 (a) of
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this title, covering property· held by Federal or State instrumentalities, private limited dividend corporations, or municipal corporate instrumentalities of one or more States,
formed for the purpose of providing housing for persons of
low income which are regulated or restricted by law or by
the Administrator as to rents, charges, capital structure, rate
of return, or methods of operation. Such mortgages shall
contain terms, conditions, and provisions satisfactory to the
Administrator, but need not conform to the eligibility requirements of section 203. Subject to the right of the
Administrator to impose a premium charge in excess of, or
less than, the amount specified for mortgages defined in
section 201 (a), the provisions of sections 204 and 205 shall
be applicable to mortgages insured under this section: Provided, That the insurance with respect to any low-cost
housing project shall not exceed $10,000,000.
"TAXATION PROVISIONS

"SEC. 208. Nothing in this title shall be construed to
exempt any real property acquired and held by the Administrator under this title from taxation by any State or
political subdivision thereof, to the same extent, according
to its value, as other real property is taxed.
" STATISTICAL AND ECONOMIC SURVEYS

SEC. 209. The Administrntor shall cause to be made such
statistical surveys and legal and economic studies as he
shall deem useful to guide the development of housing and
the creation of a sound mortgage market in the United
States, and shall publish from time to time the results of
such surveys and studies. Expenses of such studies and
surveys, and expenses of publication and distribution of the
results of such studies and surveys, shall be charged as a
general expense of the fund.
n

"TITLE

ill-NATIONAL MORTGAGE AssocIATioNs

"CREATION AND POWERS OF NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASSOCIATIONS

" SECTION 301 (a) The Administrator is further authorized
and empowered to provide for the establishment of national
mortgage associations as hereinafter provided, which shall
be authorized, subject to rules and regulations to be prescribed by the Administrator, (1) to purchase and sell first
mortgages and such other first liens as are commonly given
to secure advances on real estate held in fee simple or under
a lease for not less than 99 years, under the laws of the
State in which the real estate is located, together with the
credit instruments, if any, secured thereby, such mortgages
not to exceed 80 percent of the appraised value of the
property as of the date the mortgage is purchased; and
(2) to borrow money for such purposes through the issuance
of notes, bonds, debentures, or other such obligations as
hereinafter provided.
"(b) Any number of natural persons, not less than five
may apply to the Administrator for authority to establish
a national mortgage association, and at the time of such
application shall transmit to the Administrator articles of
association, signed and sealed by each of the incorporators
and acknowledged before a judge of any court of record or
a notary public, which shall contain <1) the name of the
association, (2) the place where its principal office or place
of business is to be located, and (3) such information with
respect to its capital stock as the Administrator may by
regulation require. If the Administrato1· is of the opinion
that the incorporators transmitting the articles of association are responsible persons and that such articles of association are satisfactory in all respects, he shall issue or cause
to be issued to such incorporators a certificate of approval,
and the association shall become, as of the date of issuance
of such certificate, a body corporate by the name set forth
in its articles of association.
"(c) Each national mortgage association created under
this section shall have succession from the date of its organization unless it is dissolved by act of its shareholders, or its
franchise becomes forfeited by order of the Administrator
as hereinafter provided, or it is dissolved by act of Congress,
and shall have power" ( 1) To adopt and use a corporate seal.
"(2) To make contracts.
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"(3) To sue and be sued, complain and defend, in any
court of law or equity, State or Federal.
"(4) To conduct its business in any State of the United
States or in the District of Columbia and to have one or
more offices in such State or in the District of Columbia, one
of which offices shall be designated at the time of organization as its principal office.
"(5) To do all things as are necessary or incidental to the
proper management of its affairs and the proper conduct of
its business.
"(d) No association shall transact any business except
such as is incidental to its organization until it has been
authorized to do so by the Administrator. Each such association shall have a capital stock of a par value of not less
than $5,000,000, and no authorization to commence business
shall be granted by the Administrator to any such association until he is satisfied that such capital stock has been
subscribed for at not less than par and paid in full in cash
or Government securities.
"(e) Each national mortgage association, for the purpose of all actions by or against it, real, personal, or mixed,
and all suits in equity, shall be deemed a citizen of the State
in which its principal office is located.
"(f) No individual, association, partnership, or corporation, except associations organized under this section, shall
hereafter use the words 'national mortgage association',
or any combination of such words, as the name or a part
thereof under which he or it shall do business. Every individual, partnership, association, or corporation violating this
prohibition shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be
punished by a fine of not exceeding $100 or imprisonment
not exceeding 30 days, or both, for each day during which
such violation is committed or repeated. The provisions
of section 5243 of the Revised Statutes shall not apply to
associations created under this title.
" OBLIGATIONS OF NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASSOCIATIONS

" SEC. 302. Each national mortgage association is authorized to issue and have outstanding at any time notes, bonds,
debentures, or other such obligations in an aggregate amount
not to exceed (1) 10 times the aggregate par value of its
outstanding capital stock, and in no event to exceed (2) the
current face value of mortgages held by it and insured under
the provisions of title II of this act, plus the amount of its
cash on hand and on deposit and the amount of its investments in bonds or obligations of, or guaranteed as to principal and interest by, the United States. No national mortgage association shall borrow money except through the issuance of such notes, bonds, debentures, or other obligations, or issue any such notes, bonds, debentures, or other
obligations, except with the approval of the Administrator
and under such rules and regulations as he shall prescribe.
"INVESTMENT OF FUNDS

" SEC. 303. Moneys of any national mortgage association
not invested in first mortgages or other liens as provided in
section 301, or in operating facilities approved by the Administrator, shall be kept in cash on hand or on deposit,
or invested in bonds or other obligations of, or guaranteed
as to principal and interest by the United States; except
that each such association shall keep and maintain such
reserves as the Administrator shall by rules and regulations
prescribe.
"MANAGEMENT OF ACQUIRED PROPERTIES

" SEC. 304. Subject to such rules and regulations as the
Administrator shall prescribe, any national mortgage association shall have power to deal with, rent, renovate, modernize, or sell for cash or credit, or otherwise dispose of,
with a view to assuring a maximum financial return to the
association, any property acquired by it as a result of foreclosure proceedings.
" EXAMINATIONS AND LIQUIDATION

"SEc. 305. The Administrator shall have power to provide for the periodic examination of the affairs of every
national mortgage association and shall have power to terminate the existence of any such association and order its
liquidation and the winding up of its affairs in any case in
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which the Administrator finds that the association is violating any provisions of this title or any rule or regulation
thereunder, or in any case in which he finds that the
association is conducting its business in an unsafe and un ..
businesslike manner. In any case in which the Adminis ..
trator finds, upon examination of the affairs of any such
association, that the capital of such association is substantially impaired, and if, within 30 days after the Administrator has notified the association of the existence of such
impairment, the capital is not restored to the satisfaction of
the Administrator, he shall terminate the existence of such
association and shall order the liquidation and winding up
of its affairs. The expenses of examination of any such
association shall be assessed upon and paid for by the
association in such manner and under such rules and regu ..
lations as the Administrator shall prescribe. For the
purposes of this section, examiners appointed by the Administrator shall be subject to the same requirements,
responsibilities, and penalties as are applicable to examiners
under the national banking laws and the Federal Reserve
Act, as amended, and, in the exercise of their functions,
shall have the same powers and privileges as are vested in
such examiners by law.
" RULES A?.TJJ REGULATIONS

"SEc. 306. The Administrator shall have power to provide
by rules and regulations for the liquidation, reorganization,
consolidation, or merger of national mortgage associations,
including the power to appoint a conservator or a receiver to
take charge of the affairs of any such association, to require
an equitable readjustment of its capital structure, to release
it from the control of a conservator or receiver, and to per ..
mit its further operation.
"TAXATION PROVISIONS

"SEc. 307. National mortgage associations shall be sub ..
ject to taxation to the same extent as State-chartered corporations, except that no State or political subdivision
thereof shall impose any tax on any such association or its
franchise, capital, reserves, surplus, loans, income, or stock,
or its securities or the income therefrom, at a greater rate
than that imposed by such State on corporations, domestio
or foreign, engaged in similar business within the State.
Nothing herein shall be construed to exempt the real property of such associations from taxation by any State or
political subdivision thereof, to the same extent, according
to its value, as other real property is taxed.
" DEPOSITARIES OF PUBLIC MONEYS

"SEC. 308. When designated for that purpose by the Secre ..
tary of the Treasury any national mortgage association shall
be a depositary of public money, except receipts from cus ..
toms, under such regulations as may be prescribed by said
Secretary; and it may also be employed as a financial agent
of the Government; and it shall perform all such reasonable
duties as a depositary of public money and financial agent of
the Government as may be required of it. Any national
mortgage association may act as agent for any other instru ..
mentality of the United States when designated for that
purpose by such instrumentality.
"TITLE

IV-INSURANCE OF SAVINGS AND LOAN ACCOUNTS
'' DEFINITIONS

" SECTION 401. As used in this title"(a) The term ' insured institution ' means an institution
whose accounts are insured under this title.
"(b) The term ' insured member ' means an individuai
partnership, association, or corporation which holds an insured account.
"Cc) The term ' insured account ' means a share, certifi ...
cate, or deposit account of a type approved by the Federal
Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation which is held by an
insured member in an insured institution and which is insured under the provisions of this title.
"(d) The term ' default ' means an adjudication or other
official determination of a court of competent jurisdiction
or other public authority pursuant to which a conservator,
receiver, or other legal custodian is appointed for an insured
institution for the purpose of liquidation.
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·"CREATION OF FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN INSURANCE CORPORATION

· " SEc. 402. (a) There is hereby created a Federal Savings
-and Loan Insurance Corporation (hereinafter referred to as
'the 'Corporation'), which shall insure the accounts of institutions eligible for insurance as hereinafter provided and
shall be under the direction of a board of trustees to -be
·composed of five members and operated by it under such bylaws, rules, and regulations as it may prescribe for carrying
out the purposes of this title. The members of the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board shall constitute the board of trus·tees of the Corporation and shall serve as such without addi·tional compensation. The principal office of the Corporation &'lall be in the District of Columbia.
"(b) The Corporation shall have a capital stock of
$100,000,000, which shall be divided into shares of $100 each.
The total amount of such capital stock shall be subscribed
for by the Home Owners' Loan Corporation which is hereby
authorized and directed to subscribe for such stock and
make payment therefor in bonds of the Home Owners' Loan
Corporation. The Corporation shall issue to the Home
Owners' Loan Corporation receipts for payment for or on
account of such stock, which shall serve as evidence of the
ownership thereof, and the Home Owners' Loan Corporation shall be entitled to the payment of dividends on such
stock out of net earnings at a rate equal to the interest rate
on such bonds, which dividends shall be cumulative.
" (c) Upon the date of enactment of this act, the Corporation shall become a body corporate, and shall be an instrumentality of the United States, and as such shall have
power"(1) To adopt and use a corporate seal.
"(2) To have succession until dissolved by act of Congress.
"(3) ·To make contracts.
"(4) To sue and be sued, complain and defend, in any
court of law or equity, State or Federal.
"(5) To appoint and to fix the compensation, by its
board of trustees, of such officers, employees, attorneys, or
agents, as shall be necessary for the performance of its
duties under this title, without regard to the provisions of
any other laws relating to the employment or compensation
of officers or employees of the United States. Nothing in
this title or any other provision of law shall be construed to
prevent the appointment and compensation as an officer,
attorney, or employee of the Corporation, of any officer, attorney, or employee of any board, corporation, commission,
establishment, executive department, or instrumentality of
'the Government. The Corporation, with the consent of any
·board, corporation, commission, establishment, executive department, or instrumentality of the Government, including
any field service thereof, may avail itself of the use of infor·mation, services, and facilities thereof in carrying out the
provisions of this title.
"(d) For the purposes of this title, the Corporation shall
have power to borrow money, and to issue notes, bonds,
debentures, or other such obligations upon such terms and
·conditions as the board of trustees may determine. Moneys
of the Corporation not required for current operations shall
be deposited in the Treasury of the United States, or upon
the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, in any Federal Reserve bank, or shall be invested in obligations of, or
·guaranteed as to principal and interest by, the United
States. When designated for that purpose by the Secretary
of the Treasury, the Corporation shall be a depositary · of
public money under such regulations as may be prescribed
by the Secretary of the Treasury, and may also be employed
as fiscal agent of the United States, and it shall perform ·an
such reasonable duties as depositary of public money and
fiscal agent as may be required of it.
'' (e) All notes, bonds, debentures, or other such obligations
issued by the Corporation shall be exempt, both as to principal and interest, from all taxation (except surtaxes, estate,
inheritance, and gift taxes) now or hereafter imposed by
the United States, by any Territory, dependency, or possession thereof, or by any State, county, municipality, or local
taxing authority. The Corporation, including its franchise,
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capital, reserves, surplus, and income, shall be exempt from
all taxation now or hereafter imposed by the United States,
by any Territory, dependency, or possession thereof, or by
any State, county, municipality, or local taxing authority,
except that any real property of the Corporation shall be
subject to State, Territorial, county, municipal, or local taxation to the same extent according to its value as other real
property is taxed.
"(f) The Corporation shall make an annual report of its
operations to the Congress as soon as practicable after the
1st day of January in each year.
"(g) No individual, association, partnership, or corporation
shall use the words 'Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
Corporation', or any combination of any of these words
which would have the effect of leading the public in general
to believe there was any connection, actually not existing,
-between such individual, association, partnership, or cor-poration and the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation, as the name under which he or it shall hereafter
do business. No individual, association, partnership, or
corporation shall advertise or otherwise represent falsely
by any device whatsoever that his or its accounts are
insured or in anywise guaranteed by the Federal Savings
·and Loan Insurance Corporation. or by the Government of
the United States,- or by any instrumentality thereof; and
no insured member shall advertise or otherwise represent
falsely by any device whatsoever the extent to which or
the manner in which its accounts are insured by the Federal
Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation. Every individual,
partnership, association, or corporation violating this subsection shall be punished by a fine of not exceeding $1,000,
or by imprisonme~t not exceeding 1 year, or both.
" INSURANCE OF ACCOUNTS AND ELIGIBILITY PROVISIONS

"SEC. 403. (a) It shall be the duty of the Corporation to
insure the accounts of all Federal savings and loan associations, and it may insure the accounts of building-and-loan,
savings and loan, and homestead associations and cooperative banks organized and operated according to the laws of
the State, District, or Territory in which they are chartered
or organized.
"Cb) Application for such insurance shall be made immediately by each Federal savings and loan association, and
may be made at any time by other eligible institutions.
Such applications shall be in such form as the Corporation
shall prescribe, and shall contain an agreement (1) to pay
the reasonable cost of such examinations as the Corporation
shall deem necessary in connection with such insurance, and
(2) if the insurance is granted, to permit and pay the cost
of such examinations as in the judgment of the Corporation
may from time to time be necessary for its protection and
the protection of other insured institutions, to permit the
Corporation to have access to any information or report with
respect to any examination made by any public regulatory
authority and to furnish any additional information with
resp~ct thereto as the Corporation may require, and to pay
the premium charges for insurance_as hereinafter provided.
Each applicant for such insurance shall also file with its
application an agreement that during the period that the
insurance is in force it will not make any loans beyond 50
miles from its principal office except with the approval of,
and pursuant to regulations of, the Corporation, but any
applicant which, prior to the date of enactment of this act,
has been permitted to make loans beyond such 50-mile
limit may continue to make loans within the territory in
which the applicant is operating on such date; will not,
after it becomes an insured institution, issue securities
which guarantee a definite return or which have a definite
maturity except with the specific approval of the Corporation, or issue any securities the form of which has not
been approved by the Corporation; will not carry on any
sales plan or practices, or any advertising, in violation . of
regulations to be made by the Corporation; will provide
adequate reserves satisfactory to the Corporation, to be
established in accordance with regulations made by the
Corporation, before paying dividends to its insured members; but such regulations shall require the building up of
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reserves to 5 percent of all insured accounts within a
reasonable period, not exceeding 10 years, and shall prohibit
the payment of dividends from such reserves, or the payment of any dividends if any losses are chargeable to such
reserves.
. "(c) The Corporation shall reject the application of ·any
applicant if it finds that the capital of the applicant is
impaired or that its financial policies or management are
unsafe; and the Corporation may reject the application of
any applicant if it finds that the character of the management of the applicant or its home financing policy is inconsistent with economical home financing or with the purposes
of this title. Upon the approval of any application for insurance the Corporation shall notify the applicant, and
upon the payment of the initial premium charge for such
insurance, as pr ovided in section 404, the Corporation shall
issue to the applicant a certificate stating that it has become
an insured institution. In considering applications for such
insurance the Corporation shall give full consideration to all
factors in connection with the financial condition of applicants and insured institutions, and shall have power to make
such adjustments in their financial statei:nents as the Corporation finds to be necessanr~
"(d) Any applicant which applies for insurance under
this title after the first year of the operation of the Corporation, shall pay an admission fee based upon the reserve
fund of the applicant which, in the judgment of the Corporation, is an equitable contribution.
" PREMIUMS ON INSUP..ANCE

"SEC. 404. (a) Each institution whose application for insurance is approved by the Corporation shall pay to the
Corporation, in such manner as it shall prescribe, a premium
charg~ for such insurance equal to one-fourth of 1 percent
of the total amount of all accounts of the insured members
of such institution plus any creditor obligations of such
institution. Such premium shall be paid at the time the
certificate is issued by the Corporation urider section 403,
and thereafter annually until a reserve fund has been established by the Corporation equal to 5 percent of all insured
accounts and creditor obligations of all insured institutions;
except that under regulations prescribed by the Corporation
such premium charge may be paid semiannually. If at any
time such reserve fund falls below such 5 percent, the payment of such annual premium charge for insurance shall be
resumed and shall be continued until the reserve is brought
back to such 5 percent. For the purposes of this subsection,
the amount in all accounts of insured members and the
amount of creditor obligations of any institution may be
determined from adjusted statements made within 1 year
prior to the approval of the application of such institution
for insurance, or in such other manner as the Corporation
may by rules and regulations prescribe.
" ( b) The Corporation is further authorized to assess
against each insured institution additional premiums for
insum nce until the amount of such premiums equals the
amount of all losses and expenses of the Corporation; except
that the total amount so assessed in any one year against
any such institution shall not exceed one-fourth of 1 percent
of the total amount of the accounts of its insured members
and its creditor obligations.
"PAYMENT OF INSURANCE

Each institution whose application for
insurance under this title is approved by the Corporation
shall be entitled to insurance up to the full withdrawable
or repurchasable value of the accounts of each of its members and investors (including individuals, partnerships, associations, and corporations) holding withdrawable or repurchasable. shares, investment certificates, or deposits, in such
institution; except that no member or investor of any such
institution shall be insured for an aggregate amount in
excess of $5,000.
"(b) In the event of a default by any insured institution
the Corporation shall promptly determine the insured members thereof and the amount of their insured accounts, and
"SEC. 405. (a)
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shall make available to each of them, after notice by mail
at his last-known address as shown by the books of the
insured institution, and upon surrender and transfer to the
Corporation of his insured account, either (1) a new insured
account in an insured institution not in default, in an
amount equal to the insured account so transferred, or (2)
at the option of the insured member, the amount of his
account which is insured under this section, as follows: Not
to exceed 10 percent in cash, and 50 percent of the remainder within 1 year, and the balance within 3 years,
from the date of such default, in negotiable non-interestbearing debentures of the Corporation. The Corporation
shall furnish to all insured institutions a certificate stating
that the insurance of accounts in such institution is to be
paid in the manner described in this subsection.
" LIQUIDATION OF INSURED INSTITUTIONS

" SEC. 406. (a) In order to facilitate the liquidation of insured institutions, the Corporation is authorized (1) to contract with any insured institution with i·espect to the making
available of insured accounts to the insured members of any
insured institution in default, or (2) to provide for the organization of a new Federal savirigs and loan association for
such purpose subject to the approval of the Federal Home
Loan Bank Board.
"(b) In the event of a Federal savings-and-loan association is in default, the Corp0ration shall be appointed as
conservator or receiver and is authorized as such (1) to take
over the as8ets of and operate such association, (2) to take
such action as may be necessary to put it in a sound and
solvent condition, (3) to merge it with another insured institution, (4) to organize a new -Fede-ral savings-and-loan
association to take over its assets, or (5) to proceed to liquidate its assets in an orderly manner, whichever shall appear
to be to the best interests of the insured members of the
association in default; and in any event the Corporation
shall pay the insurance as provided in section 405 and all
valid credit obligations of such association. The net proceeds which may arise from the orderly liquidation of the
assets of any such association, after reimbursement of the
Corporation of all amounts paid by it for such insurance,
shall be distributed pro rata among the shareholders of the
association.
·
"(c) In the event any insured institution other than a
Federal savings-and-loan association is in default, the Corporation shall have authority to act as conservator, receiver,
or other legal custodian of such insured institution, and the
services of the Corporation are hereby tendered to the court
or other public authority having the power of appointment.
If the Corporation is so appointed, it shall have the same
powers and duties with respect to the insured institution in
default as are conferred upon it under subsection (b) with
respect to Federal savings-and-loan associations. If the Corporation is not so appointed it shall pay the insurance as
provided in section 405, and shall have power (1) to bid for
the assets of the insured institution in default, (2) to negotfate for the merger of the insured institution or the transfer
of its assets, or (3) to make any other disposition of the
matter as it may deem in the best interests of all concerned.
"Cd) In connection with the liquidation of insured institutions in default, the Corporation shall have power to carry
on the business of. and to collect all obligations to the insured institutions, to setUe, compromise, or release claims in
favor of or against the insured institutions, and to do all
other things that may be necessary in connection therewith.
subject only to the regulation of the court or other public
authority having jurisdiction over the matter.
"(e) The Corporation shall make an annual report to
the Congress of the operation by it of insured institutions in
default, and shall keep a complete record of the administration by it of the assets of such insured institutions which
shall be subject to inspection by any officer of any such
insured institution or by any other interested party, and, if
any such insured institution is operated under the laws of
any State, Territory, or possession of the United States, or
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of the District of Columbia, such annual report shall also be Board, to borrow and give security therefor and to pat
filed with the public authority which has jurisdiction over interest thereon, to issue debentures, bonds, or other oblithe insured institution.
gations upon such terms and conditions as the Board may
"TERMINATION OF INSURANCE
approve, and to do all things necessary for carrying out the
"SEc. 407. (a) Any institution which is insured under the provisions of this act and all things incident thereto.
provisions of this title may, upon not less than 90 days'
"'(b) The Board may issue consolidated Federal homewritten notice to the Corporation, terminate its status as an loan bank debentures which shall be the joint and several
insured institution upon a majority vote of its shareholders obligations of all Federal home-loan banks organized and
entitled to vote, or upon a majority vote of its board of existing under this act, in order to provide funds for any
directors or other similar governing body which is author- such bank or banks, and such debentures shall be issued
ized to act for the institution. Thereupon its status as an upon such terms and conditions as the Board may prescribe.
insured institution shall immediately cease and all rights of No such debentures shall be issued at any time if any of the
its insured members to insurance under this title shall imme- assets of any Federal home-loan bank are pledged to secure
diately terminate; but the obligation of the institution to any debts or subject to any lien, and neither the Board nor
pay the premium charges for L11surance shall continue for a any Federal home-loan bank shall have power to pledge
period of 3 years after the date of such termination.
any of the assets of any Federal home-loan bank, or volun"(b) The Corporation shall have power to terminate the tarily to permit any lien to attach to the same while any
insured status of any insured institution at any time, after of such debentures so issued are outstanding. The deben90 days' notice in writing, for violation of any provision tures issued under this section and outstanding shall at no
of this title, or of any rule or regulation made thereunder, time exceed five times the total paid-in capital of all the
or of any agreement made pursuant to section 403. In the Federal home-loan banks as of the time of the issue of
event the insured status of any insured institution is so such debentures. -It shall be the duty of the Board not to
terminated it shall be unlawful thereafter for it to advertise issue debentures under this section in excess of the notes or
or represent itself as an insured institution, but the insured obligations of member institutions held and secured under
accounts of its members existing on the date of such termi- section 10 (a) of this act by all the Federal home-loan
nation shall continue as such for a period of 5 years there- banks.
after. and the institution shall be required to continue the
"'(c) At any time that no debentures are outstanding
payment of the premium charge for insurance during such under this act, or in order to refund all outstanding consoli5-year period.
dated debentures issued under this section, the Board may
.. TITLE V-MisCELLANEOUS
issue consolidated Federal home-loan bank bonds which
"SECTION 501. Section 10 (a) of the Federal Home Loan shall be the joint and several obligations of all the Federal
Bank Act is amended to read as fallows:
home-loan banks, and shall be secured and be issued upon
"'SEC. 10. (a) Each Federal home loan bank is author- such terms and conditions as the Board may prescribe.
ized to make advances to its members, upon the security of
"'{d) The Board shall have full power to require any
home mortgages, subject to such regulations, restrictions, Federal home-loan bank to deposit additional collateral or
and limitations as the board may prescribe. Any such ad- to make substitutions of collateral or to adjust equities
vance shall be subject to the following limitations as to between the Federal home-loan banks.
amount:
"'(e) Each Federal home-loan bank shall have power
"'(1) If secured by a mortgage insured under the provi- to accept deposits made by members of such bank or by
sions of title II of the National Houshing Act, the advance any other Federal home-loan bank or other instrumentality
may be for an amount not in excess of 90 percent of the of the United States, upon such terms and conditions as the
unpaid principal of the mortgage loan.
Board may prescribe, but no Federal home-loan bank shall
"'(2) If secured by a home mortgage given in respect of transact any banking or other business not authorized by
an amortized home mortgage loan which was for an original this act.
term of 8 years or more, or in cases where shares of stock,
" '(f) The Board is authorized and empowered to permit,
which are pledged as security for such loan, mature in a or whenever in the judgment of at least four members of
period of 8 years or more, the advance may be for an amount the Board an emergency exists requiring such action, to
not in excess of 65 percent of the unpaid principal of the require, Federal home-loan banks, upon such terms and
home mortgage loan; but in no case shall the amount of the conditions as the Board may prescribe, to rediscount the disadvance exceed 60 percent of the value of the real estate counted notes of members held by other Federal home-loan
securing the home mortgage loan.
banks, or to make loans to, or make deposits with, such
" ' (3) If secured by a home mortgage given in respect other Federal home-loan banks, or to purchase any bonds or
of any other home mortgage loan, the advance shall not be debentures issued under this section.
for an amount in excess of 50 percent of the unpaid prin"'(g) Each Federal home-loan bank shall at all times
cipal of the home mortgage loan; but in no case shall the have an amount equal to the sums paid in on outstanding
amount of such advance exceed 40 percent of the value of capital subscriptions of its members, plus an amount equal
the real estate securing the home mortgage loan.'
to the current deposits received from its members, invested
" SEc. 502. The Federal Home Loan Bank Act is further in (1) obligations of the United States, (2) deposits in banks
amended by adding after section 10 thereof the following or trust companies, (3) advances with a maturity of not to
new section:
exceed 1 year, which are made to members or nonmember
" ' SEC. lOa. Until July 1, 1936, each Federal home-loan borrowers, upon such terms and conditions as the board
bank is authorized to make advances to its members, in may prescribe, and (4) advances with a maturity of not to
order to enable such members to finance home repairs, im- exceed 1 year, which are made to members or nonmember
provements, and alterations. Such advances shall not be borrowers whose creditor liabilities <not including advances
subject to the provisions and restrictions of section 10 of from the Federal home-loan bank) do not exceed 5 per..
this act, but shall be made upon the security of notes repre- cent of their net assets, and which may be made without
senting obligations incurred pursuant to, and insurable the security of home mortgages or other security, upon
under, section 2 of the National Housing Act. Advances such terms and conditions as the board may prescribe.
made under the terms of this section shall be at such rates
"'(h) Such part of the assets of each Federal home-loan
of interest and upon such terms and conditions as shall be bank (except reserves and amounts provided for in subsecdetermined by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board.'
tion (g)) as are not required for advances to members or
"SEc. 503. Section 11 of the Federal Home Loan Bank nonmember borrowers, may be invested, to such extent as the
Act is amended to read as follows:
_bank may deem desirable and subject to such regulations,
"'SEC. 11. (a) Each Federal home-loan bank shall have restrictions, and limitations as may be prescribed by the
power, subject to rules and regulations prescribed by the board, in obligations of the United States and in such
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securities as :fiduciary and trust funds may be invested
in under the laws of the State in which the Federal homeloan bank is located.'
" SEc. 504. The Farm Credit Act of 1933 is amended by
adding after section 86 thereof the following new section:
"'SEC. 86a. With the approval of the Governor of the
Farm Credit Administration and under rules and regulations to be prescribed by the Production Credit Commissioner, production-credit associations organized under the
provisions of the Farm Credit Act of 1933 are authorized
and empowered (without regard to the provisions of this
act relating to the requirement for the ownership of class B
stock or any other limitations therein contained) (1) to
make loans to farmers for the purpose of enabling them to
make home alterations, repairs, and improvements, (2) to
sell, discount, assign, or otherwise dispose of any loans made
by them under the provisions of this section, under such
restrictions and limitations as to endorsement and liability
as may be approved by the Governor of the Farm Credit
Administration, (3) to avail themselves of the benefits of
insurance under the provisions of section 2 of the National
Housing Act, and (4) to do all such things as may be
reasonably necessary to carry out the provisions of this
section.'
"SEC. 505. (a) Section 24 of the Federal Reserve Act, as
amended, is amende.d by adding at the end of the third sentence thereof the following: 'Provided, That in the case of
loans secured by real estate which are insured under the
provisions of title II of the National Housing Act, such
restrictions as to the amount of the loan in relation to the
actual value of the real estate and as to the 5-year limit on
the terms of such loans shall not apply.'
"(b) Section 24 of such act, as amended, is further
a.mended by adding at the end thereof the following new
pa;ragraph:
"'Loans made to finance the construction of residential or
farm buildings and having maturities of not to exceed 6
months, whether or not secured by a mortgage or similar
lien on the real estate upon which the residential or farm
building is being constructed, shall not be considered as
loans secured by real estate within the meaning of this
section but shall be classed as ordinary commercial loans:
Provided, That no national banking association shall invest
in, or be liable on, any such loans in an aggregate amount in
excess of 50 percent of its actually paid-in and unimpaired
capital. Notes representing such loans shall be eligible for
discount as commercial paper within the terms of the second
paragraph of section 13 of the Federal Reserve Act, as
amended, if accompanied by a valid and binding agreement
to advance the full amount of the loan upon the completion
of the building entered into by an individual, partnership,
association, or corporation acceptable to the discounting
bank.'
"SEC. 506. (a) The first sentence of section 4 (c) of the
Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933, as amended, is further
amended to read as follows:
"'(c) The Corporation is authorized to issue bonds in an
aggregate amount not to exceed $3,000,000,000, which may
be exchanged as hereinafter provided, or which . may be
sold by the Corporation to obtain funds for carrying out the
purposes of this section or for the redemption of any of
its outstanding bonds called in for retirement; and the
Corporation is further authorized to increase its total bond
issue in an amount equal to the amount of the bonds so
called in and retired.'
"(b) Section 4 (m) of the Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933,
as amended, is amended by striking out ' $200,000,000 ' and
inserting in lieu thereof ' $300,000,000.'
"SEC. 507. Subdivision (6) of section 2 of the Federal
Home Loan Bank Act is amended so as to read as follows:
" '< 6) The term " home mortgage " means a mortgage upon
real estate, in fee simple, or on a leasehold (1) under a
lease for not less than 99 years, which is renewable, or (2)
under a lease having a period of not less than 50 years to
run from the date the mortgage was executed, upon which
there is located a dwelling for not more than three families,
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and shall include, in addition to first mortgages, such classes
of first liens as are commonly given to secure advances on
real estate by institutions authorized under this act to
become members, under the laws of the State in which the
real estate is located, together with the credit instruments,
if any, secured thereby.'
"SEC. 508. (a) Section 2 (c) of the Home Owners' Loan
Act of 1933, as amended, is amended by striking out ' under
1
a renewable lease for not less than 99 years' and inserting
in lieu thereof '(1) under a lease for not less than 99 years
which is renewable, or (2) under a lease having a period
of not less than 50 years to run from the date the mortgage
was executed.'
"(b) Section 4 (c) of such act, as amended, is amended
by striking out 'under a lease renewable for not less than
99 years ' and inserting in lieu thereof ' (1) under a lease
for not less than 99 years which is renewable, or (2) under
a lease having a period of not less than 50 years to run
from the date the mortgage was executed.'
"SEC. 509. Section 6 of the Federal Home Loan Bank Act
is amended by striking out '$1,500' in subsections (c) and
Ce). and inserting in lieu thereof' $500.'
"SEc. 510. The act entitled 'An act relating to contracts
and agreements under the Agricultural Adjustment Act',
approved January 25, 1934, is amended by inserting before
the period at the end thereof a comma and the following:
'The Federal Farm Loan Act, as amended, the Emergency
Farm Mortgage Act of 1933, as amended, the Federal Farm
Mortgage Corporation Act, as amended, the Farm Credit
Act of 1933, as amended, and the Home Owners' Loan Act
of 1933, as amended.'
"SEc. 511. Section 22 of the Interstate Commerce Act, as
amended, is further amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new sentence: 'l'fothing in this act shall prevent any carrier or carriers subject to this act from giving
reduced rates for the transportation of commodities to be
specified by the Commission as hereinafter provided, to or
from any section of the country, with the object of improving Nation-wide housing standards and providing employment and stimulating indilstry, if such reduced rates have
first been authorized by order of the Commission <with or
without a hearing); but in such order the Commission shall
specify the commodities as to which this provision shall be
declared effective and shall specify the period during which
such reduced rates are to remain in effect.'
,. PENALTIES
" SEc. 512. (a) Whoever, for the purpose of obtaining any
loan from the Federal Housing Administration or the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation, or any extension or renewal thereof, or the acceptance, release, or substitution of security therefor, or for the purpose of inducing
the Administration or the Corporation to purchase any
assets, or for the purpose of influencing in any way the action of the Administr~tion or the Corporation under this act,
makes any statement, knowing it to be false, or willfully
overvalues any security, shall be punished by a fine of not
more than $5,000, or by imprisonment for ·not more than 2
years, or both.
"(b) Whoever (1) falsely makes, forges, or counterfeits
any obligation or coupon, in imitation of or purporting to be
an obligation or coupon issued under authority of this act,
or (2) passes, utters, or publishes, or attempts to pass, utter,
or publish, any false, forged, or counterfeited obligation or
coupon purporting to have been so issued, knowing the same
to be false, forged, or counterfeited, or (3) falsely alters any
obligation or coupon so issued or purporting to have been
so issued, or (4) passes, utters, or publishes, or attempts to
pass, utter, or publish, as true, any falsely altered or spurious obligation or coupon, so issued or purporting to have
been so issued, knowing the same to be falsely altered or
spurious, shall be punished by a fine of not more than
$10,000, or by imprisonment for not more than 5 years, or
both.
"(c) Whoever, being connected in any capacity with the
Federal Housing Administration or the Federal Savings and
~oan Insurance Corporation. (1) embezzles, abstracts, pur-
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loins, or willfully misapplies any moneys, funds, securities, the insurance on homes and low-cost housing projects con-

or other things of value, whether belonging to the Administration or the Corporation or pledged, or otherwise intrusted
to the Administration or the Corporation, or (2) with intent
to defraud the Administration or the Corporation, or any
other body, politic or corporate, or any individual, or to deceive any officer, auditor, or examiner of the Administration
or the Corporation, makes any false entry in any book,
report, or statement of or to the Administration or the Corporation, or without being duly authorized draws any order,
or issues, puts forth, or assigns any note, debenture, bond,
or other such obligation, or draft, bill of exchange, mortgage, judgment, or decree thereof, shall be punished by a
fine of not more than $10,000, or by imprisonment for not
more than 5 years, or both.
" SEPARABILITY PROVISION

"SEC. 513. If any provision of this act, or the application
thereof to any person or circumstances, is held invalid, the
remainder of the act, and the application of such provision
to other persons or circumstances, shall not be affected
thereby."
And the Senate agree to the same.
That the House recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the Senate to the title of the bill, and agree.
to the same.
HENRY B. STEAGALL,
T. ALAN GoLDSBOROUGH,
ANNING S. PRALL,
ROBERT LUCE,

Managers on the part of the House.
ROBERT F. WAGNER,
.ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
ROBERT J. BULKLEY,
JOHN G. TOWNSEND, Jr.,
FREDERICK STEIWER,

Managers on the part of the Senate.
STATEMENT

The managers on the part of the House at the conference
on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the bill
(H.R. 9620) to improve housing conditions; to provide employment; to provide for the insurance of mortgages; to
insure the savings in savings-and-loan associations and
similar institutions; to amend the Federal Home Loan Bank
Act, Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933, the Federal Reserve
Act, and the Farm Credit Act of 1933; and for other purposes, submit the following statement in explanation of the
effect of the action agreed upon by the conferees and recommended in the accompanying conference report:
Title I of the House bill provided for the establishment
of a Corporation with a board of directors of not less than
5 nor more than 7 members to be selected by the President
from existing governmental agencies to insure financial institutions which, after the date of enactment of the act and
prior to January 1, 1936, or such earlier date as the President might fix, might make loans for the pw·pose of financing alterations, repairs, and improvements to real property.
The aggregate amount of such insurance was hot to exceed
$200,000,000 and in no case was any financial institution
to be insured against losses in an amount more than 20 percent of the total amount of the loans made by it and in
no case were obligations representing loans in excess of
$2,000 to be insured. It wa.s also provided in title I that
the Corporation might insure amortized mortgages on
owner-occupied buildings or low-cost housing projects where
the mortgages covered property having a present appraisal
value of not more than $20,000 or where the original principal obligation involved was not in excess of 80 percent
of the appraised value of the property in the case of houses
constructed after the passage of the act, or 60 percent of
the appraised value in the case of existing homes. There
was also a limitation that no mortgage should be insured
on a low-cost housing project in an amount in excess of
$5,000,000. The insurance of mortgages on existing homes
and low-cost housing projects under section 105 of the
House bill was limited to not to exceed $1,000,000,000, and

structed after the pa.5sage of the act was limited to a
similar amount.
Titles I and II of the Senate amendment contained similar provisions for such insurance of financial institutions,
loans, and insurance of amortized mortgages, and provided
that they should be under the administration of a Federal
housing administrator, to be appointed by the President, by
and with the advice and consent of the Senate. The first
two matters were covered by title I of the Senate amendment, and title II established in considerably more detail
than the House provision <sec. 105) the system of mutual
home-mortgage insurance.
The conference agreement retains the provisions of the
Senate amendment but extends the limitation on low-cost
housing projects from $5,000,000 to $10,000,000. The limitation upon the aggregate amount of insurance permitted on
homes and low-cost housing projects is retained under the
conference agreement, except that with the approval of the
President the limitation may be removed.
The conference agreement also retains the provisions of
the Sena·t e amendment that no mortgage is to be insured
where the principal obligation exceeds $16,000, and that no
insurance is to be granted in excess of 80 percent of the
appraised value of the property as of the date the mortgage
is executed.
Title II of the House bill authorized the Home Owners'
Loan Corporation to subscribe for shares of Federal savingsand-loan associations, building-and-loan associations, homestead associations or cooperative banks, to make deposits or
purchase certificates of deposit in savings banks and building-and-loan associations, and to make loans to insurance
companies which are members of a Federal home-loan bank,
for the purpose of contributing to the employment of labor
in the construction, repair, and improvement of homes and
small business properties and for refinancing existing mortgages. The aggregate amount of the funds of the Corporation to be used for such purposes was not to exceed $500,000,000, and the amount of the bonds which the Corporation
was authorized to have outstanding was increased from
$2,000,000,000 to $3,500,000,000.
There was no similar provision in the Senate bill with
respect to the activities of the Home Owners, Loan Corporation, but it was provided in the Senate amendment (sec.
506) that the authorization for the Corporation to issue
bonds should be increased by $1,000,000,000, and that the
limitation of existing law with respect to advances for
repairs and improvements of homes covered by mortgages
held by the Corporation should be increased from $200,000,000 to $300,000,000.
The conference agreement eliminates title II of the House
bill but retains the Senate provision.
Title III of the House bill and the Senate amendment
provided for the creation of national mortgage associations
which are authorized to purchase and sell mortgages and
to borrow money for such purposes through the issuance of
bonds and debentw·es. Under the House provision such
associations were to be supervised by the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board, while under the Senate amendment they were
to be supervised by the Federal Housing Administrator.
Under the House bill the national mortgage associations
were authorized to issue debentures in an aggregate amount
not to exceed 15 times the aggregate par value of their outstanding capital stock, but in no event to exceed the current
face value of mortgages held by them and insured under
the provisions of the bill, plus the amount of cash and its
equivalent and bonds or obligations of the United States.
In the Senate amendment the first limitation upon the
issuance of debentures was fixed at 10 times the aggregate
par value of the outstanding capital stock of the associations
and this provision was retained in the conference agreement. The Senate amendment also provided that mortgages which were to be purchased and sold by the associations were not to exceed 80 percent of the appraised value
of the property as of the date the mortgages were purchased.
The conference agreement retains the provisions of the
Senate amendment.
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Title IV of the House bill provided for the creation of a
Federal Savings & Loan Insurance Corporation to be under
the supervision of a board of trustees consisting of the members of the Federal Home Loan Bank Board. The corporation was authorized to insure accounts of members
of Federal savings-and-loan associations and of buildingand-loan, savings-and-loan, and homestead associations and
cooperative banks, whether or not they were members of
a Federal home-loan bank, but no account was to be insured in an amount in excess of $2,500. Institutions eligible for insurance were required to submit at the time of
their application to the corporation for insurance an agreement not to issue securities of which the form had not been
approved by the corporation, or to violate such necessary
and reasonable regulations as might be made by the trustees for the protection of the corporation.
The Senate amendment contained a similar provision for
the establishment of a corporation which was to insure the
accounts of members of Federal avings-and-loan associations and other members of the Federal home-loan bank
system except mutual savings banks and insurance companies, but the amount of any account which might be
insured was limited to $5,000. The institutions which were
insured under the provisions of the Senate amendment were
required to submit with their application an agreement providing, among other things, that they should not make any
loan during the period the insurance was in force beyond
100 miles from their principal office, that they would not
issue securities which guarantee a definite return or which
have a definite maturity, that they would not carry on any
sales plan or practices in violation of regulations made by
the corporation, and would provide adequate reserves satisfactory to the corporation, but should have reserves at least
equal to 5 percent of all their insured accounts within a
period of not to exceed 10 yea.rs. Insured institutions were
required to pay to the corporation a premium charge for
insurance equal to one-half of 1 percent of the total amount
of all accounts of its insured members plus any creditor obligations of such institutions, and it was provided that an
additional one-fourth of 1 percent might be assessed by the
corporation against each such institution until the amount
of such premiums equaled the amount of all losses and expenses of the corporation. The total assessments against
any such institution, however, under the Senate provisions
were not to exceed one-half of 1 percent of the total amount
of all accounts of its insured members and its creditor
obligations.
The conference agreement retains the provisions of the
Senate amendment, except that the benefit of insurance is
extended to institutions of the class specified in the House
bill, whether or not they are members of the Federal homeloan bank system, the premium charge for insurance is
reduced from one-half of 1 percent to one-fourth of 1 percent, and with respect to the limitation upon the making of
loans it is provided that the institutions are to agree not to
make loans beyond 50 miles from their principal office except
with the approval of the Corporation, but that any applicant which prior to the date of enactment of the act has been
permitted to make loans beyond such 50-mile limit may
continue to do so within the territory in which the applicant
is operating on such date. An exception is also made with
respect to the limitation upon the issuance of securities
guaranteeing a definite return or which have a definite
maturity so as to provide that such securities may be issued
with the specific approval of the Corporation.
Title V of the House bill contained a number of miscellaneous amendments to existing law supplementing the provisions made by the preceding titles of the bill. Among
these was a provision amending the definition of "home
mortgage " in the Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933 which
was eliminated under the conference agreement. The Senate amendment contained a provision eliminating from the
provisions of the Federal Reserve Act (relating to loans
secured by real estate) loans which are insured under the
provisions of the National Housing Act.
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The Senate amendment also added a provision extending
the relief afforded by the act approved January 25, 1934
<relating to contracts and agreements under the Agricultural Adjustment Act to include the Federal Farm Loan
Act and the Home Owners' Loan Act.
The conference agreement retains this provision and
extends it to other acts relating to . the Farm Credit
Administration.
HENRY B. STEAGALL,
T. ALAN GOLDSBOROUGH,
ANNING S. PRALL,
ROBERT LUCE,

Managers on the part of the House.

Mr. STEAGALL. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent
that the statement may be read in lieu of the report.
The Clerk read the statement.
Mr. STEAGALL. Mr. Speaker, title I of the House bill
provided for the establishment of a Home Credit Insurance
Corporation. Under the House bill the corporation would
have been administered by a board of five members appointed by the President and selected from existing Government boards. The Senate bill provided for the administration of the home-credit insurance activities by an administrator instead of by a corporation. and the administrator
would be appointed by the President, confirmed by the Senate, and his salary would be fixed at $10,000. The provisions
of the Senate bill were accepted in conference and are
embodied in the report submitted to the House. The measure as agreed upon provides for the insurance of financial
institutions making loans for repairs, alterations, and improvement of real estate. The total amount that may be
used is $200,000,000, and loans for such purposes cannot
exceed $2,000, and the insurance is limited to 20 percent of
the loans. The House bill authorized insurance of mortgage
loans on low-cost housing projects not to exceed $5,000,000
on such mortgages. The bill as reported would limit
each project up to $10,000,000. No insurance may be extended upon a mortgage where more than 80 percent of the
value of the property is covered, nor where the total value
of the property exceeds $20,000.
In that connection I should like to say, in view of the
changes made, that the plan finally adopted was approved
at the suggestion of the administration. Under the provisions of the House bill the insurance on homes and lowcost-housing projects was limited to $1,000,000,000 on such
projects and the same limitation upon insurance of loans
upon homes. The provision is retained with a proviso that
such limit may be removed with the approval of the President.
Title II of the bill-Mr. BLANCHARD. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. STEAGALL. Will the gentleman excuse me for just
a moment?
Mr. BLANCHARD. I want to propound a question with
reference to title II so that the gentleman may discuss it.
Mr. STEAGALL. I was about to begin a discussion of
title II, but I will yield. However, before I yield, let me say
to the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. LucE] that I
shall yield him such time as he may desire.
Mr. BLANCHARD. I am perfectly willing to defer until
the gentleman has made his statement. I wanted it discussed with reference to the building-and-loan associations,
as to what effect title II has had upon them since this bill
left the House.
Mr. STEAGALL. I will say to the House that title II
of the bill as it passed the House has been eliminated in
part. Title II of the House bill authorized the Home Owners' Loan Corporation to subscribe for shares of Federal savings-and-loan associations, building-and-loan associations,
homestead associations, or cooperative banks, to make depos-.
its or purchase certificates of deposit in savings banks and
building-and-loan associations, and to make loans to insurance companies which are members of a Federal home-loan
bank, for the purpose of contributing to the employment of
labor in the construction, repair, and improvement of homes
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and small business properties and for refinancing existing
mortgages. The aggregate amount of the funds of the corporation to be used for such purposes was not to exceed
$500,000,000, and the amount of the bonds which the corporation was authorized to have outstanding was increased
from $2,000,000,000 to $3,500,000,000.
There . was no similar provision in the Senate bill with
respect to the activities of the Home Owners' Loan Corporation, but it was provided in the Senate amendment (sec.
506) that the authorization for the corporation to issue
bonds should be increased by $1,000,000,000, and that the
limitation of existing law with respect to advances for repairs
and improvements of homes covered by mortgages held
by the corporation should be increased from $200,000,000 to
$300,000,000.
The conference agreement eliminates title II of the House
bilL but retains the Senate provision.
The report as agreed upon retained the provisions of title
II of the House bill. which provided for an increase of the
funds of the Home Owners' Loan Corporation in the amount
of $1,000,000,000. One hundred million dollars of that additicnal sum to be supplied the Home Owners' Loan Corporation may be devoted to repairs and renovation, in addition
to $200,000,000 of the Home Owners' Loan Corporation fund
made available for that purpose out of funds constituting
the $2,000,000,000 supplied in the farmer enactment of the
Congress.
Mr. MOTi'. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. STEAGALL. I will ask the gentleman to let me proceed briefly. I wish to say, Mr. Speaker, that the House
provision in this bill providing for the creation of national
mortgage associations, which was adopted by the House as
an amendment, has been agreed upon by the conferees, and
it is adopted in the same form in which it passed the House.
[Applause.] Such associations are not to be permitted to
make loans and the tax-exemption features are eliminated.
These associations may only purchase or sell mortgages.
Under the House provision such associations were to be
supervised by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board, while
under the Senate amendment they were to be supervised
by the Federal Housing Administrator. Under the House
bill the national mortgage associations were authorized to
issue debentures in an aggregate amount not to exceed 15
times the aggregate par value of their oµtstanding capital
stock, but in no event to exceed the current face value of
mortgages held by them and insured under the provisions of
the bill, plus the amount of cash and its equivalent and
bonds or obligations of the United States. In the Senate
amendment the first limitation upon the issuance of debentures was fixed at 10 times the aggregate par value of
the outstanding capital stock of the associations and this
provision was retained in the conference agreement. The
Senate amendment also provided that mortgages which were
to be purchased and sold by the associations were not to
exceed 80 percent of the appraised value of the property as
of the date the mortgages were purchased. The conference
agreement retains the provisions of the Senate amendment.
The Senate bill defined the kind of mortgages that may be
insured for the purpose of effecting the development of lowcost housing projects. They are limited to property held
by Federal or State instrumentalities, private limited dividend corporations, or mutual corporate State instrumentalities established to provide housing for persons of low income
and regulated by law as to rents or return.
Mr. Speaker, title V of this bill deals with general provisions that I do not deem it necessary to consume the time
of the House in discussing at this hour. Mr. Speaker, we
are sure that this legislation will enable the Home Owners'
Loan Corporation to continue the splendid service being
·rendered for the relief of home owners. We believe that
the legislation will bring a revival of construction and building activities in the United States, and will accomplish
far-reaching and substantial reemployment of labor. It is
a major effort of the administration to find relief from
the general distress from which the Nation has suffered
during recent years. [Applause.]

The Home Loan Bank Board was authorized by the House
bill to create a Federal savings-and-loan insurance corporation to insure accounts of members of Federal savings-andIoan asociations, of building-and-loan, savings-and-Joa~
homestead associations, and cooperative banks. Whether or
not members of a home-loan bank, any account might be
insured up to $2,500. The Senate bill contained a similar
provision, but permits insurance up to $5,000 for each account. The Senate provision is retained. The institutions
which were insured under the provisions of the Senate
amendment were required to submit with their application
an agreement providing, among other things, that they
should not make any loan during the period the insurance
was in force beyond 100 miles from their principal office,
that they would not issue securities which guarantee a definite return or which have a definite maturity, that they
would not carry on any sales plan or practices in violation
of regulations made by the corporation, and would provide
adequate reserves satisfactory to the corporation, but should
have reserves at least equal to 5 percent of all their insured
accounts within a period of not to exceed 10 years. Insured
institutions were required to pay to the corporation a premium charge for insurance equal to one-half of 1 percent of
the total amount of all accounts of its insured members plus
any creditor obligations of such institutions, and it was provided that an additional one-fourth of 1 percent might be
assessed by the corporation against each such institution
until the amount of such premiums equaled the amount of all
losses and expenses of the corporation. The total assessments against any such institution, however, under the Senate provisions were not to exceed one-half of 1 percent of
the total amount of all accounts of its insured members and
its creditor obligations.
The conference agreement retains the provisions of the
Senate amendment, except that the benefit of insurance is
extended to institutions of the class specified in the House
bill, whether or not they are members of the Federal homeloan bank system, the premium charge for insurance is reduced from one-half of 1 percent to one-fourth of 1 percent,
and with respect to the limitation upon the making of loans
it is provided that the institutions are to agree not to make
loans beyond 50 miles from their principal office except with
the approval of the corporation, but that any applicant
who prior to the date of enactment of the act has beed
permitted to make loans beyond such 50-mile limit may
continue to do so within the teritory in which the applicant
is operating on such date.
Mr. LUCE. Mr. Speaker, it would, of course, in this juncture be unwise and superfluous to attempt discussion of the
details of the conference report.
I wish first to say that the conferees have devoted many
hours to the careful study of these details, and their agreement may attest the satisfaction that the conferees feel at
harmonizing their differences.
In general, this bill has three purposes. The first is to
embark upon the insuring of mortgages. While my doubts
continue, I drown them in my hopes, for I sincerely hope
that this new extension of the field of insurance may help
break the jam and start up the construction industry.
The second feature of the bill concerns the creation of
national mortgage associations. I still have my doubts about
the wisdom of that, still believing that the insuring of mortgages ought either to be left to private enterprise or wholly
taken over by the Government, and that hybrid institutions
of this sort run the same dangers that faced the joint-stock
land-bank system. · I pray that the event may not be the
same. The third provision of the bill is the important provision, to me, for my chief interest has been that of the
thrift institutions of the country. Grave apprehensions
have been felt by these institutions lest the creation of
national mortgage associations, with advantage in the way
of tax-exempt securities, might lead to competition that
would drive all the thrift institutions to the wall. The wisdom of the House in taking away the tax exemption has been
accepted by the conference committee and fortified by additional provisions which we think will secure equal and
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fair competition between these .new associations and the
·thrift institutions of the country. And I may say that the
most-thoughtful men among the leaders of the thrift institutions are of the belief that as the matter now stands
there will be competition on equal footing and that the
building-and-loan associations, the savings banks, and all
kindred institutions may not fear the prospect.
Title II, as we put it in the bill, has disappeared as such.
Advantages accrue to the thrift institutions in other re·
spects that will make them, I believe, of greater usefulness.
Therefore, sir, without further entering upon discussion of
.detail, I would say that, in my own judgment, the House will
be warranted in accepting the report of the conference committee, may feel assured that a step ahead has been taken
:and that however grave the dangers involved, we have
·brought every safeguard we could think of to protect the
thrift institutions of the country and the people of the country. We hope we have contributed something toward the
most important step now to be taken for recovery-renewal
.of activity in the building field. [Applause.]
Mr. BOLTON. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. LUCE. I yield.
Mr. BOLTON. Can the chairman of the committee tell
us what the known or contingent liabilities of this bill are
to the Federal Government? For instance, in title II as I
understand, is $200,000,000. What are the total liabilities of
this bill to the Federal Government, or what are the contingent liabilities to the Federal Government?
Mr. STEAGALL. We do not expect any Government loss
under the operation of this bill. The insurance title, to
which the gentleman refers, covering renovation and repairs,
is limited in amount to $200,000,000.
. On mortgages the limitation is $1,000,000,000 on existing projects and another billion dollars on new projects.
These provisions may be extended upon order of the
President.
The other provisions of the bill provide for a mutual insurance and under plans which place the burdens upon
the institutions to be insured and which levY specific charges
for the purpose of raising funds to take care of losses.
Mr. Speaker, I move the previous question upon the adoption of the conference report.
The previous question was ordered.
The SPEAKER. The question is on agreeing to the conference report.
The conference report was agreed to.
A motion to reconsider was laid on the table.
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, I rise to question of the privileges of the House and offer a resolution which I send to the
desk.
The Clerk read the resolution, as follows:
Whereas it is proposed that an entertainment ·be held in the
Hall of the House of Representatives immediately after the Congress adjourns for the purpose of broadcasting to the country
certain alleged songs, music, and so forth, and
Whereas such a performance is contrary to the wishes of the
majority of the thinking Members of Congress, for the reason that
it will be sent out to the country as the performance of Congress
itself, and immediately reflect discredit upon the House of Repre~
sentatives and hold this body up to ridicule and subject it to
criticism and contempt: Therefore be it
Resolved, That such an entertainment in the Hall of the House
of Representatives be, and it is hereby, forbidden.
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I call the Speaker's attention to the fact that since I have
been a Member of this House, on one occasion a Member
came into the House of Representatives on Sunday for the
purpose of addressing a great gathering in the galleries,
with the very best intention. There was to be no broadcasting, no monkey show, and yet it was held by the then
Speaker, the distinguished gentleman from Massachusetts,
Mr. Gillett, that that was a violation of the rules of the
House.
To hold a performance such as was attempted to be held
here the other night, and to broadcast it over the country
at a time when we are going home, when the people are
looking to the Congress and expecting it to maintain that
dignity that has characterized it throughout the years, and
to cap the climax here by putting on a show that would be
ridiculous and bring Congress into ridicule and contempt,
I submit, is a violation of the rights of the Membership of
the .House, and we have a right to protest by the adoption
of this resolution. [Applause.]
The SPEAKER. The Chair is ready to rule. Does the
gentleman desire to be heard?
Mr. FULLER. Not if the Chair is ready to rule.
The SPEAKER. The Chair reads from the House rules
and Manual:
Questions of privilege shall be, first, those affecting the rights of
the House collectively, its safety, dignity, and the integrity of its
proceedings.

The object of the resolution is to reach something which
might occur after the adjournment of the House, but the
Chair thinks it is a close question. The House controls the
use of its own Chamber even after it adjourns; therefore the
Chair prefers to submit the question to the House.
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, I move the previous question
on the adoption of the resolution.
The previous question was ordered.
The SPEAKER. The question is on the adoption of the
resolution.
The resolution was agreed to.
A motion to reconsider was laid on the table.
UNITED STATES TERRITORIAL EXPANSION MEMORIAL COMMISSION

Pursuant to the provisions of Senate Joint Resolution 93,
the Chair appointed as members of the United States Territorial Expansion Memorial Commission the following Members of the House: Mr. SANDLIN' of Louisiana; Mr. KELLER,
of Illinois; and Mr. THURSTON, of Iowa.
SPECIAL COMMITTEE TO CONDUCT INVESTIGATIONS OF PHILIPPINE
CONDITIONS

The SPEAKER laid before the House the following com·
munication from the President of the United States:
THE WHITE HOUSE,

Washington, June :16, J..934.

The Honorable HENRY T. RAINEY,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
MY DEAR MR. SPEAKER: I am transmitting herewith a copy of a
concurrent resolution adopted by the Philippine Legislature on
May 2, 1934. You will observe that this resolution requests me to
appoint a committee, including an economic expert, to conduct
hearings and investigations in the Philippine Islands, in accordance with my message to Congress of March 2, 1934.
It does not seem to me appropriate that I should appoint such
a committee at this time, since the constitution which may be
adopted under the provisions of the Independence Act has not yet
been ratified. Since, however, the Congress has been giving close
Mr. FULLER. Mr. Speaker, a point of order. The reso- attention to the relations between this Government and the
Islands, it has occurred to me that the Senate and the
lution is not privileged. It is not contemplated that any- Philippine
House of Representatives might consider it useful and opportune
thing shall be done until after the House adjourns.
at this moment to appoint a committee consisting of probably
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, I ask to be heard on the three of the Members of each branch of the Legislature for the
purpose of investigating the present conditions in the Philippines
point of order.
and report:Ing to the Congress thereon. It is therefore to the
The SPEAKER. The Chair will hear the gentleman on end that any action which may be deemed appropriate in the
the point of order.
premises may be taken by the Congress that I am transmitting to
you a copy of the resolution aforementioned.
Mr. FULLER. On the point of order only.
I am communicating in the same sense to the President of
Mr. RANKIN. I will be my own judge of that.
the Senate.
·
Mr. FULLER. Not entirely your own judge.
Very sincerely yours,
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, anything that goes on, anyFRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT.
(Enclosure)
thing that is carried on on the floor of this House that tends

The SPEAKER. Without objection, the accompanying
to hold the Congress of the United States up to ridicule and
contempt is a violation of the rules of the House. [Ap- resolution of the Philippine Legislature will be printed in
plause.]
the RECORD.
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The concurrent resolution adopted by the Philippine Leg- lie-spirited citizens of St. Louis, who will cooperate witli
the Commission. The officers of this association are: Ber.islature is as follows:
Concurrent Resolution No. 53, adopted by Philippine Legislature nard F. Dickmann, mayor of St. Louis, honorary chairman:
on May 2, 1934
Charles Nagel, former Secretary of Commerce and Labor.
Concurrent resolution inviting a committee of the Government of honorary vice chairman; Rolla Wells, former mayor of St.
the United States to conduct hearings and inspections in the Louis, honorary vice chairman; Luther Ely Smith, chairman:
Philippine Islands for the purpose of ascertaining such imperfections and inequalities as may exist in the Tydings-McDuffie Morton May, Carl F. G. Meyer. Frank C. Rand, vice chair~
men; John G. Lonsdale, treasurer; Tom Gilmartin, secretary.
Law
Whereas in his message to Congress of March 2, 1934, recom- Members of executive committee and chairmen of special
mending the approval of a Philippine independence legislation, the committees: Plan and scope, Judge Jesse McDonald, chair•
President of the United States stated: "I do not believe that other ~an; press and publicity, W. C. D'Arcy, chairman; finance..
provisions of the original law need be changed at this time. Where
imperfections or inequalities exist, I am confident that they can Sidney Maestre, chairman; legislation, Gale F. Johnson.
be corrected after proper hearing and in fairness to both peoples "; chairman, William J. Gibbons, Isaac H. Orr; historical data..
Whereas it is the desire of the Phillppine Legislature that an McCune Gill, chairman; legal, Charles P. Williams, chair-.
authorized committee of the Government of the United States man; transportation, Col. Albert T. Perkins, chairman;
conduct hearings and investigations in due time in the Philippine
Islands for the purpose of ascertaining such imperfections and speakers: Mrs. George Gellhom, chairman, Claude B. Rick•
inequalities as may exist in the Tydings-McDuffie Act: Now, there- etts, Max O'Rell Truitt; Mrs. E. M. Grossman, executive.
fore, be it
secretary.
Resolved by the senate (the House of Representatives of the
Mr. Speaker, the proposed Jefferson National Expansimt
Philippines concurring), That the President of the United States
be requested, and he is hereby requested, to appoint a committee, Memorial will be composed of two construction projects, as.:
including an economic expert, to conduct hearings and investiga- follows:
tions in the Philippine Islands, in accordance with his message to
First. It is proposed to acquire a tract on the west bank of '
Congress of March 2, 1934, the expenses of said committee and
the Mississippi of " Old St. Louis ", extending back thre~
economic expert to be borne by the Philippine government.
blocks from the levee, comprising the historic focus of
The SPEAKER. Pursuant to the suggestion of the Presi- National Expall$ion in the original frontier capital of uppe:i
dent of the United States, the Chair appoints the fallowing Louisiana, with a vista extending from the old courthouse
Members to represent the House of Representatives on the on Fourth Street to the river. On this tract will be built a.
special committee to conduct hearings and investigations in large memorial monument to Thomas Jefferson and the other.
the Philippine Islands, pursuant to Concurrent Resolution early statesmen, patriots, pioneers, hunters, trappers, and
No. 53, adopted by the Philippine Legislature on May 2, 1934: frontiersmen who fostered the National Expansion moveThe gentleman from Alabama [Mr. McDUFFIE], the gentle- ment. It is proposed that there be memorials of the various
man from West Virginia [Mr. SMITHJ, the gentleman from States, affording opportunity to set forth the contribution
Missouri lMr. LoZIERJ, and the gentleman from Maine and participation of the States in the expansion and devel•
[Mr. BEEDY].
opment of the Nation.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Second. It is also proposed to build a highway or drive
Mr. STEAGALL. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent along the entire river front of the city of St. Louis on a
that all Members may have 5 legislative days within which wharf, which is now owned by the city, and can be utilized.
to extend their remarks on the Housing bill.
This highway will form a much-needed connection between
The SPEAKER. The Members have that privilege.
the great network of United States highways entering the
city from the north and south, and will permit easy access
JEFFERSON NATIONAL EXPANSION MEMORIAL ASSOCIATION
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous by pleasure and business automobiles to the central part of
consent to extend my remarks in the RECORD on the appoi.D.t- the city. The building of such a highway is in conformity
ment of the committee just read and to include therein a with the Government's plans to establish a system of n~
brief sketch of the historic aspects of the Louisiana Pur- tional highways, as it will be free from the interferences of
cross traffic, and will be of great value to travelers from all
chase prepared by the association.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the parts of the country entering st. Louis.
The most characteristic new product of today, leisure
gentleman from Missouri?
time, would be devoted here, both by citizens and visitors, in
There was no objection.
Mr. COCHRAN of Missouri. Mr. Speaker, in keeping with viewing a beautiful and educational national monument to
the provisions of the resolution which provides for the crea- the pioneers and their great adventures and achievements.
An empire of fertile land, millions of people, a storehouse
tion of a national commission to be known as the " United
States Territorial Expansion Memorial Commission ,,, in- of the Nation's wealth, a broad expanse where the plain
troduced in the Senate by Bennett Champ Clark, and in the people could strive for and achieve the ideals of liberty,
House by myself, for the purpose of acquiring a suitable democracy and independence between the Mississippi and
site and designing and constructing a permanent memorial the Pacific Ocean-this is what Thomas Jefferson gave to
facing the MissiEsippi River at St. Louis to commemorate the young American Nation in 1803 when, by the stroke of
the achievements of Thomas Jefferson and the men who a pen, he made possible the extension of our boundaries
made possible the expansion of the United States beyond from ocean to ocean. More exactly, over 2,000,000 square
the original Colonies on the Atlantic coast westward, the miles of territory, which today represents values totaling
President will name 3 members, the Vice President 3 mem- more than $165,000,000,000, and for which he obligated our
bers, and you, the Speaker of the House of Representatives, Government to pay approximately $15,000,000 in cash. The
man and his deed deserve a national memorial. St. Louis is
3 members.
I have just been informed that following your action in the natural gateway of the West, where Jefferson's vision
naming three Members of the House, who will serve on the found its greatest impetus and development. It was on the
Commission, the Vice President has likewise named the banks of the" Father of Waters" that the West began; and
three Members of the Senate. Those named are: Senators at this place, one of the most historic spots in America, the
ALBEN W. BARKLEY, of Kentucky; Frederick VAN. NUYs, of proposed memorial should stand for all time.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt in his book, Look.in~
Indiana; and JAMES J. DAVIS, of Pennsylvania; and Representatives JOHN N. SANDLIN, of Louisiana; KENT E. KELLER, Forward, said:
We have in our own history three men who chiefly stand ou11
of Illinois; and LLOYD THURSTON, of Iowa. Senator BARKLEY,
the universality of their interest and of their knowledge-of Kentucky, and Representative KELLER are Chairmen of for
Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, and Theodore Roosevelt.
the Library Committees of their respective bodies.
All three knew at first hand every cross current of national and
The President will in the very near future name repre- of international life. All three were possessed of a profound culture in the best sense of the word, and yet all three understood.
sentative citizens for places on the Commission.
yearnings and the lack of ~pportunity-the hopes and fearf!o
Mr. Speaker, the Jefferson National Expansion Memorial the
of millions of their fellow beings. All true culture finally comes
Association, organized about a year ago, is composed of pub- down to an appreciation of just that.
·
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And of the three, I think that Jefferson was in many ways the
deepest student--the one with the most inquiring and diversified
intellect and, above all, the one who at all times looked the
farth est into the future, examining the ultimate effects on humanity of the actions of the present.
Jefferson's methods were usually illustrative of government
based upon a universality of interest. I can picture the weeks
on horseback when he was traveling into the different States of
the Union, slowly and laboriously accumulating an understanding of the people of his country. He was not only drinking in
the needs of the people in every walk of life, but he was also
giving to them an understanding of the essential principles of
self-government.
. .
lVf_r. Speaker, under the permission granted by the House,

I
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Unknown pioneers, indeed; but they brought with them the
Puritan sturdiness to conquer the wilderness. The Cavaliers and
Piedmont frontiersmen left their impress upon some of these
brave men and women. Unknown, but within a few years, over
a million had crossed the mountains. Continuing the march, generally with the wharf of "Old St. Louis" as the gateway to the
miraculous wonders of the West, these sturdy frontiersmen followed -the streams to the land of promise. And the women bore
the hardships of the new country as heroically as did the men.
These unknown pioneers planted the ideals of the East and
South in the fresh soil of the West, and history can tell no more
stirring story than that embodied in the myriads who reached
St. Louis, went to the Northwest along the Missouri, the Oregon
Trail, the paths of the fur traders, or turned to the Southwest,
some to Texas, others to New Mexico, Arizona, and California.
Destiny itself and the work of these unknown pioneers demonstrated that the United States of America could and should
reach from coast to coast.

I am including excerpts from the brochure prepared and
published by the press and publicity committee of the Jeffer.
1 Expansion
·
Memoria
· 1 Comm1ssion.
· ·
Mr . W . C .
son Na t 10na
D'Arcy is chairman of that committee. I am sure this hisTHE FOCUS OF NATIONAL EXPANSION
rical
data
will
be
of
interest
to
the
people
of
the
country,
Geographically,
no point west of Plymouth Rock is filled with
to
the significance attached to the spot, now the foot of Market
as well as educational:
Street, on the St. Louis Levee, originally marked by Pierre Laclede
JEFFERSON'S VISION OF OUR NATIONAL ExPANSION

Romantic--dramatic-is the fact that exactly a quarter century
after Thomas J efferson, as a member of Governor Patrick Henry's
council during the Revolutionary War, had paved the way to the
Louisiana Purchase by securing Virginia's support for the expedition to drive the British out of the old Northwest. He made his
vision come true by signing, in 1803, the treaty with Napoleon for
the cession of that territory by France.
Jefferson's vision of our national expansion, which he saw must
come to pass if the original Colonies were to be a great nation,
has been fulfilled. "Where there is no vision, the people perish",
but where there is vision, such as Jefferson had, a great nation
must be, and was, the inevitable result.
And the people believed that liberty could only be preserved by
an expanding country. Jefferson had helped to foster this idea
when he had aided in establishing democratic government across
the Ohio at Marietta in the old Northwest Territory, and beyond
the mountains in Kentucky.
His ambitious dream for the United States of America did not
end there. Even the Mississippi did not limit his glorious project.
When Napoleon hoped to embarrass England, Livingston, of New
York, and Monroe, of Virginia, drove a bargain and bought Louisiana-with undefined boundaries--for what would now buy no
more than a valuable block in a city of that domain.
Radi~ting from "Old St. Louis" on the banks of the Mississippi, expeditions went forth, new boundaries were defined and
established until the dreams of Thomas Jefferson became historythe Louisiana Purchase gave us to the Rocky Mountains, a claim
reaching to the Pacific and to the Mexican border. Texas brought
us to the Rio Grande, and the far Northwest gave us the stepping
stone to Alaska.
HISTORIC GROUND

The west bank of the Mississippi, stretching for 15 mlles as the
eastern boundary of St. Louis, is fraught with a wealth of historic
associations. In particular, the blocks between the levee and
Third Street, from the Eads Bridge south to Poplar Street, have
been the scene in succession of the government and culture of
France, Spain, and the United States, with British dominion
abutting the eastern shore.
Here came Capt. Amos Stoddard in 1803 representing President
Jefferson as well as France to take possession of Louisiana. The
flag of Spain was lowered, the flag of France was raised to signify
the reacquisition by Napoleon 2 years before; then the Lilies of
France came down and the Stars and Stripes were raised over
America's new domain. To this spot had previously come the
explorers Joliet, Pere Marquette, and La Salle.
Later came the Germans under Gottfried Duden and Carl
Schurz. Scandin avians came through St. Louis, some bound for
the Northwest, and sons of other nations. Such famous men as
Zebulon Pike, Ben ton, Robert E. Lee, Doniphan, Douglas, Lincoln,
Sherman, Blair, Mark Twain, James B. Eads, and Eugene Field
were here. St. Louis was a starting point for the Santa Fe Trail,
the Oregon Trail, the fur-trading enterprises, the Lewis and Clark
expedition, the migration to Texas under Moses and Stephen F.
Austin, and t h e Forty-niners--a myriad of unknown pioneers
and frontiersmen. This is sacred ground in American history.
MEM ORIAL TO NATIONAL EXPANSION NEEDED

Liguest in 1764 when, with an engineer's keen perception, he
blazed trees on the river bank to mark the spot named by him
"St. Louis."
Nations are great as they honor the cardinal virtues. Is there
any spot where the romance of justice, prudence, and fortitude
found better root than in this birthplace of the Mississippi Valley
and the Far West?
These heroic attributes made possible the foundation of the
first Catholic diocese between the Rockies and the Father of
Waters; these qualities brought Methodists, Baptists, Presbyterians, Episcopalians to start their expansion to the west, north,
and south.
Spiritual values, indeed, but with such a background of faith
it was natural for Lewis and Clark to outfit here their expedition
up the Missouri to the Northwest; for Zebulon Pike to push his
explorations beyond the peak named in his honor; for the "fortyniners " to consume weary and dangerous months in the overland
trip to California; here where the old courthouse, overlooking the
river, is still standing in which the Dred Scott case was first tried.
History for the Nation was made here-in politics, in discoveries,
in transportation, in religion, in trade.
History for the Nation was made here-yet no adequate, permanent, national memorial stands to encourage the emulation by
posterity of the noble qualities that made this history.
That is why the Jefferson National Expansion Memorial Association is asking Congress to recognize adequately this historically
holy ground.
STARTING POINT OF THE DISCOVERERS OF THE WESTERN EMPmE

Rich in the lore of this country have been the associations connected with "Old St. Louis." Priests from Quebec, French engineers from New Orleans, beheld the beautiful city of St. Louis.
Father De Smet pushed on to carry the cross to the western
Indians; Zebulon Pike started from St. Louis in 1805 to map the
upper Mississippi and later penetrated the Rockies and discovered
the mountain named for him.
What more interesting page is there in American history than
the journey of Meriwether Lewis and William Clark up the Missouri River to Oregon and- the Pacific? The seed planted by Jefferson came into full flower with this expedition. Equipped and
ready for the jour.ney, the expedition waited at Wood River on t he
east bank of the Mississippi near St. Louis, ready to start when
the Louisiana Purchase became a fact. Stirring to the imagination is the picture of Lewis and Clark presenting the record of
their journey to Jefferson in the White House upon their return
to Washington. It was a moment great for Jefferson and great
for the Nation. Lewis afterward was Governor of Louisiana Territory. Clark returned to St. Louis, became Governor of Missouri
Territory, completed a useful life, and was buried here.
Father Peter John De Smet, born in Belgium, American Jesuit
missionary, traveled 180,000 mlles as a missionary discoverer in
the trans-Mississippi country. Almost conremporary with Gottfried Duden, of Germany, he told Europe of this great West, collected a million francs in Europe for his work. A missionary to
the Indians in truth but also a missionary of information to the
land of his birth.
In 1819 Stephen H. Long started from St. Louis to go to the
Rocky Mountains; Longs Peak was named after him. William H.
Ashley led an expedition from St. Louis to explore the Yellowstone
in 1822.
Daniel Boone visited here and established a home a few miles
away near the banks of the Missouri on land given to him by the
Federal Government.
A glorious succession of American discoverers, but the Nation as
a nation has never honored them with an adequate, permanent,
national memorial.

What a march of historic sequences! Figures of national import
lived here in the early days. However honored by pageants,
presentations, and Presidential praises, the United States has thus
far had no adequate, permanent, national memorial to those men
who, as pioneers, gave to our Government and held for posterity
an area west of the Mississippi double that east of it.
It is well to honor Jefferson, Lewis and Clark, Livingston, and
Monroe, and that galaxy of statesmen, patriots, and pioneers who
MISSIONS OF THE PIONEERS OF RELIGION CENTERED HERE
had this great vision of the national expansion that was to be.
No chapter telling _of proud achievement is greater than the
Every great movement must have its leaders. They should be
story of the religious leaders and missionaries who crossed " the
honored.
And we should ho.nor the unknown pioneers who came from Father of Waters" at St. Louis. Marquette, La Salle, Joliet ca.me
New England and New York, Virginia, Maryland, the Carolinas, down the river. The Des Peres Mission at St. Louis, established in
and Georgia and formed a westward movement that is one of the 1699, was the first in the entire Mississippi Valley, shortly followed
by Cahokia. across the river.
marvels of the history of the world.
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No sooner had Laclede founded St. Louis than Jesuit priests Roosevelt had worked with FUlton 1n the East and brought his
celebrated mass on the river front. Father Gibault built the first bride on his trips down and up the Ohio and Mississippi. He
permanent church in 1770, and later on St. Louis was the seat of sought to establish permanent lines of communication between
the first Catholic diocese between" the Father of Waters" and the the markets of the East and the production of the West. These
Rocky Mountains. On the front of the old French Cathedral achievements were followed by the railroads which were described
standing at Second and Walnut Streets are carved the words: "Ma in the fifties by Thomas H. Benton, in one of his notable speeches
Maison Sera Appellee La Maison De Priere." ("My house shall be in the Senate, as follows:
called a house of prayer.")
" Behold the extended and ramified system of railroads from the
Protestants were not long in arriving and we find Rev. John Mississippi to the Atlantic! What is it but an extended fan I The
Clark planting Methodism in Missouri in 1798. By 1804 it was top on the Atlantic Coast, the spokes converging to St. Louis.
estimated that 1,000 Protestants were in the Territory of Louisiana.
"I hav~ demonstrated the rationality of this work (the building
Thomas Musick organized the first Baptist Church in 1807 at Fee of the railroads to the Pacific Ocean)-its practicability-and the
Fee, on the road between St. Louis and St. Charles. In 1811 ~eans in our hands for making it; I do not expatiate upon its
Salmon Giddings established the first Presbyterian Church near importance. When finished it will be the American route to Asia
the levee. In 1819 John Ward founded the first Protestant Epis- and will turn the Asiatic commerce of Europe through the heart
copal Church, and it was on the bank of the historic river.
of America. It will make us mistress of that trade--rich at home
Cii-cuit riders, bringing solace and news from the outside world and powerful abroad-and reviving a line of oriental and almost
to the lonely settlers; priests, celebrating mass for widely separated fabulous cities to stretch across our continent."
parishioners; evangelists, who answered the longing for emoEven in 1847, when Abraham Lincoln took his family to Washtional righteousness. From these beginnings throughout the ington for h~s service in Congress, it was necessary to take a
country have gone devoted ministers and missionaries establish- 2-day stage ride from Springfield to St. Louis and rest at Scott's
ing churches, hospital orphanages, seminaries, colleges, until, "the Hotel before proceeding to the Capital.
great Middle West in the early part of the nineteenth century
River traffic also aided greatly in developing the western counbecame the site of the purest Americanism."
try. One of the dramatic episodes in the river trade was the
Significant indeed is the fact that early St. Louis could look race of the steamboats Robert E. Lee and the Natchez from New
with reverence upon a 20-foot cross placed on top of the blu1I to Orl~ans to St. Louis in 1870-time: 3 days, 18 hours, 14 minutes.
the west of the city.
Finally the great bridge across the Mississippi was built at
Mll.ITARY IMPORTANCE
St. Louis by Eads, who used caiesons for the first time in 1870.
From the very beginning, " Old St. Louis " has been, in the mili- No wonder Eads went from the site of "Old St. Louis" to become
tary sense, of strategic importance. The British, who attempted the father of the jetties at the mouth of the river.
to wrest Louisiana from Spain and strengthen their hold on the . Transportation carried out Jefferson's vision by utilizing the
Province of Quebec (then recently extended by act of Parliament fortitude, ingenuity, and perseverance of those who gathered
to the Ohio and Mississippi), believed that St. Louis was the key on and around the banks of the river at "Old St. Louis."
to the situation. If Fort San Carlos, which the Spanish had
COMMERCIAL IMPORTANCE OF EARLY. EXPANSION
erected near the river as a protection to St. Louis, could be capWhen Laclede chose a level tract on a rocky ledge about 30
tured, the Spanish hold west of the Mississippi would be harrassed.
In 1780 British soldiers accompa.nied Indians, who murdered a feet above the Mississippi River, he declared: "I have found a lonumber of the settlers. In the battle around the fort the British cation where I will form an establishment that will some day
and Indians were driven back from the Mississippi to the north, become one of the finest cities of America."
Laclede's prophecy came true, and from the beginning the
and from that time forward Great Britain gave up all efforts to
commercial expansion of the United States used St. Louis and its
acquire the Territory included in the Louisiana Purchase.
St. Louis produced the man who, failing help from Virginia, river routes as the point from which to carry on this national
financed George Rogers Clark's expedition. Col Francis Vigo, born purpose.
On the river at" Old St. Louis" was established the first trading
Italian but always American in his sympathies, provided $20,000 in
response to Clark's appeals made on frequent visits to St. Louis 1n post in this section of the United States. From this post went
the
traders up and down the streams bringing back furs. In
1778. Vigo also journeyed through the wilderness to Vincennes
and brought back to Clark the information that enabled the 1808, leading citizens formed the Missouri Fur Co., and established
"Hannibal of the West" to carry out the capture of Fort Sackville. posts beyond the Rocky Mountains, even placing dne on the CoIn 1814 Zachary Taylor, then a captain, led regulars from St. lumbia; John Jacob Astor, in 1819, established a branch of the
Louis to Wisconsin, accompanying volunteer troops from Missouri. American Fur Co. in St. Louis, and sent out his men to the West.
In the or~ginal purchase of Louisiana were, as finally defined
Robert E. Lee spent 2 years here as an engineer for the Federal
Government, and kept St. Louis on the river by diverting the chan- by the treaties, included about 1,000,000 square miles. Later were
nel of the Mississippi to the west of Bloody Island, the battle- added to the national domain Texas, California, and Oregon, now
embracing the States of Washington, Oregon, and Idaho. Except
ground of duelists.
Grant sold wood on this river front. He married Julia Dent in for the extreme South, commercial enterprises, like the fan
mentioned by Benton, spread to the west, north, and south from
a house which is still standing in this neighborhood.
Gen. William Henry Harrison, afterward " Old Tippecanoe '', as the river at "Old St. Louis." Railroads, steamboats, and even
Governor of Indiana Territory, became the first American Gov- aviation found St. Louis a favored point of origin.
ernor of upper Louisiana, and at St. Louis perfected the first code
GREAT HISTORICAL QUESTIONS OF STATESMANSHIP ANSWERED HERE
of laws for the district.
A country established by the French, ruled by the Spanish, and
General Lafayette in 1825 made St. Louis the western terminus
developed by the United States, naturally has a cosmopolitan
of his famous visit to the nation he had helped establish.
During the Mexican War Col-0nel Doniphan started the longest character. At no other time has a. continent been discovered
'
march known to American military history, when St. Louis troops conquered, and civilized within three centuries.
With the infiux of settlers first attracted by Spanish grants,
went to Fort Leavenworth, and thence overland to Santa Fe, then
the Middle West was the forum for the settlement of national
to Chihuahua, and eventually back to Missouri.
issues.
Noble figures indeed. They belong to the Nation-to its history,
Missouri's admission to the Union, coincidentally with Maine,
lore, and ideals.
was preceded by national debates of the most far-reaching charIf Jefferson had not had the vision to push through the Louisiana acter.
Purchase, Custer, Sam Houston, and the Austins might not have
Jefferson in 1820 wrote: "The Missouri question is the most
been figures in our national epic.
portentous one which ever yet threatened the United States. In
Military leaders starting from St. Louis helped conquer the . the gloomiest moment of the Revolutionary War I never had any
wilderness. Beginning with Lewis and Clark and down through apprehensions equal to what I feel from this source."
that long procession of hardy soldiers marched John C. Fremont
It was John Quincy Adams who said that this compromise was:
to the Pacific; Gen. William H. Ashley, who found the way to the " The
title page to a great, tragic volume."
Utah Basin; Major Sibley, together with Joseph C. Brown and
The Dred Scott case originated in the old courthouse, which
Captain Gamble, who marked the Santa Fe Trail.
within the confines of old St. Louis, and which maySt. Louis was the site of first early Army posts, including Fort still stands
be a part of the permanent national memorial. On the
Bellefontaine established in 1805. Jefferson Barracks, adjoining properly
St. Louis, now the central barracks of the United States, was steps of this same courthouse slaves were sold at execution sale.
Webster and Clay came to St. Louis and con.firmed their repucommenced in 1826.
tation by speaking to enthusiastic audiences. Clay could well do
An adequate permanent national memorial to the military so, for Missouri produced Edward Bates, also an advocate of
leaders of the national expansion would alone be worthy of the internal improvements. Bates afterward was Attorney General in
attention of Congress.
Lincoln's first Cabinet.
THE FOCUS OF EARLY TRANSPORTATION

From the time that De Soto in. 1541 tramped, waded, and fought
his way across to the Mississippi near Memphis down to 1927 when
Lindbergh, backed by " The Spirit of St. Louis ", made his memorable !light to Paris," Old St. Louis "-gateway to the West-has had
its part in the development of transportation. Laclede and the
Original Thirty in 1764 came up the river to Fort Chartres and
St. Louis from New Orleans by boat. Soon the lonely horseman
on land, the pirogues, keelboats, batteaux on the rivers, and then
Nicholas Roosevelt (paternal ancestor of two Presidents), who put
the first steamboat on the Ohio and the Mississippi. Nicholas

JEFFERSON'S " STEADFAST FRIENDSHIP FOR THE GREAT WEST "

Theodore Roosevelt in Winning of the West
The first of these expeditions was planned by Jefi'erson himself and authorized by Congress. It was purely a voyage of
exploration, planned with intent to ascend the Missouri to its
head, and thence to cross the continent to the Pacific. The explorers were carefully instructed to report \lpon the geography,
physical characteristics, and zoology of the region traversed, as
well as upon its wild human denizens. Jefferson was fond of
science, and in appreciation o! the desirability of non-remunera-
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tive scientific observation and investigation he stood honorably
distinguished among the public men of the day. To him justly
belongs the credit of originating this first exploring expedition
ever undertaken by the United States Government.
Jefierson • • • deserves well of all Americans, in the first
place because of his services to science, and in the next place,
what was of far more importance, because of his steadfast friendship for the great West and his appreciation of its magnificent
future.
THE MARCH OF THE FLAG

Albert J. Beveridge
In 1789 the flag of the Republic waved over 13 States and
their savage territory, which stretched to the Mississippi, to Canada, to the Floridas. The timid minds of that day said that no
new territory was needed, and, for the hour, they were right.
But Jefl'erson, through whose intellect the centuries marchedJefl'erson acquired that imperial territory which swept from the
Mississippi to the mountains, from Texas to the British possessions, and the march of the flag began!
The infidels to the gospel of liberty raved, but the flag swept
on! The title to that noble land, out of which Oregon, Washington, Idaho, and Montana have been carved, was uncertain;
Jefferson, strict constructionist of constitutional power though he
was, obeyed the impulse within him, whose watchword then and
whose watchword throughout the world today is "Forward"; another empire was added to the Republic, and the march of the
:flag went on!
Those who deny the power of free institutions to expand
urged every argument, but the people's judgment approved the
command of their blood, and the march of the flag went on!
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and on his return decided to quit. His book, Life on the Mississippi, was the fruitful result of this experience.)
OL' MAN RIVER

The word " Mississippi " is from two Algonquin Indian words,
"misi ', great, and "sipi ", river. The greatness of this river and
of the valley it drains are quaintly, but powerfully, expressed in
the ancient song of the Southern negroes, 01' Man River01' man river dat ol' man river,
He must know sumpin', but don't say nothin',
He jes keeps rollin',
He keeps on rollin' along.
He don't plant taters, he don't plant cotton,
And dem dat plants 'em is soon forgotten;
But ol' man river, he jes keeps rollin' along.
HISTORICAL EVENTS

Monroe, Marbois, and Livingston executed at Paris the Louisiana. Purchase, April 30, 1803. Livingston declared: " From this day
the United States take their place among the powers of first
rank."
Said Jefferson to Congress, October 17, 1803: "Whilst the property and sovereignty of the Mississippi and its waters secure an
uncontrolled navigation through their whole course, free from
collision with other powers, and the dangers to our peace from
that source, the fertility of the country, its climate, and extent,
promise, in due season, important aids to our Treasury, an ample
provision for our posterity, and a wide spread for the blessings
of freedom and equal laws."
May 26, 1780, Indians, inspired and accompanied by the British
from Canada, attacked the village of St. Louts. The fight centered
around the fort named San Carlos, or St. Charles, on the levee
LARGEST CONQUEST PEACEFULLY ACHIEVED
of old St. Louis. It was the hope of the English to establish
a western limit to the territorial expansion of the United States,
James G. Blaine
or recapture some of the territory east of the river, which George
For the advantage of his country, not understanding the Rogers Clark had added to the national domain by his expedition
dangers of war, yet ready to engage in it for the control of the against Kaskaskia, Cahokia, and Fort Sackville. Inhabitants of St.
great waterway to the Gulf, the President (Jefl'erson) made the Louis resisted this attack valiantly and the Indians were repulsed.
largest conquest ever peacefully achieved, and at a cost so small If the Indians had succeeded the course of history might have
that the total sum expended for the entire Territory does not been changed. A small battle, but great in its results for the
equal the revenue which has since been collected on its soil in a Nation.
single month in time of great public peril. • • • The acquimore striking sample of the spirit of the United States can
sition of Louisiana brought incalculable wealth, power, and beNo
recalled than when Jefl'erson, that great exemplar of expansion,
prestige to the Union, and must always be regarded as the master- received Meriwether Lewis and William Clark in Washington, after
stroke of policy which has advanced the United States from a their historic expedition up the Missouri and down the Columcomparatively feeble nation, lying between the Atlantic and the bia River to its mouth. After their report to the Government,
Mississippi, to a continental power of assured strength and bound- no
informed man could doubt that the United States ultimately
less promise.
would reach the Pacific.
WOODROW WILSON'S PRAISE
Sitting under the "Judgment Tree", Daniel Boone acted as
Thomas Jefl'erson was a great leader of men because he under- judge and heard disputes by authority of the Spanish syndic or
stood and interpreted the spirits of men. • • • Jefferson felt, commandant. Conaress gave Boone lands for his noble exploits
more than any other American of his time except Benjamin as a pioneer. Boone's sons made salt at Boone's Lick at Boonville
Franklin, his close kinship with like think.Ing spirits everywhere and sold it in St. Louis. Kentuckians and others from the Southern States followed Boone into Missouri.
else in the civilized world.
It was Boone who in 1824-25 acted as guide for Gottfried Duden,
COOLIDGE ON JEFFERSON
practical German man of letters. After Daniel Boone had shown
When our Government had been established and given strength Duden the rich soil along the Missouri, Duden returned to Gerand direction under Washington, the great instrument which in- many, wrote a book of 350 pages, which proved a best seller,
sured that it should forever remain dedicated to the voice of the and, as a consequence, the great German immigration of 1833
people was again Thomas Jefferson.
began, to be followed by that of 1848. This immigration gave
to the United States such men as Carl Schurz, Franz Sigel, and
CHAMP CLARK'S COMMENT
Joseph Pulitzer.
I tell you when we became a world power. It was on the 30th
I am sure that the Jefferson National Expansion Memorial
day of April 1803, when Thomas Jefferson bought from Napoleon,
for a song, the Louisiana Territory. That was the greatest trans- Association will welcome the cooperation of the public offiaction in real estate ever suggested on · this earth, and I never cials and citizens of the various States which comprise the
think of Thomas Jefferson without blessing him in his grave.
• • • If it hadn't been for him, men couldn't have lived where area covered by the Louisiana Purchase to the end that the
I live and be American citizens. It was the greatest of all Thomas outstanding memorial of all times will be erected on the
Jefl'erson's works.
shores of the :Mississippi River at St. Louis to commemorate
MARK TWAIN DESCRIBES "THE FATHER OF WATERS" FROM LIFE ON THE
MISSISSIPPI

The Mississippi is well worth reading about. It ts not a commonplace river, but on the contrary is in all ways remarkable.
Considering the Missouri, its main branch, it is the longest river
in the world--4,300 miles. It seems safe to say that it is also
the crookedest river in the world, since in one part of its journey
it uses up 1,300 miles to cover the same ground that the crow
would fiy over in 675. It discharges 3 times as much water as
the St. Lawrence, 25 times as much as the Rhine, and 338 times
as much as the Thames. No other river has so vast a drainage
basin; it draws its water supply from 28 States and Territories;
from Delaware on the Atlantic seaboard, and from all the country
between that and Idaho on the Pacific slope--a spread of 45 degrees of longitude. The Mississippi receives and carries to the Gulf
water from 54 subordinate rivers that ate navigable by steamboats,
and from some hundreds that a.re navigable by fiats and keels.
The area of its drainage basin is as great as the combined areas
of England, Wa.les, Scotland, Ireland, France, Spain, Portugal, Germany, Austria, Italy, and Turkey; and almost all this wide region

this epochal achievement.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
Mr. SNYDER. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
extend my remarks in the RECORD and to include therein a.
statement of Gen. Hugh Johnson.
Mr. BLANCHARD. I object, Mr. Speaker.
CORRECTION

l\.ir. CHAPMAN.

Mr. Speaker, a few days ago, on the

passage of the bill to create a pioneer national monument in
Kentucky and commemorate the bicentennial anniversary of
the birth of the great pioneer, Daniel Boone, I asked and
received permission to revise and extend my remarks on that
subject at that point in the RECORD. This was not shown in
the RECORD on the following day, and I therefore desire to
renew the request.
ls' fertile; the Mississippi Valley proper is exceptionally so.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
(It was in the late fifties that Mark Twain learned to be a pilot
on the Mississippi. He paid $100 toward the $500 fee required for gentleman from Kentucky?
There was no objection.
learning the river, took one boat from St. Louis to New Orleans.
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HAYDEN-CARTWRIGHT

ROAD

ACT

MI·. CARTWRIGHT. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to extend my remarks in the RECORD on road legislation, and to include a brief statement by President Roosevelt on this subject made this afternoon.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Oklahoma?
There was no objection.
Mr. CARTWRIGHT. Mr. Speaker, as we come to almost
the closing moments of the second session of the Seventythird Congress, I am very happy to announce that I have
just this afternoon returned from the White House, where
I was summoned by the President to witness the signing
of the Hayden-Cartwright road bill, introduced in the House
by me and sponsored in the Senate by the distinguished
gentleman from Arizona, Senator HAYDEN.
The passage of this road bill is undoubtedly one of the
most important of any measures enacted dming this session. It marks a new era in road building thTOughout the
country and means much to the great State of Oklahoma.
I trust I may be pardoned for adding that, after signing
the bill, President Roosevelt presented me with the beautiful
fountain pen used by him in signing it. It is needless for
me to say that I prize it very highly.
Following is the statement made by the President upon
signing the Hayden-Cartwright Road Act;
As long as the roads of the Nation are used by more than
24,000,000 automobiles and trucks, construction and improvement of roads will be of major importance.
The Hayden-Cartwright Act seeks to stabilize highway building
with Federal and State funds by insuring a work program for the
next 3 years of far-reaching proportions and benefits.
Highway work under the National Recovery Act now is more
than 90 percent under contract or advertised for contract, and the
new program is necessary to sustain highway employment on an
adequate and reasonable scale for the remaining period of
recovery.
The act also provides for a gradual tapering off of emergency
highway expenditures and lays the foundation for a return to
normal expenditures.
Of the $522,000,000 authorized to be expended by the act, $450,000,000 is allotted for Federal participation with the States in
highway building, of which sum $200,000,000 will be a Federal
grant, and the remaining $250,000,000, the Federal portion of reguiar Federal aid for the fiscal years 193Q and 1937, to be matched
by the States on a 50-50 basis. The balance, $72,000,000, is to be
applied at the rate of $24,000,000 annually to highway activities
in the national forests, national parks, Indian reservations, and
the public lands. Including the contributions to be made by the
States and the $230,000,000 which will be carried over from the
$400,000,000 appropriated by Congress last year, the total sum to be
paid out for highway constructi-0n during the 3-year period will
be more than a billion dollars.
The act provides that States, to be eligible for full participation
in Federal aid, must continue to use for roads at least whatever
portion of their revenues from gasoline and other taxes on motor
vehicles is now authorized by law to be expended for highway
purposes. Notice is also given to the 44 State legislatures which
will convene early next year that unmatched emergency grants are
to be abandoned and that there is to be a return to the established
plan which requires that the State shall meet the Federal Government halfway in paying the cost of new construction.
Other important provisions of the act provide safer traffic
facilities and the elimination of hazards to pedestrian and vehicular traffic, preparation of advance surveys and plans for future
highway construction, meeting emergency repairs on the Federalald highway system in the event of damage by floods or hurricanes,
and continuing the cooperative surveys for the proposed InterAmerican Highway.
It is important to note that the sums mentioned above represent
only an authorization by the Congress and not an appropriation.
Funds for work to be done the first year the act is in effect are
contained in the deficiency appropriation b1ll.
HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION

Mr. WHITE. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
extend my remarks in the RECORD and to include at this
point a copy of a joint resolution introduced by myself.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Idaho?
There was no objection.
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The matter referred to follows:
Joint resolution to facilitate an advantageous payment of intergovernmental debts owed to the United States by the acceptance
of indestructible metals to be stored as reserve for defense
preparedness
Resolved, etc., That in order to provide for an ample supply
of metals and indestructible commodities to be held in reserve
and made available for the manufacture of defense armament
and munitions, and to provide a feasible means for securing the
repayment of the intergovernmental debts owed to the United
States by the acceptance of goods and commodities without dis ..
turbing international trade, or cause competition with products
of American labor, and to secure a reduction of the world marketable stock of surplus metals, the President is authorized from the
date of the enactment of this joint resolution to accept in payment from any foreign government on account of any indebtedness thereof to the United States, indestructible metals, silver,
copper, lead, zinc, tin, nickel, arsenic, ferro-chrome, ferromanganese, iron, and other usefuI metals, and commodities, ln
such quantities, at such prices, and upon such terms as the
President may prescribe, such metals to be stored and held in
reserve as a preparedness and defense measure for Government use
in the manufacture of defense armament and munitions in case
of national emergency.

Mr. O'CONNOR. Mr. Speaker, we are at the threshold
of the close of the regular session and, let us hope, the last
session of the Seventy-third Congress.
After the gavel shall fall on the adoption of the concurrent resolution to adjourn this Congress sine die, practically
all of us shall then depart for our homes in the 435 congressional districts; 435 of us who have lived or worked together since March 4 of last year will separate. Some of
us may never meet again! Either retirement, failure of
reelection, or the unseen and unpredicable hand of divine
Providence will surely prevent the accomplishment of our
unanimous wish to again foregather in this Hall on January
3 next to again shake each other's hand with the warmth
of real friendship.
If you will pardon a personal note, permit me to say that
I have been present at the adjournment of 14 sessions of
this House. The feeling that comes over me is difficult of
exact description. One at times feels it is like class day,
when we leave college. Men, associated together for years,
separate to the four corners of this country; yes, even to all
parts of the world, most of them never to meet again.
Here tonight there has been a lot of frivolity, a lot of
"horse play", but if I can discern the real feelings behind
the boyish, laughing masks on the faces of most of the
Members here, I can see evidence of the same pang I now
feel for the fourteenth time-that straining at the heartstrings one always feels at parting from a friend.
We are all friends here-friends in the real sense of the
word. There is no politics, there is no partisanship, in
friendship. We have our differences of political opinion,
Democratic, Republican, Farmer-Labor. We fight measures on the floor to support our political principles. Sometimes some of us forget omselves, as humans always did and
always will, and engage in acrid, bitter, or even personal
passages at arms. None of us mean it. There is not a man
or woman here who has not the same goal in mind-to do
the best thing possible for the benefit of all ow· fellow
citizens in this country we all love and serve. Our only
differences are the approaches to the solution of the problems
as we individually see them.
It has always impressed me as an irrefutable truism that
no man or woman ever was or ever could be elected to
Congress who did not love his country and his colleagues.
We have been particularly fortunate in this Congress in
the type of leadership we have worked under, on both sides
of that mythical "aisle." Presiding over us as Speaker bas
been that progressive, forward-looking Jeffersonian, our own
beloved HENRY T. RAINEY, of Illinois. At all times has he
been patient, courteous, and friendly. His parliamentary
rulings will rank with those of his great predecessors. May
he and his charming wife enjoy during this summer a much ..
deserved rest on their farm.
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" JOE " BYRNS, beloved by every Member of this body, has
led our great majority with all the force and all the vigor
and all the inherent fairness and pleasantness that he has
displayed throughout his long service in the House. May
he bask peacefully in the quietude of the Tennessee Valley
until we reconvene.
Another great leader, the gentleman from Alabama, the
Honorable WILLIAM B. BANKHEAD, deserves equal commendation for his leadership in this session.
You of the minority have been ably led by the distinguished gentleman from Potsdam <U.S.A.), the Honorable BERTRAND H. SNELL. Long trained in politics and
leadership in this House, he has been partisan to his party,
but kindly to us, the "enemy." We have made him "mad"
at times. That has been one of the methods we have used
to brighten the otherwise dull humdrum of the legislative
machinery. He has often thought we were in earnest when
we were only trying to " get a rise " out of him.
Many other leaders and outstanding Members might I
mention, but time will not permit. Suffice it to say we have
.all enjoyed working with you all, and treasure the privilege
of having been associated with you.
As for you so-called "wild fellows", not only from the
"woolly" West, but from all sections of the country, perhaps we have " tamed " you somewhat, but then again maybe
you will not be so useful for the taming.
It has always been my firm conviction that every man
and woman in this House, no matter what any other Mem·
bers may think of him or her, serve some useful purpose
in the composite scheme of our united attempt to solve the
problems of our people.
To you all and to each other we say, good-bye, and may
God be with you till we meet again.
Mr. KVALE. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
proceed for 4 minutes.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Minnesota?
There was no objection.
Mr. KVALE. Mr. Speaker, in view of the absence of what
might have been convivial and good-spirited greeting to
each other on this evening of departure, I ask unanimous
consent to read a short extract from an address by a be·
ioved Member of this House, the gentleman from Nebraska
[Mr. HowARD], on the 21st of March last.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Minnesota?
There was no objection.
Mr. KVALE. The gentleman from Nebraska [Mr.
HowARDJ, who is seated at the majority table here as I read
this, then said:

•

Some day each of us who now holds Membership in this House
w1ll be called away from service here, perhaps by a discriminating
constituency or by a Higher Power. In that day I shall be content
if my colleagues who remain shall pay but one tribute to my

inemory, and that will be to speak of me as one who was loyal
to his friends. A sage has said that friendliness is a gift from
the gods, and I am believing that precious gift will be vouchsafed
to every mortal willing to receive it. To my every colleague here,
and particularly to those of lesser years, before whom the pathway of life looms long, let me plead acceptance of the gift of
friendliness. When halting at two pathways plain, not knoWing
'Which is best to take, lose sight of self and selfish gain and make
a choice for friendship's sake. True friends a.re God's best gifts
to earth; true friendships are the priceless boon. Let us strive to
prize them at their worth, nor lose them from our lives too soon.
:Be brave to serve your real friends; therein the proof of friendship
lies. Trust friendship's tongue to speak amends for all your
faUlts in other eyes.

And to my venerable and well-beloved friend from Nebraska, whom I have watched and followed ever since his
arrival in the Sixty-eighth Congress, when I served as secretary to my father until his death, in 1929, and since then
as a Member of this body, let me say that I doubt that any
Member of this House has a richer right to claim a realm
and wealth of warm friendship, regardless of party and belief, than our friend from Nebraska [Mr. HOWARD]. [Prolonged applause.]
May his summer be sweet and restful and pleasant, as that
~f every associate of ours in this House, regardless of where
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our feet may lead us during this summer and autumn; and
may those of us who voluntarily depart from this Chamber
and sit for the last night in this seat of responsibility carry
with us the friendliness of this body. And may those who
involuntarily are sitting here for the last time this evening
remember, also, that they carry with them the friendly regard of those of us who have served with them, attributing
to them a conscientiousness and sincerity of purpose, regardless of the differences that from day to day may have fallen
between us.
I thank my friend from Nebraska from my heart for the
thought he has left with us. [Applause.]
COMMITTEE TO WAIT ON THE PRESIDENT
Mr. BYRNS. Mr. Speaker, I present a resolution and
ask for its immediate consideration.
The Clerk read as follows:
House Resolution 452
Resolved, That a committee of two Members be appointed by

the House to join a similar committee appointed by the Senate
to wait upon the President of the United States and inform him
that the two Houses have completed the business of the present
session and are ready to adjourn unless the President has some
other communication to make to them.

The resolution was agreed to.
The SPEAKER appointed as a committee on the part of
the House Mr. BYRNS and Mr. SNELL.
RECESS
Mr. BYRNS. Mr. Speaker, it will be necessary for the
House to remain in session to receive a report that the conference report on the housing bill has been adopted by the
Senate. I move that the House stand in recess, subject to
the call of the Speaker.
Mr. FULLER. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that
inasmuch as the Marine Band is present, and as many are
assembled here from the city of Washington, to permit the
Marine Band to entertain us during the recess with a few
selections.
Mr. BLANTON. Mr. Speaker, before we take the recess,
will the gentleman from Tennessee permit me to ask unanimous consent to proceed for half a minute. I thank my
colleagues for not objecting.
Mr. Speaker, I want to say to you, sir, that this House of
Representatives, in the Congress of the United States, has
one of the most effi.cient, impartial, and courteous Speakers
that it has ever had in its entire history.
I also want to say that we have the finest majority leader
of any parliamentary body. We also have one of the greatest minority leaders the Republicans have ever had in the
House of Representatives.
We have here now exactly the right number of Democrats
and exactly the right number of Republicans. [Laughter.1
We have now the most reliable, effi.cient, and finest set of
officers and employees in this House of Representatives that
any parliamentary body has ever had anywhere in the world.
I cordially invite all of you colleagues to visit me in Abilene this summer. [Laughter and applause.]
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Arkansas?
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object,
I have no objection to the Marine Band playing during the
recess; that is legitimate and dignified.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection?
There was no objection.
The motion of Mr. BYRNS was then agreed to.
Accordingly <at 10 o'clock and 3 minutes p.m.> the House
stood in recess subject to the call of the Speaker.
AFTER RECESS
The recess having expired, the House was called to order
by the Speaker at 11: 15 o'clock p.m.
FURTHER MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE
A further message from the Senate, by Mr. Home, its
enrolling clerk, announced that the Senate agrees to the ;
repart of the committee of conference on the disagreeing ·
votes of the two Houses on the amendments to the bill <H.R. j
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9620) enitled "An act to encourage improvement in housing
standards and conditions, to provide a system of mutual
mortgage insurance; and for other purposes."
The message also announced that the Senate recedes from
its amendment no. 2 to the bill <H.R. 9741) entitled "An
act to provide for the taxation of manufacturers, importers,
and dealers in certain firearms and machine guns, to tax the
sale or other disposal of such weapons, and to restrict importation and regulate interstate transpartation thereof."
The message also announced that the Senate had passed
a concurrent resolution of the following title, in which the
concurrence of the House is requested:
S.Con. Res. 24. Concurrent resolution authorizing the
enrollment with an amendment of the bill <H.R. 9741) relative to the taxation of firearms.
COMMITTEE OF NOTIFICATION
Mr. BYRNS. Mr. Speaker, your committee appointed to
join a like committee on the part of the Senate to inform
the President of the United States that the Congress is
ready to adjourn, and to ask him if he has any further communication to make, has performed that duty. We are directed by the President to inform the Congress that he has
no further communication to submit to the Congress.
[Applause.]
Mr. BYRNS assumed the chair as Speaker pro tempore.
HON. HENRY T. RAINEY, SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Mr. SNELL. Mr. Speaker, I offer the following resolution
<H.Res. 454) and ask for its immediate consideration.
The Clerk read as follows:
Resolved, That the thanks of the House are presented to the
Honorable HENRY T. RAINEY, Speaker of the House of Representatives, for the able, impartial, and dignified manner in which he
has presided over the deliberations and performed the arduous
duties of the Chair during the present term of Congress.

The SPEAKER pro tempore CMr. BYRNS). Is there objection to the present consideration of the resolution?
There was no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The Chair recognizes the
gentleman from New York [Mr. SNELL].
Mr. SNELL. Mr. Speaker, it gives me great pleasure,
from a personal standpoint and on behalf of the minority,
to present this resolution. The Speaker and I have been
warm personal friends for a great many years. I have great
admiration for his manhood, his character, and his legislative ability. There is no doubt but that the people of his
district fully appreciate those characteristics, for they have
kept him so long in the House of Representatives that he is
now dean in service in this House. The majority has shown
its appreciation of Mr. RAINEY by electing him to the highest
position in its power. Of course, we have often disagreed on
political matters, and some matters not political, but if this
House is to be presided over by a Democrat, I cast my vote
for the Honorable HENRY T. RAINEY, of lliinois. [Applause.]
While I have this opportunity I also wish to pay my personal respects to the able, genial, and efficient leader of the
majority. [Applause.] During the years I have been a
Member of this House I cannot recall any session of Congress where the majority leader had such a difficult
task as had Mr. BYRNS during the present session. There
are very few Congresses that have had so many and such
difficult problems before it, and the gentleman from Tennessee, Mr. BYRNS, has safely guided all the administration
measures through the House of Representatives and won
admiration and respect on both sides of the aisle.
I take this opportunity to thank him for the thoughtful
and courteous attention he has at all times given to the
minority leader. We have had some tilts on the :floor.
That is a natural consequence; but I know that as far as
each of us is concerned any of those contacts and the
memory of them died with the setting sun.
I wish to take this opportunity to thank the Members
of the minority for the loyal cooperation and support they
have given me, and to all my colleagues I extend my heartfelt felicitations. May you all soon go to your homes and
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enjoy the rest and comfort to which you are entitled afte1'
the hard work of the Seventy-third Congress. [Applause.]
The SPEAKER pro tempare. The question is on the
adoption of the resolution.
The resolution was unanimously agreed to.
Mr. SNELL assumed the chair as Speaker pro tempore.
The SPEAKER pro tempore <Mr. SNELL). The Chair rec ..
ognizes the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. RAINEY].
Mr. RAINEY. Mr. Speaker, I deeply appreciate the resolutions which have just been presented by my friend the
minority leader, and which have just been unanimously
adopted by the House. I reciprocate the kindly feeling the
minority leader has expressed for me. As he has stated,
for many years we have been close personal friends, and if
ever we have a Republican House-and I hope it will be
many years in the future [JaughterJ-1 hope to have the
pleasure of being here and of addressing the present speaker.
representing then the majority side, which perhaps at some
distant future may be in control. [Laughter and applause.)
During the period of time I have had the honor of presiding over this body, I have tried to be fair to both sides of
the Chamber, to treat Members on both sides of the Cham..
ber with the courtesy to which they were entitled from the
presiding officer.
There are 435 Members in the American Congress. There
are 615 members in the British Parliament. There are exactly 615 members in the French Chamber of Deputies. But
in the British Parliament there are seats for only 200, and
sometimes the members sit in the galleries. This is the
largest deliberative body assembling in the largest numbers
among the nations of the world, but in this body, in spite of
all that is said about it-and I have visited the parliaments
of the world-the best order prevailed. [Applause.] In
other parliaments there are intense disturbances on the
floor and physical encounters. Here the encounters are in..
tellectual, and order has been preserved in the American
Congress better than in any other parliament in this world.
An historic Congress is about to end its second and .i ts
last session. In this Congress we have enacted more legislation, we have done more work, and we have talked less than
in any other Congress in the history of this Republic.
I wish you all now as you leave for your vacations a pleasant summer. I wish you all good health, much happiness.
prosperity, and a safe return. [Applause.]
The SPEAKER resumed the chair.
Mr. BYRNS. Mr. Speaker-The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the gentleman
from Tennessee.
Mr. BYRNS. Mr. Speaker, after a session lasting for 5Yz'
months Congress is about to adjourn and the Members to
return to their homes.
In my judgment, as has been stated, this Congress has
been the most momentous Congress that ever assembled in
the history of the Nation. No war Congress was ever confronted with the many serious and important problems that
have confronted this Congress. In the war Congress about
all that was necessary to be done was to make the appropriations necessary to carry on the war and to provide the
funds out of which the appropriations could be made; but in
this Congress every subject has been considered; bills of
far-reaching nature have been enacted into law; and, if I
am any judge, I may say that the present session of Con ..
gress has been even a more important session than the extra
session in that more legislation and more measures have
been enacted. Every Member of Congress has been under
great pressure during this present session and the session
preceding. There have been no laggards in Congress; and I
think one and all can return to their constituents with the
assurance of duty well done and a sincere effort upon their
part to relieve the distressing conditions of the country.
I want to take this occasion to join in the tribute that
has been paid to our distinguished and beloved Speaker.
He enjoys the confidence and the respect of every Member
of Congress on both sides of the aisle. [Applause.] He has
served in Congress, as has been stated, longer than any
other Member; and he has served with an ability and an
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earnest devotion to duty which has served to endear him not
only to his constituents but also to the people of the entire
country.
I wish to join in the tribute which he has paid to the
distinguished minority leader, the gentleman from New
York [Mr. SNELL]. [Applause.] He has ably and faithfully
.represented his party upon the floor of this House. I want
to thank him for his cooperation. I want to thank him
for the friendship which exists between us. While, as he
has stated, there have been ti.mes when we have seriously
differed on problems and measures which have come before
the House, those things were quickly forgotten, because he
was doing his duty as he saw it and I was attempting to do
mine.
I want to take this occasion to thank my Democratic colleagues, the Democratic membership of this House, for their
tooperation, for their sympathy, and for their patience with
me as the majority leader during this term of Congress. I
am indebted to each one of them.
I would not overlook thanking the members of the
minority for their cooperation and their friendly sympathy.
I feel that I have never served in a Congress which has exhibited greater patriotism and a more sincere, earnest effort to serve their country and the people who sent them
here than have the Members of the Seventy-third Congress.
Mr. Speaker, I join in the hope that the Members, when
they return to their homes, will enjoy the vacation which
they are to have between now and the next Congress and
that all of us may meet here in equal proportion [laughter]
when the next Congress assembles; that every one of you on
both sides of this Chamber may have a pleasant summer
and an enjoyable vacation; that we may come back here in
January determined not only to continue our efforts in
behalf of the people but also with the determination to stand
in the future as we have in the past, for the great country in
which we live and which we are happy to serve. [Applause.]
Mr. COX. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
proceed for 3 minutes.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Georgia?
There was no objection.
Mr. COX. Mr. Speaker, as has been said by our distinguished friend, the leader of the majority, the second session
of the Seventy-third Congress is fast coming to an end, but
may we not hope, Mr. Speaker, that this is but a parting
to meet again.
Mr. Speaker, speaking from a legislative standpoint, I am
sure it is the consensus of opinion of all that there is no
man in the country that has contributed more to the
recovery of the Nation than the distinguished gentleman
who presides over this body. He has been patient of toil,
serene amidst alarm, and inflexible in faith. Diligent as
he has been to fill his mind with knowledge, he has not
permitted material things to crowd upon the spiritual, love,
joy, and worship.
Mr. Speaker, as has been said, we have differed here in
this body, but we differed in peace and tolerance. Beneath
it all there has been the grim determination common to
all that this Nation shall live. In love of country there is
no distinction to be made· between Democrats and Republicans, and it pleases me tremendously that the Speaker
of this House and the leader of the majority have found it
agreeable to them and in accordance with right to pay
tribute to the leader of the minority, the gentleman from
New York [Mr. SNELL], who is in truth and in fact a great
American. [Applause.]
The SPEAKER. The Chair lays before the House the
following concurrent resolution.
The Clerk read as follows:
SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 24

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), That the Clerk of the House is authorized and directed, in

the enrollment of the bill (H.R. 9741) to provide for the taxation
of manufacturers, importers, and dealers in certain firearms and
machine guns, to tax the sale or other disposal of such weapons,
~nd to restrict importation and regulate interstate transportation
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thereof, to insert after line 22, on page 4 of he House bill, the
following:
"(c) Under such rules and regulations as the Commissioner,
with the approval of the Secretary, may prescribe, and upon proof
of the exportation of any firearm to any foreign country (whether
exported as part of another article or not) with respect to which
the transfer tax under this section has been paid by the manufacturer, the Commissioner shall refund to the manufacturer the
amount of the tax so paid, or, if the manufacturer waives all
claim for the amount to be refunded, the refund shall be made
to the exporter.

The SPEAKER. The question is on agreeing to the
resolution.
The concurrent resolution was agreed to.
Mr. PARSONS. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to
proceed for 3 minutes.
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object, this is the end of the session; we are all tired, and we
are ready to adjourn. I am not going to object to the
gentleman from Illinois speaking, but I shall object to anyone else except the majority leader or the minority leader.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Dlinois?
There was no objection.
Mr. PARSONS. Mr. Speaker, we have had a great tribute
paid here to the Speaker of the House by the minority
leader, the gentleman from New York [Mr. SNELL]. A great
tribute has been paid to the minority leader by the Speaker
of the House, and a well-deserved tribute has been paid
to both of them by the majority leader. Every member of
this House joins in these tributes.
I rise for the purpose of paying tribute to those who
really do the work of the House but who are seldom mentioned, the Parliamentarian and Assistant Parliamentarian,
the Official Reporters of debates, the journal and enrolling
clerks and their assistants, the Sergeant at Arms and his
assistant, the Doorkeeper and his assistants, the pair clerks,
the tally clerk, the reading clerks, the floor manager and
assistant manager of the majority and the minority, the
clerks of committees, and the secretaries of the Members
of the Congress.
Without these employees of the House who function efficiently every day, and without our secretaries who take care
of our mail and of the multitudinous duties coming to us,
we as Members of the Congress would not be able to function
in behalf of our constituents in the way we do; and. as I sat
here tonight and listened to these tributes, with which we all
agree, paid to the great men who have served in this House
for 30 years, 20 years, and 12 years, it seemed only fair to
me that every Member of this House should rise in tribute
to these faithful secretaries and employees of the House.
[Applause.]
ENROLLED BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS SIGNED

Mr. PARSONS, from the Committee on Enrolled Bills, reported that that committee had examined and found truly
enrolled bills and joint resolutions of the House of the
following titles, which were thereupon signed by the Speaker:
H.R. 3726. An act to grant a patent to Albert M. Johnson
and Walter Scott;
H.R. 4444. An act for the relief of Lt. James Floyd Terrell,
Medical Corps, United States Navy;
H.R. 4447. An act for the relief of Vertner Tate;
H.R. 4554. An act to amend section 4808 of the Revised
Statutes m.s.c., title 24, sec. 3) to prevent discriminatory
reductions in pay of the retired personnel of the Navy and
Marine Corps;
H.R. 5122. An act for the relief of William S. Steward;
R.R. 5330. An act to amend the act of March 2, 1917, entitled "An act to provide a civil government for Puerto
Rico, and for other purposes;
H.R. 5543. An act for the relief of T. Brooks Alford;
H.R. 5668. An act authorizing the relief of the McNeillAllman Construction Co., Inc., of W. E. McNeill, Lee Allman,
and John Allman, stockholders of the McNeill-Allman Construction Co., Inc., and W. E. McNeill, dissolution agent of
McNeill-Allman Construction Co., to sue in the United States
Court of Claims;
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H.R. 6462. An act to stop injury to the public grazing lands
H.J.Res. 366. Joint resolution to simplify the administra ..
by preventing overgrazing and soil deterioration, to provide tion of air-mail routes and contracts;
for their orderly use, improvement, and development, to
stabilize the livestock industry dependent upon the public
range, and for other purposes;
H.R. 7163. An act for the relief of the D. F. Tyler Corporation and the Norfolk Dredging Co.;
H.R. 7292. An act for the relief of the Boston Store Co.,
a corporation, Chicago, Ill.;
H.R. 7922. An act authorizing the Secretary of Commerce
to dispose of a portion of the Yaquina Bay Lighthouse Reservation, Oreg.;
H.R. 8662. An act to modify the operation of the Indian
liquor laws on lands which were formerly Indian lands;
H.R. 8910. An act to establish a National Archives of the
United States Government, and for other purposes;
H.R. 8954. An act to amend an act approved June 14, 1932
(47 Stat. 306), entitled "An act granting the consent of
Congress to the States of Montana and Wyoming to negotiate and enter into a compact or agreement for division
of the waters of the Yellowstone River";
H.R. 9046. An act to discontinue administrative furloughs
in the Postal Service;
H.R. 9233. An act authorizing associations of producers of
aquatic products;
H.R. 9275. An act to provide for the protection and preservation of domestic sources of tin;
H.R. 9547. An act to amend section 766 of the Revised
Statutes, as amended;
H.R. 9620. An act to encourage improvement in housing
..,, standards and conditions, to provide a system of mutual
mortgage insurance, and for other purposes;
H.R. 9690. An act to place the tobacco-growing industry
on a sound financial and economic basis, to prevent unfair
competition and practices in the production and marketing
of tobacco entering into the channels of interstate and foreign commerce, and for other purposes;
H.R. 9741. An act to provide for the taxation of manufacturers, importers, and dealers in certain firearms and machine guns, to tax the sale or other disposal of such
weapons, and to restrict importation and regulate interstate
transportation thereof;
H.R. 9769. An act to amend the act of June 19, 1930 (46
Stat. 788), entitled "An act providing for the sale of the
remainder of the coal and asplialt deposits in the segregated mineral land in the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations,
Oklahoma, and for other purposes";
H.R. 9826. An act granting the consent of Congress to the
State highway commission to construct, maintain, and
operate a free highway bridge across Eleven Points River in
the northwest half of section 31, township 25 north, range 3
west, 8 miles northeast of Alton, on route B in Oregon
County, Mo.;
H.R. 9829. An act to amend the Agricultural Adjustment
Act with respect to the processing tax on hogs;
H.R. 9830. An act making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1934, and prior fiscal years, to provide supplemental general and emergency appropriations for the fiscal
years ending June 30, 1934, and June 30, 1935, and for other
purposes;
H.R. 9861. An act to amend the Railway Labor Act approved May 20, 1926, and to provide for the prompt disposition of disputes between carriers and their employees;
H.R. 9867. An act amending the Independent Ofiices Appropriations Act of 1935;
H.J.Res. 322. Joint resolution to provide for the disposal
of smuggled merchandise, to authorize the Secretary of the
Treasury to require imported articles to be marked in order
that smuggled merchandise may be identified, and for other
purposes;
H.J.Res. 342. Joint resolution authorizing an appropriation to defray the expense of erecting the completed NavY
and Marine Memorial Monument;
H.J.Res. 365. Joint resolution to amend the Settlement of
War Claims Act of 1928, as amended;

H.J.Res. 375. Joint resolution to effectuate further th~
policy of the National Industrial Recovery Act;
H.J.Res. 376. Joint resolution to provide an appropriation:
to enable the United States Army to send certain units ta
participate in the international celebration at Fort Niagara,
N.Y.; and
H.J.Res. 452. Joint resolution to provide an additional
appropriation for expenses of special and select committees
of the House of Representatives for the fiscal year 1935.
The Speaker announced his signature to enrolled bills
and joint resolutions of the Senate of the following titles:
S. 60. For the relief of Richard J. Rooney;
S. 86. For the relief of A. L. Ostrander;
S.101. For the relief of Robert Gray Fry, deceased;
S.173. For the relief of William Martin and John ~
Walsh, Jr.;
S. 255. For the relief of John Hampshire;
S. 294. For the relief of Stanton & Jones;
S. 336. For the relief of the Edward F. Gruver Co.;
S. 365. An act for the relief of Archibald MacDonald;
S. 379. For the relief of Frederick G. Barker;
S. 418. An act for the relief of William H. Connors, alias
John H. Connors, alias Michael W. H. Connors;
S. 488. An act for the relief of Norman Beier;
S. 521. For the relief of Henry Poole;
S. 527. An act for the relief of Lillian Morden:
S. 740. An act for the relief of William G. Fulton;
S. 847. For the relief of the Nez Perce Tribe of Indians;
S. 854. For the relief of the Ingram-Day Lumber Co.;
S. 879. For the relief of Howell K. Stephens;
S. 887. For the relief of Lucy B. Hertz and J. W. Hertz;
S.1072. For the relief of Rufus J. Davis;
S.1118. An act for the relief of George J. Bloxham;
S. 1119. For the relief of Fred A. Robinson;
S.1161. For the relief of Alice E. Broas;
S. 1162. For the relief of Virginia Houghton;
S.1163. For the relief of Mary V. Spear;
S. 1200. For the relief of Elizabeth Millicent Trammell;
S. 1258. For the relief of Charles F. Littlepage;
S. 1287. For the relief of Leonard Theodore Boice;
S. 1288. For the relief of Otto Christian;
S. 1382. An act for the relief of Uldric Thompson, Jr.;
S.1498. Authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to pay
E. C. Sampson, of Billings, Mont., for services rendered thE)
Crow Tribe of Indians;
S.1505. An act for the relief of Thomas E. Read;
S. 1526. For the relief of Ann Engle;
S. 1531. For the relief of Elizabeth Bu.."'l:ton Hospital;
S.1557. An act for the relief of Harry Lee Shaw;
S.1585. For the relief of the Black Hardware Co.;
S.1600. For the relief of S. G. Mortimer;
S. 1654. An act for the relief of George Yusko;
S. 1707. An act for the relief of Carlos C. Bedsole;
s. 1753. An act for the relief of Marcella Leahy McNerney;
S. 1758. An act for the relief of B. E. Dyson, former United
States marshal, southern district of Florida;
S.1803. An act for the relief of certain riparian owners
for losses sustained by them on tne drained Mud Lake bot..
tom in Marshall County in the State of Minnesota;
S.1804. An act to authorize the transfer of certain real
estate by the Secretary of the Treasury to C. F. Colvin in
settlement of the Northfield, Minn., post-office site litigation, and for other purposes;
S. 1818. An act for the relief of W. P. Fuller & Co.;
s. 1822. An act for the relief of Harold Sorenson;
s. 1825. An act authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to
issue patents to the numbered school sections in place,
granted to the States by the act approved February 22, 1889,
by the act approved January 25, 1927 (44 Stat. 1026), and by
any other act of Congress;
S.1901. An act for the relief of William A. Delaney;
S.1972. For the relief of James W. Walters;
S.1992. An act for the relief of Arthur R. Lewis;
S. 1993. For the relief of The Lower Salem Commercial
ank, Lower Salem, Ohio;_
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S.1998. For the relief of the estate of Martin Flynn;
s. 2043. To amend the act of May 22, 1928, entitled "An
act to authorize the collection, in monthly installments, of
indebtedness due the United States from enlisted men, and
for other purposes ";
S. 2074. An act for the relief of James R. Mansfield;
s. 2112. For the relief of W. H. Key and the estate of
James E. Wilson;
.
s. 2141. For the relief of Roy Lee Groseclose;
S. 2156. For the relief of the American-La France and
Foamite Corporation of New York;
s. 2227. An act for the relief of Harold S. Shepardson;
S. 2233. An act for the relief of Mildred F. Stamm;
S. 2238. An act to provide for the payment of damages to
certain residents of Alaska caused by reason of extending the
boundaries of Mount McKinley National Park;
S. 2272. An act for the relief of Bert Moore;
S. 2322. An act for the relief of A. J. Hanlon;
S. 2338. An act for the relief of Robert V. Rensch;
S. 2343. An act for the relief of Herbert E. Matthews;
s. 2357. An act for the relief of Arthur Bussey;
S. 2367. An act for the relief of Emilie C. Davis;
S. 2398. An act for the relief of Nancy Abbey Williams;
S. 2467. An act for the relief of Ammon McClellan;
S. 2470. For the relief of Erik Nylin;
S. 2549. For the relief of Albert W. Harvey;
S. 2553. For the relief of the Brewer Paint· & Wall Paper
Co., Inc.;
S. 2561. An act for the relief of Robert R. Prann;
S. 2584. For the relief of Elmer Kettering;
S. 2613. An act for the relief of Jewell Maness;
s. 2617. An act for the relief of the estate of Jennie
Walton;
~. 2619. An act for the relief of E. Clarence Ice;
S. 2620. For the relief of N. W. Canington and J. E.
Mitchell;
S. 2627. For the relief of Arvin C. Sands;
s. 2672. For the relief of Mabel S. Parker;
S. 2702. An act to amend the Civil Service Retirement Act
of May 29, 1930, and for other purposes;
S. 2720. An act for the relief of George M. Wright;
S. 2744. An act for the relief of Anna Carroll Taussig;
S. 2752. An act for the relief of the legal beneficiaries and
heirs of Mrs. C. A. Toline;
S. 2806. An act to confer jurisdiction on the Court of
Claims to hear and determine the claim of Carlo de Luca;
S. 2809. An act conferring jurisdiction upon the Court of
Claims to hear and determine the claims of the International
Arms and Fuze Co., Inc.;
S. 2810. An act for the relief of Alice F. Martin, widow, and
two minor children;
·
S. 2872. An act for the relief of Marie Louise Belanger;
S. 2873. An act for the relief of Stella D. Wickersham;
S. 2875. An act for the relief of Margoth Olsen von struve;
S. 2906. An act for the relief of Ransome Cooyate;
S. 2919. An act for the relief of Cornelia Claiborne;
S. 2957. An act for the relief of the rightful heirs of
Wakicunzewin, an Indian;
S. 2972. An act for the relief of John N. Knauff Co., Inc.;
S. 2987. An act to restore homestead rights in certain
cases;
S. 3016. An act for the relief of the Dongji Investment Co.,
Ltd.;
S. 3092. An act to confer jurisdiction upon the Court of
Claims to hear, determine, and render judgment upon the
claim of the heirs of James Taylor, deceased, Cherokee
Indian, for the value of certain lands now held by the
United States;
S. 3122. An act for the relief of H. N. Wilcox;
S. 3156. An act for the relief of Mary Angela Moert;
S. 3160. An act for the relief of Charles E. Secord;
S. 3161. An act for the relief of Mary Seeley Watson;
S. 3185. An act to amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act,
as amended, with respect to farm prices;
LXXVIlI-793
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S. 3192. An act for the relief of Arthur Hansel;
S. 3248. An act for the relief of J. B. Walker;
S. 3264. An act for the relief of Muriel Crichton;
S. 3335. An act for the relief of Joanna A. Sheehan;
S. 3394. An act for the relief of the Grier-Lowrance Construction Co.;
S. 3408. An act to provide for a preliminary examination
of Cromline Creek in the State of New York, with a view to
the control of its floods;
S. 3486. An act for the relief of George L. Rulison;
S. 3487. An act relating to direct loans for industrial pur·
poses by Federal Reserve banks, and for oth~r purposes;
S. 3499. An act for the relief of Michael Ilitz;
S. 3516. An act for the relief of the Morgan Decorating
Co.;
S. 3517. An act authorizing the Court of Claims to hear,
consider, adjudicate, and enter judgment upon the claims
against the United States of J. A. Tippit, L. P. Hudson, Chester Howe, J.E. Arnold, Joseph W. Gillette, J. s. Bounds, w.
N. Vernon, T. B. Sullivan, J. H. Neill, David C. McCallib, J. J.
Beckham, and John Toles;
S. 3526. An act to amend the Air Commerce Act of 1926
and to increase the efficiency of the Aeronautics Branch of
the Department of Commerce with respect to the development and regulation of civil aeronautics;
S. 3528. An act to grant permission to the Willard Family
Association to erect a tablet at Fort Devens, Mass.;
S. 3533. An act to amend the act entitled "An act creating
the Mount Rushmore National Memorial Commission and
defining its powers and purpcses ", approved February 25,
1929, and for other purposes;
S. 3562. An act for the relief of Robert Rayl;
S. 3580. An act to amend an act entitled "An act to establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the United
States", approved July 1, 1898, and acts amendatory thereof
and supplementary thereto;
S. 3626. An act referring the claims of the Turtle
Mountain Ban,d or Bands of Chippewa Indians of North
Dakota to the Court of Claims for adjudication and settlement;
S. 3646. An act to amend section 938 of the Revised Statutes to vest the courts with discretion to refuse to order the
return of vessels seized for violation of any law of the
United States; and to amend subsection (b) of section 7 of
the Air Commerce Act of 1926, as amended, to provide for
the forfeiture of aircraft used in violation of the customs
laws;
S. 3656. An act for the relief of Robert N. Stockton;
S. 3660. An act to grant to the city of Monterey, Calif., an
easement for street purposes over certain portions of the
military reservation at Monterey, Calif.;
S. 3741. An act to convey certain lands to the State of
South Dakota for public-park purposes, and for other
purposes;
S. 3780. An act for the relief of persons engaged in the
fishing industry;
S. 3788. An act to extend the times for commencing and
completing the construction of ai bridge across the Rio
Grande at Boca Chica, Tex.;
S.J .Res. 115. Joint Resolution to provide for the continuation of the investigation authorized by S.Res. 83, Seventieth
Congress, first session; and
S.J.Res. 131. Joint resolution providing for membership
of the United States in the International Labor Organization.
BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS PRESENTED TO THE PRESIDENT

Mr. PARSONS, from the Committee on Enrolled Bills, reported that that committee did on this day present to the
President, for his approval, bills and joint resolutions of the
House of the following titles:
H.R. 2419. An act for the relief of w. B. Ford;
H.R. 3357. An act to amend section 99 of the Judicial Code
(U.S.C., title 28, sec. 180), as amended;
R.R. 3636. An act for the relief of Thelma Lucy Rounds;
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H.R. 3726. An act to grant a patent to Albert M. Johnson
and Walter Scott;
H.R. 4444. An act for the relief of Lt. James Floyd Terrell,
Medical Corps, United States NavY;
H.R. 4447. An act for the relief of Vertner Tate;
H.R. 4554. An act to amend section 4808 of the Revised
Statutes m.s.c., title 24, sec. 3) to prevent discriminatory
reductions in pay of the retired personnel of the NavY and
Marine Corps;
H.R. 5122. An act for the relief of William S. Steward;
H.R. 5330. An act to amend the act of March 2, 1917,
entitled "An act to provide a civil government for Puerto
Rico, and for other purposes;
H.R. 5543. An act for the relief of T. Brooks Alford;
H.R. 5668. An act authorizing the relief of the McNeillAllman Construction Co., Inc., of W. E. McNeill, Lee Allman, and John Allman, stockholders of the McNeill-Allman
Construction Co., Inc., and W. E. McNeill, dissolution agent
of the McNeill-Allman Construction Co., to sue in the
United States Court of Claims;
H.R. 6462. An act to stop injury to the public grazing
lands by preventing overgrazing and soil deterioration, to
provide for their orderly use, improvement, and development,
to stabilize the livestock industry dependent upon the public
range, and for other purposes;
H.R. 7163. An act for the relief of the D. F. Tyler Corporation and the Norfolk Dredging Co.;
H.R. 7292. An act for the relief of the Boston Store Co., a
corporation, Chicago, Ill.;
H.R. 7922. An act authorizing the Secretary of Commerce
to dispose of a portion of the Yaquina Bay Lighthouse Reservation, Oreg.;
H.R. 8662. An act to modify the operation of the Indian
liquor laws on lands which were formerly Indian lands;
H.R. 8910. An act to establish a National Archives of the
United States Government and for other purposes;
H.R. 8954. An act to amend an act approved June 14,
1932 (47 Stat. 306), entitled "An act granting the consent of
Congress to the States of Montana and Wyoming to negotiate and enter into a compact or agreement for division of
the waters of the Yellowstone River;
H.R. 9046. An act to discontinue administrative furloughs
1n the Postal Service;
H.R. 9233. An act authorizing associations of producers of
aquatic products;
H.R. 9275. An act to provide for the protection and preservation of domestic sources of tin;
H.R. 9547. An act to amend section 766 of the Revised
Statutes, as amended;
H.R. 9620. An act to encourage improvement in housing
standards and conditions, to provide a system of mutual
mortgage insurance, and for other purposes;
H.R. 9690. An act to place the tobacco-growing industry
on a sound financial and economic basis, to prevent unfair
competition and practices in the production and marketing
of tobacco entering into the channels of interstate and foreign commerce, and for other purposes;
H.R. 9741. An act to provide for the taxation of manufacturers, importers, and dealers in certain firearms and
machine guns, to tax the sale or other disposal of such
weapons, and to restrict importation and regulate interstate
transportation thereof;
H.R. 9769. An act to amend the act of June 19, 1930 (46
Stat. 788), entitled "An act providing for the sale of the
remainder of the coal and asphalt deposits in the segregated mineral land in the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations,
Oklahoma, and for other purposes;
H.R. 9826. An act granting the consent of Congress to the
state highway commission to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across Eleven Points River
in the northwest half of section 31, township 25 north, range
3 west, 8 miles northeast of Alton, on route B in Oregon
County, Mo.;
H.R. 9829. An act to amend the Agricultural Adjustment
Act with respect to the processing tBIX on hogs;
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H.R. 9830. ·An act making appropriations to supply deficiencies in certain appropriations for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1934, and prior fiscal years, to provide supplemental
general and emergency appropriations for the fiscail years
ending June 30, 1934, and June 30, 1935, and for other
purposes;
H.R. 9861. An act to amend the Railway Labor Act approved May 20, 1926, and to provide for the prompt disposition of disputes between carriers and their employees;
H.R. 9867. An act amending the Independent Offices Appriation Act of 1935;
H.R. 9936. An act to compensate widows and children of
persons who died while receiving monetary benefits for disabilities directly incurred in or aggravated by active military
or naval service in the World War;
H.J.Res. 322. Joint resolution to provide for the disposal
of smuggled merchandise, to authorize the Secretary of the
Treasury to require imported articles to be marked in order
that smuggled merchandise may be identified, and for other
purposes;
H.J.Res. 330. Joint resolution authorizing certain retired
officers or employees of the United States to accept such
decorations, orders, medals, or presents as have been tendered them by foreign Governments;
H.J.Res. 342. Joint Resolution authorizing an appropriation to defray the expense of erecting the completed NavY
and Marine Memorial Monument;
H.J.Res. 365. Joint resolution to amend the Settlement of
War Claims Act of 1928, as amended;
H.J.Res. 366. Joint resolution to simplify the administration of air-mail routes and contracts;
H.J.Res. 371. Joint resolution authorizing the creation of
a Federal Memorial Commission to consider and formulate
plans for the construction, on the apex block, Constitution
and Pennsylvania Avenues, in the city of Washington, D.C.,
of a permanent memorial to the memory of Thomas Jefferson, third President of the United States and author of the
Declaration of Independence;
H.J.Res. 375. Joint resolution to effectuate further the
policy of the National Industrial Recovery Act;
H.J.Res. 376. Joint resolution to provide an appropriation
to .enable the United States Army to send certain units to
participate in the international celebration at Fort Niagar~
N.Y.; and
H.J.Res. 452. Joint resolution to provide an additional appropriation for expenses of special and select committees of
the House of Representatives for the fiscal year 1935.
FURTHER MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT-APPROVALS

A further message from the President of the United States
announced that on the following dates he approved and
signed bills and joint resolutions of the House of the following titles:
On June 16, 1934:
H.R. 7697. An act for the relief of William Chinsky.
On June 18, 1934:
H.R. 206. An act for the relief of Pierre E. Teets;
H.R. 452. An act for the relief of Laura B. Crampton;
H.R. 471. An act for the relief of Physicians and Surgeons
Hospital, Ltd.;
H.R. 529. An act for the relief of Morris Spirt;
H.R.1306. An act for the relief of Clarence A. Wimley;
H.R. 1308. An act for the relief of John Parker Clark, Sr.;
H.R. 1345. An act for the relief of John Parker Clark, Jr.;
H.R. 1792. An act for the relief of Michael Petrucelli;
H.R. 2038. An act for the relief of Jeanie G. Lyles;
H.R. 2326. An act for the relief of Emma R. H. Taggart;
H.R. 2669. An act for the relief of Paul L Morris;
H.R. 3176. An act for the relief of Ernest Elmore Hall;
H.R. 3318. An act to reimburse Earl V. Larkin for injuries
sustained by the accidental discharge of a pistol in the hands
of a soldier in the United states Army;
H.R. 3606. An act for the relief of William Sheldon;
H.R. 3748. An act for the relief of Mary Orinski;
H.R. 3912. ·An act for the relief of Roland Zolesky;
H.R. 4082. An act for the relief of John J. Corcoran:
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H.R. 4253. An act for the relief of Laura Goldwater;
H.R. 4387. An act for the relief of Mary A. Rockwell;
H.R. 4446. An act for the relief of E. E. Hall;
H.R. 4659. An act for the relief of Carleton-Mace Engineering Corporation;
H.R. 4670. An act for the relief of Lyman D. Drake, Jr.;
H.R. 5584. An act for the relief of William J. Kenely;
H.R. 5665. An act authorizing the control of :floods in the
Salmon River, Alaska;
H.R. 5809. An act to provide compensation for Robert
Rayford Wilcoxson for injuries received in citizens' military
training camp;
H.R. 6324. An act for the relief of Mabel Carver;
H.R. 6350. An act for the relief of Arthur Smith;
H.R. 6096. An act for the relief of William T. Roche;
H.R. 6898. An act authorizing the city of Atchison, Kans.,
and the county of Buchanan, Mo., or either of them, or the
States of Kansas and Missouri, or either of them, or the
highway departments of such states, acting jointly or severally, to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway
bridge across the Missouri River at or near Atchison, Kans.;
H.R. 6998. An act for the relief of Capt. Frank J. McCormack;
H.R. 7067. An act for the relief of St. Anthony's Hospital
at Michigan City, Ind.; Dr. Russell A. Gilmore; Emily
Molzen, nurse; and the Hummer Mortuary;
H.R. 7121. An act authorizing the Secretary of the Treasurll to pay Dr. A. W. Pearson, of Peever, S.Dak., and the
Peabody Hospital, at Webster, snak., for medical services
and supplies furnished to Indians;
H.R. 7212. An act to remove the limitation upon the
extension of star routes;
H.R. 7Z30. An act for the relief of J. B. Hudson;
H.R.·7272. An act for the relief of John W. Adair;
H.R. 7301. An act to authorize the Postmaster General to
charge an additional fee for effecting delivery of domestic
registered, insured, or .l~t-on-delivery mail, the delivery
of which is restricted • the addressee only, or to the
addressee or order;
' ' •
H.R. 8115. An act for the relief of May L. Marshall,
administratrix of the estate of Jerry A. Litchfield;
H.R. 8544. An act making receivers appointed by any
United States courts and authorized to conduct any business,
or conducting any business, subject to taxes levied by the
State the same as if such business were conducted by private
individuals or corporations;
·
H.R. 8912. An act to amend section 35 of the Criminal
Code of the United States;
H.R. 9007. An act to amend section 11 of the District of
Columbia Alcoholic Beverage Control Act;
H.R. 9234. An act to amend section 601 (c) (2) of the
Revenue Act of 1932;
H.R. 9326. An act granting the consent of Congress to the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to construct, maintain, and
operate a toll bridge across the Susquehanna River at or
near York Furnace, Pa.;
H.R. 9371. An act to authorize the incorporated town of
Douglas City, Alaska, to undertake certain municipal public
works, including construction, reconstruction, enlargement,
extension, and improvements of its water-supply system;
and construction, reconstruction, enlargement, extension,
and improvements to sewers, and for such purposes to issue
bonds in any sum not exceeding $40r000;
H.R. 9401. An act granting the consent of Congress to the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to construct, maintain, and
operate a toll bridge across the Susquehanna River at or
near Middletown, Dauphin County, Pa.;
H.R. 9402. An act to authorize the incorporated town of
Fairbanks, Alaska, to undertake certain municipal public
works, including construction, reconstruction, and extension
of sidewalks; construction, reconstruction, and extension of
- sewers; and construction of a combined city-hall and firedepartment building, and for such purpases to issue bonds
in any sum not exceeding $50,000;
H.R. 9476. An act to empower certain members of the Division of Investigation of the Department of.Justice to make
arrests in certain cases, and for other purposes;

H.R. 9526. An act authorizing the city of Port Arthur,
Tex., or the commission hereby created and its successors,
to construct, maintain, and operate a bridge over Lake Sabine at or near Port Arthur, Tex.;
H.R. 9571. An 2.Ct granting the consent of Congress to the
county commissioners of Essex County, in the State of Massachusetts, to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across the Merrimack River in the city of
Lawrence, Mass.;
H.R. 9617. An act to authorize the reduction of the required distance between liquor distilleries and rectifying
plants and to authorize higher fences around distilleries;
H.R. 9618. An act authorizing the Sistersville Bridge Board
of Trustees to construct, maintain, and operate a toll bridge
across the Ohio River at Sistersvi1le, Tyler County, W.Va.;
H.R. 9622. An act to amend subsection (a) of section 23
of the District Alcoholic Beverage Control Act;
R.R. 9645. An act to extend the times for commencing and
completing the construction of a bridge across the Missouri River at or near Washington, Mo.;
R.R. 9721. An act authorizing the Spencer County Bridge
Commission, of Spencer County, Ind., to construct, maintain,
and operate a toll bridge across the Ohio River between
Rockport, Ind., and Owensboro, Ky.;
R.R. 9946. An act providing for the ratification of Joint
Resolution No. 59 of the Legislature of Puerto Rico, approved
by the Governor May 5, 1930, imposing an import duty on
coffee imported in Puerto Rico;
H.J.Res. 295. Joint resolution authorizing appropriation
for expenses of representatives of United States to meet at
Istanbul, Turkey, with representatives of Turkish Republic
for purpose of examining claims of either Government
against the other and for expense of proceedings bef01·e an
umpire, if necessary;
.
H.J.Res. 325. Joint resolution extending for 2 years the
time within which. American claimants may make application for payment, under the Settlement of War Claims Act
of 1928, of awards of the Mixed Claims Commission and the
Tripartite Claims Commission, -and extending until March
10, 1936, the time within which Hungarian claimants may
make application for payment, rmder the Settlement of War
Claims _Act of 1928, of awards of the War Claims Arbiter;
H.J.Res. 341. Joint resolution authorizing an appropriation for the participation of the United States in the International Celebration at Fort Niagara, N.Y.; and
H.J.Res. 370. Joint resolution to protect the revenue by
regulaition of the traffic in containers of distilled. spirits.
ExTENSION OF

fuMARxs

INTERNATIONAL LABOR ORGANIZATION

Mr. McREYNOLDS. Mr. Speaker, on Saturday night,
June 16, 1934, the rules of the House were suspended and
Senate Joint Resolution 131 providing for membership of the
United States in the International Labor Organization was
passed by more than two-thirds vote. Being so rushed at
that time that I did not have an opportunity to express
myself fully on this resolution and being granted the privilege of extending my remarks I desire to add the fallowing
as further justification of our action.
The National Industrial Recovery Act, one of the earlier
of the great efforts for restoration and prosperity in this
country, has as its particular objective, the improvement in
the standards and conditions of living of the tens of millions
of families whose support is derived from a vast variety of
manufacturing and mercantile pursuits. Increasing wages
and decreasing hours of labor as better technical methods
and higher efficiency develop are ends sought in this
legislation.
The Agricultural Adjustment Act has similar aims in behalf of that immense portion of our population who are
engaged in agriculture. By careful weighing of needs and
calculations of supply, effort is made to avoid the waste of
producing what cannot be sold for as much as it costs, and
to conserve the farmers' energy for the production of what
may not only fulfill their country's necessity but also make
for themselves ~ reasonable living.
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As everyone knows, the productive capacity of the United
States in numerous great fundamental fields of production,
both agricultural and extractive and manufacturing, have
been developed and geared to a market larger than that of
this country. Export of American goods to other countries
in profitable exchange for products needed in the United
States always has been and always will be a vital part of
the national economy of the United States.
That is why the Congress has just enacted the Reciprocity Trade Agreements Act, by means of which the
President has been given ample powers to take effectual
steps to build up our foreign trade.
Higher standards of living for agriculturists and for wage
earners frequently mean higher costs which must be reflected in the prices which are charged for goods wherever
sold. Such being the case, the prevalence of low standards
of wages in other countries makes more difficult the full
enjoyment of the benefits that ought to be derived from
reductions in tariff duties. The difficulty is twofold. In
the first place, the competition of producers whose wage
costs are low may deprive American producers of the expected markets,_notwithstanding success on the part of the
Government in persuading other governments to lower
barriers to trade.
In the second place, low wages in other countries and
other inferior standards of living decrease purchasing power
and make the demand for the products of American agriculture and other industry in other countries less than
should be the case. On both these grounds, accordingly,
the success of the administration's program of reciprocal
trade should be definitely enhanced in proportion as standards of living in other countries may be leveled ,up so as to
approach rising standards of living in the United States.
We in the United States believe that, aided by a bountiful
nature, we .have made our standards of living the highest
1n the world. We take legitimate pride in that faith. We
propose to keep on increasing and improving these standards.
But we can proceed faster and farther in this direction if
standards are also being raised in most of the other countries of the world. Our exporters know very well that if
their competitors in other countries underpay their employees, force long hours, and neglect' health, safety, and
other conditions making for the welfare of labor, they can
quote prices that, other things being equal, will cut under
the prices that can be quoted by the managers of enterprises
where better standards are maintained. The result is that
low standards in any country are a menace to high standards in all the other countries.
We in the United States are, accordingly, limited in the
control of our own recovery and of our own permanent welfare by the conditions of labor prevailing in other countries.
We cannot, of course, control the economic practices of other
countries. but we can influence such practices, and that not
merely by example. We can, by active participation in an
organization set up for the purpose of improving labor conditions, do our part in their gradual betterment throughout
the world.
·With a view to such long-term improvement, House Joint
Resolution 368, which is identical with Senate Joint Resolution 131, already passed by the other body, has been brought
forward and has been favorably reported with the approval
of your Committee on Foreign Affairs. It is sponsored by
the Department of Labor, and I have ascertained on inquiry
that it has the full approval of the other interested Departments-the Departments of Agriculture, State, and Commerce.
The resolution provides for the participation of the United
States in the International Labor Organization, an instrumentality maintained by some 60 coUn.tries with the sole
objective of improving labor conditions. Canada, with its
well-known high standards, our great southern neighbors,
Mexico and Brazil, indeed, the entire Western Hemisphere
except Costa Rica and Ecuador, take part in the Interna-tional Labor Organization. A few weeks ago Nicaragua
distinguished itself by adopting at a single stroke almost the
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entire-group of labor conventions proposed by the organization during the 15 years since its first general conference
was convened here in Washington.
The great industrial countries of western Europe and those
of the Far East-Japan, China, and India-are likewise
members of the International Labor Organization, and so
susceptible of the influence of the United States, working
through that organization. This Government has, indeed,
already begun in fact to take part in the organization. The
resolution before us is to make our participation in this
work regular and more effectual.
By the terms of its charter, no country participating in
the International Labor Organization may be asked to adopt
any measure which would " lessen the protection afforded
by its existing legislation to the workers concerned." Thus,
while seeking to raise standards everywhere, the labor or- .
ganization is prevented from lowering standards anywhere.
It accordingly is the · effectual agency of high-standard
countries for helping to raise the standards of other
countries.
The organization operates chiefly as a conference to draft
conventions. These conventions set up standards of labor
conditions. They become operative and obligatory in any
particular country when that country adopts them according to its constitutional method of ratifying treaties.
Among the more noteworthy of the 30 or 40 conventions that
haive been put forward are those dealing with the limitation
of hours of labor; unemployment; child labor; labor at sea;
workmen's compensation; night work; dangerous employment; agricultural labor; old age, sickness, and other forms
of insurance; forced labor; and the creation of minimum
wage-fixing machinery.
When it accepts full membership, the United States can
exert a large influence in determining what shall be subjects of future conventions and in making them as stringent
and far-reaching as possible. In this way it can help to set
up standards for the world that . are at least as high as its
own. Humanity and econonfic self-interest alike demand
this course.
Awaiting the time when conventions can be perfected, the
labor organization makes recommendations, which may be
thought of as expressions of enlightened public opinion, for
the consideration of the national governments. Its permanent office employs hundreds of people who give their
full time to collecting and publishing information of all
kinds relating to the welfare of labor and the improvement
of label' conditions. This information has long been of
recognized value to our own Department of Labor, which has
both utilized and contributed to it.
I am not contending, of course, that the participation of
the United States in the International Labor Organization
will immediately or fully take away the competition which
low standards and adverse labor conditions in other countries offers to the commerce of the United States. Nor can
the unfavorable effect upon improvement of American
standards be quickly dispelled. But here is a means toward
these ends. It is a simple means, involving no considerable
obligations, and it can be made in the long run an effective
means. The more indirect consequences, moreover, are of
great importance. The motto of the organization is " Si vis
pacem cole justiciam "-if you wish peace, cultivate justice.
It is the belief of those who know the organization best that
it is making a definite contribution toward both peace and
prosperity.
SUMMARY OF RECORD IN THE TWO SESSIONS OF THE SEVENTYTHIRD CONGRESS, 1933 AND 1934

Mr. CARPENTER of Kansas. Mr. Speaker, I wish to take
this occasion to state that since I have been a Member of
Congress I have been present and attended every session of
this body. I have not missed a single roll-call vote during
these 2 years and have only missed two quorum calls; one
was when I was down town on departmental business, attempting to get the head of the Regional Agricultural Credit
Corporation to pay a claim to a constituent of mine, and the
other time was when I was on a special delegation to see the
President at the White House in regard to drought relief.
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I have, for the most part, registered my opinion on the
more important pieces of legislation and questions up for
consideration by Congress. I have refused to be merely a
rubber stamp or "yes" man and have represented my district in keeping with my campaign promises in the manner,
in my judgment, the majority desired to be represented.
I advocated during these times the reduction of salaries
of Congressmen and other substantial cuts all along the line
from the President on down. I introduced bills to this effect
and paid back part of my salary and mileage to the
Government.
·
I have opposed and voted against increased expenditures
and new taxes; at the same time I have voted and supported
such emergency expenditures as were necessary to provide
sufficient work and relief to keep our people from starving
and suffering.
I voted to repeal the law creating the Farm Board.
I voted and advocated at all times tariff legislation that
would be beneficial to agriculture.
I introduced a bill providing for heavY export tax on all
money taken out of this country and invested in industries
in foreign countries.
I voted on all occasions for legislation providing better
opportunities for the farmers, the artisans, the tradesmen,
and laborers of all classes including railroad employees and
protection against lowering the standard of their occupation
and employment.
I opposed and voted against all legislation that would
weaken our antitrust laws and insisted at all times that we
have more stringent antitrust laws and better enforcement
to prevent evils resulting from combines and trusts.
You will find upon checking up that I have supported
President Roosevelt in all the great and constructive measures that have generally been recognized as necessary and
helpful, and have opposed and voted against such of the
program as has proven to be unjust and harmful.
· I have advocated and supported sound currency expansion
and for this reason, among others, I have voted for and
supported silver legislation, the soldiers' bonus bill, and the
Frazier-Lemke bill, which latter bill also provides for a
more comprehensive farm-mortgage relief plan and money
to be loaned to the farmers at 1 %-percent interest and
1 % percent on the principal.
I have also supported what was known as the "Simpson
cost-of-production plan", providing for a minimum price
for agricultural products.
My record is as follows:
1933 SPECIAL SESSION
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1934 SESSION

Voted for gold devaluating bill to protect currency of
United States.
Voted for Civil Works program on bill making an additional appropriation.
Voted for Revenue Act of 1934 to reenforce income-true
laws.
Voted for Dies silver bill, otherwise known as "American
agricultural surplus products bill ", to promote foreign
buying.
Voted for tariff bill, providing for reciprocal trade agreements.
Voted for securities exchange bill, known as the" FletcherRayburn bill."
Voted for silver bill.
Voted for Women's Equal Rights National Act permitting
citizenship rights to children through the mothers as well as
the fathers, and removing all sex -discrimination.
Voted for motion to discharge Ways and Means Committee
from further consideration of the bonus bill in order to get a
vote on the bill in the House.
Voted for bonus bill, otherwise known as" bill for immediate payment of adjusted-service certificates, and controlled
expansion of currency.''
Voted for bill to amend section 12B, Federal Reserve Act,
so as to extend for 1 year temporary plan for deposit insurance, and for other purposes.
Voted for Vocational Educational Act.
Voted for Johnson bill to prevent interference of Federal
courts with State courts and com..'!lissions in rate cases.
Voted fo1· bill to guarantee the farm-loan bonds.
Voted for bill to guarantee the bonds of the Home Ovmers'
Loan Corporation.
Voted for Senate amendment no. 22, restoring veteran
benefits.
Voted for Senate amendment restoring veteran benefits.
Voted to pass the independent offices appropriation bill
·
over the veto of the President.
Voted for -so-called "Norris resolution" concerning Federal appointments.
Voted for public roads bill, authorizing appropriation for.
Voted for De Priest resolution to investigate discrimination in House restaurant.
Voted for National Housing Act.
Voted to prohibit the sale of arms, ammunition, and munitions of war to nations engaged in warfare in the Chaco.
Voted for Johnson bill, forbidding loans to foreign debtors
who are in defa ult.
Voted for bill to establish foreign-trade zones.
Voted for bill to prevent competition of prison industries.
Voted for air ma.ii bill authorizing the making of temporary contracts.
Voted for conference report on air mail.
Voted for limited participation in Chicago World's Fair.
Voted for rural route bill and to authorize the Postmaster
General to preserve rural routes.
Voted for railway pension bill.
Voted for Railroad Labor Act, to provide for prompt disposition of disputes between carriers and their employees.
Voted for bill to amend bankruptcy laws to provide relief
to farm mortgagors, known as Frazier-Lempke bankruptcy
bill.
Voted for compensation for widows and children of veterans receiving compensation for disability directly incurred
in active duty in the World War and who died of nonservice-connected disability.
Voted for bill to establish a Federal Credit Union system
to provide for small loans.
Voted for the Grazing Act known as the Taylor bill to
protect the public lands.
I voted against and opposed the following bills and
measures:

Voted for Emergency Banking Act, to open closed banks
of the Nation.
Voted for Agricultural Relief Act.
Voted for Farm Mortgage Relief Act.
Voted for act to prohibit exportation of arms and munitions of war.
Voted for reduction of postage rates.
Voted for railroad bill, providing benefits to employees.
Voted for Unemployment Relief Act.
Voted for Muscle Shoals and Tennessee Valley development.
·Voted for relief to home owners in respect to their mortgages.
Voted for cost of production for agricultural products
(passed Senate, defeated in the House).
Voted for expansion of currency, known as the "Thomas
Act."
Voted for Securities Act to make the seller as well as the
buyer beware.
Voted for Connally amendment to independent office appropriation bills.
Voted for amendments to independent offices bill to return
1933 SPECIAL SESSION
grants to veterans taken away from them in the economy
bill.
Voted against economy bill that repealed all veterans'
·Voted for Reforestation Act.
benefits subsequent to Civil War.
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Voted against N.R.A. and appropriating of $3,500,000,000
out of the Treasury.
Voted against St. Lawrence River Waterway project.
Voted against national liquor law.
Voted against liquor law in the District of Columbia.
Voted against action against the Lowell habeas corpus
proceedings.
Voted against $40,000 appropriation for International Institute of Agriculture, 1933.
Voted against resolution to investigate picture-show business, which amounted to a junketing trip to Hollywood.
Voted against compromising the judgment and releasing
the claims of the United States Government against those
involved in the Teapot Dome oil scandal.
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COMMITTEE ON ACCOUNTS,
Washington, D .C.

GENTLEMEN: My eXP,enses incurred in coming to Washington are
as follows:
Traveling expenses-------------------------------------- $25. 40
Gasoline and oil----------------------------------------- 18. 10
For express--------------------------------------------- 23.00
Making a total ____________________________________ 66.50

I traveled in my own car, for which I am making no charge,
nor for the expenses of my family.
When you allow my claim for mileage, I wish you would just
allow it for $66.50.
Very truly yours,
RANDOLPH CARPENTER.
"Therefore I only intend to keep this amount for each one of
my trips, making $133 for the round trip. So that my action in
regard to the salary reduction bill is sincere on my part, I will, as
1934 SESSION
I have repeatedly announced before coming to Washington, reVoted against Bankhead cotton bill limiting and licensing turn to the Government all over $7,500 a year, and I believe that
all other Members who are sincere in regard to economy in
production of cotton.
should do the same thing." (CONGRESSIONAL RECORD,
Voted against Kerr tobacco bill, second step in limiting government
Mar. 16, 1933, p. 572.)
and licensing agriculture products.
·
SALARY TO WIDOWS OF CONGRESSVoted against resolution authorizing appropriation for OBJECTION TO PAYMENT OF A YEAR'S
MEN
expenses of representatives of the United States to meet at
Mr. CARPENTER of Kansas. Mr. Speaker, a parliamentary inIstanbul, Turkey, for purpose of examining claims.
quiry.
The SPEAK.ER. The gentleman will state it.
Voted against conference report on Bankhead bill.
Mr. CARPENTER of Kansas. It this motion is carried, does it
Voted against census bill, roll call 172, defeated on this mean
that these widows are given the money carried in the
roll call.
Senate amendment?
The SPEAKER. Yes.
Voted against census bill,~ roll call 180.
Mr. CARPENTER of Kansas. For myself, I want to protest against
Voted against motion that the House stand in recess be- this
practice, and I should like to have an opportunity of voting
cause I desired consideration of Frazier bill.
against a continuance of the practice of giving widows of RepreVoted against act creating inland waterway corporation sentatives and Senators this money that the widows of no other
class of people get. (CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, May 24, 1933, p.
to operate on Columbia and Snake Rivers.
Voted against bill to authorize annual appropriation to 4099.)
There are certain items in this bill that I am ftlndamentally
meet losses sustained by officers and employees in Foreign opposed to and wish to take this occasion to register my opposiService of the United States by reason of currency exchange. tion to them and to state, if the opportunity had been available,
Voted against Post Office appropriation bill for the estab- I would have voted against them.
items appear in title 1 on page 2 of the bill, appropriatlishment of a Federal furniture factory at Reedsville, W.Va. ingThese
the sum of $8,500 each, a full year's salary, to eight widows
Voted against Senate amendment no. 14 restoring full pay of deceased Congressmen, and the sum of $8,500, a year's salary, to
the daughters of a deceased Congressman, amounting in all to the
to Federa1 officers and employees.
Voted against Senate amendment to increase Federal em- sum of $76,500. (CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, June 4, 1934, p . 10427).
IMPORTANT LEGISLATIVE MEASURES AFFECTING ECONOMIC WELFARE OF
ployees' salaries in full.
THIS COUNTRY
Voted against resolution to appoint a committee to invesI wish to state that among the most important matters of
tigate oil code; if such bill had passed it would have ad- legislation affecting the economic welfare of this country, in my
versely affected Kansas oil fields.
judgment, are:
First. Taritl' legislation that will enable us to resume ·our tradVoted against bill establishing Everglades National Park
ing with the rest of the world.
in Florida.
Second. Legislation that will give us an expansion of the curVoted against bill to permit Members of Congress to bor- rency wherein we w1ll have an adequate but sound medium of
row, take over, form, and make contracts with certain exchange, and I believe this can best come about through remonetization of silver, which will give us a. medium of exchange
governmental agencies.
to trade with that part of the world that has only silver with
Voted against appropriation of $23,862,650.78 to the gov- which
to purchase our products.
ernment of Philippine Islands by reason of reduction of the
Third. The legislation as provided 1n the Securities Exchange
weight of gold dollar, which appropriation practically Act of 1934, known as the "Fletcher-Rayburn b111 ", the object
of which is to prohibit pure speculation in securities and comamounts to a gift to the Philippine Islands (defeated on first modities
and to prohibit a creating of a false or misleading
consideration). Voted against said bill the second time appearance of active trading in any security registered on the
before the House for consideration.
national stock exchange and prohibit transactions which involve
Voted against joint resolution providing for membership no change in the beneficial ownership of such security.
I believe it is proper to have legitimate markets for
of the United States in the International Labor Organiza- ourWhile
agricultural products and other commodities, yet the welfare
tion of the League of Nations.
of the whole public should not rest upon the operations of the
In addition to these votes, I signed petitions to discharge gamblers upon our stock and market exchanges. The farmer
raised his products in the sweat of his brow has been
the committee and to bring the following bills the com- whothehasmercy
of these gamblers. This need of such legislation
mittees refused to report out for consideration upon the at
has been recognized for a long time and the Fletcher-Rayburn
fioor of the House:
bill endorsed by President Roosevelt ls the first sincere step in
The Frazier-Lemke farm mortgage relief bill. Was one the direction of eliminating these corrupt practices. Of course,
this monster that has had this Nation by the throat these mapy
of the early signers of this petition.
years is not going to give up without a fight and a struggle.
The cost of production bill for agricultural products in- However, they are going to have a difficult time in obtaining
troduced by Congressman SWANK, of Oklahoma, and gener- any sympathy from the people of the country when it is revealed
that from 1928 to and including 1933 the Wall Street brokers were
ally known as the " Simpson cost of production bill."
making money to the tune of two thousand million dollars, while
The Wearin bill to prevent direct buying of hogs and theil' customers lost sixty-five thousand million dollars. With the
suggested tariff legislation, expansion of the currency, and proper
other livestock by the packers.
legislation the depression can be cured and agriI wish to call your attention to some of my statements stock-market
culture, which must be prosperous if the rest of the country is
and remarks in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD:
to be prosperous, and business in general will again be put on
their feet without any artificial stimulants in the form of processREFUND OF SALARY AND MILEAGE
ing taxes or regimentation. (CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, May 2, 1934,
"In regard to mileage, I might say that by automobile it is pp. 7958-7959.)
about 1,250 miles from Marion to Washington. At 20 cents a mile
WE ARE ALL IN THE SAME BOAT IN THIS DEPRESSION
going to Washington and back to Marion, I would be entitled to
We are all in the same boat in this depression, and the war
about $500, which is now reduced 25 percent, making $375 due.
In making my claim for mileage I sent to the Committee on Ac- veterans and their friends never did and do not now object to
reasonable cuts 1n compensation to assist this country in balcounts the following letter:
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ancing its Budget, and are willing to make the same patriotic
sacrifices now for our country that they did during the wars in
which they were engaged.
The Government, since the time the economy bill was passed.
has seen fit to spend billions of dollars in an earnest endeavor. to
help its citizens out of this terrible depression; therefore, I wish
to state that I am very much in favor of the Senate amendments
to the independent offices bill in behalf of the veterans, especially
including the World War and Spanish-American War veterans,
which rectifies the injustices created in the economy bill.
I am, however, opposed to returning to the Federal employees
at this time their full 15-percent cut, restoring them to their
full status before the economy bill was passed and leaving the
whole burden of the economy upon the veteran.
As has been suagested to me, I hardly believe it is the spirit
of this Congress that the restoration of benefit~ to the disabled
veteran is a raid on the Treasury while restoration of pay to the
Federal employee is a patriotic duty.
There is a great deal of misinformation going out over the
country to the effect that the increase in veteran benefits is
going to wreck the economy program of the Government and
cost the Government $334,246,824, when the truth of the matter
is that the total veteran benefit included in these amendments
will only amount to $118,253,700, whereas the cost of restoring
Federal employees their 15 percent will be $215,993,124. The people in my district-and I know this to be true all over the United
states--are in the terrible economic situation they are in because
of the depression. Governmental expenses have been cut to the
core, courthouse officials who do three times as much work as
most of the Federal employees get from $60 to $80 a month, and
the girls who work in their offices $40 a month. School teachers
in rural schools, where they can get a job at all, $40 a month; and
we even find those with masters' degrees teaching in our rural
schools for salaries of not over $60 a month. In addition to this,
we have thousands of people who are very happy to get a few
hours' work a week at 30 to 40 cents an hour under the C.W.A.
Federal employees in my district are not yelpirig for increase
in salaries, they are very happy they have their jobs, and . are
graciously accepting their cuts, which is very small in companson
with the cut tn cost of governmental services performed for the
State and local governments, and the people in general who are
paying the bill and doing all the suffering are not in favor of
keeping this omce-holding aristocracy up in the style in which 1t
has been accustomed. I would not be in favor of cutting anyone's salary that was $1,000 or less a year, and would be in favor
of restoring Federal employees' salaries when prosperity has been
returned to the rest of the country. It is just merely the application of judgment and fairness to all concerned.
And the worst of all would be the increase of the Congressmen's salaries. I cannot conceive how any Congressman can go
out and face the veterans and the people in his district, telling
them how necessary it was to cut them down with one hand.
whereas with the other he increased his own salary; therefore, I
am supporting the Borah am~endment prohibiting the increase at
this time of all governmental salaries over $6,000 per year. As a
matter of fact, I think the Congressmen's salaries should be
reduced under existing conditions and until prosperity has again
been returned to their country, and this was the first bill I
introduced in Congress last year, and which was introduced prior
to our voting on the economy bill. For my part I do not believe
that the cut in compensation to the disabled service-connected
veteran should be any greater percentage than the pexcentage of
cut to the Federal employee." (CONGRESSIONAL REcoRD, Mar. 14,
1934, pp. 4522-4523.)
AMENDMENT TO STRIKE OUT $40,000,000 FOR REFUNDS ON INCOME
TAXES

Mr. CARPENTER of Kansas. Mr. Chairman, I offer an amendment.

The Clerk read as follows:
"Amendment offered by Mr. CARPENTER of Kansas: On page 13,
strike out lines 7 to 17, inclusive."
Mr. CARPENTER of Kansas. Mr. Chairman, ,this amendment is
for the purpose of striking out that part of this bill that appropriates $40,000,000 for refunds on income taxes. I am opposed to
this practice of the Government in refunding income taxes. As I
understand the income tax law, these amounts are paid in voluntarily, on votuntary income-tax statements; and if the persons
making out their own income-tax statements make a mistake, it
is their own mistake. If they cannot add properly, and if they
cannot present proper information, it is their own fault. • • •
Now, what is this bill? This blll presupposes that the Government is going to levy some illegal taxes and then it is going to
be necessary to refund those erroneous and 1llegal taxes, and
it presupposes that some people are not going to be able to add
and that they will make mistakes and will turn in more tax
money than they should.
Another thing, we have this $40,000,000 now. Let us keep it.
Just think what $40,000,000 would do. Forty m11lion dollars would
be enough to put over the four-point program of the American
Legion that is being suggested here, or enough to reestablish the
Spanish-American War veteran to where he was before the economy bill was passed. Yet we are going to turn it back to those
people who have found out that we have appropriated $40,000,000
and it is here for them, and by some hook or crook or lawyer or
national committeeman or somebody who has some infiuence and
who has probably been employed in the Internal Revenue Department and is well acquainted with the Bureau, they are going to
get this money back again. All of you fellow Members who- have
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'been denouncing this thing time after time and who intend to go
out in the next campaign and make as much of an issue of it as
you can, and talk about protecting the taxpayers' money, this ls
the time to put a stop to that sort of thing." (CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD, Jan. 25, 1934, p. 1369.)
THE PEOPLE OF THIS COUNTRY DO NOT WANT ANY DOLE; THEY WANT
TO WORK FOR THEIR MONEY
The people of this country do not want any dole. They want
to work for their money. We are not going to let people starve
in this country. You have heard that time after time, and we,
as citizens, do not propose to let the needy starve. Oh, it is fine
to appropriate money and let the contractors take all the money,
but this is the first time when Government money has gone out
to the forgotten man, the little man at the bottom. Here is relief
starting at the bottom and going up instead of starting at the
top and going down. Of course, we should not spend any more
money than we need to. We should try to balance our Budget
and save our money in times when we are making it so that we
will have it on hand in times of sickness and when we need it.
That is the position of this country today. A nation is nothing
but a cooperative society, anyway, organized to help the people
obtain some protection or some benefit that they could not obtain
alone. (CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, Jan. 23, 1934, p. 1196.)
THE FRAZIER-LEMKE MORTGAGE RELIEF BILL
Mr. Chairman, coming from a strictly agricultural district, as
I do, I feel it is my duty to urge upon this Congress the adoption
of what is known as the ' Frazier bill.' I am glad that, being one
of the new Democratic Members of this House from Kansas, along
with my lady colleague who has just addressed you, I am in accord with her on this matter as representing the farmers. And I
believe all the rest of our colleagues in Kansas are also in accord.
I a.m glad we are all here on the job this afternoon instead of
going to the ball game.
Now, I favor the Frazier bill for the reason that it gives us a
lower rate of interest; but prtmsri.ly I a.m in favor of it because I
think the greatest emergency legislation we could consider we have
not had an opportunity to consider, and that is the expansion of
the currency. To my mind that is the only way I can conceive of
bringing back prosperity to this country in the near future. Not
having an opportunity to get the Frazier bill, if we cannot get
that, I say that next I am in favor of the present bill and will vote
for it when the time comes. First, if we have an opportunity to
vote to recommit the present bill, with instructions to the Agriculture Committee to a.mend by substituting the Frazier bill, I
will vote to recommit it accordingly. If we have no such opportunity, or such a motion to recommit fails, then I will vote for
the present bill, as I said, on the theory it is the only available
mortgage relief, and, so far as I am concerned, do everything I
can to make it a success.
The gentleman from Arkansas [Mr. GLOVER] called my attention to a bill which he had introduced, which in some respects
may be better than the Frazier bill, I do not know. The gentleman stated it was before the Ways and Means Committee. I
said, " Why do you not present it as an amendment before the
Committee on Agriculture? " The gentleman said, " That committee would rule it out under the rule.''
Yesterday when my colleague, Mr. MCGUGIN, was speaking,
trying to explain to the farmers the rules of the House and why
we could not consider the Frazier bill, I asked him, " Do you think
our farmers give a snap of their fingers for the rules of the House? "
I wish to say that when there are such important matters as the
Frazier b111 pending and we are told that the rules of the House
prevent our considering it, the farmers of Kansas and the farmers
of the Nation do not give a damn for the rules of this House."
(CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, Apr. 12, 1933, p. 1613.)
I believe the Government should either get into the mortgage
business or out of the mortgage business, and for the reason. just
stated that this bill does not go far enough, and for the further
reason I am in favor .of giving the farmer the real relief needed, ·
and in favor of restoring prosperity to agriculture, I am supporting the Frazier bill, with its lower rates of interest. In fact I
have promised my farmers to support it. (CONGRESSIONAL RECORD,
Ja.n. 16, 1934, p. 743.)
EXPANSION OF THE CURRENCY AND SILVER
Instead of the medium of exchange controlling the wealth, the
wealth of the country should control the medium of exchange; in
other words, instead of the tail wagging the dog, the dog should
wag the tall. It may be that the medium of exchange in ordinary
transactions of business, of course, would not have to be of such a
great volume, but it has been manifested that this amount of gold
bas been altogether too small and therefore if we should broaden
our base and remonetize silver and issue a certain amount of currency instead of tax-exempt bonds, such action would thereby
increase our medium of exchange sufficiently to lubricate our business and keep the channels of trade moving.
Most all forms of expansion of the currency are denounced by
those opposing expansion as fiat money. How have we been
transacting business here prior to the debacle of March 1933? I
should judge over 90 percent by the medium of exchange was in
the form of notes, bank checks, and drafts, which did not even
have the fiat of the Government behind them and were nothing
but paper money. While the Government now has more gold
stored up in the Treasury than it has paper money outstanding,
yet what kind of currency do we have in this country today? Primarily it is backed by gold, but practically, since the payment in
gold is suspended and we are prohibited from possessing it or gold
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certificates, all we have behind this paper money is the credit of
the Nation. Silver, except to a limited degree, is not recognized;
and yet we are warned, of all things, to beware of printing-press
money, and lo, that is all we have. We have just as much paper
money as someone in the Treasury says we shall have; and yet the
Constitution of the United States says that Congress shall be
the one to determine this. Just let Congress attempt to determine how much currency we should have and hear the experts
begin to howl and tell us that Congress is attempting to ruin the
country (CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, Mar. 28,- 1934, pp. 5660-5661).
FARM RELIEF
The people in this district and State want to be heard on this
question today. This is their day. They want to go along with
this bill, because the President has given us the promise if it is
not a good bill, if it does not work out successfully, he will be
the first one to tell us. Short years ago the people in this country
were happy and prosperous, but then came the black storm clouds
of the Fordney-McCumber tariff, followed by the Smoot-Hawley
tariff, and laid them low. Their overhead expenses had so increased that in order to keep going, looking for .a better day they
had always been promised, it was necessary to resort to mortgaging
their farms. Men who were wealthy and well-to-do, who came out
across the Plains and developed this great country, who bad gone
through the droughts, the cold winters, and the grasshopper
years, and commenced with a homestead of 160 acres, then gradually accumulating a few quarters of land nearby, looking forward
to the day when hey could leave a quarter for each child, have
gradually witnessed these quarters of land slipping one by one
away from them, and now the mortgage on the old homestead,
where all the children were born, is being foreclosed.
You can talk about brain storms all you want in regard to
this bill, but I want to tell you that the farmers of my district,
State, and Middle West are the ones who have been having the
brain storms the last few years wondering what is going to happen
to them. You can talk about socialism being in this bill all you
want, but I want to tell you the farmer on the plow when he
thinks of all that he is overcoming is almost seeing red out in our
country.
What has been the result of all this? It has resulted in bank
failure in our towns and cities. Go out with me over my district,
as I went over it the last 9 months; the little towns where the
best building in town, the one that was the most modern and in
which the people seemed to take the roost pride, the bank building, with a sign on the door saying, •This bank 1s closed and in
the hands of the bank commissioners.' Some of these nice buildings which had in former years housed thriving banks were now
turned into restaurants and garages. The lumber yards in these
towns, that used to be the beehive of activity, are closed, with a
sign on the door saying, •If you desire to use the scales, see Mr.
Smith, at the filling station.' Most of these little towns, and even
the larger towns, have more empty buildings than buildings that
are occupied. The people can no longer buy, and finally this condition extended back East and engulfed the whole Nation. The
prosperity that the people in the East were enjoying from 1920 up
until 1929 could not stay up in the air, with nothing to support
it; either agriculture had to come up on the same plane of prices
and prosper with the industrial and speculative East or else they
had to come down to it. The result was the farmer was not
permitted to come up, and finally this false prosperity had to fall
to the level with agriculture.
Now it is finally recognized that we cannot have permanent
prosperity in this country unless the farmer is prosperous.
That prosperity, therefore, cannot be restored in this country
until the farmer becomes prosperous.
"It must follow that the farmer cannot become prosperous until
he receives an honest price for his products.
Personally, Mr. Speaker, I would prefer to see all Government
regulations done away with and agriculture returned to its own
channel of trade, but the emergency is so acute and we are lost
in a dense swamp of governmental control. It does no good to
rail against it; it is necessary that we get out of it; and so this
is the legislation, so far as the farmers are concerned, the emergency legislation that they are looking and praying for. I might
also say that they are also desiring a cheaper dollar. This bill
may not suit everyone. Personally, I should like to have seen the
first provision in the bill do away with the Farm Board. Next,
I am not so well satisfied with the processing fee charged here,
and I do not know how the marginal-land proposition will work
out. However. I do believe it has in it some semblance of pricefixiilg power, which I think is necessary at this time. No bill can
be presented that will suit everyone." (CONGRESSIONAL RECOIW,
Mar. 22, 1933, pp. 739-740.)
As I have repeatedly stated, it is now generally recognized that
we cannot have permanent prosperity in this country unless the
farmer is prosperous-that prosperity, therefore, cannot be restored in this country until the farmer becomes prosperous. n
must follow that the farmer cannot become prosperous until he
receives an honest price for his products. The present price and
the price he has been receiving for the past few years are not
honest prices; they are dishonest and deflated prices, which con~
ditions have been going on for so long that he has been reduced
to almost abject poverty.
He has been unable to pay his taxes, his interest, his debts,
or to pay anything that required cash. The price of farm products up to now has been so low that all the cash money he has
seen the past few years are a few pennies. These are not idle
words, but have been admitted and readmitted by all those who
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are familiar with the farmer's condition, stated and restated almost
everyday here on this fioor in Congress, echoed and reechoed
throughout the length and breadth of this country, until the
courts of the land have stayed the sheriff in his foreclosure proceedings. Every State legislature has granted all the assistance
it could, and Congress has passed a law intended to give the
farmer a breathing spell for a few years. Incidentally practically
every other business in this country is in the same condition as
agriculture.
We have in this country the past months been confronted
with one emergency after another which has exploded at our
feet. We have met them with such actions as seem best, but
unless we are able to stop this terrible deflation and increase the
price of products, all these former emergency measures will have
been in vain. We must either have a cheaper dollar-that is, a
dollar on a par with the price of the dollar when our debts were
created---0r all our debts will automatically cancel themselves
and next will go the credit of this Government. We cannot con~
tinually drain this credit without replenishing it. Give us a
cheaper dollar and nine-tenths of our trouble will be over. Taxes
will not seem too high, interest and debts can be paid, the old
homestead saved, people will have money to spend, jobs will be
available, and we will again be able to appreciate our form of
government of, for, and by the people and enjoy life as we
should (CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, May 2, 1933, p. 2748).
LABOR AND THE RAILROAD BILL
Mr. Chairman, I rise to make this comment: We as a Nation,
during the dark hours of the financial depression that we have
been passing through the past 3 years and are now passing
through, owe a great debt of gratitude to the labor of this country
and especially to organized labor.
They have been true, loyal soldiers, making great sacrifices
for tl1eir homes and country. It is noticeable we have had less
labor trouble and fewer strikes than ever before during a period of
like conditions, and during such period labor has suffered more and
taken more on the jaw than anyone else. Why have they cooperated with this country to such a great extent? Because of
their patriotism and for the reason first of all they are true, loyal
American citizens. American labor is the last one who wants any
communism in this country; it is fighting it harder than anyone
else. We cannot therefore pass laws that will result in more
unemployment. We should not pass a railroad law that will
result in fewer jobs on the railroad. The railroad employees are
our finest and highest type of citizen; they have been reduced and
cut time after time. When this panic first struck the country
and the heads of the railroads met here in Washington with
President Hoover they announced they would not discharge their
employees, when as a matter of fact they were discharging them
then and continued to do so in increasing numbers in direct violation of this agreement. The railroad brotherhoods and other
railroad labor organizations have met every trying situation with
great fortitude. They have taken care, through their lodge dues
and contributions, of their unfortunate brothers. They are at
the end of their rope. It is absolutely impossible for them to take
care of and provide for all discharged railroad employees.
We are soon to consider the railroad bill, and if we pass this
bill let us pass it with such amendments as will give the utmost
protection to the railroad employees and the public (CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, June 1, 1933, p. 4782).
N.R.A. AND THE CONSTITUTION
The farmers of this country were denied the privilege of
fixing their prices when the Simpson cost-of-production amendment was turned down in the House a couple of weeks ago; yet,
under title I, the first part of this bill, that has no relation to
the public-works part of the bill, monopolies and trusts are permitted to increase and fix the price of products they expact to
sell to the farmer.
There is another feature of this proposed bill, which under
the rule cannot be amended except by the Ways and Means Committee, that may lead to a dictatorship over all the industries of
this country and which could result in disadvantage to the little
man and the little industry through favoritism of this system
to the more powerful. Serious doubt has arisen as to the constitutionality of such an act. And if because of the present socalled " emergency " the Supreme Court should bold this act as
constitutional, such decision in itself might result in what would
amount to an abandonment of the Constitution. This old Constitution has carried us through all the storms of the past into
seas _of prosperity, has made us the greatest nation and people
in the history of civilization. The storm of the Civil War that
it withstood was worse than the present storm. It stood by us
then and will stand by and carry us through the present storm.
Then, in our hysteria of the present hour, we should not abandon
it, for, if we do, not one can fortell the future; let us stay by it
and ride the storm out to prosperity and a better day. (CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, May 26, 1933, p. 4402.)
THE COTTON CONTROL BILL
Generally when a proposition of this sort comes up which
only affects one section of the country it is the usual practice
to say, " Well, if this only affects that section, all right; let them
have it." This is what I would be pleased to do in this case.
But when such a revolutionary measure as this comes up for
serious consideration by this Congress, of which I am a Member,
I do not see how I can sit here and keep my mouth closed, or
how I can explain to my farmers back home why I sat here
and_permitted such a measure, that m~y be the begi?ning of like
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legislation affecting all agricultural commodities, to pass this
body without my protest. I am in favor of any voluntary proposition for the regulation of agricultural commodities, or anything else in this country, but I am opposed to the involuntary
servitude that is incorporated in this bill. This is the first step
in establishing the Government of this country as the landlord
of every farmer in the United States, and it is first step that
I am opposing.
What does this law propose to do? In short, it gives the
Secretary of Agriculture the right to tell every cotton producer
just how many bales of cotton he can raise. To my mind, this
is against the principles on which this Nation was founded, and
would lead us into a sort of Russian communistic state in this
country.
I think there are other ways to adjust our agricultural di.ffi.culties in this cQuntry, such as tariff legislation. stlver legislation,
and providing the naked and hungry with our surplus commodities. As I have said, in my opinion, such legislation as is included
in this proposed Bankhead bill is against the principles upon
which this Government was established, those principles that
were responsible for the Boston tea party. Evidently the tea was
good, but the tax was not so good, and the tax is not so good in
this bill.
I have had some legislative experience, both here and in other
legislative bodies, and it has been my experience that it is the
desire of every legislator to include some kind of a tax provision
in his proposed bill. I do not know of any provision in the Constitution. either of my State or of the Federal Government, that
provides that every bill introduced in either the State legislature
or in the Congress of the United States must include some variety
of a new tax. If any meritorious bill is brought before the legislative assembly, either State or national, that does not have a
new tax provision in it, it does not get very far, but if you can
suggest some kind of a new tax to further add to the burden of
the already tax-burdened people of this country, the bill generally
has very little difficulty in being enacted into law.
Congress in this emergency has already delegated considerable
power of taxation to the Secretary of Agriculture, and if we
keep constantly creating additional taxes, where is this power
of taxation going to lead us?
Those advocating this proposed legislation appear to have
great hopes for its success and therefore I say, I fear its success
so far as the future liberty of the citizens of this country are
concerned, more than 1ts failure. • • •
The principal reason therefore, given for this kind of legislation at this time is based upon a declaration of emergency.
I care not what the emergency is, it is not great enough to start
this country on a course .of further governmental interference
that will lead us to such a state wherein we w111 be denied the
"blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity", as set forth
in the preamble of the Constitution of the United States." (CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, Mar. 15, 1934, p. 4459.)
OBJECTION TO PROCESSING TAX ON CATTLE AND OTHER GOVERNMENT
CONTROL
However, in my judgment, this is merely the second step in
establtshing the Department of Agriculture and the Secretary of
Agriculture as the landlord over all the farms in this country.
As I have heretofore stated on this floor, I am in favor of any
voluntary means of regulating agriculture surplus or any other
kind of surpluses in this country, but I am not for any compulsory plan included in this and in the cotton control bill.
You may ask me what would be my plan to take care of the
surpluses. My reply is that my plan would be for the Government to set a minimum price for domestic consumption upon all
our agricultural products and then provide or build Government
warehouses where the surpluses could be stored. These warehouses could be built or supplied by the P.W .A. funds or any other
emergency funds and operated by the Government to permit the
farmers to store their surplus in these Government warehouses.
Such warehouses could be furnished and maintained with very
little expense to the Government, almost infinitesimal with the
amount that is being collected by processing and other taxes and
being spent by the Government according to the present methods
in payment of nonproduction of agricultural products.
If such a plan was adopted we would, in case of drought or
other shortage, as in the days of Egypt, always have available
wheat, foods, and supplies on hand for the country, and we would

not run the risk entailed from plowing under and destroying
crops, food products, and other surpluses.
My principal objection to this sort of legislation is that the
next step would be to bring in a similar bill in regard to wheat,
and that would affect me directly. Then, in the next progressive
step would be similar legislation in regard to corn, and then hogs,
and then cattle. The farmers out in my country are now objecting to the processing tax on hogs. Their experience has been that
instead of increasing the price of hogs it has decreased the price
of hogs to the producers. A great deal of working capital of the
farmers in my country is raised from the production of hogs,
and the present condition of the hog business is the worst thing
that we have to combat out there today. The . great fear
in my country, which is a large cattle-producing country, is that
a processing tax may be placed upon cattle. I am absolutely opposed to such a tax, and I am objecting and letting my
objections be known in every way possible to such a tax.
The price of cattle, and especially heavy cattle, is better
now than it has been for several years. such fact has brought
a great deal of encouragement to the cattle industry. AU

of this without any processing tax or governmental interference
in this business. Therefore the cattlemen arise with fear
and trembling every morning as they fa.ce the hot sun and the
prospects of a drought condition for fear a processing tax will be
placed upon cattle, and that such tax, according to their expert ..
ence with hogs, wm result in the price of cattle being reduced to
the farmer and the cattleman " (CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, June 6,
1934, p. 10655) •
RELIEF FOR WIDOWS A.ND ORPHANS OF SERVICE-CONNECTED VETERANS

Mr. Speaker, in the status of civilization that we are living in
now, and in the standards of living and the path of social legislation that we are on, this is one of the steps along the righv
direction.
In our legislation during this session we have been looking
forward to taking care of the needy. That is what this Government is doing. In this connection we should first look after
those who have some service connection with the Government. and
this class would include the veterans who fought for the Gov: ..
ernment and for its maintenance, and after they have answered
the last call we should look after their widows and orphans.
I am pleased, as a member of the World War Veterans' Committee and a Member of the Congress, that I am going to be able
to take home with me some relief for these people.
As has been stated, in every congressional district we have
cases of this kind. They are on our doorstep and. therefore, on
behalf of these widows and children who are looking to us for
relief, I wish to express my appreciation, along with the ot11er
members of the committee, of the hard work and the good work
that our chairman has done with respect to this bill. It would
not have done any good to have brought up a bill here and for
all of us to have made a lot of speeches in favor of the veterans
unless we were going to get the bill through. This is exactly
what the chairman of our committee has stated time after timethat he wanted to get through a bill that would amount to
something. (CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, June 16, 1934, p. 12147.)

With the permission of Congressman JoHN W. FLANNAGAN,
Jr., of Virginia, I am copying tables setting forth the comparisons of bank failures, trade, business, and income under
the Hoover administration and the Roosevelt administration, and the percentages of increase in employment, production, and business from March 1933 to March 1934, taken
from his remarks on pages 11243 and 11245-11246 of the
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of June 12, 1934.
Record of bank failures
UNDER MR.

HOOVER
Number
of bank
failures

Amount of
deposits in·
volved

642

1,345
2, 298
1,456

UNDER MR.

1, 417

rn

715, 626, 000
200, 000, 000
2, 207' 964, 000

7,578

5, 914, 'Ji.7, 000

ROOSEVELT

1934--------------------------------------------------------1

$234, 532, 000
864, 715, 000

1. 691, 510, 000

None

I

None

Business comparisons

Hoover

Roosevelt

L Federal income collected up to June 6, 1933,
on fiscal year ending Jnne 1, 1933_____________ $1, 831, 309, 309. 33 -----------------Income collected up to June 6, 1934, on fiscal
year endin~ July 1, 1934-------·-------------- ------------------ $2, 792, 556, 689. 53
2. Income of farmers:
For year 1932_______________________________ $3, 979, 000, 000. 00 ---- --- ----------For year 1933------------------------------- ------------------ 5, 530, 000, 000. 00
Income
on _____________________________________
basic farm commodities:
Cotton
1 $425, 488. 000. 00
'$856, 776. 000. 00
1$214, 130, 000. 00
Tobacco------------------------------------ 1 $104, 529, 000. 00
l $367, 153, 000. 00
WheaL-----------------------------------I
$194,
846,
000.
()()
Com _______________________________________ 1 $14.6, 090, 000. 00
2$242, 117, 000. ()()
Hogs_ ______________________________________ 1$428,000, 000. 00
2 $457, 000, 000. 00
3. Profits of corporations:
180 representative corporations lost in
$48, 000, 000. 00 -----------------Same corporations made in 1932 ____________ -----------------$5GO, 000, 000. 00
4. Commercial failures:
1932________________________________________
31, 822 -----------------1933 ________________________________________ -----------------20, 307
March 1933--------------------------------1, 948 -----------------March 1934..-------------------------------- -----------------l, 162
5. Banks:
Number of bank failures under Hoover ---7, 578 -----------------·
Deposits involved__________________________
$5, 914, 287, 000 -----------------·
Number of bank failures in 1934 ____________ -----------------None
6. Foreign trade:
Exports:
1932___________________________________
$1, 576, 151, 000 -----------------1933 ____________________ ---------------- -----------------$1, 647, 220, 000
11932.
'1933

1932__
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Business comparisons--Continued
Hoover

Roosevelt
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the laborers, and those engaged in all industries, with relief
in the form of action, not merely by words, boards, commissions, or investigations.
COSTIGAN-WAGNER ANTILYNCHING Bll.L

6. Foreign trade-Continued.
Imports:

Mr. SUTPiilN. Mr. Speaker and Members of the House,
1932 ____________________________________ $1, 322, 774, 000. 00 ------ - ----------- in the few remaining days of the session there is one bill
1933 ___________________________________ ------------------ $1, 449, 559, 000. ()()
that I believe is most meritorious and justified and should
Exports:
.
Mareh 1933----------------------------- $106, 293, 000. 00 ------------------ receive our favorable consideration· before adjournment.
M arch 1934..---------------------------- ------------------ $187, 495, 000. 00
That is the Costigan-Wagner antilynchipg bill and its com ..
Imports:
March 1933·---------------------------- $94, 860, 000. 00 ------------------ panion bill introduced in the House by Congressman FORD,
March 1934_____________________________ -----------------$153, 075, 000. 00
of California. Far too long has America been held up to
7. Freight-car loading:
·
1932 ______ ____________________________ cars__
28, 180, 000 -----------------shame
and ridicule throughout the world because of the
29, 037, 000
1933. --- ------------------------------do _____________ c________
M arch 1933 __________________________ do____
2, 355, 000 -----------------unrestrained activities of lawless mobs which have lynched
March 1934 __________________________ do ____ -------------- ---3, 059, 000
and even bumed human beings at the stake. Among the
8. Production:
•
Automobiles ___________________number __
11, 959, 945 victims have been not only men but also women and even
l l, 370, 000
Pig iron _____________________________ tons __
213, 211, 000 children. Approximately 5,053 lynchings have disgraced our !
18, 657,000
Bituminous coal _____________________ do ___ _
1327, 940, 000
1309, 710, 000
Cotton sales ______________________ bales __
16, 210,000 country since 1882.
15, 016, 000
9. Farms financed:
Surely there is not a Member of this House who is opposed ,
17, 208
316, 000
Number_- --------------------------I $27, 569, 80()
$791, 000, 000 to this measure. No civilized race would tolerate or approve ,
Amount loaned_------------------------10. Homes financed:
;None
274, 980 any measure which would tend to deprive any person of life,
Number __-- -----------------------------$822, 829, 888 liberty, or property without due process of law, nor deny to
None
Amount loaned_-------------------------11. Unemployment:
March 1932- ------------------------------13, 203, 000 ----------------· any person within its jurisdiction adequate security. It is
M arch 1933...- ----------------------------- -----------------8, 021, 000 undoubtedly true that everything possible has been done to
12. Wages:
deter lynchings, but nevertheless they have occurred. This
Factory wages increased since Roosevelt
.
took charge _________ _________ ___ percent__ ---------------22 so vitally affects the honor of the Nation and the very charWages of retail trade increased since Roose26 acter and integrity of our institutions that I trust you will
velt took charge ________________ percent__ -----------------Wages of anthracite coal miners increased
think me justified in speaking very plainly about it.
63
since Roosevelt took charge.. ___ _percent __ -----------------I oppose the mob spirit which has recently here and there
Wages of bituminous coal miners increased
since Roosevelt took charge _____ percenL ----·- - - 91 very frequently shown its head amongst us, not in any single
region but in many and widely separated parts of the
11933.
11932.
country.
Percentages of increase in employment and business from March
There have been lynchings, and every one of them bas
1933 to March 1934
Percent been a blow at the heart of ordered law and humane jusIncrease in factory employment _________________________ .. 37
tice. No man who loves America, no man who really cares
Increase
in retail
factorytrade
paY---------------------------------·
22
for her fame and honor and character, or who is truly loyal
Increase in
pay _____________________________ .. 26
to her institutions, can justify mob action while the courts
Increase in factory pay rolis------------------------------ 72
of justice are open and the Governments of the States and
Increase in retail employment---------------------------· 22
Increase in manufacturing production ___________________ .. 48
the Nation are ready and able to do their duty.
. Increase in automobile production _______________________ .. 194
We proudly claim to be the champions of democracy. If
Increase in iron and steel production--------------------~ 200
we really are in deed and in truth, let us see to it that we do
Increase in mineral production_________________________ 25
not discredit our own. How can we preach democracy to
Increase in electricity used-------------------·-------- 35
Increase in freight-car loading___________________________ 31
other peoples if we disgrace our own by proving that it is,
· Increase in value of 421 representative stocks ____________ ,. 86
after all, no protection to the weak?
Increase in department-store sales _______________________ .. 46
Increase in variety-store sales ___________________________ .. 86
I therefore very earnestly and solemnly beg that this Con..
Increase in construction contracts awarded _______________ 197. 4 gress pass this much-needed legislation.
Increase in rural general-store sales ____________________ .. 66
Increase in wholesale prices-----------------------------Increase in the cost of living____________________________
Decrease in commercial failures__________________________

22. 4
9. 3
44

PARTIAL REPORT OF SERVICE RENDERED

Mr. STRONG of Texas. Mr. Speaker, when the Demo-

cratic administration came into power March 4, 1933, all '
President Roosevelt on June 8 sent a message to the Con- are familiar with the fact that 12 years of Republican rule
gress of the United States, in ·which he states:
had brought absolute ruin to our country.
You are completing a work begun in March 1933 which will be
Our President, Franklin D. Roosevelt, is standing bravely
regarded for a long time as a splendid justification of the vitality at the helm and guiding the ship of state back to a safe
of representative government. I greet you and express once more
my appreciation of the cooperation which has proved so effective. (harbor where all the people can enjoy peace, prosperity,
and happiness. Our President has been very frank and
The message recognizes that the first responsibility of this outspoken with the people. His task is the greatest known
Nation is the welfare of the people of this country and espe- to mankind today. He needs and should have the help
cially to insure to them the safety of the home, the family, of all citizens of this Nation to bring our Government back
and the security of the individual as provided in the Consti- to the people. No one can afford to spend time in faulttution of the United States.
finding; what is needed is real service.
The President makes the following statement in bis
I desire to give in this statement a few facts and brief
message:
mention of services I have rendered as Congressman at large
Among our objectives I place the security of the men, women, for Texas.
and children of the Nation first.
There are 162 Members of Congress now serving their first
. There has been a great deal said lately about the Con- terms in that body. It has been stated in newspapers that ·
stitution of the United States. In this connection, the Presi- this Congress has passed more beneficial legislation for all 1
dent is looking to the Constitution of the United States to the people than has any former Congress within the history 1
of the Nation. One reason assigned for this splendid service
obtain these objectives. He states:
If, as our Constitution tells us, our Federal Government was is the fact that the 162 new Members participating in the
established, among other things, "to promote the general wel- proceedings of Congress have recently come direct from the
fare", it is our plain duty to provide for that security upon which people, and well know the people's needs.
welfare depends.
I consider it a great honor to have participated in the
It is very gratifying, therefore, that we have a man at sessions of the Seventy-third Congress as my first term and
· the head of this country who really feels in his heart genuine rendered all the service possible in the efforts to bring
sympathy for the ordinary citizen and is willing at all times this great country of ours back to normal conditions~ where
to help all the people of this country, including the farmers, all the people may be properly served, without favoritism
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to any special class or interests, for I believe in and shall
contend for "equal rights to all and special privileges to
none."
There are measures now pending which I have introduced
and feel sure will be enacted if I am fortunate enough to
serve another term in Congress.
I cannot take the time and space here to discuss all these
measures, and will mention those which most affect the
interests of the people. Aside from farming, the oil business is bringing more money into Texas than anY other business; therefore, our people are largely concerned about the
production of oil, the transportation of same, and the manufacturing of oil products.
I feel the producers of Texas oil, the refiners, and the
landowners, also the consumers of oil products are receiving
unfair treatment in the administration of the oil code. It
is stated. by those in position to know the facts, that the
production of oil in Texas has been reduced, under the oil
code, to less than one-half of 1 percent of the possible production. Notwithstanding this fact, there is being shipped
from the California oil fields, by way of the Panama Canal,
to our Gulf ports and Atlantic ports an average of 81,000
barrels of oil and its products per day, these shipments
passing right by our front door in Texas. The gasoline
thus shipped has been selling in New York at 12% cents per
gallon after being shipped more than 5,000 miles, while the
same quality of gasoline has been selling in the States of
Oregon and Washington, less than 500 miles from the California oil fields, at 16 cents per gallon.
The freight rate on oil from California shipping points to
New York is 55 cents per barrel, while the freight rate from
Texas points to New York is 19 cents per barrel. There is
also being shipped into Gulf ports and Atlantic ports of this
country from other nations about 130,000 barrels of oil
per day.
It will be seen there are about 210,000 barrels of oil shipped
each day into territory which should be supplied with
Texas oil, while the oil production in Texas is reduced to
less than one-half of 1 percent of the possible production.
Counting this oil at $1 per barrel, which is being shipped
into Texas territory from the Pacific coast and from other
nations, causes a loss to Texas oil producers of $210,000 per
day, or more than $75,000,000 each year.
I have a bill now pending before Congress to divorce pipe
lines from oil production. The term" pipe-line divorce" is
just so much Greek to a great number of people; yet pipeline divorce is a matter greatly affecting all of our citizens.
To illustrate the situation, I ask you to imagine that you
are one of five coal-mine operators, all earning your livelihood by producing coal which you sell to customers at a
distant point; one of these five coal producers owns a railroad serving the mines and extending to the point of consumption of your product.
Let us say that it costs each of these five coal miners $1
per ton to produce their coal and deliver it on the cars belonging to the one owning the railroad, and that the rate of
transportation from the mine to the market is $1.50 per ton.
Let us assume still further that the actual cost of transportation from mine to market is 50 cents per ton.
Is it not obvious that the four coal miners who do not own
the railroad each pay to the miner who does own the railroad $1 per ton profit, and that this $1 per ton profit will
enable the miner owning the railroad to undersell his four
competitors to the extent of $1 per ton?
However, in the oil industry the penalty exacted by the
owners of the pipe-line systems gives them a further advantage than that indicated in the foregoing example. This
advantage consists in the ability of the pipe-line owners to
absolutely fix the price paid their competitors for their
· product. In the oil industry it is unquestioned that the
owners of the pipe lines invariably fix the price paid producers for their oil.
Price fixing in the production end of the industry does
not necessarily affect the consuming public to any great
extent, but it does, however, enable the parent or affiliates
of the pipe-line company to sell their finished product to
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the consuming public at a price below that which their
competitors can afford to sell.
Ninety-five percent of the crude oil of this country is
transported by the pipe-line companies owned or controlled
by 19 integrated oil companies, and due to such control
these 19 companies can and do raise or lower, not only the
price of crude oil, but the price of gasoline to the ultimate
consumer as well, and this with absolute disregard of the
natural law of supply and demand.
·
During the years of this depression these pipe-line comp~nies have paid dividends averaging above 25 percent per
annum on their net investment, and I submit that such
phenomenal earnings clearly indicate the existence of an
uneconomic factor into which the consuming public should
carefully inquire. The Humble Oil & Refining Co., a subsidiary of Standard Oil of New Jersey, testified before
the Legislature of the State of Texas that while their producing and refining operations were creating a net loss
of $500,000 per month each, their pipe-line operations
were yielding a net revenue of $1,500,000 per month; such
unbalanced profits and losses are a clear index of unusual
conditions in the oil industry.
The only protection between the consuming public and
extortionate prices for gasoline and other oil products is the
independent operator in the oil industry, and it is through
control of the pipe lines that the major oil companies are
slowly but surely exterminating the competition of the independents.
Unless legislation of the character which I have introduced in Congress is enacted at an early date, I am convinced that monopoly will control the petroleum industry of
this country, and that the consumers will foot the bill.
What this bill will be was indicated at a recent oil-legislation hearing before the United States Senate when the general manager of the American Motorists Association, 1-Ir.
Keefe, testified that it was the purpose of the integrated
companies to increase their retail prices of gasoline 7 cents
per gallon. By divorcing the oil pipe lines from shipper
ownership, the independents in the oil industry will be
placed on a parity with the major companies and unfair
practices, resulting in unfair prices to the consuming public, will be eliminated.
I have put forth all efforts possible to secure legislation
which will overcome this great injustice being heaped upon
Texas oil producers. I believe some relief will be realized
soon, and permanent relief before the end of the next term
of Congress.
There is a wide difference of opinion among oil operators,
and among Congressmen from oil-producing States, as to
the remedy which should be applied to bring justice and
permanent relief to all concerned. This being so, I believe
Congress acted wisely in refusing to enact legislation at this
time, but authorized that a committee be appointed to
thoroughly investigate conditions prevailing in the oil business throughout the country and report its findings to the
next session of Congress next January. I am sure this committee, authorized by Congress, will be composed of able,
coriscientious men who will sincerely perform their duty, and
I firmly believe their report as to conditions prevailing in
the oil business will enable Congress early in the next
session to enact measures which will cause all concerned in
the oil business to receive a square deal.
Another issue which is causing all good citizens much
concern is the great volume of crime being committed
throughout the Nation. I have been actively supporting all
measures which I believed would protect the life and property
of our people against the depredation of criminals: for the
principal function of government is the protection of life and
property of its citizens.
I have discovered that organized crime, in a large way,
exists in the Capital City of our Nation. The only effort I
could make at this time, toward abolishing this lawlessness,
was to give notice to the public officials whose duty it is to
enforce the law in the District of Columbia and the State of
Maryland, that action will be taken unless they protect the
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people; for I learned these facts too late to institute an
investigation at the present session of Congress. Therefore,
I made before the House of Representatives the following
statement, which is printed in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of
June 16:
GAMBLING

NEAB THE

NATION'S CAPITAL

Mr. STRONG of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent to

address the House for 5 minutes.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman
from Texas?
There was no objection.
Mr. STRONG of Texas. Mr. Speaker, I desire to make a statement
to the House concerning crime at the seat of our Nation's Capital.
I will make this statement feeling sure that each Member of this
Congress desires to see the law of our Nation reign supreme, and
especially in the city of Washington, where the laws are made
for the purpose of protecting the citizenship of this Nation.
There is in the State of Maryland, just over the line of the
District of Columbia, one of the largest gambling dives, no doubt,
in the whole world. This gambling den has representatives at
many places in the city of Washington who will convey persons in
automobiles who desire to visit this lawless den and participate in
gambling. The person so conveyed to the gambling den must first
satisfy the representative of this den that he has money he expects to use in gambling when he arrives at this lawless place. I
am further informed that if any person visiting this gambling hell
wins money, the proprietor of that den will furnish him transportation back to the city and a guard to see that he is not held up
and robbed in returning to the city with his 111-gotten wealth.
Ther e are also large gambling places within the city of Washington, and I have the names of the persons operating such places
and the street number of same. I have information showing that
these gambling dens have representatives whose special duty it is
to solicit Government employees to visit these gambling dens.
I am also informed that there is a special gambling place of
large proportions in the city of Washington, especially for women.
and that the proprietor of this den has women representatives
soliciting patrons among the women of our Capital City.
My first intention was to ask Congress for a committee of investigation, but I, being a member of the Committee on Accounts,
know what it costs the Government to carry on such investigations and decided to make this statement and notify the offi.cers
in the District of Columbia whose duty it is to see that all laws
are properly enforced and also to notify the proper offi.cers in the
State where the immense gambling concern is located, just over
the line out of the District of Columbia, if they do not enforce
the laws and put an end to this awful crime--almost in the
shadow of the Capitol of our Nation-that I will at the next
session of Congress ask for an investigation and take steps to have
such offi.cers impeached who fail or refuse to enforce the laws
against gambling.

The Committee on Accounts, of which I am a member,
supervises expenditure of public funds in many instances.
During the past year this committee has reduced expenditures several hundred thousand dollars. I feel highly honored to present herewith a letter from the Chairman of the
Committee on Accounts, which came unsolicited by me:
MY DEAR MR. STRONG: With the near close of the Seventy-third
Congress, I wish to say to you in writing what I have so many
times said in person, and express to you my deep appreciation of
your fine work as a member of the Committee on Accounts and
the cooperation that you have at all times given me as chairman
of the committee.
As you know, ours is more or less an unpleasant committee;
that is, we have to constantly say "no" to the ever-present demands for increased expenditures in the House. During your
entire service on the committee you have stood for the strictest
economy, and your vote has always been cast in favor of holding
down expenditures and against the creation of new positions. It
has been a great pleasure to me to have been associated with you

and work with you, and you well know tha.t I hold you in the
highest respect and esteem.
With best wishes, I am,
Sincerely,
LINDSAY C. WARREN,
Chairman Committee on Accounts.

I am also a member of other committees which are

given much opportunity for service, namely, the Pensions
and Census Committees, and the Committee on Territories.
The Census Committee reported a bill to the House, which
was adopted, requiring the enumeration of all unemployed
citizens of the United States, and other data as aid to the
administration in carrying out measures of relief. The taking of this census would have given more than 100,000 people
several mon'fus# employment, and would not have called for
extra appropriations, as this service would have been paid
for with funds set aside for the unemployed. This measure
failed to pass the Senate.
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The Pensions Committee has refused applications for pensions to widows of Army officers, which officers have drawn
big salaries for many years, and upon retiring from service
have drawn large pensions until death, leaving estates
valued at $50,000 and more. These widows have splendid
homes, and are living in comfort; therefore our Pensions
Committee concluded it would be an injustice to grant such
pensions, especially when there are World War veterans
and families who are in great need of help from our
Government.
The Committee on Territories has approved measures
permitting the Territories of Alaska and Hawaii to issue
securities with which to secure funds for public improvements.
I came to Washington to enter upon the duties of Congressman with but one object in view, to render the very
best service possible to all the people. This I have endeavored to do in as active a way as possible.
.
I fully realize when any person passes from this life,
and stands to receive the reward to be allotted by the
Supreme Ruler of the universe, the only asset of worth
will be the services rendered to mankind. I am allowing
this great but plain truth to fully control my actions as
a servant of my j)eople.
I will add a greater truth, which may sound unusual in
connection with governmental afiairs or matters political,
yet there is no reason why it should not be stressed in the
most impressive manner possible and heeded by all who
desire that right should prevail. If the teachings of the
Man of Galilee were properly respected by all and fully complied with in our daily life, it would correctly solve all problems, rightfully adjust all issues, and in reality give us a
government of the people, by the people, and for the people.
LET US PROVIDE AN HONEST MONETARY SYSTEM

Mr. LEMKE. Mr. Speaker, I am addressing the Members
of this House not as a Republican, not as a Democrat, not
as a partisan, but as a citizen of the United States; more
concerned with the problems that confront this Nation of
ours than with party politics and party politicians; more
concerned with the welfare of all the people than with
political patronage or the enrichment of a few. I would
rather take 130,000,000 men, women, and children one step
up along the highways and byways of civilization than a
few individuals a million miles.
I regret to say to you that this Nation is still in agonythat millions are still hungry and in rags in the midst of
plenty, and that millions more are on a disguised dole
system. I deplore the fact that this Congress is about to
adjourn without giving any fundamental relief to the crying
needs of th-e country. I regret that during this session, as
during the special session, no legislation has been seriously
considered by this Congress that would meet the needs and
requirements of the country. All that this Congress has
done is to plunge the country further into debt-authorizing billions more of tax-exempt interest-bearing bondsplunging the Nation further into the "red.u
The present Congress appropriated $2,000,000,000 to the
Secretary of the Treasury with which to gamble in gold,
foreign exchange, and such other foreign instruments and
securities as he deems necessary to stabilize the exchange
value of the dollar abroad. I had thought that we had
gotten enough of this class of securities during the previous
administration, when, under the theory to increase the
buying power of foreign exchange, Krueger and the international bankers were encouraged to unload on our unsuspecting public billions of questionable foreign bonds and
securities; history repeats itself,. so does ignorance. In the
handling of this $2.000,000,000, the Secretary of the Treasury
need render no account to the Congress or to the people of
this Nation. His manipulations with foreign international
bankers-foreign racketeers-will remain a secret, a closed
book to the public.
I am confident that if the Secretary of the Treasury
attempts to gamble in foreign exchange and securities, that
the result will be that the Government of the United States
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will have on its h:ands several billion more of worthless ·
foreign bonds and securities. I do not believe that the
Secretary of the Treasury can enter that game with the
European gamblers and manipulators and come out vietorious. Anyway, it is not an honorable or legitimate game.
In our courts gaming contracts are held void. Even if, in
these market manipulations, the Secretary of the Treasury
should be successful, how could he collect from our European
friends who already have refused to pay us what they
legitimately owe? My advice to the Secretary of the Treasury is to stay at home. If our Government must gamble,
let it gamble with its own people. I am afraid we are getting
altogether too internationally minded.
Such a dollar is not an honest dollar. Such a monetary
system is corrupt. It has outlived its usefulness. It has
grown senile with age. What this Nation needs and wants
is a monetary system based on the average price level of the
principal commercial commodities and not on one or two
commodities, least of all upon the gold commodity. When
we get that system, then the debtor will be able to pay his
debts with an honest dollar of approximately the same value
when pay day comes, as it was when the obligation was contracted. Let us provide an honest monetary system-an
honest dollar with which we can correctly measure the
things produced by the brain and muscular energy of our
people, and then we need not worry about its exchange
value in foreign markets. That will take care of itself.
As emergency measures, let Congress give to the farmers
the Frazier-Lemke bill-let it pay the soldiers what it owes
them in cash. It will not then be necessary for cities
throughout the Nation to issue trade money-scrip-there
will be enough real money to do the Nation's business. As
a permanent remedy, let Congress give the farmers the cost
of production plus a reasonable profit for that part of their
products consumed within the United States. Let Congress pass H.R. 3834, a bill that I have introduced for the
purpo.se of establishing the Bank of the United States,
owned, operated, and controlled by the Government of
the United States, in charge of a board of directors consisting of one director from each State. That would give
us a national currency, and not a currency manipulated by
Wall Street. Give to that bank the control of the money
and the credit of this Nation, let it take up all the taxexempt interest-bearing outstanding bonds, let it supply us
with ample units of exchange with which to measure the
energy of our people, and then we will never again find a
condition where millions are hungry in the midst of plenty,
where everything is to be done and nothing being done,
because we have not a sufficient medium of exchange, not
sufficient money.
Give to this bank the $4,878,500,000 of paper money which
our Government now gives to the Federal Reserve and national banks-add $2,000,000,000 more-use it as a revolving
fund with which to take up the $32,000,000,000 tax-exempt
interest-bearing bonds and certificates of indebtedness that
will be outstanding at the end of this year-and you will
save this Nation $1,120,000,000 in interest each year. In addition, this money, used as a revolving fund, would be sumcient to do the Nation's money ai;id credit business. With
that much money used as a revolving fund, the bank of the
United States could not only take care of the needs of the
Fegeral and State Governments, but could provide a sumcient medium of exchange for all of its people. If this bank
charged 1 percent interest for this service, it would make
another $800,000,000 net profit annually.
But if the Government should take this money away from
the international bankers and use it as it was intended to be
used by the Constitution of the United States, then the Wall
Street Journal will yell "fiat money." It is sound money
when the Government gives it to the banks for nothing save
the cost of printing, but when the Government uses it in
the interest of all the people, then it becomes fiat moneygreenbacks.
In 1864, President Lincoln had issued and outstanding

the United States. In 1933, there were still outstanding and
in circulation $346,681,016. These greenbacks have been in
constant and are still in use in transacting the Nation's
business. No one, not even a banker, refuses to take them. ,
If, in place of issuing these greenbacks, President Lincoln
had issued tax-exempt 5-percent interest-bearing bonds, the
interest to date on these bonds would amount to over $11,500,000,000. The people of this Nation cannot be fooled
much longer-they are going to get the Frazier-Lemke bill
as an emergency measure and the Bank of the United States
as permanent legislation-they will not submit longer to the
issuing of tax-exempt, interest-bearing bonds so that the
international bankers can clip billions in coupons out of the
misery and the suffering of the toiling masses.
The statement was made on the floor of this House that
the people were praying and crying that Congress adjourn.
I am sorry that I cannot agree with that statement because
I know that the farmers are praying and crying that Congress remain in session until it has passed the FrazierLemke bill. I know that the veterans of the World War are
begging and praying that we stay here until the soldiers
are paid in cash. I know that the unemployed and those on
a disguised dole gystem are begging and praying that we
stay in session until something fundamental is done to meet
the deplorable conditions that still exist. Consequently, I
am forced to believe that the begging and crying for adjournment comes rather from the international bankers and
politicians, and not from the people.
It has been said that those in power never learn anything
from the fate of their predecessors. Those in charge of the
legislation in the special session and in charge of the legisIation during tl:}.is session, certainly have not learned anything from the fate of the preceding administration. Not
only are they as indifferent about the Frazier-Lemke bill as
the previous administration, but they are equally indifferent
on the cost of production for that part of the farm products
consumed within the United States. Surely no honest or
intelligent person wants to continue to consume the farmers'
products below the cost of production.
Whenever we came within striking distance of having
enough signatures on the petition at the Speaker's desk
to bring the Frazier-Lemke bill out on the floor for discussion and passage, some invisible force, working through
subterranean channels, seems to be able to get some Members to withdraw their names from that petition, and when
the required number of signatures were finally obtained
the gag rule was adopted for the express purpose of preventing this and other progressive legislation from being
voted on at this session of Congress. I am not entirely unfamiliar with that invisible, subterranean force. I know
something about the threat of loss of patronage, but I can
assure the Members of Congress that the people of this
Nation are no longer seriously concerned as to who is
appointed as their postmaster. They demand something
more fundamental. They demand the Frazier-Lemke bill.
I have taken occasion before to correct erroneous statements made by Members of Congress concerning this bill.
Yet, in spite of this fact, these erroneous and incorrect statements persi~t. Needless to say, these statements are based
upon misinformation by Members who talk too readily on
subjects on which they are not informed and who accept
rumors as facts when the facts chould have been readily and
easily ascertained.
This bill has been before Congress for 3% years. In the
Senate it has had three extensive hearings. These hearings
were printed. The first consisted of 128 pages devoted exelusively to the bill; the second of 219 pages, including other
bills; and the third 90 pages devoted exclusively to this bill.
No Congressman, therefore, is excusable who misquotes or
misrepresents this bill. Yet some of those who have withdrawn their names have attempted to justify their action by
incorrect statements and misinterpretations of the bill. The
cold and indisputable fact remains that they withdrew their
names when we were within a few signatures of going over

$447,300,203 of gi·eenbacks-paper money without anything

the top, and that they withdrew their names when those

back of it save and except the credit of the Government of who opposed this bill made their drive to get names removed.
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I am compelled to conclude that this was the cause of the
withdrawal of the names rather than the assumption of facts
which do not exist except in the minds of those who withdrew their names and who have not reinstated them or
those who have withheld their names and are attempting to
justify their action before their electorate.
However, on Saturday, June 2, as you all know, we succeeded in getting sufficient signatures to discharge the
committee and bring the Frazier-Lemke bill up for discussion and passage. One hundred and forty-five Membersin spite of the subterranean force-in spite of the opposition of three cabinet officers and the leadership of the majority and minority alike-have placed their names on the
petition with the determination that they stay there and
that the Members of Congress be given an opportunity to
vote on this bill.
This bill is a nonpartisan measure. Of the 145 Members
who have signed the petition, about half are progressive
Democrats and the other half progressive Republicans and
Farmer-Laborites. This bill would pass if it ever got to a
vote and roll call. Even such conservative papers as the
New York Times and the Wall Street Journal conceded that.
When we finally got the required 145 signatures, they gave
up the ghost and shouted " inflation." The farmers' homes
were about to be saved-there was about to be an intelligent
expansion of the currency-which would make it unnecessary for the Government to sell more tax-exempt interestbearing bonds, which would have put an end to the disguised
dole system.
Under the rule, this bill would have come up for a vote
on Monday, June 11. The rule provides that when 145
Members have signed a petition to discharge a committee,
that then the bill can be brought up on the second or fourth
Monday of the month. It further provides that the 145
signatures must be on the petition for 7 legislative days
before the Monday on which it is brought up. The friends
of the bill felt confident that it would be brought up on
June 11 and passed by a large majority; that at last the
farmers, and thereby all the people, would get justice.
But then something happened. There was an apparent
filibuster by the bellwethers of the Republican Party
against some unimportant bills. This filibuster apparently
was started because of an unwarranted decision made by the
Speaker when he refused to recognize the fact that there
was not a quorum present, although the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD shows that to be a fact. Somebody must have been
asleep-generally those matters are revised so that the
RECORD will justify the actions of those in control.
As I have stated before, the petition must be signed 7
legislative days before it can be brought up. Under the
rules, as you know, by recessing from one day to another,
any number of days can be put into one legislative day.
Before the passage of the gag rule, the young Democratic
colts were promised that this gag rule would not be
used against farm or other pending legislation, but after
these Members had been tricked into voting for the gag
rule the majority leader quietly moved that the House
recess on Wednesday, June 6, 1934, and continued to recess
each day. On Saturday before last a motion was made to
recess until 12 o'clock Monday. Protests were heard-a
roll call was demanded, but the House was adjourned without a roll call. This is Monday, June 18, and the RECORD
shows that we are on the second legislative day since
Wednesday, June 6, although we have been in session
every day since that time. This gag rule not only gags
the Members of the House, but it gags the will of the
Nation.
· There are many Members on both sides who feel that this
filibuster was a frame-up between the reactionary leaders
of both parties. They feel that there cannot be so much
pretended bitterness one minute between these leaders and
all sunshine the next. They feel that these bellwethers
cannot be fighting mad one minute and put their arms
around each other the next, and that is just what has taken
place. But be that as it may, we have a right to draw our
conclusions, and that is the conclusion that many of us
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have drawn. It was a frame-up to get the proper atmosphere so that the progressives would support the gag rule.
There is further evidence of this fact because the majority
leaders of the House promised the progressive Democrats, as
stated before, that this rule would not be used against the
Frazier-Lemke bill and other progressive legislation. That
was the promise, but it has not been kept.
I am convinced that if this Nation is to grow and prosper,
our whole system of government must once more be made
responsive to the will of the people. Washington is too
close to the international bankers-it is too far away from
the 130,000,000 men, women, and children of this Nation.
The whole atmosphere is wrong. It is hoary with age,
seniority rights, party regularities, and corroded with· timeit is too bureaucratic. We are fast approaching a feudal
system with the bureaucrats, the lords, and the barons here
in Washington, and the feudal vassals in the cities and
towns, and with the farmers and the laboring people as the
feudal serfs.
This condition can only be remedied when the people are
able to correct these evils by laws they themselves enact.
Therefore, I have introduced House Joint Resolution 356
amending the Constitution so as to provide for the national
initiative of legislative measures by the electors. Many
States in the Union now have the initiative including the
referendum, but the latter is not necessary because a law can
be repealed by an initiated measure the same as it can be
defeated by referendum. The initiative in these States has
been a success. As a whole, better laws have been initiated
by the people than those passed by the legislatures, and the
fact that the people can make their own laws has made the
legislators more responsive to their will.
Under the proposed amendment, 10 percent of the electors
at large from a majority of States may propose any measure
by initiative petition. Every such petition must contain
the full text of the measure and must be filed with the Secretary of State of the United States not less than 120 days
before the election at which it is to be voted upon. The
Secretary of State is required to mail certified copies to the
Governors of all States with instructions that same be placed
upon the ballot at the next congressional election. The
veto power of the President does not extend to measures
initiated by the electors and they can only be amended or
repealed by two-thirds vote of all the Members elected to
each House.
I want to say to Members of this Congress, I have been
telling my constituents," You must organize and make your
influence felt." The reason for all organized government
and taxation is that, as a group, people are more powerful
and have more protection than as individuals. This is true
as long as those in charge of a government perform their
sacred duty and impartially protect the lives, liberty, and
property of all. Patriotism is the feeling that you are
somebody. It is the feeling that you belong to a nation
that is not only powerful, but that is interested in your
welfare. The contract between the individual and his nation is reciprocal. He tacitly agrees to protect the nation
in time of danger, even unto death, and that nation tacitly
agrees to protect him in his life and liberty and property.
This is the compact between the nation and the individual.
Without this feeling of security and reciprocity there can
be no true patriotism on the part of the individual; there
is no nationalism. In union there is strength, patriotism,
nationalism.
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE AND BANK PAY-OFF BILLS
Mr. REILLY. Mr. Speaker, I wish to address myself to
two features of the pending bill: First, the provision extending the temporary period of the bank-deposit guaranty
law from July 1, 1934, to July l, 1935, and also, for raising
the amount guaranteed, during that period, from $2,500
to $5,000. Second, to that provision of the bill which provides for the liquidation of the frozen assets in all banks
of the country, State and National, that have closed their
doors since January l, 1929.
At the last session of Congress a law was passed providing
for the insuring of bank deposits, not by the Government
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but by the banks. However, under the terms of this law,
the Treasury of the United States was to furnish $150,000,000 as the Government's contribution to the bank-insurance fund. This $150,000,000 representing the amount of
money that the Treasury had received from the Federal
Reserve banks in the shape of a franchise tax since these
banks were instituted.
The Federal Reserve banks under this law were required
to pay into this fund one-half of their surpluses, or about
$141,000,000, the balance of the fund necessary to insure
bank deposits to be furnished by the banks as a result of
assessments.
This law, as it went into what might be called "partial
effect" on January 1, 1934, provided that up to July 1, 1934,
all bank deposits up to $2,500 were to be insured in full
This law provided further that on July 1, 1934, all the bank
deposits up to $10,000 were to be insured in full; from
$10,000 to $50,000, to the extent of 75 percent of the amount
of the deposit; beyond that limit the insurance was to cover
only 50 percent of the deposit. The idea of Congress being
that during this preparation and perfecting period there
should be an insurance to the amount of 100 percent of
deposits up to at least $2,500 to take care of what might
be called the "small depositor", who can ill afford to lose
his savings. Such a limited insurance would prevent, to a
large extent, any runs on the banks, because 95' percent of
all our depositors have deposits not in excess of $2,500 to
their account in the bank.
About 5 months have passed since· this guaranty of bank
deposit law went into effect, and the results so far have been
very satisfactory. In fact, the workings of the law during
this temporary period have more than met the expectation
of its sponsors. Not a single bank has failed since last January and bank deposits have increased, it is estimated, in
the sum of more than $2,000,000,000.
It may be asked, if the law has worked so satisfactorily,
why not have it go into full effect on July l, nextF as provided in the original law? I say that law has worked satisfactorily, because in the few months it has been in operation it has accomplished two of the purposes for which the
law was written-the prevention of losses to depasitors and
the keeping of the money of the country in the banks, and
not in stockings, mattresses, and vaults, for the use of commerce and industry.
Many banks failed in the past 2 or 3 years that never
should have failed, and never would have failed if we had
had a bank-guaranty deposit law on the statute books of
this country. People drew their money out of the banks
and compelled many banks to close their doors, because they
had lost confidence in the soundness of our banking system.
We have in this country only about $6,000,000,000 of
money and $40,000,000,000 of bank deposits, so it is quite
evident that if the depositors begin to draw out their money
through fear for the safety of their savings it would not
take long to close all the banks of the country.
In extending the period for the operation of the temporary provisions of the bank-guaranty deposit law, Congress
has voiced no lack of confidence in the merits of the law,
but rather has bowed to the judgment of the Government
omcials who are charged with the duty of administering
the law.
The omcials of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation-Chairman Crowley, Director Bennett, and Comptroller
of the Currency, Mr. O'Connor-have all appeared before
the Banking and Currency Committee and urged the passage of a bill providing for the extension of the temporary
features of the guaranty-bank deposit law for 1 year. These
men are all friends of the guaranty-bank deposit law. This
bill is not being passed at the demand of the opponents of
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, but rather at
the request of the frtends of the law.
There is no question but that a great many bankers are
opposed to the insuring of bank deposits, but it can also
be stated as a fact that the great majority of the bankers
are in favor of such a law, and it is my judgment that the
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longer this law is in operation the more friends it will have
among the bankers.
The passage of the present bill does not mean that the
guaranty deposit law will not be repealed. The administrators of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation have
all expressed their confidence in the wisdom of the legislation and their belief that it will be a permanent feature of
our banking system.
It may be stated that when the Federal Reserve law was
passed the great majority of the bankers of the country
were opposed to it. As the opposition to the Federal Reserve System by the bankers faded away, so it is confidently
believed that opposition of certain bankers to the guaranty
deposit law will likewise fade out of the picture.
The provision of the pending bill that provides for the
liquidation of assets in banks, State and National, that have
closed since January 1, 1929, is intended to release about
$1,000,000,000 to the depositors of these banks without any
great cost to the Government. This bill contemplates that
the Federal Deposit Insurance Incorporation shall purchase
the assets of these closed banks not at their present value
but at a value based tIPOn what they are fairly believed to
be worth when liquidated over a period of several years.
One reason why bank depositors have suffered greatly as
a result of bank failures is because of the forced sale of the
a~ets of the closed banks. This new law proposes to hold
up the sale of these assets until industrial and business conditions will make it possible to sell the same at a more advantageous price. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora..
tion can loan on these assets if it should see fit to do so
instead of purchasing the same. When the assets are purchased by this corporation and, in the end, more should be
realized than paid for, then this excess will go to the
depositors.
The Reconstruction Finance Corporation to date has
loaned on the assets of closed banks about $800,000,000
which has been paid to the depositors, and it is estimated
that this bill will release to the depositors about $1,000,000,000 more.
It is possible that this corporation may lose some money
by this law, tha.t is providing a too optimistic appraisal is
made of the assets of the closed banks. However, the paying
out at this time of $1,000,(}00,000 to millions of depositors
cannot help but have a beneficial effect on economic conditions and money lost by the Government will probably be
made up by the reduction in relief appropriations.
The so-called " McLeod bill ", which has been on the front
pages of the papers of the country for the past month or
so, would pay all the depositors in national banks and in
member banks of the Federal Reserve System in full, regardless of the assets of these banks. In other words, under the terms of the McLeod bill, the Government would
take over the assets of all closed banks, pay the depositors
off in full, no matter what the assets of the bank might be
worth. Of course, under the McLeod bill the Government
would be holding the bag, and would have to stand all bank
losses since 1929, which it has been estimated would amoun1
to about $2,000,000,000 if all the closed banks of the country
were treated alike, and they all should be treated alike if
the Government is going into the business of standing all
the losses of our bank failures since the panic began.
The McLeod bill makes no provision for paying off the
depositors in closed State banks. The pending bill includes
in its operations State banks as well as. national banks and
member banks of the Federal Reserve System.
It is difficult to see why a depositor in a closed State
bank is not entitled to just as generous treatment from the
Government as those in a national bank or a member bank
of the Federal Reserve System.
If the United States Government should pay in full depositors in all closed United States banks a principle would
be established that would wreck the United States Treasury
as no treasury was ever wrecked before. Every citizen who
has lost money through investment in land banks or in institutions supervised by the Federal Government would be looking to the United States ~eas~ for reimbursement.
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. All depositors in closed banks can ask is that the Government provide for the payment in full at this time what is
coming to them ·under a fair appraisal of the assets of their
banks, and, of course, if as a result of an orderly liquidation
of the assets of these banks over a period of time more is
realized from the said assets than they were appraised, the
excess will and should go to the depositors.
SHALL THE FARMERS OR THE . COMPANIES GET THE TOBACCO-TAX
REDUCTION? ·

Mr. BROWN of Kentucky. Mr. · Speaker, the Ways and
Means Committee has held extensive hearings on the question of reduction of the present tax· on tobacco products and
has reported to the House a bill calling for a 40-percent reduction in the tax on tobacco products. Tobacco products
last year paid into the coffers of the Federal Government in
excess of $400,000;000, and this reduction in the tax will
amount to an excess of ·$165,000,000. The farmer in the
year 1932 received for his crop $68,000,000, while the companies took a net profit in the same year of $146,000,000.
I am interested in this tax-reduction program being so
enacted that the benefit will go to the farmers of the United
States; but · unless it is so written; it is rank hypocrisy to
hold out to the farmers the lure ·of tax-reduction· benefit
and then leave them to the tender mercies of the tobacco
companies. In other words, unless this law is written so
that the Government makes it compulsory that the reduction be paid to the farmers, the farmers will get no benefit.
This reduction is sufficient in size to have made the 1932
crop bring $160,000,ooo-more than the amount paid by the
companies to the farmers for the crop, or to have made it
bring almost four times as much.
·
I have previously set ·out in ·a speech on the floor of this
House the amount of bonuses drawn by the presidents and
vice presidents of the· various tobacco companies. In the
year 1932 the president of the American Tobacco Co., Mr.
Hill, drew in salary and bonuses $1,051,630 and in that same
year the 34· leading tobacco companies had a net profit of
-$137,000,000. With the memory of this excessive profit and
with the receipt on the part of company officials of exorbitant bonuses such as that of Mr. Hill, they yet went into
the market the next year and bought the farmers' crop for
the lowest price in the history of the tobacco market.
I submit therefore to you as the representatives of America's tobacco farmers that unless you write the law in an
iron-bound fashion so as to make the companies pay this
tax reduction to the farmers, the farmers will get no benefit
from it but that it will fuure exclusively to the profit of the
tobacco companies.
As evidence of the soundness of my position in this matter,
I submit that the truc"placed on tobacco products during the
Spanish-American War period caused an increase on the
part of the manufacturers in the price of their product, but
that in 1901 and 1902 when there was a reduction of from
$1.50 to 54 cents per thousand on cigarettes, the companies
did not reduce their prices but rather maintained the same
price level and thus added the reduction in tax as an additional profit.
The farmers have been led to believe that if the tax were
reduced the companies would sell at a lower price and that
consumption would be increased. The history of the practices of the tobacco companies refutes thiS argument. We
should write into the law that either the consumer or the
farmer must be given the benefit of this tax reduction.
The tobacco companies have made more net profit during
this depression than any other business in America. I have
no antipathy toward these companies. I want them to
make a fair profit, but in writing a law I believe that first
consideration should be given to the down-trodden farmers,
second consideration to the consuming public, and that the
manufacturers should not be allowed to pocket this tax
reduction.
We have the power to write such a law. We can provide
that cigarettes sold in excess of the present market price
less the tax reduction shall be subject to the same old tax.
This would make it compulsory that the consumer receive
the benefit of the tax reduction. On the other hand, we
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can set aside the tax reduction of approximately $160,000,000
into a special fund to be paid direct to the farmers through
the A.A.A. tobacco-reduction contracts. We have the machinery ~lready set up ·in the Department of Agriculture for
the disbursement of this money direct to the farmer on
either an acreage or a poundage basis.
In the hearings before the Ways and Means Committee,
there appeared a large delegation of farmers pleading for
this tax reduction, under the impression that they would get
the benefit of this program. I am reliably informed that a
great many of these delegates were financed by the tobacco
companies, and that their expenses were paid to Washington for this trip. I ask them to turn back to the bearings
before this committee and read-the statement of the counsel
~or the Big FoUI' tobacco companies, Mr. Junius Parker,
and they will see from his statement how little the farmer
can expect in actual benefits from this tax-red.uction program unless this Congress so writes the law as to guarantee
the farmer a benefit.
On page 126 of these hearings, Mr. Parker, in answer to
the question " Does any thou~t of cost of production enter
into the price th~t the buyer pays for the tobacco?", replied,
" I should not think so."
In answer to the further question, "You buy the tobacco
at the price you can get it: that is a correct statement, is it
not?" Mr; Parker, representative of the tobacco companies,
answered, " Yes, sir."
"You have your buyers and you buy it at the price you
can get it." To which statement Mr. Parker replied, "Yes,
sir."
" If it is below the cost of production, the poor farmer has
to bear the burden." And Mr. Parker to this statement
answered, " It sounds rather brutal, but it is true."
Now, I submit to the · farmers of America and to you
gentlemen of the· Honse of Representatives, who ought to
take care of the farmers' interests in the writing of this law,
that if we leave the farmers to the tender mercies of these
companies, according to the statement of their own representative, these companies will buy the farmers• crop at the
lowest price they can get it. Our duty seems to me clear.
There should be no quibbling in this matter. We should
write this law so that the Agricultural Department will pay
this tax deduction direct to the farmer, or we should so
'frame the law that if the consumer does not get the benefit
the companies cannot take the excess profit. If we do this,
the companies will still have their million-dollar bonuses for
their presidents and other officials, but the farmers of this
country will get at least twice the present price for their
product and the consumer will buy at a "lower cost.
THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE SEVENTY-'l'ffiRD CONGRESS

Mr. SWEENEY. Mr. Speaker, today marks the close of
the Seventy-third Congress, and in my opinion the most important Congress that ever sat in the history of the United
States. Loyal and cooperative service has been rendered to
the President and to the people of the Nation.
The course of this Congress was charted on March 4, 1933,
when there appeared on the Capitol steps
Washington a
man to whom the people of this country had entrusted their
future. Fate bad placed in his bands the destiny of the
world. Confidence beamed in his countenance. His virile
voice repeated the oath of office, and then to the multitude
of people assembled before him and to every metropolis and
crossroad of this land radio carried his thrilling message;
thrilling to the toilers who had no work; thrilling to the
farmers whose produce rotted in warehouse and granary;
thrilling to the citizens who feared that rectitude and honor
would never return to public places, and after all thrilling
to the despairing foes of privileged public plunder, greed,
and avarice.
President Roosevelt's inaugural address was comparable
to Lincoln's second inaugural address for its courage, brevity,
and quality of statesmanship. The signal for the new
deal was sounded in the mandate given to the Seventyµtird Congress of the United States, emphasizing its responsibilities and duties to the people of our great country. The
Nation can never forget Pxesident Roosevelt's true appraisal
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Hundreds of thousands of young men have been taken
of the economic and social distress which confronted our
off the streets and placed in employment, where they repeople on March 4, 1933. In part he said:
Yet our distress comes from no failure of substance. We are ceive compensation in addition to subsistence. clothes, and
stricken by no plague of locusts compared with the perils our medical attention by virtue of the Civilian Conservation
forefathers ccnquered because they believed and were not afraid. Corps, as authorized by the reforestation program approved
We still have much to be thankful for. Natl.ire still offers her
bounty, and human efforts have multiplied it. Plenty is at our March 31, 1933.
I have enumerated some of the important measures
doorstep, but a generous use of it languishes in the very sight of
the supply. Primarily, this is because the rules of the exchange enacted during the extra session. The regular session, which
of mankind's goods have failed, through their own stubbornness convened January 3, 1934, was equally prominent in the
and their own incompetence have admitted their failure and have
abdicated. Practices of the unscrupulous money changers stand character of its legislation; the many measures under conindicted in the court of public opinion, rejected by the hearts and sideration were designed to carry on the recovery program
minds of men. The money changers have fled from ~heir high of the new deal sponsored by the great President of the
seats in the temple of our civilization. We may now restore that United States.
temple to the ancient truths.
The Philippine Independence Act; the new revenue act,
Five days after the President was inaugurated, Congress increasing Federal taxes, including income taxes; the reviconvened in extraordinary session. A bank holiday was sion of the air-mail contracts; the Fletcher-Rayburn bill.
declared. The Executive was given power to suspend all creating a commission to regulate the stock exchanges; the
operations of our banking structure. The next day every payment of adjusted-service certificates, commonly known
banking institution in the United States closed its doors. as the "bonus bill"; the Silver Purchase Act; and the
Control of the banks was designed for the protection of the revaluation of gold; all these measures received my support
depositors. The money changers had looted and destroyed and vote. .
the lifesavings of millions of depositors. Sound banks were
The closing days of the Seventy-third Congress witnessed
immediately reopened. Unsound and defunct institutions the passage of the Crosser Act, providing old-age security
were seized by the Government. Conservators were placed for railroad employees. Railroad retirement acts have been
in charge to salvage what was left of the liquid assets. attempted many times before. I was happy to vote for this
Federal and State indictments came forth to punish those measure, with every confidence that it will be approved
criminally responsible.
by the President of the .United States.
March 22, 1933, marked the passage of what is called the
It is to be regretted that the Wagner Labor Disputes
" relegalized beer bill ", assuring considerable revenue to the Act did not receive considerate attention in the early days
Government and the destruction of the illicit traffic result- of this session. However, as a friend of organized labor I
ing from the enactment of the sumptuary legislative law supported the resolution granting to the President power
.known as the "Volstead Act."
to appoint a commission for the adjustment of industrial
In rapid-fire order the Agricultural Adjustment Act, offer- disputes. This resolution contains a clause guaranteeing to
ing relief to the great farming regions of the country, was labor the right of collective bargaining.
enacted. Later, the most important legislation designed to
I did not support the Economy Act of 1933, because of a
meet the emergency was created. This was the National Re- gag rule which prevented the offering of amendments to
covery Act. This measure relieved industrial or trade asso- protect the disabled veterans of the World War, the aged
ciations from the operation of the Sherman-Clayton Anti- Spanish-American War Veterans, and the Federal employees
.T rust Law, provided they would function under codes of fair who had suffered financially for a period of 1 year as a recompetition, agreements, and licenses. It insured for labor sult of the furlough system enacted under the Hoover Adthe right of collective bargaining under the terms of section ministration. I believe my judgment was vindicated when
7 (a), title I, and outlawed the" yellow dog" contract. It was the Congress, including a large number of the President's
my privilege to support this constructive legislation, as it was party, voted to override the veto. to the independent offices
to endorse from the floor of the House in the Seventy-second supply bill, the:r;eby restoring to the distressed veterans
Congress the Norris-LaGuardia Act, which put a limitation the consideration they justly deserve, and to Federal emon the power of Federal judges to issue preliminary in- ployees 10 percent of their pay cut, which in my humble
junctions in labor disputes without full hearing, and nullify- opinion was justified by the increase in commodity prices.
ing the " yellow dog " contract. Thousands of industries are
I was glad to sponsor successfully the antifurlough bill.
now operating under codes supervised by the Government, seeking to discontinue administrative furloughs in the Postal
which spells a new day for both capital and labor, if the Service. It was a disappointment when the Mead bill, guarGovernmental supervision remains active.
anteeing 100 hours per month to Postal substitutes, did not
· It was my pleasure to support the Civil Works Emergency receive Executive approbation. In the metropolitan districts,
Act in the extra session and later in the regular session to where substitutes suffer most, receipts are increasing and
support the amendment providing $950,000,000 to continue every effort will be made to solve the problem in these areas.
the Civil Works program for direct relief purposes. No one
Two equally important matters were under consideration
can fully estimate the value of the Civil Works Administra- during the present session of Congress-the Connery-Black
tion relief program last winter and early spring. This 30-hour week bill, and the McLeod bank pay-off bill. I
work was a godsend to millions of men and women out of signed petitions to discharge committees on both of these
employment and in danger of actual starvation because of measures for the purpose of securing action. The Connerythe break-down in local relief agencies.
Black bill failed of sufficient signatures. The McLeod bill,
The Norris "lame duck" amendment to the Constitution; although having sufficient signatures, was precluded from
the repeal of the eighteenth amendment; the Guarantee of receiving action in the House by a parliamentary situation.
Bank Deposits Act; the Tennessee Valley Authority Act; An amendment to the Steagall Act, however, through a perwhich provides Government operation of Muscle Shoals; and missive feature authority was extended to the Reconstructhe resolution providing for the United States going off the tion Finance Corporation to take over the liquid assets of
gold standard; all these bills received my approval and distressed banks to pay depositors off in proportion to their
support.
value.
Another piece of constructive legislation was the act
Perhaps the most noteworthy legislation enacted in the
Seventy-third Congress was the Home Owners' Loan Act, granting loans to industry, which received in the early days
which permits the small-home owner to save his only place of the session my whole-hearted support.
It was my pleasure to lead a delegation of both Repubof shelter from the cruel process of foreclosure and eviction. I pleaded for this kind of legislation in the Seventy- lican and Democratic Congressmen to the White House and
second Congress and enthusiastically supported the re- present to the President of the United States arguments in
created act ot 1933 and the amendment guaranteeing both support of a national housing act. In my presentation to
principal and interest of the bonds of the Home Owners' the Executive I pointed to the fact that approximately
40,000 skilled workmen in Cleveland were out of work, some
Loan Corporation.
LXXVIII--794
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of them for as long a period of time as 3 years; that they
would benefit by the passage of such legislation; and that
the condition in Cleveland among this class of craftsmen was
but a cr oss section of the entire country. It was pointed
out that the necessity for the construction of new homes
was apparent to all of us. The President gave very sympathetic attention to our plea, which resulted in the National
Emergency Council drafting the National Housing Act,
which was passed in the closing days of the session. This
act provides for loans for construction of new homes and
for repairs, at a low rate of interest and long-term credit,
with mortgages insured by the Government up to a certain
amount.
I have consistently supported all legislation tending to liberalize our immigration laws, to reunite families and loved
ones who are separated by severe restrictions imposed by
statutes.
In summing up the activities of this great Congress, let me
express my gratitude to my constituents of the Twentieth
Ohio Congressional District who made it possible for me to
participate in the deliberations of this historic legislative
body. Members of Congress should never become public
rubber stamps, but should express the independent judgment
their constituents expect of them when entrusted with the
responsibilities of their office.
President Roosevelt is quoted as saying he does not expect to be right all the time, but if he is right 75 percent of
the time he will be absolutely happy. I am thoroughly in
accord with that philosophy, and I do feel that the people
of the great cosmopolitan Twentieth District of Ohio will
agree that, as their humble servant during this session of
Congress, I have assisted materially in the reorganization
of our political, social, and economic structure.
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the ground, I say unto you that this so-called "majority " was
purely fictitious and hypocritical. The country knows t h at there
was and still is a little group in the Senate of the United States
masquerading under the color of Republicanism who did more to
embarrass President Hoover than all of the Democrats of t h at body
combined.
These wolves in sheep's clothing bored from wit hin, and
that sort of opposition is not only the most insidious and cowardly, but the most deadly and damnable also. During the
last 2 years of his administration the House was Democratic, and
as such, they put politics above patriotism. Forgetting the fine
example set by the Republicans in Congress during the critical
days of the Wilson administration, this Democratic m ajority was
will~g and did sacrifice the welfare of the country for purely
partisan ~dvantage. They were willing that the depression might
go on, with its attendant human misery, inspired by the hope of
political fl.esh-pots patronage and party plunder .
In spite of this atmosphere of hostility, President Hoover evolved
that great instrument for industrial relief and recovery, known as
the "Reconstruction Finance Corporation," which he virtually
wrung from a reluctant and recalcitrant Congress. But for this
highly constructive measure there would have followed such a.
wholesale collapse of banking, railroad, and life-insurance institutions throughout the country that would have startled the
world. We can all remember how he was pilloried by an unfriendly press and scathingly denounced by his enemies in and
out of Congress for this important piece of legislation. We can
also well remember how this criticism, with increased volume,
venom, and intensity, continued throughout the Presidential campaign. And yet, my friends, a few days ago we witnessed the
Congress, dominated by an overwhelming Democratic majority,
praise the work of the R.F.C. and unanimously vote to extend
the life of this invention of President Hoover for another year,
after injecting into its vitals 850 millions of new money.
" Oh, consistency, thou are indeed a precious jewel I "
I realize, Mr. Chairman, that anyone making criticism of the
present administration inevitably invites the charge of being unpatriotic and a Tory; nevertheless some of its acts have been so
extremely radical and so palpably un-American that I do not hesitate to subject myself, if necessary, to this indictment.
The gross misrepresentation that was indulged in by the Democratic Party during the campaign of 1932 through skilled and
conscienceless propagandists employed and paid to smear President
LINCOLN DAY ADDRESS
Hoover and his administration is stlll fresh in our memory. And
Mr. REECE. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my re- in addition to this campaign of misrepresentation, the credulity of
discontented electorate was constantly fed and fired by every
marks in the RECORD, I wish to present an address delivered aconceivable
promise of Utopian reform that the fertile brains of
by my able colleague, the Honorable J. WILL TAYLOR, on the the most ingenious magicians could invent. The earth and the
occasion of the Lincoln dinner, in Nashville, Tenn., February fullness thereof was promised with a facility and prodigality that
12, 1934. It is a thoughtful, illuminating, and philosophical transcends description. Already the administration has either
or directly violated many of its p1·eelection pledges, and
discussion of the economic and political trend of the times ignored
just how many more may be set at naught only the future can
and, as such, is well worth the attention of the Members of reveal.
Mr. Chairman, a few days before the November election of 1932,
Congress, as well as thoughtful American citizens generally.
in order to allay widespread suspicion that he did not stand for
The address is as follows:
sound money, the Democratic candidate for President, in the most
Mr. Chairman and fellow Republicans, we have again assem- emphatic and unequivocal terms, pledged himself to the maintebled to commemorate the birth of the immortal Lincoln, but, as nance of our traditional sound-money basis. Apprehensive that
we again contemplate his greatness and the tremendous infiuence this announcement might not suffice to satisfy those inter.ested in
of his life and example throughout the earth, we are brought to financial security, he procured that well-known authority on
the grim realization of the utter futility of any effort we can pos- finance, the venerable Senator GLASS, of Virginia, to arise from a
sibly make to do justice to his memory. Lincoln, like Washing- sick bed and over a national radio network address the country
ton, occupies such an exalted place in the world's history, that backing up what Candidate Roosevelt had said and guaranteeing
any attempt to appraise his service to mankind partakes of a sacri- the faithful performance of his promise.
Alas, my friends, what has happened in the meantime?
legious mockery. Nevertheless, my friends, it is, indeed, meet
Immediately following the inauguration last March, the devaluaand proper that we observe this occasion, because in doing so we
not only honor the great emancipator but we likewise honor our- tion of the American dollar began, and to all intents and purselves. With due humllity, therefore, we reverently once more poses, we went off and continued off the gold standard; and a few
summon from the shades of the past the hallowed shadow of his days ago, at the urgent behest of the White House, a. supine Congress not only confirmed this policy but by solemn enactment
colossal figure.
Mr. Chairman, this is our fourth consecutive celebration of this actually reduced the value of the dollar to from 50 to 60 cents
as
the President might determine. It is true that the Governevent, and while the party which Lincoln founded does not enjoy
the same measure of power and prestige which it had on the three ment by some sort of legerdemain did net a profit of more than
former occasions, it is, indeed, gratifying to observe that your $2,800,000,000 by this transaction. This staggering sum as a soloyalty and enthusiasm to the cause has in nowise abated. This ca.lled " equalization fund " has been placed in the hands of one
magnificent meeting is a most positive and conclusive demonstra- man, the Secretary of the Treasury, with which to play the martion that loaves and fishes are not indispensable to your party kets of the world in a gigantic gambling stratagem. And it Is
fealty. You show by your presence here tonight that while your freely predicted by those skilled in international finance that
when Uncle Sam arises from the green-covered table his t wentyheads may be bloody they are still unbowed.
While it is true that in the last campaign we sustained a most eight hundred million will have evaporated into thin air. If our
overwhelming and decisive defeat, however, there is consolation experience in this adventure shall be similar to our past experience
in the fact that there are worse things than defeat. For is it in diplomatic relations with European nations, Uncle Sam wlll be
exceedingly lucky if he escapes with his shirt.
not written that "the Lord loveth those that he chasteneth "?
Instead of jeopardizing this $2,800,000,000 in a gambling venWe were not defeated on account of any failure on our _part
or on the part of those charged with administrative responsibility, ture, in my judgment, it would have been far bett er to apply it
my friends. We were defeated purely because our party had the to the payment of the remainder of the bonus to the World War
misfortune to be in power at a time when conditions beyond veterans. In addition to discharging a solemn debt of honor
human control dethroned reason, and frenzied discontent dictated which we will be forced to meet in 1945, and with funds, too,
the actions of men. No President in the history of our Republic that cost Uncle Sam absolutely nothing, we could have put this
ever strove harder to stem the tide of adverse conditions than tremendous sum into immediate circulation, thus greatly enhancdid President Hoover, and he might have succeeded had he had ing the President's pet program of inflation.
Mr. Chairman, we were told by the administration that inflation
the sincere support and cooperation from the legislative branch
of the Government to which he was entitled. But during his would stimulate the prices of farm commodities, but the exact
entire 4 years of office he had a Senate on his hands which was reverse has been true. It 1s a well-known fact that the prices of
positively inimical and sought in every conceivable way to nullify agricultural products except those that have enjoyed a Governor abort his every effort to break the backbone of the greatest ment subsidy have steadily declined since the beginning of the
depression in the world's history. I know it is contended that a devaluation of the dollar. As a direct result of the act devalumajority of the Senate was Republican, but as one who was on ating gold, foreign debts due this country were automaticallJ.
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reduced 40 percent, and instead of the dollar being stabilized its
value continues vascillating, visionary, and extremely uncertain.
The American dollar which a year ago was at a premium in
every mart in the world is today on its knees in the world's money
.markets passing, if at all, at a discount. Oh, my friends. but
yesterday the American dollar might have challenged the financial resources of the earth-now lies it there and none are so
poor as to do it reverence.
And, Mr. Chairman, it might not be amiss to add that while
the President's so-called " gold bill " was under consideration in
the Senate a few days ago, the same Senator GLASS who on the
eve of the election in 1932 underwrote Candidate Roosevelt's
pledge for sound money, arose in the Senate Chamber and denounced the measure as not only utterly unsound, but highway
robbery, and a cowardly betrayal of the confidence of the American
people.
During the campaign the Democratic candidate promised in the
event of election to put every idle man and woman in the Nation
immediately to work at a living wage. Coming from the Presidential candidate of a great political party, of course, this promise
was accepted in good faith and naturally had a powerful influence
on the result of the election. It is contended by the friends of
the administration that some four or five million people have been
put to work, but by the same process, my friends, the administration might have employed four or five times that many. Paying workers out of the public till and with taxpayers' money is a
simple operation so far as those in charge of the C.W.A. are concerned; but what about the already overladen taxpayers who will
Ultimately have to bear the burden? If the Democratic administration considers this an achievement and can get any possible
consolation out of it, it is certainly welcome to the glory.
As a. Member of Congress, Mr. Chairman, I have endeavored to
go along with the administration in its recovery program, and
have uniformly done so, except in the case of the so-called " Economy Act", which I opposed because of its injustice to the exservice men, their widows and children. With great agony of
heart and anguish of soul, I voted for the administration's "gold
bill ", on the hypothesis that the American people had commissioned President Roosevelt as their leader, and I did not wish to
put myself in the attitude of being an obstructionist.
But, my friends, during the past few months I have witnessed
in this country a series of happenings that must have made the
sacred remains of Washington, Jefferson, and Lincoln turn over in
their graves and wonder whether after all their sacrifices were
really worth while. I have seen constitutional government
ravished and reduced to a travesty. I have seen hitherto boasted
State sovereignty offered up on the Moloch of centralized power.
I have seen the Congress of the United States absolutely abdicate
its authority to the Executive. I have seen a dictatorship spring
up which must have made the noses of Herr Hitler, Stalin, Mussolini, and Mustapha Kemal of Turkey turn green with envy.
Independence in private business is a thing of the past, and individual liberty is only a memory. Paternalism is rampant, and local
initiative and responsibility have completely broken down. Municipalities, counties, States, and individuals have practically ceased
to function as such, and are looking to Washington for relief and
deliverance. Under this terrific strain the Federal Treasury is
going into the red at the rate of more than fifteen milli9n a day,
and the question is how long we can survive the ordeal. Of
course, those who are enjoying the benefits of this governmental
manna cry out " on with the dance ", but who is going to pay the
fiddler?
I am reminded of the colored woman who was bragging about
her husband. She said: " Sambo is sure good to me. He brings
me in more washing than I can do." The American taxpayer
must feel that this administration is sure good to him, because
it is spending more money than he can possibly rake and scrape.
That great Democrat, Grover Cleveland, once said that the people
were supposed to support the Government and not the Government to suppoft the people. This administration, however, has
probably ·never heard of that great exponent and disciple of
democracy.
During the last campaign a great deal was said about the
forgotten man. His miserable plight afforded a constant theme
for both the Democratic press and the Democratic spellbinders,
of whom there were legion. It seems to me that the forgotten
ones of today are clearly the American taxpayers and the American veterans. They seem to have been completely overlooked and
ignored by the "brain trust" in its promulgation of the benevolent new deal.
Mr. Chairman, if we were making real progress toward national
rehabilitation it would be an entirely different picture, but are
we? Within the last 10 days Harry L. Hopkins, generalissimo of
the C.W.A. branch of the alphabeticai administration, made the
following startling statement:
"We have got the bull by the tail, and we are afraid to hang
on and afraid to let go."
He said further:
"We are spending tens of thousands of dollars just to investigate cases of graft that fairly fill the air. The lid is liable to blow
off any minute. Some of our projects are 'lousy• and we
know 1t."
And in one final climax, Hopkins declared with great emphasis:
" The whole thing is a ' fl.op.' "
Mr. Chairman, in view of what Mr. Hopkins has said and what
we ourselves already know, I wonder if when an investigation of
the C.W.A. ls made hereafter, it will not be found that Hog
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Island, with all of its gruesomness, will smell like new-mown
hay in comparison.
It is charged, my friends, that the relief activities under the
C.W.A. are permeated and honeycombed with partisan politics,
favoritism, nepotism, and downright graft. Alas, what a sad
commentary! John J. Ingalls, the great Kansas orator and statesman, once said: " No one but an Indian will scalp the dead.'' Any
party or individual that would condescend to coin profit and
advantage out of the misery of human unfortunates belongs in the
same category thus characterized by the brilliant Ingalls; because
if they would do this, they certainly would not hesitate to scalp
the dead.
My friends, I regret that time w111 not permit me to go through
the gamut of the various and divers and sundry alphabetical
agencies, with their innumerable high-salaried personnel scattered
throughout the land, which have been set up by the present
administration. They are more multitudinous than the lice of
Egypt, and more pestiferous than the frogs and grasshoppers that
drove poor old Pharoah to desperation and despair.
Under the great A.A.A., we are regulating the birth control of
pigs by the certain method of slaughter of the mother hog. To
stimulate the price of pork, tons and tons of meat were destroyed
while millions of American people were starving for food. Thousands of acres of growing wheat and cotton were plowed under
at a cost of several hundred millions to the American taxpayer;
and yet this same Mr. Hopkins said a few days ago that the cotton
crop this year would be a normal one. Think of destroying acres
upon acres of cotton and wheat ready to be harvested when millions of American people are naked and starving! A few days ago
they burned up 200,000 bushels of blue grass seed in Kentucky
with the express purpose of stimulating the price of the remainder.
Why burn it up. Why not distribute it among the colleges, the
churches, the cemeteries, the parks and other public institutions
throughout the country to beautify their grounds?
It occurs to me that the C.C.C. might have found good use for
those seeds in their battle with erosion throughout the country.
My friends, I may be dumb. I certainly cannot harmonize this
program of destruction with sound economic reason~pecially
when there is so much penury, distress, and destitution throughout the length and breadth of the land. But, Mr. Chairman, this
seems to be the philosophy of the great "brain trust", and who
would have the temerity and the hardihood to challenge or gainsay the wisdom and infallibility of this immaculate aggregation? ·
But the pathos of the whole proposition is that all these
things have been done by a party which in the past has boasted
of its opposition to bureaucracy and centralized authority!
God save the mark!
Since the days of Thomas Jefferson and Old Hickory Jackson
the Democratic Party has prided itself on its opposition to the
Federal Government invading the functions of the States.
State's rights has been their one outstanding religious fetish. l
have heard them denounce Republican bureaucracy until the
very welkin rang. But today there are more bureaus in Washington than the proverbial Carter had oats. There is seldom a
day that a new bureau or commission· is not born, and on
Sundays and holidays the new deal gives birth to twins and
triplets. It is said that a man was found in an alley in Washington City a few days ago and that he was so dazed by intoxicants or otherwise that he didn't even know what commission
he was on.
You will also recall, my friends, that during the campaign the
Democrats loudly denounced what they denominated the "roboertarifi'" policy of the Republican Party. They insisted that a
majority of our ills was directly chargeable to our tariff laws;
and, although this administration has been in power almost 11
months, and a completely Democratic dominated Congress has
been in session for more than 5 months of that time, not one
single, solitary gesture even has been made toward a revision
of the tariff. It has been an open secret for sometime that, as a
matter of fact, Democrats are rapidly becoming more tariffminded than Republicans.
Mr. Chairman, I must not impose on your indulgence longer.
I don't want to put myself in the category of the fellow who,
after speaking so long that he exhausted the patience of his
audience, by way of apology said that he had forgotten to observe
his watch. Whereupon a fellow in the audience yelled out, "You
don't need a watch, my friend, what you need is a calendar."
However, I cannot conclude my remarks without commenting
briefly on one other matter which is certainly of paramount
importance.
Mr. Chairman, 1f during the campaign the Democrats stressed
one promise more aggressively than another it was the unequivocal
pledge of their Presidential candidate to balance the Budget and
reduce the national debt. When Woodrow Wilson was inaugurated
President of the United States our national debt was only $1,000,000,000. When 8 years later he relinqulshed office, our national
debt had reached the staggering and almost incomprehensible
aggregate of $28,000,000,000. This was the exceedingly crucial
and dismal situation which confronted Warren G. Harding when
he assumed the Presidency on March 4, 1921. During the 12
years of Republican rule, by a strict and economical adherence
to the Budgetary law enacted by a Republlcan Congress, our
national debt was reduced to 17 billion. However, by virtue
of the recovery activities sponsored by President Hoover, which
included a public-building program costing nearly a billion, and
funds for the R.F.C. amounting to another 2 billions, and other
recovery projects, when Mr. Hoover went out of office on March 4,
1933, our public debt was approximately $20,000,000,000. During
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those 12 years Our Budget wa.s guarded with scrupulous vigilance,
with the result that when Mr. Hoover retired from office, it was
practically balanced.
When the Roosevelt a.dmin1strat1on started off it gave glowing
promise of fulfillment of its pledge to maintain a balanced Budget
and reduce the national debt. It gave notice that drastic economies would be inaugurated. It had Congress pass a bill authorizing the discontinuance of useless and unnecessary bureaus
and the consolidation of others. Under the lash of the White
House whip, the Congress also pas.sed what is known as the
"Economy Act", which took 15 percent from all Government employees an3 either deprived the veterans of the Nation of their
pensions or reduced their pension ratings to a mere pittance. As
a result of this ruthless legislation, thousands of sick and disabled
Americans who had. honorably worn the Nation's uniform were
ruthlessly evicted from Government hospitals without any provision for food or clothing, and along with hundreds of thousands
of their comrades thrown upon the cold charity of the world. The
public was given to understand that this utterly indefensible action of the administration was based on necessary economy.
A shudder of horror went over the Nation at this act of cruel ingratitude to those who had sacrtliced their health in the service
of the colors and to the widows and orphans of those who had.
made the supreme sacrifice. But, reassured that it was a necessary economy and that, after all, the veterans would be dealt with
in a spirit of the most sympathetic consideration, the wave of
indignation soon subsided.
But, my friends, instead of dealing with the veterans gently as
they promised, the veterans were treated like so many impostors,
and so great was their humiliation and chagrin that many of
them died of sheer shock and disappointment, and hundreds of
others sought solace in suicide. And tnstead of applying the
$400,000,000 which they took from the veterans under the pretense of balancing the Budget, they proceeded to apply it and
innumerable additional millions to finance the great alphabetical
Frankenstein tha.t has sprung up in this country. Not only the
present generation, but generations unborn will writhe and sweat
under the tax burdens in!licted by this gigantic monster, even as
the children of Israel writhed and agonized in Egyptian bondage.
And in the meantime, the boys, who with elastic step and in
the :tlower of youth in 1917 went forth with every assurance
of pride and gratitude and with every promise of future appre. elation that the English language could convey, are today walking the highways and byways-that is, those that came back, and
those that are able to walk-and like the poor unfortunate man of
Jericho, who fell among thieves, they tread the wine press of
disease and destitution while Uncle Sam, like the proud indifferent Pharisee, passes by on the other side. It seems, Mr.
Chairman, that this administration has no time to waste on the
veterans, their widows, and orphan children. It ls too busy plowing up cotton, planning birth control of pigs, conducting dancing
schools, planting saplings, and making bonfires of bluegrass
seed. But a good samaritan will come along some day who will
hear the groans of the disabled soldiers and the walls of their
widows and children, and he will not be so occupied with the
material things of earth that he cannot find time to bind up their
wounds and wipe away their tears. And God speed that hour.
I have faith in the spirit of American justice to believe that
this ghastly and disgraceful condition cannot continue indefinitely.
And before the present session of Congress comes to a close, I
predict that the God of right and Justice will so quicken its conscience that, regardless of any in:tluence that may be exerted, it
will expiate this foul crime committed against our disabled
heroes and wipe this ignominious stain from our national
escutcheon.
Among the various accomplishments of the " brain trust " there
is one that stands out most signal and commanding, and that
ts the two systems of bookkeeping which its experts in accountancy have evolved and inaugurated. They maintain two ledgers-one ledger they use for the normal Budget and the other !or
the emergency Budget. When they discover that the normal
Budget is a.bout to show a deficit a messenger is promptly dispatched to the office of the Secretary of the Interior, Mr. Ickes,
and su1ficient emergency funds are immediately allocated to bring
the normal Budget back into balance again. This ridiculous
operation is repeated like the directions on a patent-medicine
bottle "as often as is necessary."
Of course the whole performance is a cheap, transparent subterfuge and clearly shows that the Government at present ls in
the hands of a lot of financial quacks and tyros. Under this nonchalant, lackaday, slipshod system appropriations tha.t have
been disapproved and rejected by Congress because of its efi'ort
to maintain a normally balanced Budget, by this art of hocuspocus are provici.ed for out of emergency relief.
Just now our so-called " emergency Budget " shows a nice little
deficit of more than $7,000,000,000, and, according to the President
himself, our national debt will aggregate thirty-two billions at
the end of the fiscal year 1935. This means that at that time the
annual interest charge on our public debt will be more than the
amount of the total national debt when the Democrats took charge
in 1913. But what else could you expect, my friends, from a
gentleman who as Governor of a great State ran it $114,000,000 in
the red, forcing his successor to resort to a sales tax to meet the
State's financial emergencies. And lo! a little later, when this
former Governor became President and some of his satellites mentioned a sales tax to maintain a balanced Budget, he threw up his
hands in disgust and declared that he was horrified at the
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suggestion. Personally, I have always opposed a sales tax; but.
bad as it is, the Government may ultimately have to resort to it·
to meet the exigencies of the situation.
My friends, I realize that statistics are dull and tedious, but 1n
order not to be deceived, please ponder these figures for a moment.
On January 1, 1933, there were 3,800,000 families on relief in the
United States. Averaging 3¥2 persons to the family, we had a total
of about 12 million people on our relief rolls. On January 1 of
this year, the number of families on relief had incr eased to 7
million, or by the same token, 25 mllllon people.
Has normal employment increased under the N.R.A.?
The code was adopted in September of last year. At that time
according to figures compiled by the American Federation of
Labor, normal employment was 74.3 percent. In October it was
73.9 percent. In November it was 72.4 percent. And in December
it had gone down to 71.8 percent.
In the light of this revelation, I ask you, where are we headed?
Unless we change our system, only the living God can answer.
There is one thing certain, however, and that is we can't drink
and spend our way back to prosperity.
My remedy would be to provide for direct Government loans to
private industry through the medium of the R.F.C., whereby real
pay rolls would pe established and genuine purchasing power
created, thereby employing our idle workers at living, decent
wages. I would then establish agricultural colonies to provide
for those unable to compete in industry. I would f urnish them
tools and seeds and give them a chance to earn someth ing for
themselves. In this way they would regain their self-respect and
relief would inevitably come to the taxpayers of the Nation.
So, in conclusion, my friends, in this solemn presence tonight,
let us highly resolve that the martyrdom of our illustrious p atron
saint shall not have been made in vain. Let us renew our faith
in the proposition that " governments derive their just powers
from the consent of the governed " and not from their coercion.
Let us rededicate and reconsecrate ourselves to t he preservation
of the institutions of Liberty for which the immortal Lincoln
sacrificed everything that he had-even his Ufe-to t he end that
" government of the people, by the people, and for t he p eople
shall not perish from the earth."
THE BATTLE IS ON

Mr. LEMKE. Mr. Speaker, the battle is on-we have had
several skirmishes-the farmers have again been betrayed
by the reactionary standpatters of both parties. A bipar·
tisan coalition against the Frazier-Lemke bill was formed
between the reactionaries of the Republican and Democratic
Parties. All the power these bellwethers could exert has
been brought upon the Members who signed the Frazier·
Lemke petition to withdraw their names and upon others
not to sign. In spite of this we obtained the required 145
signatures, only to be delayed by the gag rule and the
end of the session. The battle lines, however, are being
drawn tighter and tighter on all fronts, and will continue
until the November election, when the people of this Nation,
I am confident, will win a final and complete victory. In
the last election we drove the money changers from the first
floor into the basement, ·where they are still mixing the
medicine and influencing the legislation of this Nation. In
the next election we will drive them out of the basement
and permanently out of Washington. Let the standpatters
of both parties beware.
In the meantime, progress is being made. The American
Federation of Labor, through its president, William Green,
has come to the aid of the farmers-to the aid of all the
people of this Nation-to the support of the Frazier-Lemke
bill. Hundreds and thousands of farmers, bankers, busi·
ness and ·professional men and women throughout the Nation have written and wired their Members of Congress
demanding to know under whose instruction and direction
these bellwethers acted when they opposed the only
emergency farm refinancing legislation before this Con·
gress-the legislation that will give real and not make·
believe relief, not only to the farmers but to 130,000,000 men,
women, and children. They demanded that their Representatives in Congress ignore these bipartisan bellwethers and
sign the petition to discharge the committee and to bring
the Frazier-Lemke farm refinancing bill out on the floor
for discussion and passage.
The international bankers would now lead us to believe
that there has already been an expansion of the currencythis is absolutely false. Not only has there not been an
expansion of the currency, but during the first year of this
administration there has been a contraction, a deflation
equal to $9.83 per capita. The Treasury reports show that
on February 28, 1933, there was $52.23 per capita circula-
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tion while on February 28,. 1934, there was $42.40. Thus, in
spite of all the wild and exaggerated claims of expansion,
there has been a deflation of $9.83 per capita. In order to
cover up this deflation we have borrowed billions of dollars
and issued tax-exempt interest-bearing bonds to bolster up
our tottering financial structure, but there is danger ahead
because we cannot borrow ourselves out of debt. We cannot
save ourselves from a final accounting-from Judgment
Day-by a further contraction of the currency and accumulation of the wealth of this Nation in the hands of a fewin the hands of the coupon clippers.
There is danger ahead-the Government is still trying to
get prosperity by borrowing-by issuing billions more of
tax-exempt interest-bearing bonds. By the end of this year
this Nation's debt will be some $32,000,000,000. The average
interest on this huge sum will be about 3 % percent, which
amounts to $1,120,000,000 per annum. This is the national
Aebt. It does not include that of States, counties, cities, and
other political subdivisions. These States, counties, cities,
and other political subdivisions, as well as individuals, have
all stretched their credit to the limit.
This Nation is bankrupt; every State in this Union is
bankrupt; the people of the United States as a whole are
bankrupt. The public and private debts of this Nation, wh!ch
are evidenced by bonds, mortgages, notes or other written
instruments amount to about $250,000,000,000; and it is estimated that there is about $50,000,000,000 of which there is
no record, making in all $300,000,000,000 of public and private debts. The total physical cash value of all the property
m the United States is now estimated at about $70,000,000,000. That is more than it would bring if sold at public
auction. In this we do not include debts or the evidence
of debts, such as bonds, mortgages, and so forth. These
are not physical property. How are we going to pay $300,000,000,000 with only $70,000,000,000? It cannot be done
unless we first put more money into actual circulation--not
by doubling it in the hands of a few, but by putting it mto
circulation among the people. Let Wall Street call that
debasing of the currency and make the most of it. We are
more concerned with not debasing American manhood and
:womanhood
At 5 percent the interest on this vast indebtedness
·a mounts to $15,000,000,000 annuanY, or $120 a year for
every man, woman. and child The amount of money in
actual circulation in this country is about $2,000,000,000.
By that I do not mean money lost or destroyed, hoarded, or
in foreign countries. Therefore, in order to pay the interest
on our public and private debts, each dollar in actual circulation, in actual use, will have to be used as a revolving fund
~nd be paid over seven and one-half times a year.
Yet in spite of this vast indebtedness, in spite of these
W.zzy, incomprehensible figures, millions of our people are
forced to seek positions on the Federal pay roll or on a disguised dole system. There is not enough money among the
people to enable them to employ and utilize the energy of
these men and women in necessary and useful work; there is
a money famine. We have made beggars out of a once
proud people. States, counties, cities, school districts, and
other quasi-public institutions are all asking for help from
the Federal Government. Some of these are offering socalled " frozen assets " as security for loans, forgetting that
these assets are no longer frozen but have long since evaporated. There is danger ahead, a collapse, and a collapse
may mean devastation and destruction.
What, then, caused this condition? It was caused by the
monopolization, not of the wealth of this country but of the
medium of exchange; the monopolization in the hands of a
few financial monarchs of the money of the country,. the
Unit of exchange. This was brought about by skillful manipulation of the currency, by a monopolizing tartlf, by
gambling in stocks and bonds and the necessities of life. It
·was brought about first by virtually doubling the money in
~circulation through the Federal Reserve banks during the
"\var and then by cruel, brut.al, and inhuman deflation, by
~)irtu3.ny cutting the money in circulation in two.
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To loosen this strangle hold upon our people, we propose
as a remedy the Frazier-Lemke bill. This bill provides that
the United States Government shall refinance existing farm
indebtedness at 1 :Y2-percent interest and 1 % percent applied
on the principal on the amortization plan, not by issuing
bonds but by issuing Federal Reserve notes secured by the best
securities on earth, first mortgages on farm lands; better security than gold or silver, because you cannot eat gold or silver but you can eat the products that grow on the farms;
therefore your life depends upon the farms. They are the
best security on the face of the earth. If our Government has
enough intelligence to do this, it will make a profit of six
billion three hundred and forty-five million at 1 V:z-percent
interest in 47 years, the time required for amortization of
the farm indebtedness.
Let us compare the Frazier-Lemke bill with the one passed
by the special session of Congress, written in New York in
the atmosphere of the money changers. Under that bill,
if all the farm indebtedness were refinanced, the farmers
of this Nation would pay $12,492,500,000 in 39 years to the
bondholders. Under the Frazier-Lemke bill the farmers
would have to pay just $6,149,500,000 less interest in 47
years, and at the same time the Government would make
a net profit of $6,345,000,000 and to that extent lessen our
Federal tax burden.
Under the present Farm Mortgage Act the farmer is
asked to pay 4 V:z-percent interest if he lives in a Federal
Farm Loan Association district and 5 percent if he does not,
and in addition pay 1 percent for administration and buy
stock in an amount equal to 5 percent of the loan, making
10% or 11 percent for the first year and thereafter 4 ¥2- or 5percent interest, together with 1 percent for amortization,
making 5 ¥2 or 6 percent annually until paid, while under the
Frazier-Lemke bill he will pay 1 %-percent interest and 1 %
percent on the principal, or $30 for each thousand dollars
borrowed, for approximately 47 years. Under the FrazierLemke bill a farmer could carry a $17,000-mortgage loan,
as far as his ability to pay goes, as easily as a $5,000 loan
under the present law. The Frazier-Lemke bill takes into
consideration the farmer's ability to pay. Under the provisions of this bill a farmer, -on a $10,000 loan, will have to
pay $24,000 less in interest in 47 years than he would have
to pay if he got the same loan for 6 percent straight.
Surely we are all for that. Another difference is that under
the present law hundreds and thousands of farmers are
losing their farms by mortgage foreclosure because of their
inability to meet the requirements and limitations of that
law, while under the Frazier-Lemke bill they could be re~
financed and their homes saved
Under the provisions of this bill there would be issued
and put into circulation between two and three billion dollars of new money-Federal Reserve notes. This, used as
a revolvmg fund, will be sufficient to refinance all of the
farm indebtedness and save the farmers from ruination.
If we had passed this bill in the special session, this two
or three billion dollars used as a revolving fund would have
given ·us an intelligent expansion of the currency and
would have made it unnecessary for the Government of the
United States to issue billions of tax-exempt, interest-bearing bonds. That is the difference between the FrazierLemke bill and the present Policy of the Government
borrowing money and guaranteeing bonds.
If this bill had been passed there would have been enough
money to do the Nation's money business. There would
liave been enough money so that the great State of Illinois
would not have to compel its teachers and employees to
accept scriP-paper money manufactured by Armour &
Co., the National Tea Co., the Standard Oil Co., and the
chain stores. The back of this scrip, or paper.money, reads
as follows:
·
This coupon is ismled by Armour & Co. at the request of, and
in coopera.tion with, school and local governing bodies, and is

part of an arrangement through which we purchase tax-anticipation warrants, so that the salaries and wages of school and city
employees can be paid penciiDg resumption of normal tax collec..
t1olls.
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In other words, this is proof that our Government has
not supplied the people of Illinois with sufficient money to
do the State's business, with sufficient money so that its
people can pay their taxes, but compels the people of Illinois to turn their teachers and other State employees over
to the mercies of Armour & Co., the Standard Oil Co.-, the
National Tea Co., and the chain stores, for scrip or trade
money. It is proof that there is an overproduction of just
one thing in the United States and that is an overproduction
of ignorance in Washington, D.C., proof that the so-called
" brain trust ,, has gone into bankruptcy.
Our Government now prints Federal Reserve notes and
gives them to the Federal Reserve banks at 0.7 of 1 cent
per bill, the cost of printing. It makes no difference whether
that bill is a $1 bill or a thousand-dollar bill, or whether
they keep it for 1 year or for 20 years; all they ever pay
your Uncle Sam for it is 0.7 of 1 cent per bill. The amount
of all the paper money given by the Government to the
banks amounted on January 1 last, to over $4,878,500,000, of
which amount over $3,332,000,000 were Federal Reserve
notes. What is back of this paper money? Is there gold
back of it? There is not. Is there even a farm back of it?
There is not. There is simply the indebtedness of the United
States-a Government bond-back of it. There is no gold
back of it and if any of you think there is, just take a Federal Reserve note to the United States Treasury and try to
get gold for it, and you will find that you cannot get it. If
you could get it, then I could have you arrested for violating
the law and having monetary gold in your possessionmoney is made by law.
. After your Government had given all this money to these
bankers, it found it necessary to borrow back some of the
money that it gave away. It had to sell bonds and certificates of indebtedness. The amount of these bonds and
certificates of indebtedness on January 1 last amounted to
over $25,000,000,000 and will be some $32,000,000,000 by the
end of the year. These bonds bear interest on an average
of about 3 % percent and are tax exempt. In other words,
these bankers use the $4,878,500,000 pa.per money which your
Government gave them as a revolving fund, with which
they bought the $25,000,000,000 tax-exempt, interest-bearing
bonds and certificates of indebtedness.
These bankers not only now have the $25,000,000,000 taxexempt, interest-bearing bonds and certificates, but they
also have the $4,878,500,000 of paper money which your
Government gave them and which they used as a revolving
fund to buy these bonds. At this time the Government is borrowing about a billion dollars a month. It prints tax-exempt,
interest-bearing bonds to that amount and hands these over
to these bankers, and in return the bankers hand to the Government deposit slips. No money is exchanged; the whole
thing is merely a bookkeeping transaction. The banks draw
interest on the bonds, but the Government draws no interest
on the deposit slips. The Government checks on these
deposit slips and the persons who receive the checks redeposit them in the banks. The Government, of course, is
short-changed. If the banks need more money as a revolving fund, they take these bonds and put them up as security
-for more Federal Reserve notes.
If our Government can do this for the big bankers, why
can it not do it for the farmers? Why not do it for agriculture? Why not issue Federal Reserve notes secured by
better security than these bankers put UP-Secured by the
farms of this Nation? Why not do the reasonable thing, the
intelligent thing, the only thing, and pass the Frazier-Leml(e
bill? When this bill becomes a law it will reduce the farmers'
indebtedness by three-fifths in 47 years because of the lower
rate of interest and in addition the Government will make a
net profit of $6,345,000,000.
We have everything at our fingers' tips to bring about the
greatest prosperity the world has ever seen. We have plenty
of raw material; plenty of education; plenty of mechanical
skill; plenty of willing workers; plenty of highly efficient machinery-everything necessary to create a great and lasting
prosperity-except money. When the Frazier-Lemke bill
passes ·there will be issued and put into circulation among
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the people, several billion dollars of new money-Federal Reserve notes. It will again give purchasing power to the
people. The farmers will pay their bankers, their merchants,
their lawyers, and their doctors, and they in turn will pay
their bills and all will start in again repairing and improving
their homes. Unemployment and starvation will cease. Enf arced idleness of millions of men and women will disappear and we will hear no more of overproduction. Consumption will again be normal and the industrial life of
the Nation will return.
This bill has the official endorsement of the National
Farmers Union; it has the official endorsement of some
State Farm Bureau organizations and of many Bureau and
Grange locals thl'.oughout the Nation. It has the approval
of 95 percent of the farmers of this Nation; it has the approval of every intelligent banker, business, and professional
man and woman. Twenty-one State legislatures have asked
Congress to pass this bill. They are: Arizona, California,
Colorado, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky,
Michigan, Minnesota, Montana., Nebraska, Nevada, North
Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina, South Dakota,
Tennessee, and Wisconsin. It has the approval of the lower
house of the State Legislature of New York, the President's
o~ State, as well as that of Ohio and of Delaware. Surely
no Member of Congress from these States is justified in
ignoring these mandates from his State.
To the 30,000,000 who live on our farms, to you 130,000,000
everywhere, to you patriotic, liberty-loving citizens, I say
there is danger ahead; the "brainless trust" is still bent
upon the regimentation of agriculture, regimentation of
everything, upon the establishment of a feudal system with
the bureaucrats, the lords, and barons here in the departments in Washington, the vassals in the cities and towns,
with the farmers and laboring men as the feudal serfs
throughout the Nation. The vandals in the Department of
.Agriculture are still bent upon the destruction of food and
clothing in the midst of starvation and want; it is a period
of planned starvation and planned rags.
You farmers are asked to curtail production by permitting
40,000,000 acres to lie idle, while at the same time we are
importing agricultural products that would require 40,000,000
acres to produce. Last year we imPorted 43,000,000 pounds
of canned beef from the Argentine-this was equivalent to
250,000 head of cattle. At the same time the Department
of .Agriculture was guilty of the wanton destruction of over
6,000,000 pigs in the midst of hungry millions. The Department is now engaged in the destruction of dairy cows; still
we imported 50,000,000 pounds of cheese, equivalent to 2,000,000,000 of raw milk. The Department is still engaged in the
destruction and curtailment of cotton production, while millions of our people go to bed without mattresses or bedding
or sufficient clothing. This is the work of madmen. Our
problem is not overproduction but underconsumption and
maldistribution.
There is danger ahead-danger of an intellectual collapse
of our bureaucrats. I appeal to the farmers-'.to all libertyloving people-to refuse to sell themselves and their children
into bondage for a mess of pottage. I appeal to you of the
East to write and wire your Congressmen demanding the
passage of the Frazier-Lemke bill at the next session of
. Congress. I appeal to you of the South and to you of California-out there in the Golden West-to do likewise. Agriculture must be refinanced-the farmer's homes must be
saved.
In closing may I state that the responsibilities of government are yours; that Congress is the only safeguard of your
liberties; that the trouble is not with Congress but with you?
As a whole, the Members of Congress represent the average
honor, integrity, intelligence, and ideals of the people who
elect them, no more, no less, ·and that is
it ought to be.
If your Member of Congress is not representing you correctly, then it is your fault. You farmers of America, tell
your Congressman you want the Frazier-Lemke bill to re.finance you; that you want the Thomas-Swank bill giving
you the cost of production for that part of your products
consumed within the United States; and the Bank of the
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United States, owned, operated, and controlled by the Government of the United States and in full and complete
control of the money and credit of this Nation.
I have confidence in the future. We are going back to the
democracy of Jefferson and Lincoln-forward to a happy,
prosperous, self-reliant, and self-governed people, a people
with hopes and aspirations; forward to the true grandeur of
this Nation, where every man is a king.
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT AND THE NEW-DEAL CONGRESS

l\fi'. DOBBlliS.

Mr. Speaker, we are evidently in the
closing hours of the new-deal Congress. With an enormous legislative program accomplished, we may pause to
take stock of the accomplishments of what is well described
in one of the Washington pa~rs this morning as the most
colorful and outstanding peace-time Congress in the Nation's
history.
For my part, it is difficult to regard this as a " peacetime " Congress. When we assembled here in March of last
year, in preparation for the inauguration of Franklin D.
Roosevelt as the new President of our beloved country, there
was no peace in the mind nor heart of the thoughtful citizen. Unemployment was .at its worst stage in our history.
Commodity prices were at ruinous levels. Confidence in our
private institutions was all but gone, and was ebbing fast in
the Government itself. Many asked the question, " Will the
Government last? " Oftener the inquiry was more hopelessly worded: "How long can it last?" True, the gunnery
of warfare was not heard-there seemed not enough spirit
left in the people for :fighting. But more dreadful than the
sound of distant cannon was the crashing of banks on every
side and in every part of the land.
That, Mr. Speaker, was the setting in which more than
100 men who are in this Chamber today began their first
terms as Representatives in Congress on March 4, 1933.
At noon that day I stood with my present colleagues at
the back of the canopied structure erected on the front
steps of this Capitol Building awaiting the appearance of
the central figure in the national drama of that day. Facing us were 150,000 of our fellow citizens, dull of eye and
heavy of heart. Long denied the inspiration of leadership,
they had almost forgotten what it is like. Then with the
vivid thrill of a desert sunrise came the awakening. It
came in the form of one of their own kind, moving slowly
out of the east portal of their Capitol, with broad shoulders
squared and an eye as clear as the morning's dew. Straight
at them he looked, and his voice was the voice of a leader
and a friend, gentle in its encouragement, inspiring in the
thought it expressed, confident in its purpose, and resolute
and undaunted in its determination.
Thus Franklin Roosevelt took the oath and spoke to all
of us on that day. Thus he has continued to look, to speak,
and to act.
As he proceeded with bis address before that great inaugural audience their dull eyes brightened, then glistened,
and soon tears were rolling unashamed down the cheeks of
strong men and women, conscious of revived hope and confidence. As it was with them there, they knew it must be
in the minds and hearts of their fellow Americans, listening
.on every radio in the land. In this spirit the people of
America continue to look to their leader, and our reliance
upon him has become a part of our nature.
His instant and decisive course in the banking crisis cast
into oblivion the dire prophecy of the 1932 campaign that he
would not be a man of action.
Soon he called this Congress into special session. The
greater part of the time from then to now we have been
here grappling with the problems of the Nation. A mere
recital of the national recovery legislation and progressive
laws enacted in 1933 and 1934 is long and impressive. And
they have all been in harmony with that wonderful message that marked the dividing line between despair and
hope.
The President then assured his countrymen that this
great Nation would endure, revive, and prosper. So it has;
and under laws enacted by us with his approval its credit
1s safe and secure~ national wealth is increased, banks are
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sound, commodity prices are improved, and unemployment
steadily decreases.
He advocated honesty in financial transactions, and we
have followed his lead with an honest security law and
another banishing the devices of the crooked gambling
house from our great security markets. Banking has been
put on a firm basis, and the depositor is insured against the
losses that in recent years brought agony, destitution, and
death.
He advocated unselfish honesty in public service, and his
watchful regard for that goal has been rewarded with an
administrative record free from scandal.
He said, "This Nation asks for action, and action now."
Suiting the deed to the word, he has been tireless and indefatigable in his activity; and the example he set is reflected
in the arduous labors of this Congress.
" Our greatest primary task '', he said, " is to put people
to work." That we have done in the Civilian Conservation
Corps, by Civil Works projects on the roads, on public buildings, waterworks, and, better yet, on railroads, in shops,
stores, factories, and on the farms. We have accomplished
this through legislation unprecedented in character and
scope, and the results have justified the daring experiment.
He deplored the increasing foreclosures on homes and
farms. Congress responded with appropriations of billions
for mortgage relief and the machinery for its generous distribution.
He spoke for an adequate but sound currency. That has
been provided. The gold dollar has been equitably revalued,
and provision for a broader but sound base for currency is
afforded through increased coinage of silver. The croakers
who predicted a financial crisis if this should be attempted
are chagrined as they contemplate a national credit that is
firmer than it ever was before.
In world affairs he spoke for the policy of a good neighbor.
We have respected that pledge in all legislation affecting
foreign affairs.
Labor stood in mortal fear at the thought of the inroads
unemployment and want had made upon its advancement
of workingmen's rights and standards of living. Today,
under laws enacted by this Congress, and under an administration devoted to the welfare of the people as a whole, the
laboring man faces the future with hope and confidence.
Fairness characterizes the legislation of this Congress.
The criminal and the fraud face laws more stern and binding than before. That is as it should be.
Government contracts that were awarded like juicy plums
have been canceled. In the air mail $10,000,000 a year is
saved by insistence upon the fair principle of competitive
bidding, and the service now surpasses any we have had before. I pride myself upon an active participation in that
accomplishment. In the great saving to our taxpayers there
is ample reward for the incessant labor it involved.
As agriculture is our most important industry, particularly
in my own State, I am deeply gratified by the intense interest in its problems that has been shown by this Congress,
under the earnest and constant leadership of our President.
In former years it has taken years of congressional effort to
overcome Executive resistance to legislation in the farmer's
behalf. Now the President and Congress are equally solicitous in a determination to see that the farmer shall receive a
decent reward for his enterprise and labor and that the
value of our farms and their products shall be restored.
Mistakes have been made, and we will make more. The
only man who makes no mistakes is the one who never
tries to do anything. The only hunter who never missed a
bird is he who never fixed at one.
There are those who urge that we let things alone, and
contend that prosperity will return of its own accord. My
history tells me that we once had a political party that
was derisively called the "Know-Nothing Party." Its life
was short and its death was ignominious. A " do-nothing
party" would be as bad, in my opinion. What would have
happened to this Nation in 1933 if the President and Congress had done nothing?
I am happy in the conviction that this Congress, now
fading into history, has been stupendous in its endeavors and.
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great in its accomplishments. I shall carry with me through
life a feeling of deepest gratitude to my fellow-citizens who
made it possible for me to take a modest part in its proceedings. The responsibilities of membership in the House
of Representatives are grave indeed. I have steadfastly
endeavored, Mr. Speaker, to bear those responsibilities with
honor, and to discharge them industriously and intelligently.
The task is by no means finished. Our President, in his
recent message to the Congress, points the way to further
duties that we and our colleagues must not shirk. They
involve the full recovery and protection of sacred rights in
homes, livelihood, and individual security. Some of our opponents say this is only a fantastic dream, and can never
be realized. They would have said the same thing (and with
a greater show of confidence) of some of the plans that
are now in the course of fulfillment. If the next Congress
approaches these problems with the same courage and determination displayed here during these 2 years, we need
have no fear of the result.
POLITICAL DEMAGOGUERY AND GAG RULES

Mr. HART. Mr. Speaker, I desire to call the attention

not only of the House but of the country as well to an exhibition of political demagoguery that has exceeded anything
within the time of my service here. Of course, I am comparatively a new Member, this being my second term, and
it may be that at the close of the session the political sharpshooters of the minority party find it necessary to indulge in
a practice which to my mind is unethical. I desire to call
the attention of the House to a statement of the gentleman
from Kansas [Mr. McGucml in the RECORD of June 2, in
which he attributes the passing of the rule of June 1 to a
desire on the part of the House managers to kill off the
McLeod banking bill and the Frazier;.Lemke bill. Anyone
who has any knowledge of the attitude of our conservative
Republican leadership, as exemplied by the gentleman from
New York [Mr. SNELL], is well aware that the majority of
the Republicans are opposed and have been opposed to both
the Frazier-Lemke bill and the McLeod bank bill. In fact,
one rather liberal Republican remarked to me that the
MeLeod bill was asinine. He said it was good politics but
bad economics. So you can see the attitude of the Republi- ·
can Membership on this bill.
Now, with reference to this rule, our Republican friends
began their preliminary tactics to force this rule on May 30.
On May 31 and June 1 they precipitated eight roll ·calls
each day. It generally takes three-quarters of an hour to
complete a roll call. The House ordinarily assembles at 12
o'clock. With eight roll calls, at three-quarters of an hour
each, it would take 6 hours, or from 12 to 6 o'clock, doing
nothing but calling the roll. Imagine such a silly situation,
but this was aggravated on the morning of June 1, when
the Republican leader, Mr. SNELL, demanded the reading
of the Journal. This took nearly 3 hours, as all. the roll
calls of the previous day had to be read. This had not
occurred before in the House for some 30 years. The
passing of the rule giving the Speaker power to recognize
whomever he pleased and, on motion of the floor leader,
to recess instead of adjourning, was done for the purpose of
preventing the Republican minority from consuming the
entire day on roll calls and the reading of the Journal. It
was a delibe:rate attempt on the part of the Republican
leadership, in which the gentleman from Kansas [Mr. McGuGIN] took an active part, to stop any further legislation,
including the Frazier-Lemke and the McLeod bank bills.
There was practically no backing for the McLeod bank bill
at this particular time, as a substitute had been provided,
to which a large part of the Membership had agreed, with
the exception of the Michigan delegation, which was in
favor of passing a 100-percent pay-off bill.
When this rule was voted by the Democratic Membership it had followed 3 days of doing little or nothing but
monotonously calling the roll, one roll call succeeding another. Everyone knows a Congressman has considerable
work to do besides answering roll calls. He has a tremendous correspondence to answer. He has a number of con-
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tacts to make with various departments, and he usually has
to attend committee meetings in the forenoons.
Most of the Republican Membership went on with their
work in their offices, leaving 15 or 20 Members on the floor
to pursue their policy of obstruction. Under the circumstances the balance of the Roosevelt program had to be
scrapped or the House leadership had to pass a rule that
would prevent the carrying out of this policy of obstruction. After 3 days, with no accomplishment except answering to our names on roll calls, you can imagine the state of
mind of the Membership. Without having in mind anything but orderly procedure and a determination to com ..
plete the Roosevelt program, we passed the rule which
stopped the filibuster. The charge of the gentleman from
Kansas LM.r. McGucIN] that this rule was passed for the
purpose of defeating the McLeod and Frazier-Lemke bills
is false, and as evidence of what the gentleman from
Kansas had in mind at the time he engaged in the filibuster, it is only necessary to call your attention to the
fact that on the day following the passing of the rule he
prepared his article under permission to extend his own
remarks and made his untruthful charge, and immediately
had it printed and started flooding the country with it.
This was but a thin political trick, and anyone with a·
knowledge of the facts could easily see through it. Without
the passage of this rule the Frazier-Lemke bill and the
McLeod bill were dead as a mackerel, because no business
was being transacted. As a result of the passage of this
rule Congress was able to complete its program, which in..
eluded the passage of the Frazier-Lemke bill providing for
the scaling down of farm debts and a moratorium on in..
terest charges, as well as the President's housing bill and
several other pieces of very important legislation.
INFORMATION REGARDING THE DEPARTMENT OF WEIGHTS, MEASURES, AND :MARKETS. DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Mr. PATMAN. Mr. Speaker, as a member of the Committee on the District of Columbia of the House, I have
considered it my duty to devote as much attention as possible to the operations of the government of the District of
Columbia.
I have not had the time to devote as much attention to
the subject as I have desired. The District of Columbia is
the Capital of the Nation, and the kind of municipal government we have in the District is, and should be, of interest
to every Member of Congress, because Congress passes the
laws governing the District of Columbia.
There is one of the executive departments of the District
of Columbia government in which I have become deeply
interested. That is the department of weights, measures,
and markets. My unusual interest in this particular branch
of the municipal government has perhaps been aroused by
the fact that George M. Roberts, Superintendent of Weights,
Measures, and Markets for the District of Columbia, was
raised and resided in the district which I now represent in
the House until he came to Washington some 20 years ago.
Mr. Roberts, as head of the department, is charged with the
duty of ad.ministration of the law establishing standard
weights and measures in the District of Columbia, which is
intended to protect consumers against deception and fraud
in the purcha.se and sale of merchandise of every description. The law is also intended to protect upright and honorable business men against unfair and dishonest competition. A careful examination of the law in question discloses
that it is perhaps one of the most comprehensive statutes
on the subject in force anywhere in the country.
The subject of standard weights and measures is of much
greater importance than many people believe. It is a subject of such importance that the Constitutional Convention,
in order that weights and measures might be uniform, provided in the Constitution that Congress shall have power to
fix the standards of weights and measures. It is especially
essential that uniformity should be maintained in a city like
Washington. To emphasize that fact it is only necessary to
state that the merchant who delivers only 15 ounces for a
pound not only subjects his honest competitor to grossly
unfair competition but reaps a tremendous and unjustifiable
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profit from consumers. For instance, there is consumed in
the District of Columbia approximately 8,450,000 pounds of
butter per year.
At the average price a shortage of only 1 ounce per pound
would defraud consumers of more than $160,000 per year.
On the 23,000,000 pounds of fresh beef sold in Washington
per year short weight of 1 ounce per pound would defraud
consumers of more than $360,000 per year. A similar shortage on dressed poultry would defraud consumers of about
$80,000 per year; on Irish potatoes, $156,000 per year; on
cheese, $280,000 per year; on bread, $365,000 per year; and
on other commodities amounts relatively large.
It may astonish the average automobile owner to learn
that an average short measure of only 1 pint on each 5-gallon sale of gasoline in the District would defraud consumers
of gasoline of about $250,000 per year, yet short measure
of more than a gallon on 5-gallon sales has been found by
investigators of this department and the violators prosecuted.
Investigations made under the direction of the Superintendent of Weights, Measures, and Markets have disclosed
that in many instances merchants whose customers are
chiefly among the poor and ignorant classes of people cheat
the most. Some of them, according to the last report of the
Superintendent, have been found resorting to most reprehensible practices. Such persons have, of course, been prosecuted. The people of the District of Columbia are fortunate
to have a Department of Weights and Measures which is
operated exclusively in the public interest, and with a degree
of diligence which it would be difficult to excel. The record
of this department in one respect is amazing. Of the hundreds of cases in which prosecutions have been instituted
for defrauding customers or for other violations of the law
during the past 6 years only one case resulted in acquittal.
This fact, it seems to me, may be reasonably accepted as a
fair measure of the diligence with which this department is
conducted.
The District of Columbia standard weights and measures
law contains many wholesome provisions. It is not confined to penalizing sales by short weight or measure. In
the interest of fair dealing, it regulates in detail the methods
which shall be employed in the sale of commodities essential
to everyday life. It is calculated to prevent fraud, as well
as to punish those guilty of fraud. It requires, of course,
that scales, gasoline pumps, and all other commercial weighing or measuring instruments shall be tested before they are
placed in use, and at least semiannually thereafter, to see
that they comply with legal standards and regulations.
But the testing of weighing or measuring instruments
lacks much of covering all the duties and activities of the
weights and measures department. For instance, the law
fixes certain standard weights for bread which may be
manufactured or sold within the District. It provides that
every loaf of bread shall bear a label stating the weight and
the name of the baker. That insures consumers of bread
that the weight shall not be reduced below the fixed standard. The law requires that coal dealers shall sell by the
long ton of 2,240 pounds. It provides that ice shall be
weighed at the time of delivery. It provides that all commodities shall be sold by net weight, thus preventing inclusion of wrappings in the weight of foodstuffs. It limits the
amount of liquid which may be contained in oysters to 10
percent. It fixes the capacity and regulates the labeling of
milk bottles. It fixes standard sizes for all fruit and vegetable containers used by wholesalers. It provides that package foods shall be marked with the correct quantity of contents. It regulates slot vending machines, providing that
same shall be maintained in working order and shall deliver
the commodity or service expressly or impliedly promised.
It provides that the purchaser of any commocilty shall receive a sales ticket on demand stating in definite terms the
quantity of commodity involved in any particular sale.
There are other wholesome provisions in the law which I
might mention, but the foregoing are sufficient to indicate
its scope in a general way.
Enforcement of the provi~ions mentioned make necessary
constant investigation and constant vigilance. All com-
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plaints from the public are fully investigated. However,
this department does not wait for complaints. It initiates
many .investigations. It has undercover investigators buy
merchandise, foods, gasoline, and other necessities from
stores, filling stations, and other establishments in regard
to which suspicion for any reason may be a.roused. The
quantities received are carefully checked. In that way the
facts are ascertained in regard to whether or not the public is being defrauded. Package goods in stores are reweighed by investigators to determine whether they contain the quantities of merchandise represented. Package
merchandise shipped into Washington in carload lots is
weighed to ascertain whether or not manufacturers or processors are shipping short-weight goods into Washington.
If such is found, steps are taken to prevent its sale here.
Investigators are sent into bakeries in the nighttime to
weigh breaq as it comes from the ovens to see that it is full
weight. In fact, investigators of this department work any
and all hours, day or night, to protect the pocketbooks of
the half million population of the National Capital.
Manifestly, a department of the municipal government
which enters so largely and so thoroughly into the welfare
of the everyday life of every resident of the District of
Columbia should receive unstinted support not only from
the governing authorities of the District, which I believe it
does, but from the general public as well. It should also be
supplied with every reasonable and necessary facility, both
of personnel and equipment, for perfarming its duties.
THE FORGOTTEN MAN

Mr. ELTSE of California. Mr. Speaker, we have heard
much during the last few months about the forgotten man.
That phrase has been a watchword. He who was supposed
to be the forgotten man, when that expression was coined,
today finds himself one of a motley crowd. There are many
forgotten men, and not only forgotten but forsaken, and
most of them are left on the economic field of battle, bleeding at every pore. I purpose to identify at least one of these
forgotten and forsaken men.
THE TAXPAYER

He is the taxpayer, staggering under a crushing load of
debt, paying tribute on every turn of his hand. Unf ortunately we have not realized where we were going and the
speed with which we were traveling, but we are now becoming nationally tax conscious. We are suddenly finding that
the immense sums appropriated with apparent ease and unconcern are piling up a load that will bear on the backs of
every man, woman, and child in this and in several future
generations. We are learning, as learn we must, that the
structure of recovery cannot be built upon such foundations
as an unbalanced budget, rubber dollars, staggering expenditures, confiscation of property by taxation, and a
chaotic public policy. The rising avalanche of Federal debt
is not an evidence of progress. Most every governmental
agency has power to tax and is, in fact, taxing almost everything within its jurisdiction. As matters stand, taxing units
set up toll gates at the points where money passes and take
a crack at cash in passing. We have customs duties, entertainment taxes, excise taxes, income taxes, inheritance
taxes, poll taxes, sales and luxury taxes, processing taxes,
compensating taxes, and general property taxes--all snarled
together in a matted, confusing mass of conflicting jurisdictions and governmental cross purposes. If we do not pay
taxes directly, we pay them indirectly. We pay them in the
rent, the food we eat, the clothes we wear, the gas we burn,
the gasoline we use, for the privilege of doing business, for
the right to manufacture, the right to process goods, the
right to exercise the God-given privilege of growing crops;
and if we happen to produce too much of some given commodity we are penalized by an exorbitant tax; in fact, we
pay taxes in every item of the cost of getting born, growing
up, growing old, even in dying.
Federal, State, and local governments combined are
spending approximately $70,000,000 a day, or $48,000 plus
every time the clock ticks. In 1913 the spending was at the
rate of $8,000,000 a day. The great Chief Justice Marshall
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said that the power to tax is the power to destroy; in other
words, the power to confiscate. The use of tax legislation
to punish, to confiscate, and redistribute wealth has no
place in the American program.
The tax burden has become so terrific that the taxpayer
no longer has the ability to pay. Evidence of this is clear,
for taxes are everywhere in default. We have moratoriums
and special legislation to defer the ultimate day of payment of existing taxes, and the result will be an increased
burden in the coming years. What a heritage we shall
leave to our children!
It is startling and appalling to note the mounting expenditures of government as contrasted with its receipts.
Observe:
Year

Federal Government

Receipts

$7 48, 000, 000
3, 697, 400, 000
3, 848, 400, ()()()
4, 219, 900, 000
5, 006, 500, 000
5, 306, 600, 000
4, 848, 000, 000

$747, 500, ()()()
3, 780, 100, 000
4, 033, 200, 000
3, 317, 200, ()()()
2, 121, 200, ()()()
2, 238, 300, 000
2, 305, 700, 000

expenditures
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000,000 was provided under regular appropriations and some
$13,000,000,000 or more were provided under extra appropriations for various governmental agencies.
We have been launched upon a program of spending billions of dollars as a means of returning prosperity; but we
cannot squander ourselves into prosperity nor bor row ourselves out of debt. Waste results in want. Reckless spending
creates debt and demands ever increasing and burdensome
taxes.
The old types of excise taxes and tariffs have long since
broken down as adequate vehicles to raise the necessary Federal revenues to meet the tremendous expenditures. Strange,
new, and un-American tax devices have been devised and
adopted to raise revenues to feed the insatiable maw of the
spending Frankenstein fastened on the body politic, and as
a case in point I wish to remark on the processing tax under
the Agricultural Adjustment Act.
PROCESSING TAX

1913.• - - -- ----- - -- ---- - -- - - - -- -------- - --- --- -- -- - - - 1925·_- - - --- - -- - - --- - -- -- ---- --- - -- ----- --- - ------- --- - -- - - --- ----'- --- - ---- ------- -------- ------_
1929.
193 L -________________________________________________
1932_______________________________________________ _
1933 _________________________________________________ _
1934 (8 months).-------------------------------------

Mr. Speaker, all the while increasing demands are being
made upon the Federal Government from every corner of
the United States in this wild scramble to dip into the
Federal Treasury, the . reason for which is to be found in
the fact that cities and counties and states have exhausted
their bonding capacities and depleted their treasuries. They
are now throwing the burden upon the Federal Government,
apparently unmindful of the fact that the Federal Government will pass the obligation back to thein through the
power of taxation in one form or another. The people of
the Nation have become inoculated with the idea that if
these burdens can be passed on to the Federal Government
they will obtain the desired relief and aid without having to
bear any portion of the burden. The tragedy and danger
of this tendency are that the farther the Government is
removed from the people, the more wasteful and corrupt it
will become.
As showing the growth of total National, State, and local
expenditures and the rising expenditures of the National
Government as compared with the State and local governments examine the following figures:
Years

1913_________________________________________________ _
1925___________________________________________ _
1930___________________________________________ _
1934________________________________________________ _

Percent by
National
State, and local Government
Total expenditures, national.

$2, 919, 000, 000
11, 126, 000, 000
13, 564, 000, 000
1 20, 000, 000, 000

24
34.2
30
66

1 Estimated.

There are two primary causes for the change in trend
indicated by the foregoing figures:
First. Local governments have limited powers to levy taxes
and are therefore unable to collect the needed revenue to
carry the extraordinary expenses of the depression resulting in their willingness · to side-step the obligation. The
States with varying degrees of persistence have declined to
take up the burden where local communities laid it down.
Second. The Federal Government has jumped into the
breach opened by the local communities and the States and
adopted a plan of action through which it hopes to buy back
prosperity through liberal appropriations in many directions. The cities and States have spent pennies while the
Federal Government has poured out dollars.
During the first session of the Seventy-third Congress
there was appropriated upward of $4,600,000,000. · The Democratic leaders so far have not announced their estimates of
the appropriations and authorizations of expenditures made
during this session, but these new obligations assumed by
the Government will make a total that is at once amazing
and appalling. From information now available it would
appear that during the second session upward of $3,600,-

The processing tax levied under this act, like all other
taxes, is passed on to the taxpayer and adds to his burden.
Moreover, this processing tax under the act is highly discriminatory and operates to enrich one group of States to
the detriment of another group. The Bureau of Internal
Revenue has provided :figures showing the total receipts
from the processing tax for the period from July 1, 1933,
down to and including April 30, 1934, and the Department
of Agriculture has provided figures showing the payments
to farmers for the same period. The taxpayer and the consumer will be interested in examining those :figures, which
I obtained from the Honorable JoHN TABER, Representative
from New York.
Processing tax collections and payments to farmers, July 1, 1933,
to Apr. 30, 1934
Payments

State

Alabama ___________________________ _

Arizona••• --------------------------Arkansas. _______ ---- ____ • ---------••
Caliiornia__ -----------------------Colorado. __ -----------------------Gonnecticut. ____ ---------------- ___ •
Delaware
.•. -------------------------_
Florida____________________________

g:_o,~filt~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
ldaho.• -----------------------------Illinois. _--------------. ----- -- ----- lndiana.----------------------------Iowa. _--------------------- ----- --Kansas. __ -------_ --- ___ ---•• --------

f:;~it;J~~---~:::::::::::::::: ::::::::
Maine.. __________ - _- _. _--- ---- -- ---Mary land (including District of
Columbia)_________________________
Massachusetts_______________________
Michigan____________________________

Collections
from processing tax

Rental and
benefit to
farmers

Surplus removal

$6, 561, 392. 33

$9, 612, 24.5. 97 -------------274, 859. 79
282, 420. 65 -------------509, 207. 74
10, 834, 045. 88 -------------7, 928, 675. 96
976, 853. 60
$116, 015. ~3
2, 435, 758. 02
1, 472, 063. 06 -------------1, 680, 705. 38
198, 818. 94 -------------352, 312. 16
77, 069. 96 -------------496, 428. 30
416, 128. 17 -------------13, 948, 53!>. 26
8, 783, 020. 88
81, 119. 00
554, 129. 04 ---------------- -------------333, 992. 18
2, 346, 406. 80 -------------36, 087, 849. 30
1, 732, 612. 41 28, 298, 572. 91
4, 316, 308. 43
1, 342, 068. 33 -------------6, 020, 205. 67
339, 670. 96 -------------10, 030, 643. 66
16, 816, 355. 88 -------------3, 368, 490. 93
218, 091. 72 -------------1, 273, 742. 95
5, 005, 782. 42 -------------1, 780, 648. 63 ---------------- -------------3, 401, 726. 92
17, 107, 741. 54
3,476, 569. 99

558, 541. 65 -------------96, 468. 40 -------------587, 606. 57 ------- -------

ae!r~::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:: ~~ ~~: ~ l~: ~: ~H~ --~:::~~:

Montana____________________________
Nebraska____________________________
Nevada... --------------------------New Hampshire ..___________________
New JerseY--------------------------

New Mexico-------------------------

New York___________________________
North Carolina______________________
North Dakota_______________________
Ohio________________________________
Oklahoma__________________________
Oregon._---------------------------Pennsylvania_______________________
Rhode Island._______________________
South Carolina______________________
South Dakota______________________
Tennessee -----------------------Texas·----------------------------Utah ... ----------------------------Vermont____________________________
Virginia_____________________________
Washington (including .Alaska)______

;~~~~~~=====================

1, 315, 666. 70
4, 238, 282. 28 ________ _
3, 238, 421. 57
4, 040, 745. 52 · 15, 1o4, Wo. 6a
120, 667. 93
20, 83S. 30 -------------1, 504, 183. 06
2, 288. 60 ------------ .•
3, 012, 596. 54
8, 020. 41 -------------129, 035. 21
709, 190. 45 ------------ :
31, 847, 946.10
55, 806. 63 -------------24, 365, 272. 53
4, 406, 051. 91 -------------860, 571. 01
9, 812, 130. 29 -------------9, 961, 054. 12
1, 505, 042. 75
580, 853. 99
2, 873, 353.17
16, 419, 276. 92 ------------ - 2, 087, 367. 55
1, 829, 248. 25
4, 004, 421. 72
8, 029, 497. 60
662, 275. 09 -------------2, 879, 197. 62 ---------------- -------------13, 864, 159. 44
5, 567, 614. 86 -------------358, 617. 00
3, 523, 326.18 -------------·
4, 552, 530. 64
3, 417, 320. 06 --------------··
8, 176, 941. 67
47, 044, 240. 10 -------------325, 480. 56
466, 945. 61 -------------252, 613. 48
2, 724. 95 -------------4, 942, 704. 96
831, 510. 88 -----------·-·

3, 026, 776. 96
2,

~g~: ~~ ~

3, 979, 787. 90 -------------·

~~:ill:~ ==============

Wyoming. ___ ----------------------Ui9, 942. 57
283, 894. 49 -------------Washington, D.C.------------------ ---------------- ---------------- $762, 332. 98
Total__________________________ 287, 43-i, 311. 56 , 185, 380, 511.11 55, 016, 336. 92
Expensoo of administration for this period, $1,3,833,187.20.

:1934
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Scrutiny of the foregoing figures reveals some startling
facts. For example, my State, California, paid over $7,900,000, while its farmers received rental benefit payments of
approximately $977,000, almost $7,000,000 less than the
amount collected in the State. Illinois paid over $36,000,000,
and its farmers received less than $2,000,000 rental benefit
payments. Massachusetts paid over $17,000,000, and received
less than $97,000. New York paid approximately $32,000,000,
and received less than $56,000.
The ramifications of the processing tax reach into almost
every activity in American life. Not only has it been imposed upon the basic agricultural commodities as ~efined by
law, but Congress, not with my vote, however, foollshly del~
gated power to the Secretary of Agriculture to extend his
taxina arm under the Agricultural Adjustment Act. What
appe;red to be a comparatively harmless provision is now
proving to be a heavy and sharp weapon in the hands of
the Secretary of Agriculture. By his dictum a tax aggregating millions and millions of dollars is being imposed upon
the American farmer in the guise of a so-called" compensating tax " on commodities, such as jute or burlap bags and
paper bags, which have been found by the Secretary to have
come into competition with cotton. This can be said, without danger of successful refutation, that the farmers of
California, the Pacific Northwest, and other States using
-jute or burlap bags in which' to market their agricultural
products are subsidizing the cotton grower, or, at least, w~re
doing so until recently when Congress passed an act abatmg
this COillpensating tax on jute or burlap bags. I am happy
to say that my strenuous efforts to have the compensating
tax on jute or burlap bags removed have been rewarded.
Mr. Speaker, lest anyone believe to the contrary, let me
say that the $287,434,311.56 collected from processing taxes
are collected within the Department of Agriculture as a
special tax and are not a part of but are in addition to
general revenues collected by the Government to be used
for general expenditures.
The national debt has reached a new high point for all
time at near $30,000,000,000, exceeding the national debt at
the close of the World War. With a huge spending program in prospect, the Federal debt will continue to mount
rapidly during the present fiscal year and probably the
fallowing year.
Optimists in high official positions have attempted to allay
apprehension of the mounting debt burden by stating that
the Nation can carry its projected national debt of $32,000,000,000 without serious concern. In such optimism lmks
great danger, since that $32,000,000,000 does not take into
account the long-term obligations of States, communities
and cities, real-estate mortgage loans, debts of railroads,
utilities, and like obligations of corporations, which comprise
an approximate grand total of $130,000,000,000, or one-half
of the estimated national wealth. The present and future
generations are mortgaged with that amount; What will
happen when the next depression comes, as come it will no
doubt, when our reserve power is so encumbered? We must
pause to ask how this Nation can recover by spending
billions and thus creating additional billions of debt. No
one who gives serious consideration to this matter can hope
for a revived industry and commerce and a restoration of
confidence in the minds of those who are expected to carry
on. It is time to remember the forgotten man, the taxpayer.
Mr. Speaker, the Honorable Arthur W. Hyde, former Secretary of Agriculture, recently delivered an able address
before the Missouri Republican Club of Kansas City, and the
following language particularly arrested my attention:
This year government in the United States has spent an amount
equal to 42 percent of the national income. If the Government
takes in taxes one-fourth of the national income next year, that
means that the people must work one-fourth of their time for the
Government. Neither men nor governments can eat next year's
seed corn without foreclosing the hope of next year's crop.
Somebody must pay. Somebody must pay the processing taxes
levied upon bread and meat and clothing. They will amount, we
a.re told, to $1,800,000,000 for the first 2 years. Somebody must
pay the mounting deficit. Somebody must pay for the $10,000,ooo,ooo program. Somebody must pay for manicuring the nails
of the inmates of southern hospitals, for cleaning up rural fence
rows, for hiring artists to paint murals, for catching rats in

Brooklyn, for · the army of bureaucrats scattered t~rough every
county in America drawing money which was appropriated for the
relief of the needy.
Somebody must pay these huge sums, these mounting deficits.
The Government has no funds except those it collects from its
citizens by taxation. Who pays? The consumer pays. Som_etimes
he pays directly in taxes; sometimes he pays indirectly m the
price of what he buys. But always the consumer pays, because
the consumer is all of us.
·

In conclusion, Mr. Speaker, I wish to say that my record
in this Congress has been consistent with and builded upon
the pledge I gave the people of my district when I aspired
to this high office. I promised them then that I stood for
a reduction in the high costs of government which have
made property ownership a burden; for lower taxes and
the equalization of the tax burden; for the reorganization
of the governmental structure to (a) eliminate unnecessary
duplications of bureaus, commissions, waste, and extravagance; to (b) establish more efficiency and greater economy
in government; and that I stood against political expediency as represented in pork-barrel legislation, the patronage
system, the spoils system, pay-roll racketeering, and other
sharp political practices which have contributed to the everincreasing high cost of government. I now stand committed
to the accomplishment of the foregoing purposes.
SUBCOMMITTEE REPORT ON BILL H.R. 9570, AMENDING THE SUGAR
ACT OF MAY 9, 1934, BY FIXING A DE~INITE RAW-SUGAR QUOTA
FOR PUERTO RICO AT 37 5,000 TONS, AND REMOVING ALL LIMITATIONS AND RESTRICTIONS ON ITS DIRECT-CONSUMPTION SUGAR

Mr. LANZETI'A. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my
remarks in the RECORD, I include the report of the Subcommittee on Agriculture on bill H.R. 9570:
REPORT

The Subcommittee on Agriculture, to whom was referred the
bill (H.R. 9570) to amend the act of May 9, 1934, entitled "An
act to include sugar beets and sugar cane as basic agricultural
commodities under the Agricultural Adjustment Act, and for
other purposes'', having considered the same, report thereon and
recommend to the comm.ittee as a whole that the bill do pass.
J. R.

MlTcHELL,

Chairman.

SCOPE OF THE BILL

Briefly stated, this bill is presented to correct a condition
not contemplated by the President's sugar legislation, and
particularly by the Sugar Act of May 9, 1934. This bill
affects no other sugar-producing area of the United States.
It is offered for two purposes, namely:
First. To remove the restriction on the industrialization
of sugar in Puerto Rico-a restriction which does not apply
to sugar refineries in continental United States and which
was neither contemplated in the original sugar legislation
nor favored by the Department of Agriculture.
Second. To assure Puerto Rico of a fixed sugar quota of
875,000 short tons, raw value.
GENERAL STATEMENT

This bill has as its object the stabilization of the sugar
industry in Puerto Rico. Unless immediate relief is given
the people of Puerto Rico will suffer untold hardships and
social and industrial unrest will increase on the island.
This bill follows substantially to a great degree the President's sugar message of February 8, 1934. The general plan
outlined in the President's message, with a fair allowance for
hurricane losses, is all that this bill contemplates.
Puerto Rico now ranks eighth in the world market for
products produced in continental United States. Puerto
Rico purchases its entire consumption needs of every basic
agricultural commodity, with the exception of sugar and
tobacco, from the United States, its mother country. To
maintain this purchasing power in these commodities and
to help replace it in the position it formerly occupied as the
sixth best world market for continental products, it is necessary that this bill be passed.
Four-fifths of the island's population of 1,600,000 is entirely dependent on sugar. This bill will assure Puerto Rico
of stability in the ·one crop upon which practically the entire island is dependent, and to repeat, the other areas of
the United States will not be affected by the passage of this
bill.
The people of Puerto Rico feel deeply the discriminations
directed toward them in the Sugar Act of May 9, 1934. They;
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have reason for this feeling in that the Stigar Act of May 9,
1934, sets them apart as a different kind of American citizen than those resident in continental United States. The
passage of this bill will forestall a total collapse of the
sugar industry and will strengthen the morale of the people on the island.
The people of Puerto Rico feel the Sugar Act of May 9,
1934, in limiting the industrialization of refined sugar on
the island and at the same time permitting unlimited refining of sugar on the mainland~ together with the lack
of assurance of a fixed quota of raw sugar, is too much discrimination. Especially so when a foreign country is not
asked to share a proportionate burden, but is, on the contrary, assured of increased benefits at the expense of American territory.
To insist on the continuance of such a policy tends to
ccmpletely demoralize the industry and the morale of the
1,600,000 American citizens in the island. Wide-spread discontent and unrest is already reported.
The existing facilities in the island for the industrialization of refined sugar are fixed investments, expanded at the
epecial request of the government of Puerto Rico. These
investments represent several million dollars. To allow the
Eugar Act of May 9, 1934, to stand uncorrected amounts in
effect to a confiscation of this property.
The War Department has substantially approved the substance of this bill and recommended changes in the Sugar
Act of May 9, 1934, as is shown in the memorandum of
that Department.
The people of Puerto Rico, through their legislature, have
petitioned the United States Congress for statehood. With
such a spirit predominant among 1,600,000 American citizens on the islands, it is a matter of justice that this bill,
which will remove the stigma of discrimination against
them, be acted on favorably by the Congress.
RALPH F. LOZIER, A FRIEND OF THE VETERANS
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creases to which they were entitled. That compromise· in:
June 1933 embodied the best terms that could then be
obtained.
BILL TO CORRECT INJUSTICE OF ECONOMY ACT

In the early days of the present session of Congress I
introduced H.R. 7853, to restore and increase pensions and
compensation allowances to vetel'ans of the World War and
their widows and orphans. This bill embodied the clarified
provisions of the four-point program of the American Legion.
PRESUMPTIVE CASES

It provided that where service connection for a disease,
injury, or death had, prior to March 19, 1933, been estab-

lished, either directly or presumptively under the laws then
in force, and which service connection was severed by the
Economy Act or regulations thereunder, such service connection and rates for payment for direct or presumptive service.connected disabilities should be restored.
PENSIONS FOR WORLD WAR WIDOWS

My bill provided for needy widows and children of World
War veterans at the rate of $15 a month for the widow, $5 a
month for the first child, and $3 for each additional child,
on the same conditions and rates provided for the widows
and dependents under then existing law.
RESTORATION OF HOSPITAL PRIVILEGES

bill called for the restol"ation of hospitalization privi ..
leges restricted to Veterans' Administration facilities where
a veteran needs hospitalization and is not able to pay for it.
My

REGULATIONS UNDER ECONOMY ACT TOO DRASTIC ,

No person who has studied the subject can escape the conviction that the Economy Act and regulations promulgated
thereunder made an unreasonable and entirely too drastic
reduction in veterans' pensions and compensation, and my
bill proposed to correct this injustice and substantially
restore the rates in force· before the enactment of the
economy bill.

THE GOVERNMENT SHOULD DEAL FAIRLY WITH VETERANS
Mr. LOZIER. Mr. Speaker, during my congressional servIt was my thought that ina1Smuch as the Government was
ice of nearly 12 years I have handled many thousands of
claims of veterans and their dependents. Of course, I made spending billions to aid and rehabilitate numerous industrial,
no charge for this service. In those 12 years I have probably financial, business, and other groups, much of which ex-

established more compensation and pension claims than any
other Member of either the House or the Senate. My long
experience as an attorney enabled me not only to construe
the technical details of the pension and compensation laws
but also to understand the character and quantity of evidence necessary to establish a pension or compensation
claim. In preparing the case of a veteran, I proceeded as
carefully as if I were an attorney preparing a case for trial.
It was a pleasure to serve the veterans of all wars.
THE 1933 VETERANS' LEGISLATION COMPROMISE

In June 1933, during the closing days of the first Congress

following President Roosevelt's inauguration, I served as a
member of a veterans' committee appointed by the House
Democratic steering committee to confer with the President
and bring about an increase in pensions and veterans' allowances, and to secure liberalization of the entirely too drastic regulations promulgated by the Veterans' Administration
under the provisions of the Economy Act. Largely as a result of the work of that committee a compromise was reached
which materially liberalized the regulations relating to pensions and compensations, and added $100,000,000 to the payments received by veterans for the year 1933.
WIDOWS AND ORPHANS RESTORED TO PENSION ROLLS

This compromise negotiated by my committee also re-

penditure is in reality a gift or thinly veiled dole, then
under these conditions a sound public policy demands that,
as to service-connected disabilities, there should be a restoration of the rates tha-t prevailed before the enactment of
the Economy Act.
As long as the Government deals with prodigal liberality
with practically every other group of our citizenry, we
should not deal stingily or penuriously with our veterans
whose service-connected disabilities have substantially re ..
duced, and in many cases destroyed, their capacity to eairn
a livelihood.
SPANISH-AMERICAN PENSIONS

I also introduced H.R. 7868, an act to increase the pen..
sions of Spanish-American War veterans. Unquestionably
the pensions that were paid this group under the Economy
Act were grossly inadequate. Following the enactment of
the economy bill, Spanish-American War pensions were subjected to a more drastic reduction than pensions of any
other group of veterans, but my bill proposed to correct this
injustice and practically restore the Spanish-American pension rates that prevailed before the passage of the Economy
Act.
It also proposed the payment of pensions to widows of
veterans who served 90 days or more in the service during
the Philippine insurrection or the China relief expedition,
from April 21, 1898, to July 4, 1902, at the rate of $30 per
month during their widowhood, together with a pension to
minor children under the age of 16 years in the sum of $6
per month.
In short, the two bills introduced by me would have sub ..
stantially restored the compensatipn of World War veterans
and the pensions of Spanish-American War veterans to the
level that prevailed before the passage of the Economy Act.

stored to the pension rolls the widows and dependents of
36,000 deceased World War veterans without any reduction
whatever in their pensions. While this compromise materially increased Spanish-American War pensions and put
back on the pension rolls many thousand Spanish-American
War veterans whose pensions had been withdrawn under the
regulations prescribed by the Veterans' Administration
under the Economy Act, still the compromise did not give
the Spanish-American War veterans their just proportion of VETERANS' LEGISLATION, SEVENTY-THIRD CONGRESS, SECOND SEsSION
the $100,000,000 increase as a result of said compromise, nor
During the present session of Congress I actively supported
did the compromise give to the World War veterans in- legislati9n to correct the grave injustice that had been <:}.one
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veterans and their dependents by the harsh regulations issued by the Veterans' Administration under the so-called
"Economy Act." I voted for the House amendments to the
independent omces appropriation bill, which substantially
met the demands of the World War veterans, while the
Senate amendment increased pensions and allowances to a
point where it was very evident that the President would
veto the bill if it carried the Senate provisions, and with
the Senate amendment in the bill it could not be passed
over the President's veto, while, on the other hand, it was
generally believed that the President would approve the bill
if it carried the House amendment.
With reference to Spanish-American War pensions, there
was but little difference between Senate and House amendments. The Senate amendments provided that SpanishAmerican War pensions should be restored to 90 percent
of the rates that prevailed before the passage of the Economy Act, while the House amendment provided that the
increase should not be less than 75 percent.
While the House amendment did not give the veterans
all they demande~ or all I think they were entitled to,
nevertheless I believe that it represented the most that we
could hope to get for the veterans at that time and under
existing conditions. As a friend of the veterans, I thought
it would be a mistake to insist on the Senate amendments,
well knowing that their adoption would invite a certain
veto, while we hoped that the bill carrying the House amendments would meet with Executive approval.
Nothing was to be gained by demanding something for
the veterans that we knew could not possibly be obtained.
In legislative matters I have always tried to be practical and look at every question from a practical standpoint.
Believing that the rates prescribed by the House amendments were not excessive, and that while reasonably fair to
the veterans they were not unfair to the Government, I
voted to override the Presidential veto of this measure. No
Member of Congress has more loyally or whole-heartedly
supported President Roosevelt's forward-looking, epochmarking, history-making program, and this I will continue
to do.
I have a profound respect and unfeigned affection for our
great President. His admirable qualities, intellectual integrity, broad catholicity, tolerance of opinion, · and charity
by which he judges the motives and sincerity of his fellow
men have made him a world character, and securely anchored him in the confidence and affections of the American
people. At no time has the President applied or sought to
apply any species of pressure or_coercion to force Members
of Congress to oppose legislation which they believed to be
:wise and necessary or to support legislation which they considered inexpedient, unwise, and unsound.
The President's greatness, broadness, and tolerance are
reflected in his generous estimates of other men's virtues,
good qualities, and sincerity of purpose. I am sure the
President would not have Members of Congress surrender
their honest convictions in reference to important legislation, but he would have Congress exercise its constitutional
prerogatives, and its Members vote in harmony with their
convictions and deliberate judgment. The President has
never claimed that his judgment and policies were infallible,
but has said that he would be satisfied if experience demonstrated he was right 75 percent of the time. Slightly disagreeing with the President on veterans' legislation, I, nevertheless, have a record of practically 100-percent loyal support of the President and his policies.
SEVENTY-THIRD CONGRESS STRENGTHENED AGRICULTURE AND
BANKING

Mr. SNYDER. Mr. Speaker, when the history of the Seventy-third Congress is written it will be known as the "Congress of constructive and Nation-building achievements."
I notice that the Seventy-third Congress is next to the
shortest Congress in the last hundred years. It will be
recorded in the pages of history that it was not only the
shortest but that there was less said by Congressmen in this
session than in any other session in the last 30 years, and
more accomplished than any Congress since the Civil WaL
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In a former statement in the RECORD I said that the
Constitution was broad enough and :flexible enough to protect all the people all of the time. To protect all of the
people all of the time we must have a legislative program
that adjusts itself to the needs of all of the sections of the
country, The Seventy-third Congress gave to the people
of the Nation a nation-building and citizenship-building
program, and just like all well-organized companies, such as
railroad companies and banking institutions and manufacturing institutions, elect a president to oversee or superintend the carrying out of the program that the board or
executive staff agrees upon, so the Seventy-third Congress
placed in the hands of a· superintendent-the President of
the United States-the power in many instances to put into
effect and carry out the various measures enacted by Congress, so that the very best interests of all of the people
of all of the Nation will be best served.
The whole program focuses toward one broad comprehensive aim-to put all of the people who wish to work
back to work at a living wage. To do this it was absolutely
necessary to enact certain pieces of legislation that were
unlike former legislation enacted by Congress. For instance, in agriculture:
When I was a boy, and later a high-school teacher and
principal, I was interested in agriculture. I would go back
to the old farm. where I was born and reared and my brother
would ask me, "What are they doing for the farmer ?" I
would tell him of the various acts of Congress, but in 1932
he praceeded to tell me that he was of the opinion that all
of the acts of Congress with reference to helping the farmer
were failures. In a large measure he was right. In former
sessions of Congress they were just as sincere as the Seventy-third Congress when it came to their wishes and desires to help the farmer. However, it is believed now that
they did not have the right set-up of procedure. In fact,
the only conclusion you can draw is that the conditions of
the country with reference to the farmer and his activities
were growing worse and worse each year.
Something had to be done. The Seventy-third Congress
set up the N.R.A. The N.R.A. has been successful in its 9
months of application. The principles embodied in the
N.R.A. are here to stay. The name may change and the
method of application, the procedure, may change, but the
fundamental principles embodied in the N.R.A. as a Government procedure to care for its people are here to stay for all
time.
In May 1933 Congress passed the Farm Relief Act which
embodied in substance the following:
For direct agricultural relief by authorizing the Secretary
of Agriculture to force increased farm prices either through
allocating production or through leasing of land for the
purpose of withdrawing it from production and to license
and tax processors of agricultural products to pay the cost
of this program.
It arranged for farm-mortgage relief by granting authorization for the refinancing of farm mortgages at 4¥2-percent
interest through the issuance of not more than $2,000,000,000 in Government bonds, the interest of which-but
not the principal-would be guaranteed by the Government.
It authorized a broad inflation program involving the expansion of Federal Reserve credits by as much as $3,000,ooo,ooo in Treasury notes secured not by gold but solely by
the credit of the United States Government; also authorized
the President-in the so-called " Thomas amendment " to
devalue the gold content of the dollar as much as 50 percent,
and for 6 months from the passage of the act to accept up
to $200,000,000 of silver at a price not exceeding 50 cents
an ounce in payment for war debts due from any foreign
government to the United States.
It empowered the R.F.C. to make loans in an aggregate
not exceeding $50,000,000 to drainage, levee, irrigation, and
similar districts.
Additional measures that we passed to stabilize the farmers of the Nation are the Parm Credit Act and Farm Mortgage Refinancing Act, both measures passed during this
session of Congress. Added to these we gave the farmers
the Crop Loan Act, the Cotton Control Act, the Sugar Act,
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and the cattle, cotton, dairy relief resolution. We gave the
farmer stabilizing legislation in the same proportion and of
the same comparative strength as we had always given to
manufacturers and manufacturing institutions. Then to
make him secure, the Seventy-third Congress passed in its
final hours the Farm Mortgage Act, which protects those
who were tryi.ng to keep and pay for their farms. As soon
as the farmers learn of the details of this act they will be
forever grateful to the Democratic Party and the Seventythird Congress. Being a farmer boy, I am happy that I had
a part in making it possible for the farmer to receive the
same consideration as other big industries and big institutions.
BANKING AND SECURITIES

Even the children 10 years old remember the gloom that
hung over the Nation March 4, 5, 6, 7, 1933. The gloom was
caused by weak and ineffective banking laws and measures
of the Nation and the several States. And as a result,
crooks and jokers and bad · m~nagers of banks and similar
institutions not only Tabbed the masses of multiplied billions
of dollars but created a social and industrial condition that
closeri. down our mills and factories and mines, and threw
multiplied millions of our men out of work and put them in
the .soup houses and bread lines all over the Nation, where
the Democratic Congress found them on March 3, '1933.
It. is an inspiration to all the people all over the Nation
when they see the effects of the new banking laws passed by
the Seventy-third Congress. The bankers themselves are
happy, and the multiplied millions of depositors know now
for the first time in the history of banking in this country
that if they take $1,000 to any authorized bank carrying the
insurance feature, that a thousand dollars will be there for
them when they ·go back to get it. They know that the bank
door will not be shut in theil' face. They know that if they
take $2,500 to the bank, that it will be there when they go
after it. It gives the individual as well as the community
and the Nation a feeling of confidence and stability.
The banking structure built by the Seventy-third Congress
will not be fully appreciated for some few years to come.
The.re a.re many reasons why it will be appreciated, but two
of the main reasons are that a large group of the people lost
everything they had and don't have much use for a bank,
and another large group, mounting into the millions in number, have lost all confidence in banking institutions, and it
will take some time before they will use the banks as they did
in the years prior to the financial deluge of November 192~.
The gold repeal joint resolution Congress passed in June
1933, plus the Gold Reserve Act of January 30, 1934, and the
stabilizing Silver Purchase Act, which is now in the hands
of the President for his signature, are measures that when
thoroughly applied over a space of years will stabilize the
monetary sYstem of not only our system but the nations of
.the world, ~nd add to _the strength of our banking institutions.
The stenographers, the clerks, the postal employees, the
caddies, the waitresses, the-farmers, the miners, and all other
groups, including the stock-exchange people themselves, are
complimenting the Seventy-third Congress and the Democratic Party for having the courage and the wisdom to give
the Nation the Securities Exchange Act. This act will protect everybody that wishes to invest in the several securities,
whether they be bonds, stocks, or whatnot. This act is of
such vast importance and of interest to such a large group
that I will here give you a brief interpretation of the bill,
because you can use it in your everyday walks of life:
The act provides for the regulation of securities exchanges
and over-the-counter markets operating in interstate and
foreign commerce and through the mails and the prevention
of inequitable and unfair practices on such exchanges and
markets.
It gi-anted far-reaching control over the exchanges to the
Federal Government and undertakes to curb excessive speculation and unethical practices and protect investors.
It establishes a bipartisan securities and exchange commission of five members, appointed by the President with
Senate consent, to administer the act and also to take over
from the Federal Trade Commission the administration of
the Securities Act of 1933'.
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It requires the licensing of an stock exchanges and the
registration of all listed securities with the new commission,
the registration statement to contain 10 categories of facts,
set out in the act, and any fm·ther financial statements
which the commission might deem necessary. Corporations
with registered securities to be required in addition to
file periodical reports certified by independent puplic accountants.
It defines the functions of dealers, brokers, and specialists,
bans manipulative practices to establish artificial prices for
securities, and provides penalties of $10,000 or 2 years' imprisonment, or both, for those willfully and knowingly violating its provisions or any rule or regulation made under
the a.ct.
The maximum penalty where an exchange is the violator .
is set at $500,000.
It provides for the regulation of margins and brokers'
credit by the commission and the Federal Reserve Board,
and that the Federal Reserve Board should prescribe rules
and regulations with respect to the amount of credit that
may be initially extended and subsequently maintained on
any security--0ther than an exempted security-registered
on a national securities exchange.
It stipulates that for the initial extension of credit such
rules and regulations should be based upon the following
standard: An amount not greater than whichever is the
higher of {1) 55 percent of the current market price of the
security or (2) 100 percent of the lowest market price of the
security dlll'ing the preceding 36 calendar months, but not
more than 75 percent of the current market price.
It empowers the Federal Reserve Board to raise or lower
the margin requirements for the initial extension or maintenance of credit when it deems such action necessary.
It grants to any person aggrieved by an order of the new
commission the right of court review in the Circuit Court
of Appeals of the United States.
It carries several modifying amendments to the Securities
Act of 1933 to meet severe criticisms of business and industry.
FARM BANKRUPTCY ACT

Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, on Saturday, June 23, from
12: 30 to 1 :30 p.m., Station WMAL, Washington, D.C., over
a Nation-wide hook-up of the National Broadcasting System, I shall address the people of the United States and
acquaint them with the details and merits of the most
humane legislation ever passed by a Congress of the United
States.
The legislation I refer to is the Farm Bankruptcy Act, enacted into law on the last day of the session of Congress.
The address will be made during the national farm hour.
The time will be divided between Mr. Edward E. Kennedy,
secretary of the National Farmers Union, who will speak
from Chicago, and myself speaking in Washington, D.C .
A NEW DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE

The Farm Bankruptcy Act passed both the House of Representatives and Senate today. With the enactment of this
bill, which now awaits the President's signature to become
operative, a new era of peace and hope dawns upon the
American farmer.
No longer will he fear the summons of the sheriff. No
longer will he scan in mortal terror the columns of his newspaper to learn whether judgments have been taken, foreclosure proceedings started, or orders of sale issued. No
longer will he wear out hand and heart and brain, slaving
and toiling under the brutal lash of the iron-hearted money
lenders and Shylocks. This bill provides a moratorium for
6 years.
Four years ago, when I started a national crusade for the
enactment of a national moratorium agaip.st foreclosure of
farm real estate, I was laughed at, scoffed at, ridiculed by
the bankers, insurance companies, real-estate dealers, ruthless lawyers, professional politicians,. ·and the 36-percent
loan sharks. These inhuman leeches and vampires were
sucking the lifeblood of the farmers day by day and wanted
no interference. They wanted to bleed them-white.
In the primary and election campaigns of 1932 a farm
moratorium was the first plank in my platform. Promptly
~n entering the Seventy-third Congress I introduced two
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bills which provided for a complete cessation of foreclosures,
and which, if enacted into law at that time, would have
stopped the bloody slaughter of at least 500,000 farmers.
During that history-making special session of the Seventythird Congress I waged a single-handed fight for the enactment of this humanitarian measure.
Shortly after Congress convened in its regular session I
laid on the Speaker's desk a petition to discharge the Committee on the Judiciary from further consideration of the
bill. Following an interval of several weeks, my efforts, together with that great friend of the farmers, Congressman
WILLIAM LEMKE, of North Dakota, were concentrated in a
long but successful drive to secure 145 signatures on the
petition to discharge the Ways and Means Committee from
further consideration of the Frazier-Lemke bill to refinance
existing farm mortgages at 3-percent interest, which included
amortization of the loan.
Our efforts succeeded in securing the requisite number of
signatures, but consideration of the bill was blocked and
prevented by parliamentary tricks from those who opposed
its passage.
In the meantime I had prepared a bill of my own which
:would not only have established an immediate moratorium
against all foreclosures, orders of sale, and deficiency judgments but which included also all the salient features of the
bill prepared by Mr. LEMKE and introduced by Mr. McKEoWN.
However, owing to the rapidity with which Congress was
completing its work and preparing to adjourn, once again I
deferred to my friend and colleague, Congressman LEMKE,
and supported his bill vigorously and militantly.
When the Senate bill reached the House, the major portion was stricken out and the House bill substituted. After
a series of trips back and forth from Senate to House, House
to conference, conferees to Senate, and so forth, there came
the momentous hour when it was a race against time to
secure final action by both Houses before adjournment.
About 11 o'clock Saturday night, I was informed by the
distinguished Senator from Alabama [Mr. BANKHEAD] that
a Senate amendment had been added, and it would be
necessa-ry for the House conferees to accept the amendment and secure quick action, since we both expected that
adjournment would be taken within the hour. Hurriedly,
I summoned the Honorable MARVIN H. JONES, Chairman of
the Committee on Agriculture and WILLIAM LEMKE, author
of the bill, with the result that the amendment was accepted
and adopted by the House.
It so happened, however, tha-t the House and Senate, instead of adjourning, recessed until Monday. After convening Monday, to our amazement it was learned that the
bill had been lost in conference and could not be found.
Jmmediately upan the receipt of this information, the distinguished Senator from Louisiana, Mr. HUEY P. LoNG, announced that a filibuster would be conducted unless the bill
was found and acted on promptly.
I obtained from the majority floor leader, the Honorable
J osEPH W. BYRNS, and the illustrious Speaker of the House,
the Honorable HENRY T. RAINEY, assurances that the conference report would be called up for consideration and
action just as soon as it was found and presented.
I am haippy to conclude this statement by saying that
within 2 hours the bill was found, promptly acted upon by
both the Senate and the House, thereby writing a new declaration of independence far the tillers of the soil-the real
knights of nature's nobility-and without whom this great
country of ours would soon perish.
THE NEW DEAL AND THE COLORED CITIZEN
Mr. GAVAGAN. Mr. Speaker, representing the Twentyfirst Congressional District of New York, including the
greater part of Harlem, the native State of both President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt and Hon. James A. Farley, Postmaster General of the United States and chairman of the
Democratic National Committee, I therefore take peculiar
pride in setting forth in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD as I see
it just how the colored citizen has fared under the new
deal.
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It is understood, of course, that as part of the whole
citizenry the colored American citizen has and will enjoy
the same wholesome benefits to be derived from higher
standards of living, increased wages, and better housing
conditions in the national recovery program as his fellow
compatriots.
It has been iilcreasingly evident that President Roosevelt,
unlike his predecessor, as well as Mrs. Roosevelt, have drawn
no color line at the White House.
The Chief Executive of the United States entertained
President Stenio Vincent, of Haiti, and then posed with him
for a picture and the sound movies. He was no less diffident
in the honor freely bestowed upon his classmates of Harvard
University, among them some 14 distinguished colored citizens. They and their f amities found the sociability of the
President and Mrs. Roosevelt as they chatted on the White
House lawn most stimulating. The little 6-year-old colored
boy during the Easter-egg rolling fete who was "shot" in
the picture with the three other youngsters got a great thrill
out of holding the hand of the First Lady of the land while
she beamed the Roosevelt smile before the battery of cameramen for the edification of all and sundry everywhere, at
home and abroad. It recalled a like picture taken on her
visit to the Virgin Islands. Mrs. Roosevelt's deeds have been
no less significant than her speeches, especially the admonition to the educational leaders of the Nation assembled in
Washington when she stoutly condemned double standards
in teachers' salaries, buildings, equipment, and educational
opportunities practiced to the detriment and social welfare
of the whole country, and the colored citizen more specifically,
Mrs. Franklin Delano Roosevelt, addressing a group of
race educators in Washington, declared:
The day of really working together has come. We must learn to
work together regardless of race, creed, or color.

After telling the conference that she favored equal educational opportunities for every child in the land, she said:
We can have no group beaten down, underprivileged, without
reaction on the rest. Where the standard of education is low, the
standard of living is low.

Unfortunately, Mrs. Roosevelt's address did not receive
the widespread publicity it should have had. Such preachments as she uttered should be especially emphasized in the
South, where black men and women have been deprived of
education and training, which would have been beneficial
both to them and the communities in which they live.
We congratulate Mrs. Roosevelt in her courageous stand
for those principles which, if adhered to, will ultimately
banish the brutalizing influences of the southern white man
and enable him to recognize that the South cannot rise to
its proper place economically, socially, and politically until
it becomes educated beyond the distressing influences of
hate, greed, and selfishness.
The colored race must be educated, to be sure, but the
Nation must be educated as well to the paint where it can
appreciate the advantages to be obtained from a unified
spiritual accord inherently applicable to all citizens alike.
The fact that President Roosevelt granted Walter White,
secretary of the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People, an hour in the White House study Sunday a fortnight ago to get the facts as only he could reveal
them on the history of lynchings and mob violence in this
country must be construed as a distinctly forward step.
The President's personal interest, and that of the administration, was further borne out by the pressure upon Congress to pass the Wagner-Costigan Federal antilynching bill,
favorably reported by the Senate Judiciary Committee. It
is the first serious effort in this direction taken in the past
6 years that I have been here. Many promises to introduce and push such legislation had been written into certain
party platforms, but up to the advent of this administration
no action had been taken to put it through Congress.
In passing, a citation of the fact that there are 52 employees in the White House proper, of which 28 are colored
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men and women, today is pertinent; 5 chauffeurs, 3 of them
colored, and a half dozen messengers in the office of the
President, and 1 clerk, Edgar Pryor, . who was requested
because of his expert knowledge of naval affairs, acquired
while employed in the office of Assistant Secretary of the
NavY, the position held by the present Commander in Chief
during the administration of President Woodrow Wilson.
President Roosevelt's personal bodyguard is Gus Grenich,
and his constant attendant Irvin Henry McDuffie, incorrectly designated by a newspaper writer as a Scotchman,
but he is, as a matter of fact, a highly respected member of
the colored race, once a partner of the Herndon Barber
Shop, of Atlanta, Ga., one of the most successful businesses
of its kind in America. Mrs. Allen, steward and director of
the White House cuisine, holds a most responsible position.
She is a colored woman of splendid training and fine personality.
T'.ae country has become so certain of the wholesome
implications of the new deal in all its ramifications that
no question was raised and not a dissenting vote cast in the
United States Senate against the confirmation of Dr. William J. Thompkins, of Kansas City, Mo., for recorder of
deeds of the District of Columbia. The fact that President
Roosevelt saw fit to honor a distinguished colored citizen by
such an appointment was sufficient to receive the unreserved
official public approbation of North and South alike and
every one of the 96 Senators' affirmative votes.
Missouri's particular pride in this unprecedented recognition of one of its most renowned leaders in professional,
civic, and business achievement has known no race limitations and New York joins in its felicitations. President
Roosevelt, as Governor of New York, portended this greater
national recognition of our colored citizens when he signed
the bill, twice vetoed, which made possible the election of the
two only municipal judgeships in the country held by
colored lawyers, excepting the District of Columbia.
No little credit for Dr. Thompkins' high place today in the
United States Government may be attributed to the faithfulness in which Postmaster General James A. Farley and the
dynamic leader of the party has carried through the promise of the platform of the 1932 Democratic National Convention written in Chicago, "Equal rights for all, special
privileges for none."
G. Victor Cools, of New York, a graduate of Columbia University, and well-known economic expert, and John Prescott Murchison, Lincoln University, Jefferson City, Mo., have
been appointed regional project managers with two other
colored leaders for the subsistence homesteads division.
Many States have been recognized in this very important
organization as well as the Home Owners' Loan Corporation. Thousands of families have been given a new start in
life through these services. Several laws passed by Congress
during this session will enable the Administrator of the
Agricultm·al Adjustment Act to better protect the interests
of the tenant farmer in the South, so many of whom are
colored.
The President outlined in his final message to Congress
legislation which will guarantee in the future to every family,
regardless of race, creed, or color, absolute security of a job,
unemployment insurance, a home, an education, and oldage pension. It is significant that in Richmond, Va., one
of the two most successful "self-help subsistence projects "-the other is Lansing, Mich.-out of 300 under the
stipervision of Administrator Harry L. Hopkins, of the Federal Emergency Relief Commission, that both colored and
white families are working together for decent American
living standards.
The Civilian Conservation Corps has absorbed 50,000
white and colored boys, who were hitch hiking over the
country, to the great boon of these fine American youngsters out on their own; likewise the general peace and safety
of every comm.unity in the .country; has been thereby
brought a little nearer reality. Many others from large
families in urban centers have added the full weight of
their mighty · sinews of brain and muscle to reforestation
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and the like, while providing at the same time $25 a month
cash relief to the folks back home. Employment, too, has
come to colored recreational leaders, doctors, and nurses
from the establishment throughout the country of these
C.C.C. camps. There has been no color line in this service
to American boys and American families. It is estimated
there are a million colored men and women on work relief
by the Federal Emergency Relief Commission. Positions as
accountants, auditors, clerks, stenographers, case aides,
tabulators, statisticians, technical supervisors, nurses, teachers, doctors, foremen, timekeepers, skilled and unskilled
laborers have been created under this new-deal governmental set-up to a greater degree than ever before afforded
the colored citizen. Many thousands of these are scattered
over the five boroughs of New York as elsewhere.
The " little cabinet " and the much-discussed " brain
trust" have had their counterpart in the administration
bringing into the Government such well-known colored
leaders and highly trained social experts as Eugene Kinkle
Jones, Yale University graduate, and for 25 years executive
secretary of the National Urban League, with headquarters
in New York, as the special adviser on Negro affairs to
Secretary of the Department of Commerce, Hon. Daniel C.
Roper; Forester B. Washington, director Atlanta School of
Social Science, as an assistant to the Honorable Harry L.
Hopkins, Administrator of the Federal Emergency Relief
Commission; and Earl R. Moses, MA., University of Chicago,
and research director of the Chicago Urban League, as a
member of the Research and Statistics Bureau of the Federal
Emergency Relief Commission; Robert L. Vann, Special
Assistant Attorney General under Attorney General Cummings; William Hastie, Harvard University, and Theopolius
Mann, lliinois University, attorneys in the Department of the
Secretary of the Interior, Hon. Harold L. Ickes; and Prof.
H. D. Hunt, of Fort Valley, Ga., in the Farm Credit Administration; T. M. Campbell, Tuskegee, and J. B. Pierce,
Hampton Institute, in the Department of Agriculture, under
Secretary Henry A. Wallace. L. A. Oxley, of North Carolina, was appointed as labor arbitrator and adviser on Negro
affairs in the Department of Labor by Secretary Frances
Perkins.
In the 17 Southern States, with nearly 2,000,000 illiterates
and a 10,000,000 population of colored citizens, over a half
million colored persons were taught to read and write during
the past year, according to Dr. Coliver, farmer dean of Fisk
University and assistant to Dr. Alderman, head of the adult
educational program under the Federal Emergency Relief
Administration; too, the school term was extended 2 months
and the salaries of a thousand colored school teachers increased. A real frontal attack against illiteracy has been
made and is continuing under the personal impetus of Mrs.
Roosevelt's leadership.
In Chicago 114 colored school teachers are now employed
under the new deal continuation summer school at a
salary of $100 per month, and an equal number of nurses
are also on the job. A like opportunity is presented to every
community in the United States and the islands of the sea
under our jurisdiction. One hundred and twenty colored
colleges of higher learning provided between 15 and 20
dollars a mont.ti per capita during the past year from
Federal funds which benefited nearly 4,000 colored students. Howard University and the Freedmen's Hospital
in Washington received $2,000,000 from the Public Works
Administration.
These generous and general doses of new educational op ..
portunities made possible along constructive social lines in
every State of the Union for all alike should prove an
incalculable asset in the development of an enlightened and
happier citizenship.
In the department of Government giving permanent employment to the largest number of colored wor\ters notable
progress has been made under Postmaster General James A.
Farley, both in status and working conditions.
Thousands of ex-service men and their families were benefited by the extra jobs in the post office, created by the boll ..
day rush of the Yuletide.
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The New York post office has made many promotions in
the past year, a policy, I understand, carried out all over
the country along with the erection of many modern postoffice buildings.
In Pittsburgh at the Wylie Avenue post office, the office of
the district supervisor is capably filled by a colored postal
employee, promoted under Postmaster General James A.
Farley to the new rank, now, for nearly a year. It was one
of the first official acts of this high official in the President's
Cabinet.
Colored men share the positions as elevator operators in
the Washington Post Office Building dedicated last week. A
culored girl and a supervisor are assigned to the private
elevator of the Postmaster General in this newest of the
Capital's buildings, second in size only to the great Department of Commerce Building, where colored women elevator
operators serve as in so many of the Government buildings.
It is estimated upwards of 60 colored farmers in each of
the thousand to 1,500 counties of the South have been
loaned an average per capita of $200 for seed, fertilizer,
livestock, and machinery for planting cotton or plowing it
up under the direction of the A.A.A. Administrator. This
runs into millions of dollars in direct financial assistance for
these people from the Government.
It certainly cannot be denied that no class of our citi..
zenry has received larger benefits in general and specific
employment than the colored worker from the repeal of prohibition, which was carried through as one of the first big
objectives of the new deal.
Finally I may say, with pardonable pride, that my vote
for all the new-deal legislation and my unswerving and
enthusiastic approval of President Roosevelt's leadership in
Congress are a source of inexpressible joy to me, because
they have made possible the greatest service to my constituents, high and low, Jew and Gentile, Catholic and Protestant,
all alike, regardless of ra.ce or color.
OUR MONEY ISSUED BY CORPORATIONS OWNED BY PRIVATE
CORPORATIONS

Mr. PATMAN. Mr. Speaker, the 12 Federal Reserve banks
should be owned by the Government. They are owned at
this time by the member banks, private corporations, and
the Government does not own one penny of their stock;
neither does any individual own a penny of their stock.
These banks occupy the unusual position of being permitted
to issue Federal Reserve notes-paper money, currencywhich represent a blanket mortgage upon all the property
and incomes of all the people of this Nation, without paying
a cent in the form of compensation for its use. They pay
about 27 cents a thousand dollars for the cost of printing.
The Constitution provides that Congress shall coin money
and regulate its value. Instead, Congress has farmed out
to these 12 banks the great privilege of issuing money.
BILLION-DOLLAR FRANCHISE
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B.ACKETEl!!RING BANKING SYSTEM

The people of this Nation would not stand for the existence of such a racketeering banking system 24 hours if they
all knew the truth about it at the same time. The administration in power must be careful not to advance too far
ahead of public sentiment. Therefore, in order for the administration in power to be warranted in making such
changes as are necessary to be made in the :people's interest,
it is necessary that we get the truth to the people.
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT MAY FUNCTION WITHOUT TAXATION

H.R. 9855 of the Seventy-third Congress was introduced
by me in the House and by Senator CUTTING in the Senate.
This bill is intended to enable the Government rather than
private interests to profit by the use of the Nation's credit,
thereby to lessen the burden of taxation. I am convinced
that if the Government will use its credit in the interest of
the people, and get a fair compensation for its use, the Federal Government may function without taxation. In addition, credit may be fmnished for all public benefits, including highway construction and education, without interest
charges. Under present laws and policies a few large bankers have a monopoly on the use and abuse of the Government's credit. They pay nothing for its use, but charge the
people with whom they deal for the use of their own
credit. H.R. 9855 will be reintroduced in January 1935
and its passage insisted upon.
MY. RECORD IN -THE SEVENTY-THIRD CONGRESS

Mr. ELLENBOGEN. Mr. Speaker, the greatest peacetime session of a Congress of the United States has just come
to a close. Today the curtain falls on a spectacle which
will live forever in the annals of the American people.
Every Member of Congress whose good fortune it has been
to take part in that spectacle cannot but feel a thrill of
pride in the contributions which he himself has made to
this record of achievement.
RESPONSmILITIES OF THE SEVENTY-THIRD CONGRESS

It fell on us, as Members of the Seventy-third Congress, to
assume the leadership in marshalling all the resources at
our command to combat forces as destructive as those resulting from the most terrible of wars-the forces of starvation and want, of misery and despair. Looking back on the
darkness which seemed to envelop us during those terrible
years, when the faith of a nation was steadily sinking,
when only stark hopelessness loomed ahead-looking back, I
say, on that fallow period and then turning to what has been
since-to the emergence of a new leadership and the rebirth
of a new and steadfast hope-we must give thanks for the
opportunities which have been given us to help in the great
battle for the restoration of better times to the American
veople.
THE LEADERSHIP OF PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT

It has been our great good fortune, in helping to accomplish this change, to serve under an inspired leadership, and
to be strengthened in our purposes by that leadership. The
voice of the new President of the United States on March 4,
1933, brought to discouraged and despairing millions the
message of a new deal. The confidence that voice instilled
revived a nation, and since that · day every action, every
message, every piece of legislation which has come from
Franklin D. Roosevelt has shown the American people that
he is leading them steadily forward to the goal of a new
national prosperity and a new national security.
We embarked on a war against depression. We attacked
poverty and unemployment. We said that starvation must
cease, that millions of unemployed must go back to work,
that homes must be saved for their owners.
These broad principles have been translated into reality
by the President and by the Seventy-third Congress, and I
take great pleasure in knowing that I have done my full
share in helping to carry out this constructive and humanitarian program.

Under existing laws these banks use the credit of the
Nation free of charge and are exempt from the payment
of all Federal, State, and local taxes. except taxes upon
the real estate that they own, which is very small because
their real-estate holdings are confined to the buildings that
they occupy. They pay their officers as much as $50,000 a
year in salaries. In December 1933 an effort was made by
certain large bankers to get the $50,000 salaries raised to
$75,000. They have an unlimited expense account, charge
off all losses they desire to charge off, have unlimited power
and authority to use the Nation's credit, yet do not pay
anything for the use of this great privilege-just the cost
of printing the money, about 27 cents per $1,000. It is a
billion-dollar franchise that has been given on a silver platter to private corporations. The business of these banks is
transacted in secret. Members of Congress do not know how
they operate or how they use the Nation's credit, or for
THE GRAVE PROBLEM OF THE DISTRESSED HOME OWNER
what purpose the credit of the Nation is used. No private
concern on earth ever had so much power and authority
Among the grave national problems which confronted this
without restraint, restriction, or cost.
session of Conoaress, none was more serious than the plight
LXXVIlI--795
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of the small home owner. There were literally hundreds
of thousands of small home owners in this country who were
faced with foreclosure, with sheriff sales, and with eviction.
I addressed myself to this problem long before the second
session of this Congress convened. My observations in my
own State of Pennsylvania, and studies of conditions in the
country as a whole, convinced me that further legislation
was necessary to provide adequate relief.
THE HOME OWNERS' LOAN CORPORATION
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should be fully guaranteed by the Government, both as to
principal amount and as to interest payments. These bonds
are now Government bonds, as good as cash, and no reasonable person will reject them.
PROVISIONS FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION

And now I shall discuss my housing program. It contemplated the repair of existing homes and the construction of
new homes, both individual homes and low-cost housing
projects. The importance of this program is twofold: a
substantial new-home construction program on a national
scale means both a tremendous decrease in unemployment
among the building and construction trades, and the providing of clean, decent homes for the middle class and for
hundreds of thousands of small wage earners and their
families.

We have already set up a governmental agency, the Home
Owners' Loan Corporation, for the purpose of exchanging
the bonds of this organization for distressed mortgages on
small homes, and thus saving them from foreclosure. I believed then-and subsequent developments have fully confirmed the accuracy of my contentions-that this legislation, admirable as it was in the purpose, was functioning
EFFECTS OF THE DEPRESSION ON THE BUILDING TRADES
under severe handicaps which mitigated against its usefulOf all the trade groups which have suffered from our econess and hampered its work.
nomic depression. none has felt the blow more keenly than
DEFECTS OF THE ORIGINAL HOME OWNERS' LOAN ACT
those which depend on building construction for a liveliIn the first place, the bonds of the Home Owners' Loan hood. The moment a country starts downward into an ecoCorporation were guaranteed by the Government only as to nomic and financial slough, the construction of new buildinterest, and not as to principal. Their value was immedi- ings declines sharply.
At the height of the depression, I should estimate the total
ately questioned. Many holders of mortgages definitely refused to accept them, and others were reluctant to take of unemployed in the construction and allied groups to have
these bonds in exchange for the mortgages which they been ne.arly 4,000,000 men, and when I started advocating a
broad construction program the number had not yet
owned.
Second, I not only believed. but knew, that the total diminished.
There was no construction. No one was building. No
amount of bonds which the Home Owners' Loan Corporation was authorized to issue-$2,000,000,000-was not nearly capital was available, no mortgage loans could be procured.
What was happening to these millions of men-highly
sufiicient to afford the relief which the home owners of this
skilled and capable though they were? Most of them were
country required.
A careful study had shown me that, at the most conserva- on the relief rolls. A part of the huge total was taken care
tive of estimates, not less than $7,000,000,000 in home mort- of in C.W .A. and later in R.W.D. projects; the rest had to
gages in the United States were in default, and eligible for apply for direct relief.
How much better, how much more far-seeing, to transfer
aid from the Home Owners' Loan Corporation.
their energies, to take the load of relief money off the GovTHE H.O.L.C. BONDS WERE NOT ACCEPl'ABLE
Those were two outstanding defects of the existing struc· ernment through putting them back to work, to that type
ture-no guaranty of principal, and insufficient capitaliza- of work for which they were most suited and which would
produce lasting benefit to this country. It was work ·which
tion.
How serious the first was can be shown by the fact that could be translated in terms of homes-new homes, small
a special ruling, which I obtained from the Comptroller of but sturdily built, homes for the middle class and for the
the Currency of the United States and from the attorney small wage earner who has always dreamed of owning that
general of Pennsylvania, was necessary in the State of most precious of all material possessions-a home.
DOES THIS COUNTRY NEED NEW HOMES?
Pennsylvania for certain financial institutions. These instiOur country can use such homes-hundreds of thousands
tutions had shown no enthusiasm for accepting the bonds,
at first claiming that they could not do so, and, after it be- of them. When I first introduced and began to advocate this
came clear that they could, refusing to do so, because only legislation many people were amazed when I told them that
the interest on the bonds was guaranteed.
24 Government agencies here in Washington had made
Of what avail was it to the small home owner, who had studies on this very point and that their estimates varied
seen in the enactment of this legislation the salvation of his from 400,000 to 700,000 new homes necessary to be built each
home-of what avail was it to him that the Home Owners' year for the next few years. Natural deterioration, destrucLoan Corporation accepted his application for refinancing if tion by fire, the increase in the population, marriages, and
the holder of the mortgage on his property refused to accept other factors combined to create a demand for new homes.
the bonds of the Corporation?
If you think that we cannot use new homes in this
country, come with me to Pittsburgh, where I can show you
BILLS TO REMEDY THE H.O.L.C. SITUATION
Such a situation was intolerable, and I prepared legislation hundreds of hovels for which the word " home " is a sorry
travesty.
for its relief.
Yet in this squalor people live, crowded three and four
Within a week of the ·opening of the second session I
introduced three bills-H.R. 6141, H.R. 6147, and H.R. 6564. in a room, in wretchedness, without sanitation, little air,
The last of these bills embodied in full the changes I believed and, worst of all, without hope of anything better in the
necessary in the Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933 if it was future.
What kind of lives can such people live? What contributo be a real instrumentality for the aid of the distressed
tions can they make to the well-being and to the progress
home owner.
My bills provided for the guarantee of the principal of the of their community?
Their lives are vacant and empty, and their contribubonds of the Home Owners' Loan Corporation. as well as
their interest; they increased the amount of bonds which the tions to society are found in the crime headlines of the
Home Owners' Loan Corporation could issue to $5,000,000,000 daily papers and in the criminal records of our courts.
SLUM CLEARANCE AND NEW-HOME CONSTRUCTION
and contained still another important provision-to set
aside $1,000,000,000 for new-home construction.
The slums must go. That is the beginning. With it
THE CONGRESS ADOPTED THE CHANGES ADVOCATED BY ME
must come a huge Nation-wide housing-construction proI am truly happy to say that these and other changes in gram. Such a program can be the greatest single force for
the Home Loan Act which I suggested were adopted by the return to normal times and at the same time bring a
new era in good housing to this country.
Congress.
This, then. was the program I had in mind and for which
The Congress increased the amount of bonds which may
be issued to $3,200,000,000 and provided that the bonds I introduced my bills in Congress.
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It is only through a national system that we can truly
promise the aged of this country security and avert for
I had the honor of discussing my housing program with them the tragedy of old age.
President Roosevelt in January 1934. The President was
ADVANTAGES OF A NATIONAL SYSTEM
very sympathetic and in accord with the fundamental prinFirst. Only a national system can protect all dependent
ciples of the program. He immediately referred my bill to persons of old age, because in those States which have oldhis advisers for study and report. I later introduced H.R. age pension systems there are residence requirements to
9118, which contained the housing program in revised form, 10, 15, 20, and even 25 years. Thus, in a State which
and discussed my plans and the need for a revival of the requires 15 years and pays pensions beginning with the age
construction industry with the departments and bureaus of 65, a person 50 years or over could not leave the State
charged by the President with the study of this question.
and thereafter be eligible for a pension.
CONGRESS PASSES THE HOUSING Bll.L
Second. Some States would not adopt old-age pension
Finally a bill was evolved which had the complete endorse- systems, and thus only a part of the citizens of the United
ment of President Roosevelt and his administration. It has States would receive pension benefits.
just been passed by Congress. I am hopeful that this means
Third. The amounts of the pension would greatly vary.
the beginning of a huge construction program which will
Fourth. A Federal system by States would place one State
employ thousands upon thousands of unemployed from the at an economic disadvantage against another. In those
building trades and allied industries and will bring about the States which adopt old-age pensions the cost of manufacrepair and modernization of our present homes and the tured goods is affected. Many States will therefore refuse to
construction of needed new homes.
adopt an old-age-pension system, because they will be placed
The housing program, if properly carried out and con- at an economic disadvantage against competing industrial
tinued over a number of years, will bring about a new era of States which do not have such systems.
housing for the American people. It will provide decent,
F'ifth. The Federal Government is more remote from local
comfortable, and pleasant living quarters for the small mer- political influence. It is more reliable in handling the funds
chant, the professional man, the white-collar employee, and which would be available in such a system, and could also
for the industrial worker. It will mak-e life worth living and invest these funds more advantageously than State agencies.
bring contentment and peace to millions of our citizens. If
THE CRUELTY OF THE POORHOUSE
properly started and adequately continued, the housing proAll the tragedy of life-the bitter trail of misery and empty
gram can pull us out of the depress~ · -and become one of existence-can be · seen in the gnarled hands and pitifully
the major achievements of this century.
rounded shoulders of a poor old woman. It can be seen in
I am frank to admit that I am gratified at the passage of the faces of gray men standing in our unemployment and
this legislation and of the home-loan legislation, for both of bread lines, only to be told, "Too old."
which I worked so hard. I feel that I have made a contriWe have been able to offer these aged of ours thus far
bution of lasting value for millions of our citizens. I feel only the supreme degradation-the poorhouse. This has
that I have done my part in making life more livable for the been our solution of a problem-to separate a husband from
American people.
his wife, a parent from his children; to wrench old people
OLD-AGE SECURITY
from the surroundings which they have known and loved for
I have been deeply concerned with advancing the move- a lifetime; force them to leave their homes, in which they
ment for social legislation-legislation for improving the love every one of their belongings, small and insignificant
social welfare of our people.
though they may be. In return we have given them the
Paramount in such a program is insurance against old age poorhouse, a place where there is no privacy, where the sick
and unemployment. We must remove from our people the mingle with the well, where their everyday lives and smallest
dread of the insecurity of old age.
acts fallow a regimented course.
A person who has spent his life in hard and honest work,
THE POORHOUSE SYSTEM IS NOT ECONOMICAL
who has raised a family, and has been a useful part of his
This, you may say, is argument to the emotions. Let us
community, can justly call upon society to help him in his
examine it from a more practical point of view-that
old age, when he is unable to work or cannot find employ- then
of
dollars
and cents. Accurate statistics are available to
ment. Security for our old people will be a blessing to them,
prove
conclusively
that the cost per person is lower under a
a humane act, and a benefit to society.
pension system than under a poorhouse system. In a poorI have given much study to the problem of old-age pen- house there is property to be maintained, depreciation costs
sions. As a result of that study, I have advocated in the to be written o:fI, staff to be housed, fed, and paid. In addiCongress of the United States a system of old-age insurance tion to being a cruel system, it is a very expensive one.
which differs from the systems prevailing in our States in
The poorhouse is much more costly than a system of oldtwo fundamental points:
age pensions. For instance, in New York State it costs
First. I propose a national system, uniform throughout $39.61 per month to maintain a person in the poorhouse and
the United States, under the administration or at least su- only $23.80 to pay him an old-age pension.
pervision of the Federal Government.
RESOLUTION FOR A CONTRIBUTORY SYSTEM OF OLD-AGE PENSIONS
Second. I propose that the money should be raised by
On January 8, 1934, and on February 2, I introduced in
contributions by the employers and the employees-and perhaps also the Government-and not be paid out of the Public the House of Representatives House Resolution 212 and
House Resolution 234, respectively, both on the subject of
Treasury, which means payment from general taxation.
Some of our States have systems of old-age pensions. old-age pensions. The last resolution directs the House
Most of them, I fear, will not bear too close a scrutiny. I Committee on Labor to hold hearings, to investigate the
regret that Pennsylvania must be placed in that category. actuarial, legal, and other problems involved, and to report
In this State the system in effect is not really a:r! old-age to Congress on or before January 3, 1935. The most important feature of this resolution is that it definitely contempension system. It is in truth a pauper law.
plates a contributory system of old-age insurance. The
DEFECTS OF STATE OLD-AGE PENSION SYSTEMS
State systems are no solution. Some are stop-gaps. Committee on Labor is directed to prepare necessary studies
Others are sops thrown to pioneers in social legislation. and data for the drafting of legislation to establish a naThere is little or no uniformity between the various State tional system of old-age pensions on a contributory basis.
CONGRESS PASSES THE ELLENBOGEN' RESOLUTION
systems. In every one a long previous period of residence
within the State is required for eligibility, so that, in order
My resolution was unanimously passed by the House of
to receive the benefits, one cannot leave the State after he Representatives on February 15. This is the first time that
is 45 years or 50 years old, depending upon the particular the attention of Congress was directed to the contributory
State.
system
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT APPROVES THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF MY
HOUSING PROGRAM
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Permit me to explain briefly what such a system contemplates. The contributory system is an insurance system,
under which employer and employee contribute weekly sums
to a central fund, and a pension is paid out of this fund
when the employee reaches the pensionable age. During
periods of unemployment no contribution is made, of course,
and the contribution itself is a very small one. For example, it has been estimated that for a person of 18 years
the total contribution would be about 28 cents per week, so
that if it is divided equally between employer and employee
each would contribute about 14 cents per week.
The contributory system is widely recognized as superior.
Out of 42 foreign countries which have old-age pension
systems, 31 have adopted the contributory system.
Country after country has recognized its obligation to its
aged by the adoption of a national system of old-age
security. In fact, of all the large countries of the world,
the United States shares with only India and China the
dubious distinction of not having a national system of oldage insurance or pensions.
THE PRESIDENT HAS ENDORSED THE NATIONAL CONTRmUTORY SYSTEM
PROPOSED BY ME
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lution 234 on January 17; H.R. 7765 on February 7, and H.R.
8436 on March 2.
This census plan was passed in the House of Representatives on June 7. 1934. The last national census which was
held in the United States took place in 1930. Since that
time, this country has passed through 4 years which have
completely changed its entire economic structure. There
have been population shifts of unprecedented size from one
locality to another. Members of families have been separated; communities whose existence depended on one large
manufacturing establishment or factory have lost their eco.nomic security and much of their population. Hundreds
of thousands of unemployed have left the cities and have
gone back to the country.
ALL GOVERNMENT AGENCIES ENDORSED THE CENSUS PLAN

Th~

Secretaries of Commerce, of Labor, and of Agriculture favored my census plan. It was also endorsed by
Harry L. Hopkins, Federal Relief Administrator, and by the
Director of the Budget.
The date, November 12, 1934, was fixed for the holding of
the census after much study and several conferences with
the departments for the following main reasons:
First. So that the unemployment figures would be available toward the end of December.
Second. Because in the interest of accuracy, a census on
unemployment should be taken, when unemployment was
neither at its peak or depth, but at an average period. November appeared well suited for this purpose.
Third. The Department of Agriculture desired November,
after the crops have been harvested and before tenant farmers remove to new farms.

The faith I had in the value of the contributory plan has
now been vindicated. The President has endorsed· the plan
of old-age insurance, which I first introduced and which I
was the first to advocate in the Congress of the United
States. The President has endorsed both fundamental principles of my resolution, namely, the contributory system of
old-age insurance and a system to be national in scope.
On June 8 President Roosevelt sent to Congress a message
INFORMATION TO BE DERIVED FROM THIS CENSUS
which will become, I predict, an imperishable document, for
To those who opposed this plan I say this: I challenge you
it lays down principles which, if adopted, will establish a
to tell me with a fair degree of accuracy the number of
new era in the social security of this land.
unemployed in this country. Tell me how much population
Among our objectives-has drifted in the last 4 years, even in your own community.
Said the President-What trades and industries have contributed most to unemI place the security of the men, women, and children of the Nation ployment? What are the occupations of the unemployed?
first. • • • Next winterHow many YOU?g men and women are there in this country,
graduates of high schools and colleges, who have never had
The President continues-we may well undertake the great task of furthering the security a job since leaving school?
of the citizen and his family through social insurance.
You have in the educational systems of your communiSpecifically, how is this to be brought about? President ties, vocational schools, for the purpose of advising young
men and women as to their future occupations and trades
Roosevelt says:
and preparing them for these. Tell me, if you can, how you
I am looking for a sound means which I can recommend to provide at once security against-" several of the great disturbing fac- can give stich advice and conduct such courses when you do
tors in life-especially those which relate to unemployment and not know what occupations have the largest number of
old age. I believe there should be a maximum of cooperation unemployed and the least probability of giving employment
between the States and the Federal Government. I believe that to newcomers.
the funds necessary to provide this insurance should be ra.ised by

contribution rather than by an increase in general taxation.
Above all, I am convinced that social insurance should be national
in scope.
LEGISLATION WILL BE INTRODUCED AT THE NEXT CONGRESS

In the message the President states that the actuarial
and other necessary studies for the formulation of national
legislation have begun. Because of my interest in this work,
I have been asked to pa;rticipate in this highly important
preparatory work, and I shall be more tha.n glad to do all
I can.
I was alone in the Congress in advocating the contributory system. I am truly happy that it has now been endorsed by President Roosevelt. The President's message
made ai deep impression upon the Congress, and upon the
country. It has brought my program of national old-age
insurance on a contributory basis immeasurably closer to
realization.
The next session of Congress is now committed to the
consideration of the program I have long advocated. I hope
that it will be adopted.

THERE IS AN URGENT NEED FOR THIS INFORMATION

These are but some of the aspects of this problem which
we must know. It is clear, and admitted by everyone, that
we do not have such information, that any estimates of
unemployment are guesses, and that we must have these
statistics as soon as possible.
We cannot have lasting recovery without an intelligent
solution of the unemployment problem, and such a solution
is impossible without the data which the census would give
us. The welfare of the unemployed and the welfare of our
country demand a census on unemployment, occupation, and
on population. I am glad that the House of Representatives
recognized this by passing the plan for the census.
OTHER LEGISLATION SPONSORED

Among; other legislation which I have sponsored, I should
like to mention several bills which I have introduced providing for adequate and equitable care for veterans of the
United States; bills appropriating additional funds to continue the great work of the Civil Works Administration and
Public Works Administration; and bills which have had for
THE UNEMPLOYMENT AND POPULATION CENSUS
their purpose the eradication of certain conditions which
In the session which has just come to an end, I also intro- have worked against the public good.
HONEST ELECTIONS
duced legislation for the taking, on November 12, 1934, of
Included in these are H.R. 8620, which reduces the fees
a national census of unemployment, population, occupations,
agriculture and livestock. This plan was embodied in the .charged for copies of naturalization certificates. Such a
following legislation which I introduced~ House Joint Reso- reduction was enacted at this session, also H.R. 9204, which

J.934;
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gives Federal courts the right of actual supervision of elec- Department to secure a. qualified and trustworthy military
tions involving Federal offices, thus preventing dishonest storekeeper with an exceptional knowledge of the duties
elections and insuring for the citizen the protection of his required of him.
At a hearing before the subcommittee on Appropriations
electoral franchise.
in charge of Army appropriations at a recent Congress,
SUPPORT OF THE PRESIDENT'S PROGRAM
Major General DeWitt, who was Quartermaster General at
As I review the roster of legislation which has been part
of the President's program, and which has been enacted the time, made the following statement:
He ls an old employee, an old soldier, who has been in the
into law in the last 6 months, I shall always take pride in service
for many years, and. he has been invaluable, Mr. Barbour,
knowing that I was able to give my full support to the in connection with the arrangements made for taking ca.re of the
program of a great leader, and was a Member of a body mothers and Widows in connection With the pilgrimage to the
which has established the greatest legislative record ever battlefields of Europe.
achieved by an American Congress.
To show how the War Department valued the services of
The Presidential program is now history. We, the Mem- Mf.chael Ditz, I quote herewith letter addressed to the chairbers of the House of Representatives, have enacted this man of our committee by the Secretary of War dated
program of the President, enjoying hls confidence and in March 13, 1934:
return pledging our every effort of help.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
Washingt:cm., March 13, 1934.
Included in this epoch-making roster are many farreaching bills. We have established the gold dollar at a Hon. JOHN J. MCSWAIN,
Chairman Committee on Military Affairs,
new value and have vested the ownership of all gold in the
House of Representatives.
Government. We have strengthened our income-tax laws,
DEAR MR. McSwAIN: Careful consideration has been given to the
plugging up loopholes which permitted some of the wealthi- blll (H.R. 6280) for the relief of Michael Ilitz, which you transto the War Department under date of January 22, 1934.
est men to escape the payment of a fair share of taxation; mitted
With a request for information and the views of the Department
we have given new hope to the unemployed and the hungry relative thereto.
through appropriations for work relief, direct relief, and a
A generally similar bill (H.R. 6602) was reported upon by the War
program of public-works construction; we have enabled the Department as follows, under date of January 24, 1931:
consideration has been given to the bill (H.R. 6602)
President to make trade agreements with foreign countries for"Careful
the appointment of a mllltary storekeeper, transmitted with
in order to save a dwindling foreign trade; aid has been your letter of December 22, 1930, With request for a report thereon.
"The office of military storekeeper was abolished as a permanent
extended to a harassed educational system, and provision
grade in the Army over 50 years ago. Congress has. on two or three
has been made for Government loans to industry.
occasions, authorized its revival for the benefits of some individual
THE HOPE OF THE FUTURE

This session of Congress has accomplished much. It has
laid the cornerstone for permanent recovery and for a
better and happier life for all our people.
We have profound confidence in our country. We believe
it has weathered the storm and is safely progressing toward
better times, a fuller life, and a great future. With this
faith, we look forward to the future. We shall not fail
MICHAEL ILITZ

Mr. JAMES. Mr. Speaker, on January 3, 1934, I introduced H.R. 6280 for the relief of Michael Ilitz.
Be it enacted, etc., That in the administration of the pension
laws or any laws conferring rights, privileges, or benefits upon
persons retired from the United States Army, Michael Ilitz, who
served as master sergeant, Hospital Corps, shall be held and considered to have been retired as captain, Military Storekeeper,
United States Army, on June 28, 1916: Provided, That no pension,
pay, or bounty shall be held to have accrued prior to the passage
of this act.

On April 26, Senator ELBERT D. THOMAS of Utah introduced
a similar bill.
H. R. 6280 received favorable action by the House Military
Affairs Committee on April 25, 1934. The report on the bill
was made by Hon. Thomas C. Coffin, of Idaho. S. 3499 received favorable action by the Senate Committee on Military
Affairs on May 18, 1934.
Michael Ditz was a comrade of mine in 1898. The same
as myself, he was a volunteer. At the end of the SpanishAmerican War he voluntarily nursed yellow fever in Cuba.
He went from Puerto Rico to Mount Pelee when that terrible
earthquake disaster occurred.
Sergeant Ditz had active service in the Philippines, where
he was cited for gallantry in action against insurgent forces
on Marinduque Island, September 12, 1900, in attending
wounded under fire.
Sergeant Ditz designed the roller kitchen which he had
patented, and gave the Government free and unrestricted
use of his invention.
He was retired on June 28, 1916, and offered his services
to his country at the outbreak of the World War. Following the World War he entered the Army Transport Service,
where he became quartermaster agent at New York, detailed
especially in connection with the Gold Star Mothers' pilgrimage.
This measure will not only reward an individual who has
had more than 31 years' service as an enlisted man and
employee of the War Department, but will enable the War

in consideration of outstanding service. The last incumbent was
Maj. Charles F. Daly, for whom the office was revived by a special
provision in the Appropriation Act of August 29, 1916, in consideration of his many years of faithful and especially efficient service as.
chief clerk in the office of the Quartermaster General. Major Daly,
died November 13, 1926, and under the provisions of the law
authorizing his appointment, the office ceased to exist on that date. .
" The records of the War Department show that Michael Ditz,
the proposed beneficiary of H.R. 6602, entered the military service
of the United States in 1898 as a volunteer for the War with
Spain. He enlisted in the Regular Army December 9, 1898, in the
Hospital Corps, and had practically continuous service therein
until June 28, 1916, when he was placed upon the retired list as
a sergeant, first class, Hospital Corps. He had 13 years and 5
months foreign service which. under the law then in force, counted
as double time for purposes of retirement. By the act of May 28~
1928, Sergeant Ilitz was advanced to the grade of master sergeant
on the retired list.
"In the last few years as a civillan employee of the War Department he has rendered excellent service to the Government, not
only in connection With the adm.1nistratlon of the Transport
Service, but especially in connection with the Gold Star Mothers..
pilgrimage.
" The War Department ls consistently opposed to special legisla-;
tion of this genera.I character, but in view of the precedent which
exists, no objection ls interposed to the enactment of this bill." .
The War Department, therefore, does not desire to interpose anw•
objection to the enactment of the legislation.
'
Sincerely yours,
GEO.

H. DERN, Secretary

of War.

Brigadier General Williams, Quartermaster Corps,
stated in part:

ha~

Mike is thoroughly capable of filling the position of captatrt
and military storekeeper, and I think will be of great value to thd
service in that capacity.

The annual report, Port of Embarkation, New York Ci~ r.
on the pilgrimage of war mothers and widows, 1930, contains
the following extract:
Whatever measure of success achieved in carrying out the
mission assigned me was made possible by the untiring work and
hearty cooperation during the whole summer of Quartermaster
Agent Michael Ilitz.

In my opinion Michael Ilitz was the most efficient civilian.
employee of the War Department that I have ever see~
and I am extremely gratified that he has been rewarded'
for the great services he has rendered the Army and the
country in the past.
·
THE AMERICAN FARMER UNDER THE OLD AND NEW DEALS--A
CONTRAST

Mr. EICHER. Mr. Speaker, it seems to me important
that before adjournment of the Seventy-third Congress there
be presented for the benefit of the Members of the House
and of the American people, a dispassionate and accurate
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review of the progress we have made toward restoring agriculture, the Nation's basic industry, to its rightful place in
our economic order. I shall endeavor to portray as concisely
as may be the financial condition of our average farmer as
he finds himself t-Oday and as he was on March 4, 1933,
together with his prospects for continued improvement under
the policies of a sympathetic administration. The very encouraging figures and statistics that I shall set out are
vouched for by the Department of Agriculture and I believe them to be accurate. The problem of rehabilitating
the American farmer will be carried through to a successful
solution. We have set our hands to the plow and we will
not turn back.
Let me express the hope at the outset, however, that my
remarks may not be construed as indicating my complete
personal satisfaction with all the methods that have been
adopted nor with the results that have been accomplished.
For instance, the existing provisions for the refinancing of
farm mortgages as handled by the Federal land banks are
in my judgment inadequate. Also, the producer must be
protected in his cost of production so that the prices of his
products may not fluctuate down to suicidal levels; marketing costs must be controlled, and the increasing spread
between the price received by the producer and the price
paid by the consumer of meat products, particularly, must
be substantially narrowed; and direct packer buying of livestock must be regulated to the end that the producer may
benefit by the full influence of supply and demand on market price as reflected by sales on free and open competitive
markets. That effective supplemental legislation along the
foregoing lines will be enacted by the next Congress, I have
not the least doubt. Bills to accomplish these purposes are
already pending. I introduced, during this session, H.R.
9508 to make mandatory the proclamation of a minimum
price representing cost of production for hogs, and Representative WEARIN of Iowa introduced a bill, H.R. 8099, in the
preparation of which I collaborated, to amend the Packers
and Stockyards Act in vital particulars.
THE PRESIDENT AND HIS CRITICS

When President Roosevelt entered the White House, there
came to the American people for the first time since 1920 a
leadership which recognized the vital importance of farm
improvement in any successful program for national recovery. The greatly improved condition of the farmers today
is unquestionably due to the President's outstanding statesmanship. The farmers are battling their way back toward
prosperity. They have been given a fighting chance, and
with the machinery that Congress, under the President's
.leadership, has provided, they are working upward out of
the valley of depression.
In 1 year, the short-memoried critics of the President
have forgotten the bitter sufferings of the farmers under
Mr. Hoover and his rugged individualism. In the hope that
the victims may have forgotten the extremities of their
plight under the old deal, the reactionary apostles of discredited Hooverism are scheming to decoy the people back
into the bondage of 1932. Among them is Senator DICKINSON
of Iowa, acting as self-appointed heckler of every advocate
of the recovery efforts.
What is it that these false leaders are trying to substitute
for the new deal? Every thinking man knows what they
want. They want the old order. They want a perpetuation
of the vast power of concentrated wealth built at the expense of impoverished agriculture and labor. They want
to dominate the incomes, the homes, and the hopes of
30,000,000 farming people. To achieve these aims, these
exploiters of agriculture want at any cost to stop the fight
that the present administration is making to give the
farmers a chance to unite for control of their own economic
destiny.
·
PROSTRATE AGRICULTURE BRINGS A PROSTRATE NATION

For the farmers, the black year of 1932 was the con.summation of Hooverism. It is true that the farm depression
years before had become so chronic the old guard used to
call it "normalcy." But on the day Mr. Hoover left the
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White House, a stricken country finally ·realized the utter
ruin wrought by the 12-year policy of blind and persistent
neglect of agriculture.
Prostration of agriculture plunged the Nation into economic chaos. Wheat in 1932 sold for the lowest prices in
centuries. In some States it did not bring 25 cents a bushel
on the farm. In some markets, oats and barley were worthless. Farmers burned corn to keep their families from
freezing. Cotton sold for 5 cents a pound, a price so low
that the producers often could not buy any cotton clothes.
Tens of thousands of farmers lost everything through bankruptcy. Rural tax delinquency piled increasing tax burdens
on solvent taxpayers. The collapse of farm prices spread
devastation to the cities. When 30,000,000 farming people
could not buy, the home market for city-made products
vanished. Hunger marches formed in the shadow of elevators bulging with an unsalable surplus of 386,000,000
bushels of wheat. Factories which once hummed with the
task of supplying goods for farmers were grimly silent.
Afiluent champions of rugged individualism made merry, to
the Nation's peril, with bear raids in Wall Street. While
the Hoover administration refused to acknowledge Federal
responsibility for human relief, bread lines were lengthened
by people so desperate that denial of food and other relief
on doctrinaire grounds was a ghastly quibble. Finally, by
reason first of vanished farm buying power and then of the
reflex effects of industry, a panic swept out of the West,
and the whole financial structure of America fell to the
ground. And that was the glorious climax and grand finale
of rugged individualism and the old deal.
ACTION AND UPLDT

All through the depression apologists for the old order
kept emitting tlie refrain that prosperity must be just around
the corner, but not until March 4, 1933, when Mr. Hoover
went away, did the American people catch their first glimpse
of recovery in fact coming around the corner.
While plunging into the task of reopening the banks and
restoring public hope and confidence, the President and
the new Democratic Congress swung swiftly into action to
help the farmers and thus build the foundation of recovery. The Agricultural Adjustment Act became a law on
May 12, 1933. Under the act the Agricultural Adjustment
and Farm Credit Administrations were quickly established.
They launched a double-barrelled attack on the farm problem. While the Agricultural Administration set in motion
machinery to increase farmers' income, the Farm Credit
Administration began emergency lending operations to stop
foreclosures and help the farmers save their farms. Thus
in 60 days a Democratic President and Democratic Congress
broke the log jam which for 12 years had blockaded at the
Capitol or stopped at the White House legislation which was
demanded and vitally needed by the farmers of the country.
Whether it had a " brain trust " or not, the Roosevelt
administration had the brains to know that quick action was
imperat~ve.

Under energetic leadership, the Farm Credit Administration mobzilized to pull agriculture out of the worst credit
restriction in history. Loans totaling nearly $1,300,000,000
were made to farmers in the first year. The Farm Credit
Administration stopped the epidemic of foreclosures, lowered
interest costs and reduced the weight of the mortgage load.
Meanwhile the Agricultural Adjustment Administration
began placing its program one after another in operation.
The work of both the Farm Credit and Agricultural Adjustment Adnlinistrations was substantially reenforced by the
President's monetary policy and' by the relief and employment operations of F.E.R.A., P.W.A., and C.W.A. I know
there are criticisms of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration-bitter criticisms inspired by fiour millers, packers,
and other processors, who are determined to brook no interference with their traditional privilege of buying cheaply
from the farmer. But let us sweep aside this antiadministration propaganda and get the facts. Agricultural cash
income increased from $3,979,000,000 in 1932 to $5,530,000,000
in 1933. That is a boost of 39 percent. Yet some of our
critical friends yearn to go back to the bankruptcy days.

1934
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We all recall the mountainous unsalable surpluses of
wheat, cotton, tobacco, pork, and other products which
weighted down farm prices before the Agricultural Adjustment Administration came on the scene. The Smoot-Hawley
tariff bill, which was rammed down the farmers' throats in
1929, destroyed our export markets. We had no place to sell
excess products from the farm. The surplus backed up in
this country and ruined farm prices here.
THE VOLUNTARY PRODUCTION-CONTROL PROGRAM AND ITS RESULTS

The Agricultural Adjustment Administration provided the
necessary machinery to reduce the production of surpluses
during the emergency period until the export markets could
be recovered. Now, if they were good-faith friends of the
farmer, the Republican high command would be supporting
production control for this purpose. Every Secretary of
Agriculture since 1920 has urged production control to help
farmers. William M. Jardine in the Coolidge Cabinet and
Arthur M. Hyde in the Hoover Cabinet were emphatically for
it. But they only talked about it. The Agricultural Adjustment Administration has acted, recognizing the need for it
as an emergency call.
The A.A.A. provided machinery to make possible the voluntary cooperation of farmers to control their own supplies,
just as big industrialists control their output to fit the
market. Always before, the farmer who stayed out stood to
gain at the expense of his fellows by his noncooperation.
But the A.A.A. plan gave benefit payments to those who
joined their fellows in production control These payments
were carefully planned to compensate farmers fully for signing up in adjustment programs, and to make it more to their
advantage to join than to stay out.
A real difference exists, however, between industry and
agriculture in that reduction of industrial output attains
higher prices through real scarcity, whereas the A.A.A. plan
seeks to adjust production to normal consumption, endeavoring merely to prevent waste and not to induce scarcity.
What resulted was not, as has been charged, " regimentation " of agriculture, but the greatest democratic movement
of farmers in history to help increase their own incomes.
In 1 year 3,000,000 American farmers voluntarily joined
county production control associations, and signed up in the
corn and hog, and the wheat, cotton, and tobacco campaigns.
This . voluntary sign-up was as much a democratic movement as was the march to the palls on election day. And
these campaigns, fortified by our administration's other recovery measures, have certainly brought concrete and helpful
results.
ON CORN AND BOGS

The pain in the Com Belt was cruel during the depression. With foreign tariffs going up, and American exports
going down, prices of pork in this country were buried under
increasing unsaleable surpluses.
In January 1933 hog prices averaged $2.68 per hundredweight-the lowest of the depression. One million two
hundred thousand com-hog producers signed production adjustment contracts. Benefit payments financed by processing taxes are now beginning to move out in volume to
the producers. The hard-pressed farmers this year get their
income in two parts-first in market price, and second in
benefit payments. Through most of this year since last
November when the processing tax was levied, farmers
have received higher prices for hogs than a year ago. In
addition, they get their benefit payments of $15 for each
hog they don't raise which this year will add perhaps as
much as $160,000,000 to their incomes.
Besides this, the A.A.A. took hold of the hog-supply situation with the emergency campaign of 1933. More than
$30,0000,000 was spent, edible products from the surplus
animals representing at least 90 percent thereof were distributed to hungry people by the Federal Emergency Relief
Administration, and farmers realized cash from pigs which
otherwise, because of drought and feed shortage, would
either have been forced on the market, or else would have
starved.
CORN LOANS

The A.A.A. backed up its corn-hog campaign with corn
Joans on 290,000,000 bushels.. Xhese loa.ns ~ 4:5 cent.a per

bushel added 8 to 15 cents per bushel to the cash value of
every bushel of corn sealed on the farm, or 25 to 40 million
dollars in its total sale value. Corn values at the time the
loans were made were more than double the prices of a
year before. The corn-hog program will add greatly to the
Corn Belt's income this year.
ON

WHEAT

Wheat prices on the farm had sunk to an average of
31.6 cents in December 1932 and in the West were even
lower. The average farm price of wheat in 1933 was 73.l
cents, or more than double the 1932 price. Wheat farmers
in 1933 harvested 200,000,000 bushels less wheat than in
1932, and received- $200,000,000 more for it. Gross farm income from wheat jumped from $282,203,000 in 1932 to
$385,365,000 in 1933. Added to this is $98,000,000 in benefit
payments to 575,00-0 farmers. This brought the total to
$483,365,000 for 1933-an increase of more than $200,000,000
in 1 year of the new deal.
ON COTl'ON

•

The cotton program brought renewed hope to the South.
One million cotton farmers signed contracts to reduce their
cotton acreage. With 1 year's supply of American cotton
on hand, the 1933 plan averted a crop as large as that of
1927. Cotton prices more than doubled. The farm income
from cotton rose from $425,488,000 in 1932 to $857 ,248,000 in
1933, or an increase of 101.5 percent. Included in this increase was $112,000,000 benefit payments and $48,000,000
on options. When speculators raided the cotton markets
last autumn and threatened to break the price, the Government stepped in with loans of 10 cents per pound. This
action gave to the farmers instead of the speculators the
price benefits of production control and the liberalized
monetary policy. That the Government should do that-that the Government should serve the farmers instead of
the speculators--is regarded as an outrage by the prof essional critics of the new deal. It has been demonstrated,
however, that this administration stands for public welfare,
not for special privilege. The workings of the cotton plan
show that.
ON TOBACCO

Four hundred thousand American families deriving all or
most of their income from growing tobacco know all about
the so-called "blessings of Hoover prosperity." What happened to them is one of the most glaring examples of the
disadvantage large numbers of unorganized farmers face
when dealing with strongly centralized processors.
Let us see what befell the tobacco farmers under the old
deal! From 1923 to 1932, with upward and downward
fluctuations, the general trend of annual returns to farmers
from tobacco was a decline from over $120,000,000 to
$70,000,000. In 4 years, from 1929 to 1932, the income per
farm family fell from $720 to $250. That's what happened
to the tobacco grower under the old deal.
Now, how about the manufacturer? Total annual profits
of 52 leading tobacco manufacturers rose from $76,000,000
in 1923 to $146,000,000 in 1932. As the farmers' income
went down, company profits went up. These profits were
$12,000,000 larger at the depths of the depression in 1932
than at the height of so-called "prosperity" in 1929. The
companies paid less to the farmers, and less in wages to
employees, and took more in profits. In 1932, when the
financial structure of the country was tottering because of
lack of farmer and worker purchasing power, a dozen tobacco company executives received more than 2 % million
dollars for personal services---or as much as was received
by 10,000 farm families for their tobacco crop.
The Agricultural Adjustment Administration may have its
faults--but lack of courage is not one of them. The job it
did on tobacco in 1933 proves that. The A.A.A. tackled these
powerful tobacco companies, won from them marketing
agreements to pay the farmers higher prices, and backed up
the agreements with production control and benefit payments financed by processing taxes.
When the 1933 marketing season opened, prices were so
low as to drive farmers to desperation. Riots flared in the
South. Governors of some States closed the markets by
prDCJamation. to give the A.A.A. time to help. It was up to
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the Agricultural Adjustment Administration to act, and it
did act. Marketing agreements were negotiated to cover
each one of the types of tobacco. In every instance the
agreement was backed up by production control. As a
result, tobacco farmers in 1933 received $186,000,000 from
market sales and $28,000,000 from benefit payments besides.
This gave them a total of $214,000,000, or about 100 percent
more than they received for their tobacco in the final year
of Mr. Hoover-1932. The net profits of the tobacco companies declined to $80,000,000, which gave them just a little
less than 10 percent on investment, as compared with 25
percent in the immediately preceding years.
ON MILK

The Agricultural Adjustment Administration's work on
marketing agreements and licenses for fluid milk producers
constitutes one of the liveliest chapters in its entire history.
Farmers serving 23 of the large cities of the country now
are operating under A.A.A. milk licenses, covering 18 percent
of all ftuid milk and cream consumed by the nonfarm population. These licenses establish prices only for farmers.
Many clifferent schemes practiced by distributors for underpaying and overcharging farmers are eliminated. Millions
of dollars have been added to dairy farmers' income by
abolishing distributors' overcharges on freight rates, country
station and terminal costs, and charges for weighing and
testing, with additional benefits to farmers through elimination of price cutting.
MARKETING AGREEMENTS

Working steadily, the A.A.A. has grappled with a series
of complicated farm problems through marketing agreements and licenses. Nearly a million farmers now are
operating under these agreements and licenses.
The marketing agreement for peanuts affected 250,000
growers in 12 states, and the increase in their income in
1933 over 1932 was more than $15,000,000.
Seventeen marketing agreements are now in effect for
California clingstone peaches; California fresh deciduous
tree fruits (apricots, cherries, pears, peaches, plums, and
prunes); Tokay grapes, ripe olives; walnuts; fresh
asparagus; California and Arizona citrus; Texas citrus;
Northwest deciduous tree fruits, including apples; California
raisins; California dates; Florida celery; Florida package
and queen bees; and gum turpentine and resin. These
special crop agreements are estimated to have added
$40,000,000 to farm income up to the end of May 1934. They
have given help to farmers who could not have been aided
in any other way.
DROUGHT
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nearly 20 times the amount they received for the sale
of the share of their poor little wheat crop left over for
market in 1933, after seed and feed needs were met. Thus
the benefit payments maintain farmers on their farms, giving them a chance to get a new start, instead of permitting
drought to drive them into the ranks of the city unemployed,
depopulating regions and destroying the producing power
of drought areas for years to come.
For decades farmers have wanted crop-income insurance,
and the benefit payment program at last has provided them
with the greatest crop-insurance operation ever undertaken
anywhere in the world.
The A.A.A. benefit payments are designed to give the
farmers as nearly as possible the difference between their
current average farm prices and fair exchange value as
measured by pre-war buying power of farm products for
that part of the crop consumed in this country. These
payments are the farmers' tariff. The processing tax might
be called an "equalization ·fee'', except that the farmers
themselves proposed to pay the fee, whereas the tax is
mostly passed along.
The farmers need this help. Comprising 30 percent of the
population, the farmers under the old deal had seen the
exchange value of their products reduced to less than 50
percent of the pre-war average. For many of them, this
meant penury. Now after a year of Agricultural Adjustment
Administration effort, agricultural products generally, including benefit payments, have attained 72 percent of parity.
But the value of the seven commodities defined as basic in
the law as ~ed., including benefit payments, has increased
100 percent from March 15, 1933, to May 15, 1934. The total
spent by the administration for benefit payments to farmers
and emergency hog and dairy purchases up to June 15 was
$323,912,961.45.
The benefits of this strengthening in farm products prices
have been felt in every branch of industry, but especially in
those factories and trades serving agriculture. By July 1933
industries that use primarily agricultural products had
stepped up .Production to 122 percent of the 1923-25 average,
while other industries in general advanced to 100 percent.
The recovery in farm buying power has proved as contagious as its loss, and will undoubtedly be cumulative in its
influence. It is a factor in declining unemployment, in
higher wages, in fewer farm foreclosures, in the stopping
of bank closings, in stimulated manufacturing and retail
trade, in the pick-up in advertising, in lessened tax delinquency, and in increased raih·oad activity. In general, the
improvement of agriculture has a most essential place in
national recovery.
This is what it means to have a man in the White House
who is friendly to the farmers, and a Congress to back him
up in courageous efforts to improve the state of agriculture.
The Roosevelt administration has served notice that the
old order of ruthless exploitation of farmers is gone. The
era of an economic democracy, progressing hand in hand
with a political democracy, is here. The farmers of this
country will not go back to Hooverism. They will not go
back to the unbridled Bourbonism of those spokesmen of
the processors and distributors who attack the efforts of the
Agricultural Adjustment Administration, but offer nothing
that is reconstructive in their stead. They will stand by
their President as he has stood by them, and the struggle
for economic freedom and equality for agriculture will be
carried on under the banner of the new deal.

Drought, blind and devastating, tested the A.A.A. just as
it did the Hoover administration in 1930. The philosophy
of do-little for farmers never is so cruel as in time of calamity. The old deal regarded weather as one of the risks
farmers had to face. Until March 4, 1933, Government aid
for drought-stricken farmers was confined to granting credit,
encouraging freight-rate concessions, and calling on the Red
Cross to give help.
But before this drought came, Congress had provided the
President with the emergency machinery to protect the people in the drought areas. The A.A.A. swung into action
again, operating a cattle-buying program, with the Federal
Emergency Relief Administration furnishing supplies and
employment to prevent hunger, control insect pests, and
buy feed. The F .E.R.A. processed for relief distribution the
surplus cattle it purchased. Determined to preserve the
FA.RM RELIEF
foundation stock of beef and dairy herds, the Farm Credit
Mr. LOZIER. Mr. Speaker, I voted and worked for the
Administration supplied loans to finance feed shipments to
Frazier-Lemke-McKeown Farm Mortgage Moratorium Act.
farmers.
BENEFIT PAYMENTS A GODSEND
Its passage was not seriously resisted in either the House or
The Agricultural Adjustment Administration benefit pay- the Senate. A large majority of the Members of Congress
ments never were so greatly needed as in the drought re- realized that agriculture had not received its fair proportion
gions. Because these payments are based on past average of the benefits accruing from emergency legislation and the
production, they are not affected by current crop failure. national recovery progra~ and although agricultural conThe farmers' crop may be dried out, burned out, hailed out, ditions have materially improved and the prices of major
or be destroyed by frost, weevils, or chinch bugs, but the farm products substantially advanced since the inauguration
farmers get their benefit payments just the same. The cash of President Roosevelt, nevertheless the basic industry, agiithe South Dakota farmers got in benefit payments was culture, has not been as yet stabilized or farm commodity
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prices pushed to a point -that will reimburse the farmer for
the cost of production, plus a fair and reasonable profit.
Realizing that the American farmers have not had a square
deal, that the proper balance between industry and agriculture has been dangerously disturbed, that the purchasing
power of farmers has been tremendously reduced and in
many cases destroyed, and convinced that there can be no
return of prosperity or normal national life unless agriculture participates in that prosperity and has its just share
of the new wealth that annually accrues to the American
people-thus believing, Congress diligently endeavored to
formulate a plan that would restore agriculture to the list
of profitable occupations and halt the march of our farmers
toward a condition of peasantry similar to that prevailing
in many European States.
In its search for a remedy for agricultural ills, Congress
was confronted by an exceedingly difficult situation. There
is no magic wand, the waving of which will revitalire and
restore a decadent agriculture to its former prosperous condition; no formulae or plan that overnight will work a
miraculous change and rebuild the shattered fortunes of the
agricultural classes.
While loyally supporting the President's emergency and
recovery policies, and going along with his agricultural program, Congress nevertheless felt that the agricultural situation was sufficiently grave to justify, in fact necessitate,
more direct treatment, in order to afford immediate relief to
a myriad multitude of farmers whose homes are being sold at
sacrificial prices that sweep away the earnings and accumulations of a lifetime.
After carefully and conscientiously considering all the proposed farm-relief measures, and taking into consideration
the attitude of the President and his departmental heads
toward all the pending bills, Congress selected the FrazierLemke-McKeown farm mortgage moratorium bill as the one
measure that could be passed through the House and the
Senate, which embodied a sound public policy, and which
would not only afford immediate and substantial first aid,
but permanent relief to millions of mortgage-burdened farmers throughout the Nation.
The Frazier-Lemke-McKeown bill is now on the President's desk awaiting Executive approval. In my opinion, it
is a real "honest-to-goodness" farm relief measure, and its
wise and sympathetic administration will bring more benefits to the American farmers than all previous so-called
"farm-relief acts."
I believe in this bill. Every thoughtful student of the
agricultural problem knows that if the farmers a.re to escape peasantry relief must come from one of two sources:
First, the price of farm products must be radically advanced and stabilized on a level comparable with the prices
that prevailed when most of the farmers' debts were contracted. That is to say, farm commodity prices must rise
to a point where a stated quantity of corn, wheat, beef, pork,
produce, or other farm products will pay as many dollars'
indebtedness as that same quantity of farm products would
have paid at the time the farmers' debts were created. The
abnormal decline in the price of farni products automatically
doubled or trebled the farmer's mortgage or other indebtedness, because two or three times the quantity of farm products are now required to pay a certain amount of indebtedness as were required at the time the mortgage or other
debts were contracted.
It is, therefore, a self-evident truth that the farmer
cannot survive and pay his present indebtedness in full
unless and until the former ratio and relationship between
the farmers' commodities and his indebtedness is restored.
Second, the only other alternative is to scale down the
indebtedness of the farmer in proportion to the decline in
the value of farm lands and farm products. There is not
sufficient money in the United States to pay even the mortgage indebtedness owed by the American farmers, much less
the total indebtedness of the agricultural classes. It is,
therefore, quite obvious that unless the prices of farm commodities are restored to substantially the same levels that
prevailed when the existing farmers' debts were contracted,
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and unless such high prices are permanently maintained, a.
scaling down of the farmers' indebtedness is inevitable, just
as from time to time large corporations have utilized the. ,
bankruptcy courts and receiverships to reorganize their·
financial structures and thereby scale down their bonded
indebtedness.
If approved by the President, the Congress, through the
Frazier-Lemke-McKeown Farm-Mortgage Moratorium Act,
will do for the farmers what it has heretofore done for corporations, railroads, cities, and towns. An overwhelming
majortty of farmers are honest and are not responsible for
their present deplorable financial condition. They are
largely the victims of class legislation, governmental favoritism, and a maladministration of our economic laws under
which they have been penalized and impoverished for the
enrichment of the industrial classes. Inasmuch as their
f allure to meet their obligations is an honest failure, no
odium or disgrace should attach to the farmer who utilizes
the procedure established by this act to secure a moratorium
or reduction of his mortgage or other indebtedness.
Some newspapers are predicting that the President will
veto this measure, but I hope there is no basis for this
prophecy. The farmer needs this legislation and without
it he cannot keep his head above water; and if the farmer .
sinks he pulls with him every other vocational group to the
bottom of the pool of insolvency and Nation-wide liquidation. If it is right for the Government to enact legislation
to permit the railroads, corporations, and cities to use the
machinery of the bankruptcy courts to scale down their
indebtedness, why is not the farmer entitled to the same
privilege?
In answer to those who charge that this legislation means
a Nation-wide, arbitrary, and ruthless reduction or scaling
down of farm mortgages and other farm debts, I point with
the undeniable fact that with the present value of money
and the present price of farm products it is absolutely
impossible for the American farmers to ever pay their
debts or escape bankruptcy.
1n addition it must be borne in mind that under the
bill now being discussed the amount of the indebtedness
owed by a farmer cannot be reduced without the consent
of a majority of the creditors in number or amount. But
it does provide for an extension of 5 years upon the
payment of a reasonable rental annually for that part
of his property of which he retains possession.
There are millions of persons and thousands of corporations in the United States indebted far beyond their
ability to pay, because their income at present prices is
insufficient to enable either the individual or the corporation
to meet current expenses and discharge maturing obligations. It seems to me that individuals and corporations
holding mortgages on farm lands or farm chattels might
just as well realize now as later that their security has
shrunk and is not worth one hundred cents on the dollar,
and with the decline in the value of the farm and fa.rm
products it is inevitable that there be a corresponding
shrinkage in the value of the mortgages on that farm and
the chattels.
I realize that the mortgage holder has acted in good
faith, and he hates to acknowledge that his mortgage is
not now worth as much as when he made the loan. When
the security back of a mortgage shrinks in value, just as
certainly as night follows day, there will be a corresponding
shrinkage in the value of the mortgage.
I repeat, that unless a large majority of farm mortgages
can be scaled down in proportion to the decline in the value
of farm lands and farm products, sacrificial foreclosure sales
are inevitable and the farmer is doomed; and as to him the
future is without hope.
The Frazier-Lemke-McKeown Farm Mortgage Moratorium
Act will afford the American farmer genuine farm relief, because under it the farmer's mortgage indebtedness will be
reduced or scaled down to a point where he will have a
chance to ultimately discharge it. As Congress has already
prescribed a similar remedy by which railroads, corporations,
cities, and towns may scale down their indebtedness, I
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know of no sound reason why the same procedure and the
same relief should not be made available to the American
farmers.
I will say in conclusion that the approval of the farm
mortgage moratorium bill would give assurance to thousands
upon thousands of farmers that in no circumstances would
they be dispossessed within 5 years, and would put on the
shoulders of the creditors <where it rightfully belongs) the
load which many creditors are now trying to shift to the
shoulders of the Government.
When the creditor class discovers, upon the approval of
the bill, that a court may grant a moratorium to a debtor
without the consent of the creditor, the creditor will make
a virtue out of a necessity and will be more amenable to
reason and more willing to adjust the situation existing
between the creditor and the debtor.
At present, innumerable cases arise where Federal land
banks are unwilling to lend a farmer sufficient funds to
refinance his mortgage, The farmers have construed the
efforts of the President on their behalf and his statements
in connection therewith as a guaranty on his part that a
farmer shall not be dispossessed, and that come what may
the ·President will see· that mortgages on farms will not be
foreclosed. The approval of the bill would make that guaranty good. The Frazier-Lemke-McKeown Farm-Mortgage
Moratorium Act furnishes an agency and formula by which
the President's pledge to the American farmers may be
speedily fulfilled.
IN THE INTEREST OF JUSTICE

Mr. SABATH. Mr. Speaker, on last Friday my colleague
[Mr. SIMPSON], much to my regret, assailed the Secretary of
the Interior, Mr. Ickes, because of a statement by the Secretary just before the primary election of last Spring, which
statement, as I understand, caused Mr. Simpson~s defeat.
Personally, I feel that if Secretary Ickes had been better
acquainted with young Mr. SIMPSON and his activities in thiS
House he would not have been so harsh in his criticism of
our colleague. Most of the criticism was in fact due to the
activities of our colleague's sire.
I have not often been charged with defending Republicans,
but in this case I feel honor-bound to say that I think
Secretary Ickes has done Mr. SIMPSON an injustice and deprived this House of the services of a young man who has
the making of a truly good legislator.
I am satisfied that our colleague's views are not the views
of his father. I have, I am happy to say, found Mr.
SIMPSON to be liberal and really desirous of serving the best
interests of the whole people, rather than the special interests that seem to be the object of his father.
I have had a good chance to observe our colleague's activities. I know that he has taken great interest in his legislative duties and aided me in my efforts to effect relief
legislation for school teachers; and, therefore, I regret that
, his ·services have been cut off as they have by the undeserved
criticism of Secretary Ickes.
On the other hand and unfortunately, Mr. SIMPSON himself is not without blame. He has unwarrantably accused
the Secretary of the Interior of being behind the legislative investigation of Judge Wilkerson, in an effort to have
the Secretary's law partner made United States judge in
place of Judge Wilkerson.
I think that justice demands a true explanation, and I feel
that it is my duty to set both these gentlemen right. The
facts are these: When the Chicago Examiner and the
Chicago American about 2 years ago published an allegation
that many irregularities and abuses existed in the Federal
courts in Chicago, specifically mentioning the receiverships
and other Federal matters connected with Federal bankruptcies, and the Chicago Bar Association made a report
thereon, a demand was made upon me to file impeachment
proceedings against Judge Woodward. However, I felt in
view of the sad experience of the Senate in two other impeachment proceedings that I, as well as the House, should
have more evidence before acting, and therefore I sponsored
the passage of a resolution to investigate these conditions and
abuses in a sane and dignified manner before &cting. Aftel'
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effecting the passage of the resolution authorizing and
directing the Committee on the Judiciary to make the investigation, many abuses came to light. Whereupon the Committee voted to impeach Judge Woodward, and contemplated
the impeachment of Judges Wilkerson and Lindley also; but
the committee and I felt that before final impeachment
charges were filed against these two judges, more convincing
evidence should be obtained, as I always discourage impeachment proceedings unless there is unmistakable supportive
evidence.
During the entire time of this transaction l never heard
of Secretary Ickes taking any active part; therefore the
charge of my colleague, Mr. SIMPSON, who has no doubt
suffered at the hands of Secretary Ickes, is not well grounded.
Both of these incidents I very much regret.
I feel that Secretary Ickes, although a Republican, is
making good. True, many Democrats feel that, holding a
cabinet position under a Democratic administration, he
should not discriminate against the Democrats; but I take
it that he, having been a Progressive Republican all of his
life, has not familiarized himself with the splendid ability
of many prominent Democrats who, I know, are just as
competent, just as able, and much more deserving than those
he has appointed to various positions of responsibility; but
he still has the chance to right the wrong.
I know that while the President does not want his official
staff to play politics, yet he feels that Democrats should not
be discrimiiiated against. I fully realize that it is the
supreme aim of the President to give the country an efficient, economical, and honest administration of its affairs
in these excessively trying times~ Personally, I feel that
such can be accomplished only by the selection of those who
are whole-heartedly in sympathy with the Presidential views
and policies. I hope that in the future those in public life
will recognire that, above all else, that honesty is the best
policy; that fairness ever should be uppermost even in
political matters.
SOLDIERS OF ALL WARS

Mr. SPEAKER. Mr. Speaiker, the new deal is going across
in a big way. The Nation is coming out of the depression
slowly but surely. All the major industries of the country

show a decided increase in business during the last 15
months. Confidence is being restored everywhere. The
automobile dealers and the salesmen of the Nation are most
enthusiastic. The makers, distributors, and salesmen of
farm implements are boosting the new deal. The department stores, the grocery stores, the clothing stores, and
other stores are boosting the new deal. Some 6,000,000 men
and women who had no work 15 months ago but are working now under the new deal are enthusiastic supporters.
However, I notice that in my own State, Pennsylvania.,
where they threw up their hands 2 years ago and cried for
Federal aid and Federal help, they have a committee
headed by a Mr. Williams to study whether or not the new
deal is incompatible with the Constitution.
It appears also that they are somewhat worried about the
State rights. One would think that anyone living in Philadelphia for the last 30 or 40 years, where corruption in
municipal affairs and election affairs has been bold enough
to be known Nation-wide, would not think of State rights.
You would naturally think that a State with so many advantages, so rich in natural resources, and so bountifully
blessed in all respects-a State where the Republican leadership has dominated supremely for at least 40 years-would
be almost self-assured of its security. It was and is because
of bad management, or lack of management, on the part
of the rulers of Pennsylvania for the last 40 years that the
Federal Government is now obliged to pour millions and
millions of dollars into the State to give food, shelter, and
clothing to the men and women who are unemployed. Pennsylvania has been under the head of Republican dictators
and Republican leaders for the last 40 or 50 years. The
farmers, the laborers, and the little business men have been
going along with this group year after year. Year after year
these leaders would feed them on promises of lower taxes
and better living conditions, but instead the taxes were in-
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creased year after year after year until now they are almost
unbearable. Now, when these same farmers and laborers and
business men have awakened to the fact that they have been
fooled all these years, and that a Democratic administration
and a Democratic Congress have to come to their aid to give
them not only relief money to keep their children from
starving but set up projects for employment, these same
Pennsylvania Republican leaders and dictators think they
can attract the attention of the masses by talking about the
constitutionality of the Roosevelt program.
The people have learned to pay little attention to these
prowlers who want to lean on the Constitution when they
themselves fail. The people pay little attention to some
local judge or committee passing on the constitutionality
of this or that measure; they know that in most cases it is
nothing more than political propaganda or publicity. The
people are satisfied to wait until the Supreme Court of the
United States hands down a decision on the constitutionality
Of this or that, and especially the new deal. Those who
expect to get a lot of consideration by crying that the new
deal is not altogether constitutional will be disappointed.
Even junior high schoolboys and girls know that the
Constitution of the United States is broad enough and :flexible enough to protect the people of the United States.
Millions of our men, women, and children who stood in
bread lines and in soup houses during the latter part of the
Hoover administration, when they were led to believe by the
action of those in authority that the Constitution could not
protect them by giving them food, shelter, and clothing, now
realize that the Constitution of the United states is being
applied as Jefferson himself would have it applied in the
new deal. The Seventy-third Congress of the United
States gave the laboring man nothing new as far as the
Constitution is concerned, but they interpreted the old
Constitution so that labor now has the right of collective
bargaining.
SOLDIERS OF ALL WARS
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Act. However, when the great percent of them are acquainted with the fact that it was only to build a stronger
foundation for the doughboys and the privates and those
who deserve pensions and care so that they will be looked
after by proper Government agencies, they will see the wisdom of the adjustments made in the recent legislation.
Their records show that on and before March 4, 1933, we
had thousands of service-connected doctors and lawyers and
others on our salary list, as well as on a pension roll. The
Honorable THOMAS L. BLANTON, of Texas, inserts, on page 6279
of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD of June 22, 1933, a few of the
5,600 topnotchers as to the salary they were drawing and
the pension they were receiving, and gives the names so as
to identify the case: Dr. Winthrop C. Adams, salary $7,500,
retired pay $150 per month; Dr. Wilfred E. Chambers, salary $6,500, retired pay $206.25; Dr. William· C. Gibson, salary $6,500, retired pay $125 per month; Dr. Ignatz D. Oowey,
salary $6,000', retired pay $206.25; Dr. George C. Skinner,
salary $6,500; Dr. Dallas B. S~th, salary $6,500, retired
pay $262.50 per month; Dr. Howard C. Von Dahn, salary
$6,500, retired pay $150 per month; Levi A. Beem, salary
$3,300, retired pay $165 per month; Mr. Charles E. Schaeffer,
salary $3,700, retired pay $150 per month; Dr. Thomas F.
Dodd, salary $4,800, retired pay $187.50 per month.
I have here before me the names of the rest of the 5,600
that are in this category of special privileged, but will not
ask your time to read them. My intent and purpose in this
whole matter is to work toward a goal that will give every
deserving soldier his just rights. The taxpayers rebel
against paying this group as mentioned above such salaries
and pensions. I find that every person wants the little
doughboy and the private, and the little lieutenant, and the
rest of them, to have the same show when it comes to getting pensions. I have and will support all such measures
pertaining to soldiers' and widows' pensions.
SERVICES RENDERED SOLDIERS IN MY DISTRICT

During the first 16 months of my term as the CongressMr. Speaker, I am glad to see the day close at hand when man from the Twenty-fourth District of Pennsylvania my
there will be but one Federal set-up to care for the veterans office rendered service in behalf of soldiers' pensions and
of all wars. At present we have a set-up for the Civil War awards, hospitalization, and so forth, as follows:
veterans, the Spanish War veterans, the World War Vet- Claims for pension of different so!diers----------------~--- 662
Requests for military and hospit.al records_________________
365
erans, and other veterans.
Insurance adjustments___________________________________
9
If a man is called to service for his country, or he volun- Certificates in lieu of lost discharge certificates____________
19
teers to serve his country under the banner of legalized war- Other cases and awards--------------------------------- 131
fare, he is entitled to the same consideration, the same
Total------------------------------------------ 1, 186
regulations concerning hospitalization, pensions, and so
forth, regardless of which war he happens to have served in.
The average number of letters it takes to close one of
Upon inquiry we find that every Congressman is of the these cases iS a little more than six; or we had from our
.same opinion, and it will undoubtedly reach a place in con- office more than 7,116 written communicaitions, or letters, as
gressional procedure within the next few years where there separate units of service rendered the soldier boys. We are
happy to do this but at the same t]me we think it is only
will be one set-up.
If a man had his right arm shot off in the Spanish- fair that the public should be informed of the fact that we
American War, he should receive the same pension as a have through our office in these 16 months dug up more
man who had his right arm shot off in the World War, all military records for soldiers in our district than were dug up
other things being equal. It is believed that fully 90 per- in 10 years prior in the same district. To this we add huncent of the soldiers of all wars now see that it is or will be dreds of telephone communications and personal taxicab
for their own good and the good of their widows and or- trips to the Veterans' Administration offices in order that
phans that adjustments were made in the pension system, nothing be left undone.
:NEW PENSION RATES TO GO INTO EFFECT
and especially the pension requirements.
On March 28, 1934, Congress passed legislation further
If a nation declares war and sends its young men into
battle and these young men become physically impaired in liberalizing the pension laws governing World War veterans'
any way, whether in battle or in training or camp, they and Spanish Wa;r veterans' cases:
should be cared for by the Government that sent them into
WORLD WAR VETERANS
war. Our Government has always cared for its soldiers.
Under the provisions of this new law World War veterans
According to the data direct from the several civilized na- who were drawing pensions for service-connected disabilities
tions, the soldiers of the wars of the United States, whether under the old laws will be restored to the pension rolls at
Mexican, Civil, Spanish, or World War, are treated better 75 percent of the pension formerly received, subject to the
socially and financially than are the soldiers of any other provisions of the new law.
nation in the world.
Under the provisions of this new law World War veterans
This is as it should be. Our deserving soldiers should be are entitled to the following benefits:
cared for. 'Ib.e unfortunate widows and orphans should be
First. If suffering from a disability traceable to the service
cared for. History will record that the Seventy-third Con- during the war, he is paid from $10 to $100 a month, dependgress laid the foundation so that these groups would be cared ing upon disability, pre-wair occupation; also additional
for as they older grew.
amounts under certain conditions.
I know that some few find fault with some of the ConSecond. If his death is caused by such disability, his widow
gressmen for voting for the National Emergency Economy or other dependents receive a pension from the Government..
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Third. Entitled tm.der certain conditions to receive hospitalization and medical care for service-connected or nonservice-connected disabilities; also transportation to and
from the hospital.
Fourth. If he served 90 days, was honorably discharged,
and is permanently and totally disabled, regardless of cause
except misconduct, may receive from the Government $30 a
month if not in a hospital or soldiers' home. In that event,
$6 a month. If he has dependents, they receive the remainder.
Fifth. Certain preferences and advantages in obtaining
positions with the Government.
Sixth. Burial allowances, including headstone.
Seventh. Any honorably discharged veteran may be buried
in any national cemetery, including Arlington Cemetery in
Washington, D.C.
SPANISH WAR VETERANS

The act of March 28, 1934, provides that every soldier
who served 90 days or more, commencing between April 20,
1898, and August 12, 1898; during the Spanish-American
War, and was not dishonorably discharged, is entitled to the
following rates of pension:
First. If suffering from a disability traceable to the service
during the war, he is paid from $10 to $100 a month, depending upon rate of disability, and so forth.
Second. The widow of such a soldier would receive $30 per
month, with $10 additional for first child and $6 for each
additional child.
Third. Entitled to receive hospitalization and medical care
for either service-connected or non-service-connected disabilities. Also transportation to and from the hospital.
Fourth. If indigent and disabled, he is entitled to live in
a Government soldiers' home.
Fifth. If permanently and totally disabled, regardless of
cause except misconduct, may receive from the Government
$45 per month, and if in need of an attendant, $54 a month.
Sixth. If partially disabled, regardless of cause except
misconduct, he is entitled to receive the following rates of
pension:
One-tenth disability ______________________________ $15. 00
One-fourth disability ---------------------------- 18. 75
One-half disability------------------------------------ 26. 25
Three-fourths disability------------------------------ 37. 50
75 years of
45.00
72 years of age------------------------------- 37.50
68 years of age------------------------------------- 30.00
62 years of age---------------------------------------- 22.50
Widows of such veterans will receive $22.50 a. month and $4.50
for each child.

age---------------------------------------

President is giving consideration to Executive order to give
relief to Spanish War veterans who enlisted after August 12,
1898, and who served outside of the continental limits of
the United States, and place them on war-time-service basis
instead of the peace-time basis under which they are at the
present time classified.
WIDOWS AND ORPHANS OF WORLD WAR VETERANS

A bill was passed by the House and Senate on June 16,
1934, which provides payment of pensions to widows and
dependents of World War veterans, and it is hoped and
believed that the bill will be signed by the President.
The bill provides the payment of pension to widows who
were married to the soldier prior to July 3, 1931, and who
have not remarried, if _the soldier had a 30-percent serviceconnected disability rating at the time of his death, notwithstanding that death was not the result of such serviceconnected disability. It is estimated that 13,900 widows and
children will be benefited by this new law the first year at
an approximate cost of $4,114,000.
The monthly rate of pension will be as follows: Widow but
no child, $22; widow and 1 child, $30, with $4 for each additional child; no widow but 1 child, $15; no widow but 2 children, $22, equally divided; no widow but 3 children, $30,
equally divided, with $3 for each additional child; total compensation shall not exceed $56.
It is the consensus of opinion of those who are on the inside that the veterans of all wars are satisfied as a whole
with the legislation as it is now progressing. Of course, now,
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as in all times past, we have that one-half of 1 percent who
are at the helm of the soldiers' organizations who are always
clamoring for something more. However, in checking up we
find that 90 percent or more of the soldier boys are right
back of the Roosevelt program for permanent recovery. In
closing I might sa.y that I am for the masses in the soldiers'
organizations. I never met anyone representing the National Economy League. They sent no lobbyists around to
me. I know nothing of their work or their organization. I
am for the farmer, the laborer, and the little business man
at all times.
THE FRAZIER-LEMKE-M'KEOWN FARM MORATORIUM BILL

Mr. LOZIER. Mr. Speaker, I favor this legislation. The
Seventy-third Congress, now drawing to a close, passed
three laws on the subject of bankruptcies, an of which are
for the benefit of the farmer. I voted for each of these bills.
Before taking up these several bills in detail, it is well to
consider for a moment the subject of bankruptcies. I use
the phrase just quoted because the power of Congress to pass
laws of that nature is derived from the Federal Constitution, and the Constitution uses the words, " the Congress
shall have power to establish uniform laws on the subject of
bankruptcies throughout the United States."
Taken by itself and considered alone, the word "bankruptcy " is frequently regarded as a term of reproach and
carries with it a sense of disgrace. But this meaning should
only be applied in exceptional cases, for rightly considered,
the word was long construed by an eminent judge, Mr.
Justice Catron, to extend "to all cases where the law
causes to be distributed, the property of the debtor among
his creditors." And as early as Leviticus (Lev. 25:10, and
following) we find provision for a year of jubilee, the :fiftieth
year, when it became the duty of a creditor or a purchaser
to " return every man unto his possession."
There is not sufficient money in existence to pay the debts
owing by the farmers of the United States. Unless there is
a tremendous increase in the price of farm commodities, unless the prices of farm products go back to the high levels
that prevailed when existing farm debts were contracted,
and those high prices are permanently maintained, there
must be a scaling down of the farm debts., just as from time
to time large corporations have reorganized their financial
structure and cut down their bonded debt.
The Congress in 1934 has done for farmers that which
has heretofore been done for corporations, railroads, and
cities and towns.
Again, every time Uncle Sam has directly or indirectly
loaned money to a farmer to enable him to settle with the
person or corporation that had a mortgage on his farm or
personal property, the transaction left the farmer still in
debt, in no manner reduced his liabilities, and created a
condition whereby all the f a.rmers in the country would
become the debtors of Uncle Sam, thus opening the door for
a concentrated effort on the part of debtors to cancel all
debts owing the Government. This would create a very
serious situation. Refinancing farm mortgages for the
amounts now due on them may afford the farmer a short
breathing spell and postpone the judgment day, but unless
the farmers get better prices for their farm products their
doom is sealed and foreclosure sales inevitable. There is no
hope for the farmer unless his debts are scaled down or
unless farm commodity prices are radically advanced and
maintained on practically the same level that prevailed
when their debts were created.
This also is true: Every time the Government takes over
a farm loan it is necessary for the Government to either
issue bonds or paper money. Every dollar of debt thus incurred or circulation thus issued decreases the value of the
dollars heretofore issued. To carry such process on to the
extent necessary to finance all farm debts ($9,000,000,000),
would be to inflate our currency to such an extent that the
dollars heretofore issued would be seriously impaired in
value. Such a result would make our money conditions very
hazardous and dangerous.
Three new bankruptcy laws are of peculiar and direct
value to farmers, and one of indirect value to those engaged
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in agriculture. Taking the three laws of direct value to
farmers-approved March 3, 1933, approved June 7, 1934,
and the one passed June 18, 1934-and reading them together, as is necessary to understand them, we find:
The act of March 3, 1933, made special provisions for
agricultural compositions-that is, reduction of debts and
extensions-and extensions. The Federal district court in
each district is required to appoint one or more conciliation
commissioners in each county having a population of 500 or
more farmers. The commissioner is paid $25 for his services
in each case, the payment to be made out of the Federal
Treasury.
A farmer desiring to take advantage of these laws must
file a petition with the conciliation commissioner for his
county, and pay a fee of $10 to the commissioner, who, in
turn, is required to send the petition and the docket fee to
the clerk of the court.
After the filing of such petition the court may order a
supervision of the affairs of a farmer, if requested by creditors, but not more than one-half of the cost of the supervision is to be paid by the farmer.
The petition required to be filed by the farmer must state
that he is insolvent or unable to pay his debts in full and
that he desires to effect a composition; that is, to have his
debts reduced in amount, or that he wishes to have granted
him an extension of time in which to pay his debts.
The petition must be accompanied by a schedule or statement of the assets and liabilities of the debtor.
The Conciliation Commissioner is required .to assist any
farmer in preparing and filing a petition and in all matters
arising in the proceedings, and farmers are not required to
be represented by an attorney in any proceedings under
the law.
A meeting of creditors is required to be held, at which the
farmer is to be examined as to his property. Thereafter
the farmer submits his proposal for composition and extension to creditors, and, if agreed to by a majority in number
and amount of the creditors, and approved by the court,
the composition or extension is put in force. The composition or extension may extend the time of payment of debts,
provide for payment of secured debts ahead of unsecured
debts, and may contain such other provisions as may be
just and reasonable in the premises.
If a majority in number and amount of the creditors of a
farmer do not consent to the terms proposed by him, the
court may approve, without the consent of creditors, " an
extension including a feasible method of financial rehabilitation for the debtor, which is for the best interest of all the
creditors, including an equitable liquidation for the creditors
whose claims are affected." This latter provision is found in
the act approved by President Roosevelt on June 7, 1934.
Translated in plain English, this means, as I understand
it, that if the creditors of a farmer do not consent to an
extension or composition, the court, without the consent of
creditors may approve any composition or extension which
the court deems just and reasonable.
Under the act passed June 18, 1934, the farmer can get
his farm released from the mortgage by having it appraised
by appraisers appointed by the court, by paying a comparatively small amount annually for 5 years, and the balance is
to be paid in full at the end of that time. All this must be
done with the consent of the creditors. But if the creditors
do not consent, the court may lease the farm to the farmer
for 5 years at a rental to be fixed by the court. During this
5-year period the mortgage cannot be foreclosed. At the
end of 5 years the farmer may buy back his farm or release
it from the mortgage, by paying in full the appraised value
thereof.
The remaining Bankruptcy Act, approved May 24, 1934,
relates to debts of cities, counties, and other governmental
organizations. Adjusting these debts will reduce the taxes
due and payable by farmers.
In short, this Frazier-Lemke-McKeown farm mortgage
moratorium bill does no more for the farmers than previous
bankruptcy acts do for railroads, cities, towns, and business
corporations. I repeat, that we a.re facing Nation-wide
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ll:quidations, which, in plain words, means a Nation-wide
scaling down both private and public debts. With the present volume of money and the present price of farm commodities it is absolutely impossible for the American farmers
to pay their debts or escape bankruptcy. There are millions
of persons and thousands of corporations. in the United
States indebted far beyond their ability to pay, because their
income at present prices is insufficient to enable either the
individuals or the corporations to meet current expenses and
discharge their maturing obligations. It is my deliberate
opinion that there are forty or fifty million people in the
United States who are unable to meet their obligations and
whose income, under existing conditions, will never permit
the liquidation of their indebtedness. These millions of men
and women are facing voluntary or involuntary bankruptcy.
Their earnings and accumulations of a lifetime have either
been dissipated or sooner or later will be taken over ·by their
creditors. This is a tragic and pathetic situation, because
a large majority of these people who are facing hopeless
poverty are deserving and not responsible for conditions
which threaten to make them objects of charity in their old
age.
Individuals and corporations holding mortgages on farm
lands might just as well realize now as later that their
security is not worth 100 cents on the dollar, and with the
decline in the value of the farm it is inevitable that there
be a corresponding decline in the value of the mortgage on
that farm.
It follows, therefore, that unless the farm mortgages in
the United States can be scaled down in proportion to the
decline in the value of farm lands, the farmer is doomed,
and as to him the future is without hope. Frankly, and
much to my regret, we are rapidly drifting toward conditions which will inevitably reduce the farmers of America to
a condition of peasantry, and ultimately we will face
Nation-wide repudiation of public and p1ivate debts.
The Frazier-Lemke-McKeown bill will, in my opinion,
afford the American farmers more real farm relief than all
the farm legislation enacted in the last 12 years, because
under this act the farmer's mortgage indebtedness will be
reduced or scaled down to a point where he will have a
chance ultimately to discharge it.
Moreover, the 5-year moratorium will be a godsend to
millions of farmers whose condition is desperate and who
are facing the loss of their farm homes under sacrificial
foreclosure sales. Under the provisions of this act the
farmer retains his home for 5 years by making small annual
payments, and by that time it is believed that conditions
will have improved so as to enable the farmer to readjust
his :finances and save his home.
In my first speech in Congress I discussed the farm problem and advocated the prompt enactment of farm-relief
measures for the rehabilitation of the agricultural classes,
and during my 12 years' service in Congress I have consistently and aggressively, by voice and vote, loyally supported the legislative program of the American farmers.
Very few Members of the House have spoken more frequently
than I in favor of legislation that designed to place agriculture on an equality with industry, give the farmer a
square deal, increase his purchasing power, and restore agriculture to its proper place in the list of profitable occupations. My loyalty to agriculture and to the cause of the
American farmers is indelibly written in the records of
Congress. By that record and by my 12 years' service I am
willing to be judged.
SUMMARY OF APPROPRIATIONS AND BUDGET ESTIMATES, SEVENTYTfilRD CONGRESS, SECOND SESSION

Mr. BUCHANAN. Mr. Speaker, so many statements have
been made of divergent character respecting the total of
appropriations granted at the past session and the effect
upon the Treasury of those appropriations -and other relief
measures that I feel it incumbent upon me as Chairman of
the Comrnitte_e on Appropriations of the House of Representatives to present a b1ief resume of the work of the Congress in that respect, based upon such facts as exist at this
time and u,pon the best estimates that can now be made as
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to the effect of these measures upon future operations of the
Treasury.
The fiscal problems confronting the second session of the
Seventy-third Congress surpassed even those of the wartime Congresses. With industry and agriculture continuing
to suffer from the economic depression, and with this condition accentuated by the most devastating and extensive
drought which has affected the West and Middle West for
50 years, the enactment of further remedial legislation and
the furnishing of huge sums in appropriations for relief
purposes became vitally necessary in continuation of the
President's program to r c~rnbilitate the Nation. In spite of
the corrective measures ~'plied as the result of legislation
of the special session, mil!. ans of our citizens are still without employment and contnue to need support and aid from
Federal, State, and local sources, and this situation alone
has made necessary the appropriation of hundreds of millions of dollars.
The appropriations made at the present session have been
supplemental to those of the special session in continuation
of the programs and policies adopted and in addition for
the initiation of new rr:..easures to furnish further assistance
in various phases of national recovery.
APPROPRIATION TOTAL-$7,526,382,866.53

The gross total of appropriations made at the present session, including the permanent and indefinite appropriations,
which are continuing and automatic, is $9,665,682,423.53.
However, included in this sum are two amounts appropriated from the special receipts created by the increment
resulting from the reduction in weight of the gold dollar,
namely, the appropriation and setting aside of a fund of
$2,000,000,000 to enable the Secretary of the Treasury-in
order to stabilize the exchange value of the dollar-to deal
in gold and foreign exchange and other instruments of credit
and securities, and also to invest and reinvest in the direct
obligations of the United States, and a further sum of
$139,299,357 for payment to the surplus of the Federal Reserve banks in connection with the making of industrial
and commercial loans. These two sums, aggregating
$2,139,299,557, payable as they are from these special receipts and not affecting either the Budget or the public
debt, are properly deductible from the usual total of stated
appropriations, leaving the net amount of the direct appropriations for all emergency and general purposes, including
postal, at $7,526,382,866.53. A listing of these appropriations
will be found in table I.
Since the establishment of the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation, funds furnished by that Corporation have not
been included in the total of appropriated moneys with the
single exception of the amount originally appropriated for
the capital stock of the Corporation. There is one instance
at this session, however, where funds of the Corporation
may, in the discretion of the President, be used to supplement the appropriations for the Federal Emergency Relief
Administration and/or the Public Works Administration,
but in this case the amount to be so taken is limited to
$500,000,000. This sum iS analogous to a direct appropriation from the general fund of the Treasury and, even if
this full amount be assumed to be necessary to supplement
the funds directly appropriated for either or both of these
administrations, the listing of it as an appropriation would
raise the stated total in table I from $7,526,382,866.53 to
$8,026,382,866.53.
BORROWING AUTHORITY OF RECONSTRUCTION FINANCE CORPORATION
INCREASED BY A BILLION AND A HALF

In addition to the appropriations directly made from the
Treasury, the funds of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation have been made available in a number of instances
for :financing new emergency enterprises where loons are to
be made, securities purchased, or capital stock subscribed
to furnish funds for corporate or other operations and
where assets will be received in some form as security therefor. The measure of the responsibility for this session of
Congress for Reconstruction Finance Corporation funds is
the amount by which the borrowing power of the Corpora-
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tion has been increased by granting authority to issue
additional notes, bonds, or debentures. This sum totals
approximately $1,500,000,000. Included in this figure is
$850,000,000 in the act extending the life of the Corporation,
$250,000,000 in the Emergency Appropriation Act, 1935, to
purchase securities owned by the Public Works Administration, $250,000,000 in the act extending provision for the
insurance of bank deposits for purchase of obligations of
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and an estimated amount under the indefinite authority in the National Housing Act.
TOTAL OF APPROPRIATIONS AND NEW OBLIGATIONS NOT IN EXCESS OF
$9,526,000,000

Including the total of appropriations made during the
session which is chargeable against general receipts--exeluding the increment of gold-the postal revenues, and the
public debt, $7,526,382,866.53, the $500,000,000 made available
from Reconstruction Finance Corporation funds for direct
expenditure by the Federal Emergency Relief Administration and/or Public Works Administration, and also including $1,500,000,000 of new commitments made at this session
to extend the borrowing power of the Reconstruction Finance Corparation, there is a total of obligations at the
maximum, both for appropriations and additional R.F.C.
funds, of not to exceed $9,526,382,866.53.
It is true that at this session, just as at many sessions
in the past, new authorizations have been made which may
require appropriations in future years. These authorizations, however, will not enter into the fiscal picture until
they materialize into estimates of appropriations upon which
future Congresses will have to pass before there is any
direct obligation against the Treasury of the United States.
They should not now be included as a charge against the
Treasury or the public debt. To do so is misleading.
DIVISION BETWEN RGULAR AND EMERGENCY APPROPRIATIONS

An analysis of the total of appropriations made during

the session shows that more than half of the total sum is
for emergency purposes, as contrasted to the general or
regular appropriations. There will be found in table II,
attached to this statement, such a segregation of the appropriations. · Of the total of $7,526,382,866.53, the sum of
$3,904,829,428 is for distinctly emergency purpases and
$3,621,553,438.53 is for regular purposes. The appropriations
for regular purposes have been reduced to a minimum. They
carry the salaries of officers and employees on a 90-percent
basis and are practically devoid of sums for new construction, such purposes being covered in the appropriations
made available for the Public Works Administration at the
present and the previous session.
Included in the total of $3,904,829,428 .for emergency
appropriations and the added amount of $500,000,000 by
which it may be supplemented from savings in funds of the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation, a total of $4,404,829,428,
are the fallowing purposes:
Civilian Conservation Corps_______________________ $285, 000, 000
Federal Emergency Relief Administration and Civil
\Vorks (fronl February 1934 to :M:arch 1935) ______ 1,517,000,000
Public Works Ad.ministration (including $40,700,000
for naval purposes)---------------------------500,000,000
Tennessee Valley Authority_______________________
48, 000, 000
Relief in stricken agricultural areas (drought)_____
525, 000, 000
1
Roads-------------------------------------------119,500,000
Financing cotton held by the Secretary of Agriculture___________________________________________
100,000,000
Reduction in interest and defernl.ent of principal
and interest on fann Dl.ortgages ________________ _
82,950,000
Public buildings _________________________________ _
65,000,000
Cattle and dairy industries ______________________ _
150,000,000
Crop-production loans ___________________________ _
40,000,000
:M:iscellaneous ___________________________________ _
15,820,000
Advances to Agricultural Adjustment Ad.ministration, payment of rentals, benefits, and refunds___ '831, 022, 428
Interest on the public debt (that portion of the interest chargeable to enlergency purposes)-------125, 537, 000
Total-------------------------------------- 4,404,829,428
1

In add1tion to this sum, contracts may be entered into for an-

other $100,000,000 for public highways for 1935, making a total
available for direct contract obligation of $219,500,000.
2 Estimated.
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NORMAL REDUCTION OF $13,572,667.40 IN BUDGET ESTIMATES

The total of the appropriations, $7,526,382,866.53, compared with the total of the Budget estimates, $7,439,955,533.93, shows an excess of appropriations over Budget estimates of $86,427 ,332.60, as found in table ill. Included in
the total of appropriations is the sum of $100,000,000 for the
financing of cotton held by the Secretary of Agriculture for
the United States for which no Budget estimate was submitted. This item was included by the Senate in the deficiency appropriation act as an emergency appropriation to
provide the Secretary of Agriculture with funds to finance
the holding of this cotton in the event of failure to secure a
renewal of the present loans; there is little likelihood of the
fund being needed or drawn upon. Eliminating this item
from consideration, there is a net decrease in Budget estimates in all other items of appropriation of $13,572,667.40.
In arriving at this net reduction the nine regular annual
appropriation acts show a net reduction in the Budget estimates of $25,529,293.6{), the deficiency and emergency appropriation act shows a net increase of $8,532,839.20 over the
Budget estimates, and the miscellaneous appropriations an
estimated increase of $3,423,787 over the Budget estimates.
The House of Representatives has continued to maintain
its record of economy in keeping appropriations within the
Budget estimates. At the past session the total of the appropriation measures as they passed the House was a net
of $23,767,702.68 under the Budget estimates submitted for
consideration in connection with those same bills.
PERMANENT APPROPRIATIONS REPEALED

The Congress at this session made a thorough review of
the so-called " permanent " appropriations. This type of
appropriation continues from year to year without any annual action by Congress, being automatic in character. A
general tendency has developed for the creation of this form
of appropriation. The investigation and hearings leading
to the enactment of the bill involved the examination of
several hundred statutes making permanent appropriations,
some of them dating back 130 years. By the terms of the
new law obsolete appropriation statutes are repealed, active
permanent appropriations are put on an annual basis commencing July l, 1935, and many changes are made in the
classification and method of handling accounts. While not
all of the permanent appropriations have been reached in
the repeal provisions of the new law, an important forward
step has been taken toward the elimination of permanent
appropriations and placing all appropriations on an annual
basis subject to review and consideration by each Congress
in the same manner as the regular annual appropriations.
The notable exceptions to the repeal of permanent appropriations are those for agricultural extension work, landgrant colleges, and vocational education.
MINIMUM OF DEFICIENCY APPROPRIATIONS
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eral Farm Loan Board, the functions of the Secretary of
Agriculture with regard to loans in aid of agriculture, and
those of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation pertaining
to the management of regional agricultural credit corporations. This consolidation has resulted in providing for the
benefit of the farmers a separate department of the Government dealing with credits for agl'iculture. It brought together the scattered agencies, eliminated duplications and
unnecessary overhead, and has saved millions of dolle.rs in
administration. By an Executive order, dated June 10, 1933,
the President provided for numerous consolidations, transfers, and regrouping of activities. A procurement division
was established in the Treasury Department to determine
the policies and methods of procurement, warehousing, and
distribution of property, facilities, equipment, stores, and
supplies. This division took over the construction activities
of the Supervising Architect's Office and the Government
fuel yards and rendered unnecessary the continuance of the
General Supply Committee. Also by the same order there
was provided a centralized disbursing agency in the Treasury
Department to take over the function of disbursement of
Government funds as rapidly as the new agency could develop to handle the duties; the military and naval services
are excepted from this consolidation.
By the provisions of other Executive orders the Bureau
of Industrial Alcohol and the remaining functions of the
Bureau of Prohibition are restored to the Bureau of Internal Revenue in connection with the administration of the
liquor-taxing laws. The Bureau of Immigration and the
Bureau of Naturalization in the Department of Labor were
consolidated into a single bureau to be known as the " Bureau of Immigration and Naturalization." The United
States Shipping Board was abolished and its functions and
duties transferred to the Department of Commerce. The
scattered duties of administration of public buildings, reservations, national parks, national monuments, and national
cemeteries were consolidated under the National Park Service in the Department of the Interior. Many minor consolidations, transfers, and abolitions have been made and the
study of reorganization under the President's authority is
still contii:ming. Definite figures are not available as to
the exact saving in dollars and cents that result from these
reorganization activities, but they are substantial amounts
in addition to providing better service.
AUDIT OF EMERGENCY EXPENDITURES

Desirous of providing every safeguard about the expenditure of emergency funds and to insure that they would be
expended for the relief purposes to which they are devoted,
the President on January 3, 1934, issued an Executive order
directing that emergency agencies established since March
4, 1933, should submit their accounts and vouchers to the
General Accounting Office for examination. From emergency funds the sum of $500,000 was mooe available for
this audit, and Congress by an appropriation in the final
deficiency act provided $1,000,000 in addition. Certain
Government corporations with Federal funds for capital
stock and incorporated under State laws do not fall within
this requirement. Their corporate existence was provided
to enable them to function smoothly, expeditiously, and
without the usual retarding influence of the normal regulatory statutes. Each of these corparations has its own
control and auditing organization.

Although the present session extended for nearly 6
months, the passage of only one deficiency and supplemental appropriation bill of a general character was necessary. The usual practice and necessity has been the enactment of two such bills, one at the beginning and one at the
end of each session. The bill at this session carried both
regular and emergency appropriations. The amount included in that bill for regular activities, both deficiency
and supplemental in character, is $15,642,365.59. 'lb.is small
amount for deficiencies and supplementals to finish out the
present fiscal year, and even some for next fiscal year, is evi- REPUBLICAN APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES REDUCED A BILLION
dence of the success of the President and the Director of
DOLLARS
the Budget in keeping the spending agencies of the GovernA comparison of the appropriations made at the present
ment within the limits of the appropriations or the amounts session of Congress for regular activities of the Governallocated to them for expenditure purposes.
ment compared with those made at the third session of the
REORGANIZATION OF EXECUTIVE AGENCIES
Seventy-first Congress when the Executive and both Houses
Authority was granted' the President to reorganize agen- of Congress were in full control of the Republican Party
cies in the executive branch of the Government so as to shows a substantial reduction of regular appropriations at
bring about economy and more efficient service.
this session under those of the Seventy-first Congress,
The most notable achievement under this legislation has third session, on a comparable basis. Table IV sets out the
been the establishment of the Farm Credit Administration totals and the differences for both sessions. This tabulathrough the consolidation of the agencies dealing with agri- tion shows that after deducting the amount for the sinking
cultural credits, namely the Federal Farm Board. the Fed- fund on the World War debt and making an allowance esti-
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mated at $615,000,000 for emergency appropriations, drought
relief, and public works, the net appropriations ma.de at the
third session of the Seventy-first Congress was $4,095,015,062.95. The deductions for emergency purposes are made
from the gross for the Seventy-first Congress in order to
place those appropriations on a comparable basis with ~he
appropriations for regular purposes at the present session.
The appropriations for regular activities at the present session, after deducting the estimated amount for the sinking
fund, amount to a net total of $3,095,789,~88.53. This sum
shows a decrease under the net for the third session of the
Seventy-first Congress of $999,225,474.42, or 24 percent plus.
On the basis of actual expenditures an equally good record
has been made. The total expenditures (exclusive of trust
funds and capital stock of the R.F.C.) for the fiscal year
ending Ju..11e 30, 1932, which were under appropriations
almost wholly made during, and all expended by, the Hoover
administration, aggregated $4,386,000,000. The general or
regular expenditures for the present fiscal year, the first full
fiscal year under the present administration ending on the
30th of this month, exclusive of certain emergency items for
the Agricultural Adjustment Administration and the Farm
Credit Administration, will total approximately $2,892,000,·ooo. This comparison shows a decrease of $1,494,000,000.
Included in the expenditures for 1932, however, are some
emergency expenditures of the character of those classified
in the 1934 expenditures as emergency items, but, even after
making a liberal allowance for expenditures of this category
in the 1932 figure, there will still be a reduction in the general expenditures for 1934 under comparable expenditures
for 1932 of approximately $1,000,000,000.
These reductions in appropriations and expenditures are
a very practical compliance with the plank in the Democratic platform of 1932 calling for a 25-percent reduction
:in the expenses of the Government.
ECONOMY LEGISLATION AND ADMINISTRATIVE SAVINGS

The economy measures of the Democratic Administration
commenced with the election of a Democratic House of Representatives in the fall of 1930. The first Budget submitted
to that new House by President Hoover came in December
1931. It showed no comprehension of the problem of bringing about economies nor did it contain any substantial recommendations for decreasing appropriations. The Democratic House on its own initiative created an economy committee and wrote into the statutes a comprehensive ·economy
law. The new administration, when it came into power in
March 1933, expanded the provisions of this economy legislation through the enactment of the National Credit Act.
The estimate of the annual economies which were brought
about by this special legislation during the Seventy-second
Congress and as expanded by the Seventy-third Congress is
in excess of $675,000,000. By the enactment of veterans'
legislation at the special session, the orders of the President
restoring benefits, and the overriding by Congress of the
President's veto of the independent offices bill at the present
session in connection with the salaries of Government employees and World War and Spanish-American War veterans, this annual saving under special economy legislation
has been cut approximately $300,000,000, still leaving economy laws bringing about estimated annual savings of
$375,000,000.
The District of Columbia and Independent Offices Appropriation bills as recommended to the final session of the
Seventy-second Congress by President Hoover totaled, respectively, $36,795,770 and $1,027,786,501. They failed of
final enactment in the Seventy-second Congress. As the
result of economy legislation passed at the special session,
and also as the result of curtailment of those Budget estimates by President Roosevelt, these two bills as finally
enacted at the first session of the Seventy-third Congress
totaled, respectively, $30,375,834 and $631,802,546, making
decreases under the amounts recommended by President
Hoover for these same bills of $6,419,936 and $395,983,955.
Upon assuming office President Roosevelt directed that
econom!es be made wherever possible by administrative ac-
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tion in the expenditure of the appropriations that had been
made upon the recommendation of the previous administration to the final session of the Seventy-second Congress.
A careful checking of the savings by the Bureau of the
Budget indicates that the funds thus saved will approximate
$100,000,000.
NEW REVENUE PROVIDED

Supplementing the economies that have been made, the
support of the regular activities of the Government has been
strengthened by the enactment at this session of a revision
of revenue laws designed to raise $417,000,000 annually, and
the Liquor Taxing Act, estimated to collect from taxes on
alcohrEc liquors $320,000,000. These laws are also designed
to close the gap on taxes escaping return and collection and
to prevent frauqs upon the liquor revenue by breaking up
illicit distilling and traffic in alcoholic liquors.
EXPENDITURES AND PUBLIC DEBT

Confmion often exists in the public mind, accentuated
frequently by the statements of those who seek for political
purpose3 to exaggerate the state of our finances, between
appropr'ations, authorizations for appropriations, expenditures, and loans and investments. In any consideration of
the total of appropriations for this session of Congress and
the use of any funds of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, it should be remembered that the appropriations just
enacted and the authority granted for use of R.F.C. funds
are, with several exceptions, but the enactment into law of
authority to make the estimated expenditures which the
President outlined in his Budget last January for the 2-year
period commencing July 1, 1933, and ending June 30, 1935.
The Budget estimated these expenditures at $16,500,000,000
for. the 2-year period and pr.edicted that if these expenditures eventuated, the public debt would stand at $31,834,000,000 on June 30, 1935. The estimated expenditures of
$16,500,000,000 for the 2-year period included estimated
expenditures of approximately $10,500,000,000 for the current fiscal year ending June 30, 1934. Expenditures during
the present fiscal year .will IJ.Ot reach that sum, falling short
approximately $3,500,000,000, or a total of general and emergency expenditures of approximately $7,000,000,000.
Expenditures for the fiscal year 1935, as . based upon the
Budget estimates for 1935, and additional aippropriations,
were placed at approximately $6,000,000,000. Some part of
the $3,500,000,000 not materializing in 1934 will occur in
the fiscal year 1935 in addition to the $6,000,000,000 so that
it might be possible for the entire $16,500,000,000 to be
reached tiy June 30, 1935. Several disarrangements of this
spending program, which could not be ainticipated, occurred
at the past session to affect this total at its maximum. The
unprecedented drought made it necessary for funds to be
sought for relief in the stricken agricultural areas in the
sum of $525,000,000. The overriding of the President's veto
of the independent offices appropriation bill upset the
Budget expenditures in the amount of $228,000,000. Additional funds have been made necessary for extension of
insurance of bank deposits, the purchase of securities taken
in connection with loans and grants for public works, the
new housing law, and so forth. These modifications would
have the effect of increasing the estimated gross expenditures of the 2 years by approximately $1,000,000,000, and
raising the estimated possible 2-year maximum from $16,500,000,000 to $17,500,000,000.
It is my opinion expenditures, even with the modifications and increase made in the President's program at this
session by reason of the drought and other emergencies, will
not reach that total. With the estimated expenditures for
the fiscal year 1934 approximately $3,500,000,000 short of the
predicted figure and the entire estimated total possibly raised
by approximately a billion dollars, it is my judgment that the
original estimated expenditures for the fiscal year 1935 of
$6,000,000,000 will not go beyond $9,500,000,000 and the original estimated total of $16,500,000,000 for the 2-year period
will hardly be reached by June 30, 1935.
With strong forces for recovery well under way and the
entire Nation feeling the impetus of the steps taken by the
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Federal Government to assist in this recovery, there is good
prospect that the President will hold the total expenditures
under all the funds placed under his control well within the
:figures that he estimated last January and achieve the goal
which he set at that time-for a balance between receipts and
expenditures for the fiscal year 1936.
The President, in his message of last January, also stated
that with expenditures for the 2-year period estimated at
$16,500,000,000, the ·public debt on June 30, 1935, would reach
the figure of $31,334,000,000. It is also my judgment that
this :figure will not be exceeded, if indeed it is reached by
that time.
RECOVERY COSTS AND ITS BY-PRODUCTS ·

ments which it cannot finance without oppressive taxation
and Government regulation.
CONCLUSION

The only hope in this depression of millions upon millions
of our citizens for the preservation of their homes, their
farms, their business, their :financial recovery, and even their
daily bread and butter, is the Government of the United
States. Our people have the courage, the vision, and the
industry to lift themselves from this slough of despondency,
but they need the helping hand of the Federal Government.
Under the· leadership of our great President they are receiving that assistance. Whatever measures are necessary,
whatever funds are requisite, the American people are willing to furnish him to carry on this herculean task. They do
not begrudge the outlays. All they ask is that the money
be well and carefully expended along sound recovery· lines.
The cost of the participation of the United States in the
World War, exclusive of the loans to the Allied Governments and the expenses of our Government on a peace
basis, was $23,400,000,000. We are engaged in a different
kind of a war at this time, but one just as important to the
people of this Nation. If the cost of defeating this depression should approximate one-fourth our cost of the World
War, it would be money well expended. A new United
s ·t ates will emerge from this era, one with greater hope,
greater opportunity, greater vision, and a greater soul. We
are on our way out of the economic morass and better days
are ahead.

In con8ideration of these large :figures of public debt and
expenditures, attention must be given to the large proportion of these funds that constitute loans, investments, and
other securities that within every reasonable consideration
may be expected to be returned to the Treasury in good
measure. At the time the Budget, last January, was submitted it gave the estimated book value of assets held as
security for loans at $5,462,000,000. It is fair to assume that
as the result of additional commitments this figure will be
raised at least to $6,500,000,000.
When the present administration took office in March 1933
the public debt stood at $20,934,000,000. If the public debt
on June 30, 1935, does not exceed the estimated :figure of
$31,834,000,000, there will have been an increase in debt during this period of $10,900,000,000. Deductingfrom this·:figure
TABLE I.-Appropriation8 made during the Seventy-tl~ira Gongre8s
the estimated book value of assets held as security for loans
Becona session
'
of $6,500,000,000, there remains an increase in the public debt
Regular annual appropriation acts:
during this period not offset by these assets of $4,400,000,000,
Agricultural Department and Farm Credit Administration __ -_
$62, 621. 673. ()()
District of Colmnbia.. ________________________________________ _
35, 411, 177. 94
which, if not otherwise represented by investment in Govern1 588, 574, 714. ()()
ment property, might properly be charged off against recov31, 474, 319. ()()
25, 075, 995. ()()
Legislative Establishment ____ -----------------------------ery. However, large expenditures have been and will be made
284, 658, 799. 00
Navy_-----------------------------------------------------by way of capital outlay in Government property as a byDepartments of State, 1ustice, Commerce, and Labor:
product of this recovery. Included in · this category is the
~~i:oo=======--=================
~
enlargement of the Navy and the replacement of obsolete
Commerce___________________________ $M:
32, 267, ~:
321. 00
Labor-----------------------------------14, 030, 805. 00
vessels, roads, lighthouse -property, public buildings, aviation,
88, 884, 522. 00
housing at military posts and stations, naval shore station
Treasury and Post Office Departments:
Treasury_________________________________ 150, 092, 430. ()()
improvement, reclamation, Boulder Dam, Tennessee Valley
Post' Office______ .:________________________ 669, 628, 94-0. oo
Authority, river and harbor improvement, flood control, con819, 721, 3'(0. ()()
War Department:
servation, improvement· of national parks and national forMilitary activities______________________ 255, 526, 147. 00
ests, post offices and other public buildings, prevention of soil
Nonmilitary activities___________________
60, 702, 844. oo
316, 228, 991. 00
erosion, establishment of subsistence homesteads, and a host
iiiguiai annual acts---------~-----~---~------------ 2, 252, 6.51, 560. 94
of minor projects that constitute permanent and lasting im- EmergencyTotal
and deficiency appropriation act:
provement. In addition to these Federal improvements, more
Title 1 General appropriations (regular)____
15, 642, 365. 59
Title II. Emergency appropriations__________ I. 808, 270, 000. 00
than $600,000,000 will have been available in this 2-year
1, 823, 912, 365. 59
period for expenditure on public State highways.
Miscellaneous 3Cts carrYfug appropriations:
Chinch-bug control and other miscellaneous__
t 5, 000, 000. 00
In connection with any statements of the cost to the
Federal .Emergency Relief Adm.1nistration
and Civil Works_________________________ 950, 000, 000. 00
Nation of recovery measures there must be kept in-mind as
Relief of cattle and dairy industries __ _:______ 150, 000, 000. 00
a very definite asset the sum of $2,811,000,000 now held as a
Crop-production loans______________________
40, 000. 000. 00
Exchange stabilization fund (to be paid from
separate account in the general fund of the Treasury as the
receipts authorized by sec. 7 of Gold Reserve
increment resulting from the reduction in the weight of the
Act of 1934)-------------------------------- 2, 000, 000, 000. 00
Amount for payment to surplus of Federal
gold dollar. By special appropriation $2,000,000,000 of this
Reserve banks in connection with making
increment is set aside as a special fund to enable the Secof industrial and commercial loans (to be
paid from receipts authorized by sec. 7 of
retary of the Treasury to stabilize exchange and to invest
Gold Reserve Act of 1934)________________ 139, 299, 557. 00
and reinvest in United States securities. When these trans3, 284, 299, 557. 00
actions have been completed, there will be a very substan- Permanent and indefinites:
Advances to Agricultural Adjustment Ad
tial sum in this increment in the general fund for such
ministration (rentals, benefits, and refunds)_ ' 831, 022, 428. 00
Interest on the public debt___________________ '824, 349, 000. 00
disposition as may be made by law.
Sinking fund and other debt retirement funds_ ' 525, 763, 850. 00
Mr. Speaker, statements have been issued recently from
All other permanent and indefinites__________ t 1.23, 683, 662. 00
2, 304, 818, 940. ()() .
opposition political sources severely criticizing the outlays
Grand total_________________________________________________ 9, 665, 682, 423. 53
for recovery purposes, and in several instances exaggerating Less appropriations
from the receipts created by
the amounts directly chargeable to the Federal Governthe increment resulting from the reduction in
weight
of
tbe
gold
dollar (receipts under sec. 7
ment. The :figures of cost for this session in several cases
of the Gold llilserve A ct of 1934):
Exchange stabilization fund. _________________ 2, 000, 000, 000. 00
are not in agreement, one opposition spokesman placing the
Payments to surplus of Federal Reserve banks_ 139, 299, 557. 00
total commitments for the session at $17 ,000,000,000, and
- - - - - 3 2, 139, 299, 557. 00
another, in a more conservative body, placing the amount at
Net grand total of appropriations_________________________ 7, 525, 382, 866. 53
$14,000,000,000. It is the function of the minority to criticize but it should be constructive criticism. Exaggerated 1 Does not inclnde any estimated amount under the indefinite appropriation for
payments remlting from decrease in the percentage of reduction in salaries and other
statements do not aid recovery; they tend to retard it by changes
in economy laws.
unduly frightening business and making the individual timid 1 Approximated.
a Appropriations from these receipts in no wise affect the public debt or the Budget.
by believing that the Government is entering upon commit- For that reason they are deducted.
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II.-Division of OiPvrOP'riations in table I, Seventy-third Oongress, seoona session, between regular appropriations and emergency
appropriations

TABLE

Regular appropriations:
Amounts in regular annual appropriation acts, including
postal ______________________________________________________ $2, 252, 651, 560. 94
Amount in title I, deficiency appropriation act, for general
15, 642, 365. 59
(regular) purposes________________________________________
Amounts in miscellaneous acts-----------------------------1 5, 000, 000. 00
Permanent appropriatio.ns;
Interest on the public debt (being interest on
the amount of debt as of Feb. 28, 1933) _____ $698, 812, 000
Sinking fund and other debt retirement funds_ 525, 763, 850
All other permanent and indefinite appropriations_______________________________________ 123, 683, 662
1, 348, 259, 512. co
Total, regular appropriations, incluging postaL__________ 3, 621, 553, 438. 53
Emergency appropriations:
Emergency Appropriation Act, 1935 (title II of
emergency and deficiency act):
Fund for allor.ation by the President to Tennessee Valley Authority, Federal Emergency Relief Administration, Public Works
Administration, and Civilian Conservation Corps ____________ ·-------------------- 899, 675, 000
Relief in stricken ag-ricultural a..-eas, including
loans (drought relieO- _-------------------- 525, 000, 000
Roads, including public highways, forest
roads and trails, park roads, public-land
roads, and Indian-reservation roads________ 119, 500, 000
TABLE
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II.-Di'Vision of appropriations ,,. table I, Seventy-third Oongress, seoond session, between re[J'Ular appropriations and emergen<J'll

TABLE

a'Jif)ropriations-Oontinued
Emergency appropriations-Continued.
Emergency Appropriation Act, 1935 (title II of
emergency and deficiency act)-Continued.
Petroleum Administration_ _________________ _ $1,500,000
Fund to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to
protect the title to cotton held by him for
too United States _________________________ _ 100, 000, 000
Reduction in interest rate and deferment of
payments of principal and interest on farm
mortgages, Federal land banks__________ _
950, 000
Public buildings_ __________________________ _ 82,
65, 000, ()()\)
Sundry items under the Treasury Department_ __________________________________ 14, 645, 000
- - - - $1, 808, 270, 000. 00
Federal Emergency Relief Administration and Civil Works___
950, 000, 000. 00
Relief of cattle and dairy industries__________________________
150, 000, 000. oo '
Crop-production loans----------------------------------------40, 000, 000. 00
Permanent appropriations:
Advances to Agricultural Adjustment Administration for payment of rentals, benefits, and refunds __________________________________ 1 $331, 022, 428
Interest on the public debt_ ___________________ i 125, 537, 000
956, 559, 428. 00
Total, emergency appropriations___________________ 3, 904, 829, 428. O<l
Grand total---------------------------------- 7, 526, 382, 866. 53

III.-Comparison of Budget estimates and appropriatiom, Set1tnt11-tkird Congress, seco1'1d session
Budget estimates

A.ct
Regular annual acts:
Agricultural Department and Fa.rm Credit Administration _______________________________ _
District of Columbia_____________________________________________________________________ _
Independent offices ________ ----- ---------- _______ ------ _------------------------------------------Interior Department----------------------------------------------------------------------Legislative establishment ____ ----------------------------------- ___________________ ----------_:
Navy __ ----- -- --- -- -------- ---- -- ---------- ------- --- -------- ------ -- ---- ------ ---- ---- - ----- ----- ---- -

Increase ( +) or
decrease ( - )

Appropriations

$64, 616, 671. 00

35, 154, 843. 94
595, 218, 914. 00
31, 524, 656. 00
25, 362, 856. 60
286, 332, 392. 00

I

- $1, 994, 998. 00
+256, 334. 00
-6, 644, 200. 00
-50,337.00
-288, 861. 00
-1, 673, 593. 00

$62, 621, 673. 00
35, 411, 177. 94
588, 574, 714., 00
31, 474, 1119. 00
25, 075, 995. 00
284, 658, 799. 00

I==============~===============:=============

State, Justice, Commerce, and Labor:
Sta.te-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Jnstice_
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Commerce
_________________________________________________________________________________ _
Labor------------------------------------------------------------------------:----------------

13, 475, 098. 00
31, 359, 704. 00
32, 282, 406. 00
14, 044, 145. 00

Total, State, Justice, Commerce, and Labor------------------------------------------------------

91. rn1, 353. oo

Treasury and Post Office:
Treasury-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Post Office _______________________________________________________________________ -----------

150, 527, 869. 00
676, 849, 240. 00

150, 092, 430. 00
669, 628, 940. 00

-435, 439. 00
-7, 220, 300. 00

Total, Treasury and Post Office______________ ___________________________________________________ _

827, 377, 109. 00

819, 721, 370. 00

-7, 655, 739. 00

War.
Military activities-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Nonmilitary activities __.___·------------------------------------------------------------------------

260, 624, 208. 00
60, 807, 851. 00

255, 526, 147. 00
60, 702, 844. 00

-5, 098, 001. 00
-105, 007. Oil

Total, War-------------------------------------------------------------------

321, 432, 059. 00

Total regular annual appropri<.1.tion acts_--------------------------------------------------

2, 278, 180, 854. M

Deficiency e.nd emergency appropriation act;
Title I, general appropriations (regular)_------------------------------------------------------------Title II, emergency appropria.tions------------------•-------------------------------------

-5, 203, 003. O:>

14, 783, 526. 39
l, 700, 596, 000. 00

15, 642, 365. 59
1, 808, 270, 000. 00

+858, 839. 20
+101, 674,000. 00

1, 823, 912, 365. 59

+ 108, 532, 839. 20

1, 576, 213. 00
950, 000, 000. 00
150, 000, 000. 00
40, 000, 000. 00

Total, miscellaneous_------------------------------------------------------

1, 141, 576, 213. 00

1 Does

-2, 276, 831. 00

-25, 529, 293. 60

1, 715, 379, 51.6. 39

Grand total----------------------------------------------------------------

88, 884, 522. 00

316, 22.3, 991. 00

Total, emergency and deficiency acL-----------------------------------------------------

'Permanent and indefinite a.ppropriations------------------------------------------------------

+410, 520. 00
-2, 658, 926. 00
-15,085.00
-13,340.00

2, 252, 651, 560. 94

Miscellaneous
carrying appropriations:
Chinch-bugacts
control
and other miscellaneous _______________________________________________________ _
Federal Emergency Relief Administration and Civil Works-----------------------------------Ca.ttle and dairy industries ______ ------------------------------------------------------------------Crop production loans---------------------------------------------------------

2

I

I

13, 885, 618. 00
28, 700, 778. 00
32, 267, 321. 00
14, 030, 805. 00

2, 304, 818, 940. oo

I

I 5, 000, 000. 00
950, 000, 000. 00
150, 000, 000. 00 --

40, 000, 000. 00

1, 145, 000, 000. 00

I

7, 439, 955, 533. 931

+3, 423, 787. 00

------------------------------- ------------- ------- -+3, 4-"3, 787. 00

00

-- -- ------ ---- - ... ----

7, 526, 382, 866. 53

+86, 427, 332. 60

2 2, 304, 818, 940.

not include e.ny estimated a.mount under indefinite appropriation for payments resulting from decrease in the percentage of reduction in salaries and other changes

·tn economy laws.
' Estimated.
1

IV.-Oompari.son of appro1't'iations (less emergencv appropriations) made du. ring the Seventy-first Oongress, third session, with
those made during the Seventy-third Oongress, second session

TABLE

IV.-Oompalrison of appropriations (less emergency appropriations) madJe du.ring the Seventy-first Oongress, third session, with
those made during the Seventy-third Oongress, seoond session-

TABLE

' Total appropriations made during the 71st Cong., 3d sess., for the
fiscal year 1932, and prior fiscal years---------------------------- $5, 178, 524, 967. 95
1 Deduct:
Sinking fund and other debt retirement funds_
$468, 509, 905
Emergency appropriations for drought relief,
emergency construction, and public works
(estimated)----------------------------615, 000, 000
1, 083, 509, 905. 00

Continned
Total appropriations for regular purposes ma.de
during the 73d Coag., 2d se.ss., table II, for the
fiscal year 1935, and prior fiscal years ___________ $3, 621, 553, 438. 53
Less sinking fund and other debt retirement funds_ 525, 763, 850. 00

Net appropriations, 71st Cong., 3d sess-------------- 4, 095, 015, 062. 95

Decrease, total appropriations for 73d Cong.,
2d sess., for regular purposes, under comparable appropriations for 7lst Cong., 3d
sess __ ----------------------------------------------------

Net regular appropriations, 73d Cong., 2d
sess __ ---------------------------------------------------- $3, O'J5, 78'J, 588. 53

999, 225, 474. 42
1 Estimated.
a Remainder of item of $824,349,000 tor interest on the public debt after deducting the sum of $698,812,000 of interest on the a.mount of debt as of Feb. 28, 1933.
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ADDITIONAL BENEFITS FOR WOR~D WAR VETERANS AND DEPENDENTS
Mr. PATMAN. Mr. Speaker, on May 15, 1934, I inserted
in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD a statement showing the present status of World War veterans, Spanish-American War
veterans, and their dependents. About 100,000 of these
statements were printed and distributed by Members of
Congress, veterans' organizations, heads of departments,
and others. Since that time H.R. 9936, introduced by the
Honorable JOHN E. RANKIN, Chairman of the Committee on
World War Veterans' Legislation, has become a law. It
passed Congress June 16, 1934. It is a law to compensate
widows and children of persons who died while receiving or
entitled to receive monetary benefits for directly serviceconnected disabilities, and relates only to persons who had
World War service.
It includes widows and children but does not include
dependent parents.
The deceased veteran must have served in the World War
before November 12, 1918, or, if serving in Russia, before
April 2, 1920; and his death need not have been or be caused
by a service-connection disability.
Such veteran must have been receiving or entitled to receive at the time of his death compensation pension or
retirement pay for a 30-percent disability or more which
was directly incurred in or aggravated by service in the
World War. It does not include presumptives.
The law includes cases where such a veteran dies in the
future.
No widow or child shall receive such compensation unless
exempt from the payment of a Federal income tax.
A widow with no child will receive $22; widow and one
child, $30, with $4 for each additional child. No widow,
but one child, $15; no widow, but 2 children, $22 (equally
divided); no widow, but 3 children, $30 (equally divided),
with $3 for each additional child, total amount to be equally
divided, provided the total compensation shall not exceed
$56. These are the same rates provided for dependents of
peace-time soldiers.
The term " widow " means a person who was married to
a veteran prior to July 3, 1931, and who has not remarried.
The term " child " shall mean an unmarried person under
the age of 18 years.
If the child is going to school or college, the compensation may be continued until the age of 21.
The act provides that the Administrator of Veteran8• Affairs is authorized and directed to receive evidence and
adjudicate claim for compensation under this act when it is
claimed that the veteran was 30 percent or more disabled
immediately prior to his death from disease or injury established to the satisfaction of the Veterans' Administration
prior to date ·of death to have been directly incurred in or
aggravated by service in the World War, although a determination of 30-percent disability or more had not been
made by the Veterans' Administration prior to the veteran's
death.
·
Payments will be effective from the date of enactment into
law of this act in all cases where death occurred prior to its
enactment. In all other cases payment shall be made from
the date of the application of the widow or child.
A claim by the widow or child for pension or compensation under Public Law No. 2, Seventy-third Congress, or Public Law No. 141, Seventy-third Congress, on account of death
of veteran from a directly service-connected disability will
be accepted as a claim for benefits under this act. An additional statement will have to be filed, however, showing that
the claimant is exempt from the payment of a Federal income tax. The same requirements apply to children.
The law does not apply to cases where a veteran dies of a
disability, the result of his own misconduct.
The law will apply to 13,900 cases at this time, and will
cost $4,114,000 the first year.
Until the enactment of this law no widow or child o{ a
World War veteran received a pension or compensation from
the Government unless the veteran's death was caused by a
service-connected disability. In other words, as pointed out
by Judge RANKIN, while speaking for this legislation. if a
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veteran had his eyes shot out on the western front, but died
of some other cause, his widow and orphans have not been
able to draw one penny of compensation from the Government. If a veteran was at the point of death by reason of
tuberculosis, or any other disease that was service connected,
but was killed by an automobile or street car, under prior
laws, the Veterans' Administration was forced to hold that
his death was not caused by a service-connected disability,
and, therefore his widow and children were not entitled to
compensation.
I:1 conclusion, it should be remembered that in order for
a widow to draw compensation under this act she must show
that her deceased veteran husband was receiving compensation for a disability which was rated 30 percent or more
directly service connected at the time of his death or she
must show within 3 years that he was entitled to a rating
of at least 30 percent at the time of his death for a disability
shown to be directly service connected. The cause of death
is immaterial if not due to misconduct. If his death was
caused by a war service-connected disability she and her
children will be entitled to higher rates.
STATEMENT OF COST OF VETERANS' BENEFITS BEFORE THE SO-CALLED
"ECONOMY ACT " AND SINCE THAT TIME

Without the so-called" Economy Act" of March 20, 1933,
the Government would have expended $866,830,000 for compensation, pensions, hospital and domiciliary care, and ad- ·
ministration for the year ending June 30, 1934. By reason
of reductions made by regulations under the Economy Act
the Government expended for these purposes during the year
the sum of $600,811,504. All war service-connected veterans
are now receiving the same compensations they received
prior to the Economy Act. All widows and children of war
service-connected veterans, including the presumptives, have
remained on the pension rolls without any deduction whatsoever.
ADJUSTED-SERVICE CERTIFICATES

This bill was first introduced in May 1929, providing for
full payment to each veteran of the full amount of his
adjusted-service certificate in cash.
Although we were not successful in getting the bill passed,
we were successful in getting the interest rate reduced to
4¥2 percent from 6 percent to 8 percent on February 27,
1931, and the veterans allowed to borrow 50 percent of the
face value of their certificates. The fight for full payment
continued, and on July 21, 1932, we were successful in getting the interest rate reduced to 3 ¥:? percent. The House
of Representatives on June 15, 1932, during the Seventysecond Congress, had passed the bill H.R. 1, providing for
the full and immediate cash payment of the certificates.
The Senate defeated the measure.
At the beginnin_g of the Seventy-third Congress, in March ·
1933, I again introduced a bill providing for full payment,
which was known as " H.R. l." This bill was passed in the
House of Representatives on March 12, 1934. It was defeated in the Senate.
I have already filed with the Clerk of the House of Representatives a new bill, which will be known as "H.R. 1 ", for
the Seventy-fourth Congress, which will convene January 3,
1935. This bill provides for the full payment of the ad- ·
justed-service certificates without interest on loans prior to
October 1, 1931. It will be the same bill as H.R. 1, of the
Seventy-third Congress, which passed the House March 12,
1934. The payment is to be made in the same kind of money
that is issued to national banks and Federal Reserve banks
every day. The Federal Reserve banks pay 27 cents a $1,000
to get the money printed. They pay nothing for the use of
the Nation's credit. The national banks depasit Government bonds drawing 3%-percent interest and receive new
money in return. They pay a tax of one-half of 1 percent
annually on the money, but continue to get interest on the
bonds, thereby getting a bonus for putting money in circulation. We have a better plan to put money in circulation,
and instead of it costing the Government money it will save
the Government money. If this bill passes, it will give the
holder of an average certificate $500 in cash. It will not
cause taxes to be raised to make the payment. It will not
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cost the Government an extra penny, but will actually save
the Government $112,000,000 a year until 1945, in addition
to the millions of dollars it will save in administration
expenses of present laws between now and 1945.
I have prepared statements showing the amount of money
that will be received by veterans in each county of the
United States in the event this bill is enacted into law.

yearly renewable term.-insurance rights which were thought
to have been withdrawn under section 17 of the Economy Act
of March 20, 1933. Action is being taken to place into effect
the requirements of the decision. As a result of the decision,
the Government is exPCcted to expend approximately $22, ..
000,000 in payment of these cases during the next year, and
a total of approximately $40,000,000.
WAR-RISK INSURANCE CASES
Mr. Speaker, I desire to call attention to the following
The Supreme Court of the United States handed down a information in regard to the number of veterans and dedecision on June 4, 1934, in the cases of Lynch & Wilner pendents on the pension rolls and the disbursements for
against United States Government, which confers certain fiscal years 1933-35.
The number of oeteram and depende11l8 on the pennon rolls and the disbu.mment& for fiscal 11ear& 1933-~5
Fiscal year 1933

Actual

number on
rolls
Mar. 19

Actual disbursements

World war veterans:
Service
connected---------------------------------------------------------338, 894
544
$184,
Nonservice
connected-D.A ___________________________________ .:________________
425,
85, 824,
186, 666
547
Peace timer------_ --- _______ ----------------------------------------------- ------------ ---------- ----- _Emergency officers' retirement--·- -----------------------------------------------6, 037
9, 968, 980
TotaJ _____________________________________________________________________ _
770, 475

Fiscal year 1934

Fiscal year 193.5

Actual
Estimated apna:mber on propriation Estimat.ed
Estimated
rolls
required under number on appropriation
Public 2 and
rolls
required
Mar. 31
Public 78

308, 978
33,252
10, 374
1, 5'Z'l

$115, 969, 212
10, H2, 760
2, 303, 028
3,300,000

329,853
32, 320
9,991
l, 517

1$167,141, 674
11, 989, 78~
2, 3.53, 48ff
2, 905, 252

1~~~~1~~~~~-i-~~~-1-~~~~-1-~~~-1-~~~~-

'Z'l9, 980, 193

354, 131

131, 715, 000

373,681

184, 390, 190

World War depeJJ.dents: Service connected ____________________________________ l=======i-=========i========i=========~========I==========
101, 542
35, 582, 821
100, 039
36,830, 000
100,039
34, 54.9, 538
1~~~~i------:-~~~-1-~~~~-~~~~-1-~~~~-~~~~-

Total World War------------------------------------------------------ __ _

872, 017

3-15, 563, 014

454, 170

168,545, 000

Spanish War veterans:
Service connected------------------------------------------------------------Nonservice connected------------------------------------------------------Total______________________________________________________________________ _

458
195, 387

313, 442
108, 703, Zl8

6, 212
117, 861

16, 785,000
36,606, 644

6, 212 }
174, 388

73, 184, 423

195, 845

109, 016, 660

124, 073

53, 391,644

180,600

73, 184, 4.23

473, 720

218, 939, 728

i=======i-=========F=======l==========l========I==========

l=======i-=========F======~==========l========l==========

Spanish War dependents:

Service connected________ ---------------------- ___ ---- __ -----------------------N onservice ~nnected---------------------------------------------------------Total---------------------------------------------------------------------Total Spanish

1,244
37, 929

364, 6'Z'l
15, 924,365

1, 598
31, 091

700,000
7, 700,000

1, 598 }
33, 302

12,023, 431

1--~~~i--~~~~;-~~~-1-~~~~-1-~~~-1 -~~~~-

39, 173

16, 288, 1192

32, 689

8,400,000

34, 900

12, 023, 431

1=======~==========~========1=========1=======1==========

2 125, 305, 652
156, 762
61, 791, 644
215,500
85,207,SM
War------------------------------------------------------- -t========ii===========l========l===========l========I=========~

235,018

Grand total 1------------------------------------------------------------

1, 107, 035

440, 868, 666

610, 932

230, 336, 644

689,220

304, 147, 58:1

1 Does n~t include cost of new claims under Steiwer amendment to sec.
2 Includes approximately 13 months disbursements due to change in date

a Wars

28, Public 141, which amendment was added after preparation of e.<>timate.
of payment.
prior to 1898 not included; no peace-time cases included except World War transferred to peace time.
FARM LEGISLATION

proved July 1, 1898, and acts amendatory thereof and supplementary
thereto.

Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my
My reply was that I was happy for the first time during all the
remarks in the RECORD, I include the following radio address tempestuous moments and hectic hours of the session, because

to be delivered by me June 23, 1934:
Fellow members of the National Farmers' Union and friends
from coast to coast and Gulf to Lakes, to be a ·guest speaker on
the national farm and home hour, under the au.....::pices of the
National Farmers' Union, witbout paying tribute to its fighting,
courageous leaders, past and present, would be rank ingratitude
indeed. Hence I not only pay tribute but silently eulogize our
former great leader, John A. Simpson, as in memory's fleeting
eye I see him in the corridors of Congress fighting always for
right and justice to the American farmer.
Great leader that he was, the National Farmers' Union is fortunate in having as his successor a leader in whom there is no
diminution of courage, no sacrifice of principle, no weakening of
zeal, and who has no superior now as a fighter for our common
cause, E. H. Everson.
Neither does our secretary, Mr. Edward E. Kennedy, need introduction, eulogy, or alibi from lips of mine. The Book of Books
says, "By his works ye shall know him best." So, measured by
this gage, our mutual friend, Ed Kennedy, stands out in the
hearts and minds of all who know him best.
During the recent session of Congress it was my privilege not
only to know and to learn E. H. Everson and Ed Kennedy well
but to admire, revere, and respect them as champions of our
common cause. During the not too encouraging days that we
fought for signatures on the Lamke petition Ed Kennedy was a
tireless worker, as loyal to the Union as the stars to their appointed
courses.
Last Monday night, when Congress adjourned, it was proposed to
have certain State delegations sing their State songs. Objection
was made to this on the grounds that such a procedure would be
undignified; that it would cause disrespect and derision to be
thrown upon the Congress of the United States.
My reply was that for once in this session Congress had cast
aside its so-called "dignity." It had scattered to the four winds
of heaven its exalted eminence and got down to the level of the
common people by passing the most deserved, the most humane
legislation enacted within the memory of this generation-H.R.
9865, a bill to amend an act entitled "An act tp establish a uniform system of bankruptcy throughout the United States", ap-

at last a new Declaration of Independence had been written when
the farm bankruptcy bill was passed. With the enactment of
this bill, which now awaits the President's signature to become
operative, a new era of peace and hope dawns upon the American
farmer.
No longer will he fear the summons of the sheriff. No more will
he scan in mortal terror the columns of his newspaper to learn
whether judgments have been taken, foreclosure proceedings
started, or orders of sale issued. No longer will he wear out hancl
and heart and brain slaving and tolling under tb.e bru tal lash
of the iron-hearted money lenders and Shylocks. This bill provides a moratorium for 6 years.
My fellow members of the Farmers' Union, have you heard the
latest news? No? Well, Dillinger and his gang are in town. Perhaps you feel safe and secure in your country homes in Ohio, in
Illinois, in the Northwest, the Southwest, and the Southeast.
Let me warn you against any false sense of security. This
Dillinger can and does reach his long arm of destruction into
every farm home in America. Like a hungry and famished wolf
he stands now at the door of every farm home upon which there
is a mortgage about to be foreclosed. I refer to the Dillingers of
Wall Street and their fellow pirates, the international bankers and
money lenders, the high-salaried executives of life-insurance
companies.
Since the passage of the Farm Bankruptcy Act they have invaded
Washington like Ali Baba and his 40 thieves. Thei.r avowed purpose is to induce the President of the United Stat es to veto this
bill. Yes; they are here for that sinister purpose in the very face
of the well-known fact that they have been benefited more by
special legislation than any other class of people in .America
today.
They come despite the fact that they have been lent millions
of dollars by the Government, which will ultimately be paid by
the" taxpayers, which includes you and I and 120,000,000 more of
comm.on people.
Like the Shylocks of old they come, demanding their pound of
flesh! Now, do you realize your danger? Do you realize the imminent peril that hangs like the sword of Damocles over the heads
of every one of you farmers who has a mortgage that may be foreclosed? Do you see now how the long arm of these Dlllingers of
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Wall Street reaches rlght now through your door, and its grasping,
clutching tentacles a.re clawing at this very moment at your
throat to empty your very veins of their lifeblood?
If this bill 1s vetoed, there is no hope, no encouragement, no
chance. The future is black. We are at the end of the rope.
Between now and during the next 12 months these human vultures will pick clean the bones of every American farmer who is
in distress. They will confiscate farms at the same rate as now,
3,000 per day.
The rising and setting of the sun are not more certain than this.
This must and will be prevented when the President signs the
bill on his return to Washington next week.
Four years ago, when I started a national crusade for the enactment of a moratorium against foreclosure of farm real estate,
I was laughed at, scoffed at, ridiculed by the bankers, 1.nsurance
companies, real-estate dealers, ruthless lawyers, professional politicians, and the 36-percent loan sharks. These inhuman leeches
and vampires were sucking the lifeblood of the farmers day by
day and wanted no interference. They wanted to bleed them
White.
In the primary and election campaigns of 1932, a farm moratorium was the first plank in my platform. Promptly upon entering the Seventy-third Congress I introduced two bills which
provided for a complete cessation of foreclosures, and which, 1f
enacted into law, would have stopped the bloody slaughter of at
least 500,000 farmers.
During the history-making special session of the Seventy-third
Congress I waged a single-handed fight for the enactment of this
humanitarian measure.
Shortly after Congress convened in its regular session I placed
on the Speaker's desk a petition to discharge the Committee on
the Judiciary from further consideration of the bill. Following
an interval of several weeks, my efforts together with that great
friend of the farmers, Congressman WILLIAM LEMKE, other Members, and Ed Kennedy and E. H. Everson, were concentrated in a
long but successful drive to secure 145 signatures on the petition
to discharge the Ways and Means Committee from further consideration of the Frazier-Lemke bill to refinance existing farm
mortgages at 3-percent interest, which included amortization of
the loan.
Our efforts succeeded in securing the requisite number of signatures, but consideration and vote on the bill were blocked and
prevented by parliamentary tricks from those who opposed 1ts
passage.
In the meantime I had prepared a. bill of my own which would
not only have established an immediate moratorium again.st all
foreclosures, orders of sale, and deficiency judgments, but which
included all the salient features of the bill prepared by Mr. lJEMxE
and introduced by Mr. McKEoWN. However, owing to the rapidity
with which Congress was completing its work and preparing to
adjourn, once again I deferred to my friend and colleague, Congressman LEMKE, and supported his bill vigorously and militantly.
When the Senate bill reached the House, the major portion was
stricken out and the House bill substituted. After a series of
trips back and forth from Senate to House, House to conference,
conferees to Senate, and so forth, there came the momentoW1
hour when it was a race against time to secure final action by
both Houses before adjournment. ·
About 11 o'clock Saturday night, I was informed by the distinguished Senator from Alabama, Mr. BANKHEAD, that a Senate
amendment had been added and it would be necessary for the
House conferees to accept the amendment and secure quick action.
since we both expected. that adjournment would be taken Within
the next hour. Hurriedly, I summoned the Honorable MAxvIN H.
JoNES, Chairman of the Committee on Agriculture, and WILLIAM
LEMKE, author of the bill, and other conferees, with the result
that the amendment was accepted and adopted by the House.
It so happened, however, that the House and Senate, instead of
adjourning, recessed until Monday. After convening Monday, to
our amazement, it was learned that the bill had been lost in
; conference and could not be found. Immediately upon the receipt
of this information, the distinguished Sena.tor from Louisiana, Mr.
HUEY LONG, announced that he would conduct a filibuster unless
the bill was found and acted upon promptly.
In the House of Representatives I made a point of order that
there was no quorum present. Members besieged me, urging that
the point of order be withdrawn. Finally, I was informed by the
leaders that there was not a quorum present in Washington.
Consequently, had I insisted on the point of order, it would have
been impossible to have adjourned Congress. When the majority
:floor leader, the Honorable JosEPH W. BYRNS, and the lllustrious
Speaker of the House, the Honorable HENRY T. RAINEY, gave assurances that the conference report would be called up for cons1deration and action just as soon as it was found, I withdrew the
point of order.
I am happy to conclude this statement by saying that within
2 hours the bill was found, promptly acted upon by both the
Senate and the House, thereby writing a new Declaration of Independence for the tillers of the soil-the real knights of nature's
nobility-and without whom this great country would soon perish.
What ls this new Declaration of Independence, this modem
Magna Carta? What does it do for the people with the heaviest
debt burden and the least able to pay it?
1-"irst, it says that any fa.rm.er falling to obtain the acceptance
of a majority of creditors may petition the court to appraise all
of his property, real and personal, and be-allowed to retain possession of said property and pay for same Within or at the end of
the 6-yea.r period. Sa.id property shall be appraised at its fair
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valtte. The referee ln bankruptcy shall issue an order setting
aside to the fa.rm.er his exemptions prescribed by the State law,
subject to any existing mortgages or liens upon any such exemptions to an amount equal to the value as fixed by the appraisal
or as covered by any mortgage or lien, and ·shall further order that
the possession under the control of the court shall remain in the
debtor, subject to a genera.I lien as security for the payment of
the value thereof to the trustee of the creditors.
(a) The farmer shall pay 1 percent interest upon the appraised
price within 1 year.
(b) He shall pay 21h percent within l2 years.
(c) He shall pay 21h percent within 3 years.
(d) He shall pay 5 percent within 4 years.
( e) He shall pay 5 percent within 5 years.
(f) He shall pay the remaining unpaid balance of the a.ppraised
price within 6 years.
(g) The farmer must pay interest on the appraised price and
unpa¥J. balances of the unpaid price yearly as it accrues at the
rate of 1 percent per annum, and all taxes shall be paid by the
debtor.
(h) At the end of 5 years, or prior thereto, the debtor may pay
into court the appraised price of the property of which he retains
possession.
(i) The provisions of this act shan apply only to debts existing
at the time. this act becomes effective.
·
(J) If the debtor falls to comply with the provisions hereof,
then the court may order the trustee to sell the property as proVided in this act.
In plain English, we are giving our debt-burdened farmer a
moratorium for 6 years. We are giving him that moratorium with
a rate of interest of 1 percent, the only rate he can afford to pay
and keep up his taxes, his buildings, and his plant and provide
food and clothing for himself and family.
We are saying to the Shylocks and the money lenders: "Your
brutal bu1;chery and slaughter have come to an end. The black
flag of piracy has been hauled down; the white fi.ag of justice has
been hoisted aloft. The dove of peace has come fluttering down.
Succor has at last been granted to an ever-weakening foe. The
armistice has been signed. From now on you must seek some
other field upon which to continue your piratical blood-sucking,
inhuman racketeering of legally stealing the farmer's property and
setting him adrift to beg or to starve or to steal." We say to you
that no longer can you compel the mortgagee to suffer all the loss
while you sustain none. No longer shall you clip the coupons
while the farmer goes deeper into the red. No longer shall you be
the beneficiary of Government paternalism and doles and loans,
while you, in turn, wantonly rape and plunder and murder the
men of the soil, upon which your tallest citadels in New York and
Chicago and the other great cities rest.
The time has come. The day is set. The hour 1s here. Like
Belsha.zzar of old you can read on the walls of an outraged and
pillaged farm populace the scalding and fiery words " Mene, mene,
tekel, upharsln ", meaning " Thou art weighed in the balance and
art found wanting."
Newspaper scribes somewhat freely predict that the President
will veto this bill. AB one Member of Congress, who sounded
the clarion call for this great humanitarian, Franklin D. Roosevelt, even before he had announced his candidacy for President;
as one who spent his time at the Chicago convention for this
President, who after election had the courage to tell Wall Street
to go to hell; as one Buckeye Democrat who went hook, line, and
sinker for Roosevelt while the Ohio delegation was still caucusing e.fter the nomination had been made, and a.s a nominee for
CongressmfW,. at large on the Democratic ticket, traveling and
speaking from the placid shores of Lake Erie to the banks of the
melilliuent Oh1o, and from the industrial boundary lines of the
east to the beginning of the great Com Belt in western Ohio, urging the farmers, exhorting them, demanding of them, that they
support this grea.t friend and protector of the common people, I
refuse to entertain, believe, personify, or dignify such scurrilous
propaganda that the President will veto this blll, loosed upon a
long-suffering people like a horde of F..gyptian locusts by the paid
mouthpieces and pencil pushers of a plutocratic press and the
selfish, greedy minions of international bankers, insurance companies, and 36-percent loan sharks.
Washington is overrun today with exe.."'lltives of insurance companies. Fear them not. This battle Is won if you act promptly.
How shall you act? Why, use the same methods as those employed by the big bankers, the great industrialists, when they are
vita.J.ly interested in legislation. Wire the President today, urging
him, imploring him, begging him to sign the farm bankruptcy bilL
Let our great President know that this is the farmers' bill, that
it is the only bill that will save their farms and homes and their
posterity. Let him know that even though he may incur the hostility and criticism of the greedy, selfish money lenders, it is as
nothing because he has gained the everlasting thanks and the
eternal gratitude of 30,000,000 tillers of the soil.
Let him know that our lobby is not one for speclal privilege.
We are fighting for our lives, our homes, our posterity. Impress
on him that in past administrations we petitioned for justice, and
our petitions were ignored. We implored them to give us fair
prices for our products, and we were told to work out our own
salvation.
We begged them to save our farms and our homes, and we were
scoffed at. And so now we petition no longer. We implore no
more. We beg no more. We demand as our reward, as our just
mete, and as simple justice that the farm-bankruptcy bill be
signed and speedily, so tha1; even now 3,000 of our farms may be
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saved each ttme the snn rtses and sets. And when that bill !s
signed, then we shall look not upon the setting sun in the west,
but upon the r151ng sun in the east in all its splendor and glory.
We look to the legislative program that must be enacted by the
Seventy-fourth Congress:
(1) The Frazier-Lemke bill to refinance all farm mortgages at
3-percent interest.
(2) The establishment of a Nation-wide system of farm-credit
banks making loans upon livestock, chattels; and upon the
farmer's unsecured notes for a. period of from 2 to 3 years at
a low rate of interest.
(3) Establishment . of minimum prices for every farm commodity based on the same premises as the commodities of industry.
(4) The farmer, laborer, and war veterans just join hands in
this fight to the finish against organized capital and predatory
wealth. Destroy the monopoly of the International Harvester
Trust, with its high prices which rob the farmer.
•
(5) Abolish the army of Pl'Ofessors, lawyers, and "crack-pots"
in the Department of Agriculture and the A.A.A.
(6) Nationalize banks, the currency, and the credit. Let the
Government take over the whole banking structure and collect
the interest, thereby raising $10,000,000,000 per year-the solution
of the taxation problem. Pay off the national debt with new
currency.
·
(7) Redistribute wealth, scaling all fortunes down to $1,000,000.
(8) Llm.1t all incomes to $50,000 per year. Take all the excesses, pay them back into the Treasury to finance unemployment.
(9) Enact old-age-pension laws that will give a minimum of
$35 per month to every individual past 60 years of age unable to
support himself.
(10) Unemployment insurance for all able-bodied men ready
and willing to work who are denied work. To be financed by
the excess profits and dividends of the millionaire corporations
and idle rich.
Said Portia to Shylock in the Merchant of Venice:
" Tarry a little; there is something else.
This bond doth give thee here no jot of blood;
The words expressly are ' a pouri.d of flesh ':
Take then thy bond, take thou thy pound of fiesh;
But, in the cutting it, if thou dost shed
One drop of Christian blood, thy lands and goods
Are, by the laws of Venice, confiscate
Unto the state of Venice.

Colo. 335), quotes with approval from an Ohlo case holding
that a laWYer should be "branded as a craven and a pol-troon " if he failed to bring charges against a judge through
fear of consequences to himself. .The Cottingham case
collects many appropriate cases upholding the independence
of the American bar in dealing with judges guilty of
improper conduct.
·
Furthermore, there can be little doubt that in America.
a lawyer is absolutely privileged in making charges during
the course of a judicial inquiry and relevant or pertinent
to the inquiry, as pointed out in collected decisions In re.
Sherwood (259 Pa. 254, L.R.A. 19180, 447, Annotated).
In the first legal textbook published in America-at
Philadelphia in 1803, St. George Tucker's American edition
of Blackstone's Commentaries-this distinguished Virginia.
laWYer published in Note G a famous article on the American right to criticize any public official. Justice Brewer, in
the case of In re Pryor <18 Kan. 72), said that after a case
is· disposed of a court or judge has no power to compel the
public, or any individual thereof, attorney or otherwise, to
consider his rulings con-ect, his conduct proper, or even his
integrity free from stain.
It is hardly necessary to point out that the first amendment, guaranteeing the right of free speech, makes this a
constitutional right of all citizens and all lawyers. It
would certainly seem that the due-process-of-law clause
would protect a lawyer or his client in bringing charges of
improper conduct of a judge during a trial to the attention
of the appellate judges. The right to the assistance of
counsel, guaranteed by the sixth amendment and recently
upheld in the Scottsboro case by the United States Supreme
Court, must mean an effective counsel and not a laWYer
who dare not criticize a judge or tell the higher court or
Congress what a judge did to his client.
Despite the law and the Constitution, however, this Fed•
•
•
•
•
•
•
eral court did disbar the lawyer, and this reactionary prece- ;
Therefore prepare thee to ·cut off the flesh.
dent stands as a threat to every lawyer and citizen in
Shed thou no blood, nor cut thou less nor more
America if not reversed in the higher Federal courts. One 1
But just a pound of flesh:- "
1
Under the farm bankrllptcy bill we say to the modern Shylock of the three judges dissented, however, and upheld the right ·
that "you shall have justice. You shall have the penalty, but to criticize.
·

no more. Prepare to cut off your pound of flesh; -no more, no
less. Shed you not one drop of blood, because the law now says
the farmers' indebtedness must be scaled down to its actual value.
He will pay you usury no more. He will continue to own his
home. You cannot set him out in the street, and no more
de.fi.ciency judgments can you take."
" If thou cut'st more
Or less than a just pound, be it but so much
As makes it light or heavy in the substance,
Or the division of the twentieth part
Of one poor scruple, nay, if the scale do turn
But in the estimation of a hair,
Thou diest and all thy goods are confiscate."

FEDERAL COURT CHALLENGES LAWYER'S CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT
TO BRING CHARGES AGAINST FEDERAL JUDGE

Mr. SHOEMAKER. Mr. Speaker, I desire to extend my
remarks under the unanimous consent granted in order to
call the attention of all Members of the House and all lawyers and citizens to a dangerous decision of the Federal
court in the District of Columbia, which attempts to punish
a lawyer by disbarment because he brought serious charges
before the Judiciary Committee and in the court of appeals
against a Federal judge.
There can be no doubt that a laWYer has the right and
the duty to bring serious charges against a judge under the
Constitution and under the Canons of Professional Ethics,
recognized universally by the American bar and taught in
all first-class law schools.
The first canon provides that it is the right and duty of
the lawyer to bring serious charges against a judge, and
further provides that he is to be encouraged and protected
in bringing such charges which he believes justified. It is
apparent, therefore, that a lawyer would be guilty of unprofessional and unethical conduct if he did not bring serious
charges against a judge to the attention of the proper
tribunals.
There is also a professional duty to bring such ·charges,
when necessary to protect the interests of his clients; and
the leading case on this subje~ In re Cottingham et al. (66

JUDICIARY COMMI'ITEE ACTS

It is probable that it was this attempt of the local Federal

court to protect Judge F. Dickinson Letts and punish the :
lawyer bringing the charges, Jesse C. Duke, a reputablel'
member of the bars of Virginia, Maryland, the District of
Columbia, and the United States Supreme Court, which
enabled Mr. Duke to get a hearing on his charges before the 1
House Judiciary Subcommittee No. 1 on June 13, 1934.
Mr. Duke brought his impeachment charges against Judge ·
Letts on December 5, 1932, by filing same with the Speaker I
of the House, who referred same under the rules to the Com- 1
mittee on the Judiciary for investigation, as appears from '.
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD. This is a recognized method of ~
initiating impeachment proceedings besides that of a Mem- ·
ber of the House introducing an impeachment resolution on
the fioor, which is then referred to the same committee.
The committee referred the charges to a standing subcommittee and Mr. Duke was promised a hearing on his charges
by Judge SUMNERS, the committee chairman, and by Judge
ToM D. McKEoWN, the subcommittee chairman. The latter,
however, referred the charges to Hon. MALCOLM TARVER,
Democrat, of Georgia, and Hon. EARL MICHENER, Republican,
of Michigan, for investigation. They did not afford Mr.
Duke any oppartunity to be heard or to present his evidence,
and, according to the press, reported to the committee in the
closing week of the session that they had investigated the
charges and found nothing to sustain same.
On seeing this item in the papers, Mr. Duke immediately
protested to Hon. HATTON W. SUMNERS that he had been
given no opportunity to present his evidence or to be heard 1
by these two gentlemen, and sent copies of this letter to the
press. The Washington, D.C., newspapers refused to publish
same, but the Iowa newspapers did, and copies of clippings
are on file with the committee.
The new Congress met in a short while thereafter and
Mr. Duke filed the charges with the Speaker again on
March 9. 1933. as appears from the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
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He did not press for a hearing at that session because of the
emergency legislation and the Judge Louderback impeachment trial: However, new charges were filed on January 8,
1934, and referred to the Committee on the Judiciary on the
next day, as appears in the RECORD.
Judge Letts' friends had started a counter movement prior
to that date by filing on October 10, 1933, disbarment
charges against Mr. Duke, which alleged that his charges
against Judge Letts were false and maliciously or recklessly
made. Mr. Duke answered that his charges were brought in
good faith and in the interest of his clients and were true.
The case was set for trial on December 18, 1933, and lasted
every court day until January 16, 1934, before Chief Justice
Alfred A. Wheat and Associate Justices Jennings Bailey and
Daniel W. O'Donoghue.
Mr. Duke served as chief counsel, but called in a distinguished group of nonresident members of the American bar
to assist him, including Hon. Waldo G. Morse, 37 Wall Street,
New York City, chairman of the committee on practice and
scope of the · law of the New York State Bar Association;
Henry Camp, Jr., Knoxville, Tenn.; Charles Pickett, Fairfax, Va., a member of the Virginia constitutional convention
last year; and Dr. John Randolph Neal, Knoxville, Tenn.
These prominent lawyers addressed the court at the close
and denounced the trial as an interference with the constitutional right of free speech and as a danger to every lawyer representing his client. They told the court that they
saluted Mr. Duke for having the courage to bring the charges
and that, of course, the evidence before the court proved his
charges to be true.
However, the three judges withheld any decision until late
in March 1934, when Chief Justice Wheat handed down a
decision, concurred in by Judge Bailey, disbarring Mr. Duke
for bringing the charges. The decision was in the nature of
a confession that a false record had been certified by Judge
Letts, but attempted to avoid responsibility on his part by
saying that-There is nothing in the evidence to indicate that it was not
prepared in a conscientious endeavor to make it fairly and adequately cover the assignment of errors or was not signed in the
honest belief that it satisfied those conditions.

This attempted defense is not only not in accord with the
facts in evidence but is fully answered by the settled Federal
law which, since 1919, has required appellate courts to consider all error in the record as a whole, regardless of objections, exceptions, and assignments of error. Furthermore,
the Wheat decision ignores the very basis upon which exceptions are taken during a trial and would allow the judge and
United States attorney to certify only such exceptions as
they desired to have a defendant raise in the higher courts
instead of all exceptions taken by the attorney for the
defendant. In other words, they could commit any enor
they pleased during the trial and then prevent the defendant
from having the appellate court reverse the case by refusing
him a record containing the exceptions. In fact, this is
what happened in the Moder case; and Judge Letts certified only 18 exceptions for the defendants, whereas the
Department of Justice stenographic record shows that a.
total of 2,353 exceptions were taken for the 13 defendants
during the 3 weeks of the trial, which is about 10 exceptions
per day for each defendant. Furthermore, the 18 exceptions
certified in the false bill of exceptions by Judge Letts contained only harmless errors, while the exceptions left out or
deleted by him included serious reversible enors.
Justice O'Donoghue filed a dissenting opinion in which he
pointed out that Mr. Duke was not accused of any conduct
held to be unprofessional conduct; that he was not accused
of any offense involving moral turpitude; and that he was
not accused of betraying the interest of a client. He held
that there was no cause shown for disbarment.
The order of disbarment was signed March 27, 1934. Mr.
Duke soon thereafter applied to the United States Supreme
Court direct for permission to file mandamus proceedings to
require his immediate reinstatement by this court to the bar.
He relied upon the ground that the Court of Appeals of the
District of Columbia wa.S disqualified because, first, they had
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passed on the matters concerning the case and, second, all
five justices had been summoned as witnesses for respondent
and either testified or had their testimony stipulated. The
motion for leave to file the mandamus petition was denied
without opinion, so an appeal was duly noted, and the
appeal papers are being prepared now.
COMMITTEE HEARS DUKE

Some weeks ago the Chairman of the Committee on the
Judiciary referred the impeachment charges pending before
it to a standing subcommittee, no. l, of which Gov. A. J.
MONTAGUE, of Virginia, is chairman. Governor MONTAGUE
appointed Hon. JOHN C. LEHR, of Michigan, to investigate
the charges, and Mr. LEHR visited the Supreme Court of
the District of Columbia and examined the original court
records and Department of Justice stenographic transcripts.
The matter then came on for formal hearing before the
full subcommittee on Wednesday, June 13, 1934, which is
the first time since he filed the original charges on December 5, 1932, that Mr. Duke has been able to get a hearing.:
The subcommittee no. 1 thereafter filed its report, recommending the usual impeachment resqlution giving authority i
to summon witnesses, appropriating $5,000 for expenses, and
so forth. However, the early adjournment prevented further
action at this session, and the matter now goes over until
January.
It is estimated that the Committee on the Judiciary now
has before it charges prefened on the :floor of the House
by Congressmen or referred to it by the Speaker in the form
of petitions filed by lawyers or others which involve from
50 to 100 Federal judges. The American people have to
look to this Committee on the Judiciary for the first action
on complaints against Federal judges; and it is to be regretted that no hearings are had on these complaints or
the hearings are delayed for such a long time, as in the case
of Mr. Duke's charges.
During the impeachment trial of Judge Louderback, Hon.
HATTON W. SUMNERS, chairman of this committee, told the
Senate that at no time in the history of the country was
the institution of the Federal judiciary lower and that at
no time in the past was it more necessary for it to be higher.
Mr. Duke has supplied to the members of this subcommittee, and to others interested ·in the charges filed by him,
a corrected copy of his speech a·t this hearing. It is a sad
commentary on the way that impeachment charges are
now being handled that a Federal judge, like Judge Letts~
can remain on the bench for years after serious charges
are made against him by reputable lawYers while a hearing
is denied the complainants. It is to be hoped that some improvement in impeachment procedure is adopted, somewhat
along the lines suggested some months ago by Judge
SUMNERS.
In brief, the charges against Judge Letts brought by Mr.
Duke is that he was guilty of falsification of records; that
he hand picked the jury in violation of the constitutional
rights of defendants and of decisions of the United States
Supreme Court, so as to exclude all citizens who favored
modification or repeal of prohibition laws; that he violated
the constitutional rights to bail of litigants pending appeal,
and tried to discourage their appeals by unfair and illegal
methods of denying bail and falsifying their appeal records
so errors committed by him would not appear in the appeal
record; that he denied any bail whatever for nearly a year
after an appea·I was taken in the Moder case, upon the
ground that Moder was a foreigner; that he admitted under
oath at the Duke trial that he was not impartial in dealing
with cases of foreigners but that he thought he should consider whether they were foreigners in dealing out justice
to them; and a,. whole course of conduct in the Moder case
which was partial, arbitrary, malicious, conupt, and oppressive as to Moder and his fell ow defendants.
Mr. Duke told the subcommittee that he had shown to
Mr. LEHR the original Department of Justice stenographic
record in the Moder case, made by the best reparters here,
which contained 1,808 pages, besides which there were about
200 pages of exhibits, or over 2,000 pages of trial proceedings. Verbatim copies of certain of these pages are filed
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with Mr. Duke's complaint before the Judiciary Committee
and show that a total of 2,353 exceptions were actu~lly
saved by attorneys at the trial. The false bill of exceptions
was also filed as an exhibit with the complaint, and shows
only 169 pages as a. total and only 18 exceptions; yet Judge
Letts certified same as containing all of the exceptions and
the substance of all of the evidence. The true stenographic
record belonging to the Department of Justice and in the
possession of Judge Letts and of the United States attorney
has about 55,000 typewritten lines and the exhibits contain
an estimated 5,000 lines in addition, or a total of about
60,000 typewritten lines. The false bill of exceptions sent
up by Judge Letts contains only about 5,100 typewritten
lines. The false Letts bill of exceptions certifies that Posey
and Pellicano have only 1 exception whereas each is shown
to have 181 exceptions in the Department of Justice stenographic record. Moder and J. Caparrotta are shown to
have only 2 exceptions each in the Letts bill of exceptions,
when the Department of Justice record shows they have 181
exceptions each.
Practically every layman who has ever been in court knows
that whenever a lawyer- objects to any ruling of a judge
and his objection is overruled, the lawyer asks for an excep.::
tion and the judge is bound to grant him an exception so
that he can have the appellate court rule on this exception.
The judge has to certify every exception taken and ·has no
power to refuse to certify all exceptions. Otherwise, a judge
could commit many errors but prevent a litigant from showing the higher court these errors by the device of refusing
to certify that the exceptions were taken. It is impossible
to accept the Wheat excuse for Judge Lett's conduct, because any judge knows this elementary principle: that exceptions belong to the party taking same and no judge or
Government attorney can pass on the value of such exceptions or prevent the party from having the benefit of the
same.. AnY other view would make the trial judge an autocrat and destroy the right to appeal and all appellate courts
because no judge would certify his errors. or purported
errors, if he did not have to do so.
Judge Letts and the United States attorney each had a
copy of the 'true record of the trial, the Department of Justice stenographic transcript. Although the court rules gave
Judge Letts full power to order this true record shown to Mr.
Duke so he could prepare a full bill of exceptions, the judge
and United States attorney refused to let him see this record, which was an official court and Government record.
Mr. Duke was not attorney in the trial and was handling the
case as a charity case because he had become convinced
that the men had been unfairly convicted and their constitutional rights violated. It may be noted that the new
criminal appeal rules of the United States Supreme Court
require that all Federal judges shall see that such transcripts are produced promptly, so proper appeal records may
be made up, but this court already had this type of rule in
effect.
Justice O'Donoghue's dissenting opinion brands the action
of the United States attorney in withholding the use of
this official record as "uncommendable." However, Judge
Letts also withheld his copy of this record and refused to
order same shown to Mr. Duke, although holding the appellants in jail without bail until they did produce a bill of
exceptions, which could not be prepared without this official
record. It may be noted that the Court of Appeals of the
District of Columbia al.so refused mandamus to compel the
production of this official DP.partment of Justice record of the
trial.
As the Canons of Judicial Ethics of the American Bar Association, No. 22, as to review, particularly makes it the
ethical duty of judges to see that litigants are given full and
fair bill of exceptions and aided in presenting their appeals,
it would seem that the actions of Judge Letts and of the
justices of the court of appeals, in refusing to enforce· the
court role and order this official record produced so a full
bill of exceptions could be promptly prepared, were also
"uncommendable ",particularly as ban was refused to these
men .after they had appealed, by the same judges, until the
appeal record was settled.
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After the court of appeals refused to order the record produced by Judge Letts or the United States attorney, Mr. _
Duke tried another method of getting a complete record by
filing a skeleton bill of exceptions in which he again incor ...
porated a motion to require the official stenographic record
to be produced ·and, in the alternative, that the United
States attorney be required to amend same by adding all of :
the evidence and all of the exceptions.
Then Mr. Duke carried the matter to the United States
Supreme Court by filing petition for bail, and reciting the
refusal to produce the official stenographic record, with Chief·
Justice Hughes, who ordered the Government to answer the
petition. While the matter was before Chief Justice Hughes, I
the U¢ted States attorney sent the Chief Justice word, ~.
through his law clerk, Mr. Reynolds Robertson-and
Robertson testified to same during the disbarment trial after
the United States attorney had denied sending such a mes- l
sage-to the effect that they were filing a bill of exceptions j
for Mr. Duke's clients, and they could thus take the whole
matter to the court of appeals. Evidently, acting on tru$
advice, the Chief Justice dismissed the petition for bail andl
motion for rehearing and left the city on vacation.
Mr. Duke was then furnished with the false bill of excep...
tions later certified by Judge Letts to contain all of the
exceptions taken during the trial and the substance of all '
of the evidence. The falsity of this Letts -bill of exceptions
is apparent at a glance. The 104 Government exhibits and
about 40 defendants' exhibits are missing from it~ The 19
Government prayers for in.$tructions and 24 defendants'
prayers are left out, although assignment of error no. 5 sets
out that the verdict was contrary to the evidence and to the
instructions of the court and that Judge Letts erred in refusing to set same aside. Only 18 w<>rthless exceptions are
shown in the Letts record, while 2,353 exceptions were taken :
for the 13 def.endants at the trial, and it was agreed by
Judge Letts and the attorneys that any exception granted '
one defendant would be allowed to all 13, so as to save time ;
in noting exceptions. It purported to set out the substance !
of 1,808 pages of the Department of Justice record and 200
pages of exhibits in only 169 pages, which was manifestly
ridiculous.
Consequently, Mr. Duke filed a written motion to strike
this false bill of exceptions, in which he again demanded 1
that his clients be furnished with the substance of all of
the evidence and all of the exceptions by amendment, or
that he be permitted to see the official record and prepare
such a true copy thereof.
In passing, it might be of interest to recall that it required
about 3 weeks of time of two assistant United States attorneys and a stenographer, at a cost to the Government in
salaries of about $1,000, to prepare this false bill of exceptions. All of this work and expense could have been avoided
by simply permitting Mr. Duke to see the official record and ·
allowing him to make up his own bill of exceptions. It
seems quite obvious that neither the United States attorney
nor Judge Letts had any idea of allowing a true record of
the evidence and exceptions to become public and sent up
to the higher court on appeal. Judge Letts wanted no record
to be made public of the way he hand-picked the jury and
judicially lynched these poor men.

Mr·/

DUKE WARNS JUDGE LETTS

The written motion to strike this false bill of exceptions
was argued at length to Judge Letts by Mr. Duke on Monday, July 11, 1932, so that he had written and verbal warnings as to its falsity presented to him a few days before he
signed it, but Judge Letts denied the motion to strike it on
that day. On July 12, 1932, the matter of the skeleton bill
of exceptions and the motion contained therein which demanded a full and complete record, and the signing of the
proposed false bill of exceptions was again before Judge
Letts and argued at length. At the conclusion of the argu ...
ments he announced that he would sign the proposed bill of
exceptions prepared by the United States attorney. Then
Mr. Duke again warned him that it was false and asked him to compare it with the Department of Justice stenographic
record before doing so, which Judge Letts agreed to do, and
pmtinued the case to tbe next day. July 13. a.t which timo
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he announced to the attorneys that he had not finished
going over the records, and asked them to come back on
July 14, and the same occurred on the 14th, so the matter
finally came up again on July 15, 1932.
Judge Letts then announced that he found the bill of
exceptions proposed by the United States attorney all right
and that he would sign same. Then Mr. Duke shook his
finger solemnly at Judge Letts and warned him that he
would not sign such a false bill of exceptions for anything
in the world if he were sitting as judge. Nevertheless, Judge
Letts gave a sigh and signed same, and Mr. Duke demanded
an exception.
While Mr. Duke was cross-examining Judge Letts in the
recent disbarment case, Judge Letts admitted having these
written and verbal warnings of Mr. Duke as to the falsity
of the record which he certified before he signed it. Mr.
Duke asked if he remembered what his, Mr. Duke's, demeanor was when he wa:med him in open court that he
would not sign such a false bill of exceptions for anything
in the world if he were sitting as judge, and Judge Letts replied that he thought that Mr. Duke's demeanor at the time
was "a veiled threat."
Judge Letts, after signing the false record, announced
that he would then pass on the amount of bail pending the
appeal, which he had refused to do for 3 months after the
men had appealed and thus kept them in jail. He set excessive bail, in violation of the eighth amendment, on four
of the men, ranging from $5,000 to $7,000 for men so poor
that he had allowed their appeals in f orma pauperis. As
for Moder, who is a native of Switzerland, who has taken
out his first citizenship papers here and married an American girl, he refused to grant him any bail upon the ground,
among others, that he was a "foreigner." As a result of
this illegal and unconstitutional denial of bail or fixing excessive bail, these men were kept in jail for nearly a year
after they appealed, in a prohibition case, in violation of
settled Federal law and the eighth amendment. See Justice
Pierce Butler's decision in Matlow against The United States
in Tenth Federal (2d) .
DUKE FILES CHARGES

Mr. Duke then filed the record with the false bill of exceptions in the Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia,
together with a motion for certiorari, in which he charged
that Judge Letts had deliberately and intentionally sent up
a false, inaccurate, incomplete, deleted, and diluted bill of
exceptions in the case, and that the United States attorney
was equally guilty in this falsification of records and obstruction of justice.
These charges were filed on July 27, 1932, and the United
States attorney immediately filed a motion to strike same,
in which he swore that Judge Letts had sent up a complete
bill of exceptions containing all evidence and all exceptions.
Mr. Duke replied that his charges were true and swore to
same.
COURT OF APPEALS THREATENS DUKE

On August 3, 1932, the court of appeals handed down a
decision (see Moder v. U.S. <62 F. (2d) 462) striking Mr.
Duke's charges as scandalous, impertinent, and defamatory,
and stating that inasmuch as disciplinary action was required they ordered the United States attorney to file the
Department of Justice stenographic record of the trial
proceedings, which was filed that day.
Mr. Duke examined the record for the first time, and
found that it proved _his charges as to the falsification of
records. However, the court of appeals, which had acted
in a week on his charges, now refused to act further so as
to clear him from the threat of disciplinary action and free
his clients.
On August 20, 1932, Mr. Duke filed a formal motion for
rehearing, and so forth, and filed therewith a memorandum
which gave the details of the falsification of records and
the page numbers in the two records of the exceptions and
important matters, including the hand-picking of the jury
by Judge Letts in violation of the Constitution and the
Connors, Remus, and Ungerleider cases in the United States
Supreme Court, so as to exclude all citizens who favored
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modification or repeal of prohibition. This is on file with
the Committee on the Judiciary and in the United States
Supreme Court, and conclusively proves the falsification of
records by Judge Letts.
After waiting week after week and month after month for
action by the couTt of appeals to clear him and his clients,
Mr. Duke applied on December 5, 1932, to the United States
Supreme Court for permission to file a petition for mandamus to force the court of appeals to decide whether Judge
Letts had falsified the record. One week later the United
States Supreme Court ordered rule to show cause to issue in
this case against the court of appeals, returnable to January 9, 1933. Four days later the court of appeals handed
down two memorandum opinions, neither of which decided
the question of falsification of records, which suggested that
the charges be filed in more succinct language and be supported by affidavits.
Mr. Duke declined in writing to change the language of
his charges or to file affidavits in place of the original Department of Justice stenographic record, which he pointed
out was his proof. Despite this answer of Mr. Duke, which
also pointed out that to follow the court's suggestion would
make his pending case in the United States Supreme Court
a moot one, the court of appeals on· January 3, 1933, decided that there was no answer nor affidavits filed by Mr.
Duke and that it found that there was nothing to support
his charges. Having secured a decision, Mr. Duke then dismissed his mandamus proceedings and asked at the same
time for certiorari before judgment so that the United States
Supreme Court could decide whether his charges were true
or not, but the court denied same without opinion and
without ordering up the stenographic record, as requested.
The court of a.ppeals then tried the case on the false
record and held it contained no error which Duke had
already charged. Beginning on December 17, 1932, however, Duke's clients had been reached by attorneys, assistant
United States marshals, and others, and inducements offered
them to give up their appeals. The wives of two appellants
testified that Judge Letts himself told them that if they
would discharge Duke and give up their appeals, that he
would do all in his power for them. In plain language, the
case was being fixed up to hush up the charges against
Judge Letts. However, Dominick Caparrotta refused to give
up his appeal and Duke asked certiorari from the United
States Supreme Court, but this was denied without opinion.
Judge Letts did do about all in his power for the men who
gave up their appeals by crediting them with time they had
spent in jail illegally due to his fault and allowing sentences
of two whose probation was illegally revoked to run concurrently, and they were paroled without his objection.
However, Mr. Duke had also filed his charges against
Judge Letts with the House Judiciary Committee. This was
handled by Mesnrs. TARVER and MICHENER, as noted, so that
the hearing on June 13, 1934, is the first time he has been
able to present his charges, and the prompt action of the
subcommittee in recommending action against Judge Letts
shows that ·they have no intention of allowing these charges
to be hushed up by disbarment of :Mr. Duke in their court
or any other methods.
The New York bar has had considerable trouble with its
judges, but the appellate division fired Judge Jean Norris off
the bench for changing about two lines in an appeal record,
while Judge Letts changed two or three thousand lines.
Nor is that the only case of falsification of records which
Mr. Duke presented to the committee. He reminded Mr.
LEHR that he had shown him two falsified jury verdicts in
the Caroline Britton luna.cy case, signed by Judge Letts,
which caused this lady to be illegally confined in st. Elizabeths at the expense of the Government. The affidavits are
undenied of record in this case, and after Justice Luhring
allowed an appeal this was prevented because Justice Proctor
refused to allow it in f orma pa.uperis despite the Federal
statute so providing.
Reference has been made to the fact that all instruction.:;
to the jury by Judge Letts were omitted from his bill of
exceptions, although assignment of error no. 5 plainly
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claimed that the verdict of the jury was contrary to the instructions of the court and there was error in refusing to set
same aside. This involves particularly reprehensible conduct on the part of Judge Letts, as the jury were instructed
that they must find the particular conspiracy proved and
that they were members of a single conspiracy. The jury,
however, freed five necessary defendants to connect the conspiracy, if there had been any such conspiracy as was
charged. The United States attorney, in a brief filed in the
court of appeals, admitted that they had to prove " the
unlawful association of all of the 36 defendants as charged."
This principle of conspiracy law, for which see the case of
Mercante v. United States (49 F. (2d) 156) and cases cited
therein, also came up in the recent trial of Bishop James
Cannon, Jr., and Miss Burroughs for conspiracy to violate
the election law when the jury was instructed that it must
convict both or let both go free.
Instead of freeing the Moder case defendants, however,
Judge Letts tried to hold them and to prevent their appeal
by denying bail and withholding necessary court records, as
has been set forth.
Justice Luhring admitted that the Britton verdicts were
improper and violated the rules. He also admitted that the
revocation of probatiOn of Pellicano and Caparrotta by
Judge Letts was in violation of the law and of the court
rules. However, he declined to interfere with Judge Letts'
rulings and said it would be necessary to carry the matter to
the court of appeals.
Mr. Duke's friends have started a movement to bring the
matter of his disbarment before the American Bar Association at the convention this summer so that it may decide
whether to stand by its Canons of Professional Ethics or
change these so as to no longer encourage or protect a
lawyer like Mr. Duke in bringing serious charges against
a Federal judge. The issue cannot be dodged. Mr. Duke
has been disbarred for doing his ethical duty according to
canon no. 1.
If Mr. Duke had not been a member of the bars of Virginia
and Maryland, his disbarment would have been even more
serious and costly to him, as he was denied a suspension of
the disbarment while appealing. However, he is still able to
handle his practice in the United States Supreme .Court, the
Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia, and in the
Virginia and Maryland courts. A District of Columbia lawyer would have been absolutely prevented from further practice of the law until he won on appeal.
The fight of Mr. Duke in his appeal from disbarment and
in his impeachment of Judge Letts is in the interest of every
lawyer who wants to honestly and fearlessly represent his
clients, and is also in the interest of every citizen who must
rely upon lawyers to honestly and fearlessly state their views
to any judge and against any judge when the life, liberty,
or property of the citizen is at stake in the courts.
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Nearly 900,000 men and women are certified educators
engaged in some branch of educational service-almost as
large a number as is employed by all the raih·oads of the
country.
The annual pay roll for education is more than twelve
hundred million dollars. The buying power of the men and
women on the pay roll of education exceeds the buying
power of the motor vehioJ.es, electrical equipment, and steelwork employees combined.
These are but a few of the many obvious economic reasons
why the Federal Government, which is spending not only
millions but billions of dollars to aid in economic recovery
and to help business, is also deeply interested in what is
happening to education in America today.
WITHOUT EDUCATION DEMOCRACY IMPOSSmLE

Any recovery program spending thousands of millions of

dollars to open factory doors but leaving schoolhouse doors
closed would likely be discredited by the parents of the
Nation who have the responsibility of training and educating their children to be the citizens of tomorrow.
We have every assurance from those in official position to
speak with authority that under the new deal of the Roosevelt administration education is assured of a square deal.
PARENTS GOING BACK TO SCHOOL

It is the concern of legislators as well as educators that
parents are going back to school. Never before has there

been such demand for adult education, and this is a fact
in which both State and National Governments have deep
interest.
All agree that the safety and perpetuity of democracy depend in large degree upon the education of the citizenry.
No nation can rise above the level of what its citizens
think, and its citizens cannot think above the level of what
they know. When our citizens stop learning, our Nation
will start dying.
LEGISLATORS SHOULD BE EDUCATORS

Believing that legislators for the people should also be
educators of the people in such subjects as economics, social
and political science, and the processes of government, I
have conducted a large number of educational forums
throughout the United States.
So great has been the response to these educational
forums that in most cities many were turned away unable to
find standing room in the packed auditorium. Nowhere has
there been greater response than among the Ohio people at
home whom I have the honor to represent in Congress, as
was demonstrated in a series conducted previous to the
·second session of the Seventy-third Congress.
In several instances, in response to popular demand, the
second and even the third programs were repeated in the
same community to accommodate those who were unable to
get into the crowded building at previous forum meetings.
The response has always been the same from special,
EDUCATION FOR A CHANGING WORLD
professional, college, and university groups as that from
Mr. FLETCHER. Mr. Speaker, one of the functions of groups composed of business men, wage earners, and the
the congressional Committee on Education, of which I have rank and file of men and women representing all walks of
the privilege to be a member, is to assist in determining the life.
responsibility of the United States Government to education
POPULARIZING A DIFFICULT SUBJ'ECT
insofar as Federal legislation is concerned.
Further experiments were made to get the reactions of
It also is the function of the Education Committee of the people to adult education on subjects usually conceded to be
United states Congress to secure and interpret the new too abstract to popularize.
research :findings relating to changing conditions in educaAs editor and publisher of a daily newspaper I endeavored
tion throughout the Nation and to be guided by these facts several years ago to learn the attitude of our newspaper
in preparing legislative measures in the interest of education. readers toward adult education on such technical subjects
A third duty of the House and Senate Committees on as the tariff. I conducted a tariff school as a special educaEducation is to formulate a practical businesslike policy of tional feature of my newspaper.
Federal cooperation with the States for the purpose of
To assist in this educational work I engaged a noted
meeting such serious emergencies as this one which now authority on the tariff, Attorney Lee Francis Lybarger,
threatens the educational advantages of unprepared and whose presentation of this difficult subject had been highly
unadjusted millions of people.
commended by Hon. HENRY T. RAINEY, the present distin-.
THE GOVERNMENT'S INTEREST IN EDUCATION
guished Speaker of the National House of Representatives,
Approximately one-fourth of our entire population, or who is, himself, one of America's foremost exponents of the
30,000,000 men, women, and children, are directly identi- tariff issue.
This newspaper experiment in adult education, starting
fied with education either as students or as professional
with the tariff, proved to be one of the most popular as well
educators.
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as one of the most useful features sponsored in all the many in the more optimistic predictions of those educators, emyears I had been engaged in tl}.e newspaper business.
ployers, and business leaders who state that the so-called
coMMENDED BY WARREN G. HARDING
"5 dangerous years ahead" will bring more reward, more
The late President Warren G. Harding, with a number of happiness, more new oµportunities for making money to
his business and political friends, attended our tarifi school those who modernize their training, knowledge, and thinking
and commended it in the highest terms of appreciation. ·
than have been known in any similar 5-year period in the
These experiences are mentioned here merely to prove the business history of America.
At the last session of Congress we authorized the spending
growing interest in adult education and to prove that people
who no longer respond to the old political appeal do very of millions to aid the unemployed, and justly so; but there
enthusiastically respond to the educational appeal which I has been little organized effort in behalf of the unemploygives them a chance to ask questions and gain new facts able, who, in spite of growing prosperity, will continue to
so vitally essential to their intellectual equipment if they are remain unemployed unless they increase their earning ability
to keep abreast of the times in a rapidly changing world.
by specialized education.
We underestimate the intellectual hunger of the radio- THE GOVERNMENT CANNOT HELP PEOPLE WHO DO NOT HELP THEMSELVES
bored masses of people. More men and women are inNo matter how many billions of dollars the Government
tellectually lonely today for the companionship of new ideas may spend to help people, yet much of the spending will
and new knowledge than ever before.
be in vain unless people are encouraged to do something
NEWTON n. BAKER wA.RNs THE sELF-sATISFIED
toward helping themselves by improving themselves.
Newton D. Baker, former Secretary of War, and frequently
No legislation, no government can change this fundamental basic law that to earn more it a-lways will be necesmentioned for the Presidency, recently said:
The man who graduates from college or university today and sary to learn more and be more. The moment men and
women stop learning they begin slipping and no government
stops learning tomorrow ts uneducated the day after.
The report of President Hoover's special committee on can do anything about that.
Individualism may give way to collectivism or a variety
recent economic, business, and employment changes should
awaken from their lethargy the intellectually indifferent who of other " isms " but that will not change the fact that the
are satisfied with the education they received in school or individual, in the final analysis, will have to assume the
college and cause them to realize the imperative necessity for responsibility of doing something for himself by following
making investment in new training, new knowledge, and new a program of self-development that will release and make
usable his latent and often wasted ability.
ideas if they hope to survive and get ahead financially.
Intellectual stagnation is probably the greatest calamity
LEARN OR PERISH
that can happen to a human being. But intellectual stagWe are living in a swiftly changing world where people nation which handicaps people in getting jobs or holding
whose knowledge is stale or incomplete cannot compete.
jobs will ever remain a matter under the exclusive control
Even in the most prosperous times employers are com- of the individual himself.
pelled to drop from their pay rolls the self-satified men and
WHY SO MANY COLLEGE GRADUATES FAIL
woman who have quit learning. The employee who does not
But
you
ask,
if more education is the means by which
have a program for self-improvement and who is not invest- many of the unemploya·
ble can make themselves more cering in new education of some kind eventually becomes tain of securing employment,
then why are so many college
mentally rusty and is as much of a menace to the industry
university-trained graduates failures?
that employs him as the machines that are allowed to and
The answer to that question is our high schools, colleges,
become rusty and in need of repair.
universities. just like the railroads. banks, and most
Job-destroying, labor-saving devices, with electric brains and
industries,
have not been able to keep up with the new
and fingers of steel, are daily forcing unprepared thousands demands resulting
· from raipidly changing conditions, and
out onto the dangerous precipice of employment and business therefore have continued to graduate thousands annually,
uncertainty to face a jobless future. It is either learn or equipped with obsolete education for which there is no
perish.
market.
OUTWITTING THE MIDDLE-AGE DEAD LINE
in education is responsible for the graduatThe middle-age dead-line employment policy is crowding ingObsolescence
of
overstuffed
without trained thinking capacity
countless numbers past 40 over the precipice of employment and the individualminds
by ai nonthinking mind
uncertainty partly because of their neglect to keep their has to be reeducatedhandicapped
before
he
can
be put on the pay roll
personalities and their knowledge up to date.
at profit to himself and his employer.
One way for people to outwit the fatal, middle-age dead
Many educators agree with Arthur Brisbane, who saiys:
line is by modernizing their minds. The door of opportunity
Students who spend 4 years in college acquiring a technical eduis everywhere being slammed shut in the empty, dull faces cation, which only a few use afterward, forfeit about 50 percent
of smug, contented people who think they know enough.
of their chance of attaining practical success by deducting from
Life ends at 40 for those who do not continue to keep useful effort their 4 most important years.
abreast of the times. There is no middle-age dead line for
NEW METHODS IN ADULT EDUCATION
men and women who have a new idea. Unfortunately, the
Chicago University, Columbia University, and many other
last thing people invest in is an idea.
leading universities of the country have done good work
YOUR GREATEST DANGER
through their university extension courses in assisting people
Because of the astounding new inventions, increasing to acquire the additional margin of education necessary to
thousands of labor-saving machines, billion-dollar-merger increase their earning ability.
combines, overproduction, chain-store distribution, merciThose identified with the American Association for Adult
less new competition, the middle-age dead-line-employment Education, who recently held their annual convention in
Policy, and other alarming revolutionary changes that are Washington, have done a great work in aiding people to
coming with terrifying swiftness, millions who have let their secure the kind of knowledge necessary for their advancetraining and knowledge get out of date must quickly prepare ment.
themselves to readjust their lives by equipping themselves
The Peoples University Service is still another agency
with new facts and new self-improvement or face stark which makes available to adults in all walks of life a practragedy.
tical training that is original in that the facts are presented
The late President Calvin Coolidge pointed the way to by the eye-learning method.
those ambitious to advance themselves when he said that
PICTURIZED KNOWLEDGE
the chief hope of the average man today is in his mind.
By means of exhibits, stage demonstrations, and large
YOUR GREATEST HOPE
numbers of colored financial and business charts research
Those who have been listening to the apostles of despair findings are simplified and so picturized as to be easily unprophesying dangerous years ahead should take new hope derstood and easily remembered.
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By this eye-learning method new business facts fr.om the
Department of Commerce of the United States Government,
and other research bureaus of the Government are made
practical and instantly usable.
In an effort to make available to men and women of all
ages and from all walks of life the researches in every field
of science this traveling university service has provided information in motion pictures featuring the kind of knowledge which extensive surveys have shown most practical in
aiding people to adjust themselves to changing business,
employment, and economic conditions.
TO HELP MEN INCREASE THEIR EARNING Al!ILITY

Facts are brought from every field of knowledge including
biology, psychology, finance, investment, economics, sociology, salesmanship, advertising, personnel relation8, and
extensive information is given showing the various factors
that decrease the earning power of the individual in various
occupations.
Self-study plans are provided, and the students are
shown how to organize a program for continued self-education and self-development.
Several tons of equipment and exhibits are used in presenting modern business methods and personal advancement
lessons featured by this traveling university service, which
is the most extensive and the first of its kind in the field
of adult education.
It is the purpose -0f educational service of_this type to
simplify some of the vast storehouse of technical knowledge
heretofore available only to laboratory and academic technicians and make it understandable and usable for the man
in the street.
PBESmENT ROOSEVELT'S SPEECH

It is an effort to show people how to solve their old problems with new knowledge. In his great speech to Congress
at the close of the session President Roosevelt said:
Fear and worry based on unknown danger contribute to social
unrest and economic demoralization.

The proper kind of adult education helps remove some of
this " fear and worry " to which the President referred.
The proper kind. of adult education gives people scientific
information about themselves. It shows them how to market their ability to a better advantage. It teaches them
how to discover and develop their up.used mental resources,
how to train themselves for more effective business thinking, how to plan their future in line with a definite success
goal, and how to advance themselves, by scientific methods,
from where they are to where they want to be in life.
FREEING THE MIND FROM FEAR AND WORRY

Practical adult education of this type does not deal in
academic theories, but does deal in the kind of practical,
economic, and business facts that enable men to free themselves from some of the fear and worry inspired by a sense
of insecurity.
Such educational agencies as night schools for adults,
American Association for Adult Education, the People's University Service, and other practical agencies for aiding men
and women to adjust themselves happily to a changing
world are doing something toward removing fear and
worry based on unknown danger which contributes to the
social unrest and economic demoralization, the goal toward which President Roosevelt is directing the forces of
the United States Government under his great constructive
and fearless leadership.
MY RECORD IN THE SEVENTY-THIRD CONGRESS

Mr. CHAPMAN. Mr. Speaker, a little more than a week
before the primary in 1932 a court decision, later reversed

by the United States Supreme Court, held that the Kentucky redistrictip.g act of 1932 was invalid, and caused the
names of 27 candidates in the various districts to be placed
on one ballot as candidates from the State at large. The
result was that the seven incumbent Democratic Congressmen from Kentucky were renominated, and the remaining
two nominations went to Hon. FINLEY liAMILTON and Hon.
J. Y. BROWN out of a field of 20 contending for those two
remaining places on the ticket. While it may seem like
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one of Ripley's Believe It or Not pages, nevertheless, it
is true that, although my majority over Mr. BROWN in the

State at large was more than 30,000, my majority over him
in the 17 counties of the Sixth Congressional District was
11,444 and my majority over him in the city and county
of his residence, Lexington and Fayette County, in which I
carried every magisterial district and 88 of the 99 voting precincts, was 1,633, yet he received a place on the ballot, and in
the Democratic tidal wave in November 1932 the entire ticket
was carried to overwhelming victory.
Now he is my announced opponent in the primary, August
4, 1934, in the 17 counties of the Sixth District, which the
United States Supreme Court has held ls a valid district, and
which my friends-as faithful in friendship and as loyal in
party fealty as any men and women on this earth ever
were-carried ior me over Mr. Brown 2 years ago by 11,444
majority.
I am one who does not, never has, and never will clutter
the pages of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD with speeches or
remarks, such remarks -consisting chiefiy of blather and
demagogy, all at a tremendous cost to American taxpayers.
Now, I feei that having spoken · only a few times when
occasion seemed to demand it on legislation with which I
had veritably lived in my own committee, Interstate and
Foreign Commerce, it is proper that I should make a brief
report of some of my services to my country, my party, and
my constituents before the final page of this session of
Congress is written. The only real compensation which a.
Member of Congress receives is the consciousness of service
rendered to his country and the satisfaction derived from
performing services for his friends.
I shall not .dwell upon the record which I made during
my two terms prior to the loss of my seat in 1928 as a result
of the Hoover landslide which swept Kentucky and other
normally Democratic States into the Republican colu.nm.
nor shall I use space in narrating my record in the Seventysecond Congress, last of the Hoover regime, when I served
under the matchless leadership of that plumed knight of
Democracy, the then Speaker of the House, Jack Gamer.
All my life I have been and still am a Democratic Party
regular from the precinct in wb.ich l vote in Paris, Bourbon
County, to the marble corridors of the Nation's Capitol. I
believe that the real, regular Democrats a.re entitled to all
the jobs in the Government. I believe there are enough
competent, honest, courageous, regular Democrats to fill
creditably every office in this land. I respect the views of
Andrew Jackson, who, when his "kitchen Cabinet" was .in
session at the White House one night considering Federal
appointments, heard one of his advisers say, " General, I
do not believe we can find a Democrat capable of filling that
office'', and 01d Hickory, ponnding the table with his
clenched. bony fist, exclaimed: "Then, by the eternal, we
will abolish that office."
My colleagues in Congress, advocates of national defense,
and farmers and horse breeder s, as well as the press, have
been so generous as to give me principal credit for preventing, from the Sixty-ninth Congress-my first-until now,
the destruction of the remount service of the AJ·my.
I have always believed, with the Father of his Country,
that one of the most effectual means of preserving peace is
to be prepared for war, and have been a staunch advocate
of national defense.
It was my good fortune to be the Representative of the old
Seventh District, who led and won the fight, through
months of battling with rival sections, that caused the location in that district of the magnificent United States veterans' hospital, presided over by that prince of Kentuckians,
Dr. Jo M. Ferguson, who, with his excellent staff, ministers
to those who wore their country's uniform and fought for
their country's fiag, with skill and patriotism and tenderness
and love.
It also gave me great satisfaction to win after months of
effort the fight to construct at Lexington a new Federal
building to house the post office, the United States district
court, and other Federal agencies, a beautiful edifice soon to
be dedicated.
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In 1931 my colleagues made me a member of one of the
greatest committees in the House-Interstate and Foreign
Commerce. I now have the honor through seniority of having rather high rank on that committee. 'I'he Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, under the leadership
of Hon. SAM RAYBURN, of Texas, than whom I have never
seen a greater committee chairman, has handled probably
more major constructive legislation than any other committee in Congress, legislation constituting a large portion
of the administration program.
Our committee has jurisdiction of all bills pertaining to
transportation and transmission, also the Panama Canal
Zone, lighthouses, Coast Guard, Public Health, bridge permits, and everything affected by the commerce clause of the
Constitution.
Among major legislation handled by us during the Seventytllird Congress were:
Provided for a full and fair disclosure of the character of
securities sold in interstate and foreign commerce and
through the mails, and to prevent frauds in the sale of such
securities. I spoke on the floor in favor of this bill, after
spending 8 weeks in hearings and assisting to write it. If
that bill had been a law during the past decade, $25,000,000,000 would have been saved to American investors who
bought fraudulent or worthless securities. Its enactment
constituted the redemption of one of the most important
planks in the Democratic platform adopted at Chicago in
1932.
'I'he railroad systems of our country were on the brink
of bankruptcy. 'I'he hundreds of thousands of brave men
who run the trains, their wives and children, and the hundreds of thousands of owners of railroad securities-and
that includes the savings banks with all their depositors,
and insurance companies with all their policyholders-were
vitally interested in saving the railroad systems from wreck
and ruin. The President had promised to try to save them
and asked our committee to formulate the necessary legislation. We did, and it passed both Houses and the railroad.
coordinatorship is now functioning for the benefit of railroad labor, railroad security holders, shippers, depositors
in savings banks, insurance policyholders, and the general
public. One of the strongest speeches the President ever
delivered was his speech at Salt Lake City in 1932 on this
subject, and his pledges were redeemed in the enactment of
this bill sponsored by him and our committee.
Realizing the havoc wrought by the panic of 1929, the
President asked us for legislation to regulate stock exchanges
and over-the-counter markets operating in interstate and.
foreign commerce and through the mails, and to prevent
inequitable and unfair practices on such exchanges and markets. Our committee responded by reporting a bill regulating practices of stock exchanges, without injuring or hampering any honest business of any kind in America. It was
as technical and complex as any legislation ever considered
by Congress. We spent 9 weeks in hearings, most of the
time sitting both mornings and afternoons, and giving threefourths of the time to opponents of the bill, who maintained
the most powerful and bountifully financed lobby that ever
infested the Capitol. It required 5 days to pass it. I spoke
in favor of it. No finer example of real leadership can be
cited d~ing the past generation than the manner in which
the gentleman from Texas [Mr. RAYBURN], chairman of our
committee, piloted this important administration legislation
through the committee, and later through the House, without a gag rule and won a signal victory for the benefit
of honest business men and the protection of American
investors. It is one of the outstanding accomplishments
not only of this administration, but also of the Democratic
Party in all the years of history.
'!'hen there came the administration bill to establish a
commission on communications for the regulation of interstate and foreign communications by telephone, telegraph,
cable, and radio. After weeks of labor on that important
bill, affecting vitally the transmission systems of the world
we reported and passed a constructive measure without even
the necessity of a roll call in the House.
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I assisted in reporting from the same committee, Interstate and Foreign Commerce, two bills vitally affecting the
men who work on railroads; the men who run the trains and
have in their care the lives and property of millions of
American citizens. '!'hey were the bills sponsored by that
valiant battler for right and justice to humanity, my colleague on the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, the chairman of the steering committee of the House,
the distinguished gentlPman from Ohio [Mr. CRossERl.
Those bills passed both Houses and are measures of right
and justice and humanity. One of them provides a retirement system for railroad employees and for unemployment
relief; the other amends the Railway Labor Act so as to
guarantee prompt disposition of disputes between capital
and labor. Both measures are just and righteous, and I
deem it an honor to have enjoyed the privilege of assisting
in framing and enacting them into law for the protection
of the soldiers of the steel rails-those who risk their lives
for the comfort and protection of the general public.
'I'he able and diligent Chairinan of the Committee on
Interstate and Foreign Commerce, Mr. RAYBURN, named as .
the subcommittee on bridges: Mr. MILLIGAN, of Missouri;
Mr. CHAPMAN, of Kentucky; and Mr. HOLMES, of Massachusetts. No man ever had more capable and vigilant colleagues on any committee than Captain MILLIGAN and Mr.
HOLMES. We have jurisdiction over permits to construct all bridges over navigable waters, interstate and international
boundaries. There were referred to us for hearings 176
bridge bills. After careful hearings, 104 were reported to
the House, 86 of which passed both House and Senate, and 4
of which passed the House but did not pass the Senate.
As to general legislation in the committee, 184 bills were
referred to us. We reported 36, while 17 of them passed
both House and Senate and 9 additional bills passed the
House.
We held hearings on bills to empower the Interstate Commerce Commission to regulate trucks and motor busses engaged in interstate commerce, bills to control the petroleum
industry, and a number of other important measures, but
did not report on them. We did provide for the appointment of a subcommittee, headed by the able Member from
Maryland [Mr. CoLE], to make a thorough investigation of
the petroleum industry and report to us when Congress
reconvenes in January. We are confident that the subcommittee will perform capably and courageously and provide
us with facts on which to base whatever remedial legislation
may be needed.
I have kept faithfully every preelection pledge which I
made to the people of what I believe is the greatest congressional district between the two oceans-the Ashland
District of old Kentucky. I have stood by the President on
every proposal, including gag rules, except on one subject
on which I had made preelection pledges and had deep conscientious convictions.
'!'his reference is to veterans' legislation. I never have
broken a promise and I never will. When that bill came
before the House, it contained provisions which I had pledged
my constituents I would not support, and I did not. As that
bill came to a vote in the House it contained provisions that
would have taken every Spanish-American War veteran's
pension from him unless he could show that he had suffered actual battle casualties-had a leg or an arm shot
off-and 35 years after that war, how many, if you pleasewith inadequate medical records; with comrades scattered
and dead-how many do you think could possibly supply the
requisite records to prove service connection unless they were
actual battle casualties? It would be impossible. '!'hey, like
their sons in the World War, had one impulse wnen time
came to discharge them. '!'hey did not quibble over a health
certificate on their discharges. They wanted one thing;
their only thought and feeling was, " I want to go home." ·
Among the many atrocities, cruelties, and inhumanities
in the so-called "economy bill" was a provision that a
soldier with arrested tuberculosis could not receive compensation. Many soldiers having tuberculosis and receiving the
proper care were able to arrest the disease. However, when
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they went back to work in shops, mills, stores, or on the
hillsides, as they labored on earning a livelihood for their
dependents, naturally their tuberculosis would get worse,
and the so-called " Economy Act ", against which I voted,
decreed that they should go down to their graves without
relief from the country they had served, with their wives
and children destitute and the veterans " unhonored and
unsung."
Another thing I opposed in the so-called " economy bill "
was the doctrine of prior adjudication. If a boy just
back from France applied for compensation and lacked
one-half percent of having a compensable degree of disability, and after going on through months of toil, earning a living, working in an office, a mill or on a farm, got
in worse condition, and became 100 percent totally disabled,
this bill closed the door of the Veterans' Administration to
him. He might have been shell shocked and had mental
troubles; he might have been gassed and had tuberculosis;
he might have had heart trouble. He might be permanently
and totally disabled, but this bill, which I voted against,
said he never could go back and be examined again, that
even though he was 100 percent totally and permanently
disabled, the door of the Veterans' Administration was
closed to him and that he never could reopen his case.
If the " economy bill " so-called, against which I voted,
had become a law as it passed the House that day, a large
majo1·ity of the veterans' hospitals would have been empty.
The boys without any other means of support would have
been turned out. The victims of the war in the Lexington
Hospital would have been a pitiable sight, turned out, some
sent to the already congested Eastern State Hospital and the
rest tied to bedposts to save them from committing acts of
violence against themselves and others.
In the same bill as it passed the House, when I voted
against it, there was the provision that if a veteran during
his service entered into an ·insurance contract with the Government, just as binding and sacred as any contract could
be, had paid all his premiums promptly, and his policy contained the provision that if he ·should become permanently
and totally disabled · he could receive a specified amount
each month, and if he did become permanently and totally
disabled, and the Veterans' Administration refused to carry
out the contract of insurance between him and the Government, this bill provided that he could not file suit to enforce
bis contract. It also provided that if he had already filed a
suit that the so-called " Economy Act " was constituted as a
demmTer and the dismissal of the suit. It also provided that
if he had tried his case and received a judgment in the
United States District Court that he never could collect
that judgment as long as the sun shines.
Tl)e Supreme Court a few days ago decided a case involving these insurance rights of veterans. It held unconstitutional and void the attempt to prevent a veteran from suing
upon said contract. It stated substantially that such contractual rights could not be taken away from such veteran.
Since the enactment of the so-called " Economy Act " the
Congress has modified and liberalized it and repealed many
of its worst provisions. I have supported every measure to
liberalize it and make it less cruel and inhumane than it was
the day it first passed the House, -when I opposed it.
Among accomplishments for my constituents during the
present session were:
I worked several months in cooperation with the Kentucky
Bluegrass Seed Growers' Cooperative Association, of which
Mr. R. Penn Taylor, of Winchester, is president, and Mr.
John W. Jones, of North Middletown, is secretary, and the
Lespedeza Growers' Association, of which Mr. R.R. Giltner,
of Eminence, is president, in a successful effort to sell the
seed surplus to the Government. The sale of the lespedeza
surplus saved the growers from a critical situation and the
sale of the 10,000,000 pounds of the 1931 surplus of bluegrass
seed made a good price for the 1932, 1933, and 1934 crops
and saved bluegrass producers from irreparable loss. Mr.
Taylor and Mr. Giltner have been so generous as to issue
statements to the seed producers giving me a large measure
of credit for saving the seed producers in this crisis..
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I cooperated with livestock auction managers in Kentucky:
in saving livestock auction markets from destruction when'.
those markets, serving thousands of farmers and stock
raisers in Kentucky, were threatened with destruction by the
tentative code prepared by the big terminal markets.
I was instrumental in averting milk strike at Lexington,
pending action of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, whose promise of cooperation I had secUl'ed.
Those most int erested and active in behalf of tobacco
growers have been so kind as to credit me with having taken
a major part in the plan for reduction of tobacco taxes.
Among my other activities in this behalf I introduced bills in
this and the preceding Congress to reduce taxes on tobacco
products. I shall continue this fight for the producers of
Kentucky's principal money crop.
I took a leading part in advocacy of the bill to protect
signers of acreage-reduction agreements between the Government and tobacco producers.
When the Agricultural Adjustment Act was passed I took
an active part in securing a change in the base per iod for.
tobacco, which resulted in raising the parity price of burley
from 10 cents to 16.3 cents per pound, which added millions
of dollars to the income of burley tobacco farmers.
I opened and led the speaking campaign in December
1933 to secure signatures to acreage-reduction agreements in
Kentucky, which resulted in more than 90 percent of the
burley producers signing contracts with the Government to
reduce the tobacco crop in 1934, as a part of the Agricultural
Adjustment program.
I took a leading part in advocacy of the bill to protecf'
signers of acreage-reduction agreements between the Government and tobacco producers, and believe it will prove to
be a beneficial measure.
I supported the measure to guarantee the principal as well
as interest on bonds of Home Owners' Loan Corporation,
which should prove a great boon to home owners.
· I introduced and succeeded in passing a bill to coin 600,000
half dollars, the profit from the sale of which will be used to
purchase and donate to the Federal Government, as a national monument, Fort Boonesborough, Boones Station,
Bryans Station, and the Blue Licks Battlefield, and also a.
measure by which the President is authorized to accept on
behalf of the Federal Government those four historic sites
as a national pioneer monument.
With the cooperation of the American Legion, Daughters
of the Confederacy, and other patriotic and civic organizations, I introduced a bill to inscribe on the walls of the
amphitheater trophy room at Arlington National Cemetery
the immortal martial elegy" The Bivouac of the Dead", by
the illustrious Kentuckian, Theodore O'Hara.
When a determined effort was being made by one Kentucky Member and some others to defeat the veteran Kentucky Democrat and farmer Congressman from my district,
Hon. South Trimble, of Frankfort, for Clerk of the House of
Representatives, I led the fight for his reelection, as I had
for his election 2 years before.
I helped secure an airport for Danville and worked for
favorable consideration of numerous other public-works
projects for the sixth district, such as water-works plants, a
college library, and so forth, and in several cases was successful. I also helped the citizens of Winchester in securing
an additional story to the Federal building, which will house
an important Federal activity.
I helped to open several closed banks in my district.
When two of the most brutal murders in the history of
Kentucky were committed in Mercer and Jessamine Counties
and local law-enforcement officers communicated their
wishes to me that they needed assistance in recovering the
body of one of the victims from Herrington Lake in order
to secure the conviction of the perpetrator of the crime, I
promptly secured the cooperation of the Navy Department,
and three master divers were sent to Kentucky and were
successful in their efforts.
The voters of the district, which it is my honor to represent, have placed upon me a debt of undying gratitude
which I can repay only by rendering to them devoted, dili·
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It is also gratifying to realize that in the closing hours of
gent, faithful, and courageous service. That service I have
sought to render in the past, and I pledge to them, who have Congress favorable consideration is given to a bill that will
reposed such confidence in me, a continuance of that service extend relief to some of the widows and orphans of World
War veterans who had previously been denied assistance of
in the future.
any kind. There are thousands of needy World War widows
JUSTICE FOR THE VETERAN AND HIS DEPENDENTS
Mr. WOLVERTON. Mr. Speaker, it is gratifying to realize in the United States, with small children, who receive no aid
that some of the injustices suffered by veterans and their of any kind from the Government. They are entitled to
dependents as a result of the so-called " Economy Act " of relief not only from a humanitarian standpoint but also as a
last year have been corrected as a result of legislation passed matter of common decency and welfare to tha country. This
by this Congress over the President's veto. There are yet has been corrected to some extent, but the full victory is yet
many inequities and injustices that remain for correction by to be won.
The Government of the United States has a sacred duty to
another Congress. The progress made by this Congress,
perform
toward its defenders and their dependents. The
however, in rectifying the wrongs committed by the previous
Congress in its very drastic and unfair treatment of vet- men who offered their lives for the country's defense were
erans' affairs, gives promise that there will be continued given every assurance, based upon the former established
action until every wrong is righted. This change of attitude policy of the Government, that they would be cared for in
upon the part of many Members of Congress toward veter- time of need and their dependents would not be permitted
ans' legislation brings a sense of justification to those of us to suffer when they were gone. If it was not in the written
who last year cast our vote against the legislation that contract between them and the Government when they ensought to balance the Budget at the expense of deserving listed, then it was most certainly there in principle.
Through all the years of this Nation's history there has been
veterans, widows, and orphans.
The so-called " Economy Act " was passed under the pre- a recognition of this obligation by the Government, and
tense that a balanced Budget would result and that such was there is a duty upon each of us to see that it shall continue
to be recognized. No nation should ever forget the sacrinecessary to maintain the credit of the Nation.
fices of its def enders, nor cease to be grateful.
If this had been true, and not the direct result of a highTHE COST OF THE NEW DEAL
powered propaganda carried on by the National Economy
Mr. BOLTON. Mr. Speaker, a review of appropriations
League in behalf of those who, because of their wealth, were
subject to the payment of income taxes, there would have made and obligations incurred by the Seventy-third Conbeen no such outburst of indignation and cry of distress gress for the first 2 years under the new deal discloses not
raised by veterans and Federal employees. But when all only enormous sums which have been made available and
pretense of a balanced Budget was cast aside by ever- are being expended but also the fact that the administraincreasing expenditures to provide thousands of jobs of a tion has not kept the pledges which the Democratic Party
political character for political workers-and there have and the Democratic candidate for President made to the
been 81,000 additional and new jobs provided during the American people in 1932. Generally speaking, quite the
past year over and above what previously existed-it was contrary is true. It is not feasible to search out all the innatural for veterans and others to ask why should deserving consistencies and cite them at this time, but it is essential
veterans and Federal employees be required to pay for this that we call attention to certain statements made during
orgy of spending by reduction, and entire loss in some cases, the campaign of 1932, as these formed a basis on which the
of disability allowances and compensation.
people of this country expressed themselves at the last naAnd furthermore it is well, when considering the neces- tional election.
sity of a balanced Budget, to realize that there are three
At Chicago, Governor Roosevelt accepted the Democratic
ways to accomplish the pmpose. One method is to cut ex- platform 100 percent, without reservations or qualifications
penditures until they do not exceed income received; the of any kind. In his opening radio speech he said:
other method is to increase the income until it equals the
A platform is a proposal and at the same time a promise bindexpenditures; or there might properly be a combination of ing on the party and its candidates.
both.
At Brooklyn, just prior to election, he said publicly:
The injustice of the Economy Act was due to the fact
I have been scrupulously careful to make no idle promises, to
that it only adopted the first method and thereby required raise no false hopes.
disabled veterans, including old Civil War veterans and their
The plank in the Democratic platform of 1932 on public
widows and underpaid Government employees to suffer cuts economy reads as fallows:
in order that the Budget might be balanced. It is almost
We advocate an immediate and drastic reduction of governinconceivable that veterans disabled in the service of their mental
expenditures by abolishing useless commissions and offices,
country and even widowed scrubwomen working on the consolidating departments and bureaus, and eliminating extravafloors of Government buildings for a few dollars per week gance, to accomplish a saving of not less than 25 percent in the
cost of Federal Government, and we call upon the Democratic
should be required to carry the burden of maintaining the Party
in the States to make a zealous effort to achieve a proporcredit of the Nation. Dictatorial power was given to the tionate result. We favor maintenance of the national credit by
President to accomplish the purpose. It would have been a Federal Budget annually balanced on the basis of accurate exmore just if the dictatorial power had been broadened so as ecutive estimates within revenues, raised by a system of taxation
to include the right in the first instance to compel addi- levied on the principle of ability to pay.
Compare that with administration policies of today.
tional contributions from PoSsessors of wealth, who were
most able to pay. Why require the disabled veteran, the
Repeatedly while a candidate the President promised a
widow, and the scrubwoman to balance the Budget when reduction of 25 percent in the cost of the FedeTal Governthe wealth of the country is permitted to invest in tax- ment. He was consistent in his demand for and promise of
exempt securities and thereby escape making any contri- a balanced Budget, and in his first campaign speech said:
bution to the Government? What right have these indiLet us have the courage to stop borrowing to meet continuing
viduals and their associates in the National Economy League~ deficits. Stop the deficits. Revenue must cover expenditures by
many of whom benefit by mail and other subsidies and large one means or another.
retirement pay or pensions from the Government, to cry
At Pittsburgh, in October 1932, he attacked the " un"Treasury raiders" at deserving veterans? It was the real- precedented bureaucracy that had assembled in Washingization that a gi·eat wrong had been done a year ago that ton " during the previous 4 years and promised to eliminate
caused Congress, in answer to a Nation-wide demand, to it. The results stand out boldly as unrebuttable proof that
reverse itself this year; and I am confident that a sympa- these promises were idle gestures. An examination of the
thetic and just treatment of veterans and Federal employees record indicates that once in office and in control of the
will continue to evidence itself until full justice has been machinery of government the administration made no atdone.
tempt to keep faith with the people who had been swayed
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by promises accepted as sincere in 1932. In practically
every instance where definite promises as to the financial
policy of the Government were made we find that the present administration has failed to live up to its own standards
as defined by it in the last campaign. The platfarm has
been ignored.
As shown from these campaign statements, emphasis was
laid on the growth of bureaucracy, on the cost of government, and the danger of Government borrowing and growing deficits, and solemn promises made to eliminate or
reduce these operations in order to sustain our national
credit. What has actually resulted?
BUBEAUCB.ACY

Quite contrary to any announced plan prior to taking
office, the President has launched into a program avowedly
experimental, calling for not only the expansion of existing
agencies and bureaus but the creation of many more, extending into industry, agriculture, business, and other fields of
endeavor.
·
Instead of reducing bureaucracy, the administration has
reverted to the spoils system in its worst stage, ignoring the
civil-service' requirements and proceeding to give many,
many thousands of positions to members of its own party
at the expense of the merit system. Instead of using the
established agencies of the Government for the purpose of
handling in an orderly way the billions of dollars which
have been and are being spent, new agencies have been set
up at such a pace that it is well nigh impossible to tell bow
many there are or whether they conflict with each other.
While some transfers of commissions and offices have been
m_ade between the departments, reports show the number of
civilian employees in the executive branch of the Government has increased from 563,000 on March l, 1933, to 644,000
in April 1934. Figu°res are not available for those agencies
not reporting·to the Civil Service Commission. Neither does
this include the enrolled personnel, such as the Army, Navy,
and Civilian Conservation Corps. Over 40 new agencies
have been created; such as the A.A.A., the P.W .A., the N.R.A.,
and other alphabetical designations, acting under authority
granted to the President, responsible to the President, but
not under budgetary control. The cost to the Government
is not difficult to visualize. There is little cohesion between
these new agencies, nor is there any general scheme of procedure-largely an assortment of governmental bureaus and
commissions gradually regimenting the American people into
a socialistic and paternalistic form of dictatorship. History
shows that while it is very easy for the Government to take
on new power under the guise of an emergency, to get rid
of Government oppression and centralization of power is
another and difficult matter. Most of the activities of our
Government now considered permanent were originally
established as temporary agencies on the basis of some
emergency, and they still remain with us.
COST OF FEDER.AL GOVERNMENT

Appropriations and contingent obligations for the first
2 years of the present administration reach a staggering
total of over $28,000,000,000. This amount, covering but 2
years, is five billions more than the total national debt at
the time the present administration took office. Of this
amount twenty billions represents outright appropriations.
Without making any attempt to clarify one's conception of
just how enormous a billion is, some idea may be obtained
through a comparison with the amount of currency in circulation. According to Treasury reports there is about $42
per capita, or five billions of money in actual circulation.
The total income of all the people of the United States
during 1933 is estimated at approximately forty billions, and
the total cost of all governments-Federal, State, county,
and local-during 1932 at about fifteen billions.
The Federal Government under the present administration has already added to the contingent obligations of the
people of the United States through appropriations and authorized bond issues an amount which is more than double
the total value of monetary gold in the world as of January
1 of this year.
Congress has capitulated and delegated its legislative
pawers to the Executiv~ It surrendered its constitutional
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right of appropriating money, and placed this authority in
the hands of the Chief Executive through its practice of
lump-sum appropriations, accompanied by blanket and unlimited authority-all upon the excuse of meeting a national
emergency. Such practice is absolutely un-American and
undemocratic, and while def ended on the ground of a national emergency, is absolutely pernicious in the extent to
which it has been carried.
REDUCTION IN EXPENDITURES?

Instead of making the drastic reductions in governmental
expenditures as promised by the present administration,
there has been no real effort displayed to reduce such costs.
The cost of Federal Government covers expenditures for
both ordinary operations and emergency activities. Contrary to past practice, the administration today has set up
a dual system of bookkeeping, one to cover the ordinary
expenditures of the Government, the other the so-called
"emergency demands", and in so doing now tells the country that its promises to reduce the expenditures of the Government by 25 percent were based on the cost otf ordinary
operations of Government. Even accepting this system of
bookkeeping, a study of the activities of the Government
during the past 2 years will indicate that these reductions
have fallen far short of the 25 percent promised. Great
emphasis has been laid upon the regular appropriation measures which do show some reduction, and in many instances
have been reduced by Congress below the Budget estimates
of the Executive. This, however, is misleading, as practically all the funds for such purposes as highways, public
buildings, river-and-harbor improvements, fiood control,
reclamation works, and naval construction, all carried in the
regular appropriation bills of previous years, and considered
ordinary operations, have been taken out of the annual appropriation bills. These activities are provided for, however,
in greatly increased amounts through so-called " emergency
allocations and appropriations", and if added to the regular
appropriation totals would show an actual increase in the
cost of regular appropriation measures. A study of the appended tables will indicate the extent to which so-called
"emergency funds" have supplemented the regular appropriation activities.
We have never before established an emergency Budget
in the Federal Government. It has been the policy of other
administrations to consider all expenditures in one Budget
which must be met by governmental receipts. Even during
the World War all the expenses of that emergency were included in the regular Budget. It remained for the new deal
to set off by themselves the expenditures termed "emergency", many of which are not mentioned or considered in
statements emanating from the Executive with regard to
balancing the Budget.
It is evident to all that the actions of Congress and the
majority leadership merely represent the will of the Executive. From time to time we have read statements of the
majority leaders, particularly those of the House, to the
effect that the practice of making blanket emergency appropriations for expenditures as the Executive saw fit was
contrary to the best interests of the country, and that items
in supplementary emergency appropriation bills would hereafter be earmarked for the purpose of restricting expenditures. Nevertheless, the House passed only recently, under
the gag rule and with only 40 minutes' debate, the tremendous supplemental appropriation bill carrying not only
$1,823,000,000 of funds definitely appropriated, but giving
authority to the President to use approximately $1,500,000,000 of the funds previously allocated by the Public Works
Administration and the borrowing power of the R.F.C., involving an additional $750,000,000, at any time or for any
purpose the President desired, so long as he deemed it an
emergency. This measure went so far as to authorize the
R.F.C. to purchase bonds and other obligations accepted by
the P.W .A. from beneficiaries, and the proceeds to be automatically available to the P.W.A. for additional Public Works
projects. These funds are among those which will not appear in Budget statements. However, this is another case
of using money :which must eventually be repaid without
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charging it a.s an expense. It is, to say the least, an unbusinesslike procedure. Time alone will tell the far-reaching effect of such blanket legislation as this.
There are evidences that the actual expenditures made
by the ad.miniStration against appropriations requested of
and authorized by Congress will fall short of the amount
suggested by the Chief Executive in the Budget message to
Congress for this fiscal year. Two reasons are advanced
for this-one being that it is impossible to spend the huge
sum suggested by the Executive in so short a time; the
other that the expenditure of a large part of this vast
amount of money is being withheld until after the close of
the fiscal year on June 30 for political reasons. Both views
undoubtedly have a large degree of truth in them. However, we will find that expenditures are planned to be
rs.pidly increased. and that, generally speaking, funds made
available will ultimately be used so that any statement
showing disbursements at this particular time does not
represent a true picture of what may be expected.
An examination of the appropriations discloses a prospective total of $3,800,000,000 for the fiscal years 1934 and
1935 through the Public Works Administration. In addition,
it will have at its disposal receipts from the sale to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation of any securities which it
holds and which will not be shown in the Budget statements.
The Emergency Relief Administration anticipates a total
expenditure of approximately $3,000,000,000 by February 28,
1935. The Government will have spent about $1,000,000,000
for agricultural relief-not including ordinary Agriculture
Department operations-in addition to which there is an
immense indefinite fund of nearly a billion dollars at the
disposal of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration obtained through various processing taxes, another constantly
growing sum not appearing in the Budget.
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see Valley Authority has estimated it would cost ultimately
$310,000,000 to complete its work. However, but $98,000,000
bas been appropriated for this .purpose. Secretary Ickes
within the past few weeks admitted in a hearing before the
House Appropriations Committee that more than $250,000,-.
000 would be requ.il"ed to complete work started by the Public
Works Administration, and this in addition to the vast sum
placed at his disposal by the Chief Executive. This figure
does not include maintenance charges for public-works projects which will be continuous, such as maintenance of rivers
and harbors and flood control. No authority has been given
by Congress for such commitments.
During the campaign of 1932 great stress was laid by the
Democratic platform and the Democratic candidate upon
the necessity of eliminating deficits and balancing the
Budget, yet with enormous so-called "emergency" funds at
the disposal of the administration it has not only proceeded
to spend what is available but in addition has exceeded its
authority and committed the Federal Government to additional expenditures in the future.
There seems to have been no real effort on the part of the
administration to eliminate deficits by drastic reduction in
governmental operations, so severely criticized in 1932, and
by the adoption of a revenue program" on the basis of accurate executive estimates within revenues raised by a system
of taxation levied on the principle of ability to pay." On
the other hand, we find continually increasing recommendations, and requests have come to Congress for funds and
authority to spend enormous sums which have increased our
deficit to a figure never before approaohed.
Yet, in speaking of the Budget, many of these funds are
hidden away under the title of "emergency", and not
shown. Even so, a fair analysis of appropriations based
upon this new and novel system of bookkeeping will disclose that there has been no saving, that the so-called" ordiBUDGET BALANCING-ELIMINATION OF DEFICITS
nary Budget " has not been batlanced, and that we already
Instead of meeting charges for these tremendous. outlays have a deficit of some seven billions, which will continue
and activities as we go, in accordance with the statement to mount up and which must ultimately be included in our
that " revenues must cover expenditures by one means or national debt.
·another ", the administration is expanding its activities on
MAINTENANCE OF NATIONAL CREDIT
borrowed money in the same way for which it has criticized
No government can continue to operate on borrowed capprivate enterprises and which it has acted, dramatically, to ital. The people must eventually pay the way and if defiprevent private business from doing in the future. This, nite plans are not established to meet the rising cost of
again, is another of the many inconsistencies of the admin- government ood to provide for carrying out our current
istration's policies. During the campaign of 1932 attention national debt charges, either through drastic reductions in
was directed to the tremendous increase in the debt of the government operations, or by increased taxation, we will
State of New York under the administration of Governor have not only seriously threatened our national credit, but
Roosevelt. Despite all campaign promises, he and his ad- mortgaged future generations to a point where the developministration have brought to the Federal Government the ment and progress of our country will be retarded for many,
same extravagant policy. The most exaggerated prophecies many yea-rs. Our national debt has increased alarmingly,
of opponents in the campaign of 1932 are far exceeded by and will continue to increase, unless present policies are
.the orgy of spending which we are experiencing. A policy drastically checked. As may be expected, our current opof spending our way to prosperity through Government ex- erations exceed current revenues by many billions of dollars.
penditures and Government borrowing has been adopted.
While expenditures have not been ma.de at the rate origiSuch a policy is predicated on vast expenditures of the tax- nally anticipated in order to stimulate industry and quickly
payers' money and places a burden upon business and indus- relieve unemployment, such stupendous sums have been
try, which prevents its return to a normal basis and normal appropriated by Congress and plaeed at the disposal of the
conditions and all that that implies.
President that if these are utilized, and they no doubt will
Our current revenues fall far short of Government cost of be, our borrowings and debt situation will have so increased
operation. There is little of sound business practice in Gov- that our national credit will be very seriously impaired, and
ernment financial affairs as they are now being conducted. our Government may find itself obliged to resort to other
Power has been delegated to the President and tremendous than borrowing policies in order to meet its obligations.
sums placed at his ,disposal, all at his request. His is the
We must all keep in mind that relief is necessary, yet not
responsibility for both the serious financial situation which only those who receive relief but every American citizen
we are now facing and for the outcome.
must bear his or her full share of the total expense of govIt must be borne in mind that, although much has been ernment. Today so-called "relief activities" represent a
made by the administration of a relatively few small items large portion of this Government's expense. Our national
passed by Congress without specific recommendation from debt, however, is based upon Government revenue and Govthe Chief Executive, the President has asked for and recom- ernment expense, and increases directly in proportion to the
mended personally and through the Director of the Budget amount that expense exceeds revenue. Our national credit
practically all the sums appropriated by Congress. In addi- in turn is dependent upon not only our debt but the retion the administration has gone far beyond its authority in sources of our country, the business activities of the Nation,
many instances and committed the Government to further with the employment opportunities offered, and the prosobligations to complete projects which have only started by perity of its citizens. If we are to discourage and stifle busifunds made available. We read recently where the Tennes- ness and adversely affect employment opportunities through
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the enormous tax burden and the uncertainty of the entire
situation, we will not make any appreciable progress toward
recovery. If it were not for the tendency of the present administration to spend huge public funds and create uncertainty through paternalistic policies, we would have been
much farther along the road to recovery today. A year ago
there was definite evidence of the beginning of an upward
trend not only in this country but in other nations of the
world. Today the opposite is true insofar as the United
States is concerned.
The farmer has found that, although prices for his commodities have risen, the increased cost of those commodities
which he must buy have constantly kept ahead of his income.
The same situation faces the laboring class. Any administration which is as free with the public funds as the present
administration should also have the courage to tell the
American people that economy in government operations
must be practiced and that taxes must be increased to sustain our national credit, and not endeavor to mislead the
average person by deferring the levying of adequate taxes
until such time as it is believed politically expedient.
Thus a comparison of promises made with appropriations
and obligations incurred by the new deal Congress during its first 2 years indicates grave differences, and the fact
is apparent that promises made, supposedly with a full
knowledge of national affairs, have been relegated to the
rear under the pressure of administration in time of difficulty. It requires little imagination to judge what a continuation of these activities will mean, when it is realized
that during the height of prosperity and under strict
economy the Government was able to reduce the national
debt by only approximately $1,000,000,000 annually. It will
be recognized what a stupendous task lies ahead of this
Nation to meet its present obligations. It is unnecessary
to comment on the fact that for many years to come increased tax burdens must be placed upon the citizens of this
country in order to reduce not only this debt but also to
meet the interest charges necessary to carry it. The
handi.cap to recovery through the tax burden is perfectly
1.pparent. The danger of further borrowing and the strain
on the national credit should be fully recognized. The
country is confronted either with the necessity of calling a
halt to the many activities indulged in, admitted in many
quarters to be extravagances, or else face the inevitable
result of inflation and the hardship and failures which
other nations who have followed this policy have experienced. Our country cannot survive under such a policy.
Our country must and will meet the emergency of relief
and unemployment, but it must do this in a more practical
and saner fashion and, in so doing, build on a permanent
and sound basis.
There follows a tabulation showing the sums involved in
the astounding total which the present administration has
requested and recommended and for which appropriations
have been made, toget:P,er with a table of contingent obligations covered by authorizations which make these items
strictly liabilities of the Federal Government.
Appropriations made during the Seventy-third Congress, not including annual appropriations for the fiscal year 1934 passed by
the Seventy-second Congress
Seventy-third Congress
First session

Second session

General:
Depart mental..- ---------------------------------$30, 375, 834 $1, 638, 991, 772
Legislative. - --- ---------------------------------- ---------- -- --25, 075, 995
Independent offices .. _- - --------------------- ---631, 802, 546
588, 574, 714
Independent offices, amendments, indefinite (estimated) ________ ___________ ___ _________ ___ _______ ---- ----- - -- --190, 000, 000
Third Deficiency Act, 1933 (Public, N o. 26) _-- --994, 580 --------------Fourt h Deficiency Act , 1933-34 (Public, No. 77) __
1, 582, 630 --------------Deficiency resolution, District of Columbia (Pub26, 667
lic Resolution No. 13) _-- --------- ---- ---------- --------------Urgent deficiency resolution (Public Resolution
807,454
No. 23) ___-- ---- --- - --- -- ----- ---- -- -- ------ ---- ---------------Deficiency and Supplemental Act, 1934-35 (PubHc, No. 412>-------- - --------------- - -- --------- --------------15, 642, 366
Miscellaneous deficiency resolution (H.1.Res.
452) - ---------- -- - -- --- - ---- -- -- ---- ---- -- -- -- --,_--_-_--_--_-_--_--_-_--,, _ _ _
12_1._000_
Total general appropriations________________
664, 755, 590 2, 459. 239, 068
I
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Appropriations made during the Seventy-third Congress, etc.-Con.
Seventy-third Congress
First session

Second session

Emergency:
Public Works Administration (Public, No. 77):
Departmental ____________ ____ $1, 534, 511, 190
New agencies _____ _____ ______
997, 286, 900
Non-Federal and unallotted__
768, 201, 910
- - - - -1$3, 300, 000, 000
Reconstruction Finance Corporation (see following table>---------- --- ----- -- ------------------ 1, 105, 075, 000 $2, 190, 000, 000
Emergency Bank Act (Public, No. l)__ __________
2, 000, L ~ J ------------- -Agricultural Adjustment Administration (Public, No. 10) _________ -- ---- -- --- ---- -- -- -- ------100, 000, 000 --------------Home Owners' Loan Act, Federal Savings and
Loan Associations (Public, No. 77)_____________
50, 000, 000 --------------Federal land banks (Public, No. 77):
Extension of loans.. __ ________ ____ $50, 000, 000
Reduction of interest and prin·
cipaL----------------------- 15, 000, ()()()
65, 000, 000
Farm Credit Administration, revolving fund
(Public, No. 77)____________________ __ __________
40, 000, 000 --------------Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (Public,
No. 77)------------- --------------- ----- - ----- -150, 000, 000 --------------Gold Re.5erve Act, stabilization fund (Public, No. 87)_ -------------- - 2, 000, 000, 000
Federal Relief and Civil Works Administrations
(Public, No. 93)----- -- ------ --------- --- ----------- --------------950, 000, 000
Crop Production Loans (Public Resolution No. 16) __ --------------40, 000, ()()()
Agricultural Adjustment Administration, cattle:
Finance surplus reductions (Public
Resolution No. 27) ___ _____ ___ __ __ $100, 000, 000
Eradication of disea.5es (Public
Resolution No. 27)______________ 50, 000, 000
150, 000, 000
Deficiency and Supplemental Appropriation.Act, 1934-35,(Public, No. 4.12):
At disposal of President for relief,
industrial recovery, public works,
and Tennessee Valley Authority_ 899, 675, 000
Drought relieL __________________ _ 525, 000, ()()()
Roads______ __________________ ------ 119, 500, 000
Petroleum Administration __ ______ _
1, 500,000
Agricultural Adjustment Adminis·
tration, cotton_ ________________ _ 100, 000, ()()()
Treasury Department:
Public buildings ___________ _ 6.5,000,000
Land banks:
Capital stock subscription _ 75,000,000
Reduction interest, etc ____ _
7, 950,000
Other purposes _______________ _ 14,MS,000
1, 808, 270, 000 .
Total emergency appropriations____________ 4, 812, 075, 000

7, 138, 270, 000

Other items:
National Employment System (Public, No. 77)__
1,500,000 -------------Farm Credit Administration, administrative
(Public, No. 77)________________________________
2, 000, 000 -------------.Agricultural Department, control of chinch bugs
(Public Resolution No. 30) _____________________ --------------1, 000, 000
Total other items ___ ----------------------

3, 500,000

1,000,000

Permanent: Permanent and indefinite appropriations
(Budget mes.sage)--------------------------------- 1, 397, 977, 695

2, 304, 784, 450

Grand total---------------------------------- 6, 878, 308, 285

11, 903, 294, 418

Total for both sessions (73d Cong.) ___________ _

18, 781, 602, 703

Appropriatiom throuoh the Reconstruction Fina nce Corporation
Seventy-third Congress
First session

Second session

Farm Relief Act, 1933 (Public, No. 10):

Loans t<>Joint-stock land banks _______ __ $100,000,000
Farmers_---- - ---- ---- --- -- ---- 200, 000, 000
Drainage and irrigation districts___ _____ ___ ______ ___ __ ___ 50, 000, 000
AdvanejlS to reclamation projects___
5, 000, 000

$355, 000, 000 --------------Unemployment relief (Public, No. 15) ____ __ ___ ______
500, 000, 000 --------------Securities Act, 1933, Corporation of Foreign Security
Holders (Public, No. 22) _______ ___________________ _
75, 000 -- - -----------Loans to insurance companies (Public, No. 35) ______ _
50, 000, 000 -- ------------Home Owners' Loan Act, 1933, capital stock of corporation (Public, No. 43)_______ __ __________ ________
200, 000, 000 -- -- -- ---- --- -Incre~ authorization (Public ,No. 84) _____ ________ ---------- ----$850, 000, 000
Deficiency and Supplemental Appropriation Act, 1934 and 1935 (Public,
No. ill):
Public Works Administration_ ___ __ $500, 000, 000
Purchase of securities held by Public
Works Administration___________-250,
000, 000
- - - ! ______________ _
750, 000, QOO
Loans to industry (Public, No. 417) ___ __ _________ ____ --------------580, 000, 000
National Housing Act (excluding unlimited and indefinite authority, R.R. 9620----------------------- --------------10, 000, 000
Total ____________________________ _____ ____ _____ 1, 105, 075, 000
2, 190, 000, 000

1------1- - - - -

,.
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'1934

In the case of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, the processing tax from which a sum is paid to the
farmers for their vacant land and for other purposes does
Guaranty of farm-loan bonds (Public, No. 88) ---- $2, 000, 000, 000
not appear. This is a permanent and indefinite appropriaGuaranty of interest on farm-loan bonds (Pubtion which is expected to reach nearly $1,000,0.00,000 in 1935
lic, No. 88)-----------------------------------( ?)
Guaranty of home-loan bonds (Public, No. 178) ___ 2, 000, 000, 000 and which will be automatfcally at the disposal of the SecreGuaranty of interest on home-loan bonds (Pubtary of Agriculture.
(?)
lic, No. 178)----------------------------------Contingent obligations

(Nett included as appropriations)

Repairs on mortgaged property covered by home200,000,000
loan bonds (Public, No. 178)-----------------Increase in authority of Home Owners' Loan Corporation to issue bonds (H.R. 9620), also guaranteed a.s to principal and interest_____________ 1, 500, 000, 000
National Housing Act (H.R. 9620):
Insurance on present mortgages___________ _ l,000,000,000
Insurance on new mortgages to be issued ___ _ l,000,000,000
Guaranty of interest on these mortgages ____ _
(?)
Guaranty
of National Mortgage Association_
bonds____________________________________
(?)

Guaranty of interest on National Mortgage
Association bonds ________________________ _
Additional for repairs on mortgaged property __
Insurance of financial institutions _________ _
Replacement of P.W .A. funds for which authorization has been given to divert to emergency purposes (Public, No. 412)-----------------------Total of definite contingent obligations____

(?)

100,000,000
200,000,000
(?)

8, 000, 000, 000

GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS

Attention is called to the fact that approximately $1,879,000,000 appropriated by the last session of the Seventysecond Congress for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1934, is
not included in the above table, although these funds are at
the disposal of the present administration and are included
in a following tabulation. Merely those appropriations actually made since March 4, 1933, when the present administration came into power, are included above.
EMERGENCY APPROPRIATIONS

This group of items is more or less self-explanatory, except

in the case of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
where a separate table is attached. No effort is made to
show the entire sums involved in R.F.C. appropriations, but,
on the contrary, only those enacted by the Seventy-third
Congress are to be found in the figures given.
PERMANENT AND INDEFINITE APPROPRIATIONS

These items are not considered in balancing the Budget
nor are they mentioned in public statements, although they
must be met from current revenues. They include automatic
appropriations which up to this time have not required congressional action, such as interest and principal charges in
connection with our national debt. Naturally, these indefinite appropriations will increase greatly with the increase
of our national debt and the resulting interest charges and
amortization payments. For instance, the estimated permanent and indefinite appropriations for 1935 are nearly
$1,000,000,000 greater than those. for 1934.

CONTINGENT OBLIGATIONS

The contingent obligations amount to $8,000,000,000, so
far as those items are concerned where definite limitations
were set by Congress. There is no estimating how much
additional will result from the so-called "unlimited items."
In the National Housing Act, for instance, there is only
an actual appropriation of $10,000,000, while additional
funds are made available for the National Mortgage Association authorized under this act in unlimited amounts for
the corporations and associations authorized therein, and,
in turn, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation is authorized to increase its bonded authority by an equal amount,
at the present time entirely indefinite, but which may run
into several billions.
It should be noted that the total appropriations of the
Seventy-third Congress are approximately $18,800,000,000,
while the known contingent obligations amount to about
$8,000,000,000, a grand total of about $27,000,000,000, to
which must be added the amounts involved in all of the
unlimited authorizations as such definite sums are provided.
Such stupendous amounts are inconceivable. It is not possible to imagine just how much $27,000,000,000 really means
-or the serious situation in which such a program is bound
to place the country financially. Unless we call a halt immediately the people of the United States will certainly be
face to face with the greatest financial problem ever known
to the world.
Spending means taxation, and taxation increases in an
amount nearly double the increase in the national debt,
because to retire that debt we must not only pay the principal but interest charges.
COMPARISON OF EXPENDITURES

There follows a series of tables which show comparative
appropriations for the various governmental agencies for the
years 1932, 1933, 1934, and 1935. There are set off in sepa.:.
rate columns for 1934 and 1935 so-called " emergency " funds
which have been made available to these governmental
agencies, in a great many instances for purposes similar to
those which prior to last year were included in the ordinary
Budget. Some of the miscellaneous acts passed in the closilig hours of the session just ended are not available for
inclusion in the following tabulation. While the preceding
tables deal with appropriations made during the first and
second sessions of the Seventy-third Congress only, the following tabulation shows appropriations by fiscal years.

&capitulatiO'l'l.for

1~4and1~5

1935

1934

f15!Ilf~:~~i5~::~=-==:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -~:~:~~~:~~
Total__ ___________ _____ ___ _______________ __________________________________________________ ________ ___________________________

Grand total for 1934 and 1935---------------------------------------------------------------------: ------------------------------

$3, 70(, 067, 433
2, 304, 784. 450
1, 808, 270, 000

1~~~~~-1 -~~~~-

12, 649, 004, 521

7, 817, 121, 883

20, 466, 126, 404

Summarv-Regutar; deficiency, and special appropriatioru

Department

Agriculture--------------------------------------------------

Independent offices__________________________________________

Fiscal year 1932

Fiscal year 1933

Fiscal year 1934

Public Works
allotments, 1934

$289, 935, 939
1, 823, 302, 504

$306, 673, 730
l, 022, 834, 508

$190, 229, 959
2, 630, 253, 987
4, 350, 000, 000
30, 718, 321
44, 930, 044

$566, MO, 887

New agencies-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----

3, 376, 594

997, 286, 900

Fiscal year 1935

Supplemental
appropriations,
1935

f64, 081, 843
$644, 500, 000
1, 920, 546, 714 -----------------110, 000, 000
999, 675, 000

1, 759, 500
202, 341, 012

~~: ~ik ~~

---------1;soo;iiiio

f~Ff--mi_i::ii~-im~i~lll~~ll~~~m~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~i m ~ ~1 iim ~ m: ~

18, Wfi, 801
284, 673, 925
150, 188, 800
669, 628, 940
22, 935, 984

------------------

District of Columbia ___ ------------------------------------Interior____ __________________________________________________

Commerce__________________________________________________

~~~~~~=====================================================

Total regular, deficiency, and special__________________

45, 672, 838

70, 030, 57ti

41, 245, 622
69, 387, 206

54. 716, 601

45, 472, 798

z 37, 125, 890

4i&: :: ~~

J~: ~ ~~

3~: ~~::

15, 652, 600

36~ : : :

------------- -- - - 162, 595, OJO
--------------- -- ------------------

31, 021, 209 ------------------

32, 267, 321 -----------------14, 030, 8~ -----------------316, 244, 991 -------------- ----

1~~~~~-1-~~~~~ 1~~~~~-l -~~~~~ 11 ~~~~~~-~~~~~

f. 436, 675. 913

2. 531, 798. 090

3, 7°" 067, 433

1, 808, 270, ()()()
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Summarv-&gular, deficienc71, and special approp:-iati<ms-Continued

Departmeni

Fiscal year 1932

Fiscal year 1933

Fiscal year 1934

Public Works
allotments 1934

Fiscal year 1935

Supplemental
apµropriations
1935

Non-Federal and other Public Works Administration allot-

p::::~:~::~?:~~:=?:;::::::::::::::: :::;;:~;:~:=: :::;;:~:;;;:~:1:::;;:;;;:~: ~;:I=_==_=.'.=:=:=:=~=!=:~=1: : 0=_1
__

Grand tote.I___________________________________________

5, 650, 646, 582

:::::::::::::: :::: ::::::::::::::::::

_ _ _ _ _ _ _,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,__$_2_,3_04_,_7_84_,_45(1_•- -------------- ---4, 835, 171, 535 1 12, 649, 004, 521 -----------------6, 008, 851,
$1, 808, 270, 000

8831

Regula'!', deficie1lC1J, and special appropriations-Department of Auricullure
Fiscal year 1932

Fiscal year 1933

Fiscal year 1934

Public Works
allotments 1934

Fiscal year 1935

Supplemental
appropriations
1935

Secretary's office___________________________________________
$13, 414, 566
$13, 076, 911
$12, 754, 854
$13, 443
$11, 225, 567
3, 032, 292
Weather Bureau..-----------------------------------------4, 497, 720
4, 164, 038
3, 731, 235
183, 840
8, 802, 787
Animal Industry .. -----------------------------------------13, 041, 695
12, 283, 622
11, 358, 964
1, 611, 240
Dairy Industry______________________________________________
796, 990
717, 448
655, 130
262, 420
559,862
3, 476, 342
Plant IndustrY---------------------------------------------5, 825, 905
4, 930, 874
4, 496, 155
4, 822, 007
8, 394, 323
Forest Service.---------------------------------------------16, 954, 620
12, 383, 304
11, 531, 039
40, 967, 745
1, 311, 698
Chemistry and Soils.---------------------------------------1, 947, 201
l, 825, 080
1, 670, 194
163, 919
Entomology_________________________________________________
2, 863, 740
2, 471, 700
2, 213, 968
2, 386, 535
3, 130, 536
1, 054, 084
Biological SurveY------------------------------------------2, 229, 170
1, 756, 177
1, 356, 280
9i6, 050
8, 000, 000
Public roads·---------------------------------------------125, 179, 940
100, 000, 000
35, 000, 000
1 412, 696, 000
Forest roads .. -- -------------------- ------------------------12.J;OO, 000
8, 905, 000
4, 457, 400
,
Agriculture.I engineering_________________________________
583, 840
518, 690
411, 810 ----------281;538- -------·-·350;3is- ::::::::::::::::::
Agricultural economics___________________________________
7, 241, 136
6, 649, 841
6, 095, 260 -------------- --- 4, 916, 031 ----------------- Home economics________________________________________
246, 700
233, 365
212, 749
l, 200
178, 701 -----------------Plant quarantine____________________________________________
3, 747, 930
2, 490, 125
2, 158, 514
(3)
----------- __ ___
Grain Futures Act-----------------------------------------Hl8, 980
218, 838
200, 000 -----------------181, 4.98 _:::::::::::::::::
Food and Drug Administration___________________________ __
1, 810, 228
1, 716, 167
1, 589, 505
70, 000
1, 557, 713 ----------- ------4
1
Miscellaneous __ --------------------------------------------2, 498, 500
1, 330, 485
e 316, 034 -------------- -- __
4, 060. 255 -----------------Experiment stations_- --------------------------------------- ------- - ------ ---- ------------------ -----------------4, 950 -------------- ---- -----------------Farm Credit Administration ________________________________ -----------------------------------------------------101, 600, 000
·
2, 389, 666 -----------------Drought relieL--------------------~---------------------- __ - ------- --- - _----- ------------ -- --- - ------------------ - --- -- ---- ------ - - -- -------- -- ----- 525, 000. 000
TotaL-----------------------------------------------215, 578. 862 I
175, 671. 66.5
100, 209. 091 I
500, G4-0, 887 I
62, 621, 6TJ I
644, 500, 000
Deficiency appropriations:
Second deficiency, 1931.-------------------------------85, 832 ----------.-------- -------- ---------- --------------- --- ------------------ ---- ~ ------------First deficiency, 1932. -------------------- --------------54, 260, 857 ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------

~~f~ei~:~~~~9~~~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:: ___________ ~~~ ~ _--------i~ 000~ i 73- :: =:::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::== :::::::::::: ::::::=: ::::::::::

Second deficiency, 1933---------------------------------- -----------------l, 590 ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ -----------------Fourth deficiency, 1933---------------------------------- -----------------302 -------~-------- -- ------------------ ------------ - ----- -----------------Deficiency, 1934 and 1935 •• ------------------------------ --- ---------- ----- -----------------20, 868 --------------- --460, 170 ------------------

Special acts:

Dro~~~i~dli.:;rici6iillfu"t6rior-.Aci:PilJ;lic666:7i5i-co~"i.:-

20• 000' 000 ------------------ ------------------ ------------------,------------------ -----------------·

approved Feb. 14, 1931.
Emergency Relief and Construction Act (H.R. 9642),
Public, No. 302, 72d Cong., approved July 21, 1932:
Highway-aid system _________________________________
Forest roads and trails _______________________________
Forest improvements ________________________________
Crop-production loans------------------------- ------ ---(H.J.Res. 290) Public Resolution No. 16, 73d Cong.,
approved Mar. 10, 1934.
Eradication of cattle diseases._------------------ -- ____ __
(H.J .Res. 345) Public Resolution No. 'Zl, 73d Cong.,

-----------------120, 000, 000 ----------------- - ----------- ------- ------------------ -----------------·
-----------------5, 000, 000 ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ----------------------------------5, 000, 000 ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ---------------- __
------------------ -----------------40, 000, 000 ------------------ ------------------ ------------------

------------------ -----------------·

50, 000, 000 ------------------ --------- --------- ------------------

I

~&\n!=~~":io:ao:r..•con.-.;ao;;rov;;i 1un•-1------------------------------------ ---------------- ------------------j
Total, regular, deficiency, and speciaL_________ ___ _

289, 935, 939

306, 673, 730

190. 229, 959

566, 040, 887
190, 229, !)59

~ IXXl, IXXl

-----------------·

64, 081, 843

644, 500, 000
54, 081, 843

Regular appropriations plus Public Works Administration
allotments and supplemental appropriations _______________ -----------------------------------------------------756, -no. 846 ------------------ 1===7=08=,5!=8=1,=84=3
Permanent and indefinite__ __________________________________
11, 618, 436
11, 211, 571
10, 303, 116 -----------------840. 280, 600 ---- ------ -- -----Grand total, Department of Agriculture_____________
301, 554, 375
317, 885, 301
200, 533, 075
904, 362, 443 i-----------------·

------------------!

1 Includes:

~R~.r~shlgii:Ways:=:=:::::::::::~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::=:::::::=::::: :::: : ~== ::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: $4~:
Drought-relief
highways
.• --------------------.
- ---_______
__ --- __: ---_____ • __ -- - - _-- - - ---- - -- - • ---- - - -- -- - - --- -- - - - -- - - - - -- -- - - ---- - -- ---- - -------- - -- --- - - - - - - - - - --- -- -Administrative(
und .• _____
---------- ____ --------_____________________________________________________________________
_____________
__-_-_-__

m: :

7, 250,
431, 000
000

TotaL _______ --- -- ------------- --- ---------------- ------------- - - - --- ---- - --- - - - -- ---- - -- ---- - - -- - --- - --- - --- -- ----- - -- -- ----- - --- - - - -- -- -- -- -- - -- -- - - -- - 412,696,0W
'Includes:
Pnbllc
roads. ______________ _____ ---- ______________________________ --------- _____ ---------- _________________________________ _________ __________________________ _ 100, 000, 000
Highway
Act, Nov.roads.
9, 1921,
to remain available _______ ------------------- --- ---- --------- ---- --------- ----- --------------------------------------------------_ 10, 000, 000
Federal reservation
____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________
2, 500, 000
National park roads. _______ --------- --- ____________________ -------- ______ ----- __------ ___________________________________________________ -------- ____________ _
5,000, 000
2, 000, 000
Indian reservation roads___ --------------------- _______ ----- _____ ----- ______________________ ---- __ ----- ____ ----------- ____ ------ __ --------------------- ______ _
119,
500, 000
TotaL---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·---------------~------------------

In addition $100,000,000 is appropriated for 1936, and $100,000,000 for 1937, the latter amount to be matched by the States.
a Bureaos of Entomology and Plant Quarantine have been consolidated.

•Includes: Experiments in livestock (southern United States), $43,500; farmers' seed-loan collection, $125,000; soil-erosion investigations, $330,000; Joans to farmers,
$2,000,000.
1 Includes: Experiments in livestock (southern United States}, $41,325; Chicago World's Fair, $1,000,000; soil-erosion investigations, $289,160; reappropriations for Agrt.
cultural Credit Corporation and seed-loan collection.
•Includes: Experiments in livilStock (southern United States), $39,560; soil-erosion investigations, $'Zl6,•74; reappropriation for seed-loan collection.
Fiscal year, 1932 (H_R. 15256), Public, No. 717, 71st Cong., approved Feb. 23, 1931.
Fiscal year, 1933 ~.R. 7912), Public, No. 269, 72d Cong., approved July 7, 1932.
Fiscal year, 1934 R.R. 13872), Public, No. 419, 72d Cong., approved Mar. 3, 1933.
Fiscal year, 1930
.R. 8134), Public, No. 131, 73d Cong., approved Mar. 26, 1934.
Second deficiency, 1931 (R.R. 17163), Public, No. 869, 7lst Cong., approved Mar. 4, 1931.
First deficiency, 1932 (H.R. 6660), Public, No. 5, 72d Cong., approved Feb. 2, 1932.
Second deficiency, 1932 (H.R. 12443), Public, No. 235, 72d Cong., approved July 1, 1932.
First deficiency, 1933 (H.R. 14436), Public, No. 325, 72d Cong., approved Jan. 30, 1933.
Second deficiency, 1933 (H.R. 14769), Public, No. 442, 72d Cong., approved Mar. 4, 1933.
Fourth deficiency, 1933 (R.R. 6034), Public, No. 77, 73d Cong., approved June 16, 1933.
Deficiency, li!Mand 193S CIUt. 9830), Public, No. il2, 73d Cong., approved June 19, 193f.
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Regular, defi,citnc71, and special appropriations-Independent offices

Executive offices ______ -------------------------------------Battle Monuments Commission____________________________
Arlington Bridge Commission______________________________
Board of Mediation ____ ------------------------------------Board of Tax Appeals______________________________________

~~3e~~!iffi&e~5sion~~~=::::::::::=::::==:::=::::::::::

Fiscal year 1932

Fiscal year 1933

Fiscal year 1934

Public Works
allotments, 1934

Fiscal year 1935

$532, 380
304, 250
1, 000, 000
188, 185
653, 640

$392, 000
275, 000
340, 000
152, 135
560, 000
159, 500
1, 312, 370
7,800
4,880, 000
2,864, 000

$369,483
129,000
198, 000
120, 000
490, 000

$6, 000

$442, 050

i. : : ~~

Commissioner of Fine Arts---------------------------------9, 775
Employees' Compensation Commission_-------------------4, 730, 980
Federal Board Vocational Education_----------------------2, 718, 980
Federal Farm Board_-------------------------------------101, 900, 000
Federal Oil Conservation Board_____________________________
20, 000
Federal Power Commission_________________________________
260, 195
Federal Radio Commission__________________________________
465, 380
Federal Trade Commission---------------------------------l, 761, 766
General .Accounting Office----------------------------------4, 297, 620
Clark Sesquicentennial Commission_________________________
800, 000
George Washington Bicentennial Commission_______________
3313, 195
lntef!ltat.e Commerce Commission___________________________
9, 412, 473
Mount Rushmore CommLc;sion ______________________________ -----------------National Advisory C'ommittee for Aeronautics______________
1, 051, 070
Personnel Classification Bon.rd_ --- -------------------------218, 850
Public Buildings and Parks________________________________
5, 541, 445
Public Buildings Commission_______________________________
125, 000
Rmithsonian Institution_____________________________________
l, 153, 804
Supreme Court Commission______________________________
3, 750, 000
Tariff Commission __ --------------------------------------l, 240, 000
Geographic Board------------------------------------------10, 678

i~=· ~d'1~~nistratioD.:::::::::=::::::=:::::::::::::::::::

International Institute of Agriculture-----------------------Black Bass AcL----------------~--------------------------Housing Corporation-------------------------------------Park and Planning_______________________________
Puerto Rican relieL-------------------- -------------------Total-----------------------------------------Deficiency appropriations:
Second deficiency, 1931:
Public Buildings
and Park!_---------------------Smithsonian
Institution
__________________________ _
Veterans' Administration... ________________________ _
First deficiency 1932:
Executive Office _________________ -----_-------------Federal Board for Vocational Education.. ___________ _
Federal Trade Commission _________________________ _
George Washington Bicentennial Commission ______ _
Public Buildings
and Parks.._----------------------Veterans'
Administration..
_______________________ _

::

6~:

(7)

15, 000
4, 000, 000

125, 564 -----------------502, 116 ------------------

(1)

1, 050, 000
8,800
4, 169, 000
2,487, 700

l, 522, 816 -----------------(~)
-----------------4, 353, 410 ------------------

(2)

m

(1)

Supplemental
appropriations,
1935

10,000
254, 000
382,000

7,803
210, 000
640, 000

1, 466, 500
4, 262, 620
400, 000
200, 000
7, 148, 560
25,000
920, 000
145, 116
4, 0'1..5, 933
100, 000
1, 074,829
I. 000, 000
1, 020,000
Q,678

Q20, 000

3,2SO,OOO
96, 650
(1)
5, 190, 000
10, 000
695, 000

360,000

------------------

1, 000, 000

l, 052, 777, 010

(8)

--------

-.-500.-ooo~

277, 303
6ft6, 88.5.
}, i42, 730
3, 461, 920

---------------------------------------------------------------------

247, 944
726, 492 -----------------(')
3, 322, 500
80,000
820,000
874, 024 -----------------3,490, 000
800,000
840,898
Q,000
9,440
(S)
310, 000
602, 8:18, 000
567, 598, 096
I. 916, 650
48, 500
13, 110 ------------------ ------------------ -----------------·

948, 699, 000

(')
(10)

700; 000

------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------

982, 446, 041

631, 802, 546

3,376, 594

588, 574, 714 ------------------

252, 172
1,620
2,000, 000
10, 000
128, 000
20,000
2'25,000
138
46,873, 784

Second deficiency 1932:
8,500
Executive Office------------------------------------4, 331, 280
Veterans' A.dministration--------------------------First deficiency 1933:
5,000
Executive Office---------------------------------------------------31, 315
Public Buildings and Parks __ --------------------- ----------------1. 700
Geographic Board ___ -------------------------------- ----------------Veterans' Administration.. ___________________ -------- -----------------37
Second deficiency, 1933: Veterans' Administration ______ --------------247
Fotll'th deficiency, 1933:
Farm Credit Administration__ ------------------------------------------------------Federal Trade Commission.. _________________________ ----------------------------------Home Loan Bank: Board_ __________________________ -----------------------------------

42, 000, 000 ------------------ ------------------ -----------------265, 000 ------------------ ------------------ -----------------150, 000 ------------------ ------------------ ------------------

~b~cS:~~~te~~~~~~'::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: --------------168- ---------~~~- ::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::

~~~~~~~.Hi:~~~~~~e~~~~~~~~::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::,::::::::::::::::: =========;~~=~~= ::::::::::::~-~-~::

~: ~: 5:::::::::::::::::

Special acts:
__ __
Veterans' Administration________________________________
203, 925, 000 ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ -----------------Adjusted-service certificate fund. (H.J.Res. 141),
72d Cong., Public Resolution No. 3, approved Dec. 21,
1931.
600, 000, ()()()
Reconstruction Finance Corporation ___ ----------------(H.J.Res. ?.30), 72d Cong., Public Resolution No. 7,
approved Jan. 27, 1932.
Veterans' Administration.. ____ ---------- ________________ _
12, 750, 000
Pensions. (HJ.Res. 40'7), 72d Cong., Public Reso-lution No. 22, approved May 28, 1932.
Veterans' Administration.. _______________________________ -----------------100, 000
(HJ .Res. 4ti2), 72d Cong., Public Resolution No. 35,
approved July 8, 1932.
Home Loan Bank: Board ________________________________ -----------------250, 000
(H.R. 12768), 72d Cong., Public, No. 305. approved
July 22, 1932.
40,000,000
Federal Farm Board (wheat>---------------------------- ----------------(H.J.Res. 461) 72d Cong., Public Resolution No.
43, approved July 22, 1932.
Farm Relief Act, 1933 (H.R. 3835), Public, No. 10, 73d
Cong., approved May 12, 1933. Loans by Reconstruction Finance Corporation:

1

m

is;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~:::::::~~~ ~ i ::~~:::::~::::::~: ~~~:;;;::~~~:~:::~ ::=~~:~~~~~:~:~:~

Discontinued Bureau of Efficiency and George Washington Bicent.ennial Oom·
mission.
1 Trans~erred to Department of the Interior.
1 Fupct1ons taken over by Farm Credit Administration.
' Thts S?Jll was used for auditing expenditures of the new agencies.
6
~ct_ions of Personnel Classification Board taken over by the Civil Service
Comnuss1on.
• Now the Shipping Bureau under the Department of Commerce.

7 International

Institute for Agriculture, appropriation of $48,500 later transferreQ.to
Department of State. Black Bass Act, appropriation of $13,110 later transferred to
Department of Commerce.
1 Housing Corporation, appropriation of $15,000 later transferred to Department of
Labor.
' Special appropriation of $4,000,000 for Park and Planning Commission.
10 Emer~ency appropriation of $1,000,000 for Puerto Rican relief.
•

.I
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Regular, dejicienc11, and 8Ptcial appropriatiom-Independent OjJice,,_continned

Fiseal year 1932

Special acts-Continued.
Unemployment relief_ __ --------------------------------Public, No. 15, approved May 12, 1933.
Securities Act o! 1933 __ -------- ------------ -------------Public, No. 22, approved May 27, 1933. Foreign
Security Holders' Corporation.
Insurance companies_----------------------- ____________
(S. 1094), Public, No. 3.5, 73d Cong., approved June
10, 1933.
Home Owners' Loan Act subscription to capital stock
by Reconstruction Finance Corporation _______________
Puhlic, No. 43, approved June 13, 1933.
Loans to industry ___ -----------------------------------(S. 3487) Public, No. 417, approved June 19, 1934.
Increased authorization to Reconstruction Finance
Corporation, Public, No. 84, approved Jan. 20,1934... ___
Total regular, deficiency and special_________________

Fiscal year 1933

Fiscal year 1934

------------------ ------------------

$500, 000, 000

------------------ ------------------

75,000

------------------ ------------------

00,000, 000

------------------ -----------------

Fiscal year 1935

------------------ -----------------$1, 823, 302, 504

$1, 022, 834, 008

Supplemental
appropriations
1935

. 200, OO'J, ()()() ------------------ ----------------- -----------------

------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------

$580, 000, 000 ------------------

800,000, 000
2, 630, 253, 987

Regular appropriations plus Public Works Administration
.
allotments and supplemental appropriations _______________ ------------------ ------------------ -----------------Permanent and indefinite-----------------------------------Grand total, independent offices ____________________ _

Public Works
allotments 1934

$3, 376, 594
2, 630, 253, 987

2, 633, 630, 581

1, 920, 546, 714

91, 036, 621

81,070, 800

79, 575, 443

68, !'>05,695

1, 914, 339, 125

1, 103, 905, 358

2, 709, 829, 430

1, 989, 052, 409

Fiscal year 1932 (H.R. 16415), Public, No. 730, 71st Cong., approved Feb. 23, 1931.
Fiscal year 1933 (H.R. 10022), Public, No. 228, 72d Cong., approved June 30, 1932.
Fiscal year 1934 (H.R. 5389), Public, No. 78, 73d Cong., approved June 16, 1933.
Fiscal year 1935 (H.R. 6663), Public, No. 141, 73d Cong., approved Mar. 27, 1934.
Second deficiency, 1931 (H.R. 17163), Public, No. 869, 7lst Cong., approved Mar. 4, 1931.
First deficiency, 1932 (H.R. 6660), Public, No. 5, 72d Cong., approved Feb. 2, 1932.
Second deficiency, 1932 (H.R. 12443), Public, No. 235, 72d Cong., approved July l, 1932.
First deficiency, 1933 (H.R. 14436), fublic, No. 325, 72d Cong., approved Jan. 30, 1933.
Second deficiency, 1933 (H.R. 14769), Public, No. 442, 72d Cong., approved Mar. 4, 1933.
Fourth deficiency, 1933 (H.R. 6034), Public, No. 77, 73d Cong, approved June 16, 1933.
Deficiency, 1934 and 1935 (H.R. 9830), Public, No. 412, 73d Cong. approved June 19, 1934.

Rtgu/,a.r, deficiency, and special appropriatiom--New a11encie1
Public Works
allotments
1934

Fiscal year
1935

Supplemental
appropria·
tions 1935

Tennessee Valley Authority (created by act of May 18, 1933)------------------------------------------------------$50, 000, 000 ------------------ -----------------National Recovery Administration (created by act of June 16, 1933).-----------------------------------------------9, 665, 000 ------------------ -----------------Civilian Conservation Corps (created by act ol Mar. 31, 1933).-----------------------------------------------------324, 362, 315 ------------------ -----------------Federal Emergency Relief Admini~tration (created by act of May 12, 1933)-----------------------------------------901, 880 ------------------ -----------------National Planning Board (Public Works Administration>----------------------------------------------------------351, 000 ------------------ ---------------- __
Civil Works Administration (created by Executive Order No. 6420-B, Nov. 9, 1933)--------------------------------400,005,000 ------------------ -----------------Public Works Administration (created by act of June 16, 1933)-----------------------------------------------------11,412,205 ------------------ -----------------Public Works Emergency Housing Corporation (created by Executive Order No. 6470, Nov. 29, 1933)--------------123, 671, 500 ------------------ -----------------Public Works Administration (reserves) ___ ------------------------------------------------------------------------24, 934, 000 ------------------ -----------------Public Works Administration (special reserre)---------------------------------------------------------------------25, 000, 000 ------------------ -----------------Central Statistical Board (created by Executive Order No. 6225, July 'n, 1933) ________ -----------------------------1 113, 000 ------------------ -----------------Executive Council (created by Executive Order No. 6201}-A, July 11, 1933) _----------------------------------------t eo, 000 ------------------ -----------------2 500, 000 ---------------- -----------------Federal Alcohol Control Administration (created by Executive Order No. 6474, Dec. 4, 1933)________________________
1
National Emergency Council (created by Executive Order No. 6433-A, Nov. 17, 1933)-----------------------------310,000 ------------------ -----------------2
Electric Home and Farm Authority (Executive Order No. 6514, Dec. 19, 1933)------------------------------------1, 000, 000 ------------------ -----------------Federal Surplus Relief Corporatfon (incorporated Oct. 4, 1933)-----------------------------------------------------25, 000, 000 ------------------ -----------------Emergency Leasing Corporation __ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------J l, 000 ------------------ ------- __________ _
.Agricultural Adjustment Administration (cotton)----------------------------------------------------------------- -- ------------------ -----------------$100, 000, 000
National Housing Act (H.R. 9620), Public, No. -, approved June-, 1934, Nation.al Mortgage Association from Recon$10, 000, 000 ------------ -----struction Finance Corporation ________________ -------------------------------- ________ ____________________________ ---------- -------For relief, to be allotted by the President to Public Works Administration, Federal EmergPncy Relief Administrator, Tennessee Valley AuthoritY-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ ------ -----------F-99, 675, 000
Total ___ -_---- ---- ---- ---- ---------------------------------------- -------------------- - ------- --- ----- ------ --

997, 286, 900

Fiscal year 1934

Public Works
allotments 1934

10,000,000

999, 675, 000

Supplemental ap·
Fiscal year 1935 propriations 1935

Deficiency appropriation: Fourth deficiency, 1933, Public Works--------------------------------$3, 300, 000, 000 ------------------ ------------------ -----------------Special acts:
100, 000, 000
Agricultural Adjustment Administration ___ - __ ---- --- --- - --- - -- - ------- ---- -----------------(H. R. 3835) Public, No. 10, 73d C'ong., approved May 12, 1933.
Federal Emergency Relief and Civil Works Administration _________________________ _. ______ _
950, 000, 000
(H.R. 75'Zl) Public, No. 93, 73d Cong., approved Feb. 15, 1934.
$100, 000, 000
Agricultural Adjustment Administration ___ -------------- ________ ---------------------------- ------------------ -----------------(Cattle.) (H.J.Res. 345) Public Resolution No. 27, 73d Cong., approved May 25, 1934. i - - -·- - - - i i - - - - - - - i - - - - - - -1-- - - - - 110, 000, 000
$997, 286, 900
$999, 675, 000
4, 350, 000, 000
Total, regular, deficiency, and special ___ ----------------------------------------------HO, 000, 000
4, 350, 000, 000
R~8:r

appropriations plus Public Works Administration allotments and supplemental appropnat1ons _______________ ----------- ---- ________________________________________ -------------- ---- ------------------

5, 347, 286, 900 ----- ---- --- ---- --

!=============!

1, 109, 675, ()()()
~=============

Permanent and indefinite------------------------------------------------------------------_------ ------------------ ------------ ---- -- ------------------ ---- -- - --- -- --- - -·
Grand total, new agencies __ -----------------------------------------------------------1 The sum of $93,000
2 Carried as·" special

4, 350, 000, 000 ------------------

110, 000, 000 -----------------·

was added by Executive Order No. 6718 of May 25, 1934, to the $20,000 item shown in Public Works Administration report of May 7, 1934.
allotments" in Public Works Administration report of May 7, 1934.

Fourth deficiency, 1933 (H.R. 6034), Public, No. 77, 73d Cong., approved June 16, 1933.
Deficiency appropriation, 1934 and 1935 (H.R. 9830), Public, No. 412, 73d Cong., approved June 19, 1934.
OTHER NEW AGENCIES RECEIVING APPROPRIATIONS AND PUBLIC WORKS ALLOTMENTS LISTED ELSEWHER:I

Farm Credit Administration (fourth deficiency, 1933) _____ - ___ -- -- ---- --- ------------------------------------- --- ---- --- -- -- -- -- -- ---- ------------------------ -- $42, 000, OO!J
Farm Credit Administration (Public Works Administration allotments) ___ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 101, 600, OOJ
Export-import banks (Public Works Administration allotments)_-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1, 250, 000
Subsistence homesteads (Public Works Administration allotments)----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 25, 000, 000
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Regular, dtfidtncv, and 1Pedal appropriatiom-Di$Jrid of Colum/Jia

Fiscal year 1932

Fiscal year 1933

Fiscal year 1934

Public Works
allotments 1934

Total appropriation_ ___ ------------------------------$!5, 672, 838
$41, 245, 622
$30, 375, 834
1 $1, 759, 500
District of Columbia-Virginia Commission __________________ ----------------------------------------------------------------------Cumulative total______________________________________
45, 672, 838
il, 245, 622
Deficiency appropriations: Deficiency, 1934 and 1935_________ ------------------ ------------------

30, 375, 834
3'i2, 487

1, 759, 500

Fiscal year 1935

Supplement\U
appropriations
1935

$35,m, 178
210,000
35, 421, 178

1~-----4-------1-------·l------~--------1·-----~

Total, regular, deficiency, and special______________ _

45, 672. 838

41, 245, 622

30, 718,321

Regular appropriations, plus Public Works Administration
allotments and supplemental appropriati<ms ______________ ----------------- ----------------- ----------------Permanent and indefinite-------------------------------

3, 261, 000

3, 252, 000

1, 759, 500
30, 718,321

35, 421, 178

$35, 421, 178

32, 477, 821 --------------

!============~

2, 697, 500 ------------------

35, 421, 178
! ===========~

2, 430, 000 ----------- ----- --

1~------1-------1-------1------~------~------~

Grand total, District of Columbia.._____________________
.1

t

48, 933, 838

«, 497, 622

~. 415, 821 ------------------

37, 851, 178 1-----------------

An allotment was made to the District of Columbia from Public Works Administration funds of $1,759,500 for sewer construction.
Additional appropriation to legislative establishment for this purpose transferred to District of Columbia.

Fiscal year 1932 (H.R. 16738), Public, No. 721, 71st Cong., approved Feb. 23, 1931.
Fiscal year 1933 (H.R. 11361), Public, No. 208, 72d Cong., approved June 29, 1932.
Fiscal year 1934 (H.R. 4589), Public, No. 70, 73d Cong., approved June 16, 1933.
Fiscal year 1935 (R.R. 9061), Public, No. 285, 73d Cong., approved June 4, 1934.
Deficiency, 1934 and 1935 (H.R. 9830), Public, No. 412, 73d Cong., approved June 19, 1934.

Regular, deji.cienc11, and 1Ptcial appropriatiom-Department of Interior

Fiscal year 19321 Fiscal year 1933

Secretary's office_____________________________________________
General Land Office •• -----------------~--------------------Indian Affairs __ --------------------------------------------Bureau Reclamation________________________________________
Geological Survey __ ----------------------------------------National Park Service--------------------------------------Bureau Education------------------------------------------Territories.-------------------------------------------------Hospitals and universities_----------------------------------

$n9, 600
2, 239, 400
24, 91-i, 497
2 22, 071, 000
3, 141, 740
9, 498, 250
510, 000
1, 242, 100
4, 851, 020

$694, 380
1, 883, 300
20, 845, 439
8, 414, 500
2, 181, 000
7, 640, 620
320, 000
1, 212, 300
2, 342, 133

Fiscal year 1934

$704, 270
t$18, 071
l, 742, 050
1, 000, 000
18, 966, 546
19, 03-!. 550
11, 051, 000
103, 535, OCO
1, 992, 500
4, 497, 164
5, 072, 790
a32, 091, 350
270, 000 ---------- -------1, 347, 250
'3, 284, 358
2, 607, 530
3, 319, 311

iil~~I~1~~:~-~~~~~~~~~==:::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::

Bureau of Mines--------------------------------------------

(')

Public Works
allotments 1934

Fiscal year 1935

$1, 175, 285
822, 000
16, 275, 185
860, 750
1, 313, 500
6, 319, 640
1, 538, 000
1, 113, 168
2, 047, 711

Supplemental
appropriations
1935
--- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------- --

~: m:::::::::::::::::: ========~~·=~=:

10.
------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ --- --------------·

~~~:~::~:~=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::~~~;~~: :::::::;~~~~:~= :::::::;~~;~~: ------;-::- -------::~::::-1:::::::::~~.=:
Deficiency appropriations:
Second deficiency, 1931. ______________________________
75, 000 ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ -----------------First deficiency, 1932-----------------------------------442, 736 ---------- --- ----- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ -----------------Second deficiency, 1932---------------------------------245, 233
7, 155, 702 ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ----------------First deficiency, 1933------------------------------------ -----------------l, 246 ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ -----------------Second deficiency, 1933---------------------------------- -----------------463, 499 ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ -----------------Fourth deficiency, 1933 and 1934 _________________________ -----------------233, 087 ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ -----------------Deficiency, 1934 and 1935-------------------------·------ ------------------ -----------------l, 176, 108 -----------------3, 144, 603 -----------------Special acts:
National Park Service (rider in State, Justice, Commerce, and Labor appropriation bill, R.R. 16110, 7Ist
<Jong., Public, No. 719, approved Feb. 23, 1931) _______ _
20,000
Emergency Relief and Construction A.ct, 1932 (H.R.
9642, 72d Cong., Public, No. 302, approved July 21,
1932):
3,000, ()()()
National park roads--------------------------------------------------1, 000,000
Indian reservations·-----------------------------------------------2,000,
000
Unappropriated lands_-------------------------- -----------------10, 000, 000
Reclamation (Boulder Dam) __ ---------------------- -----------------Total regular, deficiency, and special _____________ _

70,030, 576

69, 387, 200

44, 930, 044

Reirular appropriations plus Public Works Administration
allotments and supplemental appropriations ______________ ------------------ ------------------ -----------------Permanent and indefinite ____ -----------------------------Grand total, Department of Interior __________________ _

202, 341, 012
44, 930,044

M. 618, 922

1, 500, 000
34, 618, 922
36, 118, 922

247, 271, 056

15, 952, 500

13, 921, 800

12, 122, 600

15, 503, 050

85, 983, 076

83, 309,006

57,052, 644

50, 121, 972

1 Of this amount, $14,731 was carried as a special allotment in Public Works Administration report of May 7, 1934. The balance of $3,340 is listed in a table as of May
1934, shown in the bearing before the Subcommittee of House Committee on Appropriations in charge of deficiency appropriations.
2 Includes $100,000 for Colorado River work and $15,000,000 for Boulder Dam project.
•Includes $7,202,306 for physical improvements and $24,884,1« for roads and trails.
•Includes $1,981,508 for Alaska, and $1,320,850 for Virgin Islands.
1 Carried as a special allotment in Public Works Administration report of May 7, 1934.
1 Transferred to Department of Commerce.
? Transferred from independent offices.

Fiscal year 1932 (H.R. 14675), Public, No. 666, 71st Cong., approved Feb. 14, 1931.
Fiscal year 1933 (H.R. 8397), Public, No. 95, 72d Cong., approved A.pr. 22, 1932.
Fiscal year 1934 (H.R. 13710), Public, No. 361, 72d Cong., approved Feb. 17, 1933.
Fiscal year 1935 (H.R. 6951), Public, No. 109, 73d Cong., approved Mar. 2, 1934.
Second deficiency 1931 (H.R. 17163), Public, No. 869, 71st Cong., approved Mar. 4, 1931.
First deficiency 1932 {H.R. 6660), Public, No. 5, 72d Cong., approved Feb. 2, 1932.
Second deficiency 1932 (R.R. 12443), Public, No. 235, 72d Cong., approved July 1, 1932.
First deficiency 1933 (H.R. 14436), Public, No. 325, 72d Cong., approved Jan. 30, 1933.
Second deficiency 1933 (H.R. 14769). Public, No. 442, 72d Cong., approved Mar. 4, 1933.
Fourth deficiency 1933 (H.R. 6034), Public, No. 77, 73d Cong., approved June 16, 1933.
Deficiency, 1934 and 1935 (H.R. 9830), Public, No. 412, 73d Cong., approved June 19, 1934.
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Regular, tkficiencu, and gpecial appropriatiom-Legi3latitle
. cal year 1932 F'1Scal ·year 1933 Fis
F is
· cal year 1934

Senate-----------------------------------------Bouse
______ --------·- ______________________________ ---- ___ _
Police ___________
---------------------------------Capitol
Joint
Committee
on Printing_
__________________________ _

$3, 249, 292
8, 181, 462
94,430
11, 620
75,000

$3, 095, 490
8, 178, 924
95, 430
11, 620
75, 000
4,000
l, 900, 580
H-0,000
2, 162, 147
3,010,800

$2, 848, 716

Public Works
allotments
1934

------------------------------------------------

7, 415, 399
87, 940
10, 785 ----------------70, 000 -----------------3, 330 -------------- ---1, 586, 355
$2, 800, 000
113, 725 ------------ - ----2,090, 235 -- ---------2,4.62,800 ---------- ------

Fiscal year 1935

~2,945,

m

7, 421, 008
100, 100
10, 618
70,000

Supplemental
appropriations
1935

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------

Legislative of
CounseL----------_
Statement
appropriations_----------------------------______________________________
4,000
4,000
Architect's Office ___ ________ ____________________________ _
ll, 65S, 422
1, fl92, 010
173, 882
lll, 595
Botanic Garden ___ --------------------------------------2, 228, 077
2. 091, 335
Library
of Congress
_____
-----------------------------------Government
Printing
Office
_______________________________ _
3, 294,000
3, 181, 612
3,000
Joint Committee on LibrarY-------------------------------Total __ ------------ _---------- ________________________ i---26-.-97-3,-1-8.-5·i,-----,18'.-67_3_,99-l-i---1-6,-68-9-,-285-l---2.-8-00-.-000
- 1___
1 1-7-,6
-'27-.-9-95- il-_-__-___-___-___-_-__-__-_

-----

--

~: ~ ::::::::::::::=::!:::::::::::::::::: :::::::=:=:::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::

Deficiency appropriations:
First deficiency, 1931: House __ ------------------------First deficiency, 1932:
Senate_--------------------------------------------House ____________ -- _---- _--- __ -- - ----- ------ - --- -- -851, 202 ------------- --- --,---------------- -- - --------- -- ----- - ---------- ---- ---- -- ---- - ----- -----Arch] tect's Office ____ ------ _________________________ _
.
Second deficiency, 1932: ·
Senate _______________ ----------------------------- __
House _____________ ---------------------------------Architect's Office __ ---------- ____ -------------------First deficiency, 1933:
Senate_______________ -------- _____ --------- __________ --- ----------- ---$94, 040
House _______________ -------- ____ -------------------- -------------- ---39, 000
Inaugural ceremonies_-------------------------- ____________ ----- _____ _
35, 000
Second deficiency, 1933:
Senate____________________ --------- ___________________________________ _
Bouse _________________ ----------------------------- - --- ----- --------:: 800 ------------------ ==================
=================:
Joint Committee on Printing ________________________ ----------------------------------- ==================
------------------ -----------------·
.Architect's Office ___ ___ -------------------------- _________ ----------- __
93, 500 ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ -----------------·
Third deficiency, 1933:
38, 000
Senate__ _________ ------------------------------------ ------------ -----22, 275 ------------------ ------------------ -----------------·
House _____________ ---------------------------------- ----- ____________ _
8, 500
35, 000
Architect's Office ___ ------------------------------- ________ -----------Fourth deficiency, 1933:
100, coo
Senat~- ___ ------------------------------- ___________ --------- ------- ____ --------- ______ _
8, 910
House_---------------------------------------------- -----------------2, 296
Capitol Police __ ------------------------------------- _____ ----- _____________ ____________ _
13, 340
Architect's Office_----------------------------- ______ -------- ___________ ------------ ____ _
3, 960
375, 713
Deficiency, 1934 and 1935 __ ------------------------------ ------------------ -----------------778, 806 -----------------·
Special acts:
Library of Congress (books for the blind) _______________ _
100, 000
(H.J .Res. 528) Public Resolution No. 135, 7lst Cong.,
approved Mar. 4, 1931.
House of Representatives _________ ------------------ ____ _
26, 500
(H.J.Res. 375) Public Resolution No. 17, 72d Cong.,
approved .Apr. 29, 1932.
Printing and binding ____ -------- --- ----------- _________ _
500,000
(H.J .Res. 382) Public Resolution No. 19, 72d Cong.,
approved May 16, 1932.
3, 720
Senate and House pages __ ------------------------- ___ ___ -----------------(H.J .Res. 455) Public Resolution No. 34, 72d Cong.,
approved July 7, 1932.
Senate and House page.s __________________________ ____ ___ -----------------2,480
(H.J.Res. 475) Public Resolution No. 41, 72d Cong.,
approved July 16, 1932.
12, 628
Senate and House pages_-------------------------------- -----------------(H.J.Res. 152) Public Resolution, No. 4, 73d Cong.,
approved Apr. 14, 1933.

It m:::::::::::;~;;;:l: i:i:iii:iii;ii:-: iiiiiiii:i~iii;:= iii;iiiiiiii:iiiii1 :iii~ii~i~~ii~iiii
~~ -----------s~-i5o-

Total, regular, deficiency, and speciaL _______________ _

28, 901, 750

19, 227,665

17, 215, 633

Regular appropriations plus Public Works Administration
allotments, and supplemental appropriations ______________ -------------------------------------- ---------------Perm.anent and indefinite ____ ------------------------------Grand total, legislative _____________________________ _

2,800, 000
17, 215, 633
20, 015, 633

18, 406, 801

234, 005

109, 800

70, 800

62,800

29, 135, 755

19, 337, 465

17, 286,433

18, 469, 601

1 Regular legislative appropriation ______ ----------------- ______________________________ --------------------------------·-------------------------------------- ___ $17, 627, 995
Riders on Legislative Appropriation Act:
District of Columbia (Virginia Commission included under District of Columbia)_------------------------------------------------------------------------10, 000
Foreign pay adjustments, included under State Department_--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.------ 7, 438, 000

Total _____________ --- --- - _________ ----- _________________ ___ _________________________ ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 25, 075, 995
Fiscal year 1932 (H.R. 16654), Public, No. 691, 7lst Cong., approved Feb. 20, 1931.
Fiscal year 1933 (H.R. 11267), Public, No. 212, 72d Cong., approved June 30, 1932.
Fiscal year 1934 (R.R. 14562), Public, No. 381, 72d Cong., approved Feb. 28, 1933.
Fiscal year 1935 (R.R. 8617), Public, To. 268; 73d Cong., approved May 30, 1934.
First deficiency, 1931 (H.R. 15592), Public, No. 612, 7lst Cong., approved Feb. 23, 1931.
First deficiency, 1932 (R.R. 6660), Public, No. 5, 72d Cong., approved Feb. 2, 1932.
Second deficiency, 1932 (R.R. 12443), Public, No. 235, 72d Cong., approved July 1, 1932.
First deficiency, 1933 (R.R. 14436), Public, No. 325, 72d Cong., approved Jan. 30, 1933.
Second deficiency, 1933 (H.R. 14769), Public, No. 442, 72d Cong., approved Mar. 4, 1933.
Third deficiency, 1933 (H.R. 5390), Public, No. 26, 73d Cong., approved May 29, 1933.
Fourth deficiency, 1933 (R.R. 6034), Public, No. 77, 73d Cong., approved June 16, 1933.
Deficiency, 1934 and 1935 (H.R. 9830), Public, No. 412, 73d Cong., approved June 19, 1934.

Regular, deficiencv, and special appropriatiom-Nat!1J Department

Secretary's office _____________ ------ ________ ----_ --- _---- --- -Naval records and library_---------------------------------Judge Advocate General-----------------------------------N a val Operations _______________ ---------------------- _____ _
Board of Inspection and Survey_--------------------------Naval Communications __ -------------------------------1 Machine tools, $2,850,000.

Fiscal year 1932

Fiscal year 1933

Fiscal year 1934

$3, 020, 965

$2,887, 980
39,W)
130, 240
73, 760
20, 780
134, 980

$2,'278,504
35, 970
117, 087
69, 423
17,4.54
lZl, 272

39, 960

130, 240

73, 760
21, 280
136, 1.20

Public Works
allotments 1934
1 $2,

850, 000

-----------------------------------

----------------------·- -··--------------

Fiscal year 1935

Supplemental
appropriations
1935

----------·-----------------------------------·
---·
---------------------------------------

$2, 111, 400
30, 672
104, 940
61, 830 -- 16, 516
108, 720

i934
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Reoular, dlfieie'lley, and special appropriations-Na.vu Departmem-Continned

Fiscal year 1932

Naval Intelligence___________________________________________
$il, 620
Bureau Navigation-----------------------------------------8, 527, 304
Bureau Engineering_________________________________________
19, 576, 080
Bureau Construction and Repair---------------------------18, 451, 400
Bureau Ordnance-------------------------------------------13, 096, 605
Bureau Supplies and Accounts-----------------------------173, 880, 261
Bureau Medicine and Surgery_______________________________
2, 242, 560
Bureau Yards and Docks-----------------------------------21, 646, 116
Bureau Aeronautie>----------------------------------------31, 435, 400
Naval Academy _________________________________________ :__
2, 009, 154
Marine CofPS---------------------------------------------25, 375, 127
Increase in Navy-------------------------------------------38, 550, 000
Moderniz.ing sbiP5------------------------------------------ ------------------

Fiscal year 1933

Fiscal year 1934

$41, 440
6, 530, 144
18, 363, 040
16, 214, 900
11, 436, 000
166, 978, 331
1, 995, 560
11, 342, 320
25, 535, 820
1, 881, 217
21, 914, 839
18, 063, 000
14, 000, 000

$36, 978
6, 30i, 327
18, 248, 407
15, 792, 674
11, 000, 995
159, 188, 348
1, 934, 842
10, 297, 129
22, 220, 879
1, 741, 237
20, 349, 251
33, 412, 785
5, 500, 000

Public Works
allotments 1934

-------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------To~-----------------------------i~~-3~~.~~.-95-2~-~-3-1-~-~~.5-9-1~-~-~~.-66-9-,~-2-~~~277~,~~.-9-24~~~28-4,_6_M_,-799
~1i__-__-___-___-___-__-_~
__

Deficiency appropriations:
First deficiency, 1932 ---------------------------------

---------------------------------$712, 500
238, 000, 000
330, 225
205, 662
-----------------27, 500, 537
7, 500, 000
------------------------------------------------------------------

Supplemental
appropriations
1935

Fiscal year 1935

$32, 760
5, 372, 584
15, 810, 470
13, 974, 870
10, 680, 303
152, 326, 320
2, 031, 714
6, 828, 335
18, 880, 398
1, 549, 786
20, 648, 447
33, 619, 334
470, 400

l==========~===========:===========l===========;===========!==========

7, 701 --------------- --------------- - - - - - - - - ---------------- ------------------

~~f~ei~:~~~~9~~~=====::::::::::::::::=========== -----------~~~- ---------3~803- ====--===::=: =====--== =:::::::::::::= ::::::=:::::=:=::

Second deficiency, 1933_ ------------------------------- -----------------1, 634 ----------------- ---------------- ----------------- ----------------Deficiency, 1934 and 193.5_ ------------------------------ --------------- -------------627, 390 ---------------15, 126 ----------------Special acts:
Marine Band expense.<;_ --------------------------------8, 171 ---------------- -------------- ---------------- ----------------- ----------------(R.J.Res. 535) Public Resolution No.139, 71st Cong.,
appropriated Mar. 4, 1931.
Emergency Relief and Construction A.ct, 1932 (Yards
10,000,000
and Docks>---------------------------------------------------------Total regular, deficiency, and special______________ _
277, 098, 92t
3~,271,937
32i,~9,028
309, 296, 952
309, 296, 952
Regular appropriations plas Public Works Administration
allotments and. supplemental appropriations _______________ ----------------------------------------------Permanent and indefinite_ -----------------------------Grand total, Navy Department_----------------------

~. 395, 876 ------------------

!=============!

"!, 839, 470

1, 322, 550

997, 598 ------------------

1, 698, 333

360, 111, 407

328, 911, 578

310, 294, 550 ----------------

286, 372, 258

284, 673, 925

I===========:

1~~~~~~-1 -~~~~~- l -~~~~~-1 -~~~~~~-~~~~~-1 -~~~~~~

Fiscal year 1932 (H.R. 16969), Public, No. 745, 7lst Cong., approved Feb. 28, 1931.
Fiscal year 1933 (H.R. 11452), Public, No. 216, 72d Cong., approved June 30, 1932.
Fiscal year 1934 (H.R. 14724), Public, No. 429, 72d Cong., approved Mar. 3, 1933.
Fiscal year 1935 (H.R. 7199), Public, No. 122, 73d Cong., approved Mar. 15, 1934.
First deficiency, 1932 (R.R. 6660), Public, No. 5, 72d Cong., approved Feb. 2, 1932.
Second deficiency, 1932 (H.R. 12443), Public, No. 235, 72d Cong., approved July 1, 1932.
First deficiency, 1933 (H.R. 14436), Public, No. 325, 72d Cong., approved Jan. 30, 1933.
Second deficiency, 1933 (H.R. 14769)t Public, No. 442, 72d Cong., approved Mar. 4, 1933.
Deficiency, 1934 and 1935 (H.R. 9830J, Public, No. 412, 73d Cong., approved June 19, 1934.

Reoular, deficienC1J, and special appropriationa-Treamr11 Department

Fiscal year 1932

Secretary's office------------------------------------------Customs Service-------------------------------------------Bureau of the Budget--------------------------------------Farm Loan Bureau__________________________________________
Office of Treasurer------------------------------------------Comptroller of Currency ___ -------------------------------Internal Revenue Service ____ ------------------------------Bureau of Industrial AlcohoL------------------------------Bureau of Narcotics.. ________________________________________
Coast Guard-----------------------------------------------Bureau of Engraving and Printing__________________________
Secret Service------------- -----------------------·---------Public Health Service-------------------------------------Mints and Assay Offices-----------------------------------Pll;bli~ Buildings __ ---.---------------------------------------

Total--------------------------------------------------

$6, 371, 444
23, 983, 600
191, 000
1, 020, 000

1, 560, 546
317, 183
59, 962, 560
4, 814, 420
1, 708, 528
32, 981, 082
6, 700, 000
717, 559
11, 915, 854
1, 631, 920
87, 924, 450

$5, 886, 220
22, 000, 000
190, 000
950, 000
1, 601, 746
315, 340
33, 650, 000
4, 525, 000
1, 525, 000
28, 172, 220
6, 430, 000
703, 419
11, 021, 413
1, 387, 870
1131, 884, 930

$5, 255, 130
19, 900, 000
177, 700
900, 000
1, 478, 586
291, 740
285, 800, 000
4, 000, 000
1, 400, 000
25, 772, 950
6, 060, 680
679, 238
10, 386, 328
1, 296, 842
•s1, 919, 025

241, 865, 146

250, 308, 158

244. 383, 219

Supplemental
appropriations
1935

~~~n~0i~ Fiscal year 1935

Fiscal year 1933 Fiscal year 1934

----------------------------------------------------

$4, 641, 9M
18, 500, 000
171, 851

$14, 645, 000

--------,-$ioo:ooo- --------i,-374;300- ============::::::
--------------------------------------------------------------------25,031, 872
-- --------------------------------2, 207, 128
-----------------67, 401, 653

257, 202
67, 450, 520
4, OS6, 974
1, 244, 899
18, 346, 400
4, 568, 060
695, 390
9, 155, 69
I, 108, 559
a 18, 425, 442

-----------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------65, ooo, ooo

~~~g1!:i~~a!:s~~~==================================== -----------~:~~- -----------~~~~- -----------~~~~- ==:::::::::::::::: -----------~:~~- --------82;950;000
Deficiency appropriations:
Second deficiency, 1931---------------------------------First deficiency, 1932 ____ --------------------------------

I

94, 740, 653

150, 092, 430

I

162, 595, ()()()

1, 197, 187 ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ -----------------18, 642, 645 ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------

~~~f~ei~f~~~~~~9~~::: ::===: ==:=:::=====:=:::=::::::== -------- _-~~: ~- ------- -- - --i; ~57- =::::=:: =:: =: ===== : : == :::==:: ==: ==:: :: ==== == ==:: :=:::: : ::: : : : :== :: :::=::

~~&~dd~ii~~:~~:\~g~=======::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::=:=:::::========

28, 266, 061 ----------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------

2i:~ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ -----------------~
~:~:;:t
t:$
~:::
1~~r:~w:;===========~==.======
================== ================== -------~:~:&~r
eral savmgs-and· oan associations, subscr1pt1ons__ ------------------ -----------------50, CXJO, 000 ------------------ ------------------ ------------------

Fourth deficiency, 1933_ --------------------------------- ------------------

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, capital
stock---------------------------------------------------------------------------------spec1?Jfiac~~~cy, 1934 and 193.5 _______________________________ ------------------ ------------------

Fed(Ifi.R1~.b;~ ~C:CA~~~~tion-No.-9:72Cicong.~-

:::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::

150, 000, 000 ------------------ -------------- ---- -----------------85, 23.5 -----------------96, 370 ------------------

ra, ()()(), ()()() ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ----------------- - ------------------

approved Feb. 2, 1932.
1 Carried as a special allotment for relief (or adjustments) to contractors in Public Works Administration report of May 7, 1934.
'Includes $55,000,000 for refund of taxes.
1 Includes $108,000,000 for construction.
4 Includes $53,200,000 for construction.
6
Public buildings bas been made tbe procurement division, Public Works branch. This figure includes:

it~~~~;JH~~::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~:::::::::::::~::::~::::::::~:~~:::::::::::::::::::::::m::~::::::::~:::~~~~~~~:~ ·f;m
To~-----~---------------··---------------------------------------·---------·-----------------------------··-----------·------------------ 18, 425, 442
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Regular, deficiency, and special appropriations-Treasur~ Department-Continued

Fiscal year 1932

Fiscal year 1933

Special acts-Continued.
Emergency Relief and Construction Act: Public buildings_--------------- _____ ------------------------------ -----------------$100, 000, 000
(H.R. 9642) Public, No. 302, 72d Cong., approved
July 21, 1932.
Bank Conservation Act ___ ----- -- -------------- --- ------ -----------------2, 000, 000
(H.R. 1491) Public, No. 1, 73d Cong., approved Mar.
9, 1933.
Gold reserve stabilization fund (H.R. 6976), Public
Resolution No. 87, 73d Cong., approved Jan. 30, 1934_ ------------------ -----------------Total, regular, deficiency, and special _____________ _
$386, 819, 266
380, 576, 065

Fiscal year 1934

$2, 000,

Fiscal year 1935

$94, 740, 653
2, 509, .ws, 454

$150, 188, 800

Supplemental
appropriations
1935

ooo: 000

2, 509, 468, 454

Regular appropriations plus Public Works Administration
.
allotments and supplemental appropriations _______________ ------------------ ------------------ -----------------Permanent and indefinite---------------------------------

Public Works
allotments 1934

2, 604, 209, 107 ------------------

1=============1

1, 075, 369, 989

1, 161, 522, 917

1, 278, 731, 138 ------------------

1, 363, 494, 072

1, 462, 189, 255

1, 542, 098, 982

3, 788, 199, 592 ------------------

1, 513, 682, 872

162, 595, 000
150, 188, 800
312, 783, 800

I============

1 ~~~~~~- 1 -~~~~~- 1-~~~~~~· 1-~~~~~-1 -~~~~~~ 1 ~~~~~~

Grand total, Treasury Department_________________

Fiscal year 1932 (H.R. 15877), Public, No. 716, 71st Cong., approved Feb . 23, 1931.
Fiscal year 1933 (H.R. 9699), Public, No. 21l3, 72d Cong., approved July .5, 1932.
Fiscal year 1934 (H.R. 13520), Public, No. 428, 72d Cong., approved Msr. 3, 1933.
Fiscal year 1935 (H.R. 7295), Public, No. 123, 73d Cong., approved Mar. 15, 1934.
Seconrt deficiency, 1931 (H.R. 17163), Public, No. 869, 71st Cong:., approved Mar. 4, 1931.
First deficiency, 1932 (Il.R. 6660), Public, No. 5, 72d C'ong. approved Feb. 2, 1932.
Second deficiency, 1932 (H.R . 12443), Public, No. 235, 72d Cong., approved July 1, 1932.
First deficiency, 1933 (R.R. 14436), Public, No. 325, 72d Cong., approved Jan. 30, 1933.
Becond deficiency, 1933 (H.R. 14769), Public, No. 442, 72d Cong., approved Mar. 4, 1933.
Third deficiency, 1933 (R.R. 5390), Public, No. 26, 73d Cong., approved May 29, 1933.
Fourth deficiency, 1933 (H .R. 6034), Public, No. 77, 73d Cong., approved June 16, 1933.
Deficiency, 1934 and 1935 (Il.R. 9830), Public, No. 412, 73d Cong., appro;·ed June 19, 1934.

Regular, deficiency, and special appropriations-Post Office Department
I

Departmental (District of Columbia)________________________
Field service:
Postmaster General ___ ---------------------------------First Assistant_ ___ -------------------------------------Second Assistant__-------------------------------------Third Assistant_________________________________________
Fourth Assistant________________________________________

Fiscal year 1932

Fiscal year 1933

Fiscal year 1934

$4, 416, 615

$4, 383, 275

$3, 746,557

Public Works
allotments 1934

----------------- -

Fiscal year 1935

$3, 'lZl, 022

Supplemental
appropriations
1935

-- ----------------

---------------·
---- --- .

3,088, 450
$532,600
2, 633, 145 -443, 616, 995 -398, 046, 031 -----------------·
---- ..
221, 952, 867 -----------------213, 640, 600 -------.. 5, 622, 775 -----4, 145, 940 ---- -- ---- -------·
-------35, 005, 734 ---- ---- -- - ----..
47,876, 202 -------------- ---·
1~~~~~~-1 -~~~~~-+~~~~~~1~~~~~~~-~~~~~-1-~~~~~~
3, 499, 312
514, 767, 900
265, 726, 200
7, 624, 750
45, 249, 000

Total--------------------------------------------------

841, 283, 777

Deficiency appropriations:
First deficiency, 1932 ____ -------------------------------Second deficiency, 1932 __ -------------------------------First deficiency, 1933 ___ --------------------------------Second deficiency, 1933 __ -------------------------------Third deficiency, 1933 ___ -------------------------------Fourth deficiency 19:13 __ -------------------------------Deficiency, ~934 and 1935 ________________________________

3, 397, 450
497, 817, 900
254, 626, 800
6, 424, 750
39, 289, 500

I

805, 939, 675

---------------

713, 033, 378

532, 600

-- ----- --·

669, 628, 940 -- ---- - -

1, 628, 353 ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ -----------------·
16, 725 ------------------ ------------------ ----------------- - ------------------ ----------------------------------13, 532 ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ --------- -------------------------5, 196 ------------------ ------------------ ----------------- ----------------------------------4, 228 ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ----------------------------------3, 931 ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ----------------------------------- -----------------31, 298 ----- ------------- ------------------ -----------------842, 928, 855

Total regular, deficiency, and speciaL-----------------

805, 966, 562

713, 064, 673

532, 600
713, 064, 676

Regular appropriations plus Public Works Administration
allotments and supplemental appropriations _______________ ------------------------------------------------------

669, 628, 94-0
$669, 628, 940

713, 597, 276

669,6~94()

Permanent and indefinite _______________ ---------------------

200,000

165, 000

165,000

165,000

Grand total, Post Office D';lpartment_ ________________ _

843, 128, 855

806, 131, 562

713, 229, 676

669, 793, 940

Fiscal year 1932 (H.R. 15877), Public, No. 716, 71st Cong., approved Feb. 23, 1931.
Fiscal year 1933 (H.R. 9699), Public, No. 263, 72d Cong., approved July 5, 1932.
Fiscal year 1934 (H.R. 13520), Public, No. 428, 72d Cong., approved Mar. 3, 1933.
Fiscal year 1935 (H.R. 7295), Public, No. 123, 73d Cong., approved Mar. 15, 1934.
First deficiency, 1932 (H.R. 6660), Public, No. 5, 72d Cong., approved Feb. 2, 1932.
Second deficiency, 1932 (H.R. 12443), Public, No. 235, 72d Cong., approved July 1, 1932.
First deficiency, 1933 (H.R. 14436), Public, No. 325, 72d Cong., approved Jan. 30, 1933.
Second deficiency, 1933 (H.R. 14769), Public, No. 442, 72d Cong., approved Mar. 4, 1933.
Third deficiency, 1933 (H.R. 5390), Public, No. 26, 73d Cong., approved May 29, 1933.
Fourth deficiency, 1933 (H.R. 6034), Public, No. 77, 73d Cong., approved June 16, 1933.
Deficiency, 1934 and 1935 (H.R. 9830), Public, No. 412, 73d Cong., approved June 19, 1934.

&gular, deficiency, and special appropriati011s-Department of Stau

Fiscal year 1932

Fiscal year 1933

Fiscal year 1934

Public Works
allotments 1934

Domestic---------------------------------------------------$2, 502, 118
$2, 265, 540
$2, 017, 312 -------------- ---Foreign----------------- ------------------------------------15, 020, 205
11, 398, 253
10, 179, 207
$4, 761, 000
Foreign pay adjustment_ __ __________________________________ ------------------ ------------------ -------- ---------- ------------ ____ __
Total _______ ---- _____ ---------- ---- -- _- -- -- --- - -- -- -- -Deficiency appropriations:
Second deficiency, 193L _-------------------------------First deficiency, 1932 ____ ---------------------------- ____

17, 522, 323

13, 663, 793

12, 196, 519

4, 761, 000

Fiscal year 1935

Supplemental
appropriJltions
1935

$1, 754, 045
12, 131, 573

17, 438, 000

21, 323, 618

!===========:===========::===========!============!=================:=============
842, 750 ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------ --- --------65, 500 ----------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ -----------------·

~~f
~ei~;~~;~~9~~~~= ===== ===== ===== ================== ________ ---~=~ ~- ----------ioo~
ooo- ==== ============== ::::============== :=:::::::::::::::: ::::=:::::::::::::
Second deficiency, 1933 __ --------------------------- ----- -----------------185, 455 ------------------ ------------------ --- --------------- -----------------·

i~Wd~n~0yfif~3~~d~ik ==:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: __________ ~~~ ~1 Additional

appropriation for this purpose to legislative establishment transferred to State Department.

35 700
54.' 89s

---------------------------------------------------- ------ ---- ------1, 612, 366 -----------------·

1934
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Regular, dejicitncv, and special appropriations-Department of State-Continued

Fiscal year 1932

Special acts:
Geneva Conference ___ ___ --------------_----- ______ ---- __
(H.J.Res. 251) Public Resolution No. 8, 72d Cong.,
approved Feb. 2, 1932.
Total, regular, deficiency, and speciaL______________ _

Fiscal year 1933

Fiscal year 1934

Public Works
allotments 1934

Supplemental
appropriations
1935

Fiscal year 1932

$300, ()()() --- --------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ ------------------

18, 809, 942

$14, 164, 248

$4, 761, 000

$12, 287' 117

$2'2, 935, 9S1

$22, 935, 934

12, W7, 117
Regular appropriations plus Public Works Administration
allotments and supplemental appropriations _______________ ------------------ ------------------ -----------------Permanent and indefinite------------------------------------

141, 233

31, 000

31,.000

Grand total, Department or State ___ ------------------

18, 951, 175

14, 195, 248

12, 318, 117

17, 048, 117 ------------------

!=============!

31,000

22, 935, 934

!============

22, 966, 9S1

Fiscal year 1932 (H.R. 16110), Public, No. 719, 71st Cong., approved Feb. 23, 1931.
Fiscal year 1933 (H.R. 9349), Public, No. 232, 72d Cong., approved July1, 1932.
Fiscal year 1934 (H.R. 14363), Public, No. 387, 72d Cong., approved Mar. 1, 1933.
Fiscal year 1935 (H.R. 7513), Public, No. 143, 73d Cong., approved Apr. 7, 1934.
Second deficiency, 1931 (H.R. 17163), Public, No. 869, 71st Cong., approved Mar. 4, 1931.
First deficiency, 1932 (H.R. 6660), Public, No. 5, 72d Cong., approved Feb. 2, 1932.
Second deficiency, 1932 (H.R. 12443), Public, No. 235, 72d Cong., approved July 1, 1932.
First deficiency, 1933 (H.R. 14436), Public, No. 325, 72d Cong., approved Jan. 30, 1933.
Second deficiency, 1933 (H.R. 14769), Public, No. 442, 72d Cong., approved Mar. 4, 1933.
Fourth deficiency, 1933 (R.R. 6034), Public, No. 77, 73d Cong., approved June 16, 1933.
Deficiency, 1934 and 1935 (H.R. 9830), Public, No. 412, 73d Cong., approved June 19, 1934.

Regular, deficiency, and special appropriation~Department of JU8tice

Pu6£ci:~~= ~~~~======::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:=

Penal institutions __ •• --------------------------------------TotaL----------------------------------------------Deficiency appropriations:
Second deficiency, 193L_ ----------------------------First deficiency, 1932_ ---------------------------------

Fiscal year 1932

Fiscal year 1933

Fiscal year 1934

Public Works
allotments 1934

Fiscal year 1935

$17, 074, 658
20, 370, 288
13, 794, 255

$15, 413, 500
18, 457, ()()()
12, 125, 500

$13, 403, 133
17, 474, 374
10, 276, 543

$785, 512

$6, 285, 430
14, 940, 435
7, 474, 913

45, 996, 000

il, 154,050

1 51,

239, 201

10, 000
240, 000

785, 5121

Supplemental
appropriations
1935

28, 700, 778

==::::::::::::==== :::::::::::::::::: ::::=:::::::::::::!:::::::::::::::::: ===:::::::::=====:

~~~e~~:~~~~g~~~-~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: --------------~~- ----------i7s:~2- :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::=:: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::

Second deficiency, 1933---------------------------------- -----------------1, 449 ------------------ ------------------ --------------- --- ---- -------------Fourth deficiency, 1933---------------------------------- -----------------609 ------------------ ----------------- ------------------ -----------------Deficiency, 1934 and 1935-------------------------------- ------------------ -----------------141, 663 -----------------2, 320, 431 -----------------Total regular, deficiency, and speciaL ______________ _
51, 489, 856
46, 176, 340
41, 295, 713
31, 021, 209
785, 512
41, 295, 713
$31, 021, 200
Regular appropriations plus Public Works .Administration
allotments and supplemental appropriations.. ______________ ------------------ ------------------ -----------------800,000

Permanent and indefinite_-------------------------------- ------------------ -----------------Grand total, Department or Justice--------------------

51,489, 856

46, 176, 340

42, 081, 225 ------------------

l=============I

785, 000

31, 021, 2.99

!===========:=::

31,806, 209

42,095, 713

1 Not including $20,000 for the National Park Service attached as a rider to title II, State, Justice, Commerce. and Labor appropriation bill for the fiscal year 1932.
Fiscal year, 1932 (H.R. 16110), Public, No. 719, 71st Cong., approved Feb. 23, 1931.
Fiscal year, 1933 (H.R. 9349), Public, No. 232, 72d Cong., approved July 1, 1932.
Fiscal year, 1934 (H.R. 143G5), Public, No. 387 L 72d Cong., approved Mar. 1, 1933.
Fiscal year, 1935 (R.R. 7513), Public, No. 143, J3d Cong., approved Apr. 7, 1934.
Second deficiency, 1931(H.R.17163), Public, No. 869, 71st Cong., approved Mar. 4, 1931.
First deficiency, 1932 (H .R. 6660), Public, No. 5, 72d Cong. approved Feb. 2, 1932.
Second deficiency, 1932 (H .R. 12443), Public, No. 235, 72d Cong., approved July 1, 1932.
First deficiency, 1933 (H.R. 14436), Public, No. 325, 72d Cong., approved Jan. 30, 1933.
Second deficiency, 1933 (H.R. 14769), Public, No. 442, 72d Cong., approved Mar. 4, 1933.
Fourth deficiency, 1933 (H.R. 6034), Public, No. 77, 73d Cong., approved June 16, 1933.
Deficiency, 1934 and 1935 (H.R. 9830), Public, No. 412, 73d Cong., approved June 19, 1934.

Regular, deficienc11, and special appropriationa-Department of Commerce

Fiscal year 1932 Fiscal year 1933 Fiscal year 1934

::f

Ji~~~n~0f

4

Secretary's Office-------------------------------------------$12, 382, 160
$10, 271, 700
$8, 685, 370 -----------------Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce_________________
5, 334, 122
3, 988, 000
3, 514, 370 -----------------Bureau of Census____________________________________________
6, 270, 580
862, 125
1, 903, 000 -----------------Bureau of Navigation and Steamboat Inspection____________
1, 891, 400
1, 476, 165
1, 405, 000
$33, 043
Bureau of Standards_________________________________________
2, 874, 570
2, 137, 280
2, 056, 045
100, 000
Bureau of Lighthouses_______________________________________
12, 082, 410
9, 849, 280
9, 114, 600
5, 620, 334
Coast and Geodetic SurveY---------------------------------3, 075, 933
2, 399, 813
2, 205, 090
6, 503, 120
Bureau of Fisheries-----------------------------------------2, 905, 540
1, 976, 020
1, 765, 740
564, 500
Patent Office----------------------------------------------5, 236, 750
4, 890, 700
4, 424, 950 ----------- ----- -Bureau of Mines------------ ------------------------------- 2, 278, 765
1, 860, 325
1, 514, 300
272, 800
Bureau of Aeronautics--------------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ -----------------2, 558, 803
Shipping Bureau ____ ---------------------------------------_ - ------ --- -- ---- - - - - - - --- - - ---- - - - -- -- - ----- --- - - --- -- ----- --- - --- - --- - TotaL------------------------------------------------

64, 332, 230

39, 711, 4G8

1

36, 588, 465

15, 652, 600

Fiscal year 1935

Supplemental
appropriations
1935

$837, 410
2, 164, 157
3, 863, 500
1, 33i, 752
1, 436, 908
8, 517, 373
2, 126, 061
l, 291, 537
4, 070, 231
1, 197, 926
5, 205, 250
219, 216
32, 267, 321 ------------------

M~l~i~i~,~~-=)=~~:)~~~:~~)~))~==~~i~=~~~=-:~ ~ ~ =~=~ J: =:_:-=_-=:~ :~'.-~=~ ~ ~=~m~il : -~ ~:~-~=~-~- =~ -1- -l:=~-=-~ -~ -~ ~-~=~=~ l ~l- -~-i
1 Does

not include $13,llO later transferred (Black Bass A.ct) Crom independent offices appropriation a.ct.
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Regular, deficiency, and special ap-propriatiom-Department of Com~rce-Continned

Fiscal year 1932

Special acts:
Emergency Relief and Construction Act, 1932 (H.R.
9642), Public, No. 302, 72d Cong., approved July 21,
1932:
Air navigation_ ________ -------------------------- ____ ____ ------ _------Lighthouse tenders, etc__ ---------------------------- -----------------Navigation, improvements ____________ --------- _______ ------ _________ _
Coast and Geodetic Survey __________________________ -----------------Total regular, deficiency, and special ________________ _

$54, 716, 601

Fiscal year 1933

Fiscal year 1934

Public Works
allotments 1934

Fiscal year 19at

$37.125, 890

$15, 652, 600
37, 125, 890

$32, 267, 321

$500,000
950,000
2,860,000
1, 250, 000
45, 472, 798

Regular appropriations plus Public Works Administration allotments and supplemental appropriations_ ------------------ ------------------ -------------:---Permanent and indefinite-----------------------------------Grand total,

Departm~nt

of Commerce _______________ _

Supplemental
appropriations
1935

3,000

3,000

17,000

54, 719, 601

45,475, 798

37, 142,890

52, 778, 490 -----------------

l=============I

21,000

-------$32; 267: 32i
32, 267, 321

I•-==========

32, 288, 321

Fiscal year ·1932 (H.R. 16110), Public, No. 719, 71st Cong., approved Feb. 23, 1931.
Fiscal year 1933 (R.R. 934()), Public, No. 232, 72d Cong., approved July 1, 1932. .
Fiscal year 1934 (H.R. 14365), Public, No. 387, 72d Cong., approved Mar. 1, 193.1.
Fiscal year 1935 (H.R. 7513), Public, No. 143, 73d Cong., approved Apr. 7, 1934.
First deficiency, 1932 (R.R. 6660), Public, No. 5, 72d Conf!'., approved Feb. 2, 1932.
Second deficiency, 1932 (R.R. 12443), Public, No. 235, 72d Cong., approved July I, 1932.
First deficiency, 1933 (H.R. 14436), Publir, No. 325, 72d Cong., approved Jan. 30, 1933.
Second deficiency, 1933 (R.R. 14769), Public, No. 442, 72d Cong., approved Mar. 4, 1933.
Fourth deficiency, 1933 (H.R. 6034.>, Public, No. 77, 73d Cong., approved June 16, 1933.
Deficiency, 1934 and 1935 (H.R. 9830), Public, No. 412, i3d Cong., approved June 19, 1934.

Regular, deficiency, and special appretpriatiom-Departmt'Tlt of Labor

Fiscal year 1932

Fiscal year 1933

Fisca~

year 1934

Secretary's office·-------------------------------------------$847, 360
$700, 500
$645, 000
Bureau Labor Statistics------------------------------------440, 480
450, 000
414, 000
Bureau Immigration __ -------------------------------------10, 934, 160
9, 480, 000
9, 494, 000
Bureau Naturalization_______________________________________
1, 149, 020
975, 770
890, 000
Children's Bureau__---------------------------------------395, 500
375, 500
344, 000
Women's Bureau..___ ---------------------------------------179, 900
160, 000
i47, 000
Housing Corporation---------------------------------------(2)
14, 000
8, 500
Employment Service---------------------------------------383, 780
765, 000
734, 865
Conciliation Service---------------------------------------_ -- -------- -- _______ --- ____ ------ ____ ------ -----------Total ________________________________ ------ ___________ _
14, 330, 200
12, 920, 770
12, 677, 365

Public Works
allotments 1934

Supplemental
Fiscal year 1935 - appropriations
1935

$26, 000
$691, 815
. 10, 000
668, 720
1, 422, 980
(1)
-----------------8, 485, 000
-----------------337, 030
-----------------139, 160
-----------------9, 080
800, 000.
3, 700, 000
310, 000 ------------------

2, 268, 980

. Deficiency appropriations:
First deficiency, 1931 ___ --------------------------------640, 000 ~----------------- ------------------ -----------------First deficiency, 1932 ___ --------------------------------475, 000 ------------------ ------------------ -----------------Second deficiency, 1932---------------------------------201,831 ------------------ ------------- _ _ _ _ _ _
First deficiency, 1933 ____ ------------------------------ __ -----------------200, 000 _____________ :_:_: _:::_:::_:::_:::::
Second deficiency, 1933 __ -------------------------------- -----------------450, 208 ------------------ ------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

14, 030, 805 --------~------------------------- ----------------------------------- ------------------

:::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::
------------------ ------------------

!~1~:~~i~iff~lt}g~~==:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ============~=~= -------- 1 ; 5~;.~:r :::::::::::::=~== :::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::

Special acts:
U.S. Employment Service, 1932 (H.J.Res. 142), Public
Resolution No. 4, 72d Cong., approved Dec. 21, 193L

120,000

Total regular, deficiency, and special __________________ _

15, 767, 031

13,572,478

• 14, 180, 648

Regular appropriations plus Public Works Administration allotments and supplemental appropriations_ ------------------ ------------------ -----------------Permanent and indefinite------------------------------------

2, 268, 980
14, 180,648

14, 030, 805

-------$i 4,-030; 805
14, 030, 805

16, 449, 628 -----------------!============!
!===========

9, 000

4, 000

4, 000 ------------------

4, OCO

15, 776, 031

13, 576, 478

14, 184, 648 ------------------

14, 034, 805

1-~~~~~-r~~~~~--1~~~~~~-1-~~~~~-1-~~~~~--'I~~~~~~

Grand total, Department of Labor_____________________

.

1 Bureaus

of Immigration and Naturalization consolidated into Bureau of Immigration and Naturalization.
'Housing Corporation transferred from independent offices to Labor in 1932, appropriation, $15,000.
a Carried in Public Works Administration report of May 7, 1934, under Department of Labor.
'Not including $20,000 for National Park Service in a rider to the State, Justice, Commerce, and Labor appropriation bill for 1932.
Fiscal year 1932 (H.R. 16110), Public, No. 719, 71st Cong., approved Feb. 23, 1931.
Fiscal year 1933 (H.R. 9349)~ Public, No. 232, 72d Cong., approved July 1, 1932.
Fiscal year 1934 (H.R. 14365J, Public, No. 387, 72d Cong., approved Mar. 1, 1933.
Fiscal year 1935 (H.R. 7513), Public, No. 143, 73d Cong., approved A.pr. 7, 1934.
First deficiency, 1931 (R.R. 15592), Public, No. 612, 7lst Cong., approved Feb. 6, 1931.
First deficiency, 1932 (H.R. 6660), Public, No. 5, 72d Cong., approved Feb. 2, 1932.
Second deficiency, 1932 (H.R. 12443), Public, No. 235, 72d Cong., approved July l, 1932.
First deficiency, 1933 (H.R. 14436), Public, No. 325, 72d Cong., approved Jan. 30, 1933.
Second deficiency, 1933 (H.R. 14769), Public, No. 442, 72d Cong., approved Mar. 4, 1933.
Third deficiency, 1933 (R.R. 5390), Public, No. 26, 73d Cong., approved May 29, 1933.
Fourth deficiency, 1933 (H.R. 6034), Public, No. 77, 73d C<mg., approved June 16, 1933.
Deficiency, 1934 and 1935 (H.R. 9830), Public, No: 412, 73d Cong., approved June 19, 1934.

RtU'ular, deficitncy, and special appropriations-War

Military:
Secretary's office----------------------------------------General Staff_------------------------------------------Adjutant GeneraL-------------------------------------lnspector
GeneralGeneral
____ ----------------------------------Judge
Advocate
_______________________ ;. _______ _

Finance __ ----------------------------------------------Quartermaster General __ ----------------------------

Depart~nt

Fiscal year 1932

Fiscal year 1933

Fiscal year 1934

$993, 907
371,394
1, 827, 041
28, 345
114, 149
137, 111, 113
92,161,461

$949, 310
349, 034
1,821, 767
28, 345
113, 294
138, 346, 589
55, 263, 174

$868, 184
312, li21
l, 607, 753

24, 467
103, 542
130, 155, 611
51,'0l,609

Public Works
allotments 1934

$71, 009, 926

Fiscal year 1935

$256, 611
282, 012
4, 051, 570
24,005
95,095
123, -160, 365
44, 224, 268

Supplemental
appropriations
1935

1934
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Regular, deficienc11; aml special appropriatiom-War Department-Continued

- Fiscal year 1932

Fiscal year 1933

Fiscal year 1934

$2, 739, 006
3, 195, 349
31, 715, 740
l, 653, 462
· 85, 413
661, 228
10, 816, 483
1, 304, 528
69, 853
21, 310
26, 805
55, 165

$2, 338, 136
2, 650, 895
25, 673, 236
1, 6!0, 489
85, 413
596, 036
ll, 209, 014
1, 274, 279
67, olO
21, 000
25, 000
53;720

$2, 035, 431
2, 499, 129
23, 537, 769
1, 504, 189
77, 636
540, 831
10, 641, 340
1, 303, 485
60, 583
19, 690
24, 220
50, 965

Military--eontinued
Seacoast defense_________________________________________
Signal Corps_____________________________________________
Air Corps_______________________________________________
MedicaL-----------------------------------------------Insular affairs------------------------------------------Engineer Corps----------------------------------------Ordnance________________________________________________
Chemical Warfare_______________________________________
Infantry _____________________ :_~ ------------------------Cavalry_---------------------------~-------------------- .

Field ArtillerY------------------------------------------Coast Artillery __ ----------------------------------------

~ilt~~!rC:!~=--~===========::::::::::::::::::~:::::::

3&

,o~g_aniu;d ~~rve.s--;-;---------------------------------

~::

3i: ~~: ~:

3~: ~~

Public Works
allotments 1934

1$7,000, 000
_ ---------------7, 500, 000
---------------1, 500, 000
-----------------6, 000, 000
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

m--------2.-238;524-

6, 537, 785
6, 354, 348
6, 354, 348 ----------------C1t1Z0ns military tram.mg camps________________________
6, 75S, 029
6, 692, 008
5, 975, 431 -----------------National Board for Rifle Practice________________________
732, 770
139, 150
159, 465 ----------------Motorization_------------------------------------------- ---------------- __ ------ ------------ -----------------1 10, 000, 000
Total (military)_------------------------------------

Nonmilitary:
Quartermaster Corps------------------------------------

~~~~orcfo"q,5~~=::::::::==::::::::=====::::::=:::::::::

334, 705, 965

289,-500, 024

277, 050, 381

1, 770, 934
298, 560
97, 489, 090
11, 493, 686
7,500

1, 131, 049
161, 285
94, 139, 494
~l, 146,,661

1, 109, 675
160, 772
60, 413, 517
ll, 106, 404

Fiscal year 1935

Supplemental
appropriations
1935

$1,
161, 805
----_
2, 040,
520 -------------____ _: ____________
27, 591, 793
1, 406, 333
72, 035
«1, 284
10, 153, 204
1, 302, 681
59, 805
19, 432
23, 718
49, 679
2, 193, 260
28, W5, 034
4, 278, 859
4, 117, 601
145, 178

105, 248, 550

255, 526, 147

(2)
. 176, 170
928, 208
1, 009,000

715, 927
146, 055
53, 307, 936
6, 532, 926

---------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1===========.===========:===========:==========l============I==========

Panama Canal ____ ---- -------------- ____ ---------------Attendance Army Band, Confederate Veterans _________ _

2 255,

1--~~~~~ 1~~~~~- 1-~~~~~-~~~~~~-~~~~~~- 1-~~~~~

Total (nonmilitary)___________________________________

111, 059, no 106, 578, 489
72, 790, 368
257, 104, 378
60, 702, 844
l==========='===========~===========l==========F===========I==========

Totalm.ili~yandoonmili~-----------------,=~="~5~,7=6~~=73~5~j'. =~3=~~m~8~,~fil~3~1~~3=G~,=~=o~,7=G=~~~M=2~,3=5~~=9=28~=~=3=1~~~2=28~,=W=l=~--=--=-=--=-=--=--=-=--=-=-Deficiency appropriations:
First deficiency, 1932----------------------------------137, 703
Second deficiency, 1932________:. ________________________
4, 117, 880
First deficiency, 1933___________________________________· -----------------Second deficiency, 1933________________________________ -----------------Third deficiency, 1933_________________________________ -----------------Deficiency, 1934 and 1935------------------------------- -----------------Special acts:
Attendance Army Band, G.A.R. reunion ______________ _
7, 500
(H.J.Res. 536) Public Re.solution No.140, 7lst Cong.,
approved Mar. 4, 1931.
Emergency relief and construction, 1932 (R.R. 9642),
Public, No. 302, 72d Cong.,. approved July 21, 1932:
Military, Quartermaster General, military posts ____ -----------------Nonmilitary, Engineer Corps:
Rivers and harbors _____________________________ -----------------Flood controL __ -------------------------------- __ ---------- _____ _
Total regular, deficiency, and special_----------------

----------------------------------4, 198
326, 546
21, 000
------------------

----------------------------------_-_ _____ :. __________
---------------------------------l, 118, 683

--------------------·--·---------------·----------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------_: _______._________
----------------------------------16, 000

------------------------------------'------·------------------------------------------------------------

___________ ; __•____ ------------------ ---------------- _______ : __________ ------------------

450, 028, 818

15, 164, 000
30, 000, 000
15, 500, 000
457, 094, 257

350, 959, 432

362, 352, 928
350, 959, 432

316, 244, 991
$316, 2«, 991

Regular appropriations plus P.W ..A. allotments and sup__
plemental appropriat ions _________________________________ ------ ______________________________ --------------- ___ 1===71==3=.3=12='=360= ________________ --l===3=16=,=244,==W=l
1
Permanent and indefinite___________________________________
14, 305, 415
12, 576, 540
12, 462, 500 -----------------11, 803, 900
Grand total, War Department__ _____________________ _
1
1

464, 334, 233

469, 670, 797

363,.421, 932 ------------------

328, 048, 891

Carried in Public Works .Administration report of May 7, 1934, under War Department.
.
Engineer Corps:
·
·
:
·
Flood control ________________________ ----- _____ ------- ____________ -----------------------------~----------------------------------------------------- $69, 187, 000
Rivers and harbors_-------- ________ ----- __ ----- ______ ------------ __ -------- _____________________________ .:______________________________________________ 179, 741, 208
Seacoast defense __ --- _____________ ------- ____________ ----------- ----- ----- ---------- --------------- _------------------------------------------- -------7, 000, 000

Total ________________ --- _______ ----- -- _____________ --- ----- - ---- -- ---- ---- -- -----------------------.---- ---------------------------------------------- 255, 928, 208
Fiscal year 1932 (R.R. 15593),. Public, No. 718, 7lst Cong., approved Feb. 23, 1931.
Fiscal year 1933 (R.R. 11897), Public, No. 286, 72d Cong., approved July 14, 1932.
Fiscal year 1934 (R.R. 14199), Public, No. 441, 72d Cong., approved Mar. 4, 1933.
Fiscal year 1935 (H. R. 8471), Public, No. 176, 73d Cong., approved Apr. 26, 1934.
First deficiency, 1932 (R.R. 6660), Public, No. 5, 72d Cong., approved Feb. 2, 1932.
Second deficiency, 1932 (R.R. 12«3), Public, No. 235, 72d Cong., approved July 1, 1932.
First deficiency, 1933 (R.R. 14436), Public, No. 325, 72d Cong., approved Jan. 30, 1933.
Second deficiency, 1933 (R.R. 1'769), Public, No. «2, 72d Cong., approved Mar. 4, 1933.
Third deficiency, 1933 (R.R. 5390), Public, No. 26, 73d Cong., approved May. 29, 1933.
Deficiency, 1934 and 1935 (R.R. 9830), Public, No. 412, 73d Cong., approved June 19, 1934.
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS

Fiscal year 1934-----------------~------------------------------------------------~------------------~-------~· $12,649,004,521
Fiscal year 1935-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 7,817,121,883
Grand total, 1934 and 1935----------------------------------------·---------------------------------------- 20,466, 126,404
NATIONAL ECONOMY LEAGUE WANTS MORE ECONOMY AT THE

EXPENSE OF WAR VETERANS

Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, recently, the Economy League
flooded Members of the Senate with a multigraphed letter
viewing with alarm the activities of Veterans of Foreign
Wars officials and Gen. Smedley Butler in urging and
demanding that the back salary long overdue the soldiers
of the World War be paid at once.
In all its activities we have never heard of the Economy League's advocating any real economy. They wa.nt
compensation taken away from disabled veterans. They
want the Government to pay interest on its Treasury obligations at a price three or four times what money ca.n

be obtained for in the open market. They want the Government to continue paying enormous interest on bonds
held in Wall Street, and they want the National Bank Act.
whereby a favored national bank can collect $27,500,000
interest a year on an investment of $300,000, continued in
force. This seems to be their idea of economy.
During the recent Republican conclave in Chicago, we
read in the newspapers that Phil Collins, chief king maker
of the American Legion, was monkeying around with the
Republican National Committee, and was even mentioned
as a stalking horse for the Chicago utilities interests for the
national chairmanship. Veterans interpret this as a move
by Collins to make the American Legion a subsidiary of the
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Republican National Committee with the idea in view of
making Hanford MacNider the next Republican nominee
for President.
.
Veterans in generaL and Legionnaires in particular, probably feel as deeply about the activities of the Legion king
makers as they do about the Economy League. Therefore,
I hail with pleasure the announcement by Victory Post No.
4 of the American Legion, Department of the District of Columbia, that it will hold a veterans' conference in Washington early in October, looking toward procuring a free and
unfettered expression of the desires of veterans generally,
as to what legislative program should be promulgated in
their interests in the Seventy-fourth Congress..
We all know that the American Legion had a mandate
from its Portland convention to work for the immediate payment of the balance due on the adjusted-service certificates.
We know that that mandate was never rescinded in spite
of the efforts of the Legion politicians to make us believe it
was. Yet, in spite of this mandate, we find that certain
high officials of the American Legion a.re secretly and openly
working to prevent payment of adjusted-service certificates.
If Victol'y Post is successful in having a representative
group of veterans from over a.II the United States present
at its October conference, it will be able to obtain an expression of veterans' views which cannot be denied by ·all
the Phil Collinses, the Hanford MacNiders, the John Thomas
Taylors, and Edward Hayeses in the country. They can obtain a true and accurate expression of how the veterans
really want Congress to vote, and will not be misled by
professional politicians in high places in the American
Legion working for special interests instead of for their
members.
Victory Post, of the District of Columbia, is known far and
wide as one of the most proveteran American Legion posts
in the country. It often puts the fear of God into its own
national officials by demanding their resignation when their
actions do not meet with the approval of the Legion membership in general
It was a drum and bugle corps of Victory Post that walked
out on Pat Hurley when he bad the crust to speak at the
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier on the Armistice Day following the rape of the B.E.F., and the gassing of babies, women,
e.nd unarmed men by the Regular Anny at Hurley's enthusiastic direction.
Mr. Speaker, under date of March 3, 1934, I received a
letter from the National Economy League, self-styled as a
"nonpartisan citizens' organization for public service",
These economy fellows are all het up again about the taxridden people. They are h~ving nightmares about the
Bonus Act. They insist in utter horror and deep consternation that this act is nothing more- nor less than instant
printing-press infiation, and this procedure, they infer, will
send the whole country straight to an economic hell, and
nothing short of a miracle can head it off.
They do me honor when they address me as " My dear
Congressman TRUAX." If these self-appcinted and selfconstituted watchdogs of the Treasury really knew what I
think of them, and how their letters arouse my resentment
like a red :flag waved at a bull, I feel sure they would delete
the words " my dear " and that they would spell my name
with an " e " appended to the last syllable, so that it
would read thusly " True-axe ", and it would not take them
many moons to discover that the "axe" is plenty sharp to
chop out their lying, scandalous, scurrilous, slanderous
tongues used chiefly to crucify war veterans, debauch their
widows, and rob their children.
This modern band of silk-stockinged freebooters, sailing
under the black flag of John Pirate Morgan. with the skull
and crossbones of Kuhn-Loeb & Co. and all the rest of the
swashbuckling international brigands (bankers) , human
hyenas, and nickel-snatching jackals who would rob the
graves of their own flesh and blood to accumulate more
millions of their filthy lucre, proceed to tell me:
The National Economy League asks you to support the President's recovery program by refusing to pay-now in 1934-the
veterans' bonus; which is not d.ue until 1945.
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The present demand for this sudden and gigantic payment,
which would cost a tax-rtdden people, overnight, some $2,000,000,000 more than they have already generously given under the
Bonus Act, does not come even from a representative group of
veterans. It comes from a single organization whose membership
represents only an insignificant percentage of the veterans of the
World War.
Such premature payment means, by its own terms, instant
printing-press inflation, the disastrous effect of which on all
groups, but particularly on the wage earners-among whom are
many veterans-is too well known to you to require mention. It
threatens the financial stability of the recovery program. Indeed,
it threatens the financial safety of the Nation-and this is well
known to the very veterans who make the demand.
Let me, 1f you please, as a veteran myself, thank you for the
changes you are molding into law in aid of veterans who suffer
disabilities directly due to war. _You have been generous to them,
and that is right. The National Economy League has always
asked and always will ask generous treatment for the truly wardisabled veteran. At the same time we ask that no gratuities be
paid to those veterans who came out of the war hale, whole, and
hearty. That principle is laid down by the President and it is
thoroughly approved by the people.
How is it. then, that nearly 4,000,000 healthy veterans are put
forward for a. $2,000,000,000 hand-out over and above ordinary
citizens? These veterans already share in every form of relief.
They are even preferred in relief over everybody else by both
Federal and State laws. Why should they be still further preferred out of the pockets of all the rest of the people?
The President has, naturally enough, expressed his opposition
to such a. proposal.
It is our earnest hope that you will not countenance 1t.
·
·
Yours very sincerely,
HENRY H. CURRAN.

Here is a list of the executive committee, better known to
veterans as the " rogues' gallery ":
Barber, Thomas H., Woodbury, N.Y.
Beacom, Harold, Chicago, Ill.
Biddle, Alexander, Philadelphia, Pa.
Blaine, Graham B., Hewlett, N.Y.
Boggs, Lucien H., Jacksonville, Fla..
Bonnell, Robert 0., Baltimore, Md.
Borders, Melville W., Jr., Kansas City, Mo.
Breckinridge, Henry, New York, N.Y.
Browne, Gilbert G., New York, N.Y.
Cardwell, Marion, Louisville, Ky.
Carter, Robert H., Richmond, Va..
Clark, Grenville, New York, N.Y.
Cobb, Lloyd, New Orleans, La.
Coggeshall, Murray, Morristown, N.J.
Cutchins, John A., Richmond, Va..
Dabney, W1lliam C., Louisville, Ky.
Davis, Dwight F., St; Louis, Mo.
Dennett, Carl P ., Boston, Mass.
Dickinson, J. M., Nashville, Tenn.
Dresser, Robert B., Providence, R.I.
Evarts, Jeremiah M., Windsor, Vt.
Fairbanks, Joseph, Washington, D.C.
Fitz-Hugh, Alexander, Vicksburg, MisS.
Flinn, A. Rex, Pittsburgh, Pa..
Gardiner, William Tudor, Augusta, Maine..
Garrigues, John K., Wilmington, Del.
Hannaford, Jule M., Jr., St. Paul, Minn.
Harriman, E. Roland, New York, N.Y.
Hollister, Evan, Buffalo, N.Y.
Hopkins, Ernest M., Hanover, N.H.
Huger, Alfred, Charleston. S.C.
Hugus, Wright, Wheeling, W.Va..
Jamison, Robert H., Cleveland, Ohio.
Johnson, Royal C., Aberdeen, S.Dak.
Johnston, Forney, Birmingham, Ala..
Lehmann, John 8., St. Louis, Mo.
Logan, Richard D., Toledo, Ohio.
Lowrey, Alan J., San Francisco, Calif.
Maddox, Robert F., Atlanta, Ga.
Mcilvaine, Tompkins, New York, N.Y.
Mills, Charles M., New York, N.Y.
Montague, Paul N., Winston-Salem, N.O.
Morrow, William I., Hartford, Conn.
Munn, John R., Princeton, N.J.
Naftzger, Roy E., Loi; Angeles, Cal11.
Naumburg, George W., Croton, N.Y.
Newberry, Phelps, Detroit, Mich.
O'Brien, John J., Detroit, Mich.
Polk, Charles M., St. Louis, Mo.
Poole, Grace Morrison, Washington, D.O.
Pratt, Thomas B., Darien, Conn.
Robertson, Walter~ .• Richmond, Va..
Robinson, Joseph W., Toledo, Ohio.
Roosevelt, Archibald B., New York, N.Y.
Russell, Richard S., Boston, Mass.
Stahlman, James G., Nashville, Tenn.
Starbuck, E. B., Santa Barbara, Calif.
Gilbert G. Browne, chairman managing committee.
Graham B. Blaine, treasurer.
E. Roland Harrim.ann, chairman finance committee.
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George W. Naumburg, vice chairman finance committee.
Henry H . Curran, director.
George J. Dunbaugh, assistant director.

Mr. Speaker, you will note that in the first paragraph of
the letter I am asked to support the President's recovery
program " by refusing to pay now-in 1934-the veterans'
bonus, which is not due until 1945." Out of 30 and more
major legislative measures, Mr. Curran and his fellow leaguers are interested in only 2-the Economy Act and the
so-called " S\)ldiers' bonus." The reason is obvious. The
pensions that are paid war veterans are financed by the
revenue _ derived from income taxes. These millionaire
income-tax dodgers are not content with defrauding the
Government of billions of dollars. In addition, they would
crucify the veteran, take a way all his pension, regardless of
his disability or of his dire financial distress, merely to wipe
out the little income taxes that they, the millionaire crowd,
are compelled to pay -now.
In the case of the immediate payment of the bonus, no
such question is involved. The Patman bill, commonly
known as the " bonus bill ", which passed the House of Representatives by an overwhelming majority, authorizes the
issuance of new currency to pay off every certificate in full.
The approximate amount required is $2,400,000,000, backed
by Government bonds, because that is all the certificates
are-a promisory note or obligation of the Government of
the United States of America to pay the soldier his adjusted
compensation in 1945. Yet these rich economy leaguers say
that would be fiat money; it would represent" instant printing-press inflation. the disastrous effect of which on all
groups but particularly on the wage earners--among whom
are many veterans--is too well known to require mention.
Well, to Mr. Henry H. Curran, the bellwether of this flock
of avatars of greed, I humbly doff my hat. For modern,
up-to-the-minute superheterodyne and super-stream-lined
gall, guts, and plain, low-down lying, you win the congressional leather medal.
In fact, you say that more money in circulation wUI hurt
the fellow who has no money. You state that when we have
a famine of money more money would only make the famine
worse-the pestilence more devastating. In all contemporary history I only know of one simile, one comparison-that
is the shocking spectacle of Henry A. Wallace, Secretary of
Agriculture, plowing under and reducing crops in the midst
of the worst drought the country has suffered in years.
Indeed-

Quoth Sir Henry Curranit threatens the :financial safety of the Nation.

· Let me ask you, where .was your boasted financial safety
on March 4, 1933? Half the banks in the Nation were closed
down-flat broke-President Roosevelt's first act was to close
. down the rest to keep the bank racketeers, to which your
crowd evidently belongs, from looting all the banks of the
depositors' money.
The first act of Congress was legislation passed for the
benefit of banks and the bankers. All of them participated
in Government finances and doles.
Old John Pirate Morgan himself, under whose bloody flag
you and your watchdogs of the Treasury sail, required help.
Had he been given his just dues, Congress would have en' acted legislation to confiscate $39,900,000,000 of his reputed
I net worth of $40,000,000,000, expatriated the old buccaneer,
and deported him to his native country of England where
he does pay taxes.
1
You, Comrade Curran, besmirch thousands of worthy war
veterans by proclaiming that you yourself are a veteran.
You thank me for molding into law in aid of veterans who
suffered disabilities directly due to war. This "oily bull"
of yours causes me to believe that you must have been disabled yourself either in eyesight or in memory; because if
you have scanned the voting recor~ of Congressmen as
assiduously as you have slandered worthy veterans, you
would have discovered long ago that I voted for the veterans
100 percent on each and every roll call and against you and
your millionaire leaguers 100 percent.

.
l
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You want " no gratuities be paid to those veterans who
came out of the war hale, whole, and hearty. Well, just who,
in the name of Mephistopheles, are you to act as a selfappointed judge, jury, prosecutor, and supreme court to
discriminate between veterans who are disabled and those
who came out of the war hale and whole and hearty?
Were you down in the mud- and blood-soaked trenches
waiting for the zero hour while the shells cracked above and
your comrade at the right or the left, or both, fell into that
eternal sleep that knows no awakening? Did you traverse
and go through the desolate, nerve and mind racking No
Man's Land, besides which Dante's Inferno and the Stygian
depths of the blackets hell ever painted by the hand or
tongue of man were a flower-bedecked, moon-bathed, sun'."'
kissed paradise? Did you fight arm to arm and shoulder
to shoulder with the World Wa:r heroes? Did you hear the
roar and shriek of the bursting shells, the yells and cries of
the dying and wounde~ while we fought to make the war
safe not for democracy but for the plutocracy of Wall
Street?
If you can answer these questions in the affirmative, then
you are qualified to answer the next, thou fiery dragon who
watcheth the peoples' Treasury with such unwashed and •
unqua.shed zeal.
Could any mortal man, created in the image of Immortal
God, go through that inferno, go through that man-made
hell, and not exhibit the indelible marks of it 5 years thereafter, 10 years, 15 years-nay, even when he will reach his
threescore and ten?
Your vituperation flows out like a million-barrel gusher.
You ask:
How is it, then. that nearly 4,000,000 healthy veterans are put
forward for a $2,000,000,000 hand-out over and above ordinary
eiti:zens? These veterans already share in every form of relief.
They are even preferred in relief over everybody else by both Federal and State laws. Why should they be still further preferred
out of the pockets of all the rest of the people?

Here is your answer: That wair was fought for the aristocracy of wealth for whom you seem to be the paid mouthpiece. Morgan and his fell ow bandits bet on the wrong
horse-England-they had lent $10,000,000,000 of their illgotten gold to England and her allies. England and her
allies had their backs to the wall and, without Am.erica;n
intervention, were foredoomed to defeat. Defeat would have
meant repudiation of Morgan's loans to the Allies.
The United States entered the war. Four million of the
bravest, the finest, the most courageous of young American
manhood went to the front. Half of them crossed the tossing, foaming billows of the Atlantic. Then the Allies won
the war. The golden money bays of the superfiend-Morgan-were saved.
Every man who wore the uniform is entitled to and should
receive preferment from the hands of the Government that
he ga-ve his all to save.
Contrary to your statement that they are " still further
preferred out of the pockets of all the rest of the people",
they are preferred and should always be preferred out of
the pockets of the money kings of this country, whose poisonous and selfish propaganda squirts from your tongue and
pen.
· But since " 'tis a waste of lather to shave a-n ass", I shall
take no more of my valuable time commenting on your
letter. -But to paraphrase the words of another, I have
just discovered the shameful exility of the English language,
its poverty of expression, its inadequacy as a mental exchange medium, its utter inability to describe what it were
a crime to leave uncataloged. We have a great many vitriolic words, sesquipedalian words, even what the Germans
are wont to call" thunder words"; but none of them, either
singly or in combina·tion, can by the grace of inflection or
poetic license, be made to answer my purpose. I want a
real nice word with which 'to signify something awfully
nasty; but would, for this occasion only, dispense with
euphemism were it sufficiently expressive. I must have a
word woven or a warp of shame and woof of infamy by
some. foul Duessa; plying her loom among the damned-a
word that will signify ai featherless two-legged animal who
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is neither man nor ape; wnose soul is but the suspiration examin.t.:g board at the time and place above named tor bothJ
and the special examination. If the academic boa.rd ex ..
of a sick buzzard and his cerebral convolutions the writhing physical
cuses you from all mental examtna.tions 1n accordsn.ce With the
of malodorous maggots; who is a crim.ina.J. and not confined, new regulations, you w1ll report as above authorized for phyatcal

a lazar and not compelled to cry " unclean "; a creature
so foul that were Doll Tearsheet his mother, Palstaff his
father, and perdition his birthplace, he would shame his
shameless dam, disgrace his graceless sire, and dishonor his
honorless country.
ITALIAN CITIZENS IN omo, THAN WHOM THERE ARE NONE MORE
PATRIOTIC, LOYAL, OR PROGRESSIVE, ARE GIVEN RECOGNITION BY
APPOINTMENT OF ARTHUR DE LUCA AS A CADET TO WEST POINT

Mr. TRUAX Mr. Speaker, among Ohio's citizenry theTe
are thousands of patriotic loyal citizens of Ita.lia.n descent.
This is particularly true of the urban centers of population.
It is noticeably true in the large cities of northeastern Ohio.

Through experience, observation, and contacts made during
14 years in public life, I say, without hesitation, that
these worthy citizens a.re always found in the front ranks
of every progressive movement in our State. They are
always found t.o be championing progressive legislation that
is for the good -of all the people instead of the favored
few. They will always be found in the ranks of the common people, fighting for a common cause, instead of
supinely following the money kings and the selfish policies
of the silk-stockinged aristocracy and the idle rich.
Mr. SpeakeT, when I served as direct.or of agriculture for
the State of Ohio, 1923--29, and had charge of the enforcement of the pure food and drug laws, I found that
little enforcement was needed against the Italian whole. salers and dealers in the varied lines of foods which they
handle, as they are, in nearly every case, peaceful, lawabiding citizens.
The great majority of them have supported Democratic
candidates for o:mce in Ohio, because these candidates fulfill, usually, the Italian sense of honesty, justice, and fair
play. Personally, I know that the vast majority of Italian
voters in my State voted for Pranklin D. Roosevelt and the
new deal We find them today supporting the policies of
our great President and the new deal They have gone to the
front in business, in the professions, in the sciences, and in
the arts, and did their part, and did it well, in the World

·war.
Mr. Speaker, it is a distinct pleasure and privilege to me
to have enjoyed the honor t.o apPoint an outstanding Italian
youth of Steubenville, Ohio, a cadet to the United States
Military Academy, at West Point, N.Y. I am heTewith appending letters from the Honorable George H. Dern, Secretary of War, and Maj. Gen. James F. McKinley, The Adjutant General, confirming the appointment.
FEBRUARY 3,

1934.

Hon. CHARLES V. TRUAX,
House of Representatives.

DEAR MR. TauAX: I am m receipt of your letter of February 2,
1934, with which you transmit your nom.tna.tions of Arthur De
Luca., Richard King, a.nd Verlin Eugene Henderson, as principal,
first and second alt.em.ate candid.at.es, respectively, for appointment
to the United States Military Academy, at West Point, N.Y.
A letter of appointment has been issued to Mr. Arthur De Luca
the principal candidate, a. copy of which letter is enclosed !or yo~
information and files. It 1B requested tha.t you sign the nominations of the first and second alternate candidates and return them
to the Department 1n order that letters o! appointment may be
issued.
·
·
Sincerely yours.
GEO. H. IlnN,
Secretary o/ War.
WAR DEPARTMENT,

THE An.TUTANT GENERAL'S OF'F'ICE,

Washington, FebMl41'1/ 3, 1934.

Mr. ARTHUR DE LUCA,
646 S'lack Street. steubenville, Ohio.

DEAR Sm: I have the honor to inform you that you have been
selected for appointment as a cadet of the United States Military
Academx. at West Point, N.-y:., and ·that you are, therefore, authorized by the Secretary of War to present yourself before a board of
officers at Fort Benjamin Harrison, Ind., on Ma.!'ch 6, 1934, before
9 o'clock a..m., for menta.l and physical examination.
Should the academic board in the meantime excuse you from
the regular menta.l examination by accept1nif your educational
certificate to be validated by special examination, under regulations recently adopted, you will be required to appear be!ote the

examination only.
If it be found that you possess the requisite qual1.ftcat1on.s, yo~
w1ll be admitted to the academy, without further exam!nat1o1'
upon reporting in person to the superintendent at West Point on
July 2, 1934, and your warrant o! appointment, which w1ll entitle
you to pay from the date of your adm1ss1on, will be delivered.
to you.
The laws and regulations governing the admission o! cadet.t
a.re fully set forth in the accompanying pamphlet to which yout
attention is particularly directed.
You are requested to inform this office immed.1.a.tely of yo'IU
acceptance or d~llnation of the oontem.plated appointment. A
blank form of a.ccepta.nce 1s also enclosed.
Very truly yow-s.
.TAMES F. :McKINLEY,
Major General,
The Ad.fu:ta:nt General...
LABOlt AND THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY

Mr. KET.I.ER. Mr. Speaker, every time the Democratid
Party has gaihed control of the National Government la.bo ·
has been rewarded. All the important causes labor ~
advocated have awaited the arrival of Democratic adJ:ninis.
trations for rea.llzation. Labor~s struggle for economic jus~ r
tice and the aims and ideals of the Democratic Party have
been fellow travelers across the pages of American history.
Such claims would be ridiculous if they were not supportable
by facts. But here are the facts:
Whence came the Secretary of Labor who now sits in the
President's cabinet? Woodrow Wilson appointed the firs~
representative of the laboring people to sit in his Cabinet
in 1913. This act was the culrnjnation of a long struggl~
on the part of labor for such representation, and to Wilson.
heading a Democratic administration, fell the honor of appointing the first Secretary of Labor. Under Wilson the
Department rose to a position of real importance, only to
become the least important under succeeding Republican
administrations. A view of the appropriations is ample
proof of the unimportance the Republican Party gave to tha
Labor Department. In 1919, the last year of the Wilson administration, more than $11,000,000 was appropriated for
the Labor Department. In 1920 the Republican Party making the appropriations, -the Department of Labor received
slightly more than $4.000,000.
Another victory of utmost importance to American labor
was gained in the administration of Wilson. For more than
30 years far-seeing men had advocated an 8-hour day for
the workingman. Employers, backed by wealth and privilege, had forestalled every attempt to realize this ideal.
Conservative judges had ruled against State laws that attempted to set maximum hours of work. Again the Democratic Party stepped to the side of labor. President Wilson
sponsored a law that passed Congress ma.king 8 hours the
legal working day on the railroads of the Nation. The
effects of this law were felt throughout the country. The
great majority of the industries of the Nation soon adopted
the 8-hour day.
In the second term of Wilson's administration the Clayton
Act was passed. Its intention was to modify those parts of
the Sherman Antitrust Act which courts had used to curb
labor-union activities. The intrepid Samuel Gompers led
a gallant fight for labor in its etiorts against this part of
the Sherman Act. Two Republican Presidents had refused
to sponsor the change, and one of them had vetoed a proposed change. Woodrow Wilson signed the Clayton Act,
which exempted trade unions from the terms of the Sherman Act. Labor unions were no longer combinations in
restraint of trade in the eyes of the law. Government by
in.hmction was no longer the order of the day.
It should also be remembered that during the Wilsoh
regime a child labor law was passed, which unfortunately,
was later invalidated by the Supreme Court of the Unfted
States. Another Democratic President was to have the
honor once more of abolishing that odious institution. Remarkable as it may seem, he did it with the consent of the
~mployer class. All industries working under the terms of
the N.R.A. codes do not employ child labor.
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Still another step was taken by the Democratic Congress
which served the interests of the workingman in 1916. The
Seaman's Act was passed. Under its provisions, strong hope
was held that an American merchant marine could be built.
Foreign ships had been carrying the bulk of American goods
and foreign sailors and owners were receiving the wages and
profits. By just regulations of the association between employer and seaman, the sailor benefited beyond anything ever
known on American vessels. Safer working conditions and
safer ships resulted from the regulations laid down by
this act.
·
In our present situation, with strikes and industrial disputes before the public eye, it should · be recalled that arbitration of industrial disputes received impetus during the
Wilson era. The National War Labor Board's activity in
settling labor disputes is memorable. Their services were
invoked in more than 500 cases in 1918 alone. A part of
the Newlands Act of 1913 provided for the arbitration of
railway labor disputes. Peace, coupled with sanity, went far
to harmonize conflicting interests.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt took office March 4, 1933, the
first Democratic President since Woodrow Wilson. For 12
years labor had been the tail of the industrial kite. Never
once in those 12 years were the ideals and aims of the laboring man given a front-rank position in the industrial parade.
Wealth and privilege led the march to the chasm into which
we fell in 1929. Franklin Roosevelt came into the Presidency
at a time when 13,000,000 men walked the Nation's streets
in enforced idleness. All banks and most of business
:was on the point of collapse. He realized that the prosperity
of the Nation depended on the men and women who produce
the wealth of the country. With that realization, the principal aim of his whole program became one of restoring old
jobs and creating new ones. The National Industrial Recovery Act was passed. Under its terms labor received some
of its greatest blessings. Child labor was abolished in all
the codes. Shorter hours than had ever been known fell
to the lot of thousands of workers. Minimum wages were
set at a figure that was as much as 60 percent higher than
some industries had ever paid. That old and heinous institution, the sweatshop, disappeared from the industrial scene
under the provisions of the codes.
President Roosevelt determined, in writing the N.R.A.
codes, to create more jobs and make life more livable for the
workingman by shortening the length of the working day.
More than 3,000,000 men have received jobs as a result of
this N.R.A. activity. Not only did the length of the working
day decrease but wages at the same time were increased.
Now the Democratic President and the Democratic Congress
hope to establish the 6-hour day and the 30-hour week for
American industry as soon as workable adjustments can be
made, and through that and other means provide a job for
every man and woman who wants to work. That is the
goal.
. There were other tasks to be done. Some immediate jobs
had to be furnished. The C.W.A. was created. Throughout
the past winter the Federal Government kept men at work
on C.W.A. projects paying standard wages and restoring
the unemployed worker's self-respect by so doing. Four
million men and their dependents were removed from the
relief rolls by the C.W.A. program. Four million men became producers and consumers after years of humiliating
experience on relief rolls. And notwithstanding the petty
abuses and inefficiencies of the C.W .A. projects, the putting
to work of 4,000,000 men in four weeks is the most notable
economic achievement in all history. No other nation could
have accomplished such a program. It is an undying testimony to the intelligence, resourcefulness, energy, and cooperative genius of the whole American people.
Far-seeing and wise, the President launched the P.W .A.
Public projects of a self-liquidating nature were started.
Carefully planned and wisely executed, these projects are
intended primarily to put men to work. In March 1934 the
P.W .A. had 226,000 men at work on public projects. In the
LXXVIII--798
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year 1935 it is expected that 5,000,000 men will find work
on P.W.A. financed jobs. It should be kept in mind that
these projects are self-liquidating, that they will not cost
the Government one cent. The money is loaned as safely
as a bank would loan it.
Of more recent things that this Democratic administra~
tjon has done for labor are three bills passed by the Seventythird Congress. First, the railroad pension bill passed in
the closing hours of the session is the same bill in substance
which I had the honor to introduce February 27, 1932, and,
with the splendid help of many of my colleagues, to battle
for 2% years before it was enacted into law. Its terms provide for pensions to protect the workers on the Nation's
railways in their old age. Upon reaching the age of 65 the
railroad worker is retired on a lifetime pension. No longer
will the haunting fear of old age and its consequent inability to work make this class of American labor fear the
time when they can no longer support themselves and their
families. It will bring greater security to the traveling
public. It will retire about a hundred and twelve thousand
old men after 30 years of service; it will promote every man
in line; give work to a hundred and twelve thousand idle
men and not cost the American people a penny. This bill
will stand as a monument in the realm of national social
legislation. It foreshadows the day when all industry will
extend the same security to its workers. It is certain to be
succeeded by a national old-age pension law. The Democratic Party stands ready to do all these things.
The second measure that issued from the Seventy-third
Congress to aid labor was the labor disputes bill. Adding
strength to the famous section 7a of the Recovery Act, which
gave labor the right to organize and bargain with its employers, this bill goes further and provides a national labor
board to settle strikes where there is a disagreement between
labor and its employer. This law intends to bring peace and
sanity to American industry instead of strife and bloodshed.
The third measure of primary importance to labor is the
amendment to the Railway Labor Act sponsored by Hon.
ROBERT CROSSER of Ohio. It forever does away with company unions on any railway and prevents the many abuses
which have so long flowed from their existence. It is fundamental labor legislation.
Long has labor struggled for those things it conceives to
be right and just. The Seventy-third Congress and the
present President of the United States did all in their power
to secure these things to labor. Child labor has gone by the
board by one blow from the codes; the sweatshop is on its
way to oblivion; hours of labor have been greatly reduced;
the right to collective bargaining is a recognized policy of
the Government; higher wages are a part of the new
deal; and arbitration of industrial disputes is to bring
peace to all industry. America shall go forward to a more
stable economic life, in which labor shall have security, a
decent standard of living, and peaceful relations with its
employers.
On the basis of unadulterated facts of service rendered,
the Democratic Party invites all men who labor, all men
who actually produce wealth, to stand by Franklin D.
Roosevelt and those legislators in the National Congress who
have supported his program. A great work has been started;
keen minds and strong hearts will be needed to see it
through; where labor has always found its champion it will
find it again. The Dem.ocratic Party invites all men to stand
by and support the program that is to take us out of this
depression and prevent future depressions; that is to provide
and permanently maintain a job for every man and woman
who wants to work.
- JUSTICE DEllrtANDS CRIMINAL PROSECUTION
Mr. SABATH. Mr. Speaker, I think we have done well
in appointing a select committee of the House and providing
it with the necessary funds to conduct a searching investigation into campaign expenditures. I have outlined the
reasons why I think so in the following letter that I have
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addressed to the Honorable
man of the committee:

JUNE

18

M. BLACK, Jr., the chair- which was identical with the one which I had offered on
the motion to recommit. It was messaged over to the House,
.1U?m 18, 1934.
but was not called up immediately.
Hon. LoR.ING M. BLACK. Jr., Chairman,
I investigated and found that if the bill went to conCommittee on Investigation of Campaign Expenditures,
ference, of the five conferees to be appointed on the part of
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
MY DEAR COLLEAGUE: The law of every State provides that obthe House, every single one of them had voted against my
LoRING

taining anything of value by false pretenses 1s a crime, and plIDishable by imprisonment. I feel that anybody or any group or motion to recommit and were therefore on record as against
combination of men which tries to obtain votes by false and mis- the Norris-Hankin bill; and that of the five conferees to
leading statements should rigidly be subjected to that law.
be appointed from the Senate, Senator NoRRIS alone had
The future of our Government depends upon the sanctity of voted for his measure, as against the provisions of the
the ballot box. That is axiomatic. The law wisely provides punishment for votes illegally cast and prohibits the buying of votes. House bill which had been offered as an amendment in the
These illegal and reprehensible practices exist, happily, in only Senate.
a few sections of our country. It is for the purpose of investigatI determined therefore to prevent the measure's going to
ing any such violation that the House of Representatives has conference, unless we could instruct the conferees to accept
appropriated $10,000 for a committee to investigate under the
the Senate bill. I asked Hon. JOHN YOUNG BROWN, of KenCorrupt Practices Act.
Therefore I call upon the committee of which you are the head tucky to help me watch the situation and to object to the
to use its power and authority a.nd to proceed to investigate the bill's going to conference if unanimous consent was revicious circle and conspiracy that is now on foot to undermine
President Roosevelt in his etrorts to further save the Nation from quested in my absence. The measure was called up while
the clutches of the old gang that has succeeded in bringing to the I was not on the :floor and tmanimous consent was requested
public stage new names and new faces to carry out an antago- to send the bill to conference. Mr. BROWN promptly obnistic, obstructive, and destructive pollcy. I make this statement
and urge action because, within the last 6 weeks, ever since we jected, and I want to say right here that in doing so, he
began the consideration of the stock-exchange control and labor rendered a great service toward helping to save Muscle
bills, at least 12 new publicity bureaus have been established and Shoals for the American people.
the services of many men engaged for the purpose of disseminatThe Rules Committee was then asked for a rule to send
ing the most misleading, false, insidious, and made-for-cash
the bill to conference. I appeared. before the Rules Comarticles that warped and conniving brains can concoct.
I believe in the freedom of the press and in the freedom of mittee and opposed such a rule unless they would give me
speech, and, though I have recently read with disgust many permission to offer a motion to instruct the conferees to
articles in Republican-controlled newspapers, I feel that thought- accept the Senate bill and allow me ample time to debate the
ful and intelligent readers will ultimately clearly understand the
question. My request was granted, and we prepared for
underlying reasons.
Nonetheless, when men of presumed standing in business-pro- the battle on the :floor of the House the next day.
fessional, educational, financial, industrial, agricultural, and other
Many Members of the House who had voted against my
groups-are hired by sel.fiil, nefarious., and lobbying interests to
motion
to recommit, seeing their mistake, came to me and
promote from the forum, through tlie press, and by the radio all
manner of undesirable and inimical campaigns and propaganda asked for time to speak in favor of my motion to instruct
against the public weal, it 1s time to thoroughly expose the origin the conferees.
and purpose of this noxious a.nd dastardly misinformation.
I called the White House early the next morning and
The Federal Trade Commission in its investigation of the shameful practices of the Power Trust, when ·it revealed regiments of informed the President's Secretary of the situation and
highly paid propagandists, who went so far as to try to improperly asked permission to quote the President as being wholeinfluence public opinion by writing public-school textbooks, and heartedly in favor of the Senate bill. That permission was
to try to improperly influence public opinion by having puppets
read over the radio speeches inspired and actually written by the granted. I told the Secretary that Mr. Roosevelt could
settle this question without any more controversy if he
Power Trust publicity agency, did a useful service.
Such investigations and wholesome exposures should be con- would call Senator NORRIS and the Chairman of the Military
tinued, in the hope that a calcium light of nonpartisan publicity A.tiairs Committee down and make it clear to them as to
will ultimately drive at least the major scoundrels to cover and
just what his wishes were in the premises. This suggestion
into inaction and discourage any oncoming corruptionists.
was communicated to the President, and he called Senator
Very respectfully,
A. J. SA.BATH,
NORRIS and the Chairman of the House Military Affairs
Member of Congress, Fifth Illinois District.

PASSAGE OF THE MUSCLE SHOALS BILL

Committee to the White House, went over the bill with
them, and let them know exactly what he wanted done;
and that was to accept the provisions of the Senate bill
with reference to the distribution of power and the construction of power lines-in other words, the provisions of
the Norris-Rankin bill on that particular point-without
which the passage of the Muscle Shoals bill would have
been a nullity insofar as it affected the consumers of electric light and power.
Senator NoR.RIS called me from the White House and told
me that this agreement had been reached and that I was
authorized to make it public, which I did. When I announced this agreement to the House, it provoked · a round
of applause from the Members who had come to realize
exactly what the Roosevelt power policies meant.
The bill was sent to conference, and the agreement entered
into was carried out. The conference report was adopted by
both Houses, and the bill was signed by the President.
The wonderful progress that has been made in the Muscle
Shoals area has proved the wisdom of this legislation. The
great reduction it has brought in light and power rates has
aroused Nation-wide interest. The country has come to
realize that the Roosevelt power policies are ushering in a.
new day that will revolutionize the economic, the industrial,
and the domestic life of America.

Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, there has been so much misunderstanding and so much misinformation given with
reference to the passage of th~ Muscle Shoals bill creating
the Tennessee Valley Authority that I deem it not inappropriate at this time to make a short statement for the
REcoRD setting o~t the facts.
When the Roosevelt administration came into power, it
was well known that some measure would be passed providing for the operation of the Muscle Shoals project. The
question was whether or not the Government, or the Authority created by it, would have the power to build transmission lines, or whether they would merely generate the
power and then have the power companies monopolize it
and use it for their own benefit.
The bill which finally became law was introduced in the
Senate by Senator NORRIS, of Nebraska. I introduced it in
the House, and it became known as the "Norris-Rankin
Muscle Shoals bill."
The Military A.tiairs Committee of the House refused to
report that measure, but reported one which, if enacted into
law, would in my opinion have paralyzed the Muscle Shoals
project and rendered it practically useless from the power
standpoint, so far as the ultimate consumers of electric
light and- power were concerned. I offered the NorrisREPRESENTATIVE TRUAX SAVES TAXPAYERS APPROXIMATELY
$20,000,000
Rankin bill as a substitute on a motion to recommit, but it
was voted down. I was denied an opportunity to discuss
Mr. TRUAX Mr. Speaker, under leave to extend my
properly the amendment, and it was therefore lost because remarks in the RECORD, I include the following:
the Membership of the House did not understand it.
The Clerk called the next bill, S. 3017, for the relief of Edwin c.
The measure then went to the Senate, which promptly Jenney, receiver of the First National Bank of Newton, Mass.
relegated it to the wastebasket and passed the Norris bill,
Mr. BLANToN and Mr. '.l'JtVAX objected.
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Mr. Bl.ANroN. Mr. Speaker, at this juncture I ask unanimous . The article also states that the Federal Government now
consent to extend my remarks to give my reasons for objecting to employs about 600,000 more people than it did in 1933. That
a number of bills on the calendar.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman also may be true. It is smprising to me if we do not employ
from Texas?
a greater number, because this administration brought the
There was no objection.
Federal
Government from Wall Street to Washington, where
Mr. TRUAX. Mr. Speaker, I make the same request.
it belongs; it naturally takes more people to run the GovThe SPEAKER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
ernment.
There was no objection.

Mr. Speaker, I have made a survey, to June 11, 1934, of
the private bills objected to on the Private Calendar, and
find the following facts:
There have been objected to 129 bills carrying appropriations totaling $18,822,455.85.
In addition there were 44 bills of a jurisdictional nature.
At least some of these would have become judgments in all
probability, resulting in cost to the Government. However,
the amount saved by objecting to this class of bills is
undeterminable.
This survey does not include the amount saved the Government by a reduction in appropriation of the private bills
passed.
Whereas the only definite sum that can be shown is the
above amount of $18,822,455.85, a conservative estimate
would be a sum well in excess of $19,000,000 saved the
Government.
In addition to the foregoing on the last day of the session,
Monday, June 18, by my individual objection, I saved
$467,622.03 on the following bills:

8.1800 ______________________________________________ $10,000.00S.232
________ ~---------------------------------- 33,337.50
22,000.00
S.826 ____________________________
S. 1461-------------------------------------------- 100, 000. 00
S.2431--------------------------------~------- 10,000.00
50,000.00
S.250 ____________________________
S.2972------------------------------------------- 20,000.00
S.2357-------------------------------------------- 29,000.00
S.1629---------------------------------------------15,000.00
S.3366 ___________________________________________ 13,000.00
~------------

~-------------

S.3017----------------------------------------- 165,284.53
Total----------------------------------------- 467,622.03
DOLE

RELIEF

DIMINISHES--REEMPLOYMENT

INCREASES

•Mr. SNYDER. Mr. Speaker, my attention has been called
to the article in the New York Times relative to Federal
expenditures and the number of Federal jobs. This article
is accredited to my fellow colleague Congressman TABER, of
New York.
The set-up of the figures and phraseology of Mr. TABER'S
article are I suppose true, because he is a most capable ~nd
honorable gentleman. However, they do not convey the
real facts, as the average reader interprets facts.
In his first statement he says that 800,000 more families
are receiving Federal support. That does not correspond
with the figures I got from Harry L. Hopkins' -department
today. But be that as it may, the fact is that there were
more than 1,500,000 families receiving relief in March 1933;
but up to that time the local organizations in the towns,
townships, counties, and States were taking care of practically all relief expenses. In other words, the amount of
money laid out for relief during the month of February
1933-I mean direct relief-was twice as great as the amount
of money laid out for direct relief for February 1934.
The new-deal machinery had put millions of men back
to work, many of them _on Federal projects, thus taking
Federal money, of course, but getting away from that most
unwholesome practice of direct relief. Those receiving relief
today as well as those that had been receiving relief want
an opportunity to work and earn their living. The Seventythird Congress in its first session, at the suggestion of President Roosevelt, created a set-up by which we put some
three or four million men to work on C.W.A. ·and P.W.A.
projects. This was done to preserve the independence in the
individuaL as well as accomplish constructive rehabilitation
work in every community and every State that was absolutely necessary because of the lack of doing such things
in these communities for 3 or 4 years prior to 1933.
Mr. Speaker, I am rather disappointed in anyone's taking
up a line of reasoning like this..

When we think of the millions and millions of men,
women, and children lined up in front of the souphouses
and breadlines throughout the Nation during the latter
months of 1932 and the early months of 1933, it is only
reasonable to assume that when the Government set up
machinery like the N.R.A. and the C.W-.A. and the P.W .A.
and other agencies, to put men to work and take them out
of the breadlines and souphou.ses. that it would take a larger
office force and managing force to do this than was necessary
when these millions were in the breadlines.
The men themselves who were in the breadlines realize
that the Government must have machinery and set-ups by
which they can be taken care of until such time as industry
opens up to absorb the unemployment through the regular
industrial channels.
The Honorable Mr. TABER also says in his article, that relief is now costing practically three times as much as it was
costing in May 1933. That statement is the most misleading
of all. The number of m~n, women, and children receiving
food, shelter, and clothing on the basis of direct relief in
May 1933 was twice as great as the number of men, women,
and children receiving food, shelter, and clothing in May
1934. Therefore, the cost of direct relief in 1934 is only half
as much as it was in 1933.
I grant you, Mr. Speaker, that if you are going to add to
these sums all that we are now spending for the drought
areas in the West, or Federal relief projects, and other avenues of employment to absorb the unemployed, the gentleman's figures may be correct. But to say the least, they
are misleading. He does not include all of the facts involved in setting forth direct or dole relief as against the
sum set aside for reemployment through the agencies such
as P.W .A. and C.W .A. and C.C.C. camps, and like activities.
:Further on in the article I notice he speaks of the Democratic pledge. The reason why the Literary Digest poll today
shows 47 ·States of ·the Union favoring a new deal is that
the Democratic Party kept their pledge. The Democratic
Party platform or pledge has been kept in letter and in
spirit, according to those who have made a study of the plat- ·
forms and pledges of all parties for the last 50 years.
In this same newspaper article my colleague is quoted as
saying that-The reckless disregard of the Democratic pledge has so destroyed
the confidence of the people 1n the Government that business does
not move.

I shall have to classify my colleague as a Republican
leader, because it is only the leadership and the dictatorship
of the Republican Party that makes such statements.
The layman of the Democratic Party and the layman of
the Republican Party are almost unanimous in their approval
of the new-deal set-up. Ninety-seven percent of the laymen of both parties know just how business was moving in
February and the 1st of March 1933, when all the banks of
the Nation were closed because of the lack of management,
or the bad management, of the same Republican leadership.
Ninety-nine percent of the American people today over
14 years of age know that confidence has been restored in
the hearts and in the breasts of the citizenship of the United
States. They know that business conditions in every field
are better than they were a year ago. They know that there
are fewer people on direct relief in every community than
there were a year ago or 15 months ago. They know that
the Seventy-third Congress gave the Nation a set-up that
has already lifted the farmers and the laborers and the little
business men up upon the first level of permanent social and
economic prosperity. They further know and have confidence that the constructive measures of this session of Congress that is now about to close will raise them to another
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level of prosperity as they are applied to our business institutions during the coming months.
In my own congressional district, where farming and
mining are the chief industries, we find that the great percent of those doing business, whether it be on the farms,
in the mines, or in the stores or factories, show you in actual
figures that the unemployment numbers are only half as
great and that their several businesses have picked ·up any
place from 15 to 200 percent. I beg leave to quote from the
Uniontown Morning Herald of yesterday a portion of the
advertisement of the Cohen's Furnitme Co., which says in
part:
AMERICA IS GOING FORWARD

Manufacturing products up 60 percent.
Department-store sales up 46 percent.
General country store sales up 66 percent.
Iron and steel production increase 200 percent.
Automobile sales increase 184.8 percent.
Bituminous coal production increase 62~ percent.
Freight-car loading increase 53.3 percent.
Newspaper advert1s1ng increase 37.5 percent.
Exports increase 70.9 percent.
Imports increase 58.6 percent.

These increases were based on a year's business dating
from JUne 16, 1933-June 16, 1934. They ten the story of the
results of the work of the Seventy-third Congress of the
United States.
It is encouraging and heartening to President Roosevelt
and the Members of Congress to know that the laymen of
this great country of ours now realize that we are on the
road to prosperity.
Nothing gives me more satisfaction than to go back to my
district and find that the miners and the laborers and the
farmers and the little business men are buoyed up with a
new hope and a new confidence in our Nation's industries.
They speak with enthusiasm about the Democratic program
that the Nation is now working out. They are more proud
of the Constitution today than ever before, because the
Democratic Congress demonstrated that the Constitution is
broad enough and deep enough to feed and clothe and
shelter all of the people all of the time.
In conclusion I wish to say that all the fac~ from all the
departments of government prove beyond the shadow of a
doubt that the new deal has not only brought ·relief for
the farmers and the laborers of the Nation but it has restored confidence, Nation-wide and world-wide.
. · The SPEAKER laid before the House the following letter
from the President of the United States:
THE WHITE HOUSE,

Hon.

HENRY

T. RAINEY,

Washington, June 16, 1934.

Speaker, House of Representatives, Washington., D. C.

MY DEAR MR. SPEAKER: Before the final adjournment of the
House of Representatives of the Seventy-third Congress, I want to
send through you, to the Members thereof, my sincere compliments and good wishes.
This Congress wlll go down into history as one of large accomplishment for the national good. May I add to this my own
feeling of deep satisfaction in the fine spirit of cooperation which
has existed between the legislative and executive branches o! the
Government.
May you all have and enjoy a well-earned holiday.
Very sincerely yours,
F'aANKLIN D. RoosEVELT.
ADJOURNMENT SINE DIE

Mr. BYRNS. Mr. Speaker, I move that the House do now

adjourn sine die.
The motion was agreed to; accordingly Cat 11 o'clock and
45 minutes p.mJ , pursuant to House Concurrent Resolution
No. 47, the second session of the Seventy-third Congress
adjourned sine die.
Bil.LS APPROVED SUBSEQUENT TO SINE DIE ADJOURNMENT

The President of the United States, subsequent to the sine
die adjournment of the second session of the Seventy-third
Congress, on the following dates approved and signed bills
and joint resolutions of the House of the following titles:
On June 19, 1934:
H.J.Res. 375. Joint resolution to effectuate further the
policy of the National Industrial Recovery Act;
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H.R.194. An act to refund to Caroline M. Eagan income
tax erroneously and illegally collected;
H.R. 387. An act donating bronze trophy guns to the
Cohoes Historical Society, Cohoes, N.Y.;
H.R. 1503. An act to amend the act entitled "An act to
create the California Debris Commission and regulate
hydraulic mining in the State of California", approved
March l, 1893, as amended;
H.R. 1567. An act amending section 1 of the act of March
3, 1893 (27 StatL. 751), providing for the method of selling
real estate under an order or decree of any United States
court;
H.R.1731. An act to make provision for suitable quarters
for certain Government services at El Paso, Tex., and for
other purposes;
H.R. 2418. An act for the relief of certain claimants at
Leavenworth, Kans., occasioned through damage to property
inflicted by escaping prisoners;
H.R. 3243. An act for the relief of Harry E. Good. administrator de bonis non of the estate of Ephraim N. Good,
deceased;
H.R. 3357. An act to amend section 99 of the Judicial Code
m.s.c., title 28, sec. 180), as amended;
H.R. 5736. An act for the relief of Shelby J. Beene, Mrs.
Shelby J. Beene, Leroy T. Waller, and Mrs. Leroy T. Waller;
H.R. 5947. An act authorizing adjustment of the claim of
the Western Union Telegraph Co.;
H.R. 6625. An act for the relief of Charles Farr;
H.R. 7348. An act to amend section 3937 of the Revised
statutes; .
H.R. 7387. An act for the relief of Royce Wells;
H.R. 7816. An act for the relief of Oswald H. Halford,
Hunter M. Henry, William C. Home, Rupert R. Johnson,
David L. Lacey, William Z. Lee, Fenton F. Rodgers, Henry
Freeman Seale, Felix M. Smit~ Edwin C. Smith, Robert S.
Sutherland, and Charles G. Ventress;
H.R. 8514. An act authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury to convey a part of the post-office site in San Antonio,
Tex., to the city of San Antonio, Tex., for street purposes,
in , exchange for land for the benefit of the Governmeµ.t
property;
H.R. 8700. An act to establish a Code of Laws for the
Canal Zone, and f01' other purposes;
H.R~ 8910. An act to establish a National Archives of the
United States Government, and for other purposes;
H.R. 8954. An act to amend an act approved June 14, 1932
<41 Stat. 306), entitled "An act granting the consent of Congress to the States of Montana and Wyoming to negotiate
and enter into a compact or agreement for division of the
waters of the Yellowstone River";
H.R. 9123. An act to authorize the Secretary of War to
lend War Department equipment .for use at the Sixteenth
National Convention of the American Legion at Miami, Fla.,
during the month of October 1934;
H.R. 9143. An act providing educational opportunities for
the children of soldiers, sailors, and marines who were killed
in action or died during the World War;
H.R. 9178. An act to regulate the business of life insurance in the District of Columbia;
H.R. 9547. An act to amend section 766 of the Revised
Statutes, as amended; and
_
H.R. 9745. An act to authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to purchase silver, issue silver certificates, and for other
purposes;
-H.R. 9830. An act making appropriations to supply de·
fic.iencies in certain appropriations for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1934, and prior fiscal years, to provide supplemental
general a.nd emergency appropriations for the :fiscal years
ending June 30, 1934, and June 30, 1935, and for other
purposes.
On June 21, 1934:
H.R. 541. An act for the relief of John P. Leonard;
H.R. 2414. An act for the relief of Frank Salisbury, ex ..
ecutor of the estate of Emerson C. Salisbury, deceased;
H.R. 2439. An act for the relief of William G~ Burress,
deceased.;
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HR. 3032. An act far the relief of Paul Jelna;
H.R. 3296. An act for the relief of Carl F. Castleberry;
H.R. 4579. An act for the relief of Dr. Charles T. Granger;
H.R. 4838. An act for the relief of the Massachusetts
Bonding & Insurance Co., a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Massachusetts;
H.R. 7922. An act authorizing the Secretary of Commerce
to dispose of a portion of the Yaquina Bay Lighthouse Reservation, Oreg.;
H.R. 7953. An act for the ·relief of the Dallas County
Chapter of the American Red Cross;
H.R. 7982. An act to establish a national military park at
the battlefield of Monocacy, Md.;
HR. 8833. An act to authorize the coinage of 50-cent
pieces in commemoration of the three hundredth anniversary of the founding of the Colony of Connecticut;
H.R. 8930. An act to provide for the construction and
operation of a vessel for use in research work with respect to
ocean fisheries;
H.R. 9861. An act to amend the Railway Labor Act aPproved May 20, 1926, and to provide for the prompt disposition of disputes between carriers and their employees; and
HR. 9904. An act to amend section 5 of Public Act No. 2
of the Seventy-second Congress, as amended.
On June 22, 1934:
H.R. 740. An act for the relief of Wade Dean;
H.R. 1354. An act for the relief of C. V: Mason;
H.R. 3705.. An act for the relief of Julia E. Smith;
H.R. 3791. An act for the relief of Gustav Welhoelter;
HR. 3793. An act for the relief of Anthony Hogue;
H.R. 4224. An act to authorize the Postmaster General to
hire vehicles from postal employees;
HR. 5031. An act for the relief of Edith L. Peeps;
HR. 5606. An act for the relief of W.R. McLeod;
H.R. 6238. An act for the relief of M. R. Welty;
H.R. 6284. An act for the relief of John R. Novak;
H.R. 6366. An act making appropriation to restore water
of high mineral content on land owned and controlled by
the Federal Government;
H.R. 6497. An act for the relief of James Henry Green;
H.R. 7372. An act for the relief of Donald K. Warner;
H.R. 7428. An act providing for the transfer of certain
lands from the United States to the city of Wilmington, Del.,
and from the city of Wilmington, Del., to the United States;
H.R. 7670. An act relating to conveyance of letters by private hands without compensation, or by special messenger
employed for the particular occasion only;
H.R. 7893. An act for the relief of Ralph Lavern Walker;
H.R. 8108. An act for the relief of Jeannette Weir;
H.R. 8460. An act to amend section 392 of title 5 of the
United States Code;
H.R. 8909. An act to authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to amend the contract for sale of post-office building
and site at Findley, Ohio; and
H.R. 9826. An act granting the consent of Congress to the
State highway commission to construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across Eleven Points River in the
NW% of sec. 31, T. 25 N., R. 3 W., 8 miles northeast of
Alton, on route Bin Oregon County, Mo.
On June 23, 1934:
HR. 9404. An act to authorize the formation of a body
corporate to insure the more effective diversification of
prison industries, and for other purposes.
On June 24, 1934:
H.R. 7264. An act for the relief of M. N. Lipinski;
H.R. 7631. An act for the relief of Arthur A. Burn, Sr.,
and J. K. Ryland; and
H.R. 8328. An act for the relief of the heirs of C. K.
Bowen, deceased.
On June 25, 1934:
H.R. 2416. An act for the relief of Mrs. George Logan and
her minor children, Lewis and Barbara Logan;
HR. 3084. An act authorizing the sale of portions of the
Pueblo lands of San Diego to the city of San Diego, Calif.;
H.R. 3636. An act for the relief of Thelma Lucy Rounds;
H.R. 4952. An act for the relief of Theodore W. Beland;
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HR. 6622. An a.ct authorizing the Secretary of Commerce
to lease certain Government land at Woods Hole, Mass.;
HR. 8919. An act to adjust the salaries of rural letter
carriers, and for other purposes; and
H.R. 9233. An act authorizing associations of producers of
aquatic products.
On June 26, 1934:
H.J.Res. 342. Joint resolution authorizing an appropria-·
tion to defray the expense of erecting the completed NavY
and Marine Memorial Monument;
H.J Res. 366. Joint resolution to simplify the administration of air-mail routes and contracts;
H.J.Res. 371. Joint resolution authorizing the creation of
a Federal memorial commission to consider and formulate
plans for the construction, on the apex block, Constitution
and Pennsylvania Avenues, in the city of Washington, D.C.,
of a permanent memorial to the memory of Thomas Jefferson, third President of the United States and author of the
Declaration of Independence;
H.J.Res. 376. Joint resolution to provide an appropriation
to enable the United States Army to send certain units to
participate in the International Celebration at Fort Niagara,
N.Y.;
H.J.Res. 452. Joint resolution to provide an additional appropriation for expenses of special and select committees
of the House of Representatives for the fiscal year 1935;
HR. 1133. An act for the relief of Silas B. Lawrence;
H.R. 2419. An act for the relief of W. B. Ford;
H.R. 4666. An act for the relief of Jerry O'Shea;
HR. 5122. An act for the relief of William S. Steward;
H.R. 7107. An act for the relief ·of Frank Baglione;
HR. 7161. An act to provide for the refund or abatement
of the customs duty on altar candlesticks and cross imported
for the Church of the Good Shepherd, Memphis, Tenn.;
HR. 7163. An act for the relief of the D. F. Tyler Corporation and the Norfolk Dredging Co.;
HR. 7292. An act for the relief of the Boston Store Co., a
corporation, Chicago, Ill.;
H.R. 8650. An act for the relief of B. J. Sample;
HR. 8727. An act for the relief of the First State Bank &
Trust Co., of Mission, Tex.;
HR. 9410. An act providing that permanent appropriations be subject to annual consideration and appropriation
by Congress, and for other purposes;
H.R. 9741. An act to provide for the taxation of manufacturers, importers, and dealers in certain :firearms and machine guns, to tax the sale or other disposal of such
weapons, and to restrict importation and regulate interstate
transportation thereof;
HR. 9769. An act to am.end the act of June 19, 1930 (46
Stat. 788), entitled ' 1An act providing for the sale of the
remainder of the coal and asphalt deposits in the segregated
mineral land in the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations, Oklahoma, and for other purposes"; and
H.R. 9829. An act to amend the Agricultural Adjustment
Act with respect to the processing tax on hogs.
On June 27, 1934:
H.J.Res. 330. Joint resolution authorizing certain retired
officers or employees of the United States to accept such
decorations, orders, medals, or presents as have been tendered them by foreign governments;
H.J.Res. 365. Joint resolution to amend the Settlement of
War Claims Act of 1928, as am.ended;
H.R. 3295. An act for the relief of the estate of White B.
Miller;
HR. 5330. An act to amend the act of March 2, 1917, entitled "An act to provide a civil government for Puerto Rico,
and for other purposes";
H.R. 5668. An act authorizing the relief of the McNeillAllman Construction Co., Inc.; of W. E. McNeill, Lee Allman,
and John Allman, stockholders of the McNeill-Allman Construction Co., Inc.; and W. E. McNeill, dissolution agent of
McNeill-Allman Construction Co., to sue in the United
States Court of Claims;
1
H.R. 8662. An act to modify the operation of the Indian
liquor laws on lands which were formerly Indian lands;
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H.R. 9620. An act to encourage improvement in housing
standards and conditions, to provide .a system of mutual
mortgage insurance, and for other purposes; and
H.R. 9867. An act amending the Independent Offices Appropriation Act of 1935.
On June 28, 1934:
H.R. 6462. An act to stop injury to the public grazing lands
by preventing overgrazing and soil deterioration, to provide
for their orderly use, improvement, and development, to
stabilize the livestock industry dependent upon the public
range, and for other purposes;
H.R. 9690. An act to place the tobacco-growing industry
on a sound financial and economic basis, to prevent unfair
competition and practices in the production and marketing
of tobacco entering into the channels of interstate and foreign commerce, and for other purposes; and
H.R. 9936. An act to compensate widows and children of
persons who died while receiving monetary benefits for disabilities directly incurred in or aggravated by active military
or naval service in the World War.
REPORTS OF COM:MITI'EES ON PUBLIC BILLS AND
RESOLUTIONS
Under clause 2 of rule XIII,
Mr. DEROUEN: Committ.ee on the Public Lands. S. 3705.
An act to extend the boundaries of the Grand Teton National Park, in the State of Wyoming, and for other purposes; with amendment (Rept. No. 2065). Referred to the
Committee of the Whole House on the state of the Union.

g-pNE 18, 1934

By Mr. CARPENTER of Nebraska: A bill <H.R. 9967) to
protect and aid tenants, sharecroppers, and operating owners of farms by insuring their continued possession of their
farms and by providing for that abundance of agricultural
crops and livestock which is essential to the well-being of
farmers and industrial workers; to the Committee on
Agriculture.
By Mr. SO:MERS of New York: A bill CH.R. 9968) to
create a National Bank of the United States and to provide an adequate and stable monetary system in order to
regulate the price level and the purchasing power of money
within the United States, and to regulate the activities of
all banks; to the Committee on Banking and Currency.
By Mr. WHITE: Joint resolution <H.J.Res 377) to facilitate an advantageous payment of intergovernmental debts
owed to the United States by the acreptance of indestructible
metals to be stored as reserve for defense preparedness; to
the Committee on Ways and Means.
PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS
Under clause 1 of rule XXII, private bills and resolutions
were introduced and severally referred as follows:
By Mr. KRAMER: A bill (H.R. 9960) granting a pension
to Laura C. Gipple; to the Committee on Pensions.
By Mr. PETTENGILL: A bill <H.R. 9961) for the relief of
Charles J. Deitch; to the Committee on the Civil Service.
Also, a bill CH.R. 9962) for the relief of James 0. Kurtz;
to the Committee on Military Affairs.
Also, a bill <H.R. 9963) granting a pension to Katherine E.
VanDorn; to the Committee on Invalid Pensions.
By Mr. HARTLEY (by request) : A bill <H.R. 9964) authorizing the Secretary of War to bestow a gold medal of
honor, of such design as he may approve, upon Nicholas
Casale; to the Committee on Military Affairs.

REPORTS OF COMMITI'EES ON PRIVATE BILLS AND
RESOLUTIONS
Under clause 2 of rule XIII,
Mr. RAMSPECK: Committee on Claims. H.R. 9031. A
bill to confer jurisdiction upon the Court of Claims to hear,
determine, and render judgment upon the claim of the
PETITIONS, ETC.
Hampton & Branchville Railroad Co.; without amendment
Under
clause
1
of
rule XXII, petitions and papers were
(Rept. No. 2064) • Ref erred to the Committee of the Whole
laid on the Clerk's desk and referred as follows:
House.
5200. By Mr. JAMES: Resolution of the Iron River Mine
PUBLIC BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS
Workers, No. 125, Iron River, Mich., through Alfred KanUnder clause 3 of rule XXII, public bills and resolutions aske, chairman, and George A. Miller, financial secretary,
favoring the passage of House bill 7598; to the Committee
were introduced and severally referred as follows:
By Mr. DIES: A bill <H.R. 9965) to authorize the Secre- on Labor.
5201. By Mr. CADY: Petition of H. Jordan, president
tary of Labor to continue to suspend deportation in certain
cases until July l, 1935, and for other purposes; to the Com- Federal Union, No. 18,737, Lansing, Mich., on behalf of 7,000
organized men and women of that city, urging favorable
mittee on Immigration and Naturalization.
By Mr. DISNEY: A bill <H.R. 9966) relating to the tribal action during the present session on the Wagner labor-disand individual affairs of the Osage Indians of Oklahoma; putes bill and the Connery 30-hour week bill; to the Committee on Labor.
to the Committee on Indian Affairs.

